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Schedule CT Meeting 2020
Monday
August 3

10:00
11:40
CEST

Test Session

12:00
13:40
CEST

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Image Reconstruction

Deep
Learning

Photon
Counting

August 4

August 6

(Page 30)

Basic short
course: Deep
Learning +
3 talks

Basic short
course: Photon
Counting +
3 talks

Coffee

Coffee

Coffee

Dual and
MultiEnergy
Imaging

Motion
Estimation
and Compensation

(Page 50)

(Page 236)

Lunch

Lunch

Opening
remarks +
5 talks

5 talks

Poster
Session 1

14:40
16:20
CEST

August 5

Poster FF +
35 posters
(Page 70)

(Page 224)

5 talks

Poster
Session 2

Poster FF +
36 posters
(Page 256)

Friday

August 7

(Page 422)

Breast CT

Observer

(Page 434)

Basic short
course:
Observer +
3 talks

Lunch

Lunch

Poster
Session 3

Novel CT
Technologies

Introduction:
Breast CT +
4 talks

Poster FF +
36 posters
(Page 450)

(Page 618)

4 talks + Fully
3D 2021 & CT
Meeting 2022
previews
(Page 630)

Coffee

16:40
18:20
CEST

Test Session

Diagnostic
and Interventional
Plenary:
Intelligent
clinical CT +
3 talks

Coffee

Coffee

Artifact and
Noise
Reduction

Security
and Phase
Contrast
CT

5 talks

(Page 400)

5 talks

(Page 594)

(Page 210)
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Tuesday, August 4
Oral Session : Image Reconstruction
Time
: Tuesday, 09:55 – 11:40
Chairs
: J. Webster Stayman and Xiaochuan Pan
Time

Author

Title

Page

09:55 – 10:00

Marc Kachelrieß

Opening Remarks

10:00 – 10:20

Baiyu Chen, Erich Kobler, Aaron Sodickson,
Daniel K. Sodickson, Ricardo Otazo

Benefits of Distributed Multidimensional Undersampling for Compressed Sensing CT

30

10:20 – 10:40

Jingyan Xu, Frédéric Noo

A k-Nearest Neighbor Regularizer for Model
Based CT Reconstruction

34

10:40 – 11:00

Yongyi Shi, Yongfeng Gao, Jiaxing Tan,
Siming Lu, Xuanqin Mou, Zhengrong Liang

Learned Texture Prior for Bayesian Reconstruction of Super-Resolution CT

38

11:00 – 11:20

Xiaojuan Deng, Xing Zhao, Hongwei Li

Limited-Angle CT Reconstruction with Random Walk Regularization

42

11:20 – 11:40

Nicolas Gindrier, Rolf Clackdoyle, Simon
Rit, Laurent Desbat

Cone-Beam Reconstruction from n-sin Trajectories with Transversely-Truncated Projections

46

Coffee Break
Oral Session : Dual and Multi-Energy Imaging
Time
: Tuesday, 12:00 – 13:40
Chairs
: Katsuyuki Taguchi and Thomas Koenig
Time

Author

Title

12:00 – 12:20

Sen Wang, Yuxiang Xing, Hewei Gao, Marc
Kachelrieß, Ao Zheng, Li Zhang

Experimental Feasibility of a ResidualModelled Material Decomposition Method
for Spectral CT

50

12:20 – 12:40

Weibin Zhang, Shusen Zhao, Huiying Pan,
Xing Zhao

An Iterative Reconstruction Method for Material Decomposition of Dual Spectral Computed Tomography Based on Monochromatic
Images

54

12:40 – 13:00

Pierre-Antoine
Rodesch,
Mohamed, Simon Rit

Si-

Spatially Varying Regularization Weights for
One-Step Spectral CT with SQS

58

13:00 – 13:20

Yiqun Q. Ma, Wenying Wang, Matthew Tivnan, Junyuan Li, Minghui Lu, Jin Zhang,
Josh Star-Lack, Richard E. Colbeth, Wojciech Zbijewski, J. Webster Stayman

High-Resolution Model-Based Material Decomposition for Multi-Layer Flat-Panel Detectors

62

13:20 – 13:40

Yifan Deng, Hewei Gao

Triple-Energy X-Ray CT Using Spectral
Modulator with Flying Focal Spot: Modulator Design and Scatter-Modeled Material
Decomposition

66

Salim

Page

Lunch Break
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Poster Session : Poster Session 1
Time
: Tuesday, 14:40 – 16:20

Time

Author

Title

14:40 – 15:00

Poster Fast Forward: 30 s presentation for each poster

Page

Poster Session 1a (Chair: Rongping Zeng and Jongduk Baek)
15:00 – 16:20

Daxin Shi

Data-Domain Decomposition Strategy in
Short-Scan Configurations for 2D DualEnergy CT

70

15:00 – 16:20

Gengsheng L. Zeng

A Pre-Filter that Incorporates the Noise
Model

74

15:00 – 16:20

Hao Zhao, Yanyan Liu, Guotao Quan

Cone Beam Artifacts Correction in Multidetector Computed Tomography Using Deep
Neural Networks

78

15:00 – 16:20

Guotao Quan, Jiao Tian, Yi Wang

Cardiac Motion Correction of Computed Tomography (CT) with Spatial Transformer
Network

82

15:00 – 16:20

Daniël M. Pelt, Charlotte Maughan-Jones,
Oriol Roche i Morgó, Alessandro Olivo,
Charlotte K. Hagen

Rapid and Flexible High-Resolution Scanning Enabled by Cycloidal Computed Tomography and Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) Based Data Recovery

86

Poster Session 1b (Chair: Bruno De Man and Zhicong Yu)
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15:00 – 16:20

Joaquim G. Sanctorum, Sam Van Wassenbergh, Van Nguyen, Jan De Beenhouwer, Jan
Sijbers, Joris J.J. Dirckx

Projection-Angle-Dependent Image Intensifier Distortion Correction in High-Speed Tomography

90

15:00 – 16:20

Jochen Butzer, Annika Döring,
Gondrom-Linke, Markus Harbecke

Dual-Energy in Industrial CT – How Simple
Math Can Reveal Structures Hidden by Artefacts

94

15:00 – 16:20

Genwei Ma, Xing Zhao, Shusen Zhao

Dual Domain Learning Basis Material Decomposition for Dual-Spectral CT via Attention Mechanism

98

15:00 – 16:20

Yan Ren, Wenting Long, Huiqiao Xie, Xiangyang Tang

Improving the Accuracy and Dose Efficiency
of Photon-Counting Spectral CT via Source
Spectrum Shaping

102

15:00 – 16:20

Marina Eckermann, Mareike Töpperwien,
Anna-Lena Robisch, Franziska van der Meer,
Christine Stadelmann, Tim Salditt

Phase-Contrast X-Ray Tomography of Neuronal Tissue with Laboratory Sources at Submicron Resolution

106

Sven
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Poster Session 1c (Chair: Adam Wang and Elias Eulig)
15:00 – 16:20

Jinwoo Kim, Ho Kyung Kim

Dose Reconstruction in Dental CBCT

110

15:00 – 16:20

Jeonghyeon Nam, Okkyun Lee

Fast
and
Accurate
Photon-Counting
Detector-Based Material Decomposition
via Nearest Neighborhood Method

114

15:00 – 16:20

Cristóbal Martínez, Jeffrey A. Fessler,
Manuel Desco, Mónica Abella

Segmentation-Free Statistical Method for
Polyenergetic X-Ray Computed Tomography
with a Calibration Step

118

15:00 – 16:20

Alexander Katsevich, Seongjin Yoon,
Michael Frenkel, Peter Munro, Pascal
Paysan, Igor Peterlik, Dieter Seghers, Adam
Strzelecki

A Motion Estimation and Compensation Algorithm for 4D CBCT with Cyclic Deformation Model

122

15:00 – 16:20

Kihong Son, Doil Kim, Seokhwan Jang,
Kyoung-Yong Lee

Capability of a Novel Head Motion Correction Algorithm for X-Ray CT Imaging

126

Poster Session 1d (Chair: Hengyong Yu and Ioannis Sechopoulos)
15:00 – 16:20

Junyoung Park, Jiyoung Choi, Duhgoon Lee,
Minkook Cho, Kyoung-Yong Lee

Performance of a Novel Cardiac Motion Correction in CT scans of 0.33 Seconds Rotation

130

15:00 – 16:20

Danyang Li, Dong Zeng, Sui Li, Zhaoying
Bian, Jing Huang, Jianhua Ma

High-Fidelity CT Reconstruction Based on an
Unsupervised Gaussian Mixture Model

134

15:00 – 16:20

Sui Li, Manman Zhu, Danyang Li, Qi Gao,
Zhaoying Bian, Dong Zeng, Jianhua Ma

Self-Supervised Reconstruction of Cerebral
Perfusion CT Images Based on Noise Properties

138

15:00 – 16:20

Stefan Haninger, Matthias Wieczorek, Wolfgang Wein, Tobias Lasser

Deep Learning Acceleration of OS-SIRT in XRay Cone-Beam Computed Tomography

142

15:00 – 16:20

Markus Susenburger, Pascal Paysan, Adam
Strzelecki, Igor Peterlik, Dieter Seghers,
Marc Kachelrieß

4D
Segmentation-Based
AnatomyConstrained
Motion-Compensated
Reconstruction of On-Board 4D CBCT Scans

146
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Poster Session 1e (Chair: Cyril Riddell and Fréderic Noo)
15:00 – 16:20

Eri Haneda, Bernhard Claus, Jed D. Pack,
Bruno De Man

Projection-Based Cardiac Phase Estimation:
Towards ECG-less Prospective Cardiac CT
Gating

150

15:00 – 16:20

Jens Renders, Jan Sijbers, Jan De Beenhouwer

Adjoint Pairs of Image Warping Operators for
Motion Modeling in 4D-CT

154

15:00 – 16:20

Stanislav Žabić, Liuchun He, Yuan Bao

A Method for Reduction of Axial Truncation
Artifacts

158

15:00 – 16:20

Oriol Roche i Morgó, Fabio Vittoria, Marco
Endrizzi, Alessandro Olivo, Charlotte K. Hagen

Three Different Ways of Implementing Cycloidal Computed Tomography: a Discussion
of Pros and Cons

162

15:00 – 16:20

Theodor Cheslerean-Boghiu, Franz Pfeiffer,
Tobias Lasser

Fast Task-Driven Acquisition Optimization
for Anisotropic X-Ray Dark-field Tomography

166

Poster Session 1f (Chair: Tobias Lasser and Guang-Hong Chen)
15:00 – 16:20

Nadav Shapira, Rajarshi Chattaraj, Leening P.
Liu, Michael Geagan, Daeyeon Lee, Chandra
Sehgal, Peter B. Noël

Quantification of Lipid-Shelled Xenon Microbubbles with Dual-Energy CT

170

15:00 – 16:20

Mayank Patwari, Ralf Gutjahr, Rainer Raupach, Andreas K. Maier

Low Dose CT Denoising via Joint Bilateral
Filtering and Intelligent Parameter Optimization

174

15:00 – 16:20

Tobias Funk, Daniel S. Badali, Oleg Konings

GPU Accelerated Monte Carlo Simulations of
X-Rays through CAD Objects

178

15:00 – 16:20

Matt D. Holbrook, Darin P. Clark, Cristian T.
Badea

Deep Learning Based Distortion Correction and Material Decomposition for Photon
Counting CT: A Simulation Study

182

15:00 – 16:20

Seongjin Yoon,
Michael Frenkel,
Thompson

Reduction of Artifacts in Multi-Energy Imaging for a Stationary Gantry CT Scanner

186
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Poster Session 1g (Chair: Jing Wang and Taly Gilat-Schmidt)
15:00 – 16:20

Chengpeng Wu, Hewei Gao, Yuxiang Xing,
Zhiqiang Chen, Xiaohua Zhu, Li Zhang

Flux Adaptation for Task-Based Dose Optimization in Grating-based X-Ray Imaging

190

15:00 – 16:20

John Boone, Ali Uneri, Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen

A Modular Phantom for Cone Beam and
Whole-Body CT Image Quality Assessment

194

15:00 – 16:20

Taejun Jang, Sungmin Lee, Kangcheol Kim,
Hyuncheol Cho, Hyesun Yun, Jin Keun Seo

Deep Learning-Based Dental Segmentation
and Tooth Identification in Dental Cone-Beam
CT

198

15:00 – 16:20

Kaicong Sun, Zhaowen Gong, Sven Simon

FDRN: Fast Deformable Image Registration
Based on Unsupervised Convolutional Neural
Networks

202

15:00 – 16:20

Hyoung Suk Park, Kiwan Jeon

Low-Dose CT Image Reconstruction with a
Deep Learning Prior

206

Coffee Break
Oral Session : Diagnostic and Interventional
Time
: Tuesday, 16:40 – 18:20
: Frédéric Noo and Norbert Pelc
Chairs
Time

Author

Title

Page

16:40 – 17:20

Matthias May

Plenary lecture: Intelligent Clinical CT

17:20 – 17:40

Chumin Zhao, Thomas Weber, Magdalena
Herbst, Ludwig Ritschl, Sebastian Vogt,
Steffen Kappler, Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen, Wojciech Zbijewski

Advanced Scan Trajectories for Chest Tomosynthesis on Robotic X-Ray Systems

210

17:40 – 18:00

Sascha Manuel Huck, George S.K. Fung, Katia Parodi, Karl Stierstorfer

Fluence Field Modulation in X-Ray CT for
ROI Imaging: Optimization of Primary Fluence and Comparison of Attenuator Scenarios

214

18:00 – 18:20

S. Principi, Adam Wang, A. Maslowski, T.
Wareing, P. Jordan, Taly Gilat-Schmidt

Deterministic Boltzmann Transport Equation
Solver for Patient-Specific CT Dose Estimation: Validation for Realistic Scanner Configurations and Patient Models

218
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Wednesday, August 5
Oral Session: Deep Learning
Time
: Wednesday, 10:00 – 11:40
Chairs
: Hongbing Lu and Xun Jia
Time

Author

Title

Page

10:00 – 10:40

Yuxiang Xing

Basic short course: Deep Learning

10:40 – 11:00

Rongping Zeng, Claire Yilin Lin, Qin Li,
Jiang Lu, Jeffrey A. Fessler, Kyle J. Myers

Generalizability Test of a Deep LearningBased CT Image Denoising Method

224

11:00 – 11:20

Xikai Yang, Xuehang Zheng, Yong Long,
Saiprasad Ravishankar

Learned Multi-Layer Residual Sparsifying
Transform Model for Low-Dose CT Reconstruction

228

11:20 – 11:40

Muge Du, Hewei Gao, Kaichao Liang, Yinong Liu, Yuxiang Xing

Unsupervised Domain Adaptation for Practical Metal Artefact Reduction in X-Ray CT

232

Coffee Break
Oral Session : Motion Estimation and Compensation
Time
: Wednesday, 12:00 – 13:40
Chairs
: Cristian T. Badea and Pascal Paysan
Time

Author

Title

Page

12:00 – 12:20

A. Sisniega, S. Capostagno, Wojciech Zbijewski, J. Webster Stayman, Clifford R.
Weiss, T. Ehtiati, Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen

Local Motion Estimation for Improved ConeBeam CT Deformable Motion Compensation

236

12:20 – 12:40

Igor Peterlik, Adam Strzelecki, Mathias
Lehmann, Philippe Messmer, Peter Munro,
Pascal Paysan, Mathieu Plamondon, Dieter
Seghers

Motion Resilient Iterative 3D CBCT Reconstruction Based on Gradient Weighting

240

12:40 – 13:00

Rob Heylen, Johan Nuyts

Motion Correction for 4D CBCT Reconstruction with TV Regularization

244

13:00 – 13:20

Johan Nuyts, Roger Fulton

Iterative FDK Reconstruction for Helical CT
of the Head with Rigid Motion Compensation

248

13:20 – 13:40

Joscha Maier, Sergej Lebedev, Elias Eulig,
Stefan Sawall, Eric Fournié, Karl Stierstorfer, Marc Kachelrieß

Coronary Artery Motion Compensation for
Short-Scan Cardiac CT Using a Spatial
Transformer Network

252

Lunch Break
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Poster Session : Poster Session 2
Time
: Wednesday, 14:40 – 16:20

Time

Author

Title

14:40 – 15:00

Poster Fast Forward: 30 s presentation for each poster

Page

Poster Session 2a (Chair: Scott Hsieh and Karl Stierstorfer)
15:00 – 16:20

Achim Byl, Laura Klein, Jennifer Hardt, Stefan Sawall, Heinz-Peter Schlemmer, Sarah
Heinze, Marc Kachelrieß

Metal Artifact Reduction in Photon Counting
CT using Pseudo-Monochromatic Images

256

15:00 – 16:20

Wenchao Cao, Peter B. Noël

Slow Triple kVp Switching CT with Convolutional Neural Network Based Sinogram Completion and Material Decomposition

260

15:00 – 16:20

Tobias Würfl, Nicole Maaß, Frank Dennerlein, Andreas K. Maier

Projective Reconstruction of Acquisition Geometry without Point Correspondences

264

15:00 – 16:20

Yidi Yao, Liang Li, Zhiqiang Chen, Wuyang
Liang, Xin Jin

Multi-Energy Monte Carlo Simulation of the
Multi-Sources Static CT System

268

15:00 – 16:20

Frédéric Jolivet, Clarisse Fournier, Jérôme
Lesaint, Andrea Brambilla

A One-Step Algorithm for Spectral CT with
an Application on Multi-Source Inverse Geometry

272

Poster Session 2b (Chair: Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen and Zhou Yu)
15:00 – 16:20

Tristan M. Gottschalk, Björn W. Kreher, Andreas K. Maier

Deep Learning Based Metal Inpainting in the
Projection Domain using Additional Neighboring Projection Information

276

15:00 – 16:20

Carlo Amato, Laura Klein, Joscha Maier,
Stefan Sawall, Nicole Gehrke, Danielle
Franke, Spyridon Gkoumas, Thomas
Thüring, Andreas Briel, Christian Brönnimann, Marc Kachelrieß

Decomposition of Multiple Contrast Agents
in Photon-Counting Micro-CT: Iodine and
Bismuth

280

15:00 – 16:20

Darin P. Clark, Cristian T. Badea

Convolutional Regularization for Accelerated Spectrotemporal CT Reconstruction

284

15:00 – 16:20

Zhitao Guo, Hengyong Yu

Low-Dose CT Denoising with Convolutional
Neural Network for Unknown Noise Levels

288

15:00 – 16:20

T. W. Holmes, C. N. De Cecco, A. Pourmorteza

Investigating the Utility of Virtual Monoenergetic Images in Non-Contrast Lung CT Scans

292
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Poster Session 2c (Chair: Ke Li and Joscha Maier)
15:00 – 16:20

Zhengrong Liang, Yongfeng Gao, Yongyi Shi,
Wei Hou

An Investigation on Bayesian Image Reconstruction without Freely Adjustable Parameter

296

15:00 – 16:20

Kai Mei, Nadav Shapira, Joshua Scheuerman,
Janet Reddin, Amy E. Perkins, Joel S. Karp,
Peter B. Noël

Ultra-Low Dose CT for PET Attenuation Correction: Preliminary Study

300

15:00 – 16:20

Kaichao Liang, Li Zhang, Le Shen, Zhiqiang
Chen, Yuxiang Xing

Method of Deep Distribution Learning from
Noisy Samples and an Application for Low
Dose CT

304

15:00 – 16:20

Berk Iskender, Yoram Bresler

X-Ray CT Scatter Correction by a PhysicsMotivated DNN with Opposite View Processing

308

15:00 – 16:20

Gilad Shechter

Projection Domain Decomposition for Photon Counting CT

312

Poster Session 2d (Chair: Ken Sauer and J. Webster Stayman)
15:00 – 16:20

Xiao Jiang, Lei Zhu

Filtered Backprojection Reconstruction for
Inverse Geometry CT with Sparsely Distributed Sources

316

15:00 – 16:20

Donghyeon Lee, Hwanhui Jo, Uijin Jeong,
Seungryong Cho

Single-Scan Dual-Energy CT Image Reconstruction via Normalized Gradient Magnitude
Image (NGMI) Regularization

320

15:00 – 16:20

Tao Zhang, Hewei Gao, Yuxiang Xing, Li
Zhang, Zhiqiang Chen

Prior-Knowledge Based Linogram Reconstruction Neural Network for X-Ray Computed Tomography

324

15:00 – 16:20

Nargiza Djurabekova, Andrew Goldberg,
David Hawkes, Guy Long, Luke Shepherd,
Marta M. Betcke

Segmented Static CBCT as Initialization of
Fully Dynamic Tomography Reconstruction
of Foot and Ankle

328

15:00 – 16:20

Erich Kobler, Baiyu Chen, Alexander Effland,
Thomas Pock, Daniel K. Sodickson, Ricardo
Otazo

Total Deep Variation for SparseCT Reconstruction

332
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Poster Session 2e (Chair: Hongbing Lu and Katsuyuki Taguchi)
15:00 – 16:20

Erdal Pekel, Martin Dierolf, Franz Pfeiffer,
Tobias Lasser

X-Ray Computed Tomography with a Robotic
Sample Holder

336

15:00 – 16:20

Junyoung Kim, Yoseob Han, Jong Chul Ye

DBP Domain Deep Learning for CT Reconstruction

340

15:00 – 16:20

Shaohua Zhi, Marc Kachelrieß, Xuanqin Mou

A Novel 4D-CBCT Reconstruction Framework via a Joint of Spatiotemporal Dictionary
Learning and Prior Constraint

344

15:00 – 16:20

Richard N. K. Bismark, Oliver Beuing, Georg
Rose

Overcoming Truncation Artifacts Caused by
the Patient Table in Polyenergetic Statistical
Reconstruction on Clinical C-Arm CT Data

348

15:00 – 16:20

Mengfei Li, Hao Gao, Yunsong Zhao

Fused Analytical Iterative Reconstruction for
Sparse View Dual Energy Computed Tomography

352

Poster Session 2f (Chair: Michael McNitt-Gray and Michael Knaup)
15:00 – 16:20

Taejin Kwon, Da-in Choi, Jaehong Hwang,
Jaesung Lee, Jihwan Lim, Inje Lee, Seungryong Cho

Dental Panoramic Image Reconstruction from
Cone-Beam CT Projection Data

356

15:00 – 16:20

Genwei Ma, Yinghui Zhang, Tong Wang,
Xing Zhao, Hongwei Li

An Intelligent Alternating Edge-Preserving
Diffusion and Smoothing Neural Network for
Limited-Angle Computed Tomography Reconstruction

360

15:00 – 16:20

Jiayu Duan, Yang Li, Jianmei Cai, Xuanqin
Mou

A New Imaging Modality Based on The Flat
Panel-Sources

364

15:00 – 16:20
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Benefits of distributed multidimensional undersampling for
compressed sensing CT
Baiyu Chen, Erich Kobler, Aaron Sodickson, Daniel Sodickson, Ricardo Otazo1
Abstract— Compressed sensing exploits the natural sparsity of
medical images and uses undersampled projection data for CT
reconstruction. This study investigated the impact of undersampling
scheme on reconstructed image quality. Two schemes were
compared: angular undersampling and SparseCT undersampling.
The former pulsed the x-ray beam during gantry rotation to acquire
projections at discontinuous angles, while the latter interrupted the
x-ray beam to acquire projections at discontinuous detector rows.
This study also investigated undersampling imperfection, caused by
the fact that x-ray beam cannot be pulsed on the timescale of
millisecond and has penumbra.
The undersampled projection data were simulated by applying
binary mask to fully-sampled patient projection data. They were then
reconstructed iteratively using a sparsity-enforcing penalized
weighted least squares cost function. Quantitative comparisons of
image quality showed that SparseCT undersampling yielded higher
SSIM and PSNR than angular undersampling. Visual comparisons
also showed that SparseCT undersampling yielded better lowcontrast detectability. With undersampling imperfection modeled
into the simulation, both angular and SparseCT undersampling
showed streak artifacts that impede the visibility of the pathology.
In conclusion, SparseCT undersampling outperformed angular
undersampling in terms of reconstruction image quality, possibly
because it sampled the projection space more uniformly with less
correlations. Undersampling scheme has significant impact on CT
image quality, and must be carefully designed and optimized for
compressed sensing.
Index Terms—
undersampling

CT,

compressed

sensing,

imperfection on image quality. For angular undersampling, the
imperfection rises from the fact that the x-ray beam cannot be
pulsed on the timescale of millisecond. As a result, each pulse
irradiates several continuous projections together. For
SparseCT, the imperfection rises from the fact that focal spot
size has finite size and creates penumbra on both sides of each
undersampled beam. As a result, each undersampled beam (the
beam through one slit of the multi-slit collimator) irradiates
several continuous detector rows.
We simulated the undersampled projection data from fullysampled patient projection data acquired with a standard dose.
All patients have known, low-contrast pathologies. The
reconstructed images were compared in terms of structure
similarity (SSIM), peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), and the
detectability of the low contrast pathologies.

SparseCT,

I. INTRODUCTION
Compressed sensing is a promising approach for reducing
CT radiation dose. It exploits the fact that CT images are sparse
in a certain transform domain, and reconstructs images using
undersampled projection data [1, 2]. The choice of
undersampling scheme has a direct impact on reconstructed
image quality, and therefore warrants investigation.
In this study we compared two undersampling schemes,
angular undersampling and SparseCT undersampling (Figure
1(a)). Angular undersampling pulses the x-ray during gantry
rotation to acquire projections at discontinuous angles [2].
SparseCT undersampling, on the other hand, acquires
projections at every angle, but interrupts the beam with a multislit collimator (MSC) to irradiate discontinuous detector rows
(Figure 1(b)) [3]. Furthermore, the beam blocker shifts from
view to view to vary the undersampling pattern and thus
increase incoherence for compressed sensing reconstruction.
We also investigated the impact of undersampling
This work was supported by the National Institutes of Biomedical Imaging
and Bioengineering under Grant U01 EB018760.
Baiyu Chen (e-mail: baiyu.chen@nyumc.org) and Daniel Sodickson are
with NYU School of Medicine, New York, NY USA.
Erich Kobler is with Graz University of Technology, Austria.
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Figure 1: (a) Two undersampling schemes for achieving 4-fold dose
reduction: angular and SparseCT. (b) The SparseCT undersampling is
achieved by interrupting the beam with a multislit collimator (MSC). The
MSC moves along the detector row direction during gantry rotation to change
the undersampling pattern for each view.

II. METHODS
A. Simulation of Undersampled Projection Data
Undersampled projection data were simulated by multiplying
fully-sampled projection data with binary masks. The binary
mask mathematically represented the undersampling schemes,
where “1” means sampled and “0” means skipped. For angular
Aaron Sodickson is with Brigham and Women's Hospital, Boston, MA USA.
Ricardo Otazo (e-mail: otazotoj@mskcc.org) is with Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY, USA
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undersampling, the naming convention of the mask is
“Angular_x_y”, where x is the number of views irradiated in
one pulse and y is the number of views between pulses. For
SparseCT undersampling, the naming convention is
“SparseCT_x_y_z”, where x is the number of detector rows
irradiated by one undersampled beam, y is the distance between
two neighboring undersampled beams in the unit of detector
rows, and z is the shift of the undersampled beams from one
view to the next view in the unit of detector rows.
Four types of binary masks were tested in this study, all
enabling a 4-fold dose reduction: Angular_1_4, Angular_4_16,
SparseCT_1_4_1, and SparseCT_4_16_1. Figure 2 and Figure
3 illustrate undersampled projection data using angular
undersampling and SparseCT undersampling, respectively.
Angular_1_4 represented the scenario where the x-ray beam
can be pulsed quickly. SparseCT_1_4_1 represented the
scenario where the focal spot is small (no penumbra).
Angular_4_16 and SparseCT_4_16_1, on the other hand,
represented more realistic undersampling scenarios.
The fully-sampled projection data to be undersampled were
chosen from a standardized patient database, where each patient
has known pathologies [4, 5]. The database also provided fullysampled but reduced-tube-current projection data (simulated
via noise-insertion), which we used to compare with
compressed sensing results.

Figure 3: Illustration of SparseCT undersampling using SparseCT_1_4_1
(ideal) and SparseCT_4_16_1 (more realistic). Only the first 16 projections of
a scan are shown.

B. Reconstruction of Projection Data
Image reconstruction was performed by solving the
following optimization problem:
1
argmin ‖𝐴𝑢 − 𝑓‖2𝑊 + 𝜆‖𝐷𝑢‖2,1 ,
2
𝑢

where 𝐴 is the data acquisition operator, 𝑢 is the image to be
reconstructed, 𝑓 is the projection data, ‖𝐷𝑢‖2,1 is the threedimensional isotropic total variance regularizer, which favors
sparse image gradients, and 𝜆 > 0 is a scalar weight that
balances the tradeoff between regularization and data fidelity.
The subscript 𝑊 indicates the inclusion of statistical weights,
which accounts for the varying quantum and electronic noise
level in projection data.
The optimization problem was solved using a primal dual
hybrid gradient [6] with a preconditioning described in [7]. All
datasets were reconstructed using the same algorithm for a fair
comparison. All reconstructions use a λ of 20, slice thickness of
3 mm, and 80 iterations.

Figure 2: Illustration of angular undersampling using Angular_1_4 (ideal) and
Angular_4_16 (more realistic). Only the first 16 projections of a scan are
shown.

C. Comparison Metrics
The images reconstructed from undersampled projections
were compared to the images reconstructed from fully-sampled
projections in terms of SSIM and PSNR. The detectability of
the low contrast pathologies was also visually compared.
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III. RESULTS
A. Reconstruction
Figure 4 -Figure 6 show the reconstructed images of 3
patients under 6 settings: fully-sampled, fully-sampled but
using a quarter of original tube current, Angular_1_4,
Angular_4_16, SparseCT_1_4_1, and SparseCT_4_16_1.
The SSIM and PSNR of the reconstructions, computed with
respect to the fully-sampled images, are marked in each figure.
In general, SparseCT undersampling presents higher SSIM and
PSNR than angular undersampling, which is likely due to the
fact that SparseCT samples the projection space in a more
uniform and less correlated fashion. For example, angular
undersampling presents a few large gaps in projection space
(for 4-fold undersampling, 3 full views are omitted), while
SparseCT presents many small gaps distributed in projection
space (for 4-fold undersampling, all views are sampled with a
different slice undersampling pattern for each view).
SparseCT_1_4_1 undersampling also outperforms reduce-tubecurrent iterative reconstruction in 2 out of 3 patient cases. With
the undersampling imperfection taken into consideration
(Angular_4_16 and SparseCT_4_16_1), both SSIM and PSNR
decrease, which is expected because the projections are
sampled less uniformly.

The different pathologies in the patients (hemangioma,
metastasis, and benign cyst) are indicated by arrows in the
figures and magnified in the red boxes. Visually,
SparseCT_1_4_1 has detectability comparable to fully-sampled
full dose and quarter dose, and better than Angular_1_4.
Angular_4_16 and SparseCT_4_16_1, due to the
undersampling imperfection, have streak artifacts that impede
visibility of the pathology.

Figure 5: Reconstructed images in a representative second patient using various
undersampling settings. Full dose image and reduced-tube-current image also
provided as reference. The arrow points to a metastasis, which is magnified in
the red box.

IV. CONCLUSION

Figure 4: Reconstructed images in a representative patient using various
undersampling settings. Full dose image and reduced-tube-current image are
also provided as reference. The arrow points to a hemangioma, which is
magnified in the red box.
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This study aimed at analyzing an old question in the
application of compressed sensing to CT: what is the best way
to undersample a CT acquisition? We compared two different
undersampling schemes for compressed sensing CT: angular
undersampling and SparseCT undersampling. Quantitative
comparisons of image quality showed that SparseCT
undersampling yielded higher SSIM and PSNR than angular
undersampling. Visual comparisons also showed that SparseCT
undersampling yielded better low-contrast detectability in
patient datasets. The higher performance of SparseCT
undersampling is mainly due to the more uniform distribution
of samples over projection space, which removes the challenge
of dealing with large gaps in projection space, as in angular
undersampling.
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[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

B. Chen et al., "SparseCT: System concept and design of multislit
collimators," Medical physics, vol. 46, no. 6, pp. 2589-2599, June
2019 2019.
B. Chen, X. Duan, Z. Yu, S. Leng, L. Yu, and C. McCollough,
"Technical Note: Development and validation of an open data
format for CT projection data," Med Phys, vol. 42, no. 12, pp. 696472, Dec 2015.
B. Chen, S. Leng, L. Yu, D. Holmes, 3rd, J. Fletcher, and C.
McCollough, "An Open Library of CT Patient Projection Data,"
Proc SPIE Int Soc Opt Eng, vol. 9783, Feb 27 2016.
A. Chambolle and T. Pock, "A First-Order Primal-Dual Algorithm
for Convex Problems with Applications to Imaging," (in English),
Journal of Mathematical Imaging and Vision, vol. 40, no. 1, pp.
120-145, Mar 2011.
D. Kim, S. Ramani, and J. A. Fessler, "Combining ordered subsets
and momentum for accelerated X-ray CT image reconstruction,"
IEEE transactions on medical imaging, vol. 34, no. 1, pp. 167-178,
2015.

Figure 6: Reconstructed images in a representative third patient using various
undersampling settings. Full dose image and reduced-tube-current image also
provided as reference. The arrow points to a benign cyst, which is magnified
in the red box.

This study also studied the impact of undersampling
imperfection on reconstruction image quality and showed
decrease in image quality when the undersampling pattern
become less uniform. This point would be particularly
important when taking these concepts to practice.
In conclusion, this study demonstrates that spreading the
samples over multiple dimensions in the projection space
increases the performance of compressed sensing for CT and
can lead to higher dose reduction factors.
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A k- NEAREST NEIGHBOR REGULARIZER FOR MODEL BASED CT RECONSTRUCTION
Jingyan Xu and Frédéric Noo

Abstract—Commonly used regularizers in model based image
reconstruction (MBIR) penalize neighboring differences regardless
of the image content, by which we mean that the neighboring
differences may arise from the same organ or from different organs
and penalizing the latter leads to reduced image contrast. In this
work, we aim to improve fine feature preservation by designing
regularizers that can potentially differentiate the different kinds
of neighboring differences. The proposed regularizer relies on the
ranking order of neighboring differences. That is, imagine all
neighboring differences in absolute values are ordered from the
smallest to the largest, and only the minimal k among those are
penalized. In other words, the regularizer only penalize the k-nearest
neighbors (k-NN) of each voxel. As the minimal differences likely
arise from voxels all from the same organ, the k-NN regularizer
applies smoothing to where it is needed the most. The k-NN
regularizer is nonconvex and nonsmooth. For image reconstruction,
we developed a smoothing technique to approximate the regularizer
by a smooth nonconvex function, and subsequently apply gradient
descent to the smooth objective function. We performed numerical
studies using a hybrid data set consisting of physical phantom data
and digitally inserted fine features. We compared the proposed k-NN
regularizers with the Huber regularizer. Our quantitative evaluation
demonstrates that the k-NN regularizer improved the conspicuity of
low contrast features.

strategy, however, is not what (2) does; and this indifference to
the underlying image content leads to contrast reduction. Many
clinical tasks rely on detecting and differentiating fine features for
lesion classification. Regularizers of the form (2), whether φ(s)
is convex or not, may be suboptimal for such tasks.
The proposed regularizers in this work can potentially differentiate the neighboring differences that are calculated within
the same organ from those that are calculated across different
organs, and penalize only the first kind. In this sense, the proposed
regularizers are adaptive to the image content and can better preserve fine feature contrast and may improve lesion classification
performance.
A. Notation
The proposed regularizer will be described using sorted sequences.1 Let s = (s1 , · · · , sm ) ∈ Rm . We denote by s(i) ,
i = 1, · · · , m, the i-th smallest component of s, i.e.,
s(1) ≤ s(2) ≤ · · · ≤ s(m)

It may also be convenient to sort in the descending order. We
denote by s[i] be the i-th largest component of s, i.e.,

I. I NTRODUCTION
Model based image reconstruction (MBIR) is often formulated
as the problem of minimizing
1
kAx − yk2 + βR(x)
(1)
2
where x ∈ Rn is the unknown image, y is the acquired projection
data, and A is the forward projection matrix. The regularizer R(x)
can incorporate a priori knowledge of the unknown x, and the
hyperparameter β > 0 balances between the data fitting term and
the prior information.
A large class of regularizers can be represented by
XX
φ(xi − xj )
(2)
R(x) =
i

j∈Ni

where φ(s) : R → R can be (non)convex and (non)smooth, and
1 ≤ i ≤ n is the voxel index, and Ni is the neighborhood of i
that typically involves the 4 or 8 nearest neighbors (in 2D). For
example, when φ(s) = |s|, (2) is the (anisotropic) TV regularizer
that is widely used in MBIR.
A weakness of (2) is that it is not “content-aware.” That is,
it penalizes all neighboring differences regardless of the source
of the differences. For example, if the voxel i is in the interior
of a piecewise-constant organ, then penalizing all neighboring
differences is effective in reducing noise; if the voxel i is near
the organ boundary, then it would be natural if we only penalize
those differences that are calculated from the same organ, and
not penalize those from across the organ boundaries. This natural
J. Xu (jxu@jhmi.edu) is with Department of Radiology, Johns Hopkins
University. F. Noo is with Department of Radiology and Imaging Sciences,
University of Utah.
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then obviously

s[1] ≥ s[2] ≥ · · · ≥ s[m] ,
m
X

si =

i=1

k
X
¯
i=1

s(i) +

k̄
X

s[i]

(3)

i=1

for any nonnegative integers k, k̄, such
Pk that ¯k + k̄ = m. We use
¯
the convention that if k = 0, then ¯i = 0, and similarly for k̄.
¯
The sorting operation depends on the vector dimension m, which
may not be explicitly mentioned if the context is clear.
In MBIR, the neighboring differences are often measured in
absolute values. In other words, the potential function φ in (2) is
often even. We denote by |s| the element-wise absolute value of
s ∈ Rm , and use |s|(i) and |s|[i] to denote the i-th minimum, the
i-th maximum value of |s|. Similar to (3), we have
m
X
i=1

|s|i =

k
X
¯
i=1

|s|(i) +

k̄
X
i=1

|s|[i]

(4)

for any nonnegative integer k, k̄, such that k + k̄ = m.
¯
¯
II. M ETHOD
The proposed k-NN regularizer penalizes only the smaller
neighboring differences, and skip the larger ones that more likely
arise from across organ boundaries. This regularizer is nonsmooth
and nonconvex, for which we develop a smooth (nonconvex)
approximation and discuss its properties. The smoothed k-NN
regularizer is then combined with the data fitting term as the
objective function for MBIR.
1 Note that we use sorting to explain the concept, but the sorting operation itself
can be avoided in numerical algorithms for efficiency reasons. We will come back
to this later.
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A. The k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) regularizer

smoothing with the additional condition that µ1 = µ2 . More
precisely, we define

Let s = (s1 , · · · , sm ) ∈ Rm , and define
k
X
¯

φ(s) =
|s|(k) = |s|(1) + · · · + |s|(k)
¯
¯
k=1

as the min-k-sum function, then the proposed regularizer can be
¯
written as a composition of φ with a finite difference operator.
¯
X
R(x) =
φ(si ), si = Dxi = {xi − xj |j ∈ Ni }
(6)
i ¯

If k = 1, then (6) penalizes the least one among all neighboring
¯
differences for each voxel i; if k = 2, then (6) penalizes the sum
¯
of the least two among all neighboring differences. If k = |Ni |,
¯
then (6) penalizes all neighboring differences, i.e., the same as
the anisotropic TV. By choosing k < |Ni | properly, we can use
¯
(6) to avoid penalizing larger differences and preserve fine feature
contrast.
Properties of the regularizer (6) are inherited from properties
of the min-k-sum function (5). It is well known that φ(s) is a
¯
¯ m then
non-convex, non-smooth function of s (unless when k =
¯
φ(s) is convex and possibly nonsmooth). Fig. 1(a) is the plot of
a special case of (5) where m = 2 and k = 1. The nonconvex
¯
and nonsmooth properties are obvious.
Image reconstruction using the k-NN can be formulated by
replacing R(x) in (1) by (6). Since the regularizer is nonconvex
and nonsmooth, so is the MBIR objective function. Existing
algorithms for nonconvex minimization are often developed for
specific models. For example, they may require the nonconvex
component to be smooth or simple [1], [2], or a simple function
in composition with an surjective linear operator [3], [4], but none
of these conditions hold for the k-NN regularizer (6).
In this work, we develop a smoothing technique to approximate
the nonsmooth, nonconvex function (5) by a smooth (nonconvex)
function. This smooth approximation induces a smooth regularizer which is then joined by the data fidelity term of (1) to
form a nonconvex but smooth objective function. The smoothing
technique allows us to apply a gradient descent algorithm to
obtain the solution.

The properties of φµ (s; k) come from the two components
¯
¯
functions in (10) , which
we discuss next.

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0
0.2

s

2

0

φ̄(s) =

k=1

|s|[k] = |s|[1] + · · · + |s|[k̄]

(7)

which is convex and nonsmooth. Rewriting (4), we have
△

φ(s) =

m
X

|s|i = φ(s; k) + φ̄(s; k̄)
¯ ¯
i=1

(8)

for any nonnegative integer k, k̄, such that k + k̄ = m. From (8),
¯
¯
we see that the min-k-sum (5) can be written as a difference-of¯
convex (DC) function, i.e.,
φ(s; k) = φ(s) − φ̄(s; k̄).
(9)
¯ ¯
Since the two components on the right hand side of (9) are
both convex, they each can be approximated using their MoreauYosida regularization [5] to obtain, say φµ1 (s) and φ̄µ2 (s). Our
smooth approximation of φ(s) is indeed based on such individual
¯

s

2

1

−0.2 −0.2

0

0

s

0.2
1

−0.2 −0.2

(b) The smooth approximation φµ
¯

(a) φ(s) = min{|s1 |, |s2 |}
¯

Fig. 1: Surface plot of φ(s1 , s2 ) and its approximation φµ (s1 , s2 ).

C. Properties of the smooth approximation (10)
Since φ(s) is simply the ℓ1 norm, its Moreau-Yosida regularization φµ (s) is the Huber function with the parameter µ
applied to the individual components of s. Similarly, the Moreau
regularization φ̄µ (s; k̄) of φ̄(s; k̄) is obtained as the following2
φ̄µ (s) = inf {φ̄(t) +
t

△

= inf {
t

k̄
X

k=1

1
ks − tk2 }
2µ

|t|[k] +

(11)

1
ks − tk2 }
2µ

Since φ̄(s) is convex, φ̄µ (s) is smooth with Lipschitz-continuous
gradient (with Lipschitz constant 1/µ). Let the solution of (11)
be t∗ (s) = {t∗1 , · · · , t∗m }. Then the gradient of φ̄µ (s) can be
evaluated as

B. A smooth approximation of (5)
k̄
X

0
0.2

0.2

s

0

φ̄′µ (s) =
Let s = (s1 , · · · , sm ) ∈ Rm . To complement (5), we define

(10)

φ (s; k) = φµ (s) − φ̄µ (s; k̄).
¯µ ¯

(5)

s − t∗ (s)
µ

(12)

Some observations of the solution t∗ (s) are immediate.
•

•

|t∗i | ≤ |si |. That is, t∗ (s) is a shrinkage operator.
If |si | ≥ |sj |, then |t∗i | ≥ |t∗j |. Otherwise, we could make a
switch |t∗i | ↔ |t∗j | and obtain a lower objective value on the
left-hand-side of (11). In other words, the mapping t∗ (s) :
Rm → Rm is order-preserving.

The approximation (10) is based on separate approximation of
the components of the DC function. The following properties can
be obtained for φ(s; k) (details omitted due to space).
¯ ¯
• φ (s) ≥ 0, and mins φ (s) = 0.
µ
¯
¯µ
• φ (s) is a lower bound of the original, i.e., φ (s) ≤ φ(s).
¯µ
¯µ
¯
Combining the above two, we see that both φ(s) and its approxi¯
mation φµ (s) are nonnegative and share the same
global minimal.
¯
The plot of an example of φµ (s; k) for k = 1, m = 2 is shown
¯
¯
¯
in Fig. 1(b).
2 We

omit the notation k̄ when there is no confusion.
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D. Image reconstruction algorithm
Using (10), the smoothed k-NN regularizer is given by
X
X
Rµ (x) =
φµ (si ) =
φµ (si ) − φ̄µ (si ),
i ¯
i

the forward and backward projection to speed up reconstruction.
All reconstructed images were obtained at 2000 iterations, after
which point the successive updates were smaller than 0.1 HU.
(13)

si = Dxi = {xi − xj |j ∈ Ni }.

Since φµ (s) ≥ 0, so is Rµ (x). In this sense, (13) is well-defined.
¯
Combining
(13) and the data fidelity term in (1), the objective
function for our MBIR problem is

III. N UMERICAL STUDIES
We performed numerical experiments to study the effectiveness
of the k-NN regularizer in preserving fine features. In this
preliminary study, we focus on the following two aspects: (1)
effectiveness in feature preservation in comparison with other
(non)convex regularizers; and (2) effect of the parameter k in
the k-NN regularizer.
A. Data generation
Our image reconstruction used hybrid projection data by
combining the projection of a physical phantom and digitally
simulated signals. The projection data of an ACR phantom were
acquired on a Siemens Somatom Flash scanner [7]. Using the
same acquisition geometry, we simulated fanbeam projection data
of thin cylinders that varied in their orientations, but all were 5 cm
in length, 2 mm in diameter, and had the same uniform attenuation
distribution (Fig. 2). We then combined the simulated data of the
cylinders with the ACR data. The contrast between the cylinders
and the background was tuned to be ∼ 47.8 HU. The size of the
hybrid projection data was 736 × 2304 (channels × views) with
2FFS in-plane flying focal spots.
We considered MBIR with two regularizers, the proposed
k-NN regularizer and the Huber regularizer, both with an 8pixel neighborhood, i.e., |Ni | = 8. All image reconstruction
was obtained by applying the gradient descent algorithm with
the step size of 1/L where L is the Lipschitz constant of the
gradient of the objective function. For reconstruction with the kNN regularizer, the Lipschitz constant can be approximated by
L = Ld + β(L1 + L2 ), where Ld is the Lipschitz constant of
the data-fitting term, and L1 = L2 = kDk2 /µ for the smoothed
k-NN regularizer. For reconstruction with the Huber regularizer,
we have L = Ld + βL1 . For both methods (regularizers) we
performed a parameter sweep over the hyperparameter β; for the
k-NN regularizer, we also varied the integer k to study its effects.
¯
Multicore-programming with the openMP library was used for
3 These linear time algorithms do not require sorting a size-m sequence, as
sorting itself has a complexity of O(m log m).
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(a) FBP reconstructed image.

(b) Location of ROI masks.

Fig. 2: (a) The FBP reconstructed image from the hybrid projection data.
The contrast of the five 2 mm cylinders was 47.8 HU. Display (C, W) =
(1000, 400) HU. (b) The location of the ROI masks for the background
(green) and the cylinders (red).

B. Figure of merit
The imaging task was to estimate the mean intensity of the
2 mm cylinders. We used the region-of-interest (ROI) masks
(Fig. 2, red) over the cylinders and calculated the standard
deviation (stdvf ) and mean of the pixel intensities within the
masks. The background noise (stdvb ) was measured using the
background ROIs located between the
pcylinders (Fig. 2, green).
A composite measure calculated by (stdvf )2 + (stdvb )2 was
used as the noise in the contrast-noise calculation. The calculation
was repeated for all methods and for all hyperparameter values.
C. Results
The noise and contrast curves for all compared methods are
shown in Fig. 3. We notice that by skipping the larger neighboring
differences, the k-NN regularizer can indeed improve the noisecontrast tradeoff over the Huber regularizer, which corresponds
to setting k = 8 in the k-NN regularizer.
¯
40

huber
p: k=6
p: k̄=5
p: k̄=4

35

¯

30
stdv [HU]

1
ky − Axk2 + βRµ (x).
(14)
2
By construction, both the data fitting and the (smoothed) regularizer terms in (14) have Lipschitz continuous gradients. We can
apply gradient descent algorithms to (14) which is guaranteed to
reach a local minimal.
Calculating the gradient of (14) requires evaluating (12), which
in turn requires the solution to the minimization problem (11).
This problem is extensively studied in the literature and its
solution can be obtained by a finite-termination algorithm in
O(m). See [6] and the references within.3

25
20
15
10
5
−44

−42

−40

−38
−36
contrast [HU]

−34

−32

−30

Fig. 3: Noise-contrast tradeoff for measuring the mean intensity of the
cylinders. For the proposed regularizer, marked with ’p’, we also varied
the parameter k. The arrows point to the sampled images in Fig. 4.

The different parameters k also affect the noise-contrast trade¯
off. A larger k will penalize more of the smaller neighboring
¯
differences. In the limit, when all neighboring differences are
penalized, there should be no difference between the Huber
regularizer and k-NN. A lower value k will penalize fewer smaller
¯
neighboring differences, increasing the likelihood of skipping the
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larger differences that come from across region boundaries and
may lead to a better noise-contrast tradeoff. The noise-contrast
curves in Fig. 3 agree with this analysis.
The arrows in Fig. 3 point to images with similar contrast for
the different methods. These images, zoomed in to the cylinders,
are shown in Fig. 4 with corresponding labels. As a reference
for comparison, we also included an image reconstructed by the
FBP algorithm with a filter selected to match the same contrast
level as the iterative methods. Among the four images, the ones
obtained by the proposed regularizers yield better conspicuity of
the thin cylinders.

FBP

Huber

IV. D ISCUSSION
The k-NN regularizer can be extended by using a more general
definition for voxel differences. For example, we may replace si
in (6) by a generic distance function, e.g., the patch difference
(15)

si = {kx{i} − x{j} k|j ∈ Ni },

where x{i} represents a small patch around the voxel i. There
is also no restriction on the neighborhood Ni being local. The
voxel neighborhood Ni can be as large as the entire image.
Computational concerns may limit the neighborhood to a smaller,
but nonetheless nonlocal, region. Unlike other nonlocal regularizers that require a prescription of the neighborhood weights [8],
the k-NN regularizer automatically determines these weighting
factors: the k smallest differences have a weight of 1, the larger
¯
differences have a weight of 0.
V. C ONCLUSIONS

p, ¯k =6

p, ¯k =5

Fig. 4: Sample images marked by arrows in Fig. 3. The cylinders
appear wider using the proposed regularizers, indicating better contrast
preservation. The display window, (C, W) = (962, 40) HU, was chosen
to visualize the cylinders better.

The voxel intensity histograms within the cylinder masks
(Fig. 2 red) of the different methods are shown in Fig. 5.
We observe that the intensity histogram of the FBP and the
Huber regularizer are more spread out than that of the proposed
regularizers, which agrees with the noise-contrast curves in Fig. 3.

Fig. 5: Histogram of the intensity values within the thin cylinders.

We propose a k-NN regularizer for MBIR that penalizes the
sum of k smallest (in absolute value) differences among all
¯
neighboring differences, and skip the larger differences that likely
come from across organ boundaries. Doing so can potentially
improve edge preservation and fine-feature detection that are
important for some clinical tasks. Alternatively, such regionaware penalty could be implemented with the aid of separately
obtained organ masks, e.g., from a preliminary reconstruction.
An advantage of the k-NN regularizer is that we can achieve the
same goal without an explicit segmentation or explicit knowledge
of the boundary locations.
The k-NN regularizer is nonconvex and nonsmooth. We developed a smooth approximation to the k-NN regularizer so that
a gradient descent algorithm can be applied to find the MBIR
solution. Our numerical studies showed that the (smoothed) k-NN
regularizer can improve the noise-contrast tradeoff over the Huber
regularizer in an estimation task. We also performed preliminary
study of the effect of the parameter k on image reconstruction.
¯
Our quantitative results demonstrate that the k-NN regularizer is
promising in improving the detectability of fine features.
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Learned Texture Prior for Bayesian
Reconstruction of Super-resolution CT
Yongyi Shi, Yongfeng Gao, Jiaxing Tan, Siming Lu, Xuanqin Mou and Zhengrong Liang

Abstract—The spatial resolution of currently
reconstructed images is limited by blurring effects due to
finite detector elemental, source focal size, reconstruction
algorithms or other factors. To enhance the spatial
resolution and maintain the useful texture information, in
this paper we propose a novel single image super resolution
CT (SRCT) reconstruction method, which incorporates a
learned tissue-specific texture prior into a Bayesian SRCT
image reconstruction framework. Specifically, the SRCT
problem can be formulated as a down-sampling kernel and
a Gaussian blur kernel on the desired high-resolution CT
images. Using a convolutional neural network (CNN)
model, we learnt the texture priors from four main tissue
types of the previous high-resolution CT chest images, i.e.
the lung, bone, fat and muscle, and then incorporate the
learned texture prior into the Bayesian framework. Hence,
a higher resolution image can be directly reconstructed
from lower resolution projection data with the
measurement fidelity and learned texture prior
information.
We refer our proposed method as
SRCT-CNN. Evaluation of SRCT-CNN was performed on
traditional CT simulated data with comparison to the
well-known low rank and total variation (LRTV) image
post-processing. SRCT-GMRF (similar with SRCT-CNN,
but replace the learned texture prior with Gaussian
Markov random field prior) also employed as a comparison
method. The proposed SRCT-CNN showed superior
performance, in terms of resolution recovery and texture
enhancement.
Index Terms—Learned Texture Prior, Bayesian Reconstruction,
Super Resolution Computed Tomography.
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I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE spatial resolution of a reconstructed computed
tomography (CT) image is limited by blurring effects due
to finite detector elemental, source focal size, the
reconstruction algorithms and other factors [1]. The resolution
of 0.5-0.625 mm measured at isocenter of the scanner [2], is not
sufficient where some small anatomy and pathologic structure
is the target, such as lung parenchyma. Super-resolution (SR)
method has achieved a promising performance to recover
high-resolution images from their low-resolution counterparts
[3]. In 2015, Shi et al. proposed a low rank TV regularizations
(LRTV) method for SR magnetic resonance image
reconstruction [4]. This method formulates the SR problem as
an inverse problem, which utilizes prior information to
regularize the reconstruction. Although the results of these
methods are encouraging, they are the post-processing
methods, and inherently ignore the data consistence.
Additionally, they are limited in texture features preservation
while the texture characteristics are desired in many clinical
tasks.
In recent years, we proposed a texture-preserving Markov
random field (MRF) prior to enhance the low dose CT (LDCT)
image via learning tissue-specific textures, such as muscle, fat,
bone and lung, from the same patient’s previous full dose CT
(FDCT) scans [5-7].
Compared to the homogeneous
assumption in the commonly used MRF model such as
Gaussian MRF (GMRF), texture-preserving MRF prior is
already proven to be an effective way to keep the image details
in low-dose CT reconstruction. Since the GMRF was perform
well in SR reconstruction [8], we also proven that the
texture-preserving MRF prior also can be used for SRCT
reconstruction [9]. In this paper, we propose a novel
single-image SRCT reconstruction method which incorporates
the learned tissue-specific textures into a Bayesian
reconstruction framework. Our method consists of two
components. The first component is the measured fidelity
knowledge, which guarantees the reconstructed image
consistent with the sinogram. The second component is the
learned tissue-specific texture prior, which learnt by
convolutional neural network (CNN) in specific tissue region,
such as muscle, fat, lung and bone. We refer our proposed
method as SRCT-CNN.
II. MATHOD
In this paper, we propose a learned texture prior under the
Bayesian reconstruction framework for super-resolution CT
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imaging. We first introduce the Bayesian framework, which
requires that the to-be-recovered CT image should be
consistent with the input sinogram. Then we will describe the
learned texture prior which learnt tissue-specific texture by
CNN architecture. The overall reconstruction algorithm will be
presented following.

The flowchart of the proposed method was shown in Fig. 1.

A. Bayesian framework for Super Resolution CT
The measured low-resolution sinogram can be modeled as a
forward projection of a blurred and down-sampled version of
the desired high-resolution image. Hence, the measurement of
projection can be expressed as following:
(1),
where represents the measured projection, is the system
matrix, is a down-sampling operator, is a blurring operator
to model the point spread function (PSF), denotes the
high-resolution image that we want to recover, and is the
observation noise. To solve , we add a regularization term to
stabilize the solution. The cost function can be written as
following:
(2),
where
is a weighting matrix,
is the regularization
parameter,
is the regularization term which represents
prior information on the corresponding high-resolution images.
In this paper, the prior information can be learnt by a CNN
model. Therefore, we introduce an auxiliary variable, which
satisfies condition of
, to Eq. (2):
(3).
By Half Quadratic Splitting method, we have:
(4),
where is the penalty parameter. The two variables and in
Eq. (4) can be alternating optimized by the following iterative
scheme:

Fig. 1 The flowchart of the proposed method.

B. Learning Tissue-specific Texture Prior
We define the tissue-specific texture prior to be the
relationship between one pixel and its neighboring pixels,
where the center pixel value could be inferred by its neighbors
based on the pattern specified by its texture. The analytical
form of the tissue-specific texture prior could be written as:

where
is the texture prior weights, k is pixels index within
one tissue type, m is pixel index within kth pixel surrounding
region.
It has demonstrated that the aforementioned
tissue-specific texture prior is superior to GMRF prior in LDCT
reconstruction. In this paper, we use the CNN model to learn a
relationship between the center pixel and its surrounding pixels.
To train the CNN model, we first segment the corresponding
high-resolution image into different tissue regions, such as lung,
fat, muscle and bone, using our previously reported vector
quantization algorithm [10]. The network architecture of CNN
model has shown in Fig. 2. Our CNN model has one
convolution layer with 16 kernels of size 3×3. After the
convolution, we use rectified linear unit (ReLu) as the
activation function.
In the last layer, we apply one
fully-connected layer with 784 and 1 neurons. The input of the
model is a patch with size of 7×7 from high-resolution image
with center pixel removed and to be estimated. The output is
the estimated value of the center pixel.

where t represents the number of iterations. The two variables
and can be solved individually, where could be updated
by the well-known penalized reweighted least squares (PWLS)
algorithm. In Eq. (5),
could be substituted by
, the optimization of z can be rewritten as
following:

where
was produced by CNN texture prior, which will
discuss in Section IIB. Eq. (6) could be simplified as follows:
Fig. 2 The network design of the proposed CNN model.

C. Optimization
The solution of Eq. (7) is:

We can solve our proposed algorithm by alternating
optimized scheme. The input image could be initialized by
simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART). The
workflow of SRCT-CNN can be summarized as following:
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TABLE I WORKFLOW OF THE PROPOSED SRCT-CNN ALGORITHM.

Algorithm: SRCT-CNN
Learn the tissue-specific texture prior:
Segment the high-resolution image into four regions.
Learn the texture prior using the CNN model.
Bayesian reconstruction for SRCT-CNN:
Initialization by SART.
Segment to lung, fat, muscle and bone.
Set parameters , , .
While stop criterion is not met:
Update
Thefor pixel inside lung, fat, muscle and bone:
determine tissue type for pixel ;
update .
end
End until the stop criterion is satisfied.
III. RESULTS
A. Experimental Data
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, one
numerical clinical image was downloaded from the dataset “the
NIH-AAPM-Mayo Clinic Low Dose CT Grand Challenge”. A
represented high-resolution chest image was selected for our
simulation study, which includes
pixels with area
0.664 mm
mm per pixel. And a fan-beam geometry
with equiangularly distributed detectors was assumed. The
distance from the source to the system center was 595 mm, and
from the source to the detector was 1085.6 mm. Totally, 2304
projection views were uniformly collected over a full scan
range. For each projection view, the original number of
detectors is 736 of width 1.2858 mm per element, which was
used to simulate a high-resolution sinogram. In this study, 368
detector elements of width 2.5716 mm per element was used to
simulate the low-resolution sinogram. The corresponding
reconstructed low-resolution image includes 256 256 pixels
with area 1.328 mm 1.328 mm per pixel.
B. Network Training
In our experiments, the input patches are with size of 7×7
from high-resolution image with center pixel removed and used
as the training samples. We first extract the training samples
from the segmented regions. There are 61313, 12942, 29801
and 6380 training samples for lung, fat, muscle and bone,
respectively. To train the CNN models, we select Adam
optimizer, with learning rate of 0.01, weight decay of 0.005, a
momentum of 0.9 and a mini-batch size of 100. The maximum
number of training epochs is set to 15. The loss curve of CNN
model for lung was shown in Fig. 3. It can be observed that the
loss of our CNN model decreased initially and converged
rapidly. The networks were implemented in Python with the
Pytorch library. A NVIDIA Geforce GTX 1080 GPU was used
in this study. Since we just learn a relationship between the
center pixel and its surrounding pixels, the computer time is
more economical than traditional deep learning method. It only
takes 197 seconds for training the CNN model in lung region.
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Fig. 3 The loss curve of CNN model for lung.

C. Visualization and Quantitative Evaluation
To evaluate the SRCT-CNN method, we use a
high-resolution projection to reconstruct a high-resolution
image as the reference.
The low-resolution image is
reconstructed by the measured low-resolution projection. The
nearest neighbor (NN) interpolation method, LRTV method
and SRCT-GMRF method were selected as the comparison
methods. The results reconstructed by the aforementioned
methods were shown in Fig. 3. The magnified images of
selected regions of interest (ROIs) were also shown in Fig. 4. It
can be seen that the jagged-edged blood vessels in NN
recovered image were seriously reduced the image quality.
LRTV and SRCT-GMRF methods can effectively eliminate the
jagged-edged of blood vessels. However, the texture details
were blurred in some extent. The proposed SRCT-CNN method
best preserves the details. In Fig. 5, we showed the absolute
difference images in the corresponding selected ROIs by
subtracting the generated images from the reference image. It
can be seen that the proposed SRCT-CNN method has the
smallest error while other methods failed to keep fine detail in
structure edges.
Quantitative results using the RMSE, PSNR, SSIM and
FSIM indexes are shown in TABLE I for the ROI evaluation in
Fig. 4. Both the LRTV and SRCT-GMRF method can
remarkably improve the image quality, while the proposed
SRCT-CNN method achieves the best performance in all
metrics.

Reference

NN

SRCT-GMRF

LRTV

SRCT-CNN

Fig. 3: The results of human chest simulation study. The display window is [0
0.035]
.
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Fig. 5: The absolute difference images relative to the reference image in Fig. 4.
TABLE I
RMSE(1E-4), PSNR, SSIM AND FSIM INDEX FOR ROI IMAGES

NN
LRTV
SRCT-GMRF
SRCT-CNN

RMSE
7.9174
5.4782
3.6501
3.2443

PSNR
30.1573
33.3562
36.8828
37.9065

SSIM
0.9277
0.9694
0.9718
0.9746

FSIM
0.9633
0.9735
0.9795
0.9805

IV. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel SRCT-CNN method for Bayesian
reconstruction of super-resolution CT, where the learned
tissue-specific texture prior is incorporated into a Bayesian
reconstruction framework for the purposes of (1) the measured
fidelity knowledge shall guarantee the reconstructed image is
consistent with the sinogram data and (2) the learned texture
prior shall enrich the tissue texture information inside the
SRCT reconstruction. Experimental results from traditional
CT simulated data indicate that the proposed method can
improve the image quality in visualization and quantitative
evaluation. More evaluation in the preclinical and clinical data
is underway.
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Limited-Angle CT Reconstruction with Random
Walk Regularization
Xiaojuan Deng, Xing Zhao and Hongwei Li*

Abstract—Limited-angle computed tomography (CT) is a
prospective nondestructive testing technique for many applications. However, it is a challenging task, because incomplete
projection data can cause artifacts when a conventional CT
reconstruction algorithm is applied. Therefore, many endeavors
have been made to tackle this problem, and numerous algorithms
have been proposed. But there are still some difficulties to be
solved, such as the inconsistency between polyenergetic spectrum
of x-ray in actual CT systems and the linear reconstruction model
which often leads to the well-known beam hardening artifacts
impairing the effectiveness of many reconstruction methods. In
this work, we propose an iterative algorithm for reconstruction
from incomplete polyenergetic data, using random walk penalty,
which utilizes visible edges as priors to recover invisible edges and
promotes piecewise-smooth reconstruction. The effectiveness of
the proposed method is validated by both simulation and actual
CT data sets.
Index Terms—limited-angle CT, iterative reconstruction, random walk regularizer.

I. I NTRODUCTION
X-ray computed tomography (CT) plays a very important
role in many fields, such as medical imaging [1] and industrial nondestructive testing [2], as it can provide a multidimensional view of the internal structure information of an
object. The traditional reconstruction algorithms require that
the projection data is complete, i.e the scanning range is
at least a π plus fan angle range for fan-beam CT scan
or a π range for parallel-beam CT scan [3]. However, this
requirement can not be satisfied in some applications, e.g. the
digital breast tomosynthesis [4] and the inspection of a plateshaped object, which lead to the limited-angle projection data.
Limited-angle CT reconstruction is very challenging due
to its high ill-posedness. The application of conventional reconstruction algorithms such as filtered back-projection (FBP)
and (simultaneous) algebraic reconstruction technique (ART or
SART) for limited-angle projection data can cause heavy artifacts in the reconstructed images. To overcome this problem,
both theories and reconstruction methods for limited-angle CT
are studied [5]–[7] in the past decades. These methods can be
roughly divided into two categories: (A) projection data preprocessing approaches; (B) iterative reconstruction with proper
regularizations.
Thanks for the support of the National Natural Science Foundation of
China (NSFC) (61971292, 61827809 and 61871275). (Corresponding author:
Hongwei Li.)
Xiaojuan Deng, Xing Zhao and Hongwei Li are with the school of Mathematical Sciences, Capital Normal University, Beijing, 100048, China, and
are also with Beijing Advanced Innovation Center for Imaging Technology,
Capital Normal University, Beijing, 100048, China.
E-mail: hongwei.li91@cnu.edu.cn.
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An obvious advantage of the methods in category (A) is
that the inpainting and reconstruction procedures could be
performed quite efficiently. However, a small error caused by
the interpolation procedure on projection data should introduce
extra artifacts in the reconstruction images.
Iterative reconstruction methods in category (B) are more
popular thanks to their high flexibility in model designing
and better artifacts suppression property. For example, the
CT images can be approximated well by piecewise constant
functions in certain applications, and its sparsity in the gradient
transform domain can be integrated into the reconstruction
procedure as regularized terms, such as total variation (TV)
l1 (l0 ) norm [8] and wavelet tight frame [9]. There are
some other methods introducing more prior knowledge to
further improve the quality of the reconstructed images, e.g.
prior image constrained compressed sensing (PICCS) [10]
and multi-domain regularization [11] based methods. These
methods can improve the quality of reconstructed images from
limited-angle projection data significantly.
However, these popular regularizers are primarily designed
based on the priors of the reconstructed images or projection
data, and little consideration has been given to the theory
of visible and invisible singularities of limited-angle data,
developed by Quinto et al. [6]. Besides, most work on the
limited-angle CT reconstruction assumes the linear model,
which requires the monoenergetic projection data. However,
the measured data are obtained from the polychromatic xray beam. This inconsistency with the linear model produces
the well-known beam hardening artifacts, which impair the
effectiveness of many reconstruction methods.
In fact, in many practical applications, CT images with
beam hardening artifacts can be approximated by piecewise
smooth functions. Based on this key observation and the
theory of visible and invisible boundaries, a reconstruction
model incorporating random walk is proposed in this work
for limited-angle reconstruction. These random walk penalty
functions are designed to achieve edge-preserving smoothing
such that the visible edges are used as anchors to recover
piecewise smooth reconstructions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
reconstruction model incorporating random walk as regularizers will be introduced in section II. Section III dedicates to
experiments with simulated and real data. Conclusions will be
given in Section IV.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
In this section, we first introduce the motivation of our proposed method and then present the random walk regularized
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TABLE I
G EOMETRICAL PARAMETERS OF THE DISK PHANTOM
Parameter
Distance of X-ray source to rotation center
Distance of rotation center to detector
Width of detector unit
Number of detector units
Scanning Angular Interval

Value
500 mm
500 mm
0.25 mm
1024
0.5 degree

reconstruction method for limited-angle CT in detail.
A. Motivation
We first demonstrate the limited-angle artifacts with a
numerical experiment on a disk phantom size of 512 × 512,
shown in Fig. 1(a). Without loss of generality, a fan-beam CT
scanning configuration for the image projection is considered
in this work, and it should be easy to extend our idea to the
parallel-beam CT or even 3D cone-beam CT. With the given
scanning configuration shown in Fig. 1(b) and the parameters
listed in Table I, the reconstructed image from limited-angle
data (i.e. α ∈ [π/4, 3π/4]) by SART is shown in Fig.
1(c). One can see that the serious blurring and distortion are
approximately along the y−direction, i.e. the edges tangent to
the missing x-rays are invisible. On the other hand, the edges
approximately perpendicular to the y−direction, i.e. tangent
to the x-rays are visible and more faithfully than that of other
points.
𝒚

X-ray source

X-ray source

S

S
R

R
𝜶

𝒙

O
D

(a) Phantom

D

(b) Configuration

(c) SART

Fig. 1. The images of a disk phantom reconstructed with the SART method
from limited-angle scan data. (a) The disk phantom; (b) the scanning configuration; (c) the limited-angle reconstruction from 90-degree data ([π/4, 3π/4])
with SART (10 iterations). The display window is set to [0 1].

Indeed, it is a widely adopted assumption that the ideal
CT image can be modeled as a piecewise constant function
in many applications. So the key observation of visible and
invisible edges motivates a promising reconstruction model
for limited-angle CT, which is named as alternating edgepreserving diffusion and smoothing (AEDS) [7]. Let A denote
as the projection matrix and b as the acquired data, the AEDS
model can be formulated as
1
min kAu − b)k2 + λ1 φ(u) + λ2 ψ(u),
(1)
u 2
where the u is the linear attenuation coefficient. A typical
choice for φ(·) is k∇x uk0 or k∇x uk1 , where ∇x u denotes the
gradient operator along the x−direction. This regularization is
designed to fix the trustworthy visible edges and diffuse their
values to other areas to obtain a better approximation to the
ideal image. But it might introduce horizontal striping artifacts

(lines). So the other regularizer ψ(·) is designed to suppress
such possible artifacts and a similar choice for ψ(·) is k∇y uk0
or k∇y uk1 or even one-dimensional median filter along the
y−direction.
Even the AEDS model achieves very promising results
compared to existing algorithms in the literature, it still
suffers from some limitations: parameters tuning is tricky, too
many iterations are needed, and it also relies heavily on the
piecewise-constant assumption. In practical applications, the
reconstructed image is always affected by beam hardening
or metal artifacts, so, the image does not always satisfy the
piecewise-constant assumption.
B. Random walk regularized reconstruction method
To address the above-mentioned limitations, we replace the
l0 (l1 ) norm regularization with random walk. Motivated by
the continuous random walk model [12], the one-dimensional
random walk smoothing can be achieved by minimizing the
following problem
Z
Z
1
λ
q(ux )|u − f |2 dΩ +
g(fx )(ux )2 dΩ,
(2)
min
u 2 Ω
2 Ω

where f denotes the acquired image, u is the image to
be recovered, fx , ux denote the x−direction derivative. The
functions q(·) and g(·) are defined as follow
q(·) = | · |α ,

g(·) = exp(−β| · |c ),

where α, β and c are the scalar parameters greater than 1. For
the edge points, big values would be calculated by q(·) and
small values by g(·). The first term of (2) requires that the
recovered image u should be similar to the obtained image
f , especially at the edges, while the second term of (2) asks
for a smooth field. So, the solution of the problem (2) would
balance these two terms and try to fix the edge points of f
while propagating their values to non-edge points. This is just
what we need.
So, we would like to combine the random walk smoothing
and the SART method into an iterative algorithm to recover
the true image. Let denote u(n) as the result after the nth
iteration, we first update the image u(n) to u(n+1/3) by the
SART reconstruction algorithm from the obtained projection
data, with u(n) as its initial guess, and the second step is
seeking u(n+2/3) from u(n+1/3) by solving min Ex (u), where
u
Ex (u) is defined as following
Z
λ
Ex (u) =
q(ux )|u − u(n+1/3) |2 dΩ
2 Ω
Z
1
+
g(u(n+1/3)
)(ux )2 dΩ.
(3)
x
2 Ω
The third step updates u(n+2/3) to u(n+1) by solving
min Ey (u), where Ey (u) is defined as following
u

Ey (u) =

λ
2

Z

q(uy )|u − u(n+2/3) |2 dΩ
ΩZ
1
+
g(u(n+2/3)
)(uy )2 dΩ.
y
2 Ω

(4)
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Denote SART(u(n) , b) as the procedure of SART algorithm
with the projection b and initial value u(n) , so, the proposed
reconstruction method can be summarized as following Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The proposed method
Given an initial u(0) and the projection data b
n := 0
while (stop criterion is not met) do
Update image by
u(n+1/3) = SART(u(n) , b) (one iteration)
Update image by solving the optimization problem
u(n+2/3) = arg min Ex (u, u(n+1/3) )
u
Update image by solving the optimization problem
u(n+1) = arg min Ey (u, u(n+2/3) )
u
n := n + 1
end while

C. Numerical algorithm
For the proposed Algorithm 1, the numerical algorithm for
solving the second step is the same as the third one. The EulerLagrange equation of the problem (2) reads
λq(ux )(u − f ) − g(fx )uxx = 0.

(5)

Given the second order approximation of uxx ,

u(x + h) − 2u(x) + u(x + h)
+ O(h2 ),
h2
the discretion of Euler-Lagrange equation (5) reads


−gi− 21 ,j ui−1,j + λqi,j h2 + gi− 12 ,j + gi+ 12 ,j ui,j
uxx =

−gi+ 21 ,j ui+1,j = λqi,j h2 fi,j .

(6)

(7)

A. Simulated data experiment
It is known that if the forward projection procedure in the
image reconstruction algorithm is the same as that of the
projection simulation procedure, one can usually get overpositive reconstruction results, which is known as inverse
crime. To avoid such a problem, the analytic phantom is
employed and the polychromatic property of x-ray is taken
into consideration to demonstrate the behaviors of the random
walk regularized reconstruction method. In the simulation,
the x-ray spectrum used in the experiments is simulated
with the free software SpectrumGUI (see: https://sourceforge.
net/projects/spectrumgui/). The voltage is set to 80 kV. The
phantom is treated as a composition of copper and titanium materials with different densities. The mass attenuation
coefficients of the materials, copper and titanium, are obtained from NIST (see: https://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefData/
XrayMassCoef/tab4.html).
Fig. 2(a) shows the rasterized image of the designed rhombus phantom by using the CTSim software. The scanning
configuration illustrated in Fig. 1(b) is adopted in the simulation. Fig. 2(a) is a very challenging phantom for limitedangle problem, because the two triangles are stacked together
with a designed tilt angle 5 degrees, such that this edge is
completely invisible. The full-angle SART reconstruction from
the polychromatic projection shows obvious beam-hardening
artifacts, and additional blurring and distortions are introduced
by limited-angle SART reconstruction, see Fig. 2(c) and (d).
Fig. 2(e) and (f) show the reconstructions from limited-angle
polychromatic projection by using AEDS(l0 , l0 ) and the proposed method, respectively. One can find that, the performance
of AEDS(l0 , l0 ) method is seriously affected by the beamhardening and new artifacts are produced in the triangle region.
The proposed method recovered two triangles better, although
the tilt edge is not completely accurate.

This is a tridiagonal linear system and can be solved efficiently
by the Thomas algorithm. Note that boundary treatment is
required when uxx and fx approach the boundary nodes. In
this study, the Newman boundary condition is always adopted.
III. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we perform numerical experiments with
simulated data as well as real data, against the SART and
AEDS methods to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
reconstruction method. The simulated projection is obtained
by the open source CT simulator (see: http://www.ctsim.org)
and the real data is obtained by an industrial CT system
located in our lab. Both the analytic simulation and real
data could remove the inverse crime and they would help to
demonstrate the proposed method for its tolerance to imaging
model perturbations in many applications.
Parameter selection is always a challenging problem for iterative reconstruction algorithms. In this study, the parameters
have been tuned to achieve their best performance in terms
of artifacts removal and structure-preserving by sampling the
parameter space. Additionally, to start the proposed algorithm,
SART with 10 iterations is applied on the limited data to obtain
an initial guess. This is done in all the experiments.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2. (a) Rasterized image of the designed rhombus phantom by using
CTSim; (b)-(c) full-angle SART reconstructions from the monochromatic and
polychromatic projection, respectively; (d)-(f) limited-angle ([π/6, 5π/6]) reconstructions from the polychromatic projection by using SART, AEDS(l0 , l0 )
and the proposed method, respectively. The display window is set to [0, 8].

B. Real data experiment
To further test the potential capability of the proposed
method in practical applications, experiments are carried out
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(a) Reference

(b) SART

(c) AEDS(𝑙0 , 𝑙0 ), 20 iterations

(d) AEDS(𝑙0 , 𝑙0 ), 50 iterations

(e) The proposed method, 20 iterations

(f) The proposed method, 50 iterations

Fig. 3. (a) The reference image reconstructed from the full-angle data; (b) reconstructed image from 120-degree data ([π/6, 5π/6]) with SART (10 iterations);
(c)-(d) show reconstructions with AEDS(`0 , `0 ) at 20 and 50 iterations, respectively; (e)-(f) show reconstructions with the proposed method at 20 and 50
iterations, respectively. The display window is set to [0, 0.06]

on a real flat object. The x-ray source is YXLON-FXE-225.48,
the detector is Varian PS2520V. The voltage and the current
used are 140 kV and 160 mA, respectively. The number of
detector cells is 1920, and the length of each detector cell is
0.127 mm. The total number of views is set to 720, which are
evenly spanned on a circular track of 360 degrees. The distance
of x-ray source to rotation center is set to 311.19mm and the
distance of rotation center to detector is set to 697.82mm.
Please note that the detector used is a panel detector, but in
this study, we have extracted the data corresponding to the
central plane to mimic a fan beam CT scan.
A full angular CT scan is carried out, from which we can
reconstruct image as the reference, see Fig. 3(a). Limited-angle
reconstruction with SART, AEDS(l0 , l0 ) and the proposed
method with different iterations are shown in Fig. 3(b)-(f),
respectively. After 50 iterations, some blurring and distortions
are still remained in the reconstruction of AEDS(l0 , l0 ), please
check Fig. 3(d). Fortunately, the proposed method can result
in a satisfactory reconstruction in 20 iterations. After 30
iterations, the reconstruction does not make observable change,
see Fig. 3(e) and (f).
It should be pointed out that, the proposed algorithm can
still work well for biological scans, but low contrast of
the structures will increase the difficulty of limited angle
reconstruction.
IV. C ONCLUSION
A reconstruction model regularized by the random walk
penalty is proposed, which tries to consider the property of
visible and invisible edges of limited-angle CT reconstructions. The random walk regularization is introduced to better
handle the beam-hardening artifacts. Numerical experiments
show that the proposed method is superior to state-of-theart algorithms, which produce very promising reconstructions
on polychromatic limited-angle data. Compared to the AEDS

method, it’s easy to obtain good reconstructions with fewer
iterations.
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Cone-beam reconstruction from n-sin trajectories
with transversely-truncated projections
Nicolas Gindrier, Rolf Clackdoyle, Simon Rit and Laurent Desbat

Abstract—In cone-beam tomography, we define the n-sin source
trajectory as having n periods of a sinusoid traced on an imaginary
cylinder enclosing the object. A 2-sin is commonly known as a
saddle, and it is known that the convex hull of a saddle is the
same as the union of all of its chords. The convex hull of a
closed trajectory is the Tuy region, where cone-beam reconstruction
is possible if there are no truncated projections. However, with
truncated projections, the method of differentiated backprojection
and Hilbert inversion can be applied along a chord if the chord
is visible (not truncated) in the projections. Here, we consider a
particular transaxial truncation which prevents chords from always
being visible, but we establish that the more powerful method of
M-lines can be applied to ensure reconstruction in the reduced
field-of-view. The 3-sin, on the other hand, has a Tuy region which
is not filled by its chords, and we do not have any cone-beam
theory to determine if reconstruction is possible with transverse
reconstruction. In our preliminary numerical experiment, the 3-sin
seemed to perform equally well as the 2-sin trajectory even though
there were no chords passing through the slice we examined. We
tentatively suggest that there might be other, yet unknown theory
that explains why 3-sin reconstruction is possible with the specified
transaxial truncation. We believe that these results on transverse
truncation and reconstruction from 2-sin and 3-sin trajectories are
new.

A

I. I NTRODUCTION

cornerstone of cone-beam (CB) reconstruction theory is
Tuy’s condition. For an object which is contained in some
known convex region Ω, a point x ∈ Ω is said to satisfy Tuy’s
condition if every plane passing through the point x intersects
the source trajectory non-tangentially [1]. Given a source trajectory (always assumed to not intersect Ω), it was proved that
stable image reconstruction could be achieved for the whole
Tuy region provided that none of the cone-beam projections was
truncated [1] (not just the Tuy region, but none of Ω is allowed
to be truncated). Conversely, Finch showed that all points of
Ω outside the Tuy region cannot be stably (and accurately)
reconstructed (unless strong a priori information is available)
[2]. Now, aside from the cases amenable to differentiated backprojection (DBP) techniques, see below, there is no current
theory to systematically indicate which part of the Tuy region
can be reliably reconstructed if some projections are truncated.
In a restricted context, we explore this problem here. In view
of Finch’s result, we are only interested in Ω0 which is the
N. Gindrier, R. Clackdoyle and L. Desbat are with the TIMC-IMAG laboratory, CNRS UMR 5525 and Université Grenoble Alpes 38000 Grenoble, France.
e-mail: nicolas.gindrier@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr
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This work was supported by the “Fonds unique interministériel” (FUI) and
the European Union FEDER in Auvergne Rhône Alpes (3D4Carm project) and
by the ANR (ROIdoré project ANR-17-CE19-0006-01).
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intersection of Ω with the Tuy region. For simplicity, we assume
this (convex) Ω0 is a cylinder with elliptical base and finite
height.
Our context is a specific set of source trajectories, and a
specific pattern of (transverse) truncation. The source trajectories
under consideration in this work are “n periods of a sinusoid
on the surface of a cylinder” (n-sin) where n ∈ N, n > 1.
A 2-sin trajectory is often called a “saddle” although the term
saddle can refer to more general curves, see [3]. Nearly all
the theoretical results here will apply to more general closed
trajectories. For example, the convex hull of any n-sin trajectory
(and more generally, of any closed trajectory) is the same as
the Tuy region [2]. For the specific pattern of truncation, we
consider a cylindrical reduced-field-of-view (RFOV) whose axis
is parallel to the axis of the n-sin trajectory and whose radius
is small enough that the RFOV does not contain all of Ω0 .
The RFOV is positioned to intersect the boundary of Ω0 . The
measured rays for each projection are exactly those that intersect
the RFOV. Fig. 1 provides an example illustration of a 2-sin
trajectory with a cylindrical Ω0 and a possible RFOV.

x3
S

Ω0
x2

x1

RFOV

Fig. 1. A 2-sin trajectory with a cylindrical Ω0 and a RFOV (taller than Ω0 ).

We appeal to two methods of reconstruction when CB projections are truncated, and we refer to them here as the “DBP-chord
method” and the “M-line method”. Given a source trajectory
S, parametrized by λ, a chord Ci,j is a line joining Sλi to
Sλj (Fig. 2 shows an example chord and an M-line). “DBP”
refers to the operation or the 3D image obtained after CB
backprojection of the differentiated projections. In the DBPchord method, the DBP is performed along a sub-trajectory
S[λ1 ,λ2 ] and reconstruction takes place along the chord C1,2
in the DBP image, followed by an inversion of the Hilbert
transform. An M-line is a half-line starting at some source point
SλM and passing through Ω0 ; see Fig. 2. In the M-line method,
the Hilbert inversion takes place along a segment of the Mline. The M-line method is more powerful than the DBP-chord
method, but is more complicated.
In this work, we will show that the DBP-chord method is
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Sλj
Ci,j
x

M-line

SΛ
ROI

Ωo

Ω0
SλM

x

C3
C1

Sλi

RFOV

Fig. 2. A chord Ci,j and an M-line from SλM .

C2
not strong enough to handle the cylindrical RFOV truncation
problem, but that M-line method is suitable in the case of
the 2-sin trajectory. We believe this result to be new. We also
demonstrate that neither the DBP-chord method nor the M-line
method is suitable for certain regions inside the 3-sin trajectory.
We then report on numerical experiments performed to test
whether accurate reconstruction is likely to be achieved anyway,
possibly due to some currently unknown theory. We point out
that the simulations use an iterative reconstruction method, the
goal being to test conditions for reconstruction, and not the Mline method, whose role here is purely theoretical.
Similar results on using the M-line method to verify reconstruction theory for the cylindrical RFOV have been published
for the case of a helical trajectory [4]. Note the helix is not a
closed trajectory, which results in different considerations than
for the proof that the 2-sin trajectory admits full (accurate and
stable) reconstruction throughout Ω0 ∩ RFOV.
II. T HEORY
A. Definitions and standard results
The unknown density function is denoted f (x), where x =
(x1 , x2 , x3 ). For fixed height H and radius R (H, R > 0) and
for n ∈ N, n > 1 (usually n =2 or 3) we define the n-sin
trajectory as
SΛn = {(R cos λ, R sin λ, H cos(nλ))T |λ ∈ Λ = [0, 2π)}. (1)

For each point Sλ on the source trajectory, we define the CB
projection with the usual formula:
Z +∞
g(λ, η) =
f (Sλ + lη)dl, λ ∈ Λ.
(2)
0

For non-truncated projections, we would have all values of η in
the unit sphere, but here we only allow those η such that the
half-line LSλ ,η = {Sλ + lη|l ∈ [0, ∞]} intersects the RFOV.
The operation of DBP takes a segment of the source trajectory
and forms a 3D image by differentiation and weighted backprojection:
Z
1
∂
1 λ2
g(λ, η)
dλ. (3)
b1,2 (x) =
x−Sλ
π λ1 kx − Sλ k ∂λ
η=
kx−Sλ k

Note that b1,2 (x) can always be calculated if x ∈ RFOV but if
x 6∈ RFOV, then b1,2 (x) is only available in rare fortuitous geometric circumstances, such as the entire subtrajectory S[λ1 ,λ2 ]
located on the “other side” of the RFOV with respect to the
location of x.
Both the DBP-chord and M-line methods achieve image reconstruction using an intermediate Hilbert transform. For Hilbert

Fig. 3. Top-view for the configuration of Fig. 1. The dashed line delimits the 3
cases of reconstruction for chords containing a point in the ROI: both endpoints
of C1 are below the dashed line (C1 intersects the support before the RFOV)
therefore the inverse of the finite Hilbert transform can be used, C2 crosses
the dashed line then the one-endpoint Hilbert transform must be used, and both
endpoints of C3 are above the dashed line (C3 intersects the RFOV before the
support) line so there is no reconstruction from the chord method (from eq. (5)).
To reconstruct x, belonging to C3 , the M-line method must be used.

transforms of 3D functions, we specify a direction θ and use
the following formula
Z +∞
f (x − sθ)
Hθ f (x) =
ds
(4)
πs
−∞

where the integral in equation (4) is in the sense of the Cauchy
principal value.
B. The DBP-chord method

The DBP-chord method is based on a link between the DBP
image and the Hilbert transform. If x ∈ Ci,j (and x ∈ RFOV),
then it is well-known (e.g. [5]) that
(5)

bi,j (x) = 2Hηi,j f (x)

where ηi,j = (Si − Sj )/kSi − Sj k in the direction from Sj
to Si . “One dimensional” image reconstruction is performed
along the chord segment Q = Ci,j ∩ (Ω0 ∪ RFOV), provided at
least one endpoint of Q lies outside Ω0 [6]. If both endpoints
lie outside Ω0 , then an analytic formula can be used to invert
Hηi,j f to obtain f along Q (see [7]). If neither endpoint lies
outside Ω0 , then the DBP-chord method fails for this chord.
Fig. 3 illustrates these three possibilities.
The DBP-chord method has been known for at least 15 years,
and provides a powerful method for CB reconstruction with
truncated projections. The only requirement to reconstruct along
a chord Ci,j is that the chord remains visible (not truncated)
in all the projections in the subtrajectory S[λi ,λj ] , and that the
field-of-view is large enough that the chord extends beyond the
object boundary.
C. The M-line method
For some λM and some direction ηM , consider the M-line
LSM ,ηM (where we have written SM for SλM ). If x ∈ LSM ,ηM
and x also lies on a chord C1,2 , then
(6)

b1,M (x) + b2,M (x) = 2HηM f (x).

Note that the Hilbert direction is along the M-line, and not along
the chord C1,2 .
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Ωo
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E. The 3-sin trajectory
RFOV

λM
Fig. 4. The M-line method. The point x cannot be reconstructed by the DBPchord method using its chord C3 . A suitable (one-endpoint) M-line is chosen
passing through x. If each y ∈ Q ∩ RFOV lies on some chord Cy , then the
Hilbert transform can be computed, and Hilbert inversion along Q is possible,
to reconstruct f at x (and at all y).

The M-line method is designed to handle reconstruction at a
point x which lies on a chord not suitable for Hilbert inversion.
In that case, an M-line through x is selected which also has
the property that (at least) one endpoint of Q lies outside Ω0 ,
where Q = LSM ,ηM ∩ (Ω0 ∪ RFOV). In order to invoke Hilbert
inversion along Q, each point y ∈ Q ∩ RFOV must lie on its
own chord C1,2 , for in this case, (6) can be applied to obtain
HηM f (y). Once HηM f (y) has been obtained for all y ∈ Q ∩
RF OV , then Hilbert inversion can be applied along Q to obtain
f (x). See Fig. 4 for an illustration of the concept.
The M-line method was introduced by Pack et al. [8], and
although it is more complicated to apply, it is more powerful
than the DBP-chord method due to the requirement that the
Hilbert segment Q needs one endpoint outside Ω0 .
D. The 2-sin trajectory
The 2-sin trajectory, equation (1), also known as a saddle,
has the property that its convex hull is equal to the union of
all its chords [3], see Fig. 5. Thus every point in the Tuy
region lies on a chord, so if there is only moderate truncation of
the projections in the axial direction, all chords will be visible
in the projections, and the DBP-chord method ensures reliable
reconstruction throughout the Tuy region.
For transverse truncation dictated by the cylindrical RFOV,
the situation is more complex, and the three cases shown in
Fig. 3 arise. Any point x inside Ω0 ∩ RFOV will lie on a
chord, which will be suitable for two-endpoint inversion (C1
in Fig. 3), for one-endpoint inversion (C2 in Fig. 3), or not
suitable for Hilbert inversion (C3 ). In this latter case, it is
always possible to choose an M-line joining x to the trajecory,
which exits Ω0 while still inside RFOV. All points y inside the
RFOV and on this M-line will lie on some chord, from which
the required Hilbert transform can be calculated according to
(6). Thus Hilbert inversion is possible in all three cases, and
the entire region Ω0 ∩ RFOV can be reliably reconstructed in
principle.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration
that region-of-interest reconstruction is possible with transverse
truncation for the case of saddle trajectories. For a cylindrical
RFOV intersecting the boundary of Ω0 , our argument clearly
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generalizes to any trajectory whose Tuy region is equal to
the union of its chords. The restriction of a cylindrical RFOV
can be relaxed also, but with care because combined axial
and transverse truncation introduces new complications (the
existence of a suitable M-line is not always ensured).

Unlike the 2-sin trajectory, the Tuy region of the 3-sin
trajectory contains points which do not lie on any chord. In
the bottom row of Fig. 5, the convex hull (Tuy region) of the
3-sin curve consists of a triangular “roof” and triangular “floor”
but there is a substantial triangular “hole” of locations which
are not traversed by any chord, as shown bottom right of Fig.
5.

Fig. 5. The convex hull and the “chord hull” of two source trajectories. Top:
the 2-sin trajectory. Bottom: the 3-sin trajectory. Left: the convex hull of the
trajectory (the Tuy region). Right: the union of all chords in the trajectory.

For points in the Tuy region not lying on any chord, both the
DBP-chord method and the M-line method fail, even if there
were no projection truncation. However, other theory (still unknown) might indicate whether or not reconstruction is possible
in regions where there are no chords. Our preliminary simulation
experiments below suggest that, for cylindrical RFOV, reliable
reconstruction might still be possible where chords are missing.
III. S IMULATIONS
We performed reconstructions on a 380 x 152 x 382 image
array from analytically simulated projection data of the Forbild
Thorax phantom. Our goal could be an investigation of the vertebrae. The reconstruction method used was the conjugate gradient
method from RTK (minimizes k(Rf − p)k22 + γk∇f k22 with R
the forward projection operator and p the measured projections).
In our case, γ = 100, 120 iterations were performed with 200
source positions. For both trajectories, the radius was 250 mm
and the total height was 200 mm (H = 100 mm). The RFOV
was centered on the spinal column, with a radius of 50 mm and
a height of 380 mm (the height of the phantom). It is illustrated
in Fig. 6. Since the phantom diameter is 300 mm, the RFOV
causes substantial transverse truncations.
Two cross-sections of different heights are presented through
the reconstructed phantom (x3 = 0 mm and x3 = 90 mm), as
illustrated in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. The aim is to see the influence
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RFOV

SΛ

300 mm

500 mm

Fig. 6. Configuration in top view at x3 = 0 for simulations. Left: the Forbild
thorax phantom and RFOV. Right: the trajectory with the phantom in top view.

90 mm
0 mm
RFOV
Fig. 7. Both cross-sections for the reconstruction in side view.

of the absence of chords. Specifically, for the 3-sin trajectory,
the further vertically one moves away from the origin, the
larger the area without chords. Results of the reconstructions
are shown in Fig. 9. In the DBP theory, both cross-sections
for the 2-sin trajectory can be exactly reconstructed, but for
the 3-sin trajectory the cross-section x3 = 90 mm cannot be
reconstructed (no chord in the RFOV, the worst case). The
cross-section x3 = 0 mm is trickier: all points in the RFOV
are traversed by a chord but there is no guarantee for the Mline method if it is needed (some points on the M-line must be
intersected by a chord, see Section II-C above).

RFOV

90 mm

0 mm
SΛ3
Fig. 8. Left: A 3-sin trajectory (not our dimensions, it is schematic) with a
cylindrical RFOV and two horizontal cross-sections. Right, above: the set of
chords (black, white means there is no chord) and the RFOV for the section
x3 = 90 mm, no point in the RFOV (red circle) for this section is traversed by
a chord. Right, below: The set of chords (black) and the RFOV for the section
x3 = 0, all points in the RFOV for this section are traversed by a chord.

We note from Fig. 9 that all four images are of good quality
and comparable quality to each other in the RFOV. Since the
x3 = 90 mm image for the 3-sin trajectory seemed similar to the
same slice of the 2-sin trajectory, we tentatively consider that,
due to some unknown reconstruction theory, this part of the Tuy
region can be accurately reconstructed even though there are no
chords passing through it. On the other hand, it is possible that
our reconstructions are not fine enough to detect small artifacts
or errors that might arise from an approximate reconstruction.

Fig. 9. Reconstruction for the 2-sin and 3-sin trajectories. Left: x3 = 0. Right:
x3 = 90 mm. Above: n = 2. Below: n = 3. White circles represent the RFOV.

IV. C ONCLUSION
We have shown that the M-line method can be used to
reconstruct an ROI with some transverse truncation, in particular
for 2-sin trajectories (sinusoid on a virtual cylinder), where
only axial truncations are studied in the literature. This M-lines
method has some conditions, for example each point of a ROI
must be intersected by a chord.
Our numerical experiments using iterative reconstructions
seemed to indicate that the 3-sin trajectory with transverse
truncation also produces valid reconstructions, even where there
are no chords and therefore the DBP-chord and M-lines methods
both do not apply.
We note also, that for any n > 2, the n-sin trajectory will have
part of its Tuy region not intersected by chords. It seems likely
that if reconstruction with transverse truncation is valid for 3-sin
trajectories, that it will probably be valid for n-sin trajectories,
for any n > 3.
There is still CB reconstruction theory to be established to
resolve these questions solidly, because it appears that reconstruction can be achieved for transaxial trunction with 3-sin, at
least to the extent of the sensitivity of our simulations, and the
authors know of no theory to explain it.
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Experimental Feasibility of a Residual-Modelled
Material Decomposition Method for Spectral CT
Sen Wang, Yuxiang Xing, Hewei Gao, Marc Kachelrieß, Ao Zheng, Li Zhang*

Abstract—For photon counting based spectral x-ray CT
imaging, basis material decomposition is a common practice for
material density reconstruction. Compared to empirical
look-up-table based decomposition methods, maximum-likelihood
decomposition method yields better precision and noise property.
However, it requires the knowledge of precise spectrum
information and detector response calibration which may contain
errors. If not compensated or corrected, errors in spectrum
information or detector response will lead to decomposition bias
which degrades the quantitative accuracy of reconstructed
images. In this paper, a novel residual-modelled material
decomposition method is proposed for spectral CT which fuses
maximum likelihood decomposition and an empirical correction,
aiming
to
achieve
precise
material
decomposition.
Maximum-likelihood decomposition functions as a primary
estimation for material width. Based on primary decomposition
results, decomposition residual is calculated and modelled by a
polynomial model via a wedge calibration. The final estimation is
the initial decomposition plus the residual correction.
Index Terms—photon counting, material decomposition,
maximum likelihood

D

I. INTRODUCTION

UAL energy x-ray imaging is capable of material
discrimination and is free of beam hardening artifacts[1],
[2], which is broadly used in clinical application, industry and
security[3], [4]. Photon counting detectors (PCDs) can provide
better and richer spectral information for computed
tomography (CT) than conventional dual energy CT system
facilitated with energy integrated detectors (EIDs)[5] [10].
Material decomposition method is an effective way to utilize
the spectral measurements, which is based on the assumption
that common material attenuation coefficients can be linearly
represented by two or more (if k-edge materials exist)
functions[3], [5], [6], such as photoelectric term and Compton
term or the combinations of different basis material attenuation

coefficients[3]. In material decomposition processing
procedure, the core is to estimate the line integral of magnitude
of basis functions from spectral measurements[11], [12]. There
are mainly two methods for the decomposition operation,
maximum-likelihood (ML) decomposition and empirical
methods. In this paper, we propose a residual-modelled
material decomposition (RMMD) method that fuses the ML
method and empirical correction for material decomposition. In
the proposed RMMD method, ML decomposition functions as
the primary estimator. Based on the primary ML decomposition
results, an empirical residual correction model is reconstructed
to correct or compensate the possible decomposition residuals
induced by the errors in system model.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Material decomposition with PCD
PCD discriminates each incident photon by the energy and
records them in separate energy bins. S0(E) is the source
spectrum generated by x-ray tube. After some attenuation in the
forward path, source spectrum reaches the detector to become
the incident spectrum for detector, Sin(E). The detected
spectrum of PCD is the convolution result of incident spectrum
and detector response h(E;E ).
i

EHTi

=

ELTi

dE '

0

S0 ( E ) exp

50

( x, E ) dx )

h ( E ' ; E ) dE

(1)

, i =1,2,...,N

where i denotes photon counts in the i-th energy bin,
i=1,2, ,N. N is the total number of energy bins. ELTi and EHTi
are the lower energy threshold and higher energy threshold,
respectively. ( x, E ) is the attenuation coefficient in position
x.
For material decomposition, the fundamental assumption is
that the attenuation coefficients can be finely approximated by
linear combination of basis functions:

( x, E ) =

M
m =1
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(

am ( x ) f m ( E )

(2)

where fm(E) is the m-th basis function and am(x) is the
representation coefficient. M denotes the number of basis
functions. With equation (2), we can reformulate equation (1)
into:
i ( A) =
EHTi
(3)
dE ' S0 ( E ) exp (
Am f m ( E ) ) h ( E ' ; E ) dE
ELTi

where

0
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Am = am ( x ) dx

(4)

With a series of spectral measurements, i.e. i , we can
estimate the line integral Am with material decomposition
methods and am(x) can be reconstructed with inverse Radon
transform. For a specific CT system whose source spectrum
and detector response are fixed, the energy bin counts i are
the function of line integral A. (A = [Am]T).
B. Residual-Modelled Material Decomposition (RMMD)
For ML decomposition and empirical decomposition, ML
decomposition suffers from possible model error in source
spectrum and detector response while empirical decomposition
needs elaborated design to reach a good noise level[8], [12].
ML decomposition is both unbiased and efficient with
precise system model (source spectrum and detector response).
In real data decomposition, source spectrum and detector
response are obtained with calibration methods[13], [14].
Decomposition bias might be induced by possible calibration
inaccuracy. When calibrated source spectrum S0( c ) and detector
response h( ) are used in ML decomposition, system model of
(3) should be re-expressed:
c

( A | S ( ) , h( ) ) =
c

i

ELTi

dE '

0

S0( c ) ( E ) exp

(

)

i

(

(c)

A | S0 , h

(c)

)

i (A | S , h
*
0

*

From former analysis, A is the function of Aw, as well as the
function of AML. We use polynomials to fit this relationship:

(7)
*

where
and h are
i denotes photon counts difference, S
the real source spectrum and detector response. From equation
(7), we can find i is a function of A for a spectral CT system
with source spectrum and detector response calibrated. As a
result, the decomposition residual A is mathematically a
function of A as well, regardless of the complex nonlinear
processing of ML decomposition.
To ensure the good noise property of ML decomposition and
correct or compensate the possible decomposition residual
induced by model error, we try to fit the empirical mapping of
A and ML decomposition results with polynomials via a
wedge calibration.
Real data decomposition

Wedge calibration

CT projection

ML decomposition

ML decomposition

Build resLut

resLut correction

0 j1 +...+ jK t
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( A( ) )
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(10)

where c is parameters of polynomials, i denotes i-th basis

)

resLut construction

(9)

N K

Aij is one of matrix elements in the i-th row and j-th column.

material.
*
0

Aij

A is the residual matrix with the same dimension of Aw and

(6)

Am f m ( E ) dx h( c ) ( E ' ; E ) dE

The count difference from ground-truth is:
i ( A) =

A = Aw AML =

Aij =

c

0

EHTi

Fig. 1 shows the overall procedure of the proposed RMMD
method. There are two phases of the proposed method, residual
correction model construction with wedge calibration phase
that is denoted as resLUT construction in Fig. 1 and real data
decomposition phase.
Wedge calibration provides a series of paired basis material
width combinations Aw=[Aij]M×K and corresponding photon
counts measurements Mw=[mij]N×K, The subscript M denotes
the number of basis materials, N denotes the number of energy
bins and K denotes the number of wedge tests. ML
decomposition can give material decomposition result:
AML = DML ( Mw )
(8)
where AML is ML decomposition results, D ML denotes ML
operation. If system model is accurate in ML decomposition,
AML should be equal to Aw. Otherwise, decomposition residual
exists:

Akj(

ML )

is the ML decomposition result, jk is the power

of ML decomposition result and t is the maximum power of
polynomials. Parameter c in (10) can be determined by
least-square fit for the residual look-up-table, resLut:
AresLut = resLut ( AML )
(11)
The final output of hybrid decomposition can then be
formulated as follows:
A RMMD = resLut (DML ( M w ) ) + DML ( M w )
(12)

III. EXPERIMENT STUDY
Physical experiments are carried out to verify the
effectiveness and robustness of the proposed RMMD method.
Fig. 2 shows the CT platform used in physical experiments. A
VJ P051 x-ray source capable of up to 160 kVp and 3.12 mA,
and an XCounter FLITE X1 photon counting detector(CdTe)
with two energy channels were used in the experiment.

Detector crystal

Decomposition result

Reconstruction

Fig. 1. Overall procedure of RMMD

x-ray tube

Rotation stage

Detector

Fig. 2. Experiment CT platform with XCounter FLITE X1 PCD
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Source spectrum is estimated with a weighted constraint
spectral deconvolution method. Scattering is estimated with air
value difference with and without attenuator[9]. Main
configuration parameters of the system are listed in Table 1. We
built the resLut through a wedge calibration with different
combinations of Al and PMMA boards and tested the proposed
method with two phantoms under different tube currents.

4
2

TABLE 1
MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE SYSTEM

0

Parameter

Value

Tube settings

100kVp, 0.2mA/0.35mA

Acquisition time

1s per frame
Source to iso-center distance 346.2 mm
Source to detector distance 207.2 mm
1536×128 pixels, 100×100 μm2 per pixel

8

[24keV, 46keV], [46keV, 100keV]
Al: 0mm, 5.85mm, 11.70mm, 17.55mm
PMMA: 0mm, 9.23mm, 18.46mm,
27.71mm, 36.86mm
Al-PMMA phantom
water-Teflon phantom

4

2
0

A fitting error is utilized as the bias metric for material
decomposition accuracy in experimental tests:

(E)

k

is the fitting error,

(13)

dE

(E)

EL

( E ) is attenuation coefficients

of target materials which can be downloaded from NIST
database[15]. M is the number of basis materials and E is the
photon energy. In our simulation and experiment, M=2 and
E [24keV, 100keV].
A. Residual Correction of RMMD
We illustrate reconstruction results of basis images under
0.2mA tube current in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a)(b) are results of ML and
RMMD of a Al-PMMA phantom, respectively. Results of a
water-Teflon phantom are shown in Fig. 3(c)(d).
ML PMMA

RMMD PMMA

RMMD Al

PMMA

PMMA

ROI

Al area

B. Accuracy and noise property comparison
We compared the proposed RMMD method with an
empirical decomposition method based on polynomials and the
A-table method[16] for further evaluation.
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 illustrate the comparison of fitting error and
standard deviation of different methods. The green, purple,
orange and blue bars denote results of polynomial based
empirical decomposition (pLut), A-table method, ML
decomposition and RMMD method, respectively.
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0

1.26

0.98

2
Fig. 3. Reconstruction of basis images in experimental tests. (a) ML results of
Al-PMMA phantom, display window for all images is [0, 1.2]. (b) RMMD
results of Al-PMMA phantom, display window for all images is [0, 1.2]. (c) ML
results of water-Teflon phantom, display window is [0,0.3] for Al basis image
and [0, 2] for PMMA basis image. (d) RMMD results of water-Teflon phantom,
display window is [0,0.3] for Al basis image and [0, 2] for PMMA basis image.
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Fitting errors of different material ROIs under different tube
currents are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a) and (b) denote the fitting
error under 0.2mA tube current and 0.35mA tube current. For
each material area under different tube currents, the fitting error
of RMMD (blue bars) is smaller than that of ML results (orange
bars). It demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed RMMD
method in modelling and correcting the decomposition
residual.
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Fig. 5. Fitting error comparison
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Fig. 4. Fitting error of ROIs in experimental tests of different material areas
under different tube currents. (a) 0.2mA tube current, (b) 0.35mA tube current
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From Fig. 5, we can find due to the existence of system
model bias, fitting errors of ML decomposition are sometimes
worse than those of pLut but the proposed RMMD outperforms
ML method, A-table and pLut in all material areas and tube
currents. In Fig. 6, we can find noise level of pLut is the worst
and RMMD inherits the noise property of ML while A-table
shows a slight advantage to RMMD and ML.
pLut

A-table

ML

RMMD

worthy exploring.
Additionally, another important issue in real world CT
application is scattering. Though we suppressed scattering
influence with some scattering estimation method, we are to
test the estimation accuracy and its influence in material
decomposition as well in the future.
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An iterative reconstruction method for material
decomposition of Dual Spectral Computed
Tomography based on monochromatic images
Weibin Zhang, Shusen Zhao, Huiying Pan, and Xing Zhao*

Abstract—Compared with traditional computed tomography
(CT), dual spectral CT (DSCT) has the capability to improve
material differentiation and reduce beam hardening artifacts, thus
has wide prospects of applications. However, the decomposition
process is an illposed problem, which is sensitive to noise.
Considering the structural consistency and the locally linear
relationship of gray value between monochromatic image and
polychromatic image, this paper proposes an iterative
reconstruction method for material decomposition of DSCT based
on monochromatic images without the knowledge of spectral
information. Firstly, we calibrate the polychromatic projection
function using polynomial functions between two monochromatic
projections and polychromatic projections, which can reduce
calibration error and improve the accuracy of decomposition.
Secondly, we develop an alternately iterative method: the IFBP
method is adopted to obtain monochromatic images; and then
using high-energy image with high signal-to-noise ratio as a
reference image, the guided image filtering is utilized to process
the decomposed monochromatic images, reducing the impact of
noise and further improving the image quality. The proposed
method is validated with numerical experiments and the results
confirm the effectiveness of our proposed approach.
Index Terms—Dual spectral CT, material decomposition,
monochrome images, iterative reconstruction method.

I

I. INTRODUCTION
N dual spectral computed tomography (DSCT), the measured

object is scanned with two different X-ray spectra. The
collected polychromatic projection can be utilized to
reconstruct electron density and effective atomic number
images, energy-selective images, or material-selective images
[1, 2]. Compared with conventional CT, DSCT has a better
material distinguishability. Therefore, it has wide potential
applications in medical and industrial domains, such as bone
removal, PET attenuation correction, bone marrow composition
analysis, nondestructive evaluation, security inspection and so
on.
The existing methods to achieve decomposition of DSCT can
be classified into three groups: image based methods, projection
This work was partly supported by the National Natural Science Foundation
of China (grants: 61827809, 61671311, 61501310, 61371195), Beijing
Commission of Education grant KM201710028002.
All authors are with the School of Mathematical Sciences, Capital Normal
University, Beijing, 100048, Beijing Advanced Innovation Center for Imaging
Technology, Capital Normal University, Beijing, 100048, China.
Corresponding author: Xing Zhao (e-mail: zhaoxing_1999@126.com).
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based methods, and iterative methods. Image based methods
reconstruct each polychromatic projection dataset separately.
Then, images from both spectra are linearly combined to obtain
two decomposed images [3, 4]. The linear combinations do not
include the product terms of images of spectra, hence it’s
impossible to perform an exact material separation without
combining the polychromatic properties of both spectra, which
leading the decomposition results will suffer from artifacts.
Projection based methods combine the polychromatic
projections of each spectrum to obtain two projections of basis
material images, then the basis material images are directly
reconstructed from their projections [5, 6]. Generally speaking,
they can obtain better decomposition results than image based
ones, but it requires geometrically consistent polychromatic
projections. Several iterative reconstruction methods based on
statistical models and non-linear optimizations were proposed
[7-10]. By introducing prior knowledge or establishing an
approximate model, these methods improve the decomposed
image quality effectively. In particular, these iterative methods
require precise knowledge of the detected X-ray spectra to
implement the polychromatic forward-projection process.
Although various methods have been developed to estimate the
X-ray spectrum, the precise measurement of an X-ray spectrum
is still a difficult task due to general calibration issues. Besides,
the illposedness of the decomposition process causes it
noticeably sensitive to noise, resulting in reduced signal-tonoise ratio.
The above methods directly obtain basis material images.
Recently, some scholars have proposed some methods to obtain
basis material images indirectly with monochromatic images
[11-12].
Due to structural consistency between monochromatic image
and polychromatic image, polychromatic forward projection
based on monochromatic images has higher accuracy than that
based on basis material images. Therefore, under the condition
of the unknown X-ray spectrum, this paper proposes an iterative
reconstruction method for material decomposition of DSCT
based on monochromatic images. The method is divided into
two steps: calibration step for polychromatic forward projection
based on monochromatic images and alternately iterative
solution. Firstly, the method calibrates the polychromatic
forward projection function using polynomial functions
between two monochromatic projections and polychromatic
projections. Once the coefficients of the polynomial are
determined by using a calibration scan of a phantom, the
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polynomial would be inverted via the IFBP method [10] to
solve for monochromatic images. Furthermore, monochromatic
image and high-energy image with high signal-to-noise ratio
have a locally linear relationship of gray value. Through adding
the prior information into the optimization model, the
monochromatic images are processed by the guided image
filtering technique [13]. Finally, the basis material images can
be decomposed by the two monochromatic images. Numerical
experiments show that the proposed method can achieve more
accurate material decomposition of DSCT. Compared with
other methods, our method can better suppress noise, eliminate
hardening artifacts, and improve the image quality. At the same
time, the method has faster convergence speed.
II. METHOD
In this section, the mathematical model of DSCT based on
monochromatic images is presented and an iterative method is
developed.
A. DSCT Reconstruction model based on monochromatic
images
In DSCT, two projection data sets are acquired with two
different X-ray spectra. By considering the facts that X-ray
spectrum is polychromatic and scattering is negligible, we
describe the physical process as follow:
𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘 (𝐿𝐿) = − ln � 𝑆𝑆𝑘𝑘 (𝐸𝐸)𝑒𝑒 − ∫𝐿𝐿 𝜇𝜇(𝑥𝑥,𝐸𝐸)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , 𝐿𝐿 ∈ ℒ𝑘𝑘 , 𝑘𝑘 = 1, 2.

(1)

where 𝜇𝜇(𝑥𝑥, 𝐸𝐸) represents the linear attenuation coefficient of
the scanned object at point 𝑥𝑥 and energy 𝐸𝐸, 𝐿𝐿 represents one xray path, ℒ represents the index sets of the x-ray paths, 𝑆𝑆(𝐸𝐸)
represents the normalized effective x-ray spectra, 𝑘𝑘 denotes
low-energy and high-energy index 1, 2.
For DSCT, the linear attenuation coefficient 𝜇𝜇(𝑥𝑥, 𝐸𝐸) is
decomposed with respect to variables 𝐸𝐸 and 𝑥𝑥:
𝜇𝜇(𝒙𝒙, 𝐸𝐸) = 𝜙𝜙(𝐸𝐸)𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙) + 𝜃𝜃(𝐸𝐸)𝑔𝑔(𝒙𝒙)

(2)

where 𝜙𝜙(𝐸𝐸) and 𝜃𝜃(𝐸𝐸) are two pre-defined basis functions of
energy 𝐸𝐸 ,𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙) and 𝑔𝑔(𝒙𝒙) are the corresponding coefficient
functions of spatial variable 𝒙𝒙 . In this paper, basis material
decomposition is used, 𝜙𝜙(𝐸𝐸) and 𝜃𝜃(𝐸𝐸) are the mass
attenuation coefficients of two selected basis materials, and the
reconstructed 𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙) and 𝑔𝑔(𝒙𝒙) are the mass densities of the
two basis materials.
Substituting (2) into (1), we get:
𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘 (𝐿𝐿) = − ln � 𝑆𝑆𝑘𝑘 (𝐸𝐸)𝑒𝑒 −𝜙𝜙(𝐸𝐸) ∫𝐿𝐿 𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑−𝜃𝜃(𝐸𝐸) ∫𝐿𝐿 𝑔𝑔(𝒙𝒙)𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 , 𝐿𝐿 ∈ ℒ𝑘𝑘

(3)

Under two different X-ray spectra, monochromatic images
𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1 (𝑥𝑥) and 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸2 (𝑥𝑥) can be represented by the basis material
images 𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙) and 𝑔𝑔(𝒙𝒙) as follow:
�

𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1 (𝑥𝑥)
𝜙𝜙(𝐸𝐸1 )
�=�
𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸2 (𝑥𝑥)
𝜙𝜙(𝐸𝐸2 )

𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙)
𝜃𝜃(𝐸𝐸1 )
�∙�
�
𝜃𝜃(𝐸𝐸2 )
𝑔𝑔(𝒙𝒙)

(4)

Equally, basis material images 𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙) and 𝑔𝑔(𝒙𝒙) can be
represented:
�

𝑓𝑓(𝒙𝒙)
𝜙𝜙(𝐸𝐸1 )
�=�
𝑔𝑔(𝒙𝒙)
𝜙𝜙(𝐸𝐸2 )

𝜃𝜃(𝐸𝐸1 )
�
𝜃𝜃(𝐸𝐸2 )

−1

�

𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1 (𝑥𝑥)
𝑎𝑎1
� = �𝑏𝑏
𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸2 (𝑥𝑥)
1

𝑎𝑎2 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1 (𝑥𝑥)
𝑏𝑏2 � �𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸 (𝑥𝑥)�
2

(5)

Substituting (5) into (3), we establish polychromatic
projection function based on monochromatic projections as
follow:
𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘 (𝐿𝐿) = − l𝑛𝑛 � 𝑆𝑆𝑘𝑘 (𝐸𝐸)𝑒𝑒 −𝛷𝛷(𝐸𝐸)𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸1 (𝐿𝐿)−𝛩𝛩(𝐸𝐸)𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸2 (𝐿𝐿) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ,

𝐿𝐿 ∈ ℒ𝑘𝑘

(6)

where 𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸1 (𝐿𝐿) = ∫𝐿𝐿 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1 (𝑥𝑥) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
and 𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸2 (L) = ∫𝐿𝐿 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸2 (𝑥𝑥) 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
denote the line integrals of 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1 (𝑥𝑥) and 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸2 (𝑥𝑥) along the x-ray
path 𝐿𝐿, 𝛷𝛷(𝐸𝐸) = 𝑎𝑎1 𝜙𝜙(𝐸𝐸) + 𝑏𝑏1 𝜃𝜃(𝐸𝐸) , 𝛩𝛩(𝐸𝐸) = 𝑎𝑎2 𝜙𝜙(𝐸𝐸) +
𝑏𝑏2 𝜃𝜃(𝐸𝐸) denote linear combination of the mass attenuation
coefficients of two selected basis materials.
Now, the DSCT reconstruction problem is to solve 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1 (𝑥𝑥)
and 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸2 (𝑥𝑥) from the obtained 𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘 (𝐿𝐿).

B. The calibration step for polychromatic forward projection
When the X ray spectra are unknown, the polychromatic
forward projection in (6) cannot be determined. Contrary to the
EDEC method, the proposed method is an iterative method.
Therefore, it requires to calibrate a polychromatic forward
projection that converts the monochromatic projections 𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸1 (𝐿𝐿)
and 𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸2 (𝐿𝐿) to obtain virtual measurements 𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘 (𝐿𝐿) . Here, a
polynomial function is used to fit the polychromatic projection
function in (6):
𝑀𝑀

𝑁𝑁

𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘 (𝐿𝐿) = 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 �ℛ(𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1 ), ℛ(𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸2 (𝑥𝑥))� = � � 𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸1 (𝐿𝐿)𝑚𝑚 𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸2 (𝐿𝐿)𝑛𝑛
𝑚𝑚=0 𝑛𝑛=0

(7)

where the polychromatic projection 𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘 (𝐿𝐿) is expressed as a
linear combination of the basis functions 𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸1 (𝐿𝐿)𝑚𝑚 𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸2 (𝐿𝐿)𝑛𝑛 ,
𝑐𝑐𝑘𝑘,𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 denotes polynomial coefficients, ℛ represents the
operator of line integrals.
EDEC method is used for the calculation of those coefficients.
Once the polynomial coefficients are calibrated, the polynomial
functions in (7) are determined. Then, the low-energy and highenergy polychromatic projections can be calculated by passing
the monochromatic projections through the polynomial
functions.
C. Iterative decomposition step for DSCT
Except for the difference of gray value, monochromatic
image and polychromatic image are completely consistent in
texture information and structure information. Although the
high-energy polychromatic image has weaker capability for
material distinguishing, its quality is significantly better than
decomposed monochromatic images. By incorporating this
constraint into an optimization model, the high-energy
polychromatic image could work as a reference to effectively
improve the smoothness and keep all the structures of
decomposed results. Based on the above facts, we propose an
optimization model for DSCT as follow:
min �

𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1 ,𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸2

2

∑2𝑘𝑘=1�𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘 (𝐿𝐿)∗ − 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 �ℛ(𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1 (𝑥𝑥)), ℛ(𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸2 (𝑥𝑥))��
+𝜆𝜆 ∑2𝑘𝑘=1 𝑅𝑅�𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘 (𝑥𝑥), 𝐼𝐼𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ (𝑥𝑥)

�

2

�

(8)

where 𝑞𝑞𝑘𝑘 (𝐿𝐿)∗ represents the measured polychromatic
projection, 𝜆𝜆 is the regularization parameter, 𝑅𝑅(∙) is the
regularization term, in which guided image filtering is chosen,
𝐼𝐼𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ (𝑥𝑥) is the reconstructed high-energy polychromatic image.
Considering the facts that the data terms are measured in
projection domain and the regularized terms are measured in
image domain, we adopt a simple altering minimization
technique. Let 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛𝑘𝑘 denotes the solution after 𝑛𝑛-th iteration, then
the update for 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛+1
can be split into two subproblems:
𝑘𝑘
Subproblem 1:
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𝑛𝑛+1/2

𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1

𝑛𝑛+1/2

, 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸2

2

= min �𝑞𝑞1 (𝐿𝐿)∗ − 𝐶𝐶1 �ℛ(𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1 ), ℛ(𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸2 )��
𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1 ,𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸2

Subproblem 2:

∗

2

(9)

2

+ �𝑞𝑞2 (𝐿𝐿) − 𝐶𝐶2 �ℛ(𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸1 ), ℛ(𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸2 )��

𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛+1
= min𝑅𝑅 �𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘 (𝑥𝑥), 𝐼𝐼𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻ℎ (𝑥𝑥)�
𝑘𝑘
𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘

2

(10)

We can alternately obtain monochromatic images by using
the IFBP method for (9), and the guided image filtering for (10).
Finally, decomposition to basis material composition with
monochromatic images can be obtained.
III. EXPERIMENTS
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method,
numerical experiments with simulated data and real data are
performed. For comparison, we have also implemented the
EDEC [6] method and PFPC [7] method, since they are not only
effective but also quite similar to the proposed method.
A. Simulated Data Experiments
The dual simulated data are generated with 80 kV and 140
kV X-ray spectra obtained by the software SpectrumGUI. A
slice of the 3D FORBILD thorax phantom is used as test
phantom, as shown in Fig.1(b). The calibration phantom is
defined consisting of a big circular disc with a diameter of 60
mm and a small circular disc with a diameter of 48 mm (Fig.
1(a)), which are filled with water (1.0 g/cm3) and bone tissue
(1.92 g/cm3), respectively.

Fig. 2 shows the reconstruction results of EDEC method,
PFPC method and the proposed method. We can see from the
Fig. 2 that there are some radial artifacts in the reconstruction
results of EDEC method, the basis materials are not separated
completely. Because the EDEC method is a direct calibration
process, which is greatly affected by noise, there is no iterative
step to modify the reconstruction results. Although the PFPC
method can achieve good reconstruction results and decompose
the basis materials correctly, it can’t clearly distinguish the
areas where the density value is close (marked with red arrows).
On the contrary, the proposed method not only accurately
decompose the basis materials, but also distinguish the closed
areas. It’s due to the higher accuracy of the calibration based on
the monochromatic images than that based on basis material
images, thus results in smaller decomposition error. At the same
time, the guided filtering technology is introduced as a
constraint, effectively improving the smoothness and keeping
all structures of decomposed results.
Fig. 3 illustrates the profiles of the central columns of the
monochromatic images presented in Fig. 2. It can be seen from
the profiles that the reconstructed density values of the
proposed method are closer to the corresponding theoretical
density values, which indicates that the proposed method
achieves better reconstruction results.
3
phantom
EDEC

2.5

basis material method
our method

density value

2
1.5
1
0.5

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. The phantoms in the simulated data experiments. (a) The calibration
phantom; (b) The test phantom.
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Fig. 3. Profiles of the central columns of the monochromatic images
reconstructed shown in Fig. 2.

In addition, we also compare the convergence rate. Fig. 4
shows the NMAD of the decomposed images of the two
methods based on basis material images and monochromatic
images. From the convergence curve, we can see that the
proposed method has faster convergence speed.
1.2
basis material image
monochromatic image

0.8
NMAD

PFPC method

1

0.6

0.4

Our method

0.2

Fig. 2. The images reconstructed with EDEC method, PFPC method and the
proposed method in the simulated data.
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Fig. 4. The NMAD of the reconstructed images based on the basis material
images and monochromatic images.
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Fig. 5. The comparison of intersection angle of polychromatic projection
isopleth. (a) monochromatic images method, (b) basis material images method.

The reason is that intersection angle of polychromatic
projection isopleth based on monochromatic images is larger
than that based on basis material images, as shown in Fig. 5. In
other word, the condition number of coefficient matrix is
smaller, resulting in faster convergence rate.
B. Real Data Experiments
We also carried out a real data experiments on the industrial
CT system of our laboratory. Fig. 6 shows a photograph of the
scanned phantom, which is scanned twice with the CT system,
one with 80 kV voltage and the other with 140 kV voltage.

In this paper, we have proposed an iterative reconstruction
method for material decomposition of DSCT based on
monochromatic images. In the calibration step, our method
borrows the idea of polynomial fitting from EDEC. Different
from the basis material image method, we establish the
nonlinear relationship between polychromatic projections and
monochromatic images, which can reduce the calibration error
and improve the image quality. Besides, basis materials should
be selective and the material-selective reconstructions are
obtained in EDEC, while there is no limit of types of calibration
materials and the monochromatic images are directly obtained
in our method. In the iteration step, the guided filter technology
is employed to constrain the monochromatic images, which can
effectively improve the smoothness of decomposed results and
keep the structure information. Further decomposition to basis
material images with monochromatic images can be easily done.
Further work is to extend the iterative method to multiple
energy CT for multiple material separations.
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Spatially varying regularization weights for one-step
spectral CT with SQS
Pierre-Antoine Rodesch, Salim Si-Mohamed and Simon Rit

Abstract—Photon-counting detectors provide spectral information for x-ray acquisitions. Taking advantage of this information
currently requires iterative algorithms to reconstruct basis material CT images. One-step reconstruction is the simultaneous
inversion of the spectral distortion occurring in the detector
and the geometrical projection. Separable quadratic surrogate
(SQS) algorithms have been applied to this one-step problem with
satisfactory convergence and material separation. However, this
class of method leads to numerical instabilities stemming from
voxels out of the field-of-view (FOV) which need to be included
in the forward model for reconstructing the FOV. We aim at
improving one-step spectral CT reconstruction by investigating
two possible corrections of this effect: replacing the exponential in
the forward model by a linear function for negative attenuations
and spatially varying regularization depending on the geometrical
conditioning. We demonstrate the efficiency of the second method
using experimental data acquired on a clinical prototype CT
scanner with a photon-counting detector.

I

I. I NTRODUCTION

N spectral computed tomography (CT), one-step approaches directly decompose photon counts in basis material density volumes. This class of methods is opposed to twostep methods, in which decomposition occurs before or after
tomographic reconstruction, and which are less computationally expensive. The explicit one-step modeling enables regularization of material volumes while simultaneously inverting
line integrals and the spectral distortion of the detector. This
provides density maps with less correlated noise and can also
be applied to K-edge imaging and unconventional scanning
geometries [1].
Several algorithms have been proposed to inverse the onestep forward model. A combination of separable quadratic
surrogate (SQS) and Nesterov’s momentum methods have
proved efficient in solving the one-step reconstruction problem
of spectral CT with a K-edge material map from data acquired
with photon-counting detectors [2]. In SQS approaches, each
voxel is updated separately by minimizing a quadratic surrogate of the cost function at each iteration. Several SQSs
have been developed for one-step spectral CT [3], [4], [6]. We
chose the SQS proposed by Weidinger et al. [3] combined with
ordered subsets (OS) and Nesterov’s momentum technique as
proposed in [4].
The problem addressed in this article are artifacts originating from voxels which are not in the field-of-view (FOV) but
P.A Rodesch & S. Rit are with the Université de Lyon, CREATIS ; CNRS
UMR5220 ; Inserm U1206 ; INSA-Lyon ; Université Lyon 1 ; Centre Léon
Bérard, France.
Salim Si-mohamed is with the Université de Lyon, CREATIS ; CNRS
UMR5220 ; Inserm U1206 ; INSA-Lyon ; Université Lyon 1, France and
with the Radiology Department, Lyon University Hospital, Lyon, France.
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which are iteratively updated to accurately model the forward
problem. These voxels are present in axial scans (the red
stripped parts in Fig. 1) and helical scans. They cannot be
accurately reconstructed due to limited angle data (since they
are not in the FOV) but they influence the FOV because they
are traversed by rays also going through the FOV (which is
why they are reconstructed) and due to three-dimensional (3D)
spatial regularization. This problem has already been described
in [5] for SQS applied to mono-energetic CT in a helical
acquisition case. The authors proposed to use a spatially
varying update step based on their geometrical conditioning,
i.e., the amount of projection data contributing to each voxel
(which is less for voxels outside the FOV).
We have observed the same problem in spectral CT but the
observed consequences are more severe. We focus here on
the case of axial CT acquisitions. Since the forward problem
generally involves the exponential function, negative values
in these regions quickly translate to numbers which cannot
be handled numerically. Unlike Kim et al [5], this behavior
is observed without OS, but OS enhance the phenomenon. A
potential solution would be the initialization of the one-step
reconstruction with material volumes close to the solution [4],
[6], e.g., a two-step reconstruction decomposition. We also
investigate solutions for these numerical instabilities using
a zero initialization to avoid the difficult question of the
influence of the accuracy of the initialization.
This paper investigates two corrections. The first one is the
replacement in the forward model of the exponential function
by a soft-exponential as proposed by Sidky et al. [7]. The
second one, inspired by [5] but formulated differently, is the

Fig. 1. Axial scan configuration with selected volume geometry. Displayed
numbers correspond to slice indices used in the results section.
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implementation of regularization weights which vary in the
volume according to the geometrical conditioning. We also
study the combination of both and compare the results to the
conventional SQS algorithm, with and without initialization.
II. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
A. SQS

where µ() ∈ RNm is the vector of attenuation coefficient
at energy . Note that by definition of surrogates, (∇Qn ) =
(∇DPL|f =f n ).
The Hessian of Weidinger’s surrogate [3] is:
X

Np
Nv
X
H(Qn )j =
Aij
Aiξ ×
(7)
i=1

We briefly summarize in this subsection common equations
used in SQS techniques applied to the one-step problem. We
explain the choice we made for our uncorrected method. As
usual, the spectral discrete forward model is:
cib (f ) =

N
X

sib () e−ti (f,)

(1)

=1

where cib (f ) is the expected counts in bin b for indexed
detector pixel i, sib () is the effective spectrum at energy 
and ti (f, ) the attenuation of the object expressed by:
ti (f, ) =

Nm X
Nv
X

µm ()Aij fmj

(2)

m=1 j=1

with µm () the m-th basis (material) function, A the geometrical projection matrix and f the unknown basis volumes to
be reconstructed with j the voxel index.
The problem is solved by minimizing the negative loglikelihood:
Np Nb
h
i
X
X
DPL (c, f ) =
cib (f ) − cib log cib (f )
(3)
i=1 b=1

with c the measured photon counts.
A penalization term is added to the cost function with
a spatial regularization applied independently on each basis
volume:
R(f ) =

Nm
X

m=1

βm

Nv
Nv X
X

j=1 ξ∈Vj

φ(fmj − fmξ )

(4)

with βm the regularization weight per material and φ a twice
differentiable convex function. In this study, we used the Green
prior which, unlike others like the Huber function, does not
require an extra hyperparameter. Only the βm have to be tuned.
The SQS method for one-step reconstruction relies on the
application of Newton’s method at each voxel j. It enables the
analytical minimization of Qn , the SQS calculated at iteration
n:
−1
fjn+1 = fjn − [H(Qn )j ] .[(∇Qn )j ]
(5)
where (∇Qn )j ∈ RNm is the gradient of Qn and H(Qn )j ∈
RNm ×Nm its Hessian. This update scheme is accelerated with
OS and Nesterov’s momentum technique as described by Kim
et al. [8]. The gradient of the surrogate of the data fidelity
term is:
(∇Qn )j =

Np
X
i=1

Nb 
X
b=1

1−

(6)

Aij ×


n
cib  X
sib ()e−ti (f ,) µ()
cib (f n ) =1

ξ=1

Nb X
N
X

sib ()e−ti (f

n

b=1 =1

,) T

µ() ⊗ µ()

where T µ() ⊗ µ() ∈ RNm ×Nm .
As each basis material is regularized separately, we can
directly apply the regularization surrogate of De Pierro [9]
demonstrated in a mono-energetic case.
B. Proposed corrections
We now introduce modifications of the method described
in the previous subsection. We investigated two solutions in
order to stabilize voxels outside the FOV.
1) Soft-exponential (Soft-E): Even though negative values of
attenuation ti (f, ) are unphysical, they can occur, in particular
in early iterations. The calculation of an exponential on a
positive number will produce large gradient values causing
divergence. To counteract this effect, we investigated the use of
the (negative) soft-exponential (adapted from Sidky et al. [7]):
 −t
e
if t ≥ 0,
softexp(t) =
(8)
1 − t if t < 0.
By replacing the exponential function in (1) with softexp(t),
we expect to lower the effect of negative attenuation
values and to prevent numerical instabilities. This leads to
straightforward modifications of (6) and (7).

2) Spatial regularization weights (SRW): there is not enough
projection data to reconstruct voxels outside the FOV. Intuitively, their values should therefore be more impacted by the
regularization with respect to voxels in the FOV. To realize
this, we implemented regularization weights which vary according to the geometrical conditioning, formally defined by
λj =

Nθ
Np
P

(9)

Aij

i=1

with Nθ the number of scanned views in the 360 degree
axial scan configuration. The denominator represents the backprojection of a sinogram filled with ones. The number λj
is equal to 1 in the FOV and is inversely proportional to
the number of projections contributing to the voxel update.
It is comparable to the scaling factor proposed by Kim et
al. [5] to handle helical data with an SQS algorithm for monoenergetic data and used in their data attachment term. Instead,
we make regularization stronger in regions out of the FOV.
The penalization term (4) becomes

N

RSRW (f ) =

Nm
X

m=1

βm

Nv
X
j=1

λj

Nv
X

ξ∈Vj

φ(fmj − fmξ ).

(10)
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Fig. 2. Iodine, gadolinium and water maps coming from 2D reconstruction configuration. The display windows are [-5,10], [-3,7], and [-500,1500] mg/ml
for iodine, gadolinium and water maps, respectively

C. Experiments
We tested the proposed solution on real spectral data of
the abdomen QRM phantom acquired with an axial scan on a
Philips’ prototype clinical scanner recently installed in Lyon
(France), which is an upgrade of [10] with mainly a larger
photon counting detector. Iodine and gadolinium tubes at
different concentrations were placed inside the QRM phantom.
For this study, projection data were binned in 462 columns
and 16 rows with 2.06 mm × 2.01 mm pixel size. The source
voltage was 120 kV and 2400 views were acquired with a total
330 mA.s exposure.
The phantom was decomposed in iodine/gadolinium/water
material maps. Voxel size was 1 mm × 1 mm × 3 mm. The
FOV is 500 mm × 500 mm × 17.5 mm but only 450 ×
330 voxels were reconstructed per slice for this object. A
total of 11 slices were reconstructed, 5 central slices with
only voxels in the FOV and 3 extra slices at both ends as
shown in Fig. 1. The number of subsets was set to 8 and
Nesterov’s momentum was reset every 50 iterations (i.e. 400
voxel updates). Regularization uses a 27 voxels neighborhood.
Reconstructed volumes were post-processed with an imagebased correction for ring artifacts.
The material density volumes used for the non-zero initialization (NZI) were obtained with a projection-based material
decomposition. The latter was calculated from a maximization
of Poissonian likelihood [11] solved with 5000 iterations of the
simplex algorithm of Nelder and Mead. The basis sinograms
were 3D-median filtered and then reconstructed using a least
squares data fidelity term and quadratic spatial regularization
solved with the conjugate gradient algorithm. Voxels outside
the FOV at each end were replaced from the closest ones in
the FOV in the axial direction.
For comparison and to study convergence, the volume was
also reconstructed in a simplified configuration. A 2D volume
was reconstructed from the two middle rows of the detector
averaged to form a one-row detector perfectly aligned with
the source and one axial slice. This 2D axial slice was
reconstructed with no subset and 1600 iterations. In this 2D
configuration, we did not observe the numerical instabilities
observed with the 3D configuration of Fig. 1 which is why it
was used as a reference to evaluate the central slice of the 3D
results (#6 in Fig. 1).
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Fig. 3. Water volumes at 100 iterations, slice 6/11 is the central slice and
slice 8/11 is the last top slice in FOV (cf Fig. 1. a) Uncorrected method. b)
Uncorrected method with NZI. c) With Soft-E. d) With SRW. The display
window is [-500,1500] mg/ml.

III. R ESULTS
The reference result is displayed in Fig. 2. The reconstruction of K-edge tubes with more than 2 mg/ml is visually satisfactory while the separation between iodine and gadolinium is
subject to artifacts in the cortical part of the vertebra equivalent
material.
We only show the water maps in Fig. 3, but other material
decomposition images showed similar artifacts. This figure
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However, out of the FOV, it leads to larger update steps in
Newton’s scheme. The SRW is a simple way to preserve its
effect in the FOV while guaranteeing convergence in the entire
volume grid required in an iterative reconstruction.
Results were demonstrated in an axial configuration scan.
We expect the helical case studied by Kim et al. [5] to be
similar. The proposed correction can be applied to a helical
source trajectory with a slight modification of the spatial
weights λj .
Fig. 4. RMSE between the central and the 2D volume for each methods.
(Horizontal line expresses the numerical error appearance.)

corresponds to the reconstruction after 100 iterations. The
process was continued until 200 iterations but faced numerical
error (not a number (NaN) after taking the exponential of
a too large number) at 130 iterations for the uncorrected
method and 140 for the uncorrected method with NZI (using
single precision floats). There was no such error with both
the Soft-E and SRW corrections after 200 iterations. Note that
we purposely chose large axial slice thickness because the
numerical errors occur earlier in the iterations compared to
isotropic 1 mm slice thickness but it also occurs with 1 mm
slice thickness.
Fig. 3 clearly illustrates the negative effect of voxels out
of the FOV and in the FOV with SQS algorithms. The NZI
does not help to stabilize the behavior while the image quality
with SRW is visually much more satisfactory with a minor
extra computation cost. The Soft-E seems to slow down the
divergent behavior of the reconstruction but cannot prevent it.
Fig. 4 shows the mean squared error between the central
slice and the 2D reference volume:
Nvs X
Nm q
X
1
2D )2
(fbj − fbj
RMSE =
(11)
Nvs Nm j=1 m=1
with Nvs the voxel number in a slice and fbj the central slice
values of each method.
Even if the central slice seems visually satisfactory after 100
iterations (Fig. 3), the RMSE reveals the divergent behavior
of methods without SRW. We investigated the combination of
Soft-E and SRW in the same algorithm but the contribution of
adding Soft-E was negligible, both visually and on the RMSE.
The numerical instabilites outside the FOV have also been
noticed without the OS implementation or the use of Nesterov’s momentum technique. The SRW methods can be linked
to the expression of the Hessian of the surrogate in SQS
methods. This term depends on the number
Nv
X

Aiξ

(12)

ξ=1

which corresponds to the projection of a volume filled with
ones which appears in the SQS algorithm (7). It weights the
influence of a pixel in the current update. Due to geometrical
conditioning, this coefficient is smaller in voxels outside
the FOV. This term is crucial to accelerate convergence in
the FOV: without it, we have observed slower convergence.

IV. C ONCLUSION
One-step reconstruction with an SQS algorithm leads to
numerical instabilities stemming from voxels out of the FOV.
Using a so-called ’soft exponential’ only slightly reduces this
instability at a significant computational cost. We propose
to correct this effect by implementing regularization weights
which balance the larger SQS update steps in voxels out of
the FOV. This SRW solution is computationally efficient and
preserves convergence in the FOV. It can also be used in helical
scan configurations where a similar behavior is observed.
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High-Resolution Model-based Material
Decomposition for Multi-Layer Flat-Panel Detectors
Yiqun Q. Ma1 , Wenying Wang1 , Matt Tivnan1 , Junyuan Li1 , Minghui Lu2 , Jin Zhang2 , Josh Star-Lack2 , Richard
E. Colbeth2 , Wojciech Zbijewski1 , J. Webster Stayman1
Abstract—Flat-panel detectors have found application in a
plethora of dedicated and interventional systems. In part, their
success has been to their high-resolution capability in a compact
form factor. In this work, we seek to drive improved highresolution cone-beam CT (CBCT) performance for a new class
of multi-layer flat-panel detectors. Such multi-layer detectors
are capable of multiple distinct spectral channels which enables
spectral CT and material decomposition. In this work, we investigate the use of one-step model-based material decomposition
(MBMD) to improve the imaging performance of CBCT based
on such detectors. Specifically, we compare traditional filtered
back-projection (FBP) followed by image-domain decomposition,
idealized MBMD with no blur modeling (iMBMD), and a relatively new MBMD approach that includes system blur modeling
(bMBMD). Physical experiments were conducted using a prototype dual-layer detector and a custom high-resolution iodineenhanced line-pair phantom. We find that both MBMD methods
yielded higher resolution decompositions with lower noise than
the FBP method, and that bMBMD further improves spatial
resolution over iMBMD due to the additional blur modeling.
These results demonstrate the advantages of MBMD in resolution
performance and noise control over traditional methods for
spectral CT - suggesting the potential for high-resolution spectral
CT applications at finer resolutions than would be traditionally
achieved.
Index Terms—One-step reconstruction and decomposition,
Spectral CT, Model-based iterative reconstruction, Quantitative
CT, Deblurred CT, Dual-layer flat-panel detectors

S

I. I NTRODUCTION

PECTRAL CT has found increased application in diagnostic imaging with its ability to improve detection of
contrast-enhanced lesions, provide virtual non-contrast images,
estimate quantitative density measures of endogenous tissues
and contrast agents, and reduce artifacts from beam hardening
and metallic implants. Recent advances in flat-panel detector
design which use multiple detection layers 1 have the potential
to extend these capabilities to cone-beam CT (CBCT) systems
including dedicated (e.g., head and neck, extremities, dental,
etc.) and interventional CBCT (e.g. mobile and fixed C-arms).
Multi-layer detectors offer many opportunities and challenges. Prototype flat-panel detectors with multiple layers
enable energy discrimination in a similar packaging and format
as traditional flat-panels by stacking two or more scintillator
and semiconductor layers. Often additional filtration is put
between the layers to change the x-ray spectrum arriving at
the second (or deeper) layers. There are many trade-offs in
This work supported in part by NIH grant R21EB026849 and
R01EB025470, and an academic-industry partnership between Johns Hopkins
University and Varex Imaging Corporation.
1 Department of Biomedical Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, 21205
2 Varex Imaging Corporation, 683 River Oaks Parkway, San Jose, CA 95134
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the design of the scintillator thickness for each layer and
the material and thickness of interstitial filters. For example,
thicker filtration layers help to provide increased spectral
separation between detection layers, which tends to improve
material decomposition performance; however, thicker layers
result in decreased detection efficiency and, thus, increased
noise. Similarly, differences in scintillator thickness can also
be used to customize spectral sensitivity; however, varied scintillator thickness can also lead to different spatial resolution
in each spectral channel resulting in mismatches that can
degrade quantification or lead to edge artifacts in material
decomposition.
High spatial resolution is often one of the drivers for
using flat-panel detectors. Scintillator thickness presents additional trade-offs for maintaining fine resolution capability with
thicker scintillators generally yielding lower spatial resolution.
Another potential resolution loss in multi-layer detectors arises
from incomplete registration of the layers. That is, the pixel
grids of the first and second layer are not perfectly aligned due
to manufacturing constraint, or, more generally, are impossible
to align exactly due to divergent beam effects. Traditional data
processing that resamples data onto a common grid involves
interpolation and consequent resolution degradation.
Model-based reconstruction and decomposition offers potential solutions to the challenges of multi-layer flat-panel
CBCT. In particular, in contrast to projection-domain 2 and
image-domain decomposition 3 in which material density estimates are computed in a staged decompose-then-reconstruct
or reconstruct-then-decompose process, there are a growing
number of so-called one-step approaches 4;5;6 , wherein material
density estimates are computed directly from projection data.
Not only can these approaches explicitly model the differences
in sampling and geometry of the detection layers without the
need for data interpolation; these approaches can be modified
(as in Wang et al. 7 ) to model detector blur effects.
In this work, we adapt model-based material decomposition approaches to a prototype dual-layer flat-panel CBCT
system. Both model-based approaches with and without blur
modeling are applied and the high-resolution capability of the
approaches is investigated and compared to traditional imagedomain data processing.
II. M ETHOD
A. Model-based Material Decomposition (MBMD)
The following is a brief overview of our implementation of
MBMD. We begin with the following forward model:
 X

X
X
X
ȳn =
bin gi
sim exp −
qmk
aij ρjk , (1)
i

m

k

j
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where the mean measurements, ȳn , are indexed by n (over
both detector pixels and rotation angles), and are related to
the material density parameters, ρjk , which are indexed over
voxel j and material k. This relationship takes into account
the energy-dependent mass attenuation coefficients qmk where
m is the energy index; and the coefficients, sim , which model
all the elements contributing to spectral sensitivity including
incident beam spectrum, scintillator type and thickness, energy
weighting, etc. Note that we differentiate between pre-detector
blur indices, i, and post-blur indices, n; where the blur kernel
is given by bi n. This blur model is general; however, we will
focus on independent shift-invariant blur for each detection
layer. Also, note that the projection operation, specified by
aij permits arbitrary system geometries including different geometries for each detection layer. Lastly, we permit modeling
of additional gain effects (e.g. automatic exposure control)
through gi . This forward model may be written compactly
using matrix-vector form as
ȳ = BGS exp{−QAρ}.

(2)

We choose to estimate ρ from the measurements y using
the following regularized objective function:
1
ρ̂ = argmin (y − ȳ)T Ky−1 (y − ȳ) + R(ρ)
2
ρ

(3)

This objective was previously reported in Wang et al. 7 and
allows for specification of the inverse of the data covariance
and an arbitrary regularizer R(ρ). In this work, we restrict
ourselves to weighting by the inverse of the variance of the
data and a quadratic regularizer. The objective function was
solved using a preconditioned method described in Tivnan et
al. 8 .
Note that this system model is general and permits the investigation of both algorithms with and without blur modeling.
In the case of no blur modeling, the operator B becomes
the identity matrix. In this work, we compared three material decomposition methods: filtered-backprojection followed
by image-domain decomposition, idealized MBMD with no
detector blur modeling (iMBMD), and model-based material
decomposition with system blur model (bMBMD).
B. High-Resolution Material Decomposition Experiments
Physical investigations were conducted on a prototype spectral CBCT test-bench (Figure. 2). The system consists of a
rad/fluoro X-ray source (Rad-94, Varex Imaging, San Jose,
CA), a rotary stage (Alio Industries, Arvada, CO), and a
prototype dual-layer a-Si detector provided by Varex Imaging.
Both the “low-energy” flat panel (top layer) and the “highenergy” panel (bottom layer) have 2880 x 2880, 150 µm
pixels. The low-energy layer has a 200 µm CsI scintillator, and
the high-energy layer has a 550 µm CsI scintillator. Between
the two layers exists a 1 mm interstitial copper filter. The
detector Modulation Transfer Functions (MTFs) of each layer
have been measured in previous work 1 and are shown in
Figure 1.
To investigate the high-resolution capabilities of the prototype system and the effect of different data processing

Fig. 1: MTFs of the low energy (LE) and high energy (HE)
channels of the detector

schemes, a custom iodine-enhanced phantom was constructed.
The phantom consists of nine groups of 3D-printed line pairs
immersed in 50 mg/mL iodine solution (Figure. 2). The phantom is designed with variably sized line pairs from 1-5 lp/mm
in 0.5 lp/mm increments. Due to resolution limits of the 3D
printer used in this work, the Peopoly Moai SLA printer, not
all line pairs are accurate representations of the original design.
In particular, finer line pairs are printed somewhat thinner
and the smallest line pairs are completely fused together.
Thus, while this phantom exhibits high-resolution features that
help probe the resolution limits of the system, the line pair
frequencies themselves are not quantitative.
Projection data were acquired using an X-ray technique
of 90 kVp and 1 mAs per frame. The phantom was rotated
360◦ and 360 projections were acquired with uniform angular
sampling. Native 150 µm pixels were used without binning.
The source-to-axis distance (SAD) was 828.9 mm, and the
average source-to-detector distance (SDD) for the two layers
was 1129.2 mm. Each detector layer was calibrated individually using the geometric calibration method described in Cho
et al. 9 .
As discussed above, three separate reconstructions/material
decompositions were performed: FBP and image-domain decomposition, iMBMD, and bMBMD. The blur operator B
in the bMBMD forward model accounts for the source and
detector blur in each of the two spectral channels. The
reconstructed volumes used 400 x 400 x 3, 0.11 mm cubic
voxels. For the two MBMD approaches, the iterative algorithm in Tivnan et al. 8 was used with 60 main iterations,
each with 5 subiterations for inverse Hessian application.
Quadratic regularization strength was chosen to be in a regime
where iMBMD resolution was limited by system blur (e.g.
smaller regularization values did not improve spatial resolution) and bMBMD regularization strength was chosen to
illustrate improved resolution while limiting overall noise. The
FBP reconstruction consisted of separate reconstructions of the
high- and low-energy channels into volumes with a common
coordinate system. Image domain material decomposition was
performed using an empirically selected linear combination of
the high- and low-energy reconstructions with a normalization
to approximate proper concentrations.
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Fig. 2: (a) A high-resolution phantom design and 3D-printed line-pair phantom. Line pair densities of groups 1 - 9 range from
1 lp/mm to 5 lp/mm in 0.5 lp/mm increments (however, not all line pairs appear due to finite spatial resolution of the printer).
(b) Photo of the 3D printed phantom immersed in 50 mg/mL iodine solution. (c) Illustration of the experimental dual-layer
detector spectral CT test-bench used in physical experiments.
III. R ESULTS
Reconstructions are shown in Figure 3. The FBP result
suffers from visibly higher noise than the other two methods.
This noise was dominated by higher noise in the high-energy
channel that propagated through to the decomposition via
the linear combination of channels. The iMBMD approaches
exhibits less noise in the reconstruction - likely to the improved
system model and statistical modeling of noise. Advantages
are most prominent in the zoomed images of the iodine basis
material. (Note that line pair groups 7 - 9 do not appear
in the reconstructions due to 3D-printing restrictions not
data processing constraints.) It appears there is also a subtle
improvement in spatial resolution in iMBMD over FBP. In the
bMBMD images, we see further improved spatial resolution
(due to the blur modeling); however, there does appear to
be somewhat increased noise. These results are consistent
with prior work 10 in model-based iterative reconstruction
where blur modeling methods outperform methods without
blur modeling in that they extend the feasible range of noiseresolution tradeoffs. That is, where the iMBMD method is
limited by the unmodeled system blur, the bMBMD method
can achieve higher resolution albeit at increased noise.
IV. D ISCUSSION
In this work we have explored the use of one-step modelbased material decomposition methods for a dual-layer flat
panel prototype system. We have applied standard data processing techniques as well as model-based iterative methods
with and without blur modeling. These initial studies suggest
that the model-based approaches have the ability to provide
increased imaging performance - e.g. decreased noise at similar resolution and/or higher spatial resolution through detailed
modeling of the measurement noise, sampling, and system
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blurs. This work illustrates that model-based processing has
the potential to recover imaging performance and help balance
the inherent trade-offs present with the design of multi-layer
detectors.
In ongoing work, we are refining the imaging targets used
for these kinds of high-resolution studies including the use of
alternate phantom construction methods and the use of microCT to obtain high-resolution ground truth for comparison.
Similarly, quantitative analysis of these approaches over a
range of regularization strength is underway to illustrate the
limiting performance of iMBMD as compared with bMBMD.
Moreover, we are exploring alternate regularization schemes
to provide increased advantages in the trade-off between noise
and resolution.
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Triple-Energy X-Ray CT Using Spectral Modulator
with Flying Focal Spot: Modulator Design and
Scatter-Modeled Material Decomposition
Yifan Deng, and Hewei Gao∗

Abstract—For X-ray computed tomography (CT), spectral
modulator with flying focal spot (SMFFS) technology could be
a promising low-cost approach to accurately solving the Xray scattering problem and physically enabling multi-energy
imaging in a unified framework, with no significant sparsity
or misalignment in data sampling. In this work, we present a
design of the spectral modulator to essentially generate a tripleenergy CT imaging with the focal spot deflecting at both X and Z
directions, and develop a scatter-modeled material decomposition
(SMMD) for such a triple-energy SMFFS. Taking advantage of
a similarity among scatter distributions in spectral data using
SMFFS, the SMMD algorithm aims at directly removing scatter’s
impact during the material decomposition process. As a feasibility
study, energy-separation of the triple-energy projection rays is
first analyzed with optimal modulator material identified; a
Monte Carlo simulation is then conducted to re-confirm that
the X-ray scatter distributions of scanned object have strong
correlations among the varying focal spot positions; after that
preliminary evaluations of a custom-manufactured 2D Molybdenum modulator on an experimental X-ray system validate
our design of the spectral modulator; and finally SMMD results
from numerical simulation of SMFFS with multi iodine contrasts
further demonstrate that accurate material decomposition is
achievable when the scatter-to-primary rater is as high as 150%.
Index Terms—Material Decomposition, Multi-Energy CT,
Spectral Modulator, Flying Focal Spot

I. INTRODUCTION

Fig. 1. Triple-energy data sampling enabled by a mixed 2D modulator and
two-directional focal spot deflections. The mixed 2D modulator can be made
of two 1D modulator overlapped together. The “white”, “green”, “blue”, and
“red” blockers (sub-cell areas) represent four levels of filtration to the X-ray
beam passing through them. When the focal spot deflects in both X and Z
directions sequentially, three levels of effective energies of projection rays can
be collected at roughly the same sampling position.

N recent years, modulating the X-ray source in computed
tomography (CT) has advanced greatly in both academia
and industry, such as the technologies using the primary
modulator for scatter correction and dual-energy CT [1], [2],
the splitting filter in twin-beam dual-energy CT by Siemens
[3], the dynamic bowtie filter [4], and the dynamic fluence field
modulation [5] and the associated spatial-spectral modulator
[6]. Among them, the primary modulator and the splitting
filter are stationary with respect to the X-ray source, having
advantages of simplicity in mechanical design and practical
implementations. However, a stationary modulator is known
to suffer from data sparsity or misalignment of projection rays
in terms of spectral data sampling, especially for circular scan
trajectories such as cone-beam CT imaging.
Recently, a new concept of multi-energy imaging using a
spectral modulator and flying focal spot (SMFFS) technology

has been proposed by our group [7]. It has no significant
sparsity or misalignment in data sampling and could potentially enable full-scale cone-beam CT spectral imaging and
simultaneous scatter correction capabilities.
In this work, we present a design of the spectral modulator
that can essentially generate a triple-energy CT imaging with
the focal spot deflecting at both X and Z directions. To
improve the performance of quantitative imaging in presence
of high scatter-to-primary ratio (SPR), a scatter-modeled material decomposition (SMMD) is therefore proposed for such a
triple-energy SMFFS to correct for scatter during the material
decomposition process. In SMMD, a key assumption on scatter
distribution from SMFFS is leveraged: the X-ray scatter from
the scanned object is mostly dominated by low-frequency
components and there exists strong correlation among scatter
distributions at varying source positions as long as the distance
of focal spot deflection is relatively small.
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Tsinghua University, Beijing, China (53331100120). Yifan Deng and Hewei
Gao are with the Department of Engineering Physics, Tsinghua University,
Beijing 100084, China.
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II. METHOD
A. Design of a Mixed two-dimensional (2D) Modulator
A spectral modulator is made of partially attenuating blockers and placed between the X-ray source and the scanned

I
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. A mixed 2D spectral modulator made of two 1D modulator stacking together that can enable triple-energy imaging for SMFFS. (a) A conceptual
design; and (b) a manufactured modulator from the “Mo+Mo” combination.

object, which can attenuate the intensities for some of the Xray beam and filters their spectra essentially. Along with the
focal spot deflection, multi-energy imaging can be realized
with no significant sparsity or misalignment in data sampling.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, triple-energy imaging can be generated
by SMFFS if the spectral modulator contains at least three
levels of filtration (including no filtration). Ideally, one would
like to directly build a modulator whose material and effective
thickness can vary from one blocker (a sub-cell area) to
another. However, such a modulator is too difficult to make in
reality. For ease in manufacturing, we therefore stack two onedimensional (1D) strip modulators together to form a mixed
two-dimensional (2D) mesh modulator as shown in Fig. 2.
Flexibility given by making two 1D modulators separately
allows us to further optimize the modulator design, especially
to maximize the energy separation at a given attenuation rate.
B. Energy Separation from Triple-Energy SMFFS
A spectral modulator shares a lot of common properties
with the primary modulator that has been developed for scatter
correction. One thing that is very different from the regular
primary modulator for scatter correction is that instead of
minimizing the spectral change caused by the modulator one
want to do the opposite way.
For material decomposition, energy separation is an important factor to be considered. Here, we calculate the energy
separation at given photon flux attenuation (α) for a variety of
materials for the two 1D modulators. The energy separation
between two different spectra (S1 (E) and S2 (E)) can be
calculated as
R
R
ES1 (E)dE
ES2 (E)dE
∆Esep = abs( R
− R
).
(1)
S1 (E)dE
S2 (E)dE
Here, the difference of the mean energies of two separate
spectra is taken as the energy separation. In this study, the
attenuation of the first layer is set as 40%, total attenuation is
32%, the X-ray source is operated at 140 kVp, Si represents
the energy spectrum of X-ray passing through the ith subcell vertically. Here i = 0 represents sub-cell of air, i = 1

TABLE I
Energy separation (keV) for a variety of materials for layer 1 (MAT-1) and
layer 2 (MAT-2), including the energy separation from the residual spectra
in the triple-energy SMFFS (S0 − S3 ,S1 − S3 ), and between regular
spectra (S0 ,S1 ;S2 ,S3 ).

MAT-1
Al(13)
Cu(29)
Mo(42)
Au(79)
Mo(42)
Mo(42)
Mo(42)
Mo(42)

MAT-2
Au(79)
Au(79)
Au(79)
Au(79)
Al(13)
Mo(42)
Ta(73)
Pb(82)

[S0 − S3 ,S1 − S3 ]
8.26
19.14
20.20
5.07
17.32
10.11
18.44
19.93

[S0 ,S1 ]
7.74
14.12
14.84
5.45
14.84
14.84
14.84
14.84

[S2 ,S3 ]
7.12
12.39
13.10
4.06
13.29
11.40
14.22
12.59

represents the sub-cell of layer1 material, i = 2 represents
sub-cell of layer2 material, and i = 3 represents sub-cell
of layer1 and layer2 material overlapped. Some typical metal
materials that may be used to build the modulator are analyzed
as in Table. I. It is observed that the best choice in terms of
modulator material should be relatively low-Z element (e.g.,
Molybdenum) for the first layer, and high-Z element (e.g.,
Gold) for the second layer.
C. Scatter-Modeled Material Decomposition
A quite unique property of multi-energy SMFFS is that,
theoretically, one can calculate the scatter distribution during basis material decomposition as long as the number of
measurements are more than that of unknowns. Details are as
follows.
The polychromatic measurement at a detector pixel can be
expressed as
Z Emax
Itk =
Sk (E)e−µ1 (E)L1 −µ2 (E)L2 dE + Isk , (2)
0

where, Itk is the total signal at kth -energy received by the
detector with the effective spectrum for primary being Sk (E);
µ1 (E), µ2 (E), L1 and L2 denote the attenuation coefficients
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0

After the subtraction, Iti − Itk become a new set of CT
data, corresponding to a residual spectrum Si (E) − Sk (E).
Given three signals are collected at three energy levels from
a triple-energy SMFFS scan, one can get a pair of new
spectral projections without scatter that are enough for a twomaterial decomposition, a typical case in a dual-energy CT
imaging. As a result, conventional material decomposition
such as projection-domain basis material decomposition can
be adopted here.
For triple-energy SMFFS, It1 − It3 , It2 − It3 can be used,
with It1 , It2 and It3 correspond to low-, medium-, and highenergy projection rays, respectively. According to analysis
in Table I, their energy separation depends on how to the
modulator design, in particular the modulator materials and
thicknesses. Nevertheless, a triple-energy SMFFS enables a
dual-energy material decomposition and scatter correction in
a unified framework. Of course, using the outcome of the
basis material decomposition, one can also get the scatter
distribution Is if needed.
Also, it is worth noting that given the low-frequency property of X-ray scatter distribution, triple-energy SMFFS by twodirectional focal spot deflection can also be done sparsely
in view direction (to get the scatter distribution from few
views), while keep doing a dual-energy SMFFS scan by onedirectional deflection of focal spot at a regular view sampling.
D. MC Simulation of Scatter Distribution
To validate the key assumption on the similarity of scatter
distribution in triple-energy SMFFS, we conducted a Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation of a water cylinder of 20 cm in
diameter and 160 mm in height at 120 kVp using the GEANT4
software. In our MC simulation, a “Mo+Au” double-layer
modulator is chosen. The first layer is 0.3 mm thick of Mo,
while the second layer is 0.025 mm of Au. Both the interval
and width of the strips are set as 0.55mm. Three detector
signals can be collected by moving X-ray source point by
0.75 mm in X or Z direction from the origin, respectively.
III. RESULT
The MC simulation of scatter distribution for triple-energy
FFS is shown in Fig. 3. The total photon number of per
detector pixel is about ∼ 105 . We summed up the photons at
a few detector pixels together and plot the scatter profiles in
both vertical and horizontal directional as illustrated in Fig. 3
as well. Overall, it is observed that scatter distributions at the
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and path-lengths for basis material 1 and 2, respectively; and
Isk is the scatter signal at the kth -energy received by detector.
Based on the fact that scatter is mostly low-frequency
dominated, it is reasonable to say that before and after moving
of the focal spot by a relatively small distance, the scattering
distributions are very much similar. For example, if we simply
assume they are basically the same, eliminating the scatter
term becomes extremely easy, which can be done by a
subtraction as
Z Emax
Iti −Itk =
[Si (E)−Sk (E)]e−µ1 (E)L1 −µ2 (E)L2 dE. (3)
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Fig. 3. Scatter distribution of a water cylinder by the MC simulation. (a)
scatter distribution at S0 position [focal spot located at (0,0,0) mm]; (b) scatter
distribution at Sy position [focal spot located at (0.75,0,0) mm]; (c) scatter
distribution at Sz position [focal spot located at (0,0,0.75) mm]; (d) a 1D
profile of scatter summed up over rows from 322 to 328; and (e) a 1D profile
of scatter summed up over columns from 497 to 503

three focal spot positions looks very similar, validating our
assumptions.
Based on the analysis in Table. I, and taken the manufacturing difficulty into account, we successfully made a mixed
2D modulator with “Mo + Mo” combination as a compromise
in this study, whose first layer is 0.4 mm thick and second
layer blocker is 0.1 mm thick. We measured the transmission
of a manufactured “Mo+Mo” modulator on an X-ray system
operated at 120 kVp (the maximum kVp available), from
which the effective modulator thickness, the corresponding
effective spectrum and the related energy separations at each
detector pixel were calculated using an approach developed
in [8]. As shown in Fig. 4, it is observed that the highest
energy separation is about 13 keV, roughly consistent with
our theoretical calculations.
Moreover, a numerical simulation of a water cylinder that
consists of four iodine contrasts (5, 10, 15 and 20 mg/cc
iodine solution) was conducted to generate data from a tripleenergy SMFFS scan. The scatter to primary ratio(SPR) was
set at 150% without any noise. After material decomposition
using our proposed SMMD method, we picked a portion of
projections with relatively high energy separation for reconstruction using the standard filtered-backprojection algorithm.
The material decomposition images are shown in Fig. 5, where
iodine and water basis images are successfully separated,
despite that the reconstruction needs further improvement to
remove image artifacts.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented a design of the spectral modulator to essentially generate a triple-energy CT imaging with the
focal spot deflecting at both X and Z directions, and proposed
a scatter-modeled material decomposition for such a tripleenergy CT scan using a spectral modulator with the flying
focal spot technology. A triple-energy spectral modulator
made of “Mo+Mo” combination has been manufactured and
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Fig. 4. Measured energy separation and the associated effective spectra from a manufactured “Mo+Mo” 2D modulator. (a) Mean energy separation between
two focal spot positions; (b) a vertical profile of the mean energy separation; (c) the histogram of energy separation from the entire scan field; and (d) the
effective spectra estimated.
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[5] G. J. Gang, A. Mao, W. Wang, J. H. Siewerdsen, A. Mathews,
S. Kawamoto, R. Levinson, and J. W. Stayman, “Dynamic fluence field
modulation in computed tomography using multiple aperture devices,”
Phys. Med. Biol., vol. 64, no. 10, p. 105024, 2019.
[6] M. Tivnan, S. T. II, and J. W. Stayman, “Physical modeling and performance of spatial-spectral filters for ct material decomposition,” Proc.
SPIE, vol. 10948, 2019.
[7] H. Gao, H. Zhou, L. Zhu, N. Pelc, N. R. Bennett, and A. Wang, “Spectral
modulator with flying focal spot for cone-beam ct: A feasibility study,”
in Medical Imaging 2020: Physics of Medical Imaging, vol. 11312.
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Fig. 5. The material decomposition images by the SMMD for a triple-energy
SMFFS simulation. (a) Decomposed iodine basis image; (b) decomposed
water basis image; (c) iodine reference image; and (d) water reference image.

evaluated. Monte Carlo and numerical simulations validate our
theory and method to be effective.
In our future studies, physical experiments on triple-energy
SMFFS scans will be conducted. We will also explore iterative
image reconstruction algorithms to improve image quality after
material decomposition.
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Data-Domain Decomposition Strategy in Short-Scan
Configurations for 2D Dual-Energy CT
Daxin Shi
Abstract– In this work, we provide a data-domain
decomposition strategy in a short-scan configuration for twodimensional (2D) fan-beam dual-energy CT. The short-scan
configuration employed in dual-energy CT was recently proposed
in the literature. It is not very clear how to apply data-domain
decomposition methods to this scanning protocol in threedimensional (3D) imaging tasks. In general, the data redundancy
condition in conventional 2D fan-beam CT does not hold any
more due to the poly-chromaticity of the x-ray source spectrum.
However, for the data domain decomposition problem of the 2D
fan-beam dual-energy CT, the only thing we need is to have two
distinct energy measurements of the same ray-sum. It turns out
we can still use the complementary ray information to propose a
data-domain decomposition strategy for the short-scan
configuration. In this work, we investigate such a strategy and
conduct simulation studies to validate our proposed method.

I. INTRODUCTION
-energy CT regained its research interest due to its
Dvarious
clinical applications and the revolution of
UAL

hardware techniques such as fast-kV switching and dualsource techniques. However, high-end CT facilities equipped
with these new hardwares are generally expensive. To realize
the dual energy imaging functionality, the traditional CT
scanner employs two full scans with distinct voltage in each
scan which is referred to as the slow-kV switching technique
[1]. The slow-kV switching technique was generally
complained for less efficiency and high dose to patients and
also susceptible to subject motion. In this paper, we will call
the slow-kV switching technique as the full-scan technique for
short. To mitigate these disadvantages of the full-scan
technique, a short-scan configuration has been proposed
recently [2]. In the short-scan configuration a conventional
circular scanning trajectory was employed and total 2𝜋 + 2𝛾𝑚
angular ranges of the trajectory was illuminated with two
distinct voltages where each voltage was responsible for each
𝜋 + 𝛾𝑚 angular ranges. Here 𝛾𝑚 denotes the usual full fan
angle of a CT scanner. The belief was that the short-scan
configuration can readily be realized on standard CT scanners
without additional hardware simply by use of the standard
single-kV switch technique [2]. Compared with the full-scan
technique which generally covers 4𝜋 angular range, the shortscan configuration might have a chance to improve imaging
efficiency and lower dose delivered to patients.
Accompanied with CT facilities which provide the dualenergy imaging functionality are the reconstruction methods
D. Shi is with Campo Medical Imaging Research Center USA, L.L.C. and
Liaoning Campo Medical Imaging Technology Co., Ltd. No. 18, Shennong
Street, Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone, Benxi, Liaoning, PRC, 117000,
(e-mail: shidx@campo-imaging.com).
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which can address the nonlinear spectral response. In general
reconstruction methods to handle dual energy CT data can be
roughly classified as two categories which are two-step
approach and one-step approach, respectively. In the two-step
approach there exist two different types of methods according
to the order when the nonlinear spectral response was handled.
When the nonlinear spectral response is processed first in the
projection domain and followed by an image reconstruction
method, one generally refers to this procedure as data domain
decomposition approach [1] [3]. When images were
reconstructed first and followed by nonlinear spectral response
processing techniques, one generally refers to this type of
procedure as image domain decomposition method [4-5]. In
the one-step approach, the nonlinear spectral response was
generally built into the reconstruction procedure [2]. Usually
analytic methods were employed in the reconstruction stage in
the two-step approach while iterative methods were involved
in the one-step approach.
A one-step approach has been proposed for the short-scan
configuration for dual energy CT recently [2]. Unlike the fullscan technique where data domain decomposition methods can
be developed in a straightforward manner [3], it is not very
clear how to develop a data domain decomposition method for
the short-scan configuration since ray overlapping condition is
not satisfied in general. For the short-scan configuration, one
could employ the image domain decomposition method since
the angular coverage is 2𝜋 + 2𝛾𝑚 . A possible approach is to
reconstruct two sets of image volumes by projection data
collected in each 𝜋 + 𝛾𝑚 angular range for each energy and
followed by nonlinear spectral response processing. In the
reconstruction stage, the well-known Parker weighting scheme
can be employed [5]. Although data-domain decomposition
difficulties lie in the general 3D dual-energy CT imaging tasks
with short-scan configuration, we propose in this work a datadomain decomposition strategy for the 2D dual-energy CT
imaging task. Our approach is based on the data redundancy
conditions inherent in the 2D fan-beam CT reconstruction
problem. After identification of the redundancy conditions in
dual energy CT data, we can employ the well-established data
domain decomposition method [3] to process the nonlinear
spectral response followed by a conventional filtered
backprojection algorithm to yield desired monochromatic
images. When the cone-angle is relatively small, the strategy
proposed in this work can be served as an approximation of
the reconstruction problem. The method proposed in this work
can also be employed to yield a seed image for the one-step
iterative reconstruction methods.
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II. THE DUAL-ENERGY PROJECTION DATA AND DATA
DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION TECHNIQUE
Projection data acquisition procedures for fan-beam dualenergy CT are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) and (b)
for the full-scan and short-scan configurations, respectively.
In the full-scan technique, patients are scanned twice by a low
kVp settings followed by a high kVp settings where both scan
cover 2𝜋 angular range. Fig. 1(b) describes the short-scan
configuration where low and high kVp settings are used in the
angular range [0, 𝜋 + 𝛾𝑚 ) and [𝜋 + 𝛾𝑚 , 2𝜋 + 2𝛾𝑚 ) ,
respectively. The light and heavy circles or arcs denote
scanning trajectories with the low and high kVp settings,
respectively, in Fig. 1(a) and (b). Here we use the quantities 𝛽
and 𝛾 to denote the view angle and fan angle, respectively.
0  0

low k

Vp

Vp

low k

hi

p
kV

p
kV

gh

gh
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2  2  2 m

1     m

Fig.1. Traditional slow-kV switch scanning protocol (left) full-scan configuration and
recently proposed (right) short-scan configuration for dual-energy CT.

The dual-energy projection data 𝑔 can be described by the
following data model,
𝑔 = − log{∫ 𝑆(𝐸)e−∫ 𝜇(𝐸,𝑟⃗)d𝑙 d𝐸}
(1)
where 𝑆(𝐸) is the normalized effective spectra after wedge
which also accounts for the detector response. Due to the
existence of the wedge filter, 𝑆(𝐸) is also a function of
channel 𝛾 which we will add in later. Similarly the projection
data 𝑔 is a function of 𝛽 and 𝛾 where 𝛽 denotes the view
angle. The linear attenuation coefficient of the object (patient),
denoted by 𝜇(𝐸, 𝑟⃗), is a function of position 𝑟⃗ and energy 𝐸.
The basic assumption in dual-energy CT is that the linear
attenuation coefficient 𝜇(𝐸, 𝑟⃗) can be decomposed by two
bases functions, i.e.,
𝜇(𝐸, 𝑟⃗) = 𝜇1 (𝐸)𝑐1 (𝑟⃗) + 𝜇2 (𝐸)𝑐2 (𝑟⃗)
(2)
where the bases functions 𝜇1 (𝐸) and 𝜇2 (𝐸) are typically
chosen as water and bone linear attenuation coefficients,
respectively. Hence the decomposition coefficients 𝑐1 (𝑟⃗) and
𝑐2 (𝑟⃗) are called water- and bone-basis images, respectively,
which we will call water- and bone-images, respectively, for
short in this paper. This approach is generally known as
material-based decomposition. The imaging task in the slowkV switch dual-energy CT is to reconstruct the water- and
bone-images by a collection of projection data with distinct
kVp settings. For simplicity, we will call the projection data
acquired with high- and low-kVp settings as high- and lowenergy data, respectively. Once the water- and bone-images
are available, we can synthesize monochromatic images with
Eqn. (2) at any given energy 𝐸.
On substitution of Eqn. (2) into Eqn. (1), we have
𝑔 = − log{∫ 𝑆(𝐸) ⋅ e−𝜇1(𝐸)𝐿1−𝜇2(𝐸)𝐿2 ⋅ d𝐸}
(3)

where
𝐿1 = ∫ 𝑐1 (𝑟⃗) d𝑙

(4)

and
𝐿2 = ∫ 𝑐2 (𝑟⃗) d𝑙 .
(5)
Again, we have omitted the 𝛽 and 𝛾 dependence of the
quantities in Eqns. (3)-(5) and will put them back later. One
can find that 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 are x-ray transforms of the basis
images 𝑐1 (𝑟⃗) and 𝑐2 (𝑟⃗), respectively. Once we have data 𝐿1
and 𝐿2 available for each ray, we can employ any convenient
reconstruction algorithm to yield the basis images. Now the
key is to recover the quantities 𝐿1 and 𝐿2 from Eqn. (3) and
this is why we need two distinct energy measurements for
each ray. When high- and low-energy datasets are available,
we have a system of two non-linear equations with two
unknowns,
𝑔𝐻 (𝛽, 𝛾) = − log{∫ 𝑆𝐻 (𝐸, 𝛾)e−𝜇1(𝐸)𝐿1(𝛽,𝛾)−𝜇2(𝐸)𝐿2(𝛽,𝛾) d𝐸} (6)
and
𝑔𝐿 (𝛽, 𝛾) = − log{∫ 𝑆𝐿 (𝐸, 𝛾)e−𝜇1(𝐸)𝐿1(𝛽,𝛾)−𝜇2(𝐸)𝐿2 (𝛽,𝛾) d𝐸} (7)
where we use 𝑔𝐻 (𝛽, 𝛾) and 𝑔𝐿 (𝛽, 𝛾) to denote high- and lowenergy data collected at view angle 𝛽 and fan angle 𝛾 ,
respectively. Similary, the normalized effective spectrum with
low- and high-kVp settings are denoted by 𝑆𝐿 (𝐸, 𝛾) and
𝑆𝐻 (𝐸, 𝛾), respectively. In the full-scan configuration, 𝑔𝐻 (𝛽, 𝛾)
and 𝑔𝐿 (𝛽, 𝛾) are overlapped for each 𝛽 and 𝛾 . Data-domain
decomposition algorithms are available [3] to solve for
𝐿1 (𝛽, 𝛾) and 𝐿2 (𝛽, 𝛾) and hence reconstructions for the basis
images 𝑐1 (𝑟⃗) and 𝑐2 (𝑟⃗).
III.

DATA-DOMAIN DECOMPOSITION STRATEGY IN SHORTSCAN CONFIGURATION

A key requirement of data-domain decomposition technique is
that each ray must overlap for every measurement with
distinct energy settings. In the short-scan configuration in Fig.
1(right), rays in the angular range 𝛽 ∈ [0, 2𝛾𝑚 ] are overlapped
so that we can employ a data-domain decomposition method
[3] to recover 𝐿1 (𝛽, 𝛾) and 𝐿2 (𝛽, 𝛾) . On the hand, the ray
overlapping condition is not satisfied in the angular range 𝛽 ∈
(2𝛾𝑚 , 2𝜋). It seems that one will get stuck with the datadomain decomposition technique since the usual data
redundancy condition 𝑔(𝛽, 𝛾) = 𝑔(𝛽 + 𝜋 + 2𝛾, −𝛾) does not
hold any more due to the fact that poly-chromaticity of the xray source spectrum is now considered. However, for the 2D
fan-beam case considered in this paper, complementary data in
the 2D dual-energy CT problem can still be employed to
remedy the situation to enable the data-domain decomposition
technique.
The observation is that the quantities 𝐿1 (𝛽, 𝛾) and 𝐿2 (𝛽, 𝛾)
in Eqns. (4) and (5) are x-ray transforms of the basis images
𝑐1 (𝑟⃗) and 𝑐2 (𝑟⃗), respectively, which obey the following wellknown data redundancy conditions
𝐿1 (𝛽, 𝛾) = 𝐿1 (𝛽 + 𝜋 + 2𝛾, −𝛾)
(8)
and
𝐿2 (𝛽, 𝛾) = 𝐿2 (𝛽 + 𝜋 + 2𝛾, −𝛾) .
(9)
We can employ these conditions to develop a data-domain
decomposition strategy for the short-scan configuration.
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For 𝛽 ∈ (2𝛾𝑚 , 𝜋 + 𝛾𝑚 ) , we have only low-energy data
𝑔𝐿 (𝛽, 𝛾) available. However, we can evaluate Eqn. (6) at
(𝛽𝐻 = 𝛽 + 𝜋 + 2𝛾, −𝛾) to have the following extra equation:
𝑔𝐻 (𝛽𝐻 , − 𝛾) =
− log{∫ 𝑆𝐻 (𝐸, − 𝛾)e−𝜇1(𝐸)𝐿1(𝛽,𝛾)−𝜇2(𝐸)𝐿2(𝛽,𝛾) d𝐸}
(10)
where the data redundancy conditions in Eqns. (8) and (9)
have been used. Now Eqns. (10) and (7) will form a system of
two nonlinear equations with two unknowns which can be
solved for the quantities 𝐿1 (𝛽, 𝛾) and 𝐿2 (𝛽, 𝛾) in the angular
range 𝛽 ∈ (2𝛾𝑚 , 𝜋 + 𝛾𝑚 ). We should check the high-energy
𝛾
data availability for this strategy when 𝛽 = 2𝛾𝑚 and 𝛾 = − 𝑚
2
which is the minimum angular requirement for the highenergy data. Indeed high-energy data at view angle 𝛽𝐻 = 𝜋 +
𝛾
𝛾𝑚 are available when 𝛽 = 2𝛾𝑚 and 𝛾 = − 𝑚 . Similarly, high
2

energy data are also available at view angle 𝛽𝐻 = 2𝜋 + 2𝛾𝑚
which is the maximum angular requirement when 𝛽 = 𝜋 + 𝛾𝑚
𝛾
and 𝛾 = 𝑚 .
2

For 𝛽 ∈ [𝜋 + 𝛾𝑚 , 2𝜋) , we have only high energy data
𝑔𝐻 (𝛽, 𝛾) available. But we can use the same strategy to enable
data-domain decomposition technique. Let Eqn. (7) be
evaluated at (𝛽𝐿 = 𝛽 + 𝜋 + 2𝛾, −𝛾). One can get
𝑔𝐿 (𝛽𝐿 , − 𝛾) =
− log{∫ 𝑆𝐿 (𝐸, − 𝛾)e−𝜇1(𝐸)𝐿1(𝛽,𝛾)−𝜇2(𝐸)𝐿2 (𝛽,𝛾) d𝐸} (11)
where again Eqns. (8) and (9) have been used. Eqns. (11) and
(6) will form a system of equations to enable data-domain
decomposition technique to yield 𝐿1 (𝛽, 𝛾) and 𝐿2 (𝛽, 𝛾). The
minimum angular requirement of low energy data availability
𝛾
can be checked when 𝛽 = 𝜋 + 𝛾𝑚 and 𝛾 = − 𝑚 . We have
2

𝛽𝐿 = 2𝜋 in which case the low energy data are indeed
available. The maximum angular requirement of low energy
data availability can also be checked at view angle 𝛽𝐿 = 𝜋 +
𝛾
𝛾𝑚 − Δ when 𝛽 = 2𝜋 − Δ and 𝛾 = 𝑚 . The quantity Δ means

Figure 4 shows the corresponding water- and bone-images
reconstructed from the short-scan data with the data-domain
decomposition strategy proposed in this paper. In Fig. 4, one
can find that there are some noticeable discrepancies in the
water- and bone-images of short-scan configuration compared
with the full-scan results. Figure 5 shows the profile
comparison between basis images reconstructed from
decomposed full-scan and half-scan projection data. The
profiles are plot through the central lines of the reconstructed
water- and bone-images (Figs 3 and 4, respectively). One can
also see in Fig. 5 that results from short-scan data are noisier
than those from full-scan data. These discrepancies are due to
the interpolation error in addition to decomposition error and
short-scan reconstruction algorithm. Since the projection data
in Eqns. (10) and (11) employed in the decomposition stage
are generally not measured directly, we have to interpolate
between two successive projection views which will introduce
data inconsistency hence more severe decomposition error
than the full-scan configuration. It is also well-known that
there exit some discrepancies between full-scan and short-scan
reconstruction results because of the fewer views used in the
short-scan reconstruction algorithm. In the method proposed
in this paper, one could decompose only the data between the
angular range [0, 𝜋 + 𝛾𝑚 ] and employ half-scan reconstruction
algorithm to yield images of 𝑐1 (𝑟⃗) and 𝑐2 (𝑟⃗).
Figure 6 from left to right shows the synthesized
monochromatic image at 70keV reconstructed from the
decomposed full-scan data and half-scan data respectively. It
can be observed that the beam-hardening artifacts are
suppressed in the synthesized monochromatic image for both
the full-scan and half-scan cases.

2

that we need not include the view angle 2𝜋 which had already
been taken care of in the range 𝛽 ∈ [0, 2𝛾𝑚 ]. By use of this
strategy, we have a 2𝜋 coverage of the quantities 𝐿1 (𝛽, 𝛾) and
𝐿2 (𝛽, 𝛾) which can be used to reconstruct basis images 𝑐1 (𝑟⃗)
and 𝑐2 (𝑟⃗), respectively.
IV.

SIMULATION STUDY

Simulation studies were conducted to validate the strategy we
proposed in this paper. Polychromatic projection data were
computed by use of Eqn. (1) for the full-scan configuration
where high- and low-energy were set to 80 kVp and 135 kVp,
respectively. The short-scan projection data were synthesized
by low energy data in the range [0, 𝜋 + 𝛾𝑚 ) and high energy
data in the range[𝜋 + 𝛾𝑚 , 2𝜋 + 2𝛾𝑚 ] extracted from the fullscan dataset.
The reconstructed images from 80 and 135 kVp
polychromatic full-scan projection data are shown in Fig. 2 in
which the beam-hardening artifacts can be seen between the
two bony structures. The images from left to right in Fig. 3 are
the water- and bone-image respectively, reconstructed from
the full-scan data with the data-domain decomposition method.
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Fig.2. Images reconstructed from polychromatic data. Left: 80 kVp, right: 140 kVp.

Fig.3. Basis images reconstructed from full-scan data. Left: water-image, right: boneimage, reconstructed from decomposed full-scan projection data.
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V.

Fig.4. Basis images reconstructed from short-scan data. Left: water-image, right: boneimage, reconstructed from the decomposed short-scan projection data with the
decomposition strategy proposed in this paper.

SUMMARY

In this work, we proposed a strategy to perform the
decomposition in data domain for the 2D dual-energy CT
short-scan configuration. The usual data redundancy condition
in conventional 2D fan-bam CT reconstruction problem does
not hold any more due to the poly-chromaticity of the x-ray
source spectrum. However, complementary ray-sums can still
be employed to develop data domain decomposition algorithm
due to the fact that data redundancy condition still hold for the
x-ray transform of the coefficients of water- and bone-images
which are now the sought-after quantities in dual-energy CT
decomposition problem.
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A Pre-Filter that Incorporates the Noise Model
Gengsheng L. Zeng

Abstract—A linear denoising filter is usually of lowpass type, and
the main parameter in a lowpass filter is the cutoff frequency. The
lowpass filters are normally shift invariant and can be
implemented as convolution in the spatial domain or as
multiplication in the Fourier domain. This paper presents a linear
filter that is not characterized by its cutoff frequency but is
characterized by the noise model. An example of such a linear
filter is presented for low-dose X-ray computed tomography (CT).
Index Terms—Low-dose CT, denoising, linear filter, nonstationary filter.

I. INTRODUCTION

N

owadays, the iterative image reconstruction algorithms
have become more popular than the analytic filtered
backprojection (FBP) algorithm [1]-[5]. The main
motivation of using an iterative algorithm is that it is much
easier to incorporate the noise model into the iterative algorithm
than into an analytic algorithm such as FBP [6][7]. Many noise
filtering techniques are available for the FBP algorithm [8][11]. In [9], a non-linear adaptive filter was proposed, in which
a threshold value was assigned to determine whether the
measurements were required to be filtered.
In [11] and [12], a linear FBP algorithm was proposed to
mimic the iterative Landweber algorithm [13] and to
incorporate the projection noise in a window function in the
Fourier domain. The ray-by-ray noise-weighting scheme is
spatially variant. Its implementation was to decompose the
spatially variant filter into 10 spatially invariant filters. The 10
versions of the filtered measurements were then combined into
one and used in the backprojector.
Instead of mimicking an iterative algorithm to filter the
noise, this paper takes a different approach and develops a
convolution lookalike linear filter for the projection
measurements. The filter being designed is shift variant and is
based on the noise model. We treat each measurement as a
random variable. By noise model, we mean the relationship
between the measurement value and its standard deviation. For
emission tomography measurements, the mean value is
approximated by its measurement. The Poisson noise model is
that the mean value and the variance are the same. For the
transmission tomographic measurements, the logarithm has
been taken. The variance of the line-integral measurement is
proportional to the exponential function of the line-integral
measurement.

II. METHODS
This section develops a nonstationary convolution
lookalike filter for the line-integral projection measurement
data. Let p be the unfiltered line-integral projection
measurement and h be the spatial-domain filter kernel. In other
words, p is the logarithm of the detected photon current from a
CT scanner bin at an angle. If h is a shift-invariant convolution
kernel, the conventional linear shift-invariant filtering
procedure can be expressed as a convolution integral below
𝑞(𝑡, ) = ∬ ℎ(𝑡̂ − 𝑡, 𝜃̂ − ) 𝑝(𝑡̂, 𝜃̂) 𝑑𝑡̂𝑑 𝜃̂
(1)
where q(t,) is the filtered projection. In (1), the kernel h is
shift-invariant. In other words, the shift-invariant filter blurs the
projections p(t,) with the same kernel h everywhere. If the
kernel h varies from location to location, (1) can be modified to
𝑞(𝑡, ) = ∬ ℎ(𝑡̂, 𝜃̂; 𝑡, ) 𝑝(𝑡̂, 𝜃̂ ) 𝑑𝑡̂𝑑 𝜃̂ .
(2)
Equation (2) is no longer in the form of convolution. However,
the computational complexity of (2) is almost the same as the
complexity of (1), except that in (2) the kernel h must be
evaluated differently for different locations (t,). In this paper,
we assume the filter kernel h to be a 2D Gaussian function with
a ‘standard deviation’ h(t,). Our general strategy is to relate
this h(t,) with the noise standard deviation, p(t,), of the
noisy measurement p(t,).
For emission measurements, the projection p(t,) can be
used to approximate the measurement noise variance according
the Poisson distribution. Thus, 𝜎𝑝 (𝑡, 𝜃) ≈ √𝑝(𝑡, 𝜃).
For Transmission measurements, the noise variance of the
post-log measurement p(t,) can be approximated as the
exponential function of the line-integral p(t,). Thus, 𝜎𝑝 (𝑡, 𝜃) ≈
√exp(𝑝(𝑡, 𝜃)).
Our general strategy is to use a large kernel size of h if the
corresponding p(t,) value is large and to use a small kernel
size if the corresponding p(t,) value is small. The kernel size
h(t,) is thus a monotonic function of p(t,). Here we propose
this monotonic function to have the form of
𝜎ℎ = 𝑎 × 𝜎𝑝𝑏 + 𝑐.
(3)
For transmission tomography, (3) becomes
(4)
𝜎ℎ = 𝑎 × (√𝑒 𝑝(𝑡,𝜃) )𝑏 + 𝑐.
After combining the square-root and parameter b into a single
parameter b, (4) becomes
(5)
𝜎ℎ = 𝑎 × 𝑒 𝑏×𝑝(𝑡,𝜃) + 𝑐,
with user defined parameters a, b, and c.

G. L. Zeng is with the Department of Engineering, Utah Valley University, Orem, UT 84058 USA and Department of Radiology and Imaging Sciences,
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84108 USA (e-mail: larry.zeng@uvu.edu).
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As a special case of a = 0, h has a constant h, the filter is
then shift-invariant, and the convolution lookalike expression
(2) reduces to the true convolution (1).
III. RESULTS
To illustrate the feasibility of the proposed linear
nonstationary filter, a cadaver torso was scanned using an Xray CT scanner with a low-dose setting. The projections were
first filtered by the proposed filter using (2) and then the
conventional FBP algorithm was used to reconstruct the final
image.
The cadaver data was collected with a diagnostic scanner
(Aquilion ONETM, Toshiba America Medical Systems, Tustin,
CA, USA; raw data courtesy of Leiden University Medical
Center). The imaging geometry was cone-beam, the X-ray
source trajectory was a circle of radius 600 mm. The detector
had 320 rows, the row-height was 0.5 mm, each row had 896
channels, and the fan angle was 49.2°. A low-dose noisy scan
was carried out. The tube voltage was 120 kV and current was
60 mA. There were 1200 views uniformly sampled over 360°.
Figure 1 shows the FBP reconstruction from the low-dose
CT data. It is observed that some horizontal streaking artifacts
pass through both arms and the torso. The X-rays passing
through both arms suffer from photon starvation and create
large noise.
Figures 2 to 6 show the FBP reconstructions from the prefiltered low-dose CT data. The pre-filters were nonstationary,
the associated kernel h was a Gaussian function, whose
‘standard deviation’ value h was defined in (5). They shared
the same values of a = 2.5 and c = -0.9999 × 2.5. The b value
was different, with b = 4, 3, 2, 1, and 0.5, respectively. It seems
that a large b value helps removing the streaking artifacts.

Figure 1. FBP reconstruction using the low-dose data without pre-filtering.

2

Figures 7 and 8 show the FBP reconstructions from the prefiltered low-dose CT data. This time, the pre-filters were
stationary, that is, the kernel h was shift-invariant by setting a
= 0. The parameter c controls the degree of smoothing during
filtering. In Figures 7 and 8, c = 2 and 4, respectively. For a
stationary filter, the entire image is smoothed at the same
amount. It is observed that the stationary filters are not effective
in removing streaking artifacts. The image is already blurry,
while the streaking artifacts are still there.

Figure 2. FBP reconstruction using a nonstationary Gaussian pre-filter h whose
h is defined in (5) with a = 2.5, b = 4, and c = -0.9999 × 2.5.

Figure 3. FBP reconstruction using a nonstationary Gaussian pre-filter h whose
h is defined in (5) with a = 2.5, b = 3, and c = -0.9999 × 2.5.
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Figure 4. FBP reconstruction using a nonstationary Gaussian pre-filter h whose
h is defined in (5) with a = 2.5, b = 2, and c = -0.9999 × 2.5.

Figure 6. FBP reconstruction using a nonstationary Gaussian pre-filter h whose
h is defined in (5) with a = 2.5, b = 0.5, and c = -0.9999 × 2.5.

Figure 5. FBP reconstruction using a nonstationary Gaussian pre-filter h whose
h is defined in (5) with a = 2.5, b = 1, and c = -0.9999 × 2.5.

Figure 7. FBP reconstruction using a stationary Gaussian pre-filter h whose h
is defined in (5) with a = 0 and c = 2.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The proposed pre-filter is designed for the FBP algorithm,
aiming to reduce the photon starvation streaking artifacts. This
is a linear filter as suggested by (2). It has a convolution
lookalike form, with similar computational complexity as
convolution.
The most important property of the proposed filter is its
nonstationary characteristic, which allows the filter to smooth
the data with specified range of values. As a result, some
streaking artifacts can be reduced. Stationary filters do not have
this ability.
A low-dose CT study is used to test the feasibility of the
proposed pre-filter. The relationship between the kernel size
and the noise variance is not uniquely determined. The model
(5) is only one functional form that can be utilized. The user is
encouraged to adopt other forms to label the undesired
projection values to be smoothed out.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Figure 8. FBP reconstruction using a stationary Gaussian pre-filter h whose h
is defined in (5) with a = 0 and c = 4.
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Cone Beam Artifacts Correction in Multidetector Computed Tomography Using Deep
Neural Networks
Hao Zhao, Yanyan Liu, and Guotao Quan*,
United Imaging Healthcare, 2258 Chengbei Rd, Shanghai, China, 201800

Abstract— The cone beam artifacts are commonly seen in multidetector computed tomography with large coverage, especially in
axial geometry where the acquired data are insufficient for
analytic reconstruction outside the acquisition plane. The artifacts
show up as shadows and bright regions from the axial view.
Subsequent streak artifacts can be observed from sagittal and
coronal views. Cone beam artifacts can be reduced by various
modified Feldkamp/Davis/Kress (FDK)-like reconstruction
methods. Additionally, they can be suppressed by the use of
iterative reconstruction. These methods cannot completely reduce
the cone-beam artifact or have unpractically long time
consumption. In this paper, we proposed a deep neural network to
construct a novel correction, which can efficiently eliminate the
cone beam artifacts in head images. We construct the target
images by eliminating the low frequency artifacts in original FDK
images using model based iterative reconstructed images. To take
advantage of the cone angle information, we incorporated a ‘cone
angle map’ as an additional feature, expecting the network to be
able to recognize the severity of cone beam artifacts in a certain
image. The trained neural network outperformed FDK
reconstruction within a relatively low computational cost.
Index Terms—computed tomography, cone beam artifacts,
deep learning.

model to construct a novel network that can recognize and
eliminate cone beam artifacts in head images. The application
of this network can eliminate cone beam artifacts quickly and
effectively, without introduction of additional artifacts.
II. DATA AND METHODS
A. Data
Clinical data of 33 patients were collected from a new 16cm
coverage CT scanner made by United Imaging Healthcare
(Shanghai, China) during the clinical validation study. The
wide detector coverage guarantees the ability to scan the whole
head within a single axial shot. The images were reconstructed
with thickness of 0.5mm and increment of 0.5mm.

Fig. 1. The construction of the training dataset. Left: FDK image served as
the input of the network; Middle: iterative reconstruction image; Right: image
constructed from FDK and iterative reconstruction images, served as the
learning target.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

an increased volume coverage, multi-detector
computed tomography (CT) is able to scan a large
volume rapidly [2]. As the coverage goes wider, the cone beam
artifact, which is caused by insufficient data at cone angle plane
[7], becomes worse. The cone beam artifact causes severe
image distortion at the boundary of the scan volume. Much
effort has been made to reduce cone angle artifacts using
various modified Feldkamp/Davis/Kress (FDK) reconstruction
methods and iterative reconstruction [1][5][6][8][9][10]. The
analytical methods can only partially reduce the artifact, while
the converged iterative methods are rarely applied in clinical
setting for their relatively long computation time.
Deep neural networks (DNN) developed rapidly in recent
years, and declared great success in many areas including image
processing [3]. In this paper, we proposed a modified U-net
ITH
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The original FDK images, which were distorted by cone
beam artifacts, were served as the inputs of the network. Model
based iterative reconstruction (MBIR) provided artifact free
images, albeit with the long processing time. We extracted the
‘cone beam artifacts images’ by directly subtracting the MBIR
reconstruction images from the corresponding FDK images. A
Gaussian low pass filter was applied to the ‘cone beam artifacts
images’ to filter out the noise. We believe that the remaining
low frequency information in artifacts images is attributed to be
the cone beam artifacts. The blurred negative of the cone
artifacts was added to the original FDK images to get a final
artifact free images, which were served as the target images. As
the MBIR images always show up with a modified noise pattern
compared with FDK images, the low pass filtering kept the
artifacts only, without modifying the FDK noise pattern. We
depicted the appearance of the training datasets in Fig.1. The
*Corresponding author, guotao.quan@united-imaing.com
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FDK image showed severe cone beam artifacts. The MBIR
image showed artifact free head structure, but with an over
smoothed noise pattern. The processed learning target showed
no cone beam artifacts, while maintaining the similar noise
pattern to the FDK image.
B. Method
The proposed deep neural network in this work is a modified
U-net model [4]. The network structure is shown in Fig.2. Each
rectangle corresponds to a multi-channel feature map. The
blank rectangles represent the learned feature map while the
grey rectangles represent the copied feature map. Basically, Unet encodes the image to deep features then decodes it to its
original size. The encoding part consists of four-part downsampling process, with two convolutional layers containing 3x3
kernel between each of them. The down sampling process is
executed using a 2x2 maximum pooling. The decoding part
using up sampling and convolutional layers to produce a whole
resolution image. Cropped image from the encoding part is
added on the decoding matrix directly.

Fig. 2. The modified U-net structure. A ‘cone angle map’ feature is added in
another branch at the beginning of the net to make it recognize the severity of
the cone angle effect.

2

another loss function to calculate the error of mean HU value
between network output and target image in soft tissue regions,
𝐻𝑈 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠(x, y) = |𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑥𝑖 ) − 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑦𝑖 )|2

(2)

Where i is the pixel index of soft tissue. Total loss is the
addition of MSE loss and HU loss multiplying a scale factor,
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠 + 𝛾 ∗ 𝐻𝑈 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠

(3)

Where 𝛾 a balance term set to 10 according to the values of
two loss term during training. The optimizer is chosen as the
adaptive moment estimation optimizer (Adam). We trained the
network on an NVidia Tesla V100. The total loss converged
after more than 400 epochs. Total training time is about 4
days.
III. RESULT
Additional images of 10 patients were chosen to test the
performance of the trained network. We randomly picked one
set of testing images to show the artifact reduction. The
comparison was depicted in Fig.3 and Fig.4, from both axial
and sagittal view. The improvement of the image quality is
remarkable at first sight as the low frequency dark and bright
artifacts were greatly reduced. The target images in the right
panel are used for comparison only. In Fig.3 we showed three
images with different image location from the edge to the
middle plane. All images processed by the network showed
great artifact reduction considering different cone angle. As
shown in the bottom panel in Fig.3, for the acquisition plane of
the scan volume, the network did not add any artifacts. This is
expected, since this image originally has good quality without
cone beam artifacts. That illustrates the validity of the
additional cone angle map. MBIR images can sometimes have
cone beam artifacts as well. With careful selection of training
datasets, the network can possibly get a better result than the
MBIR images when the artifacts are present in the test data, as
indicated in our illustration.

To make the network recognize the severity of the cone angle
effect, we added an additional ‘cone angle map’ as another
input of the network in addition to the original image. The ‘cone
angle map’ has the same size to the input map, but with a
constant value related to corresponding cone angle. The ‘cone
angle map’ together with the original greyscale image passed
through two convolutional layers, each of them followed by a
batch normalization layer and a pooling layer. The image was
then linked with another branch where the original input image
also passed through two similar convolutional layers. The
concatenated image features are fed into a standard U-net
structure.
We used Mean Square Error (MSE) as the loss function,
𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) = (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 )2

(1)

Where 𝑥𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 stand for input and output image of the
network respectively. To reduce the instability of the
Hounsfield Unit (HU) value in the output image, we added
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Fig. 3. The performance on clinical FDK images. These three rows represent
images of different slice location, from the edge to the middle plane. The left,
middle and right columns are original FDK images, output images of the
trained network and the target images constructed from FDK and MBIR
images. All images are displayed with a window level of 35 HU and a
window width of 80 HU.

The sagittal view in Fig. 4 exhibits that the discontinuity
along the row direction almost disappeared. The network did
not disturb any existing structures in FDK images in our
evaluation. It proved that the network can process the artifacts
according to the severity of the cone beam effect, which we
believed benefited from the addition of cone angle information.

Fig. 4. The performance on clinical FDK images in sagittal view. Left:
original FDK image; Middle: output image of the network; Right: target
image.

We tested the computational cost of this network on NVidia
Tesla V100. The total time consumption of processing 320
images of one axial scan is less than 3 seconds.
IV. DISCUSSION
The application of deep neural network eliminated cone
beam artifacts efficiently and effectively in head images. The
quality of artifact free images is crucial to network training. The
training set should also be sufficient in number, while
containing various artifact forms that might appear in different
structures.
It is foreseeable that the cone beam artifacts on images of
other body parts, like cardiac or abdomen, can also be reduced
by deep learning method, which is a topic of our future research.
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Cardiac Motion Correction of Computed
Tomography (CT) with Spatial Transformer
Network
Guotao Quan, Jiao Tian, Yi Wang

Abstract—Even with the latest computed tomography (CT)
scanner, cardiac motion artifact is still a major factor of
misinterpretations of coronary artery disease. In order to reduce
the motion artifact of cardiac more efficiently, deep learning with
convolutional neural networks (CNN) is introduced into cardiac
motion correction algorithm. In essence, motion correction is a
spatial transformation of images of coronary artery. However,
spatial variability in images of objects is still a major challenge of
CNN. Therefore, how to achieve motion correction of cardiac
completely with CNN is still an open issue. In this paper, a spatial
transformer network (STN) is embedded into U-net to fulfill an
end to end motion correction of cardiac without any traditional
algorithm. The STN will address the CNN’s deficiency in spatial
transformation. With four sequential phases of cardiac images as
input, the deep learning network can directly generate the cardiac
images with rare motion artifacts. Real case and simulated case
with fixed motion trajectory are used to prove that this method
can reduce severe motion artifacts and achieve effective temporal
resolution of 12.5ms
Index Terms— Cardia Motion Correction, Convolutional
Neural Networks, Deep Learning, Spatial Transformer Network

I. INTRODUCTION

R

cardiac motion artifacts and improving the
temporal resolution of coronal artery angiography of
Computed Tomography(CT) is still a hot topic in CT
reconstruction[1]. Because even with the latest CT scanner with
0.2-0.3s rotation speed, the motion artifact of coronal artery is
still a major impact of misinterpretations of coronary artery
disease[2].One solution to reduce the cardiac motion artifacts is
using iterative reconstruction with motion estimation and
compensation integrated into the penalty of iterative
algorithm[3], but the speed of this method limits its application
in routine clinic practice. The other solution is estimating the
motion vector from sequential phase of cardiac[4] or
reconstructed images with partial angle[5], and compensating
the motion with motion vector in image or projection data[6].
As the motion of cardiac contains not only the movement of
coronal artery but also atria and ventricle, segmentation and
extraction of center line of coronary artery are needed to focus
the motion estimation and compensation on the coronary artery.
EDUCING

Guotao Quan is with the Shanghai United Imaging Healthcare Co., Ltd,
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These methods are popular and effective, but they need a
processing chain with lots of image processing algorithms, error
of any algorithm in this chain will be accumulated and effect
the final result, also it need a huge computation time for all of
these image processing algorithms, so it will not practical for
routing clinic application. Benefit from the performance and
accuracy, deep learning with convolution neural networks
(CNN) outperforms many traditional algorithms in image
processing [7]. Many steps in motion correction algorithm, such
as coronary segmentation or extraction of the center line et al.,
are replaced by deep learning with CNN. Other key steps like
image registration[8], motion estimation and motion
compensation are still using traditional algorithms, since the
CNN lack the capability to implement spatial transformation
efficiently. So, in this paper, a spatial transformer network
(STN)[9] is embedded into U-net[10] to fulfill an end to end
deep learning based motion correction(deepMC). The structure
of network will be introduced first (Sec. II.A), then data
preparing and training parameters will be shown (Sec. II.B),
after that, how to simulate with real cardiac images and quantify
the effective temporal resolution will be described (Sec. II.C),
real cases will show the performance of this method, and
simulated data will quantify the effective temporal resolution
(Sec. III).
.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The structure of U-net with spatial transformer network
(STN) embedded is introduced first, then training and testing
dataset preparation will be described. At last how to simulate
cardiac movement with real cardiac images and quantify the
effective temporal resolution will be shown.
A. Structure of Deep Learning Network
The structure of U-net with STN embedded is shown in Fig.
1. The network contains encoder and decoder part. The output
of each layer of encoder is feed as the input of each layer in
decoder by skip connection. STN is embedded in the end of
each layer of encoder. Inputs of this network are 4 cardiac
images with sequential phase time, each image is random
Jiao Tian and Yi Wang is with the Shanghai United Imaging Healthcare Co.,
Ltd, 2258 Chengbei Rd., Jiading District, Shanghai China
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divided into 256x256 patch. In encoder part, the size of image
will decrease 2 times in each layer because of the max pool
layer, and the channel number will increase from 4 to 512, but
in decoder part, the size of image will increase 2 times in each
layer because of the up-convolution layer, and the channel
number will decrease from 512 to 1.

2

between the reference time 𝑡𝑔 and the time 𝑡𝑛 . By using this
MVF, the 𝐼𝑔 could be warped into any 𝐼𝑡𝑛 . 3D forward
projection was applied into each 𝐼𝑡𝑛 to generate the sinogram of
CT, the forward projection parameters were the same as
uCT960 of United-imaging (0.25s/rotation, SID 600mm, SDD
1118mm, image thickness 0.5mm, detector row number 280,
thickness of detector in row direction 0.5mm, channel number
of detector 936 ), at last a 3D filter back-projection(FBP) was
applied on the sinogram to get the images𝐼𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 with motion
artifacts.

Fig. 1 Structure of STN embedded U-net

The structure of STN is shown in Fig.2. it contains
localization network which analyze the input’s feature and
output the coefficients 𝜃. For rigid transformer, 𝜃 is a 3x2
matrix. For detail please see this reference[9].

Fig. 3 Simulated cardiac movement curve[12]

Fig. 2 Structure of spatial transformer[9]

B. Dataset preparation
The training dataset contains 50 cases. Each case contains 5
adjacent phases (with an increment of 5% of the R-R interval)
as the input, each phase contains 280 slices of cardiac images
(scanning with uCT960 of United Imaging, a 320-detector row
CT) with the pixel size of 512x512. For each case, one of the
phases (or the middle phase) is processed by the traditional
motion correction algorithm and is taken as the target to learn.
The loss function is mean square (MSE), and optimization
function is Adam with 0.1 decay.
C. Effective temporal resolution quantification
According to the reference[11, 12], the quantification of
effective temporal resolution can be analysis, however, they
only study the effective temporal resolution on simple and ideal
cases like movement of a small ball[13]. In order to simulate
more realistic movement, images from uCT960 of Unitedimaging were adopted. Radiologist identified one case 𝐼𝑔 with
60 heart beats per minute as the golden standard, which
exhibited no coronary motion artifact. With this case, the
coronary was segmented, then, the center line 𝐶𝑔 of the
coronary was extracted. A set of center line 𝐶𝑡0 , 𝐶𝑡1 … 𝐶𝑡𝑁 were
simulated under a linear motion model from time 𝑡0 to 𝑡𝑁 . The
simulated coronary moved with constant velocity( 𝑣 ) along
different direction and had a rest phase of variable duration
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 , the longer of 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 the less motion artifact would be
presented. The speed of 56 mm/s was chosen according to these
reference[11, 12]. Motion vector field (MVF) around centerline
was calculated by point registration to approximate the motion

In order to quantify the effective temporal resolution, an
accuracy ratio was proposed in this reference[11], but this
accuracy ratio proposed in this paper could cover the simple and
ideal case of motion for small ball, in order to make this
accuracy ratio suitable for complex and realistic motion case. A
new accuracy ratio is proposed.
𝛼(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 , 𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑠) =
∑𝑖 𝐼𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝑖,𝑝,𝑑,𝑠)∙𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘 (𝑖,𝑝,𝑑,𝑠)∙𝐼𝑔 (𝑖,𝑝,𝑑,𝑠)∙𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘 (𝑖,𝑝,𝑑,𝑠)
∑𝑖 𝐼𝑔 (𝑖,𝑝,𝑑,𝑠)∙𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘 (𝑖,𝑝,𝑑,𝑠)∙𝐼𝑔 (𝑖,𝑝,𝑑,𝑠)∙𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘 (𝑖,𝑝,𝑑,𝑠)

(1)
Where i denotes the sum over all pixel in image, p is the
simulated phase index, d is the simulated direction index, s is
the slice number of images in volume. 𝐶𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘 is the mask of
coronary， this accuracy is the ratio of the shift-invariant crosscorrelation between 𝐼𝑔 and 𝐼𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 .
Four kinds of 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 , five sequential phases and five kinds of
movement direction were simulated, where 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 =
[125.00,62.50,31.25,12.50] ms, Movement direction 𝐷 =
[0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, 180°]. Five sequential phases phase1-5.
The effective temporal resolution could be expressed as:
𝑇 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 (𝛼(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 ) − 𝛼(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 125𝑚𝑠))2 (2)
This threshold in Eq.2 was not 0.98 as describe in
reference[11], because the rotation speed of uCT960 of Unitedimaging was 0.25s/rotation, so the temporal resolution of this
system was 125ms, if 𝛼(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 ) with deepMC was close to
𝛼(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 125𝑚𝑠), that mean the effective temporal resolution
was 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 .
III. RESULT
A. Image Quality evaluation
One simulated case with 90mm/s cardiac movement, 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 =
25𝑚𝑠 was shown below, the reconstruction parameters are:
512*512 matrix size, 280 slices, 200mm FoV, 4 phases images
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of 40%, 45% ,55% ,60% were reconstructed as the input of deep
learning network.

3

1.02
1
0.98

𝛼

0.96
0.94
0.92
0.9
0.88
0.86
Phase 1

Phase 2

125.00ms

Phase 3

62.50ms

Phase 4

Phase 5

31.25ms

12.50ms

Fig. 6 accuracy ratio of FBP

Fig. 4 Simulated case, the input of deep learning network is the images from
phase 1，2，3 and 4, deep motion corr means the output of deep learning
network, 𝐼𝑔 is the gold standard of simulation.

𝛼

One real case with 90 heart beats per second was used to
demonstrate the capability of this method, the reconstruction
parameters are: 512*512 matrix size, 280 slices, 185mm FoV,
4 phases images of 40%,45%,55%,60% were reconstructed as
the input of deep learning network.

The accuracy ratio is decreased with the reduction of the
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 , which proves as the relationship between 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 , and
temporal resolution. This trend conformed to the real situation
that with the decrease of 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 the temporal resolution reduced.
The deepMC was applied into the simulated images with
62.5ms, 31.25ms and 12.5ms to find the effective temporal
resolution for this method. The accuracy ratios of FBP and deep
MC were calculated according to Eq. 3, but only phase 3 of FBP
was selected to be compared, because the time of phase of
deepMC’s was the same as phase 3.
1.01
1
0.99
0.98
0.97
0.96
0.95
0.94
62.50ms
G

31.25ms

12.50ms

Deep

FBP

Fig. 7 Accuracy ratio between FBP, deepMC (Deep) and FBP with 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 =
125𝑚𝑠 denoted by G.
Fig. 5 Real case, the input of deep learning network is the images of 40%,
45% ,55% and 60%, deep motion corr means the output of deep learning
network

In Fig. 4 and 5, the cardiac motion artifact was severe, some
coronaries can’t even be seen clearly in some images, but after
deepMC, the coronary could be found without motion artifacts.
B. Effective temporal resolution
Four different of 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 , each with five sequential phases and
five kinds of movement direction were simulated. Average
value is calculated to evaluate the effective temporal resolution.
First, the average was done in movement direction and slice
number, as shown in Eq. 3
𝛼(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 , 𝑝) = ∑𝑑,𝑠 𝛼(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 , 𝑝, 𝑑, 𝑠)
(3)
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62.50ms
T test result
between
Deep and G
T test result
between
FBP and G

31.25ms

12.50ms

0

0

0

1

1

1

Tab. 1 T test result of value in Fig. 7 at 5% significance level

In Fig. 7 the accuracy ratio decreased as 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 reduction, but
with deepMC, the accuracy ratio didn’t change a lot. T test
between 𝛼 value of deepMC, FBP with 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 125𝑚𝑠, and
FBP with other 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 was applied to prove that there was no
significant difference between 𝛼 value of deepMC and FBP
with 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 125𝑚𝑠 , but there was significant difference
between FBP with other 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 and FBP with 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 125𝑚𝑠.
So, the effective temporal resolution of deepMC was 12.5ms.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In order to realize end to end motion correction with deep
learning of CNN，U-net with STN embedded is proposed in
this paper. A cardiac movement simulation with real cardiac
images is presented to quantify the temporal resolution of this
method. The result show 12.5ms temporal resolution can be
achieved. At last, the real case of cardiac with fast heart beats
prove the validation of this method.
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Rapid and flexible high-resolution scanning
enabled by cycloidal computed tomography and
convolutional neural network (CNN) based data
recovery
Daniël M. Pelt, Charlotte Maughan-Jones, Oriol Roche i Morgó, Alessandro Olivo, Charlotte Hagen

Abstract—We have combined a recently developed imaging
concept (“cycloidal computed tomography”) with convolutional
neural network (CNN) based data recovery. The imaging concept
is enabled by exploiting, in synergy, the benefits of probing the
sample with a structured x-ray beam and applying a cycloidal
acquisition scheme by which the sample is simultaneously rotated
and laterally translated. The beam structuring provides a means
of increasing the in-slice spatial resolution in tomographic images
irrespective of the blur imposed by the x-ray source and detector,
while the “roto-translation” sampling allows for rapid scanning.
Data recovery based on the recently proposed Mixed-Scale Dense
(MSD) CNN architecture enables an efficient reconstruction of
high-quality, high-resolution images despite the fact that
cycloidal computed tomography data are highly incomplete. In
the following, we review the basic principles underpinning
cycloidal computed tomography, introduce the CNN based data
recovery method and discuss the benefit of combining both.
Index
Terms—computed
tomography,
convolutional neural networks, machine learning

micro-CT,

I. INTRODUCTION

X

RAY computed tomography (CT) plays a crucial role in
various areas spanning from medicine and biomedical
research to security, non-destructive testing of materials and
study of archeological artefacts. A strength of this imaging
modality is the broad range of spatial resolution levels that can
be accessed – hospital scanners can typically resolve hundreds
of µm, compact micro-CT machines can access resolutions of
a few to tens of µm, and more specialized implementations
like nano-CT enable resolutions on the sub-µm scale. A
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Hagen are with the Department of Medical Physics and Biomedical
Engineering, University College London, London WC1E 6BT, United
Kingdom. C. K. Hagen is the corresponding author (email:
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scanner’s spatial resolution is, on the most basic level, defined
by the x-ray source and detector, which introduce a combined
blur to the images that defines (besides the signal-to-noise
ratio) what can and cannot be detected1. While some x-ray
sources (e.g. those with a variable focal spot) and detectors
(e.g. CCD cameras with variable optics) allow controlling the
blur to some extent2, allowing to increase resolution within a
limited range, generally this is a restrictive and inflexible
constraint.
In an effort to overcome this, we have developed a (microCT) scanner that features a mask with alternating absorbing
and transmitting septa in the x-ray beam path. Provided that
the mask fulfills certain design criteria (see Section II), its
presence introduces spatial frequencies higher than the cut-off
normally imposed by the combined source and detector blur
into the image formation process3,4. Therefore, the mask
provides the ability of high-resolution imaging even with xray sources and detectors that would not normally allow this
due their large focal spot and/or pixel size, respectively.
Although the mask creates an under-sampling problem as
some areas of the sample are shielded from radiation, this does
not compromise the ability of reconstructing high-resolution
images, provided that a dedicated cycloidal (“rototranslation”) acquisition scheme is applied in combination
with a suitable method for data recovery. The synergy
between the beam structuring, “roto-translation” sampling and
data recovery has led to a unique imaging concept (“cycloidal
computed tomography”) that enables rapid and highly flexible
high-resolution CT scanning5. Here, we report on utilizing a
machine learning technique (the Mixed-Scale Dense CNN
architecture6) for data recovery, which outperforms previously
applied “naive” approaches like bivariate interpolation.
II. COMBINING A STRUCTURED X-RAY BEAM SETUP
WITH CYCLOIDAL SAMPLING

In our scanner, the x-ray beam is structured into an array of
long, thin beamlets (a few µm to tens of µm laterally, and
extending uniformly in the y-direction) by means of a mask
positioned immediately upstream of the sample (Fig. 1a). The
mask period (p) matches the effective pixel size (s), i.e. p =
s/m, where m is the magnification between the mask and
detector (for simplicity, the distance between mask and
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Figure 1. a) Schematic of the micro-CT scanner layout (seen from top),
based on structuring the incoming x-ray beam into an array of narrow
beamlets. Note the schematic is not to scale; in a real system the mask
apertures are on the order of a few to tens of µm, the detector pixel size is
around 50-100 µm, and the distance between mask and detector is between
15 cm and 1 m. b) Sinogram sampling grid realized through cycloidal (“rototranslation”) sampling (see text). The grid is shown for a single mask period
and a subset of angular increments. The filled circles indicate the available
data points, whereas the empty circles indicate the entries which are to be
recovered through an appropriate data recovery method.

sample, which is typically < 5% of the mask-detector distance,
is considered negligible). It is important that the mask fulfills
two design criteria; (1) its apertures (w) must be smaller than
both the effective (i.e. scaled to the mask plane) projected
focal spot of the x-ray source and the effective detector pixel
size; (2) the mask period (p) must be sufficiently large to keep
the beamlets physically separated. While the first criterion
leads to the presence of additional spatial frequencies in the
image formation process, the second criterion ensures that
these frequencies remain accessible (by not being blurred). To
a first approximation, spatial frequencies up to the inverse of
the aperture width (1/w) are now present and can contribute to
the in-slice spatial resolution of an image, provided that
diffraction effects and detector cross-talk are negligible. It
should be noted that the second criterion does not impose a
constraint on the detector pixel size, as one can divert from the
p = s/m relationship and employ a “line skipping” mask, in
which p is an integer multiple (>1) of the effective pixel size
such that only every second (or third etc.) detector pixel
column receives one beamlet. This is also an effective strategy
when working with detectors with non-negligible cross-talk
between pixels; by skipping one or more pixel columns, any
signal diffusion due to cross-talk can be minimized.
Generally, the use of beamlets leads to an under-sampled
sinogram, i.e. the lateral sampling step defined by the mask

2

period (p) is too large to adequately capture the newly gained
spatial frequencies. To manage this problem efficiently, we
have applied a cycloidal scanning scheme by which the
sample is translated laterally (along x) simultaneously with
being rotated around the vertical (y-) axis. This results in a
“roto-translation” motion, where, if the translation is unidirectional, each feature in the sample follows a cycloidal
trajectory. Although “roto-translation” sampling does not
solve the under-sampling problem as such (as no additional
data are acquired), it transforms a highly unbalanced sampling
grid, which would correspond to rotation-only sampling, into a
balanced grid where the available data are more evenly
distributed (Fig. 1b). A balanced sinogram sampling grid is
advantageous, as it provides a much better basis for restoring
the missing data via a mathematical recovery method, to an
extent that high-resolution images can be reconstructed.
We would briefly like to point out that there is another
solution to the under-sampling problem that is, however, much
less efficient than the cycloidal approach. In particular, the
sample can be scanned laterally through the setup in multiple
steps at each rotation angle; this leads to the actual acquisition
of the missing entries in the sinogram. This procedure, which
is often termed dithering, is incompatible with rapid scanning,
as – although the overall exposure time can be re-distributed
among the scanning steps – dead times are required for the
necessary repeated stop-starting of the sample rotation and
translation motors. This is not required in a cycloidal
acquisition; in fact, the latter enables continuous scans
(sometimes termed “fly-scans”), which do not suffer from any
dead times, and in which the total scan time is solely
determined by the exposure time. In the following, images
obtained via dithering will be considered the “gold-standard”
to which cycloidally sampled data are compared.
III. CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK (CNN)
RECONSTRUCTION

To improve the quality of cycloidal computed tomography
images, we have replaced “naive” data recovery based on
bivariate interpolation by a machine learning approach.
Specifically, we have trained and applied the recently
proposed Mixed-Scale Dense (MSD) CNN architecture6 to
recover those sinogram entries that are not acquired during
cycloidal acquisitions. In brief, the MSD CNN architecture
differs from popular existing CNNs by using dilated
convolutions instead of scaling operations to capture image
features at different scales, and by connecting all network
layers with each other. As a result, MSD networks typically
require fewer intermediate images and learned parameters to
achieve accurate results compared with existing CNNs, and
are therefore well-suited for efficiently processing large
datasets and accurately learning from relatively few training
images. It has recently been demonstrated that the MSD CNN
can improve the quality of images reconstructed from
incomplete “conventional” CT measurements7 (acquired
without any beam structuring or cycloidal scanning). While
previously the CNN was applied as a post-processing tool in
the image domain, we have adapted it to and applied it in the
sinogram domain. This has led to the recovery of complete
sinograms (with as many entries as present in dithered
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Figure 2. Sinogram sampling grid (shown for one mask period)
corresponding to a cycloidal (“roto-translation”) scan with an interleaved
acquisition of training data. The angular intervals at which training data are
acquired are variable.

sinograms), containing all the data required for the
reconstruction of high-resolution tomographic images.
A particular challenge lay in the task of generating suitable
training data for the CNN. We had aimed for a general
approach that does not rely on scanning many samples of the
same type and using these data for the training. Instead, we
have developed a strategy by which training data are acquired
as part of the scan of each individual sample. Specifically, the
acquisition of a number of dithered projections, which would
become the training data, was integrated into a cycloidal
acquisition. The angles at which the training projections are
acquired should be distributed evenly across the full angular
range. The sinogram sampling grid that corresponds to this
scanning sequence is shown in Fig. 2. For the most part, the
grid is the same as the one shown on Fig. 1b, but for some
angles all sinogram entries are now available.
IV. RESULTS
To demonstrate the performance of CNN-based cycloidal
computed tomography, we have acquired experimental data of
a chicken bone (fixed in formalin) that was placed in a plastic
container of approximately 9 mm diameter. To stabilize the
chicken bone in the container, it was surrounded by agarose.
The experimental setup comprised a MicroMax-007 HF x-ray
tube (Rigaku, Japan) with a rotating molybdenum anode,
operated at 40 kV and 25 mA, resulting in a horizontal focal
spot of approximately 70 µm (full width half maximum). The
detector was the Pixirad-2 photon counter with a pixel size of
62 µm. The mask (Creatv Microtec, USA) had a 79 µm period
and 10 µm apertures. The mask and detector were positioned
at 1.6 m and 2.53 m from the source, respectively. With these
distances, the mask period covered two detector pixel columns
when projected to the detector (“line-skipping”), which is
equivalent to using a detector with twice as large pixels
horizontally. A single, dithered scan of the sample was carried
out, and the data were subsequently sub-sampled to mimic
cycloidal acquisitions. During the scan, the sample was
translated laterally in eight steps of 10 µm at each rotation
angle, as this ensured that all sinogram entries were captured.
Data were acquired as the sample was rotated in steps of 0.2
degrees over 180 degrees, corresponding to the acquisition of
900 x 8 = 7200 frames in total. The exposure time per frame
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was 2s.
A dithered image was reconstructed from all acquired data.
Since dithering provides complete sinograms, no data
recovery was required, and reconstruction was performed with
filtered back projection (FBP). To generate cycloidally
sampled data, only a single dithering step was considered, but
this was a different step (corresponding to a different lateral
sample offset) at each rotation angle, chosen in such a way
that an interlaced sampling pattern like the one shown in Fig.
1b was created. However, at every 10th angle, the cycloidal
sub-sampling was interrupted and all dithering steps were
included; the data from these angles were used as training
projections (90 projections in total). Specifically, a 100-layer
MSD network was trained with bicubic interpolated cycloidal
sinograms as network input, and sinograms including only the
dithered projections as training target. Out of 300 available
sinograms (obtained for 300 cross-sections of the scanned
sample), 270 were used for training the network, while the
remaining 30 were used as a validation set to monitor
performance during training. After training the CNN on the
dithered projections, the CNN was applied to the remaining,
cycloidally sampled sinogram areas, so as to restore the
missing entries in these areas. Once the sinogram had been
completed, image reconstruction was performed with FBP.
For comparison, we have also applied bicubic interpolation to
the same sinogram, and reconstructed an image via FBP. In
both cases (CNN and bicubic interpolation), the 90 dithered
training projections had been used in the tomographic
reconstruction.
The results are shown in Fig. 3. Panel 3a shows the dithered
image, panel 3b shows the cycloidal image reconstructed with
bicubic interpolation, and panel 3c shows the cycloidal image
reconstructed with CNN-based data recovery. Both of the
cycloidal images were reconstructed from 22% of the data that
contributed to the dithered image (this can calculated be from
the fraction of training projections and the fact that cycloidal
sampling produces an eighth of the frames produced by
dithering). It can be seen that the spatial resolution in both of
the cycloidal images is comparable to that in the dithered
image, but that the CNN based recovery (panel c) leads to a
better overall image quality than bicubic interpolation (panel
b). To quantitatively analyse the performance of bicubic
interpolation and CNN based data recovery, we have

Figure 3. Tomographic images of a chicken bone: a) dithered image, b)
cycloidally sampled image processed with bicubic interpolation, c)
cycloidally sampled image processed using CNN based data recovery. The
images shown in b) and c) were reconstructed from 22% of the data that
contributed to the dithered image shown in a).
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calculated the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) between the
respective cycloidal image and the dithered image; the results
are:
PSNR (bicubic interpolation) = 28.9
PSNR (CNN based recovery) = 30.9,
confirming the visual observation on image quality.
V. CONCLUSION
Cycloidal computed tomography offers an opportunity for
flexible and efficient high-resolution scanning. The flexibility
stems from the beam structuring, as it provides access to
higher resolutions than those “dictated” by the source-detector
blur. This implies that high-resolution imaging becomes
possible also with “low-resolution equipment”, such as x-ray
sources with relatively broad focal spots and detectors with
relatively large pixels, and that fast switching between
resolution levels can be achieved simply by changing the mask
inside the scanner. The flexibility of the concept also lies in
another aspect: while the images shown in this document show
attenuation contrast, cycloidal computed tomography can also
be implemented in phase contrast mode. This can be achieved
by including an array of beam stops, positioned immediately
upstream of the detector, into the scanner. The beam stop
array transforms the scanner into an edge illumination x-ray
phase contrast imaging device8, which has been demonstrated
to produce high-quality phase contrast images for a broad
range of samples and applications9-11. Phase contrast imaging
has proven to be especially beneficial when a sample exhibits
weak x-ray attenuation, as phase effects can be relatively
stronger than attenuation ones for such samples12.
The efficiency of cycloidal computed tomography stems
from the dedicated sampling scheme (“roto-translation”); this
removes the need for excessive, sub-pixel lateral scanning of
the sample per rotation angle (i.e. dithering, an extremely
cumbersome way to acquire data). A key advantage is that
“roto-translation” sampling is compatible with continuous
acquisitions (“fly-scans”). In this work, we have explored the
benefit of applying the Mixed-Scale Dense (MSD) CNN
architecture to the cycloidally sampled sinogram. We have
shown that high-quality, high-resolution images can be
obtained despite the fact that the sinogram is highly
incomplete. Specifically, we have shown that the CNN
outperforms bicubic interpolation. In future studies, the CNN
should also be compared against an iterative reconstruction
approach to fully appreciate its performance.
A strategy for generating training data has been proposed;
this method is very general, and does not rely on previously
acquired images of similar samples. In practical terms, when
scanning in step-and-shoot mode, training projections can be
acquired by applying dithering at a number of rotation angles.
When scanning continuously (“fly-scan”), the training
projections would have to be acquired before or after the scan.
Although this leads to an increase in scan time, this can be
relatively small (e.g. training projections were acquired at
10% of all angles in order to generate Fig. 3c).
In summary, we believe that, in combination, cycloidal
computed tomography and CNN based data recovery bear
great potential to increase the flexibility of CT machines in
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terms of spatial resolution and overall image quality, while
also allowing to perform scans in a rapid and efficient manner.
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Projection-angle-dependent image intensifier
distortion correction in high-speed tomography
Joaquim G. Sanctorum, Sam Van Wassenbergh, Van Nguyen, Jan De Beenhouwer, Jan Sijbers, and
Joris J.J. Dirckx

Abstract—The geometric distortion pattern induced by electron
deflection in x-ray image intensifiers is strongly influenced by the
surrounding magnetic field. Therefore, variations in the magnetic
field as sensed by the image intensifier causes the distortion
pattern to alter accordingly, as is the case in C-arm imaging. In
this work, we present a method to correct the image intensifier
distortion, based on digital image correlation, and we show how
this method can be efficiently used to correct for the time-varying
distortion induced by an inhomogeneous distribution of
ferromagnetic components in the sample rotation stage. Our
experiments show that any projection recorded under an arbitrary
angle can be corrected with a mean residual error below 0.48
pixels, using only three projection images of a custom reference
mask sampled with a 120° angular interval to estimate the
distortion behavior throughout a full rotation of the stage. As the
method relies on widely available DIC software, it is very
accessible and easy to use.
Index Terms—image intensifier, computed tomography,
distortion correction, digital image correlation, orientationdependent

I. INTRODUCTION

G

distortion is a well-known property of x-ray
imaging systems utilizing image intensifiers, which is the
result of two main contributions. The first contribution is the xrays to be detected on a curved input phosphor to be
subsequently projected onto a flat surface, introducing a radial
stretching of the image. Secondly, the photo-electrons created
and accelerated in the XRII are deflected under the influence of
the surrounding magnetic field, which is mainly the Earth’s
magnetic field, causing a sigmoidal or “S-shaped” distortion.
As the number of stereoscopic XRII-based imaging facilities is
rising exponentially [1] and interest is rising in the use of XRIIbased systems for low-cost tomography [2], [3], there is a need
for fast and reliable distortion correction methods.
In general, an image transformation is applied to the
deformed images to remove the distortion. However, the
transformation to be applied is a priori unknown and during the
past two decades, considerable efforts have been made to
develop methods that determine a suitable correction
transformation from a deformed reference input image, which
is a square lattice pattern of dots in the majority of the existing
EOMETRIC
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correction methods. Due to the image distortion, the position of
the markers will deviate from their ground truth position in the
recorded images. These deviating positions are extracted from
the images and related to their original positions to constitute
(polynomial) dewarping functions, which are subsequently
used to correct the deformed image through image resampling.
Recently, a new method was developed in our lab, which is
based on an entirely different principle, namely digital image
correlation (DIC) [4]. This method has already been proven to
be very accurate, robust and flexible.
In a typical C-arm set-up, the x-ray source and XRII rotate
around the sample (e.g. a patient lying on a bench). During the
rotation of the C-arm, the orientation of the XRII relative to the
Earth’s surface (and thus its magnetic field) is altered, causing
the image distortion to be dependent on the projection angle. To
solve this, various methods have been developed to estimate the
distortion pattern throughout the trajectory of the XRII [5]–[7].
However, in a set-up where the XRII remains stationary, angledependent distortions may also arise due to an inhomogeneous
distribution of ferromagnetic components in the rotation stage.
In this work, we present an application of our previously
developed DIC-based correction method to address such angledependent deformations using only a limited number of
projection images for a full revolution of the stage.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Image acquisition
The radiographs are recorded using our 3DY²MOX (3D
DYnamic MOrphology using X-rays) imaging system, of
which the characteristics are described in [8], and can be found
on the website of the project [9]. The recorded images consist
of 2048 pixels × 2048 pixels covering a field of view of 292
mm × 292 mm. The maximum field of view was chosen to
maximize the effect of distortion.
B. DIC-based distortion estimation
As mentioned, we used a DIC-based method to estimate the
distortion pattern in the images. DIC is an optical full-field noncontact measurement technique to analyze deformations and
strain behavior on the surface of objects [10]. The deformation
analysis is enabled by applying a random speckle pattern to the
object’s surface and subsequently record a series of images of
the object in its original and deformed state, yielding an image
Beenhouwer, and J. Sijbers are with the imec VisionLab research group of the
University of Antwerp, Belgium. This research was funded by grant from the
special research fund of the University of Antwerp (BOF-GOA 2016 33927).
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series of the deformed random pattern. Through DIC analysis,
the deformation of the pattern, which is assumed to be identical
to the deformation of the surface, is characterized, establishing
a relation between the surface coordinates of the original state
and the deformed states.
In the case of image distortion, a similar relation between the
original pixel positions and the distorted ones can be acquired
through DIC analysis. To translate this optical technique to xray imaging, a random pattern of circular holes was designed
and laser-cut in a sheet of stainless steel (referred to as the DICmask). The image of the DIC-mask recorded with an XRII will
be deformed, which can be used along with the original pattern
design as input for DIC analysis to readily obtain the relation
between original and distorted pixel positions, which can then
be used to correct the deformed images. A full description of
the designed random pattern, the correction method, and the
accuracy analysis can be found in [4].

sin
sin

(3)

In this expression,
is the projection angle. The fitting
parameters , , , , , and
are estimated using nonlinear least-squares fitting. Due to the sinusoidal behavior of the
distorted coordinates in both image directions, the distorted
pixels move in elliptical trajectories over de image during the
rotation of the stage. The C-arm distortion behavior as shown
by Fahrig et al. [5] and Gutiérrez et al. [7] is very similar to the
behavior observed in this work.

C. Angle dependent correction method
Generally, image distortion can be formulated as a positional
change of undistorted pixel locations, denoted as
and :
,
,

,
,

,
,
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where the subscript refers to the distorted position, and and
are the unknown distortion surfaces, which depend on the
undistorted pixel positions. Once the distortion surfaces are
known, the gray values of the corrected image can be retrieved
by evaluating the distorted image in the distorted coordinates:
,

,

,

,

,
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where
and
denote the distorted and corrected images,
respectively. Generally, the distorted coordinate values
and
are non-integer, requiring interpolation of the gray values to
correct the image. As described in [4], DIC analysis directly
yields the distorted coordinate surfaces on a resolution of
choice. In this work, these surfaces were retrieved on a 64 pixels
× 64 pixels resolution for our 2048 pixels × 2048 pixels
images. To obtain the intermediate values of the distorted
coordinate surfaces needed to correct the images, 2D linear
interpolation was used.
Once the distortion pattern is characterized by the distorted
coordinate surfaces, any set of images recorded with the given
set-up can be corrected for distortion. However, this statement
is only true if the distortion is time-independent, which is not
the case when the XRII is exposed to time-varying magnetic
fields. Since the rotation of the stage is a periodic movement,
the variation of the magnetic field (and thus the distortion
pattern) is expected to be periodic as well. By recording a set of
images of the laser-cut DIC-mask during the rotation of the
stage and by analyzing the behavior of the distorted coordinate
values of the pixels separately, we noticed the distortion
behavior is indeed periodic for a certain image pixel. Moreover,
as shown in Fig. 1, it resembles a sine function covering one
period during one revolution of the stage. Based on these
observations we can model the behavior of the distorted
coordinate values using sinusoidal fitting:

Fig. 1: Behavior of a distorted pixel position ( , ) as a function of
the projection angle during a single revolution of the stage.

D. Experiments
For our experiments, the center of the rotation stage and the
x-ray source were positioned at 264 mm and 1041 mm from the
XRII, respectively. During a single revolution of the stage, we
recorded 360 images using a 1° angular interval with the DICmask attached to the XRII, which are subsequently used in the
DIC analysis to calculate the distorted coordinate surfaces.
Next, we recorded 360 images of a square lattice pattern (11 ×
11 grid of steel beads with a diameter of 2 mm and a center-tocenter spacing of 25 mm) using the same projection angles.
Then, the calculated distorted coordinate surfaces are used in
two different ways. First, the surfaces are directly inserted in
Eq. (2) to correct each distorted radiograph using the
corresponding true distortion surfaces, which will serve as a
, are
reference. Then, a number of frames, referred to as
selected from this series to estimate the dynamic distortion
behavior for intermediate angles using Eq. (3). These estimated
distortion surfaces are subsequently used to correct the
radiographs using Eq. (2).
By extracting the centroid positions of the dots after
correction, and then calculating the Euclidean distance between
the corrected centroid positions and their ideal positions, an
estimation of the correction error can be made, as described in
[4]. The standard deviation of the calculated Euclidean
distances will serve as the error on the calculated means. In our
experiment, we will investigate the influence of the number of
projections used to estimate the distortion behavior over a
single revolution of the stage on the mean and maximum error
(Euclidean distance) in the corrected square lattice pattern
images, denoted as
, respectively. The results
! and
will be compared to those obtained by using the true
corresponding distortion surfaces obtained through DIC
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analysis. This way, we will deduce the minimum number of
frames required to estimate the dynamic distortion behavior.
III. RESULTS
In Fig. 2, we demonstrate the effect of the distortion
correction on an image of the square lattice dot pattern. Before
the correction, the distortion is clearly visible, which is shown
in Fig. 2(a), whereas Fig 2(b) shows the corrected radiograph.

parameters are present in each fit, the theoretical minimum
value of
would be three. We have considered different
values of
∈ #3,360' and selected that number of frames
with equiangular intervals (Δ
to estimate the distortion
behavior over a full revolution of the stage. Next, for each
,
we corrected the full set of radiographs of the square lattice dot
pattern and calculated
in each frame, which
! and
are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of the projection angle .
Regardless of
, any radiograph recorded under an arbitrary
angle can be corrected with a mean residual error below 0.48
pixels and a maximum residual error below 1.66 pixels.

Fig. 2: (a) Original, distorted radiograph of the square lattice dot
pattern. (b) Corrected radiograph of the square lattice pattern. The
straight black lines drawn on the panels clearly show that the dots lie
on straight lines after the correction, which corresponds to the ground
truth.

A. Non-dynamic correction
For the non-dynamic correction, we used the calculated
distorted coordinate surfaces of only the first image of the DICmask sequence to correct the distortion for the entire series of
the square lattice pattern during a single revolution of the stage.
Fig. 3 shows
as a function of the projection
! and
angle. For images near the starting angle, the mean error is
below 0.5 pixels and the maximum error is between 1 and 2
pixels. However, due to the temporal varying distortion, the
mean error steeply rises slightly above 3 pixels and the
maximum error rises above 10 pixels. This clearly illustrates the
failure of a static correction approach.

Fig. 3: Mean and maximum error (
respectively) as a
! and
function of the projection angle for a single revolution of the stage
using a static correction approach.

B. Non-dynamic correction
Next, we took into account the varying behavior of the
distortion pattern by estimating the distorted coordinate values
using the sinusoidal fits as defined in Eq. (3). Since three fitting
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Fig. 4: The mean and maximum residual error (R *+,- and R *,. ) as a
function of the projection angle
using a dynamic correction
approach. The gray zones depict the range wherein the errors lie
obtained using the different values of
, whereas the black line
denotes the errors obtained using the true corresponding distortion
surfaces obtained through DIC analysis.

Fig. 5: Weighted average mean residual error (〈
! 〉) and average
maximum error (〈
〉) over a single revolution of the stage as a
function of
or the corresponding angular interval Δ . The average
errors obtained using the true surfaces are shown on the right.

For each value of
, we calculated the weighted average
mean error and average maximum error over the 360 corrected
frames, denoted as 〈
〉, respectively. The
! 〉 and 〈
results are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of
(or the sampling
interval Δ ). Fig. 5 shows that, regardless of
,〈
! 〉 lies
below 0.40 pixels, whereas 〈
〉 lies between 1.2 pixels and
, the average values are very
1.4 pixels. Moreover, for each
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similar and an ANOVA test showed that none of the datasets
have significantly different averages.

showed that this large sampling interval could be used without
accuracy loss. As DIC software is widely available, the method
is very accessible and easy to use.

IV. DISCUSSION
This work aimed at presenting a projection-angle-dependent
distortion correction method for XRII-based imaging. Since
there is a large variety of used equipment and imaging
conditions, it is appropriate to express our results in units of
distance instead of pixels to compare our work to previously
developed methods. Fig. 4 shows that any radiograph recorded
under an arbitrary angle can be corrected with a mean residual
error below 0.48 pixels, which corresponds to 0.068 mm as our
images consist of 2048 pixels × 2048 pixels covering a field of
view of 292 mm × 292 mm (the diameter of the XRII is 14”).
Fig. 5 shows that the weighted average mean residual error is
around 0.39 pixels, regardless of the sampling interval, which
corresponds to 0.056 mm. As the ANOVA test showed no
significant difference between the datasets, three images
sampled with an angular interval of 120° are sufficient to
accurately estimate the full dynamic behavior during a single
revolution of the stage.
One of the earliest dynamic correction methods was
introduced by Fahrig et al. [5]., who obtained mean residual
errors of 0.039 mm for a field of view of 246 mm × 246 mm by
sampling recordings of a square lattice pattern reference mask
using an angular interval of 2°. To estimate the distortion for
intermediate angles, linear interpolation was used. This result
seems more accurate than ours, but the field of view is
considerably smaller, implying less strong distortion. Liu et al.
[6] used a similar approach, but instead of linear interpolation
between the data points, they used polynomial fitting, reaching
an accuracy of 0.048 mm using a sampling interval of 5° to 10°
for a 225 mm × 225 mm field of view. Gutiérrez et al. [7] used
a sampling interval of 30° to obtain an accuracy of 0.142 mm
for a 330 mm × 330 mm field of view. This was done by first
smoothing the trajectories of the distorted pixel coordinates
before applying polynomial fitting. Compared to these results,
our correction method blends in, as the average accuracy, as
well as the size of the field of view, fall in between. Our method
stands out from the rest due to the sampling interval of 120° and
the need for only three images to estimate the full 360° behavior
of the varying distortion.
As recording radiographs and subsequent distortion
correction are the first steps in the CT-chain, an inaccurate
correction method can result in the accumulation of errors in
further processing steps, such as system calibration and
tomographic reconstruction, which will be the topic of our
future research. Therefore, users of XRII-based tomographic
systems are advised to dynamically correct for the distortion, as
they might be unaware of the presence of ferromagnetic
components in rotating parts of their set-up.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented an application of a DIC-based distortion
correction method for XRII-based tomography purposes. Our
experiments show that, based on only three projection images
sampled using a 120° angular interval, the full 360° behavior of
the distortion could be corrected with a mean residual error
smaller than 0.48 pixels for each frame. An ANOVA test
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Dual-energy in industrial CT – how simple math
can reveal structures hidden by artefacts
Jochen Butzer, Annika Döring, Sven Gondrom-Linke, Markus Harbecke

Abstract— Imaging multi-material parts can be a challenging
task in industrial CT, especially when beam-hardening artefacts
shadow information. However, a simple and easy-to-use
combination of two low-noise datasets from scans at different filter
settings can reveal structures in those areas. This dual-energy
approach has been evaluated for imaging a sensor and a connector
where a significant reduction of artefacts can be achieved.
Index Terms—Computed tomography, Dual-energy, Industrial
CT, Image processing, Image fusion, Artefact reduction

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ULTI-ENERGY imaging to optimize the quality of a CT
slice is well-known [1] and used in certain areas of
medical applications [2] and research [3]. However, dual- or
multi-energy techniques are not widely used in industrial CT
applications where failures within parts or geometry deviations
are being investigated. A possible reason for this could be that
the implementations are often proprietary [4] or require too
extensive calculations or simulations [5] for an easy-to-use
implementation.
The potential of dual-energy applied to industrial CT is high,
especially since many of the samples are composed of more
than one material. Imaging of such multi-material samples can
be challenging if their attenuation differs strongly. In CT slices
of e.g. connectors, which contain at the same time highabsorbing materials such as metal contacts and low-absorbing
materials such as polymer overmolds, beam-hardening artefacts
often worsen the image, since in certain directions of the CT
acquisition a high thickness of metal needs to be penetrated.
Those artefacts darken the area between high-absorbing
structures thereby obstructing the evaluation.
II. A SIMPLE IMPLEMENTATION
We have used a simple dual-energy implementation that can
be carried out without the need for proprietary software. The
principal idea behind this implementation is that different x-ray
spectra influence the appearance of beam-hardening artefacts in
a different way than they influence the representation of the
part. By combining two scans at different filter settings,
structures can be made visible again thus enabling an
undisturbed view of areas formerly shadowed by artefacts.
Jochen Butzer is with Robert Bosch GmbH, 71272 Renningen, Germany
(e-mail: jochen.butzer@de.bosch.com)
Annika Döring is with Robert Bosch GmbH, 71272 Renningen, Germany
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A. Creation of the dual-energy dataset
A variation of the x-ray spectrum can be achieved in two
ways. The first approach is to alter the acceleration voltage of
the microfocus x-ray tube. However, the position of the focal
spot, with a size of down to a few microns, can drift when
changing the voltage. This would result in two different object
representations, which should be avoided in order to perform
the dual-energy calculation on the images of the object in the
same orientation and magnification. Thus, the second approach
of using different filters to alter the spectrum has proven
beneficial. We performed a simulation of the influence of
different filters on the x-ray spectrum shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of spectra for different thicknesses of a copper
prefilter. The unfiltered spectrum was simulated for an x-ray tube operated at
160 kV using SpekCal [6]. Data from XCom [7] was used to determine the
influence of the prefilters. In the spectrum with a thicker prefilter, the
Bremsstrahlung dominates the contributing energies (note that the intensity of
this plot is magnified by a factor of 10). In the spectrum with only 0.5 mm
copper prefilter, the characteristic radiation is more pronounced.

The filters should be selected in a way that they change the
appearance of the beam-hardening artefacts. Since dose is
typically not the limiting factor in industrial CT imaging, each
scan is performed with the aim of generating a top quality
dataset. A top quality is especially indicated by a low noise
level, which can be achieved by sufficient angular steps, by
averaging projections and making use of the full dynamic range
of the detector [8]. By reconstructing the CT slices in float
values, the information is best preserved. This is necessary to
perform calculations on the images in the next step.
Sven Gondrom-Linke is with Volume Graphics GmbH, 69115 Heidelberg,
Germany (e-mail: gondrom@volumegraphics.com)
Markus Harbecke is with diondo GmbH, 45525 Hattingen, Germany
(e-mail: markus.harbecke@diondo.com)
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B. Combining the two scans
The two resulting volumes each consist of a stack of CT slice
images of the identical object. A combination of the slice image
IL from the low-energy scan and the corresponding slice image
IH from the high-energy scan results in the new dual-energy
image ID. The calculation is simply done by multiplying image
IL with a weighting factor m and subtracting it from the image
IH as in (1).
(1)
𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 = 𝐼𝐼𝐻𝐻 − 𝑚𝑚 𝐼𝐼𝐿𝐿

A second scan was performed at higher energies achieved by
changing the prefilter to a combination of 0.5 mm tin, 1 mm
copper and 2 mm aluminum. The scan time was increased from
1.25 h to 3.75 h to counterbalance the reduced intensity. The
resulting image is shown in Fig. 2b.
Comparing the high-energy image IH with the low-energy
image IL, the appearance of the artefact becomes less
pronounced. At the same time, the contrast of the void structure
increases significantly in IH.

III. AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE

A. Scan and dual-energy combination
As a first example, we have investigated a sensor where an
air inclusion, henceforth referred to as void structure, is located
between two metal contacts. Beam-hardening artefacts appear
between the contacts, partly shadowing the void and hindering
its evaluation, as can be seen in a zoomed slice of the lowenergy scan shown in Fig. 2a. This image was acquired using a
diondo d5 CT-system with a microfocus x-ray tube operated at
200 kV and 75 µA and a prefilter of 0.5 mm copper and 3 mm
aluminum. The voxel size of this scan was 15 µm, the scan time
was 1.25 hours. The scan setup is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Setup of our CT system diondo d5. A filter-changer is mounted on the
holder of the directional microfocus x-ray tube. However, changing the filter
manually between the scans is also possible making this method hardwareindependent. The sample is positioned on a rotation stage placed between the
microfocus x-ray tube and the a-Si detector.

To perform the dual-energy calculation, the image IL is now
multiplied by the weighting factor m = 0.33. The image of
-0.33*IL is shown in Fig. 2c. It contains scaled information
about the artefact and residual information from the sample.
Adding this image to IH results in the dual-energy image ID
shown in Fig. 2d. The void structure can be successfully
recovered while the disturbing beam-hardening artefact has
been removed almost completely. This combination uses the
fact that the artefacts appear less pronounced in the image with
the thicker copper filter. Hence, the image with the thinner filter
can be subtracted from it removing the artefact almost
completely while preserving the structures of the object.
Since the overall structures of the part are identical in both
scans, this information can be preserved and is not worsened by
applying the combination. For this to hold, the noise has to be
low in both datasets, since it is enhanced in the combined image
ID. Such a negative effect can be seen in Fig. 2d. The noise level
increases and the ring artefacts appear more pronounced than in
the original images.

Fig. 2. Between two contacts of a sensor, beam-hardening artefacts hinder the
assessment of voids (a). Their occurrence is less pronounced in the high-energy
scan (b), but still not removed completely. After a successful image,
combination (d), the artefact is heavily suppressed allowing for an evaluation
of inner structures in this area. Software filtering can reduce ring artefacts (e).

Applying a ring artefact filter on the sinograms by amplifying
underperforming pixels as in [10], the ring artefacts and noise
can be reduced while the structures are mostly preserved. This
is shown in Fig. 2e, where remainders of the beam-hardening
artefacts reappear at the edges.
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B. Selecting an optimal weighting factor
The procedure of generating image combination as in (1) for
different values of m has been implemented as a macro in
ImageJ [9]. In this batch operation, the calculations are
performed in a selected range. We started with a coarse
sampling followed by a finer stepping. The result of such a
coarse sampling is shown in Fig. 4. An appropriate choice of m
can be made by selecting the best resulting image. This is
typically achieved just before the contrast of the void structure
starts to weaken.

C. Choosing the best filter combination
To improve the sample throughput, an automated filterchanger was installed enabling successive scans with different
filters overnight. Furthermore, benchmark tests of filter settings
for new material combinations can now be scanned
automatically. A sketch of the filter-changer is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. An automated filter-changer has been retrofitted to the diondo d5 CT
system allowing for scans at different filter settings without user-interaction.
Complete dual-energy scans can now be performed overnight.

To investigate the criteria for an optimal choice of the
prefilter combination, we have performed successive scans of
the same sensor as in Fig. 2 and 4 with different prefilter sets.
For all possible combinations of filters, the process of
determining the best factor m as described before has been
carried out with the aim of eliminating the artefacts between the
two metal contacts as good as possible. The sets and resulting
values of m are shown in Table 1.
TABLE 1: OPTIMAL CHOICES OF THE WEIGHTING FACTOR m
FOR A COMBINATION OF DIFFERENT FILTER SETS

Fig. 4. Dual-energy images are created for different values of the weighting
factor m. Increasing m makes the dark artefacts disappear and then reappear as
bright structures. The contrast of the void structure is reduced with increasing
m. An optimal selection of m shows enough contrast to evaluate the void with
as little contribution from the artefact as possible. For an optimal visualization,
the images have been normalized to the surrounding material.

It can be seen that the beam-hardening artefacts disappear
before the contrast of the structures of the sample is reduced
significantly. This small difference in the appearance of beamhardening artefacts and structures of the sample at different
energies enables the successful implementation of this method.
Due to the tiny difference, the images need to be reconstructed
in float values to be used in the calculation. The procedure of
finding m is carried out on a slice where the artefacts appear
most prominent. A dual-energy volume can be generated by
applying the calculation presented in (1) for all slices. The value
of m is kept constant for the whole volume.
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Filters [mm] Set
Sn Cu Al
0
0
4 #1
0 0.5
3 #2
0
1
3 #3
0
2
4 #4
0.5
1
2 #5
1
1
2 #6

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

0.54
0.40
0.25
0.18
0.13

0.64
0.45
0.33
0.18

0.55
0.42
0.25

0.72
0.30

0.40

The weighting factor m decreases with thicker filter
differences, since the appearance of the artefact differs more
between both scans. If the filter of the high-energy scan and the
low-energy scan are too similar, the dual-energy combination
cannot be carried out successfully. These cases are indicated by
light gray values in Table 1. Either, the artefacts remain
disturbing or the contrast of the void is reduced significantly.
This holds for filter combinations at lower energies as well as
for filter combinations at higher energies. The reason is that
both, information and artefact are now subtracted from the
image in approximately the same amount.
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IV. RESULTS

V. OUTLOOK

We have applied this dual-energy approach to various
samples and could prove the success by generating images
almost free from artefacts in most cases. The approach
presented here is a great improvement to the single scan data
available without a dual-energy combination, even at thick
prefilter settings. The best results were achieved in small
samples containing a line of metallic objects such as wires. The
filter for the low-energy scan can be chosen to the standard filter
settings for this sample. For the high-energy scan, an addition
of 3 mm copper filter has proven beneficial.

The factor m for merging the two volumes is currently
determined by visual inspection of a batch created image stack.
An automated suggestion of this factor is desirable. We plan to
investigate such an implementation in the future.

An example of such a sample where the dual-energy method
has clearly achieved a huge impact is the scan of a connector
shown in Fig. 6. The scans have been performed with an x-ray
tube operated at 215 kV and 0.11 mA. The filter was altered
from 0.5 mm copper to 3.5 mm copper between the scans. To
achieve a top quality in both scans, the acquisition time was
adjusted resulting in 1 hour and 4 hours scan time respectively.
For a dual-energy combination, m = 0.28 was chosen.

Fig. 6. The slices from scans of a connector with different copper prefilter
thicknesses show beam-hardening artefacts in-line with the wires. The dualenergy image ID (c) is a combination of the high-energy image IH (b) and the
low-energy image IL (a) where those artefacts are reduced. X-ray voltage and
current are kept constant while the exposure time has been adjusted resulting in
a longer scan time for the high-energy scan. Areas between the metal wires are
visible in this zoomed image only after the combination of image IL and IH.
Small details like the air surrounding the wire shielding can be assessed now.

The shielding of the wire between the metal can neither be
evaluated in the low-energy image IL shown in Fig. 6a nor in
the high-energy image IH shown in Fig. 6b. However, this
information becomes clearly visible in the combination of both
images resulting in the dual-energy image ID shown in Fig. 6c.
Formerly dark areas unveil structures surrounding the wire
shielding which have been partly shadowed by beam-hardening
artefacts in the images IL and IH. The beam-hardening artefacts
are completely suppressed. Almost no additional noise has been
introduced. Now a full evaluation of the wire shielding is
possible.

In our work, we have shown the great impact of dual-energy
for CT scans of a connector and a sensor. This method will
certainly be applied to many more samples where an
improvement of the image quality is to be expected. To prepare
for a routine use of this method, we plan to investigate the
optimal choice of filter combinations for different materials
with a focus of minimizing the required scan time.
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Dual domain learning basis material decomposition
for dual-spectral CT via attention mechanism
Genwei Ma, Xing Zhao? , Shusen Zhao

Abstract—Theoretically two basis materials with different linear attenuation coefficients can be accurately reconstructed using
dual-spectral CT (DSCT) technique. However, the reconstruction
of dual-spectral CT is a nonlinear problem and existing scatting
and noisy, which can not give the analytical solution easily, and
make much challenge to solve this reconstruction problem by
using numerical method or optimization programs. Moreover,
the nonlinearity lead to the large noisy signals of basis material
images by using traditional calibration method. In this paper,
considering the advantage of neural network-based method in
solving the nonlinearity problem and artifact suppression, we
propose a learning-based method for dual domain learning basis
material decomposition method using attention mechanism. The
method includes two strategy: projection domain decomposition
and image domain refinement. Furthermore, our learning-based
method requires neither information of the spectra nor the linear
attenuation coefficients. Numerical simulation and real data
experiment demonstrate that our method can achieve promising
gains in terms of basis materials decomposition and monochromatic images, and reduce hardening artifacts, effectively.
Index Terms—dual-spectral CT, basis material decomposition,
dual domain learning, attention mechanism

I

I. I NTRODUCTION

N x-ray dual spectral computed tomography (DSCT), an
object is scanned with two different x-ray spectra. The
collected polychromatic projections are utilized to perform
energy- and material-selective reconstructions [1]. Compared
with the conventional x-ray computed tomography with a
single x-ray source, DSCT not only can distinguish basis
material more better, but also allow monochromatic imaging
and basis material decomposition [2]. Currently, dual-spectral
x-ray data collect methods including kVp-switching [3], dualsource scanning [4], dual-layer detection [5] and simplistic
two-pass scanning.
Several decomposition methods for dual-spectrum CT were
developed over the years. In summary, its include three classes
of reconstruction methods: image-domain methods, projectiondomain methods and iterative methods. Image-domain decomposition methods first reconstruct images from the dualspectra sinograms using CT reconstruction algorithms, such
as filtered back projection (FBP), then decompose basis material image from two reconstruction images [6]. This type
of image-domain decomposition makes substantial first-order
approximations of the true images, resulting in quantitatively
G. Ma, X. Zhao, S. Zhao are with school of Mathematical Sciences, Capital
Normal University, Beijing, 100048, China, and with Beijing Advanced Innovation Center for Imaging Technology, Capital Normal University, Beijing,
100048, China. e-mail: (MaGenwei@126.com, zhaoxing 1999@126.com).
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inaccurate results and cannot remove the beam hardening
artifacts well. Alternatively, projection domain decomposition
methods by solving a nonlinear integral equation obtain line
integral of basis material images from the polychromatic
projections. Generally, dealing with the nonlinear integral
equation is approximated by high order function passing using
some available information. Such as Empirical dual energy
calibration (EDEC) for cone-beam computed tomography [7].
The difficulty of projection based methods are to obtain
the parameters of high order functions and select calibration
phantom. Several iterative methods incorporate an accurate
physical model to reconstruct images directly from dual energy
measurements [8]. These methods improve the decomposed
image quality, effectively. The great computation cost and slow
convergence speed significantly reduces the practicality of the
algorithm. The ill-posedness of the decomposition process
makes it sensitive to noise, leading to reduced image quality
such as peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) [9].
Recently, the deep learning technique or neural network
algorithm has become more and more popular in many
fields [10] [11]. In DSCT field, some researchers attempt
achieving DSCT imaging using a single-energy CT data [12]
or generating pseudo DSCT imaging using deep learningbased framework [13]. However, it is a concern when exist
these phenomenon of same CT value but not same material
and same material but not same CT value. Here, taking
the advantage of neural network and combine with DSCT
theory, a learning-based method for dual domain basis material
decomposition is proposed. Specifically, The method includes
two strategy. Firstly, in projection domain, using training
phantoms input artificial neural network (ANN), which aim at
realizing decomposition. Since DSCT is a nonlinear problem
and the neural network has self-learning ability, which can
learn and adapt to unknown or uncertain systems and optimize
systems parameters through optimizer. Secondly, the structure
of basis material images, which are reconstructed after first
strategy, is not taken into consideration leading low-quality
basis material images and artifacts. Hence, it is necessary
attaching CNN combined attention mechanism for artifacts
suppression and improving images quality by using basis
material images combined with high- and low-energy images,
which reconstruct by raw projection data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section II, the DSCT system are introduced. In section III, we
introduce ours neural network frames. In the sections IV,V,
numerical simulation experiments are carried out to verify the
dual domain learning method. Finally, conclusions are drawn
in section VI.
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DSCT data

line integral
ANN
𝑄 = 𝑞𝐻 , 𝑞𝐿

CNN
𝑃 = 𝑝1 , 𝑝2

material decomposition

FBP

material images

FBP + Attention

image refinement

Fig. 1. illustration of proposed method architecture. Material decomposition
by ANN and image refinement by attention mechanism’s CNN.

II. M ATHEMATICAL M ODEL OF DSCT
The polychromatic projection along an x-ray path L can be
expressed as [7]:
Z
R
qi = − ln w(E)e− L µ(x,E)dl dE + Sj , i = 1, 2 (1)

where µ(x, E) is the linear attenuation coefficient of the
scanned object at point x with energy E, w(E) is the
normalized effective spectrum and Sj represent the scattered
radiation.
In DSCT, the linear attenuation coefficient µ(x, E) is generally decomposed as a linear combination of some predefined
basis functions, which are functions of energy E, i.e.,
R
R
R
µ(x, E)dl = φ(E) L ϕ1 (x)dl + θ(E) L ϕ2 (x)dl
L
:= φ(E)p1 (x) + φ(E)p2 (x)
(2)
where ϕi (x) are the corresponding coefficients, which are
functions of spatial position x and φ(E) and θ(E) are functions of energy E. There are two physical explanations for this
equation: photoelectric/Compton effect based decomposition
and basis material decomposition. For the first explanation,
φ(E) = E −3 and θ(E) = fKN (E) (Klein-Nishina function),
where ϕi (x) represents two effects distribution. For basis
material decomposition, φ(E) and θ(E) represent the mass
attenuation coefficients of the basis materials, ϕ1 (x) and ϕ2 (x)
represent the density images of the two basis materials [8].
And pi are the line integral of basis material. Simply, (1) and
(2) can be write as:

qL = qL (p1 , p2 )
(3)
qH = qH (p1 , p2 )

are used as the inputs of artificial neural network (ANN)
and obtained the line integral of basis materials. Then, the
reconstruction images from DSCT rawdata and line integral
of basis materials is used as the inputs of CNN and obtained
the basis material images.
A. ANN for material decomposition
As mentioned in Section II, the main difficulty of DSCT
problem is to find the inverse

−1
p1 = qL
(qL , qH )
(5)
−1
p2 = qH
(qL , qH )
−1 −1
where qL
, qH are some yet unknown decomposition func-
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Fig. 2. ANN architecture for material decomposition.
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f
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where P = (p1 , p2 )T , Q = (qL , qH
i (i = 1, 2, · · · , n)
are the activiation function, here we set the Rectified Linear
Units(ReLU) functions fi = max(0, x) as the activiation
function. Wi , bi (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) are the unknown coefficients.
Decomposition
Extract information
In training processing,
the unknown coefficients
Wi , bi (i =
1, 2, · · · , n) can be confirmed by neural network. Test objects
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coefficients
in test processf
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In general, solving this nonlinear inverse problem use Tay- qLing. According tof (6) can setf the structuref of network, which
lor expansion, polynomial approximation or rational fraction q1Hare shown in Fig.(2).
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where basis function use the polynomials bn (qH , qL ) = qH
qL Input
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with k = 0, · · · , K and l = 0, · · · , L. The total number of cessing and the structure of reconstruction from DSCT raw
basis functions is N = (K + 1)(L + 1). The total number of data. Here we define each label to be a pair ground truth basis
coefficients in each coefficient vector ci is N for each material. material images corresponding to the reconstruction images of
the input images. Difference between our CNN architecture
III. M ETHOD
and typical CNN is that there is neither batch normalization
试用版水印
In this section, we introduce the whole process of our layer nor pooling layer.
试用版水印
试用版水印
method which include two strategy. Material decomposition
Our CNN consists of 7 layers, including 3 convolutional
and image refinement. Fig.(1) give a illustration of proposed layers, 3 Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) layers and one last
method architecture. In projection domain, The DSCT rawdata loss layer. The convolutional layer has 32 filters with kernel
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size 3 × 3 and no padding. The output of convolutional neural
network can be formulated as:
ϕi = f (w3 ⊗ f (w2 ⊗ f (w1 ⊗ (RT p1 , RT p2 , RT qH , RT qL ))))
(7)
where RT denotes the Radon inverse transform, f denotes
activation function of Relu, ⊗ denotes the convolution operation. For the loss function, we use l2 loss functions. During the
training process, the parameters of our network are updated by
Adam.

Fig. 3. Training phantoms: Yin-Yang phantom and composed phantom and
test object: forbild thorax phantom.
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Difference image
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Proposed
Noise-free

EDEC
Noise-free

Water density

of water basis material is 18cm, where the bone basis materials
are 5.8cm and 5.4cm, respectively. We use composed phantom
to denote this phantom. The two phantoms are filled with water
density of 1.0g/cm3 and bone density of 1.92g/cm3 . The
two phantoms are utilized to generate DSCT data and line
integral of basis materials which are training databases and
label databases, respectively.The test phantom is a slice of
the 3D forbild thorax phantom and the size is 40cm × 40cm,
as shown in Fig.(3). For more detailed information, including
the material and density of each part of the phantom, refer to
its website (http://www.imp.uni-erlangen.de/phantoms/thorax/
thorax.htm).
The x-ray spectrum are simulated by SpectrumGUI software
(https://sourceforge.net/projects/spectrumgui/). The simulated
normalized energy spectra are under the condition of a tube
voltage at 80kVp without filter, and a tube voltage at 140kVp
with a 1.0mm Cu filters, respectively. And linear attenuation coefficient obtained from NIST (https://physics.nist.gov/
PhysRefData/XrayMassCoef/tab3.html).
The parameter of simulation experiments for fan-beam CT
are set as follows. The distance from x-ray source to rotation
center is 800mm, the distance from source to detector is
1200mm, totally 800 detector cells with cell size of 0.775mm.
The phantoms are 512 × 512. Using the above high and low
energy spectrum, a high- and low- spectra projection data from
0◦ to 360◦ with an interval of 1◦ are generated. We also
simulate poisson noisy data corresponding to emission flux of
105 photons per measurement. The proposed neural network
is implemented using the pytorch framework in Python3 environment under Windows 10. All experiments were performed
using a GPU NVIDIA Quadro K2200 graphics card with 4GB
video memory and an Inter(R) Xeon(R) E5-2620 v3 2.4GHz
processor with 16GB RAM.

EDEC
Noisy data

TABLE I
PSNR, MAD AND SSIM OF NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS OF
F IG .(4)

70keV
µ-image

Proposed
Noisy data

water
density
bone
density

Fig. 4. Numerical simulation results from noise-free projections data and
noisy projections data with EDEC and proposed method.

IV. N UMERICAL SIMULATION EXPERIMENT
A. Datasets generation and Simulation environment
In numerical simulation experiments, we use two training
phantoms to generate the datasets. Fig.(3) are two phantoms.
One is Yin-Yang phantom and the size is 45cm × 45cm. The
other phantom is composed of water basis material (big circle)
and bone basis materials(two small circles), and the diameter

100

EDEC without noise
Proposed without noise
EDEC with noisy
Proposed with noisy
EDEC without noise
Proposed without noise
EDEC with noisy
Proposed with noisy
EDEC without noise
Proposed without noise
EDEC with noisy
Proposed with noisy

PSNR
38.6141
47.4708
35.9762
32.6184
31.2036
46.5609
28.7922
31.6133
35.5786
54.5126
32.6692
48.2349

MAD
8.06460
2.39689
11.8132
16.1719
0.01349
0.00218
0.02895
0.01571
0.01572
0.00046
0.03178
0.00099

SSIM
0.95281
0.98566
0.92934
0.94034
0.31920
0.99043
0.23759
0.93443
0.56070
0.99847
0.56407
0.99844

B. Results of Simulation Experiments
Under this setting, we test the noise-free case and the noisy
case by using the EDEC and the proposed method,respectively
(see Fig.(4)). Moreover, three common image quality evaluations are employed, i.e., peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR),
mean absolute deviation (MAD) and structural similarity (SSIM). The corresponding results are shown in Table I. All the
experimental results demonstrate the merits of noise tolerance
for the proposed method.
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the EDEC method should a calibration phantom that must
provide path length variations through basis material, and
combinations of path lengths through both basis materials, and
our path length of water basis material is less than the test
object. But path lengths of our method don’t have to include
it strictly, you just have to approximate it.
Fig. 5. The scanned phantom: training phantom and test object.

V. R EAL E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In the real experiment, the scanned phantoms including
training phantom and test object are shown in Fig.(5). The
training phantom use composed phantom, which the bone
basis material is bone-equivalent plastic with the diameter
1.7cm and water basis material is also water-equivalent plastic
with the diameter 3.7cm. The test object is a sheep bone,
which is immersed in water. The parameters of the scanning
configuration are set as follows: An x-ray source is operated
at tube voltage of 90 kV and 140 kV for low- and highenergy spectra scan, and the tube current is 5mA and 3mA,
respectively. The detector is a linear detector, which has 3710
detector units with 0.083mm unit pitch. The SOD is 610.0mm
and the SDD is 1225.0mm. 1440 projections are scanned per
rotation. The dual-spectrum CT rawdata are shown in Fig.(5),
which are clipped some region and displayed the main region.

Fig. 6. Real experiments by using the EDEC (the first row), material
decomposition by ANN (the second raw) and final results of proposed method
(the third row).

The our methods is greater than the EDEC method. There
are some reasons. Firstly, we use the tube current is too low,
which could make a loud noise. However, the quality of CT
images would be degraded due to excessive x-ray quanta
fluctuation and system inherent electronic noise background
in the acquired data, if there is no adequate noise treatment
in processing the data for image reconstruction. Secondly,

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we use the ANN achieving material decomposition and image refinement by CNN for solving the problem
of DSCT reconstruction. Numerical experiments verify that the
method can be effectively introduced into the decomposition
process. The main advantage of this method is that only need
a few phantoms which are simply and without requirement in
structure to test object. The size of training objects and test
objects should be at the same order of magnitude, but other
than that no assumptions on its structure are made.
Our method is a simple and effective way to decompose
dual spectral CT. And the method is not only applicable to
dual spectral CT but also applicable to multiple spectral CT
and multiple basis material decomposition case via adding
the neuron of the input or output layer. Furthermore, we can
add some preprocessing or post-processing like adding some
regularization or using some available information.
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Improving the Accuracy and Dose Efficiency of
Photon-Counting Spectral CT via Source Spectrum
Shaping
Yan Ren, Wenting Long, Huiqiao Xie and Xiangyang Tang1

Abstract—Recognizing its great potential in material
decomposition and virtual monochromatic imaging/analysis,
which is the basis for better imaging performance in extensive
clinical and preclinical applications, tremendous effort has been
being devoted to the research and development of photoncounting spectral CT. In this study, we investigate the shaping
of x-ray source spectrum, one of the two ways to optimize
spectral channelization in photon-counting spectral CT, and its
effect on the performance of material decomposition and virtual
monochromatic imaging/analysis. The preliminary data show
that significantly better imaging performance and lower x-ray
dose can be achieved simultaneously in photon-counting
spectral CT via adequate shaping (by additional filiation) of xray source spectrum. Hence, it is believed that, in addition to
binning of x-ray source spectrum via energy thresholding, the
shaping of x-ray source spectrum via additional filtration is
another important requirement on system design and
implementation of photon-counting spectral CT.
Index Terms— photon counting, spectral CT, photoncounting spectral CT, material decomposition, virtual
monochromatic imaging, virtual monochromatic analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH increasing value added by energy-integration
spectral (dual energy) CT in the clinic, the research and
development in photon-counting spectral CT is gaining the
momentum [1, 2]. In general, the optimization of spectral
channelization, including energy binning and spectral
shaping, is essential to the imaging performance of spectral
CT. One advantage of photon-counting spectral CT is its
capability of spectral channelization via energy binning,
rather than the triple scans at different tube peak voltage
associated with adequate spectrum shaping (by metal foil
additional to x-ray tube’s intrinsic filtration [3]) in its energyintegration counterpart. It has been studied and reported in
the literature that, in the scenarios where contrast agent (e.g.,
iodine and gadolinium based) is used for imaging, energy

binning, one of the two approaches to optimize spectral
channelization, plays an important role in determination of
imaging performance in photon-counting spectral CT [4].
As we know, the photons emitting from an x-ray tube used
in clinical CT are polychromatic. The vast majority of low
energy photons are preferably attenuated along their journey
passing through the object to be imaged, which may lead to
beam hardening or even photon starvation in data acquisition.
This is an issue in the energy-integration (dual energy)
spectral CT and may substantially degrade the performance
of material decomposition and thus virtual monochromatic
imaging/analysis. As demonstrated later in this work, it may
become an even larger issue that degrades the performance of
spectral imaging in photon-counting spectral CT, since, with
increasing number of spectral channels, fewer x-ray photons
are allocated in the lowest energy bin. Hence, in this study,
we investigate x-ray source spectrum shaping, the other of the
two approaches to optimize spectral channelization in
photon-counting CT, and its effect on the performance of
material decomposition and virtual monochromatic
imaging/analysis, aimed at finding the guidelines on system
architecture, imaging chain design and performance
optimization for advanced clinical applications.
II. THEORY & MODELING
A photon-counting detector collects the signal in a number
of energy bins at the same time by setting thresholds in
energy:
kVp

𝐼𝑘 (𝐿) = ∫
𝐸=0

𝐷𝑘 (𝐸) 𝑁0 (𝐸) exp (− ∫𝜇(𝐸, 𝑟)𝑑𝑙 ) 𝑑𝐸

(1)

𝐿

where 𝐿 is the path of x-ray beam, 𝑁0 (𝐸) is the normalized
spectrum in photon counts, and 𝐷𝑘 (𝐸) denotes the integrated

1
All authors are with Imaging and Medical Physics, Department of Radiology and Imaging Sciences, Emory University School of Medicine, 201 Dowman
Driv, Atlanta, GA 30322 USA (xiangyang.tang@emory.edu)
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Fig. 2. The original Shepp-Logan phantom (left) and the
humanoid head phantom modified from it with four (cortical)
bony rods inserted (right).

Fig. 1 Original x-ray source spectrum (cyan) and modified
versions by Filtration-I (red) and Filtration-II (blue).

effects of detector’s efficiency and spectral response
corresponding to the k-th energy bin. In this work, we have
determined that 𝑘 = 1, 2, 3, i.e., a total of three energy bins
are configured in the data acquisition for spectral CT.
On the assumption that the distribution of mass
attenuation of a material μ(𝐸, 𝑟) can be decomposed into a
linear combination of three basis materials:
3

μ(𝐸, 𝑟) = ∑ 𝑎𝑖 (𝑟)μ𝑖 (𝐸)

(2)

𝑖=1

equation (1) can be rewritten as
3

kVp

𝐷𝑘 (𝐸) 𝑁0 (𝐸) exp (− ∑ 𝐴𝑖 (𝐿)𝜇𝑖 (𝐸)) 𝑑𝐸(3)

𝐼𝑘 (𝐿) = ∫
𝐸=0

𝑖=1

where 𝐴𝑖 (𝐿) = ∫𝐿 𝑎𝑖 (𝑟)𝑑𝑙 is the line integral of linear
combination coefficient 𝑎𝑖 (𝑟). In a way similar to the direct
approximation method detailed in the literature [5], we model
the inverse relation by 3rd-order polynomials to solve the
nonlinear system and obtain 𝐴𝑖 :
3

3

Ai = αi,0 + ∑ ∑ αi,k,m Ikm

(5)

k=1 m=1

Coefficients αi,0 and αi,k,m can be estimated via calibration
[5]. Then, the images 𝑎𝑖 (𝑟) corresponding to decomposed
material can be obtained from 𝐴𝑖 (𝐿) using the conventional
filtered back-projection [6] or iterative image reconstruction
algorithms [7].
III. METHODS & EXPERIMENTS
The investigation is carried out using an in-house
simulation software kit of photon-counting spectral CT, in
which the system parameters are chosen to mimic the
geometry of a clinical MDCT for diagnostic imaging. The
photon-counting detector is a two-dimensional curved array.
The photon-counting spectral CT is assumed to work at 140
kVp, 250 mA and 1 rot/s gantry rotation speed.
In shaping the source spectrum to remove the x-ray
photons at low energy from entering the object to be imaged,
two three-layered additional filtrations (Filtration-I and
Filtration-II) are designed. Filtration-I is comprised of Mo
(0.02 mm), Pd (0.02 mm) and Sn (0.03 mm), to remove the

photons at energy lower than 30 keV, while Filtration-II is of
Al (2.0 mm), Cu (0.2 mm) and Sn (0.2 mm), to remove the
photons at energy lower than 40 keV. The detail of source
spectrum shaping is displayed in Fig. 1.
Energy binning are set by thresholding at different energy
levels for data acquisition under different additional filtration
(spectrum shaping) such that the photon counts in each
energy bin are roughly equal prior to their entering into the
object to be imaged. The energy thresholds are set to be [1
51], [52 68] and [69 140] keV for the case of original x-ray
spectrum (case0), [1 59], [60 76] and [77 140] keV for
Filtration-I (case1), and [1 68], [69 90], [91 140] keV for
Filtration-II (case2). For simplicity, the detector’s efficiency
is assumed ideal (i.e., 100% and no variation over energy).
A humanoid head phantom modified from the SheppLogan [8] phantom (Fig. 2) with four (cortical) bony rods in
the brain parenchyma is designed to illustrate the adverse
effect caused by beam hardening and photon starvation on the
accuracy of photon-counting spectral CT. Moreover, the
phantom is used to demonstrate the improvement in the
performance of photon-counting spectral imaging achieved
via adequate source spectrum shaping. The mass attenuation
coefficients of the materials in the phantom and their
variation over energy are set by consulting authoritative
publications, e.g., NIST [9].
IV. RESULTS
In this section, we present and compare the preliminary
results corresponding to the three cases defined above.
A. Polychromatic CT images acquired at each individual
energy bin
The polychromatic CT images corresponding to each energy
bin of the three cases are presented in Fig. 3. Notably, beam
hardening artifacts exist in almost all the polychromatic CT
images and are much stronger in the ones corresponding to
the lowest energy bin. It is also observed that, with increasing
number of low energy photons being removed in the lowest
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Fig. 3. Polychromatic CT images corresponding to each energy bin
(left to right): case0 (top), case1 (middle) and case2 (bottom) (display
width: [0 80] HU).

energy bin in case1 and case2, the artifacts caused by beam
hardening and photon starvation are significantly reduced.

Fig. 4. CT images corresponding to the basis materials (left to right:
Teflon, PMMA and LDPE) in case0 (top), case1 (middle) and case2
(bottom) (display consistent with Fig. 3).

monochromatic images corresponding to case2 at 70 and 100
keV becomes nearly artifacts free, showing the efficacy of
adequate x-ray source spectrum shaping.
V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION

B. CT images corresponding to decomposed materials
The CT images corresponding to each basis material over the
three cases are presented in Fig. 4. Notably, severe artifacts
exist in the images corresponding to each decomposed
material, due to beam hardening and/or photon starvation (1 st
and 2nd row). Fortunately, the artifacts (inaccuracy) in those
material images can be removed by adequate shaping of xray source spectrum and energy binning, as shown in the
images at the bottom row of Fig. 4.
C. Virtual monochromatic imaging and analysis
Once material decomposition is carried out, virtual
monochromatic image can be formed using equation (3), and
then virtual monochromatic analysis can be carried out by
varying the energy levels in equation (3). Presented in Fig. 5
are the virtual monochromatic CT images at 40, 70 and 100
keV, respectively (10 mm slice thickness).
It is observed that, in all the three cases, the virtual
monochromatic images at lower energy levels suffer from
residual beam hardening artifacts, in addition to higher noise.
With more low energy photons being removed from the x-ray
beam via adequate additional filtration (source spectrum
shaping), the imaging performance (accuracy) of spectral
imaging improves dramatically. Particularly, the virtual
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In this work, we investigated the shaping of x-ray source
spectrum via additional filtration and its effect on the
performance of spectral CT imaging, with an emphasis on
material decomposition and virtual monochromatic
imaging/analysis. As we know, in theory, there should be no
artifacts (inaccuracy) left in the images corresponding to the
basis materials, and in turn, there should be no artifacts
(inaccuracy) in virtual monochromatic imaging/analysis.
Unfortunately, however, severe beam hardening or even
photon starvation can occur during the data acquisition in the
energy bin at lowest energy, leading to severe artifacts
(inaccuracy) in material decomposition and then virtual
monochromatic imaging/analysis.
Through shaping the x-ray source spectrum via additional
filtration, the performance of spectral imaging in photoncounting spectral CT can be improved substantially. The
preliminary data obtained thus far show that the removal of
low energy photons from the lowest energy bin induces a
favorable effect on the accuracy of material decomposition
(Fig. 4) and virtual monochromatic imaging/analysis (Fig. 5),
which is desirable in the practice for photon-counting spectral
CT to meet the challenges in advanced clinical applications.
To the best of our knowledge, such an observation on the
improvement of accuracy in material decomposition and
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that an optimal combination of x-ray source spectrum shaping
and energy binning should become a general and standard
(necessary) practice in photon-counting spectral CT for
advanced clinical and preclinical applications. The data
presented in this work is preliminary and more in-depth
investigation is under the way in our laboratory. We will
promptly update the community with more results obtained
from our investigation in the near future.
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Phase-contrast x-ray tomography of neuronal tissue
with laboratory sources at sub-micron resolution
Marina Eckermann, Mareike Töpperwien, Anna-Lena Robisch, Franziska van der Meer, Christine Stadelmann and
Tim Salditt

Abstract—Recently, progress has been achieved in implementing phase-contrast tomography of soft biological tissues
at laboratory sources. This opens up opportunities for threedimensional (3d) histology based on x-ray computed tomography
(µ- and nanoCT) in direct vicinity of hospitals and biomedical
research institutions. Combining advanced x-ray generation and
detection techniques with phase-reconstruction algorithms, 3d
histology can be obtained even of unstained tissue from the
central nervous system, as shown for example for biopsies and
autopsies of human cerebellum. Depending on the setup, i.e.
source, detector, and geometric parameters, laboratory-based
tomography can be implemented at very different sizes and length
scales.
Here, we investigate to which extent 3d histology of neuronal
tissue can exploit the cone-beam geometry at high magnification
M using a nanofocus x-ray source (Excillum) with 300nm
minimal spot size, combined with a single-photon counting
camera. Tightly approaching the source spot with the biopsy
punch, we achieve high M ≈ 101 -102 , high flux density and
exploit the superior efficiency of this detector technology.
Different nanotube configurations such as spot size and flux, M
as well as exposure time, Fresnel number and coherence are
selected and evaluated in view of resolution, field of view, and
phase contrast requirements.
Data show that the information content for the cyto-architecture
is enhanced by the phase effect. Comparison of results to those
obtained at a microfocus rotating-anode x-ray tomography setup
with a high resolution detector, i.e. at low-M geometry, reveals
similar to slightly superior data quality for the nanotube setup.
Besides its compactness, reduced power consumption by a factor
of 103 and shorter scan duration, the particular advantage
of the nanotube setup also lies in its suitability with pixel
detector technology, enabling an increased range of opportunities
for applications in laboratory phase-contrast x-ray tomography.
Further progress is thus likely to bring 3d virtual histology to the
performance in scan time and throughput required for clinical
practice in neuropathology.
Index Terms—Phase contrast tomography, Nanofocus x-ray
source, Cone-beam geometry, Neuronal tissue, Human cerebellum

I. I NTRODUCTION
This abstract is a shortened version of: M. Eckermann et al., ”Phase
contrast x-ray tomography of neuronal tissue at laboratory sources with submicron resolution”, Proc. SPIE 111120R, X-Ray Nanoimaging: Instruments
and Methods IV, 111130S (2019) and M. Eckermann et al., ”Phase contrast
x-ray tomography of neuronal tissue at laboratory sources with sub-micron
resolution”, J. Medical Imaging, (submitted, 2019).
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HASE-contrast x-ray tomography offers a unique potential to realize 3d virtual histology, with sub-cellular
resolution, and for 3d volumes which are inaccessible by
more established techniques. While volume and throughput
in conventional histology are limited by slicing and staining,
volume penetration for both light- and electron-based microscopy techniques is unsuitable for larger tissue volumes. A
substantial amount of propagation-based x-ray phase-contrast
tomography studies with synchrotron radiation has demonstrated this potential for soft tissues from the central nervous
system (CNS) [1], [2], [3], [4].
Towards a broader accessibility and use of the technique in
a clinical setting, translation from synchrotron to laboratory
sources is an important goal of ongoing technique and instrumentation development. Laboratory-based phase-contrast
µCT has already been implemented exploiting different x-ray
generation techniques: transmission microfocus sealed tubes
[5], liquid metal-jet anodes [6], [7], as well as microfocus rotating-anode sources [8]. Nanofocus transmission xray tubes (nanotubes) offer another opportunity to implement
phase-contrast tomography, with possible advantages in view
of increased spatial coherence length. While high resolution
tomography of different stained tissues has been demonstrated
in [9], a particular challenge is to reach sufficient image quality
for unstained soft tissues with nanofocus laboratory radiation.
In this work, we investigate the suitability of a home-built
setup installed at a nanotube (NanoTube N1 60kV, Excillum
AB, Stockholm, Sweden) for 3d histology of unstained post
mortem human brain tissue. As in our earlier study [3], we
chose cerebellar tissue, as a reference structure for phasecontrast tomography data evaluation, due to its well-known
anatomy and features covering various relevant length scales
and e− -densities. Fig. 1 illustrates its basic anatomical features, as the white matter (WM) with fiber tracts (FT), the
cell-dense granular layer (GL) with smaller granular cells
(GC) and Golgi cells (GgC), and Purkinje cells (PC, PCL),
whose long, planar and widely branched dendritic trees reach
into the cell-light molecular layer (ML) with its molecular
cells (MC) in order to place the tomographic results obtained
on biopsy punches from paraffin-embedded tissue blocks with
typical diameter of a mm into proper anatomical perspective.
II. NANOT UBE IMPLEMENTATION
a) Experimental setup: We have designed a nanofocus xray setup for propagation-based x-ray phase-contrast tomography, depicted in Fig. 2. Its central component is the NanoTube
N1 60 kV (Excillum AB) x-ray source, with two-dimensional
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Fig. 1. Depiction of the cerebellum anatomy, giving a rather macroscopic
perspective on the left and a zoom-in to the cellular scale on the right.
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Sample
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the nanotube setup: a) Schematic of the transmission
target X-ray source. b) Recording geometry: the cone-shaped front end of the
nanotube allows for small distances z01 between source s and the motorized
(rot., transl.) sample. The detector is aligned at z02 from the source. The axis
camera (Axis Communications AB) allows for visual inspection of the setup
in general, while the manta camera ()Allied Vision Technologies GmbH) gives
a microscopic control of the tight z01 environment, see exemplary view in
c).

(2d) spatial resolution down to 150nm. The source is operated
at 60keV , at a power of 0.2-1.2W , depending on the source
spot sizes s. The NanoTube system was calibrated for three
different s (full width at half maximum, FWHM): “big spot,
high flux” at ∼ 1µm, “middle spot, middle flux” at ∼ 0.5µm
and “small spot, low flux” at ∼ 0.3µm (FWHM). Fig. 2a)
shows the schematic of the transmission-anode target (0.50µm
W-film on a 100µm-diamond layer). As shown in Fig. 2c),
samples can be positioned in direct proximity to the target, allowing for source-to-sample distances down to z01 ≥ 100µm.
Due to the sub-µm spot size s, high geometrical magnification
M = z02 /z01  1 can be realized without source blurring,
making it possible to use direct (photon-counting) pixel detectors, available only with relatively large pixel size px. Accordingly, the effective pixel size in the sample plane is reduced to
1
01
pxeff = M
· px = zz02
· px .[10] Phase-contrast implementation
in free-space propagation-mode requires sufficient degree of
coherence to allow for self-interference of the x-ray beam.
NanoTube’s small s assures the spatial coherence length ζ to
be of the same order of magnitude as pxeff

b) Data recording settings: For tomographic acquisition, x-ray projections were recorded at 1201 rotation angles, equally distributed over 192◦ , with sets of 25 flat field
images before and after each scan. z02 ≈ 20cm was kept
fixed, varying z01 and s. The detector was operated with a
lower-limit cut-off energy of 4keV . The acquisition time was
adjusted depending on the spot size s to avoid overexposure.
Most scans were split into four consecutive tomographic scans
with 14 exposure time each and then recombined. All scan
parameters are tabulated in Tab. I. This acquisition scheme
was found to reduce ring artifacts arising from a statistically
varying response of the modules.
c) Phase retrieval: In contrast to absorption-based CT,
phase-contrast is based on the real part of the complex
refractive index n = δ + iβ, and is not directly accessible
from the data but requires a reconstruction scheme. The data
are recorded in the direct contrast or edge enhancement regime
at Fresnel numbers
px2
px2
≈ 1,
(2)
F = eff =
zeff λ
z12 M λ
where pxeff = px/M for the effective pixel size, and zeff =
z12 /M for the effective propagation distance have been used
(Fresnel scaling theorem [10]). In this regime, even data from
low coherence sources can be successfully reconstructed based
on the Bronnikov-aided correction (BAC) scheme as
I(~r⊥ , z = 0) =

I(~r⊥ , z)
[11],
1 − γ∇2⊥ φ̃(~r⊥ )

(3)

where theh phase magnitude
is estimated via φ̃(~r⊥ ) = 2πF ·
i
I(~
r⊥ ,z)
−1
I0
−1 F⊥
F⊥
, [12] with the assumption of small
|~
k |2 +α
⊥

propagation distances zeff and a purely phase shifting object,
with intensity I(~r) and k being the wavenumber. The parameter α is introduced to regularize the singularity at zero spatial
frequencies, and in practice is chosen such that edge enhancement is canceled. After, the phase-retrieved 2d projection data
are processed for ring artifact mitigation according to and
recombined to a 3d volume using the ASTRA-toolbox[13].
Visualization was done with Avizo (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham MA).

(1)

A. X-ray spectrum and flux assessment
The spectrum of the X-ray source was assessed using an
energy-resolving XR-100CdTe detector (Amptek, Bedford).
The measured spectrum was corrected for air absorption and
detector sensitivity, all plotted in Fig. 3. The blue curve
represents the mean photon energy for the tomography data,
with a mean photon energy of Ew = 9.11keV .
The photon flux is dependent of s. For s = 0.95µm, it
was found to be in the order of ∼ 2 · 1011 ph/s in 2π-space,
∼ 4 · 1010 ph/s for s = 0.51µm and ∼ 1 · 1010 ph/s for
s = 0.30µm.

where λ denotes the x-ray wavelength. A single-photon counting Timepix Hexa H05-W0154 detector (XIE, Freiburg, Germany) was used, with a 500µm Si-sensor, px = 55µm and
768 x 512 pixels (w x h), to record the 2d projections.

B. Phase-contrast tomography of unstained human brain tissue
In this work, paraffin-embedded human cerebellum was
used to investigate suitability of the setup for 3d virtual

ζ=

λ · z01
≥ pxeff ,
s
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Fig. 3. Plot of the source spectrum: (red) measured data (detector output),
(yellow) corrected for absorption in air, and (blue) the spectrum taking into
account the energy dependence in the quantum efficiency of the detector used
for the tomographic scans.

I

TABLE I
PARAMETERS AND QUALITY MEASURED FOR THE TOMOGRAPHIC SCANS
AT FIXED F : ( TOP ) EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS , ( BOTTOM ) QUALITY
MEASURES . E ACH FIRST TO ROWS REFER TO II-B1, ROWS 3-6 TO II-B2
AND EACH LAST ROW PRESENTS THE DATA QUALITY FROM THE ROTATING
ANODE SCAN . E XPOSURE TIMES ALSO INDICATE WHETHER THE SCAN
WAS PERFORMED AS A SINGLE OR MULTIPLE ONES . S CAN TIME REFERS
TO THE FULL SCAN . Fourier-shell correlation (FSC)[14] IS BASED ON
VOLUMES OF 4003 VOXELS . T HE SIGNAL - TO - NOISE RATION (SNR) WAS
CALCULATED AS (µFT − µBG )/σBG .

s (µm)

F

0.95
0.51
0.95
0.51
0.30
70.0

1.97
1.96
1.97
1.40
0.60
1.24

z01
(mm)
3.5
3.5
3.5
2.5
1.1
494.0

s (µm)

F

FSC (µm)

0.95
0.51
0.95
0.51
0.30
70.0

1.97
1.96
1.97
1.40
0.60
1.24

0.12
0.10
1.00
1.13
1.02
1.82

pxeff
(µm)
0.959
1.067
0.959
0.687
0.300
1.070

Exp.
time (s)
1 · 3.5 = 3.5
4 · 5 = 20
4 · 3.5 = 14
4 · 5 = 20
4 · 20 = 80
1 · 50 = 50

SNR
GCL
5.46
6.39
6.47
6.18
3.82
5.36

SNR
PC nucleus
5.49
9.25
5.93
6.91
3.81
6.80

Scan
time (h)
2.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
32.5
16.7

Dose
(kGy)
10.6
14.3
40.5
26.0
189.2

I.e)

II.d)

II.e)

SNR
PC body
0.74
2.74
0.86
1.24
0.83
2.55

histology and neuropathology. From the tissue block, a 0.5mm
biopsy punch was extracted and transferred into a 0.5mm
polyimide tube, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
1) Variation of s/ζ at constant F : We have first investigated the influence of the lateral coherence length ζ on
the image quality, by setting two different spot sizes (I)
s = 0.95µm and (II) s = 0.51µm, respectively, while keeping
F ≈ 2.0 constant, and the dose also approximately to the
same level as given in Tab. I. Hence the larger source size
resulted in a significantly reduced total scan time. Fig. 4
illustrates data reconstruction steps, from projection to virtual
slices through the reconstructed volume. The projections in (a)
reveal slight edge enhancement in both cases, especially for
the polyimide-air-interface, as plotted in (b), being increased
at s = 0.501µm, providing a higher degree of coherence.
Virtual slices through the same position in the xz-plane and
xy-plane are shown in (d), respectively, with a corresponding
zoom shown in (e). Based on visual inspection, both data sets
appear to be of very similar quality, with case (I) delivering
superior feature contrast. Different cerebellum-specific regions
as outlined in Fig. 1 are clearly identifiable: as for the zoom-
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I.d)

Fig. 4. Data from tomography scans at fixed Fresnel number of 2.0, at (I) s =
0.95µm (ζ = 0.501µm) and (II) 0.51µm (ζ = 0.934µm). (a) Respective
flat-field corrected projections and (c) BAC-reconstructed projections. Colored
bars indicate the position of the profiles shown in (b). The same virtual slice
(d) in the xz-plane with a zoom-in in (e). Red arrows mark PCs. Data from
quantitative analysis are summarized in table I. Scale bars: 100µm.

ins (I.e) and (II.e), the cell-dense GL on the right and the
ML on the left are separated by the sparsely-distributed, bold
PCL-cells (red arrows).
2) Variations of F at constant source spot size s : Next we
investigated the influence of F on tomographic image quality
as being another crucial parameter in phase contrast formation,
controlled by z01 , while keeping z02 fixed. pxeff (Eq. 2) and ζ
(Eq. 1) vary accordingly. Scans were recorded at s = 0.30µm,
0.51µm and 0.95µm. Parameters for selected scans are detailed in Tab. I. Note the 3d resolution at s = 0.95µm being
close to the voxel size. Fig. 5 shows the virtual slices along
the xy-plane through the reconstruction volume, in similar
positions. The SNR also increased for GCs and PC nuclei,
and slightly for PC bodies. As an overall trend, reducing F
(via z01 ) results in increased resolution, which is expected
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5. Virtual xy-slices through the tomographic reconstruction, at similar
positions in the biopsy punch, for (a) spot size of 0.95µm, (b) 0.51µm and (c)
0.30µm and Fresnel numbers of (from (a) to (c)) 1.97, 1.40 and 0.60. Note
the rise in geometrical magnification from (a) to (c). The respective analysis
parameters are given in table I. Scale bars: 50µm.
I.a)

I/I0

I/I0

II.a)

I.b)

II.b)

Fig. 6. Comparison of (I) nanotube tomography with (II) microfocus rotatinganode results. Settings were chosen such that pxeff ≈ 1.07µm same for both
data sets. (a) Flat-field corrected projections. Virtual slices through the same
position in the reconstructed sample volume are shown in (b) the xy-plane.
Scale bars: 100µm.

based on higher dose (smaller pxeff ). At the same time, despite
rise in dose, the SNRs are lower, indicating that the increase
in coherence is more important, in particular for intrinsically
low-contrasted features such as PC bodies.
3) Comparison with data from microfocus laboratory setup:
To put the results into perspective with earlier laboratory
implementations of 3d virtual histology, Fig. 6 and Tab.
I present a comparison to a reconstruction obtained at a
microfocus rotating-anode x-ray source-based setup[8]. For the
comparison, the nanotube dataset recorded at s = 0.51µm and
F = 1.96 was selected, serving a similar pxeff and coherence.
The nanotube setup achieves slightly higher resolution and
increased SNRs within only half of the scan time, which
however comes at the cost of reduced FOV. (b) shows virtual
slices through the xy-plane to judge image quality by visual
inspection.
III. C ONCLUSION
In summary, we have successfully demonstrated phasecontrast tomography of unstained neuronal tissue, using a
home-built laboratory nanotube-based setup and a photon
counting pixel detector. Sufficient image quality for the detection of neurons and hence representation of the cytoarchitecture was achieved. In particular, FSC analysis indicated
a resolution of 0.90µm for a source setting of s = 0.30µm.
The phase retrieval and reconstruction scheme presented here
mixes amplitude and phase information, but is very suited to

visualize the small electron density differences in unstained
tissue and hence the cyto-architecture, for example of neuronal
tissue. The information content for the cyto-architecture is
enhanced by the phase effect, as evidenced by the variation
of F . Compared to a microfocus rotating-anode setup, data
quality and information content appear to be on a similar
level. However, the particular advantage of the nanotube setup
(apart from its more compact size and much reduced power
consumption) is in its scalability with respect to progress
in pixel detector technology. While already performing on
the same level for a relatively thin silicon sensor, future
replacement by 1mm thick Si sensors or even GaAs sensors,
along with an increase in the detection panels may result in
significantly reduced scan times. We also note that new pixel
detector technologies allow for registration of counting with
sub-pixel registration and for photon energy determination,
opening up an entirely new opportunity for laboratory phase
contrast tomography. Further progress is hence likely to bring
virtual 3d histology to the performance in scan time and
throughput required for clinical practice in neuropathology,
combined with automated evaluation of cyto-architecture as
in [3]. Importantly, the demonstrated laboratory-based image
quality would already be sufficient for this task.
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Dose reconstruction in dental CBCT
Jinwoo Kim and Ho Kyung Kim

Abstract—A numerical algorithm for the estimation of the
patient-specific absorbed dose distributions in cone-beam computed tomography is introduced. The developed dose estimation
algorithm is based on the ray-tracing techniques and requires
the reconstructed voxel data in values of linear attenuation coefficients and the scanning protocol. The algorithm can be divided
into two parts. First, the algorithm calculates the absorbed dose
due to the primary photons by considering beam attenuation
along the beam path between the source and each reconstructed
voxel in conjunction with the solid angle subtended by given
voxel. Then, this primary dose distribution becomes the source
for the dose distribution due to the scattered photons. For the
pre-calculated primary dose value in a given voxel, the scatter
dose values to all the other voxels are similarly calculated as the
primary dose. The developed algorithm shows a good agreement
with the Monte Carlo (MC) simulation for the anthropomorphic
phantom. The accuracy of the analytical method is investigated
by comparing results with the MC estimates and the acceleration
strategy using deep-learning techniques is also discussed.

Figure 1. Schematic illustrations of the algorithm for the CT-dose map
computation: (a) the primary and (b) the scatter dose calculations.

I. I NTRODUCTION

S

INCE its introduction in 1998[1], dedicated dental conebeam computed tomography (CBCT) examinations are being
greatly increased for not only therapeutic but also cosmetic
purposes[2], [3]. As a result, there is an increasing call
for radiation dose tracking from medical examinations and
procedures and patient-specific dose management has become
a great concern[4], [5] . In this regard, it is highly desirable
that the radiation dose and potential cancer risk associated
with each CT scan of each patient be reported and documented
to manage the patient dose in CT examinations[6]. However,
the average dose measurement with a standard-size cylindrical
phantom is the only method for the practical dose estimation
in CT examinations. This standard CT dose index[7] (CTDI)
method is aimed at quality control of the CT scanners and is
not suitable for patient-specific dose estimations[8], [9].
One of the other alternatives to estimate patient-specific
dose distributions is the Monte Carlo (MC) method, but it
requires extremely high computational cost, although they can
provide accurate estimates[10], [11], [12]. The other methods
for estimating patient-specific dose generally employ several
approximations due to the complexity of photon transport in
heterogeneous media. For example, the methods based on MC
pre-calculated dose-spread or electron-spread kernels which
This work was supported by the National Research Foundation of
Korea (NRF) through the Korean government (MSIP) under Grant
2017M2A2A6A01071267. *H. K. Kim is the corresponding author for this
article.
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employ the convolution/superposition technique approximately
account for the inhomogeneity of the human body[13], [14],
[15]. The deterministic absorbed dose estimation method
which numerically solves the Boltzmann transport equation using discrete ordinates methods[16] has also been investigated
by Norris et al.[17], but they only considered the standard
CTDI phantom, which cannot account for inhomogeneity.
Inspired by this investigation, the authors have developed
a numerical approach to estimate the patient-specific dose
distributions in the CBCT. The algorithm is fundamentally
based on the ray-tracing and deep-learning technique and the
dose distributions are estimated in a two-step process: the
absorbed dose due to the primary photons first and then that
due to the scattered photons, as demonstrated in figure 1.

II. R AY- TRACING APPROACH
The patient dose is calculated in a two-step process. First,
the algorithm numerically calculates the radiation dose due
to the primary x-ray photons. The primary x-ray photon can
be defined as any x-ray photon which is produced from the
x-ray source and the first photoelectric absorption of that
photons leads to the primary dose. Once the primary dose
distribution is calculated, it becomes the source causing the
additional dose deposition due to the scattered x-ray photons.
The scatter dose refers to the dose due to the radiation that
has undergone at least one scattering event. The x-ray photon
interactions considered in this study for dose calculations are
briefly showed in figure 2.
As shown in figure 1(a), the primary dose is estimated
accounting for the attenuation along the ray. The primary
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Table I
S UMMARY OF THE DATA SETS USED FOR DEEP LEARNING . FOV DENOTES
THE FIELD OF VIEW.
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Figure 2. X-ray photon interactions considered for dose calculations.

absorbed energy in a voxel r is given by:
ˆ
εprim (r) =

T

a(r)φΩ(r; r0 )e−µ t (1 − e−µ(r)t(r) )

µpe
(r)E0 dβ. (1)
µ

The integral in (1) is over the source locations as the source
rotates around the patient (i.e., r0 depends on the β). The
terms a(r) and φ in (1) refer to the projected area of the
voxel r and the photon fluence at the source, respectively.
The Ω(r; r0 ) term in (1) is the fractional area subtended by
T
the emitted photon by voxel r. The next terms (e−µ t ) and
{1 − e−µ(r)t(r) } in (1) refer to the attenuation of voxels along
the beam path (r0 → r) and the absorption of the passing xray beam in the voxel r itself, respectively. The latter reflects
the fact that this voxel is absorbing some of the x-ray energy
that is passing through it. The remaining terms µpe/µ(r) and
E0 in (1) account the probability of photoelectric absorption
and the incident x-ray energy, respectively.
For the pre-calculated primary dose value in a given voxel,
the scatter dose values to all the other voxels are similarly
calculated as the primary dose. Since the scattered x-ray
photon is generally redirected from its original trajectory and
undergoes subsequent interactions within the human organs,
each time partially depositing its energy, the scatter dose
can be divided into two parts: the doses by the scattering
interaction itself and by the subsequent interactions of the corresponding scattered x-ray photons. First, the local deposition
energy by the scattering interaction itself in a voxel r is given
by:
µcs
εlscat (r) = εprim (r)
(r)f (E0 ).
(2)
µpe
The f (E0 ) term in (2) considers the relative amount of the
energy partially deposited by the scattering interaction from
the incident x-ray energy E0 . Then, as shown in Fig. 1(b),
the remote deposition energy by the photoelectric absorption
of the scattered photons in a voxel r can be computed by

FOV
Dentoalveolar

Maxillofacial

Gender
Male
Female
Male
Female

kVp
100
120
100
120
100
120
100
120

accumulating the contribution of scattered photons given off
from all the other voxels:
ˆ
µcs 0
r
εscat (r) = εprim (r0 )
(r )[1 − f (E0 )]Ω(r; r0 )
µpe
T
µpe
e−µ t (1 − e−µ(r)t(r) )
(r)d3 r0 . (3)
µ
The integral in (3) represents the fact that the scatter contribution from all surrounding voxels is considered to compute
the scattered dose in the voxel r. The product of the first
cs
(r0 )[1 − f (E0 )]}, describes
three terms in (3), {εprim (r0 ) µµpe
the energy of the scattered photon given off from the voxel r0 .
The other terms in (3) are similar to those for primary dose
calculation in (1).
To achieve higher accuracy, the scatter contribution of
higher-order scattering interactions εlscat,i (r) may also be
calculated by repeating the calculation described in (2), replacing the εprim (r) and f (E0 ) terms with the εrscat,i−1 (r)
and f (Ei−1 ) terms, respectively:
µcs
εlscat,i (r) = εrscat,i−1 (r)
(r)f (Ei−1 ).
(4)
µpe
Similarly, the absorbed energy by the photoelectric absorption
of the corresponding scattered x-ray photons εrscat,i (rv ) in the
voxel r is given by:
ˆ
µcs 0
εrscat,i (r) = εrscat,i−1 (r0 )
(r )(1 − f (Ei−1 ))Ω(r; r0 )
µpe
T
µpe
e−µ t (1 − e−µ(r)t(r) )
(r)d3 r0 . (5)
µ
The total absorbed dose in the voxel r is given by dividing
the summation of the absorbed energies by the mass:
PN
εprim (r) + i=1 {εlscat,i (r) + εrscat,i (r)}
, (6)
Dtotal (r) =
ρV (r)
where the terms N and ρV (r) in (6) refer to the number
of the scatter dose calculations and the mass of the voxel r,
respectively.
III. D EEP - LEARNING APPROACH
To calculate the scatter dose distribution with the raytracing based algorithm described in section II, about N 6
times of ray-tracing operations are required where N is the
number of voxels of the patient model. It is a time-consuming
task and not suitable for real-time dose management. Therefore, we used the deep-learning technique to accelerate the
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Figure 3. The CBCT geometry for the validation of the developed algorithm:
(a) top view and (b) side view. FOV and AOR denote the field of view and
the axis of rotation, respectively.

scatter dose calculations. The U-net[18] is employed as a
network for calculating the scatter dose distributions from
the primary dose distribution. We acquired eight different sets
of absorbed dose distributions including primary and scatter
dose distributions using commercial MC radiation transport
simulation tool (MCNP version 5, RSICC, Oak Ridge, TN).
A detailed description of the data sets is summarized in table
I. The attenuation map and the corresponding primary dose
distributions were inputted to the networks for training, and
the corresponding scatter or total dose distributions were used
as target data for indirect or direct applications, respectively.
In the case of indirect application, we obtained total dose
distributions adding the scatter and primary dose distributions.
Because of a limited number of data sets, the attenuation
map and the MC pre-calculated dose distributions were split
into small-sized sub-patches. The patches have a dimension
of 32 × 32 × 32 pixels and the total number of patches was
∼ 105 considering data augmentation by rotating images as
well as flipping images side to side. Six sets of absorbed
dose distributions were used for training and the other sets
were used for validation. For training, the batch size was
chosen to be 2 and the Adam (adaptive moment estimation)
optimizer was adopted for a stochastic optimization with
specific parameters: the first and second moments of the
gradients of 0.9 and 0.999, respectively, and the epsilon of
10−8 . The learning rate was initially set as 10−4 .
IV. VALIDATION
The accuracy of the algorithm is investigated by comparing
estimates with the Monte Carlo (MC) estimates. The head-andneck part of the anthropomorphic phantom (XCAT version
2.0, Duke University, Durham, NC) is used to validate the
developed algorithm. As shown in figure 3, the field of view
(FOV) has a size of 130 × 80 mm and is located in the maxilla
and mandible. The distance from the source to the axis of
rotation (AOR) is 450 mm and the 100 kVp x-ray spectrum
which is produced by a tungsten target from the TASMIP
model [19] is used at every 1 degree while the source rotates
entire 360 degrees.
V. R ESULTS
Figure 4 shows the interaction-wise absorbed dose spatial
distributions in the XCAT phantom. As shown in figure 4(a)
and (b), the dose distributions by the primary photons are
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Figure 4. The spatial distributions of the absorbed dose in the anthropomorphic phantom. The rows from top to bottom represent the primary, local
scatter, remote scatter, and the total doses, respectively, and the columns from
left to right represent the results from developed algorithm, MC simulation,
and their relative difference, respectively.

matched to the MC result with mean voxel error of 14.0%.
The developed algorithm underestimates the remote dose deposition by the scattered photons with the mean voxel error
of 15.9% and the total absorbed dose distribution shows mean
voxel error of 13.0% compared to the MC results.
Figure 5 compares the total absorbed dose distributions obtained from the U-net, which were trained with MC estimates
as targets. The U-net works for estimating scatter and total
dose distributions from primary dose distributions, although
those accuracies are not enough to be substantially comparable
to the MC estimates. Figure 5 also compares the performances
between indirect and direct applications of the U-net. The
results obtained from the scatter-dose training are shown in
the first two rows, and those from the total-dose training
are shown in the third and fourth rows. Since the scatterdose training network produces a scatter dose distribution, the
total dose distribution is obtained by adding the scatter and
primary dose distributions (i.e., input). As shown in figure
5, the indirect application shows a better performance in the
region that directly irradiated by the x-ray beam. Reversely,
the direct application shows better performance in the brain
region, which is not included in the FOV.
VI. S UMMARY AND F UTURE W ORK
The absorbed dose distributions have been obtained using
analytic algorithms based on the ray-tracing technique for anthropomorphic phantoms, and the proposed algorithm showed
good agreement with the MC method. Compared to the MC
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Figure 5. Comparison of absorbed dose distributions obtained from the Unet. The first two rows represent the axial and sagittal slices of the absorbed
dose distributions obtained from the indirect application (scatter-dose training)
respectively and the last two rows show those from the direct application
(total-dose training). The columns from left to right represent the output from
the U-net, target (MC estimate), and their relative difference, respectively.

estimates, the algorithm underestimates the absorbed doses
with the mean voxel error of 7.8% but takes approximately
1 hour to compute for (128 × 128 × 128) voxels and FOV
considered in this study with 3.6-GHz single-core CPU and
Nvidia Geforce GTX 1080 Ti graphics cards. The deeplearning-based approach for the acceleration of the scatter-dose
calculation have also been introduced, and it takes only 30
seconds on the same hardware. However, compared to the MC
estimates, the absorbed dose distributions obtained from the
U-net show the large errors in the regions that are not directly
exposed by the x-ray beam, as shown in figure 5. This large
error may become from the fact the primary dose distributions
do not have a value in the regions that x-rays are not directly
exposed. The lack of training data may also degrade the
accuracy of the resultant dose distributions although the U-net
was designed for working with very few training data[18]. To
improve the accuracy of the deep-learning-based scatter-dose
estimation, our future work will be to obtain additional training
data which include absorbed dose distributions for FOVs of
various sizes and positions.
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Fast and accurate photon-counting detector-based
material decomposition via nearest
neighborhood method
Jeonghyeon Nam and Okkyun Lee*

Abstract—A fast and accurate material decomposition is an
important issue for the photon-counting detector (PCD)-based
computed tomography (CT). The maximum likelihood (ML)based method is the common choice for performing material decomposition due to the asymptotic optimal property; however, the
solver for the method is usually iterative; thus, time-consuming
due to the non-linear nature of the problem. In this paper, we
propose the nearest neighborhood (NN)-based method, which is
computationally efficient and accurate. The method is motivated
by the mean squared error (MSE)-based estimator, which is
guaranteed the asymptotic optimal property when the number of
energy bins is equal to the number of basis materials. We validate
the proposed method using various numerical simulations and
show that the proposed method is faster than the maximum
likelihood-based method while being as accurate.
Index Terms—Photon-counting detector, nearest neighborhood
algorithm, material decomposition, maximum likelihood

I. I NTRODUCTION

P

hoton-counting detector (PCD)-based computed tomography (CT) has potential benefits such as increased signalto-noise ratio, identification of specific tissue, and K-edge
imaging by utilizing the energy-dependent measurements from
the PCD. It can also perform an accurate material decomposition [1], [2]; however, the measurements of photon-counting
detector suffer from the spectral distortions by various causes
such as K-escape photons and charge sharing [3].
Two groups of methods, a model-based method [4], [5] and
a calibration-based method [6], [7], were developed over the
years to address the distortions in the PCD while performing
the material decomposition. The model-based method employs
models of the system, such as the spectrum of incident x-ray
and the spectral distortion in the PCD. The calibration-based
method, on the other hand, adopts the calibration process to
manage both bias and noise of the system. One of the common
approaches to the model-based method is the maximum likelihood (ML)-based algorithm. The ML-based algorithm exploits
the noise statistics of the measurements; thus, the algorithm
is proven to be unbiased with minimum noise, unlike the
heuristic calibration-based methods. However, solving the ML
algorithm is an iterative process that can be time-consuming.
J.Nam and O.Lee are with the Department of Robotics Engineering, Daegu
Gyeongbuk Institute of Science and Technology, Daegu, 42988, Republic of
Korea.
*Corresponding author(Contact: oklee@dgist.ac.kr)
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In this paper, we propose the nearest neighborhood (NN)based material decomposition method that is as accurate as
of the ML-based method, but computationally more efficient.
Instead of finding the optimal solution for the cost function, the
proposed method finds the nearest point to the measurement
(i.e., the number of photons) in the pre-created data, so that the
corresponding basis line-integrals of the nearest point are the
optimal solution. The proposed NN-based algorithm mimics
the mean squared error (MSE)-based estimator, motivated
from the observation by Alvarez [7], [8]: The optimal solution
from the MSE-based estimator is equivalent to those from
the ML-based estimator, and the existence of the solution of
the MSE-based one is guaranteed for the matched number of
energy bins and the number of basis materials. In this study, we
investigate the two-material decomposition with two energy
bins.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the
background information and notations used in this paper.
Section III describes the MSE-based method and the proposed
method, the implementation issue of the method, and the
setting for the numerical simulation. Section IV shows the
results followed by the conclusion in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Material Decomposition
The linear attenuation coefficient µ (~r, E) [cm−1 ] of an
object can be modeled with a linear combination of two
or more basis functions, which are the linear attenuation
coefficients of basis materials in this paper. For basis materials,
two materials, water and bone, are sufficient to describe the
human body in the absence of contrast agents [2]
µ (~r, E) = cW (~r) µW (E) + cB (~r) µB (E) .

(1)

The vector ~r represents the position of the object, E is the xray energy, cW (~r) and cB (~r) are the unitless basis coefficient
of water and bone, respectively, µW (E) and µB (E) [cm−1 ]
are the linear attenuation coefficient of water and bone, respectively. Taking the line integral along the path of the x-ray
gives the following equation:
Z
µ (~r, E) d~r = vW µW (E) + vB µB (E) ,
(2)

R
R
where vW = cW (~r) d~r and vB = cB (~r) d~r[cm] are
the thickness of water and bone along the given x-ray path,
respectively.
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B. Forward Model
The forward model of the PCD is as follows [4]:
Z ∞
y¯b (~v ) =
N0 S0 (E) Sb (E) e−(µW (E)vW +µB (E)vB ) dE, (3)
0

T

where ~v = [vW , vB ] is the vector of the basis line-integrals,
y¯b is the average number of photons for the bth energy bin, N0
is the total number of incident photons when there is no object,
S0 (E) is the normalized x-ray incident spectrum, and Sb (E)
is the model for the spectral distortion in the PCD for the bth
energy bin. yb denotes the measurement for the bth energy
T
bin, ~y = [y1 , y2 ] is the vector of the PCD measurements, and
T
~ȳ = [ȳ1 , ȳ2 ] is the vector of the mean number of photons.

Fig. 1: Visual demonstration of the nearest neighborhood
method

C. Maximum Likelihood-based Method

~y to ~ȳ (~v ? ). From this idea, we propose the NN-based method
which is computationally efficient.
Figure 1 shows the visual demonstration of the NN-based
method. In the basis line-integral domain, we create a regular
y
grid, which is a set of evenly distributed combinations of
ȳb (~v ) b e−ȳb (~v)
,
(4) basis line-integrals. From the regular grid, a measurement grid
p (yb ; ȳb (~v )) =
yb !
is built using (3). When the measurement from the photonwhich is the likelihood for the bth energy bin. The con- counting detector (~y , represented as the red circle in the
ventional ML-based method estimates the basis line-integrals measurement domain) is given, the algorithm searches the
from the following time-consuming non-linear optimization nearest point in the measurement grid (~ȳ
vN N ), indicated
N N (~
problem:
as the black circle with x mark in the measurement domain).
Nb
The corresponding basis line-integral of the nearest point,
X
~vM L = arg min L (~v ) = arg min
ȳb (~v ) − yb ln ȳb (~v ) , (5) ~vN N , is the optimal solution of the NN-based method.
The measurements of the photon-counting detector in each
energy bin are assumed to follow Poisson distribution independently:

~
v

~
v

b=1

where L (~v ) is the negative log-likelihood for the entire energy
bins.
III. M ETHODS

In this section, we first describe the mean squared errorbased method and then propose the nearest neighborhoodbased method that is practically a non-iterative version for
the MSE-based one.
A. The Mean Squared Error-based Method
The mean squared error-based method is motivated by
Alvarez [7], which claims that ~v satisfying ~y = ~ȳ (~v ) is the
solution for the ML. The claim implies that the solution of
the maximum likelihood is equal to the optimal solution to
the following:
~vM SE = arg min ~y − ~ȳ (~v )
~
v

,
2

C. Practical Implementation

To generate the regular grid, we need to decide the ranges
for each basis line-integral and the interval between each point.
We set the ranges by assuming the minimum and maximum
thickness of each material in the object, and adjust the ranges
considering the noise of the measurements. In this paper,
thicknesses of water and bone are expected from 0 to 35 and
0 to 5 [cm], respectively. The ranges are adjusted from -0.6
to 50.5 and -1.7 to 14.5 [cm], respectively, taking account
of the noise in the estimates. The interval is heuristically set
to 0.05 cm for each basis line-integral. After calculating the
measurement grid, points whose L1-norm is smaller than the
grid threshold are removed from data to reduce the size of the
data.
grid threshold = 0.9

(6)

and ~vM SE satisfying ~y = ~ȳ (~vM SE ) exists when the number
of energy bins is equal to the number of basis materials. We
will refer (6) as the MSE-based method in this paper. Note
that the MSE-based method also needs iterative solver; thus,
computationally expensive as the ML-based algorithm.
B. The Proposed Nearest Neighborhood-based Method
The nearest neighborhood-based method is inspired by the
MSE-based method. Minimizing the MSE in (6) is the same
as finding ~v ? that makes the shortest Euclidean distance from

Nb
X
i=1

ȳb [35, 5]T



(7)

The grid threshold (7) is 90% of the photon counts in the
assumed maximum thickness in each material, since we presumed any data lower than the grid threshold is unlikely to
happen in our settings.
D. Simulation Settings
X-Ray: A 140kVp incident spectrum was used with N0 =
106 .
Object: To validate the proposed method, slab phantoms
with different combinations of water (from 0cm to 35cm) and
bone(0cm and 4cm), as well as an abdominal phantom were
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used. The abdominal phantom was generated by the XCAT v2
program [9]. The phantom image has 512 × 512 pixels with a
pixel width of 0.75 mm.
Photon-counting detector: In a two dimensional equidistance fan-beam geometry, the distances from the center of
rotation to the x-ray source and to the detectors were both
set to 50 cm with 1,000 views per rotation. We used an array
of 601 detectors (1.5 mm/channel) and two energy bins were
set as 20 and 75 keV. For the distortion model in the photoncounting detector, physical effects such as charge sharing and
K-escape fluorescence were considered [4], while a pulse pileup effect was neglected since it may affect on the boundary of
the objects [1]. The simulation was performed with ASTRA
toolbox [10].
Algorithm: For the ML and MSE-based methods, we
utilised fminunc function (quasi-Newton algorithm) in Optimization toolbox (MATLAB R2018a). To solve the NN-based
method, we processed the measurement grid to a k-d tree
with KDTreeSearcher function, and searched the nearest point
by knnsearch function; both functions are in Statistics and
Machine Learning toolbox (MATLAB R2018a).
Device: The runtime was measured using Intel R CoreTM
i7-9700K (3.60GHz) in a Windows 10 system.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
To prove the assumption that there exists a ~v ? satisfying
~y = ~ȳ (~v ? ), we used the following figure of merit:
~ȳ (~vM SE ) − ~y

score ~ȳ (~vM SE ) , ~y =
k~y k1

1

.

(8)

Figure 2 shows the score of the slab geometry. The score is
sufficiently low, around 10−5 (caused by mostly numerical
computations), to convince that the assumption is true. Figure
3 illustrates the standard deviation and the bias of the slab
geometry reconstruction results with different grid intervals.
The 0.01 cm and 0.05 cm cases mostly satisfy the Cramér-Rao
lower bound, except for the slight increase at low attenuation
areas, and the bias for both grid intervals is relatively low.
Both bias and noise with grid interval of 0.50 cm is highly
unstable due to the sparsity of the data. In terms of the speed,
the coarser the grid size is, the faster computation time it
takes. For example, Table I demonstrates the average runtime,
processing the full sinogram of the abdominal phantom, of the
proposed method with various grid intervals. The runtime of

Fig. 3: Standard deviation and bias of the estimation for
thickness of the water with different grid intervals
Interval [cm]
Time [ms]

0.01
158.3

0.05
56.6

0.50
42.1

TABLE I: Average (for 10,000 noise trials) runtime of the
proposed method with various grid intervals for estimating
the entire sinogram of the abdominal phantom.
the proposed method increases as the grid interval decreases.
Thus, in this paper, we chose the 0.05 cm interval for the
speed and accuracy.
The comparison of different estimators is shown in Figure
4. The three estimators have almost the same bias and noise,
satisfying the Cramér-Rao lower bound. This demonstrates
that the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm (between NN
and MSE) as well as the theory behind the algorithm (between
MSE and ML).

Fig. 4: Standard deviation and bias of the estimation for
thickness of the water with different estimators
Fig. 2: Score (see (8)) of the slab geometry
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The estimated basis images (for a single noise trial) for the
abdominal phantom using various methods and the difference
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images are illustrated in Fig. 5. As presented in the difference
images in Fig. 5, the ML and MSE-based estimators provide
practically same results; however, the MSE and NN-based
estimators have noticeable difference due to the discretization
in the NN-based algorithm. Figure 6 shows the synthesized CT
images from the basis images in Fig. 5. The difference image
shows that results from both methods have minimal difference
inside the phantom. However, the nearest neighborhood-based
method only takes 0.0566 seconds in average to process an
entire sinogram(601 × 1, 000), while the ML-based and MSEbased methods took 1,995 and 2,372 seconds, respectively (10
noise trials for ML and MSE-based ones).

Fig. 6: Reconstructed CT images and difference image at 70
keV (CT images: WW = 400HU, WL = 50HU, Difference
image: WW = 50HU, WL = 0HU)
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed the computationally efficient
nearest neighborhood-based method for material decomposition in photon-counting detector CT. The proposed method
uses the x-ray spectrum and distortion model to formulate a
k-d tree data so that the measurement can be rapidly searched
and return the basis line-integrals. The algorithm is validated
by numerical simulations, proving that the proposed method
is faster than the maximum likelihood-based estimator, while
maintaining the accuracy of the reconstruction when both the
number of energy bins and the materials are two.
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Segmentation-free statistical method for
polyenergetic X-ray computed tomography with
a calibration step
Cristóbal Martínez, Jeffrey A. Fessler, Manuel Desco and Mónica Abella

Abstract— The polyenergetic nature of the spectra in X-ray
sources can cause artifacts and non-quantitative values in the
reconstructed image because of the beam-hardening effect.
There are several strategies to correct the beam-hardening
artifacts, but, unless the spectrum is known, the bone values
remain not quantitative. We recently proposed a quantitative
method that avoids the use of the spectrum by characterizing the
beam-hardening effect by acquiring a phantom composed of soft
tissue and bone. However, this method needs a bone segmentation
in a preliminary reconstruction that can be difficult in low-dose
acquisitions. This work solves the segmentation problem by
incorporating the previous characterization of the beam
hardening effect in a statistical iterative reconstruction method.
Evaluation using simulations showed a high reduction of beamhardening artifacts in low dose studies when using the proposed
method, while recovering the real density values.
Index Terms—Beam-hardening, CT, artifacts, penalizedlikelihood, streaks, polychromatic.

I. INTRODUCTION
The beam hardening effect in computed tomography derives
from the polychromatic nature of the radiation produced by Xray tubes. Due to the energy dependence of mass attenuation
coefficients, low energy photons are preferably absorbed,
causing a shift of the mean energy of the X-ray beam to higher
values. This effect leads to two main artifacts in the uncorrected
images: cupping in homogeneous regions and streaks between
dense areas in heterogeneous regions [1].
Several strategies exist in the literature to compensate for this
effect. Physical filters are generally used to pre-harden the
beam before reaching the sample, but this is not enough to
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remove the artifacts. Another method implemented in most
commercial scanners is the water-linearization, based on a prior
calibration with a water-equivalent phantom. The calibration
step characterizes the relation between the attenuation values
and the quantity of material traversed, that we will refer to as
beam-hardening function. This method models the object as
composed only of soft tissue and corrects only cupping artifact
[2]. To correct also streaks, Nalcioglu et al. [3] applied a
correction factor to the original projections by using the
knowledge of the spectrum, the linear attenuation coefficients
and the thickness of soft tissue and bone traversed estimated by
segmenting a preliminary reconstruction. Joseph et al. [4]
proposed a similar idea, modeling the corrected data with a
second-order polynomial dependent on the bone traversed
thickness, also needing a complete characterization of the
spectrum to obtain the optimum parameters for this model. This
need to know the spectra was avoided in [5, 6], based on a linear
combination of basis images to correct streaks. That approach
has two main limitations: the coefficients of this linear
combination are obtained iteratively maximizing the flatness of
the soft tissue areas, which could reduce the soft-tissue contrast,
and it did not provide quantitative values in the bone.
To obtain quantitative values without knowing the spectrum,
we recently proposed two methods extending the waterlinearization to characterize the 2D beam-hardening function
corresponding to soft tissue and bone [7, 8]. In [8], we used a
phantom composed of soft tissue and bone in a calibration step.
To avoid the calibration step, in [7] we characterized the
function by using the information provided by the sample. Both
methods have two disadvantages. First, the image values are the
attenuation coefficients of the tissues, which depend on the
acquisition energy. Second, they need the quantity of traversed
bone, requiring a good bone segmentation, which may hinder
their use in low-dose studies.
To deal with low-dose studies and eliminate the dependence
of the attenuation values on the energy, Elbrakri et al. presented
a statistical method that requires knowledge of the spectrum [9,
10]. That requirement was avoided in [11] with a simplified
statistical algorithm that parameterizes the beam-hardening
function following the model proposed by Joseph and Spital
[4], but where the parameters of the model are found
empirically. To avoid the issues related to this parameter
optimization, we combined the works [7] and [11] in [12] to
eliminate the beam-hardening artifacts. However, it was also
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necessary to know the bone density. This paper combines the
previous works [8, 11] by calculating the beam-hardening
function through a calibration step with a phantom composed
of soft tissue and bone.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

tissue and bone. Both tissues are segmented in a preliminary
reconstruction with Filtered Back Projection (FBP) using
binary thresholding and the resulting bone and soft-tissue
masks are projected to obtain the traversed thicknesses. Fig. 1
shows the workflow of the calibration step.

A. Forward model
This section briefly reviews the forward model in [11, 12] for
clarity. The measurements are modeled as independently
distributed Poisson random variables corrupted with extra
background counts [13]:
~

,

1, … ,

(1)

with:
(2)
where the integral in the exponent follows the trajectory of the
line Li, !
is the attenuation coefficient at each energy ,
accounts for mean
is the incident intensity and the term
scatter and background signals for the ith ray.
We model the attenuation coefficient in (2) at pixel j as:
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C. Cost function
The negative log-likelihood for independent Poisson
measurement is:

(3)

where ) is the density, $%&' is the mass attenuation coefficient
"
of the material k, and (' is a unitless fraction that describes the
contribution of the material k to attenuation in pixel j. In this
work, we assume that the object contains only soft tissue (ST)
and bone (B). We define the contribution of each tissue type to
the line integral along the ith ray as line density thickness:
-./ )

Fig. 1. Workflow of the calibration step.
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where % " are the elements of the system matrix. Here we allow
"
the unitless fraction ((' ) to be between 0 and 1, i.e., the pixels
contain mixtures of tissues [11]. Eq. (2) for the expected value
of the measured data along path i becomes:
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and the beam-hardening function, F, is:
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dropping the dependence on ray i for simplicity.
B. Beam-hardening function
We obtain the beam-hardening function = -./ , -3
simulating a digital calibration phantom made of soft tissue and
bone, as described in [8]. The phantom has two semicircles of
each material to maximize the combination of traversed soft

(10)

Since minimizing F ) is generally an ill-posed problem,
regularization is included by adding a penalty term to control
how much the object ) departs from our assumptions about
image properties. In this work, we use a 3D roughness penalty
function with the convex edge-preserving Huber potential. The
resulting penalized cost function is:
Φ )

F )

LM )

(11)

where L is a scalar that controls the tradeoff between the datafit and penalty terms.
D. Algorithm
We derive an iterative algorithm based on separable quadratic
surrogates using the principles of optimization transfer [14],
resulting in the following update:
)NO,

where
≡

(9)

)N > P , ∇Φ )N

(12)

where D is a diagonal matrix that influences the rate of
convergence. We originally designed D to ensure that the
algorithm monotonically decreases the cost function. As in
[14], in practice we choose the elements of D approximately by
using the precomputed curvature:
"
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where the effective $%&0 STT 1 values for each tissue are
approximated using the derivative of beam-hardening function
at (0,0).
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III. EVALUATION
Preliminary evaluation was based on a simulation of a 2D
phantom of soft tissue (1.06 g/ cm3) with ten cortical bone
inserts having density 1.92 g/ cm3 and two inserts of adipose
tissue with density equal to 0.9 g/ cm3 (Fig 2).

Fig. 2. Test phantom with different cortical bone inserts and two adipose tissue
inserts inside of a soft-tissue ellipse.

The polyenergetic X-ray datasets were generated using
MIRT (https://github.com/JeffFessler/mirt) with a 45 kVp
spectrum and 0.1 mm aluminum filtration, commonly used in
preclinical studies. We chose 105 and 106 number of counts per
ray to simulate low-SNR and high-SNR scenarios respectively.
We obtained 60 projections and 180 projections of 512×512
pixels within a 180-degree span for the low-SNR and high-SNR
cases respectively. These datasets were reconstructed with FBP,
with FBP corrected by the simple calibration method
(FBP+sCM) proposed in [7], by a monochromatic statistical
algorithm [15] and the proposed polyenergetic statistical
algorithm. Root mean square error (RMSE) with respect to the
true density phantom of the FBP, the FBP+sCM, the
monoenergetic and the proposed methods is calculated in three
ROIs (whole phantom, soft tissue and bone).

Fig. 3. Results for the 180 projections and high-SNR datasets using FBP (topleft), FBP + sCM (top-right), monoenergetic statistical algorithm (bottom-left)
and proposed method (bottom right).

IV. RESULTS
Fig 3. and Fig. 4, show the results for the high and low SNR
scenarios respectively. Results of FBP+sCM show a good
compensation of beam-hardening artifacts but no correction of
streaks in the low-SNR scenario. The monoenergetic algorithm
reduces the streaks due to low-sampling in the low-SNR case,
but it is not able to eliminate completely the beam-hardening
artifacts. The proposed method is able to correct both the beamhardening artifacts and the streaks associated to low-sampling
in both scenarios.
Table I shows the RMSE for the different scenarios of high
and low SNR and the different corrections, where the proposed
method has the lowest value in all the cases.
TABLE I
RMSE FOR THE EVALUATION PHANTOM

High
SNR

Low
SNR

We have presented a new statistical reconstruction algorithm
that includes beam-hardening correction based on the modeling
of the polychromatic effect with a simple phantom composed
of soft tissue and bone, avoiding the need of spectrum
knowledge or tuning of parameters.
Results on simulated data show reduced dark bands
associated with beam-hardening and reduced streaks due to low
number of projections, while recovering density values.
Future work includes evaluation on real data. To this end, we
need to search for soft tissue and bone equivalent materials to
build a realistic calibration phantom, since here we considered
an ideal one not possible to manufacture.

FBP

Totala

0.64

1.20

Boneb

2.5

4.90

2.69

0.09

STc

0.21

0.16

0.20

0.06

Totala

0.67

1.14

0.68

0.06

Boneb

2.52

4.53

2.69

0.09

[1]

c

0.28

0.32

0.19

0.06

[2]

Units of density g/cm3.
a
Average true density of 1.08 g/cm3.
b
Average true density of 1.92 g/cm3.
c
Average true density of 1.02 g/cm3

120

Proposed
Method
0.06

V. CONCLUSIONS

RMSE

ST

FBP+sCM Monochromatic

Fig. 4. Results for the 60 projections and low-SNR datasets using FBP (topleft), FBP + sCM (top-right), monochromatic statistical algorithm (bottom-left)
and proposed method (bottom right).
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A motion estimation and compensation algorithm
for 4D CBCT with cyclic deformation model
Alexander Katsevich, Seongjin Yoon, Michael Frenkel, Peter Munro, Pascal Paysan, Igor Peterlik, Dieter Seghers,
and Adam Strzelecki

Abstract—We propose an algorithm for motion estimation and
compensation in the case of a slowly rotating gantry in the
4D CBCT setting. Our primary target application is abdomen
imaging, which is challenging because of the lack of high-contrast
features. The algorithm is based on alternating application of
volume estimation and motion estimation sub-iterations. The
algorithm uses the optical flow constraint, and the motion is
described by a global in time deformation function µps, ~
xq. This
function constrains the motion to be cyclic and allows us to easily
incorporate the motion phase into the regularization functional.
For improved stability, volume sub-iterations use motion vector
fields derived from the current estimate of µ instead of µ itself.
Results of experiments with simulated and three clinical datasets
of the TrueBeam™ treatment device demonstrate that the algorithm presented in this paper can reduce artifacts and improve
image quality compared to 4D CBCT clinical reconstructions
currently utilized for imaging of the abdomen.
Index Terms—4D CBCT, motion estimation, motion compensation, optical flow constraint, dynamic regularization strength
selection, abdomen imaging.

I. I NTRODUCTION
4D cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) [1] has long
been used to evaluate the motion of thoracic anatomy in
radiation oncology. However, 4D CBCT reconstructions can
suffer from severe view aliasing artifacts as well as motion
artifacts from residual motion within each of the phase bins.
Many algorithms to eliminate artifacts in 4D CBCT have been
proposed (see e.g., [2]–[8]).
However, these algorithms generally rely on the presence of
high contrast anatomy such as found in the thorax to perform
well. Therefore, these algorithms have performed inconsistently in the abdomen. Iterative reconstruction algorithms
based on enforcing the optical flow constraint (OFC) appear
to be most powerful and can potentially provide clinically
acceptable 4D CBCT image quality in the abdomen.
We previously proposed a motion vector field (MVF)-based
OFC algorithm and tested it on simulated and clinical data
[9]. The novel idea was that we change parameters of the cost
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functional in a dynamic fashion during optimization to steer
the algorithm towards a solution with required properties, e.g.,
with reduced sparse view streaks. The results were promising,
but still contained some false motion. After analyzing these
results, we concluded that false motion tends to form a
progressive wave that is stronger close to the patient boundary,
where voxels located close to each other in space have different
motion phases.
In an effort to reduce false motion further, we develop
an OFC-based method that incorporates a cyclic deformation
model. The method enforces the motion to be cyclic throughout the entire breathing cycle and gives us explicit control
over the spatial phase of the each voxel motion. We tested the
algorithm on simulated and clinical datasets. The results show
significantly reduced false motion and sparse-view streaks.
II. M OTION ESTIMATION AND COMPENSATION BASED ON
THE PARAMETERIZED CYCLIC DEFORMATION MODEL

Let s be the time (and also phase) variable, and ~x the
3D space variable. The dynamic object is represented by a
volume function f ps, ~xq and a deformation µ
~ ps, ~xq so that
f ps, µps, ~xqq “ f0 p~xq. Here, f0 p~xq is the attenuation coefficient at reference time/phase.
In our previous work [9], we studied the Lagrangian approach, where the OFC is expressed in terms of the MVF by
taking the time derivative of f ps, ~xq:
Bf ps, ~xq
` ∇f ps, ~xq ¨ ~v ps, ~xq “ 0,
(1)
Bs
where ~v ps, ~xq is the velocity vector at ~x at time s. While
this gave us a simpler reconstruction approach, it was not
sufficiently robust to capture the correct motion due to the
ill-posedness of the CBCT reconstruction problem.
Instead of the MVF-based approach, we reformulate the
OFC using a parameterized deformation function. Suppose the
reconstruction volume grid is given by
~xi “ ph1 i1 , h2 i2 , h3 i3 q, i “ pi1 , i2 , i3 q,
for 0 ď iq ă Nq , q “ 1, 2, 3.
(2)
ř
For all ~x, we have f ps, ~xq « i fi psqϕh p~x ´ ~xi q, where ϕh
is the tri-linear interpolation kernel.
Let sp , 0 ď p ă Np be the time corresponding to the pth
breathing phase bin. One way to incorporate the OFC is via
the `-2 norm penalty:
Φfµ pf , µ
~q “
ˇ2
ÿ
ÿ ˇˇ
1
ˇ
~ psp`1 , ~xi qq ´ f psp , µ
~ psp , ~xi qqˇ .
ˇf psp`1 , µ
2 i p

(3)
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Advantages of and possibilities for improvement with the
deformation-based approach are numerous:
1) We can enforce that each particle moves periodically
along a line segment (or, along an elliptical path).
2) Such a description has fewer parameters to compute,
which makes the overall motion estimation and compensation problem more stable.
3) Having easy access to the phase information (as part of
the deformation function), we can reduce the progressive
wave that causes false circular motion by using appropriate regularization, and leave only the stationary wave
that is more physical.
4) An advantage of (3) over (1) is that it does not use
the derivatives of f ; hence, the requirements on the
smoothness of f are relaxed. This may lead to improved
spatial and temporal resolution of the method.
We choose the motion model as follows so that each voxel
moves along a linear path:
µ
~ ps, ~xq
˙
ˆ
˙
„
ˆ
s̄p~xq
s ´ s̄p~xq
´ cos 2π
~up~xq, (4)
“ ~x ` cos 2π
∆S
∆S
where the amplitude ~up~xq and phase s̄p~xq are expressed as
follows:
ÿ
p x´m
~ j q,
~up~xq “
~uj ϕp~
(5)
j

s̄p~xq “

ÿ

q x ´ ~nk q.
s̄k ϕp~

(6)

k

Note that neither the grids ~xi , m
~ j , and ~nk nor the interpolation
p and ϕp¨q
q have to be the same. In general, ~u
functions ϕp¨q, ϕp¨q
is smooth, and s̄ is even smoother. This reflects the hypothesis
that the variability of the phase of the breathing motion
throughout the patient is much smaller than the variability of
its amplitude. Thus, we want to use a sparse grid with a smooth
interpolation function for ~u, and an even sparser grid and a
smoother interpolation function for s̄.
Let f , u, and s̄ denote phase volume, motion amplitude,
and motion phase parameters unrolled into 1D vectors, respectively. Adding regularization terms for the volume parameters
f and motion parameters u and s̄, the total functional is as
follows:
Φpf , u, s̄q “ ΦL pf q ` λΦfµ pf , u, s̄q
` κf ΦRf pf , δq ` κu ΦRu puq ` κs ΦRs ps̄q,

(7)

where ΦL pf q is the data fidelity functional (as used in the
penalized weighted least-squares approach), Φfµ pf , u, s̄q is the
OFC as described in (3), ΦRf pf q is the volume regularizer,
ΦRu puq is the motion amplitude regularizer, ΦRs ps̄q is the motion phase regularizer, and λ, κf , κu , and κs are regularization
weights. The four functionals in (7) are defined as follows:
1
T
pG ´ Af q WpG ´ Af q,
2ÿ ÿ
ΦRf pf q :“
φR prCq f si , δq,

ΦL pf q :“

q

i

(8)
(9)

¯2
1 ÿÿÿ´
rCr uq sj ,
2 q r j
1 ÿÿ
2
prCr s̄sk q ,
ΦRs ps̄q “:
2 r k

(10)

ΦRu puq “:

(11)

where G is the entire set of measured data, uq is the
component of u along the qth axis, A is the system matrix,
W is the weight matrix, Cq is the spatial finite difference
matrix along the qth axis with clamped boundaries, diagttu is
the diagonal
“ ‰matrix with the elements of vector t on the main
diagonal, t i is the ith element (scalar, vector, or matrix)
along the first dimension of vector or matrix t, φR pt, δq is
the hyperbolic potential regularizer defined as follows
¯
´a
1 ` pt{δq2 ´ 1 .
(12)
φR pt, δq “ δ 2
In general, W is derived from the raw projection data to
account for relative noise intensity. For now, we set W to
be the identity matrix. The dimensions of Cq is determined
by the vector to which it applies.
As in the previous work [9], we use an alternating direction
minimization scheme to find the optimal phase volume and
motion parameters by repeatedly applying two separate subiteration steps. To find the optimal solution at each subiteration step, we use an approximated Newton’s method with
a separable surrogate function.
III. H YBRID DEFORMATION - VELOCITY APPROACH
In the deformation-based OFC shown in (3), pairs of consecutive phase volumes are compared using a reference grid
that is regular only in the reference phase. This grid is far from
regular after deformation. Even though the OFC encourages
incompressibility, the estimated volume usually shows some
compressibility (whether it is real or not), and the data density
at the expanding region becomes sparse, causing the OFC to
be applied unevenly. Consequently, the OFC fails to regularize
the expanding or compressing regions properly, resulting in
speckle artifacts when the data are noisy and not perfectly
matching.
To address this instability due to the data grid irregularity,
we modify the OFC for volume sub-iterations so that the
reference grid, where two consecutive phase volumes are
compared, is regular:
Φfµ pf , u, s̄q
ˇ2
1 ÿ ÿ ˇˇ
~p p~xi qq ´ f psp , ~xi qˇˇ .
“
ˇf psp`1 , ~xi ` V
2 i p

(13)

~p p~xi q is the estimated MVF field between pairs of
Here V
consecutive phase volumes on a regular grid. Given µ
~ psp , ~xi q,
~p p~xi q in a form analogous to (5), (6)
we compute the MVF V
with another grid ~xi1 by solving the following optimization
problem:
~p “ arg min
V
~
v
ˇ2
1 ÿ ˇˇ
ˇ
µpsp , ~xi qq ´ p~
µpsp`1 , ~xi q ´ µ
~ psp , ~xi qq ˇ .
ˇ~v p~
2 i

(14)
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For motion sub-iterations, we use the original deformationbased OFC (3), as the motion parameters need to be estimated
using the entire cycle.
IV. M ETHOD OF A LTERNATING M INIMIZATION WITH
RESPECT TO VOLUME AND V ELOCITY
The total cost functional in (7) is nonlinear, nonconvex, and
ill-conditioned. To avoid undesirable local minima, we use
the same method of alternating minimization with dynamic
parameter updates that we introduced in the previous work
[9].
To briefly explain the method, each global iteration consists
of a set of volume sub-iterations and a set of motion subiterations. The cost functional is minimized with respect to
either f , or u and s̄ in an alternating fashion, while keeping
the other variable(s) fixed.
Starting volume sub-iterations with a large λ when all motion parameters are initialized as zero ends up underestimating
the motion. On the other hand, a small λ will cause false
motion detection due to the sparse angle artifacts. We use
dynamically changing λ and δ to address both effects: motion
underestimation and false motion.
In our approach, the value of λ oscillates throughout the
global iterations. With an oscillating λ, global iterations have
another chance to catch small motions that could have been
lost in previous iterations, which the static parameter setting
cannot achieve. Also, we select δ to be large initially, and then
gradually decrease its value as the global iterations progress.
This approach initially identifies large features and ignores
minor details in phase volumes to estimate global motion.
In later iterations, the algorithm adds more details to phase
volumes and estimates local motion.
V. T EST R ESULTS
We present reconstruction results for one simulated and
one clinical dataset. The former was generated and latter was
acquired using Varian TrueBeam treatment device [10] with
half-fan beam geometry. For the simulated dataset, we use a
synthetic, sinusoidal in time motion.
The amplitude of the simulated motion is maximum at a
point inside the patient, and goes to zero in a radial fashion
away from the maximum following the Gaussian curve. The
maximum peak-to-peak amplitudes of the motion in the y and
z directions are 15 voxels (i.e., 18.75 mm), while there is no
motion in the x direction. We also assume the half-fan beam
geometry of the Varian TrueBeam treatment device.
For the clinical dataset, chest motion amplitude was
recorded using TrueBeam’s respiratory gating system and then
converted to the breathing phase.
Fig. 1 shows the transverse slices of the reconstructed object
of the simulated dataset using our proposed algorithm (the
top row), the ground truth images (the middle row), and the
difference between the reconstruction results and the ground
truth (the bottom row). The reconstruction results of the body
are nearly identical with the ground truth.
Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the transverse slices between
the existing clinical reconstruction software Advanced 4D [8]
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of the TrueBeam treatment device (two left images 2(a)–(b))
and our proposed reconstruction algorithm (two right images
2(c)–(d)) obtained using the same clinical dataset (the results
for two additional clinical cases as well as comparisons with
our previous method [9] will be shown at the conference). By
comparing 2(a)–(b) with 2(c)–(d), one can observe that the
proposed algorithm significantly reduces the streak artifacts,
allowing for performing more focused on-the-target treatment
of patients.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We developed a robust motion estimation and compensation
algorithm for 4D CBCT. The algorithm uses the cyclic motion
model incorporated into the OFC. The experimental results
show that the use of a cyclic motion model significantly
reduces sparse-view streaks and false motion artifacts.
For the simulated data, we are able to get the reconstructed
phase volumes that are nearly error-free.
The reconstruction results from the clinical data demonstrate
that presented in this paper algorithm can significantly reduce
artifacts and improve image quality compared to imaging
results of clinical reconstructions.
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Fig. 1: Transverse slice of the volume fp,i reconstructed from a simulated dataset based on sinusoidal discrete motion. First
half of the breathing cycle is shown. From left to right: p{Np = 0/10 (left), 2/10 (middle), and 4/10 (right). From top to bottom:
ground truth (top), reconstruction (middle), and the difference |ground truth ´ reconstruction| (bottom). WL = 0.22, WW =
0.16 for the top and middle row images. WL = 0.075, WW = 0.075 for the bottom row images.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2: (a)–(b) Transverse slice of the existing clinical reconstruction result (Advanced 4D) at p{Np = 0/10 and 4/10, respectively.
(c)–(d) Corresponding transverse slice of the reconstruction result with the proposed algorithm at p{Np = 0/10 and 4/10,
respectively. WL = 0.22, WW = 0.16 for all images.
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Capability of a Novel Head Motion Correction
Algorithm for X-ray CT Imaging
Kihong Son, Doil Kim, Seokhwan Jang, and Kyoung-Yong Lee*

Abstract— Characteristics of a novel head motion correction
algorithm have been explored where a patient motion is virtually
transformed into source and detector trajectory of a CT system.
Experiments were conducted using the Hexapod for various cases
of two dimensional (2D) motions. The sharpness is utilized as a
quantitative measure. Results demonstrate that the novel motion
correction algorithm delivers significantly higher sharpness on
average (proposed: 2889, FBP: 2219, 𝒑 < 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏). The proposed is
capable of correcting motions of amplitude up to 20 mm
translations along x- and y-axes, respectively, and 10° rotation
around z-axis. An effective temporal resolution and multi-motion
case have also been addressed. The algorithm is accelerated by
using GPU and thereby it can delivers 16 slices images in 5 minutes
on P5000.
Index Terms—Computed tomography (CT), GPU acceleration,
head motion correction, Hexapod, optimization, rigid motion

I. INTRODUCTION

H

EAD motion of patients during CT scan makes a proper
diagnosis difficult and it may lead to misdiagnosis or
rescans. According to [1], it happens every forth patient
during CT perfusion studies. In another study, four of 20
patients showed perceptible motion artifacts [2]. When it comes
to pediatric CT scans, sedative drugs are usually administrated
to prevent motions, which make the workflow complicated.
Especially, brain CT is occupying 75% of the whole pediatric
scans [3].
Hardware approaches, for example, using a CT system with a
dual source or a fast gantry rotation speed could address the
problem of head motion to some extent. Besides the high
material costs, however, there exist physical limitations as well.

Fig. 2. Overall structure of HMC algorithm. 𝚽 denotes motion
parameters on translations and rotation defined on a time domain.

Moreover, the hardware approaches are not able to prevent
motion artifacts completely. It is obvious that motion artifacts
are more prominent in mobile CT scanners having slower
gantry rotation speeds.
From these reasons, software approaches that could make the
gantry rotation speed faster in a virtual way [4-8] are desired
and have been explored. However, one of the major limitations
of the software approaches [4-6] is that most of them require a
heavy computational cost.
In order to tackle this problem, we recently developed a novel
head motion correction algorithm (HMC) [7, 8]. It is designed
to be computationally efficient while enjoying a compelling
image quality even at a tight display window in contrast to the
aforementioned approaches. We demonstrate the capability of
HMC by using Hexapod experiments as described in Fig. 1.
II. METHOD

Fig. 1. (a) Hexapod and (b) experimental setup on a prototype CT
scanner.
Kihong Son, Doil Kim, and Kyoung-Yong Lee are with Health and Medical
Equipment (HME) Business, Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., 16677 Republic
of Korea (e-mail: kihong.son@samsung.com; doil1026.kim@samsung.com;
ky71.lee@samsung.com)
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In order to come up with rigid head motion, we developed a
software approach transforming a patient motion into a virtual
source-detector trajectory [7, 8]. The patient motion is
estimated by a sophisticatedly designed optimization process as
depicted in Fig. 2. For more details, please refer to [7, 8].
In this paper, we intended to figure out the characteristics of
the HMC. To understand its behavior, we imposed various
Seokhwan Jang is with Samsung Advanced Institute of Technology (SAIT),
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., Suwon 16678 Republic of Korea (e-mail:
swan.jang@samsung.com).
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where 𝑓(𝐱) denotes a reconstructed image and 𝑁Ω denotes the
number of voxels in region of interest (ROI), . A one sided ttest was performed to compare the means of the sharpness of
FBP and HMC. A p-value less than 0.05 is considered
statistically significant.

Fig. 3. An example of motion curve generated by maximum
amplitude of 20mm for translations along x- and y-axes, respectively,
and 5° for rotation along z-axis.

experimental conditions and evaluated the performance in
quantitative and qualitative ways, respectively.
A. Experimental equipment
A CT Head Phantom ACS (Kyoto Kagaku Co., Ltd, Kyoto,
Japan) was attached to the customized Hexapod (H-820, Physik
Instrument, Germany). Hexapod is capable of providing motion
in six degrees of freedom. In combination with absolute
measuring sensors, software and motion controllers make the
motion curves. In this procedure, motion along time axis is
defined only by maximum amplitudes on rotation and
translation. Namely, the motion curves are randomly generated
by considering only the maximum preset values of the motion
amplitudes as depicted in Fig. 3. Scans were taken by using a
128 slices prototype CT scanner as shown in Fig. 1. We
imposed 2D motions (translations along x- and y-axis, rotation
around z-axis) to the Hexapod and obtained axial CT scan
images under 120 kVp, 100 mA, 44 CTDIvol, 10 mm
collimation and 60 revolutions per minute (RPM) of gantry
rotation speed. We determined the scan conditions, particularly
the rotation speed, in order to simulate mobile CT scanners of
Neurologica, namely CereTom, BodyTom, and OmniTom.
B. Capability of the HMC algorithm
To figure out the capability and limitations of the HMC
algorithm, we set up total 25 cases by combination of
translational and rotational movements with a constant speed.
Five values of amplitude on translation were defined from 0 to
20 mm with 5 mm interval, and another five levels of rotation
were imposed from 0 to 10° with a 2.5° interval. The
reconstructed images were obtained by using a conventional
filtered back-projection (FBP) algorithm and the HMC with
1.25 mm slice thickness, respectively. The result images were
compared by means of a sharpness measure given as below:
𝑆=

1
𝑁Ω

‖∇𝑓(𝐱)‖22 =

1
𝑁Ω

∑𝐱∈Ω {(

𝜕𝑓(𝐱) 2
𝜕𝑥

) +(

𝜕𝑓(𝐱) 2
𝜕𝑦

) },

C. Behavior of the HMC solution in case of multi-motion
In order to address the multi-motion problem [4], we placed
a carbon-fiber-based table and PVC-based injection line in
FOV and we imposed no motion on them. Scans were taken
while the static table and injection line were placed together
along with the moving head phantom. In addition, a part of the
injection lines was attached to the top of the head phantom to
evaluate its influence on the result images of the HMC. Total 9
cases were tested with 2D motions of different patterns. The
images were reconstructed by using a conventional FBP and the
HMC with slice thickness of 0.625 mm, respectively. The
severity of the motion artifacts and the existence of side effects
of other foreign objects were qualitatively evaluated.
D. Effective temporal resolution of the HMC algorithm
To examine an effective temporal resolution of HMC, we set
TABLE I
SHARPNESS VALUES OF FBP AND HMC
FOR VARIOUS MOVEMENTS

Degree of motion
case

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Sharpness

Rotation
(°)

Translation
(mm)

FBP

HMC

0

0
5
10
15
20

3040
2174
2067
2213
2014

3040
2988
2988
2939
2966

2.5

0
5
10
15
20

2903
2275
2126
2091
2065

3033
2796
2983
2929
2751

5

0
5
10
15
20

2712
2324
2109
2037
1980

3010
2926
2964
2856
2805

7.5

0
5
10
15
20

2609
2167
2174
2103
2072

2942
2756
2931
2841
2508

10

0
5
10
15
20

2573
2122
2133
2138
2083

2983
2946
2973
2857
2671

2219

2889

Average
p-value

𝑝 < 0.001
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up gantry rotation speeds of 60, 120, 180, and 240 RPM and
took scans for a linear motion of constant velocity for a fair
comparison. We applied the HMC solution only to the raw data
acquired from 60 RPM and FBP to all cases. The image quality
was assessed by the sharpness measure. Based on the quantities
we intend to measure the effective temporal resolution achieved
by the HMC.
III. RESULT
A. Capability of the HMC algorithm
In all 25 cases, the HMC provides significant improvements
of image quality in terms of the sharpness (HMC: 2889, FBP:
2219, 𝑝 < 0.001) as presented in Table I. The average
improvement by means of sharpness corresponds to 30%. FBP
images suffer from typical motion artifacts such as doubling
edges around skull and smeared structures in the phantom
images (orange arrows) as in Fig. 4. On the other hand, HMC
delivers images with a significantly improved quality, except
for some residual streaks near the skull (yellow arrow).
B. Behavior of the HMC solution in case of multi-motion
It seems that the influence of other objects undergoing a
different motion than the head in the motion correction is
negligible. In Fig. 5, the FBP images show severely degraded
images (indicated by orange arrow) while the structures of the
static table and the injection line are plausible as shown in Figs.
5 (b) and (c). Note here that the injection line attached on the
top of the head phantom shows motion artifacts. In addition, the
HMC provides a remarkable improvement in visualization of
the structure of the head phantom. It needs to be also pointed
out that the virtual scan trajectory as a result of the motion
estimation makes the static subjects distorted. As shown in Figs.
5 (d) and (e), intensity distortions of the table and injection line
(indicated by yellow arrows) are observed. It seems that this

Fig. 5. Images with a patient table and an injection line placed on the
table and the moving head phantom. (a) Static, (b) Case 1: FBP 2D
motion (Amp: Tx: 7.4 mm, Ty: 14.1 mm, Rz: 1.6°), (c) Case 2: FBP
2D motion (Amp: Tx: 1.5 mm, Ty: 11.6 mm, Rz: 3.9°), (d) Case 1:
HMC 2D motion, (e) Case 2: HMC 2D motion. L/W 0/200 HU, slice
thickness: 0.625 mm, FOV 300 mm.

kind of side effect is insignificant in the sense that phantom
images are at the midpoint of the evaluation and no prominent
influence of the other objects is observed inside the phantom
images. We leave more thorough tests considering a realistic
clinical practice as future work.
C. Effective temporal resolution of the HMC algorithm
The average sharpness of total 48 cases by referring to that
of static image shows a drastic improvement from 74.35 to
95.39 after motion correction, as provided in Table II. It is even
higher than that of 240 RPM and very close to the static case.
Fig. 6 shows the noticeable improvement of the image quality.
Note that the degradation due to the linear movement becomes
severer as rotation speed is slower, which can be observed in
both qualitative and quantitative evaluations. The result of
HMC with 60 RPM case is even better than that of 240 RPM,
which can be interpreted that HMC is capable of rotating the
intrinsic gantry of the CT system more than four times.
IV. DISCUSSION
Although the proposed HMC algorithm seems to be
appropriate so as to deliver a compelling image quality
compared to FBP algorithm, the realistic head motion could be
TABLE II
NORMALIZED SHARPNESS VALUES OF W/ AND W/O HMC
ALONG WITH VARIOUS GANTRY ROTATION SPEEDS

Fig. 4. Images with various linear motions. (a) FBP (translation 20
mm only), (d) HMC (translation 20 mm only), (b) FBP (rotation 10°
only), (e) HMC (rotation 10° only), (c) FBP (translation 20 mm and
rotation 10°), (f) HMC (translation 20 mm and rotation 10°). L/W
0/200, slice thickness: 0.625mm, FOV 300mm.

128

RPM

Normalized Sharpness (%)

Static

100.00

60 w/ FBP

74.35

120 w/ FBP

80.55

180 w/ FBP

81.44

240 w/ FBP

85.17

60 w/ HMC

95.39
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V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the capability of HMC algorithm
through various phantom experiments. The results show a
significant improvement of image quality compared to the
conventional FBP algorithm (HMC: 2889, FBP: 2219, 𝑝 <
0.001) . The patient table and injection lines with different
motions (static in this work) seem to have limited influence on
the image quality. The novel HMC algorithm can deliver a four
times higher effective temporal resolution than that of an
intrinsic CT system in case of linear motion.
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Performance of a Novel Cardiac Motion
Correction in CT scans of 0.33 seconds rotation
Junyoung Park, Jiyoung Choi, Duhgoon Lee, Minkook Cho, and Kyoung-Yong Lee*

Abstract— Performance of a novel cardiac motion correction
algorithm in CT scans of 0.33 seconds rotation was explored.
Coronary artery phantoms were installed on a commercially
available Mocomo phantom. The moving phantom was scanned
under two different heart rate conditions, 60 and 70 beat per
minute, on a prototype CT scanner in 0.33 sec. The performance
was evaluated by a quantitative measure at three cardiac phases
for each bpm case. The results of center-to-edge distance of the
coronary arteries (of diameters 3.91 mm and 3.92 mm) shows a
significant improvement achieved by the proposed compared to
FBP (proposed: 2.40 mm, FBP: 4.96 mm, 𝐩 < 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟏). In addition,
the visualization of the landmarks, namely calcified regions, in the
coronary artery phantom was qualitatively assessed. Result
images show that motion contaminated structures of the coronary
arteries by the conventional filtered back-projection were
remarkably recovered by the proposed.
Index Terms—Computed tomography, cardiac scan, Mocomo
phantom, partial angle reconstruction (PAR), PAR-based motion
estimation

I. INTRODUCTION

X

-RAY CT imaging of cardiothoracic organs, such as
coronary arteries, myocardial wall, and aorta, is still very
challenging. This is because of the dynamic motion of
heart structures. For example, coronary arteries have small
lumen diameters of 3~5 mm [1] and a fast movement [2] during
a cardiac cycle. To maximize the outcome of CT scans,
sophisticated workflow for coronary computed tomographic
angiography (CCTA) has been established such as
administration of beta-blocker or nitroglycerin, adoption of
ECG gating. Due to these challenges and the important role of
CT exams for the patients having chest pain, advances which
could lead to enhance diagnostic accuracy of CCTA are still of
great interest.
Reducing scan time by using CT systems with of a fast gantry
rotation, a wider detector or dual source is one of the
conventional approaches to address the problem. However,
these hardware approaches attempting to increase temporal
resolution require higher material cost. They are confronting
physical limitation as well. Meanwhile, motion correction
algorithms have been introduced as a software approach [3, 4].
Junyoung Park, Jiyoung Choi, Minkook Cho, and Kyoung-Yong Lee are
with Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd., Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do 16677 Republic
of Korea (e-mail: jun52.park@samsung.com, zzero.choi@gmail.com,
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Fig. 1. Conceptual drawing of the SCULLI. Motion estimation and
compensation performed based on two conjugate PAR images.

They adopt a processing step of segmentation to extract
coronary arteries, which is suboptimal from the workflow point
of view.
Recently, a novel motion correction algorithm, sub-cycle
universal linear low-dose imaging (SCULLI), has been
developed [5, 6]. Two conjugate partial angle reconstruction
(PAR) images are utilized for motion estimation via non-rigid
registration. The motion between two time points is estimated
by a linear weighting of the motion vector field (MVF) which
is generated as a result of the motion estimation. A conceptual
drawing is described in Fig. 1. For more details please refer to
[5, 6]. Different from the aforementioned approaches [3,4], it is
fully automatic and free of segmentation. Moreover, it required
scan data less than a single rotation which means less x-ray
exposure than [3].
Various studies have been conducted and demonstrated the
performance of SCULLI [7-11]. However, all the physical
experiments so far have been based on 0.25 sec scans of the
prototype CT scanner. It is of great interest to explore the
performance of SCULLI in other rotation speeds, for example

Fig. 2. (a) The experimental setup on the prototype CT scanner. (b)-(c)
Mocomo phantom with coronary arteries are installed. The vessel phantom
with red rubbers is excluded from the CT scan. Other two vessels were
scanned.
Duhgoon Lee is with Samsung Neurologica, MA 01923 USA (e-mail:
duhgoon.lee@neurologica.com).
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Fig. 3. Two coronary arteries which are installed on the Mocomo phantom.
Length and diameter for of each artery are indicated. (a) Vessel for landmark
identification. (LM-vessel) (b) Vessel for CED measurement. (CED-vessel)
(c)-(d) The corresponding diameters respectively.

Fig. 4. Multiplanar image of the LM-vessel at a static. The zoomed transaxial
image of the three landmarks at three slice locations are displayed in orange
boxes. Note the different amount and location of the calcium blocking the
lumen of the vessel. L/W -300/1500

0.33 sec, which is still widely adopted in medical CT scanners
for cardiac scans. In this paper, we explore the performance of
SCULLI under 0.33 sec rotation speed. Both quantitative and
qualitative assessments were performed.

0.625 mm slice collimation. Two heart rates, 60 and 70 BPMs,
were imposed to the Mocomo phantom. In case of 70 BPM, the
padding option and the target phase were slightly modified due
to a limitation of the system. Detailed scan conditions are
provided in Table I.

II. METHOD

B. Image reconstruction and performance evaluation
Both FBP and SCULLI were carried out for all six cases.
Images were reconstructed with 0.625 mm slice thickness and
200 mm FOV. We adopted the center-to-edge distance [12] as
a quantitative measure. Three imaging engineers having
experiences of 9 years, 15 years, and 18 years respectively,
measured it at three slice locations of the CED-vessel in Fig. 3
(b). These locations were identified by the three landmarks of
LM-vessel as described in Fig. 4. CED was measured manually
by the “Straight” tool (freehand lines) in ImageJ software (NIH)
under fixed display window setting, namely level/width 275/1450 HU. Moreover, the images were zoomed 400% for
the measurement. Average of the three measurements was

A. Experimental setup
A physically moving phantom, Mocomo (Mocomo 1, Fuyo,
Japan) was utilized for the experiment. It is dedicated for
mimicking motion of coronary arteries. The rotational (15
degrees) and translational (20 mm in Z-direction) movements
simulate the motion of the heart. It also generates ECG signals,
which makes ECG gated cardiac scans possible. Two vessel
phantoms (Gammex, USA) having 3.91 mm and 3.92 mm
diameters respectively were installed in the Mocomo phantom.
Each of these phantoms has calcium inserts of different sizes as
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. They were tied with rubber bands to
the hooks of the plastic case of the Mocomo phantom as in Fig.
2. The vessel in Fig. 3 (a) is for landmark identification, in short
we call it LM-vessel. The one in Fig. 3 (b) is for center-to-edge
distance (CED) measurement, so we call it CED-vessel.
We used a standard prospective ECG gating protocol with
5~10% padding option for the experiment. Due to the limited
length of the vessel phantoms (8.94 cm and 8.52 cm
respectively) only a single axial scan was taken with 128 ×
TABLE I
SCAN CONDITIONS OF THE MOCOMO PHANTOM

Fig. 5. Example of three slice locations for image quality assessment. 70 BPM,
-73% case. (a), (d): Results of FBP and SCULLI at slice A. (b),(e): Results of
FBP and SCULLI at slice B. (c), (f): Results of FBP and SCULLI at slice C.
CED-vessels are indicated by the yellow boxes and LM-vessel in orange
boxes. L/W: -275/1450 HU
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TABLE II
CED OF THE CED-VESSEL AT VARIOUS SCAN CONDITIONS.

calculated and compared. A single sided paired t-test was
performed between the average values from FBP and SCULLI.
A value of 𝑝 < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Note that the vessels are obliquely tied, so the transaxial images
of them are close to an elliptical shape rather than a circular. In
addition, each vessel phantom has a different degree of motion
artifacts depending on the location due to the different turning
radius. Based on the installation of the vessels, we have the
following order of the turning radii:
Radius of Slice A < Radius of Slice B < Radius of Slice C.
On the other hand, the LM-vessel has three calcium insertions
inside as described in Fig. 4. We make use of them as landmarks.
The visualization of each landmark is also evaluated in a
qualitative way. Based on the reference images of LM-vessel
acquired in a static state of the Mocomo phantom, we assess the
location and amount of the calcium at three slice locations.
III. RESULT
A. CED measurement
CED values of SCULLI show a significantly improved
performance. First, the average of all 18 CED measurements
of SCULLI is remarkably reduced compared to FBP (SCULLI:
2.40 mm, FBP: 4.96 mm, 𝑝 < 0.001). As shown in Table II,

Fig. 6. (a)-(c) CED values of at three slice locations. SCULLI demonstrates a
consistent performance throughout the heart rates and cardiac phases. (d) Line
profile of the case of 60 BPM 40% at slice C shows the sharper drop HU values
by SCULLI.
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Fig. 7. Zoomed images of the CED-vessels for all cases. Yellow lines indicate
that the direction along which the distance was measured by one of three
evaluators. Red boxes are for images where the lumen of the vessel is severely
distorted. SCULLI delivers a consistent lumen structure unlike FBP. L/W: 275/1450 HU

CED values of FBP fluctuate violently depending on the
location, heart rate, and cardiac cycles, while that of SCULLI
is remarkably consistent throughout all conditions. For each
slice location, SCULLI delivers significantly more accurate
estimations than FBP. This tendency is well displayed in Fig.
6. The result of SCULLI stays tightly at around 2.4 mm, which
is very close to the ground truth taking into account the oblique
positioning and some blurring. In contrast, most of the values
of FBP reaches over 4.0 mm which is a huge deviation from
the ground truth. Seemingly the most challenging case is 70
BPM-73%, whose result images are displayed in Fig. 5. The
visualized CED-vessels of FBP show extremely severe motion
artifacts which make the measurement very erroneous. On the
other hand, SCULLI shows a consistent lumen shape of the
vessel regardless of the location. The line profiles of the vessel
at slice C in Fig. 6 (d) show the clear difference of the
sharpness. Zoomed images which were utilized for the real
measurement task by an evaluator are provided in Fig. 7. The
drastic difference of the performance between FBP and
SCULLI is well appreciated.
B. Visualization of the landmarks
The visualization of the three landmarks were assessed
qualitatively. As indicated in Fig. 4, the three slice positions,
namely Slice A, B, and C, have different patterns of calcium
insertions. The Slice A is totally blocked, Slice B partially at 11
o’clock, and Slice C minimally at 12 o’clock.
As described in Fig. 8, SCULLI makes the identification of
the landmarks almost perfect. In all cases, the result images
allow the location and amount of the calcium to be identified
exactly. Unlike this, a complete loss of the structural
information is observed in around 50% of FBP images as
marked by the red boxed in Fig. 8.
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images. Red boxes indicate a complete loss of the landmarks. In contrast, the
landmarks are identified in all results of SCULLI. L/W: -275/1450 HU
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V. CONCLUSION
We have explored the capability of SCULLI in terms of a
moving phantom experiment. The results demonstrate an
excellent performance of SCULLI for 0.33 sec rotation, in
which the novelty of this paper lies. SCULLI provides a
consistent CED values throughout the locations the vessel, heart
rates, and heart cycles. In addition, SCULLI recovers the
important structural information which was lost in FBP images
due to motion.
This result implies that SCULLI has a great potential to shed
light on disruptive application in cardiac CT imaging. We are
looking forward to conducting more clinical studies.
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High-Fidelity CT Reconstruction Based on an
Unsupervised Gaussian Mixture Model
Danyang Li, Dong Zeng, Sui Li, Zhaoying Bian, Jing Huang, and Jianhua Ma

Abstract—Supervised learning networks show a great potential
in computed tomography (CT) imaging field. They usually
requires large-scale datasets with reliable and clean CT images
to train the network. However, collecting large-scale CT dataset
is time-consuming and expensive. In addition, the performance
of the pre-trained network highly relies on the similarity between
the distribution of the training datasets in the source domain and
testing datasets in the target domain, and this is known as the
problem of domain adaption. In this work, to address the issues
of pre-collection large scale of labeled data and domain adaption,
we propose a novel high-fidelity CT reconstruction method based
on an unsupervised Gaussian mixture model (GMM). Specifically,
at first a supervised network is trained based on a certain number
of training datasets, and then the network is transferred to the
target datasets by learning the distribution shift between the
training and test datasets in an unsupervised manner with a small
amount of test datasets. Moreover, an explicit physical model of
the test datasets is incorporated into the network layers and
the GMM is introduced to characterize the information from
the distribution shift between the training and test datasets to
promote the unsupervised network learning performance. Finally,
the unsupervised CT reconstruction can be achieved by learning
the network weights according to the physical model and GMM
of the test data, and we call this method as GMM based
transfer learning network (GMM-TLNet). Numerical studies
are conducted to validate and evaluate the performance of the
presented GMM-TLNet.
Index Terms—CT, supervised learning, unsupervised learning,
Gaussian mixture model, physical model.

T

I. I NTRODUCTION

HE increase in computed tomography (CT) examination
has risen concern about the increased cancer risk from
medical radiation exposure [1]. Various techniques are developed to reduce the radiation dose including lowering tube
current and reducing the number of projection views. However,
without adequate control procedures, the CT images reconstructed by the convolutional filtered backprojection (FBP)
method would suffer from the severe noise and artifacts from
these two techniques.
Recently, deep learning (DL) based methods have been
widely used in the CT imaging field, and achieve promising
reconstruction performance [2]–[5]. However, there are still
some intrinsic limitations in the DL-based methods. First, most
of them are supervised-based and need to pre-collect a large
This work was supported in part by NSFC under Grants U1708261,
81701690, 61701217 and 61571214. (Corresponding author: Jianhua Ma.)
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quantity of low-dose/high-dose CT image pairs, i.e. training
inputs and labels. However, due to the radiation dose and
ethical review, it is quite time-consuming and cumbersome to
attain sufficient training sample pairs as expected. In addition,
it is difficult to obtain well-registered data pairs, especially
for the torso region. And the issue of structure mismatching
between low-dose and high-dose CT image pairs should be
addressed before network training. Additionally, most of the
training datasets for current supervised-based DL methods are
generated based on the simulation study, and the simulation
study can not represent real CT scanning procedure. And the
image-based networks usually assume the noise in the lowdose CT images follows simple Gaussian distribution, and in
practice the noise distribution is much more complex. This
might lead to over smoothed results in the CT image reconstruction tasks. Therefore, in this work, we present Gaussian
mixture model to model the complex noise distribution in the
low-dose CT images, and this is one contribution in this work.
Second, the pre-collected datasets are typically available for
a certain reconstruction task instead of variety, bias relating
to supervision, and the probabilities of DL-based reconstruction methods take into consideration of other corner cases
during problem solving [6]. The CT images from different
vendors often vary in scanning protocols and reconstruction
algorithms, leading to different noise distributions and artifact
characteristics in the CT images. This is known as the problem
of domain adaption in the DL application where a network
trained on one dataset (source domain) is difficult applied to
a new situation (target domain). Although transfer learning
strategy can be used to fine-tune the per-trained network
to learn features and distributions of the data in the target
domain, the labeled dataset in target domain are not always
easily to collect. It should be noted that lots of the lowdose CT images only (or equivalently unlabeled CT dataset)
can be enrolled into the network training, because abundant
information in the unlabeled CT datasets are much easier to
obtain and they represent more general real scenarios. Based
on this observation, in this work, we use unsupervised learning
strategy to solve the issue of domain adaption, and this is
another contribution in this work.
In this work, we propose a novel high-fidelity CT reconstruction method based on an unsupervised GMM [7], which
transfers the network from source domain to target domain
where only unsupervised dataset are used, and we call this
method as GMM based transfer learning network (GMMTLNet). Fig. 1 shows the Architecture of the presented GMMTLNet for low-dose CT image reconstruction. Specifically, a
supervised network is firstly trained based on a certain number
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GMM-TLNet
DL network for transfer learning
Input sinogram

Output image
FBP layer

GMM for unsupervised learning

Gaussian 1

Gaussian 2

Gaussian 3

Gaussian 4

Fig. 1. Architecture of the presented GMM-TLNet for low-dose CT image reconstruction. The pipeline with blue arrows denotes the supervised DL network
trained with the labeled CT images in the source domain. The pipeline with red arrows denotes the noise characterized by the GMM in the unsupervised DL
network. At the unsupervised training stage, only low-dose measurements are used.

of training datasets, and then the network is transferred to
the target datasets by learning the distribution shift between
the training and test datasets in an unsupervised manner
with a small amount of test datasets. Moreover, an explicit
physical model of the test datasets is incorporated into the
network layers to indo the model reconstruct CT images from
sinogram and the GMM is introduced to characterize the
information from the distribution shift between the training
and test datasets to promote the unsupervised network learning
performance. Finally, the unsupervised CT reconstruction can
be achieved by learning the network weights according to
the physical model and GMM of the testing data. Experiments demonstrate that the presented GMM-TLNet can deliver
considerably better performance compared to the existing
supervised DL network.
In summary, the main contributions of the presented model
are:
• We present an unsupervised DL network with a small
amount of unlabeled CT images to address the issue of
domain adaption in low dose CT imaging field.
• We further introduce a GMM into the network construction to characterize the complex nose distribution in the
CT images instead of simple Gaussian distribution.
• The advantages of the presented GMM-TLNet are evaluated with various assessments. Experimental results demonstrate that the presented GMM-TLNet achieve
competitive performance compared to the other methods.
II. M ETHODS
Assuming independent measurements, the CT imaging model can be expressed as follows:
y = Ax,

(1)

where y is the CT sinogram, x is the desired CT image,
and A denotes the linear projection operator. In addition, to
further improve the image quality of CT reconstruction, image
postprocessing techniques are usually adopted. Among then,
the DL-based techniques can obtain promising performance
with high efficiency, and they can be expressed as follows:
((
)
)−1 T
x̂ = ∅ AT A
A y, θ ,
(2)

where ∅ represents the network
parameters θ , x̂ is
(
)with
−1 T
the predicated image, and AT A
A y can be the FBP
(
)−1
reconstruction image as the network input. AT A
correT
sponds to an ideal ramp filter operation and A is a backprojection operator [8]. In the supervised DL-based methods,
the parameters θ are optimized by minimizing the loss function
between the label xlabel and the predicated one x̂ as follows:
(
)
θ̂θ = arg min L x̂, xlabel ,
(3)
θ

and the loss function can be mean square error (MSE) loss,
L1 loss, and negative structural similarity (SSIM) loss.
In the supervised DL-based models, the problem of domain
adaption sometimes exists, leading to degraded performance.
The main reason is that there is always a distribution shift
between the training datasets in the source domain and the test
data in the target domain. For example, the network trained on
the images at 140 kVp might fails to reconstruct the images
at 80 kVp due to the attenuation coefficients vary between the
two kVps. It should be noted that transfer learning techniques
can be used to address the issue of domain adaption. Most
of them focus on the test datasets with a small amount of
labeled data. Meanwhile, the labeled data in the CT imaging
field are usually generated artificially and lots of unlabeled
low-dose CT data fail to be included in the network training.
Therefore, in this work, we enroll the unlabeled low-dose
CT sinogram only in the transfer network training in an
unsupervised manner as follows:
((
)
2
)−1 T
Lsinogram = A∅ AT A
A y, θ − Y
(4)
F

where Y = [y1 , y2 , ..., yN ], N is the number of the unpaired
training batch size. It should be noted that Eq. (4) is used
to describe the distribution shift between the training and
test datasets, and CT imaging model is added in the training
process.
In addition, the conventional DL-based techniques in CT
image reconstruction task usually assume the noise in the CT
image usually follows simple Gaussian distribution. However,
the noise distribution of CT image in actual situation is very
complicated far from simple Gaussian distribution. Therefore,
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N
∑

n=1

log

K
∑

k=1

πk N (ε|µk , Σk )

(5)

where K is the number of the Gaussian components, πk is
the mixture coefficient
of the kth Gaussian component, where
∑K
πk > 0, and
π
k=1 k = 1. µk and Σk are the mean and
variance of the Gaussian component, respectively.
In this work, the total variation regularization is added to
preserve the structure details. Therefore, the total loss function
can be expressed as follows:
Lunsupervise = Lsinogram + LGM M + LT V
((
)
)−1 T
= A∅ AT A
A y, θ − Y
−α

N
∑

log

K
∑

Pre-trained Net

Truth

2
F

πk N (εn |µk , Σk )

(6)

n=1
(( k=1)−1
)
+ β ∅ AT A
AT y, θ
TV
((
)
( T )−1 T
)
−1
where εn = A A
A yn − ∅ AT A
AT yn , θ represents the noise learned by the network, α and β are the tradeoff parameters. This method can be termed as GMM based
transfer learning network (GMM-TLNet) in this work.
The parameters in the presented GMM-TLNet mainly contain two parts, i.e. parameters in the GMM and in the network.
Specifically, the parameters in the GMM can be optimized by
the EM algorithm [9] and the parameters in the network can be
tuned by the Adam [10]. The whole procedure for optimization
of Eq. (6) can be summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Solving Eq. (6)
Input: Dataset Ω, Per-trained Net ∅pre−trained .
Output: Unsupervised network ∅unsupervise .
1: ∅unsupervise = ∅pre−trained .
2: while not convergence do
3:
Update GMM parameters by EM algorithm [9].
4:
Update ∅unsupervise parameters by Adam [10].
5: end while
III. R ESULTS
A. Implementation details
The dataset authorized for “2016 NIH-AAPM-Mayo Clinic
Low Dose CT Grand Challenge” by Mayo Clinic [11] are
used. In experiments, we randomly selected 2000 image pairs
(low-dose images/high-dose ones) at 120 kVp as the training
dataset for network training. The trained network is defined
as “Pre-trained Net”. In the network training, learning rate
is 1e−4 , batch size is 25, and training epoch is 100. The
perceptual loss based on VGG-19 network [12] and MES loss
are selected as the loss function in the network.
With consent for chest and abdomen CT studies, 100 CT
images at normal dose with 140 kVp were obtained by a
commercial CT scanner. The low dose projection data are
simulated based on the previous study [13], and they serve as
testing dataset used for the presented GMM-TLNet training. In
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FBP

Case 2

LGM M (ε; Π, Σ) = −

the network training, learning rate is 1e−5 , batch size is 2, and
training epoch is 100. The parameter α and β is empirically
set to be 1 and 5e−5 , respectively. In the experiment, the
residual network [14] is selected as the backbone network for
the Pre-trained Net and the presented GMM-TLNet. Both the
networks are implemented in Python with PyTorch package
on a NVIDIA Tesla K40c GPU.

Case 1

in this work, we utilized GMM to characterize the noise
distribution in the unlabeled CT images as follows:

Fig. 2. Low dose reconstruction results on the Mayo dataset.The display
window for Cases 1 and 2 are [-1000, -500] and [-300, 50] HU, respectively.
“FBP” is the reconstructed images by filtered-backprojection (FBP) algorithm
at quarter dose, “Pre-trained Net” is the denoise results of the Pre-trained Net,
“Truth” is FBP reconstructed images for normal dose.

B. Performance of the Pre-trained Net
Fig. 2 illustrates the low dose reconstruction results on
the Mayo clinic dataset. Rows 1 and 2 show the chest and
abdomen CT images, respectively. It can be observed that the
Pre-trained Net trained on the Mayo dataset can effectively
remove the noise-induced artifacts and recover the images
details at the case of Mayo clinic dataset, as indicated by
the yellow arrows. Table I illustrates the quantitative measurements, i.e., peak signal-to-noise (PSNR) and SSIM, and it also
demonstrates the reconstruction performance of the Per-trained
Net on the Mayo clinic dataset. This experiment demonstrates
the training and test data from the same dataset can help the
network yield promising reconstruction results.
TABLE I
Q UANTITATIVE RESULTS ON THE M AYO DATASET AT 120 K V P.

FBP
Pre-trained Net

PSNR
30.24 ± 3.24
41.26 ± 2.69

SSIM
0.8401 ± 0.0648
0.9820 ± 0.0104

C. Qualitative analysis
Fig. 3 shows visual comparisons of the different methods
for the chest and abdomen CT images at low dose with 140
kVp. One selective ROI by the red box at each case is zoomed
in for better visual inspection. The first row shows the chest
CT images reconstructed by the different methods wherein
the image at normal dose is chosen as the ground truth. The
second row shows the corresponding difference images. The
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Pre-trained Net
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Fig. 3. Low dose reconstruction results on the 140 kVp spectrum dataset. Row
1 and 3 show the reconstructed images by FBP, Pre-Trained Net, the presented
GMM-TLNet and ground truth, respectively. The display windows for Case
3 and 4 are [-800, -300] and [-300, 50] HU, respectively. One selective ROI
is displayed for better visualization. Row 2 and 4 show the corresponding
difference images, and the display window is [0, 100] HU.

third row shows the abdomen CT images reconstructed by the
different methods and the forth row shows the corresponding
difference images. It can be seen that the Pre-trained Net
trained on Mayo dataset fails to recover the low dose images
at 140 kVp. For example, at Case 3, the presented GMMTLNet successfully recover the structure details in the lung
region as shown in the zoomed-in ROI, while the Pre-trained
Net is prone to produce blurry results. In the Rows 2 and 4, we
can see that the presented GMM-TLNet can reconstruct more
accurate CT images than the Pre-trained Net wherein the CT
values in Pre-trained Net results shift a lot. The main reason is
that the Pre-trained Net is trained on the Mayo Clinic dataset,
and there is lots of distribution shift between the Mayo Clinic
dataset at 120 kVp and test dataset at 140 kVp. Meanwhile,
with the physical model and GMM of the test dataset, the
presented GMM-TLNet can effectively transfer the network
learning from Mayo Clinic dataset in the source domain to the
test dataset at 140 kVp in the target domain, and it can not
only remove the noise and artifacts, but also preserve structure
details and avoid value shifting.
TABLE II
Q UANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS ON THE RECONSTRUCTION RESULTS AT
140 K V P FROM THE DIFFERENT METHODS
FBP
Pre-trained Net
GMM-TLNet

PSNR
28.45 ± 5.63
27.91 ± 7.79
39.18 ± 3.41

SSIM
0.7140 ± 0.0421
0.7174 ± 0.1243
0.9845 ± 0.0924

D. Quantitative analysis
In order to quantify the reconstruction performance of different methods, PSNR and SSIM are also utilized. Table II lists

the quantitative measurements on the reconstruction results at
140 kVp from the different methods. From the results, it can
be seen that the presented GMM-TLNet achieves better results
in terms of both PSNR and SSIM, compared with Pre-trained
Net and FBP algorithm.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
DL based methods have been widely used in CT imaging
and produce promising reconstruction performance. However,
most of them are supervise-based and still have some still
some intrinsic limitations such as the pre-collection of large
quantity training dataset and issue of domain adaption. To
address those issues, in this work, we presented a novel highfidelity CT reconstruction method based on an unsupervised
GMM called “GMM-TLNet”. Specifically, GMM-TLNet first
initialized by a supervised network, then, the network is
transferred to the target datasets in an unsupervised manner
with a small amount of test datasets. Moreover, an explicit
physical model of the test datasets the GMM is introduced
to characterize the information from the distribution shift
between the training and test datasets to promote the unsupervised network learning performance. Simulation studies are
conducted to demonstrate the practical utility of the presented
GMM-TLNet method. In the future, more patient and scene
studies would included to further demonstrate the transfer
learning performance of the presented GMM-TLNet.
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Self-supervised Reconstruction of Cerebral
Perfusion CT Images based on Noise Properties
Sui Li, Manman Zhu, Danyang Li, Qi Gao, Zhaoying Bian, Dong Zeng, and Jianhua Ma

Abstract—Cerebral perfusion computed tomography (CPCT)
introduces high radiation exposure to patients due to the repeated
dynamic sequential scans. Lowering radiation dose would
increase the amount of noise and hence deteriorates diagnosis
accuracy. The advanced noise reduction methods can suppress
the CPCT noise significantly. However, some of them assume that
the noise is independent and identically distributed, and the noise
distribution might be much more complicated in practice. In this
work, we first investigate the noise properties of CPCT images,
and find that (1) the noise in each frame is complex far from a
simple distribution. (2) The noise in different frames is obviously
different from each other. Based on the observations, we present a
self-supervised CPCT image reconstruction (SS-CPCT) method to
produce high-quality CPCT images from low-dose measurements.
Different from the conventional supervised network, the
SS-CPCT method utilizes the low-dose CPCT measurements only
for network training. Real patient data are used to evaluate the
presented SS-CPCT method, and the corresponding experimental
results demonstrate that the presented SS-CPCT method can
effectively reduce the noise and improve spatial resolution based
on the noise properties of the CPCT images.
Index Terms—Cerebral perfusion computed tomography,
radiation dose, noise properties, self-supervised learning, image
reconstruction.

C

I. INTRODUCTION

EREBRAL perfusion computed tomography (CPCT) is an
imaging technique that allows functional evaluation of
tissue vascularity with hemodynamic parameter maps, i.e.,
cerebral blood flow (CBF), cerebral blood volume (CBV) and
mean transit time (MTT) [1]. Meanwhile, in the CPCT
scanning, the protocol involves repeated three-dimensional
acquisitions on the selective anatomical coverage in a cine
mode and the CPCT imaging is associated with high radiation
dose which might increase potential cancer risks of patients [2].
Therefore, it is necessary to minimize the radiation dose of

CPCT scanning and achieve reliable diagnosis.
To obtain accurate CPCT reconstruction and hemodynamic
parameters estimation at low dose, lots of approaches have
proposed. They can be mainly divided into two categories. The
first category is traditional model-based algorithms [3-4]. All
these algorithms can obtain acceptable results, but most of them
are patient-specific, and lack good generalization performance.
The second category is the data-based algorithms, especially
the deep learning based algorithms [5-6]. These networks
perform much better than the conventional model-based
methods. However, they all need high-dose CPCT images as
label datasets to train the networks which is not easy to
implement in clinics, and most of the methods usually assume
the noise of CPCT images follows simple Gaussian distribution
which might more complex in practice.
In this work, we first investigate the noise properties of
CPCT images, and find that (1) the noise in each frame is very
complicated far from a simple distribution, and it can be
modeled by mixture of Gaussians (MOG). (2) The noise in
different frames is obviously different from each other. Based
on the observations and previous study [7], we present a
self-supervised CPCT image reconstruction (SS-CPCT)
method to yield high-quality CPCT images from low-dose
measurements. Specifically, similar to the work [7], the
SS-CPCT method is designed to estimate the high-quality
CPCT images in a full Bayesian framework. First, considering
the rich spatio-temporal correlation among CPCT images
intrinsically, we use the adjacent frames to estimate the “clean”
CPCT images as the labeled images. Then, we train the network
in [7] to map between the low-dose CPCT image at each frame
and its estimated “clean” image. The experimental results on
clinical patients demonstrate that the presented SS-CPCT
method can significantly improve CPCT image quality and
produce more accurate hemodynamic maps compared with the
competing network.
II. METHODOLOGY
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A. CPCT image noise distribution
Fig. 1 shows the normal-dose CPCT images, low-dose CPCT
images, the difference images between the normal and low
-dose images, and the histogram map of the difference images.
They are from the #5, #15, and #20 frames in the CPCT data.
We can see that (1) the noise in each frame is complex, which
obviously does not obey a simple distribution. For example, in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the noise at brain area is much heavier than
the noise at the air area in a CT image. This refer to the fact that
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the variance of noise in a CT image it usually depended on the
observation. (2) The noise in different frames is obviously
different from each other. For example, the noise in the #5
frame is heavier than the other two frames. This may refer to
the fact that the chemical composition of the observation is
often temporally varying.
It has been demonstrated that mixture of Gaussians (MOG)
models outperform single Gaussian distributions (or Laplace
distributions) on tasks with complex noise. Thus, instead of
modeling the noise in CT images by a simple distribution, we
exploit the following MOG to model the noise E:





P  E  ,      N E 0,  ,
(1)
E
k
k
k
where  represents the mixing proportion with   0 and
k
k
   1, k  1,...., K denotes the k th Gaussian component.
k k
N   0,   represents a Gaussian distribution with zero mean

and variance as  .

Based on the above analysis, we can easily find that it is not
very rational to model this noise by a simple distribution, e.g.,
the most commonly used Gaussian distribution or Laplace
distribution. However, many previous works, though has been
demonstrated to be effective, still adopt a simple
Gaussian-distribution assumption on this noise. Thus, there is
still a large room to improve performance by better modeling
this noise.
B. Self-supervised CPCT image reconstruction model
Due to the special scan protocol of CPCT imaging, it is hard
to obtain the high-dose and low-dose CPCT images at the same
time for supervised network training. Therefore, in this work,
inspired by the previous study [7], we present a self-supervised
CPCT image reconstruction method to estimate the
high-quality CPCT images from low-dose measurements only.
Specially, different from the traditional supervised deep
learning methods which need a large number of labeled training
data, the SS-CPCT method only enrolls the low-dose CPCT
measurements to train network. In this work, considering the
rich spatio-temporal correlation in CPCT frame images
intrinsically, we use the CPCT images at adjacent frames to
estimate the “clean” CPCT image as the target image. In CPCT
imaging, adjacent frames are acquired in short time interval and
have rich spatio-temporal correlation, so the simulated label
data can be obtained by y  t    x  t  1  x  t  1  / 2 , t
represents the frame index. It has lower noise and artifacts than
target frame x  t  . Then, we train the network in [7] to map
between the low-dose CPCT image at each frame and its
estimated “clean” image.
III.

Fig. 1. The normal-dose CPCT images (a), low-dose CPCT images (b), the
difference images between the normal and low-dose images (c), and the
histogram map of the difference images (d).

EXPERIMENTS

A. Data
Under the written consent, real CT perfusion images scanned
on human brains were used in our experiment, and patients with
brain deficits were acquired by GE Discovery CT750 HD
system, and before scanning, approximately 45 mL nonionic
iodinated contrast was administered intravenously at 4
mL/second. Then the cine (continuous) enhanced normal-dose
scan was performed with following protocol: 120kVp and
200mA. There are total 602 CPCT sequence images with size
of 512 × 512 × 27. Some typical CPCT images are shown in Fig.
2. Based on these normal-dose CPCT images, we simulated the
low-dose CPCT images using the simulation technique [8]. In
order to ensure data consistency, we remove skull of all CPCT
images, as a high-attenuation material, the CT value of skull is
too higher than the CT value of brain tissue. In this work, we
randomly select 572 sequence images for training and the
remaining for testing, we also selected 3 images from the
testing dataset for validation.

Fig. 2. (a)Illustration of the noise in a frame of CPCT image and its
histogram. (b)-(e) Illustration of 4 different Gaussian components and their
histogram, obtained by adopting an MoG model with 4 Gaussian components
to the noise data in (a).
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the Fig. 4. Moreover, to quantitatively evaluate the capability of
the presented method, we assume the normal-dose images as
reference and calculate the RMSE and SSIM at each frame as
shown in Fig. 5. Overall, the RMSEs of low-dose images are
8.0045±0.0003, which reduce to 5.3872±0.0319 for
Autoencoder images, and reduce to 3.9098±0.0539 for the
presented SS-CPCT, and the SSIMs of low-dose images are
0.8119±0.0116, for Autoencoder are 0.9060±0.0152, for the
presented method are 0.9401±0.0023.

Fig. 3 Some examples from the normal-dose CPCT images

B. Implementation details
The network was trained for 100 epochs and in each epoch,
we randomly crop N  128  1000 patches with size 128  128
for training. The adaptive moment estimation (Adam)
algorithm is adopted to optimize the network parameters
through minimizing the loss function. And the initial learning
rate sets as 2  104 and linearly decreased in half every 10
epochs. The whole network was trained with an Nvidia Tesla
P40 by using Pytorch [9].
C. Evaluation merits
We apply the root mean square error (RMSE) and structural
similarity (SSIM) to quantitatively evaluate the results. The
RMSE is defined as:





1 n
 Ii  I i ,
n i 1

RMSE 

Fig. 4 The CPCT images denoising by the different algorithms All the
images are displayed in the same window: [10 80]HU.

(2)

where n is the total number of the pixels in image and I i
and I i denote the pixel value at the i -th pixel in denoised
image and reference image, respectively. The SSIM is
calculated as:
SSIM 
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where C1 , C2 are small constants,  Ii and  I i represent the
mean value of I i and , I i .  Ii and  I i represent the variance

(a)

value of I i and , I i , respectively.
IV. RESULT
To validate and evaluate the performance of the presented
SS-CPCT method, Autoencoder was used for comparison.
Fig.3 shows the normal-dose CPCT images and low-dose
CPCT images obtain by Autoencoder and presented SS-CPCT
algorithms at three representative frames (#5, #15 and # 25),
respectively. In Fig. 4, it can be seen that the low-dose images
in both frames suffered from high noise and several structures
cannot be distinguished. Autoencoder and SS-CPCT can
suppress most of the noise and artifacts. Furthermore, the
presented SS-CPCT method preserved the structural features in
the best way than Autoencoder, as indicated by red arrows in
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(b)
Fig. 5 RMASE (a) and SSIM (b) from different algorithms for each frame.
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To further demonstrate the performance of the presented
SS-CPCT method, we also evaluate the corresponding CBF
maps from the different methods, and the results are displayed
in Fig. 6. Compared with the normal dose CBF map, the
presented method significantly improves the CBF map quality
by reducing noise and preserve structural details and the result
shows strong agreement with the normal-dose one in visual
inspection than Autoencoder result. Meanwhile, the SSIM and
RMSE metrics are used to evaluate the performance
quantitatively are listed in Table I. And the presented SS-CPCT
method obtain highest SSIM and lowest RMSE values,
indicating the presented method produce better performance
than the Autoencoder in terms of on noise reduction and local
structures preservation.

Fig.6 The CBF maps from the CPCT images reconstructed by the different
algorithms. The unit is 𝑚𝑙/100𝑔/𝑚𝑖𝑛
TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS (MEAN±SDS) ASSOCIATED WITH DIFFERENT
COMPETING ALGORITHMS ON THE CBF MAPS

Low-dose
Autoencoder
SS-CPCT

SSIM

RMSE

0.6515
0.8808
0.9079

7.8514
6.1258
5.6371

V. CONCLUSION
Based on the CPCT noise distribution analysis, we find that
it is not very rational to model this noise by a simple
distribution. In this work, we model the noise as a mixture of
Gaussians (MoG) distribution, and different with the traditional
supervised methods which need a large number of labeled
training data, we consider the rich spatio-temporal correlation
in CPCT frame images intrinsically, and then use the adjacent
frames to estimate the “clean” CPCT image as labeled images.
Finally, we train the network in [7] to map between the
low-dose CPCT image at each frame and its estimated “clean”
image. The performance of SS-CPCT method is verified by
comprehensive comparative studies against Autoencoder
through the visual and quantitative evaluations. In the future
work, extending the presented SS-CPCT method for evaluating
other tasks or datasets will be conducted.
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Abstract—This paper presents an acceleration technique for
iterative algorithms to jump from a low convergence state to a
higher one by the application of deep learning. This leapfrogging
strategy [1] is applied to an OS-SIRT algorithm on real ConeBeam Computed Tomography animal scans. Furthermore, we
introduce a post-processing step into the pipeline in order to
reduce noise in high convergence states. We show that our UNet architecture manages to learn a highly accurate prediction,
which also appears to generalize towards heterogeneous datasets.

Fig. 1: Schematic of leapfrogging an iterative reconstruction
algorithm by deep learning prediction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) is a key technology
for non-invasive visualization of the human body in clinical
routine. In clinical scanners, analytical methods like Filtered
Backprojection are predominantly used for the reconstruction.
Their main benefit is that the reconstruction comes at a low
computational cost. However, iterative methods have been
popular in the past due to their higher flexibility, especially
when it comes to regularization. Regularization allows for
improved handling of noise and artifacts which might be
contained in the data. However, this comes at comparably
high computational costs. In recent years, researchers have
integrated deep learning into the tomographic reconstruction
pipeline. Arridge et al. [2] recently provided an overview
of applying machine learning techniques (or “data-driven
models”) to Computed Tomography. Many recent works focus
on two application areas, first low dose CT (e.g. [3], [4]), i.e.
the task of denoising the reconstruction, and second sparse
data CT (e.g. [5], [6]), i.e. the task of removing artifacts
from the reconstruction. These problem domains need different
consideration as low dose noise can be treated locally, whereas
sparse data streaking artifacts are structures which extend
across the volume. There appear to be two main ways how
deep learning is incorporated into the tomographic reconstruction pipeline: The first approach uses a learned model as a
post-processing step (e.g. [3], [5]). The second one is to use
data-driven models for iterative algorithms as regularization
or optimization scheme to push the reconstruction to a more
desirable outcome (e.g. [4], [6]). Besides using deep learning
for improving image quality, it can also be employed to
reduce run-time of high performant but slow iterative methods.
This idea was first implemented by Cheng et al. [1]. In
their work they used a “leapfrogging” strategy in order to
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Fig. 2: Schematic of the employed U-Net architecture, using
four levels and one convolution per level.
jump from a low convergence state of a BSREM algorithm
to a higher one with a simple three layer Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN). In this work we apply a similar
leapfrogging strategy (see Fig. 1) to an OS-SIRT approach on
real cone-beam data. We use advanced deep architectures for
the leapfrogging approach, like the U-Net [7] architecture (see
Fig. 2). Furthermore, we apply an anisotropic filter to the high
convergence state to learn a leapfrogging and post-processing
at the same time. We evaluate this method on similarity and
convergence metrics. Additionally, we provide visual results
of the network’s performance on various datasets.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
In order to leapfrog an iterative algorithm using deep
learning, we first generate the training data and then train a
specific model. The model will then be integrated into the
reconstruction pipeline. As the saved time is proportional to
the number of skipped iterations, we used the result of a
low number of iterations as leapfrogging input, while for the
training label a rather high number is used (ideally close to
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convergence). Furthermore, we added an optional application
of post-processing steps, such as filtering, at the end of the
data generation pipeline. This results in directly embedding
the post-processing within the trained model. Thus the data
generation consists of generation of the input from a low
iteration state, the target from a high iteration state, and an
optional application of post-processing to the labels. During
the training phase we train a CNN from the input images to the
labelled images. This is an image-to-image translation/pixelwise regression task, and in general any corresponding architecture fits within this framework. Finally, during the reconstruction phase we apply as many iterations of the iterative
reconstruction as we used for the input data, and then apply the
trained model to leapfrog. After the deep learning prediction
the iterative algorithm can be reapplied, correcting potential
shortcomings of the model.

a fixed kernel size of 3x3. Accordingly, the first architecture
we selected, a deep CNN, has a total number of 12 layers.
During the experimentation we found that for deep CNNs, an
architecture with 10-20 layers had the best performance. The
second selected architecture, the U-net, consists of 6 levels
and 2 convolutional layer per level with average pooling for
downsampling and a nearest neighbor interpolation followed
by a 2x2 convolution for upsampling. In each level the
resolution of the features was down/upsampled by a factor of
2. Thereby, the number of channels was increased/decreased
by the same factor. We trained with the Adam optimizer in a
standard configuration (learning rate 10−4 , β1 =0.9, β2 =0.999)
and batch size 1. In our experiments only this particular batch
size let the model train properly. We further used a learning
1
with decay rate (dr)
rate decay lr(epoch) = 1+lr(epoch−1)·dr
of 0.05 and trained for 200 epochs.
IV. R ESULTS

III. E XPERIMENTS
The dataset for the experiments contains 12 cone-beam CT
scans from 6 different ex-vivo animals from the same species
(2 scans per animal), all of which were scanned with the same
scanner setup. Additionally, for evaluation we included one
cone-beam scan of another animal species with a different
scanning setup for evaluation on a heterogeneous dataset. The
training data was taken from 8 scans, the validation data from
2 scans and the testing data from 2 scans of the first animal,
plus the one from the second animal. From each scan we take
slices for one data point, so that the deep learning model is
a 2D image to 2D image mapping. The same method can be
applied to 3D, but we wanted to test for deeper architectures
with only a few training datasets, and we had to crop out
cone artifacts in the axial dimension. All the datasets were
reconstructed to a resolution of 512 × 512 × 512 and split in
axial dimension into 512 slices. The reconstructed volumes of
the first animal have a spacing of 0.443359 mm and the volume
of the second one a spacing of 0.3 mm. For the reconstruction
we used an OS-SIRT implementation (c.f. [8]) with a subset
size of 30 projections. Furthermore, a positivity constraint was
applied. The number of OS-SIRT iterations was fixed for the
input to 1 and for the label to 20. For the input we selected
the first iteration since it shows many image details but with
a strong blur. On the other hand, for the labels we selected
the 20th iteration as a trade-off between image details and
noise. The first and last slices which had cone artifacts were
removed from the training data, such that from each volume
356 of the 512 slices were taken. Furthermore, we generated
additional labels by clipping all label data to positive values (as
is done in each OS-SIRT iteration), and by including a PeronaMalik anisotropic diffusion [9] filter into our data generation
phase, in order to filter out all noise structures. For the network
architecture we experimented with different deep CNNs and
U-Nets, where we selected one specific architecture for each
network type after some experimentation. All networks were
wrapped with one first layer with 32 channels, 5x5 kernels and
one last layer with one channel and 7x7 kernels. Furthermore,
all layers in the middle have a fixed channel size of 16 and

A. Quantitative Analysis
For quantitative analysis, we selected different similarity
and convergence metrics and took time measurements of
different models and of single OS-SIRT iterations. With
similarity metrics we examine which convergence state is
most similar to the deep learning prediction. Therefore, we
measure the SSIM and MSE between prediction and the
iterations ranging from 1 to 30. Since we trained on a cropped
volume to leave out cone beam artifacts, we calculate metrics
also on cropped versions of the test data. Furthermore, we
evaluate the actual convergence state of the prediction using
convergence metrics we compute using the OS-SIRT as ground
truth and each deep learning model with further 29 OS-SIRT
iterations applied to it. The first convergence metric we use
the Residual Error which is the objective function of the
CT optimization, i.e. the squared L2 norm of the residual.
However, in this case the cropping is not straightforward,
since any change in the volume, such as cropping, results in
a high change to the forward projection. Hence we apply a
cropping in projection space. As a second convergence metric,
we calculate the relative change in the cropped volume between consecutive iterations as “Relative Update Magnitude”
(RUM(i) =

xi −xi−1
xi

). The MSE in Fig. 3a shows that the

prediction of the U-Net has its optimum at iteration 20 (marked
by a point). Furthermore, the MSE at this point is smaller
than the one of the deep CNN and Cheng’s CNN [10]. This is
reflected by the SSIM in Fig. 3b, which, however, shows a less
significant difference between the models. The Residual Error
(Fig. 3c) only shows a small difference after the prediction of
each model (iteration 1 in the graph) to the ground truth, but
then drops quickly after one further OS-SIRT iteration. The
model graphs then form a plateau and do not differ much
on higher iterations. However, the point where the models
first reach the convergence state of 20 OS-SIRT iterations,
is at 11 iterations for the U-Net, one iteration earlier than the
model of Cheng (marked by the red dashed line and the point
in each graph). On the other hand, the RUM shows a more
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TABLE I: Mean and standard deviation of the runtime of
different model predictions and a single SIRT iteration of 100
runs in milliseconds.
1 OS-SIRT iteration
Cheng’s CNN
Deep CNN
U-Net
(a) MSE

(b) SSIM

(c) Residual Error

(d) Relative Update Magnitude

Fig. 3: Similarity (a),(b) and convergence (c),(d) metrics with
positive labels for different architectures.

(a) MSE

(b) SSIM

Mean
7009 ms
9186 ms
12774 ms
16200 ms

Standard Deviation
81 ms
148 ms
148 ms
228 ms

The smoothed labels, on the other hand, show a much higher
error, which is expected since it was trained on a filtered
version of the labels. That the other models are better in the
MSE indicates that the models reproduce at least some of
the noise structure correctly. A similar picture arises in the
SSIM (see Fig. 4b), where the prediction of models trained
on unclipped and positive labels completely overlap and the
smoothed labels are slightly worse. The Residual Error in Fig.
4c shows that the unclipped data prediction starts at a much
smaller value than the ground truth and the other models. This
behavior is expected, since the labels of the other models
were processed. However, at the second iteration all model
curves are at the same value, so the plot suggests that the
OS-SIRT compensates for the clipping and smoothing in only
one iteration. Furthermore, the point where the smoothed and
positive model first cross the value of 20 OS-SIRT iterations
lie on the same point. So the iterative algorithm can even
compensate for the smoothing and manages to catch up with
the positive clipped prediction. However, the unclipped model
approach crosses this value three iterations later. In Fig. 4d, we
can observe that the unclipped model starts at a much smaller
value, but the positive model converges to it. On the other
hand, the smoothed labels model starts at a similar value as
the positive one, but decreases slower. Finally, the run time
has been evaluated for a single OS-SIRT iteration versus the
application of each model with the ImFusion framework on all
512 slices. We ran the model on a GeForce GTX 1080 and the
results are listed in table I. While the shallow model of Cheng
et al. [1] only takes a bit longer than one SIRT iteration, the
U-Net takes a bit more time than two SIRT steps.
B. Qualitative Analysis

(c) Residual Error

(d) Relative Update Magnitude

Fig. 4: Similarity (a),(b) and convergence (c),(d) metrics with
U-Net for different labels.

significant difference between the models. The crossing point
of the U-Net is at 8 iterations, while the one of Cheng’s model
is at 10 iterations. The plot reveals an advantage of our deep
models over the shallow CNN of Cheng. Fig. 4 shows the
similarity metrics trained only on the U-Net architecture with
different data processing (labels with no clipping, clipping
to positive values, filtering). The MSE (Fig. 4a) shows that
there is only a small difference between positive and unclipped
data, while the positive data models have a slight advantage.
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We further provide a qualitative analysis with slices and
line plots of the U-Net predictions on the test data. Here, we
compare our U-Net against the architecture of Cheng et al. [1]
on line plots of the second animal data (that was not trained
on) to evaluate how good the different models generalize.
Furthermore, we show the visual performance of the U-Net
on the test data trained on the positive data. The prediction
of the models, trained on the positive data (Fig. 5), shows a
significant difference between the U-Net and Cheng’s model.
While both models predict the big spikes well, the shallow
CNN shifts the prediction in flat areas a bit upwards compared
to its label. The U-Net manages to predict all areas well and
almost completely overlaps the label. The same effect can
be observed when the models are trained with the smoothed
labels (Fig. 6). Here, the model of Cheng further inserts some
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(a) Input

Fig. 5: Comparison of line plots from the model of Cheng et
al. [1] and our U-Net trained on positive labels on the second
animal dataset.

Fig. 6: Comparison of line plots from the model of Cheng
et al. [1] and our U-Net trained on smoothed labels on the
second animal dataset.
noisy structures which are not present in the label. The same
happens to the prediction of the U-Net, but less severe. In
summary, the U-Net predicts all image areas equally well and
clearly outperforms shallower networks on all labels. Finally,
the visual appearance of the U-Net prediction on the first
animal test data is shown in Fig. 7. While the input shows
a very blurry appearance, the labels have sharp structures,
which the prediction completely recovers, such that it cannot
be visually distinguished from the label. Since the training was
only performed on reconstructions of one type of animal, we
further evaluated on different data. Therefore, the prediction

(a) Input

(b) Prediction

(c) Label

Fig. 7: Slices of the first animal test data with prediction of
U-Net leapfrogging.

(b) Prediction

(c) Label

Fig. 8: Slices of the second animal test data with prediction
of U-Net leapfrogging.
of the same network on the second animal dataset is shown
in Fig. 8. The results of this plot show that the prediction is
also very close to the label on heterogeneous data except for
a subtile blur in bone structures. That the prediction has such
a high quality on different datasets shows that the network
is learning a sharpening filter which accurately recovers the
application of OS-SIRT.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a deep learning based leapfrogging approach in order to accelerate an OS-SIRT algorithm.
Our results indicate that U-Nets provide the best prediction in
terms of leapfrogging convergence state, image quality, and
generalization for different datasets. A smoothed version of
the labels can also be trained to incorporate a post processing
step into the leapfrogging prediction to filter out noise.
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4D Segmentation-Based Anatomy-Constrained
Motion-Compensated Reconstruction of On-Board
4D CBCT Scans
Markus Susenburger, Pascal Paysan, Adam Strzelecki, Igor Peterlik, Dieter Seghers, and Marc Kachelrieß

Abstract—On-board 4D CBCT scans benefit from motioncompensated (MoCo) reconstruction, where motion vector fields,
that are estimated from the acquired data, are applied during
reconstruction. In some cases, however, MoCo suffers from
non-physiological motion artifacts such as moving bone, for
example. In this work, we enhance our artifact-specific cyclic
motion compensation (acMoCo) approach by adding spatially
and temporally resolved prior knowledge. This is done by using
a four dimensional segmentation. The algorithm obtained is
the anatomy-constrained acMoCo (acacMoCo) algorithm. The
advantage of the anatomical prior knowledge is that it allows us
to incorporate additional constraints into the registration process
such that motion estimation can now be handled differently for
different anatomical regions. The effect on the image quality of
the spine, the ribs and the lung border is demonstrated and found
to improve the overall 4D image quality.
Index Terms—Radiotherapy, 4D CBCT, motion-compensation,
image reconstruction, 4D segmentation

R

I. I NTRODUCTION

ESPIRATION-CORRELATED cone-beam CT (CBCT)
data can be used to increase the spatial accuracy of
stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) and therefore decrease the undesired dose deposit in healthy tissue [1], [2].
Current commercially available 4D reconstructions approaches
are based on a respiration-gated (binned) reconstruction [3].
However, current 4D acquisition protocols tend to be of rather
low image quality and advanced approaches that improve the
overall impression may lead to motion underestimation or nonphysiological motion patterns [4]. Moreover, gating does not
make use of the full x-ray dose because each image only
contains the dose of the respective gate, say, 10 or 20% of
the total dose.
The aim of MoCo reconstruction is to use the full dose for
each reconstructed respiratory phase. This allows to obtain
high quality images even for short scan times. One of the
MoCo algorithms which showed very good results in terms of
dealing with sparse data from one minute scans (reasonable
level of dose and short acquisition time) is the artifact-model
based cyclic motion-compensation (acMoCo). It features a
patient-specific, 3D artifact model as well as a cyclic constraint
to ensure the periodic behavior of respiratory motion [5], [6].
The algorithm was further extended to deal with sliding organ
M. Susenburger and Prof. Dr. M. Kachelrieß are with the German Cancer
Research Center, Heidelberg, Germany, and with the University of Heidelberg,
Heidelberg, Germany. Dr. P. Paysan, Dr. I. Peterlik, Dr. A. Strzelecki and Dr.
D. Seghers are with Varian Medical Systems, Baden-Dättwil, Switzerland.
Corresponding author: Markus Susenburger (markus.susenburger@dkfz.de)
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motion, such as between the lung cavity and the ribs, with
motion vector field upsampling and with irregular breathing
patterns [7], [8], [9]. However, it turned out that even then the
inherent deformable image registration algorithm has problems to deal with certain, moving anatomical structures. One
prominent example is the spine which tends to move in MoCo
images from very sparse data, although the true solution for
patients positioned supine is a zero-filled motion vector field.
Another problem is the required regularization of the motion
vector fields that corresponds to a local smoothing which does,
however, not account for anatomical borders.
To tackle those problems, we developed the anatomicallyconstrained acMoCo (acacMoCo) algorithm, a method based
on temporally-resolved anatomical knowledge. This prior
knowledge allows us to constrain or regularize the motion
estimation in a physiologically more realistic way. We here
demonstrate the potential of acacMoCo on the spine, the
ribs and the pleural cavity. These represent regions of stationarity, rigid motion and sliding organ motion, respectively.
We compare the results with acMoCo and with the clinical
references respiratory-gated FDK and modified McKinnonBates (mMKB) algorithm [10]. 10 patient cases are analyzed.
II. M ETHODS
A. Data Acquisition
The 4D CBCT scans are acquired on a Varian TrueBeam
in full arc and shifted detector mode within one minute scan
time, two scans are acquired within two minutes with a lower
frame rate. The respiration signals are either measured during
treatment (extrinsic), or intrinsically estimated in a reconstruction software (iTools Reconstruction, Varian Medical Systems)
or an available respiration and cardiac gating method [11]. The
parameters are collected in table I.
B. 4D Reconstruction
Given a CBCT scan acquired on an on-board imaging
system and a respiration signal, either measured or intrinsically
estimated, we sort the projection into 20 overlapping respiration bins (width = 10%, sampling distance = 5%). Each phase
is separately reconstructed with the Feldkamp-David-Kress
(FDK) algorithm [12]. Since those gated data are angularly
sparse the phase-gated images contain severe reconstruction
artifacts. In MoCo reconstruction, all the acquired projections
will be used for each phase. Projections from other phases are
deformably warped into the space of the destination phase after
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backprojection. This process is repeated for every respiratory
phase, i.e. 20 times in our case.
C. Deformable Image Registration
Given a source volume f which should be deformably
registered to the destination volume g, we are looking for a
deformation vector field d(r), such that
Td f (r) = f (d(r)) = g(r).

(1)

The Demon’s algorithm is a well-known method to find a
deformable motion vector field satisfying the transformation
above [13]. In our implementation, we follow the symmetric forces extension together with the diffeomorphic framework [14]. The non-parametric Demon’s framework aims at
minimizing the cost function between image similarity and
smoothness of the motion vector fields. This cost function can
be solved as a two step optimization: First, find an update for
the motion vector field, second, regularize the (new) motion
vector field. As regularizers, Gaussian smoothing is chosen
in the unmodified algorithm for a pre-regularization on the
update motion vector field and a second Gaussian smoothing
for a post-regularization on the newly composed motion vector
field. The Demon’s algorithm is implemented to work on
a multi-resolution approach, starting on a coarse grid and
subsequent registrations on finer grids until the final voxel
size of 1 × 1 × 1 mm3 on a 512 × 512 × 210 grid is reached.
D. Cyclic Motion Compensation
The set of motion vector fields is obtained by a deformable
registration of the phase-gated images in a cyclic fashion. The
deformation from phase n to the adjacent phase n + 1 is
denoted by Tnn+1 , hence the deformation from an arbitrary
phase n to any other phase m in the cycle can be understood
of a composition of adjacent motion vector fields:
n+2
m
Tnm = Tm−1
◦ . . . ◦ Tn+1
◦ Tnn+1 .

(2)

Since the respiratory motion is cyclic
should equal the
identity tranform. To make sure that this is the case a cyclic
constraint is applied during the motion vector field estimation
process, penalizing deviations from the identity transform for
a full cyclic vector field composition (see details in reference
[5]).
Tnn+N

E. Artifact Model-Based Cyclic Motion Compensation
The motion vector fields estimated by the cyclic motion
compensation comprise the desired patient motion vectors and
an undesired contribution from the artifact motion. The artifact
model is to estimate the latter. A simple threshold-based
patient-specific coarse segmentation is performed to obtain
a motion-free 3D image. This volume is forward projected
into the same geometry as the original measurement and a
gated reconstruction of these virtual rawdata is performed. The
images now only contain the artifact motion and no patient
motion. After two separate cyclic motion estimations, we
subtract the artifact motion vector field from the total motion
vector field. This gives a motion vector field describing just
the patient motion.

Fig. 1. Workflow scheme of the proposed method. An initial acMoCo is
performed to gain a high quality image of a certain respiration phase (phase
0 in the case of this study). After the segmentation of the end of inhale
phase, we apply the motion vector fields estimated in the initial acMoCo to
transform the segmentation into the remaining phases. These segments are
used as additional constraints in the acacMoCo approach.

F. 4D Segmentation
Given an initial acMoCo reconstruction, i.e. 20 nearly
artifact-free volumes and 20 cyclically-constrained motion
vector fields, an advanced organ segmentation is performed on
one of the phase (we have chosen phase 0 which corresponds
to the end of inhale). The segmentation is performed with
an autosegmentation tool (MIRS, Varian Medical Systems). It
provides us with a mask for each segmented anatomical region.
The anatomical regions are body, bones, spine and lungs and
an estimate for the body region close to the couch (see figure
2). We then use the motion vector fields to deform these masks
into the other respiratory phases (see figure 3).
G. Sliding Organ Border Motion
To prevent the sliding organ border motion, a guided
bilateral filter is used [7]. Given the 4D prior segmentation
of the lung, we assume sliding motion at lung chest wall
interface, so that we limit the motion transfer introduced
otherwise by the conventional Gaussian regularization, which
is isotropic. The filter works as follows: The lung mask is
morphologically processed to decompose each motion vector
into a component tangential to the lung surface and into
a component perpendicular thereto. The tangential direction
is the one where the sliding may occur. The perpendicular
component is filtered with a Gaussian filter G of standard
deviation σ, while the tangential component of the motion
vector field is convolved with a bilateral filter consisting of
two Gaussian with standard deviations σ and ω and the latter
using the the prior image P as its argument:
X
d(r)k ∝
Gσ (r − r 0 ) · Gω (P (r) − P (r 0 )) · d(r 0 )k
0

d(r)⊥ ∝

r
X
r0

Gσ (r − r 0 ) · d(r 0 )⊥
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TABLE I
S CANS CONSIDERED IN THIS STUDY WITH INFORMATION ON SCAN TIME ,
THE CURRENT OF THE USED X- RAY SOURCE AND THE GATING METHOD .
Patient
B00
B01
B02
B03
BT2
M00
M01
M03
H02
V01

Fig. 2. A segmentation performed on the end of inhale phase of an initial
acMoCo image, divided into the structures body, bones, couch, lungs and
spine. The body is used to regularize the motion vectors of the registration
outside of the body, with ribs and lung is dealt with the sliding lung motion
filter, artifacts in the back are controlled by the couch segmentation and the
spine is kept stationary. On the right, the y dependency of the weight w(y)
is shown (see section II-H).

RPM
19
17
21
21
27
13
18
21
27
18

Gating
intrinsic
intrinsic
intrinsic
intrinsic
extrinsic
extrinsic
extrinsic
extrinsic
unknown
extrinsic

Scan Time
60 s
60 s
60 s
60 s
60 s
120 s
60 s
60 s
60 s
120 s

Current
80 mA
20 mA
20 mA
80 mA
20 mA
20 mA
112 mA
112 mA
80 mA
40 mA

FPS
15
15
15
15
15
11
15
15
15
7

Each boundary condition is evaluated in each iteration of the
Demons motion estimation in the four dimensional domain of
the source image f , as it undergoes the deformation encoded
in the motion vector field towards the destination image g.
The highest priority of motion constraints in overlapping or
neighboring structures have those who enforce zero motion
(spine and body mask). A smooth transition between those
regions is ensured over the smoothing operation of involved
filters (bilateral or Gaussian, depending on the lung segmentation prior).
Additionally, the cyclic constraint and the patient-specific
artifact model are used in the acacMoCo.
III. R ESULTS

Fig. 3. Four of 20 segmented respiratory phases are shown as an example. The
anatomical structures patient, lung, ribs, spine and patient’s back are displayed
in different shades of gray. Differences between the phases are small for the
shown slice in the transversal view. The second row shows the difference
image to the end of inhale phase (reference phase for the segmentation).

with the constant of proportionality chosen such that the filters
are properly normalized.
H. Anatomically-Constrained Motion Estimation
The anatomical constraints are implemented with different
boundary conditions on the motion vector field d:
• Motion vectors belonging to the spine region are set to
zero: d(r) = 0 if r ∈ Ωspine .
• Motion vectors at the sliding lung interface are treated as
described in the previous section.
• The patient outline is used to minimize the volume of
interest for the registration by setting the motion vectors
to zero and omitting the registration: d(r) = 0 if r ∈
/
Ωbody .
• The motion of the patient’s back is suppressed by
weighting the motion vector field linear to its distance
to the couch w(y)d, w(y) ∈ [0, 1]. The reasoning is
motion suppression close to the couch (w = 0) and a
smooth transition to a full motion weight in the interior
(w > 0, w = 1 at the violet line).
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We tested the 4D segmentation and the acacMoCo algorithm
using ten patient data sets that were provided by Varian
Medical Systems. The acquisition parameters for every data
set can be found in table I, the result of scan (B00) is shown
in figure 4. The acacMoCo improves the result of the acMoCo
in the spine, as we introduced the stationary constraint. This
effect is best seen in the 4D respiration sequence, as the
motion occurs between the phases. It is also indicated by the
blurring of the spine in the acMoCo. The sliding lung motion
filter prevent cross organ border motion transfer, this results
in a recovery of the rib shape and slightly sharper diaphragm.
The linear weighted motion suppression in the back mitigates
the artifacts in the patient’s back. Tissue structures can be
seen in the acacMoCo which are impaired by artifacts in the
acMoCo. All 4D reconstructions can reduce the sparseness
artifacts while preserving the image quality.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
The use of 4D anatomical constraints empowers the acacMoCo to achieve improved results compared to the acMoCo.
The advantage is given by the precise anatomical prior knowledge which enables us to guide the registration with more
realistic physiological motion patterns. The motion estimation
is split from a global problem to several smaller motion
estimation problems, which enables an organ-specific motion
handling. Restrictions for the acacMoCo are given with insufficient prior segmentation or motion occurring in truncated
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Fig. 4. Comparison of reconstruction methods for an example one minute CBCT patient scan: 3D reconstruction, simple 4D gated reconstruction and the
4D reconstructions modified McKinnon-Bates, acMoCo and acacMoCo. The 3D FDK suffers from motion blurring and the gated FDK has a high temporal
resolution but the sparseness reconstruction artifacts limit the image quality. Three zooms show aspects of the acacMoCo improvements, compared to 3D FDK
(*), acMoCo (†) and acacMoCo (‡): The recovery of the spine in the acacMoCo achieved with the spinal motion suppression (yellow, long dashed zoom), the
effect of the sliding lung motion filter, indicated by the restoration of the rib shape and the couch artifact reduction, here shown with four different phases,
which results in a homogenous back and temporal stability.

parts of the body, which is a common problem in MoCo with
deformable image registration. However, it seems that small
motion artifacts in the initial motion vector fields for the 4D
segmentation do not influence the acacMoCo results.
The acacMoCo can be extended with further constraints
to consider knowledge of other anatomies as well. Such
extensions can feature affinity constraints on the motion vector
fields in regions of low contrast or other regularizers on the
vector fields.
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Projection-based cardiac phase estimation:
towards ECG-less prospective cardiac CT
gating
Eri Haneda, Bernhard Claus, Jed D. Pack, Bruno De Man

Abstract—In cardiac CT, triggering a scan during a quiescent
cardiac phase is important in order to minimize motion artifacts.
In the current workflow, cardiac phases are determined by an
ECG (electrocardiogram) device. Typically, the minimum cardiac
motion phase is observed at end-systole or mid- to end-diastole.
ECG devices are routinely used, with the inherent workflow
overhead and sometimes poor signal issues. For example,
reinstallation is required if the signal from the leads is not reliably
detected. In addition, the current methodology is somewhat
limited in the sense that it relies on only a single sample (the R
peak) per heartbeat.
In this paper, a proof-of-concept study to estimate cardiac
phase directly from CT projection data using a neural network is
presented. We trained a neural network to estimate cardiac phase
based solely on CT projections. The basic idea is to perform an
ultra-low-dose monitoring scan followed by a standard diagnostic
scan. Projection data are obtained during the monitoring stage
with sparse view sampling, a low-dose technique and a wide
collimator opening. By continuously analyzing the sparse sequence
of projection views, we can in real-time estimate the cardiac phase
and use that information to prospectively gate the diagnostic scan.
In this preliminary study, we used a small number of clinical
datasets for training and testing to show the feasibility of
extracting cardiac phase information directly from projection
data.
Index Terms—Computed tomography, Cardiac CT gating,
Cardiac phase, Sinogram, Projection data, Neural networks
I.

INTRODUCTION

C

ardiac CT scanner performance has improved dramatically
over the last two decades, with effective temporal
resolution now approaching 30 ms thanks to motion
compensation algorithms, and several commercial CT scanners
now capable of covering the entire heart in one rotation.
However, cardiac CT exams are still challenging to perform due
to the need to carefully time the scan based on cardiac phase to
avoid motion artifacts and also based on when the peak iodine
contrast enhancement is reached. To find the minimum cardiac
motion, cardiac scans typically require the use of an ECG
device, which measures electrical impulses traveling across
heart muscle to trigger contractions. With ECG, the cardiac
phase within a cardiac cycle (such as end-diastole or endsystole) can be estimated from the time of the R peaks (Fig.1).
Typically, minimum cardiac motion is observed in mid- or endEri Haneda (haneda@ge.com), Bernhard Claus, Jed D. Pack, and Bruno De
Man are with GE Global Research, Niskayuna, NY.
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diastole and end-systole phases [1]. In traditional cardiac CT
scans, the R peaks are recorded by ECG, and the quiescent
phase during which the scan is performed is defined for
example as 70-80% of the R-R interval.
While ECG is routinely used, ECG installation to patients
adds a substantial time and effort to the exam, comes with
additional cost (patches and equipment) and requires additional
technologist training. Moreover, there is a chance that the leads
provide a poor signal, resulting in aborting the exam, which is
most problematic if contrast agent was already administered or
radiation dose was already delivered.

Fig. 1. R-R interval and systole/diastole in ECG signal

In this paper, we will demonstrate a proof-of-concept study
of cardiac phase estimation from sparse-view CT projection
data with the potential to eliminate the use of an ECG device
for gating. The idea of using projection data for cardiac phase
estimation was already proposed in past studies. The most
relevant studies are discussed in [2, 3], where a direct projection
approach was used for automatic cardiac phase selection in
retrospective gating. The authors showed that the kymogram
signal extracted from the projection data has a strong
correlation with the ECG signal and demonstrated that it can be
used to select the optimal interval for reconstruction with
minimum motion artifacts. The kymogram signal was
generated from densely-sampled projections. It was estimated
by backprojecting the center-of-mass of the projection views [2,
3].
The ideas of characterizing static and dynamic structures of
a human body without image reconstruction were also
published previously. For static object detection, Chesler et al.
[4] analytically showed that projection-domain SNR is greater
than image-domain SNR under simple conditions where
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background and target are exactly known. There are also
simulation studies that support this claim in the context of
attenuation-coefficient estimation and lesion detectability [5],
[6]. In [7], blood vessel feature detection and characterization
were demonstrated directly from CT projection data.
In this paper, we present a proof-of-concept study of cardiac
phase estimation directly from sparse-view CT projection data
using a neural network. More specifically, we estimate the
cardiac phase (represented by percent of the R-R interval (RR%)) from a sequence of projection images with wide
collimator opening to cover the entire heart. Projection-based
cardiac phase estimation enables a new cardiac scanning
paradigm which starts with a monitoring phase where the
collimation is already wide open (ideally covering the entire
heart, like for the diagnostic scan), and the patient’s heart is
scanned with a low-dose technique and under sparse-view
conditions to minimize radiation dose. During this monitoring
phase, the acquired projection data is analyzed in real-time to
determine the cardiac phase (i.e. R-R%) of each new projection.
Once the optimal scan timing is calculated from this signal
(along with bolus arrival time), the scan parameters can be
switched to a diagnosis scan with standard technique and
densely-sampled views. In this paper, our focus is on
demonstrating initial feasibility of cardiac phase estimation.
Real-time implementation is out of scope.
II. METHODS
A. Clinical datasets
For training purposes, we prefer projection data with full (16
cm) coverage, including all cardiac phases (full R-R interval)
and accompanied by ECG measurements to be used as label.
Such clinical data is not routinely acquired.
Dynamic perfusion data is taken over multiple heart beats,
however it is gated so the acquisition is not equally spread over
different cardiac phases. Timing bolus scans or bolus tracking
scans only acquire data every 1-2 seconds, so the temporal
sampling is not high enough. These also use a narrow collimator
opening, so only a small portion of the heart is imaged.
Coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) scans
are usually already gated and therefore don’t contain all cardiac
phases. Un-gated CCTA scans are acquired in special cases
such as arrythmia cases, transcatheter aortic valve replacement
(TAVR) planning or functional studies [8].
In this study, we used 11 clinical un-gated CCTA datasets
used for functional studies with long exposure (>1 sec) for
training and testing. R peaks were recorded by ECG, and
contrast agent was administered. All scans were acquired using
a GE Revolution CT scanner with wide collimator (16cm zcoverage). Settings varied across exams. For example, tube
voltage ranged from 80 kVp to 120kVp while rotation speed
was 0.28 or 0.35 sec per rotation. Scan durations ranged from
1.0 sec to 2.2 sec, covering at least one full cardiac cycle. In
most cases, tube current is significantly lowered outside of a
selected cardiac phase (~1/40 to 1/30 relative to the standard
tube current (~400mA)). Therefore, a large portion of data had
a very high noise level.
Fig. 2 shows an example of Anterior-Posterior (AP)
projection view (left) and the intensity changes from the 1 st

Fig. 2. The most left image is an example of AP view of projection. The rest
of images are the intensity changes at every AP view from the 1 st rotation
through the 5th rotation. The intensity change was computed by subtracting
the minimum value over the 5 images for each pixel. Contrast agent was
administrated in training and testing data.

through the 5th rotation. The intensity change was computed by
taking difference relative to the minimum value over all 5
projections. Each image is labeled with the corresponding RR% as a reference. We can observe low and high intensity
changes below the aorta region. This is probably due to the
decrease and increase of blood volume in left ventricle area
during systole and diastole. We observed similar trends in other
patients.
B. Architecture
There are many ways to select a sequence of projection data
to estimate the R-R%. For example, one projection per rotation,
multiple uniformly-distributed projections per rotation, or a few
neighboring projections per rotation. Each strategy has
advantages and disadvantages. In this preliminary study, we
used a single projection at a fixed view angle at every rotation
(e.g. AP views in Fig. 2). All resulting projection views are
spatially aligned, which should make it easier for a network to
learn changes in cardiac phase. The disadvantage of this
strategy is the low temporal sampling density. Since the gantry
rotates in 0.28 or 0.35 seconds, a projection is acquired only
every 28-53% of a cardiac cycle for a regular heart beat with 60
bpm-90 bpm. Multiple projections per rotation would provide
higher temporal sampling density, but the task of extracting
cardiac phase estimation becomes intuitively more complex.
The network requires a large amount of training data. Similarly,
one snapshot with neighboring angle views will allow for
capturing some type of “depth” information, similar to
tomosynthesis.
We implemented four scenarios: a sequence of one, two,
three, or four consecutive AP views, and in all cases we
estimated the R-R% of the last view. Four AP views span
approximately 0.84 to 1.05 seconds, which is close to one
heartbeat.
We used simple convolutional neural network (CNN) layers
combined with fully connected (FC) layers to estimate R-R%.
Figure 3 shows the neural network model we used. The
convolution kernel size is 3x3, and max pooling size is [2,2].
ReLU activation functions are used after all convolution and
dense layers. Since we use very little training data, the depth
was kept relatively shallow (4 repeated CNN layers) to reduce
risk of overfitting [9]. Notice that the output of network is not a
single value of R-R%. Instead, we used cos(2*pi*R-R%) and
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sin(2*pi*R-R%). This is because R-R% is circularly repeated,
therefore 0% and 100% are the same phase, consequently the
error metric measuring the difference between 1% and 99%
should be small. To accommodate the periodicity of the cardiac
phase, we mapped R-R% to two values using polar coordinate
system: cos(2*pi*R-R%) and sin(2*pi*R-R%). Then, the
squared distance between two points in Cartesian coordinates
was used as error metric for training. In the training, SGD
(stochastic gradient descent) was used for the optimization. The
final R-R% was computed by the angle formed by the cosine
and sine. The network was implemented using Keras with a
Tensorflow backend.

±10º in 1º increments. The data after each step was cropped to
the original size. The missing values from resizing and rotation
were zero-padded. Finally, the data was randomly shifted in
horizontal and vertical directions up to 10%. Each dataset was
normalized by dividing with the max value of the first AP view
snapshot, then the mean of entire dataset in the sequence was
subtracted. Note that the exact same preprocessing was always
performed on each AP view within a sequence. Overall, a
network was trained with ~70,000 augmented datasets, which
originated from 27 datasets extracted from 10 patients and
tested on ~8,000 augmented datasets from a completely
separate patient dataset.
III. RESULTS
We performed 11 leave-one-out experiments. In each
experiment, we excluded one patient data to preserve for
testing. The rest of patient data were divided into training (90%)
and validation datasets (10%). We repeated the experiment 11
times to train 11 different networks. In this way, we always used
a patient dataset that the neural network had not seen for testing.

Fig. 3. Neural network architecture. The input is a sequence of 1 to 4 AP
projection views, and the output is a 2-dimensional representation of the
cardiac phase in the last view (see text).

C. Preprocessing & data augmentation
We applied preprocessing steps to each sequence of
projection data. We also performed data augmentation to
increase the number of training samples. First, a rectangular box
which contains the heart was segmented from each patient data.
The rectangular box spans all pixels in the detector row
direction (i.e. body height direction), and about 42% in the
column direction. The center of the box in the column direction
was selected by summing all detector columns, low-pass
filtering, thresholding and center of mass calculation. Figure 4
shows examples of heart region segmentation. The bounding
boxes with red lines are the segmented area. The segmentation
was done by using the first AP view of each projection data
sequence, and the same segmentation was applied to the other
projections in the sequence. The segmented data was downsampled by 4 after low-pass filtering with a 5x5 Gaussian
kernel.
To increase the variation of training samples, data
augmentation was performed. We first collected projections
over ±5º around each AP view (i.e. 27 views) and labeled each
projection with the same R-R% as the central view, where the
R-R% was computed from the time stamps at R peaks which
were stored in the scan data. Then, each data was resized by
factors 1.2, 1.1, 1.0, 0.9, and 0.8, and rotated in the range of

Fig. 4. Examples of heart segmentation with a rectangular box (red line) on
AP view data as a preprocessing. The box height and width are fixed. The
box spans all pixels in detector row direction (vertical) and spans about
42% in column direction (horizontal).
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A. Training convergence
Figure 5 shows an example of convergence curves of loss
function during training. Each plot corresponds to the case of a
sequence of 4 AP views, 3 AP views, 2 AP views, and 1 AP
view. The plot shows both curves for training and validation
dataset. For all leave-one-out training experiments, the
convergence curves were similar. While the convergence speed
of 4 AP views and 3 AP views cases were similar and
monotonically decreasing, the speed became slower for 2 AP
views. The 1 AP view case showed the slowest convergence
speed and the curve was not as smooth as other cases.
B. R-R% results

Fig. 5. Convergence of loss function during training. Each plot corresponds
to a sequence of (a) 4 AP views (b) 3 AP views (c) 2 AP views, and (d) 1 AP
view. SGD (stochastic gradient descent) was used for the optimization.

Figure 6 shows four plots of prediction versus ground-truth
R-R% (a sequence of 4 AP views, 3 AP views, 2 AP views, and
1 AP view). Each plot is a combined test result of 11 leave- oneout experiments, therefore combined result of 11 different
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trained networks. Multiple prediction points correspond to one
ground-truth point because of the data augmentation we
performed. Recall that R-R% is circularly continuous, which
means 0 (0%) and 1.0 (100%) are the same phase. To compute
the error, the prediction value 𝑦 that is closer to ground-truth x
was selected by using the equation: predict = mod(y-x+0.5,1)0.5. We observed that root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) was
17.2%, 17.6%, 19.1%, and 26.0% in 4 AP views, 3 AP views,
2 AP views, and 1 AP view. As a reference, the RMSE of
random predictions using uniform distribution was 28.9%.
Although the error level and variance are still relatively large in
these early results, we observed an obvious correlation between
the ground truth and prediction, which becomes more
pronounced when a larger number of AP projection views is
used.
Fig. 7. An example of cosine and sine prediction vs. ground-truth: (a) 4
AP views (b) 3 AP views (c) 2 AP views, and (d) 1 AP view. The groundtruth was indicated by a black line (R-R 89%). The angle pointing to the
right direction corresponds to R-R 0% and the value increases counterclockwise. 2835 predictions points for augmented dataset are presented.

from sparse projections is possible, but more extensive training
of deep learning algorithms with more data is needed for an
accurate and robust estimator.
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Adjoint pairs of image warping operators for
motion modeling in 4D-CT
Jens Renders, Jan Sijbers and Jan De Beenhouwer

Abstract—In 4D-CT, a 4D image (3D+time) needs to be
reconstructed from projection data of a moving object. A simple
approach is to acquire a number of consecutive 3D-CT scans
(called subscans) and to then reconstruct them separately. When
the object is moving rapidly, or a high time resolution is desired, a
short acquisition time is needed for the subscans, leading to a low
number of projections and a strongly underdetermined system
to solve. Recently, a number of methods have been proposed to
alleviate this issue using image warping operators. By warping
an image from a certain time frame to a neighboring time
frame, the image can be compared to the projection data of
that neighboring time frame, reducing underdetermination. The
motion that is used for the warp can be either estimated in
advance, or it can be reconstructed jointly with the images. To
invert a model that incorporates warping operators, the adjoints
of these warping operators are needed. The current methods
approximate these adjoint operators by warping operators for an
approximate inverse flow. We propose to use the exact adjoints
instead, which leads to faster convergence, less computation and
less memory requirements.
Index Terms—4D-CT, warping, motion.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

4D-CT scan is a series of n consecutive, regular CT
scans called subscans. It is generally assumed that the
scanned object is motionless during each subscan, such that
the scan can be modeled by the equation Wi xi = pi , where
Wi is the projection matrix, xi is the scanned object and
pi is the projection data of the i-th subscan. The extent to
which this assumption is true depends on the time that passed
during the subscan, and the speed of the motion of the object.
For this reason, subscans are usually fast scans with few
projections. Reconstructing a 4D image from a 4D-CT scan
with n subscans then corresponds to solving n linear systems
Wi xi = pi ,

i = 1, · · · , n

,

(1)

which, in this case, are highly underdetermined. Equivalently,
the problem can be represented as one big underdetermined
system of the form
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One way to alleviate this underdetermination is to link the
time frames together using image registration or optical flow
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techniques [1]–[4] and image warping [5]. In [6], [7] problem
(2) is regularized with terms that constrain the change between
frames, i.e. with constraints on the optical flow. In [7], warping
operators are involved in these regularization terms. In the
MoVIT algorithm [8] and in [9], the images are warped along
the flow between frames before they are projected using a
standard projection geometry. In [10], [11] the optical flow
between frames is accounted for in the projection operators,
by using a curved ray projection geometry instead of explicitly
involving image warping.
For methods that involve image warping operators in the
forward model, or in the regularization terms, the adjoints
of these warping operators are needed for reconstruction
with gradient based methods. The current methods implement
the adjoint image warping operators by warping along an
approximated inverse of the flow. Computing the inverse of
the flow requires computation time and memory. On top of
that, since the flow is generally not exactly invertible and the
adjoint of a warp is not exactly the warp along the inverse
flow, it introduces inaccuracies.
In [12] a pair of adjoint warping operators with a custom
interpolation method is used for respiratory and cardiac motion
correction in 4D PET. It is shown that using inverse warps as
an approximation for the adjoint warp leads to image degradation compared to using the exact adjoint warps. However,
these adjoint warp operators can not be directly substituted for
the approximated adjoint warping operators in the previously
mentioned methods, because the custom interpolation method
of [12] requires more information than general optical flow
methods provide. In this paper, we investigate the implementation and the effect of adjoint warping operators using the
more generally applicable and commonly used multivariate
spline interpolation.
II. M ETHODS
Although, our proposed method to calculate the adjoint
warping operators is applicable to any method that uses image
warping with multivariate spline interpolation, including [7]–
[9], we will demonstrate their use on a basic method similar to
[8]. In a first step, each time frame is reconstructed separately
by solving (2). On these initial reconstructions, we use an
optical flow algorithm to estimate the flow between the time
frames. Finally, we use a least squares solver to solve the same
dynamic tomographic model that MoVIT solves.
A. Warping operators
While the scanned object can change during a 4D-CT scan,
we assume that the materials that make up the object do not
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change, but only get repositioned1 . Under this assumption, we
can deform an image xi ∈ RN into the image xj ∈ RN of
a different time frame, by moving its voxel values without
changing them. For each voxel, a vector in R3 describes its
displacement. Together, these displacement vectors form a
displacement vector field or deformation vector field (DVF)
representing the optical flow between the images.
Moving the voxel values according to the DVF results in
non-grid data, because the voxels are allowed to move to noninteger coordinates. To turn the result back into an image in
RN , resampling is required. General image warping is the
combined action of moving the voxels and resampling. A
standard choice of resampling method is multivariate spline
interpolation (usually linear or cubic splines), used in for
example [5], [8], [9]. With this choice each voxel in the warped
image is a linear combination of voxels in the original image,
so such warping operators are linear maps. We will write Mij
to denote a warping operator that transforms xi into xj .
B. Dynamic tomographic model
Suppose that we want to reconstruct a certain time frame
of interest, xi . In an ideal situation, any time frame xj can be
produced from xi by using a suitable warping operator Mij ,
such that xj = Mij xi holds for all j. This can be written as:
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Substituting (3) into (2) yields the dynamic tomographic
model:
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or more concisely:

W Mx = p

.

(5)

In practice, (3) can not be achieved exactly, but by estimating
the flow between initial reconstructions, a good approximation
can be obtained. System (5) is the one that is solved by
MoVIT, and it can be interpreted as a factorization of the
model presented in [10] and [11], where the DVFs are used
to directly modify the projection matrix W instead of adding
the extra factor M . The new system has the same number of
equations as (2), but the unknowns are reduced to only the
voxels of the chosen time frame.
C. Estimating the DVFs
There are many image registration and optical flow algorithms available to estimate the DVFs for the warping
operators in (4) such as [1]–[4]. We use the TV-L1 optical
flow algorithm provided by scikit-image, which is detailed in
[13].
1 This assumption is only approximately valid, which puts a limit on the
number of time frames we will be able to combine.

D. Least squares solvers
There are many choices of least squares solvers for the
system (4). These different choices can enforce different types
of constraints on the solution. In [7], [9] the Primal Dual
Hybrid Gradient method of [14] is used to enforce sparsity of
the gradient of the solution. MoVIT uses a modified version
of SIRT with an intuitive interpretation. We choose to use a
basic (projected) gradient descent to demonstrate the effect of
using the exact adjoints. This is very close to what was done
in MoVIT as SIRT is a slightly altered version of gradient
descent [15]. We use the Barzilai–Borwein step size rule [16]
and we enforce minimum and maximum constraints on the
voxel values.
E. Adjoint pairs of warping operators using multivariate
spline interpolation
There are two different approaches to implement image
warping operators, referred to as forward and backward warping [5]. Assume we have two images, a and b and a DVF
describing the flow from a to b. With forward image warping,
the voxels of a are first moved along the DVF to obtain nongrid data representing the warped version of a, and this nongrid data is then resampled at grid points to get an image
similar to b. Backward image warping is an other approach,
where the DVF is followed in the opposite direction. For each
voxel, we look at the position it is sent to by the DVF and
interpolate the regular grid data of b at that point. The result
is an image similar to a.
Both forward and backward warping are viable methods
to implement the warping operators of (4). If we want to be
able to transform xi into xj , we can either get a DVF from
xi to xj and use forward warping, or we can get a DVF
from xj to xi and use backward warping. We implement our
warping operators using backward warping with rectangular
multivariate spline interpolation. For convenience, we will
work with 2D images and bilinear splines, but the methods
are easily extendable to 3D images and higher order splines.
In [8] and [9], cubic splines are used.
Our image x can be thought of as a function
x : [n] × [m] → R

(6)

,

where n, m ∈ N and ∀k ∈ N : [k] = {1, · · · , k}. For each
pair of integer coordinates, it yields a voxel value. Its bilinear
interpolation at a non-integer position (a, b) is given by
x0 (a, b) = c1 x(q1 ) + c2 x(q2 ) + c3 x(q3 ) + c4 x(q4 ) , (7)
where q1 , · · · , q4 are the integer valued points surrounding
(a, b), and c1 , · · · , c4 are the bilinear spline coefficients.
Our DVF v can be thought of as a function
v : [n] × [m] → R2

(8)

which yields a 2D displacement vector for each voxel. Our
backward warping operator M transforms x into a new image
y = M x of which the (i, j)-th voxel value is obtained by
sampling x at position (i, j) + v(i, j). That is:
(M x)(i, j) = x0 ((i, j) + v(i, j)) .

(9)
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(a) Approx. adjoint

(b) Exact adjoint

(c) Approx. adjoint

(d) Exact adjoint

Fig. 1: Ground truths for our experiments. The top row is a
2D+time phantom consisting of 3 time frames with shrinking
circles. The bottom row shows 3 time frames of a slice of
a 4D simulated forming foam. The actual foam phantom has
one time frame per projection: 128 × 3.
Since, by (7), (9) is simply a linear combination of voxel
values of x, we can interpret the action of M as a matrix
vector product. To do this, we need to represent the image as
a vector again: x ∈ RN , where each voxel gets a single integer
index. M can then be represented by a matrix, with 4 non-zero
coefficients on each row, namely the bilinear spline coefficients
of (7) at the corresponding voxel indices. The adjoint operator
M T is then simply given by the matrix with the rows of M
as its columns. The rows of M or equivalently, the columns
of M T can by computed on the fly, so there is no need to
store these matrices. If we denote the i-th row of M , i.e. the
i-th column of M T by ri , then the action of M T on a vector
y ∈ RN can be implemented as follows:
MT y =

N
X

yi ri

.

(10)

i=1

For comparison, we also implemented the approximation of
the adjoint by using the inverse DVF. Like [8] and [10], we
calculate the inverse DVF with the iterative method presented
in [17] with 15 iterations. The action of M T is then approximated by using the same warping method as M , but with this
inverse DVF.
III. E XPERIMENTS
To compare the effects of the exact adjoints to the approximated adjoints, we performed two simulation experiments.
The first experiment used a simple 512 × 512 2D+time
phantom of 5 circles of different sizes which shrink in 3 time
frames. We performed 3 subscans, one for each time frame,
during which the phantom is static. Each subscan consisted
of 128 parallel beam projections over a range of π rad. The
DVF’s were calculated on the ground truth time frames.
The second experiment used a 256 × 256 slice of a 4D
(3D+time) phantom of growing spheres in a cylinder, mimicking the formation of a foam [18]. This phantom was
generated at as many time frames as projections, such that
each projection sees a slightly different object. We performed
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Fig. 2: The resulting reconstructions after 30 iterations. Figures
(a) and (b) have been zoomed in on the smaller circles to
highlight the details.
a simulated scan with 3 subscans. Each subscan consisted
of 128 parallel beam projections over a range of π rad.
In this experiment, we first made initial reconstructions by
solving (2). We then calculated the DVFs on these initial
reconstructions.
In both experiments, we reconstructed the middle time
frame using both of its neighbors by solving (4) with 3 time
frames. The algorithm was ran for 30 iterations. Both phantoms are {0, 1}-valued, so we enforced a minimum constraint
of 0 and a maximum constraint of 1 on the reconstruction.
All projection operators, both for the simulations and for the
reconstruction, were implemented using the ASTRA toolbox
[19]–[21]
IV. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The implementation using the approximate adjoints required
the storage of two DVFs per neighboring time frame, and one
image. A DVF consists of one displacement vector per voxel,
so it takes as much storage as two images for a 2D problem,
or three images for a 3D problem. In our experiments, a
total storage of 9 images was required. The implementation
using the exact adjoint required only the storage of one DVF
per neighboring time frame, cutting the memory requirements
almost in half, to a total of 5 images.
The effect of the choice of adjoints can be visually observed
in Fig. 2. After 30 iterations, the reconstruction with the exact
adjoints is visibly sharper than the reconstruction with the
approximate adjoints. Some bubbles which can barely be
discerned in Fig. 2(c) are clearly visible in Fig. 2(d), while
Fig. 2(d), used the same amount of iterations and less computation time. In Fig. 2(b) the sharper edges are clearly visible.
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The faster convergence can also be verified in the residual
plots in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. For each iteration, we plotted the 2norm of the residual, i.e. kAxi − pk2 , where A = W M . We
see that the method with the exact adjoints gets the residual
down much earlier, and keeps it lower at all iterations.
V. C ONCLUSION
Although the adjoint of an image warping operator can be
approximated by the same kind of warping operator with an
approximate inverse of its DVF, we have shown that it is
beneficial to use the exact adjoint instead. Not only does it
provide a faster rate of convergence, it also avoids several
problems that the approximate adjoints impose. Calculating
an inverse of a DVF is computationally intensive and takes
as much space as three images. When scaling to large 3D
problems, this becomes an issue. The inverting of a DVF also
requires the choice of an extra parameter, namely the number
of iterations for the inversion algorithm. These problems are
not present with the proposed approach of computing the
adjoints.
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Abstract—We introduce a new, simple extrapolation and HU
normalization technique for axial truncation in CT. The method is
approximate, but effective as shown on the clinical cases. Biases in
the extended field of view lead to errors in the PET reconstruction
which uses CT images for attenuation and scatter correction.
Thus, the new algorithm is evaluated using strict requirements
for accuracy in PET images of water phantoms.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Gantry of a CT system rotates around the isocenter with
focal spot location and center of the detector system located
opposite from one another, typically at approximately the same
distance from the center of rotation. This distance is referred
to as the bore radius rbore of a CT system. Fan angle of
the detector system, however, determines the maximum field
of view available for reconstruction rfov < rbore . All voxels
beyond the maximum field of view, and still within the bore
radius, cannot be determined precisely with any of the filtered
backprojection (FPB) methods and are subject to so called
truncation artifacts, especially when a scanned object extends
beyond the maximum field of view.
CT voxels in the extended field of view, however, play an
important role for the attenuation and scatter correction (AC
and SC) in PET image reconstruction. Attenuation correction
ensures that the standard uptake values (SUV) are correctly
estimated. Scatter interactions can lead to errors in estimation
of the initial direction in gamma-rays, thus without SC, a
nonlinear blurring would appear in the PET image [1], [2].
AC and SC both need the physical information of object
to perform the estimation for interactions between gammarays and the object. The electron density, typically represented
as attenuation coefficient, are derived from the CT images
[1], [2]. Consequently, assuming the AC-CT image and PET
image are aligned perfectly, AC and SC rely on accurate CT
images to derive the attenuation coefficient within the entire
bore of the scanner, with truncation artifacts hopefully reduced
as much as possible. Thus, with incorrect HU values, the
quantification and quality of PET image also decreases. In
other words, obvious truncation artifacts in CT can lead to
global SUV errors and they can be either too high, or too low,
inside and outside of the maximum field of view, even when
the CT image within the maximum field of view is correct.
In CT literature, there are extrapolation methods which
allow for stable reconstruction of voxels within the maximum
field of view. However, the voxels outside of rfov can only be
approximately determined. For example, previously published
methods [4], [5] achieve stable reconstruction within the
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maximum field of view, and another previously published
method [6] does a reasonably good reconstruction even for
the voxels outside of the maximum field of view. The latter
method however, proposes reprojections, with two or more
recursive applications of FBP which can be computationally
expensive.
In this paper we examine a new method for the reconstruction outside of the maximum field of view without
reprojections and we use SUV measurements from the PET
image to determine the success criteria of the new method.
II. M ETHOD
Our new method for reduction of truncation artifacts consists of two steps. One is extrapolation in projection domain
prior to FBP, and the other is HU correction in the image
domain after the FBP reconstruction.
A. Projection domain extrapolation
We will assume that all typical pre-processing steps are
performed on the CT data, including air bias subtraction,
scatter correction and water beam hardening correction. We
will also assume just one focal spot position, but without
loss of generality, similar correction can be performed to any
focal spot configuration, or even after the spots are interleaved.
Another assumption is that the detectors are equally sampled
in radial direction, which is also not a hindrance because
reconstruction algorithms often employ rebinning to make
them equally sampled.
If a scanned object was sitting in the extended area, some
projections will be truncated. The extrapolation method relies
of estimating two main factors: estimation of the trend of
the projection (whether it is increasing or decreasing) and the
extent of the truncated object past the detector fan.
Suppose projection data for a fixed view and detector data
is given with vector p with the total number of channels Nch .
This data provides coverage of the maximum field of view
radius rfov . The goal is to form a new vector p2 with an
extended number of channels Nch2 = Nch + 2Nextra , where
the number of extra channels Nextra is large enough to provide
virtual coverage of the entire bore radius rbore from each side
of the detector array. We first perform Gaussian smoothing
with the standard deviation of 10mm to eliminate the impact
of noise. Denote the smoothed vector as p̄.
To estimate the trend of the projection, we perform the
linear extrapolation of the truncated projection. Suppose the
truncation happened on the left side of the vector p. Similar
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right end truncation can be done by simply flipping the order of
elements in vector p. The points we use for the extrapolation
are the points between the first two points of the smoothed
vector p̄:
p̄2 (l) = (l − Nch2 ) · ((p̄(2) − p̄(1)) + p̄(1),

for l = 1, ..., Nextra .
To estimate the extent of the object, we have observed that
the object size beyond the truncation depends on the amplitude
of the object at the truncation point. The higher the amplitude
is, the object is larger and it extends more.
E ∝ p̄(1),

where E denotes the number of detector channels for which
the projection needs to be extended before the object vanishes.
Finally, extended vector p2 is formed using the cosine
weight of the linear extrapolation, and valid measurements p:

0 
l < E1 ,



p2 (l) =




cos

π(Nextra −l)
2(Nextra −E1 )

· p̄2 (l) E1 <= l <= Nextra ,
p(l − Nextra )
l > Nextra ,

where E1 = Nextra −E is the number of the channel at which
the object is estimated to vanish. An illustrative example is Fig.
1.

In the next step, we create a parametric image Ip with
−1000HU wherever Ia determined air, with 0HU wherever
Is determined soft tissue and Ib values elsewhere.
In the next step, we blend the low frequencies of Ip with
high frequencies of the original image I:
Iblend = I + lowpass(Ip − I).
Particular low-frequency blending denoted by lowpass is
performed by the 2D Gaussian smoothing with standard deviation of 15 mm.
Finally, we recommend to further blend original image I
and Iblend so that 100% of original image I is used for voxels
within rfov and only a portion of Iblend is used in the truncated
region. This is done in the following way. Let w be a matrix
with the same dimension as the original image with values set
as
r(i, j) − rfov
,
w(i, j) =
p · rfov

where r(i, j) is the radial coordinate of the voxel with matrix
indices i, j and p ∈ (0, rbore /rfov − 1) is a tuning parameter.
Additionally, set to 1 all values of w that are greater than 1
and to 0 all values that are less than 0. The final image is
Iadj (i, j) = Iblend (i, j) · w(i, j) + I(i, j) · (1 − w(i, j)).
III. C LINICAL E XAMPLES

Fig. 1. Original truncated data in gold is first extended using linear interpolation in blue, then the vanishing point is determined and cosine weighting is
applied in red.

Clinical images were acquired using helical scans with pitch
of 0.9 from a CT system with 64 detector rows, bore radius
of 350mm and maximum field of view of 250mm. Patient had
their arms crossed over their chest and parts of their arms
were hanging in the extended field of view area. Images were
reconstructed using the symmetric data extrapolation [4] and
our method. An example of achieved results is presented in
Fig. 5 and 6. Visual image inspection shows that both methods performed equally well within 250mm radius. However,
the symmetric data extrapolation had biases outside 250mm
radius, not only inside of the object, but also in the air region
as well. Our new method performed with reduced biases in
the extended field of view.
IV. WATER P HANTOM T ESTING

B. Image domain HU correction
Using the projection domain extrapolation alone, post reconstruction image volumes can still show streaks in the air
and shading of the soft tissue. However, at this stage, image
domain can be accurately segmented into air, soft tissue and
bone. This segmentation is further used to “flatten” the HU
numbers around those artifacts. Suppose the air is between
-1600HU and -400HU, soft tissue is between -400HU and
+400HU and bone tissue is above +400HU. For every CT
image I we get three images Ia , Is and Ib for air, soft
and bone tissue respectively using the simple thresholding for
segmentation.

We scanned a water phantom on PET/CT system with
additional water bottles hanging outside of the maximum
field of view. Particular scanning configuration in CT had a
bore radius of 350mm and maximum field of view radius of
250mm. Helical geometry with pitch factor of 0.9 on a scanner
with 16 detectors was used. Theoretical attenuation correction
is 0.096cm2 /g at 511keV and the theoretical PET activity is
expected to be uniformly distributed at 1.0 SUV. We used two
methods to reconstruct CT images of the whole object within
the system bore, including the voxels outside of rfov . One
method used simple symmetric extrapolation [4] and the other
method is the new one described in this paper (see Fig 2). Then
we performed the PET reconstruction [3] to evaluate the SUV
using two different CT reconstruction as AC-CT input (see
Fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows that the mean value of SUV within the
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water phantom was correctly reconstructed when we use PET
reconstruction with AC-CT images from the new truncation
correction method, while distribution of SUV values is clearly
shifted to a low number in symmetric data correction. These
low numbers are mainly due to the scatter over-correction. The
artifact in the extended field of view CT lead to overestimation
of SUV by wrong AC, thus resulting in wrong estimation of
out-of-object scatter events.

Fig. 4. Comparison between the SUV distributions with AC images reconstructed using the new approach (blue) and using the symmetric data
extrapolation (red).

Fig. 2. CT reconstruction of a water phantom with two bottles on each
side. On the left, we see the reconstruction performed using the previously
published method with symmetric data extrapolation. CT number biases
outside of rfov , inside and outside of the object lead to wrong SUV in PET
image. On the right side, we see the reconstruction performed with the new
method. Display window is 1800HU with the center at 1000HU.

within the entire bore, without reprojections. When compared
to symmetric extrapolation, the new method delivers much
more accurate SUV results in water phantom experiment.
Central area of the water phantom experiment is assessed accurately, and there are still slight deformations in the shoulder
region of the phantom experiment (bottles), which we plan to
address in our future research.
Another topic of further research is to compare this method
more carefully with other published correction methods. We
also mention, that reprojection of the corrected image after
the reconstruction with the new method could possibly lead
to further refinement of the extended FOV image, albeit with
more processing. This is also left as followup research activity.
R EFERENCES
Fig. 3. PET reconstruction with AC-CT coming from the symmetric data
extrapolation method (on the left) and from the new extrapolation method
(on the right). Center is 1SUV, window is 0.7SUV.

V. C ONCLUSION AND D ISCUSSION
The proposed extrapolation method with image processing
delivers a simple and efficient reconstruction of CT images
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Fig. 5. CT reconstruction of a clinical case. Above, we see the reconstruction
performed using the method with symmetric data extrapolation. Note the
CT number biases in the air region. On bottom, we see the reconstruction
performed with the new method. Elbows were represented more accurately
and biases in the air are no longer present. Window is 1100HU and center is
at 825HU.

Fig. 6. A different image location of the same clinical case as in Fig. 5, with
the same ordering and display setting.
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Three different ways of implementing cycloidal
computed tomography: a discussion of pros and
cons
Oriol Roche i Morgó, Fabio Vittoria, Marco Endrizzi, Alessandro Olivo, and Charlotte K. Hagen

Abstract—We present three implementation strategies
for cycloidal computed tomography. The latter refers to an
imaging concept that enables the acquisition of highresolution tomograms in a flexible manner (e.g. with x-ray
sources with a relatively large focal spot and detectors with
relatively large pixels). In cycloidal computed tomography,
the sample is rotated and laterally translated
simultaneously; with this scheme, each sample feature
follows a cycloidal trajectory. This has been shown to
reduce scanning time and delivered dose, while maintaining
a high resolution. The different ways of implementing this
method are: step-and-shoot, continuous unidirectional and
continuous back-and-forth translation. While step-andshoot acquisitions yields the best results and are easiest to
implement, they are also the most time-consuming. The
continuous unidirectional method can be implemented with
little effort and gives results comparable to step-and-shoot.
Finally, back-and-forth scans can be implemented easily
and provide similar results, although there appears to be a
small loss in spatial resolution. We present a comprehensive
guide on using cycloidal sampling in practice.
Index Terms— computed tomography, sampling, spatial
resolution, structured illumination, x-rays
I. INTRODUCTION

X

-ray micro computed tomography (CT) is a robust imaging
technique that produces high-resolution images (a few to
tens of μm) of a sample. The images can then be combined to
visualize a slice or 3D rendering of the sample with very fine
detail. [1, 2]
In order to obtain high-resolution images specialized
hardware is generally necessary, specifically a source with a
sufficiently small focal spot and a detector with small pixels
that suffer negligible crosstalk. These sources and detectors
exist, but they are not the norm in several applications and
impose a restricted field of view, respectively [3].
Higher spatial frequencies can be accessed when the x-ray
beam is appropriately structured, even when the source focal
This abstract was first submitted on the 17th of January 2020. Marco
Endrizzi and Charlotte K. Hagen are supported by the Royal Academy of
Engineering under the Research Fellowship scheme. Alessandro Olivo is
supported by the Royal Academy of Engineering under the Chair in Emerging
Technologies scheme.
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spot and detector pixels are relatively large. We have developed
an approach that consists of splitting the x-ray beam into an
array of narrow beamlets (a few μm to tens of μm), the use of
which allows achieving higher resolution, largely decoupled
from the source and detector properties. However, in principle
our approach requires a dense sampling scheme, by which the
sample is scanned laterally in multiple steps at every rotation
angle (a process called “dithering”) in order to ensure that each
part of the sample has been illuminated by the beamlets [4].
This is an inefficient procedure that introduces dead times in the
acquisition process, lengthening scan times significantly.
Importantly, it is incompatible with continuous acquisitions.
Cycloidal computed tomography overcomes this problem by
under-sampling in an efficient manner and compensating the
data incompleteness via a mathematical recovery method
(explained in detail below).
We would also like to highlight that cycloidal computed
tomography is a highly flexible concept, in the sense that it can
be implemented in both attenuation and phase contrast modes
(again see below). This is particularly powerful because
different samples might benefit from using different contrast
channels.
However, the cycloidal technique is relatively new and there
has been little work on how to optimally implement it in
practice. We have explored three different acquisition strategies
for cycloidal computed tomography and compared them.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Cycloidal computed tomography [5]
Cycloidal computed tomography is enabled by combining
the beamlet-based setup described above with an innovative,
efficient sampling scheme, and an appropriate data recovery
method.
As mentioned above, before hitting the sample the x-ray
beam is split into an array of beamlets with the help of an
absorbing mask (“sample mask”) with periodically spaced slitshaped apertures (Fig. 1). There are two specific criteria for the
mask: first of all, the aperture width (𝑤) must be smaller than
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the system blur in order to access spatial frequencies higher than
those usually available with the same source and detector.
Secondly, the mask period (𝑝) must be large enough to prevent
overlap between adjacent beamlets. Usually 𝑝 matches the pixel
size of the detector (𝑎) when scaled to the isocenter of the
sample. However, in order to ensure the second criterion,
sometimes a “line-skipping” mask is employed, which has a
larger period, so that some pixels are covered and only every
second pixel (or third, or fourth…) is illuminated.
Under these conditions, the cycloidal sampling scheme can
be employed. The sample is translated laterally through the
setup simultaneously to being rotated around the vertical (y-)
axis. At each rotation angle, only a single frame is acquired. The
sample is then slightly shifted as it is rotated to the next angle,
another frame is acquired, and so on. This sampling scheme
differs from dithering (where the sample is scanned laterally in
multiple steps at each angle, see above) because at every angle
only a single frame, with the sample in a slightly different
lateral position, is acquired. The distance 𝑑 by which the sample
is translated per rotation angle is a fraction of the mask period.
With this “roto-translation” motion, the acquired data
correspond to a well-spread distribution on the sinogram
sampling grid (Fig. 2c). The exact data distribution depends on
the value of 𝑑, as well as the angular sampling step. Although
the sinogram is incomplete (only the filled dots are available,
all others are not acquired), this spread helps recover the
missing entries, because the data points complement each other
better than in the rotation-only case (Fig. 2a), where they are
densely packed in the angular direction but far apart in the
lateral direction. With an appropriate data recovery method
(which can range from bicubic interpolation to machine
learning approaches), cycloidal sampling can access spatial
resolutions comparable to dithering (which leads to complete
sinograms, Fig. 2b) even though fewer frames are acquired.
B. Edge-Illumination X-ray Phase Contrast
The edge-illumination (EI) x-ray phase contrast technique is
a type of x-ray phase contrast imaging, developed originally
with synchrotron radiation but subsequently extended for use in
laboratory settings with conventional x-ray tubes [6]. Phase
contrast imaging takes advantage of the phase effects
introduced by a sample, in addition to the attenuation in
conventional x-ray imaging. In the case of weakly attenuating
materials, such as biological soft tissue, the exploitation of
phase effects is known to increase image contrast. Therefore,
phase contrast techniques, and the EI technique among them,
present great potential in the field of biomedical imaging [7].
The beamlet-based scanner setup, which is the basis for
performing cycloidal computed tomography, can easily be
converted into an EI x-ray phase contrast imaging system. To
do so, a second absorbing mask (“detector mask”) is placed in
front of the detector (see Fig. 1). This mask also has periodically
spaced apertures which match, adjusted for magnification, the
apertures of the first mask. The two masks are positioned with
respect to each other so that, without a sample, approximately
half of each beamlet falls on each side of an edge created by the
detector mask apertures, giving a specific intensity signal.

Figure 1. A schematic representation of our setup. The first mask splits the beam
into beamlets. The second (optional) mask transforms the set-up into an edgeillumination system. Introducing the sample causes the beamlets to shift (due to
refraction) which provides the phase contrast. By simultaneously rotating and
translating the sample laterally, we can obtain cycloidally sampled datasets.

Figure 2. Sketch of the sinogram sampling grid for different sampling strategies,
shown for two mask periods and a subset of rotation angles. In each panel, the
filled dots represent data points that are acquired during a scan, while the empty
dots represent the data that are not acquired. Panel (a) shows the grid if the
sample just rotates. The data points are densely packed in one direction only.
Panel (b) shows the grid when dithering is applied. The grid is fully sampled.
Panel (c) shows the grid when applying a cycloidal scheme. The number of data
points in (c) is the same as in (a), but they are more evenly distributed.

When a sample is introduced, refraction slightly shifts the
beamlets according to the sample’s composition and geometry,
and the intensity on the detector plane changes, which gives rise
to phase contrast [8, 9].
In order to accurately position the masks, usually an
illumination curve (IC) is acquired by shifting the sample mask
by several steps over one period and recording the intensity
changes in the detector. The IC can be approximated as a
Gaussian curve and used to determine the best position of the
sample mask to maximize the phase signal.
When reconstructing CT images, a process of “phase
retrieval” is required because the intensity in a single image is
the combination of attenuation and refraction effects, and a
specialized algorithm is necessary to isolate the phase signal.
When the sample is homogeneous, the images are acquired on
one of the slopes of the IC and the beam shift is sufficiently
small, only one image per projection angle is required for the
retrieval. This is referred to as a “single-shot” approach [10].
III. PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
Cycloidal computed tomography can be implemented in a
flexible manner. We have investigated three different options to
do this: step-and-shoot, continuous unidirectional and
continuous back-and-forth scanning.
The sample was a phantom composed of polyethylene
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spheres between 425 and 500 μm in diameter, contained in a 3
mm diameter plastic straw. As this sample is weakly
attenuating, all data were acquired using the scanner in x-ray
phase contrast mode, by implementing the EI technique. The
detector was a CMOS-based flat panel C9732DK-11 with 50
μm pixels from Hamamatsu (Japan). A “line-skipping” detector
mask (with an aperture width of 17 μm and a period of 98 μm)
was employed to reduce the adverse effects of pixel cross talk;
this has resulted in an effective pixel size of 80 μm (at the
sample plane). The sample mask had a 79 μm period and 10 μm
aperture. The source was a MicroMax 007 HF x-ray tube with
a Molybdenum target from Rigaku (Japan), operating at 40 kVp
and 20 mA. The processing of all data included flat field and
dark field corrections, and single-shot phase retrieval. The
missing data points in the sinogram (see Fig. 2c) were recovered
using bicubic interpolation.
A. Step-and-shoot scanning
In step-and-shoot mode, all frames are acquired by moving
the sample to position, exposing it to x-rays and saving the
detector’s response. The sample is then moved to the next
(lateral and angular) position, exposed again, and so on. In our
case, we only translated the sample by up to one mask period,
then shifted it back to its initial position, repeated the stepped,
lateral movement by up to one mask period, and so on (see
schematic in Fig. 3a). Due to the periodicity of the pixel array,
this is equivalent to translating the sample along one direction.
In a step-and-shoot scan, the distance 𝑑 by which the sample
is translated per angular step does not vary throughout the scan,
which opens the question as to whether there is an optimal value
of 𝑑. We have run tests for different values, and 𝑑 = 0.25𝑝
has been found to lead to the best results in terms of spatial
resolution [11].
900 frames were acquired over 180°, with an angular step of
0.2° and an exposure time of 1.25 s per frame.
B. Continuous unidirectional scanning
In continuous unidirectional mode, the sample starts rotating
and moving laterally at the same time and does not stop until all
projections have been acquired. The lateral movement is
performed in just one direction, so the sample starts at one side
of the field of view and moves towards the other side (see
schematic in Fig. 3c). Because of this, the sinogram is “slanted”
and the data points need to be re-positioned into what would be
their pixel position if a step-and-shoot scan were acquired, in a
process that we call regridding.
The continuous unidirectional data were acquired with 𝑑 =
0.25𝑝. 900 frames were acquired over 180°, with an angular
step of 0.2° and an exposure time of 1.25 s per frame. This
corresponds to a total translation of 17.775 mm. A few extra
projections were acquired before and after and then discarded,
to account for the acceleration and deceleration of the
translation and rotation stages.
C. Continuous back-and-forth scanning
This acquisition strategy consists of moving the sample
laterally between two points within the field of view, back and
forth until all projections are acquired. In a similar way as for
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the continuous case above, the sinogram is “slanted” (Fig. 3e),
so it also requires regridding.
The continuous back-and-forth data were acquired with 𝑑 =
0.25𝑝, an angular step of 0.2° and an exposure time of 1.25 s
per frame. The two endpoints of the back-and-forth motion
were selected so that 500 projections could be acquired during
a single continuous motion (which corresponds to a distance of
9.875 mm). Again, a few extra projections at the beginning and
end of the scan were included to account for motor acceleration
and deceleration, which were omitted in the reconstruction. The
motor acceleration and deceleration around the point where the
sample changes direction were considered negligible.
D. Dithered scanning
For comparison, we have also acquired a dithered, i.e.
complete dataset. The dithered data were acquired with 8
dithering steps, each with 1.25 s of exposure time. A total of
7200 frames were acquired over 180°, with an angular step of
0.2°. The sinogram data were already complete (see Fig. 2b), so
no bicubic interpolation or regridding was used in this case. As
for the cycloidal cases, single-shot retrieval was applied.
a

b

c

d

e

f

Figure 3. For the three cycloidal computed tomography implementation
strategies, (a), (c) and (e) schematically show the trajectory of the sample
during scans. Panels (b), (d) and (f) show the reconstructed images of the
sample obtained for each implementation strategy.

Figure 4. Reconstructed tomographic image
from a fully dithered dataset with 8 dithering
steps. The red line indicates where the spatial
resolution was measured for the dithered and
cycloidal images.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The three strategies presented above are all realistic options
for implementing cycloidal computed tomography. The results
obtained through step-and-shoot and continuous acquisitions
are qualitatively similar to each other, as well as to the dithered
images. The dithered scan and the step-and-shoot cycloidal scan
have the best spatial resolution (20 μm and 18 μm respectively).
The spatial resolution of the continuous unidirectional image is
24 μm, significantly better than for the continuous back-andforth image (30 μm). This shows the potential of the method:
despite acquiring a fraction of the frames compared to dithering
(eight times fewer frames), we obtain comparable images,
especially in terms of spatial resolution.
Each of the presented strategies exhibits advantages and
disadvantages. Data acquired in a step-and-shoot fashion do not
require any regridding of the sinogram before reconstruction,
like in the continuous cases. This is an advantage because the
regridding process is error prone (as the speed of the translation
motor has to be known precisely to achieve an accurate result).
On the downside, step-and-shoot acquisitions require longer
scan times because the motors are stopped and started again at
every step, introducing dead times.
For the continuous unidirectional scan, the continuous
movement does not seem to affect the image. The regridding is
relatively straight-forward as long as the translation speed of
the motor is accurately known. The key advantage of
continuous scans is that they can be fast (no dead times are
required for stop-starting the motors), which makes
unidirectional continuous cycloidal CT a powerful alternative
to step-and-shoot scanning. With our current setup, a step-andshoot scan can typically take around 2.5 hours, where a
continuous scan only takes 25 minutes.
A drawback of the unidirectional method lies in its field of
view restrictions. The field of view needs to be wide enough for
the sample to complete a 180º rotation while it moves from one
end to the other and include all lateral positions in that
movement. For small samples (a few millimeters) this might be
feasible, depending on the detector and size of the masks
(typically around 6 cm although larger ones have been built),
but for larger samples it might be difficult to find a setup with
a sufficiently large field of view.
The back-and-forth strategy offers a possible solution to this:
for cases with a limited field of view, once the sample reaches
the end it can turn around and continue in the other direction;
this is then repeated until all frames are acquired. However, as
mentioned above the back-and-forth case gives worse spatial
resolution. This might be due to additional complications in the
data processing. In the back-and-forth movement, when the
sample changes direction, the value of 𝑑 is not constant, due to
the acceleration and deceleration of the translation motor,
making the regridding process more difficult. In our example,
there was only one change in direction, in which we have
assumed the acceleration and deceleration to be negligible (and
assumed that the position of the sample strictly follows from the
𝑑 values). We suspect, though, that the effect of this erroneous
assumption will increase with the number of times motion is

reversed. A more accurate hardware may exist that allows for
the exact sample position to be known with much higher
accuracy, which would allow for the data to be regridded more
accurately, thus improving the result.
We would like to highlight that, in the extreme case, the
back-and-forth method could be implemented by only moving
the sample back-and-forth within one (de-magnified) pixel. In
that case, there would be no need for regridding and the field of
view requirements would be even more relaxed, thus increasing
the number of samples that could take advantage of the
cycloidal method. This strategy requires quick acceleration and
deceleration of the motors and very accurate knowledge of the
sample position, so it will be the focus of future work.
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have presented three different practical
implementation strategies for cycloidal computed tomography.
Both step-and-shoot and continuous cycloidal scans are
relatively straight-forward to implement and provide images of
comparable quality to fully dithered scans, despite the
acquisition of substantially fewer projections. A key strength of
the continuous approaches (unidirectional and back-and-forth
scanning) is that these are much faster in terms of overall
acquisition duration as they eliminate all dead times. Not only
do these strategies lead to short scan times, they also have
relaxed field of view requirements and provide good image
quality. For these reasons, we envision the continuous
acquisition strategies to become the methods of choice for
applications of cycloidal computed tomography. More work to
improve the image quality delivered by the presented
continuous back-and-forth acquisition strategy will be
performed, and variations of these strategies (such as moving
the sample within one pixel) will be investigated.
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Fast Task-Driven Acquisition Optimization for
Anisotropic X-ray Dark-field Tomography
Theodor Cheslerean-Boghiu∗ , Franz Pfeiffer† , Tobias Lasser∗

Abstract—Anisotropic X-ray Dark-field Tomography aims
at reconstructing spherical scattering functions from directional dark-field contrast measurements acquired using
a Talbot-Lau X-ray grating interferometer. Compared to
conventional X-ray Computed Tomography, this approach
requires extensive and elaborate acquisition protocols due
to the anisotropic nature of the dark-field signal and the
unidirectional sensitivity of the interferometer setup. In
recent years, new algorithms have emerged that create taskdriven optimized acquisition trajectories, in an attempt to
discard measurements which are “less relevant” to the reliable
reconstruction of a user-defined task and to only keep the
“relevant” ones, thus lowering both scan time and dose. Such
algorithms, however, are computationally quite expensive. In
this work, we introduce a new simplified method of computing
such a task-driven acquisition geometry, and we empirically
show its performance against state-of-the-art procedures.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In Anisotropic X-ray Dark-field Tomography (AXDT)
the recovery of sub-voxel microstructure orientations is
tied to the scattering profile of the structure, which is approximated by reconstructing a field of spherical functions
from a set of dark-field (DF) measurements [8]. The Xray DF contrast is measured using a Talbot-Lau grating
interferometer with three gratings, like the one in Fig. 1.
The process of reconstructing the local scattering profile
poses significant hurdles which must be dealt with before
the actual reconstruction. The DF signal is produced by
the ultra-small angle scattering of X-ray photons from
structures smaller than the size of the voxels [6]. Moreover,
the grating interferometer is limited by the unidirectional
sensitivity, which has its highest DF measurement sensitivity when the DF signals originates from structures
parallel to the grating orientation. The obtained DF signal
is thus anisotropic in nature and encodes information
about the three-dimensional scattering profile for each
individual volume element inside the measured sample.
∗ T. Cheslerean-Boghiu and T. Lasser are with the Department of
Informatics, Technical University of Munich, Germany.
† F. Pfeiffer is with the Chair of Biomedical Physics, Department of
Physics and Munich School of BioEngineering, Technical University of
Munich, Germany, and with the Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, School of Medicine and Klinikum rechts der Isar,
Technical University of Munich, Germany.
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Fig. 1: Schematic of a Talbot-Lau X-ray grating interferometer
setup using an Eulerian cradle to rotate the sample around its
three axes, y (ψ), z 0 (θ), and y 0 (φ) [6].

Unfortunately, this leads to complex and time-consuming
acquisition geometries for AXDT, since the DF signal has
to be measured from all possible angles, for example using
the generalized approach introduced in [6].
State-of-the-art
In a wide variety of industrial tomography applications
prior knowledge of the imaged sample is present. Moreover, in most cases, the reconstruction process can be reduced to the reconstruction of a specific region-of-interest
(ROI): e.g. inspecting a welding seam in an industrial sample [3]. It has been shown that prior information about the
structure of the imaged sample and about the user-defined
reconstruction task can be used to design better acquisition
trajectories that increase the quality of the reconstruction of
the ROI. Currently, acquisition trajectories for AXDT are
created based on general rules, like t-designs, in order to
efficiently measure all the possible scattering orientations
spread over the unit sphere [6]. While this ensures a
sufficiently sampled measurement of each scattering profile
in each voxel, it does not take into account prior knowledge
about the sample and the expected signal in some ROI.
Moreover, an acquisition protocol fully covering the unit
sphere has one major drawback: scan time. Currently,
there is a lot of research going on to develop task-driven
acquisition optimization for conventional X-ray computed
tomography (CT) [7, 4] which show great promise for
industrial applications [3].
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Furthermore, these algorithms have also been previously
derived for AXDT [2] and the methods showed a great
reduction in the acquisition geometry size for the reconstruction of a user-defined task. However, there is still the
need for faster methods that yield task-based optimized
trajectories since the current state-of-the-art algorithms
[3] are based on a greedy search approach that are very
time-consuming. In this paper, we propose a new method
for faster task-driven trajectory optimization, based on a
simple sorting algorithm, which performs as good as the
greedy approach from [3] but only computes the detectability index (DI) once for each pose.
II. M ETHODS
In order to discuss the method for finding optimal taskbased trajectories, we first need to lay out the mathematical
model for AXDT.
System model
The goal of AXDT is to obtain the intra-voxel scattering
orientation by reconstructing a field of spherical functions
η : S2 ×R3 → R from a set of DF measurements d obtained
using the X-ray grating setup described in Section I. To
model the relationship between each spherical function
and DF contrast measurement, we use a set of weighting
functions h : S2 × S2 × S2 → R which encode additional
information about the grating sensitivity direction, s(x), the
X-ray direction t(x), and the ray x. We then simplify the
problem of directly reconstructing a spherical function to a
problem of estimating the spherical harmonics coefficients
that represent the desired spherical function.
We discretize the spherical functions η and h using the
basis of real-valued spherical harmonics truncated to a
maximum degree of 4, and we use the Beer-Lambert law
to formulate the forward model [8] as:
d(x) ≈

!
Z
4
k

1 X X m
m
hk s(x), t(x)
ηk (r)dr ,
exp −
4π
T (x)
k=0 m=−k

(1)

where x is the corresponding X-ray, k is the degree and m
the order of the spherical harmonics. The line integration
is discretized over the X-ray path T (x) yieldinga matrix
P , and the weighting functions hm
k s(x), t(x) are all
concatenated into a diagonal matrix Wkm , leading to the
following matrix-based notation:

d = exp(−

K m=k
X
X

k=0 m=−k

= exp(−Bη),

Wkm P ηkm )

(2)

In the following equations we will use dˆ to describe
the actual dark-field measurements and (η) = exp(−Bη)
to denote the forward projection of an arbitrary volume η.
Using the previous notation, we obtain the energy function
L(η, d) := exp(−Bη) − d

2
2

(3)

+ βR(η).

where β > 0, and P
R(η) P
represents a quadratic roughness
1
penalty, R(η) =
k wjk φ(ηj − ηk ). Finally, we
j 2
define the reconstruction of η̂ as the minimizer of the
likelihood function,
ˆ
η̂ = arg min L(η, d).

(4)

η

Detectability Index
The DI is a metric that encodes information about
the visibility of a certain feature for a specific viewing
angle. For CT this translates to differentiating between an
occluded view and an occlusion-free view of the ROI.
Fischer et al. [3] demonstrated DI maps given specific
angle intervals, where they investigated the reconstruction
of a screw in an industrial highly attenuating sample.
For AXDT, the visibility of a specific location inside the
sample is controlled by two factors: attenuation by a highly
absorbing section of the imaged sample, and the relative
position of the grating bars and the DF wavefront. This
will be reflected in the DI values.
We compute the DI for a fixed geometry using a NonPrewhitening Human Model Observer as in Gang et al.
[4]:
R
2
2
df 4
4 (M T Fj WROI )
δj2 = R R
(5)
N P Sj (M T Fj WROI )2 df 4
R4

For the computation of the Modulation Transfer Function M T F and the Noise Power Spectrum N P S we use
a formulation introduced in an earlier paper [1]. The two
metrics M T F and N P S are approximated by the Fourier
transform of the linear impulse response and the local
covariance [7]:
M T Fj (η) ≈ F{λj (η)} =

F{−2BT diag(ε(η))2 Be∗i }

, (6)
F{−2BT diag(ε(η)) 2ε(η) − d Be∗i }

N P Sj (η) ≈ F{σ(ηj )} =


F{4BT diag ε(η)dε(η) Be∗i }

F{−2BT diag(ε(η)) 2ε(η) − d Be∗i }

2

(7)

where the division is element-by-element. e∗i is a special
impulse which represents the specific scattering profile we
are interested in creating an acquisition protocol for.
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Fig. 2: (A) reference scattering profile reconstructed with the full geometry; (B) full geometry (please notice the two locations in
the vicinity of the poles which our physical and mathematical models cannot cover; we will ignore those locations completely); (C
top) chosen poses in the order of the highest DI using SBA; (C bottom) chosen poses in the order of the lowest DI using SBA; (D
top and bottom) corresponding poses highlighted on the sphere; (E top and bottom) reconstructed scattering profiles using only the
poses from the corresponding geometry.

In Fig. 2-C (top and bottom) we computed DI maps of a
single scattering profile (see Fig. 2-A) for a general AXDT
acquisition scheme with acquisition poses all around the
unit sphere.
Given the physical properties of the Talbot-Lau interferometer to measure the DF signal, scattering of the X-ray
photons happening parallel to the grating bars will produce little to no measurable DF contrast, while scattering
produced perpendicular to the grating bars will generate
the highest DF contrast. The corresponding DI maps are
shown in Fig. 2-C (top). It is clear that as we measure the
given impulse from a shallow angle (≈ 90◦ inclination)
we obtain the highest values for the detectability (highest
visibility is at 0◦ inclination angle). Measuring towards
more extreme inclination angles 0◦ and 180◦ the loss of
dark-field contrast is indeed reflected in the values of the DI
which start to shrink, getting close to 0 at 0◦ respectively
180◦ .
The computation of the NPWM at the two contiguous
black areas on the maps was discarded since our acquisition
setup is unable to achieve those angles thanks to the Euler
cradle, and the implemented physical model reflects that
by ignoring those locations.
Task-driven Trajectory Optimization
The DI can now be used as a metric to differentiate
between “valuable” or “less valuable” poses, given a userspecified reconstruction task. Currently, task-based acquisi-
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tion trajectories are generated using the detectability index
as a metric for an iterative greedy algorithm (IGA) [3]. We
propose a faster method, called the sorting-based algorithm
(SBA) shown in Algorithm 1, where the overall runtime is
comparable to the runtime of one iteration of IGA. The
main approach of SBA is to only compute the DI values
once for every pose, basically running the first iteration of
IGA, and then sort the poses from highest to lowest DI
and choose the first (best) n poses which are then used to
create an optimized geometry.
Algorithm 1 Sorting-based path optimization algorithm
Let Pall be the set of all possible poses
Let n be the number of required poses
Compute D = {δ 2 (p, WT ask ) | p ∈ Pall }
Sort D → Dsorted
5: Pselected = Dsorted [1 : n]
6: Use Pselected to reconstruct volume
1:
2:
3:
4:

III. S IMULATIONS AND D ISCUSSION
We seek to confirm that the DI can be used to select
“valuable” poses on simulated data and to empirically
confirm that SBA is a strong candidate for task-driven
geometry optimization. Our dataset comprises of an almost
empty volume with a scattering function parallel to the yaxis in the center. For our volume, we define a geometry
that fully samples the unit sphere, composed of 589 angles.
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For this geometry we apply the algorithm SBA from 1
to obtain a geometry composed of only “valuable” poses,
chosen by their highest corresponding DI values, and one
composed of “least valuable” ones, chosen based on the
lowest corresponding DI values, in order to have a “bad”
reconstruction to compare, see Fig. 2.
We implemented SBA in our open-source reconstruction
framework elsa [5]. In our simulations, we empirically
found out that setting β = 103 we obtain smooth enough
DI maps. The analysis of the regularization term and
parameter will be left for future investigation. Given the
anisotropic nature of the dark-field signal and thus the
scattering function, the two reconstructions with a “good”
geometry (green) and a “bad” geometry (red) are completely different (notice the scale of the two scattering
functions). In Fig. 2-E (bottom) it is quite clear that
the reconstructed scattering profile is actually very small
compared to the reference reconstruction in 2-A and can
be considered residual. To qualitatively analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm we generate a geometry for an increasing number of angles, performed the
reconstructions matching to the geometries, and plotted the
absolute difference between the reference reconstruction
and the reconstruction done with the corresponding sized
geometry in Fig. 3. We observe a decreasing trend for
both the proposed algorithm (SBA) and the existing one
(IGA), with the former one performing slightly better.
Furthermore, we show the results for the reconstruction
done with the “bad” geometry in red. We can clearly see
that the quality of the reconstruction using the proposed
SBA performs as good as IGA.

Fig. 3: (top left) Acquisition poses with uniform sampling with
98 angles; (top center) Geometry generated with SBA; (top right)
Geometry generated with IGA; (bottom) Absolute difference in
the ROI between the tomographic reconstruction using the full
geometry (589 poses) and the reconstruction from a subset of
chosen poses by the following criteria: (green) first n poses with
the highest respective DI (in green in top-center), (red) first n
poses with the lowest respective DI (in red in Figure 2); the
two vertical dotted lines: one at x = 39 (A) and the other at
x = 45 (B). These lines represent the number of angles in the
geometry obtained using SBA high-low (green) and IGA (cyan)
where the quality of the reconstruction surpasses the one done
using a uniformly sampled geometry of 98 angles.)

[2]
[3]

Discussion
We propose a new fast method of computing task-based
optimized acquisition trajectories (SBA). Our simulation
results show that it performs just as well as the computationally intensive greedy approach (IGA) for a well-defined
scattering function task. Both approaches enable significantly better reconstruction results than uniform sampling,
and allow approaching the image quality of a reference
reconstruction with only ∼ 17% of the acquisition poses.
In future work we intend to combine the both algorithms
(SBA and IGA) in a well-chosen trade-off between accuracy and computation speed, coupled with newly developed
observer models for AXDT taking into account the spherical function nature of the scattering profiles.
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Abstract - Xenon is an inert gas that is used for diagnostics

and therapy. Recent technological advancements enable the
production of lipid-stabilized microbubbles that contain
xenon which are capable of both producing contrast under
insonation and delivering xenon gas to precise locations via
activation by clinical ultrasound. Dual-energy CT (DECT)
is an advanced imaging method that uses x-ray attenuation
measurements at two different energy regimes to provide
access to elemental composition information of various
materials. Here we use DECT to image and quantify
different lipid-shelled xenon microbubbles densities located
inside a dedicated 3D-printed phantom. By taking
advantage of the similarity in atomic numbers between
xenon (z=54) and iodine (z=53), we use commercially
available tools to quantify xenon concentrations within
different microbubble densities. Our measurements
obtained xenon concentrations of 0.54 ± 0.09 mg/ml, 0.30 ±
0.05 mg/ml and 0.20 ± 0.06 mg/ml that correlated linearly
with the expected concentration ratios. This demonstrated
ability may serve as a basis for future clinical applications
of xenon. For example, one could utilize activation
capabilities of ultrasound in combination with the contrast
and quantification abilities of DECT.
Index Terms— Ultrasound, Xenon, Microbubbles, Computed
tomography, Dual-energy CT, Spectral-CT

I. INTRODUCTION

X

ENON (Xe), the fifth noble gas, has been of growing
interest in recent years due to its antiapoptotic effects,
especially in treating hypoxic-ischemic injury in the brain [1]–
[3]. While xenon therapy through prolonged inhalation is in
clinical trials, we have made progress in developing lipidstabilized, xenon-containing microbubbles (MBs) which,
unlike inhalation, can deliver the gas at precise locations via
activation by clinical ultrasound [4]. A distinctive feature and
advantage of Xe microbubbles is their ability to produce
specific non-linear contrast under insonation due to bubble
oscillations. At the same time, Xe itself has been known to
produce contrast for thoracic imaging in conventional
radiography and CT [5].
Spectral Computed Tomography (Spectral-CT) utilizes
measurements of the energy-dependent material-specific x-ray
attenuation at two different energy regimes during a single CT
scan to provide access to elemental composition information
* Equal contribution to this work.
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[6]. The advantages of Spectral-CT over conventional CT
include improved differentiation between various tissues [7]–
[9], reduced metal artifacts [10], and quantification of certain
endogenous and exogenous materials such as calcium [11] and
iodine [9]. Dual-Energy Computed Tomography (DECT), the
first realization of Spectral-CT, has been investigated since the
1970’s [6] and became a commercially available clinical tool
more than a decade ago. Current commercial approaches to
DECT include the rapid kVp-switching method [12], the
spectral detector method [13], the split-beam method [14], the
spin-spin method [6] and the dual-source (DSCT) method [15],
which we utilized in our study. In DSCT spectral separation is
achieved using two orthogonal x-ray tubes opposing two
corresponding detector systems with each tube at a different
tube potential (kVp).
DECT is known for both its iodine visualization and
quantification capabilities [16], [17]. Compared to conventional
CT, DECT technology has a much higher sensitivity for iodine
and is able to provide iodine concentration estimations by
applying material decomposition methods [9]. In fact, since
iodine quantification is considered a key capability of clinical
DECT technology [7], the design of many of the commercial
systems is optimized towards iodine quantification. In addition,
using sufficiently accurate iodine estimations, the contribution
of iodine to the total attenuation can be suppressed and VirtualNon-Contrast (VNC) images, which mimic non-contrast
images, can be calculated [18].
Due to the proximity in atomic numbers of iodine (I, z=53)
and xenon (Xe, z=54), the mass attenuation coefficients (𝜇⁄𝜌𝑚 )
of the two elements are similar [19]. This implies that the ratio
between the cross-section for Compton scattering and the crosssection for the photoelectric effect are similar between the two
elements. Consequently, the ratio between the attenuation at

Fig. 1. (A) Two 3D-printed phantoms designed to hold up to six 1.5 mL
micro-centrifuge tubes within the bore hole of a QRM Thorax phantom (B).
The 3D-printed phantom design ensures minimal scatter artifacts that may
result from sharp transitions in attenuation along the patient axis (z).
Corresponding author: Nadav Shapira, Department of Radiology, University of
Pennsylvania, 3400 Spruce St., One Silverstein, Philadelphia, PA 19104, USA
(e-mail: Nadav.Shapira@Pennmedicine.upenn.edu).
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high x-ray energies and the attenuation at low x-ray energies is
also similar for the two materials. This implies that,
theoretically, DECT scanners are already equipped with the
necessary imaging and visualization capabilities to identify and
quantify xenon concentrations in a clinical scan. Indeed, DECT
has been used in the past to quantify Xe gas down to
concentrations of 5 mg/ml [20]. The purpose of this study is to
utilize DECT for the quantification of Xe at even lower
concentrations and that is contained within US-sensitive MBs.

A)

II. METHODS
A. Phantoms
In order to enable positioning of up to three 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes vertically inside a semi-anthropomorphic
phantom during a CT acquisition, a dedicated 3D-printed
phantom was designed and two units were produced (Fusion3
F400, Greensboro, NC; 0.4 mm nozzle and 0.2 mm layer
height). The phantom material Polylactic Acid (PLA) and the
infill ratio were selected to achieve specific gravity similar to
that of water. The design of the phantom ensures minimal
scatter artifacts that may result from sharp transitions in
attenuation along the patient axis (Fig. 1A).
The 3D-printed phantom was scanned inside a semianthropomorphic 300 mm x 200 mm thorax phantom (QRMThorax, QRM GmbH, Moehrendorf, Germany). The thorax
phantom (Fig. 1B) includes artificial lung lopes, a spine insert,
and a shell of soft tissue equivalent material, all composed of
tissue mimicking plastics with respect to the x-ray attenuation
characteristics at the clinical energy range (20-150 keV).
B. Xenon microbubbles production
To formulate Xe-containing microbubbles, a commercially
available phospholipid (DBPC) and lipopolymer (DSPEPEG5000) (Avanti Polar Lipids) were mixed in a 9:1 molar
ratio (at 10 mg/mL) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at 90°C,
followed by cooling to room temperature. Xenon (Praxair) gas
was bubbled into the lipid-PEG solution. MBs were generated
by probe-sonication (Branson), and size-isolated by differential
centrifugation. MBs were imaged and counted using a
hemocytometer to yield a size distribution largely between 2-8

Fig. 2. Xenon MBs were imaged and counted using a hemocytometer to yield
approximately 5x109 MBs/ml for the most concentrated Xe MBs suspension
(𝜌ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ , 1𝑥) in our experiment and a distribution of MB diameters largely
between 2-8 µm.

B)

200 HU

0 HU

Fig. 3. Representative images of a Dual-Energy CT (DECT) acquisition of
tubes filled with xenon microbubbles at different densities imaged within a
dedicated 3D-printed phantom. (A) A Mixed-0.6 image composed of a linear
blend of the high-kVp (150Sn) and low kVp (70) images. (B) Liver-VNC
spectral application showing a Mixed-0.6 image overlaid with a Contrast
Media (CM) result. ROIs were manually placed on the top-most region of
observable CM values. (C/W = 40/400 for Mixed series, 25/25 for CM series)

µm and approximately 5x109 MBs/ml for the most concentrated
Xe MBs suspension (𝜌ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ , 1𝑥) in our experiment (Fig. 2).
For control bubbles with no expected CT contrast, a similar
procedure was followed with perfluorobutane as the core gas
instead of xenon. For negative control, a tube of the lipid-PEG
stock was used without any bubbles.
C. Dual-Energy CT imaging and measurements
DECT imaging was performed with a third-generation dualsource scanner (SOMATOM Definition FORCE, Siemens
Healthineers, Forchheim, Germany). A kVp pair of 70/150Sn
was selected for maximal spectral sensitivity while dose values
were maintained at their clinical settings (13.5 mGy) without
applying dose modulation. Table I presents a complete list of
scanning and reconstruction settings that were used for
acquiring six repetitions of DECT datasets for the analysis. In
addition to the Mixed-0.6 image (Fig. 3A), which is composed
of a linear blend of the high and low kVp images, quantitative
Contrast Media (CM) spectral results were generated using the
Liver-VNC application provided by the dedicated spectral
software (Syngo.via, VB 30; Siemens Healthineers, Forchheim,
Germany). For each scan, five Regions-Of-Interest (ROIs),
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3
each with an area of 300 mm3, were manually placed on each
of the tubes at the top-most region of observable CM values
(Fig. 3B). Special attention was devoted to avoid the inclusion
of voxels with partial volume of air or tube material within the
ROIs.
D. Iodine Concentration Calibration
The Liver-VNC application provides, per each ROI
measurement, the average and standard deviation (StdDev)
values for Virtual-Non-Contrast (VNC), Contrast Material
(CM) and a Mixed series (Fig. 3B). In order to obtain iodine
concentration values that are (re)calibrated for the values given
by the CM result of the specific scanner we used, a dedicated
calibration scan was performed using the semianthropomorphic Thorax phantom with an insert containing 7
different concentrations of iodine (0.5 mg/ml; 0.75 mg/ml; 1
mg/ml; 2 mg/ml; 5 mg/ml; 10 mg/ml and 15 mg/ml CTIodine®;
QRM, GmbH ,Forchheim Germany), together with a waterequivalent rod with an expected 0 mg/ml iodine concentration.
The calibration scan was performed on the same scanner with
the same acquisition parameters as in the scans for xenon
quantification (Table 1).

B. Contrast Media Measurements
The measured CM average ROI values are presented in Fig.
4 where the dotted lines represent the average measurements
between scans. The CM average values for the xenon
microbubble tubes ranged between 34.0 ± 1.43 HU (31.6, 36.1)
for the high concentration Xe MBs density (𝜌ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ , 1𝑥) and 24.6
± 0.9 HU (22.9, 25.4) for the low concentration Xe MBs density
(𝜌𝑙𝑜𝑤 , 1⁄3 𝑥), while the CM average values for both the control
bubbles and the negative (offset) control lipid-PEG were below
20 HU: 19.7 ± 1.3 HU (17.6, 21.5) and 18.8 ± 1.3 HU (16.9,
20.4), respectively. Applying the iodine calibration formula
from Eq. (1) and subtracting the resulting average iodine
concentration values obtained for the lipid-PEG to account for
the substrate contribution to the iodine signal, resulted in iodine
density values of 0.56 ± 0.09 mg/ml (0.41, 0.71) for Xe MBs
𝜌ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ (1 𝑥), 0.31 ± 0.05 mg/ml (0.23, 0.39) for Xe MBs 𝜌𝑚𝑒𝑑
(2⁄3 𝑥), and 0.21 ± 0.06 mg/ml (0.11, 0.29) for Xe MBs 𝜌𝑙𝑜𝑤
(1⁄3 𝑥).

III. RESULTS
A. Iodine Calibration Formula
Five different slices from the iodine calibration scan were
averaged to obtain a linear relation between the measured HU
values of the CM result HU values and iodine density values.
The resulting calibration curve equation, retrieved using a least
squares linear fit with an R2 value of 0.9998, is:
𝐼𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑒 [

𝑚𝑔
𝑚𝑙

𝑚𝑔

] = 0.037 [ 𝑚𝑙 ] × 𝐶𝑀 [𝐻𝑈] − 0.443 [
𝐻𝑈

𝑚𝑔
𝑚𝑙

] (Eq. 1)

TABLE I
SCAN AND RECONSTRUCTION PARAMETERS
Parameter

Setting

Voltage pair (kVp)

70/150Sn

Pitch

0.5

CTDIvol (mGy)

13.5

Exposure (mAs)

580/145

Rotation time (s)

0.5

Collimation

19.2 (32 x 0.6)

Exposure Modulation

None

Recon. Kernel

Qr40

Slice Thickness (mm)

1

Slice Increment (mm)

1

Recon. Diameter (mm)

340

Matrix Size

512 x 512

Pixel Volume (mm3)

0.66 x 0.66 x 1

Exposure Modulation

None

Reconstruction

FBP

Table 1. Scan and reconstruction parameters used for dual-source DECT
acquisitions for xenon quantification.
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Fig. 4. CM measurement values from six scans. Average ROI values for each
tube are represented by dotted lines. These HU values were transformed into
iodine density values, in mg/ml, with the use of the iodine calibration formula
(Eq. 1) for further analysis.

To determine the linearity of the acquired iodine densities, a
second linear least squares linear fit was performed between the
estimated Xenon MBs concentration ratios (1⁄3 𝑥, 2⁄3 𝑥 and
1 𝑥) and the retrieved iodine quantification values. The result
of the linear fit is presented in Fig. 5.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this study we have used commercially available DECT
technology to measure different xenon concentrations trapped
within lipid-shelled microbubbles. For this purpose, we have
utilized commercially available iodine visualization techniques
and quantification algorithms while taking advantage of the
similar attenuation properties of iodine and xenon that rises
from their adjacent atomic numbers. To estimate difference
between ideal iodine quantification and ideal xenon
quantification using dual-energy information we examined the
slopes and relative amplitudes of the expected attenuation
values at low and high photon energies in the energy regime of
medical CT. According to the NIST X-COM database [19], the
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4
attenuation
in
𝐶𝑇 𝑛𝑢𝑚
(which
is
given
by
(𝐸)]
⁄
[𝜇/𝜌𝑚
[𝜇𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 /𝜌𝑚 (𝐸)] × 1000 = 𝐻𝑈 + 1000) of a
single mg/ml iodine at 60 and 120 keV is 𝐶𝑇𝐼𝑛𝑢𝑚 (60 𝑘𝑒𝑉) =
36.81 and 𝐶𝑇𝐼𝑛𝑢𝑚 (120 𝑘𝑒𝑉) = 7.50 respectively while the
𝑛𝑢𝑚 (60
attenuation of a single mg/ml xenon is 𝐶𝑇𝑋𝑒
𝑘𝑒𝑉) =
𝑛𝑢𝑚 (120
38.01 and 𝐶𝑇𝑋𝑒
𝑘𝑒𝑉) = 7.76. The very similar slopes
in 𝐶𝑇 𝑛𝑢𝑚 values at the low and high photon energies,
𝑛𝑢𝑚 (60
𝑛𝑢𝑚 (120
𝐶𝑇𝑋𝑒
𝑘𝑒𝑉)⁄𝐶𝑇𝑋𝑒
𝑘𝑒𝑉) = 4.89 compared to
𝑛𝑢𝑚 (60
⁄
𝐶𝑇𝐼
𝑘𝑒𝑉) 𝐶𝑇𝐼𝑛𝑢𝑚 (120 𝑘𝑒𝑉) = 4.90, confirm that, at
least theoretically, the response of a dual-energy CT system
should indeed be similar for iodine and xenon signals.
Due to the close proximity in low-high attenuation slopes, the
quantification correction factor for xenon for using DECT
iodine concentration measurements can be calculated as the
ratio between the vector magnitudes pointing from the origin,
i.e. {0,0}, to {𝐶𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑚 (120 𝑘𝑒𝑉), 𝐶𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑚 (60 𝑘𝑒𝑉)} for the two
materials (i.e. 𝑖 = 𝐼 𝑜𝑟 𝑋𝑒). Based on this calculation, the
correction factor is 𝜌𝐼𝑋𝑒 = 0.97, meaning that every 1 mg/ml of
measured iodine represents 0.97 mg/ml xenon. Using the
calculated correction factor, we find measured Xe
concentrations of 0.54 ± 0.09 mg/ml, 0.30 ± 0.05 mg/ml and
0.20 ± 0.06 mg/ml for the 1𝑥-tube, 2⁄3 𝑥-tube and 1⁄3 𝑥-tube,
respectively.
Our study did have limitations. Firstly, we did not assess the
effect of a reduced radiation dose and the associated increase in
noise on the quantification of xenon. In addition, we did not
asses the effect of different kVp-pairs on the quantification of
xenon. Finally, production-estimated values exhibited large
uncertainties that compelled us to correlate signal ratios of
Spectral-CT xenon quantification accuracy at low
concentrations rather than direct accuracy evaluations.
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Low Dose CT Denoising via Joint Bilateral
Filtering and Intelligent Parameter Optimization
Mayank Patwari, Ralf Gutjahr, Rainer Raupach, and Andreas Maier

Abstract—Denoising of clinical CT images is an active area
for deep learning research. Current clinically approved methods
use iterative reconstruction methods to reduce the noise in
CT images. Iterative reconstruction techniques require multiple
forward and backward projections, which are time-consuming
and computationally expensive. Recently, deep learning methods
have been successfully used to denoise CT images. However,
conventional deep learning methods suffer from the ’black box’
problem. They have low accountability, which is necessary for
use in clinical imaging situations. In this paper, we use a
Joint Bilateral Filter (JBF) to denoise our CT images. The
guidance image of the JBF is estimated using a deep residual
convolutional neural network (CNN). The range smoothing and
spatial smoothing parameters of the JBF are tuned by a deep
reinforcement learning task. Our actor first chooses a parameter,
and subsequently chooses an action to tune the value of the
parameter. A reward network is designed to direct the reinforcement learning task. Our denoising method demonstrates good
denoising performance, while retaining structural information.
Our method significantly outperforms state of the art deep neural
networks. Moreover, our method has only two parameters, which
makes it significantly more interpretable and reduces the ’black
box’ problem. We experimentally measure the impact of our
intelligent parameter optimization and our reward network. Our
studies show that our current setup yields the best results in terms
of structural preservation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The radiation dose in clinical CT needs to be as low as
reasonably achievable to warrant patient’s safety. Reducing
radiation dose creates noise in the reconstructed images, which
may obscure critical details and low contrast objects [1]. The
non-stationary nature of CT noise means that simple filtering
approaches are not always successful in denoising. Moreover,
filtering also removes the edge information present in the
image, particularly the small low-contrast features . Therefore,
denoising the reconstructed images requires a more intelligent
solution, and is currently an active area of research.
Non linear edge-preserving filters such as the bilateral filter
have been used to denoise clinical CT data [2], [3]. Most clinically approved methods currently use iterative reconstruction
methods [4] to denoise images [5], [6]. Deep learning has also
been successfully applied to the clinical CT denoising problem
[7], [8], [9]. However, iterative reconstruction methods are
time-consuming and computationally expensive. Deep learning
methods, while outperforming iterative reconstruction, suffer
M. Patwari, and A. Maier are with the Pattern Recognition Lab at the
Friedrich-Alexander University of Erlangen-Nuremberg, 91058, Erlangen,
Germany e-mail: mayank.patwari@fau.de.
M. Patwari, R. Gutjahr, and R. Raupach are with Siemens Healthcare
GmbH, 91301, Forchheim, Germany.
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Filtered Image (If)

Parameter Op�miza�on

Fig. 1. Our denoising scheme with the JBF, parameter optimization scheme,
and guidance image estimating denoiser.

from a lack of accountability, the so-called ’black box’ problem. It is absolutely crucial for any denoising approach to
be completely interpretable for possible clinical approval. A
middle ground between the underperforming known methods
and deep learning would be to use deep learning to tune or
optimize the performance of known techniques, such as by
optimizing the parameters [10] or altering the regularization
strength [11].
In this paper, we aim to combine the strengths of both
known operators and deep learning. We introduce a Joint
Bilateral Filter (JBF) [2] with a deep learned guidance image
to denoise the image. The JBF has two parameters, which
are tuned by reinforcement learning [12]. The reinforcement
learning scheme tunes our parameters pixelwise to obtain the
best quality image overall. The JBF is applied iteratively for a
given number of iterations. The parameters are optimized for
every iteration. We compare our methods to state of the art
deep learning networks for the task of low dose CT denoising.
Our proposed method shows good denoising performance
and preserves structural information. Furthermore, our method
outperforms deep learning methods, while being significantly
more interpretable.
II. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
A. Joint Bilateral Filtering concept
We revisit the concept of the JBF for better explaining our
methods. The JBF is a variant of the standard bilateral filter,
which uses a separate guiding image to smooth the difference
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Fig. 2. The quality network used to measure image quality and noise. C
represents the number of convolutional filters.

in intensities. The operation of the JBF is defined by the
following equation:
P
oN (x) In (o)Gσs (x − o)Gσi (Ig (x) − Ig (o))
P
If (x) =
(1)
oN (x) Gσs (x − o)Gσi (Ig (x) − Ig (o))

where In is the noisy image, If is the filtered image, x is the
spatial coordinate, N (x) is the neighborhood of x taken into
account for the filtering operation, Ig is the guidance image
estimated by the method described in Section II-C and Gσ is
a Gaussian operator. The first Gaussian operator in Equation 1
is a spatial filter, while the second operator is the range filter.
The Gaussian operator is defined by
2

2

e−x /2σ
(2)
Gσ (x) =
2σ 2
where σ is a parameter controlling the level of smoothing.
σ is usually a hand tuned parameter. Therefore, the JBF at
any point has three inputs, the guidance image Ig , and two σ
parameters, σi for the range operator, and σs for the spatial
operator. We used a Gaussian operator of size 9 × 9 × 5
across the entire image.
B. Quality Analysis
We train a CNN to estimate the Image Reconstruction Quality
Metric (IRQM). We use the architecture and training hyperparameters described in Patwari et al. [13], with two differences
(1) we leave out the batch normalisation layers (2) the output
of the final neuron is passed through a sigmoid layer to
constrain the output to [0, 1]. The network is trained using
4 CT volumes. Each volume was reconstructed with standard
clinical dose, and with doses reduced by 50% and 75%. The
gradient structural similarity score between the standard dose
image and the reduced dose image is used as a proxy quality
score for training. The heatmap loss is included as a secondary
loss function. A network diagram is present in Fig. 2.

function F . We parameterize F using a residual CNN (Fig. 3)
[8]. The residual CNN has 4 convolutional layers and 4 deconvolutional layers, each with 32 filters. The convolutional layers
have filters of size 3 × 3 × 3. No padding is applied, shrinking
the input image in each dimension. The deconvolutional filters
have filters of size 3 × 3. This results in a receptive field of
17 × 17 × 9. A leaky ReLU activation follows each layer,
except the final layer.
The network is trained using CT volumes of 10 patients.
Each volume is reconstructed with the standard clinical dose
and with simulated dose reductions. The standard dose images
act as ground truth volumes Inf . The reduced dose volumes
are reconstructed at doses of 5%, 10%, 25% and 50% of
the standard clinical dose, and are used as training volumes.
The network is trained using non-overlapping image patches
of size 64 × 64 × 9. This is shrunk to 56 × 56 × 1 by
the convolutional layers, and expanded to 64 × 64 by the
deconvolutional layers. The training took place over 70,000
iterations with 48 patches per iteration.
D. Tuning parameters via deep reinforcement learning
We introduce a convolutional network N ET as our agent,
which would choose a parameter and subsequently choose
the action that affects this parameter. We limit the network
to choose between the two σ parameters, and between the
following five actions (1) increase by 50% (2) increase by 10%
(3) do nothing (4) decrease by 10% (5) decrease by 50%.
The network is used to maximize a reward function r. r in
this case is the output of our quality network Qn , described
in section II-B.
r = Qn (s0 ) − Qn (s)
(4)
where s0 is the image after the parameter tuning step and s is
the original image. We create a loss which punishes deviations
from the Bellman equation. The Bellman equation is given by
Q∗ (s, a) = r + γ max
Q∗ (s0 , a0 )
0

(5)

a

Conv1

Conv2

Conv3
Conv4

C. Estimating a Guidance Image
The guidance image is estimated to be a noise free image. We
can solve the following optimization problem to find a noise
removal function F :
min ||Inf − F (I)||2
F

Deconv1

Deconv2

Deconv3

Deconv4

(3)

where Inf is the noise free image and I is the noisy image.
Solving equation 3 will give us the ideal noise removal

Fig. 3. The residual network used to create the guidance image. Black arrows
represent the residual connections.
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where a is the action which changes s to s0 and γ is the
discount factor for future rewards.
We parameterize the Q∗ function with our CNN N ET .
N ET has three sets of parameters, θp which influence the
parameter choosing, θt which control the parameter tuning,
and θc , which are shared parameters. We split our target
term into two target terms. Following standard reinforcement
learning techniques [12], we use an older version of our policy
network (N ET 0 ) as a target.
Q∗ (s0 , p0 ; N ET 0 (θc , θp ))
y1 = r + γ max
0
p

(6)

Q∗ (s0 , t0 ; N ET 0 (θc , θt ))
y2 = r + γ max
0

TABLE I
M EAN AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE QUALITY METRIC SCORES OF
OUR METHOD AND VARIANTS . P LAIN JBF APPLICATION YIELDS THE
HIGHEST PSNR, WHILE INCLUDING NETWORK BASED PARAMETER
TUNING YIELDS THE HIGHEST SSIM.

Low Dose CT [14]
Joint Bilateral Filter (JBF)
JBF + PT-GT
CPCE3D [8]
GAN[7]
Our method

PSNR
43.12 ± 1.021
46.79 ± 0.8685
43.40 ± 1.025
45.43 ± 0.6914
41.87 ± 0.7079
45.02 ± 0.9709

SSIM
0.9636 ± 0.0073
0.9770 ± 0.0046
0.9656 ± 0.0072
0.9817 ± 0.0029
0.9398 ± 0.0079
0.9856 ± 0.0027

t

The network is trained by solving the following minimization
problem:
2

L1 = [y1 − Q(s, p; N ET (θc , θp ))]

2

(7)

L2 = [y2 − Q(s, t; N ET (θc , θt ))]
min L = L1 + L2

N ET

The network chosen (Fig. 4) has two paths, one which
chooses the parameter to be tuned, and the other which tunes
the parameters. The first path has 3 convolutional layers, one
fully connected layer, and an output layer. The convolutional
layers have 32, 64, and 64 layers. The fully connected layer
has 128 neurons. There are two output neurons. The second
path has 4 convolutional layers, one fully connected layer, and
one output layer. The convolutional layers have 32, 64, 128 and
128 layers. The fully connected layer has 256 neurons. There
are 5 output neurons. The first two convolutional layers are
shared between the paths, and have 3 × 3 × 3 convolutions.
All other convolutional layers have 3 × 3 convolutions. All
layers except the output layers are followed by leaky ReLU
activations.
The network is trained for 120,000 iterations. γ is fixed at
0.99. N ET 0 is updated to N ET every 300 steps. We allow
20 tuning steps before application of the bilateral filter. The
input to the network is an image patch of size 9 × 9 × 5.
64 F
3x3

Chosen parameter

𝜎𝑠

𝜎𝑖
128 N
128 F
3x3
Image
9x9x5

Chosen ac�on
+50%

32 F
5x5x3

+10%

64 F
3x3x1

0%
-10%

Common path (θc)

-50%

Parameter choosing (θp)
Parameter tuning (θt)

128 F
3x3

256 N

Fig. 4. Our RL network architecture with separate parameter choosing and
parameter tuning paths. F represents the number of convolutional filters, N
the number of neurons, and the dimensions the size of the outputs.
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The training set consists of 20 slabs of size 256 × 256 ×
16 reconstructed at 25% dose. The parameter chosen, action
chosen, slab, filtered slab, and increased quality score are
calculated for each patch. 3200 patches are added at random
into the training pool. 512 patches are chosen at random for
training at each optimization step.
III. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS
A. Data and Evaluation Metrics
We used the data of the Grand Low Dose CT challenge [14]
as our testing data. This dataset consists of body CT scans of
10 different patients, each reconstructed with both standard
dose, and with 25% of the standard dose. We use the images
reconstructed with 1mm slice thickness with a medium smooth
B30 kernel. The reduced dose images are our input images,
while the standard dose images are treated as reference images.
We use the PSNR and SSIM [15] as our metrics for noise
removal and structural preservation respectively. The SSIM
is a significantly more important predictor of the diagnostic
quality of the image, as the PSNR promotes smoothing of
images. Due to the limited number of patients, we use the
Wilcoxon’s signed rank test to assess statistical significance.
A p-value of less than 0.05 is considered as the threshold for
statistical significance.
B. Denoising and comparison to state of the art
In our denoising experiments, we denoise the image by
iterative application of the JBF. For each iteration, we allow
five optimization steps to tune our parameters, before applying
the bilateral filters. The parameters are reset to their original
guesses and the optimization process starts anew for each
iteration. We restrict the number of JBF iterations to four in
our testing phase.
Our method significantly improved PSNR and SSIM compared to the noisy image (w = 0.000, p = 0.0051). This shows
that our method reduces image noise while preserving the
structural information present in the images. An example can
be seen in Fig. 5. Our method outperforms state of the art
deep learning networks such as CPCE3D [8] and GAN [7] in
terms of SSIM. However, CPCE3D has a higher PSNR than
our method. This could indicate superior denoising at the cost
of feature preservation. The results can be viewed in Table I.
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Fig. 5. An image showing the (a) reduced dose CT image (b) image denoised by JBF (c) image denoised by using the reinforcement learning technique
which optimizes based on the ground truth image (PT-GT) (d) our method and (e) the standard dose reference image. Our method yields the closest looking
image to the reference image (SSIM = 0.9821). The images are reconstructed with a window of [-800, 1200].

C. Ablation study
Impact of parameter tuning: We observe the impact of
the JBF with and without parameter tuning. Use of parameter
tuning improves the SSIM (w = 0.000, p = 0.0051), but
significantly decreases the PSNR (w = 0.000, p = 0.0051).
Therefore, the use of parameter tuning reduces the amount of
denoising, but improves the amount of structural information
preserved.
Using our reward network: We compare the use of our
reward network (Section II-B) with the mean-squared-error
based reward function used in Shen et. al. [11]. We call
this method parameter tuning - ground truth (PT-GT). PT-GT
reduces both the PSNR and the SSIM significantly (w = 0.000,
p = 0.0051). Therefore, the use of our reward network results
in better CT image quality compared to PT-GT.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this study, we introduce a method which tunes JBF
parameters to thoroughly denoise low dose CT images. Our
method provides good denoising performance while retaining
the structural information. The use of the JBF reduces noise,
while the parameter optimization helps in retaining structures.
Our method is outperformed several existing state of the art
solutions for low dose CT denoising. Additionally, our method
is significantly more interpretable, and reduces the ‘black
box’ problem that exists in deep learning, which improves
applicability in clinical imaging.
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GPU-accelerated Monte Carlo simulations of xrays through CAD objects
Tobias Funk, Daniel S. Badali, and Oleg Konings

Abstract—Although Monte Carlo simulations are an
indispensable tool for studying a wide range of applications, their
usefulness is often limited by their long computation times. In
fact, it is not uncommon for simulations to take hours or even
days, depending on the complexity of the objects being studying.
To this end, we herein present a new x-ray Monte Carlo library
that makes use of the massively parallel architecture of Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs) to significantly improve the
computation times. The library includes the ability to propagate
particles through objects defined by triangulated surfaces, which
allows for the support of CAD-modelled objects. To benchmark
this library, we have incorporated it into PRISM, which is a
tested software platform which manages the simulations of
computed tomography projection images. Using GEANT4 as the
benchmark, we found that the GPU-accelerated library was able
to achieve statistically similar results (difference on the order of a
few percent), even though it was restricted to a limit set of
particle types and interactions. A speedup factor of about 640x
was achieved.
Index Terms—Graphical Processing Unit, Monte Carlo,
Simulation, Computed Tomography

I. INTRODUCTION

M

Carlo simulations are the gold-standard technique
for studying the propagation of x-rays through matter.
Because of this, they are an indispensable part of the workflow
of many fields. For instance, in the field of radiotherapy,
Monte Carlo simulations are used to calculate the dose
distribution produced by the radiation sourceError!
Reference source not found.. As another example, such
simulations are the workhorse of modern high-energy physics
research[2].
Although x-ray Monte Carlo simulations serve a wide range
of applications, the requirements for such simulations to be
useful is shared across all fields: most importantly, the
simulations must be accurate. In this case, accuracy refers to
both the implementation of the physics of the x-ray-matter
interactions and the modeling of the objects being simulated.
Of more practical importance is the speed at which the
simulations can be performed, a requirement which becomes
more challenging to meet as the complexity of the object and
ONTE
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system increases.
There are a number of Monte Carlo software libraries that
have met these requirements with mixed success. Some
notable libraries are GEANT4[3] and MCNP[4]. All of these
libraries have favored accuracy and have strived to incorporate
the up-to-date models of the physics of x-ray-matter
interactions. However, this accuracy comes at the cost of
speed, and it can often take inordinate amounts of time (e.g.
hours or days) to achieve sufficient statistics when running on
typical Central Processing Units (CPUs). The most
computationally expensive part of the simulation is the
navigation of the x-ray particles through the object’s
geometry[5].
Fortunately, Monte Carlo simulations are “embarrassingly
parallel”, since the propagation of each x-ray is entirely
independent of all other x-rays. Because of this, they map well
to the massively parallel architecture of Graphical Processing
Units (GPUs), which can dramatically improve the simulation
time. Although preliminary progress has been made to port
existing CPU-based Monte Carlo libraries to GPUs[5], there
still lacks a library that meets both the speed and accuracy
requirements.
We propose to develop a GPU-accelerated x-ray Monte
Carlo library that is both accurate and fast. To test this library,
we have made use of our PRISM software tool[6], which
offers a flexible framework to interchange Monte Carlo
libraries while maintaining a common interface. Because of its
design, PRISM allows for a direct comparison between the
new GPU-accelerated library and existing libraries such as
GEANT4.
II. PRISM
The Particle/Ray Interaction Simulation Manager (PRISM)
is an internal software platform developed by Triple Ring
Technologies to perform simulations of Computed
Tomography (CT) projection images. Originally designed for
security applications, we have since used successfully used
PRISM in a wide range of CT applications.
PRISM allows for the configuration of all aspects of the
system to be simulated, including the spectrum, focal spot
shape, and system geometry. There is also a highly
configurable detector module, which can inject noise and
artifacts due to sources such as veiling glare, electronic noise,
quantum efficiency, quantum noise, detector lag, and
crosstalk.
PRISM was architected in a way to facilitate the easy
incorporation of different Monte Carlo libraries while
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maintaining a common interface for the user. This hides the
unique details of each library’s application programming
interface from the user, which often has a steep learning curve.
This design allows us to do a direct comparison between the
newly developed GPU-based library and an established
library. For the latter, we chose to use GEANT4.
With an emphasis on accuracy, PRISM represents objects in
the CAD format of STL files[7], which are triangulated,
watertight surfaces. Many Monte Carlo libraries (such as
GEANT4) support such triangulated surfaces.
Fig. 1 shows a simulated projection image produced by
PRISM using GEANT4. The packed suitcase was assembled
using common items in a CAD program.

allowed to overlap and do not necessarily need to fully
partition the volume of the parent. The leaf nodes each contain
a single triangle, which minimizes the number of triangle
intersections that need to be calculated. Our implementation of
the BVH tree was inspired by the GPU-accelerated optical
Monte Carlo library Chroma[8], and we used the Watertight
ray-triangle algorithm[9].
Table 1: Current and planned featured for the GPUaccelerated x-ray Monte Carlo library
Feature
Status
Ray tracing
Fully implemented
Compton scattering
Fully implemented
Absorption
Fully implemented
Coherent scattering
In progress
Secondary particles
Planned
Electrons
Planned

IV. BENCHMARKING

Fig. 1 Simulated projection images demonstrating the
capabilities of PRISM with GEANT4. (Top left) Ray tracing
simulation with scatter. (Top right) With Poisson noise and
limited detected quantum efficiency. (Bottom left) Also with
veiling glare. The magnitude of the veiling glare is
exaggerated in this figure. (Bottom right) Also with crosstalk
and exaggerated electronic noise.
III. GPU-MONTE CARLO LIBRARY

Because of the flexibility of the PRISM architecture,
switching between GEANT4 and the GPU library can be
achieved with a single flag in the configuration. The pre- and
post-processing of the simulation (such as the loading of the
STL files, the generating of the initial photon phase space, the
creating of the output projection images, etc.) is independent
of the choice of Monte Carlo library. That way, all that is
being compared is the navigation and photon-matter
interactions.
Figs. 3 and 4 compare the results of the GEANT4 and GPU
Monte Carlo libraries with a disk-based phantom. As seen in
Fig. 3, the GPU library is able to reproduce the GEANT4
results almost identically, in spite of its limited particle and
interaction types (see Table 1). A histogram of the difference
between the two images is shown in Fig. 4, and it can be seen
that the difference is on the order of a few percent, which can
likely be attributed to the lack of coherent scattering in the
GPU-library.

In designing our GPU-accelerated Monte Carlo library, we
strove to retain upon the accuracy of existing Monte Carlo
libraries. However, mature libraries often have extensively
detailed physics, typically including a wide number of particle
types and particle-matter interactions. Our library contains a
pared down subset of these particles and interactions; in
particular, we start with only supporting x-ray photons and
limit the interactions to Compton scattering, coherent
scattering, and absorption. Table 1 lists all the current and
planned features and their implementation status.
As the photons propagate through a triangulated object, it is
very computationally expensive to test each triangle for
intersection with the photon’s trajectory. In order to avoid this,
we use the standard technique of constructing a Bounding
Volume Hierarchy (BVH) tree. A BVH is a tree structure,
where the bounding volume of each parent node contains the
bounding volume of each of its children. Sibling volumes are
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Table 2: Simulation time per photon for the results shown in
Fig. 3. The GEANT4 simulations were performed on a singlecore CPU
GEANT4
GPU
450 µs
0.7 µs

V. OUTLOOK
We are strongly encouraged by the quality of the results
produced by the GPU-accelerated Monte Carlo library. As we
continue to develop the library, more particle types and
interactions will be included to allow for more realistic
simulations. Using the PRISM framework, we will continue to
be able to benchmark against established libraries.
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Fig 3. Comparison between the simulated projection images
of a phantom produced by GEANT4 (top) and the new GPUaccelerated Monte Carlo library (bottom)

Fig. 4 Histogram of the pixel-by-pixel differences between the
projection images (shown in Fig. 3) produced by GEANT4
and the GPU-accelerated Monte Carlo library
The simulation time per photon for the two libraries can be
found in Table 2. It can be seen that the GPU-accelerated
library is significantly faster than GEANT4, with a speed up
factor of about 640x.
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Deep Learning Based Distortion Correction and
Material Decomposition for Photon Counting
CT: A Simulation Study
Matt D. Holbrook, Darin P. Clark, and Cristian T. Badea

Abstract—We are now at the cusp of a major advancement
in CT due to photon-counting detectors (PCD). While the
benefits of photon counting (PC) CT are significant, the
performance of current PCDs is limited by physical effects
distorting the spectral response. Here, we propose deep
learning (DL) solutions for spectral distortion corrections and
material
decompositions
for
PCCT.
The
spectral
measurements of a nuclear source, Ba133 acquired with a real
PCD, were used to fit a distortion model. This distortion model
was used to degrade the ideal x-ray spectra in our realistic
simulations. Virtual cone beam acquisition and CT
reconstructions of two digital phantoms were used for training
and testing of two CNNs (U-net configurations) that performed
corrections and image-based decompositions. Our preliminary
investigation showed promising results, lowering image noise,
error, and increasing the accuracy and precision of CNN
material maps compared to results provided by inversion of
non-corrected PCCT data. This performance came with some
loss in resolution. Our next step will be to adapt this method to
real experimental data acquired in 3D printed phantoms using
transfer learning.

N

I. INTRODUCTION

EW exciting applications can be facilitated by energyresolving photon-counting detectors (PCDs) which can
quantitatively differentiate multiple CT probes with a single
CT scan. Our group has advanced preclinical photoncounting (PC) CT by building prototype systems and
demonstrating their value in cancer [1] and cardiac [2]
studies. However, the full potential of PCCT has not yet
been realized. PCDs suffer from spectral distortions (charge
sharing, pulse pile-up). Moreover, their spectral and spatial
resolution are inversely related, and K-edge imaging of
iodine is challenging with current CdTe-based PCDs.
Data-driven deep learning (DL) methods promise to
enhance many aspects of X-ray CT including for PCCT [3].
Examples of successful DL applications include metal
artifact reduction [4], synthesizing missing sinogram data
[5], generating monochromatic images from single-spectrum
CT scans [6], and reducing noise in low-dose CT [7].
Spectral distortions inherent in PCD technology such as
charge sharing, K-escape, and pulse pileup [8] degrade the
recorded spectral response of the detector and the accuracy
of these decompositions. Several methods have been
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proposed to correct spectral distortions. For example, by
modeling the imaging process, including sources of spectral
distortion, maximum likelihood reconstruction methods [9]
or Monte Carlo methods [10] can be employed to improve
imaging. Unfortunately, because PCD spectral distortion is
non-linear, these inversions can be computationally
expensive, numerically unstable, and sensitive to errors in
the forward model. These drawbacks have motivated a
number of data-driven approaches to compensate for
spectral distortions including lookup table methods and
methods based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) [11].
Here, we propose new deep learning (DL) solutions for
PCCT. Given spatial correlations inherent in spectral
distortions, we hypothesize that CNNs can be trained to
correct spectral distortions and provide image-based
decompositions. We have previously demonstrated a novel
spectral distortion correction method [12] that worked by
training a shallow ANN to map distorted projections
acquired with a real system and a 3D printed phantom to
ideal projections digitally acquired from the digital model of
the same phantom. The trained model could then be applied
to correct any real, distorted projections prior to
reconstruction and material decomposition. This approach is
very attractive because it does not require extensive
knowledge of the imaging system. PCCT data is typically
decomposed into physical and/or material basis functions.
We have also tested material decomposition based on a
CNN [13]. In this paper we build on the success of our
previous attempts and use two CNNs that will perform
distortion corrections and material decompositions. Realistic
simulations are used to verify performance.
II. METHODS
Conducting realistic digital phantom experiments is
crucial to the development of DL solutions for distortions
and material decomposition for PCCT data. We next
introduce the spectral model, phantoms, CNN structures and
quality metrics.
A. Spectral model
The validity of work performed on simulated data
depends on the accuracy of the simulations. We have
created a spectral model to mimic our CdTe PCD with four
energy thresholds and 150 μm pixel pitch (Dectris AG,
Switzerland). The spectral performance of our PCD was
measured using a nuclear source, Ba133. Thresholds were
swept from 25 to 85 keV, exposing each set of thresholds
for 10 seconds. Differentiation of the raw signal gave our
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mg/mL. Each material has a corresponding set of slices with
spherical and bar patterns. This phantom allows for
measurement of image quality metrics related to the image
noise, image resolution, and material map accuracy.
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Fig. 1. Spectral modeling of a CdTe PCD imaging system. A) Recorded
spectrum of Ba133 nuclear source and the fitted spectrum. B) Spectrum used
in simulations (125 kVp, 0.1 mm Pb filtration) along with the distorted
spectrum.

spectral response. This response was used to fit a distortion
model as presented by Schlomka et al. [9]. Once fit, the
model was used to degrade an ideal 125 kVp spectrum used
in our simulations (Fig. 1). The ideal spectral response that
included the x-ray source (tungsten-based anode), Pb filter
(0.1 mm), and the CdTe detector was created in MATLAB
using the Spektr package [14].

B. Digital phantoms
Digital 3D phantoms were used for both training and testing
our models. For training, a series of virtual phantoms (4403
voxels, 0.125 µm voxel size) containing random tetrahedra
were generated (Fig. 2). The tetrahedra were assigned
random material concentrations of aqueous I, Gd, or Au up
to 15 mg/mL. Reference vials for each material were also
added. Half of the tetrahedra only contained water. Six of
these phantoms, along with their respective projections (360
per phantom), were created. Energy-dependent cone beam
3D projections were created using the ideal and distorted
spectral response functions and our in-house forward
projector [15]. Poisson noise was added to the projections to
match noise level in experimental reconstructions. The
labels used in training were noise free. The PCD thresholds
were set to 25, 34, 50 and 80 keV. The last three thresholds
match the K-edges of I, Gd, and Au.
Distortion corrections
Distorted Projections

U-net

Material decompositions
Material Maps

Corrected Projections

FDK + BF
Reconstructions

U-net

Fig. 2. Data processing pipeline for spectral distortion correction and
material decompositions. Distorted, normalized, projections are passed
through a residual U-net, resulting in corrected projections. Once
reconstructed, these are passed through a second CNN to create material
maps.

C. Network setup and processing
Two CNNs were used in this work, one for distortion
correction and one for material decomposition (Fig. 2). Both
networks were similar to the conventional U-net [17].
Generally, pairs of convolutional layers followed by ReLU
activation functions and pooling/unpooling operations
compose an encoder/decoder structure. Skip connections reintroduce high frequency information via concatenation
from the encoder to the decoder. Each network was trained
on simulated data, after which the material decomposition
finished training on outputs of the distortion correction
network.
The cost functions in both networks are similar, only
differentiated by a weighting factor. The cost function was
set to value data fidelity with a high emphasis on preserving
high frequencies. Thus, mean squared error was used to
ensure that low frequency contrast was treated well, and a
term comparing image gradients was added to benefit higher
frequencies. The cost L(Θ) is given as follows for labels y
and predictions p:
,
where Θ is the network weights, N is the number of pixels in
the image, ρ the correlation of the image gradients, and λ is a
weighting term. Optimal values for λ were found to be 0.1
for the distortion correction network and 2.0 for the
decomposition network.
D. Reconstruction and material decomposition
Reconstruction was performed via filtered backprojection
using the Feldkamp algorithm [18]. To reduce image noise,
reconstruction was followed by joint bilateral filtration (BF)
in which energy channels are jointly processed [19]. The
reconstructions were converted to HU numbers. To
decompose spectral PCCT data, we used a three materials
post-reconstruction decomposition, subject to a nonnegativity constraint similar to what has been previously
described [1]. After decomposition the material maps were
color coded with I in red, Au in green, and Gd in blue.
E. Image quality metrics
The bar phantom provides opportunity to measure
resolution in reconstructions and material maps and compare
to results from noiseless, distortion-free projections. The bar
patterns were used to approximate the modulation transfer
function (MTF) using the following equation:
where a is the mean value from contrast-enhanced lines and
b is the mean value between the lines for a given pattern.
Noise was measured in slices of the phantom without
contrast material.

The networks were tested on a separate digital phantom
that we have used previously [16]. This phantom
(440x440x344) contains the same aqueous K-edge contrast
materials as the training data in concentrations up to 15
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Noise [HU]
Label
Corrected
Distorted

TABLE I
IMAGE NOISE AND ERRORS
25 keV
34 keV
50 keV
5.9
6.2
7.2
10.0
10.2
11.0
30.8
35.2
45.9

80 keV
7.7
11.5
116.8

RMSE [HU]
Corrected
Distorted

25 keV
14.4
28.9

80 keV
16.8
93.5

III. RESULTS
A. Distortion correction
Reconstructions via FDK from the spectrally distorted
and CNN-corrected projections, each followed by bilateral
filtration, are shown in Fig. 3. The distorted images have
differences in contrast from the label image, particularly in
the 25 and 34 keV energy bins. The higher energy
thresholds are most affected by noise. For the corrected
images, high frequency structures show the most residual
error, however these images also show significantly reduced
noise.
Noise and root mean squared error (RMSE) for the label,
distorted, and corrected reconstructions are given in Table 1.
The noise in the label images comes from FDK
reconstruction with an ideal ramp filter. The projectionbased distortion correction greatly reduces noise and errors
in the reconstructed images. The resolution of all
reconstructions is represented by the MTF (Fig. 4). The
correction method appears to reduce the spatial resolution
(from 3.37 to 2.85 lp/mm) in the reconstructed images.
B. Material decomposition
Material decompositions were created via inversion using
the sensitivity matrix for both spectrally distorted and
corrected reconstructions. These were compared to CNN
decompositions (Fig. 5). There are marked differences in
noise and artifacts between the maps generated from
distorted data. The material maps from the distorted data
contains high Au contamination in the water phantom. The
CNN shows visual improvements in both noise and recovery
of high frequency content.

Fig. 3. Bar phantom reconstructions for all 4 energies with distorted and
CNN-corrected projections for the iodine slice. Residual images show the
difference with the label. The distorted reconstruction shows contrast
differences in K-edge materials and the corrected images show errors in high
frequencies and high energies (yellow errors).
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Fig. 4. MTF for the label, distorted, and distortion-corrected reconstructions.

Error metrics and material values showing the accuracy
of each decomposition are shown in Fig. 6. Both spectral
distortion
correction
and
CNN-based
material
decompositions are shown to reduce the errors and improve
the accuracy and precision of the resulting material
decompositions. Paricularily, the CNN-based decomposition
method reduces heterogeneity within homogenous structures
(Fig. 6B).

Fig. 5. Material maps for I (red), Gd (blue), and Au (green) as created by
inversion before and after spectral distortion correction alongside the
decomposition output by the trained CNN.
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Fig. 6. Accuracy metrics for material decomposition. A) RMSE shows that distortion correction and CNN-based decomposition both decrease errors in
recovering the concentrations of materials. B) Box plots of voxel values in material vials (Fig 5. yellow box) show the CNN best recovers the
homogeneous nature of the vials, and thus is the most precise.
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Reduction of Artifacts in Multi-Energy Imaging for
a Stationary Gantry CT Scanner
Seongjin Yoon, Alexander Katsevich, Michael Frenkel, Ed Morton, and William Thompson

Abstract—Multi-Energy Stationary Gantry CT (ME-SGCT)
is a powerful tool for security screening. However, the SGCT
geometry leads to an anisotropic voxel illumination pattern,
which varies significantly across the field of view (FOV) and
results in irregular-view streaks. Multi-Energy CT (MECT)
exacerbates this artifact compared with single energy CT. In this
paper, we use MECT reconstruction based on the Photoelectric
(PE) and Compton Scattering (CS) decomposition. We propose
two algorithms to address the ME-SGCT streaks: (1) modified
bilateral filtering, which uses the more stable CS coefficient to
filter the less stable PE coefficient, and (2) data-filling based
on interpolation. We test the methods using simulated data for
complex phantoms. The results demonstrate significantly reduced
irregular-view streaks, which allows for more accurate estimation
of the effective atomic number Zeff and density ρ that are
important for security screening.
Index Terms—Multi-Energy CT imaging, Stationary Gantry
CT, image reconstruction, modified bilateral filter, nonuniform
view sampling, streak artifact reduction

I. I NTRODUCTION
At present, carry-on baggage screening is done on the basis
of projection X-ray imaging, and the process relies heavily on
the operator performance. In an effort to improve screening,
there are several developments underway to use X-ray CT
for these purposes. To meet the processing time requirement
for the security check point, a stationary gantry CT (SGCT),
which uses a distributed source and stationary detector, has
been sought to provide the fastest possible scanning time.
While SGCT enables faster scanning, the design complicates the development of analytic reconstruction algorithms:
(1) view-direction derivative cannot be used due to the Xray source not following a well-defined trajectory, and (2) the
illumination pattern of any voxel is highly anisotropic and
varies significantly across the field of view. To address those
issues, we previously developed a No View-Differentiation
(NVD) type algorithm that incorporates a weight function. The
latter is selected based on the illumination pattern to reduce
streaks that arise due to irregular view sampling [1].
S. Yoon, A. Katsevich, and M. Frenkel are with iTomography
Corp., Texas Medical Center Innovation Institute, 2450 Holcombe Blvd,
Houston, TX 77021, USA (e-mail: syoon@iTomography.com, alexander@iTomography.com, michael@iTomography.com).
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Fig. 1: Conceptual drawing of the SGCT scanner.
In an effort to improve threat detection even further, the
SGCT system can incorporate a photon-counting detector with
multiple energy bins to enable the scanner to capture spectral
information. The Photoelectric (PE) and Compton Scattering
(CS) decomposition method has been widely used as a foundation of multi-energy CT (MECT) reconstruction [2], [3]. In
principle, PE-CS decomposition scheme can be directly used
for MECT reconstruction from the spectral data collected by
the SGCT scanner. However, the high dynamic range of the
PE coefficient combined with inherent irregular-view streak
artifacts of SGCT make it harder to use the reconstructed
images for computing the physical properties of the scanned
objects such as Zeff and ρ. While the previously proposed
weighted NVD reconstruction algorithm reduces irregularview streak artifacts significantly, the PE-CS decomposition
process can amplify the remaining streaks. The amplitude of
the streaks in the PE coefficient can even exceed the amplitude
of the original image, especially when metals are present in
the field of view (FOV).
Here, we propose two methods to reduce the streak artifact
in ME-SGCT: (1) modified bilateral filtering, which uses the
more stable (smaller dynamic range) CS coefficient to filter
the less stable (greater dynamic range) PE coefficient, and
(2) data-filling based on interpolation. We test the proposed
methods using simulated data. The tests show that the methods reduce the streaks significantly and enable one to more
accurately estimate Zeff and ρ pointwise in the FOV.
II. BASIS D ECOMPOSITION
Basis decomposition models for MECT have been widely
used to simplify the reconstruction. The PE-CS decomposition
was developed by Alvarez and Macovski [2] based on two
major physical processes involved in photon attenuation at the
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range of medium energies (30-200 keV). The PE-CS model is
given by the equation
µ(E) = cp fPE (E) + cs fKN (E),

(1)

where E is the energy level, fPE = 1/E m , fKN is the KleinNishina function, and cp and cs are the PE and CS coefficients,
respectively. The benefit of the PE-CS decomposition is that
there exist semi-empirical formulas relating ρ, Zeff with cp , cs :
Z
Z n−1
ρZ
, cs = K2 ρ.
(2)
A
A
where K1 , K2 , and n need to be obtained empirically, assuming they are constant within the given energy range. The
ratio Z/A is assumed to be 1/2. For this work, we use the
parameters from Paziresh et al. [3]: K1 = 13.96, K2 = 0.30,
and n = 4.2.
Since the noise in photon counting data is known to be
Poisson distributed, we use Poisson likelihood to compute the
estimates of Cp and Cs , which are the line integrals of cp and
cs , respectively. The corresponding cost functional is given by:
cp = K 1

h

Nl
i
X
bp , C
bs = arg min
C
hl (ȳl (Cp , Cs )),
Cp ,Cs

(3)

l=1

where Nl is the number of detector energy bins. The Poisson
likelihood function hl and the estimated mean count ȳl are
defined as follows:
hl (t) = t − yl log t,

ȳl (Cp , Cs ) =
Z El+1
Il (E) exp(−Cp fPE (E) − Cs fKN (E))dE,

(4)

(5)

El

where Il is the energy spectrum within the l-th energy bin.
bp and C
bs from (3), we apply the view-density
Once we get C
weighted NVD algorithm described in our previous work [1],
to separately reconstruct cp and cs .
III. I MAGE D OMAIN S PARSE -V IEW /N OISE S TREAK
R EDUCTION F ILTERING
Due to irregular view sampling, sparse-view streaks in MESGCT reconstructions are distributed irregularly across the
FOV. Any conventional filter with localized support cannot effectively deal with such high amplitude irregularly distributed
artifacts. To suppress the artifact while keeping the algorithm
numerically simple and efficient, we introduce a modified
bilateral (MBL) filter guided by a reference image:


X
−(g(i) − g(j))2
f (j), (6)
MBL[f (i)] =
exp
σ max(g)2 + δ
j∈Ω(i,nB )

where f is the image being filtered, Ω(i,nB ) is the set of
neighboring pixels in the square region centered at the i-th
pixel with size (2nB + 1) × (2nB + 1), and σ and δ are
tunable parameters. The latter also prevents dividing by zero.
The spatial weight of the filter is constant within the square
region. The Gaussian kernel is normalized by the maximum
value of the reference image for the following two reasons:
(1) to account for the dynamic range difference between cp

Fig. 2: Illustration of the image filtering workflow.
and cs , (2) the most significant sparse-view streak component
is proportional to the maximum value of each image. g is the
reference image which contains information about the same
object, but has a smaller dynamic range and less sparse-view
streaks. This approach belongs in a group of multi-channel
image denosing, see e.g. [4] and references therein.
To obtain the reference image g, we first filter the reconstructed CS image cs using edge-preserving hyperbolic
potential (HP) regularization: cs → cHP
s . Since streak intensity
is much lower in cs than in cp , the localized HP filtering
can produce a good quality image cHP
with most of the
s
streaks removed. Instead of using cHP
directly
for subsequent
s
as
a
reference
image
for MBL
processing, we use g = cHP
s
, then we apply
filtering of cs to produce a new image cMBL
s
the MBL filter to cp using the same cHP
s as the reference image.
For both cp and cs , we apply the MBL filter four times with
cHP
as the reference image. See Fig. 2 for the diagram that
s
n
illustrates the proposed image filtering workflow. Here, f MBL
represents the image f filtered by MBL n times. The reason
MBL4
why we use cHP
s for MBL filtering of cp (even though cs
is more accurate) is to have the same amount of blurring in
4
4
and cMBL
. This leads to more accurate pointwise ratios
cMBL
s
p
4
MBL4
cp /cs ≈ cMBL
/c
when computing Zeff .
p
s
While the MBL filter effectively removes high amplitude
streaks, it comes with one caveat. For accurate reconstruction
of a region with constant Zeff and density, the size of the
region should be large enough to contain sufficiently many
streaks. In this case the streaks are reduced due to averaging.
For voxels farther away from a high-Z material that generates
streaks, it gets harder to remove sparse-view streaks because
the frequency of the streaks is decreasing. To address this
issue, we fill in some of the missing data by interpolating
available data. This procedure is explained in the next section.
IV. DATA F ILLING U SING I NTERPOLATION
Adding to the MBL filtering described in Sec. III, we create
synthetic data by interpolating two projection data with the
same source-detector position (but the object is shifted) during
the back-projection stage to reduce the streak artifact further.
Due to the rectangular geometry of the detector, we first
project the data onto a virtual flat detector to use the conventional FDK-type backprojection. This backprojection process
combines the horizontal axis (along the detector rows) of the
virtual detector and the vertical axis (along the columns) of
the actual detector to parametrize the data to be backprojected.
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sponding source position, t1 is the equivalent of t0 with the
reference data point being z1 .
Boundary detector pixels are more vulnerable to high amplitude noise as they have fewer neighboring pixels that can be
used for denoising. Nearest neighbor interpolation makes the
image more crisp, but it can create discontinuity and amplify
noise. Linear interpolation attenuates noise, but it reduces
spatial resolution. The factor nI > 0 provides the flexibility to
transform the interpolator from linear to nearest neighbor, i.e.,
linear interpolation if nI = 1, and nearest neighbor if nI  1.
V. N UMERICAL E XPERIMENTS

Fig. 3: Illustration of the vertical cross section of the areas
illuminated by two vertically-shifted source positions. Image
pixels lying on the same dotted line share the same z∗ value.
Red region shows where the projection data is originally available, and green region shows where the synthetic projection
data is filled by interpolation.
For illustration purposes, let us assume that the object is
stationary, and the source-detector gantry is shifting vertically.
Since we interpolate two (filtered) cone beam projections with
the vertically-shifted source-detector positions, the horizontal
coordinate of the interpolated data is still the same in both
cases. Only the vertical coordinate of one illuminated region
is shifted relative to the other. The illuminated regions for the
two projections do not overlap, and there is a gap between
the two illuminated regions where the projection data are not
available. Fig. 3 shows the schematic vertical cross section of
the two illuminated regions and the gap between them.
Two data points (z0 and z1 in Fig. 3) to be used for
interpolation do not share the same mapping onto the detector
vertical coordinate, as the mapping depends on the vertical
source positions. Thus, the interpolated projection data does
not belong to any of those two mapping systems. To solve this
issue, we define a set of virtual source positions between the
two actual source locations, that enables the projected vertical
coordinate of the data point to always be between the top of
the bottom projection data region and the bottom of the top
projection data region. Additionally, to avoid estimating values
too far from the available data, we apply interpolation only to
image pixels if their projected vertical coordinate is within a
threshold distance of ze from either the top source position or
the bottom source position (see the green regions in Fig. 3).
Consequently, the following value is used in the interpolation
algorithm to identify the location of the interpolated data point:
z∗ =

z0 tn1 I + z1 tn0 I
,
tn0 I + tn1 I
z0 < z∗ ≤ z0 + ze or z1 − ze ≤ z∗ < z1 .

(7)

where t0 is the vertical distance between the reference data
point z0 and the shadow of the image point with the corre-
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We simulate noise-free sinogram data for a 3D phantom
consisting of water, aluminum, and titanium ellipsoids (see
Fig. 4), with poly-energetic sources fired in a periodic quasirandom sequence.
Fig. 5 shows the estimated cofficients cp and cs without
any streak artifact removal applied. Note that the cs image has
significantly fewer streaks than the cp image. Fig. 6 shows the
corresponding coefficients after data-filling and MBL filter are
applied. Without artifact correction, the intensity of streaks in
the cp image is much greater than the value of cp for water,
thus making the estimation of ρ and Zeff almost impossible.
The proposed streak removal workflow enables one to estimate
ρ and Zeff based on (2). Figs. 7 and 8 show the profiles of
ρ and Zeff in four different locations marked by colored lines
in Fig. 4. While the estimated ρ deviates from the ground
truth, the estimated Zeff matches well with the ground truth.
The error in the density estimation is mostly caused by two
factors: (1) cone-beam error of the FDK-type reconstruction,
(2) approximation error of Z/A = 0.5. Fortunately, estimation
of the effective atomic number is less vulnerable to those two
errors because they affect both the cp and cs equally. Dividing
cp by cs compensates the error. Also, the error in density due
to the Z/A approximation is systematic and should not affect
material identification since this can be calibrated.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We develop a workflow for robust MECT image reconstruction for a stationary gantry scanner. The presented numerical
experiments demonstrate that the proposed algorithms allow
one to efficiently reduce streak artifacts while preserving the
accuracy of ME-SGCT reconstruction.
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Fig. 4: Ground truth phantom data, density ρ (left) and effective atomic number
Zeff (right). Lines indicate the locations of profiles shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

Fig. 5: Estimated cp (left) and cs (right), without data-filling or MBL filtering.

Fig. 6: Estimated cp (left) and cs (right), after data-filling and MBL filtering.

Fig. 7: Profiles of estimated density after data-filling and MBL filtering. Locations
of the sampled profiles are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 8: Profiles of estimated effective atomic number after data-filling and MBL
filtering. Locations of the sampled profiles are shown in Fig. 4.
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Flux Adaptation for Task-based Dose Optimization
in Grating-based X-ray Imaging
Chengpeng Wu, Hewei Gao, Yuxiang Xing, Zhiqiang Chen, Xiaohua Zhu, Li Zhang

Index Terms—grating-based x-ray imaging; phase contrast;
phase-stepping; noise.

about studies on non-uniform flux effects in the PS approach.
Inspired by one of our recently proposed information retrieval
algorithms [9], we found that the raw data will be weighted
across steps in the post-processing information retrieval, which
means that we can also weight the exposure flux distribution directly. In this paper, we overturn the traditional flux
paradigm in the PS process, and try to change the exposure
flux distribution across steps. Among all non-uniform distributions, we propose a flux adaptation method for task-based
dose optimization in GBXI, which can significantly reduce the
dose while keeping almost the same image quality as that of
the typical flux acquisition scheme. The “task-based” qualifier
means that the proposed optimization should be designed
according to the targeted contrast (DPC or DFC) and the preselected information retrieval algorithm.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. M ETHOD

Abstract—For grating-based x-ray imaging (GBXI), the phasestepping strategy is still the most commonly used approach to
retrieve multiple contrasts such as the differential phase contrast
and the dark-field contrast, while it’s also the main reason for the
high dose problem of GBXI. With the technology developed from
bench to bedside, there is increasing interest for dose reduction
recently. In this work, we challenge the typical constant flux
distribution in the phase-stepping process at the first time, and try
to optimize adaptive flux distributions for dose reduction. After
some tedious derivations, we propose a flux adaptation strategy
for task-based dose optimization, which is applicable to several
recently proposed analytic information retrieval algorithms and
multiple contrasts. To validate our analyses, simulated and real
experiments are conducted, and the results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed method.

G

RATING-BASED x-ray imaging can obtain multiple
complementary contrasts besides the traditional attenuation contrast (ATC), such as the differential phase contrast
(DPC) and the dark-field contrast (DFC). Compared with the
ATC, DPC has much higher sensitivity for light materials like
soft tissues [1], and DFC can get access to the reciprocal
space information about the sample, i.e. the small-angle x-ray
scattering (SAXS) distribution [2]. At present, GBXI is going
from bench to bedside, and there are many ongoing clinical
trials based on GBXI worldwide, such as the first human
lung dark-field imaging prototype [3] and some mammography
prototypes [4], [5].
For clinical applications, the absorbed dose must be within
the safety range. GBXI suffers from rickets by the commonly
used phase-stepping (PS) approach, and it needs multiple
exposures at a scanning angle. At first, the PS approach was
used in visible-light interferometry [6], and it was adapted
to the earliest GBXI system (i.e., the Talbot interferometry
[7]) by Weitkamp et al. [8]. Using the PS approach, we
can acquire a so-called phase-stepping curve (PSC) at each
detector pixel. From both PSCs with and without the sample,
multiple contrasts can be retrieved by an information retrieval
algorithm.
In the PS approach, it’s routine to adopt a constant flux
at all steps. To the best of our knowledge, it’s almost blank
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A. The Information Retrieval Algorithms
The information retrieval is one of the most important processes to obtain desired contrasts, and therefore, it’s actively
investigated in GBXI. So far, there are mainly two types of
algorithms. The first one is the most classic Fourier component
analysis (FCA), which retrieves typical contrasts by computing
harmonic coefficients of both the flat PSC and the sample PSC.
FCA is simple to be understood and efficient to be implemented, but has the strict cosinusoidal assumption for both
PSCs and the inherent phase-wrapping problem. The other
one is the recently developed multi-order moment analysis
(MMA). Totally different from FCA, MMA regards typical
contrasts as moments of the underlying SAXS distribution
[10]. Based on the well-established convolution relationship
between PSCs and SAXS distributions [11], MMA obtains
the SAXS distribution by a deconvolution algorithm, and
then retrieves multiple contrasts by computing moments of
the SAXS distribution. Compared with the FCA, MMA can
obtain additional higher moments useful in some applications
[10], [12]. Simultaneously, MMA discards the cosinusoidal
assumption and avoids the annoying phase-wrapping problem
naturally. However, the critical deconvolution procedure in
MMA is usually iterative like the Lucy-Richardson deconvolution and therefore, is much more time-consumed and difficult
to determine a proper stopping criteria for the iteration.
To overcome these limitations of the original deconvolutionbased MMA (DB-MMA), two analytic MMA methods are
independently developed recently [13], [14]. One is referred
as the direct MMA (D-MMA) [13] that is applicable to
edge-illumination and analyzer-based imaging at first, and it’s
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extended to GBXI by our group with some pre-processing
[15]. Then a generalized D-MMA (GD-MMA) is developed
by using the trigonometric orthogonality of PSCs [9], which
can be optimized to improve noise performances of the original D-MMA. Based on Fourier properties, the other one is
proposed by our group [14], referred as the truncated analytic
MMA (TA-MMA). Compared with DB-MMA, TA-MMA not
only has higher computation efficiency similar with D-MMA
and GD-MMA, but also establishes a quantitative connection
between FCA and MMA, which means the first-order moment
computed by MMA is essentially the product of DPC and DFC
retrieved by FCA.
From the analytic expressions in GD-MMA, it’s found
that raw PSCs will be weighted for subsequent calculations,
which inspires us to weight the flux distribution across steps
to acquire pre-designed weighted PSCs directly. Thus in the
following section, we try to explore the flux adaptation in
the PS approach at the first time, and then optimize the
adaptive flux distributions according to different contrasts and
information retrieval algorithms.

B. Flux Adaptation for Task-based Dose Optimization
In D-MMA [13] or GD-MMA [9], the complementary
contrasts besides ATC, such as DPC and DFC in the presence
of noise, can be uniformly expressed as:
C=

R

w(φ) [s̄(φ) + ns (φ)] dφ
R
−
[s̄(φ) + ns (φ)] dφ

R

w(φ)f¯(φ)dφ
R
,
f¯(φ)dφ

(1)

2

In practice, the PS process is discrete, and the total number
of steps can be assumed as N . Thus, the equivalent optimization problem can be written mathematically as:
!
PN
0
w
(n)
[s̄
(n)t(n)
+
n
(n)]
0
s
n=1
(3)
minimizet Var
PN
n=1 [s̄0 (n)t(n) + ns (n)]
s.t.

N
X

0

where, w (n) = w(n)/t(n) is the adjusted weighted function
to keep the average value of the target contrast consistent with
the original value C.
As demonstrated in numerous literatures [1], [7], the original PSC s0 (n) acquired with the constant flux distribution can
be expressed with a cosinusoidal model, i.e.,

 n
(5)
s̄0 (n) = a0 + a1 cos 2π + φ1 .
N

For real GBXI systems, it’s reasonable to assume that a0 
a1 , and therefore, the denominator in Eq. (3) can be also
regarded as a constant, i.e.,
N
X

n=1

[s̄0 (n)t(n) + ns (n)] ≈ N a0 .

(6)

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (3), the object function in Eq. (3)
can be simplified as:
!
N
X
0
L(t) = Var
w (n) [s̄0 (n)t(n) + ns (n)] .
(7)
n=1

where, C denotes a target contrast and φ denotes the phase
term of PSCs; s̄(φ) and f¯(φ) denote the noise-free sample
PSC and flat PSC correspondingly acquired with high fluxes;
ns (φ) denotes the statistical noises in the sample PSC; while
the flat PSC can be considered as noise-free acquired under
high fluxes without any actual doses for the scanning sample;
w(φ) denotes the weighted function, for example, w(φ) = φ
for the DPC in D-MMA.
As described in Section I, the optimization goal is to
reduce the total exposure dose in the data acquisition and
keep the similar image quality of a target contrast, which
will be evaluated by the noise performance in this work. In
turn, the equivalent goal is to minimize the noise (i.e., the
variances of the contrast in background areas) among various
flux distributions with the same total exposure dose.
The acquired sample PSC is proportional to the normalized
flux distribution, i.e.,

From our definitions, the first term about s̄0 (n) in Eq. (7) is
noise-free, which means its variance can be omitted. Moreover,
it’s generally recognized that the raw detector data s(n) obeys
the Poisson distribution, and therefore, the second term about
the noise ns (n) can be calculated as:
!
N
N
X
X
0
0
Var
w (n)ns (n) =
w 2 (n)s̄0 (n)t(n) (8)
n=1

=

(2)

where, s̄0 (φ) denotes the original sample PSC under the constant flux, and t(φ) denotes the normalized flux distribution.
As known to us, the flux at every step can be adjusted by
controlling the exposure time or the tube current, both of which
are proportional to the flux.

n=1
N
X

w2 (n)

n=1

s̄0 (n)
.
t(n)

(9)

With these conditions, the original optimization problem
defined in Eqs. (3)(4) can be expressed as:
minimizet

N
X

w2 (n)

n=1

s.t.
s̄(φ) = s̄0 (φ) · t(φ),

(4)

t(n) = N,

n=1

N
X

t(n) = N,

s̄0 (n)
t(n)

(10)
(11)

n=1

Next, we will solve the problem with the classic Lagrange
multiplier method. Firstly the Lagrange function can be written
as:
!
N
N
X
X
s̄0 (n)
2
L(t, λ) =
w (n)
+λ
t(n) − N ,
(12)
t(n)
n=1
n=1
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where λ is a constant. Then let’s set the partial derivatives of
the Lagrange function to t(n) and λ as zero, i.e.,
∂L
w2 (n)s̄0 (n)
=−
+ λ = 0,
∂t(n)
t2 (n)
N
∂L X
=
t(n) − N = 0.
∂λ
n=1

(13)
(14)

Substituting Eq. (15) to Eq. (14), the optimal adaptive flux
distribution can be expressed as:
p
N
.
(16)
t∗ (n) = |w(n)| s̄0 (n) · PN
p
|w(n)|
s̄0 (n)
n=1

Eq. (16) is the ideal optimal solution of the original problem
in Eqs. (3)(4). However, the sample PSC s̄0 (n) with the
constant flux can not be obtained in advance sometimes.
Combined with the assumption a0  a1 described above, it’s
reasonable to regard s0 (n) as a constant a0 , and therefore, the
optimal adaptive flux distribution can be approximated as:
|w(n)| · N
t∗ (n) ≈ PN
.
n=1 |w(n)|

(17)

According to Eq. (17), we can calculate the optimal adaptive
flux distributions for D-MMA and GD-MMA, respectively,
which are shown in Fig. 1. To check the effectiveness of Eq.
(17), we substitute it to the object function in Eq. (10), and the
calculated function values are listed in Table. I. From Table. I,
it can be seen that the nominal noise variances can be reduced
more than 20% by our adaptive flux distributions. From the
derivations above, the proposed flux adaptation method can be
applied to retrieve DPC and DFC by D-MMA, GD-MMA and
TA-MMA directly.
200

Exposure Flux / t(n)

Typical Flux
Adaptive Flux1 (D-MMA)

160

Adaptive Flux2 (GD-MMA)

TABLE I
T HE OBJECT FUNCTION VALUES IN E Q . (10) CALCULATED BY D-MMA
AND GD-MMA UNDER THREE FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS IN F IG . 1.
PS Steps
N=9

From Eq. (13), it can be seen that the optimal adaptive
flux distribution t∗ (n) is proportional to the absolute value of
weighted function w(n) multiplied with the squared original
sample PSC s̄0 (n), i.e.,
r
p
w2 (n)s̄0 (n)
∗
∝ |w(n)| s̄0 (n).
(15)
t (n) =
λ

180

3

140
120
100
80

N=19

Algorithm
D-MMA
GD-MMA
D-MMA
GD-MMA

Typical
29.24
18.00
62.33
38.00

Adaptive1
21.66
20.93
46.62
45.84

Adaptive2
38.57
14.29
110.36
30.66

Reduction
25.92%
20.61%
25.20%
19.32%

C. Validation System Setups
In order to validate our analyses, we compared the DPCs
retrieved by D-MMA and GD-MMA on both simulated data
and experimental data, whose detailed parameters can be found
in Ref. [9]. For evaluating noise performances, we add various
Poisson noises to the original simulated data. Due to the
limitations of experimental conditions, we indirectly obtain
the raw PSCs under adaptive flux distributions by multiplying
original PSCs with our proposed adaptive flux distributions
for experimental data. The noise levels in original PSCs are
very low, and therefore, we also insert Poisson noise to these
experimental data for evaluating noise performances.
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
As shown in Fig. 2, both the simulated DPC profiles of a
PMMA cylinder retrieved by D-MMA and GD-MMA under
our proposed adaptive flux distributions have lower levels of
noises compared with that under the typical constant flux
distribution. As shown in Fig. 3, the noise reduction ratios
by using the proposed adaptive flux distribution are almost
constant for various levels of noises.
The retrieved DPC images of experimental data by D-MMA
are shown in Fig. 4, and it’s clear to found the flux adaptation
strategy can reduce the noises in background areas. As shown
in Table. II, the reduction ratios are around 20% (18.96% for
D-MMA and 26.65% for GD-MMA), which are consistent
with our theoretical expectations in Table. I.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we propose a flux adaptation method for
task-based dose optimization in GBXI. The simulated and
experimental results validate our theory, and the noise can
be reduced more than 20% under the same total dose, which
means the proposed method can reduce more than 20%
dose while keeping the same noise performance. This work
explores a new direction for dose reduction of GBXI. Future
work includes more studies on the GBXI system using the
proposed flux adaptation approach and promoting the similar
flux adaptation on other x-ray phase-contrast imaging systems.

60

TABLE II
T HE EXPERIMENTAL NOISE VARIANCES (10−6 ) RETRIEVED BY D-MMA
AND GD-MMA UNDER THREE FLUX DISTRIBUTIONS IN F IG . 1.

40
20
0
0

5

10

15

20

Phase-stepping Position / n

Fig. 1. The typical constant flux distribution and our proposed optimal
adaptive ones in Eq. (17) for retrieving the DPC by D-MMA and GD-MMA
correspondingly. The number of steps in phase-stepping is N = 19.
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Algorithm
D-MMA
GD-MMA

Index
Mean
Std
Mean
Std

Typical
90.17
1.14
61.12
0.74

Adaptive1
73.07
0.75
73.19
0.69

Adaptive2
106.05
1.12
44.83
0.46

Reduction
18.96%
26.65%
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Fig. 4. The experimental DPC images of a breast specimen retrieved by DMMA under the typical flux distribution (a) and our proposed adaptive flux
distribution (b), and the zoomed background area as shown in the upper left
corner. The scale bar is 0.65 mm.
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Fig. 2. The simulated DPC profiles of a PMMA cylinder retrieved by D-MMA
(a) and GD-MMA (b) under the typical flux distribution and our proposed
adaptive flux distributions.
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Fig. 3. The simulated noise variances in DPC retrieved by D-MMA under
three mentioned flux distributions and various inserted Poisson noise levels.
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A modular phantom for cone beam and wholebody CT image quality assessment
John M. Boone, Ali Uneri, Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen

Abstract— There is no shortage of phantoms designed for CT
image quality and radiation dose assessment. However, the
majority of these phantoms have expensive and complicated
structures embodied within them (e.g. line pair structures for
spatial resolution, low contrast inserts for contrast resolution, etc.)
which enable subjective visual evaluation for quantifying image
quality. A newly designed phantom, called the Corgi phantom, was
designed to move the field away from qualitative assessment in
favor of mathematically rigorous quantitative assessment. In
addition to modules for assessment of the modulation transfer
function and noise power spectrum, a cone beam test tool is also
included to evaluate the magnitude of cone beam artifact at
various levels along the phantom. The 13.5 cm diameter phantom
is well-suited for evaluation of cone beam systems (e.g. orthopedic,
head and neck, dental, breast, image guided radiation therapy),
but with the inclusion of outer clamshell structures which increase
the phantom diameter to 16.0 cm, whole body CT systems can be
evaluated for head and pediatric abdomen imaging performance.
This 16 cm combination phantom also fits into a 32 cm (outer)
diameter phantom, for assessment of image quality for the adult
body. Because image noise assessed using the noise power
spectrum is of course dependent upon the radiation dose levels
used, the phantom also includes central and peripheral holes to
allow a thimble chamber to be inserted for the assessment of
radiation dose levels. In this way, noise (e.g. NPS) can be reported
as a function of radiation dose levels, allowing a straightforward
comparison between the performance of different scanners, or the
same scanner over time. Software has also been written to
evaluate the DICOM images representing the volume data set of
phantom images, which automatically analyzes MTF, NPS, cone
beam artifact, cupping artifact, and HU accuracy.
Index Terms—MTF: Modulation transfer function, NPS: noise
power spectrum,

I. INTRODUCTION

X

ray Computed Tomography (CT) became a clinical
modality in the 1970s, when virtually all display was
analog film. In that era, access to the raw digital CT images was
difficult to the point of impossible to the general scientist. CT
scanners were connected directly to printers which produced
film images of the CT series, typically 4 × 5 images on a 35 ×
43 cm sheet of film. An entire CT scan required perhaps 10-15
of these sheets of film to accommodate the different slices,
reconstruction filters, and window/level settings needed for
Submitted on January 17, 2020. Author JMB is with the Departments of
Radiology and Biomedical Engineering at University of California Davis,
Ellison ACC Building, 4860 Y Street, Sacramento, CA 95817, and authors AU
and JHS are with the Department of Biomedical Engineering at the Johns
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complete interpretation by the radiologist.
Therefore, in the first decades of computed tomography, the
only practical way of assessing image quality was by using
purpose-built phantoms with line pair objects for qualitative
assessment of spatial resolution, and rods of different contrast
to allow qualitative assessment of contrast resolution. That era
of qualitative image analysis in CT has been propagated to this
day by continued use of legacy phantoms, including the
American College of Radiology (ACR) accreditation phantom
in the United States, which is still required for CT accreditation
programs. In the current era where access to the digital CT
images in the DICOM format is widely available, it is time to
migrate from perfunctory qualitative visual image assessment
to rigorous image assessment using quantitative mathematics.
The Corgi phantom was designed specifically to promote this
transition, not only for researchers in CT, but for vendors and
clinical practitioners alike [1,2,3].
The Corgi phantom was designed initially for quality
assurance and acceptance testing on cone beam CT systems for
specialty applications such as orthopedic imaging, breast
imaging, dental and maxillofacial imaging, cone beam systems
on linear accelerators (image guided radiation therapy), and
angiography systems which also have a cone beam CT mode.
However, some thin clamshell polymethyl methacrylate
fixtures can be added to the 13.5 cm diameter Corgi phantom to
bring the total diameter to 16.0 cm, which is consistent with
radiation dose phantoms used for routine dose assessment in
head and pediatric body CT. Some commercially available CT
dose phantoms also include a 32 cm diameter PMMA annulus
with a 16 cm diameter inner cut-out for the insertion of the head
CT dose phantom. These simple and widely available additions
to the Corgi phantom allow it to be a viable tool to assess image
quality and radiation dose in whole body CT systems. It should
also be mentioned that with the advent of large collimated beam
whole body CT systems (with 160 mm coverage along the z
dimension at isocenter) , the assessment of cone beam artifacts
in whole body CT systems is clearly needed.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
The design of the modular corgi phantom is described in the
figures below. The system was designed to be reconfigurable,
given the different geometries of cone beam CT systems that
Hopkins University. Traylor Building #622, 720 Rutland Ave., Baltimore, MD
21205 USA
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are available on the market and the different clinical
applications that they address. For example, most cone beam
CT systems have the central ray located at the central location
of the field-of-view along the z-axis; however, for breast CT
systems the central ray is located as close to the posterior edge
of the breast as possible, to allow maximal coverage of the chest
wall. Given these differences, the cone beam module can be
positioned at different locations along the length of the phantom
(the z-axis of the CT scanner) to evaluate and quantify cone
beam artifacts.

a module which contains various plastics which have different
densities and atomic numbers, which are useful for quantifying
the Hounsfield Unit accuracy of a given cone beam CT system.
It is noted that some cone beam systems do not actually report
their images using the Hounsfield Unit scale, however in these
units the quantification of the linear attenuation coefficient is
useful.

Figure 3: A module with inserts of different plastic materials is included,
to allow the phantom to be used for HQ accuracy measurement.

The quantitative measurement of spatial resolution involves
assessing the modulation transfer function, which is computed
from slit images which are used to define the line spread
function. Because the phantom is designed to accommodate CT
systems with different resolution characteristics, slit
thicknesses vary from very thin (0.10 mm) to thicker slit widths
(0.25 mm).

Figure 1: The initial phantom design was modular in nature and included
different modules for measuring different metrics. The system was
reconfigurable, which allowed appropriate placement for the various
modules (e.g. cone beam artifact module) to be placed at appropriate levels
along the length of the phantom, corresponding to different cone angles.

A homogeneous region of the phantom is designed to allow
the computation of the 3D noise power spectrum, and the
homogeneous region necessarily contains peripheral holes
which allow long PMMA rods to hold the phantom together,
along with the central through-whole which is designed to
accommodate a thimble chamber for the assessment of
radiation dose at the center of the phantom.

Figure 2: A homogeneous module for the measurement of noise power
spectrum is included in the corgi system. The peripheral holes were initially
designed to accept PMMA rods necessary for holding the module phantom
together. The central hole, however, is designed to be the primary area
where radiation dose can be measured.

Figure 4: The initial phantom design included 4 different (air) slits, which
can be used to measure the line spread function (and hence the modulation
transfer function). Each slit was of a different width, to accommodate the
different resolution performance of various cone beam CT systems.

The cone beam module was designed after considerable
experimentation with different geometric designs on a cone
beam system. The cone beam module demonstrated in Figure 5
shows the use of 2 thin Teflon disks, each 25 mm in diameter
and 2 mm thick. These disks are separated by a disk of the
matrix material (PMMA), which provides neutral contrast
relative to the surrounding phantom.
Figures 1 through 5 demonstrate the original design of the
Corgi phantom. After discussions with a commercial
manufacturer, a more efficient (and less expensive) design was
developed, which however leverages the individual modules
illustrated in Figures 1-5. For the assessment of spatial
resolution, however, the use of hemispherical rods allowing the
assessment of the edge spread function in 3 dimensions has
replaced the slits of Figure 4, which allow MTF measurements
in the axial dimension only. The hemispherical rod component
of Corgi-2 is illustrated in Figure 6.

As with many CT phantoms, it is also appropriate to include
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Figure 8: The MTF from a cone beam breast imaging system is illustrated
on the left, and the noise power spectrum from a cone beam system
designed for orthopedic imaging is shown on the right.
Figure 5: The cone beam module consisted of 2 higher attenuation disks
(Teflon), with the spacer of the matrix material. This allows the
quantification of a cone beam artifact which is discussed in the text.

Figure 9 illustrates the analysis of the cone beam module (left
side). The contrast to noise ratio produced from different plastic
inserts (with different HU values) is shown in Figure 9 on the
right side. The cone beam artifact is defined from the trace with
the following mathematics:

Z mod

=

disk − middle
disk − air

Where Zmod is constrained between 0 and 1.

Figure 6: A hemispherical rod is illustrated (left picture), and this insert
allows the assessment of spatial resolution (MTF) in both the horizontal (z,
y) plane as well as along the z-axis (right figure).

III RESULTS
The quantitative measurements which can be made on the
Corgi phantom, as described above, are demonstrated below.
All these metrics were automatically evaluated using software
used to evaluate the DICOM images produced by the CT
scanners.

Figure 9: (left image) Traces through 2 cone beam modules is shown on
the left, with the yellow trace corresponding to a cone beam module
located near the central ray, and the fuchsia trace illustrating the data from
a module located more distance from the central ray. The dramatic
reduction in modulation is clearly visible. (right image) the HU accuracy (,
cast as contrast to noise ratio) is illustrated on the pot on the right.

IV DISCUSSION

Figure 7: The degree of cupping artifact is illustrated between 2 cone beam
imaging systems. The system on the left has experienced significant
cupping, while the system on the right has made use of the cupping
correction algorithm.

The quantitative assessment of cupping artifacts is illustrated
in Figure 7, and these data were acquired from images (and
the phantom module) shown in Figure 2.
Figure 8 illustrates Fourier-based metrics including the
modulation transfer function (left side) and the noise power
spectrum (right side). The MTF results [4] were computed from
a module shown in Figure 4, while the NPS was computed from
the module illustrated in Figure 3.
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The utility of the Corgi phantom is demonstrated in Figures
7, 8, and 9. It is noted that the quantitative metrics shown in
these figures was derived from automated software which
simply analyzed the CT volume data set which was produced
by imaging the Corgi phantom on various CT systems.
Therefore, these quantitative metrics can be produced quickly
(less than 1 minute) and reproducibility. We feel that it is
essential that the hardware phantom shown in Figures 1 through
6 be accompanied by analysis methods which are consistent,
producing the results shown in Figures 7 through 9. In other
words, the value of the physical phantom is enhanced by a
uniform analysis package. Otherwise, different methods for
computing (for example) the modulation transfer function may
lead to different results from user to user, and this would
degrade from the overall concept of a uniform, quantitative, and
reproducible CT analysis package.
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While not illustrated above, an important aspect of the Corgi
phantom is that it is designed to quantify radiation dose as well
as image quality. A typical experimental protocol for doing this
is described below:
Imagine that for a given cone beam (or whole body) CT
scanner, that we stipulate that a reasonable dose level would be
6 mGy measured at the central location on the Corgi phantom.
The phantom is placed in the scanner with a thimble chamber
located at the central hole in the phantom, and an initial scan
with an appropriate tube potential, scan time and tube current
(mA) is made. The reading on the thimble chamber is recorded.
Without changing the tube potential or scan time, the tube
current is adjusted such that the next CT scan will deliver
approximately 6 mGy to the thimble chamber. That scan is then
acquired, the 6 mGy dose to the center is quantified, and the
image data produced from that CT scan is then evaluated using
automated software. In this way, the noise power spectrum is
associated with a consistent dose level, which allows
comparison between different CT scanners for a given
application, as well as for quantifying the performance of the
same CT system over time.
The purpose of this presentation is to demonstrate the overall
capabilities and utility of this new quantitative phantom for
assessing image quality in both cone beam and whole-body CT
systems [5]. While the results shown above are focused on cone
beam CT systems, it is clear that similar results –with different
quantitative endpoints – would be achieved when the Corgi
phantom is used to evaluate a whole-body CT system.
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Deep learning-based dental segmentation and tooth
identification in dental cone-beam CT
Taejun Jang, Sungmin Lee, Kangcheol Kim, Hyuncheol Cho, Hyesun Yun and Jin Keun Seo

Abstract—This paper proposes an automated segmentation and Step 2 Perform segmentation and identification of individual
identification method of three-dimensional(3D) teeth and jaws
teeth in the 2D panoramic images obtained in step 1.
from con-beam CT(CBCT) images, which can provide a basic Step 3 Determine 3D ROIs of individual teeth in 3D CBCT
platform for digital dentistry. Accurate 3D segmentation and
image by backprojecting segmented results in step 2.
identification of individual tooth by separating tooth and alveolar
Step
4
Get
3D tooth segmentation from the individual 3D ROI
bone is difficult tasks due to their similar grayscale intensities
and contact with adjacent teeth. To address these difficulties, the
obtained in step 3 using the knowledge of the 2D tooth
proposed method uses a deep learning based hierarchical model
segmentation obtained in step 2.
using a 2D panoramic images, that are generated by projecting
The efficacy of the proposed method was experimentally
CBCT images in the normal direction of the patient’s dental
arches of mandible and maxilla. The main preliminary step is validated using 96 CBCT data. Our method successfully
to determine the region of interest (ROI) of the individual teeth achieved tooth segmentation with dice coefficient 90% and
that is obtained by accurate segmentation and identification in identification with accuracy 96%.
the 2D panoramic images. Finally, 3D teeth segmentation in the
each 3D ROI is obtained through deep learning method.
Index Terms—Cone-beam computerized tomography, tooth
segmentation, deep learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, digital dentistry is evolving rapidly along with the
rapid innovation of artificial intelligence and the development
of CBCT, intra-oral and face scanner, and dental 3D printing
skills. Digital dentistry can improve efficiency of streamlining
the dentist’s workflow and provides more accurate orthodontic
diagnosis, treatment planning, and surgical guides. One of the
fundamental components of digital dentistry is 3D segmentation of teeth, jaws, and skulls from CBCT images, because
accurate digital models of the individual tooth geometry
and jaws are important for simulating prosthetic evaluation,
cephalometric analysis, computer-aided digital implant planning, predicting bite irregularities, and so on.
Automatic and accurate segmentation of individual teeth
from 3D CBCT images is a challenging task due to contact
with adjacent teeth and similar intensities between tooth and
their neighboring alveolar bone. Since existing automatic
segmentation methods [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] have not yet reached
a satisfactory level of clinical use, dentists still prefer to
use semi-automatic segmentation methods with their manual
intervention but it is a time-consuming and fatigue-prone
process.
To address these difficulties, the proposed method uses
a deep learning based hierarchical model consisting of the
following four steps:
Step 1 Generates 2D panoramic images by projecting in the
normal direction of dental arches for maxilla and
mandible in CBCT images.
Taejun Jang was with the Department of Computational Science
and Engineering, Yonsei University, Seoul, South Korea, e-mail: (tajjang10@gmail.com)
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II. M ETHOD
The proposed hierarchical learning method aims for automatic and accurate tooth segmentation and identification in
3D CBCT images. Fig.1 shows the workflow of the proposed
method that consist of four steps.
A. Step 1: Generating a panoramic image from 3D CBCT
We generate a panoramic image, a flattened image of the
curved maxilla and mandible anatomical structures, to identify
and localize each tooth in 3D CBCT images. To generate the
2D panoramic image, we first find a reference curve (medial
axis) passing through middle of teeth and to project in the
normal direction of the curve. Fig. 2) shows our approach
which consist of the following process: (i) Get binarized skull
data by thresholding. (ii) Separation of maxilla and mandible
using the region growing technique [17] and acquire the grayscaled maxilla and mandible data. (iii) Detect the region of a
dental arch using maximum intensity projection(MIP) images
and the morphological operator [18]. (iv) Obtain the reference
curve using skeletonization method [19] from dental arches.
(v) Get the panoramic image by projecting CBCT images in
the normal direction of the reference curve.
B. Step 2: Segmentation and identification of individual teeth
in the 2D panoramic image
Let I denote a panoramic image generated by Step 1. We
denote the center point of i th tooth in I by pi . To identify center points of all teeth, we adapt the deep learning-based pose
estimation [11]–[13] and labeled data {H(k) : k = 1, · · · , K}
given by



kx − b p8i ck2
H(x) = max
exp −
.
(1)
i=1,2,··· ,N
σ2
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Panoramic
Radiograph

2D Tooth
Segmentation

3D ROI
Extraction

3D Fine
Segmentation

Fig. 1: The workflow of the proposed method. It consists of four steps: 1) generating a panoramic radiograph from a 3D CBCT
image, 2) detecting ROIs including single teeth in the panoramic radiograph, 3) generating 3D ROIs including single teeth in
the 3D CBCT image, and 4) 3D teeth segmentation in the each 3D ROI.

Fig. 2: The process of generating 2D panoramic radiograph.

(a)

Our deep learning architecture for the teeth identification is
shown in Fig. 3(a). Fig.3(b) shows the heat map fpose : I → H
that is obtained by minimizing the following loss function:
Loss =

X
k

(b)
(k)

kfpose (I

(k) 2

)−H

k

(2)

The output fpose (I) allows to detect center points of teeth,
which will be denoted by cij = (xij , yij ). Here, the subindex
ij is the dental notation of ISO system by WHO.
Next, for each tooth with cij , we determine the corresponding bounding box(Iij
roi ) with the following height hij and
width wij :
wij =

(

2|xij − xi(j+1) | f or j = 1, · · · , 7
2|xi8 − xi7 |
if a wisdom teeth exists
(
2|yij − 1|
if i = 1, 2
hij =
2|yij − 320| if i = 3, 4

Fig. 3: (a) The proposed network to detect center points of
teeth. (b) The left is label of size 40 × 80 and the right is
the image overlapping a panorama image and the interpolated
label.

(3)

(4)

We use the U-Net [14] to learn the segmentation map fseg :
Iroi → Sroi as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: U-Net for tooth segmentation in a panoramic image
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Fig. 5: Tooth segmentation in the panoramic image and backprojection for determining 3D ROIs.

(a)

C. Step 3: Determine 3D ROIs of individual teeth in the CBCT
image
Now we are ready to determine 3D ROIs of individual teeth
using Step 1 and Step 2. Each tooth’s ROI in 3D CBCT data is
determined by back-projection using the segmentation of tooth
in the panoramic image and the reference curve, as shown in
Fig.5.
D. Step 4: 3D tooth segmentation
We perform the 3D tooth segmentation in the individual 3D
ROI obtained in the Step 3. The size of the rescaled ROI is
64×64×128 which is much smaller than that of the entire 3D
CBCT data. Taking advantage of the small size of the ROI,
we can effectively learn the 3D tooth segmentation.
For 3D tooth segmentation in the small size of the ROI,
we use M-Net [15] which has a multi-scale side-input and
side-output to reinforce the network to obtain more robust and
generalized result.
III. R ESULT
This section demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed
method using 3D dental data. We use dental dataset, provided
by CBCT with circular trajectory (Dentri, HDXWILL, Korea).
This dataset was used to train deep learning networks in Step
2 and Step 4. The size of the original CBCT image was 800 ×
800×400. The labeling of 2D segmentations in Step 2 and 3D
segmentations in Step 4 was performed by authors and experts
in the company HDXWILL. Training was implemented by
Tensorflow on a CPU (Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6850K, 3.60GHz)
and a GPU (NVIDIA GTX-1080, 8GB) system.
Fig.6(a) shows segmentation results of tooth and jaws.
Fig.6(b) shows the visualized segmentation and identification
of teeth. The proposed method is found to be very accurate in
segmentation and identification of individual teeth.
IV. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes a fully 3D automated segmentation and
identification method for individual teeth and jaws from CBCT
images. Recently, there have been numerous researches on automated segmentation of teeth and jaws from 3D CT images to
reduce the need of manual (cumbersome and time-consuming)
intervention by dentists, but conventional automated methods
have not been achieved at a level of accuracy that can be
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(b)

Fig. 6: Results of 3D tooth segmentation and identification.
used immediately without dentist’s interventions in a clinical
setting.
Recently, deep learning methods using U-net have shown
excellent performance in automatic 2D slice-by-slice segmentations, whereas accurate 3D segmentation with as limited training data is still difficult. The proposed hierarchical
learning method is to deal with the difficulty of learning
of high-dimensional data. For 3D segmentation of individual
teeth, we initially generated a 2D panoramic image projected
along the reference curve which represents a region-based
shape feature of a dental arch. We use the deep learning
methods for 2D tooth segmentation and identification in the 2D
panoramic image. This plays an important role in determining
3D individual bounding boxes in 3D CBCT images. Then, we
use another deep learning method to achieve accurate 3D tooth
segmentation from the small bounding boxes.
The proposed method has scope for improvement. It would
be necessary to integrate our multimodal hierarchical learning
framework into a unified learning framework. To avoid the redundancies and reduce the computational cost, it is desirable to
merge these multiple process models into a single framework.
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FDRN: Fast Deformable Image Registration Based
on Unsupervised Convolutional Neural Networks
Kaicong Sun, Zhaowen Gong, and Sven Simon

Abstract—Deformable image registration is a fundamental
and challenging task for MRI and CT image processing. Due
to the large amount of computational demand for volumetric
data, optimization-based methods usually face the difficulty on
execution time in practice even using GPU (Graphics Processing
Unit) acceleration. In this paper, we present a fast deformable
registration network (FDRN) based on unsupervised learning. A
lightweight autoencoder network structure has been proposed.
By means of the spatial transformer layer, the moving image can
be resampled according to the estimated displacement vector
field (DVF) such that a similarity measure between the fixed and
the resampled moving images is optimized without requiring the
ground truth DVF. An auxiliary loss has been applied on the
bottom encoder layer to constrain the local disturbance of the
DVF and mitigate the gradient vanishing during the training
process. To reduce the memory consumption, additive forwarding
is adopted linking the associated encoder and decoder layers
instead of concatenation. We carried out the comparison with the
optimization-based and learning-based state-of-the-art methods.
The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness and the
feasibility of the proposed FDRN.
Index Terms—Deformable image registration, deep convolutional neural networks, unsupervised learning, multi-resolution.

the generation of reliable training datasets containing the
ground-truth displacement vector field (DVF) for supervised
learning is always a challenging and inevitable task. The
performance of the networks is critically dependent on the
fidelity of the training datasets. In this paper, we propose
an unsupervised deep convolutional neural network (DCNN)
containing following contributions:
• We present an unsupervised convolutional neural network
for deformable registration based on an autoencoder
architectured multi-resolution framework.
• An auxiliary loss has been devised to enhance the robustness of the transformation estimation and circumvent the
gradient vanishing during the training process.
• The proposed FDRN provides the state-of-the-art performance of deformable registration for medical images
within satisfactory inference time as shown in Fig. 1
which brings the FDRN towards practical registration
applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION

0.96

In the past decades, deformable image registration has
been intensively explored [1]. Unlike rigid and affine transformation, deformable registration establishes dense spatial
correspondences with higher degrees of freedom and allows
describing the transformation according to local anatomical
structures. Typically, the expected transformation matrix T is
encoded in the following loss function
Loss = D(F (x), T ◦ M (x)) + λR(T )

(1)

where x indicates the 3D spatial coordinate with x ∈ Ω and
Ω ⊂ R3 . The notation D represents some dissimilarity criteria
or distance between the fixed image F and the transformed
moving image T ◦ M . R serves as the regularization term
which usually interprets the prior knowledge of the expected
transformation. The weight λ scales the penalization of the
regularization R. The optimization-based methods usually
minimize the loss function given by Eq. (1) iteratively and
suffer from the computational complexity of the volumetric
data. On the contrary, learning-based methods perform purely
forward propagation on the well-trained networks which alleviates the computational demand by offline training. However,
K. Sun, Z. Gong and S. Simon are with the Institute for Parallel and
Distributed Systems, University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart, 70569, Germany email: Kaicong.Sun@ipvs.uni-stuttgart.de.
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Fig. 1. Plot of performance of different methods in terms of the registration
accuracy and the execution time.

II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Medical Image Registration via Optimization
Deformable registration has been a considerable research
field for decades [1]. Typically, the transformation is modeled
in forms of DVF d(x) [2] or velocity vector field v(x, t) [3].
The former one considers the transformation as the summation
of the identity transform x with a smooth displacement vector
field d(x): T (x) = x + d(x). Thirion treats the registration as
a diffusion process and proposes Demons [2]. This assumption
model does not guarantee an invertible bijective mapping. In
other words, interchanging the two input images may not lead
to an inverse transformation. In fact, some global registration
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Fig. 2. Network architecture of the proposed FDRN. The dimension of the feature maps are illustrated at each stage.

like rigid or affine transformation is performed as preprocessing when tackling large deformation problems. The latter one
addresses the deformable registration as a variational problem
with constrains like diffeomorphism, topology preservation,
symmetry and inverse consistency [4], [5]. In [4], the large
deformations diffeomorphic metric mapping (LDDMM) is
presented to estimate the optimal transformation in the space
of smooth velocity vector field. Avants et al. [5] propose a
symmetric diffeomorphic registration method steered by crosscorrelation.
B. Medical Image Registration via Learning
In the last two decades, many studies for medical image
registration have been carried out based on learning [6], [7].
Rohé et al. [8] apply a supervised DCNN model due to the
outstanding performance on feature extraction. More recently,
resorting to the spatial transformer network (STN) [9], some
works [10], [11] propose to apply unsupervised CNN on
deformable registration. Specially, Balakrishnan et al. present
an autoencoder structured network VoxelMorph consisting
concatenating forwarding. In [11], a multi-resolution scheme is
applied on the fully convolutional networks (FCNs). Although
auxiliary losses are adopted at multiple resolutions, they have
not fully explored and utilized the localization information
which is extremely critical for deformable image registration.
III. M ETHOD
The aim of FDRN is to perform a deformable registration
and align the moving volume M with the fixed volume F .
Specially, a displacement vector field d(x) representing the
spatial deformation in three dimensions (u, v, w) is generated
as the output of FDRN. The transformation T is formulated as an addition of the identity transformation x with
the corresponding displacement vector field d(x) given by
T (x) = x + d(x). The network is trained such that the loss
function Losstotal formulated in Eq. (2) is minimized giving
the fixed volume F and the transformed moving volume T ◦M .
The overall loss function of the proposed FDRN consists of
two parts and is formulated as
Losstotal = α1 Lossmain (dh ) + α2 Lossaux (dl )

(2)

where dl and dh denote the DVF in the low-resolution and
high-resolution image grid, respectively. α1 and α2 act as the
weights for balancing the main and auxiliary loss functions. As
deformable image registration is inherently an ill-posed problem, regularization of the transformation R(T ) is inevitably
required. In particular, the individual loss is expressed as
Lossmain (dh ) = −N CC(Fh , Th ◦ Mh ) + λ1 T V (dh ),
Lossaux (dl ) = −N CC(Fl , Tl ◦ Ml ) + λ2 T V (dl ),

(3)

where the normalized cross-correlation (NCC) is a similarity
measure given by
PΩ
(F (x) − F̄ )(T ◦ M (x) − T ◦ M)
p
N CC(F, T ◦ M ) = x
.
N var(F )var(T ◦ M )
(4)
The schematic illustration of the network structure of FDRN
is demonstrated in Fig. 2. Two volumes F and M with
dimension 48×80×80 act as a two channel input of FDRN.
There are three stages along the encoder path containing
feature maps with different dimensions. At the first stage, a
3D convolutional layer followed by batch normalization (BN)
and activation (PReLU) layer is adopted. BN and PReLU
are used to facilitate the training effectiveness and involve
the nonlinearity. Kernel size of 3 is used for all the convolutional layers. The size of the feature map is reduced to
1/8 at the second stage by applying convolution with kernel
size/stride of 2. Two other convolutions are performed in
sequence at the same stage. An auxiliary loss is involved
on lowest resolution image grid at the last stage to enhance
the robustness of DVF and alleviate the gradient vanishing
during the training. 3D deconvolutional layers are applied to
assemble the low-resolution feature maps and restore the input
dimension. Additive forwarding is adopted to incorporate the
high-resolution localization information in the encoder path
into the corresponding decoder one whilst without consuming
additional memory consumption. Skip connection is employed
within the stage to enable residual learning and enhance the
training effectiveness.
The spatial transformer operation T ◦ M (x) marked by
the gray block in Fig. 2 serves as a trilinear interpolation
at the nonvoxel locations to construct a deformed moving
volume based on the estimated DVF. Particularly, for each
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IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 3. Views of cropped regions in the training datasets ABIDE and ADNI.
Upper row – ABIDE, bottom row – ADNI: (a) axial view (b) coronal view
(c) sagittal view.

voxel located at x, the gray value in the deformed volume can
be interpolated and calculated by:
X
Y
[T ◦ M (x)]x =
M (xn ) (1 − |dm (x) − dm (xn )|), (5)
xn ∈N(d(x)) m∈{u,v,w}

where u, v, w represent the three degrees of freedom of d(x)
at each voxel x and N denotes the voxel neighbors at the
transformed location.
R1 serves as the smoothness constrain on the transformation
T . In this paper, we apply the 3D total variation (TV) on the
displacement field d(x) which is formulated as
X
R1 (d(x)) =
||d(x) − Sm d(x)||1 ,
(6)
Sm

where Sm indicates the shifting operator along (u, v, w) directions with a window size of one. The subscript m denotes the
moving direction and is expressed as m = {(u, v, w)|u, v, w ∈
{0, 1}}.
TABLE I
T RAINING PARAMETERS OF FDRN.
Patch size
48×80×80

Batch size Optimizer Learning rate α1 α2
2

Adam

5×

10−4

0.3 0.7

λ1

λ2

10−5

10−7

In the first experiment, the proposed FDRN is trained
and evaluated on two public 3D MRI brain datasets: Autism
Brain Imaging Data Exchange (ABIDE) [12] and Alzheimers
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) [13]. It should be
noted that FDRN is not limited to MR imaging but is also
reliable and feasible for CT imaging. Specially, we selected
109 and 111 images from ABIDE I and ADNI I datasets,
respectively. We split 109 images of ABIDE into 80, 16 and
13 for training, validation and testing. For ADNI, we chose 80
out of 111 for training, 16 for validation and 15 for testing.
In oder to normalize the datasets, all of these images were
firstly registered to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI)
space using affine transformation by resorting to ICBM152
template [14]. We cropped a region of size 48×80×80 on both
datasets containing left/right caudate in ABIDE and a part of
cerebellum in ADNI as shown in Fig. 3. We implemented
two FDRN variants denoted by FDRN-K3 and FDRN-K5
representing kernel size 3 and kernel size 5. The latter one
has larger effective receptive field and more variables while in
return consumes more inference time. The training parameters
are detailed in Tab. I
We compared our proposed FDRN-K3 and FDRN-K5 with
other learning-based state-of-the-art networks Li et al. [11],
VNet [15] and the optimization-based B-spline transformation [16]. Specially, we implemented VNet and Li’s model
in Pytorch and trained them individually using the same
datasets ABIDE and ADNI on Nvidia GeForce GTX 980M.
B-spline registration was conducted on the CPU and we finetuned the registration parameters for B-spline transformation
with a cross-correlation similarity measure in SimpleITK. The
evaluation of different models on testing images is quantitatively depicted in Tab. II. The second column “Affine” shows
the NCC of the patches before registration. It is shown that
FDRN-K3 outperforms VNet and Li’s model in terms of both
NCC and inference time. FDRN-K5 provides better NCC than
FDRN-K3 but performs slower. For qualitative evaluation, we
conducted the registration of one fixed image with the rest 12
moving images in the testing dataset of ABIDE. The mean of
the 12 registered images of different methods are demonstrated

(a-1)

(b-1)

(c-1)

(d-1)

(e-1)

(f-1)

(a-2)

(b-2)

(c-2)

(d-2)

(e-2)

(f-2)

Fig. 4. Comparison of different methods on the mean of 12 registered testing images of ABIDE: (a-1) fixed image, (b-1) mean of B-spline, (c-1) mean of
VNet, (d-1) mean of Li et al., (e-1) mean of FDRN-K3, (f-1) mean of FDRN-K5, (a-2) 12 moving images, (b-2)∼(f-2) the corresponding deformation field.
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TABLE II

R EGISTRATION ACCURACY MEASURED BY NCC

AND INFERENCE TIME OF DIFFERENT REGISTRATION METHODS .

Dataset

Affinea

B-splinea

VNet [15]

Li et al. [11]

FDRN-K3

FDRN-K5

ABIDE

0.5838±0.0696

0.8935±0.0237

0.9441±0.0125

0.9219±0.0184

0.9552±0.0118

0.9619±0.0100

ADNI

0.3997±0.1295

0.8256±0.0441

0.9205±0.0221

0.8868±0.0216

0.9376±0.0180

0.9392±0.0155

Inference time

–

7861.09s

0.33s

0.11s

0.10s

0.16s

a

Experiments were carried out by the toolbox SimpleITK [16] and executed on Intel i7-6820HK CPU.

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 5. Views of cropped custom CT volumes of pouch cells.

in Fig. 4. We can observe that our methods produce much better alignment and sharper images than the others. Furthermore,
we evaluated the effect of different network components in
FDRN, i.e., the additive forwarding, the skip connection and
auxiliary loss. The performance of various configurations is
exhibited in Tab. III. It is clearly shown that the auxiliary loss
benefits the FDRN most in terms of the registration accuracy
and then the additive forwarding.
TABLE III
A BLATION STUDY OF THE PROPOSED FDRN-K3.
Add. forward.

7

3

7

Skip connect.

7

7

Auxiliary loss

7

7

7

7

3

3

3

7

7

3

3

3

7

3

3

3

3

7

3

ABIDE

0.9299 0.9424 0.9353 0.9441 0.9510 0.9543 0.9481 0.9552

ADNI

0.8843 0.9112 0.8969 0.9139 0.9227 0.9358 0.9209 0.9376

In the second experiment, we trained the proposed model
on custom CT datasets of pouch cells shown in Fig. 5.
Specially, pouch cells were scanned by our Nikon HMX ST
225 CT scanner at 0% State of charge (SoC) and 100%
SoC. The aim is to detect the deformation of pouch cells
between 0% and 100% SoC. The CT volumes were cutted
into 5392 pairs of patches with size of 64 × 64 × 64 for
training, 299 pairs for validation and 301 pairs for testing.
We conducted a comparison with the state-of-the-art methods.
The evaluation results depicted in Tab. IV demonstrate the
outstanding performance of the proposed FDRN as expected
and verify the feasibility and reliability of FDRN on CT data.
E VALUATION ON CUSTOM CT

TABLE IV

DATASETS OF POUCH CELLS IN
INFERENCE TIME .

Dataset
Cells
Time

Affine

B-spline

Li et al. [11]

NCC

AND

FDRN-K3

0.8185±0.1330 0.9024±0.0522 0.9636±0.0403 0.9787±0.0287
–

5873.10s

0.09s

0.08s

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose an unsupervised fast deformable
registration network FDRN based on deep convolutional neural
networks for MRI and CT images. A lightweight autoencoder
structure in conjunction with an auxiliary loss and the spatial
transformer layer endows the proposed FDRN with outstanding registration accuracy and inference time. A comparison of
the proposed model with other state-of-the-art methods was
conducted and the experimental evaluation demonstrates the
feasibility and validity of our FDRN. Moreover, an analysis
on the network structure exposes the significance and effectiveness of applying an auxiliary loss on the unsupervised FDRN.
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Low-dose CT image reconstruction with a deep
learning prior
Hyoung Suk Park and Kiwan Jeon

Abstract—In low-dose computed tomography (LDCT), penalized weighted least squares (PWLS) approach that incorporates
Poisson statics of X-ray photons can significantly reduce the
excessive quantum noise. To improve the LDCT image quality,
various prior information such as total variation or Markov
random field has been imposed to the target image. However,
they may be limited to reflect the characteristics of LDCT images,
resulting in unexpected side effects (e.g. blurry images). In this
paper, we proposed a deep PWLS method combined with a deep
learning prior learned from standard dose CT (SDCT) images;
the proposed model learns the noise reduction function that maps
LDCT image to its corresponding SDCT images, and meanwhile
estimating the prior distribution of SDCT images in the sense of
the Pearson χ2 divergence.
Index Terms—Low-dose computed tomography, penalized
weighted least squares, deep learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
X-ray computed tomography (X-ray CT) is a diagnostic imaging modality widely used in medical radiology. It
produces cross-sectional images of the human body with a
high resolution. However, there is an increasing demand for
radiation dose reduction as concerns about the risk of radiation
induced cancer are growing [6], [12]. In clinical practice,
reducing X-ray source current is the most common way of
reducing the X-ray dose [11]. The quality of low-dose CT
(LDCT) is partly limited by excessive quantum noise, resulting
in degradation of diagnostic performance.
Over the last few decades, numerous iterative reconstruction
(IR) methods for noise reduction have been proposed. Some of
them have incorporated a statistical method such as Maximum
a Posteriori (MAP) approach for data fitting in sinogram
space. With the assumption that X-ray photons reaching to
X-ray detector follows the Poisson distribution, the MAP
model can be reduced to penalized weighted least squares
(PWLS) optimization, including a term relating to the prior
distribution of target images [17], [14]. Due to the difficulty
in calculating the prior distribution, alternative priors reflecting
spatial correlation among neighboring pixels, such as total
variation (TV) [5], [19], fractional-order TV [21], nonlocal TV
[15], Markov random fields theory [17], [14], [18] or nonlocal
means [4], [9], [22] have been imposed to the target image.
Although the IR method improves the overall image quality,
designing effective prior reflecting characteristics of the target
image is still challenging.
In this paper, we propose a deep PWLS method combined
with the deep learning prior. We estimate the prior distribution
H.S. Park and K. Jeon were with the National Institute for Mathematical
Sciences, Daejeon, 34047, Korea.
Manuscript received XXX; revised XXX
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in the sense of Pearson χ2 divergence using many SDCT
samples. The proposed model can be converted to the least
squares-GAN (ls-gan) [10] that adopts the least squares loss
function for discriminator, including a PWLS objective. The
proposed model is reformulated as the constrained optimization problem, and solved by using the alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm [3]. Numerical simulations are performed to explore the validity of the proposed
method.
II. M ETHOD
Let y ∈ R be a measured X-ray photon counts reaching
to detector, and let x ∈ RN be an unknown attenuation
coefficient to be determined. CT system tries to recover x from
measured y. Define A = [aij ] ∈ RM ×N by forward operator
whose element aij denotes the effective intersection length of
projection line i with voxel j. Considering the monochromatic
X-ray, the expected number of measured X-ray photons at
detector j, denoted by ỹi , can be simply modeled as


M
X
ỹi = I 0 exp −
aij xj  , 1 ≤ i ≤ M,
(1)
M

j=1

where I is the number of X-ray photons generated at source.
We start from maximum a-posteriori (MAP) approach.
Given y, find x̂ that maximizes the conditional probability
px∗ |y (x̂|y):
0

x̂ = arg max log px|y (x|y) = arg max log px (x) + L(y|x),
x

x

(2)

where L(y|x) = log py|x (y|x). Here, the distribution px (x)
is generally unknown. We estimate px (x) using many noisefree images x sampled from the px (x).
Let z be a noisy image reconstructed from y, and let G :
z → x be a noise reduction function. Together with many
samples {zk }k=1 and {xk }k=1 , we find G maximizing the
expectation of log px|G(z) (x|G(z)), which can be expressed
as [16]:
GMAP := arg min Ez∼pz [− log(px (G(z; θ g ))) − L(y|G(z))]
θg

= arg min −EG(z)∼pG(z) [log(px (G(z; θ g )))]
θg

(3)

(4)

− Ez∼pz [L(y|G(z; θ g ))]

= arg min H(pG(z) , px ) − Ez∼pz [L(y|G(z; θ g ))] ,
θg

(5)
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where H(x, y) is the cross-entropy of x and y. However,
due to the difficulty in handling H(pG(z) , px ) only from the
samples {G(z i )}K
i=1 , we instead estimate px by using the
Pearson χ2 divergence χ2P earson (pG(z) + px ||2px ). Now, the
problem (5) can be reduced to
G∗ : = arg min χ2P earson (pG(z) + px ||2px )
θg

− Ez∼pz [L(y|G(z; θ g ))] .

(6)

It can be rewritten with adversarial loss [7], which is given by


G∗ = arg min Ez∼pz D(G(z; θ g ))2 − L(y|G(z; θ g )) ,
θg

(7)

where D is the optimum of the following problem.


D = arg min Ex∼px (1 − D(x; θ d ))2
θd


+ Ez∼pz (1 + D(G(z); θ d ))2 .

(8)

The proof of (7) is almost same as that of the paper
[10]. The only difference is with or without the term
Ez∼pz [L(y|G(z; θ g ))]. For more details, we refer to Appendix V.
We optimize the problem (7) and (8) in alternating steps.
For fixed D, we optimize the problem (7). To decouple the
denoising function G from the term L, we convert the problem
(7) to the following constraint format:


arg min Ez∼pz D(x̃)2 − L(y|x̃)
x

s.t. x̃ = G(z; θ g ).

(9)

Second order Taylor’s expansion of L(y i |x̃) provides that [17]
1
L(y|x̃) = − kAx̃ − pk2W ,
2

(10)

where p ∈ RM is the projection data whose element pi =
− log(yi /I 0 ), W is a diagonal matrix whose elements wi =
yi . Here, kxk2W is the weighted norm defined as kxk2W =
xT Wx. The problem (9) with (10) can be solved iteratively
using ADMM algorithm [13].
Now, for fixed G, we solve the problem (8). the update of
θ d is performed by using the Adam optimization.
A. Networks architectures & training
For generator (or noise reduction function), we adopt the
deep convolutional framelets [20]. It is a multi-scale convolutional network network (CNN) that is composed of encoder
and decoder paths with skipped and concatenation connections
between them. The encoder and decoder paths are respectively
composed of three stages. Each stage consists of two repeated
convolutions (conv) with a 3 × 3 window. Each convolution
is followed by a batch normalization (bnorm) and a leaky
rectified linear unit (LReLU). 2-D Haar wavelet decomposition (wave-dec) and recomposition (wave-rec) are applied for
downsampling and upsampling of the features, respectively.
High pass filters after wavelet decomposition skip directly to
the decoder path at same stage, while low pass filters (LF)
are concatenated with the features in the decoder path. At the

end of decoder path, an 1 × 1 convolution layer is added to
generate a output with single channel.
For discriminator we adopted the standard CNN that consists of three convolution layers with a 4 × 4 window and
strides of two in each direction of the domain. Each layer is
followed by a batch normalization and a leaky ReLU with a
slope of 0.2. At the end of the architecture, a 1×1 convolution
layer is added to generate 1-dimensional output data.
In our simulations, the generator/discriminator training was
performed using the Adam solver [8] with a learning rate of
0.0002, and mini-batch size of 1. Training was implemented
using Tensorflow [1] on a CPU (Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-7900X,
3.30GHz) and a GPU (NVIDIA, Titan Xp. 12GB) systems.
In total, it took about 7 days to train the proposed network.
The network weights were initialized following a Gaussian
distribution with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of
0.01. No data normalization and augmentation were performed
during training.
III. R ESULTS
We used datasets provided by “the 2016 NIH-AAPM-Mayo
Clinic Low Dose CT Grand Challenge”. Clinical CT scans of
ten patients were included, and acquired at commercial CT
scanners (Somatom Definition AS+, or Somatom Definition
Flash operated in single-source mode, Siemens Healthcare,
Germany) with a reference tube voltage of 120 kVp and a
reference tube current of 200 mAs. Quarter-dose CT (i.e., LDCT) scans were generated by adding Poisson quantum noise
to clinical SDCT scans. All projection data (or sinograms)
obtained from the helical CT scanners with curve-detector
were rebinned to the fan beam projection data with flat-panel
detector. Standard filtered-backprojection [2] with the RamLak filter was applied to reconstruct the LDCT and SDCT
images of size 512 × 512. Of the total 10 patients, we used 8
patients for training, and the remaining 2 patients for testing.
The proposed method was compared with the PWLS
method with total variation regularization (PWLS-TV) [19].
The model of PWLS-TV is given by
arg min T V (x) + αkAx − yk2W ,
x

(11)

where T V (x) is the total variation given by T V (x) = k∇xk1 ,
and the regularization parameters α = 50, which was nearly
optimal in our simulation setting. As in the proposed method,
we solved it by using ADMM method.
Fig. 1 shows the results of the proposed (third column) and
the PWLS-TV (second column) for the AAPM test datasets.
The second, fourth, sixth rows show the zoomed regionsof-interests (ROIs) marked by the rectangular regions in the
first, third, and fifth rows, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1,
LDCT images suffer from the noise streaking artifacts due
to low radiation dose. Both methods significantly reduce the
noise streaking artifacts from the LDCT images (first column).
However, PWLS-TV method produces quite a blurry image
owing to the inherent nature of its TV, while the proposed
method clearly recovers the morphological structures of tissues
in the body.
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Fig. 1. Results of the proposed and other methods such as PWLS-TV, and IM-DL methods for the AAPM test datasets. Both methods significantly reduce
the noise streaking artifacts in LDCT images. However, compared to the proposed method, PWLS-TV over-smoothed morphological structures of CT images.
(C=0 HU/ W=800 HU for all CT images and C=0 HU/ W=500 HU for zoomed ROIs)

IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a penalized weighted least squares
method combined with a deep learning prior. We estimate the
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prior distribution of target images in the sense of Pearson χ2
divergence using many SDCT samples. The proposed model
can be converted to the ls-gan with a PWLS objective, where
the optimal generator is the denoising function that maps
the LDCT images to its corresponding SDCT images. We
reformulate the proposed model as constraint problem, and
use ADMM method to decouple the denoising function and
PWLS objective. By doing so, the standard backpropagation
algorithm provided in Tensorflow can be used to learn the
generator. While training is performed in an iterative way,
the corrected image can be obtained directly from the trained
generator. Numerical experiments show that the proposed
method clearly reduces the quantum noise in LDCT images,
while preserving morphological structures of the human body.
V. A PPENDIX
In this Appendix, we prove the equation (7). Let Jd (D) and
Jg (G) be functions given by




Jd (D) = Ex∼px 1 − D(x)2 + Ez∼pz (1 + D(G(z)))2 ,
(12)
and





Jg (G) = Ex∼px D(x)2 + Ez∼pz D(G(z))2
− Ez∼pz [L(y|G(z))] .

(13)

Given a fixed G, we first minimize Jd (D). Writing both G(z)
and x to variable ω, optimal Dopt can be computed as
Dopt (ω) =

px (ω) − pG(z) (ω)
.
px (ω) + pG(z) (ω)

(14)

By plugging Dopt into Jg (G), we have




Jg (G) = Ex∼px Dopt (x)2 + Ez∼pz Dopt (G(z))2

− Ez∼pz [L(y|G(z))]
(15)
Z
2
(px (ω) − pG(z) (ω))
dω − Ez∼pz [L(y|G(z))]
=
px (ω) + pG(z) (ω)
(16)
= χ2P earson (pG(z) + px ||2px )

− Ez∼pz [L(y|G(z))] ,
(17)
R (q(x)−p(x))2
where χ2P earson (p, q) :=
dx. Since the first
p(x)
term in (13) is independent of G, minimizing Jg (G) is
equivalent to minimizing the equation (7), and this completes
the proof.
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Advanced Scan Trajectories for Chest
Tomosynthesis on Robotic X-Ray Systems
Chumin Zhao, Thomas Weber, Magdalena Herbst, Ludwig Ritschl, Sebastian Vogt, Steffen Kappler,
Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen, and Wojciech Zbijewski


Abstract—Digital chest tomosynthesis (DCT) has the potential to
improve visibility of lung structures compared to chest
radiography. However, DCT exhibits loss of low frequency
content, limited depth resolution and artifacts due to cardiac
motion. The recent introduction of robotic x-ray systems may
enable novel DCT scan trajectories with better sampling than the
conventional unidirectional acquisitions. We use numerical x-ray
system simulations and analytical imaging performance models to
evaluate such novel orbits. In particular, we propose a crossshaped orbit (“+”), which combines limited-angle rotations in the
sagittal and axial planes, and a ring-shaped orbit (“O”), where the
source and detector rotate in two coronal planes. The results
demonstrate improved depth resolution, reduced artifacts, and
more accurate lesion shape recovery using those advanced orbits,
with best performance achieved by the ring trajectory. Lung
nodule detectability computed from cascaded system analysis and
numerical chest phantom simulations confirm adequate lesion
visualization across a range of simulated exposures.
Index Terms—Tomosynthesis, scan orbits, robotic x-ray
systems, cascaded system analysis, detectability, lung nodule.

I. INTRODUCTION
Early clinical studies of digital chest tomosynthesis (DCT)
indicate that it might improve detection of small lung nodules
compared to planar radiography [1], owing primarily to the
ability to reduce out-of-plane anatomical clutter.
Conventionally, DCT is performed with a stationary x-ray
detector and an x-ray source that travels vertically, providing a
set of posteroanterior (PA) projections over a limited range of
view angles. Motivated by the recent introduction of robotic xray systems capable of fairly complex source-detector
trajectories [2], we investigate alternative imaging orbits for
DCT. Such advanced orbits might provide reduced image
distortions and better depth resolution than the conventional
linear scan, while maintaining the benefits of DCT in mitigating
anatomical overlap in PA views of the lungs at relatively low
radiation dose.
To facilitate the development of new DCT orbits, we use
analytical imaging performance models based on cascaded
system analysis [3] and an advanced numerical x-ray system
simulator. We compare 3D resolution, noise, and detectability
of pulmonary nodules for two unidirectional trajectories (a
conventional vertical scan and a horizontal scan), for a crossshaped combination of these two trajectories, and for a ring
trajectory (Fig. 1), all with relatively low number of projection
views (50-100). The simulation studies are parametrized based
on the configuration of a twin-robotic x-ray system (Multitom
C. Zhao, J. H. Siewerdsen, and W. Zbijewski are with the Department of
Biomedical Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21204,
USA (e-mail: zhaocm@jhu.edu).
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Fig. 1. Unidirectional and advanced multidirectional chest tomosynthesis
trajectories for robotic x-ray systems: “↕” – vertical scan, “↔” – horizontal
scan, “+” – cross trajectory (horizontal + vertical), and “O” – ring trajectory.
Solid line indicates source motion, dashed line indicates the motion of the
center of the detector. The coronal (PA) view commonly used in DCT
corresponds to the y-z plane of the coordinate system.

Rax, Siemens Healthineers, Germany) [2], but the results are
applicable to other x-ray devices with similar flexibility in the
design of source-detector orbits, e.g. robotic C-arms. The
results below focus primarily on the effects of scan geometry
on DCT image quality; ongoing studies will investigate
technical implementation of the most promising advanced DCT
orbits identified here, including dose and scan time
optimization. In particular, we will assess robustness to cardiac
motion – often considered a challenge to clinical adoption of
DCT - and benefits of algorithmic motion compensation [4].
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Tomosynthesis Scan Trajectories
The studies assumed the configuration of a twin-robotic xray system (Multitom Rax) [2]. The x-ray source (120 kVp, 0.2
mm Cu filtration) and flat-panel detector (1420×1436 pixels,
0.3 mm pixel pitch) are mounted on individual robotized arms
that provide independent translational and rotational motions.
We investigated four DCT orbits, all with source-axis
distance (SAD) of 100 cm and axis-detector distance (ADD) of
40 cm. The trajectories (along with the coordinate system used
throughout this work) are illustrated in Fig. 1: “↕” orbit – x-ray
source and detector rotate in the x-z (sagittal) plane along a
circular trajectory with a limited angular range of ±25o (50
views); “↔” similar to the “↕” orbit, but with rotation in the xy (axial) plane; “+” (cross) orbit – a combination of “↕” and
“↔” orbits (100 views); “O” (ring) orbit – a 360o rotation of the
source and detector, each moving in a y-z (coronal) plane, with
T. Weber, M. Herbst, L. Ritschl, S. Vogt and S. Kappler are with the
Siemens Healthineers, Forchheim, Germany
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the detector located diagonally from the source, i.e. with a 180o
phase delay of its rotation, and with a fixed projection angle of
25o with respect to the x-axis (100 views). The detector
performed an in-plane rotation throughout the “O” scan to
maintain the detector rows (coordinate u) tangential to the path
of the detector.
B. Numerical Simulation Studies
We used a high-fidelity numerical x-ray system simulator
(previously validated for the Rax [5], [6]) to generate DCT data
for the proposed orbits. Primary projections were computed
using the Siddon method; x-ray scatter was estimated with a fast
Monte Carlo (MC) [7]. Noise and noise correlations were
added following a kernel-based approach [8]. To assess
performance in a realistic setting, the simulations employed a
digital chest model developed from a CT scan of the Lungman
phantom (Kyoto Kagaku, Japan). Pulmonary nodules (~10 mm
size, 100 HU) were digitally inserted in the central coronal
plane of the chest (x=0); the lesions were spiculated [9] to
provide both low- and high-frequency features (the latter will
be affected by quantum noise) for comparison of the DCT
orbits. The tube output was swept from 1 to 70 mAs per scan
(nominal 50 mAs). The mAs/projection was therefore reduced
by a factor of two for the “+” and “O” orbits (100 views)
compared to the “↕” and “↔” scans (50 views) to ensure the
same total mAs. Since this work focuses on the effects of DCT
trajectory on 3D resolution and noise, we assumed an ideal
scatter correction – however, the noise magnitude was based on
the total signal (primary + scatter).
C. Tomosynthesis Reconstruction
Unfiltered backprojection (or shift-and-add), filtered
backprojection (FBP) and iterative reconstruction methods
have been used in tomosynthesis [10], [11]. Although unfiltered
backprojection may be able to detect large spherical-shaped
lung nodules, the fine details might be blurred due to limited
depth resolution. We therefore adopted FBP reconstruction,
implementing a Ramp filter with a Hann apodizer (cutoff at the
Nyquist frequency) and a slice thickness filter (to remove noise
aliasing) [12]. The Hann-apodized Ramp was applied in the
direction tangential to the detector motion path, while the slice
thickness filter was added in the depth direction (x). The
reconstructed image voxels were 0.3 × 0.3 mm in the coronal
plane (y-z), with a slice thickness (along x axis) of 1 mm.
D. Cascaded System Analysis of the Advanced DCT orbits
We developed a cascaded system analysis [3] model of the
advanced DCT orbits to augment the numerical simulations
with a rapid analytical estimation of 3D modulation transfer
function (MTF) and noise power spectrum (NPS).
The input to the model includes detector MTF, T2D(fu, fv),
and log-normalized projection NPS, S2D(fu,fv), obtained from
the numerical x-ray system simulator.
The effect of the reconstruction process on the MTF and NPS
were modeled as a series of transfer functions: Tramp (fu, fv) = |fu|
for the Ramp filter, Tapd(fu, fv) = 0.5[1+cos(2πfuau)] for the
Hann window, and Tinterp(fu, fv) = sinc2(πfuau)·sinc2(πfvav) for
interpolation prior to backprojection (au = av = 0.3 mm, and fu

is the direction tangential to the detector path) [3].
The 3D backprojection step introduced transfer function
Tbp(fx, fy, fz) = M/fr, where M is the magnification and fr = M·fu
[3]. This step involved a change of variables (Fourier slice
theorem) from the projection frequencies (fu, fv, θ, where θ is
the projection angle) to the object frequency domain (fx, fy, fz).
For the “↕” orbit, the mapping from the projection to the
object frequency space was:
 f x  f r sin   M  f u sin 

(1)
f y  M  fv
,

 f  f cos   M  f cos 
 z
r
u

For the “↔” and “+” orbit, an analogous mapping was used, but
with appropriate changes in the definition of the u axis –
“vertical” for the “↕” orbit, “horizontal” for the “↔” orbit, and
in the direction of the rotation θ (in the x-y plane for the “↕”
orbit and in the x-z plane for “↔”).
For the “O” orbit, the projection angle θ = 25o for all views.
The object frequency spaced was sampled by rotating the
detector in the y-z plane. We denote this rotation as φ to arrive
at the following mapping:
f x  M  f v sin 


(2)
 f y  M  ( fu sin   f v cos   cos  ).
 f  M  ( f cos   f cos   sin  )
 z
u
v

After 3D backprojection, the slice thickness filter was
applied as a Hann window in the depth direction (x): Tslice(fx, fy,
fz) = 0.5[1+cos(2πfxax)], where ax = 1 mm is the slice thickness.
The final stages of the model included 3D sampling of the
voxel matrix (IIIvox) and post-reconstruction voxel binning (Tbin
and IIIbin) [3]. The resulting the 3D MTF and NPS were:
T3D ( f x , f y , f z )  [T2 DTrampTapd Tinterp ( fu , fv )][TbpTsliceTbin ( f x , f y , f z )], (3)
S3 D ( f x , f y , f z )  {S 2 D [Tramp Tapd Tinterp ( f u , f v )]2

1 M2
M 2 mf r

(4)

Tslice 2 ( f x , f y , f z ) *** III vox }Tbin 2 ( f x , f y , f z ) *** III bin .

DCT is primarily viewed in coronal slice images, and thus
the in-plane MTF (Tip) is of particular interest. Tip was obtained
by integrating T3D along the depth frequencies (fx):
f
(5)
Tip ( f y , f z )  
T3 D ( f x , f y , f z ) df x .
Nyq , x

 f Nyq , x

E. Lung Nodule Detectability Index
The detectability (d’) of a lung nodule was investigated
assuming a non-prewhitening (NPW) observer [13]:
[  (  T3 D  Wtask df x ) 2 df y df z ]2
(6)
d'2 
,
2
2
 (T3D S B  S3D )df x  ( T3D Wtask df x ) df y df z
where SB is the anatomical background noise obtained as 3D
Fourier transform of nodule-free tissue clutter [14], and Wtask is
a task function given by Fourier transform of the lung nodule
scaled by its contrast.
III. RESULTS
A. 3D MTF and NPS
Fig. 2 shows the 3D MTF T3D(fx, fy, fz) (a-d, green) and NPS
S3D(fx, fy, fy) (e-h, blue) in the zero-frequency coronal, sagittal
and axial planes for the “↕” (a, e), “↔” (b, f), “+” (c, g), and
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B. In-plane and In-depth Resolution
The in-plane (coronal) MTF Tip(fy, fz) for each tomosynthesis
orbit is shown in Fig. 3. Due to the limited angle acquisition and
the filtering, the linear orbits exhibit a loss of low-frequency
resolution in the fz (“↕”) or fy (“↔”) directions.

Fig. 3. In-plane coronal MTF for the “↕”, “↔”, “+” and “O” orbits (3D MTF
integrated along fx direction).

In Fig. 4(a), we show reconstructions of a numerical simulation
of a 3 × 3 × 3 grid of spherical nodules (10 mm diameter, 40
mm distance, only the central nodule is displayed). The loss of
low-frequency content in the “↕” and “↔” orbits results in
strong edge enhancement in the scanning direction and
distortions of the spherical shapes. We also observe the effects
of limited depth resolution: shading artifacts in the coronal
views (especially for “↕” and “+” orbits) that emanate from the
neighboring nodules, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c). The “+”
orbit yields reduced out-of-plane artifacts and improved shape
recovery. The “O” orbit achieves the best depth-resolution
among the investigated DCT trajectories, especially in fx.

Fig. 2. Analytical models (“Model) and numerical simulations (“Empirical”)
of MTF (a – d) and NPS (e – f) in coronal (fx = 0), sagittal (fy = 0) and axial
(fz = 0) planes for the “↕” (a, e), “↔” (b, f), “+” (c, g) and “O” (d, h) orbits.

“O” (d, h) orbits. The 3D MTF and NPS obtained from the
cascaded system model (left halves in the coronal and axial
views, top half in sagittal view) are compared to the empirical
MTF, measured from the numerical simulation of a 50 μm
sphere impulse, and empirical NPS, measured from numerical
simulation of air scans.
The “↕” and “↔” orbits (Fig. 2a, b) recover a wedge-shaped
region of spatial frequencies, with wide frequency coverage in
the coronal views (fx = 0) and with severely limited MTF in the
axial plane for the “↕” orbit and in the sagittal plane for the “↔”
scan. The “+” orbit (Fig. 2c) combines the “↕” and “↔”
frequency coverages, resulting in a degree of depth resolution
in both sagittal and axial directions. The “O” orbit (Fig. 2d)
achieves a similar frequency response as the “+” orbit, with
somewhat improved MTF in the fx and fz directions, but slightly
degraded coronal plane resolution.
The 3D NPS was computed at 50 mAs for all orbits (1
mAs/view for “↕” and “↔”, and 0.5 mAs/view for “+” and
“O”), resulting in similar noise magnitudes. However, the
frequency distribution of noise differs between the trajectories.
Most notable is the difference between the “+” and “O” scans,
where the improved low-frequency axial and sagittal MTF of
the “O” orbit results in a circularly symmetric coronal NPS.
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Fig. 4. In-plane (a – coronal view) and in-depth (b – sagittal view, and c – axial
view) visualization of a 10 mm spherical insert placed in a 3 x 3 x 3 grid with
40 mm spacing.

C. Imaging Performance of the Chest Tomosynthesis Orbits
Fig. 5 shows reconstructed central slices of a numerical
simulation of the chest phantom (50 mAs scans). The “↕” orbit
resolves primarily the horizontal tissue structures, while the
“↔” orbit detects predominately the vertical details. The “+”
and “O” orbits show better removal of out-of-plane structures
compared to the unidirectional scans (see yellow arrows). The
“O” orbit provides slightly improved mitigation of out-of-plane
artifacts (especially from the ribs) compared to the “+” scan
with slightly reduced field-of-view at the periphery of the chest.
Fig. 6 shows a magnified view of a lung detail (yellow box
in Fig. 5(a)), and a representative nodule selected from an area
near the heart; Fig. 6 (a) uses the nominal dose (50 mAs), Fig.
6 (b) is at reduced exposure of 5 mAs/scan. A noise-free conebeam CT (CBCT) reconstruction is provided as a reference.
Detection of the nodule is challenged by the shading artifacts
from the heart. This complex anatomy highlights the
advantages of the “+” and “O” orbits in removal of out-of-plane
structures and better preservation of the lesion shape compared
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 5. Central coronal slice of DCT reconstructions of the chest phantom
containing 10 mm spiculated lung nodules (highlighted in a) for the “↕” (a),
“↔” (b), “+” (c), and “O” (d) orbits (50 mAs scans).

The recent introduction of robotic x-ray systems may enable
development of advanced DCT orbits to improve lesion
visibility while maintaining relatively low imaging dose. We
are investigating the benefits and tradeoffs of such new scan
trajectories using analytical and numerical x-ray system
simulations. Our results quantified the gains in the “depthdirection” MTF and low-frequency MTF associated with the
advanced multi-directional “+” and “O” orbits. As a result, the
advanced trajectories achieved an appreciable reduction of outof-plane artifacts and in-plane image distortions compared to
conventional unidirectional scans. The detectability of lung
nodules was thus improved. Those benefits of the advanced
orbits were maintained across a broad range of scan exposures.
Ongoing work investigates the impact of cardiac motion in
DCT with advanced orbits. Early results show reduced motion
artifacts using projection-domain retrospective gating and
reconstruction-domain cardiac phase registration [15].
This work is supported by research collaboration with Siemens Healthineers,
XP Division. The presented method is not commercially available. Due to
regulatory reasons, the Siemens Multitom RAX is not available in all countries,
its future availability cannot be guaranteed.
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Fluence Field Modulation in X-ray CT for ROI
Imaging: Optimization of Primary Fluence and
Comparison of Attenuator Scenarios
Sascha Manuel Hucka,b , George S.K. Fungc,d , Katia Parodib , Karl Stierstorfera

Abstract—In our previous work we have presented a technical
concept for fluence field modulation (FFM) in x-ray computed
tomography (CT): the z-aligned sheet-based dynamic beam
attenuator (z-sbDBA). We have built a prototype of the z-sbDBA
and confirmed its capability by experiments on a clinical CT
system installed with the prototype. [1]. Here, we first present
a method to determine and optimize the primary fluence w.r.t.
feasible z-sbDBA trajectories for a given scan scenario. The object
is separated in two regions: a diagnostically relevant region-ofinterest (ROI), where high image quality is desired, and the
surrounding region, the organ-at-risk (OAR), which is supposed
to be protected from radiation dose. Our trajectory optimization
minimizes the product of i) the image variance inside the ROI
and ii) the dose deposition in the OAR. Dose depositions are
calculated from Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. In a second
step, we compare the z-sbDBA with other attenuators, including
different shapes of bowtie filters combined with tube current
modulation (TCM). At a prescribed level of image quality in
the ROI, we compare the dose deposition caused in the OAR
and the spatial distribution of the image variance across the
attenuators. To summarize, the findings from our study show
that 1) our method computes reasonable z-sbDBA trajectories as
a prerequisite for ROI imaging. 2) The comparison with state-ofthe-art bowtie filters demonstrates that the z-sbDBA is capable
of reducing the OAR dose by about 20 % to 30 % at equal image
quality. 3) The z-sbDBA is able to realize high image quality
only where it is diagnostically important and effectively spares
surrounding regions from radiation exposure.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A major challenge in computed tomography (CT) imaging
is the weighting between sufficient image quality, necessary
for gaining diagnostic information on the one hand, and
the responsibility toward the patient to be protected from
unnecessary radiation exposure on the other hand.
Different strategies for dose optimization in CT have been
explored in literature [2], [3]. One of them is fluence field modulation (FFM) aiming to overcome the limitations of current
technology – static bowtie filters combined with tube current
modulation (TCM). In FFM, the primary fluence is dynamically modulated over the projections and over the fan beam
angle. In the past, different hardware approaches have been
proposed to facilitate FFM, including our sheet-based dynamic

beam attenuator (sbDBA) [4]. Recently, we have presented an
alternative concept, the z-aligned sbDBA (z-sbDBA) [1]. It
constitutes a redesigned structuring and geometry of the x-ray
attenuation sheets compared to the sbDBA. After verifying its
feasibility for FFM, the question arose which primary fluence
would be most suitable to cope with the above-mentioned
weighting. Therefore, we developed a method to optimize
the radiation exposure for a given scenario where a homogeneous phantom is divided into a region-of-interest (ROI)
and an organ-at-risk (OAR). In addition, we compare the
performances of different attenuator scenarios in terms of
radiation dose and image quality.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
A. The z-sbDBA concept
Our novel concept for fluence field modulation, the
z-sbDBA, has been presented in our previous work [1]. It
consists of an array of alternating (almost) x-ray opaque
and x-ray transparent sheets, located in the beam path in
proximity (about 100 mm) to the x-ray source. The sheets are
aligned parallel to the fan beam plane and focused toward
the focal spot. To enable FFM over the fan beam angle β,
the height of the sheets is minimal at the center of the fan
beam and increases for larger fan beam angles, see fig. 1. The
transmission profiles t(ϑ) at different attenuation angles ϑ
of the z-sbDBA are known from previous experimental
measurements. The data acquisition is reported in detail
in Huck et al. [1]. The transmission profiles are the necessary
input data for the trajectory optimization in section II-C.
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Fig. 1: A schematic drawing of the novel z-sbDBA concept.
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The optimization of the trajectory and the attenuator comparison is divided into three major steps as described in sections II-B to II-D.
?

B. Phantom and simulation data base
In our method, experimentally measured data was combined
with simulation data. So, the scanner geometry used for the
measurements (Siemens SOMATOM Force, Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Forchheim, Germany) was mimicked in the simulations. In our sample scan scenario, we considered a centered,
homogeneous water phantom (semi axes: 160 mm × 120 mm,
length: 300 mm). It was separated into the central ROI (semi
axes: 80 mm × 40 mm) and the surrounding OAR, see fig. 2d.
1) Phantom Dose Matrix: A dose matrix M (α, β, v) of
the phantom, containing the dose contribution at each fan
beam angle β and at each projection angle α to a specific
dose voxel v of the phantom, was calculated. For this, the
phantom was voxelized (2 mm × 2 mm) in axial plane and
– to also account for scatter radiation – the full phantom
length in z-direction. In individual Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations, 106 photons (typical 120 kV CT spectrum) were
propagated for each combination of fan beam angle (∆β =
1◦ , β ∈ [−24◦ , 24◦ ]) and projection angle (∆α = 5◦ ,
α ∈ [0◦ , 355◦ ]). The MC simulations were conducted with
MOCASSIM (Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Forchheim, Germany) [5], a MC software package dedicated for diagnostic
x-rays.
2) Phantom Attenuation Sinogram: The same setup was
considered to calculate the attenuation sinogram L(α, β) of
the phantom. It was simulated using DRASIM (Siemens
Healthcare GmbH, Forchheim, Germany), a x-ray transmission
software package. For a proper noise evaluation, Poisson noise
was added according to the phantom attenuation and the
propagated primary fluence Φ. Images were reconstructed with
filtered backprojection.
Eventually, the dose distribution in the phantom and the
image quality in the reconstructed image can be simulated
for an arbitrary primary fluence Φ(α, β) produced by an
attenuator.

?

(a) first projection

(b) second projection

OAR
ROI

(c) all projection angles

(d) phantom sections

Fig. 2: (a)-(c) exemplifies the projection-wise determination of the bestmatching attenuation angle ϑ per projection α for a given object (purple).
Note the different fan beam profiles. (d) visualizes the phantom segmentation
in a central ROI and a surrounding OAR region.

The possible range of attenuation angles at the current projection was constrained by the attenuation angles of the neighboring projections plus a maximum difference of ∆ϑ = 0.5◦ .
Then, the attenuation angle ϑ providing the minimum result in
terms of the optimization criterion was identified and kept for
the evaluations of the remaining projections. Subsequently, the
next projection angle – displaced by about 90◦ – was evaluated
following the same scheme, see fig. 2b. After completing all
projections, shown in fig. 2c, the full trajectory was smoothed.
Both the smoothing and the range constraint aim to reduce a)
strongly fluctuating trajectories, b) avoid unreasonable large
angular steps between adjacent projections and c) promote a
cyclic shape. The described scheme was repeated in multiple
iterations until the trajectory remains unchanged compared to
the previous iteration or a maximum number of iterations is
reached.
D. Comparison of attenuator scenarios

C. Optimization of the z-sbDBA trajectory
Our method optimizes the z-sbDBA trajectory ϑ(α) such
that the optimization criterion, the product of i) the resulting
image variance inside the ROI and ii) the radiation dose
deposition in the surrounding OAR, is minimized. Therefore,
the primary fluence Φ was varied as described below. For each
sample primary fluence, the relevant factors – the ROI variance
and the OAR dose – and eventually the optimization criterion
were calculated. TCM according to Gies, Kalender, Wolf, et al.
[6] was incorporated. The method calculates the optimization
criterion projection-wise to compile the full trajectory. Initially,
a moderate attenuation angle ϑ = 2.4◦ was set for projection
angles α not yet optimized. For the projection angle currently
being optimized (orange), different transmission profiles t(ϑ)
were evaluated regarding the optimization criterion while other
projections (gray) remained unchanged, as shown in fig. 2a.

In order to assess the z-sbDBA with respect to present technical solutions, the z-sbDBA was compared with a standard
bowtie filter and a more narrow bowtie filter dedicated to cardiac applications – all combined with TCM [6]. Furthermore,
two scenarios corresponding to a CT without attenuator, thus
emitting homogenous fluence over the fan angle, were part of
the comparison. Scenario 1 is similar to scenario 2 but with
TCM activated. An overview of all considered scenarios is
summarized in table I.
The primary fluence of the z-sbDBA was adopted from the
results of the trajectory optimization described in sections II-C
and III-A and the ones of the bowtie filters were derived from
measurements [1].
For the comparison, we have simulated CT scans of the
described phantom, fig. 2d, at equal image quality. Hence, the
OAR dose, required to achieve the prescribed image quality,
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1
0.8

dose_OAR

was compared among the attenuator scenarios. Here, image
quality was considered as the image variance inside the ROI
of the difference image, resulting from two noise-independent
reconstructions. In a separate image quality analysis of the
two bowtie filters and the z-sbDBA, the variance at each pixel
position was calculated based on 100 noise-independent difference images. The filter specific primary fluence was adopted
from the first part of the comparison for the calculation of the
variance maps.

1.00

0.91

0.6

0.64
0.4

0.58
0.47

0.2
0
noAtt_tcm0

noAtt_tcm1

bowtie1_tcm1 bowtie2_tcm1

z-DBA_tcm1

scenario

Fig. 4: The resulting dose deposition to the surrounding OAR for each
attenuator scenario at equal image variance inside the ROI (normalized w.r.t.
noAtt tcm0).

TABLE I: Overview of the attenuator scenarios.

no.
1
2
3
4
5

name
noAtt tcm0
noAtt tcm1
bowtie1 tcm1
bowtie2 tcm1
z-DBA tcm1

attenuator
no
no
standard bowtie
narrow bowtie
z-sbDBA

TCM
0 (off)
1 (on)
1 (on)
1 (on)
1 (on)

filter type
n/a
n/a
static
static
dynamic

III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Optimization of the z-sbDBA trajectory
The presented method for optimizing the z-sbDBA trajectory is applied to the described phantom. The resulting
trajectory, optimizing the primary fluence, is shown in fig. 3.
At projections α around 0◦ , 180◦ or 355◦ , the attenuation
angle ϑ is larger compared to projections around 90◦ or
270◦ . Accordingly, a relatively narrow transmission profile is
propagated at projections facing the shorter side of the ROI
and a broader profile when facing the wider side. The overall
trajectory appears plausible for the considered setup and a
cyclic, smooth course is realized.
4

z-sbDBA angle ( ) [°]

3.5
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Fig. 3: The resulting z-sbDBA trajectory ϑ(α) as a function of the projection
angle α.

B. Comparison of attenuator scenarios
The dose deposition in the OAR caused to achieve a certain
level of variance inside the ROI is compared among the
scenarios, see fig. 4. For the given setup, TCM (noAtt tcm1)
reduces the OAR dose by 9 % w.r.t. the native, reference scenario (noAtt tcm0). Using the standard bowtie (bowtie1 tcm1)
in addition decreases the OAR dose by 36 %. The narrow
bowtie (bowtie2 tcm1) instead improves the dose deposition
by 42 % compared to the reference scenario. The best result
is achieved when using the z-sbDBA (z-DBA tcm1) which
is shown capable of improving the OAR dose exposure by
53 % over the reference scenario at same image quality. In
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comparison to the standard or the narrow bowtie, it improves
the OAR dose by 27 % or 19 %, respectively. FFM not only
over the projections but also over the fan beam angle – as
facilitated by the z-sbDBA – can considerably lower patient
radiation dose in ROI imaging.
1) Dose maps: On the basis of the primary fluence optimized to achieve equal ROI image variance, as explained
in section III-B, radiation dose to the considered phantom is
portrayed in dose maps, see fig. 5. Additionally, line plots
along the short phantom axes are depicted in fig. 6. The overall
phantom dose is the largest in scenarios without attenuator
(noAtt tcm0, noAtt tcm1). Especially peripheral regions (e.g.
skin) are exposed. Both the static bowtie filters (bowtie1 tcm1,
bowtie2 tcm1) can noticeably reduce the radiation exposure.
The z-sbDBA reveals the lowest phantom dose, though. Likewise, it is remarkable that only the z-sbDBA is able to
reduce the radiation dose toward peripheral regions (OAR)
compared to the diagnostically relevant ROI. The findings
demonstrate that the z-sbDBA can shift radiation dose to
regions where high image quality is required and reduce the
radiation exposure of radio-sensitive regions.
2) Variance maps: Figures 7a to 7c visualize the image
variance in the reconstructed image calculated from 100 noiseindependent difference images. The variance along the long
phantom axes is depicted in fig. 7d. The general shape is
similar along the short semi axes. By construction, the variance
is equal inside the ROI across the filter scenarios. In both
bowtie scenarios, the variance continuously decreases toward
the diagnostically irrelevant phantom edges. In contrast, the
variance approximately doubles in the OAR compared to the
ROI when using the z-sbDBA. This, in particular, emphasizes
that high image quality is only realized in diagnostically relevant regions while radiation dose is reduced in the surrounding
OAR.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In order to operate a CT scanner equipped with a zsbDBA we present a method to calculate the optimal primary fluence for a given scan scenario and determine the
corresponding filter trajectory. The optimization method for
FFM aims to reduce the image variance in a ROI but also
the radiation dose delivered in an OAR. Our findings in this
work demonstrate that 1) the optimization method calculates
appropriate z-sbDBA trajactories for a given scan scenario.
Furthermore, the comparison with other technologies emphasizes the beneficial properties of the z-sbDBA when realizing
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Fig. 5: Resulting Dose maps for different attenuator scenarios visualizing the spatial dose distribution inside the phantom at equal image variance inside the
central ROI (dashed ellipse).
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the optimized fluence: 2) Compared to state-of-the-art bowtie
filteres, the z-sbDBA reduces the OAR dose by about 20 %
to 30 % at equal image quality. 3) The z-sbDBA is able
to deliver high image quality where it is really needed and
preserve surrounding tissue from radiation dose. Building upon
these findings, future work should include phantoms with
anthropomorphic structures and investigations on off-centered
ROIs or patients. Furthermore, a comparison with the sbDBA
approach presented previously [4] might explore particular
fields of applications and demonstrate individual strengths of
the respective filters.
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Deterministic Boltzmann Transport Equation
Solver for Patient-specific CT Dose
Estimation: Validation for Realistic Scanner
Configurations and Patient Models
S. Principi, A. Wang, A. Maslowski, T. Wareing, P. Jordan, T. G. Schmidt

Abstract—The purpose of this work was to validate and
optimize a linear Boltzmann Transport Equation (LBTE) solver
for CT dose estimation across a range of realistic scanner
configurations and patient models. The studied software tool
rapidly and deterministically solves the LBTE and is proposed as
an alternative to Monte Carlo for patient-specific organ dose
estimation. In this study, methods were developed for modeling
CT scanner complexities within the LBTE framework, including
bowtie filter, over range collimation, and tube current modulation.
The LBTE solver requires discretization in the spatial, angular,
and spectral dimensions, which may affect the accuracy of scanner
modeling. To investigate these effects, this study evaluated the
LBTE dose accuracy for different discretization parameters,
scanner configurations and patient models (male, female, adults,
pediatric). The results were validated against the Monte Carlo
simulation code Geant4, which provided ground truth energy
deposition maps. Results showed a very good agreement between
the two methods, with root mean square error in organ dose below
3% for all the studied configurations. The LBTE accuracy was
similar across the different protocols and phantoms. A relevant
aspect was the short execution time. The LBTE simulations,
implemented on a GeForce GTX 1080 graphic unit, required less
than one minute for all cases. In conclusion, this study validated
the LBTE solver for organ dose estimation considering realistic
aspects of CT scanners and a range of phantom models. Future
plans include the validation of the deterministic solver against
physical measurements.
Index Terms—Organ dose estimation, CT scanner modeling,
Deterministic solver, Monte Carlo simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE risk related to the radiation exposure of CT scans is a
matter of wide concern. The CTDI (CT dose index) is the
mandated dose metric in CT dose reports. However, it is an
inadequate metric of patient radiation dose, as it represents the
average dose to a uniform plastic cylindrical phantom, which is
not an appropriate model of the patient’s anatomy. The
alternative to provide accurate and patient-specific dose maps
Submitted 19 January 2020.
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is Monte Carlo (MC) computational methods. MC represents
the gold standard for radiation dose estimates and is widely
used among the research scientific community. Whereas it was
previously a computationally expensive tool, recent
implementations of MC code on GPUs have drastically
improved speeds. The alternative method for fast dose maps
investigated in this work is Acuros CTD (Varian Medical
Systems, Palo Alto, CA), a linear Boltzmann transport equation
(LBTE) solver. Acuros CTD and MC both solve the Boltzmann
transport equation, but they use different approaches. MC is a
stochastic solver whose accuracy depends on the number of
particles simulated. Acuros CTD is a deterministic solver. Thus,
the problem is discretized in energy, space and angle, and the
accuracy of the LBTE solutions depends on the level of
discretization of these three parameters. The level of
discretization may be limited by memory size. Acuros CTD was
previously validated for simple CT scan configurations in
Wang et al.’s work [1] using a reference dataset defined in the
AAPM TG-195 report [2]. However, this previous study did not
represent realistic scanner complexities that impact patient
dose, such as over range collimation and tube current
modulation (TCM). The modeling of these scanner
complexities in Acuros CTD may be impacted by the level of
discretization. To investigate this question, this work first
developed methods to model scanner complexities within the
Acuros CTD framework. Then, in order to verify the accuracy
of the CT system modeling considering the required
discretization, the energy deposition maps were validated
against the gold standard MC method. Also, to broaden the
validity of our study, different scanner parameters were varied,
such as tube collimation, spectral distribution of the beam and
TCM. It was also validated for a variety of anthropomorphic
phantoms.
II. METHODS
The present study implements modern scanner aspects such
A. Wang is with Stanford University, Stanford, CA, USA (e-mail:
adamwang@stanford.edu)
A. Maslowski, T. Wareing, P. Jordan are with Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA
(e-mail:
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as the bowtie filter, the over range collimation and the TCM,
both in Acuros CTD and in MC. The MC code Geant4 version
10.4.2 was used as the gold standard method and as our
benchmark code for the validation of the LBTE results. Acuros
CTD is based on the core algorithm of Acuros XB, which is a
commercially available software by Varian Medical System for
radiation therapy planning. In Acuros, each x-ray beam is
defined by a discrete spectrum of 6 energy bins. In Geant4 the
beam fluence varied continuously in energy and 107 photons
were generated per each view in order to obtain results with
statistical uncertainty below 1% for most organs. For the bowtie
filter, a mathematical model of a medium aluminum bowtie was
used. In Acuros, the spectral distribution of the beam varies
discretely across the fan angle, whereas in MC the
implementation is continuous. For the over range (OR)
collimation, the beam varies across the cone angle. Because of
the different discretization in space for the two codes (200
views per rotation in Geant4 and 18 in Acuros), 448 over range
collimation adjustments were implemented in Geant4 whereas
only 40 adjustments were implemented in Acuros. An existing
MATLAB custom program was used to generate the
longitudinal and angular tube current modulation profiles as a
function of the projection angle. Again, given the different
sampling of the views for Acuros and MC, only 18 current
modulations per rotation were performed for Acuros versus 200
for MC. Furthermore, different parameters were varied to
generate several configurations, as described in detail below.
For all cases, a helical scan with a pitch of 0.9 was simulated
including the bowtie filter, angular and longitudinal tube
current modulation, and overrange collimation.

of 1x1x1 mm3. Because Acuros is limited by the memory of the
GPU, the phantom was down sampled to voxels of dimensions
of: 10x8x1, 8x8x2, 5x5x5 and 4x5x4 mm3. Relevant parameters
for this study are listed in Table I.

A. Optimal voxel downsampling
The voxelized anthropomorphic phantom employed in the
AAPM Task Group 195 was used as a test case. The groundtruth Geant4 implementation used the original voxel sampling

C. Different source spectra
Acuros defines the spectral distribution in six energy groups.
This study investigated tube spectra with peak voltages of 80,
100 and 140 kV in addition to the previously modeled 120-kV
beam. The configuration for this study is given in Table III.

B. Optimal number of views per rotation
Wang et al. work [1] suggested that 18 views per rotation are
a good compromise between accuracy and low simulation time.
However, in this study several relevant aspects of modern CT
scanners are implemented. Both the TCM and overrange
collimation models depends on the discretization in angle.
Therefore, a higher number of projection angles might be
required to achieve accuracy when considering these scanner
effects. This study, described in Table II, investigated Acuros
for various number of views per rotation: 4, 5, 8, 12, 18, 24, 30,
40 and 200.
TABLE II
STUDY B
4-cm collimation (120 kV)
Acuros

MC

No.views per rotation

4, 5, 8, 12, 18, 24,
30, 40, 200

200

No. rotations
Scan length traveled per view
(cm)

4
0.9, 0.72, 0.45,
0.3, 0.2, 0.15,
0.12, 0.09, 0.018
AAPM
(5x5x5 mm3)

4
0.018

Phantom

TABLE I
STUDY A

AAPM
(1x1x1mm3)

TABLE III
STUDY C

2-cm collimation (120 kV)

4-cm collimation (80 kV, 100 kV, 140 kV)
Acuros
No.views per rotation
No. rotations
Scan length traveled per view
(cm)
Phantom

MC

18
8
0.1

200
8
0.009

AAPM
(≠ voxel size)

AAPM
(1x1x1mm3 voxel)

Acuros
No.views per rotation
No. rotations
Scan length traveled per view
(cm)
Phantom

MC

18
4
0.2

200
4
0.018

AAPM
(5x5x5 mm3)

AAPM
(1x1x1mm3)

4-cm collimation (120 kV)
Acuros
No.views per rotation
No. rotations
Scan length traveled per view
(cm)
Phantom

MC

18
4
0.2

200
4
0.018

AAPM
(≠ voxel size)

AAPM
(1x1x1mm3 voxel)

D. Different anthropomorphic phantoms
The purpose of this study was to validate Acuros across a
range of patient model sizes. The tool XCAT2 from Duke
University was used to generate voxelized anthropomorphic
phantoms, one pediatric and two adults. The original phantoms
have isotropic voxels of 1.5 mm size. In Geant4 this voxel size
was maintained whereas in Acuros the voxels were down
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sampled, as specified in Table IV, where height, weight and
BMI percentiles for each patient model are also listed. The
TABLE IV
STUDY D
Height (cm)
Weight (kg)

BMI

kV

119.5 cm
22.9 kg

16.04

80

Female_Adult

162 cm
66.4 kg

25.30

100

Male_Adult

176.5 cm
100 kg

32.10

120

Phantom
Female_Ped

and to reduce runtime (simulation time = 22 s for 5x5x5 vs. 35
s for 4x5x4 mm3). The spatial distribution of deposited energy
is shown in Figure 1 for a window of [0 .0015] eV/photon/mm3.

down sampling for the new phantoms was 4.5x4.5x4.5 mm3 for
the pediatric and 6.0x4.5x4.5 mm3 for the adults, due to
memory constraint. The protocols from Table III were applied.
III. RESULTS
A. Optimal voxel down sampling
In Acuros four different voxel sizes were implemented, as
specified in section II, with Geant4 providing the ground truth
with voxels of 1x1x1 mm3. The resulting dose maps were
similar (Figure 1), although stochastic noise is evident in the
Geant4 maps. The measure used to quantify the agreement
between the two methods was the root-mean-squared organ
dose error (RMSE), excluding the organs that absorb less than
0.1% of the total deposited energy. The RMSE between the
Geant4 and Acuros implementation varied from 1.5% (for
voxels dimension = 4x5x4 mm3) to 1.9% (for voxels dimension
= 10x8x1 mm3) for the 2-cm collimation configuration, whereas
RMSE varied from 1.8% (for voxels dimension = 4x5x4 mm3)
to 2.1% (for voxels dimension = 10x8x1 mm3) for the 4-cm
collimation. The organ with the highest error was the breast. For
the 2-cm collimation, the breast error varied from 2.8 to 3.8%,
whereas it ranged from 3.7% to 4.4% for the 4-cm collimation.
Thinner voxels along the Z axis (8x8x2 and 10x8x1 mm 3)
resulted in higher accuracy for organs with low exposure, such
as the adrenals, as shown in Figure 2. The relative difference
for adrenal is of 2.5% for the 10x8x1 mm3 voxel and it increases
up to 35% for the 5x5x5 and 4x5x4 mm3 down sampling.
However, for this organ the maximum absolute error was only
0.029 eV/photon (vs. total energy deposited of 7.8E3 and 7.2E3
eV/photon for 2-cm and 4-cm collimation respectively).
Considering the most irradiated organs (organ deposited energy
> 0.1% total deposited energy), the bone is the tissue most
sensitive to the variation of the voxel down sampling. Isotropic
voxels better model the bone tissue, with differences of 0.2% to
0.7% for voxels of 5x5x5 and 4x5x4 mm3. The difference
increases up to 2.5% for 10x8x1 mm3 voxels. The improvement
in bone accuracy with smaller voxels is likely due to the better
phantom resolution along the axial plane (5x5 or 4x5 instead of
10x8 mm2), given that the estimation of the dose at the interface
between soft tissue and bone (high density and high Zeff) can be
critical. For the subsequent studies we chose isotropic voxels of
5x5x5 mm3 to improve accuracy for the most exposed organs
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Fig. 1. Energy deposition maps in Geant4 (top) and Acuros (middle) for the
case of 2-cm collimation and 120 kV, shown with window of [0 .0015]
eV/photon/mm3. Difference image Acuros-Geant4 (bottom), shown with
window of [-0.0015 0.0015], for the axial, coronal and sagittal views, displayed
from left to right.

Fig. 2. Energy deposited in the 17 organs defined in the phantom for case
modeling 4-cm collimation. The organs that absorb more than 0.1% of the total
absorbed energy are above the dashed line. The ground-truth Geant4 organ
doses are plotted along with Acuros organ doses resulting from different voxel
down sampling schemes in Acuros.

B. Optimal number of views per rotation
Figure 3 plots the runtime and organ dose accuracy of Acuros
for 4, 5, 8, 12, 18, 24, 30, 40 views per rotation. It shows that a
good and conservative compromise between simulation time
and accuracy, when accounting for scanner complexities, is
reached when 18 views are modeled per rotation. Again, the
breast is the organ with the highest error between Geant4 and
Acuros. To investigate why the breast had the highest
discrepancy among the most exposed organs, simulations were
repeated in Acuros for 200 views per rotation, as for Geant4.
The improvement of the overall agreement was modest: RMSE
improved from 1.8% to 1.4% for 18 and 200 views per rotation
respectively. More significant improvements were observed for
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specific organs, with breast error decreasing from 4.1% to 2.9%
and stomach error decreasing from 3.6 to 2.7%, for 18 and 200
views respectively.

Fig. 5. Energy deposition maps in Geant4 (top) and Acuros (bottom) for the
male adult phantom and 120 kV, shown with window of [0 .0015]
eV/photon/mm3.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Fig. 3. Run time and RMSE as a function of the number of modeled views
per rotation for the 4-cm collimation configuration.

C. Different source spectra
RMSE for organs that absorb more than 0.1% of the total
deposited energy was approximately 2.5% for the studied
spectra of 80 kV and 100 kV, while it increased to 4.2% for the
140-kV beam. Of organs receiving more than 0.1% of the total
deposited energy, the breast demonstrated the highest deposited
energy discrepancy between Acuros and Geant4. The
maximum error was 4.7% for the breast for the 80-kV beam,
5.8% for the 100-kV beam, and 10.9% for the 140-kV beam.
The error increase might be due to the upper limit of 125 kV for
the highest energy group currently modeled in Acuros. The
energy deposition maps for 80 kV are shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Energy deposition maps in Geant4 (top) and Acuros (bottom) for the
case of 4-cm collimation and 80 kV, shown with window of [0 .0015]
eV/photon/mm3.

D. Different anthropomorphic phantoms
Good agreement was achieved for the different patient
models. The RMSE was below 1.7% for all three phantoms.
The skin entails the highest errors among the most exposed
organs, with errors of 4.1%, 2.9%, and 1.5% for the pediatric
female, adult female, and adult male, respectively. The energy
deposition maps for the male adult phantom are shown in
Figure 5.

The purpose of this work was to implement realistic scanner
complexities in the Acuros framework, to obtain accurate organ
doses for routine monitoring, and to validate Acuros against
Monte Carlo for a range of configurations and patient models.
In Acuros the source for each projection view can be specified
individually. This aspect was exploited to model spatial and
angular variation of the beam to implement bowtie filter, over
range collimation and TCM. Acuros and Monte Carlo methods
were compared for varying scanner parameters such as
collimation, TCM, four x-ray spectra and four patient models
of different size. Results show generally good agreement
between Acuros and Geant4, with organ dose RMSE < 3% for
all cases, except 140 kV (RMSE=4.2%). The results
demonstrate that accurate organ doses can be obtained despite
the discretization in space, angle, and energy performed in
Acuros. The energy deposition maps demonstrate the effect of
the bowtie filter that reduces the dose at the edges of the
phantom, and of the over range collimation that limits the
exposure at the beginning and end of the scan. Acuros organ
dose accuracy depends on voxel size, especially for small
organs that are not in the direct field of radiation but are only
exposed to scatter. Isotropic voxels of 5x5x5 mm3 appear to be
a reasonable option for the TG195 phantom, whereas a down
sampling of 4.5x4.5x4.5 mm3 and 6.0x4.5x4.5 mm3 was used
for the patient models generated with XCAT2. In general, the
selection of the voxel size parameter will depend on the desired
run time and accuracy, subject to memory constraints of the
GPU. The results demonstrate the intrinsic speed of the LBTE
approach, with runtimes less than one minute for all cases
running on a GeForce GTX 1080 GPU with 8 GB of memory,
whereas Geant4 was run on a CPU.
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Generalizability test of a deep learning-based CT
image denoising method
Rongping Zeng, Claire Yilin Lin, Qin Li, Jiang Lu, Jeffrey A Fessler and Kyle J Myers

Abstract— Deep learning (DL) has been increasingly explored
in low-dose CT image denoising. DL products have also been
submitted to the FDA for premarket clearance. While having the
potential to improve image quality over the filtered back
projection method (FBP) and produce images quickly,
generalizability of DL approaches is a major concern because the
performance of a DL network can depend highly on the training
data. In this work we take a residual encoder-decoder
convolutional neural network (REDCNN)-based CT denoising
method as an example. We investigate the effect of the scan
parameters associated with the training data on the performance
of this DL-based CT denoising method and identifies the scan
parameters that may significantly impact its performance
generalizability. This abstract particularly examines these three
parameters: reconstruction kernel, dose level and slice thickness.
Our preliminary results indicate that the DL network may not
generalize well between FBP reconstruction kernels, but is
insensitive to slice thickness for slice-wise denoising. The results
also suggest that training with mixed dose levels improves
denoising performance.
Index Terms—Deep learning, Generalizability test, Low-dose
CT denoising

C

I. INTRODUCTION

T imaging is widely used in the clinic to assist the
diagnosis of abnormalities and to monitor treatment
response. It is essential to reduce the x-ray dose to a reasonable
level for patient safety while maintaining the CT image quality
for accurate decision making. Various approaches have been
developed toward this goal through smarter hardware design,
such as automatic exposure control, kV optimization and
dynamic bowtie filter design, as well as through advanced
image reconstruction/ denoising methods, such as statistical
and model-based iterative reconstruction (IR) algorithms.
Recently, deep learning (DL) methods are attracting high
attention, thanks to the growth of big data and increased
computation power. DL methods have the potential to improve
image quality over FBP and produce image quality comparable
to some IR methods (1).
Unlike traditional FBP and (IR) algorithms that were derived
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based on the imaging physics, DL methods rely on training data
that usually contain noisy images and their corresponding highquality (low noise or better resolution) target to optimize the
DL network coefficients to estimate and remove the noise from
a noisy input. This data-driven mechanism makes the DL
performance less predictable when applying the DL network to
process data that has properties that differ from the training
data. In CT imaging, these properties include different
anatomical regions and different acquisition settings.
Considering the varieties of the CT data, generalizability is
hence an important aspect in the performance evaluation of DL
based denoising methods.
This work aims to investigate the generalizability of DL
based CT denoising methods. We implemented an example DL
denoising network(2). We categorized the training images in
terms of the scan parameters and trained the network separately
with each data category. We then evaluated the performances
of the DL networks and compared how the performances may
differ when tested on the same and different categories of
testing data. This abstract reports our initial findings regarding
the performance generalizability of DL-based CT denoising
methods related to the CT acquisition parameters.
II. METHODS
A. Low-dose CT denoising network
denote a high-noise CT image; the DL-based
Let 
denoising problem is to optimize the network
:
→
that maps
to its corresponding low-noise image

by minimizing a loss function between and
based on a giving set of training data. After the network is
optimized, a noisy CT image can be passed through the network
to produce an image that may have reduced noise.
Various network structures have been explored in the
literature for low-dose CT denoising, including fully connected
neural network (FCN), residual network (ResNet), UNet and
others. In this work, we selected the residual encoder-decoder
convolutional neural network (REDCNN) developed by Chen
et al.(2) for performing a generalizability test. The loss
function for training the denoising network was the mean
squared error (MSE) between the DL output and the
corresponding low-noise training target.
As illustrated in Fig. 1, REDCNN contains 10 layers of
FCNs (5 convolutional and 5 deconvolutional layers) with a
rectified linear units (ReLU) activation function following the
FCN in each layer. Three shortcuts are added to connect the
convolution layers and deconvolution layers to construct a
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residual learning mechanism. More details about the network
structure design can be found in the paper by Chen et al.(2).

Fig. 1. Illustration of the REDCNN denoising network.

B. Training data categorization
We used the Low-dose Grand Challenge (LDGC)
dataset(3) shared by the Mayo Clinic to train the DL
denoising network. The LDGC dataset contained ten patient
datasets of quarter and full dose scans acquired on a Siemens
CT scanner reconstructed with two slice thicknesses (1 mm
and 3 mm) and two reconstruction kernels (a sharp kernel
D45 and a smooth kernel B30). The corresponding quarterand full-dose image pairs were treated as training input and
training target in the DL training process. Among the ten
patient datasets, seven were used for training. A total of 350
slices of size 512x512 were randomly selected from the
seven patients and each slice was divided into 55x55 patches
excluding the outside of the body. This resulted in about
70,000 training patches.
Note that in the LDGC dataset there was only one reduced
dose level (25%) available. To synthesize other dose levels,
we extracted the noise by subtracting the quarter dose image
from the full dose image and then blended a portion of the
noise back into the full dose image. By varying the blending
factor from 0.5 to 1.2, we created images corresponding to
dose levels ranging about 17% to 80% of the full-dose scan.
The variety of reconstruction thickness, reconstruction
kernel and augmented dose levels allowed us to examine the
performance generalizability of the DL denoising network
for the three parameters. Particularly we categorized the
training images into the following six groups based on the
combined acquisition parameter values:




Kernel effect: Sharp kernel / 3 mm thickness / 25% dose
level; Smooth kernel / 3 mm thickness / 25% dose level
Thickness effect: Smooth kernel / 1 mm thickness / 25% dose
level; Smooth kernel / 3 mm thickness / 25% dose level
Dose level effect: Smooth kernel / 3 mm thickness / 25% dose
level; Smooth kernel / 3 mm thickness / Mixed dose levels of
17%-80%

With this categorization, we were able to obtain six trained
DL networks. For convenience, we name networks
according to the parameter setting of the training data as
follows:
DLkernel-thickness-dose%.
For
example,
“DLsharp-3mm-mix%” represents the REDCNN trained
with images of sharp kernel, 3mm thickness and mixed dose
levels; “DLsmooth-1mm-25%” represents the REDCNN
trained with images of smooth kernel, 1mm thickness and a
single 25% dose level. The six networks will be evaluated to

check how they may preserve their performance when
denoising a different category of testing data relative to their
performance on denoising the same category of data as used
in training.
C. Generalizability performance evaluation
To evaluate the performance, we considered the following
metrics: MSE, modulation transfer function (MTF), noise
power spectrum (NPS), and low-contrast detectability
(LCD). MSE reflects how well the network performs in
terms of minimizing the loss function that the network is
designed to do; MTF and NPS are standard performance
metrics that characterize the image quality of linear imaging
systems; LCD represents a task-based performance metric
that augments MTF and NPS to challenge nonlinear
smoothing algorithms such as IR and DL methods.
For the MSE measure, the slices from one of the three
patients in the LDGC dataset that were not included in the
training were used as the test set. The corresponding
full-dose images were treated as the references for
calculating the MSE. For the MTF, NPS and LCD measures,
we simulated 2D phantom images of the CATPHAN600
contrast module (Fig. 2), a uniform water phantom and the
CCT189 phantom (Fig. 2), respectively. The simulated
fan-beam CT scanner will be described in the next
paragraph. The contrast module in CATPHAN600 contains a
few disks with varying HU values that allow the
measurement of contrast-dependent MTF for non-linear
image reconstruction(4). The NPS was estimated by taking
the average of the modulus square of the Fourier transform of
multiple repeats of the uniform phantom scans. The CCT189
phantom contains four low contrast disks with varying
size/HU combinations (3mm/14HU, 5mm/7HU, 7mm/5HU,
10mm/3HU). The task of detecting the low-contrast disks
challenges the image reconstruction/denoising methods that
usually involve nonlinear smoothing. In this study, the
detectability was evaluated using a Laguerre-Gauss
channelized Hoteling model observer(5).
The simulated fan-beam CT scanner was set to have
distances of 595 mm from the x-ray tube to the isocenter and
1085.6 mm to the detector, same as the Siemens CT scanner
used to collect the LDGC dataset. Poisson noise was
modeled at the detector and the air photon flux controlled the
noise level in the reconstructed images. For FBP
reconstruction, we applied two Hann filters of different
cutoff frequencies (named Hann1 & Hann2) to be convolved
with the sinogram to yield similar MTF50% and MTF10% as
the D45 and B30 filters in LDGC (see Table 1). For
convenience, we refer to Hann1 and D45 as sharp kernels,
Hann2 and B30 as smooth kernels in this abstract. Since the
simulated CT scanner was a 2D fan-beam scanner, slice
thickness was not a modeled parameter; all the simulated
data effectively corresponded to a very thin slice thickness.
Resolution
D45
Hann1
B30
Hann2
(lp/cm)
(Sharp)
(sharp)
(smooth)
(smooth)
MTF50%
5.6
5.6
3.5
3.5
MTF10%
9.4
10.4
5.9
6.2
Table 1. The MTF50% and MTF10% values of the commercial (D45,
B30) and simulated reconstruction kernels (Hann1 and Hann2).
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Fig. 2: Left: simulated contrast phantom that mimics the contrast
layer in the CATPHAN600 for measuring the MTF. Right:
simulated LCD phantom that mimics the CCT189 phantom
containing four low-contrast disks for measuring the LCD
performance.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. MSE
Fig. 3 shows the box plots of the MSE reduction rate of the
DL processed image relative to the original noisy image input.
Comparison of the kernel effect in the plots clearly shows a
significantly larger MSE reduction rate when the test data has
the same reconstruction kernel as the training data, indicating
that the kernel may be an important factor of the DL
performance generalizability. Comparison of the thickness
effect shows that the DL network trained with 3mm thickness
has slightly better than or similar MSE reduction to the DL
network trained with 1mm thickness data, indicating the slice
thickness may not be critical. Comparison of the dose effect
shows that the DL network trained with a single dose level does
not preserve the MSE performance on denoising images at a
different dose level but the DL network trained with mixed
dose levels can, indicating that training with mixed dose levels
is more robust.

B. MTF
We generated noiseless sinograms of the contrast phantom
and reconstructed two images, by FBP of sharp and smooth
kernels. We then applied the DL networks to process the two
images and measured the MTF at the five contrasts: 990, 340,
200, 120 and 35 HU. The MTF50% value was estimated to
represent the image resolution. Fig. 4 plots the MTF50% values
vs the HU contrast for the trained DL networks for processing
FBP sharp (Fig. 4a) and FBP smooth image (Fig. 4b).
In general, the MTF50% value decreases with the disk HU
value, as shown in both plots in Fig. 4. The decreased image
resolution with decreased HU is a common characteristic of
non-linear image reconstruction or denoising methods. In Fig.
4a, it can be observed that the DL network trained with the
sharp kernel data has better image resolution (higher MTF50%
value) than the DL network trained smooth kernel, and the DL
network trained with mixed dose data has better image
resolution than the DL network trained with a single dose data
for processing the FBP sharp image. It can also be seen that the
DL network trained with 3mm thickness has better image
resolution. Similar trends present in Fig 4b for processing the
FBP smooth image, although with smaller magnitude of
differences among the DL networks.

Fig. 4: Contrast-dependent MTF50% curves of the DL networks for
processing the FBP sharp (a) and FBP smooth (b) images.

Fig. 3 Comparison of the MSE reduction of the DL networks.
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C. NPS
We generated 30 noisy scans of the cylindrical water
phantom for the NPS estimation. Each noisy scan was
reconstructed by FBP of both sharp and smooth kernels. Based
on the MSE and MTF tests, we found that DL network trained
with the thicker slice thickness and mixed dose had better
performance than those trained with the thin thickness and
single dose. Therefore, we decided to only compare the
DLsharp-3mm-mixDose
and
DLsmooth-3mm-mixDose,
referred as DLsharp and DLsmooth thereafter, in the NPS test,
as well as in the LCD test later.
Fig.5 shows the 2D NPS images evaluated using the central
ROIs of size 64x64. The NPS of the DLsharp appears to have
stronger noise magnitude along the northwest diagonal
direction, no matter for processing the FBP sharp or smooth
images. The NPS of the DLsmooth has a normal round
appearance when processing the FBP smooth images but
contains much of high-frequency noise when processing the
FBP sharp images. By examining the 1D NPS curves (radial
binning of the 2D NPS image) shown in Fig. 6, it can be seen
that the NPS curve of the DLsmooth has a bump (marked by the
blue arrow in the Fig. 6) in the tail that almost matches the
magnitude of the NPS tail of the FBP sharp images, indicating
that the DLsmooth only suppressed the noise in the low and
medium frequency bands but left the high-frequency noise
largely untouched. We hypothesize that the smooth kernel data
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did not contain high-frequency noise so the DLsmooth did not
learn to suppress the high-frequency noise.

Fig. 7 Detectability curves for the two inserts (7mm&5HU,
10mm&3HU) in the original FBP sharp and FBP smooth images, and
denoised FBP images with the DLsharp and DLsmooth.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 5 Top: the NPS images of FBP sharp images and the
corresponding DL processed images. Bottom: The NPS images of FBP
smooth images and the corresponding DL processed images.

Fig. 6 The 1D NPS curve of the images in Fig. 5. Left: the FBP sharp
and the corresponding DL processed images. Right: the FBP smooth
and the corresponding DL processed images.

D. LCD
In the LCD test, we simulated 200 noisy scans of the
LCD phantom and 100 noisy scans of a uniform phantom at
each of the five dose levels (100% to 30%) we selected. The
100% dose level corresponded to an air photon count of 3×105.
For each low-contrast insert, one signal-present (SP) ROI was
extracted from each LCD phantom image and five
signal-absent (SA) ROIs were extracted at the vicinity of the
insert location from each of the uniform phantom image. As a
result, a total of 200 SP and 500 SA ROIs for each insert were
created for the evaluation of detectability.
Fig. 7 contains the detectability curves as a function of dose
for two of the four inserts. For the two inserts of relatively small
sizes (3mm/14HU, 5mm/7HU) the detectability values were
very close among the FBP reconstructions and the DL
denoising networks, with the AUC ranging from 0.8 to 0.95 in
the simulated dose levels, so their detectability curves were not
shown in this abstract. The detectability curves are more
separated for the two inserts of slightly larger sizes. As clearly
shown in the 10mm/3HU insert plot, the smooth kernel boosts
the LCD performance in the original FBP reconstruction. The
DLsmooth has better LCD performance than the DLsharp on
processing both the FBP sharp or smooth images. However, the
best LCD performances are achieved by the DLsmooth
denoising the FBP sharp image, despite the high-frequency
noise shown in the NPS test. We hypothesize that the LCD
tasks focused more on the low and medium frequency band and
the DLsmooth operated on FBP sharp images achieved an
improved balance between image resolution and noise
suppression within the signal’s frequency band.

This abstract presented our preliminary work in testing the
performance (MSE, MTF, NPS and LCD) generalizability of
a DL-based CT denoising method related to three CT
acquisition parameters. Our results showed that the DL
network was most sensitive to the reconstruction kernel. The
DL network trained with thicker slice thickness data
appeared to be slightly better than that trained with thinner
slice thickness. The DL network trained with mixed dose
levels was more robust than that trained with a single dose
level. Future work is needed to explore the impact of the
other acquisition parameters. Other tasks that can test the
preservation of higher frequency information than the LCD
task may be necessary for a more complete performance
evaluation of the DL denoising networks.
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Learned Multi-layer Residual Sparsifying Transform
Model for Low-dose CT Reconstruction
Xikai Yang, Xuehang Zheng, Yong Long? , Member, IEEE, Saiprasad Ravishankar, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Signal models based on sparse representation have received considerable attention in recent years. Compared to synthesis
dictionary learning, sparsifying transform learning involves highly
efficient sparse coding and operator update steps. In this work,
we propose a Multi-layer Residual Sparsifying Transform (MRST)
learning model wherein the transform domain residuals are jointly
sparsified over layers. In particular, the transforms for the deeper
layers exploit the more intricate properties of the residual maps. We
investigate the application of the learned MRST model for low-dose
CT reconstruction using Penalized Weighted Least Squares (PWLS)
optimization. Experimental results on Mayo Clinic data show that
the MRST model outperforms conventional methods such as FBP
and PWLS methods based on edge-preserving (EP) regularizer and
single-layer transform (ST) model, especially for maintaining some
subtle details.
Index Terms—Low-dose CT, Statistical image reconstruction,
Sparse representation, Transform learning, Unsupervised learning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Signal models exploiting sparsity have been shown to be useful
in a variety of applications such as compression, restoration,
denoising, reconstruction, etc. Natural signals can be modeled
as sparse in a synthesis dictionary (i.e., represented as linear
combinations of few dictionary atoms or columns) or in a
sparsifying transform domain.
Transforms such as wavelets [1] and the discrete cosine transform (DCT) are well-known to sparsify images. Methods such as
synthesis dictionary learning [2] and analysis dictionary learning
[3] allow adapting the model to the data. These dictionary learning
problems are NP-hard in general and involve computationally
expensive alternating-type algorithms that limit applicability to
large-scale data. In contrast, the recently proposed sparsifying
transform learning approaches [4] involve exact and highly efficient updates. In particular, the transform model approximates the
signal as sparse in a transformed domain. Adopting a multi-layer
sparsifying transform model enables sparsifying an input image
successively over layers [5], creating a rich and more complete
sparsity model, which forms the core of this work.
One of the most important application of such image models
is for medical image reconstruction. In particular, an important
problem in computed tomography (CT) is reducing the X-ray
exposure to patients while maintaining good image reconstruction
quality. A conventional method for CT reconstruction is the
analytical filtered back-projection (FBP) [6]. However, image
quality degrades severely for FBP when the radiation dose is
reduced. In contrast, model-based image reconstruction (MBIR)
achieves comparable or better image quality [7].
A typical MBIR method for low-dose CT (LDCT) is the
penalized weighted least squares (PWLS) approach. The cost
X. Yang, X. Zheng and Y. Long are with the University of Michigan–
Shanghai Jiao Tong University Joint Institute, Shanghai Jiao Tong University,
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function for PWLS includes a weighted quadratic data-fidelity
term and a penalty term or regularizer capturing prior information
or model of the object [8, 9]. Recent works have shown promising
LDCT reconstruction quality by incorporating data-driven models
into the regularizer, where the models are learned from datasets of
images or image patches. In particular, PWLS reconstruction with
adaptive sparsifying transform-based regularization has shown
promise for tomographic reconstruction [10–12]. Recent work
has also shown that they may generalize better to new data than
supervised deep learning schemes [13]. The adaptive transformbased image reconstruction algorithms can exploit a variety of
image models [10, 11, 14] learned in an unsupervised manner,
and involve efficient closed-form solutions for sparse coding.
In this work, we propose a new formulation and algorithm for
learning a multi-layer transform model [5], where the transform
domain residuals (the difference between transformed data and
their sparse approximations) are successively sparsified over
several layers. We refer to the model as a multi-layer residual
sparsifying transform (MRST) model. The transforms are learned
over several layers from images to jointly minimize the transform
domain residuals across layers, while enforcing sparsity conditions in each layer. Importantly, the filters in deeper layers can
help better exploit finer features (e.g., edges and correlations)
in the residual maps. We investigate the performance of the
(unsupervised) learned MRST model for LDCT reconstruction
using PWLS. We propose efficient alternating minimization algorithms for both learning and reconstruction. Experimental results
on Mayo Clinic data illustrate that the learned MRST model
outperforms the conventional FBP as well as PWLS methods
based on the non-adaptive edge-preserving (EP) regularizer and
learned single-layer transform model, especially for maintaining
some subtle details. In the following sections, we will first discuss
the proposed model and formulation, followed by our algorithms
and experimental results on Mayo Clinic data.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Here, we will introduce the proposed general multi-layer
learning framework and the formulation for LDCT image reconstruction. The MRST learning cost and constraints are shown
in Problem (P0), which is an extension of simple single-layer
transform learning.
min

{Ωl ,Zl }

L 
X
l=1

kΩl Rl −

Zl k2F

+

ηl2 kZl k0



s.t. Rl = Ωl−1 Rl−1 − Zl−1 , 2 ≤ l ≤ L, ΩTl Ωl = I, ∀l.
(P0)
Here, {Ωl ∈ Rp×p } and {Zl ∈ Rp×N } denote the learned
transforms and sparse coefficient maps for the 1 ≤ l ≤ L
layers. Parameter ηl controls the maximum allowed sparsity level
(computed using the `0 “norm” penalty) of Zl . The residual maps
{Rl ∈ Rp×N } are defined in recursive form over layers, with
R1 denoting the input training data. Here, we assume R1 to be
a matrix, whose columns are (vectorized) patches drawn from
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image data sets. The unitary constraints for {Ωl } enable closedform solutions for the sparse coefficient and transform update
steps in our algorithms. The learned MRST model can then be
used to construct a data-driven regularizer in PWLS as shown in
Problem (P1).
1
min ky − Axk2W + βS(x),
(P1)
x≥0 2

L 
X
S(x) , min
kΩl Rl − Zl k2F + γl2 kZl k0

2) Transform Update Step for Ωl : Here, we fix {Zl } and all Ωl
(except the target Ωl in (P0)) and solve the following subproblem:

L 
X
2
min
kΩi Ri − Zi kF
s.t. ΩTl Ωl = I.
(4)
Ωl

i=l

Incorporating the recursive dependence of the residual maps
on the transforms (as in (P0)) along with the unitarity of the
transforms simplifies the solution to (4). First, denoting the full
singular value decomposition (SVD) of the matrix Gl below by
{Zl }
l=1
Ul Σl VlT , the optimal solution to (4) is Ω̂l = Vl UTl .
 
T
s.t. Rl = Ωl−1 Rl−1 − Zl−1 , 2 ≤ l ≤ L , Rj1 = Pj x, ∀ j.

PL

1
i
Np
Rl Zl + L−l+1 i=l+1 Bl , 1 ≤ l ≤ L − 1,
In particular, we reconstruct the image x ∈ R from noisy sinoGl =
(5)

gram data y ∈ RNd by solving (P1), where A ∈ RNd ×Np is the
R ZT ,
l
=
L.
L L
system matrix of the CT scan and W = diag{wi } ∈ RNd ×Nd is
the diagonal weighting matrix with elements being the estimated B. Image Reconstruction Algorithm
inverse variance of yi . Operator Pj ∈ Rp×Np extracts the jth
The proposed PWLS-MRST algorithm for low-dose CT image
patch of x as Pj x. The jth colums of Rl and Zl are denoted Zjl
reconstruction exploits the learned MRST model. We reconstruct
j
and Rl . The non-negative parameters {γl } control the sparsity of
the image by solving the PWLS problem (P1). We propose a
the coefficient maps in different layers, and β > 0 captures the
block coordinate descent (BCD) algorithm for (P1) that cycles
relative trade-off between the data-fidelity term and regularizer.
over updating the image x and each of the sparse coefficient
maps Zl for 1 ≤ l ≤ L.
III. A LGORITHMS FOR L EARNING AND R ECONSTRUCTION
1) Image Update Step for x: First, with the sparse coefficient
A. Transform Learning Algorithm
maps {Zl } fixed, we optimize for x in (P1) by optimizing the
We propose an exact block coordinate descent (BCD) algorithm following subproblem:
for the nonconvex Problem (P0) that cycles over updating each
1
Zl for 1 ≤ l ≤ L (sparse coding step) and each Ωl for
min ky − Axk2W + βS2 (x),
(6)
x≥0 2
1 ≤ l ≤ L (transform update step). In each step, the remainder


PL
of the variables (that are not optimized) are kept fixed. The exact
2
where
S
(x)
,
kΩ
R
−Z
k
2
l l
l F , with Rl = Ωl−1 Rl−1 −
l=1
BCD algorithm ensures that the objective in (P0) is monotone
decreasing over iterations and that it converges. In particular, Zl−1 , 2 ≤ l ≤ L, and Rj1 = Pj x. We use the efficient relaxed
under the unitarity condition on the transforms, every subproblem linearized augmented Lagrangian method with ordered-subsets
in the block coordinate descent minimization approach can be (relaxed OS-LALM) algorithm [15] to obtain the solution to
solved exactly. We initialize the algorithm with 2D DCT for (6). The algorithmic details are shown in Algorithm 1. In each
Ω1 and the identity matrix for {Ωl }(l ≥ 2) respectively. The iteration of the OS-LALM method, we update the image M times
initial {Zl } are all-zero matrices. Since the residuals are defined corresponding to M ordered subsets. The matrices Am and Wm ,
recursively in (P0), to simplify the algorithmic description, we and the vector ym are sub-matrices of A and W, and subfirst define matrices Bqp (p < q), which can be regarded as vector of y for the mth subset respectively. Matrix DA represents
backpropagation matrices from the qth to pth layers.
a diagonal majorizing matrix of AT WA. We precompute the
Bqp = ΩTp+1 Zp+1 + ΩTp+1 ΩTp+2 Zp+2 + ... + ΩTp+1 ΩTp+2 ...ΩTq Zq Hessian matrix of S2 (x) as DS2 in (8) to accelerate the algorithm,
and the gradient of S2 (x) is as in (7).
 Y

q
k
X


N
L
T
X
X
=
Ωs Zk
T j
j
k j
∇S2 (x) = 2β
(P ) LP x −
(B0 )
(7)
k=p+1

s=p+1

(1)
1) Sparse Coding Step for Zl : Here, we solve (P0) for Zl with
all other variables fixed. The corresponding subproblem is as in
(2).

L 
X
min
kΩi Ri − Zi k2F + ηl2 kZl k0
(2)
Zl

i=l

j=1

DS2

k=1

N
X
, ∇2 S2 (x) = 2Lβ
(PT )j Pj

(8)

j=1

2) Sparse Coding Step for Zl : Similar to the sparse coding
step during transform learning, the solution of (P1) with respect
to each sparse coefficient map Zl is shown in (10), and is the
solution of (9).

L 
X
2
min
kΩi Ri − Zi kF + γl2 kZl k0
Zl
(9)
i=l

Although the cost function is nonconvex and the residual maps
also depend on Zl (as in (P0)), we can exploit the unitarity of the
transforms to simplify andPrewrite Problem (2) as minZl (L − l +
L
1
i 2
2
1)×kZl −(Ωl Rl − L−l+1
i=l+1 Bl )kF +ηl kZl k0 . This problem
s.t. Ri = Ωi−1 Ri−1 − Zi−1 , l ≤ i ≤ L
has a similar form as the single-transform sparse coding problem


L
X
[4], and the optimal solution Ẑl is obtained as in (3), where Hη (·)
1
i
√
Ẑl = Hηl / L−l+1 Ωl Rl −
Bl
(10)
denotes the hard-thresholding operator that sets elements with
L−l+1
i=l+1
magnitude less than the threshold η to zero.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS



PL
H √
1
i
,
1
≤
l
≤
L
−
1,
Ω
R
−
B
In
this
section,
we evaluate the image reconstruction quality
l l
ηl / L−l+1
i=l+1 l
L−l+1
Ẑl =
for
the
proposed
PWLS-MRST
algorithm and compare it with

HηL (ΩL RL ),
l = L.
conventional FBP and the PWLS-EP (Edge Preserving) method
(3)
[16].
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Algorithm 1 Image Reconstruction Algorithm
(0)

Input: initial image x̃(0) , all-zero initial {Z̃l }, pre-learned
{Ωl }, thresholds {γl }, α = 1.999, DA , DS2 , number of outer
iterations TO , number of inner iterations N , and number of
subsets M .
Output: reconstructed image x̃(T ) .
for t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , TO − 1 do
(t)
1) Image Update: {Z̃l } fixed,
Initialization: ρ = 1, x(0) = x̃(t) , g(0) = ζ (0) =
T
M AM WM (AM x(0) − yM ) and h(0) = DA x(0) − ζ (0) .
for n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , N − 1 do
for m = 0, 1, 2, · · · , M − 1 do r = nM + m
 (r+1)
= ρ(DA x(r) − h(r) ) + (1 − ρ)g(r)

s



 x(r+1) = [x(r) − (ρDA + DS2 )−1 (s(r+1) + ∇S2 (x(r) ))]+


 (r+1)
ζ
, M ATm Wm (Am x(r+1) − ym )

1
ρ



(αζ (r+1) + (1 − α)g(r) ) +
g(r)
g(r+1) =


ρ
+
1
ρ
+
1


 (r+1)
h
= α(DA x(r+1) − ζ (r+1) ) + (1 − α)h(r)

decreasing ρ.
end for
end for
x̃(t+1) = x(N M ) .
2) Sparse Coding: with x̃(t+1) fixed, for each 1 ≤ l ≤ L,
(t+1)
update Z̃l
by (10).
end for
A. Transform Learning

To better understand the potential of the MRST model, we
vary the number of layers and pre-learn transforms for ST,
MRST2, MRST3, MRST5, and MRST7, which possess 1, 2,
3, 5, and 7 layers, respectively. We used 7 slices of the Mayo
Clinic data to train the models. For each model, we run 1000 to
2000 iterations of the learning algorithm to ensure convergence.
Fig. 1 shows some of the learned transforms, with each transform
matrix row displayed as a square patch for simplicity. The single
layer transform displays edge-like and directional structures that
sparsify the image. However, with more layers, finer level features
are learned to sparsify transform domain residuals in deeper
layers. Nonetheless, transforms in deep layers could be more
easily contaminated with noise in the training data, since the main
image features are successively filtered out over layers.
B. Image Reconstruction
Here, we simulated low-dose CT measurements from full-dose
CT images in Mayo Clinic dataset with GE 2D LightSpeed
fan-beam geometry corresponding to a monoenergetic source
with 104 incident photons per ray and no scatter. We ran 100
iterations of the PWLS-EP algorithm with FBP reconstructions
as initializations. We used the relaxed OS-LALM algorithm with
4 ordered subsets and regularization parameter β = 215.5 . For
the MRST model, we used the OS-LALM algorithm for the
image update step with 2 inner iterations and 4 subsets. We
used TO = 1000 and TO = 1500 outer iterations for (ST,
MRST2) and (MRST3, MRST5, MRST7), respectively. We set
the regularization parameters (after tuning over ranges of values)
as (β, γ) = (7 × 104 , 20) for ST, (β, γ1 , γ2 ) = (3 × 104 , 30, 12)
for MRST2, (β, γ1 , γ2 , γ3 ) = (3 × 104 , 30, 12, 10) for MRST3,
(β, γ1 , γ2 , γ3 , γ4 , γ5 ) = (4×104 , 30, 20, 10, 10, 10) for MRST5,
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(a) ST

(b) MRST2

(c) MRST3

Fig. 1: Pre-learned transforms for ST, MRST2, and MRST3 (each
transform matrix row is shown as a square patch).
and (β, γ1 , γ2 , γ3 , γ4 , γ5 , γ6 , γ7 ) = (7 × 104 , 30, 12, 10, 10,
10, 10, 10) for MRST7, respectively.
To compare the performance between various models quantitatively, we compute the root mean square error (RMSE),
peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity index
measurement (SSIM) of the reconstructions in a region of interest
(ROI). The RMSE in Hounsfield units (HU) computed between
the groundptruth image and reconstruction image is defined as
RMSE = Σi∈ROI (x̂i − x∗i )2 /NROI , where x̂i and x∗i denote the
pixel intensities of the reconstructed and ground truth images,
respectively, and NROI is the number of pixels in the ROI. The
ROI here was a circular (around center) region containing all the
phantom tissues. Since the full-dose Mayo Clinic CT images still
contain some considerable noise, we cannot solely rely on RMSE
and PSNR as metrics of image quality, as they would include the
noise. SSIM helps better evaluate the preservation of structural
details in the reconstructed image.
We conduct experiments on three slices (L067-slice100, L192slice100, L506-slice100) of the Mayo Clinic data. Fig. 2
shows the reconstruction of L067-slice100 using FBP, PWLSEP, PWLS-ST, PWLS-MRST2, PWLS-MRST3, PWLS-MRST5,
and PWLS-MRST7, respectively at incident photon intensity
I0 = 104 . TABLE I lists the RMSE, PSNR, and SSIM values of
reconstructions of the three test slices, with the best values bolded.
The two-layer model (MRST2) provides the best RMSE and
PSNR values among the methods. However, when we consider
the SSIM criterion, MRST5 and MRST7 outperform ST and
MRST2. So which MRST model is better? By observing the
reconstructed images, we see that although MRST2 and ST
have lower RMSE and higher PSNR values than MRST5 and
MRST7, they sacrifice some sharpness of the central region and
suffer from loss of details. The deeper models have a more
positive effect in maintaining subtle features, which is clearly
more essential to clinic medical diagnosis. Furthermore, after
considerable parameter tuning, we have observed that the deeper
models offer more stable image quality as β is varied, i.e., they
are more robust to oversmoothing.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper proposes a general framework for Multi-layer
Residual Sparsifying Transform (MRST) learning wherein the
transform domain residual maps over several layers are jointly
sparsified. Our work then applies MRST learning to low-dose CT
(LDCT) image reconstruction by using a PWLS approach with
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Reference

FBP

EP

ST

MRST2

MRST3

MRST5

MRST7

Fig. 2: Comparison of reconstructions of L067-slice100 with FBP, PWLS-EP, PWLS-ST, PWLS-MRST2, PWLS-MRST3, PWLSMRST5, and PWLS-MRST7, respectively at incident photon intensities I0 = 104 . The display window is [800, 1200] HU.
TABLE I: RMSE in HU (first row), PSNR in dB (second row)
and SSIM (third row) of reconstructions with FBP, PWLS-EP,
PWLS-ST, PWLS-MRST2, PWLS-MRST3, PWLS-MRST5, and
PWLS-MRST7, for three slices of Mayo Clinic data at incident
photon intensity I0 = 1 × 104 .
L067
slice100

L192
slice100

L506
slice100

FBP

EP

ST

MRST2

MRST3

MRST5

MRST7

101.1

34.2

30.3

29.1

29.8

30.5

31.4

27.4

36.8

37.8

38.2

38.0

37.8

37.5

0.359

0.728

0.724

0.731

0.731

0.732

0.731

60.0

26.6

23.5

22.2

22.3

23.0

23.8

32.4

38.9

39.9

40.4

40.4

40.1

39.8

0.440

0.786

0.790

0.798

0.800

0.807

0.810

56.8

32.6

27.1

26.0

26.2

27.5

28.7

32.8

37.6

39.2

39.6

39.5

39.1

38.7

0.489

0.780

0.790

0.791

0.793

0.797

0.802

a learned MRST-based regularizer. Experimental results illustrate
the promising performance of the multi-layer scheme over singlelayer learned sparsifying transforms. Learned MRST models also
offer significant improvement over typical nonadaptive methods.
In the future, we will investigate additional strategies such as
pooling operations to reduce noise over layers.
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Unsupervised domain adaptation for practical
metal artefact reduction in X-ray CT
Muge Du, Hewei Gao, Kaichao Liang, Yinong Liu, Yuxiang Xing*


Abstract—Metal artefacts in CT can severely damage the
reconstructed images. Current deep learning-based metal artefact
reduction (MAR) methods have better performance than traditional
methods, but most of them are supervised training and use
simulation to generate inputs and labels. The difference between
simulated artefacts and practical artefacts results in the degraded
performance on real images. To solve this problem, we propose an
unsupervised domain adaptation method for MAR to transfer the
learned MAR capability from labeled simulated data to unlabeled
practical data. The proposed UDAMAR method makes the low-level
features extracted for MAR domain-invariant through adversarial
training, therefore the performance of MAR is similar on both
simulated data and practical data. By simultaneous MAR learning
and unsupervised domain adaptation, the proposed method
enhances the current supervised MAR method and significantly
improves the reduction of practical metal artefacts. The additional
cost of training and data collection is small. Experimental studies on
dental CT images demonstrate our method is superior to supervised
MAR method. Moreover, compared with other deep-learning based
MAR methods targeted at practical metal artefacts, our method is
more robust and effective on reducing severe practical artefacts in
multiple-metal situation.
Index Terms—CT, metal artefact reduction, deep learning,
unsupervised domain adaptation, GAN

I. INTRODUCTION

X

-RAY computed tomography (CT) has been used in
medical diagnostics for decades. CT images containing
metals can be affected by metal artefacts, leading to reduced
image quality and declined credibility. Traditional metal
artefact reduction (MAR) methods model physical effects in a
CT scan and correct artefacts accordingly. The main limitation
of traditional MAR methods is inaccurate modeling of physical
effects. Compared with traditional MAR methods, recently
developed MAR methods based on deep learning replace the
manual crafted modeling of physical processes with data-driven
learning of metal artefact features and achieved better
performance. Current deep learning-based MAR methods are
mostly supervised learning which requires labels built on
artefact-free CT images[1][2][3][4][5][6]. However, it is
generally not possible to obtain labels for practical artefactaffected CT images, therefore simulated artefact-affected
images and corresponding artefact-free images are used as
The submitted date is 2020/1/19. Muge Du, Hewei Gao, Kaichao Liang,
Yinong Liu, Yuxiang Xing are with the Key Laboratory of Particle & Radiation
Imaging (Tsinghua University), Ministry of Education and the department of
Engineering Physics in Tsinghua University, Beijing, China. Yuxiang Xing is
the corresponding author (E-mail: xingyx@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn). This work
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inputs and labels. A common problem with these MAR
methods is the difference between simulation and real artefacts,
which causes the method to degrade on practical images. Such
problem can be attributed to the domain gap between simulated
and practical artefacts.
There are multiple works of supervised and unsupervised
MAR trying to reduce the practical metal artefacts. A
representative supervised MAR method is I-DL-MAR[7] that
starts with interpolation-based MAR (IMAR), followed by a
CNN to improve the result in image domain. I-DL-MAR can be
directly transferred to practical data, but may introduce new
artefacts or wrong structure in the situation of multiple metals
or inaccurate segmentation. Unsupervised MAR methods using
GAN framework included CycleGAN-MAR[8] and AND[9]
are also proposed to tackle the domain gap problem. The results
are promising but the uncertainty and inefficiency of
unsupervised learning is still a drawback.
To address the domain gap problem and effectively reduce
practical metal artefacts, we proposed a new MAR method,
called UDAMAR, which can improve the performance of
current deep-learning based MAR methods on practical images.
Our contributions are as follows:
- We introduce unsupervised domain adaptation for the MAR
problem, which aims to transfer the learned MAR capability
from simulated data to unlabeled practical data in a novel way
at the same time of MAR learning. The key of the method is to
use UDA to make the low-level features domain-invariant,
while maintaining the ability of MAR.
- The practical images contain realistic artefacts, while
simulation helps achieve accurate supervised learning. The
proposed method can utilize both labeled simulated images and
unlabeled practical images, which has advantages over previous
methods.
- We evaluate our method on both simulated and practical
dental CT images. Compared with supervised MAR method,
our method significantly improves the reduction of practical
artefacts. Compared with two state-of-the-art MAR methods for
practical artefact reduction[7][8], our method can achieve better
results in the presence of multiple metals and severe artefacts.
- To achieve the desired improvement, only a small amount
of additional cost is required. The cost of training is an
additional domain classifier network, and the minimal cost of
was supported by Grants from National key research and development program
(No. 2016YFF0101304) and the National Natural Science Foundation of China
(Nos. 61771279, 61527807).
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data collection is about 200 unlabeled practical CT images,
which is acceptable compared to the original dataset.

() as an adversarial loss:
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II. METHODS
The domain gap between simulated artefacts and practical
artefacts limits the performance of supervised MAR on
practical images. Unsupervised domain adaptation (UDA) is a
class of transfer learning, which attempts to learn domain
invariant representations from source domain and target domain
so that the adapted network achieves comparable performance
on both domains[10]. It can solve the domain gap issue when
target domain has no labels.
In this work, we propose a method called UDAMAR, which
learns MAR using simulated images, and simultaneously
transfers the MAR ability to unlabeled practical images through
unsupervised domain adaptation. We define CT images with
simulated artefacts as belonging to source domain , while CT
images with practical artefacts as belonging to target domain .
In Fig. 1, we illustrate our method to combine MAR learning
on source domain and UDA between source domain and
target domain . The complete learning objective can be
written as:
Φ(

)=

,

;

−

∗

= argminΦ(

+
)
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Here, similar to GAN, we introduce a domain classification
network
parameterized by
for the metric of domain
1 if ∈
distance. The class label is defined by ( ) =
. It
0 if ∈
is worth noting that the inputs and labels in (2) are reversely
paired because domain distance is measured by domain
confusion. The multiplication of
and
in each term is to
balance the effect of different number of samples. In order to
combine the subset features
to uniform size, we introduce
a feature transformation by that each intermediate feature is
up-sampled into the same size and concatenated. The combined
( ; ) is then input to .
feature

)
(1)

Here, the superscript “ a ” means “with artefacts”, the
superscripts “S” or “T” mean in source or target domain, and
is a hyper-parameter to adjust the weights of the two terms. The
first term in (1) is a supervised learning to train an MAR
network
parameterized by
to effectively reduce metal
artefacts on source domain . Artefact-free images ∗ are
served as labels and the L1 norm of the difference between
network output and corresponding labels is used as the loss
function.
Obviously, the learned feature extraction of MAR in source
domain only might be not suited for images in target domain
, thus the capability of MAR is not effective in domain . The
() in (1) is a function of domain distance computed from
features extracted by
. It is to be minimized to get domain
invariant features so that
can be valid in the target domain.
We refer this part as domain adaption.
A. Domain adaptation with adversarial-training
For domain distance minimization to realize domain adaption,
we propose an adversarial loss between domain
and
working on the partial features extracted in the network , in
particular, the low-level part of , so that the extracted lowlevel features on two domains can be aligned to each other. The
reason for adapting low-level features is because we think the
difference of CT metal artefacts between simulation and reality
lies mostly on small local structures. High-level features are
more of semantic information which shall be same for source
domain and target domain images. Hence, no adaption is
needed for high-level features. We denote the set of features
from network as , and
is a subset of corresponding to

Fig. 1 Illustration of UDAMAR method

Combining (1) and (2), we get our final optimization problem:
,
,
= arg min max ∑
;
− ∗ +
∑

,

;

;

−

,

∑

,

;

;

−

,

+
(3)

Here, the least-square form is borrowed from least squares
GAN[11] that helps to stable the training. This optimization can
be done by adversarial training between and . The operator
argmax in (3) is to discriminate whether the original input
image
is from domain or . is optimized to find
domain-specific features, while is optimized to confuse
through generating domain-invariant features.
B. Network structure
The MAR network adopts an encoder-decoder structure.
The intermediate outputs of first k layers in ’s encoding path
are used as
. The domain classifier adopts a patch-GAN
discriminator[12] architecture.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
A. Experiment Configurations
Data preparation For source domain dataset, we first acquire
CT images without metal components from a commercial conebeam dental CT. Simulated metals are added randomly to these
images to form digital phantoms. A 120kVp spectrum is
simulated for getting projections of the X-ray path passing
metal regions. The original data together simulated metal-path
data are reconstructed to form images with artefacts. More
detail of the simulation can be found in [7]. In total, 2704 metalfree CT images are used to generate simulated artefact-affected
images. The image pairs are used as the input and label in
source domain dataset.
For target domain dataset, 1601 practical images with metal
implants are collected. Data was acquired from the same type
commercial cone-beam dental CT, and we only use the midplane for required 2D images.
The images in both domains are 640×640, with pixel size
0.25mm. Both datasets are split into training set, test set and
validation set by 7:2:1.
Implementations Both network and are trained using
Adam optimizer with learning rate of 0.0002. The
is
selected to be the outputs of first 3 layers of . Both UDAMAR and supervised MAR are trained for 150 epochs. In order
to prevent the fluctuation of early-stage adversarial loss from
hindering the supervised training of , we use following
strategies: We firstly train for optimizing only with = 0
for 70 epochs, then train and with linearly increasing in
the 71st-150th epochs. The maximum is 0.01.
B. Experiment 1: practical metal artefacts reduction
We first performed simulation study to test the learned MAR
capability of UDAMAR and supervised MAR on simulated
images. The results are evaluated quantitatively by relativeroot-mean-square-error (RRMSE) for the nonmetal regions:
‖ − ∗‖
(4)
RRMSE( , ∗ ) =
‖ ∗‖
The qualification results of reducing simulated metal
artefacts is showed in Fig. 2. Table I indicates that the
adversarial training in UDAMAR would cause a small increase
in RRMSE. From Fig. 2, we can see that supervised MAR and
UDAMAR can effectively remove the simulated metal artefacts
to a similar level.
TABLE I
MEAN RRMSE FOR SIMULATED ARTEFACTS REDUCTION
Method

RRMSE

Supervised MAR
UDAMAR

0.0614
0.0698

Fig. 2 Example results of simulation study in experiment 1
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We also conducted a practical study comparing the
capabilities of the proposed UDAMAR with supervised MAR
and two methods, I-DL-MAR and CycleGAN-MAR, in terms
of reducing real metal artefacts. I-DL-MAR is trained on paired
input and labels generated from source domain dataset for 150
epochs, and CycleGAN-MAR is trained on unpaired images in
two domains for 300 epochs, where one domain is the artefactaffected images from our target domain and the other domain
is the artefact-free images from our source domain . In the
experiment, the MAR network structure of I-DL-MAR is set as
the same encoder-decoder as in UDAMAR. However, for
CycleGAN-MAR, we found that the training on full images is
easy to fall into “mode collapse” when using the same encoderdecoder network, so we use a U-net structure same as in [8],
and adopt patch-based learning with patch size of 320×320.
The summary of datasets used for above methods is given in
Table II. The qualification results are showed in Fig. 3. Three
cases with artefacts of different severity are displayed.
TABLE II
DATASETS FOR DIFFERENT METHODS
Method

Dataset used in training

Supervised MAR

Paired images with and without artefacts from
simulation
Paired images with and without artefacts from
simulation; practical images with artefacts
Images without artefacts and simulated metal traces
Unpaired practical images with and without artefacts

UDAMAR
I-DL-MAR
CycleGAN-MAR

The first case represents a common situation in reality, when
there are only a few metal implants with mild artefacts.
Supervised MAR can merely reduce part of the artefacts, while
UDAMAR successfully transfers the MAR capability to target
domain and reduces artefacts. I-DL-MAR is slightly better than
UDAMAR, showing its powerfuness in handling common
cases with mild practical metal artefacts. CycleGAN-MAR’s
performance is between supervised MAR and UDA-MAR.
In the second case with more severe artefacts, the results are
similar to the first case, except that supervised MAR performs
even worse. UDAMAR can still reduce most of the artefacts
effectively. I-DL-MAR also performs nicely except that there
is some steaking artefacts due to under-segmentation. The
performance of CycleGAN-MAR is similar to supervised MAR.
The third case is with very severe artefacts. In this case,
supervised MAR and CycleGAN-MAR almost fail. Since
interpolation step discards too much information when multiple
metals exist, I-DL-MAR leads to severe new artefacts and
incorrect structures. In the contrast, UDAMAR did well in
reducing most of the artefacts and recover most structures.

Fig. 3 Example results of practical study in experiment 1.
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C. Experiment 2: Ablation study on few-shot unsupervised
domain adaptation
To further examine the performance of UDAMAR, we
conducted a study on few-shot unsupervised domain adaptation,
to test the minimal number of samples in target domain that can
effectively improve the performance.
In the study, the number of target domain images is varied
from 50 to 1339, to test the quality of MAR results on target
domain when limited target domain samples are used for
unsupervised domain adaptation. To ensure the results are not
biased by the sample distribution, we divide the entire target
domain dataset into three groups, according to the number of
metal implants in the image, and make the sampling propotion
the same for each group. In addition, we ensure that the smaller
dataset is included by the larger dataset, i.e., the study is in the
sense of dataset growing.
The results are shown in Fig. 4. The performance of
UDAMAR is similar to supervised MAR when using 50 target
domain images. UDAMAR shows obvious improvement
compared to supervised MAR when increasing target domain
samples to 100, which demonstrating the effect of overcoming
domain gap. UDAMAR using 200 target samples can ensure a
rather good performance in MAR in this experiment. As a
dataset of 200 unlabeled samples is fairly accessible in reality,
our method is very practicable.

Fig. 4 Example results for practical MAR with different
, i.e. size of target
domain dataset. =0 stands for supervised MAR. Two cases are shown here.

IV. CONCLUSION
Most MAR methods using deep-learning are based on
supervised learning, which requires simulation of artefacts for
training. Due to the domain gap between simulated artefacts
and practical artefacts, the performance degrades on practical
images. To effectively reduce practical artefacts, we propose an
unsupervised domain adaptation method for MAR, called
UDAMAR. The method combines MAR learning on simulated
data, and adversarial-based UDA between simulated and
practical data with artefacts. Even though practical data has no
labels, the proposed method effectively transfers the learned
MAR ability to practical data. Experimental study proves the
proposed method can remove practical metal artefacts far more
effectively than supervised methods trained on simulated data,

4

with a small additional cost of training and data collection.
Compared with state-of-the-art supervised method for reducing
practical metal artefacts, the proposed method has better
performance in the existence of multiple metal implants and
severe artefacts. Compared with other unsupervised MAR
methods, the proposed method can learn MAR more effectively
with simpler network architecture and also is easy to be trained.
The proposed method is a novel way to utilize unlabeled
medical images in pixel-level optimization tasks, therefore has
potential value for tasks that require transfer learning but lack
labeled data, such as transferring deep learning methods across
CT datasets with different scan parameters. In the future, we
will explore our method on more potential applications.
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Local Motion Estimation for Improved Cone-Beam CT
Deformable Motion Compensation
A. Sisniega, S. Capostagno, W. Zbijewski, J.W. Stayman, C. R. Weiss, T. Ehtiati, J. H. Siewerdsen
Abstract—Cone-beam CT (CBCT) is commonplace for 3D
guidance in interventional radiology (IR), but it is affected by
degradation from complex, non-periodic, soft-tissue deformable
motion associated with long image acquisition time. Multi-region
autofocus methods were shown to provide deformable motion
compensation through a combination of locally rigid motion
trajectories. However, convergence of the optimization is challenged
by non-convexity and high-dimensionality of the problem.
Preconditioning with estimates of local motion characteristics can
help to achieve convergence, but they require a reliable way to
automatically estimate local features of motion. This work presents
an automatic framework to obtain local estimates of motion
amplitude and direction of the deformable motion field.
The principal direction and amplitude of local motion were
obtained with a multi-branch deep convolutional neural network
(CNN) acting on three orthogonal planes of a volumetric ROI of the
motion-corrupted volume, yielding estimations of the three
components (antero-posterior, lateral, and superior) of the local
motion vector. Local motion estimates were used to drive a
preconditioning strategy to favor more likely solutions through
spatially varying penalty designs acting on the motion trajectory and
spatially varying tuning of the search range for the optimization
algorithm. Training and validation data were generated with realistic
simulations obtained from a publicly available database of abdominal
CT datasets. Simple motion fields were induced in the CT volumes to
obtain synthetic motion-corrupted CBCT data.
Predictions of individual components of local motion and total
motion amplitude showed good agreement with the true values, with
errors < 20 mm for the range of motion amplitudes explored.
Volumetric distributions of the individual motion components in
representative cases showed RMSE < 2.1 mm for the full volume.
Spatially varying regularization and search range driven by motion
characteristics yielded improved motion compensation after 1000
iterations in an example case featuring complex deformable motion.
Spatially varying preconditioning through estimation of local
motion properties showed improved performance of deformable
motion estimation. The proposed approach shows the feasibility for
automatic local motion estimation with learning-based methods.
Index Terms—Motion compensation, cone-beam CT, CBCT,
intraoperative imaging, soft-tissue imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

one-beam CT (CBCT) is now commonplace for 3D guidance
and quality assurance in surgical and interventional radiology
(IR) applications, including spinal [1], cardiac [2], and vascular
procedures [3]. Intraprocedural 3D guidance provided by CBCT
offers major benefit to minimally invasive IR procedures in the
abdomen: for example, in trans-arterial chemoembolization
(TACE), the visibility of small feeder vessels, not achievable with
conventional 2D imaging, is crucial for selective embolization to
spare as much healthy tissue as possible. However, the relatively
long acquisition time of CBCT (4 s - 30 s) often results in image
This work was supported by industry-academy collaboration with Siemens Healthineers.
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quality degradation from involuntary patient motion, with up to
10% [4] of CBCT datasets in TACE resulting in non-diagnostic
quality images, and 25% of cases [5] showing some degree of
image quality degradation. Even under breath-hold conditions,
various sources of involuntary motion (e.g. cardiac, or peristalsis)
challenge the delineation of small feeder vessels.
The muti-source nature of abdominal motion, which results in a
complex deformable motion field, combined with the stringent
workflow requirements in IR interventions, confounds
conventional motion compensation methods, which often invoke
assumptions of periodicity or use external trackers.
Recent work has demonstrated the feasibility of deformable
motion compensation in soft-tissue abdominal CBCT by posing
motion as an “autofocus” optimization problem [6]. The autofocus
concept was previously employed for rigid motion compensation
in high-contrast CBCT imaging by our [7] and other groups [8].
Deformable motion was estimated as a combination of locally
rigid motion trajectories through minimization of a cost-function
including an autofocus term acting on a set of regions of interest
(ROIs) distributed across the CBCT field of view. Spatio-temporal
regularization was added to penalize unrealistic abrupt motion
trajectories and abrupt spatial transitions in the motion field. The
resulting method made no assumptions on motion periodicity and
required solely the acquired CBCT data, with no need of external
trackers or physiological signals. The multi-ROI joint autofocus
cost-function poses a non-convex problem with multiple local
minima that challenge the optimization, slowing convergence or
even resulting in non-convergence for very complex motion fields.
Characterization of motion characteristics (e.g. amplitude,
approximate direction, and principal frequency) provides
improved initialization of parameters and reduces the complexity
of the optimization problem. In addition, characterization of local
(i.e. per ROI) motion characteristics yields further preconditioning
through spatially varying regularization techniques and narrowing
of the local solution search space. While evaluation of motion
characteristics through visual inspection is not feasible, ongoing
work [9] has shown the potential of deep learning architectures to
estimate the amplitude of local motion and integration of this
knowledge into the optimization problem through spatially
varying temporal regularization and search range of the optimizer.
In this work we propose a new method for characterization of
local motion properties to achieve local estimation of the principal
direction of motion and its amplitude through an automatic, multi
branch, decision network acting on orthogonal planes (axial
sagittal, and coronal) of local volumes of interest in the motion
corrupted volume.
II. METHODS
Fig. 1 summarizes the complete architecture for motion
compensation, including the proposed multi-branch decision
network and the motion compensation method, with illustration of
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the potential for motion compensation with proper initialization
(Fig. 1B).

Figure 1. (A) Schematic illustration of the motion compensation solution,
including the automatic decision framework and the autofocus motion
compensation. The decision framework provides local estimation of the motion
amplitude and direction that is used for selection of local spatially varying
regularization in the autofocus cost-function.

A. Autofocus-based deformable motion compensation
The deformable motion field is assumed smooth enough to be
considered rigid within a local neighborhood. The complete
motion field can then be modelled as a set of local motion
trajectories associated with a grid of M ROIs, each following a 6
degrees of freedom (DoF) trajectory Tm (m = 1, ..., M). Each DoF
in the local motion trajectorie (Tm) is represented with a cubic bspline with N knots (< N, number of angular projections) to
reduce the dimensionality of the optimization problem. A multiregion joint autofocus problem is posed with the following cost
function:
𝑇̂ = arg min ∑𝑀 𝑆(𝑇𝑚 , 𝜇𝑚 )  + ∑𝑀 𝛼𝑇 (𝒙𝑚 ) ∙ 𝑅𝑇 (𝑇𝑚 ) + 𝛼𝑆 (𝑥𝑚 ) ∙ 𝑅𝑆 (𝑇) (1)
𝑇
where S(Tm,m) is an autofocus metric computed in the
reconstructed volume, m (for ROI m) obtained using motion
trajectory Tm. The regularization term RT(Tm) computes the L2
norm of the first order difference trajectory in time to penalize
abrupt changes in time of the local motion, while the penalty term
Rs(T) encourages similarity between motion trajectories for ROIs
close in space. The two penalty terms are weighted by the spatially
varying scalar maps T(xm) and S(xm), dependent on local motion

amplitude and principal direction, respectively, where xm denotes
the position of ROI m in the volume.
A stochastic optimization method (CMA-ES [10]) was used to
minimize (1). CMA-ES obtains a solution through random search
of the motion space following a multi-dimensional normal
distribution with search space defined by its standard deviation
(). The standard deviation was individually set per ROI and DoF,
creating a spatial distribution (xm), according to the estimated
motion amplitude and direction.
B. Characterization of motion properties
Following our previous work for automatic estimation of local
motion amplitude [9], and previous work for estimation of motion
direction in cardiac CT [11], we propose a novel automatic
decision framework to provide coarse estimates of local motion
amplitude and principal direction for preconditioning of the
autofocus problem defined in Eq. (1).
The proposed framework is built using a custom multi-input,
multi-branch convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture.
Local amplitude of motion in three orthogonal directions (aligned
with the antero-posterior, lateral, and superior planes of the
volume) was estimated in arbitrary volumetric ROIs placed
anywhere in the volume. The network (Fig. 2) consists of three
equivalent branches acting on the three central orthogonal slices
(axial, sagittal, and coronal) of the motion-contaminated ROI,
respectively. Each branch features an initial convolutional layer
followed by five residual blocks (denoted ResBlock, similar to
ResNet architectures [12]). Each ResBlock performs three
convolution stages, each followed by a batch normalization layer,
and a final rectified linear unit (ReLU), acting on the addition of
the main path and the residual. Average pooling layers were added
after each ResBlock, with a final global average pooling at the end
of each branch. The outputs of the individual branches were
concatenated and input to a final dense layer with linear activation
that generated the final three motion components, one for each of
the three spatial directions. The network was applied to a grid of
ROIs to generate the spatial distribution of the principal direction
of motion for the motion-corrupted volume.
Training data (Fig. 3) were generated from 75 real abdominal
MDCT volumes from the “CT Lymph Nodes” collection of The
Cancer Imaging Archive (TCIA) database. Each training instance
was generated by applying a realistic deformable motion field to a
160 mm long subvolume centered at a random location between
the lower abdomen and diaphragm. Deformable motion was
induced at a random location (xm) in the volume, with maximum
amplitude ranging from 0 to 60 mm, and fading in space according
to a three-dimensional Gaussian function with full-width at halfmaximum ranging from 20 mm to 80 mm, set independently for
the three directions. The direction of motion was randomly
selected, favoring physiologically realistic motion fields by
allocating at least 40 % of the motion in the antero-posterior
direction (denoted AP) and 30 % of the motion in the inferiorsuperior direction (denoted SUP), leaving lower amplitude in the
less likely lateral direction (denoted LAT). The motion trajectory
followed a cosine function in time, with frequency randomly set
to a range between one and two periods in the simulation, with
random phase. The data were further augmented by including a
random in-plane rotation (± 10 deg).
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Figure 2. Topology of the multi-branch CNN-based decision framework proposed to predict the local amplitude and principal direction of motion. The network
receives as input the central axial, sagittal, and coronal slices of a motion-corrupted volumetric ROI and outputs a 3-component vector with the estimated amplitude
of motion for the AP, LAT, and SUP directions, assuming the motion inside the ROI is locally rigid.

CBCT motion-corrupted synthetic data were generated by
forward projection of the deformed volume according to the
motion field and temporal trajectory. The simulation used a system
geometry with source-to-detector distance (SDD) of 1200 mm,
and source-to-axis distance (SAD) of 900 mm, pertinent to
interventional C-arm systems. Motion-contaminated volumes
were obtained with the FDK algorithm on a 320 x 320 x 160 voxel
grid (1 x 1 x 1 mm voxel size). For each motion-corrupted volume,
10 individual training instances were generated by selecting 10
ROIs (64 x 64 x 64 pixels), randomly placed in the volume.
Training was performed using the Adam optimizer with
learning rate 10-3 and L2 regression loss. The network was trained
on ~6x104 images with a batch size of 64 for 150 epochs.

The benefit of spatially varying regularization and
preconditioning was evaluated in a separate instance of motioncontaminated data. In the current study, only the total motion
amplitude was incorporated in the autofocus motion compensation
through spatial variation of the temporal penalty strength (T(xm)).
Ongoing work aims to incorporate motion direction in the spatial
penalty strength (S(xm)). The spatial map T(xm) was derived
following an inverse linear relationship with the local predicted
motion amplitude, acting on a nominal scalar T, empirically
selected according to previous results on autofocus deformable
motion compensation [6]. The local search range for CMA-ES,
(xm) was set to 5% of the estimated local motion amplitude.
Motion compensation was performed using 9 ROIs and 1000
CMA-ES iterations.
III. RESULTS

Figure 3. (A) Example abdominal MDCT volume from the TCIA database used
for training and performance evaluation. (B) Training data were obtained from a
randomly selected subvolume featuring a deformable motion field with random
amplitude and motion direction, placed at a random position in the volume.

The performance of the decision framework was assessed on a
dataset of 500 ROIs obtained from 20 volumes generated
analogously to the training instances. A total of 25 ROIs was
generated per volume, arranged following a regular grid in the
central axial slice. Each ROI was independently input to the
network and the estimated motion properties were posteriorly
rearranged into a grid for visualization of the local motion
properties into the context of the motion corrupted volume.
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Fig. 4 shows the agreement between local motion direction and
amplitude illustrated as spatial maps of true and estimated motion
components for 25 instances in the evaluation dataset, for the AP (Fig.
4B), LAT (Fig. 4C), SUP (Fig. 4D), and total motion amplitude (Fig.
4E). Motion components were individually estimated for each ROI
in Fig. 4A and rearranged into spatial maps. Reasonable agreement is
observed for individual components, with RMSE = 1.49 mm, 0.48
mm, and 1.10 mm for the AP, LAT, and SUP directions, respectively.
The spatial map of total motion amplitude showed RMSE = 2.1 mm.
Aggregated performance metrics for the complete test dataset
showed errors below 20 mm over the entire motion range. However,
the limited size of the training dataset resulted in non-optimal training
results, with only moderate generalization to the validation dataset.
Training with a larger dataset, featuring a wider variety of motion
patterns is underway and anticipated to yield corresponding
improvements in pre-conditioning.
The effect of preconditioning and spatially varying regularization in
autofocus deformable motion compensation is illustrated in Fig. 5.
The volume featured regions with severe motion degradation while
some other areas remained almost steady. This heterogeneity of the
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Figure 4. Local motion direction and amplitude estimation for a case with a single motion field and 25 ROIs arranged in a regular grid (A). Motion estimations
showed good agreement between the predicted and nominal local motion components, both in spatial distribution and magnitude with RMSE = 1.49 mm, 0.48
mm, and 1.10 mm for the AP (B), LAT (C), and SUP (D) directions, respectively. The total motion amplitude, derived from the three components (D), showed
RMSE = 2.10 mm. Aggregated results from all cases in the test dataset errors below 20 mm for the whole range of motion amplitude explored.

motion field challenged the convergence of the autofocus
optimization, which was not able to achieve motion compensation
within 1000 iterations using the conventional (un-conditioned)
approach. The conventional method gave only partial motion
compensation in motion-contaminated regions and – interestingly –
distorted other areas that were only mildly affected by motion.
Inclusion of spatially varying regularization and search space maps
generated from the estimated motion amplitude yielded superior
motion compensation in regions affected by motion, preserved
regions with little or no motion, and provided faster convergence in
areas undergoing large motion deformation, yielding satisfactory
compensation at 1000 iterations.
VI. CONCLUSION
Preconditioning of autofocus deformable motion compensation
was achieved with spatially varying regularization and search
space limitation driven by local estimates of motion characteristics
(motion amplitude and principal direction). The preconditioned
optimization achieved faster convergence thanks to a simplified

search space that facilitates avoidance of local minima in the nonconvex optimization problem posed by multi-region autofocus.
The learning-based motion characterization network provided
fairly accurate estimation of local motion amplitude and direction,
using motion corrupted volumetric ROIs as inputs. Preliminary
studies with limited size training datasets show the potential of the
proposed approach, with ongoing work targeting more extensive
training, validation, and integration of the estimated motion
properties on the spatial regularization term of the autofocus costfunction.
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Figure 5. The benefit of preconditioning on autofocus deformable motion compensation with spatially varying temporal regularization and CMA-ES search range
derived from estimated local motion amplitude. (A) The motion-corrupted volume showed highly non-homogeneous motion degradation with regions highly distorted
by motion (orange ROI) and areas with minimal motion-induced degradation (blue ROI). (B) The conventional approach (involving motion-invariant regularization)
did not achieve satisfactory motion compensation after 1000 iterations, showing only partial compensation of motion artifacts (orange) and – worse – distortion of
regions not affected by motion (blue), which is a consequence of intermediate (non-converged) degenerate solutions. (D) Application of spatially varying
regularization and restriction of the CMA-ES search space prevented such intermediate degeneracies and yielded faster convergence in areas with significant motioninduced image quality degradation.
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Motion Resilient Iterative 3D CBCT Reconstruction
Based on Gradient Weighting
Igor Peterlik, Adam Strzelecki, Mathias Lehmann, Philippe Messmer, Peter Munro, Pascal Paysan,
Mathieu Plamondon and Dieter Seghers

Abstract—In cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT), the iterative reconstruction (IR) techniques provide an advantage over
the analytical approach based on the filtered back-projection:
The underlying iterative optimization typically employs a regularizer capable of better suppression of noise as well as the
cone-beam artifacts and in the case of statistical IR, another
type of artifacts due to photon starvation is reduced. However,
due to longer acquisition times (up to dozens of seconds in some
protocols), the acquired data often suffer from motion-related
inconsistencies, which in turn lead to significant streak artifacts.
Based on an analysis of a large number of reconstructions of
3D CBCT images acquired during radiation therapy, we propose
a modified 3D CBCT IR method: The first-pass estimation of the
3D volume computed via algebraic reconstruction is refined with
a statistical reconstruction method with modified gradients where
signals transmitted exclusively through the air are down-weighted
in the projection space.
Evaluation on four clinical scans acquired with Varian treatment devices shows that the proposed method significantly reduces motion-related artifacts in iteratively reconstructed CBCT
images, while it maintains the benefits of IR. Moreover, as proposed modification of gradients requires a negligible additional
computation cost, the resulting reconstruction method remains
fast enough to be employed clinically.
Index Terms—3D CBCT, iterative image reconstruction, algebraic reconstruction technique, maximum log-likelihood, motion
compensation.

however, iterative techniques including the statistical image
reconstruction (SIR) methods are nowadays an indisputable
part of clinical routine [?], [?].
Unfortunately, the iterative methods bring their specific
shortcomings: While the SIR is highly efficient in improving
the quality in the case of photon starvation, it is very sensitive
to inconsistencies that stem from motion occurring during the
acquisition. Therefore, despite their advantage, SIR is typically
employed in protocols where sufficient immobilization can
be ensured such as head-and-neck and pelvis scans. Abdominal anatomies, highly prone to voluntary or involuntary
motion, are consequently reconstructed with analytical or nonstatistical methods.
In this paper, we propose a modified iterative reconstruction
method where the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART)
is followed by a statistical reconstruction based on penalized
maximum likelihood (PL). Unlike the conventional PL, our
method employs modified gradients which are down-weighted
in the areas capturing the signal that is transmitted exclusively
through the air. We demonstrate that the proposed method is
capable of reducing significantly the motion-related artifacts
in abdominal images while maintaining the benefits of the
statistical approach, and thus improves the image quality when
compared to both FDK and the original iterative method.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The techniques based on the analytical approach of filtered
back-projection (FBP) were employed in computed tomography for decades [?]. FBP-based algorithms provide adequate
image quality in a robust and computational fast manner. However, due to shortcomings like high image noise level, artifacts
and poor low-contrast, another important class of algorithms,
the iterative reconstruction (IR) methods, have gained popularity. While improving image quality, the iterative methods
typically require computations which have become compatible
with the daily clinical practice only thanks to recent progress
in hardware, namely GPU acceleration. Although the first
iterative methods had been proposed already in late 1960s and
early 1970s [?], [?], they have been introduced to diagnostic
machines only less than 15 years ago [?], [?], [?], [?].
In standard CBCT applications such image-guided radiation
therapy (IGRT), the analytical Feldcamp-Davis-Kress (FDK)
algorithm [?] is still employed in many treatment protocols,
I. Peterlik, A. Strzelecki, M. Lehmann, P. Messmer, P. Munro, P.
Paysan, M. Plamondon and D. Seghers are with Varian Medical Systems
Imaging Laboratory, Taefernstrasse 7, 5405 Daettwil, Switzerland (e-mail:
Igor.Peterlik@varian.com, Adam.Strzelecki@varian.com)
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II. M ETHOD
A. Iterative CBCT reconstruction as optimization problem
In the iterative 3D CBCT reconstruction, the image volume
f  is computed through an optimization of cost function
typically composed of terms corresponding to data fidelity
and regularization. The data fidelity penalizes the discrepancy
between the forward projections Af of the actual estimation
of f , while the regularization introduces an additional prior
knowledge about the reconstructed image. In the case of
ART regularized with well-known total variation (TV) regularizer [?], the cost function is given as


fART

 arg min
f

¸

}pα  rAf sα }22

λART }f }T V

(1)

α

where pα is the log-normalized pre-processed projection under
angle α in the attenuation space (e.g., with scatter and beamhardening corrections applied), rAf sα represents the forward
projection of the actual volume f under the projection angle
α, and λ is the scalar weight of the TV regularization term.
Unlike ART, PL performs the optimization in the transmission space, nonetheless, the regularizer is again employed to
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improve the convexity of the solution space. In the case of
CBCT, the statistical model behind PL is based on the Poisson
statistics: qα 9r0 erAf sα where qα is the projection under
angle α in the intensity space, and r0 is the corresponding
air norm, i.e. acquisition without any object in the scanner.
As shown in [?], the PL cost function can be derived using
the maximum log-likelihood, resulting in:


fPL

 arg min
f

¸!

qα  rAf sα

r0 erAf sα

)

λPL }f }T V

α

(2)
where the product qα  rAf sα is computed pixel-wise.
In the scenario considered in this paper, the iterative reconstruction employs both methods: First, ART is performed
with a more aggressive regularization (i.e., higher value of
 .
λART ) in order to obtain a first-pass reconstructed volume fART
This is then used as the initial estimation for the second-pass
 refining the smooth
PL, the goal of which is to compute fPL
anatomies with higher-frequency information. To this end, the
regularization parameter λPL is significantly smaller than λART .
Both optimizations require the evaluation of gradients of both
ART and PL cost functions. In the following, we focus only
on gradients of the data fidelity term.
Given the cost function penalizing the discrepancy between
the re-projected volume and each projection in the attenuation space, the data-fidelity gradient corresponding to (re)projection under angle α is given as:
∇DF-ART
α

 A| prAf sα  pα q

(3)

where A| represents the back-projection of the difference
between the re-projected and input projection onto the reconstructed volume. As shown in [?], the derivation of PL
data-fidelity gradients leads to following expression:
∇DF-PL
α

 A| pqα  r0 erAf s q
α

following from motion of the abdominal wall of a patient during the CBCT acquisition result in significant streak artifacts
in the reconstructed images. Further investigation revealed
that the motion-related streak artifacts gradually appear during
the PL refinement while the first-pass ART reconstruction
does not suffer from this issue. Next, iterative reconstructions
without the acceleration techniques (i.e. ordered subsets and
momentum) were performed, however, neither of these was
found responsible for the artifacts. Finally, the reconstructions
were executed without applying NNC in PL. In this case, the
artifacts were significantly reduced, however, the PL optimization became unstable and often resulted in divergence.
In the case of half-fan beam geometry, the inconsistency
between the projections acquired under similar or same angles
at the and the end of the arc is especially strong. Without loss
of generality, let us assume that the abdominal wall moves
outwards during the acquisition due to involuntary relaxation
of abdominal muscles. In this case, the same projected area
at the beginning of the acquisition is perceived as empty (i.e.,
filled with the air), while it is occupied by the tissue at the
end of the acquisition. In the case when NNC are disabled,
this critical region in the reconstructed image is compensated
by an accumulation of negative attenuation values in the
adjacent areas. If these values are constantly re-projected
to zero, PL compensates for the tissue-air inconsistency by
artificially modifying the attenuation values in the direction of
the inconsistency which results in observed artifacts.

(4)

where A| is again the back-projection operator which transforms the difference between the re-projected volume and each
projection in the transmission space to the volume space.
B. Accelerated reconstruction and motion-related artifacts
Beside the quality of the reconstructed image, the time necessary to perform the reconstruction is a key factor determining
the clinical applicability of the method. To reduce the complexity of the optimization, the non-linear objective function is
replaced with a separable quadratic surrogate (QS) [?]. Since
the surrogate is not well-defined for negative values, it requires
the application of non-negativity constraints (NNC): In the
actual reconstruction, these are applied via simple projection
of negative values to zero. To further accelerate the reconstruction, ordered subsets (OS) [?] and Nesterov’s momentum
method [?] are employed. While the former decreases the cost
of one iteration which is performed using only one subset
instead of the entire data set, the latter reduces the number of
steps necessary to achieve the convergence.
During an evaluation of the iterative reconstruction of
abdominal scans on more than 50 clinical data sets acquired
during radiation therapy, it was observed that inconsistencies

C. Gradient Weighting in Statistical Reconstruction
Based on these findings, we modified the update of reconstructed volumes during the second-pass PL: Instead of
computing the gradients of data-fidelity globally for all pixels
on each projection, we down-weight the values of the gradient
corresponding to pixels receiving signal which completely
avoids the tissue, thus is transmitted exclusively through the
air. In general, the artifacts related to the low photon statistics
do not occur close to the body surface. Thus, we still retain the
benefits of the statistical approach (e.g. suppressing the photon
starvation deeper inside body), addressing the shortcomings of
PL which occur close to the body surface.
We first compute the weighing projections wα using the
input transmission data and second, we apply these weights
in each sub-iteration of PL. To perform the first step, each
transmission projection q is normalized through the pixel-wise
division by the air-norm r0 . Threshold τ is applied to flatten
the area capturing the signal transmitted only through the air
and final mask is inverted and re-normalized with τ to contain
only values between 0 and 1:

 τ  rqτα {r0 s

τ

wα

(5)

The resulting mask is strictly zero in the area where the
pixels capture the air-only signal. As soon as the signals are
attenuated by a tissue, the photon counts sharply decrease
when compared to the air-only areas. Therefore, the values of
mask pixels in these areas quickly approach 1 which means
that the PL gradients in this pixels remain unmodified w.r.t.
the conventional PL.
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FDK

iCBCT

iCBCT-GW

Fig. 1: The artifacts in FDK volume completely suppressed by both iCBCT and iCBCT-GW methods. Head-and-neck scan
acquired on TrueBeam: Half-fan beam geometry, 100 kV, W/L = 800/0 HU. Courtesy of Henry Ford Health System.
Given the weighting mask wα corresponding to each input
projection, the gradient of PL data fidelity term in Eq. 4 is
modified so that before the application of the back-projection
operator A| , the gradient in the projection space is weighted
as follows:
∇DF-WPL
α

 A|

!



wα  qα  r0 erAf sα

)

(6)

where the multiplication between the mask and the difference
of the right-hand side is performed pixel-wise.
III. R ESULTS
The modified iCBCT with gradient weighting has been
tested on about 20 real patient data sets acquired under
breath hold (when applicable) with Varian HalcyonTM and
Varian TrueBeamTM treatment devices. We have selected four
data sets which where reconstructed with analytical FDK,
iterative CBCT reconstruction described in section II-A both
without (abbr. as iCBCT) and with (iCBCT-GW) PL gradient
weighting. In the latter case, a threshold τ  0.9 was
applied. The typical resolution of the reconstructed volume
was 512512100 voxels.
Fig. 1 confirms that the modification does not compromise
the benefits of IR methods: The artifacts clearly visible in
FDK image both in the neck and the intracranial areas do
not appear in neither iCBCT nor iCBCW-GW images. Fig. 2
demonstrates the advantage of iCBCW-GW over both iCBCW
and FDK: Both the shading artifacts (visible in the FDK
image) and tissue-air inconsistency artifact (visible in iCBCT)
are significantly reduced. The following scan (Fig. 3) shows an
extreme scenario where almost the entire abdominal wall was
displaced by more then 30 mm due to the muscle relaxation
that occurred during the acquisition. In this case, the gradient
weighting significantly reduces the global impact of the artifact
which in the case of iCBCT compromises the image quality as
far as around the isocenter. Although the artifact is not completely suppressed by iCBCT-GW, it remains locally isolated
close to the body edge. The reconstructions of a pelvis scan
depicted in Fig. 4 confirm that in the case without motionrelated artifacts, gradient weighting maintains the quality of
image when compared to FDK which suffers from low contrast
in the region around the isocenter. We executed repetitive time
measurements to determine the increase of computational cost
due to the modification. In all reconstructions, the impact of
the gradient weighing was negligible, adding about 2% of
additional time.
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IV. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented a modified iterative method for CBCT
image reconstruction. Combining ART and PL techniques,
the proposed algorithm improves the image quality in data
suffering from motion during acquisitions, while it maintains
the benefits of iterative methods The method have been evaluated on more than 20 data sets, out of which four illustrative
examples are presented. Since the gradient weighting adds
only a negligible computational cost when compared to the
original method already employed clinically, the proposed
algorithm is suitable for integration into treatment protocols.
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Fig. 2: Improved quality of image produced by iCBCT-GW compared to both FDK and CBCT. Abdominal scan acquired on
Halcyon: Half-fan geometry, 140 kV, W/L = 400/75 HU. Courtesy of Washington University (WU) in St. Louis.
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Fig. 3: Improved quality of image produced by iCBCT-GW compared to both FDK and CBCT. Abdominal scan with important
air-tissue inconsistency acquired on Halcyon: half-fan geometry, 140 kV, W/L = 400/75 HU. Courtesy of WU in St. Louis.
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Fig. 4: Iterative reconstructions improving the quality in the region around the isocenter. iCBCT-GW further slightly improves
the image close to the upper edge (coronal view). Pelvis scan acquired on TrueBeam: half-fan geometry, 125 kV, W/L =
400/75 HU. Courtesy of Henry Ford Health System.
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Motion correction for 4D CBCT reconstruction
with TV regularization
Rob Heylen, Johan Nuyts

Abstract—Recently, we proposed a 4D CBCT reconstruction
algorithm with spatial and temporal total variation regularization, and employed this algorithm for dual-energy dynamic
angiography of the brain on a software phantom. This approach
is very sensitive to movement, as misalignment between time
frames will interfere with the temporal regularization. In this
work, we integrate an iterative motion correction algorithm
with the 4D CBCT reconstruction algorithm. Several strategies
can be followed, and we assess which strategy is most successful.
Experiments are performed on a dynamical software phantom.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With 4D cone-beam CT (CBCT) one can reconstruct
multiple 3D time frames from a single CBCT acquisition. As
the angular interval for each time frame is relatively small,
prior information is typically employed to reduce artefacts
and improve image quality. Many authors have shown that
total variation (TV) regularization in both the time and spatial
domain is very useful for 4D CBCT reconstruction, with
applications in cardiac, pulmonary and brain imaging [1],
[2]. Computationally efficient implementations based on the
primal-dual optimization algorithm of Chambolle and Pock
[3] have recently been presented as well [4], [5], [6].
Furthermore, dual-energy (DE) CBCT systems are being
deployed more frequently, which increases the diagnostic
capabilities of CBCT examinations. A popular application
is material decomposition, where the dual-energy image is
transformed into two material images. This decomposition
can be performed in image space, but also in data space when
the DE views are matched. An interesting decomposition
basis for dynamic angiography of the brain would be a water
and iodine component, where the iodine image visualizes
the injected contrast. Applying 4D CBCT reconstruction to
such an iodine image can generate several time frames of the
contrast flow, corresponding to different phases of the bolus
traversal, and can provide time-resolved dynamic collateral
imaging with a single CBCT acquisition.
A TV prior penalizes differences between neighbouring
voxels, either in the spatial or temporal direction. Such
a prior is sensitive to movement, as voxels should stay
registered between different temporal frames. As the delay
between these time frames is in the order of several seconds,
one cannot assume that these frames stay registered with subvoxel accuracy in practical use, and a registration method or
motion correction needs to be applied.
In this work, we investigate the influence of significant
movement on 4DTV CBCT reconstruction methods, and
Manuscript received January 17, 2020.
R.H. and J.N. are with the Department of Imaging and Pathology, Division
of Nuclear Medicine, KULeuven, Belgium. This work was done under
the NEXIS project, that has received funding from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 Research and Innovations Programme (Grant Agreement
#780026).
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the ability of a motion correction method to alleviate the
resulting issues. Experiments are performed on a dynamical
software phantom, so that ground truth is always available.
II. 4D CBCT RECONSTRUCTION
The algorithm for 4D CBCT reconstruction combines
several data fidelity and prior information terms into a single
optimization equation, which is solved via the ChambollePock primal-dual optimization algorithm [3]. The algorithm
is very similar to the ROOSTER algorithm proposed in [4],
but has slight differences in implementation and interpretation.
We consider a single circular DE CBCT scan, typically
over 360 degrees and with an acquisition time of around
25s. We focus on reconstructing a 4D reconstruction of an
iodine sinogram, obtained by material decomposition of a
cranial DE CBCT scan. We assume that the image intensities
change along linear curves between different time frames,
and that these changes are due to changes of the iodine
contrast concentrations. See also [7] for a more detailed
explanation of the algorithm.
We consider several terms in the optimization equation:
• A data fidelity term that penalizes differences between
the forward projection of the reconstruction and the
iodine sinogram. The penalty is implemented as the L2
norm of the difference. The forward and backward projectors employ linear interpolation between the different
time frames.
• A binary mask indicating static areas, such as the
skull. The masked voxels are averaged over all time
frames. This significantly improves performance, especially when highly attenuating static areas are masked.
A heuristic method to obtain a skull mask is to threshold
a static water image, obtained by FDK reconstruction
of the water sinogram.
• Non-negativity, as the amount of iodine in a voxel
cannot be negative.
• TV regularization, both in the spatial direction (3D) and
the temporal direction (1D). Both regularizers can be
weighted differently, and we choose the temporal TV
regularizer 10 to 100 times stronger than the spatial
regularizer.
This leads to the optimization equation

argmin kAx − sk22 + αkxkTV4 + IRN+ (x)
(1)
x∈X

with

kxkTV4 =
|(∆x)ijkt | =

3
X

X
ijkt

(2)

|(∆x)ijkt |

(∆d x)2ijkt
d=1

+

(γ∆4 x)2ijkt

!1/2

(3)
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Fig. 1: Diagram representing the motion-corrected DE CBCT data processing chain for dynamic collateral imaging.
and IRN+ (.) the characteristic function of the positive
orthant. The γ factor in the last term weighs the spatial and
temporal directions differently. This equation can be written
in terms of the Chambolle and Pock framework, yielding
algorithm 1 to solve (1). See [3], [4], [6], [7] for more
information.
Algorithm 1: The 4DTV algorithm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Initialize all variables, choose τ , σ > 0, θ ∈ [0, 1];
for n ≥ 0 do
2
y1n+1 = 2+σ
(y1n + σ(Ax − s));
n+1
∗ n+1
x1 = A y1 ;
y2n+1 = projαP (y2n + σ∆x);
xn+1
= −div y2n+1 ;
2

n+1
;
x
= projRN + xn − τ xn+1
− τ xn+1
1
2
xn+1 = xn+1 + θ(xn+1 − xn );

III. R IGID

MOTION CORRECTION AND

4DTV

We assume that rigid motion might be present during the
CBCT acquisition. This rigid motion can be described by 6
degrees of freedom (DOF), corresponding to the Euler angles
and a 3D translation, for each view/angle in the sinogram.
We propose a data-driven method for estimating this motion,
adapted from the recently proposed method for rigid motion
correction in helical CT [8], [9].
The rigid motion correction method is an iterative procedure, consisting of the following steps. See [8], [9] for more
details:
1) Determine an initial static reconstruction, e.g. with the
FDK algorithm. Set k = 1.
2) Downscale/Upscale the sinogram and the current reconstruction by a factor Dk . Set it = 1.
3) For each DOF:
a) Calculate the numerical derivative of the L2
reconstruction error wrt. this DOF with finite
differences.
b) Update this DOF for each view/angle by minimizing the L2 error. We employ a linear extrapolation method.

4) Use an iterative reconstruction method to improve the
current reconstruction employing the updated DOF
estimates.
5) Increase it. If it ≥ Nk increase k and go to 2, else go
to 3.
The employed iterative reconstruction method is the proposed 4DTV algorithm, with motion-aware projectors and
backprojectors. Note that a static version of this algorithm
can be easily obtained by choosing the number of time
frames equal to one, and that the TV terms can be deactivated as well, leading to a classical iterative reconstruction
algorithm.
Calculation of the numerical derivative in step 3(a) only
requires an additional forward projection for 3 of the 6 DOFs:
Translations parallel to the sensor plane and axial rotations
do not require an additional forward projection, as these
can be easily calculated as 2D geometrical operations in the
sensor plane. We also noted experimentally that repeating
step 3 a couple of times before moving to step 4 improves the
convergence significantly, as each updated DOF influences
the others in turn. Most of the computational time is spent
in the iterative reconstruction in step 4.
By employing multiple scales, as implemented in step
2 of the algorithm, the convergence can be sped up in a
major way: significant motion can be easily estimated on
downsampled data sets, and the computational resources
required decrease fast. We typically employed D = [4, 2, 1]
downsampling in our experiments, with N = [5, 3, 1] iterations for each scale. The iterative reconstruction algorithm
was run for 10 iterations each time.
We tested two strategies for combining the 4DTV reconstruction algorithm with the motion estimation: simultaneous
estimation of rigid motion and multiple time frames by
using the full implementation of 4DTV in step 4 of the
algorithm, or cascade the two algorithms, where first the
rigid motion is estimated (assuming a static reconstruction),
followed by 4DTV reconstruction using the estimated motion
and the static reconstruction as initialization. We found that
the second strategy produces better results than the first, and
has a lower computational cost.
A schematic representation of the entire data processing
chain is given in Fig. 1
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Fig. 4: The true movement (black) and the calculated movement by the rigid motion correction (red), for all 6 DOFs.

Fig. 3: 10 views of the iodine sinogram, evenly spread over
360 degrees, showing the evolution of the contrast through
the vascular tree.

IV. E XPERIMENTS

Fig. 5: Central slice of static reconstructions before (left) and
after (right) motion correction.

A. The dynamical phantom
We created a dynamic phantom for testing the capabilities
of the presented algorithm on simulated DE CBCT scans
(see also [7] for more information). This phantom is based
on the brainweb phantom [10], where we added an additional
dynamical iodine class consisting of a simulated arterial tree
[11] inside the grey/white matter with contrast dynamics.
The dynamics was obtained by considering the binary tree
as a network of interconnected tubes, and calculating the
hydrodynamics of such a system under laminar flow [12]. An
input function was obtained from a voxel in the carotid area
of a perfusion CT examination. The diffusion coefficient, the
single free parameter in the dynamics, was modified such
that the time for the bolus to reach the terminal points was
comparable to the time delay between the arterial and venous
phase in the perfusion data set.
This data set was forward projected with a DE CBCT simulator, and decomposed into water and iodine components
via Newton optimization of the spectral detector model. A visualization of the arterial tree is shown in Fig. 2, and several
views of the iodine sinogram in Fig. 3, showing the dynamics
as the contrast bolus passes through the network. The total
scan time was 25 seconds, and we simulated a full 360
rotation with 200 views of 300 × 300 pixels of size (1mm)2 ,
with a focus height of 1000mm and a detector distance of
150mm. The reconstructed volume corresponds with the size
of the brainweb phantom, and has size (181, 217, 181), with
(1mm)3 voxels.
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B. Rigid motion and estimation
To add rigid motion to the data set, we modified each
DOF as a function of view/angle as the CBCT acquisition
takes place. These movement functions are displayed in Fig.
4, along with the estimated movement after rigid motion
correction. We changed only rotational DOFs, keeping the
translational DOFs equal to zero. Note that although these
motion functions are artificial, they represent significant
motion in all rotational directions.
The rigid motion estimation procedure succeeds in estimating most DOFs relatively well, with only some translational deviations for some views. Note that there are
several invariances allowed in the estimated DOFs, as the
estimation procedure might result in a translated or rotated
coordinate frame which is also valid for reconstruction. This
hampers quantitative assessment strategies based on voxelwise comparison.
In Fig. 5, the input and output images of the motion
correction procedure are shown. The input is an FDK reconstruction of the iodine sinogram including movement. It
is clear that the motion corrected image is of much better
quality.
C. 4DTV reconstruction
After motion correction, the estimated motion parameters
are used in the 4DTV algorithm for reconstructing multiple
time frames. Also a static motion-corrected version of the
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with a software phantom including contrast dynamics, and
show that the effects of motion can be alleviated almost
completely. In future work, we will apply these techniques to
realistic Monte Carlo simulations and real data sets, aiming
to obtain dynamic collateral imaging with DE CBCT devices.
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Fig. 6: Central slice of 5 dynamically reconstructed frames
after motion correction (top row), and the corresponding
ground truth (bottom row).

Fig. 7: MIPs of subtraction images with the first frame.
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V. C ONCLUSIONS
We have shown that motion correction can be combined
with 4DTV, significantly improving reconstruction results,
and that using motion correction and 4D reconstruction
successively is superior to integrating 4DTV and iterative
motion correction into a single algorithm. We performed
experiments on an artificial dynamical data set, obtained

Fig. 8: The motion-corrected 4DTV result of the data set
including motion (left), the 4DTV result on the original data
set without motion (middle), and the ground truth (right).
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Iterative FDK reconstruction for helical CT of the
head with rigid motion compensation
Johan Nuyts, Roger Fulton

Abstract—In previous work, we have developed a reconstruction algorithm for helical CT which compensates for a known
rigid motion of the object being scanned [1]. This algorithm was
used for CT imaging of the head, as part of a method which
estimates possible rigid head motion on a view by view basis
from the CT data themselves, and compensates for that motion
during reconstruction of the clinical image. In this earlier work,
we have used iterative maximum likelihood algorithms for the
reconstruction. Compensating for motion in such algorithms is
easy and effective, but the computation time is high. Here we
propose an iterative FDK algorithm as an alternative. To compensate for rigid motion, we account for the motion during the
backprojection step, while the filtering step is not modified. The
resulting image suffers from low frequency artefacts. However,
it is found that these artefacts are eliminated by applying a
few iterations of the FDK reconstruction. The performance of
the algorithm is demonstrated on a clinical CT scan which was
affected by significant patient motion.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Compensating for rigid object motion in iterative reconstruction is fairly straightforward: the inverse motion can be
assigned to the CT system by superimposing it on the system’s
helical trajectory. This results in an irregular trajectory of the
source and detector in a coordinate system where the object is
stationary. Iterative maximum likelihood (ML) algorithms use
the original views, which is convenient because it is assumed
that the pose of the object may be different for each view.
In addition, they make use of all the measured data, which
is beneficial for the signal to noise ratio of the reconstructed
image. Very promising results have been obtained with this
approach, and we are currently evaluating it for clinical
application [1]. However, the long computation times of ML
reconstruction hamper its introduction in the clinic. In this
paper, we report on our attempt to use the FDK algorithm
[2] as an alternative for ML reconstruction in this context.
Advantages of the FDK algorithm are that it is fast, it uses the
acquired views without the need for extensive interpolations
(like e.g. fan- to parallel rebinning) and it can use (almost)
all of the acquired data. Other choices are possible. Ye et al.
proposed an analytical algorithm for cone beam reconstruction
with an arbitrary trajectory, where the only requirement is
that every point is located on a PI-line [3]. Jang et al.
developed a motion correction approach with similarities to
that of [4], where they replaced ML reconstruction with a
J. Nuyts is with the Department of Imaging and Pathology, Nuclear
Medicine & Molecular Imaging and with the Medical Imaging Research
Center, KU Leuven, B-3000, Leuven Belgium. R. Fulton is with the Faculty
of Health Sciences, University of Sydney, and the Department of Medical
Physics, Westmead Hospital, Australia.
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faster analytical reconstruction. That algorithm involves fanto parallel rebinning, and they managed to account for the
motion in this rebinning step.
We are evaluating our methods on different Siemens CT
systems, the most recent one being the Siemens Force. On
this system, the head CT scans are typically acquired with
a low pitch (0.55), one rotation per second, 4200 views per
rotation and flying focal spot (i.e. increasing the transaxial
and axial sampling by small motions of the focal spot). In
addition, the Force detector has non-uniform angular sampling,
because the detectors are combined in modules, and there are
small gaps between these modules. In the next sections, the
preprocessing of the data to account for these sampling issues
is briefly explained. Then application of the FDK algorithm
for reconstructing scans without motion correction and its
extension for motion correction are discussed. Finally, results
obtained on a motion corrupted clinical CT scan are shown
II. M ETHODS
A. FDK for helical CT reconstruction unaffected by motion
1) Interpolation of adjacent views: To exploit the sampling
improvement provided by the transaxial flying focal spot, pairs
of adjacent views are combined into a higher resolution view,
creating a new sinogram with twice the number of detector
pixels, half the number of angles and an unchanged number
of detector rows. The focal spot motion is designed to create
a uniform sampling pattern of double density near the center
of the field of view in the transaxial plane. Because of the
fan angle geometry, this ideal interference is only obtained
in the center, the interference deviates more from the ideal
double sample at locations which are at larger distance from
the center. This is illustrated by the red and blue lines in figure
1, which represent the two projection lines associated with two
adjacent views. In that same figure, the gray lines represent
the geometry of a virtual view with double resolution, which
is to be computed (approximately) from the two available
views. This virtual view is computed by interpolating the
detector values of the two available views, according to the
1D coordinates on a line through the center and perpendicular
to the central virtual projection (the dashed black line in fig.
1). This 1D coordinate assigned to each detector value is
the position of the intersection point of the projection line
associated with that detector and the central line. In other
words, we assume that the available detector values correspond
to the intersection of the red and blue lines with the black line
in figure 1, and the target virtual detector values correspond to
the intersection of the gray lines with the black line. For head
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Fig. 3. The Tam-Danielsson window of fig. 2 is shown in panel A,
after changing the dimensions to make it more visible. Panel B shows the
corresponding boundaries, obtained by projecting the source trajectory. Panel
D shows that also the previous and next turns of the helical trajectory project
on the detector, producing a Tam-Danielsson window that provides 3π of data
for every voxel (panel C).

Fig. 1. The red and blue lines represent the geometry of a pair of adjacent
views, which not only differ by a small rotation angle, but also by an additional
opposite motion of the focal spot. The gray lines represent the geometry of a
virtual detector with double detector sampling. The interpolation is done as if
the detector values correspond to the intersection of the projection lines with
the central dashed black line.

imaging, this approximation should be acceptable because the
head should be positioned near the center of the field of
view. If the CT system has in addition a non-uniform detector
sampling, then that sampling is accounted for; for the virtual
detector, always a uniform sampling is used.
2) Tam-Danielsson window: By masking the detector values with the Tam-Danielsson window, one can ensure that
the remaining data provide projection values over exactly
180 degrees for each voxel (see e.g. [5]). The boundaries of
the window are obtained by computing the projection of the
locus of the source trajectory on a particular view. Figure 2
shows a view from a patient scan, together with a virtual view
computed as outlined above and the Tam-Danielsson window
for that view.

Fig. 2. Top row: A single view from the Siemens Force CT image. Middle
row: a high resolution virtual view computed from two adjacent views. Bottom
row: the Tam-Danielsson window for the virtual view (black values are pixels
that are masked to zero).

Because of the low pitch, the view contains enough data for
the application of a larger Tam-Danielsson window covering
3π of data for every voxel. Because with this window more of
the data are used, the reconstructed image will have a better
signal to noise ratio than when the π window were used. This
is illustrated in fig. 3, which also shows that for a pitch of 0.55,
the 3π window covers nearly the entire detector and therefore
causes only a small loss of data.
3) FDK reconstruction: The FDK algorithm has been developed for circular cone beam CT, in which case it is exact for
the central axial slice, and produces excellent images for the
other slices, where exact reconstruction is not possible due to
data insufficiency. Introducing some approximations, the FDK
algorithm can also be applied to helical CT data.

For CT reconstruction from scans acquired with a cylindrical detector, the FDK algorithm involves
1) multiplying the views with a position dependent weight,
2) filtering the projections with a modified ramp filter along
a line tangent to the source trajectory,
3) computing a weighted backprojection of the filtered
projections, where the weight decreases quadratically
with the distance to the source,
4) zeroing the negative values.
The first step is straightforward. Considering that the view is
very large and the pitch very small, as illustrated in fig. 2,
the line tangent to the source trajectory is almost horizontal.
Therefore, the filter is simply applied along the rows. The
third step would require a modification of the backprojection
procedure, if a volume based backprojector was used. However, we use a ray tracing backprojector (the adjoint operator
of a ray tracing forward projector), which inherently has
the desired backprojection weighting. We included the fourth
step to impose the known non-negativity of the reconstructed
attenuation coefficients.
We find that applying our current implementation of this
procedure to the views masked with the 3π Tam-Danielsson
window produces images of high resolution and good visual
quality, although they suffer from subtle position dependent
scaling artefacts of low spatial frequency, causing smooth
variations of up to 10 HU. The artefacts rotate as one scrolls
through the transaxial slices. These artefacts may be due to
inaccuracies in our discretisation of the Tam window, because
as shown below, even small distortions of the window can lead
to significant scaling artefacts.
4) Iterative FDK reconstruction: The FDK algorithm can
be extended to an iterative algorithm with the following
heuristic approach:
X (0)
X

(i)

= FDK(Y )
= X (i−1) + FDK(Y − Ŷ (X (i−1 )),

(1)

where X (i) is the reconstruction at iteration i, FDK represents
the non-iterative reconstruction described above, Y is the CT
sinogram and Ŷ (X) is the sinogram computed by forward
projection of the image X. Applying one iteration eliminates
the low frequency artefacts. Iterative FDK does not have
proven convergence, but in simulations using noise-free data
and applying 5 iterations, the sum of squared differences
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between the consecutive reconstruction images and the ground
truth image decreased rapidly and monotonically.
B. FDK reconstruction with motion correction
To incorporate the motion in the FDK reconstruction, we
simply model it during the backprojection step, without modifying the filtering.
The FDK algorithm is obtained by discretization of a
backprojection integral, i.e. an integral over the rotation angle.
As a result, every view has to be multiplied with the angular
increment associated with each view. For a regular trajectory,
this value is a constant, but for an irregular trajectory, this
angular increment is view dependent. FDK was derived for a
circular orbit and therefore it is not obvious how to deal with
rotations in 3D. We solve this by projecting the motions to the
transaxial plane. A 3D vector pointing from the source to the
center of the detector is considered. This vector is projected to
the transaxial plane and we compute how much incremental
2D rotation it undergoes from one view to the next. The
angular increment assigned to each view is computed as the
mean of the angular increment between the previous view to
the current one and the increment between the current view
and the next.
The Tam-Danielsson window is valid for a helical trajectory,
but not for a distorted trajectory. Due to the motion, the
window no longer ensures that exactly 3π of tomographic data
are used for every voxel. The resulting use of insufficient or
excessive redundant data produces a very significant position
dependent scaling, even for small motions. In addition, the
Tam-Danielsson window has sharp boundaries, which can
produce sudden changes in the local scale factors, in particular
in the direction of the rotation axis. This is illustrated in figure
4 for a clinical CT study affected by patient motion. The
patient moved significantly when the lower part of the head
was scanned, but motion correction was done for the entire
scan. Fig. 4 shows that also the very small motion corrections
for the other parts of the scan resulted in very disturbing
artefacts.
As a partial remedy, the 3π window was replaced with
a smoothed version of the π window, illustrated in figure
5. The smoothing was done in the vertical direction with
a Gaussian convolution mask, designed to ensure that the
resulting window covers all detector rows. The integral of the
convolution mask equals 1, which ensures at least that the
decreased weight of the central π data is compensated by the
use of redundant data outside the π window. This window does
not provide exact weights and results in a degradation of the
reconstruction in the motion-free case. On the other hand, in
the motion case it may be beneficial, because it eliminates the
high frequency streaks that were due to the sharp transitions
in the unsmoothed Tam-Danielsson window.
To eliminate the scaling artefacts, a few iterations of the
FDK algorithm are applied (eq (1)). The original FDK images
and the first two FDK iterations are shown in figure 6 for
the clinical motion corrupted study, using a narrow display
window of about 70 HU to clearly show the scaling artefacts.
The first iteration strongly suppresses and the second iteration
eliminates the scaling artefacts.
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Fig. 4. When the 3π Tam-Danielsson window is used for reconstruction
with motion correction, the reconstructed image suffers from artefacts, which
are low frequency in the transaxial plane but can have high frequencies in
coronal or sagittal slices (first row). Using instead a smoothed version of the
π window makes the artefacts low frequency in all dimensions.

Fig. 5. The images show (resized versions of) the π Tam-Danielsson window
and a Gaussian smoothed version of that. Profiles along the dashed lines are
shown in the plot.

III. R ESULTS
Figures 7 and 8 show selected slices from two different
scans, comparing the vendor reconstruction to the reconstruction with the proposed iterative FDK algorithm (2 iterations).
The slice of the first scan, shown in fig. 7, was affected
by motion. The reconstructed images are shown with a bone
window of [-250, 1250] HU. The vendor reconstruction suffers
from significant patient motion artefacts, which are eliminated
by FDK with motion compensation.
The slice selected from the second scan, shown in fig.
8, was not affected by motion. The reconstructed images
are shown with a brain window of [-40, 110] HU. For
brain imaging, the vendor software applies a dedicated bone
beam hardening reconstruction which involves the forward
projection of a bone only image. This correction is applied
on top of the standard water-based correction. Therefore, we
have implemented a similar method, using the first FDK
reconstruction (iteration 0) to extract the bone image. Then
the bone beam hardening correction is applied to the sinogram,
which is used in the calculation of the first and second iteration
of the FDK reconstruction. This means that the first FDK
iteration is initialized with the FDK image obtained without
bone beam hardening correction, but it is found that the images
are similar enough for this to be an effective initialization.
Figure 8 compares the vendor and the FDK reconstruction
images. The pixel size of the slices is 0.47 mm x 0.47 mm,
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Fig. 8. The vendor reconstruction (left) and the iterative FDK reconstruction
(right) obtained from a scan portion unaffected by motion. Both reconstruction
are done with an additional bone beam hardening correction, which is
required to obtain a uniform HU distribution inside the skull. The slices are
approximately matched (there can be a mismatch of about 0.35 mm in axial
position).

Fig. 6. The original FDK reconstruction with motion correction is shown
in the first row, using a narrow display window of about 70 HU. The next
rows show the first and second FDK reconstructions using the same display
window.

used, the computation time should only be about twice as long.
Therefore, we believe this will help in introducing data driven
motion correction into the clinical routine.
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Fig. 7. The vendor reconstruction (left) and the iterative FDK reconstruction
(right) from a motion corrupted CT scan. This is the same scan as the one
used in figures 2, 4 and 6. A bone display of [-250, 1250] HU was used.

with a slice separation of 0.75 mm. There is a small axial
mismatch between the images of less than half the slice
separation. The images are not identical, which may due to
small differences in the beam hardening correction and the
use of a different post-reconstruction filter. We have postfiltered the FDK reconstruction with a Butterworth filter, trying
to match the features of the vendor image. Nevertheless, we
think that the images are rather similar and probably have very
similar diagnostic value.
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IV. D ISCUSSION
FDK is an effective reconstruction algorithm developed for
circular cone beam CT. We have implemented an iterative
version of the algorithm for helical CT with motion correction.
Our results show that good images are obtained, both for
bone and brain imaging. Even with 2 iterations, FDK is still
much faster than ML-reconstruction for CT. When bone beam
hardening correction is applied, the vendor reconstruction
uses two backprojections and one forward projection, whereas
the proposed approach needs three backprojections and three
forward projections. If code with similar efficiency would be
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Coronary Artery Motion Compensation for
Short-Scan Cardiac CT Using a Spatial Transformer
Network
Joscha Maier, Sergej Lebedev, Elias Eulig, Stefan Sawall, Eric Fournié, Karl Stierstorfer, and Marc Kachelrieß
Abstract—During a typical cardiac short scan the heart may
move several millimeters. Therefore, the corresponding CT
images may be corrupted by motion artifacts. Especially the
assessment of small structures, such as the coronary arteries, is
potentially impaired by the presence of these artifacts. In order
to compensate for coronary artery motion, the so-called partial
angle-based motion compensation (PAMoCo) has been proposed
recently. It divides the short scan data into a given number
of consecutive subphases, reconstructs them individually, and
applies motion vector fields (MVFs) to match their motion states.
Since the PAMoCo relies on a time consuming optimization, we
propose the deep PAMoCo. It follows the basic strategy of the
PAMoCo but replaces the determination as well as the application
of the MVFs by a deep neural network. The proposed approach
was evaluated for simulated and measured data. In any case
motion artifacts could be removed efficiently from a given CT
image in about 5 ms.
Index Terms—Cardiac CT, coronary arteries, motion compensation, neural network, spatial transformer network.

D

I. I NTRODUCTION

EVELOPMENTS such as the increase of rotation speed,
multirow detectors, dual-source CT systems or highpitch scan protocols promoted the clinical relevance of cardiac
CT. Today, it finds several applications mostly related to
postsurgical follow-up or diagnosis of coronary artery diseases
via coronary CT angiography [1]. However, despite recent improvements in temporal resolution, cardiac motion still poses a
major challenge to cardiac CT. Coronary arteries, for instance,
may move up to 10 mm during a short-scan acquisition of a
typical single source CT (rotation time ≈ 0.3 s) [2]. Since
organ motion cannot be handled appropriately by conventional
reconstruction approaches, artifacts are introduced to the corresponding CT images impairing their diagnostic value [3].
Consequently, several approaches have been proposed to
increase the temporal resolution, and therefore, the image
quality. Besides hardware-based solutions such as dual-source
CT that inherently increases the temporal resolution by a factor
of two [4], they can be divided into iterative approaches and
motion compensation (MoCo) approaches. The former usually
use projections acquired from an angular range less than 180◦ .
The then ill-posed reconstruction problem is solved iteratively
using additional prior knowledge to prevent the occurrence of
Dr. J. Maier, S. Lebedev, E. Eulig, Dr. S. Sawall and Prof. Dr. M. Kachelrieß are with the German Cancer Research Center, Heidelberg, Germany.
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limited angle artifacts [5]. MoCo algorithms, in contrast, aim
to increase the temporal resolution by applying motion vector
fields (MVF) that account for the cardiac motion. One possible
realization of cardiac MoCo is to acquire and to reconstruct
multiple phases of the cardiac cycle. Using an appropriate
registration algorithm these phases are then mapped to a single
reference phase, preferably one with minor motion artifacts
[6]. A disadvantage of these approaches is that they strongly
depend on the quality of the reference phase and might not
use x-ray dose optimally. A possible alternative is to use
data only from a single short scan acquisition of a certain
cardiac phase [7]. The basic idea of this so-called partial
angle-based motion compensation (PAMoCo) is to divide the
short scan data into several subphases, each covering only a
small angular range of a few degrees. Subsequently, PAMoCo
determines an MVF to shift the partial angle images, i.e. the
individual reconstructions of each subphase, such that their
sum minimizes a metric which is sensitive to motion artifacts.
However, since the motion artifact metric (MAM) is typically
a strongly non-convex function its minimization is challenging
and requires several reinitializations of the optimizer to escape
local minima [7]. Although the PAMoCo algorithm has proven
to be robust, there may be some cases where the minimum of
the MAM does not correspond to the image with the least
motion artifacts.
In order to increase the speed of the PAMoCo approach
and to eliminate the need for a proper choice of the MAM,
this study introduces the Deep PAMoCo. It follows the basic
strategy of PAMoCo but replaces the determination as well as
the application of the MVF by a deep neural network.
II. M ATERIAL AND M ETHODS
A. Deep PAMoCo
1) Basic Principle: The basic principle of the deep
PAMoCo approach is depicted in figure 1 and consists of
Initial reconstruction

CA segmentation

Generation of PARs

Motion estimation &
motion compensation
Deep MoCo
neural network

Reinsertion to the initial reconstruction

Fig. 1. Basic principle of the deep PAMoCo.
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Spatial
Transformer

3 × 3 Convolution (stride = 1), Batch norm, ReLU
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1024
Global average pooling + Flatten

Dropout (25 %)

Fig. 2. Architecture of the deep PAMoCo neural network. The first part of the network estimates the motion vector while the spatial transformer applies it
to the partial angle images.

the following steps. First, an initial short scan reconstruction
f is performed to determine the position of the coronary
arteries. Subsequently, 2K + 1 partial angle images fk , with
−K ≤ k ≤ K, are reconstructed for a patch centered at the
coronary artery. Here, each partial angle image corresponds
to a non-overlapping segment covering the angular interval
[αk − ∆α/2, αk + ∆α/2], with αk = α0 + k · ∆α and
∆α = π/(2K + 1). Thus, a single partial angle image has approximately a temporal resolution of tres = 0.5 · trot /(2K + 1).
An appropriate choice of K allows to interpret the partial angle
image as quasi-static representation of a certain subphase. To
match the motion state of each subphase an MVF s(r, t) is
applied according to a predefined motion model (see section
II-A2). Thus, the motion-compensated CT reconstruction is
given by:
fMoCo (r) =

K
X

fk (r + s(r, tk ))

(1)

k=−K

The corresponding neural network that estimates and applies
the MVF is described in section II-A3.
2) Motion Model: In order to keep the number of parameters to be estimated low, Hahn et al. proposed to model the
MVF by a low order polynomial [8]:
s(r, t) = w(r)

I
X
i=1

v i (t − t0 )i ,

(2)

where v i represents the i-th order motion vector and w(r)
is a weighting function that restricts the MVF to the region
of the coronary artery. For the first proof of principle, and
in contrast to conventional PAMoCo, this study only models

motion up to the linear order (I = 1). Furthermore, we restrict
the MVF to the axial plane, i.e. v = (vx , vy )T .
3) Network Architecture: The deep PAMoCo network architecture is depicted in figure 2. Since motion is compensated
only in the axial plane, it is designed to process a given
CT reconstruction slice by slice. Here, the partial angles of
a 64 × 64 patch containing the coronary artery are used as
2D (2K + 1)-channel input to an encoder-like architecture. It
repeatedly applies convolution (3 × 3 kernel, batch normalization, ReLU activation) and pooling (2 × 2 average poling)
operations to extract features related to the coronary artery
motion. A successive set of fully connected neurons is used
to predict the corresponding motion vector, i.e. vx and vy .
In order to enable an end-to-end training, the application of
the MVF is integrated into the neural network via a spatial
transformer [9]. It uses the partial angle images as well as the
motion vector as input and transforms each image according
to equation (1) and (2).
4) Data Generation and Training: The deep PAMoCo
network was trained using simulated data. The simulations
are based on 250 clinical CT images (Siemens SOMATOM
Definition AS+) that only show minor motion artifacts. Using
random samples of these images as prior, CT scans were
simulated by a forward projection. To account for coronary
artery motion, the prior was deformed during the forward
projection according to the model described in section II-A2.
To cover different motion patterns, each simulation used a
velocity vector v = v·(cos ϑ, sin ϑ)T with a random amplitude
v between 0 mm/s and 70 mm/s and a random motion direction
ϑ. Since the appearance of motion artifacts also depends on the
source trajectory, the start angle of the simulated CT scan was
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The performance of the proposed approach was evaluated
for simulated and measured data. Here, the simulated data
correspond to the testing data described in the previous section.
Patient scans were acquired with a Siemens SOMATOM
Definition AS+. Both, simulations and measurements were
reconstructed on a 512 × 512 grid with a pixel spacing of
0.34 mm. Partial angle images (K = 12) were generated as
described in section II-A1 and used as input to the deep
PAMoCo network. Simulations were evaluated quantitatively
by analyzing the accuracy of the estimated motion velocity
vectors as well as qualitatively by a comparison to an ideal
motion compensation. Due to the absence of a ground truth,
the measured data were compared to the results of the conventional PAMoCo approach.
III. R ESULTS
A. Simulation Study
The encoder-like structure of the deep PAMoCo network
yields a motion velocity vector that is used as input to the
spatial transformer (see figure 2). Here, we analyzed the
quality of the estimated motion velocity vectors by comparing

Deep PAMoCo

Simulation 2

Simulation 1

Ground Truth

Simulation 3

B. Evaluation

No Correction

Simulation 4

sampled randomly as well. Finally, a filtered backprojection of
the projection data led to CT images with motion artifacts. In
total 150 000 CT images, as well as the corresponding partial
angle images, were generated. 200 of the 250 prior images
were used to generate training data (120 000 samples) while
the remaining 50 were used to generate testing data (30 000
samples). The network was trained using a supervised setting.
Labels were generated by an ideal motion compensation
that relies on the simulated motion vector. The training was
performed on an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti for 100
epochs using an Adam optimizer, a batch size of 16 and the
mean squared error as loss function.

Fig. 4. Results of the simulation study without correction (left), an ideal
correction (middle) as well as with the deep PAMoCo correction (right).

them to the ground truth that was used for simulation. Results
of the x-component are shown in figure 3. A quantitative
evaluation of the x- and y-component of the motion vector for
all 30000 testing samples yields a root mean squared error of
3.8 mm/s with respect to the ground truth. CT reconstruction
with and without motion compensation are shown in figure 4.
Here, the deep PAMoCo is able to remove the motion artifacts
and yields images that are almost equal to the ground truth.
B. Measurements
Real patient data were evaluated by a comparison to motion
compensated reconstructions using the PAMoCo approach.
Exemplary results are shown in figure 5. Compared to the
simulation study, there is a slightly inferior performance of
the deep PAMoCo for measured data. While the conventional
PAMoCo algorithm is able to remove the present motion
artifacts almost completely, some of them are remaining when
deep PAMoCo is applied. Possible reasons are discussed in the
next section.

Sample #
Fig. 3. X-component of the motion vectors that were used for simulation
(ground truth) as well as the corresponding predictions of the deep PAMoCo.
For better visibility 50 consecutive samples (from different priors) were
simulated with the same motion vector.
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IV. D ISCUSSION
This study introduced the deep PAMoCo, a spatial transformer network for coronary artery motion compensation of
short scan CT data. For the first proof of principle, the
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PAMoCo

Deep PAMoCo

Patient 1

No Correction

the distribution of these images is not representative for the
distribution of the patient measurements e.g. in terms of the
background anatomy or the coronary artery contrast. Further
work may address this issue by using unsupervised training
approaches that do not require artifact-free prior images, and
thus, can be trained directly on measurements.

Patient 3

Patient 2

V. C ONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated the potential of using a deep neural
network for coronary artery motion estimation. The use of
the spatial transformer within the network enables an efficient
end-to-end training and allows to remove motion artifacts from
a given CT image in about 5 ms. Although the proposed
approach clearly outperforms the conventional PAMoCo in
terms of speed, further optimization is necessary to reach a
similar image quality.
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Fig. 5. Exemplary results of the patient measurements without correction
(left), the PAMoCo correction (middle) as well as the deep PAMoCo correction (right). In contrast to the simulation study there are some cases (e.g. case
4) where the PAMoCo is not able to compensate the coronary artery motion
completely.

proposed approach was restricted to a 2D linear motion model.
Applied to simulated data that were generated according to
the same motion model, the deep PAMoCo was able to
provide accurate estimates of the motion velocity vector. In any
case, there were only minor differences between the motioncompensated images calculated with the deep PAMoCo and
the ground truth. However, considering measurements an inferior performance, especially in comparison to the conventional
PAMoCo results, could be observed. This might be explained
by several reasons. First of all, PAMoCo uses a more complex
motion model that includes higher order motion patterns (see
equation (2)) and applies the MVFs in 3D. Thus, the motion
model may better fit the actual motion of the coronary arteries.
In general none of the components of the deep PAMoCo is
restricted to a 2D linear motion. It will be subject of further
research to use 3D convolutions, additional fully connected
neurons to predict higher orders of motion as well as a 3D
spatial transformer.
Another current limitation is the low number of independent
training samples. In this study each training sample is based on
one of 200 prior images without motion artifacts. Potentially,
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Metal Artifact Reduction in Photon Counting CT
using Pseudo-Monochromatic Images
Achim Byl, Laura Klein, Jennifer Hardt, Stefan Sawall, Heinz-Peter Schlemmer, Sarah Heinze,
and Marc Kachelrieß

Abstract—Photon counting CT (PCCT) inherently provides
spectral information, as measured photons are separated into
several energy bins. The resulting bin images can be linearly
combined to produce pseudo-monochromatic images (PMIs). For
dual energy CT, these images have been shown be useful to reduce
moderate metal artifacts. This study investigates the usefulness
of PMIs for metal artifact reduction in photon counting CT with
either two or four energy bins. The linear weights are chosen
by minimizing a cost function that combines an energy and a
total variation term, and indicates artifact extent. The method
is applied to multiple data sets of forensic specimen containing
metal artifacts of varying severity. PMIs are found to reduce
metal artifacts in PCCT, for both two and four bins. However,
they cannot fully remove them and have low contrast. PMIs
generally perform worse than frequency split normalized metal
artifact reduction (FSNMAR), an inpainting based metal artifact
reduction method. Applying FSNMAR to PMIs yields the best
results.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Metal artifacts in CT are a combination of severe beam
hardening, scatter, and photon starvation, and occur when a
highly attenuating object is present in the patient, e.g. metal
implants. CT images that suffer from metal artifacts exhibit
thin streaks and broader hypo- or hyperdense bands. The latter
predominately occur close to the metal, and can drastically
lower the diagnostic value of the images, as even different
types of tissue can no longer be differentiated. Therefore,
metal artifact reduction (MAR) has become an important area
of study.
Photon counting CT (PCCT) is an emerging technology that
sorts the measured photons into multiple energy bins, yielding
spectral information with every measurement. Analogously to
dual energy CT (DECT), this extra information can be used
for various applications, including material decomposition and
contrast enhancement [1]–[5]. In this work, the spectral information will be exploited for MAR through linearly combining
the bin images.
In DECT, these so-called pseudo-monochromatic images
(PMI) have already been shown to reduce metal artifacts [1],
[6]–[9]. A monochromatic image is favorable, as beam hardening artifacts originate from the polychromaticity of the x-ray
beam. In contrast to virtual monochromatic images which are
generated from the rawdata, PMIs are linear combinations of
Achim Byl is with the German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ),
Heidelberg, Germany, and with the University of Heidelberg, Germany.
Email: achim.byl@dkfz-heidelberg.de. Laura Klein, Jennifer Hardt, Dr. Stefan
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with the German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ), Heidelberg, Germany, and
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University of Heidelberg, Germany.
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the low and the high kV images. Because they take polychromatic images as input, they can only approximate monochromatic images, and are hence called pseudo-monochromatic [1].
PCCT provides spectral information similar to DECT, such
that PMIs from two energy bins should reduce metal artifacts
also in PCCT. The technique has not yet been applied to more
than two basis images. This study investigates the efficacy
of PMIs to reduce metal artifacts in PCCT with two and
four bins. The PMIs with minimal metal artifact content are
compared to conventional frequency split normalized metal
artifact reduction (FSNMAR) [10], [11] applied to the lowest
threshold image. This threshold image contains all measured
photon counts, and thus most closely resembles a conventional
CT image. In addition, the PMIs are also processed with
FSNMAR.
II. M ETHODS AND M ATERIALS
PMIs are obtained by a linear combination of the bin images
fi . For the two bin case, this gives the equation
fα = αf1 + (1 − α)f2 ,

(1)

fα,β,γ = αf1 + βf2 + γf3 + (1 − α − β − γ)f4 .

(2)

where α is the linear combination weight. With knowledge of
the detected x-ray spectra, this weight can be converted into
an energy. However, if α gets too large it cannot be associated
with an energy anymore [1] which is why this discussion
focuses on α rather than on energies. For four energy bins,
the equation has to be expanded to include three weighting
factors:

A. Selection of Coefficients
When there is only one coefficient, it is trivial to manually
select an optimal combination weight for each slice that yields
the best metal artifact reduction, as done in commercially
available products [6], [7], [9]. For three coefficients, this is
no longer the case. To automate the process, a Nelder-Mead
algorithm minimizes a cost function C with respect to the
coefficients, given by
C(α, β, γ) =L(α, β, γ) + λ T V (α, β, γ)
X
2
C(α, β, γ) =
(fα,β,γ (x, y))
(x,y)∈ROI

+λ

X

(x,y)∈ROI

(3)

|∇ (fα,β,γ (x, y))| ,

for the four bin case. Here, fα,β,γ (x, y) is again the PMI
as defined in 2. The two bin case follows analogously. C
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consists of an energy term L and a total variation term T V ,
weighted with λ, applied to an ROI of soft tissue close to
the metal. Both terms will be low when there are only weak
artifacts and high when there are severe artifacts. The energy
term additionally penalizes large hyper- or hypodense artifacts
that are homogeneous in CT-value, whose influence on T V
is disproportionately small compared to the artifact severity.
Without the energy term, the cost function might be lower
for an image with little noise and strong artifacts than for an
image with more noise but fewer artifacts, although the latter
is preferable. The cost function is not applied to bone, metal,
or air as the artifact reduction is most important in the soft
tissue. If material with very high or low CT value was in the
ROI, it would also increase the energy term.
To decide which regions consist of soft tissue, the highest
energy bin is corrected with the normalized metal artifact
reduction (NMAR) [10], and subsequently thresholded such
that pixels between −500 and 500 HU are classified as soft
tissue. The highest energy bin is chosen because it generally
suffers the least from metal artifacts.
B. CT Data
All data sets were obtained with a prototype PC CT system,
the SOMATOM CounT (Siemens Healthineers, Forchheim,
Germany). Images of forensic specimens were acquired at
140 kV with an effective tube current of 300 mAs. The
cadaver measurements are approved by the local ethics board
review (S-388/2014). For two bins, the energy thresholds were
set to 25 and 90 keV, and for four bins to 25, 45, 75,
and 90 keV. The raw data were reconstructed at the same
spatial resolution on a 512 × 512 matrix with 0.6 mm slice
thickness and 0.5 mm pixel size using filtered backprojection.
The specimens featured different metal implants, including
total hip endoprostheses, and dental fillings. Likewise, the
magnitude of metal artifacts ranged from low to severe.
C. FSNMAR
To illustrate how well the PMIs perform, they will be
compared to a conventional inpainting based MAR algorithm,
FSNMAR [10], [11]. FSNMAR can take up to three input
images: the image that is to be corrected, the prior image
for the initial NMAR step, and an image to replace the high
frequencies in the NMAR result, i.e. the frequency split (FS)
partner. In this work, the prior images and the FS partner are
both generated from the original image. For the conventional
FSNMAR image we apply FSNMAR to the lowest threshold
image T1, since it contains all photon counts and resembles a
single energy CT.
D. Analysis
To quantify the impact on soft tissue contrast, we calculate
the contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). Here, the mean values µk
and standard deviations σk are measured in soft tissue and fat
ROIs. Then, the CNR is computed as
|µ2 − µ1 |
.
CNR = p 2
σ2 + σ12

(4)

To evaluate artifact content in the images, the standard deviation σA is measured in a third ROI that is placed inside
a region with metal artifacts. As mentioned above, PMIs
are compared to the threshold image T1, conventional FSNMAR(T1) and to PMIs with additional FSNMAR processing.
To validate the performance of the coefficient selection algorithm, the automatically obtained values of α are compared
to manually chosen values for the data with two energy bins.
III. R ESULTS
A. Two Bins
Figure 1 shows an example from a cadaver measurement
with dental fillings, before and after processing. The original
measurements (σA = 271.8, 114.5, 237.9 HU for bin 1,
bin 2, and T1, respectively) suffer from hyperdense artifacts
around the teeth and strong streaking. The PMI produced
by the optimization algorithm has a blending coefficient of
α = −0.25, which does not perfectly agree with the manually
chosen value of α = −0.59. However, the actual difference
is marginal, as evident in the figure. The PMI reduces the
metal artifacts (σA = 96.2 HU), but cannot fully remove
them. In comparison, FSNMAR applied to the threshold image
(σA = 43.7 HU) removes most artifacts at the cost of
introducing some new streaks. Applying FSNMAR to the PMI
(σA = 44.1 HU) yields an even better result as artifacts close
to the teeth are also removed. However, the PMI exhibits
a drastically lower CNR than the threshold image with 1.1
compared to 5.8. Likewise, conventional FSNMAR has a CNR
of 4.6 whereas PMI with FSNMAR has a CNR of only 1.4.
B. Four Bins
Figure 2 demonstrates pseudo-monochromatic imaging with
four bins applied to the same cadaver as in Figure 1. The
coefficients for the PMI are {0.51, −0.69, −0.56, 1.74}. As for
the two bin case, the PMI (σA = 94.5 HU) reduces the metal
artifacts in the image but is outperformed by conventional
FSNMAR (σA = 48.0 HU). Likewise, applying FSNMAR to
the PMI (σA = 56.9 HU) produces the best artifact reduction
as it enhances details close to the teeth. However, the PMI
has a CNR of 0.6 and 0.9 after processing with FSNMAR.
This is extremely low compared to the threshold image and
conventional FSNMAR, which have CNRs of 4.5 and 4.8.
Figure 3 shows another specimen, also with dental fillings.
The PMI has coefficients of {−0.16, −0.10, 0.48, 0.79}. Unlike the previous case, the PMI (σA = 116.8 HU) does not
visibly reduce artifacts. In contrast, FSNMAR (σA = 56.9
HU) effectively removes most artifacts but introduces minor
streaks. The combination of PMI and FSNMAR (σA = 50.7
HU) removes the artifacts almost completely while introducing
practically no new artifacts. As in the previous cases, the CNR
of the PMI (2.6, 2.9 with FSNMAR) is significantly lower than
the CNR of the threshold image (5.7, 5.5 with FSNMAR).
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
Pseudo-monochromatic images are able to reduce metal
artifacts in photon counting CT, both with two and with four
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Fig. 1. Slice from a PC scan with two bins. From top left to bottom right: bin 1, bin 2, threshold image, conventional FSNMAR, PMI with manually chosen
coefficient, PMI with manually chosen coefficients and FSNMAR, PMI with automatically generated coefficient, FSNMAR applied to PMI with automatically
generated coefficients. Artifacts are reduced in the PMI (σA = 96.2 HU)and almost completely removed in the FSNMAR image (σA = 43.7 HU). PMI
with FSNMAR (σA = 44.1 HU) yields the best result in terms of artifact reduction as details close to the teeth are visible. However, soft tissue contrast is
strongly decreased for PMIs. C = 50 HU, W = 700 HU.

Fig. 2. Slice from a PC scan with four bins; same cadaver as in Figure 1. Top left to bottom right: bin 1, bin 2, bin 3, bin 4, threshold image, conventional
FSNMAR, PMI, PMI with FSNMAR. The PMI (σA = 94.5 HU) is able to reduce metal artifacts and shows details close to the teeth. However, it has little
soft tissue contrast (CNR = 0.6). Conventional FSNMAR (σA = 48.0 HU) removes most metal artifacts without increasing noise levels (CNR = 4.8), but
there is little detail close to the teeth. The combination of both techniques removes practically all artifacts at the cost of low contrast (σA = 56.9 HU, CNR
= 0.9). C = 50 HU, W = 700 HU.
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Fig. 3. Slice from a PC scan with four bins. Top left to bottom right: bin 1, bin 2, bin 3, bin 4, threshold image, conventional FSNMAR, PMI, PMI with
FSNMAR. The PMI (σA = 116.8 HU) is not able to noticeably reduce metal artifacts compared to the threshold image (σA = 143.2 HU). Conventional
FSNMAR removes most metal artifacts (σA = 56.9 HU), although some bright streaks close to the teeth and a dark patch below the metal remain. Applying
FSNMAR to the PMI (σA = 50.7 HU) removes most artifacts with less residue artifacts than conventional FSNMAR. The CNR in PMIs (2.6 and 2.9) is
significantly lower than in the conventional images (5.5 and 5.7). C = 50 HU, W = 700 HU.

energy bins. However, the artifact reduction is often marginal.
Furthermore, PMIs exhibit a considerably lower CNR than the
threshold image. In contrast, FSNMAR is capable of removing
most metal artifacts without affecting image noise or contrast
while only introducing minor streaks. Therefore, a dedicated
MAR technique should be preferred over standalone PMIs.
The best results were achieved when combining PMIs with
FSNMAR, as structures close to the metal or teeth retain detail,
and fewer artifacts were introduced in the FSNMAR step. As
FSNMAR combines a low-frequency and a high-frequency
image, it is possible to use a PMI that reduces artifacts to
reinsert detail into a NMAR corrected PMI that minimizes
noise. This way, the CNR in the PMI can be maximized
without compromising artifact reduction.
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Slow triple kVp switching CT with convolutional
neural network based sinogram completion and
material decomposition
Wenchao Cao and Peter B. Noël

A BSTRACT
Multi-Energy Computed Tomography (CT) has been
intensively studied as it has the potential to improve
diagnostics and therapy assessment. In this work, we
investigate a slow triple kVp switching configuration. The
kVp slowly alternates among three kVp levels and thus can
be implemented on a standard single-source CT system.
This scheme presents several processing challenges. First,
the data is under-sampled in each energy level. Second,
material decomposition in the sinogram domain is impractical as the projection images of the three energy levels
are not angularly aligned. To overcome these issues, we
develop a convolutional neural network (CNN) framework
for sparse sinogram completion. Numerical simulations
are conducted to validate the proposed scheme. Results
illustrate that with the sinogram completion method, the
sparsely sampled spectral CT data can be reconstructed
with minimal artifact at a 22◦ kVp switching rate. The
material decomposition network allows us to differentiate
two types of contrast agents (e.g., iodine and gadolinium)
in the sinogram domain. Results demonstrate that 10mg/ml
of iodine and gadolinium contrast agents can be separated
from the water-based phantom with errors below 3%. In
conclusion, a slow triple kVp switching data acquisition
scheme is proposed. With the aid of the purposed CNN
based data processing, it may, in the future, be used
for dual-contrast agent protocols on a single-energy CT
system.

Index Terms—Spectral CT, slow triple kVp switching, deep
learning, sinogram completion, material decomposition

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dual-contrast protocols [1; 2; 3; 4; 5] are a promising
clinical Multi-Energy Computed Tomography (CT) application
among other for focal liver lesion characterization [6]. One
technology to enable Multi-Energy CT are photon-counting
detectors (PCD) [7]. While the clinical transition is highly
anticipated because of the diagnostic benefits of PCDs, the
actual translation is progressing slowly due to certain shortcomings. Rapid kVp switching is a source sided spectral CT
approach wherein the energy alternates between two tube
voltage settings [8]. It is potentially eligible for dual-contrast
Wenchao Cao and Peter B. Noël are with the Department of Radiology,
Perelman School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA,
19104 USA. E-mail: wenchao.cao@pennmedicine.upenn.edu.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: (a) An illustration of the three slow kVp switching
patterns, with the corresponding spectra (b) at 80 (orange),
120 (green) and 140 kVp (blue).

material discrimination if the kVp switches among three
voltages settings. However, a dedicated CT system, including a
special x-ray tube, enabling fast kVp switching, and a detector
with short response time, is required. More recently, other
investigators have presented promising results towards slowly
switch the tube voltage on a conventional CT system [9; 10].
The tube voltage switches gradually between two kVp settings.
Thus the acquired dataset is a mixture of projections under two
energies, with each energy level dominating a specific angular
range. One of the main difficulties faced by this approach
is under-sampled data. Unlike the sparse angular sampling
in conventional cone-beam CT, where the sampling rate is
even, the slow kVp switching data is densely sampled in
an angular range but completely missing in another. As a
result, interpolation is inappropriate for sinogram completion.
On the other hand, the advantage of the slow kVp switching
acquisition lies in the fact that the full structural information
is provided by stitching projections from different energies
together. The under-sampling problem can be solved if there
exists a mapping function that maps the mixed sinogram to
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Fig. 2: The modified abdominal CT phantom for dual-contrast
applications. The materials are: 1. iodine solution; 2. gadolinium solution; 3. bone; 4. soft tissue; 5. water. Both contrast
agent solutions are 10mg/ml. Notice that the spheres in the
red rectangle are alternately composed of iodine solution and
gadolinium solution.
the individual kVps.
The main contributions of this work are summarized as
follows: (1) A slow kVp switching scheme which allows tripleenergy CT data acquisition on a single-energy system is proposed (Fig. 1); (2) A CNN based sinogram completion method
is investigated; and (3) A CNN based material decomposition
method is introduced.
II. M ETHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Digital dual-contrast phantom

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: (a) Sinogram completion network; (b) Material decomposition network.

of the first stage is used as the input and each spectral CT
dataset is utilized as an output.

The proposed framework is applied to a simulated FORBILD abdomen phantom [11]. The phantom is modified as
follows: (1) the materials are limited to soft tissue/water,
iodine-based, gadolinium-based contrast material and bone
as labeled in Fig. 2, and (2) the structure is simplified by
excluding the high-resolution targets.
B. Sinogram completion and material decomposition networks
The network structures are shown in Fig. 3. The sinogram
completion network is a modified U-Net [12], which efficiency has been proven in many medical imaging applications
[13; 14; 15]. The key feature is the skip connection. UNet links the feature maps from the encoder with the upsampled ones, through which the full spatial resolution can
be recovered. In spectral CT, the projection images under
different energies are similar in the structure but different in
the gray value due to the spectral deviation. Therefore, for
the proposed slow kVp switching scheme, projections under
different energies can be aligned together corresponding to
the angular position. This structurally completed sinogram
entails all geometry information but only sparse spectral
data. Essentially, the network learns to map this sinogram
to different gray values corresponding to individual spectra.
There are two stages of sinogram completion (Fig. 4). In the
first stage, the three spectral CT datasets are down-sampled
and aligned together as the sparsely sampled input of the
training. Then these three datasets are averaged to be used
as the fully sampled output. In the second stage, the outcome

Fig. 4: An illustration of the sinogram completion network
training.
The material decomposition network involves a three-inthree-out structure that contains three streams of independent
kernels. Three material maps - iodine, gadolinium, and water
- are estimated separately. The key idea of the material decomposition network is to train the three streams of networks
corresponding to the three materials separately.
For both sinogram completion and material decomposition
training processes, the sinogram images are segmented into
patches of size 64×64 pixels to reduce memory consumption.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5: Results of the first stage of the sinogram completion. (a)
Ground truth sinogram. (b) Completed sinogram. (c) Residual
error (display window [-0.2, 0.2]).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6: Residual error results of the second stage (a) 80kVp.
(b) 120kVp. (c) 140kVp (display window [-0.5, 0.5]).
C. Data preparation and network training
The method for slow kVp switching simulation is shown in
Fig. 1a. It is assumed that the kVp varies as a step function
of the rotational angle. The number of projections for a fully
sampled dataset is set as 900, in which case the angular step
size is 0.4◦ for a 360◦ rotation. Three different kVp switching
rates - 1.2◦ , 11.2◦ and 22◦ - are evaluated. The kVp switches
among 80, 120 and 140kVp. Under a 1.2◦ switching rate, for
example, 900 total views yield 300 views at each energy level,
and the kVp switches every three views.
Six datasets of the FORBILD phantom are simulated. They
are three spectral datasets and three material (iodine, gadolinium and water) datasets. The spectra are plotted in Fig. 1b.
They are 80kVp with 2.5mm aluminum filter; 120kVp with
2.5mm aluminum and 0.225mm bismuth filters; and 140kVp
with 2.5mm aluminum and 0.225mm tin filters.
III. R ESULTS
Preliminary results illustrate that the proposed CNN based
method can effectively complete the sparse data. Fig. 5 and
Fig. 6 show the 22◦ switching rate results at the two stages
separately. All absolute residual errors are smaller than 0.5.
In Fig. 5, although the completed sinogram is visually similar
to the ground truth, gray value transitions due to sinogram
stitching can be observed in the residual error image. A similar
pattern can be seen in Fig. 6a. The residual error images look
more uniform at 120 and 140kVp datasets.
The reconstruction results in Fig. 7 further show the efficiency of the proposed method. With sinogram completion,
the FORBILD abdomen phantom can be reconstructed with
minimal streaks or deformation for the three kVp settings.
Further, low contrast components (water and soft tissue) are
visible. Without sinogram completion, the phantom can be
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reconstructed with acceptable image quality at a switching rate
of 1.2◦ , which is close in speed to current rapid kVp switching.
However, visual deformation and streaks are observed for
switching rates of 11.2◦ and 22◦ . The images are in general
darker and the visibility of the low contrast components is
further weakened due to streaks.
The material decomposition results are presented in Fig. 8.
While accuracy is not degraded with a descending switching
rate, streaks can be observed. A potential reason for these artifacts could be the residual error in the sinogram completion.
Normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) [16] between
material maps from the CNN decomposition and the ground
truth is calculated to quantify the error. For our results, the
NRMSE values are all under 3%. The method yields the best
result in water decomposition and the worst result in the iodine
decomposition, possibly because contrast material attenuates
nonlinear compared to water.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The present research aimed to examine the feasibility of
a slow triple kVp switching data acquisition scheme. This
concept can be potentially introduced to enable triple-energy
spectral CT on a single-source system. A CNN framework
for sinogram completion and material decomposition was
developed to facilitate this scheme. A modified U-Net was first
applied to complete the sparsely sampled data. Reconstruction
results with and without sinogram completion were compared.
We were able to illustrate with the proposed method, that
artifacts caused by sparse sampling can be significantly reduced. Next, the completed datasets were utilized as input to
a material decomposition CNN. Results illustrated that for a
digital phantom, three materials could be discriminated. For
the future, it will be essential to evaluate our concept with
experimental datasets, including multiple contrast-agents.
In conclusion, a slow triple kVp switching data acquisition
scheme was proposed. The findings may aid the clinical
translation of dual-contrast agent protocols into the clinical
day-to-day routine.
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Projective Reconstruction of Acquisition Geometry
without Point Correspondences
Tobias Würfl, Nicole Maaß, Frank Dennerlein, Andreas K. Maier

Abstract—Despite some fundamental differences in the image
formation model 3D Reconstruction in the fields of Computed
Tomography and Computer Vision share some similar concepts.
In Computed Tomography, reconstruction refers to the problem
of estimating 3D structure from 2D projection images assuming
that accurate information about the camera geometry is available
while in Computer Vision reconstruction typically refers to the
task of simultaneously estimating the 3D structure and the
camera motion solely from 2D projection images. In Computed
Tomography accurate information about the camera geometry
or motion is usually acquired by calibration and scanners are
manufactured to support reproducible trajectories. Being able
to reconstruct without requiring calibration and a reproducible
trajectory would solve the problem of rigid motion estimation
and enable new types of scanners. However, it is difficult to
transfer Computer Vision techniques to Computed Tomography
because point correspondences are hard to establish since all
structures are superimposed over each other in projection images.
Recently we introduced a new algorithm two estimate pairwise
relative geometry based solely on the 2D projection images
without point correspondences. In this work, we present the
adaptation of a structure from motion algorithm to obtain
a projective reconstruction of the whole scene from pairwise
geometry estimates. In a simulation experiment, we show that
we are able to estimate the camera geometry only based on
projections.

R

I. I NTRODUCTION

ECONSTRUCTION of the three-dimensional structure
of a scene has become a mature task both in Computer
Vision (CV), where color images of reflected light are used
and in Computed Tomography (CT), where gray value images
of transmitted X-ray light are used. Despite those differences
in the image formation model those two reconstruction tasks
share some concepts. In the following, we will consistently
use the wording of the Computer Vision field and refer to a
3D reconstruction result as structure instead of volume and
we will refer to the camera geometry expressed as projection
matrices as motion.
In CV it is nowadays conventional to reconstruct not only
the structure but the motion simultaneously only based on
the acquired images. In CT the structure reconstruction is
more advanced but no system exists which simultaneously
reconstructs the structure and the motion. This disparity is
on one hand caused by the fact that reconstruction in CT is
much more demanding because single pixels in input data do
not represent a single point in space but an integral over the
attenuation along a line and therefore one has to reconstruct
T. Würfl and A. K. Maier are with the Pattern Recognition Lab, FriedrichAlexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU), Erlangen, Germany.
N. Maaß and F. Dennerlein are with Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen,
Germany.
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Fig. 1: Fully connected triplet and 3-view fundamental matrix.
the motion fully before being able to reconstruct the structure.
On the other hand, existing techniques from Computer Vision
estimating the motion between two cameras are not applicable
to CT because algorithms to identify corresponding points
fail. For these reasons motion reconstruction has never been
approached in full generality in CT. Instead prior work has
concentrated on only estimating slight deviations from the
calibrated motion which has been studied under the terms of
rigid (patient) motion estimation [1], [2] and misalignment
compensation [3] while in CV researchers have shown how
to reconstruct city-scale scenes from unordered image collections [4].
Reconstructing both structure and motion simultaneously
would solve both misalignment caused by slight deviations
from the calibrated motion and patient motion compensation.
Being able to deal with uncalibrated or non-reproducible
trajectories could enable high quality reconstructions on new
types of CT scanners which consist of flexibly mounted detectors and sources which can move freely and independently like
robotic X-ray systems. Currently such systems are investigated
both in medical and industrial imaging [5] but are difficult to
calibrate and require specific procedures to deal with those
problems.
In CV many algorithms referred to as structure from motion
(SfM) exist to obtain a reconstruction of the motion in the form
of projection matrices while simultaneously reconstructing the
structure in form of 3D point coordinates. The central component in SfM algorithms are methods to identify corresponding points. Those algorithms typically consist of calculating
descriptors of keypoints in projections [6] which are then
matched in multiple projections. From those corresponding
points most methods compute a minimal parametrization of the
relative geometry of pairs of images known as the fundamental
matrix [7]. The fundamental matrix Fij is defined by the
equation
xTj Fij xi = 0 ,
(1)
where xi and xj are corresponding projection coordinates
of the same 3D point in projections i and j in homo-
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Fig. 2: A viewing graph and a triplet cover for it.
geneous coordinates. The fundamental matrix can be used
to obtain a projective reconstruction of the two associated
projection matrices Pi and Pj . A projective reconstruction
of N projection matrices denotes a non-unique recovery up to
a projective transformation H. For more than two projections
different algorithms exist to obtain a projective reconstruction
of all projection matrices. The central method in all SfM
methods for this problem is known as bundle adjustment. We
denote M estimated 3D points as X̂m and their measured
projections by N estimated projection matrices P̂i as xm
i so
that: P̂i X̂m = xm
i . This allows us to formulate projective
reconstruction as an optimization problem jointly optimizing
for all P̂i and X̂m by minimizing:
argmin

N X
M
X

2
kP̂i X̂m − xm
i k2 .

(2)

P̂i ,X̂m i=1 m=1

This construction

kP̂i X̂m − xm
i k2 ,

(3)

is called the reprojection error. Once this projective reconstruction of structure and motion has been computed the matrix H
has to be estimated to upgrade the projective reconstruction
to a metric reconstruction. The input to those methods is a
projective reconstruction and an assumption about the intrinsic
camera parameters such as rectangular pixels. A popular
method for this by Chandraker et al. [8] formulates this as
rank constrained semidefinite optimization problem.
The key challenge in transferring this pipeline to CT is that
because of the line-integral projection model the identification
of corresponding points fails [9]. To overcome this challenge
we recently proposed a method to estimate fundamental matrices without the use of corresponding points [10]. The method
works by formulating fundamental matrix estimation as a nonconvex minimization of a inconsistency metric between two
projections.
However, since bundle adjustment also requires corresponding points, we can not use it to obtain a projective reconstruction. In this work we adapt a recently proposed method by
Kasten et al. [11] for CT calculating a projective reconstruction
solely from collections of fundamental matrices.
II. M ETHOD
The fundamental matrices define a viewing graph [12]. A
viewing graph G(V , E) consists of nodes vi ∈ V representing
the unknown projection matrices Pi and directed edges eij ∈
E which represent the fundamental matrices Fij relating them.
The edges are directed because the edge could either represent

Fij or Fji = FTij if no direction was indicated. A viewing

2
graph can at most contain n2 = n 2−n distinct fundamental
matrices because Fij = FTji and Fii = 0. The viewing graph
can be weighted using metrics to quantify the certainty in the
estimate of the associated fundamental matrices.
For some special cases of such a viewing graph, linear
solutions for the Pi exist which are compatible with the
measured fundamental matrices. The simplest case is given
by two nodes connected by a single fundamental matrix.
This case can be extended to a viewing graph consisting of
three nodes fully connected by three fundamental matrices
by first obtaining a projective reconstruction for two nodes
and calculating the missing projection matrix P̂3 from those
previously computed projection matrices P̂1 , P̂2 and two
Fundamental matrices F13 , F23 . The algorithm is briefly
described by Hartley and Zisserman [13, p. 386]. They show
that PT3 F13 P1 and PT3 F23 P2 are skew-symmetric. This gives
rise to 20 equations because each of the two skew-symmetric
4 × 4 matrices has six independent entries and four entries
equal to zero. A different reconstruction formula for this case
was given by Kasten et al. [11]. Their formula uses a so
called 3-view fundamental matrix T which assembles the three
fundamental matrices of this special viewing graph to a 9 × 9
matrix as seen from the matrix in Fig. 1 with a depiction of
the graph.
They give an explicit formula how to obtain a projective
reconstruction from T. These methods can be extended to
solve viewing graphs with more than three projections by first
using the three-view reconstruction on an arbitrary subgraph
and adding more projections to the projective reconstruction
by using two fundamental matrices to calculate it. We will
denote such a sequence of solvable three-view reconstruction
problems as triplet cover. Figure 2 shows an example of such
graphs.
More formally a triplet cover Gτ (Vτ , Eτ ) of G(V , E) is a
connected, undirected graph with nodes vkτ ∈ Vτ representing
viewing graphs Gk . These Gk contain a set Vk of exactly
three nodes vi from V and are fully connected implying that
they have a 3-view fundamental matrix T. Edges eτkl ∈ Eτ
of a triplet cover denote that two nodes vkτ and vlτ contain
two identical projections: |Vk ∩ Vl | = 2. This is equivalent
to stating that each edge denotes a shared fundamental matrix
Fkl . Additionally every node vi ∈ V needs to be contained in
at least one viewing graph of the triplet cover.
As we have outlined before a triplet cover can be traversed and a projective reconstruction of the geometry can
be calculated. This shows that a triplet cover fully specifies
the geometry. However, many more fundamental matrices can
be calculated which express this geometry redundantly. The
collection of all of those can be represented as a N-view
fundamental matrix N. It takes the form of a symmetric matrix
compiling all possible fundamental matrices:


0
 FT21

N= .
 ..

FTN 1

FT12
0

...
...
..
.

...

FTN N −1


FT1N
FT2N 

.

0

(4)
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Note that we use the transpose operator here: FTij which is
different from the definition of Kasten et al. because they
introduce this construction using a atypical definition of Fij
with swapped indices ij. Identical to the viewing graph,
Fij = FTji and Fii = 0. Additionally we need rows of N
denoted as Ni with a single index e.g.


N1 = 0 FT12 . . . FT1N .
(5)

Because a triplet cover and its collection of 3-view fundamental matrices already suffices to obtain a projective reconstruction this representation is redundant. Reconstruction from such
a redundant representation can easily be achieved by the same
method as for the triplet cover, if the redundant projection
matrices are consistent with each other. Consistent means that
no matter what triplet we use to reconstruct a projection matrix
Pi the result is identical. However, in practical situations
where we only have noisy estimates of fundamental matrices
this consistency is not guaranteed.
In their work Global Projective Structure from Motion [11]
Kasten et al. prove that a set of necessary and sufficient
conditions for consistency of a N-view fundamental matrix
N with a set of N projection matrices Pi which do not only
have collinear centers is:
1) rank(N) = 6 and N has exactly 3 positive and 3
negative eigenvalues,
2) rank(Ni ) = 3 for all i = 1, · · · , n.
These conditions can be used to formulate an optimization
problem finding a consistent N-view fundamental matrix N
which is closest to the measured noisy data.
We now introduced all concepts for the projective reconstruction method. It consists of four steps:
Algorithm 1 Projective Reconstruction
1:
2:
3:

Gτ ← construct triplet cover(G)
Gτ ← optimize N (Gτ )
Pi ← reconstruct(Gτ )

We will briefly describe each step and outline how we
adapted them to CT.
A. Construct Triplet Cover
The triplet cover is generated from an input viewing graph
by first enumerating sets of possible triplets by constructing
maximum spanning trees Ti from a viewing graph G in a
loop, each time removing the edges which are contained in T .
Kasten et al. use the number of matches to weight the viewing
graph. In our case we can not use this and therefore currently
use a weight of one reducing this step to a random selection.
We loop for 5 iterations as reported by Kasten et al. This loop
produces 5 edge-disjoint maximal spanning trees. From those
all possible triplets are enumerated and an initial triplet cover
Gτ is created.
Since not all triplets are equally well suited for reconstruction we prune Gτ to contain only suitable triplets for
reconstruction. A necessary assumption for reconstruction is
that the three Pi are not all collinear. Kasten et al. [11]
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define a measure for collinearity which we use identically.
Additionally if the 3-view fundamental matrix of a triplet
is inconsistent even after optimization of its matrices it is
heuristically favorable to swap it for a more consistent triplet.
For measuring consistency the algorithm of Section II-B is
used. Assume for now it produces a projection of a measured,
possibly noisy, 3-view fundamental matrix T̂k to a consistent
Tk . Inconsistency of a triplet is now defined as residual
inconsistency of its 3-view fundamental matrix:
ck = kTk − T̂k kF ,

(6)

where k. . . kF denotes the Frobenius-norm. Those two measures are calculated for all vk of Gτ and used to prune Gτ .
B. Optimize N-view Fundamental Matrix
After a suitable triplet cover Gτ has been constructed the
fundamental matrices of each triplet will in general still be inconsistent because each fundamental matrix estimate is noisy.
If this inconsistency is not handled properly, subsequent reconstruction algorithms will produce projections to consistent
pairs which are optimal according to unsuitable non-geometric
cost functions. This usually leads to unsatisfying results.
Therefore a general strategy is to formulate such projection
problems explicitly making use of all available geometric
constraints on a consistent solution. This prior knowledge
helps finding more favorable projections to consistent sets.
Because a triplet cover is a solvable viewing graph, it
uniquely defines a projective reconstruction which in turn
uniquely defines a N-view fundamental matrix. This allows
to formulate an optimization problem for a consistent N-view
fundamental matrix N from an inconsistent N̂ only specified
by a triplet cover:


|Vτ |
X

argmin
kTk − T̂k k2F


N
k=1

s.t.

N = NT , Fii = 0 , rank(Tk ) = 6 .

(7)

This optimization is in general a non-convex problem despite
the convex objective because of the rank constraint. However,
for the rank constraint a proximal operator is available and
those problems are often solvable with practical accuracy.
Therefore the problem can be tackled using an Alternating
Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) method. ADMM
leads to a iterative solver with closed form update formulae
and two auxiliary variables. For the derivation and the details
we refer to Kasten et al. [11].
A difference to Kasten et al. in our implementation is that
they normalize the Fundamental matrix using the location
of interest points in each image to zero mean and unit
variance similar to the normalized 8-point algorithm [14].
After optimization the fundamental matrices are denormalized.
Since we do not have interest points we do not perform this
normalization.
C. Projective Reconstruction Using a Triplet Cover
After optimization of the triplet cover we assume it is consistent and perform the actual projective reconstruction. Kasten
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Method
GT-Jittered
Proposed
Ideal Fij

Sum of error
9.132088
6.849069
0.000068

Conclusion
Error introduced by jitter.
Image-based geometry.
Fundamental matrix estimation determines the quality.

TABLE I: Results of our experiment.
et al. propose to traverse the triplet cover and reconstruct
each triplet independently using their reconstruction formula.
They follow this up by traversing the triplet cover a second
time unifying the projective frame of all reconstructions to
be identical. We found that this method produced large errors
in some geometric setups. Instead we only use their formula
for the first triplet and for all other triplets we use the
reconstruction formula for the missing projection matrix of
Hartley and Zisserman [13] mentioned before.
III. E XPERIMENT
We present a proof-of-concept experiment on simulated
data. As simulated dataset we use a phantom described in [10]
consisting of a spherical acquisition of homogeneous beads of
different densities. In our experiment we use 25 projections.
We use our previously published method [10] to estimate
fundamental matrices from 2D projection images. We initialize
the fundamental matrices from jittered projection matrices
with uniform random offsets of the principal point coordinates
u0 and v0 . As range we use shifts in pixels from [−5, 15]. Our
experiment is evaluated by reporting the reprojection error as
defined in Equation 3 of the origin against the groundtruth
geometry. To enable this comparison we need to upgrade
our projective reconstruction to a metric one. We do this
by assuming knowledge of two ideal, unjittered projection
matrices P1 and P2 . Using those a simple strategy to estimate
the homography H is to apply the method for unification of
two triplets of Kasten et al. Since the two known projection
matrices are in the Euclidean frame of reference a transformation H which maps the two estimated corresponding
matrices P̂1 and P̂2 of the projective reconstruction to their
known counterparts is the desired homography. We used this
method in our experiments to assess the performance of the
projective reconstruction algorithm. We also report the error
of our projective reconstruction algorithm if ideal fundamental
matrices are reported. The numeric results are summarized in
Table I.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
We presented a method for projective reconstruction of the
acquisition geometry from projections for Computed Tomography. To this end, we used a previously developed method to
estimate fundamental matrices without point correspondences
and adapted a recently proposed method for projective reconstruction from sets of fundamental matrices to our setting.
We showed that the results of our pipeline strongly depends
on the accuracy of the fundamental matrix estimation method.
This suggests that the most difficult problem in this line of
research is the accurate estimation of those. Future work could
combine our fundamental matrix estimation method e.g. with
algorithms based on landmarks such as the method of Bier et

al. [15] to obtain point correspondences in this difficult setting.
This would enable to use a geometric error which is known
to improve results in Computer Vision.
A shortcoming of our work is that the construction of
maximum spanning trees currently uses uniform weights.
Subsequent work should define a sensible cost based on
uncertainty of the fundamental matrix estimation algorithm.
Similarly the measures for collinearity and accuracy of Kasten
et al. should be investigated for their effectiveness in our
setting.
D ISCLAIMER
The concepts and information presented in this paper are
based on research and are not commercially available.
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Multi-Energy Monte Carlo Simulation of the
Multi-Sources Static CT System
Yidi Yao, Liang Li, Zhiqiang Chen, Wuyang Liang, Xin Jin

Abstract— In this study, the multi-energy Monte Carlo
simulation results based on the multi-sources static CT system are
presented. Compared with current CT systems, the static CT
system doesn’t have the rotation gantry. Hence the artifacts
introduced by the gantry vibration are reduced. In the simulation,
six-energy projections are obtained using three different tube
voltages and the ‘sandwich’-structure detectors. An 1D-UNet
neural network are applied to reduces scatter artifacts. Hybrid
reconstruction and image-domain decomposition of a thorax CT
phantom is presented. The final high-quality reconstruction and
decomposition results show that it’s feasible and effective for
multi-energy imaging using the proposed static CT system.
Key Words— Beam hardening, iterative reconstruction,
material decomposition, multi-energy, neural network,
‘sandwich’ detector, scatter correction, static CT

I. INTRODUCTION

C

CTs obtain projection data at different angles by
rotating the gantry. With the development of the X-ray
tube, detector material, electronics and electromechanical
technologies, the scanning time for the medical imaging can be
reduced to 1 second[1]. Therefore, the artifacts introduced by
the movement of human body can be reduced largely. However,
due to the mechanical structure of the gantry, it is difficult to
further shorten the scanning time, which is necessary for clear
cardiac imaging. On the other hand, the vibration accompanied
with the high-speed rotation can introduce extra artifacts to
imaging.
The complex mechanical structure can themselves cause
problems. Because of the gantry, the volume of the CT is not
suitable for hand luggage inspection, in which there is usually
not enough room to place it. It needs to take great effort to
ensure that the complex mechanical structures work properly.
Multi-energy imaging is important to material identification
in both medical application and security application. However,
conventional CT generates monochromatic images.
Double-energy images can be reconstructed using the
‘sandwich’ detector. Spectral CT based on photon-counting
URRENT
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detector could be a viable option in the future. But now the
detector is too small for practical application[2].
Inspired by the drawbacks of the current CT system, our
team propose a new CT system, the multi-sources static CT
system. This system uses three line-array sources instead of the
gantry to generate projection data from different views.
Therefore, both the sources and detectors are static during the
scanning, and the vibrations are eliminated to the greatest
extent. Scatter correction based on neural network is applied in
the reconstruction in order to correct the artifacts caused by the
special geometric design. Three different X-ray tube voltages,
140kV, 110kV and 80kV, are set during the Monte Carlo
simulation scanning. Hybrid reconstruction and image-domain
decomposition results of a thorax CT phantom are presented.
The final high-quality reconstruction and decomposition results
show that it’s feasible for multi-energy imaging using the
proposed static CT system.
In the following, detailed algorithms, including CT system
design, artifacts correction, reconstruction and decomposition,
are described in Section 2. Monte Carlo simulation,
reconstruction, and decomposition results are showed in
Section 3. Analysis and further outlook are discussed in Section
4.
II. METHODS
A. Static CT Design
In the static CT system, three sources-detectors planes in
different directions are placed side by side. The diagrams of the
system are showed in Figure 1.
In each sources-detectors plane, one line-array sources and
three flat panel double-layer detectors are set. The length of the
source array is 120cm. 128 sources are arranged in the array
with equal distance. A 0.2 mm iron filter is placed in front of
each source. The detector panels that opposite to the source
array has 3624 pixel, and the detector panels on the side have
3154 pixels. The size of each pixel is 3 mm  3 mm.
Detector materials of both layers are GOS, and the density is
7.32 g/cm3. The thickness of the first layer, or the low-energy
layer, is 0.25 mm, and the thickness of the second layer is 1.5
mm. Between the two layers is a 0.6 mm copper filter.
The line-array sources and three detector panels are placed
along the four sides of a square as the diagram shows. The
centers of all the planes coincide in the horizontal direction.
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Fig. 1. The diagram of the static CT system

B. Monte Carlo Simulation
A Monte Carlo simulation for the static CT system
is
performed. A modified Forbid thorax phantom is applied in the
simulation. The length of the long axis is 50 cm. The materials
for different part of the phantom are chose from ICRU 46[3],
and the cross section of the phantom at position where the
ordinate is zero is shown in Figure 2. Different kinds of body
tissue materials with extremely similar components, including
adipose, bone, muscle and blood, are used. The detailed
material types, their location and their densities are shown in
Table 1.
The X-ray tube voltage is set to 140 kV, 110 kV, and 80 kV
for three line-array sources respectively. The current of the tube
is 25 mA. The exposure time is 1.5 ms for 140 kV and 110 kV,
and 4.5 ms for 80kV. The Geant4 toolkit[4] is used to execute
the Monte Carlo simulation. 28 servers run the simulation
program in parallel. Each server has two Intel Xeon Gold 6135
CPU, and each CPU has 24 cores. The total running time is
about 58 hours.

imaging processing. In field of CT reconstruction, ScatterNet[5]
and DSE[6] have been proposed to correct scatter artifacts.
Inspired by them, we proposed the 1D U-Net convolution
network for scatter correction in projection domain. The
network architecture is showed in Figure 3.
Unlike common projection-domain network which inputs and
outputs are 2D data, our proposed network uses 1D data. Each
sample is a vector of the 2D projection, which represents the
data emitted from one X-ray source. Projection data without
scatter, which can be obtained from Monte Carlo simulation,
are outputs of the network. Projection data considering scatter
effect are inputs. Because different sources don’t emit photons
at the same time, the 1D network model is reasonable.
Compared to 2D network, the 1D network uses 1D convolution
instead of 2D convolution, which dramatically reduces the
computing time. Moreover, replacing 2D data with 1D
increases the number training samples.
Balancing the calculation complexity and the generation
ability of the network, the depth is set to 7. After each
down-sampling layer, two convolution layers follow. The size
of the convolution kernel is 1×3. The activation function is
ReLU. Batch normalization is applied. One eighth of the
complete data is used for training to avoid overfitting. Adam
algorithm is used for backpropagation. The start learning rate is
0.01 and exponential decay is applied. Batch size is 4. The total
training epoch is 300, which is enough for convergence.
Low-energy projection and high-energy projection are trained
separately.

Fig. 2. The thorax phantom used in simulation
TABLE I
TYPES AND DENSITIES OF THE SELECTED MATERIALS
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Material Types
Adipose
Bone
Muscle
Iodized Blood（95% Blood + 5% Iodine）
Lung Tissue
Air

Density
0.95g/cm3
1.92g/cm3
1.06g/cm3
1.05g/cm3
0.26g/cm3
1.3×10−3g/cm3

C. Scatter Correction Based on 1D U-Net convolution
network
The special CT design increases X-ray angle distribution,
which aggravates the effects of scatter. Conventional
collimator-based methods are invalid for this CT system.
In recent years, deep learning has become a powerful tool in

Fig. 3. The architecture of the neural network

D. Hybrid Reconstruction
In the reconstruction, SART algorithms and statistical
weights are applied. Ten total variation (TV), and one low-rank
constraints in the spectrum domain are performed after each
iterative update. The total iteration time is 30 for each
reconstruction.
As stated in Section 2B, the projection data of each plane
corresponds to only one spectrum. Due to the requirement of
data completeness for reconstruction, it is not feasible to
reconstruct high-quality images using existing data. The data of
the other two planes are needed.
Here we propose a method based on a pre-calibrated line
integral curve. A phantom including similar material types are
simulated for all three spectrums and all three planes. All the
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points of the projection data are mapped onto a
two-dimensional coordinate system. The abscissa and ordinate
correspond to the line integral of each projection data point
under different spectrum. A curve is fitted based on these points,
and the corresponding relationship between the values of each
projection data point under different spectrum is obtained. The
example of the curves is shown in Figure 4. Both the
low-energy and the high-energy curves fitted well. By finding
the corresponding data points from projection of other
spectrums, the missing projection data points can be obtained
from the curves.

Fig. 4. The projection line integral curve of Plane A. The left image is the
high-energy, and the right one is the low-energy. The abscissa is of 140kV, and
the ordinate is of 80kV.

E. Image-domain Material Decomposition
The image-domain decomposition can be expressed in the
form of matrix:

X =Mf

(1)

X is the reconstructed spectral CT images. f is the
decomposition result. M is the matrix of basis materials.
Affected by noise, the pseudo-inverse is not an ideal solution.
Here we use optimization method to solve it. Equation (1) can
be rewritten as:

f = arg min ( M  f − X ) V −1 ( M  f − X )
T

(2)

f

The volume conservation constraint and the non-negative
constraint are added. The interior-point algorithm is applied to
sovle the optimization problem.
III. RESULTS
A. Reconstruction Results
In order to illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed
methods, the reconstruction results without scatter correction
and that using full-view projection data are presented for
comparison. The reconstruction results are shown in Figure 5.
The low-energy reconstruction results without scatter
correction show obvious cup artifacts. Influenced by that, the
values of adipose area are not the same, and the values of the
iodine blood are lower and inaccurate. The image quality of the
reconstructions with scatter correction is much better.
Comparing reconstructions of different spectrums, the values
of the attenuation coefficient increases, and the artifacts are
more evident as the maximum energy of the spectrum increases.
Comparing the reconstructions of the same spectrum, the lowenergy reconstructions have higher attenuation coefficient
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Fig. 5. The reconstruction results of different algorithms and spectrums.
Columns, from left to right: Complete data without scatter correction, complete
data with scatter correction, and incomplete data with scatter correction using
hybrid reconstruction. Rows, from top to bottom: 140kV low-energy, 140kV
high-energy, 110kV low-energy, 110kV high-energy, 80kV low-energy, 80kV
high-energy.

than the high-energy ones. The above results are consistent
with the physical laws.
In theory, the reconstructions using the complete data with
scatter correction have the best image quality. From the
comparison of the images between the second column and the
third column, we can see that they have similar image quality.
This illustrate the effectiveness of the hybrid reconstruction,
which are proved in the decomposition results, too.
B. Decomposition Results
The decomposition results are shown in Figure 6. The results
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correction at specific pixels. This is caused by the
misclassification of some adipose area in the non-scatter
correction results. However, both the complete data results with
scatter correction and the incomplete data results using hybrid
reconstruction have similar section lines, which further proves
the effectiveness of the hybrid reconstruction method.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the results. The left image shows the section lines of the
110kV low-energy reconstructions. The right image shows the section lines of
the adipose decompositions. The position of the section lines is shown in Figure
7 respectively. The blue line represents the complete data result without scatter
correction. The red line represents the complete data result with scatter
correction. The yellow line represents the incomplete data results with scatter
correction using hybrid reconstruction.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Fig. 6. The decomposition results of different algorithms and spectrums.
Columns, from left to right: Complete data without scatter correction, complete
data with scatter correction, and incomplete data with scatter correction using
hybrid reconstruction. Rows, from top to bottom: adipose, bone, muscle,
iodized blood and air.

using data without scatter correction have the worst image
quality. Affected by scatter artifacts, part of the adipose area is
misclassified to the muscle image, and more bone area is
misclassified to the iodine blood image. These
misclassifications influence the accuracy of the decomposition
severely.
Both complete-data results and incomplete-data results using
scatter correction are much better. All the materials are
classified to their corresponding images approximately, though
there is a little inaccurate area. The decompositions of the
hybrid reconstruction have close image quality to that of the
complete data, which illustrates the effectiveness of the hybrid
reconstruction algorithm.
C. Quantitative Comparison
The quantitative comparisons of the reconstructions and
decomposition results are shown in Figure 7. The values of the
reconstruction results without scatter correction are much lower
than the other two, caused by the cup artifacts. In the
decomposition results, there are great differences between the
values without scatter correction and that with scatter

In this paper, we proposed the multi-sources static CT design
and presented its Monte Carlo simulation results. Scatter
correction using 1D neural network and hybrid reconstruction
algorithm are applied to obtain high-quality, multi-energy
images. The presented reconstruction and decomposition
results shows the feasibility of our proposed design and
method.
However, there are some minor problems need to be
addressed. The angular distribution of the emitted photons and
the different incident angles of different ray cause
inconsistency of the spectrums, which introduces extra artifacts
in the reconstructions. The computing speed of Monte Carlo
simulation is too slow, which affects the acquisition of the
simulation data. The above problems will be solved next. The
porotype of the static CT system is under test, and the
experiment results will be showed in the future.
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A one-step algorithm for spectral CT with an
application on multi-source inverse geometry
Frédéric Jolivet, Clarisse Fournier, Jérôme Lesaint and Andrea Brambilla.

Abstract—Spectral computerized tomography (Spectral CT) is
an imaging technique which uses the spectral information of
the attenuated X-ray beam. Energy-resolved photon-counting
detector is a promising technique for improved spectral CT
imaging and allows to obtain material selective images. While
energy-resolved photon-counting detectors can have good spectral
resolution (with many energy bins), the size of these detectors
is often limited. For their part Multi-Source Inverse Geometry
CT (MS-IGCT) architectures allow the use of a smaller detector
than conventional Cone Beam CT architecture (CBCT). In a
previous work, we have proposed a one-step reconstruction
algorithm validated with spectral data from classical Cone Beam
CT architecture. In this work we propose to adapt this one-step
method on spectral data from MS-IGCT architecture. From noisy
simulated data, we compare the proposed one-step method with
two two-step decomposition methods.
Index Terms—Multi-source Inverse Geometry CT, Spectral CT,
Iterative image reconstruction, Material decomposition.

method [9] for multi-source inverse geometry CT and compare multi-material reconstructions obtained with the proposed
method with those of two-step methods. The two-step methods
estimate decomposed sinograms with a Maximum Likelihood
Estimator (MLE), and from these decomposed sinograms the
first two-step method uses Filtered Back-Projection (FBP) to
obtain the multi-material reconstructions (in the image domain) whereas the second one uses a regularized tomographic
reconstruction [8].
rotation
small
detector

distributed
sources

S1
S2
object

S3

I. I NTRODUCTION
Spectral CT with energy-resolved photon-counting detectors
gives the possibility to record the multi-energy data in a single
acquisition [1]. One interest of spectral CT for medical x-ray
imaging is to decompose the object onto some physical or
materials basis [2]. Several approaches are proposed to tackle
the decomposition problem. Two-step approaches first estimate
multi-material decomposed sinograms from multi-energies
sinograms. Then material specific images are reconstructed
from the multi-material decomposed sinograms [3], [4]. Onestep methods propose to tackle the decomposition problem in a
one-step inversion, i.e. estimate multi-material reconstructions
in the image domain from multi-energies sinograms [5], [6].
In a conventional CBCT architecture, the field of view of
the reconstructed maps is directly limited by the size of the
energy resolved photon counting detector. For their part multisource inverse geometry CT (MS-IGCT) architectures (see
Fig. 1 for example) allow the use of a smaller detector than
conventional Cone Beam CT architecture [7]. Compared to
conventional CBCT, MS-IGCT (with a small detector) also
reduces scattered radiation, which should help improve material decomposition results. In previous works, we proposed
an iterative tomographic reconstruction algorithm for MSIGCT with an energy-integrating X-ray detector [8], and onestep method using photon-counting detectors for conventional
CBCT architecture [9]. In this work, we adapt the one-step
F. Jolivet is with the Univ. Grenoble Alpes, CEA, LETI, F-38000 Grenoble,
France. E-mail: frederic.jolivet18@gmail.com .
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jerome.lesaint@cea.fr)
C. Fournier and A. Brambilla are with the Univ. Grenoble Alpes, CEA,
LETI, F-38000 Grenoble, France. E-mail: firstname.lastname@cea.fr
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Fig. 1.

Multi-Source Inverse Geometry setup.

II. A N E MPIRICAL IMAGING M ODEL
In inverse problems approaches, the image formation model
links the observed data to the imaged object according to the
properties of the acquisition system and the unknown object.
In spectral CT the energy-dependant attenuation coefficient is
classically expressed as a linear combination of a few basis
materials [2], [10]. This model combined with the forward
model of spectral tomographic reconstruction (including the
incident spectrum and the spectral response of the detector)
leads to a non-convex optimization problem (in the inverse
problems framework) [3], [6] and requires an accurate knowledge of the system response. In this work, we choose to
use an empirical imaging model based on a linear fit of
attenuation calibration data [4] and adapt it for multi-source
inverse geometry architectures.
A calibration basis of two materials is used to determine
the coefficients p that best fits measurements obtained with
N combinations of material specific thicknesses. With multisource inverse geometry, N calibrated measurements are acquired for the energy-bin c of the pixel k when the q-th source
is active. These measurements are collected in the vector
sq,k,c ,
sq,k,c = Hpq,k,c + ecalib
q,k,c

(1)

N
where sq,k,c ∈ RN and ecalib
are respectively the
q,k,c ∈ R
calibration data vector and the error vector, whereas pq,k,c is
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a vector of two order-1-polynomial coefficients (in this work
the number of basis materials is equal to 2) and H ∈ RN ×2
is a matrix defined by,

T
l1,1 · · · l1,N
H=
.
l2,1 · · · l2,N
Considering all vectors ecalib
q,k,c as white gaussian noises, we
determine the coefficients pq,k,c of these polynomial functions
with,
2

(2)

p̂q,k,c = argmin kHp − sq,k,c k2
p∈R2

The optimization problem (2) leads to the following closedform solution (see chap.4 of the book [11]),

−1
p̂q,k,c = H T H
H T sq,k,c .
(3)

We use the coefficients p̂q,k,c to model the C energy bins
attenuation measurements at pixel k and object rotation angle θ
when the q-th source is active,
(4)

mq,k,θ (x1 , x2 ) = M q,k χq,k,θ

where x1 ∈ RNx (respectively x2 ∈ RNx ) is the materialspecific sinogram for the material 1 (respectively for the material 2). The matrix M q,k ∈ RC×2 and the vector χq,k,θ ∈ R2
are defined by,


T
[x1 ]q,k,θ
M q,k = p̂q,k,1 · · · p̂q,k,C
and χq,k,θ =
,
[x2 ]q,k,θ
where [xη ]q,k,θ = [Az η ]q,k,θ with A the forward projection
matrix and z η is the vector of Nz unknowns in the image
domain for the material η.
This leads to the following data formation model,

(5)

dq,k,θ = mq,k,θ (x1 , x2 ) + eq,k,θ

where dq,k,θ ∈ R is the data vector for the k-th pixel of
the θ-th object rotation angle when the q-th source is active
and eq,k,θ ∈ RC is the error vector including different noises
(detection noise, modeling noise...).
Note : In conventional CBCT, it is crucial to have pixelspecific model (and therefore a pixel-specific calibration) to
take into account the non-uniform response between each
pixels detector. In MS-IGCT, we must also take into account
the variation between each sources.
C

III. T HE PROPOSED ONE - STEP METHOD
Considering all error vectors eq,k,θ in (5) are Gaussian
noises, the data fidelity term can be formulated as the negative
log-likelihood,
F(x1 , x2 ) =

Q X
K X
Θ
X
q=1 k=1 θ=1

2

kmq,k,θ (x1 , x2 ) − dq,k,θ kW q,k (6)

with W q,k the inverse of the covariance matrix of the noise
for the k-th pixel when the q-th source is active (in our
case W q,k is diagonal because we assume a non correlated
noise), K is the number of detector pixels, Θ is the number
of object rotation angles and Q is the number of sources.

This inverse problem is ill-posed and ill-conditioned. For this
reason it is necessary to introduce prior information in order
to restrict ambiguity for the inversion. In inverse problems
framework, these prior information can be termed as a feasibility set (bound constraints,...) and/or a regularization function
to favor specific properties of the spatial distribution of the
reconstructed object. In our case we assume an isotropic total
variation regularization which promotes piecewise-constant
objects [12], [13] on reconstruction objects {z 1 , z 2 }, and a
feasible set Ω. The proposed one-step method for MS-IGCT
can be formulated as an optimization problem,
ẑ ∈ argmin F(Az 1 , Az 2 ) + R(z 1 , z 2 )


(7)

z


z1
and R is a regularization term which
z2
introduces an isotropic total variation constraint in the image
domain and could restrict z values to a feasible set Ω (a nonnegativity constraint for instance). Thus R is defined by
where z =

R(z 1 , z 2 ) = λ

2
X

η=1

k∇z η k2,1 + iz∈Ω (z 1 , z 2 ) ,

(8)

where iz∈Ω is the indicator function which restrict z values
to the set Ω, λ ∈ R+ is an hyperparameter that balances the
weight of the regularization term with the data fidelity term
and k.k2,1 is the (2,1)-mixed norm `2,1 .
IV. P ROPOSED ITERATIVE RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
In the previous section we have formulated the inverse
problem as the large scale optimization problem (7) which
is non-smooth (due to the regularization term). Furthermore,
the data fidelity and the regularization term are not in the
same domain, respectively in the projection domain and the
image domain. For these reasons the optimization problem
(7) is challenging. In order to limit the time complexity of
the reconstruction, it is important to solve data fidelity term in
the projection domain. We therefore choose to use a variable
splitting strategy such that at convergence xη = Az η . We
reformulate the optimization problem (7) as the following
constrained optimization problem,
ẑ ∈ argmin F(x1 , x2 ) + R(z 1 , z 2 )


x,z
s. t. x=Ãz

(9)


x1
where x =
and Ã = I 2 ⊗A with I 2 is the identity max2
trix and ⊗ is the Kronecker product. The function F(x1 , x2 ) is
smooth convex, and R(z 1 , z 2 ) is a non-smooth and non-linear
function. To handle the constrained optimization problem (9),
we can form the augmented Lagrangian Lρ and search for a
saddle point,
Lρ (x, z, u) = F(x1 , x2 ) + R(z 1 , z 2 )
2 

X
2
+ρ
kxη − Az η + uη k2 − kuη k22 (10)
η=1

where uη=1,2 ∈ RNx are the scaled dual variables, and
ρ ∈ R+ is the augmented Lagrangian penalization parameter [14]. To find a saddle point we can resolve alternatively
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a minimization with respect to the primal variables and a
maximization with respect to the dual variables,
n
o
x(j+1) , z (j+1) ∈ argmin Lρ (x, z, u(j) )
x,z

(j+1)
dual update : u(j+1)
= u(j)
− Az (j+1)
η
η + xη
η

where η ∈ {1, 2} and (j) corresponds to the iteration number.
This optimization problem can be performed by the Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [14],


(11)
x(j+1) = argmin Lρ x, z (j) , u(j)
x


z (j+1) = argmin Lρ x(j+1) , z, u(j)
(12)

energy bins from 10keV to 120keV and the realistic Detector
Response Matrix (DRM) shown in Fig. 2. The simulated
source was set to 140kV with 0.1 cm aluminum filtration at
0.1 mA.s per projection which result of an x-ray exposure of
5×106 photons per pixel. Attenuation coefficients of water and
cortical bone come from the computer program XMuDat [15].
Energy-resolved photon counting data are corrupted by a
Poissonnian noise. These simulated data are represented Fig.3.
A two basis material calibration of water and cortical bone
was simulated with 15 thicknesses ranging from 0 to 17 cm
for the water, and 15 thicknesses ranging from 0 to 6 cm for
the cortical bone.

z

(j+1)
u(j+1)
= u(j)
− Az (j+1)
, ∀ η ∈ {1, 2} .
η
η + xη
η

Since the projection matrix A is a linear operator, the minimization problem (12) is a convex/non-smooth large-scale
optimization problem solved with the MS-IGCT reconstruction
method [8]. On the other hand, the minimization problem (11)
is a convex/smooth minimization problem which is separable
and can thus be solved independently pixel by pixel and source
by source with the following closed-form expression,

Source S1

Source S2

Source S3

Source S4

Fig. 3. Truncated simulated sinograms of the MS-IGCT architecture (Fig.1).

(j+1)

b q,k,θ =
χ

(j)

(M Tq,k W q,k M q,k + ρI 2 )−1 (M Tq,k W q,k dq,k,θ + ρv q,k,θ ),


[Az 1 − u1 ]q,k,θ
with I 2 the identity matrix and v q,k,θ =
.
[Az 2 − u2 ]q,k,θ
The closed-form solution of (11) is the key point of the
proposed one-step method.
V. E XPERIMENTS & RESULTS
A. Simulations
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Fig. 2.

Detector Response Matrix for the simulated CdTe detector.

Fig. 1 is a realistic illustration of the simulated MS-IGCT
architecture. We simulate 4 distributed sources shifted from 0
to 40 cm (0/10/25/40cm). The source-to-detector distance is
150 cm whereas the source-to-isocenter distance is 125 cm.
The object is a Shepp-Logan Phantom of 18.4 × 13.8 cm,
containing different proportions of water and cortical bone
materials. The simulated photon counting detector is a line
of 50 pixels with a pitch of 1 × 1 mm2 (i.e. detector size ∼ 5
cm). The detector is simulated with one hundred and eleven
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B. Results
Fig. 4 shows a comparison between 3 methods : the proposed one-step method (fourth column) with a non-negativity
constraint. Method 1 (second column) : A two-step method
based on a Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) of materials sinograms x (which consists in minimizing the data
fidelity expressed in (6) ) followed by a filtered back-projection
step. Method 2 (third column) : A two-step method based on
the same first step but followed by a regularized tomographic
reconstruction method with TV regularization adapted for MSIGCT [8]. For the last method, regularization hyperparameters
of the second step are tuned automatically to maximize reconstruction’s Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR). All these
reconstructions are obtained from simulated data described in
Sec. V-A and can be compared with ground truth (second
column). Results in Fig. 4 show that the proposed one-step
method gives reconstructions with a better PSNR than the
two-step methods (see Tab.I). Regarding the proposed onestep method, the number of iterations needed to solve (12)
is another key parameter to maximize the ratio reconstruction
image quality vs. computation time. In our case, 15 iterations
of the regularized reconstruction for MS-IGCT [8] give satisfying reconstructions. To finish we applied 50 iterations of
the ADMM method. The proposed method is implemented on
GPU to drastically reduce the computational time.
PSNR
Bone
Water

Method 1
18.05 dB
11.15 dB

Method 2
23.31 dB
22.25 dB

Proposed method
29.66 dB
23.30 dB

TABLE I
R ECONSTRUCTION ’ S P EAK -S IGNAL - TO -N OISE R ATIO .
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Fig. 4. Comparison of bone (top) and water (bottom) reconstructions in the image domain with spectral data from MS-IGCT architecture with 4 distributed
sources and a small detector (5 cm). The ground truth (first column), and reconstructions obtained with the two-step method based on MLE decomposed
sinograms followed by regularized iterative reconstructions (third column) and reconstructions obtained with the proposed one-step method (fourth column).
With an other corlorbar, reconstructions obtained with the two-step based on MLE decomposed sinograms followed by filtered back-projections (second
column).

VI. C ONCLUSION & P ERSPECTIVES
We have proposed a one-step method which has been
applied on spectral data for a multi-source inverse geometry
CT. This one step method used an empirical model based on
calibration data, and an alternating optimization strategy. The
data fidelity reconstruction step is solved with a closed-formed
expression, which drastically reduces the computation time of
the material decomposition. The total-variation constraint and
bound constraints are introduced by the iterative regularized
reconstruction method for multi-source inverse geometry [8].
The present work shows that the proposed method reduces the
noise for a bi-material reconstruction. Finally, this work opens
up interesting perspectives for spectral CT reconstruction with
a small spectral detector and a flat panel of sources. These
preliminary - but promising - results, obtained on noisy
simulated data, must now be validated on experimental spectral
data.
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Deep Learning based Metal Inpainting in the
Projection Domain using additional Neighboring
Projection Information
Tristan M. Gottschalk, Björn W. Kreher and Andreas Maier

Abstract—Orthopedic surgical interventions oftentimes require
the evaluation of the correct positioning of e.g. inserted screws or
metal implants. Therefore, typically mobile C-arms are used in
order to acquire X-ray images directly inside the operation room.
Besides 2D X-ray projections, new C-arm systems also provide
3D reconstructions which can be used as additional source of
information in cases in which the 2D projection images do not
suffice. However, this additional information is limited, mainly
due to metal artifacts. Thus, metal artifact reduction methods
were developed to resolve these problems, but no generally
accepted approaches have been found yet. This paper can show
that a projection domain based inpainting method significantly
reduces metal artifacts inside the corresponding reconstructed 3D
volumes and that using neighboring projections, as additional
input to the inpainting network, help to further increase the
performance, especially in cases in which extremely dense metal
objects are present inside the X-ray acquisitions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Apart from the possibility to acquire 2D X-ray projection
images, modern mobile C-arms are also capable of acquiring
3D reconstructions. Particularly during surgical trauma interventions, 3D reconstructions can provide valuable additional
information that help to assess the correct positioning of e.g.
inserted screws or implants, when a sole evaluation based on
2D projections is not reliable. Nevertheless, different image
artifacts alter the reconstruction quality and thus limit the
benefits. Most of these artifacts are caused by metal objects
which induce data inconsistencies between the metal corrupted
projections. To address these problems, various metal artifact
reduction (MAR) methods were developed, but no generally
accepted approaches have been found yet. Besides the classic
MAR methods [1]–[4], more recently deep learning based
approaches show promising results. Latest methods either try
to remove the metal artifacts in image-domain [5], [6] by
learning a destreaking or by processing the data in projection
domain [7]–[9]. Projection domain-based approaches typically
try to inpaint empty regions without information inside the
sinogram after removing the so called metal trace. Based on
the fact that the sinogram representation of the projection data
only holds for the central slice in cone-beam geometry and that
tackling the artifacts solely in the reconstructed volume does
T. M. Gottschalk and A. Maier are with the Pattern Recognition Lab,
Department of Computer Science, Friedrich–Alexander–Universität Erlangen–
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not solve the underlying problem of data inconsistencies, we
are convinced that inpainting the metal regions inside the 2D
X-ray projections is the most promising approach.
As presented in [10], we have already been able to show
that the proposed network architecture can produce meaningful
inpainting results when applied directly to the 2D projection
images and only receiving the corresponding metal mask as
additional input. Nonetheless, the approach seems to reach a
limit when the projections contain areas with extremely dense
metal objects. The inpainting result in these areas becomes
blurred and thus also the corresponding reconstructed 3D
volumes contain blurry regions. To overcome that behavior, we
propose an advanced inpainting approach that uses adjacent
projections as additional input to the network. In this way,
the network can potentially collect important information from
neighboring projections, which may be overlaid at the current
projection alone.
This paper evaluates whether the proposed projection domain based inpainting method not only creates meaningful inpainting results in the 2D projection images but rather helps to
reduce metal artifacts within the resulting 3D reconstructions
in general. Additionally, it is investigated whether the inclusion
of additional information, in form of neighboring projections,
further improves the image quality of the 3D reconstruction.
II. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
A. Data
In order to be able to evaluate the influence of additional
information provided in the form of neighboring projections
compared with the initial inpainting approach presented in
[10], the same dataset, which is also explained in greater detail
in [10], must be used for training, testing and validating the
further refined inpainting method. The data consists exclusively of real data that was acquired using a Siemens Cios
Spin C-arm system. By randomly placing metal objects onto
human knee cadavers, 12 corresponding 3D X-ray Cone-Beam
scans were acquired, each containing of 400 2D projection
images with 976x976x1 pixels covering an angular range
of 180 degrees plus the C-arm’s fan angle. In addition,
the corresponding reconstructed 3D volumes of 512x512x512
voxels are stored for each of these scans. Each volume covers
a cube with edge length of 160mm. The metal objects have
been placed on the surface (skin) of the knees in order to be
able to remove them without any motion of the knee or the
scanner between the two corresponding scans. Thus, we end
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up with 4800 pairs of matching 2D projection images – each
one time with and one time without metal – that can be used
for training, testing and validating the network.
B. Network Architecture
The proposed network architecture is a modified U-Net [11].
The network performs a projection-wise inpainting as shown in
Figure 1. The network consists of eight contracting and eight
expanding blocks, each containing two convolutional layers
using 3x3 kernels and ReLUs as activation functions. The
contraction blocks use max-pooling layers with a 2x2 kernel
in order to halve the width and heights of feature maps at
each block. In contrast, the expanding blocks use upsampling
layers and thus double the width and height of each feature
map. Additionally, the amount of feature maps is doubled or
halved each contraction block or expansion block respectively.
Corresponding contraction and expansion blocks are linked
with skip connections and concatenations. The input of the
network consists of one or multiple grayscale input image(s)
of size 976x976 (detailed explanation in section II-C2) in
addition to the metal mask, which is for now calculated from
the ground truth. Following the contraction part of the network,
the image size condenses to 7x7 pixels with 1024 feature maps
in the network’s bottleneck. The final output of the network
is one grayscale image of size 976x976x1 again.
C. Training Procedure
1) Preprocessing: The measured RAW Data at the detector
of the C-arm is converted into line integral data by using
Lambert-Beer Law [12]. Thus, the measured intensities (I)
are normalized by the initially emitted intensity (I0 ) from the
X-ray source. Using that normalization, the integral over the
attenuation coefficient µ along the path x on the X-ray beam
is calculated as follows:
 
Z
I
.
(1)
µ(x)dx = − ln
I0

Furthermore, the 12 acquired 3D scans are splitted into eight
scans for training, two scans for validation and two scans for
testing. Thus, 3200 projections can be used for training and
800 projections each for validation and testing respectively.
As an additional step the metal mask is (for now) calculated
for each projection by subtracting the metal corrupted projection image from its corresponding metal free ground truth
projection and a subsequent binarization.
2) Training: In order to assess the influence of providing
additional information to the network in form of neighboring
projections, the explained network was trained twice, as can
be seen in Figure 1 a) and b). During the first training the
network had two input channels, the metal corrupted projection
that should be inpainted, as well as its corresponding metal
mask. During the second training ten additional neighboring
projections were provided such that the network got 12 input
channels. The neighboring projections are selected using a
sliding window operation with the current projection as center.
The sliding window has a window size of 11 with an angular
increment of 1◦ such that the neighboring projections are

Fig. 1. a) shows the network’s input w/o additional information, thus
consisting of the current projection and its metal mask. b) shows the second
training configuration concatenating the neighboring projections, the current
projection as central channel and its metal mask.

selected at angular positions {θi = θ + i | i ∈ [−5◦ , 5◦ ]},
with θ denoting the acquisition angle of the currently chosen
projection. In both cases, the network was trained for 1000
epochs using Adam [13] as optimizer with an exponentially
decaying learning rate applied every 100th epoch, starting with
1e−4 , and mean squared error as loss function. Due to large
image sizes and limited amount of memory, the batch size was
chosen as 1.
D. Image Fusion
In order to preserve as much untouched data as possible,
in addition to the network’s outputted inpainted projection, a
second so called “fused” result projection is calculated. The
Image Fusion is calculated between the unprocessed input
projection Iin and the network’s inpainted output projection
Iout :
If usion = Iout ◦ M + Iin ◦ (1 − M )
(2)
, where M denotes the metal mask, If usion the fused result
image and ◦ the Hadamard product.
E. Evaluation
To exclusively evaluate the reduction of image artifacts
present in the resulting volumes (no inpainting vs. inpainting
w/o neighbors vs. inpainting w/ neighbors), it is necessary to
quantify the volumes only in a metal-free region. Otherwise,
solely the presence or absence of metal objects inside the
metal-corrupted volume and inpainted volumes, would completely deteriorate validity of the comparison, thus distorting the evaluation. To solve this issue, the largest possible
quadratic center crop (200x200 pixels) was chosen such that
the cropped area does not include any metal objects for both
test datasets, as is exemplary shown in Figure 2. Consequently,
only the presence and severity of metal artifacts, which cover
the whole image due to the underlying image formation
process, thus penetrating the cropped region, are compared
using the structured similarity index (SSIM) [14]. Besides
the different inpainting methods, it is investigated whether
the proposed Image Fusion helps the overall quality of the
reconstructed volumes.
III. R ESULTS
In order to compare the influence of the projection domain
based inpainting methods and the benefit of adding additional
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Fig. 2. Example of the quadratic center crop.
Input

w/o N. w/ F.

w/ N. w/ F.

Label

Fig. 3. Results for a slice containing dense metal objects. Including neighbor
information (w/ N.) leads to a more distinct bone edge at the kneecap.

neighboring information to the network’s input, we take a look
at Table I. The quantitative evaluation of both test datasets (3D
scans of 2 knees corrupted by metal objects), and thus a total of
800 projection images, shows that all average SSIM values of
the different inpainting and fusion strategies are at least equal
or above of those performing no inpainting at all. The highest
SSIM of 0.826 is achieved using neighboring projections as
additional information for the network and without performing
the proposed Image Fusion. It is significantly higher than the
SSIM of 0.763 reached when no inpainting is performed and
also higher than the SSIM of 0.824 reached when not including
additional information and not performing Image Fusion.
Applying the proposed Image Fusion, the SSIM decreases
to 0.763 without using additional neighboring projections and
to 0.768 including the neighboring projections. Thus, adding
additional information of the neighborhood to the network’s
input increases the SSIM in both cases whether Image Fusion
is used or not. Taking a look at the results of the first and
second test set separately, it is apparent that in both test
cases using the additional neighboring information results in
increased SSIMs.
TABLE I
T HE AVERAGE SSIM S FOR THE DIFFERENT INPAINTING METHODS USING
NEIGHBORING INFORMATION OR NOT AND I MAGE F USION RESPECTIVELY
Test Set
3D Scan (400 projs)
of Knee 1
(1)
3D Scan (400 projs)
of Knee 2
(2)

(1) + (2)
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Inpaint Config.
No Inpaint
w/o Neigh.
w/ Neigh.
w/o Neigh.
w/ Neigh.
No Inpaint
w/o Neigh.
w/ Neigh.
w/o Neigh.
w/ Neigh.
No Inpaint
w/o Neigh.
w/ Neigh.
w/o Neigh.
w/ Neigh.

Fusion

SSIM

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

0.759
0.824
0.826
0.759
0.763
0.767
0.824
0.825
0.767
0.772
0.763
0.824
0.826
0.763
0.768

Looking at the qualitative results presented in Figure 4
shows that all configurations of inpainting and fusion (cf. rows
2-5) reduce the amount and severity of metal artifacts present
in the reconstructions. Using the fused projection images for
reconstructing the volumes (cf. columns 2 + 3), it becomes
visible that these volumes contain more high frequencies, thus
creating an image impression, comparable to that of the metaland artifact-free label volume (cf. col. 6). Furthermore, it can
be seen that those slices that already initially do not include
metal objects or artifacts, are not altered at all, when using the
proposed Image Fusion (cf. row c)). Figure 3 presents a slice
from the first test dataset that represents a case in which the
kneecap is overlaid by a highly dense metal implant. Taking
a closer look shows that including neighboring projections
produces a reconstruction with a clearer and more distinct
bone edge at the kneecap, while the omission of neighboring
projections leads to a blurred one.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
Summing up the quantitative and qualitative results, it
becomes clear that performing a projection domain based
inpainting method leads to a significant increase of image
quality and consequently to a significant reduction of the
amount and severity of metal artifacts in the evaluated cropped
region. Furthermore, including additional information, in form
of neighboring projections, seem to improve the performance
of the network. Especially in cases in which parts of the
projection images are superimposed by extremely dense metal
objects and in which the previously proposed inpainting network [10] had difficulties, the incooperation of neighboring
information creates more meaningful results, showing in e.g.
more distinct bone edges as shown by the example of the
kneecap (cf. Fig. 3). In order to use the proposed inpainting
method in a complete MAR pipline, a deep learning based
metal segmentation will be implemented. The metal masks
are needed as 2D input for the inpainting network and as
reconstructed 3D mask for the still needed Metal Injection,
which inserts the deleted metal objects back into the artifactreduced volume.
Although the quantitative results decrease when performing
Image Fusion, the qualitative results (cf. Fig. 4) show that
the overall image impression increases and is more similar to
that of the label image. The decreased quantitative results are
probably due to the influence of noise on the SSIM metric –
we investigated that comparing two images with comparable
amount of uncorrelated noise lead to a low SSIM value,
whereas comparing a noisy image to a less noisy image lead to
higher SSIM values. Thus, the decreased SSIMs, when using
Image Fusion, is not directly translatable to less reduction
of image artifacts but more likely to the presence of more
uncorrelated noise. This assumption should be proven by
suitable simulations, but is beyond the scope of this paper.
Consequently, at least for our understanding, Image Fusion is
preferable to use, due to its more natural image impression
and more importantly in the interest of preserving as much
unchanged original data as possible.
In order to solely assess the amount of metal artifact
reduction, performing no or the proposed inpainting methods,
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Input

w/o N. w/ F.

w/ N. w/ F.

w/o N. w/o F.

w/ N. w/o F.

Label

b)

c)

Fig. 4. Each row from a) to c) shows an identical center cropped slice (of the same two test datasets used for the quantitative evaluation shown in Table
I), being reconstructed using different combinations of the proposed inpainting methods and Image Fusion. The first and last columns show the unprocessed
metal corrupted volume (Input) and the metal- and artifact-free ground truth volume (Label). Columns 2 + 3 show the results achieved using Image Fusion
without and with neighboring information. Columns 4 + 5 show the results achieved using no Image Fusion without and with neighboring information. Row
c) shows results for a slice where already the initial slice does not contain any metal objects or artifacts.

it was necessary to center crop the volume slices as explained.
Since the metal artifacts, which originate from the metal
objects, extend over the whole image and thus also penetrate
into the cropped region, the performed evaluation should
give a meaningful intuition for this case study. However,
the next step should be the implementation of the missing
parts of a complete MAR pipeline, providing the possibility
to evaluate the results on complete reconstructed volumes
without cropping and also providing the possibility to compare
the results with existing MAR methods.
Another important step will be to further improve the realism of the data by acquiring scans, where the metal is not only
placed on the surface of the knee cadavers, but rather directly
on and even inside the bones. In the course of acquiring
such data, the variability of the data should be broaden by
adding additional anatomical regions as well as additional
metal objects, in order to further increase the robustness of
the method. Furthermore, the use of augmentation strategies
and simulation will be considered in order to increase the
amount of data substantially. Nonetheless, we are certain
that the current dataset, completely acquired from real knee
cadavers, already provide a superior amount of realism over
solely simulation based datasets, and thus providing a better
generalization to real clinical cases.
Finally, as we were able to show that using neighboring
projections as additional input to the network improves the
image quality of the reconstructed volumes, it would be interesting to further investigate how different sampling patterns
with different angular ranges of adjacent projections as well
as different angular increments change the capabilities of the
artifact reduction.
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Decomposition of Multiple Contrast Agents
in Photon-Counting Micro-CT:
Iodine and Bismuth
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Spyridon Gkoumas, Thomas Thüring, Andreas Briel, Christian Brönnimann, and Marc Kachelrieß

Abstract—One potential application of new photon counting
detectors in computed tomography is the possibility of decomposing simultaneously more than one contrast agent. In previous
studies, it was shown through simulations that iodine and bismuth
are two potential contrast agents which individually provide
the best performance in material decomposition in a preclinical
scenario. In this study, we investigate the possibility to decompose
bismuth and iodine at the same time and we determine the
settings that optimize the process. We find that at a tube voltage of
60 kV, decomposition of the two contrast agents can be obtained
with no cross-talk between the two material maps.
Index Terms—Photon-counting CT, material decomposition,
micro CT, novel contrast agents.

P

I. I NTRODUCTION

HOTON counting (PC) detectors are under investigation
for several new applications in clinical and preclinical
computed tomography (CT) [1], [2]. Thanks to the adjustable
energy thresholds of PC detectors, the attenuation coefficient
of matter can be sampled at different energies. This can be exploited to differentiate materials whose attenuation coefficients
have different dependency on the photon energy [3], [4]. This
process is called material decomposition and, in the case of
two energy thresholds and two materials to decompose, it is
based on the inversion of the following system
µ(E1 , r) = a1 (r)µ1 (E1 ) + a2 (r)µ2 (E1 )

(1)

µ(E2 , r) = a1 (r)µ1 (E2 ) + a2 (r)µ2 (E2 ),

(2)

where µ(Ei , r) is the attenuation coefficient of matter sampled
in the space r at two different energies E1 and E2 , µ1 and
µ2 are the basis functions in which the matter has to be
decomposed in and a1 (r) and a2 (r) are the material maps
and the weight factors which describe how the two basis
functions are distributed in the space. In order to invert the
system, the number of thresholds has to be equal to or higher
than the number of materials to decompose and the two basis
functions have to be linearly independent. The elements with
k-edge are excellent candidates as basis function because of
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their discontinuities in the attenuation coefficient [5].
One possible and interesting application in CT enabled by PC
detectors might be the simultaneous usage of multiple contrast
agents [6], [7]. In a recent study [8], several elements with high
atomic number and k-edge between 33.2 keV and 90.5 keV
were investigated as potential contrast agents for micro PCCT. The study showed that at the same concentration and at
60 kV, iodine and bismuth provide the best performance in
material decomposition w.r.t. the other elements. In this study,
the possibility of decomposing both materials at the same time
was investigated. Other combinations of contrast agents can
be found in the literature (iodine-gadolinium [7], iodine-gold
[9]), but according to the results obtained in Amato et al.
[8], bismuth provides a higher contrast than gadolinium or
gold. When decomposing two contrast agents simultaneously,
it is essential to ensure that no material is decomposed as
another one (cross-talk). As already mentioned, exploiting kedges plays a crucial role in this. Unlike lighter elements with
a k-edge at lower energies, the k-edge of bismuth (90.5 keV)
cannot be exploited when using a tube voltage of 60 kV.
Therefore, a brute-force optimization was carried out to find
the threshold settings which ensure that no cross-talk is present
between iodine and bismuth. Simulations and experiments
with a micro PC-CT setup were performed. A mouse-sized
phantom with inserts of iodine and bismuth solutions was used.
CT images were generated for all the combinations of two
energy thresholds and decomposed into iodine and bismuth.
Then, the material decomposition performance was evaluated
to find optimal threshold settings for the simultaneous decomposition of water, iodine and bismuth.
II. M ATERIALS & M ETHODS
A. Experimental setup
The imaging system is a table-top setup (figure 1) equipped
with a X-ray source, a rotating stage and a PC detector. The
X-ray tube is a Hamamatsu Microfocus operated with a tube
voltage of 60 kV, a tube current of 800 µA and a prefiltration
of 2 mm aluminum. The PC detector is a Säntis ME, a
prototype manufactured by Dectris AG (Baden-Dättwil,
Switzerland). The detector has a 1 mm CdTe sensor layer,
a pixel size of 150 µm, a sensitive area of 77.25 mm ×
77.55 mm and 4 energy thresholds. Due to the low power of
the tube, the acquisition time per projection was set to 0.8 s.
For each scan, a total of 384 projections with a sampling
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Fig. 1. Foto of the experimental table-top setup.

Fig. 3. The Tucker spectrum and the attenuation coefficients of iodine and
bismuth used in the simulations. It can be seen how the k-edge of iodine
(33.2 keV) is very close to the center of mass of the spectrum (35.3 keV),
whereas the k-edge of bismuth (90.5 keV) is not visible.

inserts. For this investigation, only the inserts with iodine and
bismuth 10 mg/mL solutions were taken into account. These
are highlighted in figure 2 right in red and blue, respectively.
The bin images were generated for all the combinations of
two thresholds between 16 keV and 56 keV in steps of 2 keV.
Fig. 2. Left: Slice of the phantom used in the experiments. Right: Slice of
the phantom used in the simulations.

C. Material decomposition and image analysis
angle of 0.9375 were acquired to have a 360 coverage.
The source-to-detector distance was set to 315 mm with a
magnification of around 2.3
The used phantom (figure 2 left) consists of a water cylinder
with a diameter of 29 mm containing three inserts filled with
water, a 10 mg/mL bismuth solution and a 10 mg/mL iodine
solution, respectively.
In order to find the combination of thresholds which provides
the best performance in material decomposition, the phantom
was scanned with all the thresholds between 16 keV and
38 keV, in steps of 2 keV. The threshold-projections were
subtracted in order to obtain bin-projections for all the
combination of the two threshold values. From 12 threshold
projections, 66 combinations of 2 bin-projections were
obtained.
The bin images were reconstructed with the FDK algorithm
[10]. To prevent ring artifacts, the defect pixels and detector
gaps were corrected through linear interpolation before the
reconstruction.
◦

◦

B. Simulations
The simulations of the setup were performed according to
the described experimental geometry. The 3D polychromatic
forward projections of the phantom were generated using a
Tucker spectrum [11] filtered with 2 mm of aluminum and
realistic detector spectral-response obtained thought the model
by Faby et al. [12]. Poisson noise was added in projection
domain according to the number of transmitted photons. The
used spectrum and the attenuation coefficients of iodine and
bismuth are shown in figure 3. Images were reconstructed
using the FDK algorithm [10].
The simulated phantom (figure 2 right) is a human liver
phantom scaled to a size of 30 mm with contrast agent

For a two material decomposition, the algorithm by Faby et
al. [13] was used. Two bin images were used to decompose two
materials: water and one of the contrast agents of interest. The
material decomposition was performed for each investigated
combination of two thresholds.
In order to quantify the performance of the two material
decomposition, the CNR was chosen as figure of merit. The
CNR is defined as:
|hS1 i − hS2 i|
CNR = q
,
σS2 1 + σS2 2

(3)

where hSi i and σSi are the mean and the standard deviation in
two ROIs. The output of the two materials decomposition are
the material maps of water and of the specific contrast agent.
The CNR was evaluated in the contrast agent material map
between ROIs in water and in the vial with the contrast agent
of interest.
For each of the two contrast agents, a 2D map that shows the
CNR as a function of the two energy thresholds was generated.
Each map was normalized to its maximum value. The peaks
on the CNR maps indicate which are the two thresholds which
provide an optimal decomposition between the water and the
specific contrast agent.
In order to chose the combination of two energy thresholds
which optimize the decomposition of the two contrast agents
at the same time, the overlap between the peaks of the two
CNR maps was exploited. To do so, the normalized CNR maps
of iodine and bismuth were averaged and the optimal threshold
values were chosen in correspondence of the CNR peak in the
mean CNR map.
Once the two optimized energy thresholds are found, a three
material decomposition is performed using volume fraction
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conservation [14]. The system of equations (1)-(2) can be
rewritten as:
µ(E1 , r) = a1 (r)µ1 (E1 ) + a2 (r)µ2 (E1 ) + a3 (r)µ3 (E1 ) (4)
µ(E2 , r) = a1 (r)µ1 (E2 ) + a2 (r)µ2 (E2 ) + a3 (r)µ3 (E2 ) (5)
1 = a1 (r) + a2 (r) + a3 (r) (6)
allowing to decompose three materials with two energy thresholds. Equation (6) enforces the sum of the volume fractions
ai (r) to add to unity.
III. R ESULTS
A. Simulations

Fig. 5. Material decomposition of iodine with T0 =16 keV, T1 =32 keV
(top-left), iodine with T0 =34 keV, T1 =44 keV (top-right) and bismuth with
T0 =18 keV, T1 =34 keV (bottom). In the top-right image, it can be seen
how bismuth is partially decomposed as iodine (white arrow) for the specific
threshold choice.

Fig. 4. CNR of the simulated material decomposition as function of the two
energy thresholds for iodine (left) and bismuth (right). The k-edge of iodine
was highlighted with a dashed white line at both thresholds. The white arrow
points at the secondary peak of iodine.

The simulation results of the two energy threshold optimization for iodine and bismuth are shown in figure 4. Each
of the 2D CNR maps shows at least one peak. The iodine CNR
map (figure 4 left) exhibits two peaks: the main at T0 =16 keV,
T1 =32 keV and the other at T0 =34 keV, T1 =44 keV. The main
peak corresponds to a scenario where the highest threshold is
at the iodine k-edge (33.2 keV), whereas the second peak has
the lower threshold at the k-edge. Both peaks are broad and
elongated in the direction of the threshold that is at the k-edge.
The bismuth CNR map (figure 4 right) has a broad peak with
no elongation, accordant to the fact that the k-edge of bismuth
is at 90.5 keV and therefore outside the used spectrum. The
maximum CNR is at T0 =18 keV, T1 =34 keV.
The material decompositions at the three CNR peaks are
shown in figure 5. The material decomposition of iodine with
thresholds at T0 =16 keV, T1 =32 keV (figure 5 top-left) does
not show positive contribution by bismuth or bones in the
iodine map. Thanks to the choice of thresholds, iodine is
the only material that exhibits an increase of the attenuation
coefficient between the two energy bins. This condition is
not satisfied anymore if the vertical CNR peak of figure 4
left is exploited and iodine is decomposed using thresholds at
T0 =34 keV, T1 =44 keV. Such material decomposition (figure
5 top-right) shows positive contributions of bismuth and bones
in the iodine map. The bismuth material decomposition at its
CNR maximum (T0 =18 keV, T1 =34 keV) is shown in figure
5 bottom. The bismuth map shows contributions from bones
but not from iodine. This is expected because for that specific
choice of thresholds, the k-edge of iodine is exploited and
therefore cannot be decomposed as bismuth.
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Fig. 6. Left: mean of the CNR maps of iodine and bismuth. Right: three
material decomposition using T0 =16 keV and T1 =32 keV.

The mean of the two normalized CNR maps is shown in figure
6 left. The overlap between the horizontal peak of iodine and
the broad peak of bismuth results in a peak with a maximum at
T0 =16 keV and T1 =34 keV. The three material decomposition
for these thresholds value is shown in figure 6 right. No crosstalk between the two contrast agents is present.
B. Measurements

Fig. 7. CNR of the material decomposition as function of the two energy
thresholds for iodine (left) and bismuth(right). The k-edge of iodine was
highlighted with a dashed white line at T1 =33.2 keV.

The measured results of the two energy thresholds optimization for iodine and bismuth are shown in figure 7. In
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the CNR optimization for iodine and bismuth leads to a set
of thresholds which optimize both material decompositions
at the same time. Results have shown how it is possible to
decompose both materials at the same time without cross-talk
between the two. A very good agreement between simulations
and measurements was found.

Fig. 8. Experimental material decomposition of: iodine with T0 =16 keV and
T1 =32 keV (left) and bismuth at T0 =18 keV and T1 =36 keV (right).
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Convolutional Regularization for Accelerated
Spectrotemporal CT Reconstruction
Darin P. Clark and Cristian T. Badea

Abstract—Machine learning approaches to x-ray computed
tomography (CT) denoising and regularization are poised to
advance the state of the art. Specifically, computationally
efficient convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have shown
enormous potential for learning signal restoration models
directly from paired training data. With this power, we
hypothesize that CNNs will fundamentally enable routine
reconstruction of combined time and energy (spectrotemporal,
ST) CT data. We expect the demand for ST-CT will rise
dramatically in the coming years thanks to the advancement of
photon-counting detector (PCD) technology, which allows the
acquisition of multi-energy CT data with a single scan. In
previous work, we demonstrated an effective iterative
reconstruction scheme for preclinical ST-CT and showed that
the temporal portion of the iterative reconstruction problem
may be replaced with a single pass of a 4D (3D+time) CNN. With
the ultimate goal of producing a fast approximation for iterative
ST-CT reconstruction, here, we advance the spectral
regularization subproblem. Specifically, we propose a novel
CNN architecture based on the split Bregman method, which
robustly denoises spectral CT data. Using in vivo cardiac microCT data, we then demonstrate the performance of the proposed
network for material decomposition and regularization of ST
data. Ultimately, CNN-based regularization delivers a 12-fold
computational speed-up relative to our iterative ST
reconstruction algorithm.
Index Terms—machine learning,
preclinical, x-ray computed tomography

R

photon

counting,

I. INTRODUCTION

advancements in machine learning have the
potential to impact nearly every facet of x-ray computed
tomography (CT) data acquisition, reconstruction, postprocessing, and analysis. Here, we are interested in a subset
of this work which demonstrates state-of-the-art image
domain denoising performance (e.g. [1, 2]) with the potential
to bridge the gap between analytical reconstruction methods,
which are sensitive to sampling conditions and noise, and
iterative reconstruction methods, which often reduce noise at
the expense of increased complexity. Specifically, we
hypothesize that the representational power and efficiency of
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) will fundamentally
enable routine reconstruction of combined time and energy
(spectrotemporal, ST) CT data.
Currently, ST-CT is in its infancy: a preclinical and clinical
research topic with several promising clinical applications
demonstrated for dual-energy cardiac imaging [3, 4].
However, we expect the demand for ST-CT protocols will
ECENT
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increase sharply within the next ten years, following the
maturation of photon-counting detector (PCD) technology,
which allows multi-energy CT with a single scan.
Widespread adoption of this technology is anticipated due to
the myriad of benefits associated with photon-counting CT
[5] and with spectral information in cardiac imaging
applications [6]. However, significant advancements are
needed to overcome fundamental PCD limitations: distortion
of recorded spectral information and increased noise
associated with photon binning at fixed dose [7].
Preclinical micro-CT provides an excellent testbench for
PCD-CT and ST-CT. Working with a prototype PCD microCT system, we have proposed an iterative reconstruction
scheme which enables high-fidelity reconstruction of in vivo,
ST-CT data acquired in a mouse model of atherosclerosis.
Based on the split Bregman method, our iterative
reconstruction scheme exploits the low-rank structure of
spectral contrast and the sparse structure of temporal contrast
[8]. We have further shown that sparse temporal contrast can
be highly amenable to regularization with CNNs, possibly
replacing the need for iterative reconstruction of temporal
data with a single pass of a 4D (3D+time) CNN [9].
Toward a fast approximation for iterative ST-CT
reconstruction (analytical reconstruction + one CNN pass),
here we investigate multi-channel regularization of the
spectral dimension. Specifically, we propose a new CNN
architecture based on the split Bregman method [10]. Key
design features include Laplacian pooling, to control the flow
of low and high spatial frequencies, and several tunable
parameters. After being trained on time-averaged spectral
data, adjusting these parameters allows our network to
denoise time-resolved spectral data with higher noise, a
scenario where CNNs may generalize better than classic
denoising methods [11]. We also demonstrate the fidelity of
three-material decomposition following regularization.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. In Vivo Cardiac Micro-CT
A detailed description of our preclinical, PCD-based microCT system and imaging procedures can be found in our
previous work [8]. In brief, our PCD micro-CT system used
a SANTIS 0804 ME prototype PCD (DECTRIS Ltd., BadenDaettwil, Switzerland; dectris.com): 1 mm thick CdTe
sensor; 150-μm isotropic pixels (515x257); four independent
energy thresholds (set to 25, 34, 40, 55 keV). Projection data
sets were acquired with a G297 x-ray tube (Varian Medical
Systems, Palo Alto, CA; 0.3 mm focal spot size; tungsten
D. P. Clark and C. T. Badea are with the Center for In Vivo Microscopy,
Duke University Medical Center, Dept. of Radiology, Durham, NC 27710
USA (e-mail: cristian.badea@duke.edu).
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rotating anode; filtration: 0.1 mm Cu; 80 kVp, 5mA, 10 ms
exposure/projection). Scanning used a helical trajectory with
3 rotations and 1.25 cm of total translation (9000 projections/
threshold; ~190 mGy dose).
Animal scanning was approved by the Duke University
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Six mice were
scanned: female ApoE-/- mice obtained from The Jackson
Laboratory (B6.129P2-Apoetm1Unc/J). ApoE-/- mice have
germline deletion of the apolipoprotein E gene [12] and are
prone to develop calcified atherosclerotic lesions [13]. At 8–
12 weeks of age, the ApoE-/- mice were exposed to 25
fractions of 2 Gy partial-heart irradiation, mimicking breast
cancer treatment. After irradiation, the mice were kept on a
regular diet for a year prior to imaging. Three days before
imaging, the mice were intravenously injected with gold
nanoparticles (15 nm AuroVist, nanoprobes.com) at a dose of
0.004 mL/g mouse (to label myocardial injury [14]). Three
days later, immediately prior to imaging, the same mice were
injected with a liposomal iodinated contrast agent (described
in [15]; 0.012 mL/g mouse). The recorded ECG signal was
used for retrospective gating and projection weighting during
reconstruction. Respiratory gating was not performed.

Fig. 1. 2D CNN for spectral denoising. Given an input image, (A) 𝐗 , the
, by
network iteratively solves for a denoised output image, (E) 𝐗
employing the split Bregman method for denoising (B-D). Key features
of the proposed network are the use of Laplacian pooling layers to
partition high and low spatial frequencies and the tracking of the
regularization residuals, 𝐕. Removing uncorrelated residuals from the
network input may be a key to training networks which generalize across
input noise levels.

B. Split Bregman Network Architecture
Fig. 1 summarizes the proposed network architecture.
Broadly, the network is a fusion of the popular U-net [16] and
ResNet [17] architectures and the split Bregman optimization
method [10]. The input data, 𝐗 , is denoised over several
iterations, indexed by 𝑛, through a symmetric, multiresolution CNN (U-net; bold indicates a tensor with multiple
independent channels, indexed by 𝑐). Similar to the ResNet,
the output of CNN regularization, 𝐃, is added back to 𝐗 (Fig.
1D). Following application of the split Bregman method for
denoising, 𝐃 is added back subject to regularization
weighting parameters, 𝛌. Values of 𝛌 less than one favor the
input data, while values of 𝛌 greater than one favor CNN
regularization, potentially allowing the optimal regularization
parameters to be learned during network training, or even
tuned after network training has completed.
For iterative reconstruction, the split Bregman method can
be applied to solve problems of the following form:
argmin
‖𝐀𝐗 𝐆‖
𝐗
μR 𝐗 ,
(1)
𝐗

where 𝐗 (reconstructions) is the minimum norm solution to
the inverse problem, 𝐀𝐗 𝐆 (log-transformed projection
data), evaluated channel-wise and subject to the multichannel penalty function(s) R 𝐗 and regularization
parameter μ. The difficulty of regularizing 𝐗 through the
system matrix 𝐀 is alleviated through the introduction of
auxiliary variables 𝐃 and 𝐕, which split the data fidelity
update and the regularization into independent sub-problems
which can be solved sequentially [18].
Practically, we have had great success in applying this
same Bregman framework to the problem of image-domain
spectral denoising (where 𝐀 in Eq. 1 is the identity matrix, 𝐆
is the noisy input data). Following the expectation of lowrank structure in spectral contrast, iterative, joint
regularization of spectral channels enables precise control
over the trade-off between intensity bias and noise variance,
which can dramatically improve the fidelity of spectral
regularization [19]. In this work, we extend our spectral
regularization framework to incorporate a CNN-based
regularizer and attempt to replace the entire iterative
reconstruction process with 2D, image-domain denoising
(Fig. 1; 𝐆 𝐗 𝟎 ).
Consistent with findings on tight frames within network
architectures [2], our network employs “Laplacian” pooling
layers. These layers construct a Laplacian pyramid [20]
within the context of a multi-resolution U-net. They operate
by performing normalized Gaussian convolution (FWHM =
2 pixels) and 2x2 average pooling to downsample (per
spectral channel, feature map), and 2x2 nearest-neighbor
upsampling and Gaussian convolution to upsample. The
residual associated with these conjugate operations is passed
through skip connections, while the downsampled
component is passed to the next level of the U-net (Fig. 1C).
C. Training and Computation
The proposed 2D CNN was trained to match analytical
reconstruction results (helical, weighted FBP [21]) to multichannel, iterative reconstructions produced using the split
Bregman framework (outlined above, detailed in [8, 19]).
During training the temporal dimension of the six ST-CT data
sets was averaged out to maximize image quality. Five of the
six data sets were used for training, while the sixth data set
was used for validation. Tests conducted post-training were
also applied to the validation data; however, during testing,
the data was fully resolved both in time and energy (10
cardiac phases x 4 energy bins = 40 volumes, each with
360x360x374, 123-μm, isotropic voxels). Training
minimized the cost function shown in Fig. 2A, which consists
of three terms: (1) image domain root-mean-squared error
(RMSE) (𝐘, iterative reconstruction label), (2) material
domain RMSE (see below), and (3) a debiasing term. To
combat under representation of valid spectral contrast in the
training data, debiasing involved choosing uniformly
distributed, random material combinations of iodine, gold,
and water (ranges determined from training set), and used
them to construct constant intensity test images, 𝐗, which
were penalized to remain constant at the output of the CNN,
CNN 𝐗 . RMSE values were averaged over all image pixels
and spectral or material channels (units: HU/1000,
normalized material concentration). Data augmentation
included random image orientation, horizontal and vertical
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image flipping, and up to 360° rotation (Fig. 2B-E).
Training executed with a batch size of four 2D CT images
and four debiasing images, each with four spectral channels
(450 mini-batches per training epoch), for a total of 130
epochs. Following training, the model with the lowest
validation cost (epoch 60, 𝛌=0.55 for all channels) was used
for further testing. Training was performed using Tensorflow
v2.0.0 (tensorflow.org) and Python 3.6.8 (python.org).
Training was performed with a NVIDIA Quadro RTX 8000
GPU on an Ubuntu 18.04 Linux workstation with 64 GB of
RAM and an Intel i7 5960X CPU (~12 hours).
Analytical (WFBP) and iterative CT reconstructions were
performed with our GPU-based, multi-channel CT
reconstruction toolkit [22] on an Ubuntu Linux workstation
(16.04) with 4x NVIDIA Titan Xp GPUs, 256 GB of system
RAM, and 2x Intel Xeon E5-2650 v4 CPUs. Analytical
reconstruction took 7 minutes per data set (40x, 360x360x374
voxel volumes). Iterative reconstruction took ~10 hours per
data set (unregularized algebraic reconstruction + 3 Bregman
iterations with regularization [8]). Application of the trained
CNN to 40 volumes required 14 minutes (5 internal iterations,
see Results). Including 30 minutes of preprocessing time
(projection normalization, ring artifact correction, etc.), this
brings the total time for analytical reconstruction and CNN
application to 51 minutes vs. more than 10 hours for iterative
reconstruction of each ST-CT data set (12x speed-up).
D. Characterization and Material Decomposition
CNN-based regularization is judged by comparing
analytical reconstruction and CNN evaluation results to
iterative reconstruction results using RMSE and structural
similarity (SSIM, dynamic range: 1.5, [23]). In light of
distortions inherent in PCD data and the low-rank and sparse
signal model assumed by our iterative reconstruction [8], our
iterative reconstruction results cannot be considered a gold
standard; however, alternative strategies for obtaining highfidelity training labels (e.g. higher dose acquisitions) are
impractical for in vivo, preclinical, ST micro-CT, which
requires short exposures and fast acquisition times to image
the mouse heart (300-600 bpm). To improve the quality of the
trained network, we train with spectral data which is averaged
in time and then apply the network to time-resolved spectral
data, using network iteration to address increased noise.

Fig. 2. CNN training and validation. (A) CNN training and validation
curves computed for the cost function shown (units: HU/1000,
normalized material concentration; averaged over all spectral channels).
(B) One of four network input channels (55-80 keV) shown following
random data augmentation. (C) Training label. (D) Network output. (E)
Absolute residuals between (C) and (D) with increased contrast.

We further judge the quality of our CNN-based results
through material decomposition. Specifically, we decompose
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our results into iodine, gold, and water material maps:
argmin
‖CM X‖ subject to C 0.
(2)
C
C
Unlike in Eq. 1, here the channels of X and C (material maps)
are vectorized as columns of a 2D matrix. The material
sensitivity matrix, M, is calibrated using a physical phantom
[24] and relates material concentrations (iodine, gold;
mg/mL) and fractions (pure water=1.0) to attenuation
measures for each spectral channel. Each material sensitivity
vector within M is unit normalized for cost function
computations (Fig. 2A). The non-negativity constraint on C is
only applied post-training. Gold is used as a material but
represents both gold and calcium because the 80 kVp source
spectrum does not span the K-edge of gold (80.7 keV).
III. RESULTS
A. Training and Validation
Fig. 2 summarizes training and validation results for the
proposed network architecture. Specifically, 2A shows the
cost function values per epoch for the five training data sets
and the single validation data set (evaluated every 5 epochs).
Based on prior network training with a simpler cost function
(image domain RMSE only; not shown), turbulence in the
validation cost appears tied to the inclusion of the material
decomposition in the cost function. Attempting to minimize
material decomposition error amplifies noise variance but
better conditions the results for material decomposition. Fig.
2B-E illustrate augmented network inputs and outputs (timeaveraged; 55-80 keV shown). The network reduces the noise
standard deviation in water from 309 HU to 26HU without
significant bias (4.6 HU relative to input, Fig. 2E).

Fig. 3. Application of the spectral CNN to in vivo ST-CT data. (A)
Reference iterative reconstruction results (ventricular systole, 40-80
keV). (B) Input analytical reconstruction results (WFBP). (C-F) Denoised
network output, 𝐗, after 1, 3, 5, and 7 internal Bregman iterations (λ
2.0). (G) Denoised output with 5 internal iterations and noise weighting
by channel. (H) Absolute residuals between (A) and (G) with increased
contrast. Arrows and measurements are referenced in the text.

B. Testing
All post-training testing was conducted using the time and
energy resolved ST data. Fig. 3 summarizes these posttraining results produced with the testing data set and
illustrated for the third energy threshold (40-80 keV, systole).
Comparing the iterative reconstruction results (A) with the
analytical reconstruction results (B), the improvement in
image quality and the apparent reduction in the average noise
level (307 HU) without loss of detail demonstrates the value
of multi-channel iterative reconstruction, despite its cost.
Fig. 3C illustrates the consequences of training the
proposed network on temporally averaged data and then
applying it to temporally resolved data with higher noise
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(~2.6x): the network heavily over-smooths the result after a
single internal iteration (𝐗 , Fig. 1D). Interestingly,
however, when the network is applied for three internal
iterations (as during training; 𝐗 ), the solution improves
significantly (RMSE: 65 HU, SSIM: 0.79; averaged over all
cardiac phases, energies). Furthermore, the network exhibits
convergence behavior, with the output unchanged between 5
2.0, all channels). Finally,
and 7 iterations (optimal λ
when the regularization parameter is scaled by the relative
noise standard deviation in each energy channel (optimal
1.0 ∗ 𝜎 /min 𝛔 ) as we commonly do for spectral
λ
regularization [19], the solution further improves (5 internal
iterations; RMSE: 61 HU, SSIM: 0.81). White arrows
indicate low-contrast, high-frequency tape better resolved
with iteration and noise scaling. Blue arrows highlight a
significant change in noise variance relative to the iterative
reconstruction for regions of air (-HU) vs. higher attenuation
(+HU), potentially caused by the over representation of air
during training or by the use of Leaky ReLU activations [25].
Finally, Fig. 4 compares material decomposition results
between WFBP, WFBP and the CNN (5 iterations, noise
scaling), and the output of iterative reconstruction (nonnegativity constraint applied, Eq. 2). Quantitatively, the
percent difference in the material measurements between the
CNN output and iterative reconstruction results was 7.4% for
12 mg/mL of iodine in water, 22% for 4 mg/mL of gold in
water, and 4.8% for pure water. Qualitatively, two calcified
plaques are clearly visible in both sets of decomposition
results (yellow arrows); however, a “false positive”
calcification appears in the CNN output results, and the liver,
which is known to contain iodine (red) and gold (green),
appears patchy in the CNN output (blue arrows).

In future work, we intend to combine our spectral
regularization method with our previous temporal
regularization method [9] to yield a fast approximation for
ST-CT reconstruction which synergizes the space, time, and
energy dimensions in performing denoising. We expect that
advancements in PCD technology, spectral distortion
correction, and such fast approximations will make routine
ST-CT imaging a reality.

Fig. 4. Material decomposition results (2D, coronal slices). Material
decompositions are shown following WFBP reconstruction, CNN
evaluation, and iterative reconstruction (columns) at ventricular systole
and diastole (rows). Absolute residual images compare CNN results with
iterative reconstruction results on the same intensity scale. Yellow arrows
indicate the locations of calcified plaque (green), while blue arrows
highlight differences between the CNN and iterative results. Iodine, gold
units: mg/mL. Water units: pure water = 1.0.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have advanced machine-learning based
approaches to spectral regularization by proposing a novel
CNN architecture which synergizes the popular U-net and
ResNet architectures within the framework of the split
Bregman optimization method. Through preliminary
experiments, we show that the proposed architecture is
capable of robust spectral regularization, even generalizing to
data with a significantly higher level of noise. We believe that
advancements which improve the generalization capabilities
of machine learning algorithms will ultimately lead to routine
and trusted application of such methods in medical imaging.
A number of questions, quantitative characterizations, and
possible extensions of our method remain to be explored. For
instance, we employ a linear material decomposition model
to photon-counting data which we know to be inherently
distorted. Given the ideal low-rank structure of spectral CT
data, correcting such distortions prior to CNN training and
regularization is likely to significantly improve the network’s
performance, since training data will be easier to generalize.
Also, we have trained our network to reproduce the results of
a specific iterative reconstruction method. While this
provides higher fidelity labels for training than would
otherwise be available for in vivo cardiac micro-CT, it also
reinforces biases and assumptions made by our reconstruction
method (e.g. low-rank and sparse signal model, lognormalization of spectral CT data). Future revisions to our
method could benefit from unsupervised training approaches.
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Abstract— Low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) can
reduce the risks of radiation, but it will lead to significantly
degraded image quality. How to improve the LDCT image quality
is a hot topic in the medical imaging field. In this paper, we
propose a denoising method for LDCT images via deep
convolutional neural network (CNN). Different from the existing
LDCT image post-processing models which usually train a
specific model at a certain low-dose level, our model is able to
handle the LDCT image restoration with unknown dose levels
and distributions. Experimental results demonstrate a competing
performance of the proposed method.
Index Terms—Low-dose CT, noise reduction, deep learning,
convolutional neural network

I.

INTRODUCTION

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is one of the most valuable
imaging techniques in clinical diagnosis and interventional
tasks. The increasing number of CT scans attracts the public
concerns due to the potential cancer risks of x-ray radiation [1].
To reduce the x-ray radiation as low as reasonably achievable,
the low-dose CT (LDCT) techniques have been extensively
studied, and the reduction of x-ray photon number using tube
current modulation is considered as one of the solutions.
However, a drawback of this approach is the significantly
degraded image quality due to the excessive quantum noise
caused by an insufficient number of photons.
Till now, many methods have been developed to improve
LDCT image quality. These methods generally can be
categorized into three classes: sinogram filtration before
reconstruction, iterative reconstruction, and image postprocessing after reconstruction. Sinogram filtering directly
smoothens raw projection data before image reconstruction
(e.g. filtered backprojection method). The noise characteristic
is well modeled for the sinogram-domain filtration. However,
this kind of method often is limited because sinogram data of
commercial CT scanners usually are not readily available to
users and it may suffer from low resolution and edge blurring.
Iterative algorithms (IR) have a great potential in noise
reduction and detail preservation for LDCT image
reconstruction, aided by some kinds of prior information on the
imaging object to be reconstructed. In the last decades, it
attracted lots of research interests to search appropriate prior
information. In the CT field, popular image priors include total
variation (TV) minimization and its variants [2],[3], as well as
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dictionary learning based sparse representation. These iterative
reconstruction method greatly improved the image quality.
However, they suffer from a high computational cost with
repeated projection/backprojection operations, which is a
bottleneck in practical applications.
Differently from the sinogram denoising and iterative
reconstruction, image post-processing methods directly
operate on reconstructed images rather than relying on the raw
projection data. It is underlined that the noise in LDCT images
is different from a common noise distribution. The CT-specific
noise is more complicated with streaking artifacts due to
photon starvation and beam hardening. Extensive methods
were developed to suppress artifacts and improve LDCT image
quality via post-processing after the image reconstruction.
Non-local means (NLM) methods take the advantages of the
feature similarity and achieve high level performance for
LDCT image denosing. As NLM extensions, the blockmatching 3D (BM3D) algorithm [4] and weighted nuclear
norm minimization (WNNM) algorithm [5] have been proved
efficient in image restoration for different noise types. One
drawback of this kind of approach is that the prior knowledge
of the noise level is assumed to be known. However, the noise
level and distribution of an actual LDCT image is often
unkown.
In the image processing field, denoising and restoration
algorithms using deep learning have been intensively
investigated and have shown impressive performance. In the
denoising framework based on convolutional neural network
(CNN), the parameters of network are trained by supervised
learning using large training datasets. The trained CNN can
keep abundant priors with a complex hierarchy framework and
remove noises from the test datasets. The recent development
of net units (e.g. rectified linear unit (RelU), maxpooling,
dropout and batch normalization) mitigates the risks of
gradient vanishing or exploding [6]. Some flexible and
complex networks achieve the challenged effects with less
time compared to the classical algorithms. Zhang et al
purposed a DnCNNs to deal with the blind Gaussian noise via
training and achieved exciting results [7].
Inspired by the success of the CNN, we propose a LDCT
denoising framework to detect and remove CT-specific noise
patterns [8]. Specifically, we generate training sets with
various CT-specific noise levels through numerical
simulations, leaving the enhancement of ability to transform
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LDCT images towards the corresponding normal-dose CT
images. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
proposed method is described in Section II. The experiments
and results are presented in Section III. Finally, the conclusion
is drawn.
Ⅱ. METHODS
A. Noise reduction model
Let 𝐗 ∈ 𝑀×𝑁 be a low-dose CT image and 𝐘 ∈ 𝑀×𝑁 be
the corresponding normal-dose CT image (NDCT). Then the
relationship can be formulated as:
(1)

𝐗 = 𝑮(𝐘),
𝑀×𝑁

𝑀×𝑁

where 𝐆 :
→
represents the corrupting
process due to the quantum noise that contaminates the
normal-dose CT image. Thus, the denoising issue can be
converted to find a functional 𝑓:
2

argmin||𝑓(𝐗) − 𝐘||2 ,

(2)

minimization problem or network training in Eq. (4) can be
addressed by an error back-propagation method. In general,
the performance of the deep network is determined by the
network architecture and methods that overcome the
overfitting problem.
2) Network architecture
The input of our network is a series of LDCT images, which
can be viewed as a set of noisy observations 𝑥𝑘 . Residual
learning formulation is adopted to train a residual
mapping 𝐹(Θ, 𝑥𝑘 ) = 𝑦𝑘 , where 𝑦𝑘 is the difference between
the LDCT and NDCT images. Formally, the loss function is
defined as the averaged mean squared error between the
desired residual images and estimated ones from noisy input.
1

ℓ(Θ) = 2𝐾 ∑𝐾𝑘=1||𝐹(𝑥𝑘 ) − 𝑦𝑘 ||.

(5)

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of the proposed network to
learn 𝐹(Θ, 𝑥𝑘 ). In the following, we explain the details of
architecture and parameters.

𝑓

where f is treated as the best approximation of 𝑮−1. The CTspecific noise is different from natural image due to the
combination of Poisson quantum noise and Gaussian
electronic noise in x-ray photon measurements. The process of
reconstruction makes the noise model more complicated and
non-uniformly distributed across the whole image. What's
more, streaking artifacts usually appear in low-dose CT
because the lower energy X-ray photons are seldom received
by detectors in lose-dose CT. All these problems are ignored
in CNN-based methods. This is because this kind of learning
based methods are strongly dependent on the training samples
instead of noise type.
B. Convolutional neural network
The convolutional neural network, inspired by the neural
network of the visual cortex in animals, is a special case of an
artificial neural network. Similar to typical neural networks, it
consists of successive linear and nonlinear functions, but the
linear parts are specifically designed.
1) CNN model
The general form of CNN output y is expressed as
𝑦 = 𝐹(Θ, 𝑥)
= 𝑓𝐿 (𝑊𝐿 𝑓𝐿−1 (⋯ (𝑓2 (𝑊2 𝑓1 (𝑊1 𝑥 + 𝑏1) + 𝑏2 ) ⋯ ) + 𝑏𝐿 ), (3)
where 𝑥 is the input, 𝑦 is the output, 𝑊𝑙 is the convolution
matrix of the 𝑙𝑡ℎ (𝑙 = 1,2, … , 𝐿) layer, 𝑏𝑙 is the bias of the
𝑙𝑡ℎ convolution layer, 𝑓𝑙 is a nonlinear function, and Θ is
the set of all tunable parameters including 𝑊𝑙 and 𝑏𝑙 . The
goal of the CNN framework is to find an optimal parameter set
Θ with 𝐾 inputs to minimize the empirical loss:
∑𝐾𝑘=1 𝐿𝑠 (𝑦𝑘 , 𝐹(Θ, 𝑥𝑘 )).

(4)

In Eq.(4), 𝑥𝑘 and 𝑦𝑘 respectively denote the 𝑘 𝑡ℎ input and
output, and 𝐿𝑠 typically denotes the cross-entropy loss in
classification problems or the Euclidean distance in regression
problems such as image denoising. Assuming that all nonlinear
functions and the loss functions are differentiable, the

Figure1.The architecture of the purposed network.

There are three types of layers with a network depth D,
shown in Figure. 1. (i) Sparse representation layer: Sparse
representation of LDCT is implemented in the first layer via
convolution operations with a series of filters. 64 filters of size
3×3 are used to generate 64 feature maps, and ReLUs are then
utilized for nonlinearity. (ii) Non-linear filtering layers: for
layers 2~(D−1), 64 filters of size 3×3×64 are used, and batch
normalization is added between convolution and ReLU. (iii )
Reconstruction layer: for the last layer, a filter of size 3×3×64
are used to reconstruct the output.
Meanwhile, our network model has two main features: the
residual learning formulation is adopted to learn 𝐹(Θ, 𝑥), and
batch normalization is incorporated to speed up training as well
as boost the denoising performance. By incorporating the
convolution with ReLU, the proposed network can gradually
separate image structure from the noisy observation through
the hidden layers.
We construct two kinds of CNNs. One is for a specific
noise level (CNN-S), and the other is for unknown noise level
（CNN-U）. The depth of CNN-U is set as 20 which is greater
than 15 layers of CNN-S, considering the depth of CNN
improving the expression ability of the network.
3) Network training
Network training was performed by minimizing the loss
function (5). Minimization of the cost function was performed
by means of conventional error back-propagation with the
Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) and the gradient
clipping method. The convolution kernel weights were
initialized using random Gaussian distributions. The gradient
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clipping method in the range of [10-3,10-4] was used to
facilitate the use of a high learning rate in the initial training
steps. This allows rapid convergence and avoids the gradient
explosion problem. If the learning rate is high, the speed of
convergence is fast. However, this introduces the gradient
explosion problem. When we attempted to find an optimal
environment setting for a stable learning process, we found
that the gradient should be held within the range of [-10-3,10-3]
to prevent gradients from exploding.
Ⅲ.

EXPERIMENTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach, the
state-of-the-art methods were selected for comparison. They
include the TV minimization based iterative reconstruction
and image post-processing approach WNNM. The parameters
for the completing methods were set according to the
recommendations in the original references. The peak signal to
noise ratio (PSNR) and structure similarity index (SSIM) were
used as the quantitative metrics. All the experiments were
conducted using MATLAB 2019b on a PC (Intel i5 9600K
CPU, 32 GB RAM and RTX 2080 graphics card).
A. Dataset preparation
In 2019, Leuschner et al. built a standard database for low-dose
CT, named LoDoPaB-CT, which can be used to serve as a
benchmark to train networks of low-dose CT reconstruction
methods [9]. Over 40,000 paired samples are created with size
of 362x362 from around 800 patients by simulating low-dose
CT measurements. The database constitutes the most complete
training data and could be used for all kinds of learning. In
order to obtain CT images with different noise levels reflecting
different levels of dose，we preprocess the projection data by
simulating the number of photons and adding Poisson noise.
Specifically, assuming that 𝑁0 photons are emitted from the
x-ray source towards each detector aperture, we can simulate
the Poisson noise inherent with the normalized projection data
(p). The expected photon number arriving at the detector can
be calculated as 𝑁 = 𝑁0 × exp(−𝑝), obeying Lambert-Beer
law. is the X-ray linear attenuation coefficient for water. The
̂ ), here N
̂ is Poisson
noisy projection data is p
̃ =(ln(𝑁0/N
random variable whose mean and variance equal to N [10].
Finally, FBP reconstruction is performed on the noise
projection data to obtain the corresponding LDCT images.
Table I gives the PNSR and SSIM for different low-dose levels.
The representative reconstruction images via FBP are shown
in figure 2.
𝑁0
PSNR
SSIM

Table I: Dose ratios and SNRs for different low-dose levels.
107
106
105
104
103
38.361
0.975672

38.2944
0.97371

37.682
0.95529

34.912
0.81474

26.114
0.40139

We found that using a larger training dataset can only bring
little improvement. To train a network for specific dose level
(i.e. 𝑁 = 104 ), we set the patch size as 32x32 and crop
1,454,592 patches to train the model with image operations of
scale, rotation, mirror and so on. To feed different CNNs, two
kinds of training datasets are generated, specific datasets and
mixed datasets. The former is based on single noise level
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images, while the latter is composed by randomly extracted
data of different noise levels.

Figure 2. Illustration of degraded images with different low-dose levels. From
top to bottom and from left to right, the images are the ground truth and with
different noise levels for N=10 7, 106, 105, 104, and 103.

In the test data set, different levels of simulated low-dose
data are established according to the LoDoPaB database for
testing. Meanwhile, real quarter-dose fan-beam CT data from
2016 AAPM [11] are used to evaluate the real application
effect. For fairness, 128 low-dose samples were randomly
selected from the original dataset to form the testing set.
B. Visualization-based evaluation
Some representative LDCT images are select from LoDoPaB
and AAPM to evaluate the performance in data simulation and
real data. The iterative TV minimization algorithm and NLM
based WNNM algorithm are used as comparison. Figure 3
shows the representative results from different methods with
an example selected in datasets of LoDoPaB, and CNN-S is
applied in this comparison. The noisy image was reconstructed
by FBP from noisy projection with Poisson noise parameter
𝑁0 =104，because the noise is not obvious when the parameter
𝑁0 is greater than 105 and the image degradation with 𝑁0=103
is too serious. In Figure 4, the corresponding noisy example is
a real quarter-dose image. Both of the two original images have
serious noise and artifacts which degraded the reconstructed
image quality. Some details and structures cannot be
discriminated. Both the TV and WNNM can suppress the noise
and artifacts to different degrees. However, the denoised image
appears blocky with the edge damaging for TV method. The
WNNM could not eliminate the noise and artifacts clearly, and
it also erase the image details. From the zoom parts, the detail
restoration can be compared. By combining Figs. 3 and 4, one
can see that the purposed CNN-S method can achieve the best
image quality.
C. Quantitative evaluation
To quantitatively evaluate the proposed CNN algorithm,
PSNR and SSIM were measured for all the images in the the
testing set. The test set included 128 samples in LoDoPaB and
128 samples in AAPM databases, respectively. We compared
the results of CNN-S(𝑁0 =104), CNN-U and two benchmark
algorithms using different noise level data sets in the LodoPaB
and AAPM. We record the mean values of PSNR and SSIM in
Table II. For the LoDoPaB test set, we can find that both CNNS and CNN-U are better than TV and WNNM in denoising
performance. CNN-S gets the best effect at the same-noise
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level as expected, but it is inferior to CNN-U in other noise
levels. CNN-U shows stable restoration effect and strong
robustness at all noise levels. In the actual test of AAPM
dataset, the performance of CNN-U is close to that of CNN-S,
which are obviously better than the other two algorithms.

(a)

(c)

(b)

ability of neural network can form a unified processing of
image denoising with different noise levels. A mixed image
set with different noise levels is generated to train such a
CNN-U. In the future, we will combine the proposed network
structure with the iterative algorithm to further improve the
image quality, and we will also apply the proposed CNN
network in CT reconstruction to solve the problems of metal
artifact reduction and material decomposition in spectral CT.
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(d)

(e)

(b1)

(c1)
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Figure 3. Representative results of a LDCT image of LoDoPaB datasets. (a)
Original normal-dose image; (b) the low-dose images; (c) the TV
reconstructed image; (d) the WNNM processed low-dose image; (e) the
purposed CNN-S processed low-dose image; (b1)-(e1) the zoomed regions
specified with the red boxes in (b)-(e).
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Figure 4. Representative results of a LDCT image of AAPM datasets. (a)
Original normal-dose image; (b) the low-dose images (c) the WNNM
processed low-dose image; (d) the purposed CNN-S processed low-dose
image.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose and evaluate a deep convolutional
neural network for noise reduction in low-dose CT. The
framework convergence is guaranteed from the mathematical
model design. The results demonstrate the capability of CNN
based method for medical imaging denoising even the noise
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Investigating the Utility of Virtual
Monoenergetic Images in Non-Contrast Lung
CT Scans
T. W. Holmes, C. N. De Cecco, and A. Pourmorteza

Abstract—Background: Spectrally-derived virtual
monoenergetic images have traditionally been used to maximize
the CNR of iodine and minimize beam hardening artifacts in
contrast-enhanced CT scans. In this study we explored the utility
of VMIs in improving the CNR of ground glass nodules in noncontrast lung cancer screening protocols.
Methods: We scanned the COPDGENE lung phantom at 48
different settings of x-ray tube voltage and current settings which
include single- and dual-energy acquisition modes with and
without tin pre-filtration. We measured the CNR of different
inserts in the phantom which mimic different healthy and
pathological tissue types found in the lungs.
Results: Single-energy tube voltage set at 100 kVp with tin
pre-filtration (100Sn) showed highest CNR for ultra-low-dose CT
scans (CTDIvol = 0.1 to 1 mGy). For all dose-matched scans above
1.0 mGy, the VMI at 190 keV provided the highest CNR for
detection of GGN.
Conclusion: Our preliminary results show that dual-energy
derived VMI can improve the detection of GGN in low- and highdose lung CT scans.

I. INTRODUCTION

V

monoenergetic images (VMIs) are spectrally
derived images that provide a map of mass attenuation
coefficients at specific energies of x-ray photons.
Spectrally-derived images have been extensively investigated
in contrast enhanced CT acquisition protocols ([1]–[5]).
However, their utility in non-contrast scans has not been
thoroughly explored. In contrast-enhanced scans, low
kiloelectron volt-potential (kVp) acquisitions have been
suggested in order to increase the CNR of iodine. They were
shown to provide better or comparable contrast-to-noise ratios
(CNRs) to 120 kVp acquisitions [6]. However, their utility in
non-contrast scan tasks remains to be explored. Additionally,
spectral beam-shaping with tin (Sn) pre-filters have been
proposed to reduce radiation dose to patients in low-dose noncontrast screening protocols [7]–[9]. The aim of this study was
to compare the performance of various x-ray tube voltages, Sn
beam pre-filtration, and dual-energy VMI protocols in a
dedicated lung phantom.
IRTUAL
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Figure 1. CT scan of the COPDGENE 2 phantom used in this study. The
scan was performed at 120 kVp and 300 mAs resulting in CTDIvol = 20.06
mGy. Visualization window width and level were 500/-700 HU. The black
circles represent the regions of interest (ROIs) used in this study: 1, Foam
NIST 4lb; 2, Acrylic; 3, Foam NIST 12lb; 4, Water; 5, Foam NIST 20lb; 6,
Air; 7, Simulated Lung Density Material (SLDM).

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
We used the COPDGENE Phantom II (The Phantom
Laboratory, Salem, NY, USA) in this study. The phantom
includes inserts with calibrated materials which produce HU
values that mimic the lung parenchyma (simulated lung density
material: SLDM), two NIST calibrated foams representing
ground-glass nodule (GGN) densities of 12lb. and 20lb., as well
as water, air, and acrylic.
We performed a series of CT scans at various tube voltage
and current settings as described in Table 1. All scans were
performed on a third generation dual-energy scanner
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TABLE 1
CT acquisition settings and corresponding radiation doses for the single- and dual-energy scans.
The x-ray tube power could not produce mAs of higher than 770 in the 100Sn mode.
*Reported mAs belongs to the low kVp setting
Voltage [kVp]
Current [mAs]
CTDIvol [mGy]
0.10
0.15 0.20 0.33 0.68 1.02 1.34 3.34 6.69 10.03
100 Sn
24
35
47
78
158
316
770
Dual-Energy: 100/150Sn*
18
24
59
118
178
140
7
13
34
68
103
120
5
10
20
50
100
150
100
8
16
33
83
167
250
80
10
17
35
70
174
348
522
70
17
28
58
114
285
572
857

20.06
335
206
300
500
1044
-

(SOMATOM FORCE, Siemens Healthcare, Forchheim,
Germany). The scans consisted of one Sn pre-filtered protocol
at 100 kVp (100Sn), a dual-energy protocol (100/150Sn), and
five single-energy protocols.
We performed the scans at multiple tube current-time
settings and used CT dose index by volume (CTDIvol) values to
match the radiation dose among all scan protocols when
possible. These scans were acquired in helical mode with a
pitch of 1.2 and z-collimation: 96 x 0.6 mm. The images were
reconstructed with weighted FBP, quantitative Qr40 kernel,
matrix size = 512x512, FOV=370 mm, and slice thickness /
increment of 2 mm / 1 mm. No automatic exposure control was
used to ensure a fair comparison of all the different tube voltage
settings.
We placed circular regions of interest (ROIs) with diameters
of at least 17 mm inside each tissue mimicking material of the
center slice as shown in figure 1. Mean and standard deviation
of the ROIs were measured and used to CNR between selected
ROIs and the background lung (SLDM).
III. RESULTS
A total of 48 scans were performed as shown in Table 1. All
data was reconstructed on the scanner workstation. The VMIs
were created using the Monoenergetic+ algorithm of
Syngo.Via™ post-processing software (Siemens Healthcare,
Forchheim, Germany) [5], [10], [11]. We used software written
in Matlab to place co-registered ROIs across all images and
calculate their mean, standard deviation, and CNR. Table 2
shows the mean Hounsfield units (HU) of select ROIs and table
3 summarizes the CNR measurements for various ROIs. The
maximum radiation dose output of the 100Sn tube voltage
setting was 3.34 mGy compared to > 20.06 mGy for most of the
other tube settings. However, the 100Sn setting could provide
radiation dose outputs as low as 0.1 mGy. In addition, figure 2
illustrates CNR – CTDIvol curves for all single-energy
acquisition protocols. The 100Sn setting consistently showed
higher CNR for all single-energy scans with CTDIvol < 3.34
mGy followed by the 80 kVp setting. At CTDI vol settings of >
5 mGy, the 150Sn setting resulted in the highest CNR values.
Figure 3 illustrates the mean Hounsfield values and CNR
curves of the VMIs in the energy range of 40 to 190 keV. We
observed a steady increase in the CNR up to 80 keV followed
by a slow increase in CNR to 190 keV. In almost all energies
and dose settings, the 190 keV image provided the best CNR

Figure 2. The CNR between acrylic, foam NIST 12lb., water, and foam
NIST 20lb. vs. simulated lung density material (SLDM). The CNR values
at each voltage potential were calculated over a range of doses from 0.1
mGy to 20.06 mGy.
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for GGN, water, and acrylic materials.
In all dose-matched settings, VMI at 190 keV consistently
had the highest CT numbers and CNR values, with little
difference in performance for VMIs with energies > 80 keV.
Figure 4 shows CT number and CNR values for all scans
performed at CTDIvol of 1.34 mGy.

190 keV demonstrating the highest CNR.
Given that VMIs have been traditionally used to maximize
the CNR of iodinated contrast agents, the results of this study
indicate the utility of VMIs in non-contrast CT applications.
While the results of this study were noteworthy, this was a
preliminary study with many limitations. This investigation
only used simple image quality metrics and large ROIs within
each of the materials. In future studies we plan to investigate
modulation transfer function (MTF) and noise power spectrum
(NPS) of the different scan protocols. We used filtered backprojection (FBP) reconstruction algorithm to reduce the shiftvariant effects of nonlinear and statistical reconstruction
algorithms. While such algorithms may reduce the standard
deviation of image noise, their effect on CT numbers of lung
tissue remains to be investigated. Lastly, we scanned a
geometrically, simple phantom at one patient size and only
single measurements were taken at each acquisition
configuration. Similar analysis should be conducted on
anthropomorphic phantoms of various sizes, and each scan
should be performed at least twice to ensure a bias-free
measurement of noise.
The dual-energy images could be combined to create images
with minimum noise, or maximum contrast as described in [2].
We plan to perform similar analysis; however, our results
suggest that VMIs between 80-190 keV image seems to provide
the best CNR for GGN detection.

Figure 3. The mean CT numbers and CNR values measured in the virtual
monoenergetic images across the energies ranging from 40 to 190 keV for
radiation doses ranging between 1.02 to 20.06 mGy.

IV. DISCUSSION
Low-dose lung cancer screening CT scans are usually
performed at 120 kVp with CTDIvol of 1.5-3 mGy. In this study,
we performed a sweep of the tube voltage and current
parameters to compare performance of single-energy
acquisition modes to that of the dual-energy CT for noncontrast CT acquisitions in the range of CTDIvol values from 0.1
to 20.06 mGy. Our results indicate that the 100 kVp with Sn
pre-filtration provided superior CNR for detection of ground
glass nodules at very low dose settings (0.10-1.0 mGy). The
lowest possible dose setting for dual-energy acquisition mode
was 1.03 mGy. The CNR for GGN detection of the dual-energy
derived VMIs was superior to all single-energy modes,
including the 100Sn setting, for all CTDIvol ≥ 1.03 mGy with
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Figure 4. Mean CT numbers and CNR values for dose-matched scans all
with CTDIvol of 1.34 mGy. Virtual monoenergetic images consistently had
the densest CT numbers, and highest CNRs for all ROIs.
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TABLE 2
The mean Hounsfield unit (HU) in acrylic, foam 12lb., water, foam 20lb., and background lung (SLDM) at three different radiation doses.
ROI
CTDIvol
VMI @ 190 [keV]
70[kVp]
80[kVp]
100[kVp]
120[kVp]
140[kVp]
100Sn[kVp]
150Sn[kVp]
1.34
149.16
83.96
98.00
113.71
122.69
123.84
130.60
140.07
Acrylic
3.34
148.82
85.95
98.25
111.89
119.28
125.57
127.16
137.74
10.03
146.62
82.99
97.53
112.33
118.53
123.40
137.01
1.34
-826.26
-833.61
-833.22
-832.07
-831.09
-832.08
-826.23
-828.52
Foam
3.34
-825.84
-833.91
-833.92
-832.28
-831.55
-830.78
-826.09
-828.28
12lb.
10.03
-826.65
-833.97
-835.08
-832.75
-831.45
-830.87
-827.33
1.34
-1.16
-3.63
-0.01
-0.04
0.35
-1.71
-0.06
-1.86
Water
3.34
-4.83
-3.51
-2.19
-0.06
-2.22
-1.90
-2.16
-4.20
10.03
-5.42
-5.98
-2.87
-0.58
-2.59
-2.52
-3.26
1.34
-705.26
-709.16
-711.49
-707.77
-708.61
-708.38
-704.41
-707.18
Foam
3.34
-705.16
-711.00
-709.63
-708.75
-707.61
-708.29
-705.50
-707.07
20lb.
10.03
-705.72
-710.91
-711.11
-709.03
-708.29
-708.17
-706.21
1.34
-864.45
-866.95
-869.05
-867.67
-867.24
-866.36
-862.47
-865.41
SLDM
3.34
-864.05
-867.03
-869.25
-866.94
-867.18
-866.07
-862.39
-864.94
10.03
-863.77
-868.15
-869.53
-867.41
-867.58
-866.87
-864.16

TABLE 3
The CNR between acrylic, foam 12lb., water, and foam 20lb. compared with background lung (SLDM) at three different radiation doses.
ROI
CTDIvol
VMI @ 190[keV]
70[kVp]
80[kVp]
100[kVp]
120[kVp]
140[kVp]
100Sn[kVp]
150Sn[kVp]
Acrylic
1.34
96.53
73.63
77.76
75.82
72.92
74.34
76.87
51.66
3.34
174.33
111.80
122.98
114.69
112.11
116.71
125.65
77.86
SLDM
10.03
238.30
180.95
183.90
188.30
192.81
201.74
129.29
Foam
1.34
3.64
2.58
2.88
2.75
2.66
2.57
2.81
1.90
12lb. 3.34
6.58
3.89
4.49
4.06
4.05
4.15
4.61
2.85
SLDM
10.03
8.75
6.50
6.55
6.66
7.06
7.33
4.76
Water
1.34
82.22
66.84
69.88
67.03
63.91
64.91
66.75
44.37
3.34
147.89
101.30
110.22
101.57
98.31
101.71
109.23
66.83
SLDM
10.03
202.44
164.02
164.81
166.60
169.13
176.08
111.18
Foam
1.34
15.16
12.22
12.67
12.35
11.69
11.86
12.23
8.13
20lb. 3.34
27.35
18.30
20.29
18.54
18.14
18.57
19.92
12.26
SLDM
10.03
37.28
29.91
30.13
30.44
31.14
32.33
20.40

[9]
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An Investigation on Bayesian Image
Reconstruction without Freely Adjustable
Parameter
Zhengrong Liang, Yongfeng Gao, Yongyi Shi, and Wei Hou

Abstract—In the past decades, most penalized maximum
likelihood or penalized weighted least-squares tomographic
image reconstruction from projections, based on the Bayes’ law,
include a freely-adjustable parameter to balance the two basic
terms of data fidelity and prior penalty for an acceptable result.
The freely-adjustable parameter is determined empirically by a
trial-error fashion in different applications. With recent machine
learning advancement, the free parameter could be determined
by multiple reconstruction trials, but demanding high computing
power. A theory-based strategy is desired to determine the free
parameter, and/or to guide machine learning for reduction of the
computing complexity. This study investigates a theory-based
strategy for parameter estimation in Bayesian image
reconstruction without freely-adjustable parameters. A main
idea is the introduction of parameters to ensure the condition of
each probability density function (PDF) in the Bayes’ Law is
satisfied. Thus maximum a posteriori probability solution, given
acquired data, shall satisfy the PDF condition for both data
likelihood and a priori probability of the Bayes’ Law. Computer
simulation experiments were carried out to evaluate the
performance of the parameter estimation under various
conditions, such as initialization of the iterative process, the PDF
specification, and renormalization in an iterative manner. The
experimental outcomes reveal that the parameter estimation is
relatively robust under these conditions.
If the a priori
probability cannot satisfy the PDF definition, this study provides
some insights on weighting the a priori penalty for the above
penalized image reconstructions.
Index Terms—Tomographic image reconstruction, Bayesian
inference, PDF, EM algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

image reconstruction from projections is
mathematically expressed by the Radon transform [1].
The inversion of the Radon transform is well-established by
the analytical filtered back-projection (FBP) method [2],
which has been adopted by all commercial computed
tomography (CT) vendors. In the photon-limited applications,
such as positron emission tomography (PET), an alternative
OMOGRAPHIC
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method for reconstructing the photon-limited or statistical
projection data has shown some good properties as compared
to the FBP method. This alternative method applies the wellknown Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [3] to
iteratively estimate the maximum likelihood (ML) solution of
the statistical projection data and is called MLEM method [4].
The MLEM method and its variate by adding ordered-subsets
(OS) in the iterative update stage, called OSEM method, have
also been adopted by all commercial PET vendors. In the
statistical domain, given the statistical projection data, the
desired solution shall be governed by the Bayes’ Law or
Bayesian theory, which includes the above likelihood (or data
fidelity) term and an additional term, called prior penalty term.
Both terms are expressed in terms of probability density
function (PDF). This study applies a similar concept as the
EM algorithm to specify PDF for both the data fidelity term
and the prior penalty term to construct the posteriori
probability as objective function and uses the local update
(LU) strategy [5] to maximize the cost function for parameter
estimation. The study is presented with implication for lowdose CT (LdCT) application.
II. METHODS
This section starts by brief descriptions of the Bayesian
theory and the PDF definition of the two basic terms of data
likelihood and prior penalty, followed by presentation of the
LU strategy to determine the parameters, called maximum a
posteriori probability-LU (MAP-LU) method.
A. Bayesian Theory for LdCT Reconstruction
Bayesian theory is expressed, given acquired data { 𝒚 } for
the corresponding solution { 𝝁 }, as:
𝑝(𝝁|𝒚) = 𝑝(𝒚|𝝁)𝑝(𝝁)/𝑝(𝒚)
(1)
where 𝑝(. ) represents the PDF of the concerned variable,
vector 𝒚 ∈ 𝑅𝐼×1 represents the LdCT sinogram or projection
data acquired from the body (with I data elements) and vector
𝝁 ∈ 𝑅 𝐽×1 represents the body tissue attenuation coefficient
map or image of the body (with J image elements).
The acquired data can be written as:
𝒚 = 𝑨𝝁 + 𝜻
(2)
where 𝑨 is the projection operator, called projection or system
matrix, and 𝜻 indicates the noise vector corresponding to the
data vector. The PDF for the acquired data or data fidelity
term can be written as:
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𝑝(𝒚|𝝁) =

1
𝑇
(𝒚 −𝐀𝝁)Σ−1
𝒚 (𝒚 −𝐀𝝁) )
2𝛼

exp(−

(3)

√(2𝜋𝛼)𝐼 |Σ𝑦 |

where Σ𝑦 represents the covariance matrix for the acquired
data vector, which is usually estimated based on some
established knowledge and/or principles [6] up to a scale or
parameter of 𝛼, and 𝜋 is a constant, thus { 𝒚, 𝑨, Σ𝒚 } are
observable but incomplete (because only one set of data 𝒚 is
given, not sufficient to estimate the unknown 𝝁), and the
parameter 𝛼 is introduced as a unobservable parameter [3] to
ensure that the PDF is completely specified according to the
Bayesian theory of Eq.(1). Under the condition that all
measurements { 𝑦𝑖 } are independent each other, then the
covariance matrix is diagonal. We can denote the diagonal
element of ith ray of matrix Σ𝒚−1 as 𝜚𝑖 .
While the tissue attenuation coefficients are not random
variables, their distribution patterns across the body or field of
view (FOV) can be assumed as random variable and the
patterns are frequently modeled as the Markov Random Field
(MRF) [7]. Thus the prior penalty PDF for the pattern
distribution can be expressed as a Gibbs distribution across the
MRF [7]. Following the variance analysis for a pair-wise
neighbor system below:
𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝜇𝑗 − 𝜇𝑘 ) = 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝜇𝑗 ) + 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝜇𝑘 ) + 2𝐶𝑜𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝜇𝑗 , 𝜇𝑘 )
= 𝜎 + 𝜎 + 0 = 2𝜎
(4)
the prior PDF can be written as:
2
1
1
𝑝(𝝁) =
𝑒𝑥𝑝 (− ∑𝐽𝑗 = 1 ∑𝑘∈Ω𝑗 𝜔𝑗𝑘 (𝜇𝑗 − 𝜇𝑘 ) ) (5)

these J pixels of 𝝁(𝒏∗) at the n-th and (n+1)th stages, the
conditional expectation of the two parameters { 𝜶, 𝝈} by
Eq.(7) would be:
Ψ(𝛼, 𝜎|𝝁(𝑛∗) ) =

where ω𝑗𝑘 represents the normalized pair-wise MRF
coefficients among the neighbors Ω𝑗 around the center j,
∑𝑘∈Ω𝑗 𝜔𝑗𝑘 = 1, and can be estimated based on some
established knowledge and/or principles [8] up to a scale or
parameter of 𝜎, thus { ω𝑗𝑘 , Ω𝑗 } are observable but incomplete,
and the parameter 𝜎 is introduced as a unobservable parameter
[3] to ensure that the prior PDF is completely specified for the
pattern distribution across the FOV.

𝐼

∑𝐼𝑖 = 1 𝜚𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 − ∑𝐽𝑗 = 1 𝐴𝑖𝑗 𝜇𝑗(𝑛∗) ) +

1

∑𝐽 ∑
𝜔
2𝜎 𝑗 = 1 𝑘∈𝛺𝑗 𝑗𝑘

(𝑛∗)
(𝜇𝑗

(𝑛∗) 2
𝜇𝑘 )

−

+

𝐽
2

2

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝛼 +

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜎 + 𝐶(. )

(8)

and the maximization of Eq.(8) for the two PDF parameters
{ 𝜶, 𝝈} at the j-th pixel is respectively given by:
∂Ψ(𝛼,𝜎|𝝁(𝒏∗) )

𝒚

∂Ψ(𝛼,𝜎|𝝁(𝒏∗) )

𝜕{

2

1

= 𝜕 { 2𝛼 ‖𝒚 − 𝑨𝝁(𝒏∗) ‖Σ−1 +

𝜕𝛼

𝐼
2

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝛼 } 𝜕𝛼|𝛼=𝛼(𝑛∗) = 0 (9)
𝑗

=

𝜕𝜎
1
∑𝐽 ∑
𝜔
2𝜎 𝑗 = 1 𝑘∈Ω𝑗 𝑗𝑘
𝐽

+

(𝑛∗)

(𝜇𝑗

(𝑛∗) 2

− 𝜇𝑘

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜎

2

)

} 𝜕𝜎|𝜎=𝛼(𝑛∗) = 0

(10)

𝑗

The update for the j-th pixel under consideration is given by:
(𝑛∗)

∂Ψ(𝝁|𝛼𝑗

(𝑛∗)

,𝜎𝑗

,𝝁(𝑛∗) )

𝜕𝜇𝑗

= 𝜕{

1
(𝑛∗)

2𝛼𝑗

‖𝒚 − 𝑨𝝁‖2Σ−1 +
𝒚

2

1
(𝑛∗)
2𝜎𝑗

∑𝐽𝑗 = 1 ∑𝑘∈Ω𝑗 𝜔𝑗𝑘 (𝜇𝑗 − 𝜇𝑘 ) } 𝜕𝜇𝑗 |𝜇=𝜇(𝑛+1) = 0
𝑗

(11)
The solutions of Eqs.(9) and (10) are respectively:
(𝑛∗)

𝛼𝑗

=

1
𝐼
1

∑𝐼𝑖 = 1 𝜚𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 − ∑𝐽𝑗 = 1 𝐴𝑖𝑗 𝜇𝑗(𝑛∗) )

2

(𝑛∗)
(𝑛∗)
(𝑛∗) 2
𝜎𝑗
= ∑𝐽𝑗 = 1 ∑𝑘∈Ω𝑗 𝜔𝑗𝑘 (𝜇𝑗 − 𝜇𝑘 )
𝐽
(𝑛)
solution of Eq.(11) for updating 𝜇𝑗 from 𝜇𝑗

2𝜎

√(2𝜋𝜎)𝐽 |𝝎𝑗 −1 |

2

1
2𝛼

(12)
(13)
(𝑛+1)
𝜇𝑗

The
to
is given by the following formula. We use the symbol s to
indicate pixel index for summation to avoid index confusion.
Thus, Eq.(11) can be rewritten as:
𝜕𝛹(𝝁|𝛼(𝑛∗) ,𝜎 (𝑛∗) ,|𝝁(𝑛∗) )
𝜕𝜇𝑗

= 𝜕{

1
(𝑛∗)

2𝛼𝑗

∑𝐼𝑖 = 1 𝜚𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 −

2

∑𝐽𝑠 = 1,𝑠≠𝑗 𝐴𝑖𝑠 𝜇𝑠(𝑛∗) − 𝐴𝑖𝑗 𝜇𝑗 ) +
1

(𝑛∗)

(∑𝐽𝑠 = 1,𝑠≠𝑗 ∑𝑘∈𝛺𝑠 𝜔𝑠𝑘 (𝜇𝑠

(𝑛∗) 2

) +
B. Parameter Estimation by the LU Strategy
2
Above we have obtained the explicit form of the conditional
∑𝑘∈𝛺𝑗 𝜔𝑗𝑘 (𝜇𝑗 − 𝜇𝑘(𝑛∗) ) )} 𝜕𝜇𝑗 |𝜇=𝜇(𝑛+1)
data probability of Eq.(3) and the prior probability of Eq.(5)
with each symbol well defined. Bringing Eqs.(3) & (5) into = ( 1 ∑𝐼 𝜚 (𝐴 )2 + 1 ) 𝜇 + 1 ∑𝐼 𝜚 (−𝐴 )(𝑦 −
𝑖𝑗
𝑗
𝑖𝑗
𝑖
(𝑛∗) 𝑖 = 1 𝑖
(𝑛∗)
(𝑛∗) 𝑖 = 1 𝑖
𝛼𝑗
𝜎𝑗
𝛼𝑗
the Bayesian theory of Eq.(1), the completely specified log
1
posteriori PDF becomes [9]:
∑𝐽𝑠 = 1,𝑠≠𝑗 𝐴𝑖𝑠 𝜇𝑠(𝑛) ) − (𝑛∗) ∑𝑘∈𝛺𝑗 𝜔𝑗𝑘 𝜇𝑘(𝑛) = 0
(14)
1
𝐼
𝜎𝑗
2
‖𝒚 − 𝑨𝝁‖Σ−1 + 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝛼 +
Ψ(𝝁, 𝛼, 𝜎) = log{𝑝(𝝁|𝒚)} =
𝒚
(𝑛∗)
2𝜎𝑗

2𝛼

1

∑𝐽 ∑
𝜔
2𝜎 𝑗 = 1 𝑘∈Ω𝑗 𝑗𝑘

2

2

(𝜇𝑗 − 𝜇𝑘 ) +

𝐽
2

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜎 + 𝐶(. ) (6)

1

1
2𝛼

∑𝐼𝑖 = 1 𝜚𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 − ∑𝐽𝑗 = 1 𝐴𝑖𝑗 𝜇𝑗 )

∑𝐽 ∑
𝜔
2𝜎 𝑗 = 1 𝑘∈𝛺𝑗 𝑗𝑘

2

(𝜇𝑗 − 𝜇𝑘 ) +

𝐽
2

2

+

𝐼
2

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝛼 +

𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝜎 + 𝐶(. )

Then, we can obtain:
𝜇𝑗 (𝑛+1) =

or in an alternative form under the independent condition:
Ψ(𝝁, 𝛼, 𝜎) =

− 𝜇𝑘

(7)

where C(.) includes terms, which are not dependent
on{ 𝝁, 𝛼, 𝜎}.
According the LU strategy [5] or the EM terminology [3],
when the j-th pixel is under consideration for update, there are
j-1 pixels having been updated to the (n+1)th iteration cycle
and J-j+1 pixels remaining at the n-th iterated cycle. Given

=
(𝑛∗)
2 (𝑛∗) 𝛼𝑗
(𝑛∗)
(𝑛∗)
𝐽
∑𝐼𝑖 = 1 𝜚𝑖 (𝐴𝑖𝑗 )(𝑦𝑖 −∑𝑗 = 1 𝐴𝑖𝑗 𝜇𝑗 )+∑𝐼𝑖 = 1 𝜚𝑖 (𝐴𝑖𝑗 ) 𝜇𝑗 + (𝑛∗) ∑𝑘∈𝛺 𝜔𝑗𝑘 𝜇𝑘
𝑗
𝜎
𝑗
(𝑛∗)
2 𝛼𝑗
𝐼
∑𝑖 = 1 𝜚𝑖 (𝐴𝑖𝑗 ) + (𝑛∗)
𝜎
𝑗

(15)
After Eqs.(12), (13) & (15), i.e. the MAP-LU method, have
been applied to all the J pixels from j=1 to J, one iteration of
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image reconstruction is completed. According to Eq. (12) and
Eq. (13), the parameters for data fidelity and prior terms are of
the symmetry form and reflect the normalized strength of the
data fidelity and the prior.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Numerical studies were carried out to evaluate the proposed
strategy for free parameter estimation. With fully controlled
simulation, we can explore the effectiveness and stability of
this MAP-LU method.
A. Experiments Setup
The Shepp-Logan phantom of size 512 × 512 was used to
generate the line-integral of size 672(𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑠) × 1160(𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑠)
by forward projections. Then the Poisson noise were added
directly in the line-integral domain. By simulating so, the
variance Σ𝒚 or 𝜚𝑖 −1 will be equal to the mean value of lineintegral without any approximation. The 𝜔𝑗𝑘 used is the
spatial distance dependent Huber MRF weights with widow
size 3 × 3.

Fig. 2. Parameter estimation by the MAP-LU along with iterations across
three noise levels (from top to bottom).

Fig. 3. Estimated free parameters by the MAP-LU along with pixel ID and
global iteration times n.

Fig. 1. Performance of the MAP-LU across three noise levels (from top to
bottom). For each row, left image is reconstructed by FBP without filter and
right one is reconstructed by the proposed EM Bayesian method.

We scaled the numerical phantom by 1, 5 and 10 to mimic
different noise levels. The reconstructed results of this EM
Bayesian approach were shown in Fig. 1 with comparison of
FBP. The reconstruction performance is robust across the
three noise levels with good eye appealing images. Fig. 2
shows the estimated free parameters 𝛼 (𝑛) , 𝜎 (𝑛) and 𝛼 (𝑛) /𝜎 (𝑛)
along with iterations. Although the iteration times are
different for different noise levels to be converged, consistent
transforming trends are observed in Fig. 2.
As we discussed in the method section, the parameter will
be updated by the LU strategy. Fig. 3 is an example of our
updated parameters along with the pixel ID and global
iteration times n. According to the estimation, scale factors
for the first and last pixels are observably different initially.
With the iteration increases, the difference becomes smaller.
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B. Effects of Initialization
We further compared the effect initialization on the
proposed method. Three initials are tested: uniform initial by
averaging the FBP results, FBP without filter and FBP with
hann50 filter. The reconstructed images and their initials are
presented in Fig. 4. The estimated parameters along iterations
are presented in Fig. 5. According to Fig. 5, the pattern of
𝛼 (𝑛) does not change too much for different initials. However,
the pattern of 𝜎 (𝑛) varies. Their ratio 𝛼 (𝑛) /𝜎 (𝑛) kind of
follows similar pattern with different converges rate.
According to Fig. 4, the reconstructed results are stable. It
implies that the MAP-LU can effectively estimate the
parameter values starting with different initials and provide
stable solutions.
C. Effect of Variance
Effect of variance on MAP-LU was also explored. Fig. 6
below presents the reconstructed images by using Σ𝒚 given by
y (left) and 𝑨𝝁(𝑛) (right). Comparable reconstructed images
are obtained. The estimated ratio of 𝛼 (𝑛) /𝜎 (𝑛) starts from
different values but finally converged to very similar values.
Figure 7 presents the reconstructed images for Σ𝒚 without
(upper) and with normalization (lower) by 𝑠𝑢𝑚(Σ𝒚−1 ) = 1.
Comparable reconstructed images are obtained. The estimated
parameters follow the same pattern with linear scaling
strength. This observation agrees with our expectation that
even though the magnitude of 𝛼 (𝑛) /𝜎 (𝑛) is scaled due to
normalization, the fidelity strength of (𝒚 − 𝐀𝝁)Σ𝒚−1 (𝒚 −
𝐀𝝁)𝑇 will also be scaled by the same degree. Therefore, the
results would not be affected.
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Fig. 7. Performance of MAP-LU images for Σ𝒚 without (upper) and with
normalization (lower) by 𝑠𝑢𝑚(Σ𝒚−1 ) = 1.

IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 4. Performance of MAP-LU with different initials. From top to bottom,
the initials (left) are uniform averaged from FBP, FBP without filter and FBP
with hann50 filter.

A theory-based strategy is presented to determine the
freely-adjustable parameter for penalized maximum likelihood
or penalized weighted least-squares tomographic image
reconstruction from projections. The strategy is based on the
PDF requirements of the Bayes’ Law and LU numerical
calculation. The freely-adjustable parameter is related to the
ratio of the data fidelity variance (confidence) and the prior
variance (confidence). This implies that given the countlimited imaging, such as LdCT, we desire high confidence or
low variance on the prior penalty. In other words, we desire
the medical truth to derive prior [10] and train machine
learning [11].
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Ultra-low Dose CT for PET Attenuation
Correction: Preliminary Study
Kai Mei*, Nadav Shapira, Joshua Scheuerman, Janet Reddin, Amy E. Perkins,
Joel S. Karp and Peter B. Noël

Abstract—The purpose of this study is to investigate ultra-low
dose Computed Tomography (CT) acquisition schemes for
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) attenuation correction.
This study includes patient data acquired on a research PET/CT
scanner. Ultra-low dose scans (3.2, 1.1 and 0.36 mAs) were
simulated by combining simulated tube current reductions (39%,
13%, 4% or 1%) and sparse sampling (1/2, 1/6, 1/18 or 1/54). A
modal-based statistical iterative algorithm with regularization
was used to reconstruct noise- and artifact-suppressed images.
The structural similarity index measurement (SSIM) was used as
a metric to compare the ultra-low dose CT and the corrected
PET images with their corresponding data at clinical low dose.
Compared to the current standard (50 mAs), ultra-low dose CT
images with 0.36 mAs (0.7%) provide accurately attenuation
corrected PET images (SSIM 0.86). In the case that CT data are
not utilized for diagnostics, our results illustrate with clinical
data that ultra-low dose CT is feasible for attenuation correction.
Index Terms— Computed tomography, positron emission
tomography, attenuation correction, sparse sampling.

I. INTRODUCTION

P

OSITRON emission tomography (PET) and computed
tomography (CT) are standard imaging tools for oncology
diagnosis and tumor staging. In PET/CT, CT provides
anatomical information for localization and necessary
attenuation profiles for PET, mitigating the limited resolution
of PET and the unavoidable attenuation of the positrons by the
patient's body during the scan. Over the last decades, growing
community awareness about exposure-associated health risks
has initialized significant ongoing efforts to reduce CT
radiation exposure. The purpose of this study is to investigate
CT dose reduction strategies and the associate level of CT
dose required for accurate PET attenuation correction.
In CT-based attenuation correction (CTAC) for PET
images, CT images are used to generate transmission maps, by
piecewise-linearly re-scaling the attenuation coefficients to the
PET energy of 511 keV photons according to tissue type.
Unlike diagnostic CT, where the image quality has to be
sufficiently high enough for radiologists to distinguish, for
example, small soft tissue differences, CT images acquired for
K. Mei, N. Shapira, J. Sheuerman, J. Raddin, J. Karp and P. Noël are with
the Department of Radiology, Perelman School of Medicine, University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA USA.
A. Perkins is with Philips Healthcare, Cleveland, OH USA
*Email: kai.mei@pennmedicine.upenn.edu
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the correlation with PET and the transmission maps for
attenuation correction have lower requirements, where spatial
resolution and soft-tissue contrast are less demanding. Recent
research has shown simulated CT scans of a human abdominal
phantom [1] at less than 0.1 mAs (per axial slice) using low
tube current and pulsing (sparse sampling) techniques [2] may
be already sufficient for CTAC PET. This correction with
such ultra-low dose CT can provide significant radiation dose
savings for patients undergoing frequent PET examinations, as
well as for certain research applications.
In this paper, we investigated the possibility of ultra-low
dose CT images for PET attenuation correction with clinical
PET/CT scans. We combined sparse sampling and tube
current reduction simulation to mimic ultra-low dose CT scan
at 0.36, 1.1 and 3.2 mAs. The ultra-low dose raw CT data are
reconstructed using model-based statistical iterative
reconstruction with regularization to suppress noise and
artifacts. We compared the resulting CT images and the
corresponding corrected PET images with the original images
at a relatively low dose (50 mAs). Our result shows that ultralow dose CT under 1 mAs does not significantly alter the
attenuation correction effect on PET images and provides
sufficient image quality for correction purposes.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A. Patient and Scanning Protocols
In this preliminary study, we identified a patient undergoing
a standard PET/CT examination in the past year. The patient
was a 56-year-old female (BMI = 21.6). The patient was
scanned with an Ingenuity TF PET/CT scanner (Philips
Healthcare, Cleveland, OH, USA). The CT scan was acquired
with a clinical low dose (LD) protocol. The scanned length
was 95 cm, tube voltage was 120 kVp, tube current was 70
mA and rotation time was 0.5 seconds. The scan was spiral
with a 0.704 pitch factor, capturing 2400 projections per
rotation. The reconstructed field of view was 700 mm by 700
mm, and each axial slice thickness was 4 mm. The axial slices
were not overlapping. For each slice, the average exposure
was 50 mAs. For the PET scan, data acquisition was
performed using a standard of care (SOC) protocol for 18Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG), 90 sec/bed.
B. Ultra-low Dose CT Simulation
Raw projection data were exported from the CT scanner.
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TABLE I
LIST OF ULTRA-LOW DOSE PROTOCOLS APPLIED
Exposure

Tube current

Views

Sampling rate

Exposure Time

Percentage

Notation

50 mAs
3.2 mAs
3.2 mAs
1.1 mAs
1.1 mAs
1.1 mAs
0.36 mAs
0.36 mAs
0.36 mAs
0.36 mAs

70 mA
9 mA
27 mA
3 mA
9 mA
27 mA
1 mA
3 mA
9 mA
27 mA

2400
1200
400
1200
400
133
1200
400
133
44

1
1/2
1/6
1/2
1/6
1/18
1/2
1/6
1/18
1/54

714 ms
357 ms
119 ms
357 ms
119 ms
40 ms
357 ms
119 ms
40 ms
13 ms

100%
6.4%
6.4%
2.1%
2.1%
2.1%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%
0.7%

Low Dose (LD)
1A
1B
2A
2B
2C
3A
3B
3C
3D

Tube Current is constant and there is no modulation. Views stands for number of views per gantry rotation. Sampling rate
is the ratio of processed views per rotation. Exposure time is exposure time per axial slice, which is rotation time divided by
spiral pitch factor. Exposure is the average radiation dose per axial slice, considering the spiral pitch factor.

Ultra-low dose CT scans were generated at three levels: 0.36
mAs, 1.1 mAs and 3.2 mAs by combining tube current
reduction and sparse sampling. Tube current reduction was
achieved using a simulation algorithm [3][4] that adds scaled
electronic noise obtained from blank scans (scans without any
object in the field of view). Original projections at low dose
with 70 mA x-ray intensity were used to generate projection
data simulating x-ray intensities of 1 mA, 3 mA, 9 mA or 27
mA. Sparse sampling was achieved by disregarding
projections evenly in each gantry rotation. Hence, 1/2, 1/6,
1/18 or 1/54 sampling of 2400 projections per rotation,
resulting in average 1200, 400, 133 or 44 projections per
rotation. Mixing both methods, ultra-low dose simulations
were achieved at 6.4%, 2.1% and 0.7% of the original clinical
low dose level, Table I.
Reconstruction was performed off-line with a model-based
statistical iterative algorithm [5] with a momentum approach
[6] on a GPU server (Nvidia Geforce TITAN X). The iterative
reconstruction utilized ordered subsets, where each subset
consists of 1/24 of the undersamped projections randomly
selected but evenly distributed across different gantry
rotations. In a 1/2 sampling case, iteration was manually
stopped after each projection was processed 30 times, i.e.,
after 30 iterations. The reconstruction grid was 1 mm voxels
with isotropic voxel size. The images were resampled to
match the resolution of the original reconstruction mentioned
in Section 2.1 and the attenuation coefficients were converted
to Hounsfield Unit using the water attenuation at room
temperature (0.0192 cm-1).

identical while a value approaching 0 represents that they are
completely different.
III. RESULT
We investigated the three ultra-low dose levels CT images
at 0.36 mAs, 1.1 mAs and 3.2 mAs (per slice), with
comparison to the 50 mAs original clinical LD scan (see Table
I). For each level of simulated radiation dose, we studied two
to four combinations of tube current reductions and sparse

C. PET Attenuation Correction
Reconstructed CT images were converted into DICOM
format and imported to the PET/CT scanner as input for the
attenuation correction of the original PET scan. New PET
image series were generated, simulating ultra-low dose CT
attenuation corrections at 3.2, 1.1 and 0.36 mAs.
D. Image Analysis
Images were analyzed using structural similarity index
measurement (SSIM) [7]. SSIM assesses the similarities
between two images considering luminance, contrast and
structure. Values approaching 1 signifies that two images are

Fig. 1. Original low dose (50 mAs, LD) CT image (top) compared to 3.2
mAs (6.4%) CT images (middle and bottom). Window W/L: 1400/0 HU.
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1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

TABLE II
SSIM OF ULTRA-LOW DOSE CT IMAGES
A
B
C
1/2
1/6
1/18
Heart
3.2 mAs
0.45
0.48
1.1 mAs
0.40
0.43
0.44
0.36 mAs
0.36
0.39
0.41
Kidney
3.2 mAs
0.44
0.49
1.1 mAs
0.38
0.41
0.45
0.36 mAs
0.35
0.38
0.40
Liver
3.2 mAs
0.41
0.44
1.1 mAs
0.37
0.39
0.41
0.36 mAs
0.35
0.37
0.38
Average
3.2 mAs
0.43
0.47
1.1 mAs
0.38
0.40
0.43
0.36 mAs
0.35
0.38
0.40

D
1/54

0.39

0.39

0.37

compute CTAC PET. We have found that for an optimal
combination of tube current and sampling rate, the produced
ultra-low dose CT image with 0.36 mAs resulted in accurate
CTAC PET images, as compared to the original clinical low
dose CTAC PET images (50 mAs).
This preliminary study has limitations. We first
acknowledge that it includes only one patient so far. We are in
the process of collecting more cases and are expecting more
data for an extensive follow-up study. In addition, while our
processing relies only on a high regularization term in the
reconstruction aiming to mitigate the quantum and electronic
noise and the sparse sampling rate, other filters, such as
denoising techniques or learning-based algorithms may
perform better and benefit the final result.
V. CONCLUSION

0.39

sampling reconstructions, depending on the level. We found
that a moderate level of sparse sampling (133 to 400 views per
gantry rotation) performed well with a moderate level of tube
current reduction (9 to 27 mA), Fig. 1, 2 and 4. However,
either highly-sparsely sampled data or over-reduced tube
current resulted in reduced image quality.
Soft tissue boundaries between muscle and fat, for example,
can be reconstructed and distinguished at dose level 3.2 mAs
in both combinations. There are only slight visual differences
for images with lower tube current (1A) or the image with a
sparser sampling rate (1B), Fig. 1.
The separation between soft tissues starts to blur out at dose
level 1.1 mAs. Areas appear blurry behind the patient’s spine
for the lowest tube current image (2A), probably due to the
cost of heavy regularization mitigating the effect of photon
starvation and noise, Fig. 2.
At 0.36 mAs, artefacts become prominent (3A). The edges
between muscle and fat tissue started to deteriorate in the
lowest sampling rate reconstruction (3D). At this simulated
dose level, the image with the best visual quality is 133
projections (3C, 1/18 sparse sampling), Fig. 3.
SSIM showed similar values at different axial locations:
heart (lung), liver and kidney, Table II. The sparse sampling
and tube current combinations with the highest SSIM values
are high-lighted with bold numbers, which are approximately
at a sampling rate of 1/18 of the full sampling (133 projections
per gantry rotation).
We selected the best images in each ultra-low dose level
(1B, 2C and 3C) to generate new CTAC PET images. The
resulting images showed no visual difference compared to the
original CTAC PET image, Fig. 4. The SSIM is 0.86.
Quantitative measurement showed no difference among
images at ultra-low dose levels 3.2, 1.1 and 0.36 mAs (SSIM =
1.0).

We studied the possibility of performing attenuation
correction for PET with ultra-low dose CT images by utilizing
clinical patient PET/CT scan data. Our result showed that
ultra-low dose CT under 1 mAs could provide sufficiently
accurate information for PET attenuation correction purposes.

IV. DISCUSSION
This study investigated CT images with simulated ultra-low
exposure levels and the use of the resulting images as inputs to
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Fig. 2. 1.1 mAs (2.1%) CT images with mixed combinations of sparse
sampling and reduced tube current. Window W/L: 1400/0 HU.
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Fig. 4 Original low dose (50 mAs) CTAC PET image (leftmost, LD) and ultra-low dose (3.2, 1.1 and 0.36 mAs) CTAC PET images (1B, 2C, 3C).
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Method of deep distribution learning from noisy
samples and an application for low dose CT
Kaichao Liang, Li Zhang, Le Shen, Zhiqiang Chen, Yuxiang Xing

Abstract—Low-dose CT (LDCT) gained much attention for
clinical CT in these decades. With the power of deep learning, the
LDCT data processing is significantly improved in recent years.
However, the data-driven deep learning depends highly on large
normal-dose CT (NDCT) dataset to guide the training process. In
most cases, paired LDCT and NDCT images are required thus
supervised training can be developed to match LDCT images and
NDCT images. While manifold learning searches for NDCT
manifold and relaxes the requirement for paired data, it learns the
manifold of NDCT from additional NDCT dataset and adopt the
manifold to enhance LDCT images. However, the NDCT image
dataset are often expensive to acquire or sometimes cannot be
reached, which limits the applications of deep learning. In this
work, to relax the requirement of NDCT dataset, we proposed an
unsupervised deep learning denoising method by distribution
learning. We proved that the clean signal distribution can be
learned from noisy samples in case of known noise model. The
method is referred as deep distribution learning from noisy
samples (DDLN). We applied DDLN to unsupervised LDCT
projection denoising combined with data fidelity loss. The network
was in the form of a generative adversarial network but trained
with LDCT dataset only. In our simulation study, the proposed
method outperforms Hanning-window filtering method and
achieved results comparable with supervised learning after
reconstruction and even better in terms of small structures. The
results verified the success of the proposed DDLN.
Index Terms— Low-dose CT, distribution learning, generative
adversarial network

I. INTRODUCTION

R

X-ray CT scanning dose to the lowest level on
the condition of acceptable image quality is of great
significance protecting patients from radiation over exposure.
Low-dose CT (LDCT) problem has been a major challenge in
X-ray CT field during the decades and steady progresses have
been made. Generally, the LDCT processing methods can be
distinguished into three categories based on process sequence.
The first category is LDCT data pre-processing that reduces
LDCT noises in the original raw data or projection data before
CT image reconstruction. Various types of fixed or structure
adaptive filters can suppress noise effectively as the projection
domain is the source domain of noise [1-3]. In contrast with preprocessing methods, post-processing methods restore structures
and suspense artifacts in the image domain after common CT
reconstructions [4-7]. Adaptive noise filters remove striking
artifacts and restore clinical structures. Block-matching method
EDUCING
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is one of the widely used post-processing methods which is
effective and efficient [5]. The third category is LDCT
reconstruction algorithms which enhance image quality in the
reconstruction process. Generally, model-based iterative
reconstructions (MBIR) are to acquire high-quality images by
maximum-a-posterior (MAP) [7-9]. MBIR combines both datafidelity and image prior constraints. With noise-model and
various manually designed image priors, MBIR achieves great
LDCT reconstruction results. However, the manually designed
smoothing priors may not be accurate for NDCT image
distribution and introduce additional errors. Dictionary learning
prior extracts NDCT image manifold based on NDCT dataset
which is more flexible but the dictionary transformation is
limited to be linear [10].
In recent years, deep learning has shown its power for LDCT
image enhancement. The most common deep learning method
is to train a post-processing network to suspense noise in image
domain [11-14]. While deep learning can also be integrated
into iterative reconstruction process and improve the MBIR
reconstruction [15-16]. However, these methods generally need
paired LDCT and NDCT images and the networks are trained
supervised. With generative adversarial learning [17] or
manifold learning [18], the distribution or manifold of NDCT
images can be learned unsupervised, but these methods are still
highly depended on NDCT images. We developed an
unsupervised LDCT reconstruction network based on MAP loss
[19], but the results were limited by manually designed prior.
In this work, we proposed a new method of deep distribution
learning from noisy samples (DDLN) thus the NDCT
projection distribution can be inferred from LDCT projection
dataset with known noise model. Further, we developed an
unsupervised network for LDCT denoising with only LDCT
projection data. To illustrate the effectiveness of the theory and
validate the method, a denoising network was implemented in
projection domain for dental LDCT denoising.
II. METHODS
A. LDCT noise normalization
In an X-ray CT scan, there are mainly two causes of noises
in acquired data: the statistical fluctuations of photons and the
electric noise. Gaussian-Poisson mixed model is generally
adopted to approximate the noise distribution for low-dose
mono-energy CT [20]. The noisy raw data I N can be formulated
This work is supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China
(No. 61771279 and No. 61527807) and National Science Fundation for
Distinguished Young Scholars of China (No. 11525521).
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as:

I N  Poisson(C )+Gaussian  0, e 2 

(1)

with C denoting the mean photon number to a detector bin,
 the mean contribution of each photon towards electric signal,
 e 2 the variance of electric noise. Here, Poisson    means the

Poisson

distribution,

and

Gaussian   

the

Gaussian

distribution. According to [21, 22], I N can be transformed to a
new random variable with additive standard Gaussian noise
independent of signal by generalized Anscombe transformation
(GAT):
2
(2)
aN     N     N  0.375 2   e 2

Here,

  denotes GAT. After GAT,

aN is of standard

Gaussian distribution:
(3)
a N  a N  n, n ~ Gaussian(0,1)
The GAT normalizes the noise, thus it eases the denoising
problem to a large extent.
B. Learning NDCT distribution from LDCT dataset
Generally, raw data are transformed into projection domain
with negative logarithmic operation to obtain projection data
for image reconstruction.
(4)
p N   ln  I N / I 0 
Here, the I0 denotes none-attenuated signal, pN the noisy
projection. Projection data denoising is of common interest in
CT imaging. In this work, we adopt a maximum a posteriori
(MAP) objective function with a prior constraint after GAT as
for low dose CT data denoising:
pˆ =argmin  f  p N ; p     P  a 
p
(5)
s.t. a    I 0 exp(p) 
Here, p N is a vector of acquired noisy projections along all Xray paths of a scan, p̂ the projection estimation, a the GAT of
p ,  f the data fidelity loss between estimated projection and

LDCT projection. Here,  P  a =  ln fA (a) is a prior constraint
on a . We assume a is a sample value of a random vector A
and f A (a ) denotes the probability density function (pdf) of A .
When a large number of samples are estimated, the problem
can be transformed to a new whole distribution constraint as Eq.
7.
pˆ 1,,M =argmin   f  p N,m ; p m  / M +   D  f A , f A 
p1,, M

m

   a , m  1,, M 
s.t. A
m

(6)

&am    I 0 exp(p m )  , m  1,, M

Here,

M

m the m

denotes the total number of projection data samples,

   a , m  1: M  denotes a random
sample, A
m

th

vector defined by the set of am ,  D  f A , f A  is a measurement

of the distribution distance in terms of pdfs.
However, when only the LDCT dataset is available, the
distribution f A is unknown. Hence, we consider an alternative
optimization problem:
pˆ 1,,M =argmin   f  p N,m ; p m  / M +   D f A +N , f A N
p1,, M

m





   a , m  1, , M 
s.t. A
m

(7)

&a m    I 0 exp( p m )  , m  1, , M

Since f A

N

can be accessed. Here A N =A +N denotes the

random vector of noisy projection after GAT, N the random
vector of noise. If the noise in AN is of non-zero characteristic
function, Eq. (7) asymptotic approximates to Eq. (6) because:
(8)
f A = f A iff f A + N = f A
N

Proof: Considering a general denoising problem for
independent additive noise: Z  S  N with Z denoting the
noisy data, S the clean signal and N the noise which are all
random vectors. If S and N are independent in a common
measurable space, the characteristic function of Z can be
obtained by the multiplication of the characteristic functions of
S and N:
Z ( )=S ( ) N ( )

Fig. 1: The working flow of semi-blind denoising GAN.
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Here  ( ) denotes a characteristic function of probability
distribution. According to this, assuming the characteristic
functions are none-zero, either distribution characteristic
function can be inferred with the other two known. In our case,
we are to estimate NDCT projections by incorporating the
distribution of A that is about clean data. Thus,

A +N = A N
AN = A N

  A + N =  A N   A   A

if

N  0 .

Now, with Eq. (7), we can work on f A that can be obtained
from noisy data. This relaxes the needs of clean or high dose
projection data that is hard or expensive to acquire.
N

C. Network implementation and training
In implementation, we construct a network to estimate clean
projection data from corresponding noisy projection:

pˆ =Es  pN;Es 

(9)

Here, pN denotes the noisy projection data,  Es the network
operator with parameter set  Es . The network is trained in an
unsupervised manner with the loss function defined in Eq. (7).
We adopt Wasserstein GAN [23] to minimize the distribution
distance with samples. The total training is implemented as Eq.
(10).
min min    f  p N, m , p m  + D  a N, m  - D  am +ns   / M


Es
D
m 1:M





(10)





Here, aN,m = I0 exp(pN,m ) is the GAT of LDCT projection

unsupervised denoising network, the other eight were used to
test the performance of network.
We compared the proposed DDLN with projection-domain
supervised deep learning and projection-domain Hanningwindow filtering. All the methods were conducted based on
sinogram data.
Fig. 2 displays one case of projection denoising results from
a specific view of detector plane. The difference can be clearly
seen in the projection residual images. Hanning-window
filtering reduced noise to a certain extent. The residual error is
still obvious with clear coherence. The supervised-learning
denoising method achieves best results in projection-domain
denoising task with little structure loss. This is expected
because it is trained with full knowledge of labeled data. The
DDLN also gives obviously denoised projection. However, the
DDLN result has bigger residual error compared with
supervised denoising in projection domain.
We further reconstruct theresults of different projection
denoising method with FBP reconstruction. The reconstruction
results of a slice are displayed in Fig. 3. Although supervised
learning denoising achieved best results in projection domain,
it seems slightly over-smoothed after reconstructions. The
proposed DDLN method gives the most valuable reconstruction
result with detail structures well restored.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a distribution prior based MAP
method for data denoising. We first proved that clean signal
distribution can be inferred from onoisy samples. We further
developed an unsupervised denoising network for LDCT
projection data. The proposed method is validated with

p N , m , nS is a randomly generated noise sample from known

noise model (thus, the independency is guaranteed), D denotes
a discriminator network with parameter set D .
The total network flowchart is displayed in Fig. 1. Here, we
use a standard four-stage UNet for the projection estimation.
The discriminator is a traditional classification network with
four convolution layers each followed by a max-pooling downsampling and two fully connected layers. It takes randomly
extracted image patches of size 64 × 64 as inputs.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We conducted our experiments on low dose dental CT
images. We collected real 3D dental CT images of 93 patients.
Each patient’s data is 640  640 in cross-section and 240 slices
in total. The voxel size is 0.253 mm3. We simulated clean
projections of fan-beam CT scanning with ray-tracing method
slice-by-slice. In simulation, both the source-to-center distance
and detector-to-center distance were set 400 mm. There are 640
detectors with bin size 0.512 mm. We set 720 views uniformly
distributed over 2π . The clean projection is used as groundtruth for performance evaluation but not used in network
training. We further simulated low-dose projections with
Poisson noise of 5000 incident photons. The reconstruction
images were of the same scale of original patient data. Among
the 93 patients, data of 85 patients were used to train our
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Fig. 2: Comparison of different projection denoising
methods. (a) Ground-truth projection. (b) Low-dose
projection. (c) Hanning-filter denoised results. (d)
Supervised denoising network results. (e) DDLN results.
(f), (g), (h), (i) are corresponding residual errors between
(b), (c), (d), (e) and (a).
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Fig. 3: Comparison of FBP reconstructions of projections from different methods. (a) From ground-truth projection. (b)
Directly from low-dose projections. (c) From Hanning-filter denoised projection. (d) From results of supervised denoising
network. (e) From DDLN denoised data. (f), (g), (h), (i) are corresponding residual errors between (b), (c), (d), (e) and (a).
Lower left corner: the profiles of the red line in zoom-in from (a), (d) and (e).
simulated LDCT data with realistic phantoms. Very
encouraging results in both projection domain and image
domain are obtained. This framework can be extended to
various imaging modality and unsupervised deep learning
methods.
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X-RAY CT SCATTER CORRECTION BY A PHYSICS-MOTIVATED DNN WITH OPPOSITE
VIEW PROCESSING
Berk Iskender and Yoram Bresler
Coordinated Science Laboratory and Dept. of ECE, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
ABSTRACT
Photon scattering in X-ray CT creates streaks, cupping, shading artifacts and decreased contrast in the reconstructions.
We describe a novel physics-motivated deep-learning-based
method using opposite views to estimate and correct scatter.
The method incorporates an initial reconstruction, and the
sum and the difference of opposite scatter-corrupted projections. Numerical experiments show significant improvement
over a recent projection-by-projection-based deep neural network de-scattering method.
Index Terms— X-ray scatter estimation, computed tomography (CT), scatter correction, DNN, deep learning,
monte carlo.
1. INTRODUCTION
Scatter in x-ray CT manifests itself in the reconstruction as
streaks, cupping, shading artifacts and decreased contrast.
Hardware-based scatter mitigation (de-scattering) methods,
such as those based on a detector grid or on primary modulation can be successful in specific settings but require
modifications in the acquisition hardware and increase in
scan time or dose. Hence, many efforts have been devoted to
develop software-based methods for scatter estimation, which
can be categorized as Monte-Carlo (MC)-based, analytical,
kernel-based, and data-driven.
MC methods sample photon paths stochastically for a
given object. They operate iteratively on an initial reconstruction to estimate and correct the scatter until convergence.
Due to the high computation cost of MC the trade-off between accuracy and run time is often not practical. Analytical
methods for estimating scatter include a slice-by-slice approach [1] modelling scatter as a distance-dependent blurring
effect and a recent iterative method [2], which approximates
the solution to the Linear Boltzmann Transport Equation.
While faster than MC, it too trades-off accuracy for run time
depending on discretization and number of iterations.
Kernel-based scatter estimation methods use convolution
of a weighted total projection or of an initial primary estimate
with specific kernels to model the spreading due to scatter [3,
This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation
(NSF) under Grant IIS 14-47879.
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4]. They are computationally efficient, but prior assumptions
and predefined kernels restrict their effectiveness.
Finally, data-driven approaches in the projection domain
utilize neural nets to estimate scatter [5, 6]. Recent work also
includes a correction method for Cone Beam CT (CBCT)
with two-step registration (CT-CBCT pairs) [7]; A CBCT
method using a scatter library of breast CT to estimate scatter [8]; and a two network approach that learns scatter by
separating it into high and low frequency components [9].
However, these methods use little or no information of initial
reconstruction, which limits their effectiveness.
In this paper, we present a new scatter correction algorithm for X-ray CT based on a DCNN that unlike previous
DNN-based approaches, uses simultaneously both an initial
reconstructed image and the raw projections. A similar approach was used in our recent work [10] to which we refer
here as ”Deep Scatter Estimation with Initial Reconstruction”
(DSEIR). The work presented here improves on DSEIR by
using a property of opposite projections in CT. The processing
pipeline, network architecture and loss function for training
are all inspired by the physics of X-ray scatter. For simplicity, the algorithm is presented for the parallel beam imaging
geometry, but the approach extends to other CT geometries.
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The approach in this work concentrates on scatter correction
and the results were obtained using a monochromatic parallel
beam source setting. However, it can be extended to the cases
of a polychromatic source (with the attendant beam hardening) and to other geometries. The latter extension can be done
by rebinning to the parallel beam geometry for the scatter estimation, while still performing the reconstruction itself in the
native geometry.
By Beer’s law, in a 2D setting and with an energyintegrating detector, the primary (scatter-free) measurement
at position t ∈ R at angle θ ∈ [0, 2π) is
p(t, θ) = I0 e−g(t,θ)

(1)

where I0 is the vacuum (or air) fluence measurement, g(t, θ) =
(Rf )(t, θ) is the line integral projection of the linear attenuation coefficient map f (x) of the object, and R is the 2D
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Radon transform. The entire projection at angle θ is denoted
by gθ , with analogous notation for other functions of (t, θ).
Due to the additive contribution of scattered X-rays the total
measurement at angle θ is τθ = pθ + sθ , where sθ is the
scatter term. This term, which is a nonlinear function of the
object, causes artifacts in the reconstruction.
3. PROPOSED METHOD
Algorithm, loss function, & network structure. All measurements in the algorithm are normalized by the mean bright
field, I0 , to make the method independent of I0 . The normalized total projection τ̄θ , τθ /I0 , scatter s̄θ , sθ /I0 , and
primary projection p̄θ , pθ /I0 , are denoted by a bar.
We take advantage of the property of the parallel-beam
geometry that for a given object, (normalized) line integral
projections in opposite directions are identical, up to a flip
(sign reversal) in t: ḡ(t, θ) = ḡ(−t, θ + π). We call such a
pair of projections π-opposite projections, and denote the t
flipped version of ḡθ by ḡˆθ . Hence, ḡθ = ḡˆθ+π . By (1) we
also have p̄θ = p̄ˆθ+π , and therefore
τ̄θ − τ̄ˆθ+π = s̄θ − s̄ˆθ+π , ∆s̄θ

(2)

It follows that the difference ∆s̄θ of π-opposite scatter components can be determined exactly from the available (scattercorrupted) total measurements. To fully determine each scatter component, we need only estimate the sum b̄θ , s̄θ +
s̄ˆθ+π . The reason that estimation of the sum b̄θ might be
easier than estimation of each of its constituent scatter components, is that b̄θ is typically smoother than the latter, and
therefore may be easier to learn by a DCNN. On the other
hand, the difference ∆s̄θ has high bandwidth, but as stated
before, it need not be estimated, because it is determined exactly from the measured data. An example of b̄θ and ∆s̄θ is
shown in Fig. 1, illustrating the smoothness of the former relative to the latter. Another useful observation, is that from
the relation of the π-opposite primaries, it also follows that
p̄θ = (τ̄θ + τ̄ˆθ+π − b̄θ )/2.
Accordingly, the algorithm operates on sums and differences of normalized π-opposite total projections, τ̄θ + τ̄θ+π
and τ̄θ − τ̄θ+π and produces estimates of the sum b̄θ of normalized π-opposite scatter and of the primary p̄θ . The block
diagram of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2. Let the set
of normalized total measurements be {τ̄θ , θ ∈ Θ}, with τ̄θ ∈
Rd , and Θ = {2kπ/K, k = 0, 1, . . . K − 1}, with K even
denoting the set of K view angles. Given {τ̄θ , θ ∈ Θ}, an ini2
tial (scatter-corrupted) reconstruction f˜ ∈ Rd of the linear
attenuation coefficient is computed as
f˜(x) = (R−1 g̃)(x)

(3)

¯ θ), 0}
where R−1 denotes FBP and g̃(t, θ) = max{− ln τ (t,
is an initial estimate of the line integral projection, which is
constrained to be positive - a physics-based constraint. This
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Fig. 1: An example of sum and difference of scatter for opposite views (a) ∆sθ = sθ − ŝθ+π . (b) bθ = sθ + ŝθ+π .
constraint may become active on low attenuation paths, where
due to scatter τ (t, θ) might exceed I0 .
The DCNN, Nγ , operates view-by-view and is used K/2
times, for θ = k(2π/K), k = 0, 1, . . . , K/2 − 1} It takes
three inputs: (i) sum τ̄θ + τ̂¯θ+π of normalized pre-log πopposite total measurements at view angle θ; (ii) difference
τ̄θ − τ̂¯θ+π at the same angle; and (iii) the initial reconstruc2
tion estimate rotated by θ, f˜θ ∈ Rd . The network produces
an estimate b̄∗θ ∈ Rd of the sum of the normalized π-opposite
scatter components


b̄∗θ = Nγ f˜θ , τ̄θ + τ̂¯θ+π , τ̄θ − τ̂¯θ+π .
(4)

The normalized primary projection is then estimated as p̄∗θ =
max{0, τ̄θ +τ̄θ+π −b̄∗θ }/2, with a non-negativity physical constraint. Note that τ̄θ at the input to the DCNN is not clipped
to 1 since τ̄θ > 1 is physically possible, and provides useful
information for estimation of the scatter. Finally, the reconstruction estimate is obtained using FBP with Shepp-Logan
filtering, f ∗ (x) = (R−1 g ∗ )(x).
𝜏𝜃 + 𝜏Ƹ 𝜃+𝜋
𝐼0
𝜏𝜃 − 𝜏Ƹ 𝜃+𝜋
𝐼0
𝑓ሚ𝜃

𝑁𝛾 { }

𝑏ത𝜃∗
-

+

+
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𝑝𝜃ҧ ∗

−ln{ }

𝑔𝜃∗

Fig. 2: Block diagram of the algorithm

The network is trained by minimizing the loss function
L(gθ , gθ∗ ) = min ||h ∗ (gθ − gθ∗ )||22 + λ||gθ − gθ∗ ||1
γ

(5)

which includes a filtered l2 -norm and an l1 -norm regularizer,
where gθ∗ = − ln p̄∗θ is the estimated line integral projection,
gθ = − ln p̄θ is the true line integral projection, and h[n] =
0.5δ[n + 1] − 0.5δ[n − 1]. Since h is high-pass, the l1 -norm
term (with λ > 0) encourages recovery of the DC value of the
projections. The loss function is tailored to minimize errors in
the reconstructed image rather than in the estimated primary
in two ways. First, the post-log quantities g are used in the
loss function rather than the primary measurements p.
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Fig. 3: Proposed network architecture
Second, the particular h enables to express a frequencyweighted norm of f , ||Qf ||2 where Q is a filter with a
angularly-invariant frequency response, in terms of the projections gθ of f , and thus use the first term in (5) to penalize
errors in the image domain. This eliminates the need to include the FBP in the cost function and in the backpropagation
for training the network. Suppose f is obtained from sampled
projections gd [n, θ] = g(nT, θ) using FBP with a ramp filter
apodized by window w[n]. Denote the discrete-time Fourier
transforms with respect to n of gd [n, θ] and w[n] by G(ν, θ)
and W (ν), respectively. Owing to the perceptual significance
of edges, Q could be a high-pass filter. Assuming K uniformly spaced view angles, using Parseval’s identity and the
projection-slice theorem, it can be shown that
kQf k22

K−1 Z
1 X π
2π
|G(ν, k )H(ν)|2 dν
=
2π
K
−π

(6)

k=0

where H(ν) = W (ν)Q(ν)|ν|0.5 . If Q(ν) = |ν|0.5 , we have
H(ν) = W (ν)|ν|. Since the magnitude is computed in (6),
H(ν) = W (ν)ν can be chosen. This removes the discontinuity in dH
dν at ν = 0 and results in a short implementation of
h[n]. Particularly, for W (ν) = sinc(ν) (Shepp-Logan filter)
we have H(ν) = sin(ν) and h[n] = 0.5δ[n+1]−0.5δ[n−1].
The proposed network architecture operates on rotated
versions of the initial reconstruction f˜θ , one angle θ at a
time, by performing 1D convolutions along the coordinate
perpendicular to the X-ray propagation, and contracts along
the other dimension. This structure is inspired by the sliceby-slice approach [1], where the object is divided into layers
perpendicular to the primary X-ray propagation, and scatter is modeled as an incremental blurring effect using the
Klein-Nishina formula and computed as the convolution of
the output of the respective layer with pre-specified kernels
to produce the estimate for the next layer. The second and
third inputs to the network, τ̄θ + τ̄ˆθ+π and τ̄θ − τ̄ˆθ+π , are
concatenated with f˜θ , as two additional channels. At the m-
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th step, for m = 1, . . . log2 d, the network performs separate
convolutions compressing the input by successive factors of 2
to a set of outputs with number of channels as {2−m d, . . . , 1}
using different layers, and conveys the output of those to
the following steps via skip connections, concatenating all
outputs from previous steps that have the same number of
channels (e.g. s14 is concatenated with every sm4 , m < 4
and s4 at the end of the 4th step in the diagram, each having
2−4 d channels). After concatenation in every m ≥ 2 step, the
number of channels are reduced to 2−m d by another layer.
Computational Cost at Inference (Test Time). Convolutions dominate the cost of the DCNN, which is bounded
by 3Ld3 , where L is the length of the 1D filters. The DCNN
is used K/2 times, where K is the number of measurements uniformly spaced in [0, 2π), resulting in a bound of
3LKd3 /2. The cost of FBP is cd3 where c ≈ 1, as is the cost
of d rotations of f˜. The total cost can be approximated by
3LKd3 /2.
4. DATA GENERATION & EXPERIMENTS
Framework. The primary projections pθ of phantoms were
obtained in a voxelized environment using (1). Total measurements τθ were simulated using GATE , a simulation environment utilizing the well-known GEANT4 MC libraries, in a
monoenergetic 200 keV source setting with a 128×128 pixels
detector plane of physical size of 128×128 cm2 . In the phantoms, objects of rectangular prisms and cylinders with rectangular and circular cross-sections were used with centers and
dimensions randomized, allowing intersections. Aluminium,
steel and water were used as materials. 27 synthetic phantoms
were used for training, each with K = 360 views (a total of
27×360 ≈ 103 1D projections) each having P = 2×106 photons. Measurements were averaged along the x-axis to generate reduced variance 1D counterparts. The data was divided
into training and validation sets phantom-wise, grouping all
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measurements belonging to a phantom into same set.
The proposed algorithm was trained and validated on the
first K/2 views using (5) and compared with two DCNNbased methods: (i) a recent projection-by-projection-based
method [5] (DSE), which uses a modified UNET structure;
and (ii) our own recent method DSEIR [10] described in the
introduction, both trained on all K views. The network for [5]
was adapted to 1D projections to prevent overfitting, and is
dubbed here as 1D-DSE and the same workflow was utilized.
The DCNN in the proposed algorithm and in DSEIR has ∼
75k parameters, about half those of 1D-DSE with ∼ 185k
parameters. All FBPs used the Shepp-Logan filter. λ = 0.05
was selected. The total average run time of the algorithm for
a phantom with K = 360 views was 0.13 s. However, the two
FBPs and 180 image rotations, implemented in Python on the
CPU, respectively account for 0.06 s and 0.07 s, whereas the
DCNN run time for all views was only 2ms on the NVIDIA
GeForce GTX TITAN X GPU (less than 1% of total). Reconstruction quality, as compared to the reference image (FBP
of numerically computed line integrals of a test phantom) is
quantified using three metrics: PSNR (in dB) calculated as the
ratio of peak reconstruction value to root mean square error;
MAE (mean absolute error); and SSIM (structural similarity
index). The networks were implemented in Pytorch, and the
Adam optimizer was used for all methods for training.
Results. In Fig.4, reconstruction obtained from pθ (reference), difference figures and comparison of 1D line profiles
from reconstructions using pθ and p∗θ for different methods
for one test phantom are shown. The display range for reference reconstruction is set to ≈ 50% of the maximum value
in HU (to provide visibility for all objects) and the range for
difference figures is set to ≈ ±20% of the actual range of
the reference reconstruction, centered at 0 HU. Magnitude
errors due to scatter are clearly visible in Fig.4(b) and 4(f).
which cause a major drop in PSNR. The 1D-DSE method decreases these errors but introduces streaks and does not perform well especially on steel regions, reflected in low SSIM
and high MAE. Our DSEIR method [10] performs close to the
proposed method by providing less streaking artifacts. However, better performance on steel regions enables the proposed
method to have a higher PSNR.
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Projection domain decomposition for photon
counting CT
Gilad Shechter1

Abstract—Photon counting detector (PCD) CT prototypes have
a few advantages over energy integrating detector (EID) CT
systems. In addition to their superior spectral separation, using
smaller detector pixels in these systems allows reaching a spatial
resolution of up to about 30 cm-1. Using small pixels, however, is
increasing the noise of the individual readings. This noise, together
with the non-linearity of the projection domain decomposition can
result in a severe bias that is propagated to the spectral images. In
this work, we briefly describe some means that help to avoid this
bias and require only a small computational effort. We also show
some results for non K-edge spectral imaging.
Index Terms—Computed tomography

I. INTRODUCTION
Projection domain decomposition [1] is used widely today in
spectral CT systems based on different strategies like kVp
switching [2], dual-layer (DL) detector [3], and photon
counting detector (PCD). The equivalent paths decomposed in
these systems are then reconstructed to create basis spectral
images such as photo/scatter or water/iodine images. Spectral
results of clinical relevance, e.g. virtual mono-energetic
(monoE) images are then derived from the basis images. Multibin PCD detector of direct conversion offers also
decomposition of a three-element image basis for K-edge
imaging [4]. In addition, the spectral separation between the
PCD energy bins is typically much larger than that in EID CT.
This helps to reduce dramatically the noise level in the non Kedge spectral results compared to EID systems. As a result,
residual low-frequency noise left in the images after using
image domain de-noising algorithms [5-6], becomes in many
cases much smaller in PCD systems. Using small detector
pixels in PCD systems helps to further reduce the image noise
for a fixed spatial resolution of the image. This behavior is
formulated mathematically in [7], and has the following
intuitive explanation: The smaller cross-section area of the
beam, obtained by convolving the focal spot and detector active
areas with each other along the beam, enables reaching a fixed
image spatial resolution using smoother filtering during the
reconstruction. Using PCD detector pixels of about 0.5 mm x
0.5 mm also allows reaching a spatial resolution of up to about
30 cm-1. Using the small detector pixel size is challenging due
to the charge sharing effect, see e.g. [8]. In this work, we focus
Paper submitted for review on January 19, 2020.
1
Gilad Shechter, Philips medical technologies LTD., Haifa, Israel (E-mail:
gilad.shechter@philips.com).
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on another challenge that stems from using small pixels. Using
small pixels, the noise of the individual sinogram readings used
as an input to the projection domain decomposition is increased.
This decomposition is non-linear, see e.g. [9], Appendix A.
Therefore, feeding it with highly noisy input can lead to severe
noise induced bias (NIB) added to the decomposed readings. In
Eq. (1), we give a formulation of this bias.
(1)
𝑛
𝑛
𝐸{𝐷(𝑐{𝑏}
(𝑖))} ≠ 𝐷(𝐸{𝑐{𝑏}
(𝑖)}) .
𝑛
Here, 𝑐{𝑏}
(𝑖) are the noisy counts of all energy bins 𝑏
corresponding to one sinogram reading 𝑖, i.e. to the same ray, D
stands for the non-linear decomposition, and 𝐸{ } stands for an
expectation value over different noise realizations. Inspired by
the Ergodic hypothesis, we can replace the expectation values
taken in (1) over different noise realizations of the same reading
by an average taken across neighbor readings. The bias
expressed in (1) can propagate from the decomposed sinograms
to the spectral images, and deteriorate many spectral results. For
example the spectral results based on iodine to calcium
separation. In the next section, we present a few means that help
to remove this bias.

The outline of this paper is as follows: In section II, we describe
the parameters selected for the simulation. Then, we review the
steps and the parameters used during processing the simulated
data. We pay here a special attention to the decomposition step
that can lead to NIB. In section III, we show some spectral
results, and in section IV, we summarize our work.
II. METHODS
A. Simulation
The mathematical pixelated phantom we use for the simulation
is shown in Fig. 1. To the original NCAT body phantom, we
add 10 mg/cc of iodine within the blood vessels. To liver pixels
that fall out of the blood vessels, we add 0.5 mg/cc of iodine.
The length of the dashed red line is about 375 mm. We simulate
a helical scan of this phantom using a 64 rows detector,
assuming a pixel size of 0.5 x 0.5 mm square. We simulate the
scan in a dual focal spot mode, using a helical pitch of 1.0, 262
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mAs, and 1200 readings per rotation for each spot position. The
source-to-detector (rotation center) distance is taken as 1040
(570) mm, respectively. The focal spot size is 0.6(0.7) mm
along 𝑥(𝑧), respectively. In the simulation, we neglect scattered
radiation. We also neglect the pile-up effects and their
complications [10]. We also assume no electronic noise. To get
our spectral model we convolve the spectrum that is emitted
from the tube with the detector response modeled according to
measurements [11]. We use a two-bin configuration, setting the
threshold between the electronic two bins at 72 keV. According
to Cramer-Rao lower bound calculations, using more bins helps
to increase a bit the spectral separation and therefore to improve
the SNR of the decomposed readings by about 10-15%. This
improvement is however much smaller than that obtained later
on using the image domain de-noising algorithms [5-6]. Using
a two-bin configuration helps on the other hand to increase the
number of counts of the individual readings, and therefore to
reduce the NIB. It also simplifies the use of a decomposition
look-up table discussed briefly in the next section.

Figure 1. MonoE image of the phantom at 40 keV.
WW (WL) = 500(0) HU.
In Fig. 2, we show the two-bin spectrum. To appreciate better
the spectral separation, we harden our modeled spectrum by
letting it pass through an absorber that is equivalent to the
phantom used. For this purpose, we average angularly the ray
paths that intersect the phantom center. This way, we find this
absorber to be equivalent to about 380 mm of the water
photoelectric absorption mechanism plus 280 mm path of the
water scatter mechanism. The signal is taken simply as the
counts collected by each of the two-sided energy bins, and is
expressed in units of 1/sec./mA/solid angle/keV. Applying a
zero moment (center of mass) calculation on the curves in Fig.
2, we find the spectral separation between the two bins is about
(22.3) keV. In addition, only about 51% of the area under the
two curves is an overlap region. These values are quite larger
than the corresponding values in typical EID CT systems.

2

B. Processing
Pre-decomposition de-noising
As a first step, we apply a pre-decomposition de-noising. This
way, we manage to reduce not only the noise of the sinogram,
but also the NIB. Reducing the NIB is similar to some extent to
the reduction of NIB done for EID sinograms. See, e.g. [12].
While in the PCD, sinograms the counts are decomposed to
equivalent paths, in EID, the sinogram signals are transformed
to line integrals by using the non-linear log operation. Various
de-noising methods can be used before the decomposition. One
of these methods is based on a total variation minimization [12].
Another method is based on detecting and removing outlayers
by comparing the differences between the counts of the two
bins belonging to neighbor readings [13].
Decomposition
Performing the decomposition for a configuration of more than
two energy bins using a maximal likelihood approach is
described in [4]. Once only two bins are used, this approach is
reduced to solving numerically a problem of two measured
variables and two unknown variables. Here, the measured
variables are the counts in each energy bin, and the unknown
variables are the two decomposed equivalent paths
corresponding to the two basis elements of the decomposition.
These basis elements can be taken as the energy-dependent
attenuation profiles of a pair of materials, e.g. Iodine and water.
Here, we use however, a different basis that is defined
according to the photoelectric and scatter attenuation
mechanisms in water.
Various means to reduce the NIB
So far, we assumed no regularization during the decomposition
step. Yet, adding a regularization term that penalizes huge
decomposed paths offers the suppression of the residual NIB
left after the pre-decomposition de-noising. Another way to
avoid diverging decomposed equivalent paths is to use precalculated look-up tables (LUTs). Here, huge path values are
replaced by extrapolations performed over the counts (or on the
logged counts). Using such LUTs helps also to fasten the
decomposition time. A third mean to reduce NIB can be any of
the NIB correction methods described in [14]. Consider for
example the method captured in Eq. (2).
(2)
𝑙𝑜𝑤−𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞.

𝑝𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 (𝑖) = 𝑝𝑑 (𝑖) − 𝑝𝑑
𝑙𝑜𝑤−𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞.

𝑐𝑏

(𝑖) = 𝑐(𝑖) ⨂ 𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ ;

𝑙𝑜𝑤−𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞.
(𝑖)
𝑝𝑑

Figure 2. Spectra of the two-bins, hardened by the phantom.

(𝑖) + 𝐷 (𝑐𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑤−𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞. (𝑖)) ;

= 𝑝𝑑 (𝑖) ⨂ 𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ .

Let 𝑝𝑑 (𝑖) be the sinogram of equivalent paths describing one
the decomposition basis elements. Taking advantage of the lowfrequency nature of the bias within the sinogram domain, we
correct only the low frequencies of this sinogram. Here, we use
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the fact that for getting the low frequencies of 𝑝𝑑 (𝑖), we can
filter out the high frequencies of the decomposition input, thus
reducing its noise. As in (1) 𝐷( ) stands for the decomposition
operator. Here 𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ is a local smoothing 2D FIR filter
spanned along the detector rows and columns within the
𝑙𝑜𝑤−𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞.
(𝑖) is heavily contaminated by the
sinogram. While 𝑝𝑑
𝑙𝑜𝑤−𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞.

bias, 𝐷 (𝑝𝑐

(𝑖)) is not, due to filtering out the high-

3

a noiseless simulation. For quantifying the NIB, we consider
these images as the gold standard reference. In Fig. 6, we omit
these images from corresponding noisy images obtained after
applying a pre-decomposition de-noising. Some of the methods
to reduce the NIB described in the previous section that are
missing in (a) are used in (b). It is clear that in order to get rid
of the bias, pre-decomposition de-noising must be combined
with other means.

frequency noise before decomposition.
Having the bias-free decomposed equivalent path, we
reconstruct them into images using fan-to-parallel re-binning
followed by focal spot interleaving, radial (equidistant) rebinning, convolution (filter), z-filtering and back-projection.
The reconstructed slice width (slice sensitivity profile FWHM)
determined by the z filtering is chosen as 1 mm. The
convolution filter selected is shown in Fig. 3. Using a field of
view of 430 mm and 1024x1024 matrix size, the Nyquist
frequency associated with the image pixel size is 11.9 cm-1. In
agreement with Fig. 3, the filter MTF is reaching a value of 0.5
right at this frequency. To end this section, in Fig. 4 we list the
processing steps used.

Fig. 5 Noiseless simulation images. WW=200 HU,
WL=-875 (-75) HU for the photo (scatter) image.

Figure 3. Reconstruction filter used.

Figure 6. Difference images. WW=100 HU.

Figure 4. Processing flow-chart.
III. RESULTS
In Fig. 5, we show photo/scatter images reconstructed from
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We categorize the residual patterns shown in (b) into two
classes: patterns that correlate visually with the object structure,
and those that do not. The patterns belonging to the first class
obtained in different noise realizations hardly correlate with
each other see Fig. 7. Therefore, we conclude that these patterns
are dominated by residual low-frequency noise remaining after
image de-noising, and not by consistent NIB. Due to the
superior spectral separation of the PCD system, the amplitude
of these patterns is much smaller than that observed in EID
systems. The patterns belonging to the second class (see e.g. the
darkening of the cortical bone of some of the ribs in the photo
image), are originating from a small over-smoothing performed
during the pre-decomposition de-noising and not due to NIB.
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4

Figure 9. HU-HU scatter plot of the selected image pixels.
All these pixels belong to the liver blood vessel.
IV. SUMMARY

Fig. 7. Difference images in two different noise realizations.
The upper row is as row (c) in Fig. 6, yet here, WW=50 HU.
Next, we demonstrate the iodine to calcium classification
offered using some of the means to remove NIB described in
the previous section. For this purpose, we select four groups of
neighbor pixels contained in different liver blood vessels. In
Fig. 8, we color these pixels in red. In Fig. 9, we draw a scatter
plot of the values of these pixels taken from the photo and
scatter images. In the absence of NIB, the pixels fall on the
average right on the iodine line as expected. Yet, fluctuations
of residual low-frequency noise are responsible for the spread
of the values of these pixels along the scatter (horizontal) axis.
In the case presented, this spread is yet small enough to promise
an accurate iodine/calcium classification.

We have described a few techniques for suppressing the NIB in
projection domain decomposition for PCD CT. We have shown
that using only pre-decomposition de-noising is not powerful
enough to suppress this bias. Yet, in combination with some of
the techniques described, we have shown the ability to remove
completely this bias.
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Filtered Backprojection Reconstruction for Inverse
Geometry CT with Sparsely Distributed Sources
Xiao Jiang, and Lei Zhu*

Abstract—Inverse geometry CT (IGCT) has demonstrated
advantages on improved image quality with optimized radiation
dose using densely distributed sources and a small detector. In
practical implementations, a sparse distribution of sources is
preferred on an IGCT system to lower the manufacturing cost.
However, rebinning based reconstruction methods cannot apply
for IGCT with sparsely distributed sources due to the insufficient
samplings. Although the existing direct filtered-backprojection
(FBP) method for IGCT avoids data rebinning, it significantly
reduces the field-of-view size and requires strictly equidistant
sources. In this paper, we propose a more flexible and practical
FBP reconstruction for IGCT with sparsely distributed sources.
The projections of IGCT are considered as data from multiple
scans on the same object with severe truncation. A practical
algorithm of weighting calculation is then developed on
projections to suppress non-uniform data redundancy. IGCT
images are finally reconstructed using FBP on weighted
projections. Both simulation and phantom studies reveal excellent
numerical accuracy and image spatial resolution of the proposed
method.
Index Terms—filtered backprojection, inverse geometry CT,
multi-source

I. INTRODUCTION

I

geometry CT (IGCT) employs a distributed source
array and a small detector, leading to reduced photon scatter
as well as cone-beam artifacts [3, 4]. The distributed sources
also enable the technique of virtual bowtie filtration [5], which
not only lowers imaging dose but also relaxes the requirement
of detector dynamic range [6]. Many researches related to IGCT
have been published, with focus on both hardware integration
[6-9] and relevant algorithms [10-12]. A dense distribution of
x-ray sources is required in the original concept of IGCT. In this
work, we aim to develop a practical reconstruction algorithm
for IGCT with sparsely distributed sources.
Source array plays an important role in IGCT architecture.
Conventional source with thermionic cathodes is not suitable
for integration in a small area, such as 100-by-20 sources in a
25cm-by-5cm area[13], and the carbon nanotube (CNT) [14], a
potential substitution of the conventional source, is not
technically mature yet for wide use on human imaging with
acceptable cost. Detailed discussion of state-of-art multi-source
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technology is beyond the scope of this work, and an extensive
review can be found in Ref. [15]. To lower the manufacturing
cost, a sparse distribution of x-ray sources is preferred on IGCT
systems. For example, on the IGCT system developed by the
GE corporation [6, 9], which is currently the only gantry-based
IGCT prototype system to our best knowledge, the sources have
a sparse distribution of 16-by-2 sources in an area of 37.5cmby-10cm.
The sparse distribution of x-ray sources poses new
challenges of IGCT reconstruction. Rebinning based methods
[13, 16] are designed for densely distributed sources with
sufficient samplings, and their performances significantly
degrade especially for IGCT with longitudinally sparsely
distributed sources, such as the system in Ref. [6]. As proposed
in Ref. [17], direct FBP reconstruction avoids data rebinning,
by pre-calculating gain vectors to merge all the projections into
an entire reconstruction. To avoid data truncation and enable
precise projection filtering, this method views detector and
sources conversely, resulting in significant decrease of the field
of view (FOV) since the scanned objects should be covered by
each source (detector pixel). Smaller detector is therefore
needed to enlarge FOV, which in turn, requires the denser
sources. Moreover, this method is sensitive to the geometric
error due to the strict requirement of equidistant sources. Thus,
this method is not suitable for the IGCT system with sparsely
distributed sources, either.
In this paper, we propose a flexible and practical FBP
reconstruction for IGCT with sparsely distributed sources.
Simulation studies show that proposed method outperforms
previous FBP method in numerical accuracy, and phantom
studies show that proposed method presents images with spatial
resolution comparable to fan-beam CT images.
II. METHODS
A. Formulation of the Proposed Reconstruction
In an IGCT system with sparsely distributed sources, the
number of sources is much smaller than the number of detector
pixels, and each source provides part of the full size sinogram.
Though the collection of all the projections could cover the fullsize sinogram, the sampling patterns of different sources do not
match due to the different source locations, therefore
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the data redundancy in a single circular scan of IGCT. 𝑡
and 𝜃 represent signed distance from projection ray to the isocenter and angle
between projection ray and negative y-axis, respectively.

conventional FBP reconstruction for single source cannot be
used directly.
Considering the irregular sampling patterns, we conceive to
independently reconstruct images from each source via
conventional FBP and then merge them into the final
reconstruction. However, due to the data truncation and nonuniform data redundancy, direct reconstruction leads to severe
ring artifacts, and this undesirable phenomenon could be
eliminated by the delicately designed weightings. In the Ref.
[17], the authors propose to view the sources and detector
conversely and iteratively calculate the weightings using a
reference object. In this paper, an analytical and practical
algorithm is used to design the weightings that applies to raw
projection directly. Using the designed weightings, the
proposed reconstruction could be formulated as:
𝑁

𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 𝑓(𝑊𝑖 (𝑠, 𝛼)𝑝𝑖 (𝑠, 𝛼))

(1)

𝑖=1

where 𝑁 is the number of sources, 𝑝𝑖 is the projection of the 𝑖th
source, 𝐹 is the reconstructed image, 𝑠, 𝛼 are coordinates of the
detector pixels and rotation angle, respectively, and 𝑓(𝑝)
denotes the offset-source FBP reconstruction[18, 19] using the
projection 𝑝.
B. Weighting Calculation
Now we focus on how to design weighting function 𝑊𝑖 (𝑠, 𝛼)
that normalizes the redundancy and avoids data truncation
simultaneously. Firstly, we analyze the data redundancy in the
sinogram domain. As illustrated in Fig. 1, during a single
circular scan, each source covers a rectangle area in sinogram,
which spans from 0 to 2𝜋 in 𝜃 direction, and the 𝑡 coordinates
are determined by the source location. The overlap between
different rectangles represent data redundancy. Obviously that
the projections have non-uniform redundancy, which is also
intuitively reflected on the different greyscale in Fig. 1. Since
the non-uniform redundancy only occurs along the 𝑡 direction,
1D weightings is enough to remove it, i.e., 𝑊𝑖 (𝑠, 𝛼) = 𝑊𝑖 (𝑠) =
𝑤𝑖 (𝑡(𝑠)) . For 2 sources, the redundancy could be simply
eliminated via two functions, 𝑤1 (𝑡), 𝑤2 (𝑡):

𝑇1𝑙 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑇2𝑙
𝑇2𝑙 ≤ 𝑡 < 𝑇1𝑟 (3)
𝑇1𝑟 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇2𝑟

where [𝑇1𝑙 , 𝑇1𝑟 ], [𝑇2𝑙 , 𝑇2𝑟 ] represent the coverage of 𝑆1 , 𝑆2 along
the 𝑡 direction, respectively. Since 𝑤1 (𝑡)+𝑤2 (𝑡) = 1 , these
weightings could normalize the data redundancy. It is also seen
that both 𝑤1 (𝑡) and 𝑤2 (𝑡) are second-order differentiable and
smoothly vary to 0 at the detector edge, which ensures no data
truncation. The same strategy could be applied on weighting
assignments for arbitrary number of sources. We recursively
weight the first 𝑘 sources and the (𝑘 + 1)th source, i.e., view the
combination of the first 𝑘 sources and the (𝑘 + 1)th source as 𝑆1
and 𝑆2 , respectively, and the corresponding weightings are
denoted as 𝑤1𝑘 (𝑡) and 𝑤2𝑘 (𝑡), which are the transformation of
𝑤1 (𝑡) and 𝑤2 (𝑡) based on the coverage of the first 𝑘 sources and
the (𝑘 + 1)th source. According to the proposed algorithm, the
weighting 𝑊𝑖 assigned to 𝑆𝑖 could be analytically written as:
∏𝑁−1
𝑖=1
𝑘=1 𝑤1𝑘 (𝑡(𝑠)),
(𝑡(𝑠)),
𝑊𝑖 (𝑠) = {𝑤2(𝑖−1) (𝑡(𝑠)) ∏𝑁−1
𝑤
2
≤𝑖 ≤𝑁−1
1𝑘
𝑘=𝑖
𝑤2(𝑖−1) (𝑡(𝑠)),
𝑖=𝑁
𝑡(𝑠) =

𝑆𝐴𝐷 ∙ 𝑠 + (𝑆𝐼𝐷 − 𝑆𝐴𝐷) ∙ 𝑥
√𝑆𝐼𝐷2 + (𝑠 − 𝑥)2

(4)

(5)

where the 𝑥 is the source offset distance, 𝑁 is the number of
sources. Note that 𝑤1𝑘 (𝑡) + 𝑤2𝑘 (𝑡) = 1, it can be easily verified
that the 𝑊𝑖 is also second-order differentiable and ∑𝑁𝑖=1 𝑊𝑖 = 1.
Compared with the method in Ref. [17], propose method
discard the requirement that each source (detector pixel) should
cover the whole FOV. As long as the collection of projections
cover the whole sinogram, i.e., redundancy≥ 1, sources could
be arranged as sparse as possible. Moreover, once we make use
of the redundancy of the conjugated rays, i.e., 𝑝(𝑡, 𝜃) =
𝑝(−𝑡, 𝜃 + 𝜋) , the sparsity of the source could be further
increased, for which proposed method could still calculate the
weightings based on the same strategy.

III. RESULTS
A. Simulation Study
In simulation study, we simulate projections of the SheppLogan phantom in four IGCT systems with different source
sparsity, which indicates different data redundancy. Poisson
noise equivalent to 105 incident photons per ray is added on the
raw projections. Fig. 2 displays the source distributions and
corresponding calculated weightings. The source spacing used
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Sources
distributions

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

[-180:20:180] mm

[-200:50:200] mm

[-180:80:140] mm

[-180:180] mm
Non-uniform distribution

Weightings
Fig. 2. Four IGCT systems used in simulation studies. The source distribution is illustrated in the first row, with corresponding weightings in the second row.

FBP with iterative
weight calculation

Not Applicable

Proposed
Display window: [-250, 250]HU

Error of the
proposed
Display window: [-50, 50]HU
Fig. 3. Reconstructions of Shepp-Logan phantom in four IGCT systems indicated by Fig. 2. The first and second row are reconstructions via FBP with iterative
weight calculation [17] and the proposed method, respectively. The last row is the difference images between the second row and the ground-truth.

in previous paper are usually shorter than 1𝑚𝑚, to highlight the
effectiveness of the proposed method in sparse source system,
we adopt 20𝑚𝑚 and 50𝑚𝑚 source spacing in the case 1 and
case 2. Case 3 represents an even sparser distribution that no
data redundancy among sources, for which proposed method
could generate effective weightings via making full use of
redundancy between conjugate rays. In case 4, we explore the
reconstruction of non-uniform source distribution which may
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occurs in the practical use when the sources are approximately
equidistant due to slight geometry error. Reconstructions of the
previous FBP method[17] are also added for comparison, with
results in the first row of Fig .3. Due to the data truncation of
each source and resulting inaccuracy in projection filtering,
previous method presents severely contaminated images, while
the proposed method provides satisfactory reconstruction even
the sources are non-uniform distributed. The error images in the
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last row of Fig .3 displays only noise pattern without obvious
object structure, indicating precise numerical accuracy and
splendid edge preservation of the proposed reconstruction.
B. Catphan Phantom Study
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Single-Scan Dual-Energy CT Image Reconstruction via
Normalized Gradient Magnitude Image (NGMI) Regularization
Donghyeon Lee, Hwanhui Jo, Uijin Jeong and Seungryong Cho


Abstract— Enabling dual-energy imaging capability in the
existing single-energy CT systems has been under our keen
interest. In this paper, we propose a stationary multi-slit filter
based dual-energy CT imaging method and associated image
reconstruction algorithm. The multi-slit filter placed between the
x-ray source and the patient provides both high- and low-energy
projection data, though partitioned into tiled segments, at each
projection. A compressed-sensing-inspired iterative algorithm
has been developed for image reconstruction. Joint sparsity of
the imaged object or patient has been widely utilized mostly in
the form of regularization. Particularly, we find that a
normalized gradient magnitude image (NGMI) regularization
helps improving image quality substantially. We demonstrate the
feasibility of the proposed method by use of Monte Carlo
simulation.
Index
Terms—Cone-beam
computed
tomography,
dual-energy CT, image reconstruction, low-dose CT
I. INTRODUCTION

Dual-energy computed tomography (DECT) can provide
material-specific information that is not available in
conventional single-energy computed tomography (SECT).
There are increasing evidences and applications that such
material-specific image information improves diagnostic
performance [1]. Commercialized DECT systems typically
use expensive technologies such as fast kV-switching,
dual-source, dual-layer detector, or photon counting detector
[2]–[4]. Additionally, they are all based on multi-row
diagnostic CT systems with a fast rotating gantry. Not much
commercialized progress has been reported in cone-beam CT
(CBCT) systems that use flat-panel detector for dual-energy
imaging. Research, however, seems to be active toward
dual-energy CBCT imaging. For example, a C-arm CT system
with rather a slow kV-switching has been implemented and
has shown its feasibility [5].
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Enabling dual-energy imaging capability in the existing
single-energy CT systems, both in CBCT and diagnostic CT
systems, has been under our keen interest. On top of
dual-energy imaging, a low-dose CT scanning is highly
desirable. We have earlier proposed a beam-filter-based sparse
sampling approach for such a single-scan low-dose
dual-energy CT, and successfully demonstrated its feasibility
in a benchtop CBCT setting [6]. Beam-filter-based
dual-energy imaging, by the way, is also adopted in a
commercialized diagnostic CT system (Twin-beam CT,
Siemens Healthineers) but is not necessarily low-dose driven
[7]. The mean energy of the filtered x-ray spectrum is
relatively shifted to a higher-energy compared to the unfiltered
one. Therefore, dual-energy data acquisition is available at
each projection by use of the multi-slit filter. The energy
separation between the high- and low-energy spectra by use of
multi-slit filter may not be as large as using different kVp
settings, but has shown to provide clinically acceptable
material decomposition performance [6], [8].
We have been working on beam-filter based sparse
sampling approach for low-dose CT imaging [6], [9]–[11].
Although CT imaging in general does not directly follow the
compressed-sensing requirements, image sparsity has been
exploited in various iterative image reconstruction algorithms.
When designing a sparse sampling scheme in CT, it has been
shown that more uniform number of ray measurements per
image pixel across the entire image field-of-view (FOV) and
less correlated measurements per image pixel are desirable
[10]. A static multi-slit filter turns out to yield more
non-uniform and more correlated measurements compared to
other sparse sampling schemes such as sparse-view sampling
and reciprocating multi-slit filter, which makes image
reconstruction more challenging [10]. Static multi-slit filter
often results in strong ring artifacts in the reconstructed images.
Reciprocating the beam filter during a scan can greatly
increase the sampling uniformity and data incoherence, but
such a motion can be mechanically challenging particularly in
a fast gantry-rotation system.
In this work, we propose a static multi-slit filter design and
an image reconstruction algorithm that can much reduce the
ring artifacts. The filter, proposed in this work, guarantees the
sampling uniformity for low-energy data. For high-energy
image reconstruction, we propose a normalized gradient
magnitude image (NGMI) regularization that effectively
utilizes joint sparsity between dual-energy images. The use of
joint sparsity between dual-energy images has been
investigated in various forms [2], [6], [12], [13]. We propose
to use NGMI by multiplying an attenuation normalizing factor
in each GMI. This normalizing process turns out to greatly
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reduce energy dependence of the GMI, thus leading to an
improved material decomposition performance.

Fig. 1. (a) A front view of the proposed multi-slit filter. The red line is the
intersection between the filter and the X-ray path toward the center of detector.
(b) Sampling density in the field of view.

Proposed Sampling Scheme

The filter design makes use of sampling density concept [6],
[10]. Sampling density (SD) in this work refers to the weighted
intersection lengths of the rays that pass through a given pixel
in the image domain. It gives an idea how many ray
measurements are made on a particular pixel. In this study, we
used a ray-driven approach for computing SD. The
intersection length of the m-th ray with the n-th image pixel
having two sides is calculated as below:
√

,

Image Reconstruction Scheme

,

⃗

⃗

⃗

⃗

⃗

,

(3)

where ⃗ represents the satisfied solution, and is the system
matrix. The non-negativity constraint is added. We utilized the
algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) to solve this
problem [15]. For improving image quality in a given task,
⃗ is often added as following.
regularization
⃗

⃗

⃗

⃗

⃗

⃗

.

(4)

(1)

where the points (
,
) and (
,
) represent the first
and second intersection points with the corresponding vertical
side and horizontal side of the pixel. Sampling density for the
n-th pixel is the sum of the intersection lengths of rays, and is
calculated as
∑

B.

We use a discrete-to-discrete imaging model with the
reconstructed image ⃗ and the measured data ⃗. The cost
function for image reconstruction is written by:

II. METHOD
A.

in Fig. 1 as an example. A front view of the designed filter is
shown in Fig. 1 (a). The unfiltered width to the filtered
width ratio is 6:4 in this work. We designed the multi-slit
filter to cover one half regions of the detector by locating
half-width of the strip on one side and half-width of the open
region on the other side in the middle. The figure 1 (b) shows
the sampling density map in the image FOV when using
unfiltered projection ray measurements. We made the
unfiltered region large enough to conservatively offset the
penumbra effects, which causes that the brightest rings in FOV
have redundant data for reconstruction. Although the sampling
density map for the filtered ray measurements is not shown
here, it is quite more non-uniform than the unfiltered one.

(2)

where
is a set of indexes of all rays, which pass through the
n-th pixel.
We designed a multi-slit filter with two objectives in mind.
The first objective is that unfiltered regions should cover at
least one half regions of the detector particularly including the
central line that corresponds to the rotation axis projection.
This would lead to sufficient data for image reconstruction of
low-energy CT. In other words, low-energy CT image
reconstruction can be done by conventional (not necessarily
CS-inspired) iterative algorithms or even by analytic algorithm
such as backprojection-filtration algorithm [14]. Note that we
assume there is no geometrical shift during a scanning, which
may not be the case for real scanners. More adjustment of the
filter design and data correction may be needed in such
practical applications. Second, the filter strips that form
multi-slits should be distributed as uniformly as possible
across the horizontal direction. The uniform filter distribution
helps to reduce x-ray scatter effects in projections. However,
as the number of filter strips increases, penumbra effects
caused by edges of the filters would also increase. Therefore,
an appropriate number of filter strips should be empirically
determined. In this numerical study, we used 6 strips as shown

In this study, we used the image total variation (TV) as a
regularization for low-energy image reconstruction [16].

C.

Normalized Gradient Magnitude Image (NGMI)

In DECT, minimization of GMI difference between the
high-and low-energy CT images as a regularization was earlier
proposed [6]. The GMI regularization from dual-energy
images is defined as following:

√(
√∑

)

(

)

(

)
,

(5)

√

where , , and represent the pixel indices, and ⃗
and
⃗
are the reconstructed low- and high-energy images.
Roughly speaking, a gradient operator in GMI can be
interpreted as a high frequency emphasizing filter. The
minimization of GMI difference takes a role that supports the
algorithm to reconstruct high-frequency information of the
high-energy image based on the low-energy image. However,
the GMI highly depends on the x-ray source energy spectrum
since CT pixel values of the corresponding image would be
subject to the energy spectrum. The minimization of GMI
difference between two images acquired at different energies
may introduce unwanted edge enhancing effects including
noise amplification. In this study, we normalized the GMI of
high-energy CT image with respect to the low-energy CT to
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remove such energy dependence. The proposed regularization
term is given by
(6)
, where is a normalizing factor. We utilized the gradient
descent scheme with respect to each pixel to minimize the
proposed NGMI. The total cost function for reconstruction of
dual-energy images are shown below:
⃗

⃗

⃗

⃗

⃗

⃗
⃗

⃗

⃗

(7)
⃗
⃗

.

(8)

where
are weighting parameters. The high-energy image
reconstruction process is performed after the low-energy
image reconstruction is done.

D.

where
and
refer to the mean of a ROI and a
background region.
and
are standard
deviation of a ROI and a background region.

F.

Material decomposition

Most of sparse DECT reconstruction methods including the
proposed one are only compatible to image-domain material
decomposition because material decomposition should be
performed after reconstruction [2], [6], [12], [13]. We adopted
an empirical calibration method for material decomposition
proposed by P. Stenner et al. [17]. Please refer to [17] for more
detailed method. We predetermined coefficients for two
material bases by simulating two cylindrical phantom
composed of acrylic and aluminum. For exact calibration,
low-energy data from the whole FOV was used. For
high-energy data, we made a filter, which covers the whole
FOV and used it instead of the multi-slit filter. The thickness
of the filter is the same as the multi-slit filter. Scatter is
negligible in this work because of fan-beam geometry.
TABLE I
SCAN SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Simulation conditions

We simulated a fan-beam CT system and obtained
dual-energy data via GATE, Geant4-based simulation tool for
medical imaging. Simulated scanning parameters are
summarized in table. 1. We used a poly-energetic spectrum at
80kVp simulated from an x-ray spectrum simulation program
(SRS 78, spectrum processor, IPEM). For a material of the
multi-slit filter, a 1mm molybdenum was used. A
molybdenum filter effectively separates the energy spectrum
because it has enough high Z number and has adequate k edges.
The x-ray spectrum for the unfiltered and the filtered region
are shown in Fig. 2. The 1mm molybdenum filter absorbs
about 78% of the x-ray photons at the tube voltage of 80kVp.

S. N.

Parameter

Value

1

Distance of source to detector

220 mm

2

Distance of source to isocenter

150 mm

3

Distance of the filter to source

50 mm

4

Field of view (FOV)

54.9 mm

5

Detector array size (pixels

6

Image array size (pixels

7

Number of views per rotation

pixels)
pixels)

512 x 1
512

512

720

Fig. 3. (a) Low-energy CT image reconstructed by solving Eq. 7, and (b)
high-image CT image reconstructed by ART algorithm without regularization.
Display window: [0, 0.20] for the low-energy CT image and [0, 0.15] for the
high-energy CT image.
Fig. 2. Energy spectrum for the unfiltered region (80kVp) and the filtered
region (80kVp+Mo 1mm).

E.

Image quality assessment

We calculated contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) to quantify the
improvement of the image quality. Region-of-interest (ROI)
and background region were selected for each contrast
structures as shown in Fig. 4. CNR is defined by:
,
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(9)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 shows the reconstructed images of the simulated
phantom. Figure 3 (a) is the reconstructed image from the
low-energy data, and (b) is the reconstructed image from the
high-energy data or filtered data. We used Eq. (7) to
reconstruct the low-energy image, but for the high-energy
image only ART algorithm was used without regularization.
The low-energy image was successfully reconstructed and all
the contrast structures in the simulated phantom are clearly
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shown. However, several unwanted ring artifacts and
salt-and-pepper noise are shown in the high-energy image
because of insufficient and non-uniform sampling.
Figure 4 shows the high-energy reconstructed images from
the conventional GMI regularized reconstruction and the
proposed reconstruction method. Both reconstruction methods
used the same value for , 0.2. The GMI regularization almost
removed the ring artifacts, but small patterns and noise still
remain. On the other hand, the reconstruction method with the
NGMI regularization substantially reduced the patterns and
noise.
We calculated CNR for the simulated four contrast structures:
air, aluminum, polyethylene, and Teflon. The region in the
yellow circle stands for a ROI, and the region in the blue
dotted circles stands for a background region of the ROI. The
results for all contrast structures are summarized in table. 2.
Material decomposition was also performed with the
reconstructed low- and high-energy images. The coefficients
for each material, which are prepared separately by the
calibration phantom, was applied. The result images are shown
in Fig. 5. The material decomposition was successful in both
materials.

Fig. 4. (a) High-energy CT image reconstructed with the GMI regularization
and (b) high-image CT image reconstructed with the NGMI regularization.
Display window: [0, 0.15]

Fig. 5. Material decomposed images: (a) aluminum-based image and (b)
acrylic-based image. Display window: [0, 1.5]

IV. CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed a new multi-slit filter and the
NGMI regularization for dual-energy CT imaging, and
demonstrated its feasibility in the Monte Carlo simulation
environment. The low-energy CT image was successfully
reconstructed from the unfiltered data. Most image artifacts in
the high-energy CT image were suppressed by use of the
proposed NGMI regularization. Further experimental studies
with the proposed method will be investigated in the future
study.

CNRS FOR CONTRAST STRUCTURES IN THE SIMULATED PHANTOM
Method

Air

Aluminum

Polyethylene

Teflon

GMI

2.14

5.53

0.40

1.20

NGMI

3.47

8.71

0.69

1.87
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Prior-knowledge based Linogram Reconstruction
Neural Network for X-ray Computed Tomography
Tao Zhang, Hewei Gao, Yuxiang Xing, Li Zhang, and Zhiqiang Chen*

1
Abstract—In this work, we propose a general Linogram
reconstruction neural network (Linogram-Net) for X-ray Computed Tomography (CT). It’s an end-to-end neural network,
in which existing physical principles about Linogram reconstruction theory are embedded as prior knowledge. To validate
the effectiveness of our proposed Linogram-Net, we conduct
some experiments on a special CT imaging configuration
with Linogram sampling. Preliminary results show that, as
a learning-based approach, the weighting layer of projection
domain can be trained to improve reconstructed CT image
from a limited-angle scan. To our best knowledge, it is the first
attempt to investigate the feasibility of implementing Linogram
reconstruction into an end-to-end trainable neural network and
explore the potential of such a network to learn the parameters
of Linogram reconstruction. Overall, our proposed network is
lightweight and flexible, which can be easily extended to various
reconstruction tasks such as filter design, sparse-view imaging
and low-dose reconstruction.
Index Terms—Linogram Reconstruction, Prior Knowledge,
Neural Network, Computed Tomography

I. Introduction
EEP Learning methods have generated overwhelming interests in computer tomography (CT) imaging
over the past several years. The parameters of neural
network can be trained according to the target task,
showing great potential in ill-posed inverse problems such
as limited-angle [1], low-dose [2] and sparse-view CT
reconstruction. However, in general, it’s difficult to figure
out the contribution of each layer of network to CT
imaging. As a result, the design of network becomes a big
challenge. To solve this problem, the existing knowledge
of physical principles were introduced into the neural
network structure [3], [4], [5].
In this work, we propose an end-to-end Linogram
reconstruction neural network (Linogram-Net) for Xray CT. Linogram-Net transfers the power of neural
network to image reconstruction while making use of
prior knowledge on direct Fourier reconstruction. It can
achieve accurate reconstruction the same as a traditional
analytic reconstruction method, when the projection data
is sufficient. In addition, as a learning-based approach,

the weighting layer of projection domain can be trained
to improve reconstruction when missing data occurs such
as the limited-angle reconstruction, through minimizing
the loss function of image domain.
To our best knowledge, it is the first attempt to
investigate the feasibility of implementing Linogram reconstruction into an end-to-end trainable neural network.
Overall, our proposed network is lightweight and flexible,
which can be easily extended to various reconstruction
tasks such as filter design, sparse-view imaging and lowdose reconstruction.
II. Linogram Reconstruction Theory
The Linogram sampling grids in Fourier space are
illustrated in Fig. 1. As a direct Fourier method, Linogram
reconstruction algorithm can be used in the situation
where sampling points of Fourier space are on concentric
squares [6].
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Fig. 1. Linogram sampling grids in Fourier space.

To satisfy such sampling condition, the Fourier transform of object f (x, y) should be like:
∫ ∫
fˆ1 (ξ1 , λξ1 ) =
dxdyf (x, y)e−2πjξ1 (x+λy)
(1a)
fˆ2 (ηξ2 , ξ2 ) =

∫ ∫

dxdyf (x, y)e−2πjξ2 (ηx+y)

(1b)
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Fig. 2. Architecture of Linogram-Net. It consists of multiple reconstruction paths (each corresponds to a segment of Linogram-type CT
scan), whose results will be combined through adding operation to achieve a final reconstruction.

here, fˆ1 corresponds to the sampling points in region I Filter
Fn−1 represent chirp-z transform matrix, Fourier transform
Redundancy
Objecttransform matrix respectively.
Fourier
ˆ
and III, while f2 corresponds to the regions II and IV. Operation
matrix and inverse Fourier
W i hti
i
Thus we have λ <= tan(α) and η <= cot(α). And f (x, y) Kn is the filter kernel and
• represents element-wise
can be obtained, ideally, by the sum of inverse Fourier multiplication. Wprojn is the weight in projection domain
transform of fˆ1 and fˆ2 , in which chirp-z transform can be which is designed for rebinning operation, redundancy
applied to avoid interpolations in Fourier space.
weighting or other pre-processing of projection data. Simgn
Generally, the acquired data from circular or helical CT is the transform matrix in image domain, responsible for
scans can not directly meet the Linogram sampling con- post-processing of reconstructed image from pn .
dition, thus rebinning operations are needed in projection
Under accurate reconstruction requirements, when prodomain. It is known that in practical applications multiple jection rays cover at least 180 degrees for each and every
segments of Linogram-type CT scan are usually conducted points of the scanned points, the parameters of Linogramin order to obtain the sufficient sampling points to fill the Net layers can be initialized by the known solution of
Fourier space. As a result, data redundancy problem could analytic Linogram reconstruction theory and one can
occur, in which there are overlapping regions between directly obtain accurate reconstruction using Linogramfˆ1 and fˆ2 . Thus projection weighting strategy should be Net. When the projection data is insufficient, violating the
introduced to deal with redundancy problem. In order conditions of an accurate reconstruction, the parameters
to introduce a unified solution for the reconstruction of some layers can be adjusted in data-driven fashion to
problems above, in section II, we propose a general prior- improve the quality of reconstructed image.
knowledge based Linogram reconstruction neural network
Taking the limited-angle scan case as example, the
and explore the potential of such a network to learn the projection weighting layer of Linogram-Net can be trained
parameters of reconstruction.
through minimizing the loss function in image domain
while the parameters of other layers remain unchanged in
the whole training stage. With appropriate optimization
III. Linogram-Net
strategy selected, the parameters of projection weighting
As shown in Fig. 2, the inputs of Linogram-Net are
layer in projection domain can converge to a optimized soprojections from multiple segments of Linogram-type CT
lution. As a result, the output image of trained Linogramscan. So our Linogram-Net consists of multiple reconNet is much more closer to the ground truth, compared
struction paths, each of them corresponds to one scan
with that of non-trained Linogram-Net in which projection
segment. And the output f is the final image combined
weighting layer is initialized by empirical parameters.
from results of the multiple reconstruction paths, which
can be expressed as:
IV. Evaluations
N
∑
−1
f=
Simgn Fn Kn • Cn Fn Wprojn pn
(2) A. Experimental Setups
n=1

here n is the index of Linogram-type CT scan segment,
N is the total number of scan segments and pn is the
projection data acquired from scan segment n; Cn , Fn and

We evaluate the proposed Linogram-Net in SymmetricGeometry Computed Tomography (SGCT). With linearly
distributed sources and detectors, SGCT is a special case
of straight-line CT [7], [8], whose data sampling fulfills
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a Linogram pattern essentially. A dual-SGCT scan mode
is applied here, where the source and detector arrays of
SGCT scan segment I are particular to that of SGCT
scan segment II. In this work, we simulate a limited-angle
case where only some points have 180 degrees projection
data while the angular coverage of others is less than 180
degrees.
The data used in our experiments are 80 abdominal
3D CT scans collected by National Institutes of Health
Clinical Center [9], [10], [11]. This dataset provides 3D
CT volumes reconstructed from multi-detector Computed
Tomography. To obtain projection of a dual-SGCT scan,
we forward-project them according to the SGCT imaging
geometry.
In this study, Linogram-Net is implemented in Tensorflow platform. And the loss value of Linogram-Net is
computed by the sum of squares of difference between the
output image of Linogram-Net and corresponding ground
truth.
B. Projection Weight Learning in the Limited-angle Case

Loss

In this section, we explore the potential of our network
to learn the projection weight for improving Limited-angle
reconstruction. In the training stage of Linogram-Net, the
limited-angle projection data are fed to the network, and
the parameters of projection weighting layer are optimized
to minimize image domain loss while that of other layers
are fixed. Here, we adapt the 5-folds cross validation
strategy. The train and validation loss curves of fold-4 and
fold-5 cross validation are plotted in Fig. 3, which reveals
that projection weight converges to a optimized solution
through the training stage. What’s more, an example

Fig. 3. Train and validation Loss curves of fold-4 cross validation
experiment and fold-5 cross validation experiment.

of cross validation is shown in Fig. 4. It demonstrates
that the learned projection weight can increase the image
quality and suppress the limited-angel artifacts very well,
revealing that Linogram-Net has the power to adjust
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Linogram reconstruction parameters in projection domain
through minimizing the loss function in image domain.
V. Conclusions
In this work, we proposed a prior-knowledge based endto-end trainable neural network for Linogram reconstruction in X-ray CT. This general framework transfers the
power of neural network to reconstruction while making
use of existing known knowledge, in which the weighting
layer of projection domain can be trained to improve the
image quality when missing data occurs such as limitedangle reconstruction. Overall, our proposed network is
lightweight and flexible, which can be easily extended to
various reconstruction tasks such as filter design, sparseview imaging and low-dose reconstruction.
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Fig. 4. Reconstructed images in limited-angle case, display window: [0.3, 0.5]. (a) Ground Truth; (b) output by the initial LinogramNet, in which the parameters of projection weighting layer are initialized with ”Parker-Weights”-like strategy; (c) output by the trained
Linogram-Net; and (d) 1D profiles of (a), (b) and (c) along the line indicated in (a).
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Segmented static CBCT as initialization of fully
dynamic tomography reconstruction of foot and
ankle
Nargiza Djurabekova1 , Andrew Goldberg1,2 , David Hawkes1 , Guy Long3 , Luke Shepherd1 and Marta M. Betcke1

Abstract—In our approach to studying the dynamics of the foot
and ankle, we acquire two consecutive weigh-bearing conebeam
CT scans. The first scan is a regular, static, full data scan, while
the other scan is dynamic. This means that we can have one
perfect reconstruction and several imperfect reconstructions of
binned dynamic data.
We use the principal component analysis on individually
segmented bones to replace the imperfect reconstructions from
the binned dynamic data with their perfect segmentation from the
static scan and demonstrate the initial results on three hindfoot
bones.
Index Terms—Dynamic CT, cone Beam CT, bones, PCA, rigid
motion

T

I. I NTRODUCTION

HE precise motion of the foot and ankle is difficult to
study, due to the sheer number of bones in the structure as
well as them obscuring one another in both tactile inspection
as well as when studying radiographs (Fig. 1). Hence, at
present, for more complex conditions a static weight-bearing
cone beam CT scan is acquired to aid the diagnosis. By static
scan we mean the process of collecting X-ray projections while
the scanned foot and ankle are immobile. With a static weightbearing cone beam CT scan, we get access to information of
the exact shape of each bone as well as its relative position and
orientation with respect to other bones. Our aim is to study the
dynamics of the foot and ankle structure with minimal dose
hence a protocol providing both the static and dynamic scan
at minimal dose is prudent. Furthermore, we will demonstrate
that knowing the shape and original placement of bones can
benefit the reconstruction of the dynamic data. This is due to
the assumed rigidity of bones which in turn means that their
motion is restricted to exclusively rotations and translations of
the individual bones
Knowing how the foot and ankle move can have direct
impact on orthopaedic diagnoses as well treatment. Joint replacement could be developed for the 70000 people in the UK
suffering from hindfoot arthritis (data from Clinical Practice
Research Datalink or CPRD)[1] once there is an improved
biomechanical model of the motion. Previous attempts without
the knowledge of the exact range of motion led to half the
trial surgeries being unsuccessful [2]. Just computing the
motion field simultaneously with the reconstruction, has led to
1
2
3
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Fig. 1: Sample X-ray projection to demonstrate how some bones
obscure others, resolution: 1024 × 1024.

some promising results [3][4]. However reconstructing takes
time and the resulting bones and spaces between them are
imprecise, so using some form of a shape prior could be
beneficial.
In this paper we outline how static, load-bearing CBCT
scans can be used to initialize a reconstruction of fully
dynamic data, i.e. a scan being taken while the foot is moving
inside a CBCT machine. The code can be found on github 1 .
A. Principal component analysis
Karl Pearson is credited with introducing the concept of
principal component analysis (PCA) as early as 1901 [5],
although the same idea was rediscovered in many different
fields under a variety of different names. The main idea of
PCA is to find orthogonal principal components (PCs) that
describe the directions of the highest variance within the data
(fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Example of a PCA applied to a 2D data point cloud. The
first principle component (red) represents the (scaled) direction of the
highest variance in the data, while the second PC (blue) represents
the direction with less variance.

The method we use for computing PCs is called the covariance method (see e.g. [6]), which we briefly describe below.
1 https://lukemshepherd.github.io/vox/
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{Given a set X of n points in Rd , we compute their mean
X̄ ∈ Rd componentwise
n

X̄i =

1X
Xij ,
n j=1

i = 1, . . . , d.

Subtracting the mean, we obtain data centered at 0
0
Xij
= Xij − X̄i

and the corresponding covariance matrix, C ∈ Rd×d
C = Cov(X 0 ) =

1
X 0 X 0T .
n−1

The normalised eigenvectors Evec of the covariance matrix
are the principal components directions and their associated
eigenvalues correspond to their magnitudes.
After segmenting the bones, each individual bone is represented with a point cloud of the indices of the grid points
inside its support and its PCA is computed as described
above. In this paper we assume that such segmentation can
be obtained for both scenarios: the static scan reconstruction
as well as the sparse dynamic data reconstruction. Instead
of segmenting, we simulate both scenarios on an a-priori
segmented foot phantom using the linearity of the forward
operator to compute the projections of the individual bones and
superpose them to obtain the projection of the entire structure.
PCA of bones is already a widely used tool in clinical analysis
2
, making the approach outlined in the paper fit well into
clinical practice.

B. Quaternions
Quaternions are a mathematical concept that extends the
complex numbers to the 3D space. They are often written in
the form
q = a + bi + cj + dk,
where i, j and k are orthogonal unit vectors that denote the
3D coordinate system along the x, y and z axis respectively,
and fulfilling the mathematical axiom
i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1.
The concept was introduced already in 1843 by a mathematician by the name of Willian Rowan Hamilton [7], hence
quaternion algebra being sometimes refered to as Hamiltonian.
Unit quaternions, in particular, have become a useful tool
used in all things related to rotation and orientation in 3D
space. Some of the benefits of using quaternions over a regular
rotation matrix are their efficient storage and their ability to
prevent gimbal lock. Not only that but, unlike the usual Euler
rotation, quaternions always find the shortest way to rotate
from one vector to the next. This has made them extremely
useful in finding mid-rotation positions for animating objects
between keyframes.
2 personal communication with Dr Francois Lintz, orthpaedic surgeon,
Clinique de L’Union.

A more intuitive, for our purposes, formulation for qs can
be written as follows. Let v and w be two vectors between
which we are trying to find the exact rotation. Then
θ
θ
+ ū sin ,
2
2
where ū is the unit vector resulting from v × w and θ is the
angle between them. In other words, we can rotate v about ū
by some non-zero angle θ to get w. The reason for dividing
the θ by 2 is due to how quaternions are applied to perform
rotation:
v = qwq −1 ,
q = cos

where q −1 is the conjugate, defined as
q −1 = cos

θ
θ
− ū sin .
2
2

II. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Set up
A combination of Blender [8] and MATLAB [9] was used
to create two arrays of size 256 × 256 × 256 containing 3
solid bones (tibia, talus and calcaneus) stacked on top of each
other in two different positions, representing two frames of
stop motion. We refer to these two perfectly segmented sets of
bones as phantoms, to differentiate them from reconstructions
we will refer to later.
Then the ASTRA toolbox [10] was used on the individual
bones of the second frame to simulate projections chosen
based on stratified sampling. This sampling method mimics
binning projections based on an idealised quasi-periodic motion of an object (see [4]).
The reason for simulating projections on individual bones
is to avoid the need to segment the poor reconstruction of all
three bones in this proof-of-concept. As long as the bones are
correctly located in space, the radiographs of each bone from
the same angle can just be summed, due to the linearity of
the X-ray operator A (*). If fb is the vectorised projection
for each bone, xb represents the individual bone and A is the
system matrix, we have that
f=

B
X

fb +noise = A

b=1

B
X
b=1

∗

xb +noise =

B
X

Axb +noise,

b=1

where B is the total number of bones.
Then, to reconstruct each bone, we use FISTA [11] to solve
the following variational minimization problem
x̂ = arg min ||Ax − f || + αT V (x),
x

PB

where x =
b=1 xb , T V is the regularization term that
uses total variation and α is a regularization parameter. T V
was chosen due to its simplicity as well as region constancy
assumption, as our simulated bones are assumed to be constant
inside.
B. Step-by-step procedure
In this section we describe the step by step guide of taking a
fully segmented bone from one frame and placing it into frame
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two, in place of a quick preliminary dynamic reconstruction.
We illustrate the method first on just one bone (tibia) in two
positions, frame 1 and frame 2. In principle, all we want to
accomplish is to find the translation vector t and the rotation
matrix R between the two frames and the apply those to frame
1 to move the bone rigidly into frame 2, however in practice we
take a slightly different approach. In the following we assume
each bone to be a point cloud of grid points laying inside of
the bone which are described by their indices aka Cartesian
coordinates.
1) Let the matrix of indices of bone in frame 1 be called A
and B for frame 2. The indices can be found only with
the right threshold of which values belong to a bone and
which do not. In the phantom case (frame 1) where the
bones are homogeneous, this is trivial. In the case of the
reconstruction, the threshold is chosen to be 0.5 of the
phantom threshold value, to avoid including unnecessary
noise and artefacts. Then the mean of A is µA and the
mean of B is µB .
2) Using the covariance method described in section I-A
and the means µA and µB , we center A and B at 0 and
and compute their PCs (see fig. 3).
3) Treating the bones respective PCs as local axis, we
use quaternions from sec. I-B to align the PCs of the
phantom to the PCs of the reconstruction. This is done
in stages.
First, we align PC1s i.e. the first principal vectors. For
this, we compute the angle and the normalised cross
product between the them. This gives us the quaternion
for the first step in the rotation. We apply this rotation
to all the PCs (see fig. 4(b)).
Now with all the PCs in new positions, we find another
quaternion that would align PC2s and apply it to all
the PCs (fig. 4(c)). Note that aligning along PC2 does
not affect the previous alignment because after the first
alignment both PC2s are in a plane orthogonal to aligned
PC1s. Finally, all the PCs are aligned also using the final
quaternion for PC3s (fig. 4(d)).
4) With the three quaternions acquired in the previous step,
we can now rotate the phantom bone in position 1 into
the position of the imperfect reconstruction of the bone
in frame 2. Lastly, we move the now aligned bones so
that their center is the original center of the imperfect
reconstruction, i.e. we add µB to all the indices of the
bone (see fig. 5).
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Assuming we have 3 moving bones (tibia, talus and calcaneus), we choose two stop-motion frames to work with. The
first frame we set to be the initial static position, while second
frame gets subsampled to mimic the binning of dynamic data.
The proposed two step reconstruction algorithm is performed
in MATLAB R2019a on arrays of size 256 × 256 × 256.
The first step involves reconstructing individual bones within
the array using FISTA and 3 projections sampled around the
perimeter using stratified random sampling. The second step
uses the PC method described in section II to align each of
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Fig. 3: Finding the PCs of the centred bone point clouds A and B.
Here the PCs are scaled using the corresponding eigenvalues. The
PCs with endpoint annotated as +s correspond to A and those with
triangles to B.

the bones from the static, initial frame of motion to the poorly
reconstructed frame. In figure 6, we demonstrate the difference
in PCs between the rotated and translated phantom and the
reconstruction obtained with FISTA as well as the subsequent
thresholding with a 0.5 threshold. The difference is quite small,
however, it may cause overlap between bones in places where
they are meant to only be touching.
With this in mind, we apply the proposed method to
individual bones and add them back into a single array. The
results are demonstrated in figure 7. We can see that the
reconstruction using PCs does not exactly match the rotated
and translated phantom. The main reason of the discrepancy
is related to the density of the point cloud representing the
individual bones. As we rotate points in space, they are
likely to not land into any precise pixel, meaning that their
indices become floats rather than integers. To remedy this,
the indices have to be rounded, which can create holes in
an otherwise solid rotated object. To reduce the number of
these holes, we interpolate between indices of the original
bones, effectively creating a denser point cloud. Practically,
this is achieved by increasing the size of the bones by 2 using
linear interpolation and then respectively dividing the indices
by 2. That way, we essentially double the bone resolution
in each space dimension which suffices to fill out most of
the holes that occurred from rounding floating point numbers.
We expect that more sophisticated morphological operations
could effectively eliminate this problem entirely. However,
even this simple fix yields very promising results, with the PC
aided reconstruction matching the ideal reconstruction (rotated
phantom) quite well.
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Total Deep Variation for SparseCT Reconstruction
Erich Kobler, Baiyu Chen, Alexander Effland, Thomas Pock, Daniel K. Sodickson, and Ricardo Otazo

Abstract—SparseCT is a promising compressed sensing technique for low-dose examinations that undersamples projection
data along the gantry angle and slice dimensions using a
multislit collimator. The thereby scanned volume is typically
reconstructed using a model-based iterative approach with a
sparsity enforcing regularizer on image gradients. However,
these simple regularizers are not able to represent the complex
nature of CT images, and as a result, introduce blocky and
blurring artifacts. In this work, we propose to learn a total deep
variation (TDV) regularizer designed by deep learning principles
to denoise SparseCT undersampled reconstructions given fullysampled pendants. The resulting TDV regularizer is then used
in the model-base iterative reconstruction and tested using in
vivo abdominal patient data with retrospective 4-fold SparseCT
undersampling.
Index Terms—CT, compressed sensing, SparseCT, deep learning
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic sketch of SparseCT undersampling, where the MSC
blocks the majority of the X-ray radiation. (b) Illustration of the motion pattern
of the MSC. Here, the W4S16 mask using a width of 4 detector rows and a
stride of 16 rows moves with a speed v = 1 rows per gantry angle.

I. I NTRODUCTION
SparseCT is a technique for CT dose reduction that implements compressed sensing with a multislit collimator (MSC)
for undersampled projection data acquisition and iterative
reconstruction with a sparsity enforcing regularizer [1]. The
MSC is composed of several narrow slits along the slice
dimension (z) and can move linearly to have a different zundersampling pattern for each gantry angle θ, which improves
incoherence for compressed sensing reconstruction [2]. Image
reconstruction is performed by an iterative algorithm using
a sparsity-enforcing regularizer on image gradients [3]. The
incorporated regularizer is usually a very simple function,
such as total variation (TV) [4] or total generalized variation
(TGV) [5], which is not able to fully represent the complex
nature of CT images, and might lead to reconstruction artifacts,
such as stair-casing, residual streaking artifacts, or image
blurring.
The new generation of image reconstruction techniques is
based on deep learning, where convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) trained on several datasets are applied in the reconstruction process. Deep learning has been extensively applied
to the low-dose CT case for denosing a filtered back projection (FBP) reconstruction of either low mA data [6]–[8] or
undersampled data [9]. Later, deep learning approaches were
incorporated in model-based iterative reconstruction [10]–
[13], where data consistency is integrated by penalizing the
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deviation to the acquired sinogram data using a well-known
model of the acquisition operator. Hence, the main contribution of deep learning for model-based reconstruction is the
improvement of the regularizer.
In this work, we present an extension of the total deep
variation (TDV) regularizer [14] to 3D CT reconstruction. We
train the regularizer based on an image-domain volumetric
denoising problem and apply the learned regularizer to modelbased iterative compressed sensing reconstruction. The proposed technique is qualitatively evaluated on retrospectively
undersampled SparseCT in vivo abdominal data.
II. S PARSE CT UNDERSAMPLING
SparseCT undersamples a helical CT acquisition by using
a moving MSC along the z-dimension as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Linear motion of the MSC along the z-dimension while the
gantry is rotating results in a combined θ − z undersampling
approach. Ideally, SparseCT can result into a different zundersampling pattern for each gantry angle θ. However, in
practice the focal spot has finite size and creates penumbra
on both sides of each undersampled beam. As a result, each
undersampled beam (the beam through one slit of the MSC) irradiates several continuous detector rows. To avoid this overlap
between adjacent undersampled beams the distance between
two consecutive slits of the MSC needs to be increased.
On the right of Fig. 1 an example of a W4S16 sampling
pattern is depicted, where 4 detector-rows are irradiated by
each undersampled beam and 16 is the distance between two
consecutive slits (in detector-row units).
III. R EGULARIZED S PARSE CT RECONSTRUCTION
In this section, we elaborate on the reconstruction of the
attenuation volume given the measured sinogram data of a CT
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Γi

The X-ray source intensity is denoted by ι0 ∈ R. A transformation into the negative logarithmic domain yields
  Z
ιi
=
ξ(~
ω )d~
ω ≈ aTi x,
zi = − log
ι0
Γi

where ai ∈ Rn approximates the volumetric integral using
lookup tables proposed by [15]. Stacking all post-log sinogram
measurements into a vector z yields
z = M (Ax + n)

(1)

with A = (a1 , . . . , am )T ∈ Rm×n . We follow [3], [16] to
account for the quantum and electronic noise in the acquisition process and model the noise by a Gaussian distribution
n ∼ N (0, W −1 ), where W is diagonal with statistical weights
that are determined by the flux measurements Wii = ιi . To
retrospectively apply SparseCT undersampling we utilize a
binary diagonal mask M ∈ {0, 1}m×m to the fully-sampled
sinogram data z, where the diagonal entries indicate if the
corresponding detector element was measured. Using this
model, the regularized reconstruction problem is given by
1
min λR(x) + kM (Ax − z)k2W ,
2

x∈Rn

(2)

where λ > 0 balances the `2 -data consistency term and the
regularization term R : Rn → R. Typical choices for the regularizer in medical imaging are TV [4], TGV [5], or sparsity
promoting non-convex regularizers on image gradients [17],
[18]. All these regularization methods solely quantify local
image statistics and are prone to staircasing and blurring
artifacts. To overcome these issues, we propose in this work
to learn a multiscale regularizer suitable in particular for CT
reconstruction.
IV. L EARNING DEEP REGULARIZERS
In [14], the TDV regularizer is rigorously analyzed and the
efficient learning of the parameters for denoising is demonstrated. Moreover, the thus obtained regularizer is successfully
applied to medical image reconstruction tasks without any further training. In what follows, we adopt this TDV regularizer
to 3D CT reconstruction. The TDV regularizer is given by
R(x, ϑ) =

n
X
i=1

r(x, ϑ)i ,

(3)

w>

N (Kx)

K

B1

+

B2

+

B5

B4

φ

K3,2

B3
K3,1

scanner using SparseCT undersampling. In detail, we consider
the scanned volume Ω ⊂ R3 , which is discretized by n = nz ·
ny ·nx voxels. The reconstructed volume is denoted by x ∈ Rn .
Likewise, z ∈ Rm with m = r·a·dc ·dr represents the acquired
sinogram data for r rotations of the gantry each measuring
a angles, dc detector channels, and dr detector rows. Here,
we consider a CT scanner with a = 2304 angles per gantry
rotation and a detector using dc = 736 channels and dr = 64
rows. Each detector element measures a radiation intensity ιi ∈
R, which is determined by the attenuation ξ : Ω → R in the
cone Γi spanned by the X-ray point source and the rectangular
shaped detector element, i.e.
 Z

ιi = ι0 exp −
ξ(~
ω )d~
ω .

+
+

downsampling
upsampling
addition

Fig. 2. Illustration of the TDV regularizer, which assigns to every voxel a
regularization energy r(x, ϑ). The CNN N consists of residual blocks Bi
operating on three scales in a U-Net type architecture.

which is the sum of the voxel-wise deep variation r(x, ϑ) =
wT N (Kx) ∈ Rn illustrated in Fig. 2. In detail, K ∈ Rnc×n
represents a learned 3D convolution kernel with zero-mean
constraint. The non-linear function N : Rnc → Rnc is a CNN
and w ∈ Rc is a learned weight vector. Following [14], N
is a U-Net type network with residual building blocks using
1
log(1 + αx2 ). We encode all
the activation function φ = 2α
trainable parameters of TDV by ϑ ∈ Θ, where Θ is the set
of admissible parameters reflecting the zero-mean constraint
on K. To enable an efficient implementation of the regularizer,
all 3D convolutions are computed by first applying a 2D
convolution in x/y-plane followed by a 1D convolution along
the z-axis. The support of the resulting convolution filter is
3 × 3 × 3. We use c = 16 feature channels to reduce the
memory footprint.
To estimate the parameters ϑ of TDV we consider a sampled
discrete optimal control problem. To this end, let (xi0 , y i )N
i=1
be a collection of N training pairs consisting of an initial
degraded volume xi0 and a corresponding fully-sampled reference y i . Then, the optimal control training problem is
N
1 X i
kxS − y i k
T,ϑ∈Θ N
i=1

inf

subject to
xis+1

1
=
1+

T
S




T i
i
i
xs +
x − ∇1 R(xs , ϑ)
S 0

(4)

(5)

for s = 1, . . . , S − 1 and i = 1, . . . , N . Here k · k is the
Huber-norm, T ∈ R+ is the learned stopping time, and S ∈ N
denotes the number of temporal steps. The iterative scheme (5)
is motivated by a semi-implicit discretization of a gradient flow
on the energy R(x, ϑ) + 21 kx − xi0 k22 , which is equivalent to
a proximal gradient method [19].
We use the sinogram data of 10 fully-sampled clinical 3D
in vivo abdominal CT scans of different patients acquired by a
Siemens Definition AS scanner using a routine clinical dose.
Two of these scans include metal artifacts. We select those
two scans for testing, while the remaining scans are used for
training. To account for the limited memory of a GPU, we
split the fully-sampled sinogram data of each scan into chunks
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consisting of 3 full gantry rotations that overlap by 1 rotation,
resulting in 133 training samples. We compute the reference
volumes y i by solving the regularized inverse problem (2)
to account for the noise in the clinical sinogram data. In
detail, we choose the commonly used regularizer R(x) =
P
3n
j=1 φ((Dx)j ) and α = 1000 for λ = 0.0125 using the
fully-sampled data (i.e. M is the identity matrix) and an
accelerated ordered-subset approach with 8 subsets. Here, D
refers to the voxel-wise finite difference operator. The initial
reconstructions xi0 are computed by performing 40 conjugate
gradient (CG) steps to solve (2) with λ = 0 for SparseCT data,
where M reflects the W4S16 undersampling with a speed of
v ∈ {1, 4} detector rows between two gantry angles.
Given the training samples, we use the Adam optimizer [20]
with step size 10−4 and default momentum to estimate the
45, 936 parameters of the TDV regularizer and the stopping
time T by minimizing (4) with S = 10. In each of the
50, 000 training iterations, 6 patches of size 18 × 96 × 96
are randomly sampled from the training data.
The resulting TDV regularizer with fixed learned parameters ϑ can be applied to denoise an initial corrupted reconstruction by applying (5). Moreover, the variational structure
of TDV enables an application in the model-based CT reconstruction setting with balances parameter λ > 0 as follows:
1
xR = arg minn λR(x, ϑ) + kM (Ax − z)k2W .
x∈R
2

(6)

V. R ESULTS
The reconstruction of abdominal data with 4-fold retrospective SparseCT undersampling is presented in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
The first column shows the initial non-regularized conjugate
gradient (CG) reconstruction with undersampling artifacts,
the second column shows denoising of the CG initialization
regularized by TDV using (5), the third column shows TDV
reconstruction results using (6), and the last column shows
fully-sampled reference images. Two cases of the SparseCT
undersampling that correspond to two different speeds v of the
MSC are included: 1) v = 4 detector-rows per gantry angle
(higher undersampling performance, Fig, 3) and 2) v = 1
detector-rows per gantry angle (lower undersampling performance, Fig. 4). In both cases, TDV reconstruction outperforms
TDV denoising, and presents images that are closer to the reference images qualitatively and in terms of PSNR and SSIM.
TDV denoising presents blurring artifacts. The incorporation
of data consistency in TDV reconstruction enables to reinsert
the high resolution features from the raw data, which results
in significant improvements in image quality. SparseCT with
v = 4 outperforms v = 1 as expected, given the superior
undersampling performance in the former scheme. However,
the difference is lower in the case of TDV reconstruction with
respect to TDV denoising, which shows the ability of the latter
to adapt to situations with data of lower acquisition quality.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This work proposed to replace the standard sparsity enforcing regularizer in model-based SparseCT reconstruction
by a regularizer that was learned to denoise corrupted and
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noisy CT images. The proposed training approach for the TDV
regularizer enables an effective training since the time and
memory consuming data consistency is not used. Using the
TDV regularizer for reconstruction is a promising alternative
to classical sparsity enforcing regularizers and/or deep learning
reconstruction schemes due to its variational structure and
performance and can lead to high CT dose reduction with
minimal impact on image quality.
In future we work on applying the proposed TDV regularizer to SparseCT acquired in vivo data, however to do so the
SparseCT prototype scanner needs FDA approval.
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Fig. 3. Reconstruction of 4-fold undersampled SparseCT sinogram data with collimator speed v = 4 detector-rows per gantry angle (higher undersampling
performance). From left to right: unregularized CG initialization, TDV denoising, TDV reconstruction, fully-sampled reference. Images are displayed in the
range 40 ± 200HU. The PNSR scores w.r.t. to the reference y are depicted on the lower left corner and the SSIM score in the lower right corner.
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X-ray Computed Tomography
with a Robotic Sample Holder
Erdal Pekel∗ , Martin Dierolf† , Franz Pfeiffer† , Tobias Lasser∗

Abstract—In this work we present the integration of a
robotic arm with seven degrees of freedom as a sample holder
within an experimental X-ray computed tomography setup.
The robot enables arbitrary rotations of the sample and hence
different non-standard acquisition trajectories that are not
possible with conventional sample holding mechanisms. Our
framework provides a programmatic interface for trajectory
inputs and their motion planning, a robotic arm calibration
mechanism for accurate target placement utilizing a single
RGB camera, and both passive and active collision detection
mechanisms based on a set of depth cameras. We elaborate
on the challenges of precisely positioning samples into the Xray beam and propose a method together with a discussion
on its current limitations, in particular in view of performing
X-ray computed tomography.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this work we introduce a flexible robotic arm with
seven degrees of freedom as a sample holder into an Xray Computed Tomography (CT) setup. The robot adds
flexibility to the setup as a sample holder by enabling
arbitrary rotation and placement of the sample. This allows
non-standard trajectories that are not restricted in their sequence, such as conventional circular or helical trajectories.
In addition, the robotic sample holder can avoid occlusions
on the projections that would normally be introduced by
limitations of static setups where the sample is inherently
mounted to non-moving parts (e.g. mounted on a plate). In
the following we present a study on the feasibility of the
integration of a robotic arm with seven degrees of freedom
into an X-ray CT setup; we also discuss it’s limitations and
the future potential for X-ray CT applications.
II. ROBOTIC S OFTWARE F RAMEWORK
In this section we briefly introduce the software architecture for the integration of a robotic arm with seven degrees
of freedom (in our case, a FRANKA EMIKA Panda robot)
within an existing X-ray computed tomography setup. The
∗ E. Pekel and T. Lasser are with the Department of Informatics,
Technical University of Munich, Germany.
† M. Dierolf and F. Pfeiffer are with the Chair of Biomedical Physics,
Department of Physics and Munich School of BioEngineering, Technical
University of Munich, Germany.
‡ F. Pfeiffer is also with the Department of Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, School of Medicine and Klinikum rechts der Isar,
Technical University of Munich, Germany.
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Fig. 1. Laboratory X-ray computed tomography setup, with a robotic arm
with seven degrees of freedom holding a sample into the X-ray beam.

implementation comprises a set of independent ROS nodes
written in C++ for optimal performance and safety. A set
of different collision detection mechanisms is provided for
safe robot operation. The positioning of the robot relative
to the X-ray detector is calibrated using a commodity
industrial RGB camera.
A. Technology Stack
At the center of the implementation is the Robot Operating System (ROS Melodic Morenia) [10]. A set of
independent nodes that provide different functionality by
exposing network endpoints are built on top of communication protocols predefined by the ROS ecosystem. Source
code can be found at [9].
Additionally, we make use of:
• MoveIt [3, 12] for manipulation and motion planning,
• Gazebo [6] for robot simulation,
• VISP [8] for camera calibration,
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Fig. 3. Left: example X-ray projection measured of a simple sphere
phantom consisting of a sphere in a falcon tube. One of the fingers of
the robotic arm is visible in the top left. Right: distribution of the sphere
center for several projections acquired along a circular trajectory with the
angular position color-coded (axis scaled).

Fig. 2. Schematic of the laboratory X-ray computed tomography setup.

•
•
•
•
•

OpenCV [2] for various image analysis tasks,
OpenCL [11] for real-time collision detection,
OpenMesh [1] for 3D mesh file handling,
elsa [7] for the reconstruction of the sample, and
Eigen [5] for linear algebra calculations.

B. Safety Measures
For safe robot operation in the laboratory we implement
two collision detection mechanisms. The passive collision
detection is implemented by reading files from the file
system and passing the geometric shapes defined therein
to MoveIt! [12], which uses the FCL library to avoid
these objects during the motion planning process. In our
implementation this is only useful for objects that do not
change their position often, such as optical tables or walls.
In order to avoid collisions with unexpected objects
during the robot’s movements we record its immediate
surroundings with two depth cameras and pass these to
a custom GPU-based collision detection algorithm based
on the open standard OpenCL [11].
III. ROBOTIC C OMPUTED T OMOGRAPHY
In this section we will shortly introduce our laboratory
setup, followed by the out-of-the-box placement precision
and repeatability of the robot in the context of high resolution CT, and we will outline our approach for improving
the aforementioned characteristics. Then we will introduce
the results of a first experimental sample acquisition on
a tilted circular trajectory. Finally, a 3D reconstruction of

the sample is presented. A registration step ensures that
the positioning error introduced by the robot is corrected
in the sample projection images.
A. Laboratory setup
The laboratory setup consists of an experimental X-ray
computed tomography setup with X-ray source and a highresolution X-ray detector. We augmented this setup with
a robotic arm with seven degrees of freedom (FRANKA
EMIKA Panda) as a sample holder, two depth cameras
(Intel RealSense D435) for collision detection, and a single
RGB camera (Basler acA1920-40gc) for calibrating the
robot position with the X-ray detector, see Figs. 1 and 2.
B. Target Placement
The target placement precision is critical for computed
tomography, especially when paired with high-resolution
detectors. The detector pixel size in our experiments was
9µm, so a displacement of 9µm is enough to shift the
projection by one pixel, which in turn affects the reconstruction process.
A major challenge with the robotic integration is the fact
that the motion planning should be performed for the last
link in the arm’s chain, which is offset to the center of
the fingers of the robot by 10.34cm. This implies that the
fixed goal tolerance of 10µm that we specified manually
with MoveIt does not apply to the sample’s position, but
only at the last robot arm link, and it propagates relative to
that position. The manufacturer’s specification of 100µm
for the pose repeatability (ISO 9283) [4] is only reached
at an offset of roughly 10cm to the sample’s position,
which increases with the sample size. In our heuristic
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analysis of the displacement at the sample’s center with
the optimizations outlined in the following paragraph, we
always observed a total error of 300µm and more for the
sample’s position (see Fig. 4 on the right).
In Fig. 4 the default motion planning configuration of
the robot is used to place a ball pen’s head at the same
cartesian goal position starting from a fixed configuration.
An X-ray projection of the ball pen’s head was acquired
and annotated manually after the robot reached its goal;
each blue point denotes an instance were the robot reached
the goal successfully. The last X-ray projection was used
as a background for illustration purposes. Our observation
is that with the default motion planning configuration the
robot is optimized for responsiveness and speed. When the
allowed trajectory execution time is increased from 0.5s to
2.0s and the joint goal tolerance is tightened from 0.05 to
0.0005 radians, and a different inverse kinematics plugin
is employed (trac ik, Manip1 method) with an increased
solver timeout from 0.005s to 0.8s, the same procedure
lead to a more precise placement pattern with minimal
deviation from the mean of all points (see Fig. 4).
However, for full circular trajectories, where slight actuation of a single joint is not always enough for reaching
the next pose and hence the robot has to actuate all joints,
the trac ik solver poses a problem, especially when it is
restricted in its moving space by surrounding equipment.
Candidate solutions are not checked for self-collisions
and hence self-collision reflexes of the robot’s low-level
controller implementation are triggered. Checking the selfcollision would require that the actual link volumes are
considered by the trac ik solver, for example with actual
3D mesh files which incorporate information about the
robot’s geometry. The reflex interrupts the trajectory execution for a single goal pose and with it the execution
of the circular trajectory as a whole, and thus represents a
challenge that our implementation currently cannot recover
from. An extension solving this issue is in development.
C. Experimental Setup
For the reconstruction experiments we placed a sphere
with 2mm radius into a plastic enclosure (falcon tube)
which was manually placed between the robot’s fingers. A
full circular trajectory with 350 poses was sampled for a
fixed point in the robot’s coordinate frame, tilted around
the x-axis by −30◦ . Each pose is targeted individually,
hence motion planning and trajectory execution from pose
i to pose i+1 is executed independently. A sample detector
image (9µm pixel size, binned and interpolated to 30µm in
post-processing) from the acquisition can be seen in Fig. 3.
Improving the repeatability for a specific pose as shown in
Fig. 4 did not, however, lead to the desired accuracy for
a series of independent goal poses. In Fig. 3 (right) the
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Fig. 4. Comparison of default robot placement precision (left) to our
optimizations (right) for identical robot goal poses, overlaid over an
example X-ray projection of a ball pen’s head.

centers of the sphere for the 350 acquisitions of the full
circular trajectory are plotted in absolute pixel coordinates
(axis scaled, original size 806 × 1209). The color of the
centers encodes the angle in the circular trajectory, with
the final pose rotated by 359◦ around the robot’s initial
pose. From the deviation of around 100 pixels of the sphere
centers on the scatter plot we can conclude that despite the
aforementioned optimizations for single pose repeatability,
the target needs to be registered separately in order to be
reconstructed properly.
D. Target Registration and Reconstruction
For the purposes of demonstration we chose a sample
with a very simple shape, a sphere that can easily be
registered from any angle as a circle. We determined the
center of the circle by means of Hough Circles with the
OpenCV library in a post-processing step, and applied their
offset to the detector center. The images from the X-ray
detector were cropped in post-processing (see Fig. 5 top).
For tomographic reconstruction, the sinogram contained
350 equi-distant X-ray projections along a tilted circular
trajectory, sized 806 × 310 with a spacing of 30µm. The
reconstruction volume was sized 806 × 310 × 350 with
isotropic spacing of 30µm. Using our C++ reconstruction
framework elsa [7], reconstruction was performed using
an iterative conjugate gradient solver run until convergence
on a Tikhonov regularized weighted least squares problem,
with the Josephs method for X-ray transform discretization
and parallel beam geometry.
We were able to reconstruct the sphere as seen in Fig. 5
in the middle row. To confirm our findings, we simulated
X-ray projections of an equally sized sphere and reconstructed the resulting projections using the same acquisition
geometry and settings in an inverse crime scenario, see
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desired micrometer-range placement accuracy with the
given setup. To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach,
we performed a first tomographic reconstruction of a
simple sphere phantom, allowing for a simple registration
step. Our proposed setup will enable the fast, accurate
acquisition of arbitrary non-standard trajectories for X-ray
CT for various applications.
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DBP Domain Deep Learning for CT Reconstruction
Junyoung Kim*, Yoseob Han*, and Jong Chul Ye, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Currently, most of the deep learning approaches
for CT reconstruction are based on the image domain learning.
Inspired by the recent understanding of deep neural network
as an adaptive signal representation, here we show that there
exists another domain known as the differentiated backprojection
(DBP) domain, in which neural network can be implemented
efficiently. Experimental results for interior tomography and
circular conebeam artifact removal show that the DBP domain
deep learning outperforms the existing methods with better
generalization capability.
Index Terms—Differentiated backprojection, deep learning,
interior tomography, circular conebeam artifacts

X

I. I NTRODUCTION

-RAY computed tomography (CT) is now considered
as the first examination before treatment plan is made
by doctors. The standard method for image reconstruction
is filtered-backprojection (FBP) algorithms where the sinogram data is filtered along the specific 1-D filter lines, after
which the backprojection operation is performed to obtain 3D reconstruction. Currently, FBP algorithms are available not
only 2-D parallel and fanbeam geometry, but also complicated
conebeam geometry [1].
In recent years, deep learning approaches have been successfully used for CT image reconstruction problems such
as low-dose CT [2], [3], sparse-view CT [4], [5], interior
tomography [6], [7], and so on. Most of these approaches
are based on the image domain processing, where the FBP
reconstruction is first performed to obtain noisy images, from
which the deep neural network is trained to learn the mapping
between the noisy image and clean output. The reason that
image domain deep learning is so popular is that the original
formulation of the convolutional neural network (CNN) was
inspired by the information processing in retina and visual
cortex, so there are common beliefs that the CNN should be
implemented in such a way.
In our recent theoretical results [8], we showed that the
CNN is a novel signal representation, where the rectified
linear unit (ReLU) activation patterns automatically chooses
distinct linear representation depending on input signal. This
perspective of deep neural network tells us that a CNN can
be more efficiently implemented in the domains where the
concise signal representation exists. For example, this led to
the k-space deep learning for the case of magnetic resonance
J. Kim, and J. C. Ye are with the Department of Bio and Brain Engineering,
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), Daejeon
34141, Republic of Korea (e-mail: {junyoung.kim, jong.ye}@kaist.ac.kr).
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imaging (MRI) [9], where CNN is implemented in the Fourier
domain.
In this paper, we show that there exists another domain
that deep neural network can be efficiently implemented for
CT reconstruction problems. In particular, we introduce a
new class of deep learning methods on the differentiated
backprojection (DBP). The DBP step converts the CT image
reconstruction problems to a deconvolution problem, which
makes the CNN learning much simpler.
While this idea was introduced for interior tomography [7],
no unified analysis of the DBP domain deep learning was
not provided. Moreover, with the introduction of the deep
learning, beautiful theories of analytic reconstruction in early
2000 [1], [10]–[12] have been largely forgotten. Therefore, this
paper revisits the classical results on analysis reconstruction
in particular using DBP, and explains how these ideas can be
ideally combined with deep learning.
II. T HEORY
A. Differentiated Backprojection (DBP)
Let x = (x, y, z) denotes the point in R3 , where x, y and z
are the Cartesian coordinates with respect to the patient. The
X-ray transform Df , which maps f (x) into the set of its line
integrals, is defined as
Z ∞
Df (a, θ) =
dt f (a + tθ) ,
(1)
−∞

where θ denotes a vector on the unit sphere S ∈ R3 .
For a given X-ray source trajectory a(λ), the differentiated
backprojection (DBP) on a point x ∈ R3 using the projection
data from X-ray source trajectory a(λ), λ ∈ [λ− , λ+ ] is
defined as [10]–[12]:
Z λ+
∂
1
Df (a(µ), θ)
, (2)
g(x) =
dλ
kx − a(λ)k ∂µ
λ−
µ=λ
where 1/kx − a(λ)k is the magnification factor dependent
weighting. Then the DBP data in (2) can be represented as
[12], [13]:
Z
>
1
g(x) =
dω fˆ(ω)eιω x σ(x, ω, λ± ),
(3)
(2π)3
√
where ι = −1, fˆ(ω) is the 3-D Fourier transform of f (r),
and the signum function is given by
σ(x, ω, λ± ) = ιπ[sgn(ω > α(λ− , x)) − sgn(ω > α(λ+ , x))],
where α(λ, x) is the filtering direction known as chord lines:
α(λ, x)

=

x − a(λ)
.
kx − a(λ)k

(4)
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The following are already well-known acquisition trajectories
for the chord line processing, which we will investigate for
our applications.
• 2D Fan-beam CT: In 2D circular fan-beam CT, the chord
line L that passes through x inside the circle is not
unique; hence, we can choose multiple filtering lines.
For example, a vertical chord line that goes through x
is determined by a(λ− ) and a(λ+ ). Similarly, we can
use horizontal chord lines.
• For the circular trajectory, the X-ray source rotates around
the object f (x) such that the source trajectory is represented by

>
a(λ) = R cos λ R sin λ 0 , λ ∈ [0, 2π],
(5)

where R denotes the radius of the circular scan. Similar to
the fan-beam geometry, the virtual chord line for circular
conebeam trajectory is not unique. The redundancy in the
choice of chord lines will be exploited later in mitigating
cone-beam artifacts from missing frequency regions in
the circular cone-beam trajectory.
Regardless of the trajectories, the expression in (3) suggests
that DBP provides a filtered version of f (x). Since the
spectrum of the filter σ(x, ω, λ± ) also depends on x, the
corresponding filter is a spatially varying filter. Therefore,
the image reconstruction problem now becomes the image
deconvolution problems.
B. Classical DBP Domain Processing
Here, we review the classical results of the backprojection filtration algorithm (BPF) which was derived from (3).
Specifically, if the directional vector α(λ− , x) is set as a
coordinate axis, then the authors in [10]–[12] showed that (3)
can be decomposed to a successive application of 1-D Hilbert
transform along the chord lines. The backprojection filtration
(BPF) method then recovers the object on each chord line by
taking the inverse Hilbert transform of the DBP data. More
specifically, let g(s) and f (s) denote the DBP data and the
unknown image along the chord lines. If we assume that they
are confined in |s| < 1, then the inversion can be done using
the finite Hilbert transform [14]:
Z 1 √
1
1 − s2 g(s)
c
ds, (6)
− √
f (u) = √
u−s
π 1 − u2
π 1 − u2 −1
where

c :=

Z

1

−1

f (s)ds .

(7)

This BPF algorithm has many advantages compared to the
FBP approaches. First, as the image can be reconstructed
line-by-line, reconstruction from super-short scan is possible.
Moreover, due to the lack of the ramp filtering, the DBP
images do not suffer from the detector truncation artifacts.
This leads to extensive research of interior tomography using
DBP. Finally, even for the non-complete trajectory like circular
conebeam trajectory, the DBP allows factorized representation
[15]. For example, consider a plane that is parallel to the z-axis
and intersects the source trajectory at two locations a(λ− ) and

Fig. 1. Flowchart of DBP domain training for ROI tomography.

a(λ+ ). Let P denote such a plane of interest. Then, the main
idea of the factorization methods [15], [16] is to convert the
3-D reconstruction problem to a successive 2-D problems on
the planes of interest. Specifically, on a plane of interest P,
the authors in [15] showed that (3) can be simply represented
as
Z ∞
g(t, z) = π
hH (t − τ ) (f (τ, z1 (τ )) + f (τ, z2 (τ )) dτ (8)
−∞

where hH (t) denotes the Hilbert transform, and z1 (τ ) and
z2 (τ ) refer to two sources to voxel lines on P. This implies
that the conebeam reconstruction problem can be solved by
solving a deconvolution problem in the DBP domain.
However, there are several limitations of classical DBP
domain processing that prohibits its use in real applications.
First, many of the chord lines are not on a cartesian grid,
so specialized gridding operation is required to perform 1-D
Hilbert filtering, which introduces additional complexity and
numerical errors. Second, in the application of the interior
tomography problem, the use of the finite Hilbert transform
(6) no more works, since we do not know the exact value of
DBP data g(s) that are calculated within ROI regions. Finally,
the actual implementation of the inverse Hilbert transform in
(6) is sensitive to the bias term c in (7). This usually introduces
streaking artifacts along the chord line, which makes the
reconstruction quality degraded.
C. Advantages of DBP Domain Deep Learning
To address the problem, we proposed a neural network TΘ
parameterized by Θ, which is trained by solving the following
optimization problem:
min
Θ

N
X
i=1

kF (i) − TΘ G(i) k22 ,

(9)

where {(F (i) , G(i) )}N
i=1 denotes the training data set composed of ground-truth 2-D image and 2-D DBP image along
the adjacent (virtual) chord lines. In particular, to address
the gridding problem at the same time, the training data
are obtained from cartesian grid after the DBP operations.
Fig. 1 shows the DBP domain training for the case of ROI
tomography. We trained the neural network with four different
ROI size DBP data.
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Fig. 2. Overview for differentiated backprojection domain deep learning for conebeam artifact removal.

For the case of conebeam reconstruction, although the
factorization method leads to 2-D deep learning approach for
each plane of interest, Theorem 2.2 in our previous work
[13] showed that the missing frequency region depends on
the direction of the plane of interest. However, we also
showed in our prior work [13] that at any point x, if the
missing frequency regions for different filtering directions are
appropriately combined, we can minimize the artifacts from
the missing frequency regions. Accordingly, we can perform
reconstruction for both coronal and sagittal directions, and
combine them. This implies that except for the common
frequency regions, the missing spectral components in coronal
directional processing can be compensated by the results from
the sagittal processing, and vice versa.
Fig. 2 shows a flowchart for comebeam artifact removal
using DBP domain processing. In particular, the axial images
f cor and f sag are obtained from the DBP domain deep neural
networks. Then, coronal and sagittal reconstructed images are
first transformed to the spectral domain using the 2-D Fourier
transform. We apply the bow-tie spectral weighting to suppress
the signal in the missing frequency regions and combined them
together. This process can be mathematically represented by
f com = F −1 {w

F {f cor } + (1 − w)

forward fan-beam projection operator for our experiments. The
number of detectors is 1440 elements with pitch of 1 mm. The
number of views is 1200. The size of images is 512 × 512.
For the case of ROI reconstruction, the distance from source
to origin (DSO) is 800 mm and the distance from source
to detector (DSD) is 1400 mm. The truncated DBP data are
exactly the same as the full DBP data within the ROI mask.
For the case of conebeam artifact removal, the distance from
source to origin (DSO) was 500 mm, and the distance from
source to detector (DSD) was 1000 mm. The maximum cone
angle was set to 35.8◦ , and the projection data were generated
accordingly.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Interior tomography
To confirm the generalization capability of the proposed
method network with respect to varying ROI sizes, the trained

F{f sag }} .

where F and F −1 denote the Fourier and inverse Fourier
transforms, respectively; w and 1 − w are the bow-tie spectral
masks, and denotes the element-wise multiplication.
III. M ETHOD
To train the neural network using simulated projection data,
we used simulated projection data from ten subject data sets
from American Association of Physicists in Medicine (AAPM)
Low-Dose CT Grand Challenge were used. Out of ten patient,
eight patient data were used as training sets, one patient data
was used as validation set, and the other patient data was used
for test set. The network backbone corresponds to a modified
architecture of U-Net [17]. For quantitative evaluation, peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), normalized mean-squared-error
(NMSE), and structural similarity (SSIM) are used.
We performed two experiments. One for the interior tomography, and the other for conebeam artifact removal. The x − y
size of images is 512 × 512 and the z size ranges from 400
to 600, varying from the patient to the patient. The voxel
size is 1 mm3 . The 512 × 512 size artifact-free CT images
are reconstructed from the rebinned fan-beam CT data using
filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm. For the generation
of the training data, sinogram are numerically obtained using
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Fig. 3. Row direction: (i) ground-truth, and (ii) FBP images. Reconstruction
images by (iii) neural network trained with FBP images, and (iv) our method.
Row direction: interior images from 200, 240, 300, 400, and 736 detectors.
The NMSE values are written at the corner. A window range is (-150,
300)[HU].
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network using simulated projection data was applied to the
real projection data from AAPM for different ROIs from 200
to 736 detectors. In Fig. 3, we provide reconstruction results
using the network trained with FBP images (type I) and the
DBP images (type II). The results clearly shows that our
method is generalized better for various ROI sizes.

our method generalizes much better than the image domain
CNN and is quantitatively and qualitatively superior to the
existing methods.
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A novel 4D-CBCT reconstruction Framework
via a Joint of Spatiotemporal Dictionary
Learning and Prior Constraint
Shaohua Zhi, Marc Kachelrieß, and Xuanqin Mou

Abstract—Four-dimensional cone-beam computed tomography
(4D-CBCT) is developed to provide a sequence of phase-resolved
reconstructions for image-guided radiation therapy. However, 4DCBCT images are degraded by severe streaking artifacts because
it is an extreme sparse-view CT reconstruction process wherein
only under-sampled projections are used for each phase.
Considering the advantage of dictionary learning on representing
structural features and correlation between neighboring pixels
effectively, we develop a novel dictionary learning method for the
scenario of 4D-CBCT reconstruction. In this study, we trained a
spatiotemporal dictionary by exploring the high correlation
among each phase. Furthermore, the spatiotemporal dictionary
equipped with a prior knowledge is incorporated into a
regularized 4D-CBCT iterative reconstruction framework. The
proposed method could reconstruct a set of 4D-CBCT images
achieving both high spatiotemporal resolution and detailed
features preservation. A simulation phantom and a real patient
dataset were tested to verify the advantage of our method on
producing better 4D-CBCT images with less streaking artifacts
and more detailed structural features, compared to the existing
algorithms.
Index
Terms—Four-dimensional
cone-beam
computed
tomography (4D-CBCT), Spatiotemporal dictionary learning,
Prior knowledge.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

mage-guided radiation therapy (IGRT) has been widely used
in radiotherapy clinics[1]. In the IGRT system, an on-board
kV Cone-Beam Computed Tomography (CBCT) unit is
mounted on an MV linear accelerator (LINAC), which is further
used to verify the patient’s position, localize the target of
treatment and offer possibilities for an update of the treatment
protocol[2]. However, the respiratory motion of patients may
lead to significant blurring artifacts due to the limited CT gantry
rotation speed, which would affect the image quality of the
reconstructions, as well as the accuracy of dose planning and
delivery. Four-dimensional CBCT technique (4D-CBCT)[3]
has been developed to overcome the shortcomings by first
assigning the X-ray projections into several respiratory phases
This work is supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation
of China ( NSFC, No. 61571359) and the National Key Research and
Development Program of China (No.2016YFA0202003). (Corresponding
author: Xuanqin Mou.)
Shaohua Zhi and Xuanqin Mou are with the Institute of Image processing
and Pattern recognition, Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xi’an 710049, China.
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Marc Kachelrieß is with German Cancer Research Center (DKFZ), Im
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based on a breathing signal and then reconstructing a sequence
of volumetric images. Nevertheless, severe streaking artifacts
and noise are observed in each of them due to relatively fewer
projections and large angular spacing in each phase.
To improve overall image quality, many efforts have been
devoted to 4D-CBCT. Iterative reconstruction method equipped
with a variety of regularizers or prior knowledge[4]–[7] are
usually researched by taking the high temporal correlation of
the phase-resolved images into account. In contrast to
conventional sparse-view CT reconstruction methods that
different phases of 4D-CBCT are individually considered, the
4D-CBCT iterative reconstruction frameworks are coupled
with spatiotemporal constraints, such as temporal non-local
means[5], and spatiotemporal TV[6]. Moreover, some works
have attempted to incorporate prior knowledge into the
reconstruction framework, such as the prior image constrained
compressed sensing method (PICCS)[7].
Recently, deep learning techniques have achieved great success
in CT image restoration and reconstruction[8]. However, to our
knowledge, training a network needs high cost of labeling CT
data and the network is modeled case by case without a robust
generalization ability to reconstruct various CT image tasks.
Especially in 4D-CBCT scenario labeling 4D-CT images is a
difficult labor. Hence, it still needs to raise conventional
regularization technologies to overcome these shortcomings.
It is shown that dictionary learning-based methods have gained
promising results in the CT reconstruction field. Xu et al.[9]
incorporated a dictionary learning-based sparse constraint into
the low-dose CT iterative reconstruction framework for the first
time. Focusing on the reconstruction task of the volumetric CT,
a 3D dictionary learning method[10] was incorporated into the
regularized iterative reconstruction framework with a higher
representation efficiency of the 3D anatomic structures
compared to 2D dictionary. In addition, a tensor-based
dictionary learning method[11] was proposed for spectral CT
reconstruction and material decomposition. Currently, most of
the dictionary learning-based techniques are for spatial (2D/3D)
cases and are not further investigated in the sequence of phaseresolved images for 4D-CBCT. It is expected that a trained
spatiotemporal dictionary can represent the structures more
efficiently by exploring the high correlation between each
respiratory phase.
Motivated by this, in our study, we propose a 4D-CBCT
regularized reconstruction framework by associating the trained
spatiotemporal dictionary with the inherent prior property of
4D-CBCT. We trained the spatiotemporal dictionary using a
sequence of high-quality 4D-CT images. In the iterative
framework, the prior knowledge that regularize the
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reconstructed sequence getting close to a prior reconstruction
from the fully-sampled projections of the same dataset.
Experiments validated the feasibility of the proposed method,
especially in the streaking artifacts reduction, spatiotemporal
resolution, and detailed structural features preservation.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II
describes the theory of the proposed method. Section III
demonstrates the experimental design. Section IV analyzes the
experimental results of a phantom data and real patient data. In
Section V, we conclude the paper.

II. METHODS
A. Formulation
We will firstly formulate the 4D-CBCT iterative reconstruction,
which consists of a projection binning process and an
independent reconstruction process, as addressed in section I.
In this procedure of the projection binning process, the total
views of measured projections P are grouped into T subsets.
Each projection subset at a specific phase is labeled as
pt (t = 1, 2,..., T ), t  [1, T ] , representing one of the respiratory
states in a respiratory cycle. Then, a set of phase-resolved
images { X t | t = 1, 2,...T } were reconstructed independently via
the regularized iterative reconstruction method, which is
formulated as follows:
xtopt = arg min At xt − pt
xt

2
2

+  R( xt )

projection pt . R( xt ) is the regularization term by adding
physical constraints. The regularization parameter  controls
the trade-off between the two terms. Moreover, to make use of
the high correlation property of each 4D-CBCT image, these
images will be reconstructed together by regarding them as a
spatiotemporal image matrix X =（x1 , x2 ,..., xT）, in which
each column represents an image vector at the given phase.
Base on this, the forward projection model is formulated as:

p2

pT ) = ( A1 x1
T

A2 x2

AT xT )

T

(2)

Also, a compact form could be written as:
AX =P
(3)
Then, we modify Eq.(1) to reconstruct the spatiotemporal
image sequence by the following objective function:

X opt = arg min AX − P 2 +  R( X )
2

X

spatiotemporal patch of size nx  ny  nT , where nx  n y is the
spatial size in the space dimension and nT is the number of
phases in the time dimension. Normally, nT is set 10 to stay
consistent with the number of respiratory phases for the phaseresolved images. Each patch could reflect the motion trajectory
if the patch is extracted in the moving region. Hence, a
spatiotemporal dictionary DST  K  N is trained with the
sparse modeling software (SPAMS)[12]. Each column in
DST  K  N is a spatiotemporal atom of size and N denotes the
number of spatiotemporal atoms. Hence, modifying Eq.(4) and
Eq.(5) together by using the spatiotemporal dictionary learning
(STDL), the 4D-CBCT iterative reconstruction optimization
function can be written as:
2
X opt = arg min AX − P 2 +   αs 0
X, αs

s.t. Es X − DST αs   s

s

(6)

(1)

where the first term denotes a data fidelity by minimizing a l2
norm distance between the forward projections of the
reconstructed image At xt and the corresponding measured

( p1

where Es expresses the extraction operator for the sth data
patch, which can be sparsely represented by a trained spatial
dictionary D with a coefficient matrix αs .
Regarding the reconstruction task of a sequence of 4D-CBCT
images, the high correlation between different phases is
considered in our proposed method. Different from 2D atoms
of size nx  n y in the conventional dictionary, we develop a

(4)

B. Spatiotemporal Dictionary Learning
Before introducing the proposed dictionary learning method,
we review the formulation of the conventional dictionary-based
low-dose CT reconstruction method. Here, xLD denotes the
target low-dose CT image and pLD is the corresponding
projection data. The low-dose CT image is reconstructed by
solving the constrained optimization function:
2
min AxLD − pLD 2 +   αs 0
xLD , αs
s
(5)
s.t. Es xLD − Dαs   s

C. 4D-CBCT Reconstruction via a joint of Prior Constraint
and Spatiotemporal Dictionary Learning
The DL based method is not always effective in recovering
some finer structures, especially in the images those are
deteriorated by structural artifacts due to the under-sampled
projection views. We found that in the workflow of 4D-CBCT
reconstruction, a prior image could be reconstructed by using
the fully-sampled projections without phase binning procedure.
The prior image features a nice quality in the static region,
although it gets blurred in the small region of the diaphragm.
We assume that the reconstructed images are expected to be
similar to the prior image. Taking this property into the
reconstruction framework, the proposed method associates the
prior knowledge with the spatiotemporal dictionary learning
method in order to keep the balance of spatiotemporal
resolution and detailed structures preservation. Our proposed
optimization problem could be summarized as:
2
X opt = arg min AX − P 2 + 1 X − X prior
+  2  αs 0
TV
X, αs
s
(7)
s.t. Es X − DST αs   s
where X prior denotes the prior image and . TV calculates the
total variation of the subtraction of a reconstructed sequence
and a temporal extension of the prior image. In Eq.(7), dealing
with the prior constraint, a classical TV minimization
method[13] is adopted. To optimize the two variables X and
αs in spatiotemporal dictionary learning, an alternative
minimization scheme is used to split it into two sub-problems,
including the update of the reconstruction image with a fixed
spars representation and a better sparse representation by OMP
algorithm[14]. Please refer to [10] for detailed algorithm
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implementation.

dimensional image in each phase, and the sequence is three
dimensional. The detailed parameters are listed in TABLE I.

III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Dictionary Learning
In this study, a global ST-dictionary was trained by a set of highquality 4D-CT images, which is obtained from the 2019 AAPM
4D-CBCT challenge[15]. The images were acquired at different
respiratory phases within a breathing cycle, showing obvious
motion movements trajectory at the thorax region. Then, the
spatiotemporal patches were extracted from the 4D-CT images
with a size of 8  8  10 and the direct current component was
removed from each patch. Finally, the ST-dictionary of 500
atoms was constructed, with a fixed sparse coding error of 10−4 .
The sequence of the 4D-CT images and the trained STdictionary are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Construction of a spatiotemporal dictionary. (a). A sequence of highquality 4D-CT images is used to extract the training patches. (b) The trained
global spatiotemporal dictionary with 500 atoms. The yellow cuboid is selected
as one spatiotemporal atom. (c) Twenty representative spatiotemporal atoms are
enlarged from (b), in which each column is an atom. The display window is [0.15 0.15] in attenuation value.

B. Experimental Data
TABLE I
SCAN AND RECONSTRUCTION PARAMETERS OF XCAT AND PATIENT DATASET
Patient
Configuration
XCAT Phantom
(On-Board
imagerTM)
Source-to- Isocenter
1000 mm
1000 mm
Distance
Source-to-Detector
1500 mm
1500 mm
Distance
Detector Dimension

768

1024

Detector Voxel Size

1 mm

0.388 mm

Reconstruction Size

256*256*200

512*512*210

Projection Number

600

837

In this study, the XCAT phantom and patient dataset were used
to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. There are
ten phase-resolved images obtained with a breathing cycle of 5
seconds. To implement the algorithm, we only consider a two-
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C. Evaluation Metrics
To show the ability of the proposed method fairly, we compared
our algorithm with existing methods, including the sparse
constraint in terms of total variation (TV) minimization based
method, PICCS method. The quantitative evaluation metrics in
this study are the root mean square error (RMSE) and structural
similarity index measure (SSIM), respectively.

IV. RESULTS
A. Simulation Data

Fig. 2 The 4D-CBCT reconstructions of XCAT phantom. From top to bottom
are TV minimization method, PICCS method, the proposed method, and the
ground truth image. Three phase-resolved images at phase 1, phase 3, and phase
5, respectively. All the images are displayed at a display window of [0.005 0.025]
in attenuation value (/mm).

Fig.2 compares the results at three respiratory phases by the TV
regularized method, PICCS method, and our method,
respectively. It can be seen that all the methods reduce the
streaking artifacts to some extent. In detail, TV results get
blocky and lose some detailed structures due to the limitation
of TV. The result of PICCS could recover more detailed features
but it still remains some residual streaks. With a joint of STDL
and a prior constraint, the proposed method shows a better
balance of achieving high spatiotemporal resolution and
preserving distinct features simultaneously, as marked by the
red arrows at the bone and the spine position.
TABLE II
AVERAGED RMSE AND SSIM OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
Proposed
Metric
TV
STDL
Method
Averaged
0.5281
0.4091
0.2941
RMSE
Averaged
0.3278
0.9230
0.9397
SSIM
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Additionally, Fig.2 also reports the RMSE and SSIM value of
three phases by various algorithms, respectively. The averaged
RMSE and the averaged SSIM value of 10 phases are displayed
in TABLE II. As shown in TABLE II, The result of TV method
has the lowest SSIM and biggest RMSE. In contrast, the
proposed method improves SSIM value by ~2.87 over the TV
results. The proposed method also reduces ~55% compared
with the TV method in terms of the RMSE value.

B. Patient Data

Fig. 3 The 4D-CBCT reconstructions of real patient data from VARIAN system.
From top to bottom are TV minimization method, PICCS method, and the
proposed method. Three phase-resolved images at phase 1, phase 3, and phase
5, respectively. All the images are displayed at the display window of [0.005
0.035] in attenuation value (/mm).

The real patient reconstructions are shown in Fig. 3. It is
observed that the streaking artifacts are suppressed to
effectively by the proposed method. At the same time, better
image resolution is achieved at the red arrows marked region,
which contains distinct features. Compared with the PICCS, the
proposed method outperforms in the regions marked by red
arrows in the reconstruction.

Physics, vol. 70, no. 2, pp. 582–589, 2008.
[3] J.-J. Sonke, L. Zijp, P. Remeijer, and M. van Herk, “Respiratory correlated
cone beam CT: Respiratory correlated cone beam CT,” Medical Physics,
vol. 32, no. 4, pp. 1176–1186, Mar. 2005, doi: 10.1118/1.1869074.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed a novel reconstruction framework for
4D-CBCT. To fully take advantage of the high correlation
between each phase-resolved image, a joint of spatiotemporal
dictionary learning and a prior constraint is incorporated into
the 4D-CBCT iterative framework. Experiments demonstrated
that the proposed method could achieve both high
spatiotemporal resolution and maintain detailed features.
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Overcoming truncation artifacts caused by the
patient table in polyenergetic statistical
reconstruction on clinical C-arm CT data
Richard N.K. Bismark, Oliver Beuing, and Georg Rose,

Abstract—In previous work, we applied the polyenergetic
statistical reconstruction (PSR) technique by A. Elbakri and J. A.
Fessler [1] in order to reduce beam hardening artifacts in C-arm
CT data. As we reported in 2019 [2], the PSR suffers from the
patient table that is partially truncated in the projection space
resulting in severe artifacts. Such truncation artifacts are not
observed when using other reconstruction methods. To overcome
this problem, we propose to reconstruct the outer volume (OV) by
an under sampled PSR with rougly a few iterations and a fraction
of the measured projection data. Afterwards, we use the resulting
OV within the polychromatic forward projection step of the PSR
to account for the truncated objects outside of the area of the
reconstruction. We demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed
adaptation on three clinical data sets of a C-arm CT system and
compare those results with a maximum likelihood reconstruction
that is using a different beam hardening correction. We can state,
that the additional computational overhead is not dramatically
increasing the reconstruction time and the PSR becomes a viable
tool for clinical diagnosis as it can overcome the truncation
artifacts that are caused by the patient table and reduce beam
hardening induced cupping and spill over artifacts as well.
Index Terms—Beam hardening, C-arm CT, Cone beam, Polychromatic statistical reconstruction, Truncation, Patien table.

I. I NTRODUCTION

C

OMPUTED tomography is a widely used technique
for patient scans in the clinical environment. Typically
the patient lies on a table that is designed to not cause
artifacts in the reconstruction. The table is truncated in the
projection space. Thus, it is not fully visible in every X-ray
image. As Bismark et al. [2], [3] reported, the polychromatic
statistical reconstruction (PSR) technique suffers heavily when
introduced to this kind of truncation setting. The PSR was
first described by Elbakri and Fessler [1], [4] in the early
2000’s and can be used to compensate beam hardening and
scatter artifacts in CT images. Common methods to reduce
beam hardening artifacts are based either on pre-processing of
the measured data, like a water correction [5], [6] or a post
image processing [7] of the reconstructed image. The PSR
is based on the idea that a more accurate model of the X-ray
absorption process – taking into account the energy dependend
attenuation – can help to overcome beam hardening. Similar
methods which also includes a more sophisticated forward
R. Bismark and G. Rose are with the Institute for Medical Engineering and
Research Campus STIMULATE, University of Magdeburg, Universitätsplatz 2,
39106 Magdeburg, Germany, richard.bismark@ovgu.de
Oliver Beuing was with the University Hospital Magdeburg, Institute for
Neuroradiology, Germany
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. One slice of a PSR image (512 × 512 with 2.0 × 2.0 mm2 ) of a
typical head scan with different window levels. The regularization was turned
off for the sake of clarity. The window level (a) lies in interval of 1.01 to
1.15 g/cm3 , (b) of 0.0 to 0.3 g/cm3 . The pixel values of the outer volume
that are drastically above the 0.0 g/cm3 correspond to the patient table. A low
resolution PSR with a high smoothing (e.g. by increasing the regularization
parameter) of such a an image (b) is used as prior knowledge in the proposed
PSRov method.

projection models can be found in [10] or [11]. The characteristic beam hardening artifacts such as spill over, streaks
and cupping are introduced to the common reconstructions
due to their simplifying assumptions of the forward projection
model of measured X-ray image. However, in order to make
the PSR a viable tool for clinical diagnostic, it needs to
be reliable in a typical clinical setting such as a truncated
patient table of a C-arm system. In this paper, we propose a
solution to this problem by tweaking the forward projection
step to incorporate an outer volume (OV) that is an appropriate
estimation of the structures that are truncated in the projection
space. We show the viability of this method on three clinical
head scan data sets recorded on a flat panel C-arm CT with
respect to the patient table truncation.
II. M ETHODS
The polychromatic statistical reconstruction technique
(PSR) is maximizing a Poisson likelihood function that includes a more accurate forward projection model. For the
sake of brevity, we refer to Elbakri and Fessler [1], [4] for
the theoretical background and Bismark et al.[3] for in-depth
information of the implementation. The iterations revolve
around the reconstruction volume that represents the patient.
Common CT reconstruction techniques represent the volume
in terms of the linear attenuation coefficient µ(E, x, y, z). The
PSR separates the energy dependence from the spacial domain
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native ML

bi-mat corr ML

[1.03...1.18]

[1.04...1.15]

native PSR

PSRrsi

[1.07...1.18]

[1.02...1.13]

PSRov
[1.09...1.18]

[1.03...1.17]

[1.04...1.15]

[1.09...1.20]

[1.02...1.11]

[1.08...1.16]

[1.02...1.15]

[1.01...1.12]

[1.08...1.19]

[1.08...1.19]

[1.08...1.17]

Fig. 2. Slices of reconstructions (464 × 464 pixels with 0.5 × 0.5 mm2 ) of three different clinical datasets. The native ML suffers from beam hardening
induced cupping and spill over from the bones into the tissue area. The bi-material corrected projections help to reduce the spill over but cannot fully reduce
cupping. The native PSR is corrupted by the typical table truncation artifact. The PSRrsi yields a better reduction of beam hardening artifacts then the
bi-material corrected ML. The proposed solution of PSRov gives a similar result. Note, there is no correction for the C-arm typical ring artifacts. All images
show density values in g/cm3 .

by introducing the product µ(E, x, y, z) = m(E)ρ(x, y, z).
Thus, the iterative update step changes the density ρ in order
to maximize the likelihood function. In this work we add a
relaxation parameter R ≤ 1 to the update step:


ρn+1
= ρnj − R D−1 ∇Q ρnj
(1)
j
+
dj ∝


n

X

aij γi Yi .

(2)

i

Here, ∇Q ρj is the gradient of a surrogate function Q of a
Poisson likelihood cost function, D ∝ diag {dj } is a weighting
matrix, aij are the geometry factors, γi is the length of i-th
ray through the volume, and Yi is the intensity value measured
by the i-th detector pixel. Q contains a polychromatic forward
projection of the volume represented by the current iterate ρnj .
Note that the index j represents the voxel elements. Earlier
studies [2] suggested that the patient table in the used head
scan data corrupts the PSR results while comparable iterative
ML [8] reconstructions of the same data sets are not affected
in such a manner. Figure 1 is depicting the reconstruction of
the outer volume explicitly. The reason for such a weakness of
the PSR lies in the specific choice of the weighting matrix D.
The iterative ML reconstruction is not compensating for beam
hardening by its definition but uses state-of-the-art bi-material

beam hardening corrected projections [9]. Both projection data
sets, the uncorrected1 projections and the bi-material corrected
projections, are used with the ML method in order to have a
good comparison to the different PSR adaptations presented
in this paper.
III. M ATERIALS
We compare the PSR with an iterative ML reconstruction that is neglecting the polyenergetic nature of the X-ray
propagation and measurements which lead to beam hardening
artifacts. If we feed beam hardening corrected projections [9]
into this ML routine, we obtain the bi-material corrected ML.
Initializing the PSR [4] with zeros and iterate eq. (1) 40
times with R = 1 results in the ”native PSR”. In fig. 2 the
table truncation artifact can be observed as the native PSR is
suffering from the characteristic artifacts described in [2].
To reduce this artifact within the frame work of the PSR,
we account for the truncation directly in the projection space.
The outer volume (OV) contains the table as we basically
doubled the physical size of the reconstruction volume and
perform the native PSR algorithm. Fig. 1 visualizes that idea.
This information gain can then be utilized to reduce the
1 This

means that those projections are not even water corrected.
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inconsistencies between the forward projection of the current
iterate and the measured projections.
In the first step, our proposed method under samples the
OV by 8 iterations of the PSR (initialized with zeros) that
is using larger but less voxels. Also we use only a fraction
of the provided projection data. Here we used 128 × 128 ×
178 voxels with a spacial resolution of 4.0 × 4.0 × 1.0 mm3
instead of 464 × 464 × 178 voxels with a spacial resolution of
0.5 × 0.5 × 1.0 mm3 and 248 views of 1240 × 960 detector
pixels instead of 496 views while keeping the detector size2 .
To make sure the under sampled reconstruction of the OV does
not suffer from streak artifacts due to lower angular sampling,
we increase the regularization parameter by a factor of 100.
In the second step, we start the PSR routine as intended
but give the forward projector (a polychromatic ray caster)
the under sampled but larger volume in addition to the current
iterate ρnj . This means in particular that the OV is constant
and cannot be updated by the iteration represented by equation
(1). Since we did not change the very nature of the original
algorithm we call this routine PSRov.
Note that, the down sampling of the OV leads to a smoother
approximation and reduces reconstruction time for the OV and
the PSRov as well. The forward projection of the additional
OV in the PSRov update step increases the forward projection
time just moderately due to the interpolation feature of the
GPU and the down sampling3 itself. This method is an
extension of the work of Ziegler et al. [12].
Another important fact about our projection data is that we
were cutting out the outer 30 pixels4 by ignoring the data
points. This is an easy way to reduce artifacts that are caused
by the collimator.
Additionally, we performed the work around proposed in
[2] of regularization by ”early stopping”. We initialize the PSR
with the native ML and perform only one iteration of equation
(1) with R = 0.05 including all X-ray images once.
IV. R ESULTS
Figure 2 shows different reconstructions of three clinical
data sets including truncated projections of the patient table.
The uncorrected ML suffers from the beam hardening induced
cupping and the typical spill over effect which blurs the
edge of the dense bone of the skull into the brain area.
The bi-material corrected ML reduces that spill over and but
cannot fully suppress the cupping. The table truncation artifact
overshadows the image produced by the native PSR. In [2]
we found by simulations that the truncation of the patient
table is causing such an impairment. The two solutions to
that problem (PSRrsi and PSRov) overcome that erroneous
induction and yield similar beam hardening reduction as the
bi-material corrected ML.
2 those projections where not water corrected but only normalized and
pre-processed by a scatter correction routine provided by the C-arm device:
Artis Q biplane angiography system, Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Erlangen,
Germany.
3 The voxel edge length increases by a factor of 8.
4 We go down from 1240 × 960 detector pixels to 1180 × 900 detector
pixels and changing the projection matrices accordingly to this new geometry.
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V. C ONCLUSION
The idea of Elbakri and Fessler [4] to overcome the problem
of beam hardening by simply modelling the non-linearity of
the X-ray absorption process and its detection by integrating
detectors into the mathematical framework of iterative statistical reconstruction can be observed in figure 2. For the first
time, the PSRov is reducing beam hardening induced artifacts
on different clinical data sets that include truncation of the
patient table while beeing independend of the initialization.
The PSRov does not require any new CT hardware or certain
scanning trajectories (this applies to all iterative reconstruction
techniques). Thus, it can potentially enhance clinical diagnostics on ordinary CT and C-arm systems that are used in
hospitals all around the globe.
Since clinical CT scans include additional objects like a
patient table, those objects are designed to cause the least
additional extinction values to projections. Typical reconstruction techniques tend to increase voxel values around the
reconstruction object in order to minimize the inconsistency
between the forward projection while iterating. This behavior
can be observed in the first column of fig. 2. Whereas the
reconstructions have increased pixel values at the bottom of
the images or a thin ”ring” structure around the head. The
best visible example of such a thin ”ring” structure can be
observed in the native PSR. Since such artifacts are caused by
the truncation of the table in the projections and not by the
collimator, this observation is consistent with the fact, that the
thin ”ring” artifact around the head and the increased pixel
values at the bottom are vanishing in the PSRov which is
taking the truncation into its forward projection model.
We observed, that the reconstruction time is not increased
dramatically by the additional forward projecting in each
iteration step. A detailed performance evaluation of our C++
and openCL multi-GPU implementation5 needs to be done and
is considered to be future work.
In order to have an evaluation study about the diagnostic
value, additional data sets have to be reconstructed by different
state-of-the-art methods and compared by physicians, which is
considered to be future work as well.
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Fused analytical iterative reconstruction for
sparse view dual energy computed tomography
Mengfei Li, Hao Gao, and Yunsong Zhao*

Abstract—in this abstract, we study image reconstructions for
sparse view DECT (Dual Energy Computed Tomography).
Specifically, we extend our FAIR (Fused Analytical Iterative
Reconstruction) imaging framework, which was originally
proposed for traditional CT, to DECT. The extension is achieved
by replacing the FBP operator used in the original FAIR
framework with DE-FBP (Dual Energy-FBP) operator, which
was proposed by us for DECT image reconstruction. In addition,
regularizers are applied on both the basis material images.
Numerical experiments verify the effectiveness of the proposed
framework. It is shown that, the proposed framework can obtain
satisfactory results from 60 equally sampled projections.
Index Terms—dual energy CT, fused analytical iterative
reconstruction method, iterative reconstruction method, material
decomposition.

I. INTRODUCTION
Since the invention of x-ray CT (Computed Tomography),
it has been extensively used in both medical area and
industrial area. But it is well known that the ionizing x-ray
radiation could increase cancer risks. Therefore, reduction of
the radiation dose is gaining more and more attention in the
medical area. There are two main ways to reduce radiation
dose. One is reducing the x-ray flux for each projection while
maintaining the number of views and the other is reducing the
view number while keeping the SNR (Signal to noise ratio) of
each projection. In this abstract, we focus on the latter way
which also has potential applications in a stationary CT
architecture. In addition, the spectral information of the x-ray
is also considered, i.e., in this abstract, we study image
reconstruction from sparsely sampled projections of a DECT
(Dual Energy CT).
In DECT, the object is scanned with two different x-ray
spectra. So compared with conventional CT, more information
of the scanned object is obtained, which can be used to
This work was supported in part by the Beijing Education Committee, and
the National Natural Science Foundation of China (grant numbers 61771324,
61901127, 61827809, and 61871275). (Corresponding author: Yunsong
Zhao.)
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reconstruct material-selective images or energy-selective
images [1,2] and can further be used to material identification.
Generally, image reconstruction from sparsely sampled
projections is changing because of the lack of sufficient data,
which also makes the problem ill-posed. To overcome this
problem, a common approach is to add prior information of
the scanned object into the imaging model. After years of
study, researchers have proposed several prior models, among
which, we think, the sparsity of the image in image domain or
some transformation domain should be the most popular and
successful one. According to this assumption, different
specific models are proposed, including TV (Total Variation)
model [3], tight-frame model [4], dictionary learning model
[5], to name a few. In this abstract, we take TV model as an
example to illustrate our imaging framework.
The imaging framework proposed in this abstract is an
extension of our FAIR (Fused Analytical Iterative
Reconstruction) imaging framework [6], which was originally
propose for traditional CT. The FAIR framework is an
iterative framework for solving an optimization problem
which includes two terms in its objection function, a data
fidelity term and a regularization term. The FAIR solves the
problem by making use of the data fidelity term and the
regularization term in an alternating manner to update the
estimated images. In the FAIR, the estimated image is updated
according to the data fidelity term by adding the residual
image reconstructed from the residual projections with the
FBP operator. To extend FAIR to DECT, we replace the FBP
operator with our DE-FBP (Dual Energy-FBP) operator [7],
which updates the basis material images according to the two
sets of polychromatic projections. In addition, regularizers are
applied on both the basis material images. Due to the lack of
convex property of the objective function for DECT imaging,
we cannot prove the convergence of the proposed framework
theoretically. But numerical experiments have verified its
effectiveness. It is shown that, the proposed framework can
obtain satisfactory images from equally sampled 60
projections.
II.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. CT imaging model
Generally, image reconstruction problem can be modeled as
an operator equation:
(1)
𝐴𝑥 = 𝑦
For traditional CT, 𝐴 is the Radon transform, 𝑦 is the
projections or line integrals of the image 𝑥. While for DECT,
𝐴 is the polychromatic projection operator corresponding to
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two different x-ray spectra and 𝑦 is the obtained
polychromatic projections, 𝑥 = (𝑓; 𝑔), where 𝑓 and 𝑔 are
two basis material images to be reconstructed. Specifically,
along a given x-ray path 𝐿, the polychromatic projection for
the normalized x-ray spectrum 𝑆(𝐸) is
𝑝(𝐿) = − ln ∫ 𝑆(𝐸)𝑒 −𝜙(𝐸)𝐹−𝜃(𝐸)𝐺 𝑑𝐸
𝐸

where
𝐹 = ∫𝑓𝑑𝑙 , 𝐺 = ∫𝑔𝑑𝑙
𝐿

𝐿

are the line integrals of the basis material images 𝑓 and 𝑔
along the x-ray path 𝐿 ; 𝜙(𝐸) and 𝜃(𝐸) are the mass
attenuation coefficient of the two basis materials.
When we have sufficient projections, we can solve Eq. (1)
directly with classic reconstruction methods to get satisfactory
reconstruction results 𝑥, such as FBP or ART for traditional
CT, or their variants for DECT, such as DE-FBP [7] and
EART (Extended ART) [8]. But when the projections are not
sufficient, e.g., in sparse view imaging, we usually convert the
image reconstruction problem into an optimization problem
and add some extra regularizer to the objective function. The
general form of the problem is then as follows,
1
𝑥 ∗ = arg min ‖𝐴𝑥 − 𝑦‖22 + 𝜆𝑅(𝑥)
𝑥 2
where ‖𝐴𝑥 − 𝑦‖22 is the data fidelity term and 𝑅(𝑥) is the
regularizer, 𝜆 is a regularization parameter or the model
parameter to balance data fidelity and image regularization.
There are several regularizers that are proposed in literatures
such as TV regularizer, image gradient L0 norm regularizer,
wavelet domain regularizer, to name a few. In the following of
this abstract, we will take the anisotropic TV regularizer as an
example for the discussion and the experimentation, there
should be no difficult to replace it with other regularizer. At
this time, we have
𝑅(𝑥) = ‖∇𝑥‖1 = ∑|𝑥𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 | + |𝑥𝑖,𝑗+1 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 |
𝑖𝑗

for traditional CT and
𝑅(𝑥) = ‖∇𝑥‖1 = ∑|𝑓𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑗 | + |𝑓𝑖,𝑗+1 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑗 |
𝑖𝑗

+ |𝑔𝑖+1,𝑗 − 𝑔𝑖,𝑗 | + |𝑔𝑖,𝑗+1 − 𝑔𝑖,𝑗 |
for DECT.

1

𝑥 𝑛+2 = 𝑥 𝑛 − 𝑠 𝑛 𝐴⊤ (𝐴𝑥 𝑛 − 𝑦)
1 2
1
𝑥 𝑛+1 = arg min ‖𝑥 − 𝑥 𝑛+2 ‖ + 𝑠 𝑛 𝜆‖∇𝑥‖1
𝑥 2
2
The first step of the above scheme is gradient descend for data
fidelity term, where 𝐴⊤ is the transpose of 𝐴. The second
step of the scheme is to smooth the estimated image 𝑥 𝑛+1/2
obtained from the first step with the regularization term. The
1
2

1

𝑥 𝑛+2 = 𝑥 𝑛 − 𝑠 𝑛 𝐹(𝐴𝑥 𝑛 − 𝑦)
(2)
1 2
1
𝑥 𝑛+1 = arg min ‖𝑥 − 𝑥 𝑛+2 ‖ + 𝑠 𝑛 𝜆‖∇𝑥‖1
𝑥 2
2
In this case, the formula can be interpreted as we add the
residual image reconstructed from residual projections 𝐴𝑥 𝑛 −
𝑦 onto current estimation to obtain a new estimation. In Ref.
[6], we have also shown that the scheme still converges when
we replace 𝐴⊤ with 𝐹.
C. Fused analytical and iterative reconstruction for DECT
The extension of FAIR method to DECT is based on our
previous work [7], which is proposed for DECT imaging. In
this abstract, we call it DE-FBP, for the emphasize that it is
used for DECT imaging. The iteration scheme of DE-FBP is
𝑓 𝑛+1 = 𝑓 𝑛 + ∆𝑓𝑞𝑛 + ∆𝑓𝑞𝑛
𝑔𝑛+1 = 𝑔𝑛 + ∆𝑔𝑞𝑛 + ∆𝑔𝑞𝑛
𝑛
𝑛
where ∆𝑓𝑞 , ∆𝑓𝑞 , ∆𝑔𝑞𝑛 , ∆𝑔𝑞𝑛 are residual images reconstructed
from weighted residual projections, the subscript 𝑝, 𝑞
indicates two different x-ray spectra. It is shown that the
DE-FBP method is very efficient, 2 or 3 iterations are enough
to get satisfactory reconstructions. For detail information,
including how to weight the residual projections, please refer
to [7].
Considering that the first step of AIR is just to update
estimated images with projections and that the DE-FBP
method for DECT is an efficient method for images update
from dual energy projections, we replace the 𝐹 in Eq. (2)
with the DE-FBP operator obtains the DE-FAIR iteration
scheme for DECT
1

𝑓 𝑛+2 = 𝑓 𝑛 + ∆𝑓𝑞𝑛 + ∆𝑓𝑞𝑛
1

B. Fused analytical and iterative reconstruction
Fused analytical and iterative reconstruction is a derived
from the so-called proximal gradient method. For problem (1),
the corresponding iteration scheme is as follows:

term

which makes the objective function to have a better property,
1
such as convexity. When ‖𝐴𝑥 − 𝑦‖22 is convex, it can be
2
shown that the proximal gradient method is converge under
some assumptions on the relaxation parameter 𝑠 𝑛 .
We know that, for CT imaging, the convergence speed of
this scheme is slow due to the inefficiency of the gradient
descent method in solving the data fidelity term. So, to
improve the convergence speed, we replace 𝐴⊤ with the
filtered back-projection operator 𝐹 and obtains the FAIR
iteration scheme:

1

2

‖𝑥 − 𝑥 𝑛+2 ‖ can also be regarded as a regularizer

𝑔𝑛+2 = 𝑔𝑛 + ∆𝑔𝑞𝑛 + ∆𝑔𝑞𝑛
1 2
1
𝑓 𝑛+1 = arg min ‖𝑓 − 𝑓 𝑛+2 ‖ + 𝑠 𝑛 𝜆‖∇𝑓‖1
𝑓 2
2
1 2
1
𝑛+
𝑛+1
𝑔
= arg min ‖𝑔 − 𝑔 2 ‖ + 𝑠 𝑛 𝜆‖∇𝑔‖1
𝑔 2
2
III.

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we demonstrative some preliminary
experimental results of the proposed DE-FAIR for DECT. For
simplicity, all the experiments are restricted to fan beam CT.
There should be no difficulty to extend the proposed method
to cone beam CT.

2
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A. Experiment Setups
A slice of the 3D FORBILD thorax phantom is used in the
simulation. Fig. 1 shows the image of the phantom with
resolution 512×512. For detailed information about the
phantom please refer to http://www.imp.uni-erlangen.de/phantoms/index.htm. The x-ray spectra used in the experiments are
simulated with the free software SpectrumGUI (see
https://sourceforge.net/projects/spectrumgui/). The voltages
are 80 kV and 140 kV, respectively. Fig. 2 shows the
normalized x-ray spectra. In the simulation, the phantom is
treated as a composition of water material and bone material
with different densities. Water and bone are also used as the
basis materials in image reconstruction. The mass attenuation
coefficients of the basis materials, i.e., water and bone, are
obtained from NIST (see: https://physics.nist.gov/PhysRefDat
a/XrayMassCoef/tab4.html).

To test the noise performance of the proposed method,
noisy projections are also simulated by adding Poisson noises
to the data. The x-ray intensity for each path is 106 .

Fig. 2. The x-ray spectra used in the numerical simulation.

DE-FAIR

DE-FBP

B. Results
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the images reconstructed with the
DE-FBP method and the proposed method (DE-FAIR) from
noise-free data and noisy data. In each figure, the first row is
the images obtained by DE-FBP, while the second row is the
images obtained by the proposed method. The first and the
second column are the images of water material and bone
material, while the third column is the 70 keV monochromatic
images (𝜇-image).
The number of iterations for all the experiments are 30. It
should be noted that in the implementation of DE-FBP, a
median filtering with a 3×3 kernel size is performed on the
basis material images in each iteration. In DE-FAIR, the
anisotropic TV model [9] is used in the image smoothing step
Fig. 1. The slice of the thorax phantom used in the numerical
of the proposed method and the regularizer parameter in the
simulation
iterations has been tuned to try to minimize the noise and
The parameters of the scanning configuration are set as artifacts in the basis material images.
We can see from Fig.3 and Fig.4 that, with the median filter,
follows: the focus-to-object distance (FOD) is 1000 mm; the
focus-to-detector distance (FDD) is 1300 mm; the line the DE-FBP method has some effects on noise suppression.
detector includes 512 units with 0.3 mm detector cell size. The But the sparse view artifacts are obvious on the water material
projections corresponding to the two x-ray spectra are images and the monochromatic images. While in the images
geometrically consistent. For each x-ray spectrum, 60 reconstructed with the proposed DE-FAIR method, both
noises and sparse view artifacts are removed effectively.
projections are simulated over 2π.
Water
Bone
70 keV 𝜇-image
(C/W=1.0/0.4 g/ml)
(C/W=1.0/1.6 g/ml)
(C/W=0/1000 HU)

Fig. 3. The images reconstructed with the DE-FBP method and the proposed method from noise-free data.
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Bone
(C/W=1.0/1.6 g/ml)

70 keV 𝝁-image
(C/W=0/1000 HU)

DE-FAIR

DE-FBP

Water
(C/W=1.0/0.4 g/ml)

Fig. 4. The images reconstructed with the DE-FBP method and the proposed method from noisy data with intensity 106 .

[7]
IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this abstract, we propose an image reconstruction
framework for sparse view DECT, which incorporate the
DE-FBP operator and the FAIR imaging framework.
Preliminary experiments verify its effectiveness. Satisfactory
reconstruction results are obtained with the proposed method
from equally sampled 60 projections.
In the experiments, we have used the anisotropic TV norm
of the images as the regularizer for its simplicity. More
sophisticated regularizers will be tested to further improve the
image qualities in the future.

[8]

[9]

M. Li, Y. Zhao, and P. Zhang, “Accurate Iterative FBP
Reconstruction Method for Material Decomposition of
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Dental panoramic image reconstruction from cone-beam
CT projection data
Taejin Kwon, Da-in Choi, Jaehong Hwang, Jaesung Lee, Jihwan Lim, Inje Lee, and Seungryong Cho

Abstract— Panoramic dental x-ray imaging is widely performed
by dentists in everyday practice, and is useful for diagnosis and
planning of various dental treatments. Dental cone-beam CT,
which provides rich image information of 3D dental anatomy and
thus is considered appropriate for more demanding cases, is also a
popular and important imaging modality in the platform of digital
dentistry. It is often the case that dentists need a panoramic 2D
image in addition to a 3D CT image. In an attempt to remove such
an additional 2D panoramic scan, extracting a 2D panoramic
image of the 3D volume image has been investigated. In this work,
we propose a new imaging approach that reconstruct 2D
panoramic image out of CT projection data instead of the CT
volume image. The proposed method retains the shift-and-add
reconstruction scheme of a typical panoramic dental imaging, and
it has successfully produced a 2D panoramic image with a quite
comparable image quality to the real panoramic radiography.
Index Terms— Dental panoramic radiography, Cone-beam
computed tomography, image reconstruction

I. INTRODUCTION

D

IGITAL dentistry is referred to as a new paradigm of
dental procedures that make use of advanced digital
technologies including 2D/3D x-ray imaging, optical
imaging, 3D printing, and so on[1]-[6]. Particularly, x-ray 2D
panoramic dental radiography and 3D cone-beam CT are
becoming dominant modalities of dental diagnosis and
treatments. 2D panoramic radiography is indeed widely used in
everyday practices for various dental disease diagnosis and
associated treatments [7][8]. Dental cone-beam CT provides
rich image information of 3D dental anatomy and thus is
considered appropriate for more demanding cases [1].
Panoramic radiography system is composed of an x-ray source
and a vertical line detector array mounted on a gantry. The arm
connecting the source and the detector has usually a movable
pivoting point around which the arm is rotating [4][9]. By
design, such an imaging system acquires a number of
This work was supported in part by Korean National Research Foundation
[NRF-2016M3A9E9941837,
NRF-2018M3A9E9024949,
and
NRF2019M2A2A4A05031487] and the institute of Civil Military Technology
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Ministry of Trade, Industry and Energy of Korean government under grant
[UM19207RD2].
Taejin Kwon is with the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology, Daejeon, 34141 Rep. of KOREA (telephone: +82)042-350-3868,
e-mail: ktj6584@kaist.ac.kr).
Da-in Choi is with the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology,
Daejeon, 34141 Rep. of KOREA (telephone: +82)042-350-3868, e-mail:
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projections along the scanning path. Stitching the projections
would form a 2D radiographic image that covers entire dental
anatomy including maxilla, mandible, and temporomandibular
jaw (TMJ). By purposely exposing x-ray in a way that the
neighboring projections would have substantial overlap, one
can get depth-resolved slice images through a tomosynthetic
image reconstruction process [4][9]-[12]. Out of such a set of
depth-resolved slices, a sharpness detection algorithm can be
utilized to pick up the sharpest slice image. This technique is
often called auto-focusing [12]. As panoramic radiography is
widely performed and is considered a primary imaging
modality, dentists are familiar with the panoramic radiographs
and their image interpretation is rather straightforward and
reliable.
3D dental cone-beam CT imaging is increasingly used today
for various treatments particularly including dental implant
surgery [2][13]. However, as 3D CT is considered a rather
recent addition to dentistry, it is often the case that dentists need
a panoramic radiograph in addition to a 3D CT image. Vendors
indeed provide a two-in-one commercial CT scanner that
combines CT imaging with panoramic imaging. The system
often comes in a versatile shape with two separate detectors
mounted together: one for CT imaging and the other for
panoramic radiography. This is not cost-effective and also not
desirable from the patient dose perspective. Therefore,
synthesizing dental panoramic radiographs out of the
volumetric CT image has been investigated. Although this
approach fully enjoys the 3D nature of CT image, e.g., arbitrary
slice-cut can be drawn for demonstrating tomographic
information in need, its image appearance may be somewhat
different from conventional panoramic radiograph [7][8].
In this work, we propose a new reconstruction method of
dental panoramic radiograph that directly uses the CT
projection data. The key idea lies in that a virtual panoramic
scanning path is introduced and that virtual panoramic
projection data are synthesized in accordance. Once the virtual
data are prepared, the remaining image reconstruction part is
Jaehong Hwang is with the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and
Technology, Daejeon, 34141 Rep. of KOREA (telephone: +82)042-350-3868,
e-mail: okpc426@kaist.ac.kr).
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pretty much the same with existing panoramic image
reconstruction. To enable auto-focusing, we have prepared a
number of deformed projections per a given projection. Here,
deformation refers to either compression or expansion along the
detector width direction. The shift-and-add method has then
been used for image reconstruction resulting in a number of
depth-resolved panoramic slices. Finally, auto-focusing has
been applied to come up with the sharpest image. The proposed
method produced quite comparable images to the real
panoramic radiographs.
II. METHOD
The key idea for this research is to synthesize virtual
panoramic projection data along a virtual panoramic scan path.
After acquiring the virtual panoramic projection data, the rest
of the image reconstruction is performed in much the same way
as the existing panoramic image reconstruction. The overall
process is shown in the schematic below.
Get vertual panoramic projection data

Beam intensity correction

2

of the existing system. The conventional panoramic scan
system is a system in which the axis of rotation moves only in
one axis (back head - face).
TABLE I
SCAN SYSTEM PARAMETERS
S. N.

Parameter

CT scan

Panoramic scan

1

Distance of source to detector

609.07 mm

609.07 mm

2

Distance of source to isocenter

401.85 mm

401.85 mm

3

Detector array size (pixels ×
pixels)

654 × 664

84 × 1328

4

Image array size (pixels × pixels)

512 × 512

2430 × 1328

5

Rotation center

Movable

Fixed

6

Scan angle(degree)

360

230

7.

Number of views per rotation

600

2553

B. Virtual panoramic projection data synthesis
Since the CT scan system scans 360-degree projection data of
an object using a wider detector than the panoramic scan system,
the CT scan data includes the data of the panoramic scan system.
Therefore, it is possible to synthesize panoramic projection data
of desired trajectory from CT scan data through appropriate
calculation.
In this study, the parallel beam rotation angle and detector
position of virtual panoramic scan trajectory was calculated,
and the virtual panoramic projection data was obtained by
extracting the parallel beam part from the CT data [14].

Panoramic image reconstruction

Post-processing
Fig. 1. Pipeline of proposed panoramic image reconstruction using virtual
panoramic projection data acquired from CT scan data.

First, virtual panoramic projection data is synthesized from
the CT data along the virtual panoramic scan trajectory, and
then beam intensity is corrected through weighting. Then, as in
the existing panorama image reconstruction method, a shiftand-add method is applied to obtain panorama images of
several slices. Finally, auto-focusing has been applied to come
up with the sharpest image, and the final image is obtained
through additional post-processing such as filtering.
A. CT scan system and Panoramic scan system
The data set used in the study was obtained using the dental
CBCT imaging system rainbow CT (Dentium Co., Ltd.). Since
both panoramic scan data and CT scan data can be obtained
from the dental CBCT system, a panoramic radiograph obtained
from the system was used as a comparison group. The virtual
panoramic scan trajectory was also referred to as the trajectory

Fig. 2. The beam geometry after parallel rebinning along a virtual panoramic
scan trajectory.
𝑠

θ = β + 𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑐𝑎𝑛 ( ) : parallel beam source angle
t=

sD

(1)

𝐷

(2)

√𝑠 2 +𝐷 2

t 2 = 𝑡 + 𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜃) =
s2 =

𝑡2 𝐷
√𝐷 2 −𝑡 2

𝑠2 𝐷
√𝑠22 +𝐷 2
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: fan beam imaginary detector position in CT
𝑠2
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θ = β2 + arctan ( )

(5)

β2 = 𝜃 − arctan ( 𝐷 ): fan beam source angle in CT

(6)

𝐷
𝑠2
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Using Fig. 2 and equations (1) ~ (6), virtual panoramic
projection data can be obtained along a given virtual panoramic
scan trajectory from CT data. First, the detector position (2) and
rotation angle (1) of the parallel beam corresponding to the
panoramic projection data are calculated according to the
virtual panoramic scan system. Next, since the axis of rotation
moves in the real panoramic scan, the parallel beam detector
position is calculated in consideration of the movement of the
axis of rotation (3). Finally, the position of the beam
corresponding to the parallel beam is calculated from the CT
data (4), (6). This calculation is repeated for each panoramic
scan trajectory to extract 84x1328x2553 virtual panoramic
projection data set from a 654x664x600 CT data set.
C. Beam intensity correction
Panoramic radiography has the advantage of showing a
variety of information for dental diagnosis such as tooth
structure, tooth roots, gums and nerves at once. Most of the
information needed for this diagnosis is in the front of the head,
including the jaw. In a panoramic scan, the x-ray passes through
the back of the head and neck bones in addition to the front of
the head, and the panoramic scan data includes all material
information that the x-ray has passed. The shift-and-add method
is used to obtain an image focused on a specific area, but
material information outside the specific area is also added
unfocused. Therefore, it can be seen that the image value of the
reconstructed image part using the projection in the direction of
passing more material on the path of the beam is significantly
higher than that of other projection parts. To eliminate these
artifacts, a real panoramic scan compensates for the number of
photons attenuated by materials other than the region of interest
by irradiating beams of different intensity depending on the
projection. Thus, even if panoramic projection data is obtained
along the same panoramic scan trajectory, the intensity values
differ from the actual panoramic scan data and the data
synthesized from the CT scan data. In this study, the beam
intensity was corrected similarly to the actual panoramic system
by varying the weighting for each synthesized projection.
D. Panoramic image reconstruction scheme

Fig. 3. Schematic of panoramic image reconstruction using panoramic scan
data applying shift-and-add method.
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Panorama image reconstruction using panorama scan data is
performed according to the above figure.
First, create a panoramic radiograph of several slices from
the panoramic scan data using the shift-and-add methods
[11][12]. In the shift-and-add method, the position of the
focused image layer changes with the amount of shift.
Therefore, if we apply shift-and-add method with different shift
amounts, we can get panoramic radiography of several slices
with a different focus. After that, a well-focused panoramic
radiograph is extracted using slice images with different focus
depending on the part through the autofocusing method [12].
Each slice image is divided into small patches to find a slice
with the best focus by comparing the sharpness of each part,
and creates a well-focused panoramic radiograph by calling and
combining a patch image from the panoramic slice images.
III. RESULTS
(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a): Panoramic image reconstructed using actual panoramic projection
data, (b): Panoramic image reconstructed using virtual panoramic projection
data synthesized from CBCT projection data.

Figure 4 shows a panoramic image reconstructed using
panoramic scan data and CT scan data. Image (a) is a panoramic
image obtained by applying the shift-and-add method and
autofocusing to the panoramic projection data acquired by the
existing panoramic scan system. The image of (b) is an image
obtained by scanning the same phantom as used in (a) by CT
scan system, synthesizing panoramic projection data from CT
scan data, and obtaining a panoramic image by the same method
as (a). Although the vertical magnifications of the (a) and (b)
images are slightly different, it can be seen that the panoramic
image of very similar quality to the actual panorama scan can
be obtained using CT scan data. Since the conventional method
of synthesizing a panoramic image from head CT data mainly
uses a reconstructed CT image, a much lower resolution
panoramic image is obtained according to the resolution of the
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CT image, and many studies have been conducted to overcome
this[15][16]. However, the method proposed in this study was
able to reduce the resolution reduction by reconstructing the
panoramic image using the projection data directly.

IV. CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION
As a result, as shown in Fig. 4, an image similar to the
existing panoramic radiograph can be generated from the dental
CBCT image using the proposed method. Unlike the actual
panoramic scanning system, the axis of rotation is fixed in the
CT scanning system. Therefore, it can be seen that there is a
slight magnification difference due to the positional difference
of the rotation axis. However, if necessary, we can also
compensate for this by calculating the magnification based on
the position of the axis of rotation. The proposed method is to
synthesize a set of panoramic projection data from CT data
along the panoramic scan trajectory. Therefore, as shown in Fig.
5, various panorama images can be created according to how to
set the panorama scan trajectory.
(a)

(b)

In addition, panoramic scan datasets of various trajectories
within the CT scan area can be synthesized without hardware
limitations. Conventional panoramic scanning systems have a
limited trajectory that can be set according to the hardware, and
only one data set can be obtained at a time. Due to the nature of
the panoramic radiograph using the shift-and-add method, an
out-of-focus image is obtained when a tooth leaves the wellfocused image layer. The proposed method, which can freely
set the panoramic scan trajectory from the dental CBCT scan
data, can freely change the shape and position of a well-focused
image layer, thus overcoming the limitations of the existing
panoramic scan system.
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An intelligent alternating edge-preserving diffusion
and smoothing neural network for limited-angle
computed tomography reconstruction
Genwei Ma, Yinghui Zhang, Tong Wang, Xing Zhao and Hongwei Li

Abstract—Limited-angle computed tomography is an challenging but important task in certain medical and industrial applications for non-destructive testing. To improve the reconstruction
quality, this paper proposes an intelligent alternating edgepreserving diffusion and smoothing neural network (IAEDSNN).
It provides intelligent directional regularization layers which
encodes the visible edges as priors. Experiments demonstrate
that IAEDSNN could produce promising results and outperforms
significantly both the conventional regularization-based iterative
methods and other popular deep learning architectures.
Index Terms—Limited-angle computed tomography, directional regularization, visible edges, convolutional neural network

I. I NTRODUCTION
It is computed tomography (CT) that allows us to reconstruct the inner structures of the scanned objects in a quantitative and nondestructive way. In certain applications like the
chest and breast imaging, long and thin plates imaging et.al.,
projections can only be gathered in a limited angular range,
which leads to the severe ill-posed limited-angle reconstruction
problem. If one applies the conventional reconstruction algorithms like filtered back projection (FBP) and simultaneous
algebraic reconstruction technique (SART), blurring and streak
artifacts would be introduced.
In the last two decades, various algorithms, trying to reconstruct better images from limited-angle data, have been
proposed. The basic idea of these algorithms is to incorporate various priors into an iterative reconstruction procedure.
Nevertheless, it has been reported that iterative reconstruction
algorithms based on regularizations, e.g. total variation (TV)
[1], could not work well on limited-angle data. To better
preserve the edges and suppress the artifacts for limitedangle reconstruction, the L0 norm [2] of image gradient based
models and algorithms have been proposed, which recover
edge and structure information more effectively. Especially, the
alternating edge-preserving diffusion and smoothing (AEDS)
model and algorithm proposed in [3] produces state-of-thearts reconstructions, by fully utilizing the visible singularities
This work is supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation
of China under Grant 61971292, 61827809 and 61771324 .
Asterisk indicates corresponding author.
Genwei Ma, Yinghui Zhang, Tong Wang, Xing Zhao and Hongwei Li are
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as priors. One drawback of the AEDS algorithm, however, is
that its efficiency is based on the essential assumption that the
CT images can be approximated well by piecewise constant
functions. This assumption is not always valid in practice.
Another limitation of the AEDS algorithm is that it converges
quite slow. For general problems, it might need about 2000
iterations to reconstruct satisfying images.
In recent years, deep learning (DL) has attracted a lot of
attention because of its outstanding performance in image
precessing, natural language processing et. al. So, some researchers began to apply deep learning for image reconstructions. It is used as the post-processing technique at the beginning, and then combined with the reconstruction procedure
recently. The robustness of deep learning in practical applications is still a concern, considering that deep neural networks
might be vulnerable to small perturbations, such as adversarial
examples. By combining with the reconstruction procedure,
the robustness can be improved [4]–[6]. Compared with iterative reconstruction algorithm based on regularizations, the DLbased regularizers are more Intelligent, and the corresponding
algorithm could converge faster and achieve higher quality
reconstructions. For limited-angle reconstructions, various DL
models have also been proposed, which are usually constructed
by unrolling some iterative reconstruction scheme into deep
learning architectures [7], [8]. According to our knowledge,
these newly proposed models did not explicitly take the visible
edges as priors, i.e. the visible edge prior is not utilized to
optimize the network architecture.
In this paper, we aim to build a DL-based neural network
which takes fully consideration the visible edge prior. This
is achieved by unrolling the AEDS reconstruction algorithm
and then combining other ingredients into the network for
better efficiency. One distinctive aspect of the proposed model
is that only one-dimensional kernels are employed in the
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), instead of the usual
two-dimensional kernels widely adopted in the literature. The
main contributions of our work can be summarized as follows:
• The proposed intelligent regularization terms could be
adaptively learned from the training data, free of parameter tuning.
• The proposed network architecture explicitly incorporates
the visible edge information as priors, which is, according
to the best of our knowledge, brand new in the limitedangle reconstruction community.
• The proposed model builds into the attention mechanism,
which is used to preserve visible feature and edge in-
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parameters λ1 and λ2 are weighting parameters to adjust the
effect of CN Nh and CN Nv in (2). Fortunately, they can be
intelligently learned by CNN, free of fine-tuning.

𝑥

Fig. 1. A uniform-density disk under the scanning angular ranges from 120◦
data ([ π6 , 5π
]). The red region display the invisible edge and the rest part is
6
the visible edges.

formation better during the iterations, such that better
efficiency follows.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
section II, the proposed model, i.e. IAEDSNN, is described.
Section III is dedicated to the experiments. We conclude our
paper in Section IV.
II. M ETHOD
A. The IAEDSNN model and algorithm
Without loss of generality, let’s fix the scanning configuration for limited-angle fan-beam CT as illustrated in Fig.(1).
With the specified scanning configuration, the distribution
pattern of visible and invisible edges has motivated the alternating edge-preserving diffusion and smoothing (AEDS)
model for limited-angle reconstruction [3]. Let A and b denote
the projection matrix and the acquired data, respectively, then
the AEDS model reads


1
2
kAu − bkW + λ1 φ (u) + λ2 ψ (u) ,
(1)
min
u
2

1
u = arg min kAu − pk2W + λ1 CN Nh (u) + λ2 CN Nv (u),
u 2
(2)
where CN Nh and CN Nv denote the horizontal x-direction
transform and vertical y-direction transform operators implemented by directional CNN, respectively. CN Nh and CN Nv
play different roles in (2), having more flexible effect of
edge-preserving diffusion and smoothing, respectively, which
contributes to loose the piecewise-constant assumption. The

The IAEDSNN can be summarized as Algorithm 1 described as above. First, just one sweep of OS-SART was
used for reconstruction in the IAEDSNN workflow. Then, the
horizontal x-direction regularization obtains edge-preserving
diffusion. Next, vertical y-direction regularization achieves
edge-preserving smoothing.
B. Edge-preserving accelerating extension
Considering the high computation cost and slow convergence speed of the iterative algorithms, we incorporate the
attention mechanism and the pooling layer to accelerate the
procedure of edge-preserving diffusion from visible features.
The neural network architecture diagram is shown in Fig. 2.
𝑝
1

𝑢(0) = 0

𝑢(3)

1

𝑢(𝑘)

𝑢(1)

𝑢(𝑘+3)

1

𝑢(𝑛−1)

𝑢(𝑘+1)

𝑢(𝑛)

𝑢(𝑛−1+3)

horizontal 𝒙 −direction regularization

A
A

C
C

C

A
A

vertical 𝒚-direction regularization

where u is the linear attenuation coefficient to be reconstructed
and W is defined as a diagonal matrix [9]. In the AEDS
algorithm, k∇x uk0 or k∇x uk1 is chosen for φ(·), while
k∇y uk0 or k∇y uk1 is chosen for ψ(·), where ∇x u and
∇y u denote the gradient operator along the x−direction and
x−directionrow, respectively.
Even the AEDS model achieves very promising results
compared to existing algorithms, it still suffers from some
limitations: its effectiveness relies heavily on the piecewiseconstant assumption for the ideal u. Besides, the parameters
of the AEDS algorithm needs fine-tuning and convergence is
also slow.
To overcome the above limitations of AEDS, an intelligent
alternating edge-preserving diffusion and smoothing neural
network (IAEDSNN) is proposed. After the roles of φ (u)
and ψ (u) in AEDS model are taken over by directional
convolution neural network, the model of IAEDSNN comes
into being

Algorithm 1 IAEDSNN
Input: projection data p, initialization u(0) = 0, iteration number n
and relaxation parameter ω for OS-SART.
Output: u(n)
Main Iteration Loop
for k = 0; k < n; k + + do
# setp 1: reconstuction image by OS-SART
1
uk+ 3 = OS-SART (u(k) , p, ω)
# step 2: horizontal x-direction CNN regularization
2
1
uk+ 3 = CN Nh (uk+ 3 )
# step 3: vertical y-direction CNN regularization
2
uk+1 = CN Nv (uk+ 3 )
end for

C

Channel
combination

A

Attention
mechanism

C

Maxpooling
Residual block
& avgpooling
Residual block
& upsamping

Fig. 2. A schematic workflow of the proposed IAEDSNN, which accelerates
the procedure of learning invisible features using attention mechanism and
pooling layer.

C. OS-SART and its back-propagation
Given the ordered-subset {i1 , i2 , · · · , in }, corresponding
system matrix subset {Ai1 , Ai2 , · · · , Ain } and projection data
{pi1 , pi2 , · · · , pin }, the k-th iteration image, which is updated
after each subset is considered, can be obtained by
1

u(k+ 3n ) = u(k) + ωATi1 (pi1 − Ai1 u(k) )
2

1

1

u(k+ 3n ) = u(k+ 3n ) + ωATi2 (pi2 − Ai2 u(k+ 3n ) )
..
.
1

u(k+ 3 ) = u(k+

n−1
3n )

+ ωATin (pin − Ain u(k+

n−1
3n )

(3)
),
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where u represents the desired objective image and ω is
relaxation parameter for OS-SART.
To perform the back-propagation procedure for the proposed
framework, the gradients in each layer need to be calculated.
Most of the gradient computation is similar to other wellknown convolution neural network (CNN) models except
that some extra care is needed for the layer with OS-SART
operations. In addition, the calculations are purely algebraic.
1
1
Supposing the gradient of uk+ 3 is ∂uk+ 3 , then the associated
k+ 1
gradient ∂u∂uk 3 can be obtained through the chain rule. The
gradient of the OS-SART can be expressed as
1

∂uk+ 3
= (1 − ωATi1 Ai1 )(1 − ωATi2 Ai2 ) · · · (1 − ωATin Ain ).
∂uk
(4)
III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
IAEDSNN by comparing with classical and learning based
reconstruction methods. The geometrical scanning parameters
of the simulated CT system are listed in Table I.

B. Network training and parameters selection
To quickly training our proposed network, training processing should maximally reduce the forward and backpropagation procedure. Hence, we propose a segment-bysegment pre-training phase followed by end-to-end training
phase for fine-tuning.
1) Pre-training: For clinical data and PCB data, we set
the iteration times as 3 and 6, respectively. For the first
iteration, we set the reconstruction images from OS-SART
algorithm with zero-initial as the inputs and the reference
images are regraded as label images. Thanks to OS-SART,
learning parameters and the inputs gradient are not needed. For
later iterations, we set reconstructed results of the output from
previous layer by OS-SART as the inputs. The loss function
is solved by adopting the Adam technique with the learning
rate of 10−4 and the decay factor of 5 × 10−6 . 100 epochs are
used as an empirical stopping criterion and training samples
are randomly shuffled.
2) Fine-tuning: The second stage is an end-to-end training.
The loss function is solved by adopting the standard stochastic
gradient descent technique with the learning rate of 1 × 10−6 .
C. Experimental results

A. Experimental setup
We consider two different types of datasets to validate the
performances of our proposed reconstruction method,
•

•

Clinical dataset. The first dataset for the validation is downloaded form website (https://www.
cancerimagingarchive.net/), which contains 2732 thickness full dose CT images from 13 patients. For the dataset
used in our experiment, the number of training images is
2000 from 8 patients, and the number of testing images
is 732 from the other 2 patients. All of them are from the
abdomen, chest, and lung parts of body, with the size of
512 × 512.
Printed circuit board (PCB) dataset. The PCB data are
obtained by scanning 7 real flat objects. The complete
projection data are acquired by full angular scanning.
Then, the OS-SART algorithm is applied on these complete data to reconstruct the reference ones. The reconstructed images are also size of 512 × 512.

TABLE I
G EOMETRICAL PARAMETERS FOR CLINICAL DATA AND PCB DATA
EXPERIMENTS

Parameter
Number of detector units
Scanning angle (degree)
X-ray source to the rotation center (mm)
X-ray source to detectors (mm)
Scanning angular interval (degree)

Clinical data
600
[20◦ , 160◦ ]
570
1015
0.5

PCB data
1024
[30◦ , 150◦ ]
350
782
0.5

The proposed IAEDSNN is implemented with python using
pytorch frame and all the experiments are performed on a PC
(Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2643 v4 and 512GB RAM). The
training stage is executed by using a graphic processing unit
card GTX 1080ti with 11GB video memory.
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Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the images reconstructed from the
test data from different part of human body by using different
algorithms. The clinical data do not satisfy the assumption
of piecewise constant or piecewise smooth. So, the iterative
algorithms based on regularization obtain relatively worse
results. By checking the results carefully, one can see that the
results reconstructed by the IAEDSNN have more complete
structures and less artifacts. As shown in Fig. 3 and 4 (c) (e), some structures of the results constructed by OS-SART,
L0 and L1 regularization are neither clear nor complete. The
results of FBPConvNet is better than these three methods, but
have more artifacts and less details than the proposed one’s.
The PSNR and SSIM values of the reconstructed images for
the different methods is shown in Table II. As shown in Table
II, the proposed algorithm achieves a better approximation
to the reference image, possessing the highest values among
compared methods.
TABLE II
PSNR AND SSIM OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS FOR CLINICAL IMAGES
Algorithm
OS-SART
IR with L0 regularization item
IR with TV regularization item
FBPConvNet
IAEDSNN

Result 1
PSNR
SSIM
24.758
0.88395
26.324
0.92014
26.355
0.92075
42.665
0.99346
45.701
0.99654

Result 2
PSNR
SSIM
24.139 0.89314
25.833 0.92328
25.748 0.9246
28.190 0.96574
29.015 0.96193

The difficulty for PCB imaging is to recover long invisible
edge. Fig.5 and Fig.6 show the results of different algorithms.
The AEDS algorithm performs better, when the long invisible
edge are near horizontal as shown in Fig.5 (e). However,
when the slope of horizontal edges becomes larger, it will
fail to reconstruct the tilted edges of images well, as shown in
Fig. 6 (e). The FBPConvNet shows poor robustness and can
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 3. Reconstructed results. (a) The reference image, (b) OS-SART, (c) L0
regularization, (d) L1 regularization, (e) FBPConvNet, (f) IAEDSNN. The
display window is [-160,240] HU.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Fig. 4. Reconstructed results. (a) The reference image, (b) OS-SART, (c) L0
regularization, (d) L1 regularization, (e) FBPConvNet, (f) IAEDSNN. The
display window is [-160,240] HU.

only recover disconnected boundaries, when data is slightly
inconsistent. All of the above cases make little difference to
the performance of the propose method, as shown in Fig. 5
(f) and Fig.6 (f).
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 5. Reconstructed results. (a) The reference image, (b) OS-SART, (c)
L0 regularization, (d) AEDS, (e) FBPConvNet, (f) IAEDSNN. The display
window is [0,0.7].

Fig. 6. Reconstructed results. (a) The reference image, (b) OS-SART, (c)
L0 regularization, (d) AEDS, (e) FBPConvNet, (f) IAEDSNN. The display
window is [0,0.7].

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
We have proposed an intelligent alternating edge-preserving
diffusion and smoothing network for limited-angle data reconstruction. According to the specified scanning configuration,
the edges are visible along the x-direction, while invisible
along the y-direction, which is the key for designing two
direction regularization terms. Experiments against existing
popular methods show that the proposed IAEDSNN algorithm
can, not only, break the restriction caused by the the piecewise
constant assumption, but also reconstruct images from limitedangle data much better than state-of-the-art methods.
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A New Imaging Modality Based on The Flat-Panel
Sources
Jiayu Duan, Yang Li, Jianmei Cai and Xuanqin Mou
Abstract—With the pursuit of searching for solutions to
conventional X-ray sources, the field emitters based sources
have been developed. It can equip more than thousands of Xray sources in one chip based on cold cathodes of nanomaterials,
differing from the conventional X-ray sources. With the merits
of high spatial resolution and fast response, it enables people to
design multiple novel imaging geometries based on irregular
situations such as imaging in narrow space and for bulk
workpieces. In this paper, we propose a dense flat-panel source
to design a portable imaging system. It can be used for narrow
space imaging and industrial imaging for bulky workpieces.
Theoretically, each X-ray source in the device should lighten
one by one to get a non-overlapped measurement. However, the
current radiation dose of the whole device is quite low due to
the high density of the flat-panel sources. The addressable
lighting of the flat-panel source may not be able to provide
enough number of photons for imaging. At the same time, if we
light all the sources to guarantee the X-ray energy for imaging,
the projection will be overlapped and hard to optimize. Hence,
we investigate the imaging probability of the overlapped
projection. We propose a novel imaging modality using the flatpanel sources and a coupled algorithm to estimate a feasible
radioscopy image of the object. With an adaptive estimation
process, the proposed method can recover the virtual parallel
projection from the overlapped cone-beam projection.
Quantitative and qualitative results show the efficiency of our
proposed method, which shows the potential of the new imaging
modality.
Keywords— flat-panel sources, image recovery method

I. INTRODUCTION
X-ray computed tomography has shown great power in
both clinical and industrial fields with the merit of nondestructive. Although this technology benefits our lives, the
traditional X-ray source still has some drawbacks, which
limit further development. In order to cover the object in the
imaging region of interest, it demands a long stand-off
distance to the object of interest. It leads to the bulk imaging
system. Hence, it degrades the employment in the narrow
space. Meanwhile, in the clinic, the pursuit of a low radiation
dose is a principle in medical treatment for the X-ray. The
high dose of X-ray may cause genetic changes. However, the
long stand-off distance results in unnecessary radiation in the
no-interest region. Moreover, due to the intrinsic
characteristic of the conventional X-ray source, it has long
response time and short lifetime and high power
consumption. Theses limit suitability for situations outside a
traditional hospital setting. [1]
Nowadays, with the urgent request for innovative
solutions to the conventional X-ray source problems, the
JY Duan,Y Li, JM Cai, and XQ Mou are with the Institute of Image
processing and Pattern recognition, Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xi an,
Shaanxi 710049, China. (e-mail: duanjiayu@stu.xjtu.edu.cn
yangl9394@163.com, , xqmou@mail.xjtu.edu.cn)
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field emitters based source has been developed[2-4] to
overcome these drawbacks. By replacing the thermionic
cathodes with cold cathodes of nanomaterials, the new
source can become more compact with high temporal and
spatial resolution. The cold cathode source has fast response,
low energy consumption, and addressable switching abilities,
which benefit the design of many different imaging
geometries. Up to now, many fields make an attempt using
the new X-ray source. For example, digital breast
tomosynthesis uses the carbon nanotube array sources (CNT)
instead of the traditional source to acquire information to
reconstruct, which avoids the long acquisition time and
motion blur[5, 6]. Gao et al. [7] presented a prototype
physiologically gated micro-computed tomography (microCT) scanner based on a carbon nanotube field emission
micro-focus x-ray source. The novel x-ray source allows xray pulses and imaging sequences to be readily synchronized
and gated to non-periodic physiological signals from small
animals. In this way, it can eliminate the motion artifacts
caused by the physiological movement of small animals.
Moreover, with the development of nanomaterial
technology, a more compact version of the field emission
source: the flat-panel source is proposed. Flat-panel X-ray
source can pack thousands of X-ray cells in one chip [2].
Same as CNT array, the flat-panel source is also addressable.
With these characteristics, it can significantly reduce the
distance of source-to-object. It offers a chance to cut down
the acquisition time and fewer mechanical constraints.
Edwin et al. proposed a new flat panel source based on CNT
that each X-ray cell is addressable and corresponds to a pixel
in an X-ray image[8]. The proposed flat-panel source
generates a parallel beam, which eliminates the distortion of
the magnification of the imaging object. While employing
the flat panel sources in practice is still on the way due to
technology limitations. The voltage of Edwin’s X-ray can
reach to 30 kVp without electrical breakdown. But it still
quite low for imaging. Currently, many companies have
launched their cone-beam flat-panel sources, such as
Adaptix, Stellarray, etc. Adaptix proposed an addressable
5X5 flat-panel source with a 1cm interval used in chest
tomography and tomosynthesis. Stellarray designed a flatpanel source without addressable lighting for medical
product sterilization, water and wastewater treatment, food
sterilization, and materials processing.
In this paper, we proposed a denser packed flat-panel
source with 48X48 cells in one chip. Each cell has a 1mm
interval. Compared to the long interval and small size of
sources, it can provide more angle information. Moreover,
the lighting filed is more uniform, which alleviates the
distortion. Currently, we are still on the way to solve the
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addressable lighting of the proposed flat-panel source.
Because all the cells are packed in one small chip, the power
of the device is quite low. Only lighten one cell at a time
cannot provide enough number of X-ray photons to satisfy
the imaging requirement. However, lighten all the cells up
causes the projection measurement overlapped, which
makes the problem hard to solve. In order to evaluate the
imaging ability of the proposed source, we design a coupled
algorithm that recovers a virtual parallel projection of the
imaged object from the overlapped cone-beam measurement,
which can be useful both in industrial and medical imaging.

 w g
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pq
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pq

pq
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g p ' is the weighted average of the projection value at
detector p. The virtual parallel value may come from the
rearranged ray of the same ray source to the adjacent detector
(due to interpolation), or from different ray sources to
different detectors.

virtual source 𝒊′

II. METHODS
Mathematically, the physical process of the flat panel
sources can be represented as:
Q

I p =  smn vmn I 0 e

− g pq

+ 

Fig. 1. The virtual parallel beam

()

q =1

where p is the detector index, q is the source index, I 0 is
the initial photon intensity of each ray. vmn and smn
represent beam shape and detector reception efficiency,
respectively. m, n is the coordinate on the detector plane,
which indicates the absolute length between the q − th
source center and p − th detector. g pq represents the
attenuation coefficient integral of the path through the
q − th source unit to the p − th detector.  denotes as the
noise and scatter component during the measurement.
Assume that there exist virtual ray sources of an array,
each is parallel to the real detection plane. And the number
of virtual ray sources is the same as the number of detectors.
Hence, we can obtain the analogous radioscopy
measurement without aliasing, by rebinning the overlapped
cone-beam measurement to a parallel beam measurement.
Moreover, the projection data obtained by parallel beams
have the same amplification factor at different locations. It
is easy to reveal the inner structure of the object.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Imaging system. (a)The imaging system, the gray wedge-shaped
in front of the flat panel source indicates the collimator of the source. (b)
The air scan measurement

Hence, the transformation from cone-beam to the parallel
beam can be denoted as:
g p q = mp q
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where w pq is the rebin coefficient represented as:
wpq =

D
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|| p - q || is the distance between q source to p detector. The
detail is decipted in Fig.1.
Taking all sources into the calculation, the projection in
the p − th detector can be represented as:
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where mp*q* (.) is the transformation function for every
source and detector. In this problem, we can use the least
square method to optimize.
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Suppose that the ray from q source to p detector is
rebinned to the virtual ray source denoted as ii ' . The line
integral of ii ' can be narrated as:
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However, Eq.6 is hard to optimize, because the unknown
numbers in the optimization equation are much larger than
the known numbers and have exponential terms in the
equation. These make the optimization problem ill-posed
and non-convex. Hence, we divide this problem into two
situations. First, when the size of the measured object is
smaller than that of the lighting range of the sources,
m ( g ) is solved by using the estimation of the shape and
p1 q1

p'

size of the object and considering the boundary conditions
of the object. Second, when the size of the measured
object is bigger than that of the lighting range of the flat
panel sources, the weight is proportional to the length
between source and detector.
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(a)

Phantom1

(b) Phantom2

(c)real phantom

Fig. 3. Two phantoms used in Simulation. (a) Two materials are simulated. The lighter dots denote the PMMA material and the background is composed
of PE. (b) Three materials are generated, background denotes the PE, the gray dots represent PS in the phantom2, lighter dots are the PMMA materials. (c)
real phantom based on the phantom1.

Fig. 4. The result of phantom1. (a) The ground truth image, (b) The overlapped projection (c) is the recover result without height information (d) is the
recover result with height information. The display window set as [1 1.5].

Fig. 5. The result of phantom2. (a) The ground truth image, (b) The overlapped projection (c) The virtual parallel result. The display window set as [1 1.5].
The yellow line denotes the profile used in the quantitive comparison.

Fig. 6. (a)profile of the yellow line position. (b) the convergence curve

Fig. 7. The result of real data (a) The overlapped projection (b) The recover result with fixed weight. (c) The recovery result with adaptive weight. The
display window set as [1 2].

Whereas, in the simplification mentioned above, we
assume the object is uniform, which is not suitable in
practice. Therefore, we adaptively update the weight w in
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iterations to add additional structure information about
object materials. The update process can be formularized as:
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old
new
old
wnew
pq =wpq −  (wpq − wpq )

()

where  is the update interval. In this paper, we all set
 =0.3 . And Eq.6 can use the gradient descent method to
iteratively optimize.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
1) The imaging system setting
The imaging system based on the flat panel sources is
described in Fig.2. The flat panel sources contain 48  48
sources with a 1mm interval between every two sources.
Moreover, the collimators set in front of the flat panel
sources in order to satisfy the imaging requirements. The
emit angle of the sources is 22.6° due to the collimators. The
detail is showed in Fig.5. The distance between the flat panel
sources and detectors is 250mm. For simplicity, the object is
directly placed on the detector. The size of the detector is
1548 1548 with 0.1mm  0.1mm resolution. In practice,
the beam of the X-ray source is not even. Thus, before
carrying out the experiment based on the flat-panel source
array, we first estimated the beam shape of the flat-panel
sources. And then, the estimated beam shape was used in the
following rebinning algorithm. Here, we measured the air
scan under the listed scan protocol: 34Kev, 190 uA, 10s
exposure time, as depicted in Fig.2(b).
In the fitting process, we assume the beam shape of the
single source can be modeled with a fourth-order polynomial.
We used the least-squares method to obtain the coefficients
of the polynomial. We designed two kinds of phantoms in
the simulation experiments. One size is smaller than the
lighting range of the flat panel sources. The other is bigger
than the lighting range with different materials. We narrate
the details of these phantoms in Table I and Fig.3. In the real
data experiment, we used the sketch of phatom1 to create the
real phantom, showed in Fig.3 (c).
TABLE I.
Phantom
Phantom1
Phantom2

PHANTOM INFORMATION

size
40*40*50mm
100mm*100mm*50mm

projection as the comparison with adaptive weight. We can
see that the adaptive weight can avoid the artifacts pointed
by red and yellow arrows. It is easy to comprehend this
phenomenon. The fixed weight ignores the interior of the
phantom is not uniform. Hence, the artifact may appear when
using residual propagation. In simulation experiments, the
center of the object is aligned with the center of the ray
source. Thus, the drawbacks of the fixed weight are not
prominent. In the real system setting, these two centers are
no longer aligned which means the tails around the object are
not uniform. It explains the artifacts showed in Fig.7(b).
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
From the quantitative and qualitative results, our proposed
method can recover the virtual parallel projection from the
overlapped projection. And the profile and convergence
results indicate the efficiency and robustness of the proposed
method. The proposed method can maintain good contrast
compared with initially mixed projection. While in the real
data experiment, the result may not be very satisfactory. We
are going on improving the algorithm for better recovery
effects from the mixed projections, and investigating
correction methods for non-uniform among sources.
Meanwhile, with the improvement of the current device, the
resolution can be elevated when addressable lighting mode
can be generated. In the future, we will also promote the
image quality based on the addressable lighting mode and
try other imaging modalities such as tomosynthesis.
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edges than the initial projection with contrast remained.
These indicate the efficiency and robustness of the proposed
method. In real data experiment, we scan the phantom under
the listed scan protocol: 37Kev, 375 uA, 5s exposure time.
Moreover, we also used fixed weight to recover the initial
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The Effect of CT Dose Reduction on
Proton Therapy Dose Calculation
Masoud Elhamiasl, Sara Teruel Rivas, Koen Salvo, Edmond Sterpin, and Johan Nuyts

Abstract—In adaptive proton therapy, a CT scan is acquired in
each treatment session to enable detection of and correction for
changes in the anatomy which would otherwise cause significant
changes to the dose distribution. This CT is not used to delineate
lesions or tissues at risk, it is only used to compute proton
stopping powers for dose calculations. Because a treatment
typically involves 30 to 40 treatment sessions, the total dose
associated with these CT-scans is significant, in particular, if 4D
CT is used to account for breathing effects. We hypothesized that
the signal-to-noise ratio provided by conventional CT protocols is
higher than needed for this application. To verify this hypothesis
and enable a patient dependent reduction of the CT dose, a CT
dose reduction simulation tool is developed to simulate lower-dose
CT scans from an existing standard-dose scan. The simulated
lower-dose scans are then used for treatment planning and the
results are compared with that of the standard dose scan. The
preliminary results show that the dose reduction by a factor up to
10 does not have a significant effect on proton dose distribution.
Index Terms—CT, dose reduction, low-dose simulation, proton
therapy, treatment planing.

P

I. I NTRODUCTION

ROTON therapy is an advanced form of radiotherapy
which utilizes proton beams to destroy cancer cells. In
contrast to photons, protons can deliver their maximum dose
to the tumor cells which results in a significant dose reduction
to healthy tissue [1]. However, systematic and random errors
on the stopping powers can have a significant effect on the
estimated dose distribution [2]. For example, a small motion
of the tumor inside the patient’s body can have a significant
effect on the dose distribution, because the stopping power
of the tissues traversed by the protons can vary substantially,
and even relatively small changes of the trajectory of the
protons through the body can have an important effect on the
position of the Bragg peak. Consequently, it is important to do
adaptive planning to make sure that the treatment is based on
an accurate estimate of the tissue compositions and densities.
Proton therapy treatment planning is typically based on
stopping power estimation from CT images. To minimize
range uncertainties due to anatomical variations, daily CT
acquisition would be paramount. Unfortunately, the series of
M. Elhamiasl and J. Nuyts are with the Department of Imaging and Pathology, Nuclear Medicine & Molecular imaging, Medical Imaging Research
Center (MIRC), KU Leuven, Leuven 3000, Belgium.
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Belgium.
E. Sterpin is with the Department of Oncology, Laboratory of Experimental
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CT scans result in a substantial accumulated patient dose, especially for lung tumors where a 4D CT-scan is required. Lowdose CT is desirable, however, lowering the dose results in a
lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and therefore in a reduced
image quality. Because these CT scans are not used for tumors
delineation, we believe that their required signal-to-noise ratio
is lower than that needed for typical radiological images, and
therefore there is room for dose reduction. In this research, we
aim to determine the lowest exposure scan which still produces
sufficient information for proton therapy dose calculations.
As argued in [2], the estimated proton stopping powers are
a non-linear function of the reconstructed Hounsfield units.
Therefore, it is not only important the reconstructed images
have a low bias, but also their noise magnitude should be
sufficiently small to avoid noise-induced bias in the derived
stopping powers. Accordingly, a lower-dose CT simulation
tool has been developed and validated to simulate lower-dose
scans from an existing standard dose scan. The interested
reader is referred to [3] for further details on the proposed
model. The simulated lower-dose scan will then be used for
treatment planning and the results will be compared with that
of the standard-dose scan.
II. L OW- DOSE CT S IMULATION
A. Low-dose Simulation Algorithm
Reducing the X-ray tube load is the most effective way of
radiation reduction dose to the patients. Tube load reduction
can be modeled by estimating the (noise equivalent) number
of photons in the high exposure scan and then applying a
thinning technique to it (i.e. to randomly eliminate photons
using a well-chosen survival probability). Therefore, the logconverted CT raw data should first be converted into the form
of transmission data. Assuming a monochromatic beam, the
mean number of detected photons in the high dose scan can
be written as
(β)

I (β) = I0

exp(−ρ)

(1)

where the superscript (β) identifies the tube load level in mAs.
I0 and ρ represent incident X-ray intensity and log-converted
raw data, respectively. We assume that I0 depends linearly on
(β)
(1)
the tube load, i.e. I0 = βI0 . Accordingly, estimation of
the number of photons from the log-converted data requires
(1)
a noise-free estimate of I0 , the incident X-ray intensity for
a unit tube load. The variance of an air scan without any
(1)
attenuating object can be used to estimate I0 . Assuming the
CT transmission data as a combination of a Poisson and a
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normal distribution, the variance of the transmission data in
an air scan is given by
(α)

var[exp(−ρair )] = var[

(α)

Iair

]=
(α)

I0

(1)

αI0 + σe2
(1)

(αI0 )2

(2)

where α and σe2 represent the tube load and the variance of
(1)
electronic noise, respectively. I0 and σe2 can be estimated
by performing some air scans at different levels of tube load.
Therefore, the number of photons in the transmission scan
with tube load β mAs can be estimated using (1). Thinning
with survival probability α/β can then be applied to produce
a (more) noisy low-dose scan of α mAs. Thinning means the
random elimination of some of the detected photons where the
chance of not being eliminated is the same for each photon.
A binomial random generator was used to compute the effect
of the thinning. This approach accounts for the fact that the
higher exposure scan is already noisy. Electronic noise is
modeled as a shifted Poisson distribution and the thinning
is then applied to all photons. The thinning also reduces the
contribution of the electronic noise, which can be restored
by adding a noisy number of additional photons. After that,
the final Poisson distribution is shifted back. This yields the
following equation:

α
α
(α)
(1)
+P{(1− )σe2 }−σe2 (3)
Isim = B βI0 exp(−ρ)+σe2 ,
β
β
The first term reduces the number of photons observed in
the converted raw transmission data. The second term adds a
noisy number of photons to compensate for the thinning of the
electronic noise and the last term subtracts the mean number
of electronic noise photons, to ensure that the electronic noise
has zero mean.
The relation between beam intensity and the effective number of photons has been derived using blank scans. However,
in patient scans, the photon beams reaching the detector are
harder than in blank scans, because of the beam hardening
effect. A harder beam contains fewer photons for the same
intensity and is therefore subject to a higher amount of
quantum noise [4]. Knowing the attenuation value and also
the bowtie thickness in each beam path and assuming that all
patient attenuation is due to water [5], the (noise equivalent)
number of photons can be adjusted to account for the beam
hardening effect.
In the above, the noise contribution of any detector element
was assumed to be independent of that of the other detectors.
However, the noise of neighboring CT detector pixels is correlated due to crosstalk between detector pixels [4]. Since the
noise added by thinning is uncorrelated, it reduces the noise
correlations. It is important to restore this noise correlation in
the lower-dose simulated scan because the noise propagation
through the image reconstruction is not the same for correlated
and uncorrelated noise. To obtain the appropriate correlation
in the simulated scan, we convolve the thinning noise with a
smoothing mask w, which is designed to impose the desired
covariance without changing the variance. It can be proved
that w should satisfy [w ⊗ w]i−j = rij , where rij represents
the correlation matrix between neighboring pixels.

The CT scanners are usually equipped with a preprocessing
software to avoid negative values to be passed to the log
when the detected signal is too small [6]. In agreement with
this, we observed that the correlation between neighboring
pixels increases when the number of photons is below a
particular threshold. The number of photons for which the
filter must be activated can be determined by analyzing the
correlation between neighboring pixels. To obtain a similar
result as that produced by the unknown vendor software, we
introduced a simple intensity-dependent filter: the detected
signal is smoothed by a simple 3 × 3 top-hat filter and a
weighted sum of the original and smoothed views is computed.
The intensity-dependent weight is designed to prevent the
variance to increase beyond a predefined threshold. In [3] the
method is described in more detail.
B. Validation of the Low-dose Simulation
The lower-dose CT simulation model was validated by
performing phantom studies. In each experiment, a standarddose scan along with corresponding lower-dose scans were
performed. The standard-dose scan was used as an input to
simulate the lower-dose scans. The simulated scans were then
reconstructed and compared with corresponding real lowerdose acquired scans.
Two phantom studies were conducted to evaluate the accuracy of the lower-dose simulation tool. The tube voltage
was set at 120 kVp in all experiments. In the first experiment,
a realistic head phantom (Proton Therapy Dosimetry Head,
Model 731-HN) was scanned on Siemens SOMATOM Force
scanner with a routine clinical protocol [helical, tube current
modulation, Pitch: 0.55]. The high-dose scan of 192 effective
mAs was used as the input standard-dose scan to simulate the
lower-dose scans. The simulated scans were then reconstructed
using Siemens reconstruction software and compared with corresponding real lower-dose images. In the second experiment,
the low-dose CT simulation tool was validated on Siemens
SOMATOM DRIVE scanner. A water-filled PMMA cylinder
with a diameter of 21 cm was scanned using a sequential
CT head-neck protocol. The lower-dose scans were simulated
from a high-dose scan of 300 mAs and reconstructed using
in-house FDK reconstruction.
The standard deviations of the reconstructed image in
uniform ROIs and were used for the comparison. Table I
compares the noise level for the acquired and the simulated
images. The standard deviation of the reconstructed images in
uniform ROIs revealed a close agreement of the noise level in
the observed and simulated lower-dose scans where the relative
error was on the order of ∼1% for sequential and ∼3% for
helical scans. Fig. 1 shows the high-dose scan of 192 mAs and
its corresponding measured and simulated lower-dose scans. It
can be seen that the noise level in the reconstructed images
has been increased by reducing the tube load. In [3], [7], [8]
additional validation experiments are presented.
III. E FFECT OF CT D OSE R EDUCTION ON D OSE
C ALCULATIONS
The high-dose and simulated lower-dose scans of the realistic head phantom were used to investigate the effect of CT dose
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TABLE I
T HE DETAILED COMPARISON OF NOISE LEVELS OF THE ACQUIRED AND THE SIMULATED LOW- DOSE IMAGES AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF TUBE LOAD FOR
HEAD AND 21 CM WATER PHANTOMS . T HE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE NOISE IN UNIFORM ROI S WERE USED FOR COMPARISON .
head phantom
region 1
Tube load
real
sim
error
192
117
93
70
47
24
20

3.38
4.25
4.80
5.48
6.76
9.48
10.44

4.23
4.68
5.41
6.56
9.18
9.95

0.2%
2.5%
1.2%
2.9%
3.1%
4.6%

Tube load

real

300
250
200
150
100
50
20

25.46
28.17
31.03
36.07
44.12
62.83
85.16

21 cm water phantom
center
sim
error
real
27.82
30.96
35.79
44.12
63.66
83.88

0.8%
0.2%
0.7%
0.0%
1.3%
1.5%

22.19
25.02
27.88
32.24
39.55
55.94
81.78

periphery
sim
error
24.91
27.79
32.25
39.70
57.25
80.84

0.4%
0.3%
0.0%
0.4%
2.3%
1.1%

(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 1. Presentation of (a) the measured high-dose image of 192 effective mAs and (b) corresponding acquired and (c) simulated lower-dose images of 20,
24, and 47, effective mAs (from left to right) using the proposed framework (window level: 30 HU, window width: 100 HU). The yellow circle represents
the uniform ROI.

reduction on proton therapy dose calculations. The standarddose scan of 192 mAs was used for dose calculation and
considered as the ground truth. A small region was defined as
the tumor and a treatment plan was generated. The prescription
dose was 70 Gy to Planning Target Volume (PTV) and reoptimized on every CT with Monte Carlo simulation, using a 3 mm
dose grid resolution, 2 beams 90◦ (left) and 270◦ (right) beam.
The simulations were performed on RayStation 8B(R) SP1,
using the beam model of the clinical beam line of UMCG
(University Medical Center Groningen). Subsequently, dose
distributions were recalculated for the simulated lower-dose
images and compared with the ground truth.
The Dose Volume Histogram (DVH) metrics for the
standard-dose scan and the simulated scans are reported in
Table II. Fig. 2(a) represents the DVH curve for the highdose scan of 192 mAs and the real and the simulated scans
of 20 mAs. It can be seen that the dose reduction by a factor
up to 10 has a negligible effect on the dose calculation where
the DVH curve of the standard-dose and the lower-dose scans
are on top of each other. The difference between the DVH
curves of the high-dose scan and the simulated lower-dose
scans, for the same volume%, have been presented in Fig. 2(b).
Comparing the high-dose scan of 192 mAs with the lower-dose
scan of 20 mAs shows that the maximum difference between
the DVH curves is about 0.836 Gy which only happens in
2% of CTV volume. Fig. 3 represents the dose distribution
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maps for the high-dose scan of 192 mAs and the real and the
simulated scans of 20 mAs.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the effect of CT dose reduction on proton therapy treatment planning. A lower-dose
CT simulation tool was used to simulate low-dose CT scans
from a standard-dose scan. The bowtie filter, the electrical
noise, the correlated noise, the beam hardening effect, and
the signal-dependent filter were included in the proposed
model. The simulated lower-dose scans were used for proton
therapy treatment planning. Our preliminary results show that
the CT dose reduction does not have a significant effect
on the estimated dose distributions. A more systematic and
quantitative analysis of the effect of dose reduction on proton
therapy treatment planning for more complex inhomogeneous
anatomical structures is ongoing.
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TABLE II
T HE DETAILED COMPARISON OF DVH METRICS FOR THE ACQUIRED STANDARD - DOSE AND THE SIMULATED LOWER DOSE SCANS .
Tube load

PTV D99

PTV D98

PTV D95

Average

PTV D50

PTV D2

PTV D1

192 (REF)
140 (sim)
117 (sim)
93 (sim)
70 (sim)
47 (sim)
24 (sim)
20 (sim)
20 (real)

70.95
70.91
71.05
71.10
70.99
70.80
71.36
70.72
71.19

71.41
71.22
71.41
71.64
71.26
70.95
71.71
71.06
71.33

71.62
71.44
71.68
71.77
71.67
71.27
71.95
71.41
71.70

73.31
73.24
73.53
73.37
73.30
73.51
73.53
73.24
73.26

73.37
73.24
73.54
73.32
73.38
73.69
73.41
73.14
73.25

75.04
75.61
75.72
75.40
74.85
75.51
75.73
75.88
75.49

75.37
76.36
76.05
75.72
75.21
75.72
75.97
75.90
75.67

1

100
90

20mAs - 192mAs
24mAs - 192mAs
47mAs - 192mAs

acquired 192 mAs (ref)
acquired 20 mAs
simulated 20 mAs

0.5
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(a)
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the effect of CT dose reduction on the DVH curves. (a) Presentation of the DVH curves for the high-dose scan of 192 mAs, the
acquired low-dose scan of 20 mAs, and the simulated scan of 20 mAs. (b) Demonstration of the difference between the DVH curve of the high dose scan
and the simulated lower-dose scans.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Dose distribution maps corresponding to (a) acquired low-dose scan of 20 mAs, (b) simulated low-dose scan of 20 mAs, and (c) acquired standard-dose
scan of 192 mAs (ground truth).
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Deep Learning-Based Real-Time Estimation
of Patient Dose Distributions
for Various Medical CT Scan Protocols
Sarah Muller, Joscha Maier, Elias Eulig, Michael Knaup,
Stefan Sawall, and Marc Kachelrieß

Abstract—With the increased number of CT examinations
in clinical practice on the one hand and the potential risk of
ionizing radiation on the other, reporting patient-specific CT
dose estimates becomes more and more important. However,
conventional metrics such as the volume CT dose index (CTDIvol)
or the dose-length product (DLP) are rather based on phantom
measurements and do not appropriately account for the patient’s
anatomy. To incorporate the latter, several approaches have been
proposed. Here, the gold standard is to perform a Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation modeling the physics of the CT dose deposition.
Being computationally expensive, MC simulations cannot be
used routinely while faster alternatives have the downside of a
reduced accuracy. To combine both, accuracy and computational
performance, the so-called deep dose estimation (DDE) was
proposed recently by Maier et al. [1]. It uses a deep convolutional
neural network that is trained to reproduce MC simulations given
a first-order dose estimate and a CT image as input. While the
first experiments were restricted to 120 kV circle scans, this
study provides a more extensive evaluation of DDE including
its application to different tube voltages, circular and spiral
trajectories as well as tube current modulation and shaped filters.
For any case, DDE yields dose estimates that differ by less than
3 % from the ground truth MC reference while being orders of
magnitudes faster.
Index Terms—CT dose estimation, convolutional neural network, Monte Carlo simulation, deep learning

I. I NTRODUCTION
T examinations are widely used in medical practice.
Their gain of importance in the clinical environment
came along with the upgrade in resolution and speed due
to the development of multi-row detectors and fast spiral CT
scans [2]. Due to the increased number of CT examinations,
the potential risks of ionizing radiation came into focus and
the research in patient dose estimation was fueled. Some of
the then developed and most commonly used metrics are
the weighted CT dose index (CTDIw), the CT dose index
averaged over the volume (CTDIvol) and the dose-length
product (DLP). Referring to the dose absorbed in cylindrical
phantoms, these metrics have the drawback of not being able
to account for the patient anatomy, and therefore, provide
only a rough estimate of the actual patient dose. Today, the
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gold standard for an accurate patient-specific dose estimation
is Monte Carlo (MC) simulation which has, however, the
substantial disadvantage of being computationally expensive.
Alternatives which are faster, but pay with accuracy, are based
on a database of MC simulated organ doses of different
phantoms [3], or reconstruct the absorbed dose directly from
CT images using analytical approximations [4]. Recently,
we had demonstrated that a fast and accurate solution can
be achieved by using a deep convolutional neural network
(DCNN) that is trained to reproduce MC dose estimates given
a CT image and a first-order dose estimate (FOD) as input [1].
In the present work, we extend our former study [1] of the socalled deep dose estimation (DDE) and analyze its potential
to generalize to different anatomies, different tube voltages as
well as different acquisition protocols.
II. M ETHODS
A. First-order dose deposition
We consider the first-order dose deposition as the energy per
mass that is transferred to electrons by the photoelectric effect
and single Compton scattering. Here, it is given as input to
the DDE network to provide additional information that is not
directly encoded in the CT image such as the bow-tie filter or
the start angle of the x-ray tube. Given the differential photon
fluence d2 N/(dΩdE), the first-order dose D1 deposited in a
volume element dV at position r can be calculated as:
Z
dV
d2 N X
D1 (r) =
Pi (r, E) · Ei (E) dE, (1)
ρ(r)dV
dΩdE
i∈{PE , CS}

with ρ denoting the mass density, PPE denoting the probability
density for a photoelectric effect (PE) and PCS describing the
probability density forR a Compton scattering (CS) interaction.
r
With the line integral 0 µ(s+r′ ·t, E)dr′ over the attenuation
coefficient µ from the x-ray source position s to the position
of the volume element r, the latter is given as:
Pi (r, E) = µi (r, E) · e−

Rr
0

µ(s+r ′ ·t,E)dr ′

.

(2)

Here, µPE and µCS describe the attenuation caused by the
photoelectric effect (PE) and by Compton scattering (CS),
respectively. In case of a photoelectric interaction, the whole
energy E is assumed to be deposed locally. Thus,
EPE (E) = E.

(3)
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2

Fig. 1: Architecture of the DDE network adapted from reference [1]. A CT reconstruction and a first-order dose estimate
are given as a 2-channel input to the network. The network is trained to predict patient-specific dose estimates using MC
simulations as labels.

Considering Compton scattering, the energy transfer for a
certain scatter angle ϑ is given by the Klein-Nishina formula
while the angular distribution is given by the differential cross
section dσ/dΩ. Integration over the solid angle yields the
mean energy transfer:
!
Z
dσ
E
ECS (E) =
dΩ.
(E) E −
dΩ
1 + mEe c2 (1 − cos(ϑ))
(4)
For the sake of simplicity and computational performance,
the patient is assumed to have a water-equivalent x-ray attenuation characteristic. Thus, the calculation of the first-order
dose deposition can be performed using a precalculated lookup table that evaluates equation (1) for a given number of
water-equivalent intersection lengths.

2) Model and training: DDE is implemented using a 3D
U-net architecture as depicted in figure 1 [8]. Unlike in the
original U-net [8], here, the downsampling is achieved by
a 3 × 3 × 3 convolution with a stride of 2. This results
in a reduction of the dimensions by a factor of 2 after
every downward path. As input to the network, we use a
water-precorrected CT reconstruction and the first-order dose
estimate (see section II-A). The ground truth and target for the
network is the corresponding MC dose distribution that was
generated with our in-house MC software [9].
DDE was implemented using the Keras framework and the
TensorFlow backended. The training was performed on an
Nvidia Geforce RTX 2080TI GPU using the Adam optimizer
and a batch size of one. As loss function, a weighted mean
absolute percentage error (WMAPE) was used. Thereby, a
twenty-fold weight was assigned to all bone voxels, to compensate for bone being underrepresented in all CT scans.

B. Deep Dose Estimation
1) Data generation: For our analysis, we use clinical CT
scans (Siemens Somatom Definition Flash) of 35 patients
as prior for the generation of simulated data. Circular and
spiral CT acquisitions were simulated for different z-positions
and tube voltages (80 kV, 100 kV and 120 kV) assuming
the geometry of the Siemens Somatom Definition Flash CT
scanner. All patients were simulated with and without bow-tie
filtration with the bow-tie chosen according to reference [5].
Additionally, scans with bow-tie and angular tube current
modulation were simulated. The tube current modulation was
chosen according to reference [6], [7]. For each sample, a firstorder dose estimate and a MC dose estimate were computed
on a 256 × 256 × 128 voxel grid with an isotropic voxel size
of 2 mm. We separated the 35 patients into 28 patients for
training and 7 patients for validation. In total, we have 4006
training samples and 1185 samples for testing.

III. R ESULTS
The results are analyzed by comparing the DDE predictions
of the validation data to the ground truth MC simulation
in terms of the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE).
Exemplary results for 120 kV abdominal scans acquired with
a circular scan protocol with and without bow-tie filtration are
shown in figure 2 (middle row). Here, DDE is able to provide
dose distributions that are almost equal to the MC simulation.
This also holds true outside of the z-collimation where the
first-order dose is zero. Slightly higher deviations arise at the
edges of high contrast structures, probably due to the blurring
induced by the use of a pixel-wise loss function.
The ability of DDE reproducing MC dose estimates for
120 kV circle scans has already been shown by reference [1].
This work extends the study by simulating, additionally to the
circle scan, a spiral scan protocol with a pitch of 1.0 (see
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Fig. 2: Input (CT image and first-order dose estimate), prediction, ground truth (MC dose estimate) and the relative error
computed between the prediction and the MC ground truth in axial, sagittal and coronal view for different tube voltages, scan
modes, with and without shaped filter and tube current modulation (TCM).

figure 2, lower left). The comparison shows that for the spiral
CT acquisitions we achieve equally good results as for the
circle scans. Unlike in the former study, the network is trained
to handle different tube voltages (80 kV, 100 kV and 120 kV).
Exemplary samples of 80 kV circle scans are presented in
figure 2 (top row). A result with tube current modulation, bowtie filtration and a tube voltage of 80 kV can be found in the
lower right box of figure 2. We observe that the network is
able to predict the MC dose estimates with high accuracy. This
holds for all tested combinations of parameters. The evaluation
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of all 1185 validation samples results in a MAPE of 3.33%.
In order to find out if the network is able to reproduce the
MC dose estimates independent of the parameter selection, we
analyze the error in partitions of the validation data grouped
by the parameters tube voltage, anatomical region, scan mode,
prefiltration (on / off) and tube current modulation (on / off).
The errors are reported in table I. Note, the error is computed
in the whole volume where air voxels are set to zero. Grouping
the 1185 validation samples into the different voltages (80 kV,
100 kV and 120 kV), e.g. the group “80 kV” contains all
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scans simulated with a tube voltage of 80 kV regardless of
the configuration of the other parameters. The other groups
are created accordingly. An exception is the error calculation
for the tube current modulation (on / off), in table I, which
only considers samples simulated with bow-tie filter, inasmuch
as tube current modulation has only been simulated together
with prefiltration.
No noticeable difference in terms of the error could be
observed between the tube voltages in table I. This implies that
the network is able to predict different ranges of values with
equal accuracy. The network is also able to handle different
anatomies (thorax, abdomen and pelvis) with a slightly higher
error for pelvis. This can be explained with the aforementioned
deviations at high contrast structures (bone). Hence, the proportion and location of bones and organs does not significantly
affect the accuracy.
As it becomes apparent in the comparison of the circle scans
with and without bow-tie filtration (see figure 2, upper and
middle row), the network is able to reproduce the effects of
dose reduction. This can also be observed in the row “Bowtie Filtration” in table I, where we get an error of 3.47%. The
error for the group of samples with bow-tie and tube current
modulation is 4.13%.
Overall, variations in the dose distribution introduced by
different tube voltages, scan modes, tube current modulation
and prefiltration do not affect the correctness of the prediction,
as the ranges of accuracy in table I remain near the overall
error of 3.33% on the validation set. This underlines the fact
that for all tested combinations of parameters we obtain high
accuracy. Furthermore, we do not observe major differences
for the different parameter groups.
IV. C ONCLUSION

shaped filters and tube current modulation. In the different
experiments, we obtain similar dose estimates as the MC
simulations and after the network is trained (for ≈ 3 d for
65 epochs and 4006 training samples), we receive the dose
distribution of a 256 × 256 × 48 voxel volume within 250 ms.
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This study extends the former analysis [1] by the usage of
different scan modes and tube voltages. It shows that we are
able to derive accurate dose estimates for the circle and the
spiral trajectory of a third generation CT system. Furthermore,
the network is able to reproduce the MC dose estimates for
different tube voltages (80 kV, 100 kV and 120 kV), different
anatomies (thorax, abdomen and pelvis), with and without
TABLE I: Error reported for different groups of simulation
parameters.
Group

Configuration

MAPE

Tube Voltage

80 kV
100 kV
120 kV

3.24%
3.13%
3.53%

Abdomen
Pelvis
Thorax

3.30%
4.48%
3.26%

Scan Mode

Circle
Spiral

3.03%
3.66%

Tube Current Modulation

Off
On

3.14%
4.13%

Bow-tie Filtration

Off
On

3.11%
3.47%

Anatomical Region
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Joint Spectrum Estimation and Image Reconstrution
in Spectral CT
Shaojie Chang, Qiong Xu, Xi Chen, and Xuanqin Mou

Abstract—With the development of photon counting detector
(PCD), spectral computed tomography (CT) has been a promising
technique due to its ability of material decomposition with narrow
energy windows. In spectral CT reconstruction, X-ray spectrum
plays a very important role and is difficult to be measured directly
in practice. Furthermore, due to the nonideal effects of PCD
response, x-ray spectrum of different energy windows are caused
to overlap, which will lead error in material decomposition. In
order to reduce error in material decomposition, we propose a
joint spectrum estimation and image reconstruction algorithm
for spectral CT. The proposed method combines spectrum
estimation based on model spectra response functions, basis material fraction image reconstruction and regularization for noise
suppression into an optimization framework. The widely-used
block coordinate descent (BCD) method is used to resolve the
multi-variable optimization problem of simultaneously obtaining
the spectra and images in iterations. Simulations with a PCD
are performed to evaluate the proposed method. Experimental
results show the advantages of joint spectrum estimation and
image reconstruction method in improving the accuracy of the
estimated spectrum for each energy window and the decomposed
basis material images including K-edge material.
Index Terms—Spectral computed tomography, spectrum estimation, photon counting detector, iterative reconstruction.

I. I NTRODUCTION

B

ENEFIT from the development of photon counting detectors (PCDs), spectral computed tomography (SpCT)
can simultaneously obtain the number of incident photons
at multiple energy windows. By taking use of spectral data,
energy-independent basis material fraction images can be reconstructed to realize the quantitative material decomposition
of the scanned object. Spectral CT has been considered a
promising technique in many clinical and industrial applications such as iodine quantification, characterize kidney stone
and security inspection.
Methods for SpCT basis material reconstruction can be
classified into three categories: projection domain methods,
image domain methods and projection-image domain methods
[1, 2]. In this work, we focus on projection-image domain
methods, which directly reconstruct basis material fraction
images from energy window measurements. Considering the
energy-independent information and modeling data acquisition
geometry, projection-image domain methods greatly improve
decomposition accuracy, and several iterative algorithms have
been proposed. However, all the above projection-image domain methods need the x-ray spectrum in material decomposiThis work was supported in part by National Key Research and Development Program of China (No. 2016YFA0202003), National Natural Science
Foundation of China (NSFC) (No. 11975250).
Shaojie Chang, Xi Chen and Xuanqin Mou are with the Institute of Image
processing and Pattern recognition, Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xi’an, Shaanxi
710049, China, and Qiong Xu is with Beijing Engineering Research Center of
Radiographic Techniques and Equipment, Institute of High Energy Physics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100049, China.
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tion, which is always obtained by certain spectrum estimation
method in advance.
SpCT reconstruction is highly sensitive to the estimated
spectrum mismatch, which significantly affects the basis material decomposition accuracy. For example, Wu et al. reported
that the accuracy of the estimated spectrum can compromise
the accuracy of the final material reconstructions in SpCT,
and the energy spectrum mismatch is the largest limitation
of the state-of-the-art material reconstruction algorithms in
practical applications [3]. Hence, in our previous work [1],
we developed a spectrum estimation-guided (SEG) approach
to eliminate spectrum mismatch in iterations, which could
simultaneously estimate spectrum and reconstruct the basis
material fraction images directly from dual SpCT projection
data. The proposed SEG method has shown the advantages
of jointly estimating the x-ray spectra and reconstructing the
image in improving the accuracy of spectrum estimation and
material decomposition. And the detector response in the SEG
method is assumed to be ideal.
However, in practice, the energy response of PCDs is not
ideal due to numerous factors, such as pulse pileup, charge
sharing, K-escape x-rays, Compton scattering, and others.
These nonideal effects will lead to error in recorded counts and
cause the energy windows spectra to overlap. Hence, several
approaches are proposed to model and compensate for these
effects of the PCD based spCT. For instance, Schlomaka et
al. measured the detector spectral response functions using
monochromatic synchrotron radiation at several different primary energies and derived a phenomenological model of the
complete spectral response [4]. Such monoenergetic calibration measurements are time consuming. And Schmidt et al.
proposed a constrained one-step spectral CT reconstruction
(cOSSCIR) method to reconstruct basis material maps while
modeling the nonlinear x-ray detection process and enforcing
convex constraints on the basis map images [2]. However,
it needs a extra calibration procedure to estimate effective
energy-window spectra in implementation.
In order to avoid extra spectra measurement and spectra
mismatch, we propose a joint spectrum estimation and image
reconstruction method for SpCT. This method is an extension
of our previous work SEG method [1] from DECT to PCD
based SpCT, which takes multi-energy windows and nonideal
effects of PCD detector into consideration, as well including
K-edge material. In this work, we first model the effective
energy-window x-ray spectrum by introducing an empirical
spectral response function modeling the nonideal effects of
the PCD response into x-ray spectrum representation. As our
previous work [1], the effective energy-window x-ray spectrum
can also be expressed by a linear combination of 6 spectrum
coefficients with known model spectra. Hence, our previously
proposed SEG method [1] is adopted to simultaneously resolve the spectra parameters of each energy window and
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decomposed basis material images including K-edge material.
Experimental results in this study show that the proposed
SpCT reconstruction approach can accurately estimate the
effective energy-window spectrum while realizing high quality
multi-material decomposition without knowing the spectrum
information in advance.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents our proposed method in detail. In Section III, we
scheme the evaluation arrangement of numerical simulations
and results. We will discuss some related issues of this study
and concludes this article in Section IV.
II. M ETHODS AND M ATERIALS
A. Forward projection model of SpCT
Considering the K-edge material imaging in SpCT, a linear
attenuation coefficient (LAC) can be represented by M types
of basis material, e.g. water, bone, Iodine and so on. The LAC
function µj (ε) at the j th pixel of the image is decomposed
into two parts:
µj (ε) =

M
X

µm (ε)fmj ,

w

εh
X

ε0 =εw
l

(1)

where µm (ε) is the LAC of material m at energy ε, fmj
denotes the fraction value at j th pixel of basis material m.
M is the total number of material types. In this work, M = 3
Hence, considering the basis material decomposition, the
detected photons of SpCT at PCD can be formulated as
follows:


X
X
N̂wi =
Nwi (ε) exp −
rij µm (ε)fmj  ,
(2)
mj

where N̂wi is the detected photon number for x-ray length i
in energy window w. Nwi (ε) denotes the photons at energy
ε in energy window w. R = {ri,j } ∈ RI×J is the system
matrix, i = 1, ..., I, j = 1, ..., J, where I is the total number
of measurements in the scan and J is the total number of
pixels. And the total number of photons without an object is
expressed as:
X
0
Nwi
=
Nwi (ε).
(3)
ε

Substituting Eq.(3) into Eq.(2), the normalized photon flux
is given as follows:


X
X
(4)
Ŷwi =
Sw (ε) exp −
rij µm (ε)fmj  ,
ε

Schlomka et al. established an empirical model of PCD detector response through experiments and pointed that the detector
response presents a Gaussian distribution near the real photon
energy. Hence, considering PCD detector response, spectrum
response function φw (ε) in different energy windows can be
expressed as Eq.(5), which integrates the x-ray spectrum and
detector response in the corresponding energy window.
φw (ε) =

m=1

ε

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Ideal and realistic energy-window spectra with thresholds at 30keV,
50keV, 70keV and 90keV. (a) Ideal. (b) Realistic.

mj

wi (ε)
wi
Sw (ε) = NN
denotes the normalized
where Ŷwi = N̂
0
0
Nwi
wi
photo flux and x-ray spectrum, respectively.
B. Spectrum response function model for PCD

In an energy window, the photon counts can be calculated
by subtracting the number of photons between two set energy
thresholds. In a PCD with ideal spectral response, the energywindow spectra are separated and non-onverlapping, as shown
in Fig.1(a). In practice, due to the effect of pulse pileup, charge
sharing and other nonideal effects, the realistic energy-window
spectra are overlapped as shown in Fig.1(b). As stated in [4],

 0 
S0 (ε)R ε , ε ,

(5)

w
where εw
l and εh denote the low- and high- threshold for the
current energy window.
 0 S0(ε) represents the emitted spectrum
of x-ray source. R ε , ε is the detector response of PCD
defined as follows:


 0
2  
 0 
ε
−
ε
1
 1


exp −
R ε , ε = N (ε)  √
 ,
2 σ1 (ε)2
2πσ1 (ε)

(6)
where N (ε) is a constant for normalization, which is decided
0
by the incident photon energy. ε and ε denote the incident
photon energy and the photon energy recorded by PCD,
respectively. σ1 (ε) describes photon peak, which is validated
by the experiment in [4] as a linear relationship with ε as
follows,
σ1 (ε)2 = ke ε.
(7)
Where ke is set to 0.211 and determined by the fitting data of
experiment.
C. Joint Spectrum estimation and image reconstruction framework
Based on our previous work [1], the spectrum of an x-ray
tube can be represented as a weighted summation of a set
of known spectra with different thicknesses
PK of the tube filter.
Thus, S0 (ε) is expressed as S0 (ε) = k=1 ck Ŝk (ε), where
ck denotes the spectrum weight on the k th model spectrum
Ŝk (ε) and K is the number of known model spectra. Hence,
the spectrum response function of PCD for energy window w
is given by the following:
w

φw (ε) =

εh
K
X
X

k=1
ε0 =εw
l

=

K
X

k=1

=

K
X

 0 
ck Ŝk (ε)R ε , ε

w

ck
ε

εh
X

0

=εw
l

 0 
Ŝk (ε)R ε , ε

(8)

ck φkw (ε).

k=1
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Where φkw (ε) =

 0 
Ŝk (ε)R ε , ε represents the

Pεw
h
ε

0

=εw
l

spectrum response function with the k th model spectrum.
Substituting Eq.8 into 4 by Sw (ε) = φw (ε), the current
projection measurement Ŷwi can be expressed by the spectrum
weights vector C and basis material fraction images vector f
as follows:


X
X
Ŷwi (C, f ) =
φw (ε) exp −
rij µm (ε)fmj 
ε

=

mj

K
XX
ε

=

k=1

K
X

k=1
w

ck



ck φkw (ε) exp −

X
ε



φkw (ε) exp −

= C Pwi (f ),
where

ε

P

t(f , ε) = exp(−

mj



rij µm (ε)fmj 

X
mj



rij µm (ε)fmj 
(9)

 P


Pwi (f ) = 

X


φ1w (ε)t(f , ε)

..
,
.

the strength between fidelity term and the regularization term.
To make the solution for Eq.(12) physically meaningful,
additional constraints are enforced. That is, the weights in C w
are nonnegative, and their sum is equal to 1. Hence, λ is set
to ∞ and k.k1 is the L1 -norm of a vector.
With the block coordinate descent (BCD) method, Eq.(12)
can be alternatively optimized if either C or f is fixed.
Specifically, Eq.(12) is separated into two subproblems:
XX 1
2
kC w Pwi (f ) − Ywi k2 + βT V ∇f , (13)
min
f
2Y
wi
w
i
min
C

XX
w

+λ

i
X
w

1
2
kC w Pw,i (f ) − Ywi k2
2Ywi

(14)

(kC w k1 − 1)2 , s.t.C w ≥ 0, ∀w.

The optimization details and equations derivation are not
presented here due to the limited space, which can be found
in [1].
III. E XPERIMENTS AND R ESULTS

(10)

K
E φw (ε)t(f , ε)

X

(11)

rij µm (ε)fmj ).

mj




C1


The spectrum weights vector C is given by C =  ... ,

CW
and for energy window w, C = [c1 , ..., ck ] ∈ R1×K
a column vector, consisting of the corresponding spectrum
weight ck . f consists of selected basis material fraction images
fm , (m = 1, ..., M ).
According to Eq.(9), the projections with an unknown xray spectrum can be expressed as a linear combination of
several projections with known model effective spectra. With
the less spectra parameters involvement, we argue that the
spectra parameters can be estimated together with the SpCT reconstruction due to information redundancy of projection data,
which could guarantee simultaneously resolving the above two
objects. In consistent with our published SEG method [1],
considering the measurements follow the Poisson statistical
model, the objective function of joint spectrum estimation
and image reconstruction for SpCT with the noise removal
regularization can be expressed as Eq.(12). It is obtained by
performing a second-order Taylor expansion of the Poisson
log-likelihood function gw,i (Ŷwi ) = Ŷwi − Ywi ln(Ŷwi ) of the
SpCT at the point Ywi .
w

argmin
C,f

+λ

XX

X
w

w

i

1
2
kC w Pwi (f ) − Ywi k2 + βT V ∇f
2Ywi

(kC w k1 − 1)2 , s.t.C w ≥ 0, ∀w,

(12)

where Ywi is the real projection measurement for x-ray length
i in energy window w. Here we use total variation (TV) as
a regularization term. βT V represents a parameter to balance
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Simulated circle phantom (a) and Effective spectra for each window
at 100kVp (b). The material composition of the corresponding numbers are
shown in Table I.
TABLE I
BASIS MATERIAL FRACTION VALUES IN F IG .2( A )
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6

Material
Air
Water
1.5% (by weight) iodine contrast
3.0% (by weight) iodine contrast
30% (by weight) calcium
50% (by weight) calcium

Density(g/cm3 )
0.0
1.0
0.074
0.148
0.462
0.77

f1
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

f2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.5

f3
0.0
0.0
0.015
0.03
0.0
0.0

TABLE II
T HE MEANS AND STD S OF DECOMPOSED FRACTION IMAGES WITH EACH
ROI OF DIFFERENT MATERIALS IN SIMPLE PHANTOM
Method
True fractions
Reference spectrum w/o TV
Reference spectrum w/ TV
The proposed method-βT V = 0.5
The proposed method-βT V = 2.0
The proposed method-βT V = 4.0

ROI-1
1.0000 ± 0.0000
0.9978 ± 0.0708
1.005 ± 0.0084
1.012 ± 0.0595
1.005 ± 0.0085
1.004 ± 0.0089

ROI-2
0.5000 ± 0.0000
0.5015 ± 0.0220
0.4992 ± 0.0012
0.4967 ± 0.0038
0.5025 ± 0.0016
0.4958 ± 0.0041

ROI-3
0.3000 ± 0.0000
0.3004 ± 0.0208
0.2997 ± 0.0011
0.2963 ± 0.0024
0.3013 ± 0.0017
0.2978 ± 0.0020

ROI-4
0.0150 ± 0.0000
0.0149 ± 4.9e−04
0.0150 ± 4.9e−05
0.0150 ± 2.1e−04
0.0150 ± 4.2e−05
0.0148 ± 5.7e−05

ROI-5
0.0300 ± 0.0000
0.0298 ± 7.1e−04
0.0300 ± 4.9e−05
0.0300 ± 3.9e−04
0.0299 ± 3.9e−05
0.0298 ± 5.4e−05

In this section, as shown in Fig.2(a), a circle phantom
consists of water background with a diameter of 200mm, four
circular inserts with a diameter of 35mm and three different
size circular inserts is used to evaluate the performance of
the proposed algorithm. The phantom consist of different
materials and the corresponding fraction values are defined in
Table I. The basis materials for circle phantom are selected as
water/calcium/iodine. To avoid the contribution of the scatter
signal, an equidistant fan-beam geometry is assumed for a
SpCT scanner. The distance from x-ray source to the system
origin is 132mm and the distance from the source to PCD is
180mm. 640 projections are collected over a full scan range,
the detector is composed of 512 detector elements, and each
element size is 0.1mm. The reference original x-ray spectrum
is generated at 100kVp by SpekCalc software with 2-mm Al
filter. And the energy window thresholds are set to 30keV,
50keV, 70keV and 90keV, respectively. The weights for the
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initial guess spectrum of each window w are set to the same
with C w = [0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1]. By taking nonideal effects for
PCD into consideration, the effective spectra for each window
are shown in Fig.2(b). Poisson noise is superimposed onto
the measurement by assuming that there are 2 × 105 photons
emitted from the x-ray source. All the reconstructed basis
material fraction images are 512×512 with each pixel covered
an area of 0.075mm × 0.075mm.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Simulated phantom results. (a) Estimated effective spectra for each
window. (b) Reconstructed basis material fraction images. Display windows
for water, calcium and iodine are [0.3,1.2], [0,0.6] and [0,0.025], respectively.

In the optimization, we use TV regularization to remove
noise. Because the choice of regularization parameter significantly affects the results, we empirically optimize the combination of these parameters to obtain the best reconstructed
images and the most accurate spectra. In general, if the
selected regularization parameter is too low, image quality
suffers from the noise and if the parameter is too high, the reconstructed image is over-smoothed. With a proper selection of
the regularization parameter, good reconstructed image quality
can be obtained. In our experiment, we choose βT V = 2 as the
optimal regularization parameter by comparing the results of
βT V = 0.5, 2, 4. Fig. 3(a) shows the estimated effective spectra
for each window with different regularization parameters at
100kVp. The normalized root mean error (NRMSE) between
an estimated spectrum and the reference spectrum for each
window with the optimal parameter (βT V = 2) are 3.70%,

1.11%, 0.48% and 0.32%, respectively. The experimental results indicate that the proposed method can accurately estimate
the effective spectrum of each window for PCD from visual
and quantitative evaluation.
The reconstructed basis material fraction images are shown
in Fig. 3(b). We compare the reconstructed decomposition
results of reference spectrum with/without TV regularization
and the proposed method with different regularization parameters βT V = 0.5, 2, 4. In comparison with the first row
and the second row of Fig. 3(b), it is indicated that the TV
regularization can effectively remove the noise. As shown
from the second row and the bottom row of 3(b), with proper
selection of regularization parameter (βT V = 2), the proposed
method can provide comparable image quality in comparison
with the decomposed basis material fraction images with the
reference spectrum. If parameters (βT V = 0.5) is too low,
noisy images are reconstructed and if parameters (βT V = 4.0)
is too high, over-smooth images are obtained. To further
quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of decomposed material
images, we calculate the mean and standard deviation (STD)
of pixels within a uniform region of interest (ROI) in material
fraction images as shown in Table II. And the selected ROIs
are shown in the red rectangles of Fig. 3. By jointly looking
at Fig. 3 and Table II, it is indicated that jointly estimating
spectra and basis material fraction images is convenient with
no extra process and can provide accurate estimated spectra
and decomposed material fraction images. And the spectrum
estimation performance of the proposed method has little relation with the selected regularization parameters, which only
have influence on the decomposed material images quality.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a joint spectrum estimation and
image reconstruction method for spectral CT. The proposed
method can accurately estimate the effective spectrum for each
energy window and reconstruct the decomposed basis material
images including K-edge material. Due to the strong correlation between each window, in the future, we will introduce the
correlation as a prior information into our objective function
to suppress the noise. In addition, more practical data based on
PCD are needed to verify the proposed method’s performance.
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Ringing Artefact Removal From Sparse View
Tomosynthesis using Deep Neural Networks
Shabab Bazrafkan, Vincent Van Nieuwenhove, Joris Soons, Jan De Beenhouwer, and Jan Sijbers,

Abstract—Tomosynthesis imaging is a special type of X-raybased image acquisition wherein several projections are acquired
from a limited angular range around the object or in a line above
it. Subsequently, from these projection images, cross-section
images parallel to the detector are reconstructed. However, if
only a small number of projection images is acquired on a limited
angular range, the reconstruction images suffer from ringing
artefacts. This issue has not been addressed in the literature
due to the lack of any model-based approach explaining this
phenomenon. In the clinical setting, these artefacts can hinder a
correct diagnosis. In this work, a deep learning-based ringing
artifact reduction algorithm is proposed. The deep learning
network was trained on 45786 medical images, resulting in a
substantial reduction of ringing artefacts in the tomosynthesis
reconstructions. Based on the numerical and visual evaluations,
a conclusion is made on the positive effect of a deblurring Deep
Neural Network in getting higher quality outputs.
Index Terms—Deep Neural Networks, Deep Learning, Tomosynthesis, Ring Artefact.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Tomosynthesis involves the reconstruction of a 3D object
imaged with a relatively small number of views acquired
over a limited angular range, resulting in typical image artifacts. Indeed, reconstructions with (filtered) backprojection
((F)BP) algorithms generate out-of-plane artifacts that appear
as blurred versions of the in-plane objects. Under certain
conditions, this blurring changes into ringing, in particular
when the perpendicular distance from a ringing source to the
imaging plane increases above a certain threshold. Indeed,
ringing occurs by a similar mechanism as blurring but is
caused by the small number of projections in a sweep. It
is caused by a high-contrast structure (e.g. rib structure) that
is outside the plane in focus and whose contribution to that
imaging plane is not sufficiently blurred. As a result, each
interval between two successive projections in the imaging
plane is wider than the tomographic blurring, so that separate
instances of the ringing source appear in the imaging plane.
In order to avoid the FPB reconstruction disadvantages, other
numerical methods known as iterative reconstruction algorithms such as SIRT (Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction
Technique) and CGLS with total variation minimization are
used to generate the tomosynthesis image. However the main
problem of ringing artefacts persists even with these reconstruction methods. Fig 1 illustrates this issue wherein using
S. Bazrafkan, J. De Beenhouwer and J. Sijbers are with imec-Visionlab,
Department of Physics, University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium e-mail:
{shabab.bazrafkan},{jan.debeenhouwer},{jan.sijbers}@uantwerpen.be.
V. Van Nieuwenhove and J. Soons are with Agfa NV, Mortsel, Belgium
email: {vincent.vannieuwenhove},{joris.soons}@agfa.com.
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a low number of projections induces a disturbing ringing
artefact in the final reconstruction which is not describable
by analytical models. Hence, there are no successful modelbased algorithms that are able to suppress these type of
artefacts. In the current study, a data-driven machine learning
method known as Deep Learning is utilized to restore the
tomosynthesis image. To the best of our knowledge, there are
no other data-driven or model-based methods addressing this
issue.
Deep learning approaches have been successfully applied to
the medical image processing. One of the widely investigated
applications of the DNNs in medical image processing is
known as image restoration. In image restoration, the input
and the output of the network are from the same class of data.
They include the same content and represent the same object.
Noise removal is an example of image restoration. Other work
focussed on the removal of reconstruction artefacts in limited
angle or few-view CT with Deep learning techniques as in [6],
[7]. In the current study, a similar approach is applied to the
tomosynthesis reconstructions in order to remove the ringing
artefact caused by a limited number of projections.
In the next section, the Neural Network model used in the
current study is explained followed by a discussion on the
database and training procedure in section III. In section IV,
the numerical and visual results are presented and conclusions
and future works is discussed in section V.
II. D EEP N EURAL N ETWORKS
A. Network Design
Convolutional Deep Neural Networks consist of consecutive
processing units also known as layers which can be fully
connected, convolution, deconvolution, pooling, or un-pooling
operations [1]. Based on the application, the network designs
could take advantage of different regularization units such as
batch normalization [2], weight normalization and/or dropout [3] techniques. One of the widely used network designs
in image processing is known as Fully Convolutional Deep
Neural Networks (FCDNN). These are DNNs wherein no
Fully Connected operation is applied throughout the network
design. All the layers are convolution, deconvolution, pooling,
and un-pooling units. FCDNNs are used in applications in
which the input and the output of the network are images.
Restoration problems are good examples of the uses cases of
FCDNNs. In our work, two FCDNNs known as Mixed Scale
Dense (MSD) Deep Neural Network [4] and a deblurring DNN
[5] are utilized to remove ringing artefacts in tomosynthesis
reconstruction. These network architectures are explained in
the following sections.
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b) Sparse view reconstruction

a) Reconstruction with a high number of projections

Fig. 1. a) A high number of projections returns a high quality reconstruction. b) Sparse view acquisition induces ring artefact in the final reconstruction.

1) Mixed Scale Dense (MSD) DNN: In order to explain the
MSD network, one needs to understand the dilation property
of the convolution operation. Dilation allows the convolution
kernel to cover a larger area without using a higher number
of parameters in larger kernels and/or applying a pooling
operation. This is computationally more efficient because
using bigger non-dilated kernels leads to a higher number of
parameters which is susceptible to over-fitting, and using the
pooling operation causes blurring in the final outcome. The
dilation idea was first introduced in [4] and is illustrated in
Fig. 4a. The operation is simply implemented by dilating the
convolution kernel and filling the gaps with zero value.

Input

Output
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Vertical kernels

Large square kernels

Fig. 3. Deconvolution network presented in [5].
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Fig. 2. 3 × 3 kernels. Left: 1 dilate. Right: 2 dilate.

The Mixed Scale Dense DNN as introduced in [4], is taking
advantage of the dilation operation followed by concatenating
the output of each layer with its input in the channel dimension. The network architecture is shown in Fig. 4a. The kernel
dilation value is chosen by the layer number. This network
has been already used to remove low dose CT artefacts from
reconstructed images in [6], [7]. In the current study, this
architecture is utilized to remove the ringing artefacts from

low-dose tomosynthesis reconstructions.
2) Deblurring Convolutional Neural Network: Convolutional Deep Neural Networks tend to introduce a certain
amount of blurring into the output especially when used with
the Mean Squared Error as the loss function. However, Deblurring or Deconvolutional Convolutional Neural Networks
have been proposed that are designed to reduce the blurring
artefact in their input image. These networks are widely
used to increase the quality of the image in super-resolution
applications. In this article, a Deblurring network is used after
the MSD network to improve the sharpness of the output.
In [5], the authors proposed a network architecture designed
for image deblurring, which is shown in Fig. 3. The first
two layers consist of horizontal and vertical kernels and the
last layer is a large square kernel. This design resembles the
Singular Value Decomposition technique used in conventional
deblurring methods, with the difference that here these filters
are learned during training.
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Fig. 4. a) Mixed Scale Dense network. b) Mixed Scale Dense network followed by deblurring network.

B. Network Architectures
In the current study, two main architectures have been
evaluated, and compared for the ring removal application.
1) MSD: The network is shown in Fig 4a. This is an MSD
network with 25 layers and dilate rage p=5.
2) MSD+Deconv: The network is shown in Fig. 4b. This
is an MSD network with 25 layers and dilate rage
p=5 followed by a deblurring network shown in Fig. 3.
The deblurring network uses the horizontal kernel size
(1,129), vertical kernel size (21,1), and square kernel
size (17,17). The number of channels in the first and
second layers is 128 and 32, respectively.
III. DATABASE AND T RAINING
In order to simulate the ringing artefacts and the corresponding ground truth, two different scanning geometries
were defined, similar to Fig. 1. The first geometry takes 10
projections which eventually leads to reconstructions with the
ringing artefacts and the second geometry uses 100 projections
and the reconstruction is used as the ground truth. All simulations are accomplished using the ASTRA toolbox [8]. The
reconstruction volumes were calculated with 25 iterations of
SIRT. Two separate databases are used for training and testing
purposes. Using different datasets is essential in evaluating the
generality of the solution [9]. The training set is divided into
Training and Evaluation subsets with the ratio 4 to 1, and the
network is blind to the test set during the training process.
Note that the networks are trained on the 2D samples in the
transverse plane and results are shown in coronal plane where
the ring artefact is visible.
A. Training Database
CPTAC-PDA: National Cancer Institutes Clinical Proteomic Tumor Analysis Consortium Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma (CPTAC-PDA)1 is a publicly available database
containing 45786 Pancreas images from CPTAC phase 3
patients. It consists of 45 radiology and 77 pathology subjects. This database contains several modalities including CT,
1 https://wiki.cancerimagingarchive.net/display/Public/CPTAC-PD
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Computed Radiography (CR) and MRI samples. The images
are from different sizes but in the current work, they were
resized to 30 × 512 (transverse plane).
B. Test Database
Visible Human Project CT Datasets: Visible Human
Project CT Datasets2 contains 2989 images from 10 CT
imaging cases. This dataset is publicly available. The images
are 512 × 512 while in the current study they were all resized
to 30 × 512 (transverse plane).
C. Training
The Mean Squared Error between the output of the network
and the ground truth has been used as the loss function at
the training stage. An ADAM optimizer has been utilized to
update the parameters with learning rate, β1 , β2 and  equal
to 0.0001, 0.9, 0.999, and 10−8 respectively. The MXNET
1.3.03 [10] framework has been used to train the network on
top of python 2.7. The training and validation losses are shown
in Fig 5. As it is shown in this figure, the deblurring network
introduces a large gap between the loss functions which means
that the MSD+Deconv network converges to a better solution
at the training stage. In the next section, both networks are
evaluated on the test database.
IV. R ESULTS
Table I shows the Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) and
Structural SIMilarity index (SSIM) for both networks tested
on 10 subsets of the test database. The column labeled ”Input”
corresponds to the comparisons between input and the ground
truth. The MSD network returns outputs with up to 5dB
improvement compared to the input signal and, the numerical
results show 2 to 3 dB improvement for the MSD+Deconv
network compared to MSD. This amount of improvement
in the ranges higher than 40 dB implies that the deblurring
network has a significant effect on the output quality.
Fig. 6 illustrates visual results from the Shoulder M subset and
clearly shows that the output of the MSD+Deconv network is
sharper and more consistent with the ground truth image.
2 https://mri.radiology.uiowa.edu/visible
3 https://mxnet.apache.org/

human datasets.html
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0.97
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2.57
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1.42
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0.944
0.930
0.921
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0.957
0.935
0.929
0.960
0.964
0.967

7.1e-5
9.5e-3
1.0e-2
7.0e-3
1.4e-2
4.4e-3
9.9e-3
9.4e-3
8.1e-3
4.3e-3

44.05
41.71
40.25
48.18
45.51
42.28
40.89
46.44
46.63
46.94

0.97
1.13
1.43
1.36
2.16
0.59
1.67
1.65
1.70
0.50

0.980
0.969
0.960
0.980
0.981
0.969
0.964
0.979
0.980
0.986

2.5e-3
6.2e-3
7.1e-3
3.2e-3
5.7e-3
2.8e-3
7.3e-3
3.9e-3
4.6e-3
1.5e-3

47.08
44.25
43.65
50.78
48.42
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49.41
49.11
49.42

0.95
1.0
1.88
1.17
1.82
0.51
2.16
1.64
1.66
0.42

0.989
0.982
0.980
0.991
0.989
0.983
0.979
0.991
0.989
0.990

1.5e-3
2.5e-3
7.1e-3
8.8e-4
2.9e-3
1.3e-3
6.5e-3
1.4e-3
1.7e-3
1.1e-3

TABLE I
T EST RESULTS FOR BOTH MSD AND MSD+D ECONV MODELS ON SUBSETS OF V ISIBLE H UMAN P ROJECT CT DATASETS

localization errors due to the convolution nature. In our initial
visual evaluations (an example is depicted in Fig. 6 ), the
network does not induce localization inconsistencies but our
future works include educated evaluations by radiologists to
ensure that the network does not alter the diagnosis procedure.
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Fig. 5. Training and validation loss for both MSD and MSD+Deconv models.
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Fig. 6. Top left: The input to each network. Top right: Ground truth. Bottom
left : The output of MSD network. Bottom right: the output of MSD+Deconv
network. The visual results shows sharper and higher quality results for
MSD+Deconv network.

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this article, a deep learning approach has been introduced
to remove the ring artefacts from sparse view tomosynthesis
reconstruction images. To the best of our knowledge, no other
method presented in the literature addresses this problem
and the current study shows the effectiveness of Deblurring
networks in obtaining sharper and higher quality results using
both numerical and visual assessments. Fully convolutional
DNNs applied to restoration problems do not induce severe
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A CT image feature space (CTIS) loss for
reconstruction with deep learning methods
Ao Zheng, Zhiqiang Chen, Kaichao Liang, Li Zhang and Yuxiang Xing*

Abstract—Deep learning-based methods have attracted a lot of
attention in medical imaging field because of its great power for
image processing. Many researches focus on using deep learning
methods to solve ill-conditioned CT reconstruction problems, such
as low-dose and sparse view. For supervised learning methods in
CT reconstruction, different loss functions will lead to different
image quality which may affect diagnosis. In this paper, we
proposed a loss in CT image feature space (CTIS) that is defined
in a feature space learned from a big dataset of high-quality CT
images by an autoencoder. The CTIS can be combined with perpixel loss to form a total loss function in our experiment. In the
study, the output of the bottom dense layer in the autoencoder is
treated as a high dimensional vector in CTIS. In this way, our loss
function is not only global, but also contains prior knowledges
from CT image dataset. We demonstrated the special structures
that learned from CT images by an autoencoder in an intuitive
way. Then, we evaluated its performance in a low-dose CT
reconstruction task. We compared the reconstructions using CTIS
loss + L2-loss with other conventional losses, our method gets
encouraging preliminary results on quantitative comparison and
visual examination.
Index Terms—prior, feature space, loss function, ill-conditioned
CT reconstruction, autoencoder.

C

I. INTRODUCTION

omputed tomography (CT) has been widely used in clinical
diagnosis. With the concern of radiation dose, people tried
to lower dose in various ways, such as reduce the tube current
or scanning angles [1]. However, in these ill-conditioned
situations, the image quality of directly analytical
reconstruction cannot meet the requirement of clinical
diagnosis. Conventional ways to deal with this situation are
composed of sinogram filtration, iterative reconstruction and
image post-processing [2].
Recently, many deep learning methods have been proposed
to solve ill-conditioned reconstruction problems [3], [4], [5].
For supervised learning, we can minimize the loss function
defined by the distance between the result and ground truth. In
general, loss functions can be divided into two categories, lowlevel loss functions and high-level loss functions. The low-level
loss functions are simple loss functions which contain per-pixel
loss and some regularizations, such as mean absolute error
Asterisk indicates corresponding author.
This work was supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation
of China (No. 61771279 and No. 61527807) and National Science Fund for
Distinguished Young Scholars of China (No. 11525521).
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(MAE), mean squared error (MSE) and total variation (TV)
regularization. High-level loss functions are based on highlevel feature space and it includes perceptual loss and
adversarial loss. Compared to low-level loss functions, it
focuses more on semantic and structural information. How to
choose the metric of distance is an important issue. MSE
optimizes per-pixel L2-distance and often leads to oversmoothed images. Generative adversarial network (GAN) [6]
can avoid over-smooth and give visually pleasant images.
However, it optimizes the distribution of images and often hard
to train. Perceptual loss [7] is another way to avoid over-smooth,
which measures the distance in the feature space of VGG [8]
pretrained on ImageNet. But it does not constraint the output to
match each pixel exactly and might be not optimal for CT
images.
In this paper, inspired by perceptual loss, we proposed a
feature space loss by taking advantage of the information from
a large set of high-quality CT images. We use the distance in
high-level feature space tailored for CT images to form a CT
image feature space (CTIS) loss. For CT reconstruction, we
want our result not only have a low perceptual distance, but also
match the ground truth for each pixel. Therefore, we combine
our CTIS loss with per-pixel loss. The feature space is defined
by an autoencoder [9]. In order to show the effectiveness of the
autoencoder, we tried to testify that the output of the latent
space (bottom dense layer) in autoencoder represent the
structures of CT images. This is the key point of our method. In
experiment, we compared our CTIS loss with conventional loss
functions for fan-beam low-dose reconstruction which used the
same framework as previous work [10], [11] of our group. From
quantitative comparison and visual examination, we showed
our CTIS loss could perform better than most conventional loss
functions. At the end of our work, we give our discussion on the
drawbacks and future work.
II. METHOD
A. The feature space specifically tailored for CT images
Our idea is to find a feature space representative to the
general knowledge of CT images. For solving this problem,
autoencoder is a natural option, which optimize:

Ao Zheng, Zhiqiang Chen, Kaichao Liang, Li Zhang and Yuxiang Xing are
with Department of engineering physics, Tsinghua University, Beijing, 100084,
China. (e-mail: xingyx@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn).
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dataset.
MSE(μ� , μ* ) =

Fig. 1. The network architecture of autoencoder. The Conv block contains two
cascaded convolutional layers, batch normalization layers and activation layers.
Residual dense block is composed of two cascaded fully-connected layers,
batch normalization layers and activation layers with a shortcut.

E, D = argmin �‖μk − D(E(μk ))‖2

(1)

k

where E and D represent encoder and decoder respectively, μk
is one sample of normal dose CT images and ‖∙‖2 means the
L2-norm. Encoder learns to extract the features of input and
map them to a latent space, while decoder use the output of
latent space to reconstruct an input. The architecture of
autoencoder we used is shown in Fig. 1. For the encoder part,
we use alternate convolutional block and pooling layer to
expand receptive field. In order to map the features to a latent
space, a residual dense layer is introduced in the bottleneck of
the autoencoder. In this way, the output of the latent space is
globally related to the input, which can also make the
autoencoder learn more complicated features. However,
considering the huge parameters of dense layers, we use small
patches for input, for example, 128×128 patches. The decoder
part is symmetrical to the encoder. Once the output of
autoencoder can perfectly match the input, the network has
learned the inherent features of CT images, then we can use it
to compute our CTIS loss.
B. Visualization of latent space
For a given CT image μk, we denote the output of the encoder
to be an n-dimensional vector:
(2)
[ fk,1 , fk,2 ,…, fk,n ] = E(μk)
Trying to explain what fk, j , j∈{1, 2, …, n} represent in an

intuitive way, we add 𝛅𝛅j to E(μk ) and then compare the output
of decoder. It can be denoted as (3). By changing j from 1 to n
and then compute the result, we can know what the latent space
represents for a given CT image.
1 the j-th dimension
(3)
D(E(μk )+δj ) − D(E(μk )), 𝛅𝛅j = �
0
others

C. Problem modeling and CTIS loss evaluation
For supervised learning in CT reconstruction, different loss
functions will lead to different image quality. Suppose the result
is μ� k and ground truth is μ∗k , where k indexes images in training

1
2
��μ� k − μ*k �
2
K

(4)

k

As we described in the introduction, MSE focuses on per-pixel
distance, and will give an over-smoothed result. To solve this
problem, some people use adversarial loss in GAN framework.
While, conventional GAN suffers from several problems such
as convergence problems, mode collapse and poor stability.
Another popular way to avoid over-smooth is to use perceptual
loss which is more stable than GAN. It compares results and
ground truth in high level feature space of VGG pretrained on
ImageNet. But there is a gap between RGB images and medical
images. For our CTIS loss, we compare results and ground truth
in the latent space of autoencoder pretrained on high-quality CT
images. And it can be written as:
1
2
(5)
CTIS Loss(μ� , μ* ) = ��E(μ� k ) − E(μ*k )�
2
K
k

To ensure the accuracy in pixel level, we combine CTIS loss
and MSE with equal weight as our final loss function. In this
way, we can constrain the result not only in pixel level, but also
in latent space of autoencoder which was pretrained on CT
images rather than ImageNet.
For a CT reconstruction problem, we have:
p = Hμ + N
(6)
where p represents measured projection data, H is system
projection operator, μ is a linear attenuation map and N is noise
term. Using the dual-domain reconstruction network proposed
by our group (please refer to [10] and [11] for more details), the
reconstruction problem is modeled as follow:
θprj , θimg = arg min {CTIS Loss( f (p, θprj , θimg ), μ* )

+MSE( f (p, θprj , θimg ), μ* )}
(7)
In (7), f denotes the reconstruction network operator, θprj and
θimg are the network parameters of projection domain CNN and
image domain CNN respectively. We conduct a fan-beam
low-dose reconstruction experiment. The dual-domain
reconstruction network is composed of projection domain CNN,
analytical reconstruction layer and image domain CNN.
Projection domain CNN and image domain CNN extract
feature maps of their inputs and denoise in their own domains
respectively. Analytical reconstruction layer is to convert data
from projection domain to image domain. It contains three substeps, weighting, filtering and weighted backprojection. We can
use FBP operator to initialize it and fix them. In this way, the
loss can back-propagate from image domain to projection
domain and we can get a better result than image postprocessing methods with same number of parameters.
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
The training and test datasets of autoencoder was downloaded
from the website “The Cancer Imaging Archive” (TCIA),
which contains head, chest and abdomen. We use 10K slices in
total and 90% as training dataset. We use ADAM [12] as
optimizer with learning rate setting to 1e-4. The autoencoder is
trained in a self-supervised way by optimizing the MSE
between input and output. Training converges after 50 epochs.
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Fig. 2. Visualization of latent space (second fully-connected layer in the
residual dense block). Each row represents one sample. The first column is the
input of autoencoder. And for the right three columns, each column represents
the difference of output after adding different 𝛅𝛅j to E(μk ). Images in same
rectangle are displayed in the same self-adaptive display windows.

A. Visualization of latent space
We use the method described in Section II to visualize the latent
space of autoencoder. Some samples which contain complex
structures are shown in Fig. 2. From the results we can see that
each parameter in latent space represent one kind of structure
of inputs. It is a little similar to principal component analysis
(PCA), but in a non-linear way. Since the autoencoder has
learned to extract high-level feature of CT images as prior
knowledge, in other supervised tasks, we can compare results
and ground truth in the latent space. In this way, we constrain
our results more similar to ground truth from structural level
rather than pixel level, which will effectively avoid oversmooth.
B. Evaluation in reconstruction
We evaluate our CTIS loss in a fan-beam low-dose
reconstruction experiment. Lung CT dataset from Give A
Scan® are used for generating training and test datasets. The
size of image and projection are 512 × 512 and 512 × 720
respectively. 5000 incident photons per ray are simulated for
low dose situation. We use the dual-domain network
architecture described in Section II. To examine the
effectiveness of our CTIS loss, we compare our results with
those of MSE and perceptual loss. For perceptual loss, we
choose the output of “block3_conv3” layer in VGG-16 to
compute loss function and also add MSE with equal weight of
perceptual loss. Two cases are shown in Fig. 3.
From Fig. 3, we can see that the reconstructed image with
MSE loss is over-smooth as expected. The result of perceptual
loss solved this problem, but some details are not completely
satisfying. We can check local structures in the zoom-in results.
Seeing the results in blue rectangle, our method can get a more
accurate result and recover more texture on tissues than
perceptual loss. Compared in the red rectangle, we can find the
result of perceptual loss is also slightly over smoothed, but our
CTIS loss can recover more detailed structures. We think this is
caused by the difference between RGB images and CT images.
CT images contain many complex and tiny structures. In
addition, it also has a lot of textures on tissues. But RGB images
do not have these characters. We also use peak signal to noise
ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) to compare
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(b)

(c)
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(b)

(d)

(e)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 3. Two cases in test dataset for evaluation. The first two rows of each case
are reconstructed images. The below shows the zoom-in structures marked in
the rectangles of the first image. Different letters represent: (a) Normal dose
FBP; (b) Low dose FBP; (c) MSE; (d) Perceptual loss + MSE; (e) CTIS loss +
MSE. The display window of first three rows for each case is [-300, 300] HU
and the last row is [-1000, -500] HU.
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TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON

Method
Low dose FBP

PSNR(dB)
24.32

SSIM
71.49%
95.90%

MSE

34.84

Perceptual loss + MSE

35.22

96.34%

CTIS loss + MSE

35.32

96.45%

test results quantitatively, which can be shown in Table 1.
2

max (μ* )
)
MSE

(8)

�� μ
���∗ +C1 )(2σμ� μ∗ +C2 )
(2μ

(9)

PSNR=10 × log10 (
SSIM =

�� 2 +μ
���∗ 2 +C1 )(σ2μ� +σ2 * +C2 )
(μ
μ

where μ� and μ∗ are the output of the network and the ground
�� and ���
truth. μ
μ∗ are means of μ� and μ∗ respectively, σμ� and σμ∗
are standard deviations of μ� and μ∗ , and σμ� μ∗ is covariance.

C1 = (k1 L)2 and C2 = (k2 L)2 with L denoting the dynamic
range of pixel intensity. k1 = 0.01 and k2 = 0.03.
The PSNR and SSIM results prove the advantage of our
method. This shows incorporating CT images prior knowledge
as loss function can make the method perform better and more
stable in both detailed structures and visual effect. The MSE
loss get a poor result which shows over-smoothed area in
reconstructed images. And we should also notice that
perceptual loss performs nearly close to our CTIS loss.
Therefore, we randomly choose 25 samples from test dataset
and plot the SSIM of them to furtherly compare perceptual loss
and CTIS loss. From Fig. 4, the results of CTIS loss perform
well for most samples, and we admit the difference is not very
big. This is due to the huge dataset ImageNet and the optimized
pretrain weight of VGG. Considering the size of dataset used
for training our autoencoder and the optimization of network
parameters, our CTIS loss could have space for further
improvement. Because the result of adversarial loss (GAN)
depend heavily on training details. Therefore, we didn’t
compare with it in our experiment.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a CTIS loss based on autoencoder
trained from normal dose CT images. It is easy to use it for
supervised learning in CT reconstruction. The autoencoder
learns the high-level feature of high-quality CT images as prior
knowledge in the latent space. We can combine our CTIS loss
with per-pixel loss to achieve good performance not only in
pixel level, but also in high-level feature space. Compared to
conventional loss functions, it can get a better result than MSE
and perceptual loss, but still needs further improvement.
However, there are also some drawbacks. The result depends
on autoencoder pretrained on CT images, which means it would
only work when there is plenty of data in target domain. In
future, we will keep optimizing our autoencoder and do a
comprehensive comparison for this CTIS loss. In addition, we
hope to build a specialized feature extractor trained on “CT
ImageNet”.

Fig. 4. SSIM between results and ground truth of different loss functions.
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3D landmark annotation for automatic 3D
cephalometry
Hye Sun Yun, Tae Jun Jang, Sung Min Lee, Sang-Hwy Lee and Jin Keun Seo

Abstract—Annotation of three-dimensional (3D) cephalometric
landmarks in 3D low dose cone beam computerized tomography
(CBCT) has become an essential part of cephalometric analysis,
which is used for diagnosis, surgical planning, and treatment
evaluation. The automation of 3D landmarking with highprecision remains challenging due to the limited availability of
training data and the high computational burden. This paper
addresses these challenges by proposing a hierarchical deeplearning method consisting of four stages: 1) a deep-learningbased coarse-to-fine landmark annotator on the 2D cephalogram, 2) a basic landmark annotator for reconstructed 3D
skull, 3) a low-dimensional representation of total landmarks
using variational autoencoder (VAE), and 4) a local-to-global
landmark annotator. The implementation of the VAE allows twodimensional-image-based 3D morphological feature learning and
similarity/dissimilarity representation learning of the concatenated vectors of cephalometric landmarks. The proposed method
achieves an average 3D point-to-point error of 3.63 mm for 93
cephalometric landmarks with a small number of training CBCT
datasets.
Index Terms—Cone beam computerized
cephalometry, landmark detection, deep learning

tomography,

I. I NTRODUCTION
The cephalometric analysis offers morphometrical guideline
for diagnosis, planning, and treatment of craniofacial disease
or for evaluations in anthropological research. Recent advances
in image processing techniques have allowed the annotation
of three-dimensional (3D) cephalometric landmarks in 3D
computerized tomography to become an essential clinical task.
Since cephalometric landmarking is mostly done by manual
identification, it requires a high level of expertise, time, and
labor, even for experts. Therefore, there is increasing demand
for a computer-aided automatic landmarking system capable
of reducing the labor-intensiveness of this task and improving
workflow.
Recent developments in deep learning for medical imaging
have led to several attempts to apply it to an automatic
cephalometric landmarking system [6] [8]. The main advantage of these deep learning approaches over conventional
image processing is that the experts’ experience can be reflected in the algorithm through learning training datasets.
The architecture for learning datasets labeled by experts has
allowed deep-learning-based methods to located landmarks in
2D cephalograms with impressive performance [1]. However,
difficulties remain in applying these methods to 3D cephalometry because of the required number of datasets. According to
Hye Sun Yun was with the Department of Computational Science and Engineering, Yonsei University, Seoul, South Korea, e-mail:
(sally7711548@gmail.com)
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Barron’s observation [2] about approximations with shallow
neural networks, the number of training datasets needed for
learning grows tremendously as the input dimensions increase.
Due to the high input dimensionality for dental CBCT data
(typically 800 × 800 × 400 matrix size), a lot more training
datasets are required than are currently available, especially
given the legal and ethical restrictions attached to medical data.
This represents a significant challenge to the development of
high-precision, automatic, 3D landmarking systems.
This paper reports the development and evaluation of an automatic annotation system for 3D cephalometry using limited
training datasets. To overcome the dimensionality issue and
limited data availability, a hierarchical deep learning method
is developed which consists of four stages.The first stage
employs deep learning-based detection of 2D landmarks on
cephalogram based on coarse-to-fine detection. In the second
stage, we fuse truncated 3D data and 2D cephalogram to
reconstruct the information of whole skull data. Stage 3 applies
the VAE to the landmark vectors to extract a disentangled lowdimensional representation. In stage 4, this low-dimensional
representation then is used to map from fractional information of the landmarks (obtained in stages 1 and 2) to total
information of the landmarks.
In this paper, the proposed method was evaluated by comparing the positional discrepancy between its results and the
experts’ results. Using a small number of training CBCT
datasets, the proposed method achieved an average 3D pointto-point error of 3.63 mm for 93 cephalometric landmarks. The
proposed method is therefore acceptable point-to-point error
for assisting medical practice.
II. M ETHOD

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed method for 3D landmark
annotation system.
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Let x represents a three-dimensional CBCT data with voxel
grid Ω := {v = (v1 , v2 , v3 ) : vj = 1, · · · , dj , j = 1, 2, 3} with
dj being the number of voxels in direction vj . In our case,
CBCT data size is 800 × 800 × 400. The value x(v) at voxel
position v can be viewed as the attenuation coefficient. The
goal is to find a map f from 3D CBCT image x to a group
of 93 landmarks P, where P = (p1 , · · · , p93 ) and each pj =
(pj,1 , pj,2 , pj,3 ) denotes the 3D position of j-th landmark. P
can be expressed as follows :

is used to generate local patches, which are input of the patchbased CNN. The patch-based CNN provides Ploc with improved
accuracy. See Fig 2.

P = ((p1,1 , p1,2 , p1,3 ), (p2,1 , p2,2 , p2,3 ), · · · , (p93,1 , p93,2 , p93,3 )) .
(1)
The group of landmarks P can be viewed as a geometric
feature vector describing craniofacial skeletal morphology.
Since direct automatic detection of P seems to be quite
challenging, it would be desirable to infer P from its minimal Fig. 3. Landmarks near the midsagittal plane. These landmarks are to be
information which is more convenient to detect automatically. identified by using coarse-to-fine CNN.
Taking advantage of similarity of facial morphology, it would
be reasonable to have a low dimensional latent representation
for feature vectors. This could be achievable provided that B. Stage 2 : Data fusion
the geometric feature vector can be expressed as low dimensional representation, which keeps crucial morphological
features describing dissimilarities between data. Each step of
the proposed method is illustrated in following subsections
(also see Fig 1).
A. Stage 1: Detecting landmarks on 2D cephalogram
(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a)Truncated 3D skull data obtained from dental CBCT and (b)2D
cephalogram. These two data are fused to reconstruct the whole skull data.

Fig. 2. Coarse-to-fine detection using entire image-based and patch-based
CNN. 9 landmarks are rougly detected using the entire image-based CNN
(coarse detection). Then, patch-based CNN (fine detection) is used to detect
each landmark on the corresponding local patch obtained from output of entire
image-based CNN.

The first step is to detect 9 landmarks on 2D cephalogram,
(see Fig 3). The nine landmarks are all on or near the midsagittal plane and they are also used to estimate the total landmarks
of the skull. Let x2D ∈ R512×512 denote the 2D cephalogram
and Ploc = (v2,1 , v3,1 , · · · , v2,9 , v3,9 ) denote 9 landmarks on
(i)
(i)
the 2D image. With the dataset {(x2D , Ploc ) | i = 1, 2, ..., N },
we train a network which detects 9 landmarks on 2D image
using convolutional neural network (CNN). However, the number of data is insufficient to exactly detect the landmarks. To
address this problem, we use coarse-to-fine detection approach
using entire image-based CNN and patch-based CNN. The
architectures of CNNs will be described in result section in Fig
7. The entire image-based CNN allows to detect Ploc roughly
by capturing global information. This coarse detection output

The proposed method will be performed under dental CBCT
hardware limitations such as the field of view (FOV) truncation
and offset detector. As shown in Fig 4, cranial bone part
is missing for the dental CBCT data without stitching. To
compensate this missing part in CBCT, we use the 2D cephalogram that will be combined with CBCT to get the complete
skull image. We developed a novel method integrating 2D
cephalogram with truncated skull image, in order to fill in
the missing cranial part. Then the reference landmarks on the
complete skull image can be obtained by an existing approach
of multiple shadowed 2D-image-based landmarking [6].
With the reconstructed skull, we normalized the data for
effective feature learning. The normalization is done through
suitable anisotropic scaling based on facial width (the distance
between the x-coordinate of L Po and R Po), facial depth
(the distance between y-coordinate of L Po and nasion), and
facial height (the distance between z-coordinate of CFM and
bregma). This normalization reveals facial deformities, and
enables efficient feature learning of similarity/dissimilarity in
the third stage when applying VAE.
C. Stage 3: Learning a low-dimensional latent representation
of landmarks
In this stage, a low-dimensional latent representation of the
total landmark vector P is obtained by applying the VAE [3]
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Fig. 5. Architecture of VAE-based low dimensional representation. Normalized landmarks are used to generate semantically useful latent space.

to the landmark feature vector. This facilitates the extraction
of exploitable morphological factors.
In mathematical terms, the VAE is a deep learning technique
that finds a nonlinear expression of the concatenated landmark
vector P ∈ Rk by variables h ∈ Rd (d  k) in the lowdimensional latent space. In our experiments, we use k = 279
and d = 25. The VAE uses the traning datasets {P(i) : i =
1, · · · , N } to learn two functions, the encoder Φ : P → h and
the decoder Ψ : h → P by the following loss minimization
over the training data:
N
1 X
[kΨ ◦ Φ(P(i) ) − P(i) k2
N
(Ψ,Φ)∈VAE
i=1

(Ψ, Φ) = argmin

(i)

(2)

(i)

+DKL (N (µ , Σ ) k N (0, I))],

where VAE describes a class of functions in the form of
the deep learning network described in Fig 5. Note that the
covariance Σ and DKL (N (µ, Σ) k N (0, I)) are used for
smooth interpolation and compactly encoding.
The decoder Ψ : h → P in (2) provides a low-dimensional
disentanglement representation, so that each latent variable is
sensitive to changes in individual morphological factors, while
being relatively insensitive to other changes.
D. Stage 4: Local-to-global landmark annotation for automatic 3D cephalometry
In this final step, we detect the total landmark vector
(P) from the fractional information (P] ), where P] is the
vector composed of Ploc obtained in stage 2 and the reference
landmarks in stage 1. In stage 3, the VAE can find a lowdimensional latent representation of the total landmarks, i.e.,
Ψ(h) = P. Stage 2 detected a part of the landmarks Ploc near
the midsagittal plane. Using the encoder map h(i) = Φ(P(i) )
(i)
in the result of stage 3, the training data {(h(i) , P] ) : i =
1, 2, ..., N } can be generated. Then, the training data can be
used to learn a nonlinear map Γ : P] → h, which connects
the latent variables h and the fractional data P] . The nonlinear
regression map Γ : P] → h is obtained by minimizing the loss
PN
(i)
1
(i) 2
i=1 ||Γ(P] )−h || . Then, the local-to-global landmark
N
annotation is obtained from
(Ψ ◦ Γ)(P] ) = P.
See Fig 6.
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Ψ

(3)

Fig. 6. Local-to-global landmark annotation Ψ ◦ Γ. The map Γ : P] → h is
(i)
trained using the dataset {(h(i) = Φ(P(i) ), P] ) : i = 1, · · · , N } generated
from the encoder Φ in stage 3.

III. R ESULTS
A. Dataset and Experimental setting
We used two datasets, provided by Dentri, HDXWILL,
Korea; the first dataset contains 26 anonymized CBCT data
and 2D cephalogram corresponding to the same subjects
with cephalometric landmarks for each data. The size of the
original CBCT image was 800 × 800 × 400. The labeling
for the landmarks on each data was done through manual
marking. The second dataset with 3D positions of landmarks
from anonymized 229 subjects with dentofacial deformity and
malocclusion was also used, and they were acquired in excel
formats with 3D coordinates of landmarks from the original
data source. The labeling of the landmarks for both data sets
were all done by one author (LSH) with more than 20 years
of experience in 3D cephalometry. When training CNN, we
used the first dataset of 22 subjects as training data and four as
test data. Translation was applied for data augmentation. For
VAE and nonlinear regression, we used both the first and the
second dataset to set 230 subjects as training data and 25 for
test data. For each experimental setting, we set learning rate
as 0.0001 and batch size 8, and went through 3000 iterations
when training CNN. For VAE and nonlinear regression, we set
learning rate as 0.0001 and batch size 50, and went through
30,000 iterations.
B. Experimental results
In our proposed method, we aimed to locate 3D coordinates
of 93 landmarks from fractional information composed of Ploc
obtained in stage 1 and the reference landmarks in stage 2.
For the detection of 9 landmarks on 2D cephalogram, the
architecture for image-based CNN are shown in Fig 7(a). With
the input data of size 512 × 512, the architecture consists of
3 × 3 convolution with stride 1, 2 × 2 convolution with stride 2
for spatial downsampling, and fully connected layers. Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU) activation was performed after each
pooling layer to solve vanishing gradient problem, dropout rate
of 0.75 was chosen to alleviate overfitting problem [7], and
Adam [4], which is an adaptive gradient method, was chosen
as the optimization algorithm. Additionally, we extracted local
patch using the output obtained from image-based CNN. For
fine detection of each landmark, CNN architecture was again
designed, similar to that of image-based CNN (see Fig 7(b)).
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3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 8

<latexit sha1_base64="9+8xfCmOvyMu1a5rM0Znl7HJBcQ=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 8

<latexit sha1_base64="9+8xfCmOvyMu1a5rM0Znl7HJBcQ=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 8

2 ⇥ 2 Conv(stride 2), 8

<latexit sha1_base64="9+8xfCmOvyMu1a5rM0Znl7HJBcQ=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 8

<latexit sha1_base64="9+8xfCmOvyMu1a5rM0Znl7HJBcQ=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 8

<latexit sha1_base64="LlgPG8GbFAFNd50jpjW2eD0GvVw=">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</latexit>

Fully connected, 128

<latexit sha1_base64="LunZo6BPdKtVgeMr7Cqpw8oJrDo=">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</latexit>

Output

Fully connected, 32

<latexit sha1_base64="oQkplBmXrtE9DbXwRu36d7yDxxo=">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</latexit>

2 ⇥ 2 Conv(stride 2), 16

<latexit sha1_base64="m4A+eK1KEMO36LZtW9PL+B3da1s=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m4A+eK1KEMO36LZtW9PL+B3da1s=">AAAC9HicjVHLSsNAFD3Gd31VXboJFqGC1DQKdllw41LBqmBFknTUwbyYmRRL6Ge4cydu/QG3+g3iH+hfeGeMoBbRCUnOnHvPmbn3+mnIpXKclyFreGR0bHxisjQ1PTM7V55fOJBJJgLWCpIwEUe+J1nIY9ZSXIXsKBXMi/yQHfqX2zp+2GVC8iTeV72UnUTeeczPeOApok7L623jkfthxvq521Y8YtK124pdqdzeTuJuVSrBO8x2V/trjf5pueLUHLPsQVAvQAXF2k3Kz2ijgwQBMkRgiKEIh/Ag6TlGHQ5S4k6QEycIcRNn6KNE2oyyGGV4xF7S95x2xwUb0157SqMO6JSQXkFKGyukSShPENan2SaeGWfN/uadG099tx79/cIrIlbhgti/dJ+Z/9XpWhTO0DA1cKopNYyuLihcMtMVfXP7S1WKHFLiNO5QXBAOjPKzz7bRSFO77q1n4q8mU7N6HxS5Gd70LWnA9Z/jHAQHbq2+UXP3NivNajHqCSxhGVWa5xaa2MEuWuR9jQc84snqWjfWrXX3kWoNFZpFfFvW/TvRBKJi</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="9+8xfCmOvyMu1a5rM0Znl7HJBcQ=">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</latexit>

Input

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 8

<latexit sha1_base64="yk1Hn0zU9C4Nye6UD7XJ13hyBSM=">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</latexit>

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Architectures of (a) entire image-based CNN and (b) patch-based
CNN.

The size of patch (as input for patch-based CNN) was chosen
by the characteristics of morphological structures around the
landmarks. With small amount of data at our hands, it was
inevitable to apply landmark detection additionally on the
small patches for better feature learning for each landmark.
Table I shows the prediction error value of each landmark.

Landmark
ANS
Bregma
Me(anat)
MnDML
MxDML
Od
PNS
Pog
S

2D distance error (mm)
0.88
0.98
0.62
1.45
1.39
2.73
2.63
1.51
3.75
TABLE I
M EAN OF TEST ERROR FOR 9 LANDMARK DETECTION USING
COARSE - TO - FINE ANNOTATOR .

As a core work of our study, we used VAE to find the latent
representation of landmark feature vector. We aim to find the
low dimensional representation of high dimensional landmark
feature vector. The latent dimension of latent space is chosen to
be 25 empirically, which tells that the landmark feature vectors
(∈ R279 ) can be nonlinearly expressed into 25 variables.
Next, we connected the landmarks detected in previous steps
to the trained representation by nonlinear regression with
multilayer perceptron having 45-30-25 neurons in each layer.
After finishing training VAE and nonlinear regression, the
reconstructed landmark vectors are given by (Ψ ◦ Γ)(P] ). As a
result, we achieved an average point-to-point error of 3.63 mm
for 93 cephalometric landmarks with standard deviation 1.41
mm. Fig 8 shows test error of each landmark. Total points
showed the errors ranging within 8 mm and 60 landmarks
were within 4 mm.

IV. C ONCLUSION

This paper proposes a multi-stage deep learning framework
for automatic 3D cephalometric landmark annotation. Its novel
contribution is the use of a VAE for 2D image-based 3D
Input

<latexit sha1_base64="CqvypikGMTsJxZsCGOUkh2IG3dY=">AAAC33icjVHLSsNAFD3GV62vqjvdBIvgQkpiRV0W3LhUsCpYKZN0rEPzYmYiShHcuRO3/oBb/RvxD/QvvDNG8IHohCRnzr3nzNx7gywSSnve84AzODQ8MloaK49PTE5NV2Zm91Way5A3wzRK5WHAFI9Ewpta6IgfZpKzOIj4QdDbMvGDMy6VSJM9fZHx45h1E3EiQqaJalfm6y0tYq7cutvS/Fz33a00Obtc8dfL7UrVq3l2uT+BX4AqirWTVp7QQgcpQuSIwZFAE47AoOg5gg8PGXHH6BMnCQkb57hEmbQ5ZXHKYMT26Nul3VHBJrQ3nsqqQzololeS0sUSaVLKk4TNaa6N59bZsL95962nudsF/YPCKyZW45TYv3Qfmf/VmVo0TrBpaxBUU2YZU11YuOS2K+bm7qeqNDlkxBncobgkHFrlR59dq1G2dtNbZuMvNtOwZh8WuTlezS1pwP73cf4E+6s1v15b3V2rNmrFqEtYwCKWaZ4baGAbO2iS9xXu8YBHhznXzo1z+57qDBSaOXxZzt0bVxyYsA==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="aeCdTDeY3rRbgSrlHnBaz8Rr324=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="cWTStexlZIh6KEc/SFRNKXvGorc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="cWTStexlZIh6KEc/SFRNKXvGorc=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 64

<latexit sha1_base64="cWTStexlZIh6KEc/SFRNKXvGorc=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 64

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 64

2 ⇥ 2 Conv(stride 2), 32

<latexit sha1_base64="aeCdTDeY3rRbgSrlHnBaz8Rr324=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 32

<latexit sha1_base64="aeCdTDeY3rRbgSrlHnBaz8Rr324=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 32

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 32

2 ⇥ 2 Conv(stride 2), 16

<latexit sha1_base64="CqvypikGMTsJxZsCGOUkh2IG3dY=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 16

<latexit sha1_base64="CqvypikGMTsJxZsCGOUkh2IG3dY=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 16

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 16

2 ⇥ 2 Conv(stride 2), 8

<latexit sha1_base64="9+8xfCmOvyMu1a5rM0Znl7HJBcQ=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 8

<latexit sha1_base64="9+8xfCmOvyMu1a5rM0Znl7HJBcQ=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 8

<latexit sha1_base64="Tcb/rUF+yxKzGfCYnFKr4IubKn8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="Tcb/rUF+yxKzGfCYnFKr4IubKn8=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 128

<latexit sha1_base64="Tcb/rUF+yxKzGfCYnFKr4IubKn8=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 128
2 ⇥ 2 Conv(stride 2), 128

<latexit sha1_base64="tRtfxbvK3HlhXjJ05iwG2mrwXWI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zH7fSnGTXW+RbVKrOo9s/Fp/FVA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="LunZo6BPdKtVgeMr7Cqpw8oJrDo=">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</latexit>

Output

Fully connected, 256

Fully connected, 512

Fully connected, 1024

<latexit sha1_base64="IQPy+PBfU6MkACjd59KivF8Gouk=">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</latexit>

2 ⇥ 2 Conv(stride 2), 128

<latexit sha1_base64="Tcb/rUF+yxKzGfCYnFKr4IubKn8=">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</latexit>

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 128

3 ⇥ 3 Conv, 128

Landmark
localization errors

<latexit sha1_base64="/NKTI/cToF2wzVwSJsStpTOgiD0=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="IQPy+PBfU6MkACjd59KivF8Gouk=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="3dNAB6CRMKojmsKMR6PTf3+0uTI=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="yk1Hn0zU9C4Nye6UD7XJ13hyBSM=">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</latexit>
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Fig. 8. The landmark localization errors (mm) for 93 cephalometric landmarks
for the test dataset. Red dots denote the 3D distance error for each landmark,
and the blue line represents the average point-to-point error for 93 landmarks
(3.63 mm).

feature learning by representing the high-dimensional 3D
landmark feature vectors with much-lower-dimensional latent
variables. It allows all 3D landmarks to be annotated from
partial information obtained through 2D landmarking on 2D
cephalogram and the detection of 3D landmarks using the
existing method. The experiments confirmed the capability of
the proposed method, even when given a limited number of
training datasets. The proposed method has the potential to
alleviate experts’ time-consuming workflow by dramatically
reducing the time taken for landmarking while preserving high
accuracy.
This automatic 3D cephalometric annotation system is in an
early stage of development, and there is potential for further
improvement. It would be desirable to integrate the multi-stage
hierarchical learning framework of this study into a unified
learning framework, because errors in each step can affect the
successive steps in the hierarchical structure.
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Disassemblable Fieldwork CT Scanner Using a
3D-printed Calibration Phantom
Florian Schiffers, Thomas Bochynek, André Aichert, Tobias Würfl, Michael Rubenstein, Oliver Cossairt

Abstract—The use of computed tomography (CT) imaging has
become of increasing interest to academic areas outside of the
field of medical imaging and industrial inspection, e.g. to biology
and cultural heritage research. The pecularities of these fields,
however, sometimes require that objects need to be imaged onsite, e.g., in field-work conditions or in museum collections.
Under these circumstances, it is often not possible to use a
commercial device and a custom solution is the only viable
option. In order to achieve high image quality under adverse
conditions, reliable calibration and trajectory reproduction are
usually key requirements for any custom CT scanning system.
Here, we introduce the construction of a low-cost disassemblable
CT scanner that allows calibration even when trajectory reproduction is not possible due to the limitations imposed by
the project conditions. Using 3D-printed in-image calibration
phantoms, we compute a projection matrix directly from each
captured X-ray projection. We describe our method in detail and
show successful tomographic reconstructions of several specimen
as proof of concept.
Index Terms—Industrial CT, low-cost calibration, disassemblable CT scanner.

W

I. I NTRODUCTION

HEN computed tomography (CT) was invented in
1971 it quickly became an essential tool for nondestructive testing and medical diagnosis. The proliferation of
CT hardware and software in recent decades has promoted
widespread interest from the greater scientific community,
finding new applications in a broad range of fields such as
cultural heritage [1], [2] and biology [3].
While industrial CT applications often feature optimized
and standardized imaging setups that allow high-throughput
imaging, e.g. in a hospital setting or a production line, the
scientific community operates under a fundamentally different
set of constraints than medical and industrial applications.
For instance, biological and cultural heritage research often
prohibits samples from being transported to the nearest CT
facilities, requiring scanning on-site.
Under these circumstances existing commercial products are
unsuitable, and a custom-built, portable system is necessary.
Of particular interest here is the case where the imaging system
must be shipped between sessions, and repeated calibration is
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Fig. 1: Schematic principle of the projective invariant.
necessary. As a potential solution to this problem, Aichert et
al. [4] proposed an online geometry calibration method using
in-image fiducial markers for flat-panel computed tomography
based on projective invariants that can be easily realized
with a 3D-printed metal bead phantom. They demonstrate a
simulation-based proof-of-concept for a calibration phantom
designed for computing both extrinisic and intrinsic camera
parameters from a single projection image.
This paper describes the construction of a novel and disassemblable cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) scanner,
which for the first time, applies the calibration method proposed in [4]. We show reconstructions of biological specimen
imaged on Barro Colorado Island, a remote, tropical island in
Panama. This work demonstrates that customized imaging and
calibration setups allow for the acquisition of industry-standard
quality images under demanding imaging environments.
II. M ETHODS
A. Cone Beam Projection Model
The most popular trajectory takes the shape of an arc of a
circle. Such trajectories depend on few parameters compared
to the calibration of the geometry of each projection image [5],
[6]. Therefore it is appealing to assume an ideal smooth
trajectory and calibrate only those parameters as opposed to estimating a geometry for each projection image independently.
This simplification, however, comes at the cost of no longer
being able to compensate for deviations from this ideal smooth
trajectory. An alternative is to describe each projection matrix
independently e.g. [5]. For those methods, the image formation
of a conventional X-Ray source with a cone beam and flatpanel detector is typically modeled as a projection matrix.
In an industrial CT setup, the focal length of the system and
the principal point, which is the intersection of the orthogonal
projection of the source to the detector, are stable because
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(a) 3D-printed markers with
unique metal bead placement to
achieve different cross-ratios.

(b) Sample container with calibration phantom consisting of ten
calibration markers

Fig. 2: 3D-printed calibration markers, in detail and assembly.
the source and detector do not move during the acquisition.
Therefore the intrinsic camera parameters can be measured
as fixed in the whole system, and only the extrinsic camera
parameters need to be determined for each projection.
B. Estimation of Geometric Parameters
A significant challenge for tomographic calibration is to
build a 3D-phantom with interest points that can be uniquely
identified under a projective transformation in different projections. A pair of coordinates of the same 3D interest point
in the projections are called corresponding points and the
problem of computing them is commonly referred to as the
correspondence problem. Strobel et al. [7] proposed the PDS-2
phantom where binary codes of small metal beads are encoded
to solve the correspondence problem. Choi et al. [8] solve this
problem using the assumption that markers only move a small
distance in successive projections.
These and similar methods usually acquire a dedicated
calibration scan, since CT scanners are manufactured to consistently reproduce the same motion.
In contrast, Aichert et al. [4], [9] present a method relying
on the cross-ratio to solve the correspondence problem. If the
phantom is present in the acquisition the method can be used
to calculate a projection matrix for each X-Ray projection,
which removes the necessity of reproducible trajectories. This
approach meets the requirement of robust reconstruction under
demanding field conditions. Each phantom consists of multiple, short calibration elements of four uniquely spaced metal
beads each.
These elements can be arranged arbitrarily within the projection space but in fixed relation to the sample (e.g. by
attaching them to a sample container). The respective crossratio of the metal beads, depicted in Fig. 1, is used as a scalar
descriptor for each such calibration element. It is defined by
the distances a, b, c, d ∈ R between the four metal beads in a
linear arrangement.
cr(a, b, c, d) :=

(a − c) · (b − d)
.
(a − d) · (b − c)

(1)

Because this number is invariant to perspective projection,
it can be used to identify corresponding points in different
projections. A RANSAC-based algorithm is used to estimate

(a) CT of 3D-printed calibration
phantom with metal beads.

(b) Extracted 3D positions of
metal beads.

Fig. 3: The 3D-printed calibration is imaged with a commercial CT scanner at a hospital. The 3D locations of the metal
beads are extracted from DICOM-series.
all geometric parameters from a single image. For a detailed
discussion of the mathematical methodology and how the
cross-ratio is used for calibration, we refer to [4].
C. Phantom Design and Manufacture
We fabricated ten calibration elements of six-centimeter
length, each containing a unique arrangement (and thereby
cross-section) of four metal beads. To provide directionality,
the diameter of the lower-most bead was twice that of the
remaining beads (i.e., 3.2 mm and 1.6 mm, respectively).
We 3D-printed the base marker shape from Polylactic acid.
Metal ball bearings were press-fitted into predefined recesses.
Fig. 2a exemplary shows five of those calibration sticks. The
assemblage of the ten sticks in 3D space is such that at least
three are fully visible on the detector for any projection image
of the trajectory.
We placed five of these calibration elements, each to both
the top and bottom of the sample container, see Fig. 2b.
Equidistant arrangement of the elements ensured that there
would be three markers identifiable for any projection image
of the trajectory, removing marker overlap as a possible complicating factor. To avoid overlap of markers and the sample
specimen, we reserve the top and bottom of the projection
for the calibration phantom. Note that this effectively trades
image information for a reliable and accurate online estimation
of geometric parameters.
D. Hospital CT-scan of Calibration Phantom
The algorithm proposed in [4] requires knowledge of the
exact 3D positions of all beads in the phantom. While it
is known from computer vision that these positions could
be inferred algorithmically, we instead acquired a reference
scan of the whole calibration phantom with a commercial CT
scanner in the Northwestern Memorial Hospital (see Fig. 3a).
The spheres are identified from the DICOM series via
the application of the connected components method. Subsequently we calculate the center of mass of each sphere as
shown in Fig. 3b. Note, that the marker accuracy is given
not by the accuracy of the 3D-printing process, but by the
identification of the circle centers.
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Fig. 4: Computer model of the scanner setup. Mount for the XRay source (left) and rotation stage (center right) are fabricated
from 3D-printed components. See text for details on the used
components.

(a) Projection image 1

(b) Projection image 2

(c) Close-up showing reprojection error 1

(d) Close-up showing reprojection error 2

E. Experimental Setup
The CT scanner setup (see Fig. 4) is composed of four
main components: The imaging container with the calibration
phantom is located inside an 80/20 T-slot aluminum-frame
cabinet, which is shielded by fused lead/steel plates for radiation protection. We used a Imaging M-113T X-Ray tube
and a Varex Imaging XRD 4343 Digital X-Ray detector for
radiation generation and detection. A rotation stage, driven by
a 1000:1 Micro Metal Gearmotor HP 6V, rotated the imaging
container around its axis. Rotation stage, X-Ray tube, and XRay detector were controlled and synchronized via an Arduino
Uno microprocessor.
A single 3D scan consisted of approximately 450 exposures
of the rotating imaging container at a rate of 4.5 exposures per
second. A single exposure consisted of a 10.6 ms X-Ray burst
at 40 keV energy and 125 mA current supplied by a Spellman
PMX 5kW X-Ray generator.
III. R ECONSTRUCTION PIPELINE
We implemented the reconstruction pipeline in Python
and embedded our pipeline into the open-source framework
of pyCONRAD (https://git5.cs.fau.de/PyConrad/pyCONRAD)
which natively supports arbitrary trajectories via projection
matrices [10]. Since pyCONRAD has the full GPU functionality of CONRAD, fast reconstruction with the GPU-accelerated
back-projector is possible. For reconstruction, we use the
Feldkamp algorithm [11].
A. Image Pre-Processing
Raw images are normalized using the following normalization equation:
I − IDark
f=
(2)
I0 − IDark
where I denotes the measured intensity with the object, I0
the reference intensity without object, and IDark the measured
dark-image.
Our detector has approximately 100 permanent defect pixels
which either report full or zero intensity in every exposure.
If not accounted for, these pixels will result in strong ringartifacts in the reconstructions. We hence detect those pixels
with a prior calibration measurement and correct them using
OpenCV’s inpainting method.
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Fig. 5: (a,b) Projection images with biological specimen
(Annona purpurea fruit) and calibration markers. Detected
calibration elements and the derived local coordinate system
are shown in the center of each image. (c,d) show a zoomed
version for better visualization of the detected beads’ reprojection.
B. High resolution volume reconstruction
Our detector allows for a resolution of up to 3000 × 3000
pixels, generating large volumes of data of both raw data and
reconstructions. For example, a reconstructed volume of 20003
with float precision requires approximately 32 GB of storage
space. PyCONRAD does not natively support reconstruction
volumes of this size because it is limited by the GPU memory.
Reconstruction of large high-resolution volumes was achieved
by successively reconstructing and storing smaller volume
subsets.
C. Results
Figure 5 shows an example of an online-calibration with
bead detection, feature matching using the cross-ratios, and
successful geometric calibration for two different views. The
complete trajectory was calibrated and is visualized in Fig. 7.
Example tomographic reconstructions and renderings for four
specimens found on-site at the Barro Colorado Island are
shown in Fig. 6.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
We constructed a 3D CT scanner and online calibration
phantom from commonly available materials using 3D printing
as a key manufacturing method. While the methods we employ
in the construction process might not meet the high-accuracy
manufacturing requirements applied to medical devices, we
still obtain high-quality 3D reconstructions. In contrast to
one-time calibrated and commercial scanners, our setup is
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Fig. 7: Visualization of the trajectory calculated online during
a tomographic scan. The image reveals that the source positions do not form perfect sinusoids, and the angular spacing is
not equidistant. While this would be a challenge to a one-time
calibrated setup, the online calibration we employ compensates
for these inaccuracies.
of detector space required for online calibration, employing
bundle-adjustment to lift the requirement of a prior CT-scan
of the calibration phantom, using our methodology on a
theoretically complete trajectory like a helix, additional artifact
reduction techniques, such as beam-hardening correction, as
well as the use of image-based calibration correction methods.

(b) Alouatta palliata: howler monkey skull

(c) Nausititermes sp. termite nest

(d) Alouatta palliata: tropical fruit

Fig. 6: Example reconstruction from our tomographic scanner.
Left: Tomographic slice; right: volume rendering.
resilient to adverse conditions, disassemblable for transport
to remote locations, and was successfully operated for fieldwork in a tropical environment. We intend that this paper can
serve as a guideline for interested parties to develop their own
applications.
Future research directions include reducing the amount
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Metal Artifact Reduction for 3D Cone-Beam CT by
Non-Local Prior Image Integration
Nele Blum, Maik Stille, Christian Hofmann and Thorsten M. Buzug

Abstract—While the quality of CT images has been continuously improved over the years, the presence of high-density
objects, such as metal implants, still remains a major problem.
Often standard approaches for metal artifact reduction are not
able to correct the artifacts caused sufficiently and bright and
dark streaks as well as dark shadows remain as artifacts in
the image. Based on a non-local regularization, a new iterative
reconstruction algorithm for 3D cone-beam CT data is proposed.
In the regularization term, 3D image patches of the image
and prior image are compared. For optimization, both the
regularization term and the derivative of the regularization term
are calculated. To avoid long computation time, parts of the
algorithm are implemented to be run parallel. The usage of the
proposed non-local regularization term shows an improvement in
artifact reduction compared to the linear interpolation approach.

C

I. I NTRODUCTION

OMPUTED tomography provides high-quality images of
the interior of the human body using x-ray. However,
artifacts caused by different physical phenomena such as
scatter, beam hardening or noise, reduce the image quality.
A major problem in clinical practice are high-density objects,
such as metal implants or surgical instruments in the field of
view. Such objects cause artifacts that appear as bright and
dark streaks in the image and decrease the diagnostic value of
the image.
Standard metal artifact reduction (MAR) approaches often
can not reduce this artifacts sufficiently or introduce new
artifacts. One method to reduce these artifacts is to use an
iterative reconstruction approach [1]. This has the advantage
of easy integration of additional information. The integration
of prior images in the CT image reconstruction has become
popular in the reconstruction field since the PICCS algorithm
was published by Chen et. al. [2]. A regularization strategy,
which integrates information from a prior image by a nonlocal regularization term, was already introduced for 2D image
reconstruction [3]. Since then the regularization term has been
improved and presented here for 3D cone-beam reconstruction.
During regularization, differences between grey values in the
image of the current reconstruction step and the non-local
prior image are penalized. The idea of the regularization term
is to penalize variations to the prior image, while keeping
information of the anatomical structure of the original image.
However, the prior image should be similar to the image to be
reconstructed in order to save calculation time and guarantee a
N. Blum, M. Stille and T. M. Buzug are with the Institute of Medical
Engineering, University of Lübeck, Ratzeburger Allee 160, 23562 Lübeck,
e-mail: (see {blum, stille, buzug}@imt.uni-luebeck.de).
C. Hofmann is with Siemens Healthineers, Henkestraße 127, 91052 Erlangen, e-mail:(see: christian.hofmann@siemens-healthineers.com)
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sufficient penalization. Parts of the algorithm are implemented
to be calculated on a GPU to avoid long computation time
when using large 3D images. Thus, the regularization term was
implemented in such a way that the calculation is executed in
parallel and a fast comparison of the image and prior image
patches is possible. Together with a fast calculation of forward
and back projection operators for 3D cone-beam CT in each
iteration step, the algorithm becomes interesting for clinical
routine.

II. M ETHODS
The log-likelihood function for transmission tomography in
statistical image reconstruction is defined as
l(f ) =

M
X

(−ni ln(n0 ) + ni

i=1

N
X

aij fj + ln(ni !)

j=1

+n0 exp(−

N
X

aij fj )

(1)

j=1

for a given set of intensity measurements ni and an unknown
vector f ∈ RN , which consist of the expected attenuation
coefficients [4]. The number of measured intensities in the
absence of an absorber is denoted by n0 , the total number
of measured projections is denoted by M and the number of
image voxels is denoted by N . In (1) the forward projection
step is described by
pi =

N
X

aij fj

(2)

j=1

where aij is the element at position (i, j) of the system
matrix A ∈ RM ×N . The log-likelihood function is part of the
objective function of the optimization problem, which needs
to be solved for the image reconstruction. The corresponding
optimization problem is defined as
f ∗ = arg min(l(f ) + δR(f, Γ(h, γ)))

(3)

where R(f, Γ(g, γ)) describes a regularization term. The regularization term is added to the log-likelihood function. To
control the influence of the regularization on the reconstruction result, a regularization parameter δ is multiplied to the
regularization term.
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search window Nj

s

moving prior patch Γ(h, γ)ηk

s

fixed image patch fηj

γ
(h,

kf η j

kp
) ηk

−Γ

is applied to force the regularization to ignore voxels from the
prior that hold no relevant information.
To solve the optimization problem described in (3) the
l-BFGS-b algorithm is used [5]. In order to apply the l-BFGS-b
algorithm to the optimization problem (3), the partial derivatives of the likelihood function and the regularization term are
needed. The derivative of the likelihood function according to
the voxel fr is given by

Fig. 1. Comparison of 3D patches between the image to be reconstructed and
the prior image. The fixed image patch (black box) is compared to different
prior patches (red box) inside a 3D search window of the prior image by
calculating the distances between the voxel values inside the patches. The 3D
search window in the prior image is visualized by a gray box.

The regularization is here proposed as a non-local regularization
v
uN

2
uX
1
R(f, Γ(h, γ)) = t
ιj fj − Ψ (f, Γ(h, γ), j)
(4)
κj
j=0
with

Ψ (f, Γ(h, γ), j) =

X

Γ(h, γ) exp

k∈Nj



−σkfηj − Γ(h, γ)ηk kp
v2
(5)

where Γ(h, γ) denotes the transformed prior image h by the
transformation parameter γ. Figure 1 shows the principle of
the non-local regularization term described in (4). In the illustration, Nj (gray box) denotes a search window in the prior
image h around the voxel j. Each patch Γ(h, γ)ηk , k ∈ Nj
(red box) within the search window is compared to a given
patch fηj (black box) in the image that is to be reconstructed.
Both the search window and the patches are defined in all
three dimensions. The comparison between the image and
prior patches is done by calculating the Minkowski distance
k · kp of the order p between the intensity values of the voxels
of both patches. Additionally, a mask function ι ∈ {0, 1}N
with
(
0 if κ1j Ψ (f, Γ(h, γ), j) = 0
(6)
ιx =
1 else

M
N
X
∂l(f ) X
=
(ni air − n0 air exp(−
aij fj )).
∂fr
i=1
j=1

(7)

For the partial derivative of the regularization term



 1

2 − 2
N
δR(f, Γ(h, γ))
1 X
1
1
=
ιj fj − Ψ (f, Γ(h, γ), j)  2 ιr fr − ιr Ψ(f, Γ(h, γ), j)+
δfr
2 j=0
κj
κr

N
X
ηk kp
δ −σkfηj − Γ(h, γ)ηk kp −σkfηj −Γ(h,γ)
1 X
v2
ι j fj
Γ(h, γ)
e
−
κj
δfr v 2
j=0
k∈Nj


−σkfη −Γ(h,γ)η kp
j
k
P
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!!
v2
e
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δfr v 2
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+


X
ηk kp
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1
v2
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Ψ
(f,
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(h,
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e
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k
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!!
2
v
e
k∈Nj
δfr v 2
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κ3j
N
X

(8)
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3

Ground Truth

Metal object

Prior Image

Difference Image

Fig. 2. XCAT Phantom used for image reconstruction in coronal view.
Segmentation of the metal object. The used prior image, which was generated
by the XCAT software with minor variations of the anatomical parameters to
the generated Phantom. The difference image between the ground truth image
and the prior image.

one has to consider the occurrence of the voxel fr in patches
fηj , j 6= r. The derivative of the p-norm between the patches
of the image an the prior can be described by
 
 p1 −1


X

1


(fηj − Γ(h, γ)ηk )p 
p 
δk · kp
k∈Nj
=

δfr

p−1

·
p(f
if fr ∈ fηj
r − Γ(h, γ)kr )



0
else
the derivative of the Minkowski distance according to the
image voxel fr , if fr is in the image patch or zero otherwise.
To save computation time intermediate results of the distances
are temporary saved for all image voxels in the current
image patch during the comparison of the patches to avoid
unnecessary calculations. As a result, it is possible to calculate
all partial derivatives of the regularization with only marginal
additional effort.

Iteration 4

Prior Image 1

Difference Image (new
Prior Image - Ground
truth)

Iteration 16

Prior Image 4

Difference Image (new
Prior Image - Ground
truth)

Iteration 32

Prior Image 8

Difference Image (new
Prior Image - Ground
truth)

Reconstruction
Result (coronal view)

Reconstruction Result
(axial view)

Reconstruction Result
(difference image)

III. R ESULTS
Figure 2 shows a slice in coronal view of the used phantom,
which is generated by the XCAT software [6]. To simulate
a metal object, an artificial object is added within the right
humerus. Additionally, a prior image is generated by modifying anatomical parameters for the bones and the soft tissue.
The difference between both images is shown in Figure 2d.
In Figure 3 the progress of the reconstruction algorithm is
illustrated in different iterations steps. In every fourth iteration
step, a new non-local prior and a new derivative of the
regularization term for the current image are calculated. The
new non-local prior is the result of the comparison between
the intermediate result of the reconstruction and the given prior
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Linear
Interpolation
(coronal view)

Linear
Interpolation
(axial view)

Linear
Interpolation
(difference image)

Fig. 3. Reconstruction progress. In every fourth iteration a new prior image is
calculated. The deviations from the new calculated prior image to the ground
truth is visualized in a difference image. The second last row shows the
reconstruction result in coronal and axial view. For a better visualization of
the remaining artifacts, in the last image a difference image to the ground truth
is calculated in axial view. In the last row the results of the linear interpolation
in coronal and axial direction are shown, as well as the difference to the ground
truth image in axial view.
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image. If a voxel of the new non-local prior image is assigned
a zero, the value does not influence the regularization due to
the multiplication of the mask function (6) in the regularization
term. The same is true for the derivative of the regularization
term. The derivative of the regularization term has a direct
influence of the new image calculated in the next iteration
step. The newly calculated non-local prior images are getting
more similar to the intermediate results during the iterations.
The last non-local prior shows only small areas of voxels,
which are assigned a zero. After approximately 50 iterations
the gradient of the objective function is small enough (10−9 )
to stop the optimization process. In Figure 3 the coronal
and axial view of the reconstructed image are shown. The
results show that even fine structures are preserved during
the reconstruction. In order to better visualize the remaining
artifacts, a difference image between the reconstruction result
and the ground truth is calculated. In the last row of Figure 3
the proposed algorithm is compared to a linear interpolation
approach [7]. Compared to the linear interpolation the final
reconstruction result shows significantly less artifacts. This
is particularly apparent in the two difference images, which
were calculated in relation to the ground truth image. For an
objective comparison of the two methods, the sum of squared
differences (SSD) to the ground truth image were calculated.
With a value of 94 616, the calculated SSD value of the here
proposed reconstruction method is significantly lower than the
SSD value of the linear interpolation with 207 919. The image
values are given in hounsfield units.
IV. D ISCUSSION
Many reconstruction approaches for artifact reduction in CT
images strongly depend on the similarity of the prior images to
the image to be reconstructed. Therefore, the correct choice
of a prior image plays an essential role in order to achieve
an artifact free reconstruction result. One promising approach
is to use clinical progress studies, as these images generally have the same anatomical structures. Nevertheless, due
to temporal differences, slight anatomical deviations, caused
for instance by organ shifts, can occur. The here proposed
non-local regularization takes this issue into account by not
only considering direct neighbor pixels. The simulated data
show that a reconstruction of the image is possible even
with anatomical variations between the ground truth and the
prior image. However, more detailed studies are planned to
show applicability for clinical data. For this purpose, the
procedure presented by Ziemann et. al. can be used as an
orientation [8]. Various parameters of the regularization, e.g.
the influence of the size of search window and image patches,
should be investigated. For example, if the position of various
anatomical structures has changed significantly, enlarging the
search window can have a positive effect on the reconstruction
result. Also, the patch size should not be too large, as this
could lead to insufficiently similar structures. Another aspect,
which needs to be addressed is that a selection of a larger
search window and patch size directly results in a higher
computation time. Especially when using large 3D image
data, this could be a major challenge. An already parallel

implemented calculation of the comparison between the image
patches allows a calculation on a GPU, which makes the
calculation much faster.
Furthermore, the behavior of noise in clinical image data
should be investigated with respect to the calculation of a
new non-local prior image. Especially during the comparison
of image patches, where a direct weighting between pixel
values is performed, noise can strongly affect the calculation
of the pixel-specific weighting. In this case, one might want
to perform a noise reduction in the image domain before the
weighting is calculated.
V. C ONCLUSION
A metal artifact reduction algorithm for 3D cone-beam CT
is proposed, which integrates information based on a prior
image. A new prior image is calculated using a non-local
approach, with a regularization term that penalizes gray-value
variations between the non-local prior and the intermediate
results of the image reconstruction. A parallel implementation
of the calculation of the regularization term and its derivation
enables a fast computation on a GPU. For the optimization
process, both the regularization term and its derivative are
calculated. Compared to the linear interpolation approach the
proposed reconstruction shows significantly less artifacts.
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Metal-Tolerant Noncircular Orbit Design and Implementation on
Robotic C-Arm Systems
Grace J. Gang1 , Tom Russ2 , Yiqun Ma1 , Christian Toennes2 , Clifford R. Weiss1 , Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen1 ,
Lothar R. Schad2 , and J. Webster Stayman1
Abstract—Metal artifacts are a major confounding factor
for image quality in CT, especially in image-guided surgery
scenarios where surgical tools and implants frequently occur in
the field-of-view. Traditional metal artifact correction methods
typically use algorithmic solutions to interpolate over the
highly attenuated projection measurements where metal is
present but cannot recover the missing information obstructed
by the metal. In this work, we treat metal artifacts as a missing
data problem and employ noncircular orbits to maximize data
completeness in the presence of metal. We first implement
a local data completeness metric based on Tuy’s condition
as the percentage of great circles sampled by a particular
orbit and accounted for the presence of metal by discounting
any rays that pass through metal. We then compute the
metric over many locations and many possible metal locations
to reflect data completeness for arbitrary metal placements
within a volume of interest. We used this metric to evaluate
the effectiveness of sinusoidal orbits of different magnitudes
and frequencies in metal artifact reduction. We also evaluated
noncircular orbits in two imaging systems for phantoms with
different metal objects and metal arrangements. Among a
circular, tilted circular, and a sinusoidal orbit of two cycles
per rotation, the latter is shown to most effectively remove
metal artifacts. The noncircular orbit not only reduce the
extent of streaks, but allows better visualization of spatial
frequencies that cannot be recovered by metal artifact correction algorithms. These results illustrate the potential of
relatively simple noncircular orbits to be robust against metal
implants which ordinarily present significant challenges in
interventional imaging.
Keywords—Metal artifact, Missing data, Tuy’s condition

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) acquisitions
have traditionally followed a circular source-detector orbit.
Despite well-known cone-beam artifacts as a result of
insufficient sampling away from the central slice (i.e., the
null cone), a circular orbit can be achieved with relatively
simple mechanical designs and therefore has remained the
dominant scan geometry on CBCT systems. The advent
of modern robotic c-arms has enabled greater flexibility in
source-detector placements around the patient. This capability has primarily been used for intra-operative fluoroscopy
guidance, but it has also provided opportunity to realize
a host of noncircular orbits designs for CT acquisition.
Many designs have been proposed to combat cone-beam artifacts - e.g., circle-and-line,[1] saddle orbits,[2] circle-plusarc,[3] etc. These designs often aim to improve or satisfy
cone-beam data completeness conditions first proposed by
Tuy.[4] Customized noncircular orbits for particular objects
or patient anatomy have also been designed for specific
image quality objectives, including task-based detectability.[5], [6]
This work is supported by NIH grant R01EB027127.
1 Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD, USA
2 Universität Heidelberg, Mannheim, Germany
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In this work, we investigate noncircular orbits for metal
artifact minimization. Metal artifacts are especially relevant
in image-guided surgery scenarios where surgical tools and
implants frequently appear in the field-of-view. The traditional solution to metal artifacts is to apply any number of
data correction approaches. Projection measurements where
x-rays have passed through metal are highly attenuated - often to the point where they can be consider “missing data”.
Algorithms therefore seek to replace these measurements
via interpolation schemes based on neighboring projection
data, prior information from previous or other patient scans,
or other in-painting approaches.[7], [8] These methods can
reduce the apparent severity of the artifacts, but are typically
not able to “fill in” the true missing information. That is,
these algorithms do not improve the completeness of the
data, and anatomical details not sampled in the acquisition
will remain missing in the reconstruction. In this work,
we aim to address the root cause of metal artifacts by
designing orbits that are metal-tolerant by maximizing data
completeness in the presence of metal.
II. T HEORETICAL M ETHODS
A. Local Completeness Metric
We adapt Tuy’s condition to a local context where data
sufficiency is quantified for a single point in the object. A
specific “probe” point is completely sampled if all planes
passing through it intersects the orbit. We denote points in
the object as l with subscript i and discrete source locations
on the orbit as S with subscript j. As shown in Fig.1,
for each li , we define a local spherical coordinate system,
(θli , φli ). Each plane passing through li intersects a great
circles on the unit sphere. We sample an ensemble of great
circles (denoted as c with subscript k) at regular intervals
of θli and φli , which can be equally represented by their
unit normals, −
v→
ck .
We then calculate whether a particular source location
intersects any great circles by finding the angle between −
v→
ck
and the vector connecting the source location to the location
−−−→
of interest, vli Sj . If the angle falls within 90o ± , the great
circle ck has been sampled by the orbit. For example, in
Fig.1, S1 intersects c2 and S2 intersects c1 (as well as many
others, not shown). We repeat the calculation for all source
locations Sj and all great circles ck . The local completeness
metric is defined as the percentage of great circles that have
been intersected by the orbit.
In the presence of metal, rays intersecting the metal are
highly attenuated - often to the point they provide no useful
information. Therefore, we no longer count great circles
sampled by such source locations (e.g., S2 and c1 ) towards
the completeness metric. Instead, these great circles need
to be sampled by an alternative source location (e.g., S3 )
that circumvents the metal. In other words, the presence of
metal results in a range of (θli , φli ) that represent “missing
data” due to high attenuation. When the metal can be
approximated as a sphere, this range of (θli , φli ) can be
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Fig. 1: (a) Local Tuy completeness metric at a specific “probe” point, li , as the percentage of great circles intersected by
the source trajectory. The presence of metal projects a “missing data” (red) space onto the unit sphere around li that no
longer contributes to sampling. (b) The “missing data” space in dependent on the size of the metal and the relative location
of the metal and the location of interest, illustrated here for four locations around a metal ball.
computed as the equirectangular projection of the metal
sphere onto the unit sphere around li based on the size
and relative location of the metal to li . Fig.1(b) illustrates
the range of (θli , φli ) to avoid for four example li around
a metal ball.
B. Noncircular Orbit Design
An orbit that can circumvent metal and achieve a 100%
completeness at all probe locations within an object can
theoretically eliminate metal (and cone-beam) artifact. We
therefore use the completeness metric to identify orbits
that are robust against metal artifacts in the presence of
metal at arbitrary locations. In this work, we assume the
metal object to be a sphere of radius 18 mm, and sampled
metal locations within a cylindrical field of view with
radius of 16 cm and height of 20 cm. For each metal
location, we evaluated the local completeness metric over
50 probe locations distributed over a spherical shell that
is 10 mm away from the surface of the metal. We only
evaluated locations close to the metal because they suffer
from the most severe metal artifacts, i.e., lowest percentage
completeness. We can then compute a scalar metric, e.g., the
mean, the minimum, etc. to quantify data completeness over
the volume at arbitrary metal locations. The metal locations
and probe locations around each metal ball used in this work
are illustrated in Fig.2.
In previous work,[9] we performed an orbit optimization
using the maximum of the minimum local percentages as
the objective function. We found that many noncircular
orbits can achieve similar levels of completeness. Thus,
additional constraints need to be used to select among
similar near-complete orbits. In this work, we focus on simple sinusoidal orbits and apply the completeness metric to
evaluate the effectiveness of a range of sinusoids of different
frequencies, f , and magnitude, φmax . In the spherical world
coordinates, (θw , φw ), the sinusoidal orbits are expressed as:
φw = φmax cos(f θw )

tilt on the imaging system (e.g. due to mechanical constraints, patient positioning, table, etc.) is denoted by φmax .
Special cases of this definition include φmax = 0◦ for a
circular orbit and f = 1 for a tilted circular orbit.
We computed the completeness metric for sinusoidal orbits of frequencies ranging from 0.25 to 8 at 0.25 increment,
and of φmax ranging from 0◦ to 50◦ .
III. E XPERIMENTAL M ETHODS
A. Imaging phantoms and Imaging Systems
We illustrated the robustness of the noncircular orbits
in two phantoms shown in Fig.3(a). Both phantoms are
constructed with a cluttered background by mixing plastic
balls of different sizes and materials. In this first phantom,
on the central axial slice, we inserted three stainless steel
balls of 18 mm diameter and surrounded by 3D-printed
radial line pairs. These radial line pairs are designed specifically to challenge CT imaging around metal. According
to the Fourier slice theorem, the frequencies that will be
missed by an in-plane circular orbit are those perpendicular
to the metal ball. Thus, line pairs directed to the center
of the metal balls would present a significant challenge
for interpolation-based correction methods. Two smaller
stainless steel balls were also inserted 2.5cm above and
below the central axial plane. A second phantom was
(a) Metal loca�ons

(b) Loca�ons around each metal

(1)

where θw is the traditional gantry rotation angle, ranging
from 0◦ to 360◦ , and φw is the gantry tilt angle [see Fig.1(a)
for world coordinate definitions]. The maximum achievable

Fig. 2: Sampling locations for (a) metal and (b) probe
locations around each metal.
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Clu�ered
Background
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Pairs

(b) Imaging Systems
Test Bench

constructed with the same background clutter but with a
spinal fusion hardware complex. Specifically, three pairs of
stainless steel pedicle screws were placed in the phantom.
Each set of three screws are joined by a stainless steel rod.
Noncircular orbits were realized on two physical systems.
First, experiments were conducted on a CBCT test bench
comprised of a Varex 4343CB flat-panel detector, Varex
Rad-94 x-ray tube and an Alio Industries “hybrid hexapod”
system capable of six degree-of-freedom motion, which
served as an object stage. This system can emulate a
robotic C-arm system with arbitrary orbits. In these studies,
source-detector distance was fixed and source, detector, and
hexapod motion was used to emulate sinusoidal orbits with
tilts up to approximately 24◦ . The second system used for
investigation was a modified Siemens Zeego robotic Carm system. This research system was adapted to permit
specification of largely arbitrary orbits in a step-and-shoot
fashion.[10] This system in shown in Fig.3(b) and also has
a maximum tilt limitation of approximately 24◦ .
B. Geometry calibration using 2D-3D registration
The noncircular orbit was calibrated using a selfcalibration routine described in Ref [11]. Briefly, a reconstruction of the phantom from a circular geometry was used
as a known model of the object. Projections of the known
model was then registered to each view of the noncircular
acquisition to identify the projection matrix. The ensemble
of projection matrices were then used to reconstruct data
from the noncircular acquisition.
C. Reconstruction
For reconstruction, we chose a model-based algorithm
due to its ability to accommodate arbitrary acquisition geometries. We adopted a a penalized weighted least squares
objective with a Huber penalty and used a separable footprint projector. No metal artifact correction methods were
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Zeego

Fig. 3: (a) Imaging phantoms consisting of a cluttered background. We inserted two sets of metal objects: 1) stainless steel balls
surrounded by 3D printed
radial line pairs, and 2)
spine fusion hardware consisting of three pairs of
pedicle screws. (b) Noncircular orbits were realized on
a CBCT test bench and a
Zeego C-arm system.

applied to highlight the extent of metal artifact as a result
of orbit alone.
IV. R ESULTS
The results of the completeness metric evaluation is
summarized in Fig.4 as the minimum over all metal and
probe locations. A number of features are important. The
percentage completeness is the lowest for circular (φmax =
0) and tilted circular orbit (f = 1). In general, the degree
of completeness improves with larger φmax and increased
frequency.
We observe some periodicity where odd frequencies
perform worse than even frequencies. This is due to odd
frequencies not taking advantage of redundancy in θ to
sample different φ. That is, the rays (lines of response) that
are collected at θ and θ + 180o are simlar (for small fan
angles) . Even orbits, on the other hand, leverage inherent
redundancy of a 360◦ orbit to provide rays sampled at
different φ and are therefore more robust against metal
artifacts. At high frequencies, the space is densely sampled
and therefore the periodicity is not as pronounced.

Sinusoid Frequency

Fig. 4: The minimum percentage complete over all metal
and probe locations for sinusoidal orbits of different frequencies and magnitudes.
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Reconstructions for the two phantoms in Fig.3 are shown
in Fig.5 for a circular, tilted circular, and a sinusoid
acquisition at f = 2. Reconstructions following circular
orbits have severe streaking as a result of multiple inplane metal objects. Moreover, the radial line pairs cannot
be faithfully reproduced in-plane since those frequencies
were never sampled. The tilted circular orbit improves inplane visualization but displaces the metal artifacts to outof-plane, evident in the saggital slices. The f = 2 sinusoid
exhibits the least metal artifacts both in-plane, and out-ofplane. The reduction in metal artifact is not only reflected
in the reduced streak artifacts, but also in the ability to see
sphere details between metals which would not be visible
had a metal artifact reduction algorithm been used.
V. D ISCUSSIONS AND C ONCLUSIONS
This works presents noncircular orbit design and implementation for metal artifact minimization. We used a local
Tuy completeness metric to quantify the extent of sampling
in the presence of metal and investigated the robustness of
sinusoidal orbits of different frequencies and magnitudes.
The orbits were realized on an experimental CBCT test
bench and a Zeego system for two phantoms with metal
balls and pedicle screws. We observed that a sinusoidal orbit
of frequency equals 2 effectively removes metal artifacts by
improving sampling and reducing the missing data effects
as a result of metal implants.
Ongoing work is seeking to extend orbital designs for
patients with hip implants and to implement such metaltolerant orbits on other clinical systems including mobile
C-arms. Similarly, quantitative comparisons with traditional
metal artifact correction approaches are underway. Future
work will include new orbital design that seek solutions
within the class of complete orbits using additional image
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Test Bench

Fig. 5: Reconstructions for the two
phantom configurations using a circular
orbit, a tilted circular orbit, and a sinusoidal orbit of f = 2

Sinusoid,

Tilted Circular

Circular

Zeego

quality measures. For example, image quality is also driven
by patient anatomy (habitus and bone) that can be used to
select from metal-tolerant complete orbits.
This work has illustrated the basic feasibility for using
noncircular orbits to significantly reduce metal artifacts by
addressing the source of the problem - missing data. Complete orbits as simple as sinusoids can provide sufficiently
redundant data to eliminate metal artifacts - providing
a potential clinical solution for interventional CT to a
longstanding problem for surgical tools and metal implants.
R EFERENCES
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Single-pass metal artifact correction using a
dual layer flat panel detector
Linxi Shi, N. Robert Bennett, Amy Shiroma, Mingshan Sun, Jin Zhang, Richard E. Colbeth, Josh Star-Lack,
Minghui Lu, Adam S. Wang1

Abstract—Metal artifact remains a challenge in cone-beam CT
images. Many image domain-based segmentation methods have
been proposed for metal artifact reduction. Most of these methods
require a two-pass reconstruction and work fairly well, but are
limited when the metal is outside the scan field-of-view (FOV) or
when the metal is moving during the scan. In the former, even
reconstructing with a larger FOV does not guarantee a good
estimate of the metal location in the projections; and in the latter,
the metal location in each projection is difficult to identify due to
motion. Furthermore, two-pass methods increase the total
reconstruction time. A dual layer detector provides dual energy
images with perfect temporal and spatial registration, which can
aid in the identification of metal in the projection domain.
Previously, we used a simple phantom with metal wires (copper)
and a needle (steel) to demonstrate the feasibility of this idea.
Preliminary results showed an enhanced ability to identify metal
regions. In this work, we extend the algorithm to adapt it to more
realistic problems. Two objects are evaluated: 1) A liver steering
phantom with embedded metal and a biopsy needle crossing the
phantom boundary, and 2) a cadaver head with dental fillings and
an additional metal tag attached to its surface. Material-specific
projections are used to identify metal regions in the projection
domain, which are then corrected by interpolation using
surrounding pixels. Promising results are seen for both two cases,
with substantial metal artifact reduction obtained in reconstructed
images.
Index Terms— Cone-beam CT, metal artifact, dual energy, dual
layer, material decomposition

C

I. INTRODUCTION

one-beam CT has grown rapidly in clinical use, including
for image-guided radiation therapy, image-guided
interventions, and for diagnostic applications requiring
dedicated head, dental, and extremity scanners. For all these use
cases, metal objects, such as interventional devices, implants
and dental fillings are often present. The presence of metal
severely degrades image quality due to strong beam hardening
effects or photon starvation. Metal artifact reduction (MAR)
methods have been a popular research topic, many of which
1
Research reported in this publication was supported in part by Varex
Imaging and by NIH T32CA009695. The content is solely the responsibility of
the authors and does not necessarily represent the official views of the National
Institutes of Health. (Corresponding author: Linxi Shi)
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apply a two-pass reconstruction method to first segment the
metal from a first-pass reconstruction which is then forwardprojected, to identify the corresponding region in projections[1].
These methods are effective in most conditions, but are
insufficient for some challenging cases, including when the
metal is outside the scan FOV, at an edge where the metal
(needle) crosses in and out of the FOV, or when the metal is
moving[2]. These challenges could be directly solved if metal is
detectable in the projection domain, which is difficult due to
complicated background signals from tissue and bone, and
complications arising from large variations in metal shape and
size that are often found.
Dual energy (DE) imaging can generate material-specific
images in the projection domain, thus potentially identifying
metal. In addition to addressing the aforementioned challenges,
it allows for a single-pass reconstruction to be performed thus
substantially improving computational efficiency compared to
a multi-pass method. There are several methods for obtaining
DE data, including fast kV switching that alternates between
low and high tube voltages, slow kV switching that acquires
sequential projections at different energies, dual source
systems, and dual layer detectors that simultaneously capture
DE projections in a single scan. The first three methods
inevitably introduce spatial and temporal mismatches. A dual
layer detector performs dual energy imaging with perfect
spatial and temporal registration and therefore would be ideal
for this task. We previously reported a simple phantom study of
automatic projection-domain metal correction using a dual
layer detector[3]. In this work, we extend the method to address
more realistic problems, including performing a needle biopsy
of a liver phantom, and imaging a cadaver head in the presence
of dental fillings and other metal.
II. METHOD
A. Prototype dual-layer flat panel detector
A prototype dual layer detector with an active area of
432×432 mm2 was used for this work[4],[5]. The detector
comprises two amorphous-silicon (a-Si) panels, each coupled
Mingshan Sun is with Varex Imaging Corporation, San Jose, CA 95134,
USA.
Jin Zhang is with Varex Imaging Corporation, San Jose, CA 95134, USA.
Richard E. Colbeth is with Varex Imaging Corporation, San Jose, CA
95134, USA.
Josh Star-Lack is with Varex Imaging Corporation, San Jose, CA 95134,
USA.
Minghui Lu is with Varex Imaging Corporation, San Jose, CA 95134, USA.
Adam S. Wang is with the Department of Radiology, Stanford University,
Stanford, CA 94305, USA
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with a thallium-doped cesium iodide (CsI:Tl) scintillator. The
top layer has a 200 µm scintillator that preferentially absorbs
lower energy x-rays, while the bottom layer has a 550 µm
scintillator that preferentially absorbs higher energy x-rays. A 1
mm copper filter was placed between the two detector layers to
further increase spectral separation (difference in average
energy between the layers). The resulting spectral separation for
a 120 kV spectrum with 2 mm Al filtration was 24.3 keV.
Without the 1 mm Cu filter, the spectral separation would only
be 9.5 keV. The dual layer images were spatially registered
using an affine transformation to account for slight differences
in magnification, rotation, and translation between the layers.
The transformation was obtained from a one-time calibration
and then used to register the layers in all future scans.

the regions. The inpainting was used to suppress any metal. If
the metal itself is of interest, the metal regions could be
reconstructed separately. The typical processing time for a
CBCT acquisition of 500 projections was about 45 sec on a
standard PC, without run-time optimization. The corrected
projections were then reconstructed using FDK reconstruction
(CST 2.0, Varex Imaging). Because the metal correction
algorithm is strictly projection-based, in principle all processing
and reconstruction steps can occur in real time as each
projection is acquired, thereby providing the reconstructed
volume soon after the last projection is acquired.

B. Phantom and cadaver head studies
Metal correction was performed for two scenarios. The first
was a liver phantom that was used for testing a needle steering
device. The phantom included metal wire inside the
homogeneous liver and a steel needle passing across the liver
surface. The latter might be difficult to identify from the firstpass reconstruction in conventional MAR if part of it is outside
the reconstructed FOV. The second scanned object was a
cadaver head with two dental implants. A steel tag was attached
to its ear that represents out-of-FOV metal.

Figure 1 shows sinograms of the liver phantom at three
different detector rows. In the uncorrected images, it is seen that
a metal wire is inside the phantom and a biopsy needle goes in
and out of the phantom. In our previous work, we found that
simply setting a threshold on single-energy projections was
difficult to detect the metal towards the edge and outside of the
phantom due to its lower total attenuation. In contrast, by
applying the proposed dual energy method, both metal objects
are fully detected as shown in Fig. 1. Note that the metal
correction was performed in each 2D projection, and the
sinograms of detector rows shown in Fig. 1 are only for
demonstration of successful metal detection.
CBCT reconstructions of the liver phantom were performed,
with and without our proposed metal correction. Figure 2 shows
the reconstructed images at three axial planes, including where
the needle is outside, at the edge of, and inside the phantom.
The uncorrected images show strong streaks and beam
hardening artifacts caused by metal inside and outside the
phantom. The proposed method successfully removed these
artifacts. The comparison of soft tissue uniformity is
summarized in Table 1, where the average standard deviation
of soft tissue (𝜎. ) for uncorrected and corrected images are 0.37
and 0.21 𝑐𝑚IJ , respectively. The higher 𝜎. in uncorrected
images are mainly due to the metal artifacts, which are largely
removed by the proposed correction method. The remaining 𝜎.
in the corrected images is limited by residual soft tissue beam
hardening and image noise.

)*,

𝑙" ,

(1)

where 𝜇.# , 𝜇." are the effective attenuation coefficients of soft
tissue for the high energy and low energy spectra, respectively.
The metal was first selected by setting a threshold on 𝑙$ . A local
entropy filtration of 𝑙$ was applied to remove background
structures and increased noise due to the weighted subtraction.
In particular, the metal projections, 𝛺0 , were identified as:
𝛺0 ∈ {(i, j)|𝑙$ (i, j) > 1.4, 𝑙=>?@A (𝑖, 𝑗) > 5}
(2)
where (𝑖, 𝑗) is the pixel index on the detector and 𝑙=>?@A is the
local entropy image obtained by scanning a 5 × 5 window
across 𝑙$ and calculating the entropy within the window for
each pixel index.
For each projection view, the 𝛺0 was followed by a
morphological dilation operation to include any missing metal
along the edges. The metal regions were then replaced by
inwardly interpolating the pixel values on the outer boundary of

Uncorrected
Location 1

)*+

Location 2

𝑙$ = −𝑙# +

A. Liver phantom

Metal Trace

Corrected

Needle

Wires

Location 3

C. Correction methods
For both objects, CBCT scans were obtained with 500
projections at 120 kV (2mm Al filtration) and 15 mA, 18 ms
pulses on a tabletop system. The liver phantom was
intentionally offset laterally to introduce additional truncation.
We first performed a scatter correction for projections obtained
from both layers using the CBCT Software Toolkit (CST 2.0,
Varex Imaging). The software estimates the scatter distribution
using a fast adaptive scatter kernel superposition (fASKS)[6].
The scatter-corrected projections were then log transformed to
line integrals, generating a low energy (top layer) image 𝑙" and
a high energy (bottom layer) image 𝑙# . The bone projections,
𝑙$ , were generated by weighted subtraction of 𝑙" and 𝑙# ,
expressed as:

III. RESULTS

Fig. 1. Left column: sinograms of the liver phantom recorded at 3 different
detector rows. Middle column: uncorrected sinograms showing metal wire
inside the phantom and a biopsy needle crossing over the phantom surface. The
red overlays indicate metal traces detected by the proposed method. Right
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column: corrected sinograms obtained by interpolating the metal traces using
surrounding values.

Corrected

Location 3

Location 2

Location 1

Uncorrected

Fig. 2. CBCT reconstruction of the liver phantom at three different axial
locations. Left column: uncorrected images. Right column: corrected images.
Display window: [0.1 0.6] cmIJ .

B. Cadaver head
Figure 3 shows the projections of a cadaver head obtained at
four different angles. Two dental implants inside the head and
one ear tag outside the head are seen in these acquisition angles.
The proposed method is able to detect this metal correctly.
Three axial slices are presented in Fig. 4. Location 1 shows a
slice through the lower jaw with a filling on a back tooth. The
metal artifact is manifest as streaks and shading intruding into
the adjacent soft tissue. The proposed method removes these
artifacts and restores the soft tissue uniformity. Location 2 is a
slice containing two fillings on both sides of the jaw. With the
narrower display window, soft tissue between the fillings is
hardly seen, but becomes visible after correction. The metal
artifact is largely removed. Some blurring is observed for the
tooth next to the left filling. This is mainly due to inpainting of
the metal region with linear interpolation. In projections where
the metal overlaps the tooth, linear interpolation leads to
incorrect line integrals of the tooth, e.g., using surrounding soft
tissue to interpolate over dense enamel. Location 3 shows a
slice containing metal outside the phantom, which could be
truncated if reconstructed with a smaller FOV or scanned with
a smaller detector. This could be challenging for image-based
correction methods, while the proposed dual energy method is
able to correct the metal in the projection domain. The zoomedin images show the removal of windmill artifacts resulting from
out-of-field metal.

Table 1. Summary of image uniformity

𝜎. (𝒄𝒎I𝟏 )

Uncorrected

Corrected

Location 1

0.31

0.22

Location 2

0.39

0.21

Location 3

0.41

0.21

Dental implant

Metal Trace

Corrected

Ear tag

310 degree

260 degree

90 degree

0 degree

Uncorrected

Fig. 3. Left column: log-normalized projections at different acquisition angles. Middle column: uncorrected projections with detected dental
implants and ear tag overlaid in red. Right column: corrected projections after local interpolation. Display window: [1 6] unitless.
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Uncorrected

Corrected

Uncorrected

Location 1

Corrected

Location 2

Uncorrected

Corrected

Location 3

Fig. 4. Three axial slices from CBCT reconstruction of the cadaver head. Location 1, 2, and 3 include one implant, two implants, and the ear tag,
respectively. The display window for the top row is [0.1 1] cmIJ , and for the middle and bottom rows: [0.1 0.6] cmIJ . The bottom row shows zoomedin views of the red bounding box indicated in the middle row.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel metal artifact correction method
which is robust to FOV truncation and motion during the
acquisition. The method takes advantage of the dual energy
capability of a dual layer detector to generate material-specific
projections for metal detection in the projection domain. The
merit of this approach is that it only requires a single
reconstruction, substantially reducing processing time
compared to image-based segmentation methods. Our current
approach removes metal from the projections and reconstructed
image. If the metal is of interest, the approach can be extended
to reconstruct the metal separately since it has already been
segmented in the projections.
Our method uses linear interpolation for metal region
inpainting. A limitation of such a method is that it causes
additional streaking artifacts due to mismatch between the
surrounding heterogeneous structures used for interpolation and
the true anatomy. An example of this was seen in Location 2 in
Fig. 2. This will be less problematic for anatomical sites with
homogenous backgrounds. The classic image-domain
segmentation method, NMAR[7], substantially reduces such
effects, but requires extra computation time, including an extra
forward-projection and reconstruction. In our ongoing work, we
will investigate more advanced inpainting methods beyond
linear interpolation to solve this problem.
In this work, DE information was only used to select the
metal region presented in the single energy projections for
correction. As a result, the DQE was inevitably reduced. In our
future work, we will improve DQE by incorporating DE data in
the metal corrected images.
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Deep learning low dose CT image denoising using
synthetic training data
Masakazu Matsuura, Jian Zhou, Hiroki Taguchi, Naruomi Akino and Zhou Yu

Abstract—Deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN) have
achieved a great success in the accomplishment of low dose CT
image denoising. However, unlike the denoising of natural images,
collecting speciﬁc training data for CT can be challenging due
to the lack of high quality training target data and efﬁcient low
dose/noisy input simulations. In this paper we propose a novel
training method using synthetic CT images. We use independent
image and noise training pairs where the noise is estimated
directly from single real low dose realizations without using a
low dose simulator. The performance of our proposed method
has been veriﬁed with various clinical and phantom images.
The results show that the proposed method is efﬁcient with
performance comparable to existing methods.

the difference or the noise feature rather than the underlying
statistical dependency between noise and signal. This motivates us to consider synthetic training pairs where the training
input is simply formed by superimposing an independent noise
image onto the training target image. To mimic more realistic
CT images, we estimate the image noise directly from a single
real low dose scan without using a low dose simulator. The
generated noise samples are guaranteed to be independent. In
the following we will present more details about the proposed
method including the training procedure, and demonstrate its
efﬁciency through experiments of clinical CT image denoising.

I. I NTRODUCTION

II. M ETHODS

Low dose scans are often preferred in many clinical X-ray
CT applications in order to reduce the potential radiation risk.
However, the quality of image reconstruction can decrease
greatly when the radiation dose becomes low. Recently, DCNN
has been successfully developed to denoise low dose CT image. There are mainly two popular training paradigms for the
denoising task: the noise-to-clean (N2C) training (see [1][2]
for example) and the noise-to-noise (N2N) training [3][4]. In
N2C, a low dose CT image is taken as the training input
while a matched high dose CT image is often used as the
training target. The N2N method does not involve any high
dose images, instead two independent low dose images of
the same scan are necessary to create the training input-target
pairs.
Both methods require obtaining low dose CT images as
training input. Directly simulating low dose CT images in
image domain can be difﬁcult because the speciﬁc reconstruction noise can be signal dependent. Most DCNN denoisers are
trained with images reconstructed from simulated low dose
scans, thus their efﬁciency relies heavily on how realistic the
low dose simulator can generate independent noisy realizations.
In this paper we attempt to understand what a CT denoising
DCNN actually learns and what is important to denoising
performance in terms of training datasets. Our method is
inspired by the residual learning in which an efﬁcient network
training actually learns to tell the difference between input
(noise + signal) and target (signal). Therefore, we postulate
that it is perhaps more critical for a neural network to learn
Masakazu Matsuura, Hiroki Taguchi and Naruomi Akino are with Canon
Medical Systems Corporation, 1385, Shimoishigami, Otawara-Shi, Tochigi,
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A. Network training with synthetic CT images
We consider to denoise a low dose FBP reconstruction y
which may be expressed as
y = x̄ + n

(1)

with x̄ being the unknown clean image and n the associated
(zero-mean) noise. The goal here is to recover x̄ from y. For
the standard N2C, we usually collect a set of training pairs
{(yi , x̄i )} and train a convolutional neural network fθ with
parameters deﬁned in θ by minimizing the empirical risk with
respect to θ:
∑
∑
L(fθ (yi ), x̄i ) ≜
L(fθ (x̄i + ni ), xi )
(2)
i

i

where L denotes the loss function. We can see that the training
process attempts to teach the neural network how to separate
the noise and signal. When the noise and the signal are
independent, we can use the following alternative for training
∑
L(fθ (x̄i + ϵi ), x̄i )
(3)
i

where ϵi denotes the synthetic noise that is independent of
x̄i (e.g., the noise extracted from different CT image rather
than yi ). We refer to x̄i + ϵi as the synthetic CT image
and x̄i as the background image. This implies that under the
assumption of signal-independent noise the use of synthetic
image does not change the network learns as in (2). We note
that the real noise of reconstructed CT image is not fully
signal independent. The typical noise of FBP reconstruction
can be intensity dependent. Therefore, in general the network
trained with synthetic images is not fully equivalent to the one
obtained in (2).
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Fig. 1. The proposed denoising DCNN training using synthetic CT images.

TABLE I
T HE PROPOSED TRAINING PROCEDURE

Create a background image pool {xi } and a synthetic noise pool {ϵi };
Choose a learning rate α, an optimizer and a batch size M .
for iteration k ← 1, 2, · · · do
Sample a minibatch {xm }M
m=1 from the background image pool
Sample a minibatch {ϵm }M
m=1
∑ from the synthetic noise pool
Calculate the gradient gθ = m ∇θ L(fθ (xm + ϵm ), ϵm )
θ ← θ + α · Optimizer(θ, ∇gθ )
end for

B. Real image noise estimation
In order for the network to denoise real CT images, the
synthetic noise cannot be arbitrarily chosen. We extract the
noise from real FBP reconstruction. The method we use is
based on the following fact: if there are two independent
realizations of a same scan each of which is reconstructed
using the same algorithm, the corresponding reconstructions
are denoted by ŷ (1) and ŷ (2) , then the calculation below
(
)
ϵ̂ = γ ŷ (1) − ŷ (2) .
(4)

diversity, one can also randomly draw the minibatch samples
from each data pool during each backpropagation. The detailed
training procedure can be found in Table I.
III. E XPERIMENTAL STUDY
A. Training materials
Our DCNN denoiser adopted the structure of U-net [5] with
additional summation between input and output added to form
the residual learning. To generate a noise pool, four clinical
data scans at doses varied from 5mAs to 50mAs were obtained.
All of these scans cover different anatomies including lung,
abdomen, pelvis and etc. The proposed method with γ = 1/2
was applied to obtain samples of image noise.

produces a valid image noise estimation up to a scaling factor
γ (γ > 0). With this in mind, we only need to produce
two independent scans. The method we propose is similar
to the one used in [4]. More speciﬁcally, we split a single
scan into two half-data scans that mimic the two independent
noisy realizations. This can be done by collecting only the odd
projections as one realization and the even projections as the
other. The difference of the two reconstructed half-data images
can be used as the noise estimation of a full data image. This
method is generally effective since the FBP is a linear operator,
but it might not be appropriate when the reconstruction is
nonlinear (e.g., MBIR) or involves data processing in the
angular direction (e.g., the Hilbert transform).
C. Training implementation
The proposed training framework as illustrated in Fig. 1.
We maintain two training data pools: the background image
pool and the synthetic noise pool. In practice we use small
image patches to form the required data pool. To increase data

Fig. 2. A comparison between real ultra low dose CT image and synthetic
noise CT image. (a) Real low dose CT image was scanned at low dose (Helical, 120kVp, 5mAs, CTDIvol:0.3mSv.). (b) Image generated using synthetic
noise. Top row: 400mm rFOV and soft tissue display (WL/WW=40/400).
Bottom row: Zoomed lung area from rFOV: 400mm and lung display
(WL/WW=-600/1200)
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Another independent dataset, which includes three relatively
high dose patient scans, was used to generate the background
image pool. These data were reconstructed using MBIR with
manually tuned regularization parameters in order to obtain
relatively high quality target images. We reconstructed images
with various sizes of reconstruction ﬁeld of view (rFOV) from
160 mm to 400 mm. This is similar to the data augmentation
technique and helps enhance feature diversity. We extracted
128×128 patches from reconstructed image volumes as a
patch to form the required training data pool. The total number
of training pairs in the pool is roughly about eleven thousand
ﬁve hundred. Fig. 2 shows a comparison of a real ultra low
dose CT image and a synthetic noise CT image. As can
be seen, the synesthetic noise CT image has similar visual
appearance as the real ultra low dose image.
We compared our method with the standard N2C method.
To prepare training data for N2C, we used the low dose
scan simulator proposed in [6] to simulate the dose reduced
scan from the existing high dose scans. For each high dose
data, three dose reduction levels were chosen: 12%, 5% and
3% (with respect the full dose scan) such that the simulated
low dose data roughly matches the one used to create the
noise pool. Similarly, these data were reconstructed using FBP
with various rFOV sizes. The same MBIR images were used
as training targets. Similar amount of image patches of size
128×128 were extracted and used for training. The same Unet was also used. In both trainings, we used the ADAM
optimizer [7] with learning rate equal to 10−4 where the
loss function was the mean absolute error. We set the batch
size equal to eight and ran a total number of 150 epochs for
effective convergence.

B. Evaluation using simulated data
First we analyze network performance using simulated low
dose data which is not included in our training dataset. The
result is shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3 (a) shows the high dose MBIR
image as ground truth. Fig. 3 (b) shows FBP low dose image
which is reconstructed using simulated low dose data by FBP
with a lung kernel. The data is simulated 5% dose from full
dose data used in Fig. 3 (a). Fig. 3 (c) and (d) shows the
image denoised by the standard N2C and the proposed method
with Fig. 3 (b) as input. We evaluate the image quality by
calculating the mean square error (MSE) and the structural
similarity metric (SSIM). They are calculated between Fig. 3
(a) ground truth and the denoised image Fig. 3 (c) and (d).
And they are also calculated between Fig. 3 (a) ground truth
and Fig. 3 (b) FBP low dose image as reference. As can
be seen, the denoised image using the proposed network is
very comparable to the image denoised by the standard N2C
network. The noise has been well removed, and the two
denoised images have similar MSE and SSIM values, indicting
that the image quality difference is very subtle.
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Fig. 3. A comparison of denoising method using simulated data. (a)
the high dose MBIR image as ground truth (Helical, 120kVp, 105mAs,
CTDIvol:14.5mSv.). (b) shows FBP low dose image which is reconstructed
using simulated low dose data by FBP. The data is simulated 5% dose from full
dose data used in (a). (c) and (d) show the image denoised with (b) as input.
MSE and SSIM are calculated by each method using (a) as reference. Left
column: soft tissue display (WL/WW=40/400). Right column: lung display
(WL/WW=-600/1200)

C. Evaluation with clinical low dose data
We then tested our neural network on two independent
real clinical low dose scans of one patient: the ﬁrst scan is
5mAs (CTDIvol:0.3mSv, i.e., the ultra low dose case) and the
second 50mAs (CTDIvol:3.3mSv). Because there are no high
dose reference images, we justify the network performance
through visual inspection. Fig. 4 shows the comparison for
soft tissue region and lung region. Fig. 4 (a) shows the FBP
image with lung kernel. Fig. 4 (b) and (c) show the show the
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Fig. 4. A comparison of denoising method using two independent scans of one patient (Helical, 120kVp, rFOV:200mm). Ultra low dose case: 5mAs,
CTDIvol:0.3mSv. Low dose case: 50mAs, CTDIvol:3.3mSv. Soft tissue display (WL/WW=40/400). Lung display (WL/WW=-600/1200). (a) FBP image with
lung kernel. (a) is used as input for (b) and (c) denoinging methods. (b) Standard N2C. (c) Proposed method using synthetic noise training data.

image denoised with Fig. 4 (b) as input. Both networks show
excellent denoising performance and the image quality has
been well improved. The proposed method is able to produce
similar results as the standard N2C method. Taking the lung
image as an example, there is no signiﬁcant difference between
the proposed network and the standard N2C. Even for the ultra
low dose case, the denoised image with the proposed method
still maintains good spatial resolution of ground glass opacity
(GGO) and ﬁbrosis, and are quite comparable to the image
denoised by the standard N2C method.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
We have proposed an alternative training method for the
speciﬁc CT image denoising task based on synthetic CT
images. The synthetic CT images are created by adding
independent image noise on top of clean CT images. We have
estimated the realistic image noise from single clinical scans
without using a low dose simulation tool. We have tested
our neural network with both simulated and real low dose
CT images. The DCNN trained with synthetic data shows
comparable denoising performance as standard N2C training.
The result justiﬁes our previous postulation that an efﬁcient
denoising neural network might be highly dependent on the
noise provided in training. To some extent our method implies
that even if the background image is replaced with a nonCT image, the trained neural network may still be efﬁcient
for noise removal. This will be very interesting and we will
investigate it in future work. More detailed evaluations and
quantitative analysis should be conducted to further conﬁrm
the proposed method as well. The proposed method can be

improved by including regularization techniques such as GAN,
and this will be explored as well.
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Deep Learning-Based
Cross-Scatter Correction for Clinical CT
Julien Erath, Tim Vöth, Joscha Maier, Eric Fournié, Karl Stierstorfer, Martin Petersilka, and Marc Kachelrieß

Abstract—Dual source CT (DSCT) systems use two measurement threads, A and B, offset by about 90 degree. A major
problem in DSCT is the detection of scattered radiation from Xray tube A in the detector of system B and vice versa. To correct
for these cross-scatter artifacts we present three different deep
learning-based methods. The 2D xDSE receives one projection
as input and estimates the corresponding cross-scatter intensity.
The 2D SSE xDSE uses an approximation of the cross-scatter
as an additional second input, which can be calculated from
a previous reconstruction. Both methods are based on a twodimensional deep convolutional neural network. The 3D xDSE
uses a full set of projections and is based on a three-dimensional
deep convolutional neural network. The networks are trained
with scatter profiles obtained from our Monte Carlo simulation.
All three methods are able to correct most of the scatter artifacts
and clearly improve the image quality. 3D xDSE shows the best
results closely followed by the 2D SSE xDSE and the 2D xDSE.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Dual source CT (DSCT) systems use two source-detector
pairs offset by an angle of 90°or 95° depending on the system.

By doubling the angular coverage the temporal resolution
can be doubled. This is especially useful in time critical
applications like cardiac CT [1]–[3].
A major challenge in DSCT is cross-scattered radiation
(scattered radiation from x-ray tube A detected in the detector
of system B and vice versa). Figure 1 shows the design of a
DSCT system and the resulting cross-scatter. This effect can
lead to artifacts and reduction of the contrast-to-noise ratio of
the images. Scatter correction algorithms are crucial to correct
the effect of the cross-scattered radiation [4].
For the correction of forward scatter, different correction
techniques have been presented. Recently Maier et al. have
presented the deep scatter estimation (DSE) which uses a
deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to estimate forward
scatter with the acquired projection data as input [5], [6].
The purpose of this paper is to propose and evaluate different
deep learning-based techniques to correct the negative effect
of cross-scatter. To do so, three different approaches are
presented.
II. M ETHODS AND M ATERIAL
A. Generation of Training Data
Simulated DSCT
z-collimation at isocenter
Field of measurement
Detector rows
Detector columns
Source-isocenter distance
Isocenter-detector distance
Angle between detectors
Detector shape
Anti-scatter grid height
Blade thickness

70.2 mm
500 mm
128
1024
595 mm
490.6 mm
95°
cylindrical
35 mm
80 µm

TABLE I: Technical specifications of the simulated DSCT.

Fig. 1: Scanner geometry of a DSCT system. While forward
scatter is radiation coming from the same measurement system, cross-scatter is scattered radiation from x-ray tube A
detected in the detector of system B and vice versa.
Julien Erath is with the German Cancer Research Center, Heidelberg,
Germany, with Siemens Healthineers, Forchheim, Germany and with the
University of Heidelberg, Germany. Eric Fournié, Dr. Martin Petersilka and
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To obtain cross-scatter profiles we use our in-house Monte
Carlo simulation [7]. The geometry of the Monte Carlo simulation is set to the scanner Somatom Force Siemens Healthineers, with some minor changes. For the perfect use of the
downconvolutional layers we adapted the size of our detector
pixels to 1024×128. The complete technical specifications are
shown in table I. We are using cylindrical detectors and an
anti-scatter grid. The distribution of the attenuation coefficient,
that is required for the simulation of the CT data acquisition
is obtained from clinical full body CT scans. The patients
are assumed to consist of 4 materials (air, adipose tissue, soft
tissue, and bone). One of these materials is assigned to each
voxel based on CT value thresholds. In total 19 patients at 14
z-positions are Monte Carlo simulated. 15 patients are used for
training, 2 patients are used as validation data and 2 patients
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are used as test data. At each z-position the scatter profiles
are simulated every 10° for the whole 360°. As for low tube
voltages the scatter correction gets more sensitive to errors
in the scatter estimation, the simulation is done at 80 kV.
Being able to correct scatter artifacts for low tube voltages
and therefore to correct images with a high scatter-to-primary
ratio these algorithms can easily be transferred to higher tube
voltage.
B. Deep Cross-Scatter Estimation (2D SSE xDSE)

The cross-scatter approximation I2 (x) is proportional to:
Z∞
dy e−pin (x, y) µ(x, y) e−pout (x, y) .
I2 (x) ∝
−∞

The 2D SSE xDSE algorithm obtains the acquired projection and the corresponding cross-scatter approximation as
input. With the projection and the approximation as inputs
the neural network is trained to learn the corresponding crossscatter intensities. The neural network architecture is similar
to the xDSE and is also based on a two-dimensional CNN.

DSE uses a CNN to estimate scatter using a function of
the acquired projection data as input [6]. The network is
trained to predict the Monte Carlo scatter intensities. DSE has
shown great potential for the estimation of forward scatter as
it outperforms other scatter estimation techniques in terms of
accuracy and it is much faster than the Monte Carlo simulation
[5]. First experiments showed that the architecture of the DSE
network can also be used to estimate cross-scatter [8]. So
far the estimation of cross-scatter was just simulated without
anti-scatter grid. Here, a deep cross-scatter estimation (xDSE)
is evaluated with anti-scatter grid. The CNN architecture is
similar to the U-Net [9], with an encoding path to extract
the features from the input projection, which is then used in
the decoding path to generate the output. Skip connections
are used to pass high frequency spatial information from the
encoding path to the decoding path. So far no deep learningbased cross-scatter estimation with anti-scatter grid has been
published.
C. Deep Cross-Scatter Estimation with scatter along primary
approximation (2D SSE xDSE)
The idea of the 2D SSE xDSE (2D single scatter estimation
cross deep scatter estimation) algorithm is to give a second
input to the neural network which improves the scatter estimation. Therefore a first order cross-scatter approximation
is calculated. First an initial reconstruction from uncorrectedprojections is computed. Then this reconstructed volume is
used to simulate the interactions of X-rays with matter, but
with one simplifying assumption that the cross-scatter only
occurs along the direct way from the primary source to
the detector. A simplified sketch of the calculation of the
cross-scatter approximation for parallel-beam can be seen in
Figure 2. The cross-scatter approximation for our algorithm is
calculated for a cone-beam geometry. The projections pin (x, y)
is the attenuation from the tube to the voxel (x, y):
pin (x, y) =

Zx

dx̂ µ(x̂, y).

−∞

The linear attenuation coefficient µ(x, y), can be interpreted
as the probability per path length that a photon interacts at the
point (x, y). Similarly, pout (x, y) is the attenuation from the
voxel to the detector along the primary:
Z∞
pout (x, y) = dŷ µ(x, ŷ).
y

Fig. 2: Sketch of the calculation of the cross-scatter approximation (SSE).

D. 3D Deep Cross-Scatter Estimation (3D xDSE)
As our 2D xDSE uses 2D convolution kernels to estimate
the scatter for a single projection, the network is able to
leverage context across the rows and the columns of one
projection to make predictions about the corresponding scatter,
but not across the projections. This may be helpful for the
prediction of the cross-scatter. Therefore we have designed a
3D CNN which uses several projections as input in order to
estimate the cross-scatter for these projections. The 3D xDSE
is using 3D convolution kernels to predict the scatter profiles
at different angles. The use of 3D convolution kernels leads to
an increased number of parameters and comes with increased
computational cost. For this reason the 3D xDSE is trained
with down-sampled scatter profiles. Therefore the resolution
is adapted from 1024×128 to 512×16 (detector pixels). After
obtaining the down-sampled scatter estimate these are upsampled by bilinear interpolation to the original grid. The
neural network uses 24 projections every 10° as input to cover
a range of 240°. The range of 240°is chosen to cover all the
projections which have an influence on the cross-scatter. The
network is trained to predict the cross-scatter intensities for
these 240°.
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E. Loss-function
The scatter-to-primary ratio (SPR) is defined as the proportion of scattered X-rays to primary X-rays. We denote I prim as
the primary signal and I scatter as the cross-scatter signal. The
projection data p are given by
p = − ln (I prim + I scatter )

= − ln (I prim ) − ln (1 +

I scatter
).
I prim

This equation shows that the influence of the cross-scatter on
the image quality is controlled by the SPR [10]. Therefore
in particular situations with large attenuation will lead to
strong cross-scatter artifacts if not corrected. To consider the
SPR for optimizing the cross-scatter estimation the SPMAPE
(scatter-to-primary-weighted mean absolute percentage error)
is implemented as loss function. While I scatter,DSE is the scatter
estimation by the neural network and I scatter,MC is our scatter
signal obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation. With N as
number of detector pixels the SPMAPE is defined as
I scatter,MC
1 X I scatter,MC − I scatter,DSE
|
×
|
N
I scatter,MC
I prim
1 X I scatter,MC − I scatter,DSE
=
|
|.
N
I prim

SPMAPE =

F. Scatter-Correction
The total intensity is scatter-corrected by subtracting the
scatter estimates Iscatter,DSE in the projection domain. Before
subtracting the scatter, the estimated scatter by the neural
network is blurred with a Gaussian filter to remove remaining
high frequencies. To prevent very small or even negative
values, the resulting corrected intensity Icorrected is clipped
to 1% of Itotal :
(
Itotal − I scatter,DSE , if Iscatter,DSE < 0.99Itotal
Icorrected =
Itotal − 0.99Itotal , otherwise
III. R ESULTS
A. Projection Domain
The results of the different validation and training loss
(SPMAPE) are shown in table II. In figure 3 the different
cross-scatter estimations are plotted for one projection of the
two test patients (averaged over all detector slices).
Correction method
2D xDSE
2D SSE xDSE
3D xDSE

Validation loss
0.66
0.35
0.21

Training loss
0.43
0.12
0.11

TABLE II: Validation loss and Training loss (SPMAPE) for
the three different correction methods.

B. Image Domain
To visualize the impact of our deep cross-scatter correction
techniques in image domain, the corrected projections are reconstructed with the extended parallel back-projection (EPBP)
algorithm [11]. The Monte-Carlo simulated cross-scatter artifacts are added to the projections and the estimates of the
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Fig. 3: Scatter estimation of the three different neural networks
and the Monte Carlo scatter profile.
Correction method
Uncorrected
2D xDSE
2D SSE xDSE
3D xDSE

Mean
45.66
9.08
4.81
2.97

absolute error (MAE)
HU ± 7.49 HU
HU ± 2.44 HU
HU ± 0.84 HU
HU ± 0.67 HU

TABLE III: Mean absolute error of the reconstructed images
with the different cross-scatter correction algorithms.
neural networks are subtracted to correct these artifacts. In
figure 4, it can be seen that all three proposed methods clearly
reduce cross-scatter induced artifacts in DSCT images. Almost
all cupping artifacts are removed, leading to an improved
image quality. For the two test patients, 14 different z-positions
have been reconstructed and the corrected images have been
compared to the ground truth images. Table III shows the
means of the mean absolute error and the corresponding
standard deviations of our corrected images. As it can be seen,
3D xDSE shows the best average in correcting the scatter
artifacts. With 2D SSE xDSE, the mean error is also very
low, while with 2D xDSE the correction is less accurate.
IV. D ISCUSSION
We propose three different deep learning-based methods
to correct cross-scatter artifacts for DSCT. The best correction performance was obtained with 2D SSE xDSE and 3D
xDSE. For the 2D SSE xDSE we calculated a cross-scatter
approximation which was used as a second input to the neural
network and clearly improves the results compared to the 2D
xDSE. The ability to leverage context about different angles
leads to improved performance for the 3D xDSE compared
to 2D xDSE. Since with the use of an anti-scatter grid,
forward scatter doesn’t lead to strong image artifacts. Hence
these methods are evaluated without the influence of forward
scatter. In our following step we will present strategies for the
correction of forward and cross-scatter in DSCT. The methods
here are evaluated on simulated data. In the next stage we will
also analyze if the methods can correct measured intensities.
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Fig. 4: Qualitative comparison of different cross-scatter correction methods for two different patients. The reconstructed images
show a) Ground Truth (GT), b) Uncorrected, c) 2D xDSE, d) 2D SSE xDSE and e) 3D xDSE (C = 40 HU, W = 300 HU).
Below the reconstructed images the difference to GT is shown (C = 0 HU, W = 300 HU).
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Deep Scatter Splines: Learning-Based Medical
X-ray Scatter Estimation Using B-splines
Philipp Roser, Annette Birkhold, Alexander Preuhs, Christopher Syben, Norbert Strobel, Markus Korwarschik,
Rebecca Fahrig, Andreas Maier

Abstract—The idea of replacing hardware by software to
compensate for scattered radiation in flat-panel X-ray imaging
is well established in the literature. Recently, deep-learningbased image translation approaches, most notably the U-Net,
have emerged for scatter estimation. These yield considerable
improvements over model-based methods. Such networks, however, involve potential drawbacks that need to be considered.
First, they are trained in a data-driven fashion without making
use of prior knowledge and X-ray physics. Second, due to
their high parameter complexity, the validity of deep neural
networks is difficult to assess. To circumvent these issues, we
introduce here a surrogate function to model X-ray scatter
distributions that can be expressed by few parameters. We could
show empirically that cubic B-splines are well-suited to model
X-ray scatter in the diagnostic energy regime. Based on these
findings, we propose a lean convolutional encoder architecture
that extracts local scatter characteristics from X-ray projection
images. These characteristics are embedded into a global context
using a constrained weighting matrix yielding spline coefficients
that model the scatter distribution. In a first simulation study
with 17 thorax data sets, we could show that our method and
the U-Net-based state of the art reach about the same accuracy.
However, we could achieve these comparable outcomes with
orders of magnitude fewer parameters while ensuring that not
high-frequency information gets manipulated.
Index Terms—Splines, Neural Network, X-ray Scatter.

F

I. I NTRODUCTION

LAT-PANEL detector cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT) is a powerful technique to enrich
fluoroscopically-guided interventions (FGI) with 3-D information of a patient’s anatomy. In contrast to conventional
spiral computed tomography (CT), flat-panel X-ray acquisitions suffer, due to the larger X-ray field, from severe photon
scattering effects. Without scatter compensation, reconstructed
3D images are likely to be impaired by streaking or cupping
artifacts [1], [2]. In principal, two compensation strategies are
possible: hardware-based and software-based approaches.
Hardware-based solutions describe direct manipulations of
the X-ray field to either suppress incident scatter or modulate
the primary beam. Typically, today’s systems are equipped
with anti-scatter grids mounted in front of the detector. They
P. Roser, A. Preuhs, C. Syben, and A. Maier are with the Pattern Recognition Lab, Department of Computer Science, Friedrich-Alexander Universität
Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erlangen, Germany. P. Roser is funded by the Erlangen Graduate School in Advanced Optical Technologies (SAOT), FriedrichAlexander Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Erlangen, Germany. A. Maier is
principal investigator at the SAOT. A. Birkhold, M. Kowarschik, and R. Fahrig
are employees of Siemens Healthcare GmbH, 91301 Forchheim, Germany.
N. Strobel is with the Institute of Medical Engineering Schweinfurt, University
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physically block a large portion of incoming scattered photons
[3]. By increasing the object-detector-distance, scatter can be
reduced as well. More sophisticated, experimental approaches
include primary modulation [4] and slit scanning [5]. In
general, and especially for interventional imaging, hardwarebased solutions may complicate flexible adjustment of imaging
settings or introduce artifacts of their own [6]. Therefore, and
since hardware-based approaches are often accompanied by
supporting algorithms in most cases anyways, purely softwarebased scatter correction methods are very desirable.
As in many applications, Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is
considered the gold standard for scatter estimation [7], [8].
Its high computational complexity, however, still renders the
actual application of MC simulation for scatter estimation in
the interventional environment impracticable. As a solution,
the Boltzmann transport equation can be solved directly using
finite differences and discretization [9]. Yet, an acceptable
run-time is only achievable by employing dedicated graphics
processing units (GPU). This is why simpler, model-based
approaches are still most widely used in clinical systems. They
aim at estimating scatter from the X-ray projections directly,
and are either based on simplified physical or analytical
descriptions of X-ray scattering [10], [11] or expressed through
convolutional kernels [12]. Unfortunately, model-based approaches are likely to fail if acquired images do not meet
the underlying assumptions.
With the advent of convolutional neural networks (CNN)
and most notably the U-Net [13] in the context of image-toimage translation, promising advances in the field of X-ray
scatter correction were reported [14], [15]. The Deep Scatter
Estimation (DSE) framework [14] is, for example, able to
estimate X-ray scatter solely based on X-ray projections. In
fact, it is on par with MC methods under optimal simulation
conditions. However, the application of deep CNNs for imageto-image translation, especially in diagnostic imaging or FGIs,
raises questions that are difficult to answer. Besides the overall
difficulty in comprehending the operating principle of deep
networks, the large number of trainable weights makes the UNet highly dependent on the associated training data and therefore prone to adversarial effects and over-fitting. In addition,
omitting prior knowledge can lead to higher maximum error
bounds [16]. Finally, to maintain a fast run-time, U-Net-based
scatter estimation is likely to require a dedicated, high-end
GPU potentially adding considerable extra cost to the system.
We believe that by including additional constraints on the
scatter characteristics within a CNN-based approach, improvements can be achieved. Since in the medical X-ray energy
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regime the majority of scattered radiation is low-frequency,
there needs to exist a low-dimensional scatter representation.
Here, we show that this low-frequency scatter distribution
can be approximated by sparse bivariate splines [17] with
an accuracy of up to 98 %. To this end, we train a CNNbased encoder to directly infer this representation from X-ray
projections. Thanks to the spline approximation, the number of
parameters to train could be reduced by orders of magnitude,
while maintaining the accuracy of the established U-Net. By
using a low-dimensional spline as surrogate, we also ensure
low-frequency characteristics of the resulting scatter distribution. As a consequence, the proposed method cannot alter any
high-frequency information because it is simply removing a
smoothly varying background.
II. M ATERIAL AND M ETHODS
A. X-ray Scatter Model
In general, three photon interaction mechanisms are relevant
for scatter in X-ray projections: (1) Rayleigh scattering, (2)
Compton scattering, and (3) arbitrary, subsequent combinations of both, related as multiple scattering. Although each
of them is subject to typical photon Poisson noise, the total
scatter distribution in X-ray projections has low-frequency
characteristics. In the following, we consider the flat-field
normalized X-ray projection I ∈ Rw×h with width w and
height h in pixels. The X-ray projection consists of the primary
signal I p ∈ Rw×h described using the Beer-Lambert law and
scatter I s ∈ Rw×h . The scatter signal includes all scattering
mechanisms. Thus I at pixel u = (uw , uh ) is given by
Z
R
(1)
I(u) =
I0 (E)e− x µ(x,E)dx dE +I s (u) ,
E
{z
}
|
I p (u)

with the photon energy E, X-ray spectrum I0 (E), and the
linear attenuation coefficient µ(x, E).
We approximate I s at pixel u using a bivariate spline of
degree k and order n = k + 1. The spline is defined by a
wc × hc grid of coefficients C ∈ Rwc ×hc on a fixed knot grid
T ∈ R(wc −k+1)×(hc −k+1) . This gives us the surrogate Ĩ s,n (u)
at pixel u = (u0 , u1 )
Ĩ s,n (u) =

n+i
X0 n+j
X0

C i,j Bi,n,T (u0 )Bj,n,T (u1 ) ,

(2)

i=i0 j=j0

with the basis splines B. Note that the starting indices i0 and
j0 depend on both the evaluated pixel u and the knot grid T .
Since T is fixed for any X-ray projection, we fit the associated
splines in a least-square sense, following Dierckx [18]. The
error residual εr = ||I s − Ĩ s ||2 approaches 0 with increasing
number of spline coefficients.
B. Proposed Method
Based on our scatter model, we propose to infer scatter
spline coefficients directly from the X-ray projection domain.
The outline of the presented method is depicted in Fig. 1.
From ground truth MC scatter simulations, we find a sparse
scatter representation by fitting bivariate splines with respect

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed method. Ground truth scatter distributions
are approximated using bivariate B-splines. Then a convolutional encoder
is trained to directly infer spline coefficients from the projection image.
Afterwards, these spline coefficients are used to calculate the actual scatter
distribution of the underlying input image.

to an arbitrary but fixed knot grid T . The resulting spline
coefficients C are then used to train a deep encoder to
extract such a sparse scatter representations from an X-ray
projection. By evaluating the inferred spline coefficients using
the previously defined grid, we are able to obtain the lowfrequent portion of scatter distributions for any desired pixel
spacing.
The encoder employed consists of blocks of two convolutional layers, each followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU).
The number of blocks is arbitrary and manually adjustable to
the input and output dimensions. Between two convolutional
blocks, the dimensions of the feature maps are halved by
averaging a neighborhood of 2 × 2 pixels for each feature
map. The number of intermediate feature maps is constant
for all levels. Before each convolution, replication padding
is applied to preserve spatial dimensions. The last block is
followed by a weighted sum over all channels to reduce the
number of intermediate channels to one. Eventually, the latent
variable of width wl and height hl is vectorized. This convolutional path Sθ : Rw×h 7→ Rwl ·hl ×1 extracts latent variables
that locally characterize X-ray scattering. However, scattered
radiation globally affects image formation. To account for
this, we model each spline coefficient Ci,j as the weighted,
normalized sum of all intermediate latent variables. This global
relationship can be expressed by multiplying the latent variable
with matrix W ∈ Rwc ·hc ×wl ·hl , which is only feasible due to
the low dimensionality of the latent space and not directly
transferable to the DSE.
To be comparable to the DSE, the network parameters θ and
W are optimized by minimizing the mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) with respect to the ground truth
θ, W = arg min
θ,W

wc X
hc
X
|| [W Sθ (I)]i,j − C i,j ||1
i

j

C i,j

,

(3)

where [·]i,j is the access operation for a vectorized matrix.
Since W models a weighted sum, we impose two constraints:
(1) each element of W must be
Ppositive Wi,j > 0, ∀i, j and
(2) each row sums up to unity j Wi,j = 1, ∀i.
C. Ground Truth Data Simulation

Acquiring matching pairs of training data using conventional X-ray imaging is tedious and time-consuming. As an
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TABLE I
N UMBER OF PARAMETERS TO TRAIN AND QUANTITATIVE TEST RESULTS
FOR ALL INVESTIGATED NETWORK ARCHITECTURES FOR DIFFERENT
DEPTHS d AND NUMBER OF FEATURE MAPS c. F OR BETTER ASSESSMENT,
THE MEDIAN ABSOLUTE PERCENTAGE ERROR (M EDAPE) IS ALSO GIVEN .

εr [%]

100

10−1

σ =1
σ =5
σ =20

6×4

Architecture
U-Net
9×6

12 × 8 15 × 10 18 × 12 21 × 14 24 × 16
Number of coefficients wc × hc

5
Ours

Fig. 2. Absolute average spline approximation error εr (triangles) and
associated box plots for different numbers of coefficients for strong (σ = 20),
medium (σ = 5), and no (σ = 1) Gaussian smoothing.

III. R ESULTS
A. Spline Approximation Capability
Initially, we investigated the quality of splines for medical
X-ray scatter approximation. To this end, we fit cubic splines
(k = 3) with a different number of coefficients C ∈ Rwc ×hc
to the scatter signal and juxtaposed the associated residuals
εr . Figure 2 summarizes the results for wc × hc ∈ {48 ×
32, 24 × 16, 12 × 8, 6 × 4, 3 × 2} for all considered simulated
X-ray scatter signals. Evidently, only marginal improvements
can be observed with increasing number of coefficients. The
best trade-off between sparsity and a low approximation error
was obtained with 12 × 8 coefficients. Hence, we considered
C ∈ R12×8 for further analysis.
B. Experimental Setup
In accordance to the DSE [14], our encoder network
is trained with down-sampled X-ray projections comprising
384 × 256 pixels and targets 12 × 8 spline coefficients. We
excluded one patient for validation during training (1 × 21 Xray projections) and one patient for testing afterwards (2 × 21
X-ray projections). Hence, the encoder was trained using 273
X-ray projections from 13 patients and a batch size of 16.
For data augmentation, we used random horizontal flips and
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7
6

Parameters
12.6 M
50.3 M
3.1 M
12.6 M
10.1 k
32.7 k
15.8 k
35.0 k

MAPE [%]
4.66(409)
5.06(389)
5.04(425)
5.41(413)
4.84(401)
4.53(382)
4.66(422)
4.67(429)

Ground Truth U-Net APE

MedAPE [%]
3.59
4.24
3.97
4.60
3.80
3.51
3.55
3.65

Ours APE

Normal

Low

Input

c
8
16
8
16
8
16
8
16

High

alternative, we used the X-ray transport code MC-GPU [19] to
generate synthetic training data. As inputs for our simulation,
openly accessible CT scans from The Cancer Imaging Archive
(TCIA) [20] were used. In total, we extracted 17 thorax
phantoms from the CT Lymph Nodes torso [21] data sets.
To prepare the phantoms for MC simulation, we employed
a basic pre-processing pipeline [22] to remove non-patient
objects, and assign tissues and densities to each voxel. Based
on the simulated scatter distributions, we fit bivariate cubic
B-splines.
For each X-ray projection, we simulated 5 × 1010 primary
photons sampled from a 100 keV tungsten spectrum. In total,
we considered three slightly different iso-center positions o ∈
R3 , seven different projection angles α ∈ {0, 15, 30, . . . , 90}
in ◦ , and fixed source-to-detector (1300 mm) and source-toiso-center (800 mm) distances, respectively. The virtual detector is 399 mm × 299 mm large and consists of 1248 × 928
pixels. To reduce simulation noise, we filter the scatter signals
using a Gaussian kernel Gσ .

d
6

Fig. 3. Qualitative comparison between both approaches for three different
views of different intensity ranges (low, normal, high). Input and ground truth
are windowed to give a good visual representation. Absolute percentage errors
(APE) are in the range of 0 % to 25 % (dark blue to yellow).

random Poisson noise as these techniques preserve physical
plausibility. The network was trained using adaptive moments
optimizer with default parameters [23] subject to minimize
the MAPE to the target MC scatter simulations. The results
were compared to the U-Net with respect to the ground truth
MC scatter simulations. We trained the baseline U-Net and
our network architecture with different depths d and number
of initial feature maps c (see Tab. I).
C. Comparison of the Network Architectures
Table I shows the pixel-wise MAPE with respective standard deviations and the median absolute percentage error
(MedAPE) of the investigated network architectures on the two
test patients. Evidently, both network architectures perform
similarly for all parameter combinations and median error rates
range from 3.55 % to 4.60 %. However, slight trends can be
observed. The U-Net configurations with fewer parameters (8
initial feature maps) yield 0.64 % lower median error rates on
average compared to their high-parameters counterparts. Such
a trend is not seen for our network architecture. Furthermore,
it reaches overall lower error rates on average compared to the
U-Net. Most strikingly, our method is capable to maintain the
U-Net’s accuracy while reducing the number of parameters to
train by two to three orders of magnitude.
To assess the network architectures from a qualitative point
of view, Fig. 3 depicts three example projections, their associ-
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ated scatter signals, and the absolute percentage errors (APE)
of the predictions by the U-Net (d = 6, c = 8) and our encoder
(d = 7, c = 16) with respect to the ground truth. Overall, the
scatter distributions are smooth and almost no salient features
are observable, in particular in the proposed approach.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
We developed a novel method to estimate X-ray scatter
from projection images in a data-driven fashion. Leveraging
the ability of B-splines to approximate low-frequency signals,
we were able to tremendously reduce the number of training
parameters to arrive at results comparable to the current state
of the art. We presented a proof of concept based on a
simulation study involving 17 thorax data sets at one fixed
peak tube voltage relevant for medical X-ray diagnostics.
Although these preliminary results appear promising, several limitations of our study need to be discussed. First,
as advanced pre-processing has shown potential to improve
learning-based scatter estimation by approximately 4 % [14]
as well, future studies need to incorporate different preprocessing techniques in the evaluation. Second, at this point
in time we cannot yet make a statement on how 3D reconstruction benefits, as associated experimental results are not
yet available. Third, in contrast to the DSE [14], we only
considered one anatomic region and one tube peak voltage.
Therefore, no assumption on our method’s generalizability to
other anatomic regions and X-ray energy regimes can be made.
It cannot be ruled out that our lean encoder architecture does
not have the same capacity as the U-Net.
Besides these potential limitations, our method comes with
interesting characteristics that are very desirable in the interventional environment. First, the parameter reduction leads
to a lower computational complexity. This allows for (a)
accelerated reconstruction, (b) seamless transition between
3D and 2D imaging, and (c) it can be implemented on
a wide variety of processing hardware. In addition, it is
questionable whether a single network is needed that can
adapt to highly varying tube voltages and anatomic regions.
Multiple dedicated networks could be used instead. Second, by
using a sparse spline as surrogate signal, our method ensures
that only low frequencies get altered in the X-ray projection
image. Hence, it is very unlikely that potentially diagnostically
relevant anatomic features get removed.
In sum, the use of splines as X-ray scatter surrogate signal
has the potential to improve learning-based X-ray scatter estimation algorithms, as it requires significantly fewer parameters
and much reduced computational complexity.
Disclaimer: The concepts and information presented are based
on research and are not commercially available.
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The Number of Energy Windows for Photon
Counting Detectors: Is More Actually More?
Katsuyuki Taguchi, Senior Member

Abstract— It has been debated whether photon counting
detectors (PCDs) with moderate numbers of energy windows, NE,
perform better than PCDs with larger NE. A larger NE results in
fewer photons in each energy window, which degrades the signalto-noise ratio of each datum. Unlike energy-integrating detectors,
PCDs add very little electronic noise to measured counts; however,
there exists electronic noise on the pulse train, to which multiple
energy thresholds are applied to count photons. The noise may
increase uncertainty of counts within energy windows, however,
this effect has not been studied in the context of spectral tasks. The
purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of NE on the
quality of the spectral information. We obtained the following
three types of PCD data with various NE (=2–24) and noise levels
using a Monte Carlo simulation: (A) The ideal PCD with no
electronic noise; (B) realistic PCDs with electronic noise added to
the pulse train; and (C) hypothetical PCDs with electronic noise
added to each energy window’s output, similar to energyintegrating detectors. We evaluated the Cramér–Rao lower bound
of estimation for the following two spectral tasks: (a) water–bone
material decomposition and (b) K-edge imaging with gold. We will
show that, for realistic PCDs, the quality of the spectral
information monotonically improves when NE is increased.
Index Terms—Photon counting detector, electronic noise,
number of energy windows.

I. INTRODUCTION

E

NERGY-SENSITIVE

photon counting detectors (PCDs) have
been developed for x-ray computed tomography [1-7]. One
of many design and operating parameters that need to be
optimized is the number of energy windows (NE). There is
consensus that it is desirable to count the number of photons of
the transmitted x-ray spectrum using two or more energy
windows and that PCDs with too few windows may be
suboptimal for spectral tasks such as material decomposition
[1]. There is no clear consensus, however, as to whether PCDs
with larger NE, such as ten, may perform better or worse than
PCDs with a moderate NE, such as six, if PCDs with any number
of energy windows can be built. The debate is not settled mainly
because the effect of the following two factors have not been
thoroughly investigated in the context of spectral tasks: the
presence of electronic noise and the signal-to-noise of each
datum.
Energy-integrating detectors, which are currently used for xManuscript received on January 12, 2020. The work was not supported by
extramural funds.
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ray computed tomography, add electronic noise to each datum
due to dark current and the analog-to-digital conversion
process. Although PCDs are often said to have no electronic
noise, there exists electronic noise on the pulse train, which
makes pulse heights uncertain. A simple counting PCD with a
single energy threshold can set the threshold just above the
noise level, count all of the photons above the threshold, and
mitigate the effect of the electronic noise to a negligible level.
But a spectral PCD with multiple energy thresholds sets the
thresholds within the diagnostic energy range to count photons
within multiple energy windows. When pulse heights are
uncertain due to the noise on the pulse train, thresholding such
pulses near their peaks may result in uncertain counts within
each energy window. The effect of the uncertainty (in addition
to quantum noise) on spectral tasks such as material
decomposition has not been studied yet. Particularly it is not
clear if increasing NE (hence, having fewer photons within each
narrower energy window) would have an additional negative
effect.
PCDs with a larger NE have narrower window widths in
general, resulting in fewer counts within each energy window.
The signal-to-noise ratios of narrower energy windows are
therefore worse than those of wider ones. The conventional
belief is that using less data with better signal-to-noise ratios is
better than using more data with worse signal-to-noise ratios.
This may be an erroneous belief resulting from long-lasting
experiences with energy-integrating detectors, where
independent electronic noise is added to each datum, which
thereby splits photons into a larger number of datasets and
degrades the overall quality of data. Alternatively, the belief
may result from experiences with suboptimal processing
methods, for example a polynomial fitting that is sensitive to
outliers, applied to PCD data.
Therefore, the aim of this work was to study the quality of
PCD data in the context of spectral tasks with different numbers
of energy windows, NE, different types of electronic noise, and
different noise levels.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
We obtained the following three types of PCD data with
various NE (=2–24) and noise levels using a Monte Carlo
simulation: (A) The ideal PCD with no electronic noise; (B)
realistic PCDs with electronic noise added to the pulse train;
K. Taguchi is with the Department of Radiology and Radiological Science,
Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD 21287 USA
(email: ktaguchi@jhmi.edu).
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and (C) hypothetical PCDs with electronic noise added to each
energy window’s output, similar to energy-integrating detectors
with electronic noise added to each datum. We generated three
sets of 3,000 noise realizations (9,000 noise realizations in total)
for each attenuation setting. We used 1 ms acquisition with xrays at 140 kVp and 500 mA, resulting in ~4,500 photons per
pixel per noise realization on average. The NE was 2, 3, 4, …,
24; one energy threshold was always set at 20 keV and the other
thresholds were swept from 25 keV to 135 keV in 5-keV
increments. The electronic noise added to the pulse train for the
realistic PCD was Gaussian-distributed with a standard
deviation of 2.5 keV, 5.0 keV, or 7.5 keV. The electronic noise
of 2.5 keV was in close alignment with other Monte Carlo
simulations and an actual PCD [8]. The electronic noise added
to the windowed data for the hypothetical PCD was Gaussiandistributed with a standard deviation of 0.1%, 0.2%, or 0.5% of
the mean counts of the entire spectrum (which corresponded to
about 5, 9, or 23 counts per energy window, respectively).
The quality of the information the PCD data contained was
evaluated using the Cramér–Rao lower bound (CRLB) for the
following two spectral tasks: (a) two-dimensional material
decomposition with water and bone; and (b) three-dimensional
K-edge imaging with gold, water, and bone. The following
processing was similar to those used in Refs. [9, 10]. The
changes in the mean values were estimated by adding a small
amount of water, bone, or gold. The Fisher information matrix
was then computed numerically with two assumptions: (1)
measured counts were multivariate Gaussian-distributed and
(2) the covariance remained unchanged with an additional small
amount of attenuator. We think that Assumption (1) can be
justified because mean counts for most of the energy windows
were larger than 30 when the minimum CRLB was found for a
given NE. Assumption (2) might have resulted in an overestimation of CRLB, especially for larger NE, but it was
necessary to make the computation stable. In the end, no
adverse effect was observed, as the CRLB for the ideal PCD
converged and did not increase as the NE was increased. The
inverse of the Fisher information matrix was then calculated.
The CRLB of the variance of each basis material was the
corresponding diagonal element of the inverse matrix. An
unbiased sample standard deviation of CRLB values over the
three sets of 3,000 noise realizations was computed.

Fig. 1. The normalized CRLB of water thickness estimation for the water–
bone material decomposition. Error bars indicate standard deviations.

showed that the CRLB decreases (hence, the spectral
information improves) monotonically with increasing NE. The
adverse effect of the electronic noise was comparable for both
the realistic and hypothetical PCDs at NE=2. The effect of the
noise was consistent for the realistic PCD regardless of NE,
improving CRLBs monotonically with increasing NE and the
offset from the ideal PCD almost independent of NE. In contrast,
for the hypothetical PCD, the adverse effect of the electronic
noise increased with increasing NE, which eventually
overwhelmed the benefit of the improved spectral information

III. RESULTS
A. Water–Bone Material Decomposition
The results of the water thickness estimation are presented
and discussed in this section. The results of the bone thickness
estimation were similar to those of the water thickness
estimation and therefore, to save space, are not presented. The
normalized CRLB presented hereafter was the lowest CRLB for
a given NE and data type (among many different combinations
of threshold energies). The CRLB was normalized by that of
the ideal PCD with NE=24.
Figure 1 plots the CRLB over NE for the ideal PCD, the
realistic PCD with 5.0-keV electronic noise, and the
hypothetical PCD with 0.2% electronic noise. The ideal PCD

Fig. 2. The normalized CRLB of water thickness estimation for the water–
bone material decomposition with the ideal PCD and the realistic PCD with
various noise levels (A) and the ideal PCD and the hypothetical PCD with
various noise levels (B). Error bars indicate standard deviations.
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and ended up increasing the CRLB. For NE=2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20,
and 24, the CRLBs were 1.744, 1.231, 1.183, 1.149, 1.144,
1.142, and 1.142, respectively, for the realistic PCD and 1.676,
1.265, 1.242, 1.245, 1.321, 1.424, and 1.734, respectively, for
the hypothetical PCD.
The noise level (5.0 keV) for the data shown in Fig. 1 was
higher for the realistic PCD (as the noise level was 2.0–2.5 keV
for some PCDs [8]), whereas the noise level (0.2%) may be
either higher or lower for the hypothetical PCD depending on
the number of true photons, i.e., radiation dose levels. These
two data were chosen to clearly demonstrate the two different
dependencies on NE discussed above.
Figure 2A plots CRLBs over NE for the ideal PCD and the
realistic PCD with various noise levels. The realistic PCD with
greater noise had a larger CRLB compared to the ideal PCD
with the same NE. Notice, however, that regardless of noise
levels, CRLBs monotonically decreased with increasing NE.
This indicates that the quality of realistic PCD data for the
water–bone material decomposition task improves with
increasing NE. Figure 2B presents the ideal PCD and the
hypothetical PCD with various noise levels. The optimal NE
was smaller when electronic noise was larger: The best CRLB
was obtained at NE=6 with 0.5% noise, NE=8 with 0.2% noise,
and NE=10 with 0.1% noise.
The minimum NE required for the two-dimensional water–
bone material decomposition is two. The CRLB for NE=2, 3,
and 24 were 1.746±0.202, 1.333±0.205, and 1.145±0.195,
respectively. The improvement between NE=2 and NE=3 was
significant, which corresponded to 68.7% of the improvement
between NE=2 and NE=24 [i.e., (1.746–1.333)/(1.746–
1.145)´100%=68.7%].

Fig. 3. The normalized CRLB of gold thickness estimation for the K-edge
imaging. Error bars indicate standard deviations.

CRLBs were found at NE=8 with 0.5% noise, NE=10 with 0.2%
noise, and NE=16 with 0.1% noise.
The minimum NE required for the three-dimensional K-edge
imaging is three. The CRLB for the realistic PCD with NE=3, 4,
and 24 were 2.878±1.312, 2.070±0.925, and 1.658±0.727,
respectively. The improvement between NE=3 and NE=4
corresponded to 66.2% of the improvement between NE=3 and
NE=24 [i.e., (2.878–2.070)/(2.878–1.658)´100%=66.2%].

B. K-Edge Imaging
The results of the gold thickness estimation are presented in
Fig. 3 in the same format as Fig. 1. The results of the water and
bone thickness estimations were similar to those presented in
Sec. 3.A., and therefore, to save space, are not presented here.
All of the PCDs had results that are similar to non-K-edge
imaging: The CRLB of both the ideal and the realistic PCDs
monotonically improved with increasing NE, whereas the
CRLB achieved the best value with a moderate NE for the
hypothetical PCD. The only difference is, for the realistic PCD,
the effect of electronic noise was larger (i.e., the normalized
CRLB values were higher) with K-edge imaging than it was
with water–bone material decomposition. For example, the
CRLB with NE=24 was 1.282 at 2.5 keV noise and 1.688 at 5.0
keV noise for K-edge imaging in contrast to 1.017 and 1.142,
respectively, for water–bone material decomposition. This is
because the electronic noise added to the pulse train blurred the
K-edge, and hence, degraded the spectral information for Kedge imaging.
Figure 4 plots CRLBs over NE for the ideal PCD and the
realistic PCD with various noise levels (Fig. 4A) and those for
the ideal PCD and the hypothetical PCD with various noise
levels (Fig. 4B). Similar to Fig. 2, regardless of noise levels,
CRLBs monotonically decreased with increasing NE for the
realistic PCD, whereas for the hypothetical PCD, the best
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Fig. 4. The normalized CRLB of gold thickness estimation for the K-edge
imaging with the ideal PCD and the realistic PCD with various noise levels
(A) and the ideal PCD and the hypothetical PCD with various noise levels (B).
Error bars indicate standard deviations.
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IV. DISCUSSION
With the ideal and realistic PCDs, the best performance was
achieved when NE was the largest, as the performance
monotonically improved with increasing NE with no adverse
effect. Even though the signal-to-noise ratio of each datum
worsened with increased NE, the total amount of the spectral
information contained in all of the energy windows improved.
If the performance of PCDs degrades with increased NE, it must
be due to employing a suboptimal algorithm that uses either a
wrong statistical model or no statistical model at all.
With the hypothetical PCD, on the other hand, the best
performance was found at a moderate NE and the optimal NE
was smaller when the noise level was higher (or when the dose
level is lower). This aligns well with conventional beliefs
regarding how the quality of the spectral information changes
with NE. This NE-dependent performance is hypothetical, unless
a PCD adds significant independent noise to each windowed
datum.
The spectral information is spread over the energy range
differently for the two tasks. The information for the K-edge
material is strongest near the K-edge, while lower and higher
energies carry much weaker signals for the K-edge materials.
In contrast, the information for water and bone (or any non-Kedge materials) is spread over the energy range fairly
consistently. Regardless of such a difference, the study has
shown that a larger number of NE provides better performance
(i.e., lower CRLBs) for the realistic PCD.
The study focused on physics aspects of the effect of NE and
did not include engineering design factors that are related to NE,
such as power consumption and circuitry densities. When PCDs
are designed, an optimal NE will be determined based on the
improved spectral information with larger NE taking into
account the increased engineering challenges that come with
larger NE.
The study has limitations. (1) The effect of pulse pileups was
not included to simplify the story. Nonetheless, we believe that
the trend should remain true even if pulse pileups are included.
(2) Other conditions such as x-ray spectra and pixel sizes would
affect the CRLB; however, we believe that the observations and
trends would remain the same, and therefore, the conclusions
would remain the same. The study did include two distinctly
different spectral tasks and they showed very little difference.
(3) The study did not include algorithms that use PCD data suboptimally. The CRLB demonstrated that an unbiased statistical
estimator should be able to provide a smaller noise variance
with a larger NE.

of the electronic noise added to the pulse train depends on the
spectral task and K-edge imaging was more sensitive to the
noise than non-K-edge imaging.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
For both the ideal and realistic PCDs, the quality of the
spectral information monotonically improves as NE is
increased, for both non-K-edge imaging and K-edge imaging.
PCDs with larger NE are better than those with smaller NE.
Adding one energy window to the minimum necessary NE for a
given task (i.e., making it NE=3 for non-K-edge imaging and
NE=4 for K-edge imaging) gained 66.2–68.7% of the
improvement NE=24 provided. For the realistic PCDs the effect
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X-ray Photon-Counting Data Correction via Deep Learning
Mengzhou Li, David S. Rundle, and Ge Wang, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—The energy/spectral dimension of X-ray photon-counting
detectors (PCDs) potentially brings great benefits such as material decomposition, beam hardening and metal artifact reduction, as well as low-dose
CT imaging. However, practical applications of X-ray PCDs are currently
limited by several technical issues, particularly by charge splitting (charge
sharing, K-shell fluorescence escape or re-absorption) and pulse pile-up
effects which distort the energy spectrum and compromise the data quality. Correction of raw PCD measurements with hardware improvement
and analytic modeling is rather complicated. Hence, here we propose a
deep neural network-based PCD data correction approach which directly
maps imperfect data to the ideal data in a supervised learning mode. In
this pilot study, we demonstrate the feasibility of the approach with
realistic synthetic PCD data and initial experimental data. Specifically, a
complete PCD detection model incorporating charge splitting and pulse
pile-up effects is constructed for distortion data simulation. The distorted
PCD data as well as the ground truth counterparts are fed to our
dedicated deep adversarial network. Then, the trained network is used to
correct independently generated PCD data for testing. The results show
that the trained network successfully recovers the ideal spectrum from the
distorted measurement within ±6% error. Major data and image fidelity
improvements are clearly observed in both projection and reconstruction
domains.

based on Bierme’s mathematical results for solving the level crossing
problem [3]. Even with that progress in PCD modeling, it is still hard
to obtain accurate correction on real PCDs due to the complexity of
modeling various physical effects inside the PCDs.
Inspired by the impressive performance of deep learning in many
challenging tasks, here we propose a deep learning-based datadriven approach for PCD data correction to circumvent the complex
modeling of PCD detection, and directly map the distorted raw data to
the ideal data. Previously, Badea tried along a similar direction with
a combination of a simple two-layer network and a bilateral filtration
denoising method to improve the material decomposition accuracy
[4]. Different from his approach, we fully rely on the deep learning
technique for spectral distortion correction as well as noise reduction
at the same time in an unified framework. Moreover, we focus on
the counts correction of PCD data which is a more fundamental and
more challenging task.

Index Terms—Photon-counting detectors (PCDs), PCD data correction,
pulse pile-up, charge sharing, deep learning.

In this pilot study, we first use synthesized distorted PCD data
which include CS, PU and Poisson noise for feasibility demonstration. Although the PCD simulation model may not be absolutely
perfect, the simulated data should be realistic enough for our purpose.

X

I. I NTRODUCTION

-RAY PCDs are drawing an increasing attention from both
industrial and academic sides in the medical imaging field.
The unique energy discrimination ability of PCD makes it highly
desirable for decomposing materials, solving or alleviating beam
hardening and metal artifact problems. Also, the low noise nature and
optimal weighting on low-energy and high-energy photons of PCDs
increase the image contrast for radiation dose reduction, compared
to conventional energy-integrating detectors.
However, in practice performance of current PCDs is far from
flawless, and several technical issues still hinder wider applications
of PCDs, especially, counting speed limit and spectrum distortion.
These problems mainly come from the pulse pileup (PU) and charge
splitting (CS) (including charge sharing, K-shell fluorescence escape
or re-absorption) effects. The PU effect limits the counting speed,
and smaller pixels can help raise the total counting rate but may
increase the CS effect as well resulting in a serious distortion of the
detected spectrum. Vendors put efforts for increasing the counting rate
while keeping the spectral fidelity through hardware improvements,
e.g., high speed circuits, active charge summing circuits, while
many researchers developed less expensive correction algorithms. The
general idea behind many algorithms is to estimate the real spectrum
by iteratively maximizing the likelihood for the measurement and
the calculated output with a forward PCD detection model. The
key to the success relies on the accuracy of the forward model.
Monte Carlo simulation could provide accurate results but at a huge
computational cost, and many researchers devised fast models for
PCD simulation. Taguchi tackled the CS simulation with his Photon
Counting Toolkit (PcTK) [1] at reasonable accuracy. Recently, Philips
scientists proposed an exact analytical PU prediction model [2]
M. Li and G. Wang are with the Department of Biomedical Engineering,
Rensselaer Polytechnic, Troy, NY, 12180 USA (wangg6@rpi.edu).
D. S. Rundle is with JairiNovus Technologies Ltd., 119 Heartland Drive,
Butler, PA, USA.
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II. M ETHODS

A. PCD Detection Model
In this work, we only consider the paralyzable-type PCD with nonnegative monopolar pulses. The basic idea of our detection distortion
pipeline can be readily extended to the general situation. First, we
calculate the expected counts in each energy window of every pixel
after the CS effect (including the Poisson noise as well), then adding
PU distortion pixel-by-pixel. That is, we include both CS and PU
effects in our model. The rationale is that the CS effect decides the
distribution of charge clouds on the pixel grid, and the PU effect
comes from the readout process of the charge clouds. The explicit
photon arrivals are random, and then the temporal sequences of
charge clouds are formed. Since the timestamps of signals in a pixel
are independent from each other and follow a Poisson distribution,
the expected counts above an energy threshold after the PU effect is
still a level crossing problem. The splitting of the electron cloud of
a photon by neighboring pixels generates correlations among pixels,
but this does not affect the PU calculation of each individual pixel.
Suppose that the spectrum of X-ray photons reaching the PCD is
p(x, y, E), and the detector spectral response function due to the CS
effect, which can be simulated with PcTK, is srf (x, y, Ein , Eout ),
the noise free signal of p after CS can be formulated as,
Z
q(x, y, E) = p(x, y, E 0 ) ⊗ srf (x, y, E 0 , E)dE 0 ,
(1)
x,y

Nx ×Ny ×NE

where q ∈ R
is the corresponding clean charge splitting
signal of p; ⊗(x,y) denotes the convolution operation with respect to
width and height dimensions. Since we do not study the statistical
correlation of noises between pixels, the Poisson noise can be added
pixelwise, and the noisy signal after CS becomes P(q), where P(·)
stands for a Poisson distribution.
We modified Roessl’s PU estimation model to incorporate the CS
effect. The PU distortion is calculated pixel-by-pixel due to its nature
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of an intrapixel effect, thus, let us focus on one pixel from P(q)
and assume that the height or energy distribution of signal pulses
it detected is T R(U ) (We do not discriminate energy E and pulse
height U in this work, since they are linearly linked together). Instead
of in the histogram form, the total response can also be described in
a temporal form,
X(t) =

λ
X

j∈Z

Uj g(t − tj ),

(2)

where Uj represents the signal height of photon j, which is independently and identically distributed following the probability mass
function p(U ) of the “pulse height spectrum” T R(U ); g(t) is the
signal shape kernel, and tj is a timestamp; λ is the total counts of
all signals. λ and p(U ) are defined as,
Z ∞
T R(U )
T R(U )dE, p(U ) =
λ=
(3)
λ
−∞
Based on Bierme’s results on the level crossing problem, if g(t)
is a normalized non-negative monopolar pulse, the up-crossing times
NX (U ) of X(t) over a pre-defined threshold U can be calculated in
the Fourier domain as:
 Z ∞ 
  P̂ (u) − 1
NˆX (u) = λ exp λ
P̂ [ug(t)] − 1 dt
,
(4)
iu
−∞

where P̂ (u) and NˆX (u) are the inverse and forward Fourier transforms of p(U ) and NX (U ) respectively, and i is the imaginary unit.
Let us define the cumulative total response function ΦT R (U ) as
(R ∞
T R(U 0 )dU 0 , U ≥ 0
U
ΦT R (U ) =
(5)
0,
U <0
The relationship between T R(U ) and ΦT R (U ) in the Fourier spectrum space is as follows:
h
i.
ΦTˆ R (u) = TˆR(u) − TˆR(0) iu
(6)
By substituting Eqs. 3 and 6 into Eq. 4, we obtain

NˆX (u) = ΦTˆ R (u) exp [−TˆK(u)]
where
TˆK(u) =

Z

−∞
−∞


TˆR(0) − TˆR[ug(t)] dt

(7)
(8)

Finally, the recorded counts with the PU distortion can be calculated
by transforming NˆX (u) back to the count space:
Z −∞
1
NX (U ) =
ΦTˆ R (u) exp [−TˆK(u)] exp (−iuU )du (9)
2π −∞
B. Synthetic Data Generation
To generate distorted PCD data, the ideal spectral projections of
synthesized material phantoms are first calculated with the X-ray
source spectrum simulated using SpekCalc [5] and serve as the noisyfree ground truth data. Then spectral distortions as well as Poisson
noise are added through our PCD detection model described above.
During the simulation of the X-ray source spectrum, the peak
energy and minimum energy were set to 120keV and 12keV
respectively with the bin width being 1keV . The distance between
the phantom and the source was set to 1 meter, and the default
source filter consisting of 0.8mm Beryllium, 1mm Aluminium and
0.11mm Copper.
Synthesized 3D Shepp-Logam material phantoms were used to
form the population of objects to be scanned, each of which consisted
of 5 ellipsoids with random shapes located completely inside a sphere
of radius 1.28cm centered in a 256 × 256 × 256 cubic. Five material

types (soft tissue, adipose tissue, brain grey and white matter, blood
and cortical bone) were assigned to the five ellipsoids. A pixel inside
the sphere could be covered by multiple ellipsoids. In that case, the
material composition of the pixel was set as the equal-volume mixture
of the involved ellipsoids’ materials. The gaps between the ellipsoids
in the sphere were filled with water, while the pixels outside the
sphere were treated as air. The spectral linear attenuation coefficient
(LAC) data for those representative human tissues and other materials
are from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
database [6]. Totally, 180 spectral projections were generated from
each phantom energy bin by energy bin (1keV width) in the parallel
beam configuration for convenience and without loss of generality.
Those projections will be fed to the distortion simulation followed
and also to the network for training as label data later.
The detector spectral response function was simulated using PcTK
3.2 with the following parameters: (1) the effective electron clouds
radius r0 24µm; (2) the electronic noise parameter σe 2.0keV ;
(3) the pixel size of the detector dpix 110µm; and (4) the thickness
of the sensor dz 2.0mm. r0 and σe were selected as default for the
best agreement with the Monte Carlo simulation [1], while the dpix
and dz values were selected in reference to the real parameters of
the Medipix-3 PCD. Based on the detection model, the noisy signals
after CS with 1-keV -width energy windows were generated for the
PU calculation. The pulse kernel used for PU calculation was set to
g(t) = e−t/τ for positive t and zero otherwise, with the dead time
τ being 10ns.
Since the number of energy bins of current PCDs is often no more
than 8, we used thresholds with a step size of 10keV to convert
the counts-over-threshold data to the counts-inside-bin data m. The
thresholds are 20keV , 30keV , 40keV , 50keV , 60keV , 70keV ,
80keV , 90keV , 100keV , and 110keV , which are equally distributed
over the whole spectral range.
C. Correction Network
1) Network structure: A Wasserstein Generative Adversarial Network (WGAN) has been designed for PCD data correction. The
generator undertakes the data correction task, and is designed for
inversion of the forward simulation model. First, a pixelwise fullyconnected sub-network (dePUnet) is used to correct the intrapixel
distortion of PU, and then a convolutional sub-network (deCSnet)
is used for the interpixel cross talk correction of CS as well as
noise reduction. A discriminator adopted from WGAN-VGG helps
the generator training via the competition between the two during
the training. Two losses usesd are the WGAN loss for adversarial
training and the correction loss measured as the mean square error
(MSE) of the absolute count difference as well as the mean absolute
error (MAE) of the relative difference to enforce pixelwise accuracy
in counts. The overall architecture of the network is shown in Fig.
1.
2) Network training: Totally, 10 PCD datasets (180×256×367×
9) were randomly extracted into patches of size 16 × 16 × 9 for
network training. The patch training strategy minimizes the GPU
memory occupation, and forces the network to focus on a small
scope since the cross-talk only happens between neighboring pixels.
The extracted 1,841,400 pairs of p and m patches were shuffled
to remove the connections between pairs, and normalized with a
constant 400,000 before feeding to the network, and 92,070 pairs
were used for validation. In addition, 5 PCD datasets were generated
for testing only.
We used the Adam optimization method (α = 1.0 × 10−4 , β1 =
0.9 and β2 = 0.999) to train the network, with the mini-batch size
1024. The value of λ for adversarial loss was set to 10, and the
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Fig. 2. Projections before and after correction in energy bins 4 (50 − 59keV )
and 7 (80 − 89keV ). Counts are normalized with 400,000.

Fig. 1. Correction network structure, where n, k and s stand for the number
of kernels, kernel size and convolutional stride, respectively, p̂ is uniformly
sampled along the straight line between paired G(m) and p, the penalty
coefficient λ is a weighting constant, and  is a small constant set to 1×10−4
to stabilize the ratio.

weight balancing the correction loss and the adversarial loss was set
to 1000. The network converged after 40 epochs.

Fig. 3. Energy profiles for three points before and after correction, where
IN denotes the input profile before correction, GT denotes the ground truth
profile, OUT represents the output of the correction network, and Error is the
relative error defined as (OUT-GT)/GT.

6

4

D. Real PCD Data Correction Framework
Two problems need to be addressed before applying the proposed
method for real PCD data correction, which are (1) the unknown real
X-ray source spectrum and (2) the spatial non-uniformity of detector
pixels due to charge trapping. The source spectrum can be estimated
with indirect measurements [7], but the spatial non-uniformity of
PCD may disqualify the data for the convolutional model and must
be addressed with calibration [8]. After that, a general work flow
can be used to obtain training data as follows. First, we generate a
sufficient number of material phantoms with 3D printing and liquid
tissue surrogate techniques [9] to acquire real raw data. Then, with the
known geometry and material composition the ground truth spectral
projections can be calculated with the LAC data from NIST. Finally,
the ground truth projections and the distorted PCD measurements
are registered and fed to the network for training, validation and
testing. Therefore, the trained network can be applied for the networkbased feed-forward correction of the PCD data acquired under similar
scanning settings, which will be our future work.
III. R ESULTS
The trained network on synthetic data was applied on the testing
dataset for correction effectiveness evaluation. To demonstrate the
correction effects, the spectral projections before and after correction
were both visually and quantitatively compared.
A. Comparison in Projections
A qualitative comparison of representative images in two energy
channels before and after correction is shown in Fig. 2. The scale
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Fig. 4. Mean 99% percentile relative error curve with 3 folds of std. errorbar.

ranges are well aligned to the ground truth after correction and
obvious noise reduction is also evidenced by clearer backgrounds.
The correction results are almost the same with the ground truth, and
with negligible relative errors. Figure 3 shows correction results of
three representative points experiencing different attenuation levels.
The accurate overlapping of corrected spectra and the ground truths
demonstrates the success of the proposed method. From the relative
error curve, we can find that the correction errors are within ±1%
for median or less attenuation cases in all energy bins, and for the
heavy attenuation case, the errors are within ±5% for all bins and
less than ±3% for bins energy higher than 40keV .
To further investigate the stability of the correction, 5 testing
datasets each with 180 projection views were used to estimate the
error range. The 99% percentile relative error in each view for each
energy bin was obtained, then the mean value and standard deviation
(std.) were calculated out of these data, and the results are plotted
in Fig. 4. Suppose the errors follow normal distributions, the results
suggest that 99% pixels are corrected to the ground truth within 6%
relative error for all energy bins at a 99.7% confidence, and with
errors smaller than 3% for bins 3 to 9 (40keV to 110keV ).
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Fig. 7. X-ray spectrum estimated from the transmission data of aluminum
blocks using the EM method.

Fig. 5. Reconstructions of data in bin 4 (50−59keV ) and bin 7 (80−89keV )
before and after correction. Units in cm−1 .

along with the spectrum simulated using SpekCalc. The reconstructed
spectrum shows a good agreement with the simulation, demonstrating
the estimation validity. We are working along this direction in order
to apply the proposed deep learning method for real PCD data
correction.
IV. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 6. Horizontal attenuation profiles (105th row, through the white spot
in Fig. 5) in the reconstructions, where in denotes uncorrected profiles, out
represents profiles after correction, and gt stands for ground truth profiles.
TABLE I
Q UANTITATIVE METRICS ON THE RECONSTRUCTION SLICE SHOWN IN
F IGURE 5
GT as ref.

Bin 1

Bin 2

Bin 3

Bin 4

Bin 5

Bin 6

Bin 7

Bin 8

Bin 9

Uncorrected (SSIM)
Corrected (SSIM)
Uncorrected (PSNR)
Corrected (PSNR)
Improvement (100%)

0.4669
0.9835
19.99
33.63
68.2

0.7679
0.9896
21.58
34.20
58.5

0.9114
0.9943
23.47
35.10
49.6

0.9636
0.9977
25.43
37.41
47.1

0.9691
0.9931
25.34
31.76
25.3

0.9562
0.9976
22.96
35.75
55.7

0.9172
0.9936
19.01
31.04
63.3

0.8265
0.9890
14.19
28.36
99.9

0.6633
0.9698
9.09
23.73
161.1

In conclusion, we have proposed a deep learning-based approach
that promises to correct raw PCD data to the ideal data with spectral
fidelity. As demonstrated with realistically synthesized PCD data
based on our proposed detection model incorporating both PU and
CS effects, the testing results suggest that the proposed approach
achieves effective noise reduction and accurate spectral correction in
both the projection and reconstruction domains. The spectrum shape
can be faithfully recovered from significantly distorted measurement
within ±6% relative errors in all bins at a 99.7% confidence. The
SSIM and PSNR scores between the reconstruction and the ground
truth can be improved greatly. In the near future, we plan to collect
real PCD spectral projection data, implement the workflow outlined
above, and evaluate the performance.
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B. Contribution to Reconstruction
Figure 5 casts light on the correction effects on the reconstruction,
and shows that the correction significantly improves the contrast
and reduces noises evidenced by the reappearance of the structures
which are immersed in noises before correction. The attenuation
profiles shown in Fig. 6 of the reconstructions further suggest that
accurate LACs are obtained after the projection data correction.
Quantitative assessments with structural similarity index (SSIM) and
peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) metrics were also performed on
the reconstruction slices, and the results are shown in Table I. From
the table, SSIM and PSNR scores are significantly improved after
correction, by 0.024 ∼ 0.517 for SSIM and by 25.3% ∼ 161.1% for
PSNR. Those excellent testing results strongly suggest the promising
performance of deep learning application in PCD data correction.
C. Initial Real Result
The spectrum estimation described in II-D was conducted on a
MARS scanner in our lab. The source was operated at 120kV p and
73µA with a 1.96mm Aluminum filter at the exit, and a 4mm
Titanium filter was added to simulate human body attenuation. The
spectrum was reconstructed using the expectation maximization (EM)
method from transmission data of Aluminum blocks with different
thicknesses. The measurements were captured with the Medipix-3
CZT PCD in the arbitration channel with active charge summing.
The initial guess for the EM method is a generic tungsten anode
X-ray tube spectrum. The estimated spectrum is shown in Fig. 7,
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First Steps towards SiPM-based Scintillation
Detectors for Photon-counting CT
Stefan J. van der Sar, Stefan E. Brunner, and Dennis R. Schaart

Abstract — Scintillation detectors may become an alternative
for CdTe/CZT based photon-counting X-ray detectors with the
possible advantages of better temporal stability and costeffectiveness. In order to experimentally show the potential of this
approach, a fast scintillation crystal (LuAP:Ce) was coupled to a
fast, R&D stage silicon photomultiplier (SiPM). The detector
generated pulses that lasted less than 100 ns in response to 60 keV
gamma photons, such that incident rates exceeding 10 Mcps/pixels
result in pulse trains with an acceptable level of pile-up. Moreover,
a pulse shape model was developed and compared to the
measurements. It was used to predict incident rate capability and
low-rate energy resolution as a function of various scintillators,
SiPM properties, and pixel sizes. The model showed that a 333 µm
× 333 μm pixel detector of this particular R&D stage SiPM coupled
to LaBr3:Ce crystals with optimized light collection efficiency is
expected to handle an incident rate of 100 Mcps/mm2 with
acceptable pile-up and to achieve a low-rate energy resolution
about 10% at 60 keV. The results are a first indication that it may
be feasible to develop SiPM-based scintillation detectors that can
compete with CdTe/CZT based detectors for photon-counting CT.

material. For these reasons, we are interested in investigating
the feasibility of a different detection concept, i.e. a scintillation
detector with silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) read-out as a
potentially cost-effective and stable alternative. In this
contribution, we study the raw pulses from such a detector, i.e.
without assuming a particular way of pulse processing and
counting. Two fundamental properties of the raw pulses are of
interest: the pulse duration and the energy information. The
former indicates what incident rates result in pulse trains with
an acceptable level of pile-up, whereas the latter gives an idea
about the achievable energy resolution. We show sub 100 ns
pulses measured with a 1 mm × 1 mm SiPM-based scintillation
detector, which implies that reasonable rates can be dealt with
after pixel miniaturization. Moreover, we develop a model that
predicts the raw pulse shapes for given detector properties,
compare its predictions to measurements, and use it to evaluate
directions for further development of this detector concept.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

I. INTRODUCTION
HOTON-COUNTING Computed Tomography (PCCT) is
widely considered to be the next breakthrough in CT
hardware. During the past ten years, various vision and review
papers, such as [1] and [2], were published, which highlighted
the potential benefits of replacing conventional energyintegrating detectors by photon-counting detectors. Examples
of such benefits are improved image quality (contrast-to-noise
ratio) and/or a reduction of contrast agent and radiation dose,
truly simultaneous acquisition of dual-energy data with better
spectral separation, and multi-energy data acquisition, which
may enable K-edge imaging, for example. Since a typical
incident rate on a CT detector is in the order of hundreds of
Mcps/mm2 and a reasonable energy resolution is required,
semiconductor materials with a high density and a high atomic
number, such as CdTe and CdZnTe (CZT), are generally
considered to be the most promising detectors. A few prototype
scanners based on such detectors have been installed to
investigate the clinical benefits of the technology in practice
[2], [3]. [4]. Current challenges seem to be related to the costs
of the system and the temporal stability of the detection

In a simplified description of the detector, the deposited Xray energy is first converted into optical photons in a
scintillator. Different scintillators vary in density, atomic
number, light yield (#optical photons/keV), and decay time,
which characterizes the exponential distribution of photon
emission times. The optical photons are in turn converted into
a current pulse by a photo-sensor. It is important that the
wavelengths of the photons match the spectral sensitivity of the
sensor [5]. The SiPM is a solid-state photo-sensor that consists
of an array of single photon avalanche diodes (SPADs), which
are small photodiodes biased above breakdown voltage.
Consequently, they have a very high internal gain (~106) and
produce a measurable current pulse in response to a single
optical photon. When many SPADs detect an optical photon,
e.g. after an X-ray interaction in the scintillator, the pulses add
up to form the total output pulse. This pulse can be fed into a
trans-impedance amplifier that converts it into a voltage pulse
while maintaining the pulse shape. Because of the high internal
gain, the use of charge-sensitive amplifiers and pulse shapers is
unnecessary. The high internal gain (cf. photodiodes) and the
possibility to miniaturize a pixel to less than 1 mm × 1 mm (cf.
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photomultiplier tubes) currently make SiPMs the most
promising photo-sensor for this application. An overview of
SiPM working principles and technology can be found in [6].
A. Pulse shape model
The above-described pulse formation process was simulated
with an in-house developed Matlab code. First, a deposited Xray energy of 60 keV was converted into a number of optical
photons based on the light yield. This number was multiplied
by the efficiency of the light transport (light collection
efficiency, LCE) and the photo-detection efficiency (PDE) of
the SiPM. The outcome was used as the mean value of a Poisson
distribution, from which a total of 2500 samples were drawn to
simulate as many statistically fluctuating events.
For each event, an arrival time was assigned to all optical
photons by sampling from an exponential distribution with a
mean equal to the decay time of the scintillator [5]. Samples
from a uniform distribution were drawn to assign the detected
photon to a particular SPAD in the array. The SPAD response
was modelled as a double exponential decay with a rise time of
1 ns, i.e. 0.5exp((t  1) /1)  exp((t  1) /  r ) with t the time since
the detection of an optical photon and τr the recharge time
constant of the SiPM, both in ns. The total output pulse was
constructed by adding up the individual SPAD responses at
their respective photon arrival times.
Two SiPM-specific effects were included in the model.
Firstly, after detection of an optical photon, a SPAD has to
recover to its initial state. During recovery, the SPAD can detect
another photon, but the amplitude of its response is reduced by
a factor 1  exp  t  r  with Δt the time between the moments
of detection of both photons. This leads to a reduced sensor
response, also called saturation, in case many optical photons
hit the SiPM in a short period of time. Secondly, SiPMs suffer
from correlated noise in the form of optical crosstalk. This was
implemented as the geometric chain process described by
Vinogradov [7]. Dark pulses were neglected, because their rate
is typically low compared to the required pulse duration.
For all statistically varying pulses, the time window t99 that
contains 99% of the pulse integral was determined. The mean
t99 was calculated and regarded as the pulse duration. Its
inverse, r99, was considered to be an incident rate that would
give rise to pulse trains with an acceptable level of pulse pileup. Given the exponential distribution of inter-arrival times [5],
‘an acceptable level’ means a 63% chance that a pulse arrives
within t99 after the previous one. The value of the pulse integral
itself is the fundamental measure of the energy information in
the pulse. A low-rate energy resolution R was calculated by
dividing the full width at half maximum FWHM of the pulse
integral distribution by the mean pulse integral PI0 [5].
B. Selection of scintillators and SiPM
Three scintillators were selected for this study: LYSO:Ce,
LaBr3:Ce, and LuAP:Ce. Their properties are listed in Table 1.
LYSO:Ce is often used in clinical PET scanners and could also

TABLE I: OVERVIEW OF SCINTILLATOR PROPERTIES
Scintillator

LaBr3:Ce [8]

LuAP:Ce [9]

LYSO:Ce [8]

Light yield (ph/keV)
Wavelength (nm)
Decay time (ns)
Density (g cm-3)
CT thickness (mm)
Hygroscopic

63
380
16
5.1
3.5
Yes

15
375
17
8.3
1.0
No

33
420
36
7.1
1.5
No

TABLE II: OVERVIEW OF SIPM PROPERTIES
SiPM
SPAD pitch (μm)
Crosstalk probability
Recharge time
constant (ns)
Photo detection
efficiency

Over voltage
3V
7V
15
0.03
0.10
12
10
0.20

0.30

Over voltage
3V
7V
30
0.09
0.29
55
50
At relevant
wavelengths

0.41

0.48

be useful for PCCT. However, PCCT imposes more severe
requirements on the rate capability and energy resolution than
PET, so the faster and brighter LaBr3:Ce was included, as well.
A drawback of LaBr3:Ce is its hygroscopic nature. Therefore,
LuAP:Ce was selected as a non-hygroscopic, but comparably
fast alternative. It furthermore has a very high density, but its
disadvantage is a relatively low light yield. The performance of
these scintillators coupled with three different LCE values to
SiPMs of various dimensions, all with a SPAD pitch of 15 µm
and biased at 7 V over breakdown, was investigated. The
properties of these SiPMs are shown in Table II in bold. For
comparison, properties of the same SiPMs at 3 V and properties
of a typical Broadcom NUV-HD SiPM with 30 µm SPAD pitch
are also listed in Table II.
C. Experiments
Experiments were done with a 1 mm × 1 mm R&D stage
SiPM from Broadcom, Inc., which is not commercially
available. However, the SiPM is based on the company’s NUVHD technology and only differs in size and SPAD pitch from
commercial products. Its properties are described in bold in
Table II. The sensor was coupled to a 0.9 mm × 0.9 mm × 1.0
mm as-cut LuAP:Ce crystal (Hilger Crystals) using UV curing
glue and covered in Teflon powder to increase the LCE. The
detector was exposed to 60 keV gamma photons from a 35 MBq
Am-241 source. Pulses were processed by Broadcom’s AFBRS4E001 preamplifier board and fed into an oscilloscope
(Teledyne LeCroy HDO9404). Ten 100 ms long traces were
recorded at a sampling rate of 1 GS/s and a bandwidth of 200
MHz. An algorithm selected all pulses that crossed a threshold
set to half the mean pulse height (i.e. 30 keV, a commonly
applied threshold in medical PCCT [4]). The selected pulses
were used to determine r99 and the energy resolution.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In part A of this section, the experimental results are
presented and discussed, whereas part B is about the model
predictions. Part C discusses the predictive power of the model
by comparing its predictions with the measurements.
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Fig. 1. Three examples of measured pulses. The pulses return to baseline within 100 ns, but contain many spikes, which are signs of the arrival of individual
photons. They are visible due to a small number of detected photons. This can be improved by increasing the LCE or by applying a (digital) low-pass filter,
such as a first order RC filter with a time constant of 10 ns (dashed curves), which leads to limited pulse elongation.

A. Experiments
Three examples of pulses measured with the LuAP:Ce
detector are shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that the pulses return
to the baseline within 100 ns. Hence, an r99 of more than 10
Mcps/pixel, e.g. 11.11 Mcps/pixel, can be achieved. It follows
that a pixel size of 333 μm × 333 μm (9 pixels/mm2) would
suffice to achieve an r99 of 100 Mcps/mm2. As explained in
section II A, about 63% of pulses piles up on the previous pulse
at this rate. However, this leads to very small pulse distortion,
if a pulse is superimposed on the end of the exponentially
decaying tail of the previous pulse. Indeed, the median of the
exponential distribution of inter-arrival times for a rate of 11.11
Mcps/pixel says that 50% of the pulses arrives within 62.4 ns
after the previous one. Fig. 1 shows that the remaining 50%
arriving after 62.4 ns will not or hardly be distorted by pile-up.
We note that this analysis may be different for Gaussian shaped
pulses as produced by CdTe / CZT-based detectors.
The pulses in Fig. 1 feature spikes, which are signs of the
arrival of individual photons. Their visibility indicates that a
small number of photons was detected. A model by Van Dam
et al. [10] was used to estimate this number and yielded on
average 42 detected photons per pulse, which comes down to
an LCE of 0.15. Reasons for this low value may include a
misalignment of crystal and sensor, insufficient compression of
the Teflon powder, and light losses via the glue and the 0.2 mm
thick glass layer that covers the SiPM. One could optimize these
factors or apply a (digital) filter, e.g. a first-order RC filter with
RC=10 ns, to reduce the spikes without considerable pulse
elongation as shown in Fig. 1 [5]. Nevertheless, the small
number of detected photons yielded a low-rate energy
resolution of only 43.5% at 60 keV in this experiment.
B. Model predictions
The model was used to predict the energy resolution at 60
keV for higher LCE values and for other scintillators that have
a higher light yield than LuAP:Ce. The results are shown in
Table III for a large pixel size of 1000 μm × 1000 μm. An
energy resolution below 10% can only be achieved with the
highest light yield scintillator, LaBr3:Ce, and high LCE values.
Values around 12% may be achieved with LYSO:Ce, whereas
LuAP:Ce can achieve 17% at best. For smaller pixel sizes,
SiPM saturation may start to degrade the energy resolution to
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some extent. However, we noticed that this subtle effect was
not correctly incorporated in the current version of the model.
We work on an update of the model and hope to present the
results at the conference. Further improvements in the energy
resolution may be achieved by increasing the PDE, but Table II
indicates that SiPMs with higher PDE are generally slower and
have a larger SPAD pitch, which reduces the incident rate
capability and increases saturation. Such trade-offs can be
optimized using the model presented in this work.
The calculated values of r99 are shown in Fig. 2. It turned out
that r99 hardly depends on LCE. Furthermore, LaBr3:Ce and
LuAP:Ce have almost the same decay times, so only one curve
was drawn for both of them for better visualization. The data
show that an r99 of 100 Mcps/mm2 can be achieved with 333 µm
× 333 µm pixels of LaBr3:Ce or LuAP:Ce and with 225 µm ×
225 µm pixels of LYSO:Ce.
TABLE III: PREDICTED ENERGY RESOLUTIONS AT 60 KEV (1 X 1 MM2 PIXELS)

Scintillator

LuAP:Ce

LYSO:Ce

LaBr3:Ce

LCE = 0.25

30%

20%

15%

LCE = 0.50

21%

15%

10%

LCE = 0.75

17%

12%

8.3%

Fig. 2. Incident rate capability r99 as a function of pixel size for three
different scintillators coupled to the SiPM. Since LaBr3 and LuAP yielded
similar results, only one curve was drawn for better visualization.
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C. Comparison and model limitations
Here, we briefly discuss the predictive power of the model
by comparing the measured and simulated pulse shapes and
energy resolutions. To this end, the model was run under the
experimental conditions (LuAP:Ce, LCE of 0.15, pixel size of
1 mm × 1 mm). Fig. 3 shows examples of simulated pulse
shapes. Compared to the measured pulses in Fig. 1, similar rise
time, spikes, and return to baseline within 100 ns can be
observed, but without noise. Moreover, the model predicts an
energy resolution of 38.5% at 60 keV, whereas the measured
value is 43.5%. Such differences may be due to a nonproportional light yield as explained in [11]. Especially
LYSO:Ce suffers from this effect, so the energy resolutions
presented in Table III for this scintillator will be considerably
worse in practice. On the other hand, LaBr3:Ce and LuAP:Ce
are known as proportional scintillators [11]. Overlap of K- and
L-escape peaks with the photo peak can also degrade the energy
resolution [5]. This becomes more important as the pixel size
decreases. Both effects can be studied by Monte Carlo particle
tracking. Any remaining mismatch may be due to slight
inhomogeneity in scintillator properties and light transport.
D. Another important consideration
The pixels of a scintillation detector must be optically
isolated to prevent light spread to other pixels. The use of
conventional reflective foils may result in unacceptably large
dead areas and associated dose efficiency losses for
miniaturized pixels, so innovative techniques must be
developed. Possibilities that are under investigation by others
include 3D printed reflectors, crystals with a columnar
microstructure [12], and laser-induced optical barriers [13].
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have experimentally shown that a LuAP:Ce crystal
coupled to an R&D stage SiPM generates pulses that return to
baseline within 100 ns, such that the detector should generate
pulse trains with acceptable pile-up for incident rates of more
than 10 Mcps/pixel. The measured low-rate energy resolution
of 43.5% at 60 keV is still suboptimal due to a low light
collection efficiency (LCE). However, the pulse shape model
introduced in this work predicts that incident rates of 100
Mcps/mm2 will lead to acceptable pile-up levels and that a lowrate energy resolution of about 10% at 60 keV can be achieved,
if the detector is made of LaBr3:Ce, the LCE is optimized, and
the pixel size is miniaturized to 333 µm × 333 µm. These

numbers suggest that SiPM-based scintillation detectors may be
a competitive alternative to CdTe/CZT based detectors for
PCCT. Therefore, the above-mentioned improvements will be
pursued in future experimental work. Furthermore, the effects
of pile-up and various counting methods on the observed count
rate and energy resolution for the characteristic pulse shape
generated by an SiPM-based scintillation detector will be
studied in more detail, both by simulation and experiment.
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Fig. 3. Three examples of simulated pulses shapes obtained with simulations settings comparable to the experimental conditions.
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Sparse-view Cone-beam Breast CT via
Conditional Generative Adversarial Network
Constrained by Image Edges
Yunhuan Yang, Chengyijue Fang, and Lei Zhu*


Abstract—Improving over mammography and
tomosynthesis, cone-beam breast CT (CBBCT) provides
complete 3D information with high spatial resolution for
detection of calcifications and small lesions. However,
increased radiation dose and scan time hinder clinical
applications of CBBCT, especially in early cancer
screening. We propose sparse-view CBBCT, i.e. with a
small number of projections, to overcome the above
bottlenecks. A deep learning method – conditional
generative adversarial network (cGAN) constrained by
image edges (ECGAN) – is proposed to suppress artifacts
on sparse-view CBBCT images reconstructed by filtered
backprojection (FBP). We use cGAN as the basic frame
to avoid over-smoothing in some degree, with a modified
U-net as the generator. To further preserve subtle
structures and micro calcifications which are particularly
important for breast cancer screening and diagnosis, edge
images of CBBCT are extracted and added in cGAN to
guide the learning. The proposed algorithm has been
evaluated on 20 clinical datasets of CBBCT. ECGAN
substantially improves the image qualities of sparse-view
CBBCT, with a performance superior to those of totalvariation (TV) based iterative reconstruction and U-net
based post-processing. On one CBBCT case with the
projection number reduced from 300 to 100, ECGAN
enhances peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and
structural similarity (SSIM) on FBP reconstruction from
24.26 and 0.812 to 37.78 and 0.963, respectively. These
results indicate that ECGAN successfully reduces
radiation dose and scan time of CBBCT by a factor of at
least 3 with only small image degradations.
Index Terms—cone beam breast CT, deep learning,
sparse-view reconstruction, breast cancer screening,
conditional GAN
I. INTRODUCTION
ecently cone beam breast CT (CBBCT) receives heated
R
attention in early breast cancer screening. Compared with
the two dominant methods in current clinical practice,
including mammography and tomosynthsis, CBBCT requires
no compression of breast and significantly improves image
qualities with complete 3D information, high spatial
resolution and better patient comfort. Nevertheless, due to
increased data acquisition, radiation dose and long scan time
remain as two of last hurdles toward wide adoption of CBBCT
in hospitals and clinics. In this work, we reduce projections of
CBBCT to lower radiation dose and shorten scan time by a
factor of 3-4, and propose a new deep learning algorithm on
Research reported in this publication was supported by the National
Natural Science Foundation of China (No. 81671681), the Ministry of
Science and Technology of China Key Research and Development Projects
(Grant No. 2016YFC0101400) and by the Fundamental Research Funds for
the Central Universities (No. WK2030040089.
Yunhuan Yang and Chengyijue Fang are with the Department of
Engineering and Applied Physics, University of Science and Technology of
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sparse-view CBBCT to improve the image qualities to a level
matching that of full-view CBBCT.
One barrier limiting the clinical applications of CBBCT is
the concern of radiation dose. Women breasts are highly
sensitive to radiation. American FDA sets 6 mGy [1] as the
dose limit of mammography for each examination in cancer
screening. An average glandular dose of 4-12.8 mGy on
CBBCT has been reported in the existing literature [2]. Dose
reduction on current CBBCT is therefore suggested to make
exams safe under the 6 mGy limit. Compared with
mammography and tomosynthesis, another drawback of
CBBCT is the increased scan time from less than 6 s
(mammography)[3] or 3.7 s (tomosynthesis)[4] to 10s[2],
which raises the possibility of motion artifacts. One viable
solution to the above two problems is sparse-view CBBCT, i.e.
CBBCT with a reduced projection number.
Sparse-view CT has been extensively studied in the past
decade[5-8]. It is well known that conventional filteredbackprojection (FBP) reconstruction generates view-aliasing
artifacts on sparse-view CT. One popular solution is iterative
reconstruction, including regularization based algorithms [8,
9] or compressed-sensing based optimization[6, 10]. Recently,
researchers have proposed a series of deep-learning
algorithms for sparse-view CT, including signal recoveries in
both projection[11] and image domain[12-14], or deep CT
reconstruction[15] .
Despite superior image qualities of published results, we
find that direct implementations of existing algorithms of
iterative reconstruction or deep learning on sparse-view
CBBCT result in significant loss of small anatomical
structures, as shown later in the section of results. The main
reason is that full-view CBBCT images contain ample details
of glandular structures with low contrast (<150 HU) and high
spatial resolution (<0.5 mm). Preservation of these details is
challenging but particularly important for early breast cancer
screening.
In this work, we propose a new algorithm of conditional
GAN (cGAN) [16]constrained by image edges (ECGAN) as a
post-processing procedure on sparse-view CBBCT images
reconstructed by the standard FBP. cGAN is used as the basic
frame, with a modified U-net[17] as the generator. The reason
for choosing the cGAN is that the adversarial loss can avoid
over-smoothing caused by MSE loss or other similar loss in
some degree. Batch normalization is included in U-net to
improve training.
Convolutional down-sampling and
deconvolution replace the max-pooling and up-sampling in
the original U-net for better preservation of anatomical details
of CBBCT images. Furthermore, to retain small calcifications
China,
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Figure 1 The architecture of the proposed ECGAN.
and potential lesions in a low-contrast background, edges of
CBBCT images are feed to the generator and discriminator.
The proposed ECGAN has been evaluated using 20 clinical
datasets, with focuses on performance comparsions on sparseview CBBCT with those of total-variation (TV) based
iterative reconstruction and U-net based post-processing.
Then we further investigate the efficacy of the adversarial loss
and edge images.

II. METHOD
Sparse-view CBBCT via FBP reconstruction suffers
severe view-aliasing artifacts. We aim to design a neural
network to remove artifacts of sparse-view CBBCT with
minimal loss of image details. Let X represent the sparse-view
CBBCT images with artifacts and Y be ideal CBBCT images.
Our goal is to find a function f to map X to Y: Y = f(X) via
neural network. We find the proposed ECGAN, shown in
Figure 1,effectively obtains f with the X as input,
corresponding Y as a label. The traditional U-net with a loss
function of mean-square-error (MSE) causes over-smoothing
on resultant images. Therefore we choose cGAN as the
framework while keeping the modified U-net as its generator.
The adversarial loss plays a supervisor role of forcing the
processed image as close as possible to the ground truth and
avoiding over-smoothing.
cGAN is a framework for estimating generative models
via adversarial process, in which two models was
simultaneously trained: a generator network G that maps the
sparse-view images to ideal images 𝑌̂ , and discriminator
network D that estimates the probability that an image come
from the label data rather than G. To ensure the one-to-one
correspondence, the 𝑌̂ the X should be combined to be input
discriminator.𝐺 ∗ = arg 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐺 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷 LcGAN (𝐺, 𝐷).
ℒcGAN = 𝐸𝑥,𝑦 [𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦)] + 𝐸𝑥 [log(1 − 𝐷(𝑥, 𝐺(x))]

the down-pooling process. We replace the up-sampling layers
with deconvolution to avoid potential blur. For converging
quickly and preventing gradient vanishing or diverging, we
add batch normalization.
As for the discriminator, we expect it to model highfrequency information which requires restricting our attention
to local patches. The discriminator tries to judge if N*N patch
in an image is real or fake. Different from traditional GAN,
the probability outputted by discriminator is not a vector but a
matrix. The discriminator architecture is plain as follows
C64 − C128 − C256 − C512
where C represents convolution, batch normalization and
ReLU activation function. The numbers mean the amount of
the feature maps. At the last layer, the data are mapped to 1dimension then feed to a Sigmoid function.
To further retain small calcifications and potential lesions
in the CBBCT low-contrast background, the edge images of
the processed images 𝑌̂ and ground truth Y are calculated.
The edge information of the images is gained from
convolutional layer which is the Sobel operator 𝑆𝐹 applied in
the horizontal, vertical and the two diagonal directions. The
four edge images are feed to the G and D. In generator they
add a L2 term:
ℒ E (G) = Ex,y [‖𝑦 − 𝐺(𝑥)‖2 + λ1 ‖𝑆𝐹(𝑦) − 𝑆𝐹(𝐺(𝑥))‖2 ]
In discriminator they are feed as four channels:
ℒgcGAN = 𝐸𝑥,𝑦 [𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑆𝐹(𝑦)] + 𝐸𝑥 [log(1
− 𝐷(𝑥, 𝐺(x), SF(G(x))]
In conclusion, our objective function can be written as
below:
𝐺 ∗ = arg min max ℒgcGAN (𝐺, 𝐷) + λ𝑔 ℒE (𝐺)
G

D

It is beneficial to mix the GAN objective with a traditional loss,
such as L2 distance.
ℒ2 (G) = Ex,y [||y − G(x)||2 ]
𝐺 ∗ = arg 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐺 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷 ℒcGAN (𝐺, 𝐷) + λℒL1 (𝐺)
We choose the U-net as the generator, which is widely used
in processing of biomedical images whose structure including
skip connection and encoder-decoder is very useful to deliver
the anatomical details. To further improve the ability, the
rough max-pooling layers are replaced with intelligent
convolution filters with stride equaling two which try to learn
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Figure 2 One representative case of CBBCT images using different algorithms. From left to right are results of: sparse-view
CBBCT, sparse-view CBBCT with TV-based iterative reconstruction, sparse-view CBBCT with U-net, sparse-view CBBCT
with the proposed ECGAN, and full-view CBBCT. Sparse-view and full-view CBBCT are FBP reconstructions using 100 and
300 projections, respectively. Display window: [0.2,0.3] cm-1.
III. RESULTS
A. Experiment details
In evaluation studies, we use 20 datasets of clinical
CBBCT scans. Each dataset contains 300 projections over 360
degrees and one FBP 3D reconstruction (full-view CBBCT).
Sparse-view CBBCT is generated by FBP reconstruction on
downsampled 100 or 75 projections, which corresponds to a
reduction of radiation dose and scan time by a factor of 3 or 4.
A total of 5900 2D image pairs of full-view and sparse-view
CBBCT is used in our studies. 4720 images are used to train
ECGAN and the rest is used to test. To optimize the network,
we follow the guidance from Ref. [18], i.e., one gradient step
for D, then one step on G and train to maximize
𝐷(𝑥, 𝐺(x), SF(G(x)). The Adam solver is used with a learning
rate of 0.0001. We empirically set the batch size to 2, λ𝑔 and
λ1 to 60. The network is implemented in Pytorch on a single
Tesla K80 GPU.
B. Results and comparison study
To investigate the efficacy of the proposed ECGAN on
sparse-view CBBCT, we compare the algorithm performance
with those of TV-based iterative reconstruction [6] and U-net
based deep learning image processing [17]. Figure 2 shows the
results of sparse-view CBBCT using 100 projections. It is seen
that ECGAN outperforms the other two competing algorithms
on preservation of small image details with less artifacts. The
conclusion by visual inspection is consistent with quantitative
analysis listed in Table 1. Peak-signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
and structural similarity (SSIM)[19] are taken as quantitative
metrics. Full-view CBBCT is used as the reference in SSIM
calculations. Sparse-view CBBCT with the proposed ECGAN
obtains the highest scores on both PSNR and SSIM. Although
not shown in the paper, the algorithm performances are similar
for sparse-view CBBCT with 75 projections.
To fully demonstrate the advantages of the proposed
ECGAN, we further evaluate the effect of the adversarial loss
and edge information via training three different networks,
including modified U-net with MSE as loss function (MUnetMSE), cGAN with modified U-net as generator and combined
with L2 distance (MCGAN), and the proposed ECGAN. The
representative results are shown in Figure 3. It is seen that all
three networks reduce the artifacts of sparse-view CBBCT
greatly even with 75 projections. MCGAN and ECGAN
outperform MUnet-MSE by avoiding image over-smoothing,
which indicates the adversarial learning indeed preserves high
frequency information. The results of ECGAN contain most
subtle structures which are blurred or completely missing in
the results of MUnet-MSE and MCGAN. The above fact is
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better observed in the comparison of zoom-in images shown
in Figure 4. ECGAN obtains the highest contrast of the
suspicious micro calcification indicated by the rectangle in
Figure 4 on sparse-view CBBCT images.
Table 1 PSNR and SSIM of images shown in Figure 2, with
full-view CBBCT as the reference.
PSNR SSIM
Sparse-view CBBCT

24.26

0.812

Sparse-view CBBCT with TV

34.26

0.925

Sparse-view CBBCT with Unet

33.55

0.911

Sparse-view CBBCT with ECGAN

37.78

0.963

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, we propose a deep learning method –ECGAN
to improve the quality of sparse-view CBBCT. The network
is specially designed for avoiding the over-smoothing
problem and retaining subtle structure. Therefore adversarial
loss combined with edge image is adopted. Both visual
inspections and quantitative analysis on clinical CBBCT
images show that ECGAN outperforms TV-based iterative
reconstruction and Unet-based image processing with better
image qualities of sparse-view CBBCT. Evaluation studies
are specially designed to validate the effects of two key
components of ECGAN. Our research effectively reduces the
required imaging dose and scan time of CBBCT, and
therefore facilitates the clinical adoptions of CBBCT for early
breast cancer screening and diagnosis.
In future work, we will combine ECGAN with deep
reconstruction to further improve the image qualities of
sparse-view CBBCT. The proposed algorithms will be finally
implemented for 3D imaging.
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Figure 3 CBBCT images reconstructed from 100 (upper row) and 75 (bottom row) projections and processed by different
algorithms, except the last column, which are FBP reconstructions using 300 projections. The first four columns are
sparse-view CBBCT results using (from left to right) no post-processing, MUnet-MSE, MCGAN, and ECGAN,
respectively. Display window: [0.2,0.3] cm-1.

Figure 4 Zoom-in images of the region marked by the red box in Figure 3. From left to right are the sparse-view CBBCT
(with 75 projections) results using MUnet-MSE, MCGAN, the proposed ECGAN and the full-view CBBCT image (with
300 projections). The contrast of the white point in the blue box are 0.025, 0.039, 0.063, and 0.081 cm-1. .Display window:
[0.2,0.3] cm-1.
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Deep Learning-based Initialization of
Iterative Reconstruction for Breast Tomosynthesis
Koen Michielsen, Nikita Moriakov, Jonas Teuwen, and Ioannis Sechopoulos

Abstract—Reconstruction of digital breast tomosynthesis is a
challenging problem due to the limited angle data available
in such systems. Due to memory limitations, deep learningbased methods can help improve these reconstructions, but can
not (yet) attain sufficiently high resolution. In addition to this
practical issue, questions remain on the possibility of such models
introducing ’ghost’ information from the training data that is not
compatible with the projection data. To take advantage of some of
the benefits of deep learning-based reconstructions while avoiding
these limitations, we propose to use the low resolution deep
learning-based reconstruction as an initialization of a regular
high resolution iterative method.
The network was trained using digital phantoms, some based
on a mathematical model and some derived from patient dedicated breast CT scans. The output of this network was then used
as initialization for 10 000 iterations of MLTR for nine patient
based phantoms that were not included in the training. The same
nine cases were also reconstructed without any initialization for
comparison.
The reconstructions including initialization were found to
reach a lower mean squared error than those without, and
visual inspection found much improved retrieval of the breast
outline and depiction of the skin, confirming that adding the
deep learning-based initialization adds valuable information to
the reconstruction.

Figure 1. Axial and coronal views of a patient-based phantom. It contains
three tissue types: skin at the edge, fibro-glandular structures near the center,
and the remainder is adipose tissue.

the difficulty of fitting a complex convolutional neural network
adapted to the large data sizes in DBT within GPU memory.
Due to these constraints, for now it is only possible to perform
these reconstructions at low in-plane resolutions.
However, given the promising results, in terms of increased
vertical resolution and decreased limited angle artifacts, obtained with our deep learning-based reconstruction, here we
examine if it could be introduced as a starting point for an iterative reconstruction method. If the two reconstruction methods
are compatible, the iterative algorithm would not change the
low resolution information present in the initialization, and
only fill in the high resolution details.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) is a limited angle tomography modality dedicated to breast imaging. It improves
on digital mammography by providing a pseudo-3D reconstruction with high in-plane resolution, but low resolution
in the third dimension. This lower resolution is caused by
the incomplete angular sampling, resulting in missing data in
the Fourier domain. This also means that the reconstruction
problem is under-determined, and that the result of an iterative
reconstruction will depend on its starting point. Therefore, a
good initialization not only helps increase convergence speed,
but, in DBT, also improves the reconstruction itself [1].
Recently, we developed a deep learning-based reconstruction for a simplified 2D version of the DBT limited angle
problem [2]. With it, we were able to reconstruct the distribution of the glandular tissue in the breast to an accuracy that
allowed for the estimation of the individual patient dose to
within 20% and of the total glandular tissue to within 3%.
Extending this work to 3D is a significant challenge due to
K. Michielsen, N. Moriakov, J. Teuwen, and I. Sechopoulos are with
the dept. of Radiology, Nuclear Medicine, and Anatomy of Radboudumc,
Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
J. Teuwen is with the Department of Radiation Oncology, Netherlands
Cancer Institute, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
I. Sechopoulos is with the Dutch Expert Center for Screening (LRCB),
Nijmegen, The Netherlands.
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II. M ATERIALS & M ETHODS
The experimental setup and patient-based phantoms used to
train the deep learning network and evaluate the effect of the
initialization are described in section II-A, and the metrics
used for the evaluation in section II-D. The deep learning
reconstruction is presented in section II-B and the iterative
reconstruction in section II-C.
A. Phantom & Acquisition
We mixed two sets of breast phantoms to both train the deep
learning reconstruction and evaluate the follow-up iterative
reconstruction. The first set contained 52 statistically defined
anthropomorphic phantoms [3], while the second set consisted
of 90 phantoms based on patient scans obtained using a
dedicated breast CT system. To generate the phantoms in this
second set, the scans were segmented into skin, adipose tissue,
and fibro-glandular tissue [4], and then digitally compressed
to obtain a phantom that could be used for DBT imaging [5].
An example of the end result is shown in figure 1. We randomly chose 110 samples across the two sets for training and
validating the model, with the remaining phantoms reserved
for testing. For ease of use, both data sets were converted to
an isotropic voxel spacing of 0.25 mm
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X-ray projection images were simulated in a geometry based
on the Mammomat Inspiration system (Siemens Healthcare,
Forchheim, Germany) [6], with a few minor modifications: the
detector pixel spacing was set to 0.250 mm, and the detector
cover and compression paddle were not included.
A simplified physical model, shown in equation (1), was
used in the simulation:
P
−
lij µj
j
,
(1)
ŷi (~
µ) = bi e
with µ
~ being the phantom linear attenuation coefficients, lij
the intersection length between ray i and voxel j, bi the
unattenuated photon count at pixel i, and ŷ the resulting
projection data. Linear attenuation coefficients for the phantom
were calculated for a mono-energetic x-ray beam at 20 keV
with the software of Boone and Chavez [7] using the tissue
compositions published by Hammerstein et al. [8]. Blank scan
value ~b was set to 16 000 photons to obtain the noise equivalent
to a relatively high dose scan.
B. Deep Learning Reconstruction
The algorithm used to compute the low resolution 3D
DBT reconstructions, referred to as DBToR-X for now, is
a modified, memory-optimized version of the DBToR algorithm that was originally developed for 2D slice-wise DBT
reconstruction [2], and was adapted for the purpose of 3D
reconstruction with the realistic projection geometry described
in section II-A.
The DBToR algorithm takes the raw sinogram and the
measured compressed breast thickness as inputs and performs
the reconstruction by a neural network, consisting of primal
and dual reconstruction blocks [9]. The primal and dual
reconstruction blocks are given by small Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) that operate in primal (reconstruction)
and dual (projection) spaces, respectively. Primal and dual
blocks are connected to each other by linear projection and
backprojection operators, which implement the corresponding
projection geometry. This results in an ‘unrolled iterative
scheme’, where the neural network starts with zero as the
initial guess and iteratively improves the reconstruction by
applying CNNs in primal and dual spaces. Since all operations
are differentiable, the network can be trained end-to-end to
minimize the L2 reconstruction loss on the training set. The
inclusion of the compressed breast thickness information in
the algorithm significantly improves the reconstruction quality.
The DBToR-X version of the algorithm was implemented
in PyTorch, and uses the Operator Discretization Library
(ODL) with a custom projection geometry to match the DBT
acquisition setup. The model was trained to minimize L2
loss of the reconstruction on the training set, but despite the
included memory optimizations, it was not possible to perform
this training at full resolution, and output was restricted to a
voxel size of 0.75 mm×0.75 mm×1.0 mm.
Nine of the patient-based phantoms in the test set were
randomly selected and the matching DBToR-X reconstructions
were calculated. These were first up-sampled to full resolution
without interpolation and then used as initial guess for the
MLTR reconstruction described in the next section.

C. Maximum Likelihood Reconstruction
To evaluate the usefulness of the low resolution deep learning reconstruction as initialization of a high resolution iterative
method we continued the reconstruction with the MLTR
algorithm [10]. This method maximizes the log-likelihood cost
function L in equation (2), with yi the measured sinogram
and ŷi the forward model from equation (1). This is done by
iteratively updating reconstruction volume µ
~ (n) .
L(~
µ) =

X
i

(2)

yi ln ŷi − ŷi

The update step at each iteration is calculated by taking the
second order Taylor expansion of L at that point and further
approximating this result by a separable quadratic surrogate
function for which the optimum can then be reached in a single
update, which is shown in equation (3).


P
(n)
lij ŷi − yi
i
(n+1)
(n)
(3)
µj
= µj + P
(n) P
i lij ŷi
k lik

D. Evaluation

Nine of the patient-based phantoms were selected for reconstruction with 10 000 iterations, once without any initialization
(all zero values) and once starting from the deep learningbased reconstruction, which was first up-sampled to the full
resolution (0.25 mm×0.25 mm). Except for the initialization,
there was no difference between the reconstructions. Intermediary results were saved after iterations 1 through 10, every
10th iteration until iteration 100, every 100th iteration until
iteration 1 000, and then every 500th iteration.
To evaluate the reconstructions, we calculated the loglikelihood cost function and the mean squared error (MSE) for
all intermediary results and visually inspected a small number
of cases.
III. R ESULTS
Figure 2 shows axial and coronal views of reconstructions
with and without the deep learning-based initialization after 1,
10, 100, 1 000, and 10 000 iterations. These reconstructions are
based on the phantom shown in figure 1. In the reconstruction
without initialization, attenuation in the anterior and superior
regions remains underestimated and the skin is not visualized
even after 10 000 iterations, while the skin is clearly depicted
from the start, and remains clearly visible, in the deep learninginitialized reconstruction.
Figures 3 and 4 plot the evolution of the log-likelihood
cost function and MSE, respectively, for the same phantom,
which are representative of the behavior seen for these two
metrics with all 9 tested phantoms. The mean squared error for
all 9 phantoms and both reconstructions reaches a minimum
between iterations 10 and 100 and then starts increasing again.
Meanwhile, the minimum mean squared error of the reconstructions with initialization is always lower than that of the
reconstructions without initialization. After 50 iterations, the
average MSE was 177 × 10−6 mm−2 for the reconstructions
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Figure 2. Axial and coronal reconstruction views after iterations 1, 10, 100, 1 000, and 10 000 (top to bottom). Reconstructions without initialization are
shown on the left hand side, and reconstructions with the deep learning-based reconstruction on the right hand side. The window is set between 0.04 mm−1
and 0.09 mm−1 , except for the first iteration without initialization (top left) where the window is set between 0.00 mm−1 and 0.04 mm−1 .

without initialization and 101 × 10−6 mm−2 for those with
initialization.
Log-likelihood was found to be monotonously increasing
for all cases, but was not found to be consistently higher for
reconstructions with or without the initialization. Specifically,
in four cases it was higher for the reconstructions with initialization while for five cases it was higher for the reconstructions
without initialization.
Figure 5 shows the difference between both reconstructions
and the difference with the ground truth after 100 iterations.
Compared to the ground truth, the lack of resolution due
to the limited angle acquisition is clearly visible in the
distribution of fibro-glandular tissue in the coronal slices, for
both methods. However, the skin line is well depicted in
the initialized reconstruction, with only a minimal outward
shift relative to the ground truth. The comparison between
the two methods highlights the differences in visualization
of the skin and also hints at a more accurate distribution of
the fibro-glandular tissue in the initialized reconstruction, with
the subtraction indicating higher attenuation in the center and
lower attenuation in the peripheral regions compared to the
reconstruction without initialization.
IV. D ISCUSSION & C ONCLUSION
Our results clearly show the positive impact gained by
including a low resolution deep learning-based reconstruction
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Figure 3. Difference between the maximum log-likelihood and the loglikelihood cost as a function of iterations.

as initialization of an iterative reconstruction algorithm. The
information the initialization adds is compatible with the data,
since it was not removed even after 10 000 iterations, but could
also not be retrieved from the data by the iterative reconstruction. It is not clear from the metrics in figures 3 and 4 whether
or not both reconstructions are converging to the same result,
possibly because both methods are starting to over-fit to the
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anatomical prior knowledge, it could place structures that are
not compatible with the data, especially since it is not clear
how much weight is put on the prior knowledge relative to
the data fidelity. Combination with a regular iterative method
would ensure that such incompatible structures would be
removed from the image.
Some modifications would be needed to extend the method
to make it applicable to patient data. DBToR-X would need
pre-corrected projection data as input, but, this should not
be problematic, since filtered backprojection has the same
requirement. The main remaining question is, then, how relevant the implicit anatomical prior information learned from
the (patient-based) digital phantoms would be, and if it would
still help reconstruction quality.
Figure 4. Mean squared error of the reconstructions as a function of iterations.

To conclude, we found that the reconstructions that included
initialization reached a lower mean squared error than those
without, and visual inspection found considerably improved
retrieval of the breast outline and depiction of the skin,
confirming that adding the deep learning-based initialization
adds valuable information to the reconstruction.
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A dataset of patient-derived digital breast
phantoms for in-silico computed tomography
dedicated to the breast
Antonio Sarno, Giovanni Mettivier, Francesca di Franco, Antonio Varallo, Andrew M. Hernandez,
Kristina Bliznakova, John M. Boone and Paolo Russo

Abstract — This work presents the cohort of patient-derived
digital breast phantoms as framework for the realization of a
platform for virtual clinical trials in 2D and 3D x-ray breast
imaging. 92 digital breast phantoms were derived by means of
voxel classification of 92 3D breast images acquired at UC Davis
(California, USA) via a computed tomography scanner dedicated
to the breast (BCT). Each of the image voxel was classified as
skin tissue, adipose tissue, glandular tissue or air on the basis of
its content and geometrical assumptions. Digital models of
tumors developed and presented in previous studies were added
to the generated digital breast phantoms for the production of
affected breast phantoms. The generated cohort of digital
phantoms was characterized on the basis of glandular fraction by
mass (mean = 11.9%, min = 1.0%, max = 58.8%), equivalent
diameter at the breast center of mass (mean = 106 mm, min = 57
mm, max = 136 mm) and ratio between the equivalent radius at
the center of a mass and breast length (mean = 1.6, min = 0.9
mm, max = 3.2). These digital breast phantoms will be adopted
for virtual clinical tests via a Monte Carlo software, which
reproduces in-silico BCT examinations. Future development of
the cohort will include a computed compression of the digital
breast phantoms in order to be submitted to in-silico digital
mammography or digital breast tomosynthesis exams for
comparison to BCT.

Index Terms— Breast CT, Digital breast phantoms, virtual
clinical trials, in-silico clinical trials.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

OMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY dedicated to the breast
(BCT) [1] is an x-ray based imaging technique which
permits to produce 3D images of the breast by avoiding the
breast compression and the related patient discomfort present
in digital mammography (DM) and digital breast
tomosynthesis (DBT) examinations. BCT has been proposed
Manuscript received January 19, 2020.
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to overcome the limit of planar DM imaging, where the
superimposition of the breast tissues in the projected
mammograms may hinder a correct diagnosis. BCT has been
approved by the regulatory board (FDA) in USA in
conjunction with DM for diagnosis, but it is to be
demonstrated that it outperforms both DM and DBT in breast
cancer screening and diagnosis. This requires to setup clinical
trials showing the advantages of the use of a fully tomographic
3D technique with respect to a 2D imaging technique (DM)
and a partial tomographic 3D technique as DBT, at
comparable dose levels. As a substitute of clinical trials on a
patient population, virtual clinical trials (VCTs) have been
proposed in x-ray breast imaging [2,3] for a consistent
reduction of the time and the costs related to these studies,
with the delivery of no radiation dose to any patient. VCTs
can be also adopted for scanner performance assessment via
computational phantoms. In this context, VCTs represent insilico reproductions of DM, DBT or BCT clinical
examinations, which rely on digital models of the patient
organ and on a computational method for the replication of the
exams.
The digital breast phantoms today adopted for the in-silico
reproduction of x-ray based breast imaging techniques are
mainly meant to replicate, to some degree, the tissue
background (the anatomical noise). Massive lesions or
calcifications can then be introduced with suitable digital
insertion techniques. To this purpose, these anthropomorphic
or patient-like phantoms can be realized based on anatomical
assumptions, or be anyway capable of producing images with
features similar to real images [25]. The sole cohort proposed
in ref. [6] was developed from 3D breast images, and then
reflected the real glandular tissue distribution.
In this work, carried out in framework of the INFN (Italian
National Institute of Nuclear Physics) project AGATA [7]
recently started after initial studies [810], we present a cohort
of patient-derived digital breast phantoms suitable for 3D and
2D VCTs in x-ray breast imaging. AGATA will produce a
platform for BCT as well as for DM and DBT in-silico studies
based on Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. The digital breast
phantoms presented in this work were directly derived from
high-resolution 3D clinical BCT images acquired at UC Davis
(California, USA) and hence they reflect, to a high degree, the
breast anatomy (tissue distribution and silhouette) of the real
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organ in patients. The added digital tumor models, produced
within previous studies [11], were derived both from
segmentation of clinical breast images and by means of
mathematical models. The produced computational breast
phantoms will be adopted as input breast models to the MC
software for the production of simulated BCT, DBT and DM
images. They will also represent input digital models for
manufacturing patient-like physical breast phantoms by means
of 3D printing techniques [12,13].
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. 3D breast images cohort
3D clinical breast images were acquired at UC Davis, by
means of the Albion BCT clinical scanner [14]. From the
available clinical images, 92 breast images of unaffected
breasts were selected for this work. These were acquired with
W/Cu 80 kV spectrum. The reconstructed 3D images
presented a pixel pitch in the coronal slices ranging between
0.1938 mm and 0.4274 mm in 512×512 pixels coronal images
and the slice thickness was in the range 0.1907 – 0.2375 mm.
B. Voxel classification
Digital breast phantoms were derived from 3D clinical breast
images by means of voxel classification process. Each of the
image voxel was classified on the basis of its content in air,
glandular tissue, adipose tissue or skin tissue, that are the four
main materials represented in the images. The segmentation
algorithm [10,15‒17] classifies the skin voxel in each of the
coronal slice by means of a local adaptive threshold algorithm.
The glandular tissue was classified in each of the coronal slice
by means of threshold-based algorithm coupled with processes
of erosion and hole-filling. Finally, the voxels within the skin
border which were not classified as glandular tissue were
classified as containing adipose tissue. In order to guarantee
the seamless structure of the glandular trees, processes of
erosion and hole filling were implemented in the direction
perpendicular to the coronal planes. Figure 1 shows an axial
slice of one of the patient breast of the adopted cohort before
(fig. 1a) and after (fig. 1b) the voxel classification. The voxel
content in the original image (fig. 1a) is expressed in
Hounsfield Unit (HU); the voxel of the produced digital breast
phantom (fig. 1b) can contain one out of four values
representing one of the four main classified components.

Fig. 1. Axial slice of a 3D image breast acquired at UC Davis (left) and
corresponding slice in the classified digital breast phantom (right).

C. Lesion insertion
In order to produce digital breast phantoms with tumor
inclusions, we employed the digital models of breast cancer
lesions developed within the MAXIMA EU Twin project [11].
In the MAXIMA project a total of 138 3D digital models of
breast tumors were developed: 50 models were derived by
means of segmentation of lesions in DBT breast images, 8
from CT images of post-mortem specimens and the remaining
80 models were produced by means of a mathematical
algorithm. In this work the simulated lesions were added to the
unaffected digital breast phantoms by substituting the tumor
model within the breast volume with a fifth representing
value. The inserted tumor lesion was supposed either to be
entirely contained within the glandular tissue or also spreading
in the surrounding adipose tissue regions.
D. Monte Carlo software for in-silico BCT simulations
An MC software for the in-silico BCT exams reproduction
was developed. It was based on Geant4 simulation toolkit
version 10.3 and the low energy physics list Option4 [10,
16,17]. It calculates the x-ray breast image projections and the
glandular dose maps of a selected digital phantom on the basis
of the input exam specifications (geometry, spectrum and
detector dimension and pixel pitch). The MC code simulates
coherent and incoherent scatter and photoelectric x-ray
interactions within the breast volume. For each Compton
scatter or photoelectric interaction, the software scores the
released energy as well as the location of the interaction
within the glandular tissue for the glandular dose map
evaluation. Since, for a fixed beam energy, the detector signal
was shown to linearly depend on the exposure at the detector
surface [18], the distribution of the incident air kerma on the
detector was used for deriving the image projection. The
Monte Carlo code was previously validated versus literature
data, dosimetric measurements as well as imaging data [10].
III. RESULTS
A. 3D patient-derived digital breast phantoms
Figure 2 shows the whisker plot representing the distribution
of the glandular fraction by mass of the 92 digital breast
phantoms produced in this work. The corresponding mean
glandular fraction (by mass) was 11.9%, ranging between
1.0% and 58.8% on the whole dataset. For the same produced
digital breast phantom cohort, the resulting mean equivalent
diameter at the breast center of mass - shown to permit more
accurate dose estimates than conventionally used diameter at
the chest wall [19] - was 106 mm (fig. 3). The minimum and
the maximum values of the equivalent diameter at the center
of mass resulted 57 mm and 136 mm, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of the ratio between the
equivalent radius (evaluated at the breast center of mass) and
the breast length (i.e. chest-wall to nipple distance) of a breast
model in the computational dataset. It presents a mean value
of 1.6 and minimum and maximum values of 0.9 and 3.2,
respectively.
Figure 5 reports sagittal, axial and coronal views as well as
a volume rendering of a digital breast phantom with an
inserted tumor lesion model. This particular lesion model was
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the equivalent diameter evaluated at the breast center of
mass in the produced digital breast phantom.

B. First simulated images
Figure 6 compares clinical image (fig. 6a) - sagittal, coronal
and axial views and volume rendering - and the corresponding
simulated image (fig. 6b) for a selected patient. The simulated
image was obtained by means of one of the produced digital
phantom and the Monte Carlo software introduced in the sect.
II.D. While the clinical image was obtained with a 5 mGy of
mean glandular dose (MGD), in this preliminary simulation,
the simulated image was obtained with an equivalent MGD of
0.5 mGy corresponding to a total of 1.21012 photons
launched in the simulation.
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Fig. 5. Coronal, axial and sagittal (top) and 3D rendering (bottom) of a digital
breast phantom with a lesion insertion outlined in red. The selected tumor
lesion was derived by CT images of post-mortem scan [11].

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Virtual clinical trials are an alternative strategy for the
comparison of imaging performance of BCT versus those of
DM and DBT. They permit time and costs sparing and the
access to clinical-like data to a broad range of researchers. In
addition, VCTs can be adopted for the scanners research and
developments in place of tests on physical phantoms.
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Fig. 6. Coronal, sagittal and axial views and 3D rendering of a a) 3D clinical CT breast image acquired at UC Davis and b) the corresponding simulated 3D
images produced by means of one of the digital breast phantoms presented in this work.

A complete platform for VCTs in x-ray breast imaging
needs a dataset of digital breast phantoms. These have to
mimic in the produced images both a realistic anatomical
noise and features and the silhouette of real organs. We here
propose the use of digital breast phantoms derived from
clinical 3D breast images acquired via a BCT scanner at UC
Davis (California, USA). The voxels were classified in air,
adipose tissue, glandular tissue and skin and the added digital
tumor lesions were taken from a database created in a previous
study.
The dataset comprised 92 digital breast phantoms. They
presented an average glandular fraction by mass of 11.9% and
an average length of the diameter at the breast center of mass
of 106 mm. This breast phantom cohort will be used for the insilico reproduction of BCT exams by means of a Geant4 MC
code developed in-house [10]. In addition, each of the
produced digital phantoms will be digitally compressed by
means of a mathematical models for the adoption in in-silico
reproduction of DM and DBT examinations for technique
developments and comparisons.
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Investigating Deep Learning-based Grating
Interferometry Breast Computed Tomography
Image Denoising
Stefano van Gogh, Michał Rawlik, Zhentian Wang and Marco Stampanoni

Abstract—X-ray grating interferometry is a promising
technique that has the potential to bring X-ray phase contrast
imaging to the clinic. Breast imaging is predicted to be one of the
first application areas due to current shortcomings in dedicated
imaging modalities. Our group has therefore developed a grating
interferometry breast computed tomography (GI-BCT) prototype
that combines grating interferometry with computed tomography.
To increase the image quality and to possibly allow for lower dose
deposition in the patient, a proper denoising algorithm is desired.
However, high and inhomogeneous noise amplitudes across pixels,
arising from the complex signal acquisition scheme in grating
interferometry, prevent the successful use of classical denoising
methods. For this reason, we report about the deployment of a
current state-of-the-art deep learning-based denoising method
called Noise2Noise to grating interferometry computed
tomography data and show that image quality can be improved
compared to classical denoisers. In addition, we provide an
outlook to methods we are currently implementing in the context
of deep learning-based GI-BCT data denoising.
Index Terms—Grating Interferometry, Deep Learning, Image
Denoising, Computed Tomography, X-ray imaging, Neural
Network

X

I. INTRODUCTION

-RAY imaging has been used for over 100 years for
biomedical applications. Conventional attenuation-based
X-ray imaging, however, has limited soft-tissue contrast due to
similar attenuation coefficients of biological materials. For this
reason, an ever increasing effort is being made by the research
community to exploit X-ray phase contrast, which potentially
leads to orders of magnitude higher soft-tissue contrast [1].
X-ray grating interferometry, in particular, is a phase contrast
technique that has been studied extensively as it has the
prerequisites for clinical compatibility: it has high mechanical
robustness, it can be scaled up to large fields of views (FOV)
and it requires moderate spatial coherence and
monochromaticity [2].
One of the major areas of application of grating
interferometry is predicted to be breast imaging, as current
technologies, notably digital mammography, breast ultrasound,
breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), breast
T
his work has been supported by the SNF Sinergia Grant Nr.
CRSII5_183568 as well as the SwissLOS Lottery Fund of Kanton Aargau.
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tomosynthesis and breast computed tomography (BCT), despite
their immense value in clinical practice, all suffer from certain
limitations. In fact, none of them is able to provide 3dimensional volumetric information with sufficiently high
density contrast and spatial resolution to visualize clinically
relevant imaging biomarkers, such as small soft tissue lesions
and their margins, microcalcifications, architectural distortions
and tiny soft tissue density differences [3].
To fill this gap in breast cancer imaging, a grating
interferometry breast computed tomography (GI-BCT)
prototype has been designed and is currently built by our group.
To increase the quality of our images and to possibly allow for
lower dose deposition in the patient, a proper denoising
algorithm is needed. Unfortunately, given the complex noise
pattern arising in grating interferometry, and in particular, given
the fact that the noise amplitude is different for every pixel, the
use of traditional denoising solutions cannot solve the problem.
In recent years, following the impressive results deep
learning has achieved in the computer vision domain, people
have started to use deep neural networks for biomedical image
denoising [4] - [9]. Following this trend, we applied state-ofthe-art denoising networks to assess whether image quality can
be improved compared to the use of standard denoising
solutions.
Given the early stage of the project, the images reported in
this work have been obtained by scanning meat samples,
specifically pig neck and bacon, rather than human breast
samples. Being the focus of this work methodological in nature,
this does not have a major impact on the significance of the
results.
Section II introduces grating interferometry and our GI-BCT
setup, the data types, hardware and the deep learning methods
used for GI-BCT data denoising. Section III reports the results
and section IV concludes this abstract by summarizing its
contributions and providing a brief outlook.
II. METHODS
A. Grating interferometry breast computed tomography
Contrarily to attenuation-based imaging, which directly
All authors are with the Paul Scherrer Institute, Villigen AG and ETH
Zürich. Correspondence to Stefano van Gogh (e-mail: stefano.van-gogh@
psi.ch).
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measures the intensity of the transmitted X-ray beam, it is not
possible to directly detect the phase, which therefore has to be
measured indirectly. Grating interferometry solves this problem
through the Talbot effect, by placing three gratings between the
X-ray tube and the detector (see [10] for details) and by
stepping the (usually) first grating (G1) grating with respect to
the second one (G2).
The raw output of this scanning procedure is the so-called
phase stepping curve (see [11] for details). During image
acquisition we therefore record the per pixel intensity 𝐼! (𝑚, 𝑛)
as
𝑎! (𝑚, 𝑛) + 𝑎" (𝑚, 𝑛) sin +2𝜋

𝑖𝑘
+ 𝜙(𝑚, 𝑛)2
𝑁#$

(1)

for every detector pixel (𝑚, 𝑛), where 𝑎" , 𝑎# , 𝜙 are the mean,
amplitude and phase of the phase stepping curve, 𝑁$% the
number of phase steps. 𝑘 = 𝑁$% 𝑥& /𝑝' with 𝑥& being the relative
position of G1 to G2 in the main grating direction, and 𝑝' the
pitch of G2.
By combining the phase stepping curves obtained with and
without sample, one can retrieve the absorption signal 𝑇0 =
𝑎"% /𝑎"( , the differential phase (DPC) signal (𝜙 % − 𝜙 ( )/2𝜋, and
the dark-field signal 𝑉0 = 𝑣 % /𝑣 ( where 𝑟 refers to reference and
𝑠 to sample and 𝑣 ) is calculated as 𝑎#) /𝑎") [11].
By rotating the sample, we can acquire enough projections to
perform a tomographic reconstruction which leads to
reconstructed absorption, phase and dark-field images. Note
here that to obtain the phase signal an imaginary filter (Hilbert
transform) must be used in the reconstruction [12].
As mentioned in the introduction, the noise properties in
grating interferometry are fairly complicated. The uncertainty
in the retrieved absorption, differential phase, and dark field
contrast depend mainly on detector quantum noise and on
vibrations. Here we restrict our analysis to the phase contrast
channel, as it is currently the center of our research efforts, and
how this is affected by the detector quantum noise. Vibrations
correction will be covered elsewhere. As described in [13], the
uncertainty in the measured differential phase contrast signal
arising from the detector quantum noise is given by:
+

4𝜎%&,()* 6 =

𝑓",
+
,
2𝜋 (𝑣 )+ 𝑁#$ 𝑎!,

:1 +

𝑓"$
, < <+
𝑓" 𝑇𝑉

?

uncertainty in the noise. However, this is intrinsically linked to
the physics of the system (gratings fabrication) and cannot be
artificially improved with deep learning.
We believe that two main aspects contribute to fact that
classical state-of-the-art denoising filters such as the Block
Matching and 3D Filtering (BM3D) algorithm [14] are not able
to satisfactorily denoise our data, and in particular the DPC
channel. The first one being the vastly different noise
amplitudes across pixels and the second one the very large noise
amplitudes that arise in grating interferometry signal retrieval
scheme, especially when operating in low-dose regimes.

(2)

where 𝑣 ( = 𝑎#( /𝑎"( is the flat field visibility. The constants 𝑓#(
and 𝑓#% describe the relation between photon count and noise
spread and are assumed to be equal to 1 based on experimental
evidence. As one can appreciate, a low visibility has a strong
negative influence on the uncertainty. This is the reason why
grating interferometry noise is much more cumbersome to deal
with in the case of a large FOV: it is namely very difficult to
produce large gratings with precisely controlled pitch, height,
duty-cycle and aspect-ratio, and this leads to inhomogeneous
visibility maps. In fact, as displayed in Figure 1, the visibility
map obtained with our scanner at the moment is very
inhomogeneous leading to a non-uniform noise amplitude
distribution for different pixels. It is important to note here that,
in addition to increased homogeneity, we aim at reaching higher
values in our visibility map since it would reduce the

Figure 1: Visibility map (𝑣 , ) of part of the FOV (750 ´ 256 pixels,
100µm pixel size) of our GI-BCT system. It can be seen that it is
inhomogeneous which subsequently leads to uneven noise amplitudes
across pixels. Note here that the visibility is unitless.

B. Hardware
All data has been acquired with our GI-BCT prototype [15] at
the Paul Scherrer Institute. All computations involving deep
learning architectures have been carried out on a GeForce RTX
2080 Ti NVIDIA GPU.
C. Deep Learning-based GI-BCT Image Denoising
Given the early stage of our project, our datasets have been
obtained using only a part of the final desired FOV. The flat
field data had the following dimensionality: 1890 frames ´ 5
phase steps ´ 256 row pixels ´ 3072 column pixels. The
sinogram data had dimensionality: 600 projections ´ 5 phase
steps ´ 256 row pixels ´ 3072 column pixels. Each projection,
respectively frame, has been obtained with identical exposure
time. The flat field data has been generated by averaging the
1890 flat field frames.
The amount of data we used was very limited: we trained on
a single scan (pig neck) and tested on another independent scan
(bacon). Being this a feasibility study, we believe that the
limited amount of data can tell us whether deep learning-based
denoising is an approach worth pursuing in the future.
During model training, all hyperparameters have been
adjusted based on the training set because no third validation
set was available. Very important to note here is that data used
for training and testing had to be acquired with the exact same
acquisition parameters to avoid differing noise statistics.
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Evidently, this is a shortcoming of the technique and future
work will try to address this problem by developing more
adaptive and robust deep learning algorithms.
Image denoising in the context of computed tomography can
be performed at multiple stages in the data processing pipeline.
In conventional CT, the data can be denoised either at the
projection level or one can filter the final reconstructed
volumes. With grating interferometry CT, a third stage of
denoising is given, i.e. at the level of the raw phase stepping
curves (photon counts for every step).
It is preferable to train the models at the earliest possible
point in the signal processing pipeline to avoid uncertainty
propagation in the signals. This would suggest to denoise the
raw phase stepping curve data. However, we observed that
denoising at the retrieved projection level led to better results.
This is likely attributable to the fact that at the raw phase
stepping curve stage the data has too little structure, i.e. the data
is not informative enough, to enable efficient learning.
Finally, given that grating interferometry is a multimodal
imaging technique providing absorption, differential phase, and
dark field contrast images, neural networks can be trained either
on single channels or on multiple channels jointly.
Initial attempts in deep learning-based image denoising used
clean target images [5]. However, the availability of such
images is rarely given (in our case, no clean target images were
available either). In [5] the authors showed that, as long as the
noise has zero average, one can train a model 𝐹 on pairs of noisy
images ;𝑥) , 𝑥* < by minimizing the empirical risk
argmin D ℒ4𝐹(𝜃, 𝑥. ), 𝑥/ 6
-

D. Image quality metrics
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), contrast-to-noise-ratio (CNR) and
full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) have been calculated as in
[17]. As we aim at optimizing our system for phase-contrast
image quality, we present here the performance only for this
channel.

(3)

.

where ℒ is a loss function than compares one noisy image to the
transformed version of the other. The results predicted by that
model will then converge to the clean version [5]. The authors
called this approach “Noise2Noise”. If the models need to be
trained on sample data, the availability of noisy data pairs can
be cumbersome due to dose limitations.
At present, we focused on the Noise2Noise method as in
principle it is able to provide best possible denoising
performance in the absence of any clean target images, and we
will only report about this method here. However, we are also
working on the implementation of other popular self-supervised
denoising systems such as Probabilistic Noise2Void [8] and
Noise2Self [6] which reduce the dose deposition as only single
images are required.
As in the original Noise2Noise publication, we used a
standard U-net architecture [16] trained on a mean squared error
loss, however, we used a different number of filters in different
layers: we used ReLU instead of leaky ReLU and included
batch normalization layers to improve denoising performance.
The data has been normalized channel-wise, to avoid numerical
artefacts in the differential phase contrast channel. The model
has been trained for 3 epochs with a learning rate of 0.001 for
around 15 minutes. All other hyperparameters were identical as
in [5]. The model has been implemented in Tensorflow 2.0.
We retrieved the three channels (absorption, differential
phase contrast and dark field) by Fourier analysis, and fed them
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jointly into the model (mini batch data dimensionality: 1 ´ 256
´ 3072 ´ 3). The network used 2D multichannel convolutions
in the detector plane, i.e. no information from neighboring
projections was provided during training.
After denoising, the absorption and dark field channels have
been reconstructed using standard filtered back-projection,
whereas a Hilbert filter has been used to reconstruct the phase
tomogram. We analyzed the reconstructed phase image with
three standard image quality metrics described below.

Figure 2: Raw reconstructed image with line profile through marked
red line (top), reconstructed image based on projections denoised with
the BM3D filter with corresponding line profile (middle), and
reconstructed image based on projections denoised with a
Noise2Noise-based approach with corresponding line profile (bottom).
The sample in the image is a piece of bacon. The scale bar measures 5
mm. SNR and CNR have been calculated based on the two red
rectangles. The FWHM has been calculated based on the line profile.
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III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Reconstructions based on raw and denoised projections are
shown in Figure 2. The image reconstructed from raw
projections had a SNR of 7.38, a CNR of 0.45 and a FWHM of
100 µm. The image reconstructed from projections denoised
with the Noise2Noise-based method had a SNR of 29.58, a
CNR of 2.41 and a FWHM of 312 µm. SNR and CNR could
thus be improved by a factor of 4 and 5, respectively. Note here
that although the results suggest a significant loss in resolution,
the FWHM of the raw image is misleading owing to the very
high noise (see top right panel in Figure 2). For comparison, we
report the results of an image reconstructed from projections
denoised with the BM3D algorithm [14]: SNR of 21.60, CNR
of 1.27 and FWHM of 408 µm. This illustrates that the deep
learning-based method is able to produce images with better
resolution, as well as higher SNR and CNR compared to the
state-of-the-art filter prior the rise of deep learning. Important
to mention here is the algorithm speed: 10 seconds for the deep
learning denoiser, 72 minutes for the BM3D algorithm (on
CPU). Finally, qualitative inspection of the two denoised
images supports the quantitative results as it shows that in the
Noise2Noise-based denoising small structures can be identified
which in the BM3D denoised image are not visible.

[3]
[4]
[5]

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

[10]

IV. DISCUSSION
We could show that Noise2Noise-based denoising is capable of
improving image quality, even when trained on a single sample
projection data.
Unfortunately, the standard Noise2Noise method as it is
currently implemented has a few important shortcomings that
have to be addressed. Some authors [9] hypothesized that the
model might be implicitly learning a representation (or prior) of
the image as seen during the training. Therefore, we will
investigate if and how easily the model overfits on the training
data. Further, we will examine whether self-supervised methods
such as Noise2Void and Noise2Self [4] - [7] can be successfully
applied to our data. In all cases, we plan to repeat all
experiments with more data and with data with less statistics,
i.e. less photon counts, to see how this affects performance.
In a later step, we will further adapt the generic deep learning
architecture used in most denoising papers to our particular data
type. The main motivations for this are twofold. The first reason
is because the noise amplitude is different for every pixel,
whereas the second is linked to the fact we want to push the
resolution as much as possible because of its fundamental
importance for clinical applicability.
In conclusion, this exploratory work highlights the important
role deep learning could play in the transition of GI-BCT to the
clinic due to its potential to cope with low-dose requirements.
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TOmographic MOdel-BAsed Reconstruction
(ToMoBAR) software for high resolution
synchrotron X-ray tomography
Daniil Kazantsev and Nicola Wadeson

Abstract—ToMoBAR is an open-source software which contains a library of model-based regularised iterative reconstruction
methods with a plug-and-play capability. With the help of
flexible data models and the selection of regularisers, one can
achieve a quantifiable image quality for a variety of challenging
reconstruction problems. The main aim of ToMoBAR is to solve
big real data reconstruction problems in a short period of time
with computational efficiency. In this paper, we outline the main
functionality of the package in application to simulated data and
real tomographic data obtained at Diamond Light Source (UK)
synchrotron.
Index Terms—iterative methods, splitting methods, regularisation, open-source software

T

I. I NTRODUCTION

HE challenge of processing big data effectively and
efficiently is crucial for many synchrotron facilities which
can collect up to several petabytes of data annually. At
Diamond Light Source (DLS) synchrotron (UK), the data is
collected from over 30 beamlines and integrated facilities.
Although the tomographic data is processed using the MPI
protocols, it remains important for reconstruction tools to be
computationally efficient.
It is known that the image reconstruction of big data
(e.g. (4k)3 voxels in size) is a demanding computational
task. Many synchrotrons, including DLS, routinely use direct
reconstruction methods, such as Direct Fourier Inversion and
Filtered Back-projection (FBP) [1]. Notably, there are efficient
realisations of direct methods, namely: the Gridrec method [2]
(enables fast polar-Cartesian coordinates interpolation for inverse FFT) from the TomoPy package [3] and the GPU-based
ray-tracing FBP methods of the ASTRA toolbox [4]. While
direct reconstruction enables a fast parameters-free recovery, it
performs poorly for undersampled, noisy and erroneous data.
Iterative reconstruction (IR) methods, however, can deal much
better with problematic measurements by more realistic data
modelling. The drawbacks of IR methods are significantly
more computationally demanding implementations and the
variety of parameters requiring optimisation to achieve a better
reconstruction. Fortunately, with the growth of computing
capabilities it becomes possible to perform complex IR tasks
on CPU/GPU hardware architectures within reasonable time.
There are a number of leading reconstruction software
packages which deliver optimised low-level routines, such as
D. Kazantsev and N. Wadeson are with Diamond Light Source Ltd.
Diamond House, Harwell Science and Innovation Campus, Fermi Ave, Didcot
OX11 0DE; e-mail: daniil.kazantsev@diamond.ac.uk
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forward and back-projection as well as various direct and
IR methods (see Table I). In this paper, we primarily focus
on IR software for X-ray computed tomography with the
exception of STIR for PET/SPECT imaging [6]. In Table I,
the standalone low-level open-source packages are presented
with core elements implemented in: C, C++, and CUDA
languages. Many of these packages have wrappers in Matlab
and/or Python providing easy access to efficient core modules.
The packages support different reconstruction geometries and
have a set of IR algorithms that are either algebraic, based on
solving the set of linear equations, (ART, SIRT, CGLS, POCS)
or statistical (MLEM, OSEM).
TABLE I
S TANDALONE PACKAGES FOR TOMOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION
Software
Version
ASTRA [4]
1.9.9.dev

TIGRE [5]
0.1.8

Stands for

All Scale
Tomographic
Reconstruction
Antwerp
Tomographic
Iterative
GPU-based
REconstruction

IR methods
Geometry

Compilers
Interpreters

SART, SIRT,
CGLS, MLEM
parallel, fan,
cone-beam

C++,
CUDA
Matlab,
Python

SART, OS-SART,
SIRT, CGLS
MLEM, TV-POCS
parallel, fan,
cone-beam

CUDA
Matlab,
Python

TomoPy [3]
1.7.0

Tomographic
Reconstruction
in Python

ART, BART,
MLEM, OSEM,
PML, OSPML,
TV-methods
parallel

C,
CUDA
Python

STIR [6]
4.0

Software for
Tomographic
Image
Reconstruction

MLEM, OSEM,
OSL, OSSPS
specific to
PET/SPECT

C++

In Table II, we present a group of packages which can
be loosely categorised as high-level tomographic software.
Normally, these packages have a dependency on low-level
software and are written using interpreted languages. Notably,
Python remains a first choice for many high-level packages
due to convenient object-oriented elements and open-source
nature. Most of the packages in Table II use Python classes
to wrap low-level modules of software in Table I.
Additionally the IR methods available with high-level
packages are more complex and tend to deal with various
challenging aspects of non-linear optimisation. There is a
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TABLE II
H IGH - LEVEL SOFTWARE FOR TOMOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION
Software
Version

Stands for

IR methods

ODL [7]
0.7.0

Operator
Discretization
Library

primal-dual
ADMM, PDHG
CGLS, BFGS
with ASTRA
projectors

Python

SIRF [8]
19.10

Synergistic
Image
Reconstruction
Framework

methods
inherited from
STIR, CIL

Python

CIL [9]
19.10

Core
Imaging
Library

PDHG, SDPDHG,
ADMM, FISTA,
GD, CGLS
with ASTRA, STIR
projectors

Python

ToMoBAR [10]
20.01

TOmographic
Model-BAsed
Reconstruction

FISTA, OSFISTA
ADMM
with ASTRA
projectors

Python,
Matlab

Savu [11]
2.4

Tomography
Reconstruction
and Processing
Pipeline

methods
inherited from
ASTRA, TIGRE,
TomoPy,
ToMoBAR

Python

Interp.

substantial effort to implement and employ various splitting
algorithms of primal-dual nature to deal with nondifferentiable functionals [12]. Due to the flexibility of dealing with
complicated multi-term objective functions, methods such as
Alternating Direction of Multipliers (ADMM) [13], PrimalDual Hybrid Gradient (PDHG) [12], a Fast Iterative ShrinkageThresholding Algorithm (FISTA) [14], and others are proven
to be successful for advanced tomographic reconstruction.
The presented ToMoBAR package also contains the implementation of splitting algorithms, however the main purpose
is to reconstruct large tomographic data efficiently. In contrast
to ODL and CIL packages which aim to solve inverse problems with mathematical rigor, ToMoBAR is driven mostly by
computational efficiency and the challenge to minimise various
imaging artifacts through nonlinear, and in some cases nonconvex, data models [15]. Because of this, for some cases
the global solution is not guaranteed, however in practice,
for problematic data cases it is usually possible to obtain
quantifiable results of a better quality. Apart from various
modifications to accelerate convergence and compensate for
artifacts, ToMoBAR has also the traditional algorithms with
proven convergence which can be used for benchmarking.
Additionally, ToMoBAR performs regularisation through the
CCPi Regularisation Toolkit [16] which contains more than
10 different CPU/GPU regularisers. With various data models
and regularisers one can construct multiple variations of IR
algorithms using ToMoBAR.
Being a part of Savu [11] (MPI-based tomographic application for large data), ToMoBAR has an access to multiple
CPU/GPU nodes of a computing cluster. With parallel-beam
geometry setup at DLS one can iteratively reconstruct (2k)3

voxels volumes using ToMoBAR in under three minutes time.
II. T O M O BAR MODELS AND SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
ToMoBAR is an open-source Python and Matlab toolbox to
perform tomographic data processing and image reconstruction tasks. Inherently it uses the low-level forward and backprojection modules of ASTRA toolbox [4]. The direct and IR
methods from ASTRA are also wrapped for ToMoBAR for
a quicker access. At the moment, ToMoBAR supports only
parallel beam geometry since the main aim is to reconstruct
synchrotron tomographic data. It can be generalised, however,
to any geometry which ASTRA allows. To install ToMoBAR
in Python one can use Conda environment and for Matlab one
can simply copy the source code. ToMoBAR has dependencies
on ASTRA toolbox [4] and the CCPi Regularisation Toolkit
[16].
ToMoBAR v.20.01 consists of two main IR reconstruction
algorithms: FISTA and ADMM. While the ADMM algorithm
follows a classical implementation [13], FISTA has been modified in a number of ways. With the ordered-subset strategy,
FISTA has been accelerated resulting in OSFISTA [17], to give
up to 10 times faster convergence than the original method. A
number of different data models has been added and due to
separability of the objective function one can select a suitable
regulariser from the CCPi Regularisation Toolkit [16].
The reconstruction task is to recover the unknown attenuation coefficient distribution ( the absorption map) x ∈ RN using the log-corrected
normalised tomographic projection data
 
b = − ln IY0 , where Y = {yj }M
j=1 are raw measurements
and I0 is the intensity of the incoming beam.
The following regularised optimisation problem needs to be
solved:
min f (Ax, b) + βg(x),
x

where A ∈ R
is the system projection matrix, f : RM →
R+ is continuously differentiable data misfit term, g : RN →
R+ is a convex penalty, and β is the regularisation parameter.
Let r = (Ax − b), then for the least-squares (LS) data
model we have f (Ax, b) = r> r and for penalised weighted
least-squares (PWLS) model f (Ax, b) = r> Λ−1 r. Here the
noise covariance matrix Λ = σ 2 I and one usually select
σj2 = yj . For
the weights can be also absorbed
√ PWLS model √
as A ≡ ΛA and b ≡ Λb [15]. Additionally one can
consider a more realistic Poisson noise model
PM and minimise
Kullback-Leibler divergence: f (Ax, b) = j=1 (bj (log bj −
log[Ax]j )).
In Table III we provide various data and regularisation
models available in OSFISTA method of ToMoBAR v.20.01.
Note that apart from the LS and PWLS data models, other
models are not mutually exclusive and can be stacked together
to form more complex functionals. For instance, one can use
the Group-Huber data penalty [18], [15] to minimise ring
artifacts together with the Huber data penalty and PWLS
forming the following cost function:
M ×N

min 12 ks − L> ρ(r)k2Λ + βg(x) + λksk1 .
s
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III. N UMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

TABLE III
T O M O BAR MODELS WITH OSFISTA ALGORITHM

For our experiments with simulated data we use the TomoPhantom software [19], which is a convenient tool to access
an extensive library of enumerated 2D-4D phantoms and their
Rudin1
2
analytical Radon transforms. TomoPhantom can also model
LS
Osherk∇xkT V,
2 krkΛ=σ 2 I
Fatemi TV
various imaging artifacts and noise. In this example we use
model no. 14 and to the data we add Poisson noise, zingers
primal-dual /
fast gradient
(dead pixels) and detector offsets. Zingers and offsets can
1
2
PWLS
k∇xkT V
projection /
2 krkΛ=Y
happen due to scattering and detector miscalibration processes,
split-Breg
respectively. In the reconstructed images they lead to extensive
exact TV
PM
streaks and ring artifacts [15]. These nonlinear data errors do
R
Nonlinear
j=1 (bj (log bj −
KL
φ(k∇xk2 ) not fit to the expected linear data model which is used routinely
diffusion
log[Ax]j ))
for IR reconstruction. For such cases, one needs to either prePM
ρ(r) = j=1 φ(rj )
process (filter) the data or to use a more suitable data model.
Total
=
α1 k∇x − vk Since we use the IR methods, one might want to incorporate
 1 φ(r)
Huber
General.
2
+ α0 kE(vk
Variation
more realistic data models rather than modifying the raw data
2 r , |r| ≤ σ,
σ(|r| − 12 σ)
which can lead to various corruptions of the reconstructed
PM
ρ(r) = j=1 φ(rj )
images.
α1 k∇xkT V,
Student’s t
ROF-LLT
φ(r) =
2
In Fig. 2 one can see the results of the reconstructed
+ α2 k∇ xk2
log(1 + (r/σ)2 )
512 × 512 phantom using only 256 noisy projections with
mins 12 ks − L> rk22
imaging errors. Expectantly, the FBP reconstruction is noisy
+λksk1 ,
and contains multiple errors. The regularised LS OSFISTAGroupNonlocal
k∇ (ω)xkT V TV algorithm is able to successfully suppress noise and some
L
=
Huber
TV
√
(Im1 ⊗ 1m2 )/ m2
minor artifacts, however one can clearly see (also noticeable in
with L> L = Im1
the image reconstruction error) the streaks and ring artifacts.
Applying the Huber data penalty (see Table III) one can
suppress the contribution of zingers (streaks) but the ring
Any suitable regulariser g(x) can be chosen from Table III artifacts overall remain. Clearly one needs a better data model
using the CCPi Regularisation Toolkit [16]. The resulting to be able to suppress ring artifacts. One such model has been
objective can be optimised using a splitting algorithm and in proposed in [18] and we refer to it as a Group-Huber model
this instance we used FISTA [14].
[15] (see Table III). In Fig. 2 we employ such model on top of
In Fig. 1, we demonstrate a Python code snippet from the existing Huber data model. One can see that it is possible to
ToMoBAR which enables the OSFISTA algorithm with the suppress effectively ring artifacts as well as streaks and noise.
PWLS data model and TV regularisation.
The resulting RMSE quality metric also shows the smallest
error using the Huber-GH-TV model.
In Fig.3 we demonstrate the use of ToMoBAR in application
to real data of dendritic growth collected at DLS synchrotron
[20]. Here we show how one can use the KL data term
together with the GH model and different regularisers. Since
the data is seriously undersampled and also low-dose, the FBP
reconstruction is very noisy. Applying OSFISTA algorithm
with the TV regulariser increases the quality of the image
significantly. The ring artifacts, however, remain a serious
problem for the subsequent image analysis. Applying the GH
data fidelity one can suppress the ring artifacts substantially.
One can also argue that the piecewise-constant nature of TV
regularisation is not very suitable for the dendritic surfaces.
Thus it can be easily substituted to piecewise-smooth regularisation model [16] resulting in a new LK-GH-ROF/LLT
Fig. 1. The snippet of a Python code in ToMoBAR enabling the OSFISTA
reconstruction method.
algorithm with the PWLS data-model and Primal-Dual TV [12] penalty term.
Data model

f (Ax, b), r = Ax − b

Regulariser

g(x)

There are four main components for IR methods in ToMoBAR which need
to be set: 1) the data-model and the geometry class (line 3); 2) the data
dictionary (line 11); 3) the regularisation dictionary (line 17) and 4) the
algorithm dictionary (line 22). One can access the detailed information on
parameters by typing help(RecToolsIR) in Python command line.

In the next section we demonstrate several numerical examples of how the stacked models of ToMoBAR work synergistically to ensure better reconstruction quality.
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IV. C ONCLUSION
We have presented an open-source ToMoBAR software
which is a practical and efficient tool to deal with the challenging data of X-ray tomography. With a variety of data
and regularisation models it is possible to construct a suitable
objective for a particular problem. We demonstrate the Python
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Fig. 3. ToMoBAR reconstructions in application to the real data using KL
and GH data models with different regularisers.

Fig. 2. ToMoBAR reconstructions using the simulated projection data with
noise and imaging artifacts. Various data models exploited to show the
difference.

syntax of ToMoBAR which makes it easier to construct a
desirable cost function.
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A Matched CBCT Projector-Backprojector
Based on the Convolution of B-splines
Marion Savanier(1,2) , Cyril Riddell(1) , Yves Trousset(1) , Emilie Chouzenoux(2) and Jean-Christophe Pesquet(2)

Abstract—Discretizing tomographic operators is a crucial step
in the design of reconstruction algorithms. In particular, for
iterative methods, the projector and backprojector are usually
assumed to be matched to guarantee convergence. In practice,
the reconstruction task is challenging, especially in cone-beam
geometry. To this end, in the context of CBCT with a flat
panel detector, we propose to rely on an interpolating kernel
based on the convolution of B-splines taking into account the
sampling of the detector and of the volume. Matched CBCT
projector/backprojector based on resampling transforms are
designed.
Index Terms—CBCT, discretization, matched pair, projector,
backprojector, B-spline, flat-panel.

F

I. I NTRODUCTION

LAT-panel based C-arm systems are widely used imaging tools for image-guidance in interventional radiology
and surgery. In addition, cone-beam computed tomography
(CBCT) allows planning, guidance and control of the procedure. C-arm CBCT often suffers from poor sampling rate.
The potential of reconstructing undersampled data with non
linear iterative algorithms has been demonstrated, for instance
to reduce angular and cone-beam undersampling artifacts [1].
One may intentionally decrease the sampling to reduce the Xray dose. In this context, we are particularly interested in leastsquares based optimization criteria regularized with nonlinear
terms [2]. Most penalized least-squares algorithms require the
use of the forward operator (i.e., projector), and the associated backward operator (i.e., backprojector). The projector
must encode the C-arm projective geometry as accurately as
possible. Furthermore, an underlying symmetry assumption is
made, as the backprojector is assumed to coincide with the
algebraic adjoint of the projector. Most forward models assume
a geometric voxel shape (e.g. cubic) and its projection onto
the detector. When ray-tracing is chosen, the backprojection
implementation is not efficient, so that alternative models
have been proposed, namely the distance-driven [3] and the
separable-footprint [4]. These implementations are generic
enough to be used with CT scanners curved detector and
C-arm flat panel. In the context of flat panel CBCT, the
geometry can be described with projection matrices. These
matrices continuously relate any point in space to any point
over the detection surface. This naturally leads to modeling
the volume as samples in space and the measurements as
samples over the detector. Voxels are considered through their
(1): GE Healthcare, Buc, France. E-mail: first.last@ge.com
(2): Univ. Paris-Saclay, CentraleSupélec, CVN, Inria, Gif-sur-Yvette,
France. E-mail: first.last@centralesupelec.fr
This work was supported by the ANRT CIFRE Convention 2018/1587.
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centers and no shape is assumed. Very efficient backprojection
schemes, using resampling transforms, are derived and used
for standard analytical reconstruction, where backprojection
is required only. Unfortunately, they cannot be represented
as being the adjoint of any of the aforementioned forward
models, and thus do not secure the convergence of standard
iterative minimization schemes. It is worth pointing out that,
in practice, the combination of resampling transforms for
backprojection and ray-tracing for forward projection has been
used [5], with apparently limited consequences despite the
violation of the symmetry condition. The main reason may
be that most iterative schemes are run for few iterations only,
so that convergence issues may not be detected. Resampling
transforms have also been used for the forward projection and
here again, symmetry remains an issue [6].
Optimal resizing based on the convolution of B-splines has
been extensively studied by Unser et al. [7]. In this paper,
we propose to extend this approach to the discretization of
resampling homographies, the transforms involved in CBCT
with flat panel. We thus derive novel matched pairs of projector/backprojector that allow for precise and efficient forward
and backward modeling while keeping symmetry.
In Section II, we recall the decomposition of cone-beam projection/backprojection with projection matrices as a series of
homographies and introduce the proposed convolution scheme.
Numerical experiments are then provided and discussed in
Section III to evaluate the image quality associated with these
novel tomographic operators.
II. P ROPOSED METHOD
A. Projector and backprojector pair
Let f = (fl )1≤l≤L ∈ RL denote the unknown volume
attenuation with L voxels, p = (pk )1≤k≤K ∈ RK , the logtransformed of the K detector cell measurements acquired on a
C-arm system, and R ∈ RK×L the forward projection model,
whose entries (Rk,l )1≤k≤K,1≤l≤L relate each detector cell k
to each voxel l. Reconstruction aims to estimate volume f from
the knowledge of p and R, based on the linear observation
model:
p = Rf + n,
(1)
where n is an additive noise. Iterative penalized leastsquares algorithms minimize the sum of a data fidelity term
2
1
2 kRf − pk2 and a regularizer embedding prior information,
such as image smoothness or range constraints. They usually
account for the least-squares term through its gradient of the
form B(Rf − p), where B ∈ RL×K denotes the backprojection operator. Ideally, we should have B = R> . However, as
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we will discuss hereafter, it may happen that the latter equality
does not hold, possibly leading to convergence instabilities and
image quality deterioration.
B. Cone-beam geometry
The projection geometry is defined by the relationship
between voxel coordinates (x, y, z) and the coordinates of the
projected pixels (u, v). In CBCT with a flat-panel detector, the
projector is characterized by a set of 3×4 projection matrices.
There is one projection matrix per position of the imaging
system. For a given projection matrix P , the coordinates (u, v)
of the projection of (x, y, z) onto the detection plane Π can be
written with homogeneous coordinates (su, sv, s), with s ∈ R,
>
>
as su, sv, s
= P x, y, z, 1 . The projection operation
being separable, its discretization can be decomposed into 1D
homographies that relate one free variable in space, e.g. x, to
another one over the detector, e.g. u. For instance,
>
>
su, sv0 , s = P x, y0 , z0 , 1
(2)
reduces to

>
>
su, s = H x, 1

(3)

with H = (hs,t )1≤s,t≤2 a 2 × 2 homographic matrix. This
operation can be analytically recast as the 1D homographic
function h:
h1,1 x + h1,2
.
(4)
u = h(x) =
h2,1 x + h2,2
Without loss of generality, we shall thus treat the projected
data p and original data f as continuous 1D signals. Backprojection resamples f from p and reprojection resamples p from
f according to p(u) = p ◦ h(x) = f ◦ h−1 (u) = f (x).
Homography h captures the continuously varying sampling
scale by the magnification factor given by derivative h0 (x).
In our clinical context, the geometry has a large focal distance with respect to the field of view so that h is never
singular and the magnification factor varies slowly around
h0 (0) = det H/h22,2 . Consequently, the inverse homography
h−1 behaves in a similar way. The discretization defines index
i spanning the subset of detector cell locations (ui )1≤i≤I and
index j spanning the subset of voxel locations (xj )1≤j≤J
that are seen through h, giving rise to the discrete signals
p = (p(ui ))1≤i≤I and f = (f (xj ))1≤j≤J .
To interpolate, one decomposes signals p and f onto a set
of continuous basis functions. A famous family of basis
functions is that of B-splines of order n ∈ N denoted by
β n : R → R. The associated centered B-spline of order n
and scale δ > 0 is defined by βδn = β n (·/δ). The simplest
B-spline, of order 0, leads to nearest neighbor interpolation,
while order 1 corresponds to linear interpolation. For a given
h, one defines δ1 = 1 and δ2 = δ1 h0 (0) as the sampling steps
for f and p, respectively.
Backprojection operator B computes the values (fj )1≤j≤J
PI
n
from (pi )1≤i≤I of p using p(u) =
i=1 pi βδ2 (u − ui ) so
n
that Bj,i = βδ2 (h(xj ) − ui ). Conversely, projection operator
PJ
n
R uses f (x) =
j=1 fj βδ1 (x − xj ) from the components
(fj )1≤j∈J of f so that Ri,j = βδn1 (h−1 (ui ) − xj ). To get

a matched P
pair, one would replace B with R> which gives
n
−1
f (xj ) =
(ui ) − xj ) with Ωi the set of
i|j∈Ωi pi βδ1 (h
indices j such that for a given i, Ri,j 6= 0. This expansion
appears as a poor choice for computing fj in a direct manner
because it uses the basis functions βδn1 instead of βδn2 . As a
result, detector cells contribute with gaps or redundancies to
image pixels, which leads to high frequency artifacts.
C. Convolution-based basis function
We now assume that p and f are decomposed onto sets of
B-splines of possibly different orders, n ∈ N for p and m ∈ N
for f .
To overcome the previously described limitation, we propose
to use a basis function suitable for both projection and
backprojection, the latter requiring to capture βδn1 ◦ h−1 (u).
For this purpose, we define the interpolating kernel φm,n
δ1 ,∆1,i
made of the normalized convolution of basis functions βδm1 and
n
β∆
with ∆1,i = (h−1 )0 (ui )δ1 . Without loss of generality,
1,i
we set δ1 = 1, and ∆1,i is interpreted as a sampling parameter
for the variation of magnification induced by the homography.
The projection sampled at locations (ui )1≤i≤I now reads:
pi = f (h−1 (ui )) = (Rf )i =

J
X
j=1

−1
fj φm,n
(ui ) − xj )
1,∆1,i (h

J

X
fj  n
β∆1,i ∗ β1m (h−1 (ui ) − xj )
(5)
=
∆1,i
j=1


n
m
with Ri,j = ∆11,i β∆
∗
β
(h−1 (ui ) − xj ). From the
1
1,i
m
n
general
scaling

 property, for every ∆ > 0, (β∆ ∗ β1 ) (u) ≡
n
m
∆ β1 ∗ β 1 (u/∆). This allows us to deduce the adjoint of
∆
matrix R aiming at computing the backprojection at locations
(xj )1≤j≤J :
I

X

pi  n
β∆1,i ∗ β1m h−1 (ui ) − xj
∆
1,i
i=1
  −1


I
X
h (ui ) − xj
=
pi β1n ∗ β m1
∆1,i
∆1,i
i=1




I
X
xj
=
pi β1n ∗ β m1
ui −
.
(6)
∆1,i
∆1,i
i=1

fj = (R> p)j =

Similarly,
we canexpress B using the normalized convolution

1
m
n
β
∆2,j ∗ β1 . The backprojected function at locations
∆2,j
(uj )1≤j≤J can then be computed as
fj = p(h(xj )) =
=

I

X
pi  n
m
β 1 ∗ β∆
(h(xj ) − ui )
2,j
∆2,j
i=1

I

X
pi  n
m
β1 ∗ β∆
(∆2,j xj − ui ).
2,j
∆2,j
i=1

(7)

The  coefficients of matrix B are thus Bj,i
=
1
n
m
β
∗
β
(h(x
)
−
u
).
From
(7)
and
(6),
we
j
i
1
∆2,j
∆2,j
still have B> 6= R, but, up to a normalization factor, the
difference now comes from our linear approximation to
the homography h, quantified by the set of magnification
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factors (∆2,j )1≤j≤J and (1/∆1,i )1≤i≤I . The precision of
our model relies on two factors, namely the order of the
B-spline1 , and the set of magnifications. The former point is
well documented and one can easily select the best trade-off
between precision and complexity for a given application.
Regarding magnification factors, neither the projector nor the
backprojector is worthy to be privileged. In (6), ∆1,i could
be replaced by ∆2,j . The largest set of magnifications should
be chosen to better capture the changes in sampling rates
induced by h and h−1 .
D. Implementation
Since detectors are composed of cells, we choose to represent p with zero order B-spline, β10 i.e. n = 0. We do not
restrict the volume to be a set of cubic voxels and we keep
the flexibility m ∈ {0, 1} for f . Let us set ∆ > 0. The scaled
convolution kernel φm,0
1,∆ is such that
Z
1 +∞ m
1 m
0
0
∗
β
)(`)
=
(β
β (τ )β∆
(` − τ )dτ,
φm,0
(`)
=
∆
1,∆
∆ 1
∆ −∞ 1
(8)
for ` ∈ R. The latter kernel gives the interpolation values at
(xj )1≤j≤J and (ui )1≤i≤I . In addition, if B-splines of order
1 are chosen for function f (i.e. m = 1), once the entries
of f = (f (xj ))1≤j≤J have been computed with B, a digital
post-filter to f corresponding to the cubic spline interpolation
filter must be applied to f as demonstrated in [7].
Given our choices for n and m, we are interested in two
1,0
interpolating kernels: φ0,0
1,∆ and φ1,∆ . Before deriving their
explicit formula from (8), let us recall the formula of the Bsplines of order 0 and 1, for every ` ∈ R:
(
1 if |`| < 12
0
β (`) =
0 otherwise,
(
1 − |`| if |`| < 1
β 1 (`) =
0
otherwise.
•

Case 1
φ0,0
1,∆ (`)

•

with a1 =
Case 2
φ1,0
1,∆ (`)

=


 min(1, ∆)/∆
1
(a2 − |`|)
=
 ∆
0

|∆−1|
2 ,

and a2 =

if
if
if

∆+1
2 .


2

ck,0 + ck,1 |`| + ck,2 `



0

|`| < a1
a1 ≤ |`| < a2
|`| ≥ a2

for |`| ∈ [ak−1 , ak )
and k ∈ {1, 2}
otherwise

∆
with a0 = 0, a1 = | ∆
2 − 1|, a2 = 2 + 1 and expressions
for (ck,0 , ck,1 , ck,2 ) are given in Tab. I.
The approach of lowest order is comparable in complexity to
linear interpolation and is thus simpler than original distancedriven. Kernels of higher degree increase computation time
proportionally to their larger support.
1 None

of the above calculations rely on the fact that the basis functions are
B-splines. Thus, one could easily choose another class of functions, noting
that B-splines functions enjoy the minimal support for a given approximation
order and the maximal approximation order for a given support.
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Interval

ck,0

ck,1

ck,2

if ∆ ≤ 2 ∧ |`| < ∆/2

1 − ∆/4

0

1
−∆

if ∆ > 2

1/∆

0

|`| < a1

if ∆ ≤ 2 ∧ |`| ≥ ∆/2
a1 ≤ |`| < a2

if |`| ≥ ∆/2

−1

1

(∆ + 4 + 4/∆)/8

if |`| < ∆/2

(−∆ + 4 + 4/∆)/8

0
0

1
−∆
+
1
−∆

−

1
2
1
2

1
− 2∆
1
2∆

TABLE I: B-spline parameters for case 2

III. E XPERIMENTS
A. Simulation context
To prove the concept of our approach, we evaluated our
projector and backprojector as single modules and within an
iterative reconstruction task. We computed simulated noisefree data of geometrical phantoms in CBCT geometry of
half cone angle of 20◦ , as can be found on clinical C-arm
systems. The detector bins are sampled on a finer
√ grid than
the voxels leading to a magnification of factor 2. Linear interpolation was taken as a baseline, for projector/backprojector
construction and the distance-driven pair (DD) was added
to the comparison. First, we analyzed the performance of
matrix R for the B-splines kernels when projecting a centered
uniform cylinder of attenuation 0.1 per voxels of diameter
80 voxels over 360◦ . The scanned object being invariant by
rotation, we quantified the rotation invariance by computing
the root mean-square error (RMSE) and the maximum error
(MAE) between each profile over the range [0◦ , 45◦ ] and
profile at angle 0◦ . Then, for the same task, we compared
the performance of the transpose of matrix B. Finally we
evaluated the spatial resolution associated to the different
interpolation kernels using the modulation transfer function
(MTF) on the reconstruction of a cube from 600 projections
over 360◦ . To avoid the inverse crime, the forward-projection
data was calculated with a 3000 × 20 pixel detector that was
rebinned to 750 × 20 pixels. An FDK reconstruction was
first performed to investigate the quality of R> and B as
backprojectors. Then an iterative reconstruction was performed
by applying 500 Landweber iterations with f (0) chosen as the
zero vector:
f (n+1) = f (n) − τ R> (Rf (n) − p),

n ∈ N.

(9)

Parameter τ is chosen as 1.9/kRk . No regularization was
added as we aim to highlight features that are intrinsic to the
model. This experiment gives an insight on the largest singular values of operator R. Since the reconstruction methods
investigated here are linear, spatial resolution at a slanted edge
(tilting of 5◦ ) is a suitable MTF.
2

B. Results
For the projection of the uniform cylinder, with R, upon
visual inspection of plotted profiles, the results are very similar
for all interpolation schemes (plots not shown). For both
invariance metrics, the convolution kernel φ·1,0 combined with
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a digital filter provides slightly better results: RMSE is 0.008
and MAE is 0.044 at angle 0◦ and monotonically increases up
to 0.178 and 1.052 at 45◦ while the other schemes perform
almost identically (RMSE of 0.04 and MAE of 0.213 at 0◦ ,
RMSE of 0.185 and MAE of 1.09 at 45◦ ). With B> , the profile
of the projected cylinder at the angle 45◦ resulting from the
transpose of linear interpolation is clearly distinguishable as
it is degraded by high-frequency oscillations, which do not
appear with any of the other convolutional basis functions
(profiles not shown). The RMSE and MAE scores corroborate
this observation.
Figure 1 displays the MTF curves obtained for the FDK
reconstruction task with B. For this task, φ0,0
and DD scheme
·

Fig. 1: MTF curve for B

provides superimposed MTF curves just below the curve
obtained with linear interpolation. Kernel φ1,0
combined with
·
a digital filter for the backprojection produces better spatial resolution. We further quantitatively compare their MTF
curves through frequency ν0.2 for which the MTF reaches
value 0.2. For kernel φ1,0
· , ν0.2 is increased by 0.1. Then for
FDK reconstruction with R> , the same frequencies ν0.2 are
tabulated in Table II. All MTF curves are close with a slight
advantage for φ0,0
· .
ν0.2

Linear
0.808

DD
0.824

φ0,0
·
0.824

φ1,0
·
0.793

TABLE II: Spatial frequency ν0.2 at 20% MTF for FDK with R>

Fig. 2: Zoom on corner of reconstructed slice. From left to right: Linear
1,0
interpolation, DD, φ0,0
· , φ· .

Finally, after 500 Landweber iterations, the reconstructed
square with linear interpolation is substantially different than
those obtained with the other models as shown on Figure
2. Undesirable interpolation patterns are visible with linear
interpolation. This indicates that some non-null singular values
of such R are of very low magnitude, yielding a reconstruction

with details similar to discretization errors. For the other
models, frequencies ν0.2 are reported in Table III. All MTF
1,0
curves are almost superimposed: φ0,0
and DD scheme
· , φ·
produce sharp reconstructions, comparable to that of FDK.
ν0.2

DD
0.8945

φ0,0
·
0.8945

φ1,0
·
0.8711

TABLE III: Spatial frequency ν0.2 at 20% MTF for iterative reconstruction

These preliminary results suggest that the transpose of the
linear interpolation-based backprojection does not qualify as
a quality projection model. By using a refined discretization
of the resampling transform through our convolution kernels,
the performance of the transpose becomes similar to that of
direct models for the basic tests given here, even with the
lowest order of B-spline. Our results indicate that the kernel
obtained with B-splines of order 0 perform as well as the
distance-driven pair in a consistent fashion. This scheme is
based on a similar rationale as ours, but is not flexible as
it does not provide means for higher–order interpolation. We
did not get consistent MTF increases when raising the degree
of the spline modeling the volume. Further experiments are
needed to tell whether it can improve reconstruction of real
data at a reasonable computation cost. As advocated in [6],
iterative reconstruction could have been performed in a virtual
geometry, called rectified geometry. On the one hand, it incurs
an additional resampling step that may degrade precision. On
the other hand, homographies reduce to magnifications. The
resampling task is simplified into that of the resizing problem
for which the B-splines approach chosen here benefits from
strong theoretical properties [7], especially in terms of optimal
approximation.
IV. C ONCLUSION
A novel interpolation scheme based on B-spline convolution
has been proposed to discretize the projector and backprojector, in the context of CBCT with a flat panel detector.
The expected benefits of this approach is improved reconstruction for various methods involving a matched pair of
projector/backprojector requiring high-quality interpolation.
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Structured Regularization for Material
Decomposition of Photon Counting CT Data using
Collaborative Total Variation
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Abstract—Photon Counting CT (PC CT) is of great interest in
medical imaging as it improves spatial resolution, provides higher
contrast-to-noise ratios and reduced electronic noise and allows
the simultaneous acquisition of multiple energy bin detector data.
Although PC CT can support a higher number of energy bins
compared to Dual Energy CT, multimaterial decomposition remains an ill-posed problem for many practical applications. Prior
information about the involved materials, such as conservation
of mass, smootheness and sparsity in the material maps can
be used for regularization. As an extension of the widely-used
regularization method of total variation (TV), collaborative TV
(CTV) provides a regularization for vector-valued images. In this
work, we apply CTV to iteratively denoise material images of
an abdomen phantom by coupling material image derivatives.
The results suggest that material image quality benefits from a
stronger energy bin coupling.

I. I NTRODUCTION
PC CT enables tissue characterization and the visualization
of multiple contrast agents by measuring the number and the
energy of detected photons. For instance, virtual noncalcium
and noncontrast-enhanced images have been applied for
the evaluation of bone marrow edema, fatty liver disease,
liver fibrosis [1] [2]. It is assumed that when using a linear
measurement model, the number of basis material images to
be accurately reconstructed should not exceed the number of
energy bins. Moreover, the condition of the reconstruction
problem suffers from spectral similarity of the involved
materials and technical limitation in the correct assignment to
energy bins, which lowers the quality and practical benefit of
material images. Therefore, regularization aims at meaningful
and reliable material maps, where textures are not oversmoothed [3] and gradual changes in material concentrations
are correctly displayed. The authors of [2] proposed an
image-domain multimaterial decomposition (MMD) method
for dual-energy (DE) CT which adds prior information
to the compromised spectral data. By implementing the
conservation of mass assumption, they increase the number
of basis materials by one. Additionally, it is assumed that
not more than three basis materials are present in a pixel
and can be described by an empirically determined sequence
Eckhard Wehrse, Laura Klein, Lukas Rotkopf, PD Dr. Dr. Christian Herbert
Ziener, Prof. Dr. Marc Kachelrieß, Prof. Dr. Heinz-Peter Schlemmer and
Dr. Stefan Sawall are with the German Cancer Research Center (Dkfz),
Heidelberg, Germany and with the University of Heidelberg, Germany. Email:
e.wehrse@dkfz.de. Prof. Dr. Stefania Petra is with the Mathematical Imaging
Group, University of Heidelberg, Germany.
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of material triplets. By introducing a penalized weighted
least square (PWLS) method [4], the noise characteristics
in the energy bins can be taken into account. The same
authors denoise and promote sparsity in the material images
by implementing l0 and total nuclear variation (TNV)-based
regularization terms. The TNV norm is chosen because it
is the unique convex envelope of the rank of the image’s
gradient [5], promoting common boundaries of the material
images. By introducing CTV as a framework of vectorial
total variation (VTV), the authors of [6] and [7] generalize
TNV and TV as proposed by [8] for single-color images.
In this paper, we investigate regularization terms of the
CTV class for material images by exchanging the noise
reduction term in the PWLS-TNV-l0 method. This leads to
a more general variational model for material decomposition
and denoising. Additionally, we compare our results with
Frequency Split (FS), a recently proposed denoising method
based on a linear combination of low- and high-pass
filtered material images [9]. As proposed by [4], we apply
the alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM)
method to split the overall minimal cost function problem
into subproblems, which can be solved effectively by the
appropriate proximal operators.

II. M ETHODS AND M ATERIALS
This section introduces our variational material decomposition and denoising model that builds on the PWLS-TNV-l0
method from [4]. Let Np , ν and L0 ∈ N denote the number of
image voxels, of energy bins and of material images, which
are denoted by X ∈ RL0 ×Np . For known linear attenuation
coefficients A0 ∈ Rν×L0 the PC CT value yi ∈ Rν of a voxel
i ∈ Np is determined by
yi = A 0 x i ,

(1)

where xi denotes the i-th column of X.
We use A = A0 ⊗INp ∈ RνNp ×L0 Np , with the identity matrix
INp ∈ RNp ×Np and the vectorized representation x ∈ RL0 Np
and y ∈ RνNp of X and the measured PC CT data in image
domain Y ∈ Rν×Np . Assuming that the reconstructed image
in the spatial domain is corrupted by additive noise  ∈ RνNp
y = Ax +  ,

(2)
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we employ a weighted least-squares data fidelity term as in
[10] [11]
1
L̄(x) = ||y − Ax||22,Σ−1 .
(3)
ν
Here, we denote the variances in the energy bins by Σ =
diag(σ12 INp , σ22 INp , . . . , σν2 INp ). To make use of prior information about the material images, regularization terms are
added to the energy functional, resulting in the variational
model

where R : RνN p → R≥0 consists of three different regularization terms
R(x) = βnoi Rnoi (x)+βspa Rspa (x)+βmas Rmas (x) . (5)
βnoi , βspa , βmas ≥ 0 are user-defined weight regularization
parameters that need to be carefully chosen. In the following
we present these three terms in detail.
A. Noise reduction term
Since several materials are involved, we consider the material images’ gradient as a tensor Dx ∈ RNp ×Nd ×L0 for
Nd denoting the number of spatial derivative directions [6].
We employ several mixed tensor norms that lead to different
coupling of image derivatives and therefore to different penalization of noisy images. We consider two different types of
norms for the noise reduction term Rnoi in Eq. 5 above. The
first is the lp,q,r norm

1

! pq  rq r
Np
N
L
0
d
X X X
 
|(Dx)i,j,k |p
||Dx||p,q,r := 
 (6)
j=1

k=1

and the second is the k · k(S p ,lq ) norm
kDxk(S p ,lq ) :=


(Dx)i,1,1 . . .
Np
X


..
..


.
.
i=1
(Dx)i,Nd ,1 . . .


(Dx)i,1,L0

..

.
(Dx)i,Nd ,L0

j=1

Since l is non-convex, the convergence of the applied ADMM
is not proven [12], while lp for p ≥ 1 fulfills the triangular
equation, favoring generally equal mass concentrations.
0

(4)

x̂ = argminx {L̄(x) + R(x)},

i=1

sparse. By applying the l0 quasi-norm, which counts nonzeroentries of a vector, the second regularization term is imposed
as
Np
X
Rspa (x) =
kX(:, j)k0 =: kxk0 .
(8)

q

Sp

 q1



,

(7)

which is based on the Schatten-p-norm (k · kS p ), with p, q, r ∈
[1, ∞], where ∞ denotes the maximum norm. To obtain the
discontinuity-preserving properties of the TV [8], we select
r = 1 in Eq. 6 and q = 1 in Eq. 7 and restrict ourselves
to anisotropic CTV (q = 1 in Eq. 6). An alternative popular
choice is the nuclear norm S 1 , that is the convex envelope of
a matrix rank S 0 (given as the l0 quasinorm of the singular
values) [5]. The TNV is considered optimal for enforcing
aligned boundary directions, as it is generally assumed for
piecewise-constant material images. Even stronger channel
coupling can be promoted for p → ∞ [6].
B. Sparsity promoting term
Most pixels can be described accurately by only a subset of
materials. We therefore expect a meaningful solution x to be

C. Non-Negativity and Mass Conservation
If the set of basis materials is adequate, the set of feasible
solutions can be restricted to non-negative concentrations
which sum up to one. While [2] increase the size of A0 and yi
by additional constant entries increasing the size of the PWLS
(Eq. 3), we make use of the characteristic function
(
0,
X∈S
(9)
Rmas (x) = χS (x) =
∞, X ∈
/ S,
as also done by [4]. S denotes the feasible set for X
S = {X ∈ RL0 ×Np :

L0
X
l=1

Xlj = 1, 0 ≤ Xlj ,

(10)

j = 1, . . . , Np }.

Each column of X represents the set of “ barycentric,” coordinates for the signal in each pixel j. Since S is a convex set,
χS is a convex function [13].
D. Details on the ADMM algorithm
We set βmas = 1, βspa = 10 [14] and the maximal
number of ADMM iterations to 2000. βnoi has to be optimized
for each CTV norm first to allow for a fair comparison.
This is achieved by minimizing the Root-Mean-Squared-Error
(RMSE) as given by Eq. 11 below for a small image part
(yellow square in Fig. 1). In a second step, the optimized
parameters are applied to the greater image demonstrating the
entire vertebral body (green square in Fig. 1). We repeated
this optimization process for the same set of parameters also
for the PWLS-TNV-l0 method [4], which we denote as S 1 l1
in the context of CTV.
III. R ESULTS
A. Evaluation Metric
For the reference xref ∈ RL0 Np , the MMD algorithm is
applied to the mean value of fifty adjacent and invariant
slices in longitudinal direction. We compare differences of
resulting bone images xbone ∈ RNp to xref,bone ∈ RNp by the
RMSE and all material images to the combined RMSEcomb.
as follows
RMSEcomb. =

kx − xref k2
kxbone − xbone,ref k2
p
p
, RMSE =
Np · L0
Np
(11)
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Table I: RMSEcomb.
1 measur. (MMD [2])
7 measur. (MMD [2])
9 measur. (MMD [2])
l1,1,1
l∞,1,1
1 1
S l (PWLS-TNV-l0 [4])
S ∞ l1

0.1885
0.1156
0.1071
0.1091
0.1098
0.1118
0.1109

by the number of derivative directions, the S 1 l1 and S ∞ l1
norm demonstrate similar results. They do not show superior
recovery characteristics at common boundaries. All applied
denoising and regularization methods are not able to specify
the correct composition of the spines spongiosa, a material of
unknown spectral signature (no ROI as seen in Fig. 1).
IV. D ISCUSSION OF E XPERIMENTS AND C ONCLUSION
Figure 1: Energy bin image [75, 120] keV, window C = 100 HU, W =

900 HU. Red squares: ROIs for averaged attenuation coefficents (A0 ).
Blue square: ROI for standard deviations σ1 , . . . σ4 . Green rectangle:
Image part as seen in Fig. 2. Yellow rectangle: picture detail to optimize
βnoi and βspa .

B. Semi-anthropomorphic phantom study
A semi-anthropomorphic abdomen phantom (QRM GmbH,
Möhrendorf, Germany) is measured by a SOMATOM CounT
(Siemens Healthineers, Germany), an experimental PC CT
system. Regions of interest (ROIs) are placed in the vertebral spine, in adipose and soft tissue, in an iodine vial
mg
(concentration 25 mL
) and into surrounding air (Fig. 1). The
additional ROI in the liver ROI yields σ1 , . . . , σν , to take
photon statistics of the different energy bin data into account.
For the acquisition a tube voltage of 120 kV with 200 mAs is
chosen. These data are reconstructed with a D40f convolution
kernel, pixel spacing set to 0.537 mm × 0.537 mm, and a slice
thickness of 1 mm. Fig. 2 (a)-(c) show the bone images of
the MMD algorithm results, which have been obtained for
different noise levels in the initial energy bin images data. The
MMD result of the mean of seven slices (Fig. 2 (b)) shows
a small RMSE to the reference (Fig. 2 (a)). Details like the
compacta of the vertebral body and the clear boundary of the
liver model are preserved. The RMSE increases monotonically
for a lower number of slices (Fig. 2 (c)) while the visibility
of smaller image details and the difference of compacta and
spongiosa decreases. While the fast-performing filtering-based
FS is able to reduce the RMSE to 0.13, the combination of
CTV norms and sparsity promoting term (Eq. 8) reduce the
RMSE to around 0.09, which corresponds to the MMD result
for the mean of seven measurements (b). All regularization
and denoising methods preserve sharp discontinuities like the
boundaries of air and adipose tissue (not shown) or soft tissue
and bone. Picture details like the left (anatomical) transverse
and the spinous process are best visualized by the l∞,1,1 -norm,
while l1,1,1 performs best in reducing the overall RMSEcomb.
(Table I). As Eq. 7 restricts the number of singular values
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Without making prior assumptions on piecewise constancy
of the ground truth, we use MMD results of low-noise initial
data as reference. This reference is also affected by the condition of matrix A, leading to to a salt and pepper like noise on a
small scale. All regularization and denoising methods are able
to decrease noise levels and achieve material images that are
equivalent to MMD results achieved with four times the radiation dose. Both in lp,q,r and (S p , lq ) based CTV, the RMSE
benefits slightly from a stronger coupling of material images.
(S p , lq )-based CTV requires time-consuming singular value
decompositions for each pixel and each ADMM iteration. As
the l∞,1,1 norm also provides a strong coupling, reconstruction
times for material images can be reduced. Further research
could focus on whether differences between the CTV norms
increase when the number of materials to be decomposed is
larger. Most notably, we observe that MMD results from PC
CT data benefit to a large extent from employing a variational
denoising model that used a CTV based regularization term.
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Direct Iterative Reconstruction of Multiple Basis
Material Images in Photon-counting Spectral CT
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Abstract—In this work, we perform direct material reconstruction from spectral CT data using a model based iterative
reconstruction (MBIR) approach. Material concentrations are
measured in volume fractions, whose total is constrained by
a maximum of unity. A phantom containing a combination
of 4 basis materials (water, iodine, gadolinium, calcium) was
scanned using a photon-counting detector. Iodine and gadolinium
were chosen because of their common use as contrast agents
in CT imaging. Scan data was binned into 5 energy (keV)
levels. Each energy bin in a calibration scan was reconstructed,
allowing the linear attenuation coefficient of each material for
every energy to be estimated by a least-squares fit to ground
truth in the image domain. The resulting 5 × 4 matrix, for 5
energies and 4 materials, is incorporated into the forward model
in direct reconstruction of the 4 basis material images with
spatial and/or inter-material regularization. In reconstruction
from a subsequent low-concentration scan, volume fractions
within regions of interest (ROIs) are found to be close to
the ground truth. This work is meant to lay the foundation
for further work with phantoms including spatially coincident
mixtures of contrast materials and/or contrast agents in widely
varying concentrations, molecular imaging from animal scans,
and eventually clinical applications.
Index Terms—Spectral CT, MBIR, mixing matrix, basis materials.

S

I. I NTRODUCTION

PECTRAL CT has shown great promise for a variety of
medical and scientific imaging tasks. The technology is
enabled by the advent of photon-counting detectors (PCD),
which can accurately count the number of received photons
and bin them according to energy levels [1]. Energy bins can
be adjusted to leverage the K-edge of some contrast agents for
better delineation among basis materials. This also allows us
to more closely model the attenuation effects of materials at
differing energy levels, limiting the effects of beam hardening
artifacts. This permits a more accurate linear model between
image and sinogram domains.
Material decomposition is typically accomplished by reconstructing each energy bin independently as a monochromatic
scan using a traditional algorithm such as FBP or an iterative technique such as model-based iterative reconstruction
(MBIR). The resulting reconstructions are linear attenuation
coefficient (LAC) images for respective energy levels which
are then, through a “mixing matrix” describing linear attenuation by each material at each energy level, decomposed
into basis material fraction images[2]. For greater accuracy
than with material modeling from standard values, the mixing
matrix can be calibrated using phantoms with known materials
and concentrations[3]. Calibration is meant to account for
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system specific variations. In this work, we use a calibration
dataset to compute our mixing matrix, M from individual
LAC images of 5 bins and the ground truth. Then we use that
M in the linear model to reconstruct material fraction images
directly from subsequent scans containing similar materials.
The goal of this work is to detect, identify and quantify
contrast agents within a phantom using MBIR directly from
spectral CT sinogram data, and to lay a foundation for its
eventual use in laboratory and clinical studies. Water, a natural
choice for one of the basis materials, was chosen to simulate
soft tissue. Iodine and gadolinium were chosen because of their
wide usage as contrast agents in diagnostic imaging. Calcium
was chosen to simulate mineralized tissue. We are attempting
to estimate material fractions the order of 10−3 for contrast
agents. The challenges in this work come from low signal
contributions from the contrast which, with relatively large
condition numbers of mixing matrices, poses a challenging
estimation problem as the solutions become more dilute.
A great deal of research has been published in the area of
spectral CT, a large fraction of it dealing with dual-energy
systems [4], [5]. Direct reconstructions to date have typically
used fewer energy bins [6] or fewer basis materials than our
current efforts. Some have worked on more than 2 energies [7]
but with 2 basis materials only. Our previous work has been focused on inversion from multi-energy attenuation coefficients
to material concentrations under constrained optimization in
the image domain[2]. The present work departs from previous
in that we attempt direct reconstructions at low contrast among
multiple contrast agents using a direct statistical iterative
reconstruction algorithm in spectral CT.
II. M ETHOD
A. Background
1) MAP estimation for poly-chromatic case: Let x =
[xl ; l ∈ (1, L)] be the vector in image space. In conventional,
monochromatic CT, x will represent linear attenuation coefficients for a single scan, while in our subsequent spectral
case, it will represent concentrations of various materials in
an expanded form. The vector y = [yn ; n ∈ (1, N )] contains
projection measurements. Let AN ×L be the projection matrix
that maps linear attenuation to projection space according to
scanner geometry. In the work presented here, A is computed
according to the methods described in [8]. The MAP estimate
of x for a single energy can be formulated by
x̂ = argmin p(y|x)g(x),
x

(1)
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with p and g representing conditional probability density of
measurements and an a priori model of the image, respectively. The MAP estimate of x [9] can be approximated as
1
(2)
x̂ = argmin (y − Ax)T D(y − Ax) + U (x)
2
x
where D is a weighting matrix approximately inverse to conditional variance of data and U (x) is a log-prior on the image.
With an iterative coordinate descent (ICD) scalar update, a
k − th step in optimization of (2) becomes
ˆ k = argmin 1 (ek + A ∆x )T D(ek + A ∆x )
∆x
∗l
l
∗l
l
l
∆xl 2
+Ul (x + Il ∆xl )
(3)
where ∆xkl is the change in image value xl at update k,
ek = y − Axk , the sinogram error vector at step k, A∗l
represents the lth column of A, Il is zero except for unity
at site l, and xk+1
= xkl + ∆xkl . ICD may have advantages
l
in convergence, and in our case, simpler computation under
varied image models for U (x) is possible.
2) MAP estimation for spectral case: MAP estimation for
the polychromatic case can be easily extended to spectral data.
In this case, x = [xl ; l ∈ (1, L)] will again be the vector of
image space with L voxels. However, each entry xl is now an
M -element vector such that xl = [xlm ; m ∈ (1, M )], where
M is the number of basis materials. xL×M will represent
the volume fraction for each material, rather than linear
attenuation. y = [ye ; e ∈ (1, E)], where E is the number
of energy bins. ye represents eth energy sinogram. Each entry
in ye is a N -element vector. ye = [yen ; n ∈ (1, N ], where
N is the number of sinogram datapoints in each energy bin.
yE×N represents total sinogram measurement. Let AN ×L be
the standard projection matrix as before. x can be estimated
by the following equation:
 X
E
1
(ye − A(MxT )T )T D(ye − A(MxT )T )
x̂ = argmin
2 e=1
x

+U (x) (4)

where 1 and 0 are M -element vectors with all ones and all
zeros respectively. Since the cost is convex and the constraints
are linear, it is a convex problem with a unique minimum. During every ICD voxel update, the M-dimensional optimization
problem is solved. We employ a modified simplex method to
solve the problem.
The regularizer term U (xl ) was chosen to be a simple
quadratic function that penalizes the difference in the current
voxel and its neighbors.
U (xl ) =

M
1 X X
αk (xlm − xkm )2
2σ 2 m=1

(6)

k∈Nl

where Nl denotes the neighborhood of xl , P
and αk depends
on the position of the neighbor such that
k∈Nl αk = 1.
Its Hessian w.r.t. xl is a diagonal matrix with all entries σ12 ,
since we have not yet applied inter-material regularization.
The Hessian of total cost stays positive definite and it still
has a unique minimum. If we are concerned with the average
value of material fraction within ROIs, we can afford to
have somewhat noisy reconstructions, as this helps avoid bias.
Therefore the value of σ was chosen to yield very light
regularization for current experiments.
2) Simplex Implementation: Since both terms in cost are
quadratic, it can be re-written in a standard quadratic expression. Let H be the hessian and D be the derivative of the
total cost w.r.t xl . The optimization problem can be written in
vector notation as
1 T
x Hxl + DT xl
(7)
2 l
The single-site optimization problem, from the KKT condition,
now becomes
1
x̂l = argmin xTl Hxl + DT xl − µT xl + λ(1T xl − 1)
2
xl
s.t., 1T xl ≤ 1

(8)

xl ≥ 0, µ ≥ 0, λ ≥ 0, µm xlm = 0 for m = 1 to M

The dimension of ye is N × 1, M is E × M , X T is M × L,
MX T is E × L, D is N × N , and A(MxT )T is N × 1 which
is same as ye .
The vector ICD update for each voxel is identical to (3),
except that xl is a vector which is converted from material
fractions to linear attenuation by M for forward projection by
A before insertion into the log-likelihood term.

where µ is a vector Lagrangian multiplier for positivity
constraint, λ is a scalar Lagrangian for the sum-less-than-orequal-to-1 constraint. µm xlm = 0 comes from complementary
slackness. We solve this problem during every ICD voxel
update using a modified simplex method.

B. Optimization
1) Convexity: The Hessian of first cost term w.r.t. xl is
positive definite, since it is quadratic in xl with a positive,
diagonal weighting. We apply a non-negativity constraint on
all material fraction values, and force the material fractions for
a voxel to sum to no more than 1. The optimization problem
now becomes the modified equation (3) with addition of the
following constraints

Phantom solutions were created with varying concentrations
of iodine, gadolinium, and calcium in water in 7 tubes. Please
refer to Table I for concentration and spatial information of
different solutions. Note that iodine, gadolinium, and calcium
are not mixed with each other and are kept spatially orthogonal
in this setup. We intend to mix contrasts in our future work.
K-edges of iodine and gadolinium are around 33 KeV and 53
KeV respectively. The bins are chosen to take advantage of the
difference in the photon absorption properties of different basis
materials. Some defective detector pixels did not register any
signal, or were unreliable, and data correction was therefore

s.t., xl ≥ 0
xTl 1 ≤ 1

(5)

C. Spectral CT Data Acquisition
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Material
Ihigh
Ilow
Gdhigh
Gdlow
Cahigh
Calow

Calibration
Conc.
15.86
7.93
19.66
9.83
146.29
73.14

Test
Conc.
9.52
4.76
11.79
5.90
87.77
43.89

TABLE I: Concentration of materials for Calibration data and Test data
in mg/mL

(a)

Fig. 1: Material Concentration

(b)

(c)

and spatial location

performed to eliminate outliers and make sinograms consistent. The first set of phantom solutions was used to calibrate
the mixing matrix (please refer to the 2nd column of Table
I). Then that mixing matrix was used in the forward model of
reconstruction for a 2nd set of phantom data (please refer to
the 3rd column of Table I).
The scanner employed is a photon-counting spectral CT
scanner manufactured by MARS Bioimaging (Christchurch,
NZ). The photon-counting detector comprises 5 CdZnTe sensors separated by small gaps and bonded to a Medipix 3RX
chip. Each detector panel has 128 rows and 128 channels, and
0.11 mm × 0.11 mm “pixel pitch”. Scan voltage was 80 kV p
with an X-ray tube current of 35 µA. The total number of
views was 720 in an axial scan mode. The resulting dimension
of the sinogram was 128 rows, 663 channels, 740 views.
Source to iso-center distance was 200 mm, and source to
detector distance was 250 mm. The energy bins are (1) 7.0 −
19.0, (2) 19.0 − 29.0, (3) 29.0 − 38.8, (4) 38.8 − 51.1, and (5)
51.1 − 82.6 keV . The photon count rate per pixel was kept to
10 photons/ms to mitigate pulse pileup effects. The exposure
time was 125 ms. No external beam filtration was used. Sensor
pixels collect with ”charge-summing mode.” Average counts
per detector pixel was 1500. Voxel size of reconstructions was
0.4 mm × 0.4 mm × 0.5 mm. Reconstruction field of view
was 61 mm.

(d)

(e)

Fig. 2: Middle slice of LAC image reconstruction of each energy bin
sinogram for mixing matrix estimation. Display window [0, 0.1]
(a) Bin1:7.0 − 19.0 keV , (b) Bin2: 19.0 − 29.0 keV , (c) Bin3:

29.0 − 38.8 keV , (d) Bin4: 38.8 − 51.1 keV , (e) Bin5: 51.1 − 82.6 keV
Energy
Bin
Bin
Bin
Bin
Bin

1
2
3
4
5

W ater
0.0301
0.0345
0.0253
0.0196
0.0177

Linear Attenuation Coefficient
Iodine
Gadolinium
Calcium
8.0544
7.5169
0.7722
4.9786
11.1868
1.0905
5.9366
8.1421
0.7815
7.2125
4.8177
0.4259
3.7628
8.4091
0.2395

TABLE II: Mixing matrix computed from 5 sinograms and ground truth.
All values of linear attenuation coefficient are in mm−1

E. Spectral Reconstruction
MBIR of basis material fractional concentration images is
now performed directly from the collection of 5 new sinograms. The output reconstruction images are material maps
for the basis materials’ volume fractions. The result presented
here comes from iteration 150.
III. R ESULTS

D. Mixing matrix computation
Individual reconstructions from every bin were first performed with scalar MBIR. This furnished 5 LAC images, each
from a different energy bin. 10 slices of each LAC image
volume were used to compute M. The mixing matrix was
computed from ROIs shown in red in Fig 2. The following
equation must be satisfied ideally
MxT = µ

(9)

where x is a Q × M matrix that represents material fraction
of Q voxels in ROIs that is known from ground truth, µ is a
E × Q matrix that denotes LAC of Q voxel in ROIs from E
reconstructed bins. M is computed with least-squares linear
regression using the following
M = µx(xT x)−1

(10)

The resulting attenuation coefficients may be found in Table
II.
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The computed mixing matrix M is used in the model based
iterative algorithm to reconstruct the material fraction images.
The convergence is slow because of the poor condition number
of the Hessian in (4). Since the tube solutions are nearly
constant in z direction, we show only one reconstructed slice
of the total image volume. Each ROI is the center square patch
of the 2-D image within each tube.
Spatial Loc.
ROI1
ROI2
ROI3
ROI4
ROI5
ROI6
ROI7

Ground Truth (volume fraction)
Basis Material
W ater
Iodine
Gadolinium
1.000000
0
0
0.998073 0.001926
0
0.999036 0.000964
0
0.998509
0
0.001490
0.999253
0
0.000746
0.946408
0
0
0.972463
0
0

Calcium
0
0
0
0
0
0.053591
0.027536

TABLE III: Ground Truth from the phantom solutions. Contrast agents
are spatially orthogonal. Note that the values in volume fraction have been
converted from concentration (mg/mL) in Table I 3rd column
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(a)

the condition number of the mixing matrix is large.
Some of the individual reconstructed LAC images have
ring artifacts and some have circular bands that have voxels
with clearly different LAC value from their neighbors. This
is caused by inconsistent behavior of some detectors and contributes to error in the estimate of material fraction’s average
values within the ROI. Another potential source of error could
be the noise in mixing matrix from the calibration dataset as
pointed out in [3]. Inter-material difference in material fraction
values was not penalized in the regularizer term U (xl ) but will
be explored in future work.

(b)

IV. C ONCLUSION

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3: Reconstructed image of material fraction of
(a) Water: Display window [0, 1.2]. (b) Iodine: Display window [0, 0.006].
(c) Gadolinium: Display window [0, 0.006]. (d) Calcium: Display window
[0, 0.15]
Spatial Loc.
ROI1
ROI2
ROI3
ROI4
ROI5
ROI6
ROI7

Estimated values (volume fraction)
Basis Material
W ater
Iodine
Gadolinium
0.987255 0.000248
0.000196
0.997248 0.002288
0.000137
0.997725 0.001237
0.000149
0.997719 0.000190
0.001621
0.998700 0.000238
0.000951
0.935048 0.000016
0.000119
0.961056 0.000049
0.000096

Calcium
0.000035
0.000102
0.000000
0.000468
0.000110
0.064815
0.038797

TABLE IV: Estimated average values of material fraction within ROIs.

Spatial Loc.
ROI1
ROI2
ROI3
ROI4
ROI5
ROI6
ROI7

Error (volume fraction)
Basis Material
W ater
Iodine
Gadolinium
1.27 %
—
—
0.08 %
18.81%
—
0.13 %
28.35%
—
0.08 %
—
8.80%
0.05 %
—
27.48%
1.20 %
—
—
1.17 %
—
—

Calcium
—
—
—
—
—
20.94%
40.89 %

TABLE V: Error in estimation of volume fraction within ROIs (in %).

In Table IV, We see that some amount of iodine, gadolinium, and calcium erroneously appear in some tubes, but overall
the values are close to the ground truth values of Table III.
In the center of the image there is a Teflon screw that does
not match any of the basis materials. It can be seen in the
material fraction images that the outer periphery of the screw
is approximated by water and the inside is approximated by
iodine and gadolinium (and air). As concentration decreases,
in Table V the percentage error is observed to increase for
each material, which makes sense since SNR value drops and

Accurate estimation of the spectral mixing matrix is important for a good linear model. After computation of the matrix
from a set of calibration measurements, direct reconstruction
of material fraction images was performed successfully. Average values within ROIs are consistent with the ground truth.
Future work will include mixed or spatially coincident contrast
agent and tissue compositions of varying concentration, as well
as small-animal contrast studies.
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Perturbation Response of Model-based Material
Decomposition with Edge-Preserving Penalties
Wenying Wang, Grace J. Gang, Matthew Tivnan, and J. Webster Stayman
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore MD, 21205

Abstract—Spectral CT permits material discrimination beyond
the structural information in conventional single-energy CT.
Model-based material decomposition facilitates direct estimation
of material density from spectral measurements, incorporating
a general forward model for arbitrary spectral CT system,
a statistical model of spectral CT measurements, and flexible
regularization schemes. Such one-step approaches are promising
for superior image quality, but the relationship between regularization parameters, imaging conditions, and reconstructed
image properties is complicated. More specifically, the estimator
is inherently nonlinear and may include additional nonlinearities
like edge-preserving regularization, making image quality metrics
intended for linear system evaluation difficult to apply. In this
work, we seek approaches to quantify the image properties of
this inherently nonlinear process through an investigation of
perturbation response - the generalized system response to a local
perturbation of arbitrary shape, location, and contrast. Such responses include cross-talk between material density channels, and
we investigate the application of this metric in a sample spectral
CT system. Inspired by the prior work under assumptions of
local linearity and shift-invariant we also propose a prediction
framework for perturbation response using a perceptron neural
network. The proposed prediction framework offers an alternative to exhaustive evaluation and is a potential tool that can be
used to prospectively choose optimal regularization parameters
based on imaging conditions and diagnostic task.
Index Terms—Spectral CT, CT image quality, Nonlinear system analysis

I. I NTRODUCTION
PECTRAL CT is finding an increasing number of clinical
applications with its ability to perform material discrimination, provide quantitative density estimates, reduce artifacts, and provide specialized scans (e.g. virtual non-contrast,
monoenergetic reconstructions, etc.). There are a diversity
of approaches that enable spectral CT. Fundamentally, such
scanners require multiple spectral channels achieved, e.g.,
through kV-switching, source-side filtration, multiple sources,
or detectors that have channel-dependent energy sensitivity
such as dual-layer or photon-counting detectors.
Conventionally, material decomposition is accomplished in
two steps in one of two ways: 1) Image-domain decomposition
methods 1 estimate material density maps from attenuation
values individually reconstructed from each spectral channels.
This method estimates the densities as a linear or polynomial
combination of attenuation coefficients in different spectral
channels, and often needs further correction for inherent beamhardening artifacts. 2) Projection domain decomposition takes
spectral measurements and first estimates line integrals for
each basis material. 2 These line integrals are then reconstructed into material density maps. This method inherently
accounts for the beam-hardening effect but generally requires
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spectral data where the geometry is consistent between channels (e.g., common line integrals are required across channels).
Recently, a number of one-step model-based material decomposition (MBMD) approaches have been developed to
estimate material densities directly from the spectral CT measurements. 3;4;5 Such MBMD methods are flexible and allow
for different system geometries between spectral channels 5 ,
improved system modeling 6 , and inherent modeling of spectral
effects for beam hardening, etc. Moreover, integration of
measurement statistics and prior knowledge through advanced
regularization has the potential to achieve better image quality
or higher sensitivity for lower-dose protocols.
Despite the benefits and flexibility of MBMD, the image
properties of the reconstructed material density maps can be
complex. Similar to traditional model-based iterative reconstruction approaches for single-energy imaging, MBMD has
dependencies on a number of imaging conditions including
reconstruction parameter values, patient size and anatomy,
location in the patient, x-ray technique, etc. Moreover, image properties are more complex than standard single-energy
imaging where the focus is on a single volume. In additional
to single image considerations like noise and resolution there
are typically biases in one material basis that can result in correlated “cross-talk” in the other material bases. The inherently
nonlinear forward model makes it difficult to apply traditional
image properties metrics like point spread function and noise
power spectrum. However, under a locally linear and shiftinvariant assumption, one can consider local forms of point
spread function and noise power spectrum. The authors have
previously explored such approximations to derive closed-form
predictors of noise and resolution (and cross-response) in the
case of quadratic regularization. 7
Simple quadratic regularization is limited in the degree of
image quality improvements available as compared to more
sophisticated regularization approaches. In this work, we seek
to analyze and predict more general image properties under
more nonlinear processing. Specifically, we apply the concept
of perturbation response (previously used in a single-energy
reconstruction 8 ) to spectral CT and MBMD. We consider the
particular case of MBMD with an edge-preserving penalty
and investigate the response to arbitrary perturbations over a
range of imaging conditions and parameters. The perturbation
response is general and includes the same kind of crossresponse correlations between material bases described above.
In addition to the investigation of perturbation response
as a tool to quantify image properties in MBMD, we also
seek an approach to enable a general prediction framework
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for perturbation response. Specifically, we investigate the use
of a perceptron neural network - trained using a sampling
of perturbation responses - to prospectively predict more
arbitrary responses. The structure of this network is motivated
by prior analysis under quadratic regularization conditions.
Network outputs are validated for a class of spiculated iodine
perturbations, with special attention to the cross-talk between
material bases.
II. M ETHODS
A. Background
1) Model-based material decomposition: The polychromatic
forward model from Tilley et al 5 relates the mean measurements vector ȳ (over angles, pixels, and spectral channels) to
the material density vector ρ (over materials and voxels):
ȳ = GS exp{−QAρ}

(1)

where A, Q, S, G denote the system projector, material mass
attenuation, spectral sensitivity, and non-spectral gain, respectively. Note that the spectral sensitivity matrix S carries both
source-side spectral modulation and spectral sensitivity of
detectors. With a flexible system matrix A, the forward model
is suitable for various spectral CT systems including kVswitching, photon-counting detectors, dual-layer detector, etc.
Presuming the spectral measurements follow multivariate
Gaussian with covariance Ky , the material decomposition ρ̂
is estimated by minimizing the following objective function
including a data fidelity term and a regularization term R(ρ):
1
(2)
ρ̂ = argmin (y − ȳ)T K−1
y (y − ȳ) + R(ρ).
2
ρ
Here we adopt an in-basis Huber penalty as the regularization
term. The total penalty is computed as the sum of a Huber
penalty with independent regularization parameters (βk , δk ) in
k th material basis:
X X X
R(ρ) =
βk
ψk (ρjk − ρnk )
(3)
k

ψk (x) =

(

j

n∈Nj

1 2
2x ,

δk |x| −

1 2
2 δk ,

|x| ≤ δk
.
|x| > δk

(4)

H(ρs ) = ρ̂(y(ρ + ρs )) − ρ̂(y(ρ))

(8)

where ρs , ρ, ρ̂, y denote the multi-material perturbation, unperturbed anatomy, decomposition method, and spectral measurements, respectively. The perturbation response characterizes the dependencies on imaging conditions through forward
model y(·), decomposition method through decomposition
operator ρ̂(·; βk , δk ) and patient anatomy ρ. Note that this
expression reduces to the local impulse response used to form
(5) when ρs is an impulse in material k at location j.
To investigate perturbation response dependencies under
varying imaging conditions, we emulated a dual-material
phantom consisting of soft tissue and iodine (Figure 1) for
spectral CT measurements in an 80/140 kV-switching dualenergy CT system, where the source-to-detector distance was
1200 mm and the source-to-axis distance was 600 mm. We
chose perturbations to be spiculated lesions of 1.5, 2.0, or
2.5 mm radius, which were inserted at 17 different locations.
The contrast of each perturbation was 10 mg/mL or 5 mg/mL.
The perturbation responses at the central location 1 and the
location 2 near the edge were investigated in detail. We
emulated 360 angles × 540 bins noiseless projections and
reconstructed 2 material bases, each composed of 150 × 270
0.5 mm cubic voxels. For each perturbation evaluation, we
performed a 4D sweep over regularization strengths and
thresholds in soft tissue and iodine bases (βs , βI , δs , δI ) with
values summarized in the second column of Table I. For
MBMD optimization we used the preconditioned approach in
Tivnan et al 9 with 10 iterations of preconditioned Newtons
method, each with 20 subiterations of conjugate gradient
descent to apply inverse Hessian, followed by 200 iterations of
separable paraboloidal surrogates (Tilley et al 2019 5 ). Perturbation responses were computed as defined in (8) and analyzed
with varying decomposition parameters and perturbation size.
C. Perturbation response prediction framework

2) Local impulse response prediction in quadratic MBMD:
In previous work 7 , we derived a mathematical expression for
the local impulse response in MBMD with a quadratic penalty
which is locally linearizable. The response to a local impulse
at the j th voxel in the k th material basis is
lkj = [F + R]−1 Fejk ,

(5)

F = AT QT WT K−1
y WQA,

(6)

W = GSD{exp{−QAρ}},

B. Perturbation response in MBMD with Huber penalty
Extending previous work 8 to material decomposition, we
define the system response, H(ρs ), to an arbitrary perturbation
ρs as the difference between mean MBMD estimates with and
without the perturbation:

(7)

where ejk is a Kronecker delta vector that has a single unity
element at the j th voxel in the k th material basis, F is the system Fisher information term, R is the Hessian of the penalty
term R(ρ), and W is the spectral channel-wise weights. The
above closed-form expression carries dependencies on imaging
system characteristics (A, Q, S, G), patient anatomy (through
W, Ky ), and the regularization (R).

While the derivation in II-A2 presumes local linearity
and does not strictly apply to Huber-penalized MBMD, this
general form can approximate the Huber approach if the
quadratic penalty is appropriately tuned. Specifically, choosing
a quadratic regularization strength based on selection of an
operating point for the Huber penalty sufficiently close to the
penalty as evaluated at the solution. (Figure 2a). This surrogate
indicates that for MBMD with Huber, the effective Hessian
of the Huber penalty term, R̃, is dependent on location and
data in addition to the regularization parameters. Furthermore,
the regularization is locally shift-variant, thus a direct inverse
is improper. More generally, the perturbation response can
be written as a nonlinear function of the Fisher information
term operating on the perturbation and the effective Hessian
of Huber penalty term:
H(ρs ; ρ) = f (Fρs , R̃(ρ, ρs , {βk }, {δk }))
(9)
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TABLE I: Parameters for training and testing
Dataset
Perturbation radius (mm)
Regularization
βw
strength
βI
Regularization
δw
threshold(mg/mL)
δI

Training
1.5, 2.0, 2.5
1.8E8, 1.8E9, 1.8E10
2.7E10, 2.7E11, 8.5E11
150, 15, 1.5
3, 0.3, 0.03

Testing
1.8, 2.3
5.7E8, 5.7E9
4.3E10, 4.3E11
50, 5
1, 0.1

Fig. 1: Dual-material (soft tissue and iodine) digital phantom
with spiculated lesion perturbations in iodine. Perturbation
responses are evaluated at the central location 1 and location
2 near the edge.
Note that the above function still carries dependencies on
imaging conditions and penalty design but represents a potential minimal input response estimation. Gang et al. 10 used
a multi-layer perceptron network (Figure 2b) to predict the
perturbation response in penalized-likelihood reconstruction
with Huber penalty in conventional single-energy CT. In this
work, we adopt a similar network structure to predict the
nonlinear relationship between the input, including a local
region-of-interest circumscribing the perturbation in Fρs and
regularization parameters (βk ,δk ), and the perturbation response in all material bases.
A perceptron neural network (2b) was trained using retrospective perturbation evaluation with a sweep of regularization
parameters and perturbation size as the training set. Prediction
feasibility was validated with a testing set with differing perturbation size and regularization parameters. The perturbation
radius and MBMD parameters for training and testing are
summarized in I.
III. R ESULTS
A. Perturbation response dependencies
The dependencies on pairs of regularization parameters are
illustrated with perturbation responses computed retrospectively with varying reconstruction parameters and perturbation
sizes. We denote the in-basis iodine perturbation response as
HI (ρI ), outlined in red, while Hs (ρI ) marks the response in
the soft-tissue material basis to the inserted iodine perturbation, outlined in blue.
The 2.5 mm perturbation response at the central location 1
with varying regularization strengths or thresholds are summarized in Figures 3a and 3b. Figure 3a shows perturbation
responses with varying regularization strengths (βs ,βI ). When
we increased βI , we observed shrinkage of response in iodine,
but also increased cross-talk in soft tissue. With increased βs ,
the cross-talk was reduced, while the contrast in iodine was
less biased. Figure 3b illustrates the dependency on varying
regularization strength and threshold in iodine (βI , δI ). Again,
the size of perturbation response shrank with increased βI , and
was more distinct with increased regularization threshold δI .
Figure 3c shows the responses to perturbations of three
different sizes with the same regularization parameters. The
spiculated feature of 2.5 mm and 2.0 mm perturbation was
maintained, while in the 1.5 mm perturbation response was
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eliminated. The cross-talk in water also varied with perturbation size. Compared with the perturbation responses at
location 1 , the perturbation response at location 2 was more
isotropic, showing shift-variant image properties.
B. Perturbation response prediction
Figures 4a and 4b summarize the comparison between
measurement and prediction of perturbation responses at the
central location 1 with varying βI or δI , respectively. The
prediction exhibits good agreement with the measured perturbation response in general shape and intensity with varying
decomposition parameters. Figure 4c displays the measured
and predicted perturbation responses of two different sizes at
location 2 . Again, we observe good agreement between the
measurement and the prediction, where the spiculated feature
diminished with decreased perturbation size. The proposed
prediction framework successfully captures the nonlinear properties in Huber MBMD. However, small mismatches are
notable between measurement and prediction, especially in
cross-talk in the water basis. Note that current prediction
network was trained with limited samples for each variable.
We conjecture the residual mismatch can be reduced with more
samples included in the training set.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we adopted the perturbation response as a
generalized image quality metric for edge-preserving MBMD.
The dependencies on decomposition parameters and locations
are observed and analyzed with retrospective evaluations. We
adopt a generalized prediction framework using neural networks and extend it to the spectral scenario. With the proposed
prediction framework, perturbation response can be quantified
with Fisher-information-like perturbation inputs, providing a
potential avenue for prospective image quality analysis and
control.
Ongoing work includes application of the perturbation response to additional stimuli including varied (1) perturbation
shape, (2) surrounding anatomy, e.g, lung nodules in thorax
imaging or liver lesions in abdomen imaging, and (3) varying
material combinations, for example, a hyper-dense perturbation in iodine and a hypo-dense perturbation in soft tissue.
Future work will further investigate the ability of the neural
network approach to generalize the prediction response to
varied patient anatomy, location, stimuli, etc.
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Convolutional Neural Network based Iterative Metal
Artifact Reduction
David Weller, Maik Stille, Philipp Koch, Mark Dreier, Alfred Mertins and Thorsten M. Buzug

Abstract—The presence of metal objects within the human
body is an ongoing problem for medical computed tomography
despite the availability of various artifact reduction strategies.
Especially, iterative metal artifact reduction has shown to perform well. Over the last decade, convolutional neural networks
have achieved remarkable results in various fields of image
processing. Recently, the application of this concept has produced
the first promising results on the reduction of metal artifacts
in computed tomography. We propose a Convolutional Neural
Network based Iterative Metal Artifact Reduction (CI-MAR).
The iterative scheme is defined by the following steps: An artifact
reduction by filtering a corrupted image, followed by a sinogram
update with projection data of the filtered image. An image,
reconstructed from this updated sinogram is the output of one
iteration. Results show an improvement in artifact reduction
compared to a linear interpolation approach.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The presence of metal implants or objects with high attenuation coefficients can cause severe image artifacts in computed
tomography (CT). X-rays that pass through these structures
experience a high attenuation that leads to inconsistencies in
the sinogram. A common assumption in the field of computed
tomography is that the attenuation behavior of the employed
radiation can be approximated by the laws of monochromatic
attenuation. When X-rays pass through structures with very
high attenuation, their lower energy spectral components experience a considerably stronger attenuation than their higher
ones. As a result of this so-called beam-hardening it is no
longer possible to sufficiently model the attenuation behaviour
as monochromatic. Furthermore, the strong attenuation of
metal objects can lead to an increased ratio of scattered
photons, as well as an enhanced partial-volume-effect due to
sharp edges. Applying the filtered-backprojection (FBP) on
this corrupted data generates images that show strong artifacts
in the form of streaks that spread from the high-attenuation
structures. In general, strategies for metal artifact reduction
(MAR) can be separated into two categories: correcting corrupted data with a Beam Hardening Correction (BHC) and
interpolation of the corrupted data with methods such as the
Linear Interpolation (LI), Normalised Metal Artifact Reduction (NMAR) [1] or iterative schemes such as the Augmented
Likelihood Image Reconstruction (ALIR) [2]. The BHC tends
to fail in the presence of large or very high density objects
D. Weller, M. Stille and T.M. Buzug are with the Institute of Medical
Engineering, University of Lübeck, Ratzeburger Allee 160, 23562 Lübeck,
e-mail: (see {weller, stille, buzug}@imt.uni-luebeck.de).
P. Koch, M. Dreier and A. Mertins are with the Institute for Signal
Processing, University of Lübeck, Ratzeburger Allee 160, 23562 Lübeck, email: (see {ph.koch, mark.dreier@student, alfred.mertins}@uni-luebeck.de)
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while interpolation in the projection domain can introduce
new artifacts in the reconstructed images [3] [4]. Iterative
reconstruction techniques based on these strategies are able
to reduce artifacts very well but can be highly sensitive to
hyperparameters that have to be adapted according to the size,
position or even material of the implants. Therefore, none of
these strategies has been able to establish an universally and
satisfyingly applicable MAR-approach. Over the last decade,
deep learning has proven to be highly effective for classification as well as regression problems. In the area of image
processing, the concept of the Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN) has repeatedly outperformed conventional methods.
Therefore, CNNs have already been applied to various problems of medical imaging, including metal artifact reduction.
By now, concepts have been introduced that apply CNN based
correction in the image or projection domain as well as dual
domain approaches. Previous works in this area have shown
that CNNs are able to significantly reduce metal artifacts but
tend to leave some remaining artifacts or introduce unintended
image smoothing. An area that has not been examined yet is
the usage of neural networks in the context of an iterative CT
reconstruction or correction scheme. Therefore, the goal of this
work is to implement a CNN Based Iterative Metal Artifact
Reduction (CI-MAR) that is capable of a stepwise reduction
of metal artifacts while avoiding over-smoothing by ensuring
a maximum consistency to uncorrupted projection data.
II. M ETHODS
A. Basic concept
To provide a context for the following detailed explanations
of experiments and training data, the goal of this subsection
is to outline the basic approach of our algorithm:
1) Identification of corrupted data: The proposed CIMAR can be interpreted as an enhancement of the LIMAR because its aim is to reduce the characteristic
streak artifacts of this method. Therefore, as a preparation for an iterative artifact correction, the LI-MAR
has to be applied. From an FBP of an uncorrected
sinogram S0 an initial image f0 is reconstructed. From
this image, a threshold-based segmentation obtains a
binary segmentation image fseg of the metal objects. A
forward projection (FP) of fseg generates a sinogram
Simpl . All entries of Simpl that differ from zero can easily
be identified as projection data of the implant and be
used for segmentation of the corrupted data.
2) LI-MAR: By using the segmentation of the implant,
the corrupted projection data is replaced with a linear
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interpolation. An FBP of the resulting sinogram SLI-MAR
reconstructs an image that contains the typical artifacts
of LI-MAR. This image fLI is now progressively refined
regarding the streak artifacts.
3) CNN-based filtering: This step marks the begin of the
iterative scheme. A CNN i , specifically trained for this
task, is used to reduce artifacts in an image fi-1 that is
the output of the previous iteration i 1. This artifact
reduction is performed by filtering the image. At the
start of the first iteration, a CNN 1 applies such a filter
on the LI-MAR image fLI . We denote the CNN-based
filtering as CNN-step. The
outcome of the CNN-step is
0
an intermediate image fi .
0
4) Sinogram update: Applying a FP, a sinogram Si is
0
generated from the filtered image fi . By using the
segmentation of the metal trace from Step 1 the trace
0
of the implant in Si can be identified. The values at
0
the corresponding entries in Si are used to replace the
corrupted entries in the original sinogram to acquire an
updated sinogram Si .
5) Image update: By using the FBP, an updated image fi
is obtained from the updated sinogram Si . This image
is used as input for the next iteration i + 1.
The iterative character of the scheme is given by repeating
Steps 3 to 5. The basic assumption of this approach is that the
CNN in Step 3 can reduce artifacts by replacing the streaks
with values that are closer to the correct physical attenuation.
This filtering can even cause an unintended over-smoothing.
But we expect this effect to be negated by Steps 4 and 5, which
we summarize as the reco-step. The FP of the filtered image
0
fi yields a replacement for the corrupted projection data that
is more consistent with the uncorrupted projection data. Based
on this, an FBP of the sinogram Si , which is optimized with
respect to its overall consistency, should again generate an
image with reduced artifacts. By involving all the uncorrupted
projection data in the reco-step, the potentially unintended
over-smoothing in the CNN-filtering should be reduced. The
workflow of the CI-MAR is visualized in figure 1.
B. Network Architecture
The applied CNN is shown in figure 2. Its main features are
based on the work of Zhang et al. [5]. The input layer of our
architecture handles a crop Icor of the corrupted image with
a size of 64 ⇥ 64 pixels that is obtained by a prior LI-MAR.
This input is propagated through 5 consecutive convolutional
layers. A final residual layer connects the input of the network
to the output of the last layer. The convolutional layers 1
to 4 are designed identically, each one contains 32 3 ⇥ 3
convolutions. The rectified-linear-unit (ReLU) is applied as a
non-linear activation function for these layers. Layer 5 consists
of a single 1 ⇥ 1 convolution without activation function and
therefore produces a single channel output tensor as output.
The final residual layer predicts an image by subtracting the
output of convolutional layer 5 from the input of the network.
A zero padding is applied before each convolution so that all
layers can operate at the same resolution. This architecture
matches the concept of convolutional neural networks. The
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Fig. 1. Basic approach of the CI-MAR: The artifact reduction starts with a
conventional LI-MAR (1-3). Its outcome is iteratively refined by a CNN-based
filtering and a subsequent sinogram update (4-6).

basic assumption behind the architecture is that within the first
four convolutional layers, image features in increasing levels
of abstraction are detected. Based on these features a residual
image Ires can be synthesized by the last convolutional layer.
In general, a residual image Ires can be regarded as a prediction
of an image error. In this case, it matches a prediction of streak
artifacts that overlay an uncorrupted image Iunc . Therefore, an
artifact-free or artifact reduced image Iunc can be obtained by
the linear operation:
Iunc = Icor

(1)

Ires .

This operation is executed within the residual layer whose
inputs are the residual image Ires and the corrupted input image
Icor . The residual layer was added to simplify the training of
the networks. It has previously been suggested that it is easier
for a neural network to learn the prediction of an error than
to learn the synthesis of a complete error-free outcome [6].

1@64 × 64

32@64 × 64

32@64 × 64

32@64 × 64

32(3 × 3) Conv2D

32@64 × 64

1@64 × 64

1 (1 × 1) Conv2D

1@64 × 64

residual layer

Fig. 2. The architecture of the CNN: From 4 subsequently generated feature
maps, a residual image is synthesized. Within the residual layer, the prediction
of the error is subtracted from the corrupted image.

C. Training
1) Training data: In order to simulate training data for the
CNN, transversal slices of the hip region of clinical CT-images
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were collected. Spherical objects were manually inserted into
the hip joints of these images to generate an artifact-free
and implant-inserted image fimpl . By performing an FP of
the images fimpl and fseg , two sinograms were generated.
Analogous to the workflow of an LI-MAR, the projection
data of the implants, stored in the sinogram Simpl , could
be identified from the sinogram of fseg and subsequently be
replaced by linear interpolated values. By performing an FBP
of the interpolated sinogram, an image fLI is reconstructed. As
a consequence of introducing interpolated values, this image
contains streak artifacts and therefore resembles the outcome
of a LI-MAR.
To simulate the hip endoprosthesis problem relevant for
medical CT, this procedure was applied to CT images of the
hip. The data consists of 20 CT volumes of the hip area of 20
different subjects. The transversal resolution of 0.977 mm and
an axial resolution of 1.405 mm. From 18 of those subjects,
495 slices are collected as training data, with 25 to 31 slices
per sample and a resolution of 150 ⇥ 220 pixels. We reserved
56 slices from the two remaining subjects as validation data.
This validation data was employed to calculate a validation
loss during the training of the networks and to evaluate the
performance of the established CI-MAR. For the training of a
CNN 495 images as training samples are a very low number.
Therefore, as a tool of data augmentation, 40 randomised crops
with a resolution of 64 ⇥ 64 pixels were taken from every LIMAR image, as well as its artifact free version. Overall, 19800
training and 2240 validation crops xi , yi were generated with
this scheme.
2) Training of the networks: The execution of the proposed
artifact correction for a fixed number of iterations n can be
described as:
CI-MARn (fLI ) =

reco ( n ( reco (. . .

2 ( reco ( 1 (fLI ) . . . ))).

(2)
In this formula fLI denotes the LI-MAR input image and i a
CNN that is specifically trained for the reduction of artifacts
at iteration i. The function reco sums up the Steps 4 and 5 of
CI-MAR, as shown in figure 1. To ensure that at each iteration
a properly adapted filtering is performed, we train a separate
network i for each iteration i. These networks i all match
the architecture that is shown in figure 2. The first network
0
0 is trained on the set of random sampled LI-MAR image
crops. Following this, the LI-MAR get sampled in a sorted
fashion and subsequently filtered by the now trained network
0 . The complete training schedule, including the generation
of the training data, is outlined in figure 3.
3) loss function: The mean-squared-error (MSE) is a common loss function for training a neural network on regression problems and has already been applied to CNN-MAR
approaches [5] [7]. The basic MSE of a networks prediction
0
image y and its ground truth y, both with a size of n ⇥ m
pixels, is given by
0

MSE(y, y ) =

0

k(y
y)2 k
.
n⇥m

(3)

A property of MSE is that all elements of its input arguments
affect its outcome, independently of the content they describe.
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Fig. 3. Training concept:(1-2) collection with images, resembling the outcome
of an LI-MAR. (3) randomised training samples are collected from the images,
to train a CNN (4). By executing the CI-MAR with the trained network on
the training data, the next generation of training data is produced (5-7). This
data can then be used for training another CNN for the next iteration.

Specifically referring to training a CNN on the reduction of
metal artifacts, the network would also have to learn to assign
a metal implant the correct intensity values. Therefore, we
want a neural network to solely focus on the reduction of
streak artifacts that overlay diagnostically relevant anatomical
structures. To enable this behavior, a mask ymask 2 [0, 1]64⇥64
is used to determine the MSE-based loss function MSEmask , in
which the pixel values of the metal implants have no influence
on the result and thus on the training process.
With the Hadamard product being this loss function can
be denoted as
0

MSE(y, y )mask =

0

kymask (y y )2 k
.
64 ⇥ 64

(4)

D. Experiment setup
We implemented the algorithm for a total number of three
iterations and therefore subsequently trained three networks.
For the training of all three networks, the same parameters
were chosen: The AdAm Optimizer, a batch-size of 240 and an
initial learning rate of 0.001 that was reduced by a factor of 10
when the training loss stagnated for 10 consecutive epochs. We
included an early stopping regularisation to prevent overfitting.
This regularisation finishes the training, when the validation
loss does not improve for 15 epochs. The network 1 of
iteration 1 was trained until epoch 53, network 2 until epoch
43 and training of network 3 was stopped after epoch 42.
The training was implemented in Keras using a Tensorflow
backend and executed on a Geforce GTX Titan Black GPU
with storage of 6144 MB.
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where µ is the mean of an image, 2 the variance and
its covariance. To avoid singularities, the constants c1 and c2
are introduced. A constant ci is given by ci = (ki L)2 with
the default factors k1 = 0.01 and k2 = 0.03, L specifies
the dynamic range of the pixel values. The SSIM produces
outcomes in the range of [ 1, 1], where 1 indicates a complete
match between two images.
III. RESULTS

SSIM

0.7
0.65

Fig. 5. Row wise comparison of metal inserted CT data as ground-truth,
a conventional LI-MAR and our CI-MAR after three iterations. The images
are plotted in a window of [-1000 HU, 700 HU]. Our correction significantly
reduces the streak artefact, especially the image quality of the area between
the hip joints profits from our correction.

quality of the area between the implants benefits from the
reduced artifacts.

LI-MAR
CNN ﬁltered
reco step

0.6
1

2

3

6000

MSE
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We use the MSE and Structural Similarity Index Metric
(SSIM) for the evaluation of the proposed algorithm. The
SSIM is a method for measuring the similarity between two
images. It is motivated by predicting the human perception of
such a similarity [8]. For two images a and b SSIM can be
calculated as
(2µa )µb + c1 )(2 ab + c2 )
SSIM(a, b) = 2
,
(5)
(µa + µ2l + c1 )( a2 + l2 + c2 )

CI-MAR

E. Evaluation

ground-truth

5

5000
4000
1

2

3

iteration

Fig. 4. Image scores for three iterations of the CI-MAR: Except for the first
iteration, CNN filtering worsens both evaluation metrics as expected, sicnce
over-smoothing as been introduced. However, the subsequent reco-step always
improves the image quality beyond the level of the last iteration.

Figure 4 shows image scores for SSIM and MSE based
on a subject of our evaluation data. For each iteration i the
image scores are separately plotted: The
intermediate result
0
in form of the CNN-filtered image fi and the outcome fi
of the subsequent reco-step. To compare the performance of
the algorithm with a conventional MAR method, the same
image scores are plotted for LI-MAR. Both SSIM and MSE
show an improvement over all three
iterations. For the first
0
epoch, the CNN-filtered image fi alone is an improvement
in comparison to LI-MAR that is noticeably increased by the
reconstruction step. As expected, the following two iterations
show a slightly different behavior: For both consecutive iterations, the CNN-filtering reduces the image quality, compared
to the result of the previous iteration. But the following
reconstruction step raises both image scores above the previous
iterations level. Figure 5 shows the outcome of the third
iteration of our method for two slices with artifacts in different
intensities. Two slices are shown with different levels of
corruption, due to the varying spread of the implants at these
positions. The first row shows the original CT image with
an artificially inserted implant, the results of a LI-MAR are
depicted in the second one. Row three shows the outcome
of our iterative correction. For both levels of corruption, the
streak artifacts are significantly reduced. Especially the image

IV. D ISCUSSION & C ONCLUSION
We conclude that the proposed iterative correction scheme
can significantly improve various image scores on our test
data, compared to a conventional LI-MAR approach. The
quality of the images profits from the iterative use of a CNNbased filtering, sinogram and subsequent image update. Both
evaluation metrics indicate an over-smoothing due to the CNNfiltering. The following sinogram and image update can still
lift the image quality beyond the level of the former iterations,
as was assumed. In a next step, the effect of different loss
functions should be evaluated, as well as more sophisticated
data augmentation to enable the training of larger networks.
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Prior information for CT reconstruction from
thermal data
Alessandro Piol, Patricia M. Berdon, Manuel Desco, Monica Abella

Abstract— In conventional cone beam computed tomography
systems, the source-detector pair rotates around the patient
through 360 degrees (full angular span) to acquire generally more
than 360 projections. Sometimes, only a low number of projections
can be acquired and/or a smaller span angle can be covered by the
machine, due to movement limitations. In these scenarios the 3D
image reconstruction may be affected by severe artifacts. The lack
of information can be compensated by using iterative
reconstruction algorithms introducing prior assumptions to help
restricting the solution search space. The sample surface, which
could be obtained with a 3D scanner just before the CT
acquisition, would provide good prior information. The problem
with a 3D scanner is the difficulty in acquiring some kind of
surfaces, as shiny surfaces, in which the light scatters and bounces
in uncontrollable directions. Moreover, many times patients are
covered by cloaks or clothes, which prevent the scanner light to
reach directly the interested surface. This work presents an
alternative approach by using an infrared camera. Evaluation on
small-animal data shows that two-dimensional thermal images can
be used to obtain the surface mask, with the purpose to use it as
prior information in iterative reconstruction algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION
In cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) systems, source
and detector rotate simultaneously around the patient, generally
covering a complete span angle of 360 degrees, to acquire a set
of planar radiographies from different view angles. In this case,
the three-dimensional image reconstruction can be done
through simple filtered-backprojection algorithms [1], reaching
a good image quality.
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There are situations in which the minimum span angle for an
exact reconstruction may not be possible, due to movement
limitations, such as in the operating room, where the patient is
connected to monitoring equipment. A high step angle or an
insufficient span angle results in streak artifacts and edge
distortions that can hinder the correct diagnosis. A possible
solution to compensate for this lack of data is the use of new
advanced iterative reconstruction methods that include prior
assumptions, in order to restrict the search space and find an
optimal solution. In some applications, these prior assumptions
can be based on a preliminary reconstruction of a complete
dataset such as in respiratory or cardiac gating [2]. However, in
static CT with limited data this type of information is not
available, thus it is advisable to find a different prior. Another
option for the prior data is to assume the non-negativity of the
solution or to restrict the search field to the field of view (FOV).
In [3], the sample contour was proposed as prior information in
a surface-constraint reconstruction algorithm (SCoLD), in
order to further restrict the search space. Fig. 1 shows an
example of the result of applying that methodology in order to
reconstruct limited data (only 70 projections and 140 span). As
can be seen in the figure, the use of the advanced reconstruction
method including the surface mask compensates for the lack of
data, achieving an image quality close to the gold standard (360
projections and 360 span).

Fig. 1. Axial slice of a small-animal thorax study. Left: Reconstruction of
limited data using FDK-based reconstruction. Center: Reconstruction of limited
data using advanced iterative reconstruction including the surface information.
Right: FDK-based reconstruction of full data (gold standard).

The work in [3] uses a 3D structured light scanner, which is
a fast and easy way to measure the three-dimensional shape of
an object, but provides the real surface of the sample only if the
interested surface can be directly reached by the light emitted
from the device. In surgery, for example, patients may be
covered by surgical drapes, and the 3D light scanner would not
provide the real surface of the patient. If the drape material
satisfies specific spectral conditions, the patient surface could
be analyzed without removing the drape, using thermal
imaging, defined as the conversion of infrared radiation (heat)
into visible images.
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Since temperature is considered a useful marker of various
diseases, thermal cameras are currently used in the medical
field. Despite this, the use of thermal images in the medical field
is generally limited to the 2D space; they can be used for
detecting inflammation and changes in microcirculation,
indices of diseases such as cancers [4] or diabetes [5]. In the
case of 3D clinical thermography, reconstructions which
include thermal information are only obtained by adding the
thermal data to a previously obtained 3D model, as in [6].
In this work, we present the evaluation of the use of a thermal
camera to reconstruct the sample surface, with the possibility of
using it as prior data in advanced iterative reconstruction
methods.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The evaluation was done on a rodent chest study, comparing
an ideal mask with the masks obtained from surface analysis,
which was done in two different ways: (1) by acquiring thermal
images, which were successively processed, and (2) by
acquiring directly the contour information with a 3D light
scanner. All animal procedures conformed to EU Directive
2010/63EU and national regulations (RD 53/2013) and were
approved by the local ethics committees and the Animal
Protection Board of the Comunidad Autónoma de Madrid
(PROEX 241/19).
The rodent was shaved in the region of interest since the
animal hair, which is not visible in the CT image, would appear
in the thermal images due to its spectral features. We need
detectable landmarks for helping in the thermal surface
reconstruction and for the image registration process between
the surface masks and the ideal mask.
Ceramic markers were chosen for the different thermal
emissivity they have with respect to the animal skin, which
results in a difference in color in the thermal images. Six
markers were located on the back of the rat, three near the neck
and three in row in the lower part of the back, avoiding the lung
region, in which the CT field of view was centered. Fig. 2 shows
the animal ready for the acquisitions.

Fig. 3. Animal covered with a plastic bag (left), thermal image of the rodent
under analysis not covered (center) and covered by a plastic bag (right).

The 3D reconstruction software for thermal images we used,
the 3DF Zephyr (3D Flow, Italy), is based on finding common
critical points within the images, in order to obtain the different
angle views from where the various photos have been taken
and, hence, to combine them in a three-dimensional model. The
surface was extracted using 90 thermal images. The look up
table (LUT) of the images was found to be critical for the
software performance, and best results were found by
converting the standard thermal LUT into greyscale images.
We compared the 3D surface obtained with the thermal
images with that obtained with the Artec Eva 3D structured
light scanner, which comes with a dedicated software to process
the acquired data.
Fig. 4 shows the surfaces obtained with the two methods.
Meshes were cleaned and cropped to be similar in dimensions
to the reference CT volume.

Fig. 4. Cleaned and cropped surfaces obtained with the Artec 3D structured
light scanner (left) and with the Seek Thermal Compact PRO camera (right).

The animal was acquired with the Argus micro-CT
(SEDECAL), obtaining 360 projections, covering the entire
span angle of 360 degrees. The CT image was reconstructed
with Mangoose, an FDK-based algorithm [7, 8], using all the
acquired projections and resulting in a 514×514×574 volume
without artifacts (reference volume).
The ideal mask used as reference was obtained by
thresholding from the reference image (360 projections taken
within a 360-degree span), as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Rodent set up for the acquisitions. Ceramic markers are placed over a
medical tape for a better stability.

Thermal images were acquired using a Seek thermal compact
PRO thermal camera, which has a detector of 320×240 thermal
sensors array. The acquisitions were done trying to cover the
rodent from different positions and distances, in order to reduce
errors and deformations during surface generation. We also
made a thermal acquisition of the animal covered by a simple
white plastic bag. Fig. 3 shows how the plastic bag does not
affect the rodent visualization, while it would prevent the
surface extraction with the structured light scanner.

Fig. 5. Axial view of the reference FDK reconstruction (left) and the
correspondent mask of the same slice (right).

We used 3D Slicer [9] to perform a fiducial registration
between the reference CT volume and, individually, the two
surface models. The registration was performed in the same
way for both thermal and light-scanner surfaces.
The ceramic markers were used as landmarks for the
generation of a rigid registration transform including scaling,
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which position was marked manually in the 3D space. Fig. 6
shows the landmarks in the 3D space, before generating the
transform based on the spatial position of the blue markers from
the surface model, with respect to the red ones from the
reference volume.
The cost function for the transform is based on the distances
between the landmarks that represent the same critical points;
the final quality of the registration is quantified as the root mean
square error (RMSE) in mm.

Fig. 6. Landmarks visualized in the 3D space. Red markers refer to the FDK
reference volume (right panel). Blue markers refer to the 3D scanner surface
model (left panel).

The registered surface model was converted into a voxelized
volume with the same voxel size of that of the reference
volume. Finally, this 3D surface model is cropped to be adapted
to the reference FOV in the longitudinal axis and extended in
order to recover missing information, not visible for the thermal
camera (below the animal). For this last step, we acquired a CT
of the bed alone and obtained a mask by thresholding. We added
this mask to the light and thermal mask volumes and filled the
gap between the bed and the surface masks.
To evaluate the accuracy of the mask obtained with both
methods (thermal and light based) we compared them with the
ideal mask using the Dice-Sørensen coefficient (DSC) [10]:

DSC =

2∙|𝑋∩𝑌|
|𝑋|+|𝑌|

Fig. 7. Screenshot of Slicer3D interface, showing the 3D surface model
obtained from the thermal data (top) and the light scanner (bottom). The raw
masks are shown overlapped to the reference CT volume for the three views.

Fig. 8 shows the final masks (514×514×574 with a voxel size
of 0.123 mm) after filling the missing data in the lower part of
the CT.

(1)

where X and Y are the two logical volumes to be compared.
To evaluate the effect of the mask on the final reconstruction,
when used as a prior, we used SCoLD to reconstruct a limitedview acquisition using 160 projections over a 160-degrees span
from the complete dataset. The effect of the errors in the masks
on the quality of the reconstruction was evaluated based on the
RMSE between the reconstructed images and the reference
FDK reconstruction (full-dose). Since the objective was only
the comparison of the effects on the reconstructed image using
the different masks, no effort was done to optimize the
reconstruction parameters.

Fig. 8. Ideal reference mask (left), 3D scanner mask (center) and thermal
surface mask (right).

Table I shows the Dice-Sørensen coefficients calculated
between the final masks and the RMSE between the volumes
reconstructed using the two surface masks and the ideal one.
TABLE I
Light scanner

Thermal

DICE-SØRENSEN

0.8724

0.8456

RMSE

1.1743

1.4300

III. RESULTS
Fig. 7 shows the raw thermal and light masks (transparent
green) overlapped to the reference CT volume, in the three
projection planes. Regarding the quality of the registration step,
we obtained an RMSE of 0.6581 mm and RMSE of 0.6712 mm
for the thermal and light masks respectively. As we can see, the
mask contours well follow those of the reference CT, in the
upper part of the volume.
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Fig. 9 shows the central axial slice of the different
reconstructed volumes. Results with SCoLD using the two
masks are similar to that using the ideal one, providing a
removal of the limited-view artifact present in the FDK
reconstruction (see arrow).
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improve their identification and enhance the registration
process.
The final reconstructions show that these errors have little
effect in generating the masks, resulting in similar outcomes for
ideal, thermal and light masks. Since the objective was only to
compare the effects on the reconstructed image using the
different masks, no effort was made to optimize the
reconstruction parameters.
The preliminary results shown here suggest the possibility of
using thermal images as prior information for image
reconstruction of limited-view acquisitions, even when the
patient is covered with certain materials, given that these
materials have a specific spectral response within the camera's
thermal sensors.
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elsa - an elegant framework for precision learning
in tomographic reconstruction
David Tellenbach∗ , Tobias Lasser∗

Abstract—Deep learning techniques are currently dominating
medical image processing methods. However, tomographic reconstruction, as employed in X-ray computed tomography, is
not very well suited to end-to-end learning, due to the very high
model complexity of its inverse problem. Precision learning seeks
to drastically lower model complexity by incorporating prior
knowledge into deep neural networks, such as known physical
models like forward and backward projection operators discretizing the X-ray transform. In this work we present an approach of
integrating highly efficient low-level deep learning libraries, such
as oneDNN or cuDNN, into our existing open source framework
for tomographic reconstruction elsa. We present our elegant
architecture of the framework and the efficient integration of
deep learning techniques, together with a simple show case of
precision learning in X-ray computed tomography.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years, deep learning has taken the image processing world by storm. Almost all of the state-of-the-art methods
in medical image processing tasks, such as detection, recognition, segmentation, registration, and physical simulation, are
now based on deep learning approaches [6].
However, for solving inverse problems in tomographic reconstruction, progress has been a lot slower [2] due to the
complexity of the reconstruction problem. Many approaches
focus only on pre- or post-processing, for example to suppress
noise or remove artifacts. End-to-end learning the tomographic
reconstruction process has met with less success due to the
high model complexity this requires. For example, for the
novel imaging modality Anisotropic X-ray Dark-field Tomography where spherical scattering functions are reconstructed
from X-ray dark-field measurements [11, 12], modeling the
inverse problem as a deep network would require on the order
of 6 quintillion (6e18) parameters. This is not feasible both in
terms of memory required during training and inference, and
in terms of training data required.
One solution approach to this is to incorporate prior knowledge into neural networks, such as known physical models,
like the forward and backward projection operators modeling
the X-ray transform in X-ray Computed Tomography (CT).
This reduces model complexity drastically and allows tighter
maximum error bounds [7]. This approach is also known as
precision learning. Typically, this is implemented by integrating that prior knowledge into deep learning frameworks such
as TensorFlow or PyTorch.
Since known operators such as the forward and backward
projection operators in X-ray CT are computationally quite
∗ D. Tellenbach and T. Lasser are with the Technical University of Munich,
Department of Informatics, Munich, Germany.
Contact: lasser@in.tum.de
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intensive, they are typically implemented using one or multiple
GPUs to accelerate the computations in their own software
frameworks [4, 1, 3, 5]. Hence, efficient integration into the
deep learning frameworks, which use GPUs themselves to accelerate their computations, is quite difficult [10]. Additionally,
the frequent releases of the deep learning frameworks often
involve API changes breaking that integration.
In this work, we go the opposite way of integrating deep
learning algorithms into our existing framework for tomographic reconstruction elsa [5]. Building on highly optimized
low-level libraries such as the “oneAPI Deep Neural Network
Library” (oneDNN) by Intel [9] and the “CUDA Deep Neural
Network library” (cuDNN) by NVIDIA [8], which also drive
popular deep learning frameworks such as TensorFlow or
PyTorch, we aim at an elegant and very efficient framework
that can easily handle precision learning tasks in tomographic
reconstruction, while taking full advantage of the computational power of GPUs and specialized hardware such as tensor
cores.
Our framework elsa is implemented in modern C++17,
using the CMake build system for platform independence,
featuring high unit-test coverage and continuous integration
for reliability and correctness. It is published as open source
under the Apache 2.0 license and can be found at https:
//ciip.in.tum.de/software.html. The corresponding code to this
abstract currently resides in the branch “precision-learning” in
the linked git repository.
In the following we briefly present the general architecture of our framework elsa, followed by our architecture
for integrating deep learning into the framework to enable
precision learning. As an example we present two simple
code examples to show how tomographic reconstruction and
precision learning in X-ray CT can be expressed in elsa.
Finally we conclude with a short summary.
II. ELSA A RCHITECTURE
A. General architecture
elsa expresses the inverse problem of tomographic reconstruction as a generic optimization problem using series
expansion,
arg min E(x),
x

E(x) = D(Ax, m) +

K
X

λk Rk (x)

k=1

where x is the quantity to be reconstructed, D(Ax, m) denotes a data term and the Rk (x) are regularization terms
with corresponding regularization parameters λk . The data
term D(Ax, m) is expressed as a linear operator A being
applied to x, the measured data m, as well as a functional
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D evaluating Ax and m into a real number. As an example,
A could represent the discretized X-ray transform, with D a
weighted least squares functional 21 kAx − mk22,W , while Rk
could be a total variation regularization term kF xk1 , with F
denoting a finite differences operator. Together with suitable
approximation algorithms solving the optimization problem,
this design allows a flexible, operator- and optimization-based
framework for tomographic reconstruction.
These mathematical concepts are represented in code by the
following classes:
•

•

•

•

•

DataContainer. This class stores a vector (such as x
or m) of arbitrary dimension, for example a linearized
representation of a 3D volume using N 3 voxels on the
CPU or the GPU. A DataDescriptor is associated with
each DataContainer, providing information on the dimensionality and size of the data, and various convenience
routines and operator overloads for arithmetic operations.
LinearOperator. This class represents a linear operator A, providing apply and applyAdjoint methods to
compute Ax and AT y, respectively, and operator overloads for concatenating operators. Derived classes provide
actual operators such as Scaling, FiniteDifferences, or
JosephsMethod, which implements a discretized X-ray
transform. Vertically or horizontally stacked versions of
other operators are supported by BlockLinearOperator.
Functional. This class represents a functional f : x 7→
f (x) ∈ R mapping a vector x (a DataContainer) to a real
value. Derived classes implement, for example, various
norms such as L2NormPow2 or L1Norm. Together with
Residual representing the term Ax − m for a given LinearOperator A (which may be a composite of other linear
operators via operator overloading) and DataContainers
x and m, these functionals enable the formulation of
concrete data terms such as D(Ax, m) and regularization
terms Rk (x).
Problem. This class and its derivatives tie together a functional D(Ax, m) for the data term together with functionals for regularization terms Rk (x) into an optimization
problem. Examples are classes like WLSProblem and
TikhonovProblem. Routines are provided to compute the
value, gradient, or Hessian of the data and regularization
terms for use in first- or second-order methods.
Solver. This base class allows the computation of an
approximate solution to a given Problem. Derived classes
include, for example, CG implementing the conjugate
gradient method, or StochasticGradientDescent. Each
solver class will try to convert a provided Problem into
a form that it can handle (such as QuadricProblem for
CG), otherwise it will fail.

It should be noted that each class modeling a mathematical
expression knows how to evaluate its value as well as its first
and second derivatives, with automatic appropriate applications of the chain rule.
Various other classes provide support, for example projective Geometry to model acquisition geometries, input/output
helpers, as well as convenience classes such as TrajectorGenerator and PhantomGenerator that enable easy implementa-

tion of toy problems without requiring availability of real data.
B. Deep learning architecture
In order to integrate deep learning techniques into the elsa
framework, we chose a layer-based approach to represent
neural networks, which mirrors the low-level libraries such as
oneDNN [9] or cuDNN [8]. The backend implementing the
low-level layer operations efficiently is abstracted away from
the frontend interface to the elsa library, in order to support
choosing different low-level libraries at compile-time while
providing an elegant user interface.
The base class Layer provides a generic interface, providing
information on the DataDescriptors describing the input and
output dimensionality and sizes, as well as the currently
activated backend.
Derived classes currently include DenseLayer and ConvLayer for dense and convolutional layers, PoolingLayer for
pooling operations, ActivationLayer to support various activation functions, as well as LRNLayer for local response
normalization and SoftmaxLayer to implement the softmax
function.
Each layer has a corresponding backend layer that is chosen at compile-time and which contains all essential logic
to perform inference, training or learning. Figure 1 shows
the hierarchy of all implemented network layers and their
corresponding backend layer classes.
Various initializers that are frequently used in Deep Learning are supported by the RandomInitializer class. Tying the
layers together is the SequentialNetwork class, which allows
building up networks layer by layer. Due to the modular
backend structure, network inputs can be propagated through
the backend layers, reducing the need for expensive data
copies.
Inference is directly supported by the network via the functions forwardPropagate and getOutput, while training (using
solvers, see below) is support by train.
Of particular importance for precision learning is the FixedLayer class, that allows wrapping a LinearOperator for inclusion as a layer without trainable parameters into the neural
network, with appropriate gradients for back-propagation. This
design allows to integrate already implemented operators into
a common Deep Learning setup without any need for reimplementations.
For network training, several loss functions are implemented
such as MeanSquareError or CrossEntropy. Training itself is
done via StochasticGradientDescent, with optional support for
batch-training. The popular optimizer ADAM is available as
well to improve training performance.
In the following section we will demonstrate how these
class can be used to implement deep neural network inference
and training, as well as how to formulate precision learning
network architectures.
III. S HOW CASE
First we will show a brief example program illustrating
the use of elsa for tomographic reconstruction, followed by
a simple show case illustrating how to perform precision
learning with our deep learning integration in elsa.
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Layer
OneDNNLayer
TrainableLayer
OneDNNTrainableLayer
DenseLayer
OneDNNDenseLayer
ConvLayer
OneDNNConvLayer
ActivationLayer
OneDNNActivationLayer
ReluLayer
OneDNNReluLayer
LogisticLayer
OneDNNLogisticLayer
TanhLayer
OneDNNTanhLayer
FixedLayer
OneDNNFixedLayer
SoftmaxLayer
OneDNNSoftmaxLayer
LRNLayer
OneDNNLRNLayer

Fig. 1: Class hierarchy for interface network layers and their
corresponding backend classes for the oneDNN backend.
A. Tomographic reconstruction
The following example code shows how to setup a 2D
Shepp-Logan phantom, how to simulate a sinogram, and how
to perform a reconstruction.
// generate 2d phantom of size 256x256
auto size = IndexVector_t::Constant(2, 1, 256);
auto phantom = PhantomGenerator<real_t>::
createModifiedSheppLogan(size);
// setup circular trajectory with 180 angles
index_t numAngles{180}, arc{360};
auto [geometry, sinoDescriptor] =
CircleTrajectoryGenerator::createTrajectory(
numAngles, phantom.getDataDescriptor(),
arc, size(0)*100, size(0));
// setup operator for 2d X-ray transform
JosephsMethod projector(phantom.getDataDescriptor(),
*sinoDescriptor, geometry);
// simulate the sinogram
auto sinogram = projector.apply(phantom);
// setup reconstruction problem
WLSProblem problem(projector, sinogram);
// run conjugate gradient solver for 20 iterations
CG solver(problem);
auto reconstruction = solver.solve(20);

B. Precision learning
As a simple show case of our deep learning integration
into elsa, we show how filtered backprojection reconstruction
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(FBP) with a filter learned by precision learning can be
expressed in elsa, similar to what was done already in [10].
The network architecture is very simple: the sinogram is
input to a convolution layer (ConvLayer) modeling the filter
in FBP, the backprojection is implemented as a FixedLayer
wrapping the SiddonsMethod operator discretizing the X-ray
transform with no trainable parameters, followed by an ActivationLayer implementing ReLU as a non-negativity constraint.
The final network output is the reconstructed image. The
convolution layer is initialized with a Ramp-Filter, which is
improved during the training process.
The network architecture can be produced by this code:
// set phantom size to 512 x 512
auto phantomDims = IndexVector_t(2);
phantomDims << 512, 512;
DataDescriptor phantomDesc(phantomDims);
// setup geometry with 180 poses applied on a
// 360 angle
index_t numAngles{180}, arc{360};
auto [geometry, sinoDesc] =
CircleTrajectoryGenerator::createTrajectory(
numAngles, phantomDesc,
arc, 51200, 512);
// setup operator for 2d X-ray transform
SiddonsMethod projector(phantomDesc,
*sinoDesc, geometry);
// construct sequential network with oneDNN backend
// that accepts sinograms as input
auto model = SequentialNetwork<float,
MlBackend::OneDNN>(*sinoDesc);
// set options for convolution layer
auto weightsDims = IndexVector_t(2);
filterDims << 1, 512;
auto weightsDesc = DataDescriptor(weightsDims);
auto strides = IndexVector_t(2);
strides << 1, 1;
// add Conv layer with 1 filter as described above
model.addConvLayer(weightsDesc, strides,
Padding::Same);
// add operator for 2d X-ray transform as FixedLayer
model.addFixedLayer(&projector);
// add ReLU as non-negativity constraint
model.addActivationLayer(Activation::Relu. 1e-10f);
// set MSE as loss function
model.setLoss(Loss::MeanSquareError);
// Use a learning rate of 0.2e-9
model.setLearningRate(0.2e-9f);
// compile the model, i.e., allocate memory,
// create backend topology etc. ...
model.compile();
// Initialize Conv layer with Ramp-Filter
model.layers(0).setWeights(rampFilter);

We trained our model on Shepp-Logan-like Phantoms with
randomized modifications and corresponding sinograms. For
learning we chose a simple mini-batch gradient decent scheme
with a learning rate of 0.2 · 10−9 applied in 100 iterations.
MeanSquareError served as our model’s loss function.
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and the integration of deep learning techniques based on highly
efficient low-level libraries such as oneDNN or cuDNN, in
order to enable precision learning for tomographic reconstruction tasks. Our code is available as open source under the
Apache 2.0 license at https://ciip.in.tum.de/software.html.
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a PSNR of 23.53dB. (b) shows the reconstruction using a
learned filter which yields a PSNR of 24.64dB.
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Reconstruction of Blood Vessel Paths from Sparse
Cone Beam Projection Images using Neural
Networks and Ray-Tracing
Maximilian Wattenberg, Lasse Hansen, Philipp Klein, Mattias P. Heinrich, Maik Stille, and Thorsten M. Buzug

Abstract—X-ray C-arms are routine instruments in interventional procedures, providing instant information on anatomical structures. Thereby, physicians often rely on 2-dimensional
projection images taken from different view angles estimating
the spatial arrangement. Assumptions based on these partial
information are prone to errors and may risk a successful
outcome of the intervention. Modern X-ray C-arms track their
spatial positions or can even move along specified trajectories.
This enables the reconstruction of a patient’s anatomy and
provides volumetric image data with reasonable speed. However,
due to safety reasons the C-arms’ motion speed is limited.
Furthermore, a certain minimum number of images have to be
acquired in order to achieve satisfying reconstruction results.
This paper aims to introduce a tomogram-less reconstruction
algorithm, which calculates vessel paths from very few projection
images for guidance during interventions.
Index Terms—Blood vessel, C-arm, reconstruction, ray-tracing,
X-ray, structured prediction, convolutional neural networks

I. I NTRODUCTION
ASCULAR illnesses like coronary artery disease, thrombosis, or aneurysms are potentially life-threatening and
indicate an angiographic examination. Different methods for
angiography on various imaging modalities like magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT) are
available in the clinical routine. Whereas MRI- and CTangiography provide detailed 3-dimensional representations of
a vascular tree, they come with the drawback of low temporal
resolution or higher exposure to ionizing radiation. Especially
for interventional angiography fast and low-dose methodologies providing a 3-dimensional vessel tree representation are
desired. At present, in order to navigate through arteries
physicians often rely upon multiple separately acquired 2dimensional projections and therefore have to estimate the true
3-dimensional vessel path. The works of Navab, Wiesent, et al.
introduce an approach, for which multiple projection images
are acquired using an X-ray C-arm. Subsequently, a tomogram
is reconstructed with a cone-beam reconstruction approach [1],
[2]. Even though their approach requires far fewer projection images than complying the Nyquist-Shannon sampling
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a)

b)

Fig. 1. Polygon mesh vessel model (a) and the according spline vertices (b).

theorem would require, still 50-100 projections and a few
minutes for the reconstruction are required [2], [3]. Tomogramless alternatives are topic of research [4]. In the following,
we will introduce a proof of concept for a tomogram-less
reconstruction approach, which aims to calculate centerlines
of vessels from 5 projections. A clinical application with such
features would increase the quality of interventional surgeries
as the 3-dimensional navigation paths could be consulted in
short periods.
II. M ATERIAL AND METHODS
The following sections describe: the simulation process
of the digital blood vessel phantoms used throughout the
experiments, the artificial intelligence-driven detection of the
vessel centers in the projection images, the reconstruction
approach for calculating the vessel paths in the 3-dimensional
space, and the methods used for evaluating the accuracy.
A. Data generation
In order to prove the concept of a tomogram free vessel path
reconstruction, simplified vessel models were generated synthetically. The vessel models consist of multiple isolated pipelike structures represented as polygon-surface meshes. These
models were scanned using a circular trajectory generating
the desired projection images. As the vessel reconstruction
relies on the detection of the vessel center in the projections
a neural network was trained in order to undertake this
task. The polygon-mesh generation, the virtual scanning, and
the training data generation are described in the following
paragraphs:
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Fig. 2. Side view of a subset of the generated phantoms. The models may
serve as a visual reference of a specific model in the results section.

geometries onto the detector using a projection matrix derived
from the scan geometry. The projected spline is converted into
a binarized projection image, providing the ground truth for
the desired vessel center detection (see Figure 3.b).
As the vessel center detection relies on a data-driven approach, a base data set and an additional training data set
were generated. For the base data set 20 phantoms were used
and scanned in the sparse trajectory resulting in 360 image
pairs. The additional data set used 64 vessel phantoms and
the same trajectory leading to a total number of 1872 training
data pairs. An image size of 512 × 512 pixels was chosen.
B. Blood vessel detection

1) Digital phantom: The vessel models are generated in
such a way that the modeling process provides the centerline
of the vessel as ground truth and the volumetric polygon mesh
as a scannable model.
The modeling process starts with the generation of the vessel centerline, which is modeled as a helix-like 3-dimensional
spline. Whereas helices often consist only of a single circular
path, the orbit of the used helix is the sum of three helices
with different amplitudes, phases, and frequencies. This path
calculation can be seen as the sum of Fourier coefficients. The
sample coordinates of the spline are defined by:
2(n − 1)cm π
+ θm ,
N
3
X
x(n) =
Am cos(ϕm (n)),

ϕm (n) =

m=1

L
L
+ (n − 1)
,
2
N −1
3
X
Am sin(ϕm (n)),
z(n) =

y(n) = −

m=1

where n ∈ N denotes the sample index, N represents the number of samples, L is the length of the vessels. The variables
for the number of cycles per vessel length: cm ∈ [0.2, 3.0],
the amplitude of the helix: Am ∈ [0.8, 1.8], and the phase of
the helix: θm ∈ [0, π) are three randomly chosen parameters
out of the specified intervals. The specified spline is widened
into a pipe-like polygon surface mesh by creating a circle1
of the size r ∈ [0.8, 1.2] and assign it to the spline using
Blender 2.81 (Blender Foundation, Amsterdam, Netherlands).
This procedure is performed for up to 8 single vessels, which
subsequently are set apart and joined into a single phantom
containing multiple vessels (see Figure 1).
2) Projection images and training data: The phantoms
are scanned under a sparsely sampled circular trajectory of
18 steps and an angle increment of 10 ◦ . The scans are
performed using aRTist (Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung
und -prüfung, Berlin, Germany), an X-ray simulation software
often used for research in the field of industrial CT. One
example of the simulated projection images is shown in
Figure 3.a. Furthermore, the splines, which were used for the
generation of the blood vessels, are projected under the same
1 In

Blender the circle is represented in the Bezier format.

The task of detecting the centers of a broad image structure
suggests the use of skeletonizing algorithms as described in
[5] or [6]. Standard skeletonizers rely on a binarized image,
whereas the potentially overlaying blood vessels would require
a sophisticated image processing, which separates the blood
vessels into several image layers. However, the latest developments in the use of neural networks for image segmentation,
e.g. the U-Net architecture, established a quick alternative,
given the fact suitable training data are at hand [7]. The architecture of the neural network used for the centerline detection
is based on a U-Net like architecture. The encoder part consists
of eight convolutional layers, where every second layer uses
stridden convolutions to downsample the feature maps by a
factor of two. With each downsampling step, the filters are
doubled starting with 16 filters in the first layer. To upsample
the feature maps in the decoder part we employ four layers
of bilinear interpolation and succeeding convolutions, which
yields a final feature map at the resolution of the original input
image. Skip connections at corresponding resolution levels
enrich semantic information with low-level features. The blood
vessel centerlines are predicted from the last feature maps
using a final 1 × 1 convolutional layer. All other convolutional
layers are applied with a kernel size of three and are followed
by a LeakyReLU activation function with a slope of 0.1. To
supervise the training of the convolutional neural network
(CNN) we use a loss function L that combines the binary
cross-entropy (BCE) and Dice loss (DICE) to
L = 0.001 · BCE + DICE,
which was shown to produce sharp edges in previous works on
deep learning based structured prediction [8]. The network was
trained for 120 epochs. ADAM (adaptive moment estimation)
optimization with an initial learning rate of 0.001 is used to
stabilize training, the learning rate is decayed by a multiplicative factor of 0.1 after 60 and 90 epochs [9]. Additionally,
batch normalization is applied throughout all layers with a
batch size of 16.
C. Blood vessel reconstruction
The vessel center reconstruction uses the tomogram-less
object edge detection algorithm described in detail in [10],
with minor modifications to suit the different input data of
detected vessel center projections. In general, the algorithm
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different models, the percentage of the true positives were
evaluated for the first 10 phantoms and the 18 geometries
separately. Thus, the mean percentage over the 10 models
calculated for each of the read-out angles and the mean
percentage over the angles were calculated for each phantom
(see Figures 4 and 5). To produce the centerline predictions for
the complete training data set (N=1152) we performed a 5-fold
cross-validation (fold/phantom ids: 1/1-13, 2/14-26, 3/27-39,
4/40-52, 5/53-64), where the CNN was trained on the base
data set (N=360) and four of the five folds of the training data
set and outputs were predicted for all images in the remaining
fold (see Table I).
2) Vessel tree reconstruction: The vessel center reconstruction results in a point cloud, where each coordinate lies along
the centerline of the vessel. The reconstruction approach is
evaluated using a subset of the Hausdorff distance, which is
defined as


h(P, Q) = max sup inf (||p − q||), sup inf (||p − q||) ,
p∈P q∈Q

Fig. 3. The projection image of one of the phantoms (a) is paired with the
corresponding projection of the ideal vessel centerline (b) and serve as training
data for the data driven detection algorithm. The detection result (c) of the
trained neural network is subtracted from the ground truth. The difference
image (d) indicates the quality of the detection exemplary.

locates the position of a specific object feature in the 3dimensional space with a ray-tracing approach, thus inverting
the projection matrix. The object feature can be of different
types, like object edges or vessel centers. The ray-tracing
spawns potential locations of the object features as a point
cloud. As the inversion of a projection matrix is an illposed problem the point clouds of potential feature locations
may have false-positive elements. Therefore, multiple point
clouds of potential feature locations need to be generated from
different pairings of projection geometries. These point clouds
are merged by clustering. Finally, the clusters are filtered by
a threshold over the number of contained potential feature
locations.
For the reconstruction of the vessel centerlines a subset
of 5 of the 18 projection geometries, used for training, is
taken into account. The ray-tracing is performed for all pairing
combinations of the 5 geometries. A threshold was manually
chosen on the final clustering result.
D. Evaluation
The following evaluation methods were either performed for
the accuracy of the CNN-based skeletonizing approach or for
the reconstruction algorithm.
1) Vessel center detection: For the evaluation of the CNN
the output images were compared with the ground-truth images driven from the projection of the initial vessel centerline.
The detection result for an example image and the difference
image to the corresponding ground truth are calculated and
presented in Figure 3. As a measure for the accuracy of the
vessel center detection the ratios of the true positive positioned pixels were calculated. In order to investigate potential
influences of either the different projection geometries or the
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q∈Q p∈P

where P and Q represent the reconstructed point cloud and the
samples of the splines and ||p − q|| represents the Euclidean
distance between any two points of the point clouds. Figure
6 shows the infima of both point clouds as box-plots for the
first ten vessel phantoms.
III. R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results for the evaluation of vessel center detection in
the projection images and the accuracy of the reconstruction
will be discussed in the following two subsections.
A. Vessel center detection
A first impression of the quality of the vessel center detection can be gained considering Figure 3. The four images
show: a) the simulated projection image of one of the vessel
phantoms, b) the ideal projection of the spline, which was
used during modeling, c) result of the vessel center detection,
performed by the CNN, and d) the difference image between
b) and c).
Figure 4 shows the mean percentage of true positive detected vessel center pixels for multiple vessel phantoms. The
ratio of the true positives is plotted for the 18 different projection geometries, which are indicated by the corresponding
read-out angle, separately. The average percentage of the true
positively detected pixels is above 93.09%. The data show
no influence of the projection geometry on the quality of
the detection procedure, indicating independence of the CNN
regarding the scan geometry.
The generalization capability of the CNN can be derived
from the Figure 5. For each of 10 different phantoms the mean
percentage of true positive pixels averaged over all of its projections, is shown. The accuracy of the vessel center detection
deviates slightly more than the angle related counterpart. This
is most likely due to the different complexity levels in between
the phantoms, wherein the number of simulated blood vessels
may vary between 2 and 8. It is evident, that a higher number
of blood vessels intersect each other in projection images more
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Fig. 4. Mean percentage of true positive detected vessel center pixels over
10 vessel phantoms plotted against the circular trajectory positions.
TABLE I
R ESULTS OF THE 5- FOLD CROSS - VALIDATION .
Phantom

True positives in %

V1 to V13

93.6

V14 to V26

92.7

V27 to V39

94.9

V40 to V52

94.8

V53 to V64

93.6

often, impeding the detection. Also the different diameters
of the single vessels may have an influence, as small blood
vessels have higher transparency as larger ones and therefore
might be partially hidden by those. Table I summarizes the
result of the cross-validation and show very similar results
overall combinations.
B. Vessel tree reconstruction
Figure 6 shows the similarity of the reconstruction result
and the simulated vessel center spline for the first 10 phantoms
indicated by V1 to V10 . For each phantom the infinitum from
the reconstructed vessel center to the ground truth spline is
represented by the dark box-plot, whereas the infinitum from
the ground truth to the reconstruction result is represented by
the bright box-plots. Even though the reconstruction results
have multiple outliers, the majority of the reconstructed pixels
are below 5 pixels to the ideal vessel centers. Taking the high
resolution of the simulated detector of 512 × 512 detector
elements into account, this shall provide the physician with
an approximation of the true vessel positions.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In the present work, the concept of a tomogram free
vessel reconstruction approach for navigation during minimal
invasive intravascular procedures has been introduced. For
simulated phantoms the CNN showed high detection accuracy
of the vessel centers in the projection data. The ray-tracing algorithm was able to calculate the vessel path in 3-dimensional
space from only 5 projection images, with the most data
points having a small distance to the ideal position. More
comprehensive adjustments to the reconstruction algorithms
will most likely reduce the number of outliers, which will
increase the quality of the reconstruction result.

True positive pixels in %
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Fig. 5. Mean percentage of true positively detected vessel center pixels over
the 18 projection geometries shown for 10 phantoms individually.
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Fig. 6. The box-plots show the infinitum between the true vessel center
location and the reconstruction result for different vessel phantoms (V1 to
V10 ). Dark box-plot: infinitum from reconstructed vessel centers to the ground
truth. Bright box-plot: infinitum from ground truth to reconstructed vessels.
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Abstract—Ring artifacts are a type of reconstruction artifact
that is common in X-Ray CT. Recently, methods based on
deep learning have been proposed to reduce ring artifacts in
reconstructed images. These methods are dependent on the choice
of reconstruction algorithm and often rely on a polar coordinate
transformation. Methods that directly operate in sinogram space
do not feature this dependency, do not require a coordinate
transformation while also operating in the space where ring
artifacts originate.
In this paper, we propose a deep neural network with a custom
loss function that operates exclusively in sinogram space for ring
artifact reduction. Results on real and simulated data show that
our method has similar or better performance compared to other
ring artifact reduction techniques that also operate exclusively
in sinogram space.
Index Terms—Deep learning, Tomography, Ring Artifact

R

I. I NTRODUCTION

ING artifacts are a type of reconstruction artifact that is
common in X-ray CT. They appear as a series of lines
that overlay the sinogram. Ring artifacts typically originate
from the X-ray hardware. In a synchrotron, for instance, the
X-ray detector, source and/or the monochromator may cause
ring artifacts [1, 2] due to variations in detector element
sensitivity [3, 4], defective elements [5], changes in sensitivity
between flatfield corrections [4], insufficient flatfield correction [5], variable (non-linear) response to beam hardening
[4–6], dusty or damaged scintillator screens [5, 7], varying
scintillator thickness [2, 4, 8], imperfections in the optical
coupling system [2] and drift or mechanical vibrations of a
monochromator [2]. After tomographic reconstruction, these
deviations appear as (partial) concentric circles [4] (see Fig. 1).
As these rings have an adverse effect on further image analysis,
it is desirable to reduce them.
Common methods that attempt to reduce ring artifacts
can be categorized in three groups: methods that operate in
sinogram space (e.g. [1–3, 5, 7, 8]), image space (e.g. [3, 4,
9]) or both spaces (e.g. [10–12]).
Recently, deep learning methods have been proposed to
reduce ring artifacts in CT images [11–13]. Wang, Li, and
Enoh [11] use a generative adversarial network with adversarial loss, perceptual loss and a unidirectional relative total
variation loss. Reconstructed images are first transformed from
cartesian to polar coordinates as a preprocessing step. The
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Figure 1: Artifacts on sinogram and reconstructed image.
method by Chao and Kim [9] also operates in image space
with use of polar coordinates. Ring artifacts are first detected
by using a smoothing operation, after which a trained radial
basis function neural network is applied to reduce the artifacts
on a pixel-basis. Finally, Fang, Li, and Chen [12] combined
both spaces in their work to estimate an artifact map, which
is subsequently subtracted from the initial reconstruction.
Multiple disadvantages are encountered when using methods that operate exclusively in image space. One is the need for
correctly selecting the center for the coordinate transformation.
A second limitation arises when working with reconstructed
images of low quality. Few-view or limited angle CT are examples where the reconstructed image quality is significantly
degraded and the artifacts have a less distinct pattern. A final
limitation when working exclusively in image space relates to
the fact that ring artifacts originate in sinogram space. They
can be viewed as signals that are local, i.e. at some detector
channel. After tomographic reconstruction, this locality is lost.
Finally, the appearance of ring artifacts in image space depends
on the tomographic reconstruction method that was applied to
obtain the image. This dependency implies that separate deep
neural networks need to be trained for different reconstruction
algorithms as the reconstruction of a sinogram with the same
line artifact may vary significantly depending on the choice of
algorithm.
To avoid the above mentioned, a deep learning approach
is proposed that works exclusively in sinogram space. To the
best of our knowledge, deep learning has not yet been applied
to sinogram preprocessing for ring artifact reduction. The
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Figure 2: Network architecture
proposed method is independent of the choice of reconstruction algorithm, does not rely on a coordinate transformation
and operates in the space where the artifact originates. To
achieve this, a deep neural network, similar to U-Net [14], is
implemented and trained on simulated data. Results on both
simulated and real data are compared to other methods that
operate in sinogram space. Our findings support the relevance
of exclusively using sinograms in ring artifact reduction.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
Similar to other papers that operate in sinogram space to
reduce metal artifacts [15, 16], a deep neural network was
implemented that is based on a U-Net architecture [14]. A
deep neural network (DNN) is a model that consists of several
processing units also known as layers. These layers could
be convolution/deconvolution, pooling/unpooling, and dense
operations. In the current study, a DNN similar to U-Net
was implemented (Fig. 2) to process sinogram data as to
reduce ring artifacts. It is a fully convolutional DNN with a
downsampling operation after every three convolutional layers.
Downsampling is accomplished by using a 3×3 convolutional
operation with a stride equal to 2. Note that the number of
channels is doubled after each downsampling operation in
order to preserve the information flow throughout the network.
The second half of the network consists of deconvolution and
upsampling layers to recover the signal back to the input
size. Note that every upsampling operation is followed by a
1×1 convolutional layer. There are several skip connections
inside the network architecture indicated by yellow arrows
in Fig. 2. The skip connections are not used in the original
implementation and make the model more parameter-efficient.
The skip connections transfer the high-frequency bands from
the early stages into the deeper layers which plays an important
role in preserving the sharpness of the output. The ReLU
activation function [17] is applied after each convolution,
except for the last layer which has no activation function.
The parameters were optimized using a combined loss
function. The first component, l1 , is a normalized L1 loss
between the network output and the target tensor, defined

by Eq. (1), with N the number of samples and y and ŷ the
expected and predicted result, respectively.
PN
|yn − ŷn |
l1 = n=1
(1)
PN
n=1 |yn |

The second loss, l2 , is given by Eq. (2) wherein a normalized
L1 loss is computed after convolving the difference between
the predicted and expected result with the vertical kernel, w,
of the Sobel operator.
PN
w ∗ (yn − ŷn )
l2 = n=1
(2)
PN
n=1 |w ∗ yn |
The final loss function, l, is the weighted summation of the
two separate components as shown in Eq. (3).
l = αl1 + βl2

(3)

Normalizing the loss functions allows to easily set and understand their relative contribution. Our results were acquired
with weights α and β set to 0.8 and 0.2, respectively. These
values were selected through experimentation.
The Adam optimizer [18] was utilized in the training
procedure with an initial learning rate equal to 3 × 10−3 and
other hyperparameters left to their default values. A dynamic
learning rate was used during training, reducing the learning
rate by 10% if the loss on training data had not decreased in
the 5 previous epochs. The model was built in Python version
3.6 using Tensorflow version 2.0 [19] as the framework of
choice and was trained for 180 epochs on a NVIDIA Tesla
K80 GPU using a batch size of 128.
III. E XPERIMENTS
A. Dataset
In order to provide the training database, ring artifacts were
simulated on clean images. To this extent, images from the
The Cancer Imaging Archive [20] were used (45640 medical
images, resized to 256 by 256 pixels). Every image, no
matter the modality, was included in the dataset. This ensured
that the network observed a large variation of sinograms
during training. Fig. 1 shows an example of a sinogram with
simulated ring artifacts and the reconstructed image.
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Sinograms were simulated in a parallel beam set-up through
use of the ASTRA Toolbox [21] and line artifacts were added
onto them. To accurately model statistical parameters of the
artifact magnitude, the available datasets from Tomobank [22]
with ring artifacts were analyzed. A smoothing method, part
of the Tomopy toolbox [23], was applied to an image as to
strongly reduce ring artifacts. By comparing the smoothed
and original image, a normal distribution for the mean artifact
magnitudes was estimated. Corresponding variances were estimated as well. To generate artifacts, a mean artifact magnitude
value was randomly sampled from the estimated distribution
for every detector channel. Variances for each mean artifact
magnitude were computed, resulting in normal distributions
for every affected detector channel. The resulting normal
distributions were randomly sampled to generate ring artifacts
for all projection angles. Finally, the artifacts were added onto
the artifact-free sinogram. The dataset was split in a training,
validation and test set with 42240, 1000 and 2400 samples,
respectively.
B. Evaluation
The performance of our method in terms of peak signalto-noise ratio (PSNR) and structured similarity (SSIM) [24]
was compared to that of four other methods that operate
in sinogram space: wavelet-Fourier filtering (FW) [25], the
generalized Titarenko’s algorithm (TI) [26], a based filtering
approach (BF) [1] and a smoothing filtering. Out of all the
available methods in the Tomopy library, these four were
selected based on their better performance on real samples
with ring artifacts.
Ring artifacts in 2400 simulated sinograms were suppressed
using our approach and the four reference methods. These
samples were not seen by the neural network during training.
The simulation principle, however, was the same as for the
training samples. In all evaluations, filtered backprojection was
used as the reconstruction technique. PSNR and SSIM were
subsequently computed for the reconstructed images.
To assess the effect of the proposed method on real data,
it was tested on real sinograms of a bone sample, alongside
with the reference methods. The sample was acquired with
TESCAN XRE’s UniTOM XL scanner using a cone beam
set-up.

achieved with a deep learning approach. The SF, FW and BF
approach show a larger variance, while also having a lower
median. The generalized Titarenko’s approach shows a similar
range of scores like the other methods when using SSIM as
metric.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: PSNR (a) and SSIM (b) values for different ring
artifact reduction techniques.

B. Real data
Fig. 4 illustrates the results of all methods on real data. In
this case, only a visual comparison can be made, as no ground
truth is available. All methods are able to reduce ring artifacts
to a comparable degree. The thin ring artifacts are largely
reduced in all cases. However, there are still some (newly
introduced) artifacts present. Most notable is the remaining
presence of the thicker ring artifacts for all methods. These
types of artifacts are not included in the simulation data and
are consequently not reduced by the neural network.

IV. R ESULTS
A. Simulated data
Fig. 3a shows PSNR values for the different ring artifact
reduction algorithms. Our method has a median PSNR that is
at least 2dB higher than the reference methods. These results
show that our method is able to reduce ring artifacts to a larger
extent relative to the other methods. The variation seen in the
results is small compared to other methods, with the exception
of the generalized Titarenko’s algorithm. These results indicate
that our method performs well on sinograms that belong to a
variety of images (differing in contrast and brightness values
for instance).
Similar observations can be made when considering the
SSIM values (Fig. 3b). In general, the best results are still
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Figure 4: The unprocessed reconstruction (INPUT) as well as
five different ring artifact reduction techniques applied to a
reconstruction of a real sample with ring artifacts.
.
V. D ISCUSSION
In this paper, a U-Net-like deep neural network for sinogram
preprocessing was proposed to prevent ring artifacts in the
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reconstructed image. On a simulated dataset of 2400 samples,
unseen by the neural network, significantly higher PSNR
and SSIM values were reached compared to four reference
methods. These results indicate that our method was able to
reduce ring artifacts to a larger degree.
Due to the lack of a dataset consisting of the same sinograms
with and without ring artifacts, data was simulated in this
work. Nevertheless, visual assessment of ring artifact reduction
on a real sample showed results comparable to other methods
that operate in sinogram space. This is an indication that our
method is able to generalize beyond simulated data and can
also be applied to real data. However, despite our best attempts
to accurately model ring artifacts, they inevitably differ from
real world samples. The presence of thicker rings in Fig. 4
illustrates this problem. Consequently, caution has to be taken
when making interpretations on performance for real data,
based on the results for simulated data.
In future work, ring artifact reduction methods operating in
image space will be included in the study. Ring artifacts will
also be simulated more realistically, for instance by including
thicker bands. This will allow us to see whether or not ring
artifacts can be reduced to a larger degree.
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Abstract—To accelerate the time-consuming 3D backprojection used by CT reconstruction algorithms, hardware accelerators are needed. Since 2007, GPU is by
far the main one. In this article, we propose a pipeline
implementation of the 3D back-projection algorithm on
a high-end FPGA using Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL
while presenting some optimization metrics for task parallelism. Compared to a non-optimized version on Arria
10, we achieved a speedup of 23 regarding execution
time, by applying these techniques correctly. We then
compared these results with a low-end FPGA, CPU, and
GPU in terms of execution time and energy efficiency.
Index Terms—Algorithm architecture co-design, Intel
FPGA SDK for OpenCL, hardware acceleration, FPGA,
Computed Tomography.

I. Introduction
Rogrammable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) is becoming
an attractive technology for High-Performance Computing thanks to increasing floating-point computation
power and High-Level Synthesis (HLS) tools becoming
more and more mature. These tools allow developers to
generate a hardware implementation on FPGAs using
software programming languages like C, C++, or OpenCL.
One of the promises of those tools is to make FPGA
development accessible by software engineers. Like GPUs
or multi-core CPUs, FPGAs are often considered and
included in heterogeneous systems, to speed up timeconsuming applications. One main advantage is also to be
more energy-efficient compared to GPUs and CPUs.
Some recent work focused on explorations of HLS tools
efficiency includes [1], [2], [3] for Intel OpenCL SDK, or
[4], [5] for Xilinx Vivado HLS. In particular, [6] presented
an OpenCL implementation that was better than a Verilog/VHDL design in terms of frequency, latency, and
resource utilization. The authors of [7] proposed a novel
method that separates memory access from computation
for OpenCL kernels based on a Low-Level Virtual Machine
(LLVM) compiler. The authors of [8] use OpenMP to
generate OpenCL code from a higher abstraction level,
which is then synthesized by OpenCL SDK for bitstream
generation. These works underline the interest for FPGAs
in the High-Performance Computing (HPC) field.
In the past years, FPGAs for Computed Tomography
(CT) were configured with Hardware Description Language (HDL) [9], [10], [11], [12], where the goal was to
model a pipeline (from the algorithm) and perform a voxel

P
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update at every clock cycle. The main concern of the HDL
implementation is the very long development time, even
though the results were significant in terms of execution
time. More recently, new approaches based on HLS tools
for FPGAs were developed, to obtain better reconstruction
times and energy efficiency while accelerating development
time. One such work proposed a hardware acceleration
based-FPGA of the Maximum Likelihood Expectation
Maximization (MLEM) algorithm [4] and achieved a significant acceleration in execution time compared to an
optimized CPU multi-core version.
FPGAs are reconfigurable, and this allows programmers
to have a better algorithm architecture adequacy, by leveraging data or task parallelism. Furthermore, tools included
in the Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL enable a developer to
implement a wide range of optimizations quickly but give
less control compared to the traditional HDL approach.
In this paper, we propose a pipeline implementation
of the 3D back-projection algorithm based on the Reflex
Attila Arria 10 device, using Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL
18.1. From a first implementation of this CT algorithm
on a low-end DE1-SoC board [1], we show in this paper,
the benefits of using a higher-end FPGA and explore new
optimization possibilities based on task parallelism.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
in Section II, we present the back-projection algorithm.
Section III introduces some OpenCL metrics relevant to
pipeline parallelism, and Section IV details different optimization techniques. The results are discussed in section
V, and we conclude this work.
II. 3D computed tomography reconstruction
3D tomography used in medical imaging or nondestructive testing (NDT) aims to acquire the internal
structure of 3D objects from external measurements. As
illustrated in Fig. 1, an X-ray source and an array of
detectors are rotating around the object (3D volume). The
radiation emitted from the source is attenuated depending
on the object’s local density. A sinogram is created by
stacking all of the measured attenuations from the detectors acquired at different angles.
The 3D back-projection described in detail in [9] algorithm is given by
Z
d(c) = SCT (u(ϕ, c), v(ϕ, c), ϕ).w(ϕ, c)2 dϕ
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Fig. 2: Pipeline fragmentation of a function on FPGA
Fig. 1: 3D Computed Tomography
Where (u, v) are the cone bean coordinates, ϕ is the
angular trajectory of the detector and w is the distance
weight.
u(ϕ, c) = x ∗ cos(ϕ) + y ∗ sin(ϕ)

v(ϕ, c) = x ∗ sin(sinϕ) − y ∗ cos(ϕ) + z
As the distribution of the sensor is discrete, the integral
transforms in a sum for all ϕ values. This algorithm is
particularly suited for SIMD cores, because this sum has
to be computed for every voxel of the object, and is best
executed on massively parallel architectures. However, one
way to accelerate our algorithm is to make use of coalesced
memory access patterns, also referred to as memory coalescing. Many times, memory objects are retrieved in large
blocks and cached in smaller but faster caches.
III. OpenCL metrics for pipeline
characterization
For a given program, instead of having to transform the
source code into instructions that depend on the target
processor, High-level tools will create an architecture
made of elementary blocks for each algorithm. Figure 2
represents a computation architecture that corresponds
to the calculation of u and v coordinates for the 3D backprojector. All data goes through the pipeline, and we can
see that a new iteration starts every two clock cycles with
a pipeline depth of 5 due to data dependency. The overall
efficiency of this generated hardware is only 50% in theory.
Three main metrics characterize a pipeline. First, the
Initiation Interval (II) represents the number of clock
cycles between the launch of consecutive loop iterations.
It means that one loop iteration is launched every II
hardware clock cycles. The ideal II value is 1, and the
offline compiler attempts to achieve that value for a given
loop whenever possible, and it is achieved when dependency is absent or handled in one cycle. In most cases,
internal iteration dependencies causes poor II value and it
can be fixed with some optimization techniques, like shift
register pattern. Secondly, the Pipeline depth (P) is the
number of cycles required by one data to pass through the

entire calculation pipeline, i.e. the number of stages of the
pipeline. For a given amount of iterations n, the global
cycle number of a pipeline can be computed with those
two metrics: cycles = P + II(n − 1). By adding a third
metric, the operating frequency (F), it is possible to
compute the execution time of a pipeline, as given here:
.
T = P +II(n−1)
F
Optimizing an OpenCL implementation is finding a
balance between those three metrics.
IV. Pipeline parallelism
OpenCL on FPGA supports data-parallel (NDRange)
as well as task parallel (Single Work Item) programming
models, and this makes FPGAs useful for a wide range of
applications.
NDRange kernel is the GPU-like data-parallel computing model on FPGAs using OpenCL, which aims to
perform the same set of instructions on multiple elements of a memory object. Each instance of execution is
called work-item, which are grouped in work-group. In [1]
we performed an NDRange implementation of 3D backprojection and presented the OpenCL memory architecture as well as the impact of their utilization.

Fig. 3: Back-projection algorithm pipeline architecture
As Intel FPGA SDK for OpenCL allows both data
and task (pipeline) parallelism, the choice of a type of
parallelism, based on the application, requires adequate
knowledge of both the application specificity and the
tools. In our case, since FPGA resources do not allow
massive data parallelism, we chose the pipeline parallelism
approach to implement the 3D back-projection algorithm.
Even before HLS tools, FPGAs were well known for their
deep and efficient pipeline execution pattern, resulting in
good performances and low latency. For instance, in computed tomography, a highly efficient hardware architecture
for forward projection in Computed Tomography based
on Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA was proposed in [12] using a
floating-point to fixed-point conversion and a two-level
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memory, for separable-footprint (SF) forward-projector.
Some OpenCL optimization techniques were presented
in previous work [1], such as memory architecture and
memory pre-fetching, as well as the difference between
NDRange kernel and Single Work Item (SWI) kernel.
Here, we will present other SWI optimizations based. The
3D back-projector is divided into several pipeline stages
as shown in Fig. 3, which correspond to the crucial steps
of the algorithm, this function level pipelining and each
block can be split at loop level.

Fig. 4: Loop unroll versus loop pipeline

A. Loop pipelining
In SWI design, the offline compiler automatically tries
to pipeline all the loops in the kernel. The idea is to split
the body of the loop in a succession of micro-operations
that can execute concurrently. The advantage is that
the pipelined loop can launch a new iteration at every
clock cycle by using the same hardware resources as the
traditional sequential one but with better performances.
On FPGAs, the loop pipeline is the best solution in
terms of resources and performance ratio. However, an
efficient pipeline must not stall which means it has to
perform an ideal initiation interval.
In certain rare cases, achieving an II value of 1 might
lower the kernel maximum operating frequency, therefore
lead to poor performances; for such a loop, it is more
convenient to use the ii pragma to fix the II value that
performs the best frequency. It is also possible to fix
the maximum operating frequency by using the Fmax
attribute or by including it in the aoc command at compile
time. However, if the offline compiler cannot meet all the
constraint bitstream generation will be impossible.
B. Loop unrolling
Another loop optimization is the unrolling, which consists of replicating, with a configurable factor, the body
of the loop. Unlike pipelining, unrolling also replicates
hardware resources, which by the way, maximize memory
bandwidth utilization i.e maximally unrolling the most
nested loop increases the amount of memory access per
iteration; this is because the unrolled loop is closest to
the computation. A loop can be fully or partially unrolled
depending on the available logic element or the size of
the cache memory (if applicable), the cache misses will
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increase if it cannot deliver all the data needed for computation.
V. Results and discussion
We used for this work the FPGA Attila Arria 10 device,
which offers 8 GB of DDR4 memory and a maximum
FPGA frequency of 405 MHz. The FPGA was in PCIe
connection with the host system. The considered volume
is a 2563 voxel, with 256 angles variations. Each kernel
execution is monitored through the Intel FPGA dynamic
Profiler for OpenCL. For each kernel, this tool provides,
amongst other things, the operating frequency, the execution time, the logic utilization, and the latency, bandwidth,
and stall of most memory access. The coefficient α and
β are stored in the local memory due to their size and
their frequent solicitation for each detector coordinates
calculation.
In SWI kernel, the loops are pipelined automatically;
the challenge is to feed the loop in the most efficient way,
which brings us back to the loop unrolling. For a nested
loop algorithm, which loop to unroll and which unrolling
factor have to be chosen. One way to get to achieve the
finest granularity possible is first to unroll the most nested
loop and gradually consider the rest of the loops as long as
the hardware resources allow. Based on this, in our case,
the loop to be unrolled is the ϕ. This unrolling does not
mean that several voxels are updated by clock cycle but
allows the accumulation of the sensor contributions to be
accelerated according to the projection angles.
Board
Arria 10
Arria 10
Arria 10
Arria 10
Arria 10
DE1-Soc
DE1-Soc

HLS
SWI ϕ unroll
SWI ϕ unroll
SWI ϕ unroll
SWI ϕ unroll
NDRange
SWI
NDRange

1
16
32
40

Logic (%)
24
50
62
80
86
36
96

Freq.(Mhz)
196.97
170.45
150
134.94
168.23
63.6
140

time(s)
124.82
19.09
5.34
68.63
28
67.5
16.9

TABLE I: Performances comparison between FPGAs Arria 10 (764k LUTs) and DE1-SoC (118k LUTs)
However, our first implementation on Arria, in table
I, is the CPU-like version FPGA-friendly implemented
to get an efficient pipeline with ideal II value, and the
unroll1 forces the compiler not to unroll the loop. The
offline compiler achieves for this version an operating
frequency of 196,97 Mhz with an execution time of 124,82
s. This is the result of under-utilization (only 24% of
hardware resources In table I) of available resources on
Arria 10 device. Therefore it does not take full advantage
of the parallelism potential. Exceeding this frequency by
applying the optimizations based on SWI, will be almost
impossible as the depth of the pipeline will be variable
according to the number of replication.
By replicating 16 times (unroll 16), we double the number of resources and get a 6.5 fold acceleration compared
to the first version. We notice that the offline compiler
sacrificed Fmax to achieve the II value of 1. The best
execution time was obtained by a replication factor of 32
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with 80% logic utilization at 150M hz. This version is the
most optimal and takes advantage of the automatic cache
mechanism. Having the same features of this version with a
larger frequency, using Fmax attribute, was not possible for
the offline compiler. It increased the number of constraints
at the place and route time.
For this algorithm on Arria 10 device, the maximum
possible replication factor is 40. Once greater than 40 we
exceed 100% of the device capabilities. This version is suboptimal not only because of the low frequency, but because
the number of iterations is not divisible by 40. There will
be an epilogue to handle, which will substantially increase
the depth of the pipeline and lead to poor performances.
It is imperative, as far as possible, to know the number
of iterations of a given loop at compile time to have a
bitstream that best fit the algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Kernel back-projector OpenCL
for all zn , yn , xn do
voxelsum ← 0
#pragma unroll factor
for all ϕ do
Compute(un , vn )
voxelsum + = sinogram[un , vn , ϕ]
end for
volume[xn , yn , zn ] = voxelsum
end for
A. FPGAs Arria 10 vs DE1-SoC
By comparing results shown in Table I with those
obtained previously in [1], we observe that DE1-SoC SWI
implementations were limited by its logical resources, as
the tool was unable to generate an efficient pipeline kernel.
Arria 10 implementations deliver better performance than
both SWI and NDRange versions on DE1-SoC with 12.6
and 3.1 speedup respectively. It should be noted that
interpolation was replaced by the nearest neighbor method
on the DE1-SoC and the Arria 10 because it required
more resources and computation. Besides, on DE1-SoC
device the accumulation of a variable cost six clock cycle
instead of one cycle for Arria 10. In terms of efficiency, the
DE1-SoC is more efficient than the Arria 10 device when
considering the number of logic elements.
B. FPGA, CPU, GPU
The GPUs are far ahead regarding performance (Table
II), mostly thanks to their high core count and frequency,
which makes them more suited for massive data-parallel
computing. However, FPGA implementation provides better execution time than an optimized multi-core CPU
version despite its low operating frequency. Overall, GPUs
still consume less energy than FPGAs despite requiring
more instantaneous power.

Device
CPU E5-2667
Titan X Pascal
Jetson TX2
Arria 10

Power(W)
47
237
12,9
9,9

Energy(mWh)
862
0,92
0,91
14,65

Execution time(s)
66
0.014
0,253
5,34

TABLE II

achieved better performance than CPU, but it does not
perform as well as the optimized versions on GPUs. Considering the specifics of the FPGAs and metrics presented,
the offline compiler can generate a pipeline architecture
similar, however less effective, to those generated through
HDL languages.
In SWI implementation, parallelism is to be extracted
in the body of the function, and optimizations must be
FPGA-centric to take full advantage of this architecture.
The FPGA leading manufacturers recommend this approach, but if the application does not match this type
of parallelism, it is a good idea to favor data parallelism.
Tomography algorithms are better suited for massive data
computing, which explains why GPUs are currently favored in this field.
To stand up to GPUs in tomography, FPGAs need to
improve their ability to express data parallelism better,
like having adapted memory buses or more DSP.
We would like to thank Daniel Charlet from the LAL
(Orsay, France) for granting us access to an Arria 10 board.
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VI. Conclusions
In this work, we presented a pipeline implementation of
a 3D back-projector on an Intel FPGA Arria 10. FPGA
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PGM based TV L0 regularized linear
tomosynthesis reconstruction
Daniel Hadhazi, Gabor Horvath

Abstract—Tomosynthesis reconstruction algorithms estimate
attenuation coefficients from a set of low-dose X-ray projection
images, which are acquired over a limited total scan angle. Due to
this limitation, the problem is highly underdetermined, which
cause tomographic blur in the reconstructions along the in-depth
direction. As the consequence of this artifact, the resolution of
these reconstructions is poor, and strong regularization is
required in order to increase the quality of the slice images.
This paper proposes an L0 total variation (L0-TV) regularized
algorithm to the reconstruction problem of linear tomosynthesis
modality. The underlying optimization problem is solved by
Proximal Gradient Descent Method, which can handle such
problems efficiently.
The proposed reconstruction method is compared to other,
well-known approaches (L2-TV, Thikhonov-TV regularization)
based on simulations and theoretical discussion.
Index Terms—Linear CT reconstruction, Maximum a
posteriori estimation, tomographic blur, total variation L0.

inconsistency between the estimated coefficients and the input
projection images. r  is the regularizer term, which can be
used to complement the measurements with a priori
information about the preferred reconstructions. In X-ray
tomography reconstruction problems (e.g. in tomosynthesis
modality), the fidelity term is usually defined by:
  I   G  H I W 2
2

(2)

here G is a vector stacked from the preprocessed (logarithmized) projection images, H 
 denotes the projection
operator, W is the penalty weight of the inconsistencies
(which can be utilized effectively e.g. modelling photon
starvation).

I. INTRODUCTION

L

INEAR tomosynthesis [1] estimates the X-ray attenuation
coefficients of the examined volume from a set of
(typically 40-60) low dose X-ray projection images, which are
acquired by a flat-panel detector over a limited total scan
angle. This angle usually cannot be more than 80° in practice,
therefore high amount of tomographic blur degrades the
quality of the reconstruction along the in-depth direction (also
referred by z hereafter). The geometric arrangement of the
modality in the case of chest imaging is illustrated in Fig. 1.
During the reconstruction, the X-ray attenuation coefficients
of the examined volume are estimated by minimizing the cost
function:
C Ι    I   r I
(1)
where I is a vector, stacked from the estimated attenuation
coefficients,    is the fidelity term, which penalizes the
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Fig. 1. Geometric arrangement of linear tomosynthesis. The figure illustrates
a sagittal cross section. The trajectories of the detector and the X-ray source
are parallel to the y axis. During the acquisition they move continuously in
the opposite direction in limited range, therefore the total scan angle, which
is marked by the red arc, is limited.

The utilization of regularization ( r  in (1)) is necessary in
linear tomosynthesis, because the acquired projection images
( G ) do not contain information about large part of the
spectrum of the sagittal slices. Therefore, the whole
reconstruction problem is underdetermined (and also
inconsistent because of the noise). This is the direct
consequence of the limited total scan angle. The regularizer
term should be defined in order to complement these measurements without inducing high bias towards non-acceptable
reconstructions. The typical choice of the regularization term
is the sum of power of the norm of the gradient vectors of the
attenuation coefficients. In section II, the most frequently used
regularization terms are examined and compared theoretically.
In section III, a possible implementation of the TV-L0
regularized reconstruction problem is described, while in
section IV, the empirical results are described, the conclusions
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The motivation of this analysis is based on the proximal
gradient method (PGM) [3], in which the regularization takes
effect by the proximity operator in every iteration.

and the discussions are drawn in section V.
II. REGULARIZATION IN LINEAR TOMOSYNTHESIS
If only the interactions of the primary photons are modelled
(according to the Beer-Lambert’s law), the projection images
can be approximated by parallel beam projections [2] of the
pseudo sagittal slices of the examined volume:
x
z
(3)
S z , y   I  x', y '

A. Minimizing the energy of the gradient vectors
Tikhonov-TV regularization penalizes the energy of the
gradient vectors:

where I  xz , y  is the  x, y  -th voxel of the z -th coronal slice of

The proximity operator of p  is:

the examined volume. The other two indexes are defined by:
(4)
 x ', y '   x, y    z  d  d 
where d is the distance between the X-ray source and the
detector. In a typical implementation of a linear tomosynthesis
system (such the one illustrated in Fig. 1.), the thickness of the
examined volume is much smaller than the distance between
the detector and the X-ray source, while the distance between
the detector and the examined volume is small (usually there
is only a desk between them). This is the reason, why the
maximal deviation of the angle of the projection rays of H 

is small (not more than 1.7° in our geometric arrangement).
Based on this approximation and the Fourier Slice theorem,
the input projections ( G in (2)) contain information about
only less than third of the spectrum of the pseudo sagittal
slices. This can be also noted from the Modulation Transfer
Function (MTF) of the H † H 
  , which is shown in Fig. 2.
Therefore, edges perpendicular to the projecting rays are
blurry in the reconstructions.

p  I  



I  x , y , z 

x, y ,z

2

(7)

2

prox p  b   b 1  2 

(8)

Therefore, this regularization reduces the amplitudes of
gradients multiplicatively, which induces that it directly
degrades the edges along the contours of the objects.
B. Minimizing the L2 norm of the gradient vectors (L2-TV):
This regularization is usually referred by TV [4]. In this
case, the amplitude of the gradients are penalized:
p  I   I

TV





I x , y , z 

x, y, z

(9)
2

prox p  b   max  b 2   , 0   b b

2

(10)

The corresponding proximity operator is the so-called
shrinkage / soft threshold, which is applied in most of the TV
minimization methods. This regularization additively reduces
the amplitude of the gradient vectors, therefore it reduces the
contrast of the reconstructed objects. The anisotropic TV
(ATV) method underweights the penalty of difference of
attenuation coefficients along the z axis [5]. As consequence,
it tends to generate false edges perpendicular to the z axis,
while it additively reduces the contrast along the x and y axes.
C. Minimizing the number of non-zero gradients (L0-TV)
Similar to the L2-TV and ATV, this regularization is based
on sparsity assumption of the gradient vectors and the theory
of Compressed Sensing (CS). The corresponding penalty term
and proximity functions are:
p  I  

 sgn  I 

x, y , z

x, y, z

b

prox p  b   
0


Fig. 2. MTF between
reconstructions.

the

pseudo

sagittal

slices

and

their

In order to complete the measurements, utilization of strong
regularization is required. In this section, we compare the most
frequently utilized, gradient vector based regularizations of the
reconstruction problem. Therefore, r   in (1) is concretized:
r  I   p  I 

(5)

In order to analyze the posterior of different regularizations,
the proximity operator [3] of p  is examined:





prox p  b   arg min 1 2  a  b 2   p  a 
a

2

(6)

2



(11)

b 2  2

(12)

b 2  2

The L0 based regularization preserves objects, which have
large contrasts, while it eliminates small changes in the
estimated attenuation coefficients. Therefore, utilizing this
regularization tends to produce reconstructions with sparse
gradients, which is desirable in the sense of assuming
piecewise homogeny attenuation coefficients. This is the
reason, why this kind of regularization is suggested. Please
note that (1) in this case is highly non-convex, and have many
local extrema. Therefore, the direct utilization of this
regularizer is impractical and makes the reconstruction highly
sensitive to its initialization. This is the reason, why we
propose the utilization of iteratively re-weighted L1 (IRWL1)
[6] instead, which approximates the penalty function by:
p  I  

 log  I 

x, y, z

x, y, z


2



(13)
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In the implementation of the corresponding optimization, this
regularizer term is linearly majorized in every iteration:
p    I  
t

 I 

 I

x, y, z

x, y, z

 t 1
 x , y ,z  2





(14)

I x , y , z is the gradient vector of the estimated attenuation
t 1

coefficients at the end of the  t  1 -th iteration, while p t  
is the regularizer penalty term at the t -th iteration.  is a
hyper-parameter. It controls the behavior of the IRWL1 based
regularization between the L2-TV and the pure L0-TV ones.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Based on the previous discussion, we suggest the utilization
of IRWL1-TV regularizer to the reconstruction problem of
linear tomosynthesis. We propose the utilization of Proximal
Gradient Descent Method (PGM) [3] to minimize (1). The
corresponding method is described by Algorithm 1.

0

Initialize I  0
for j=0,…, N j
j

 

j

    H diag  W   G

R   1
for k=0,…, N k

j



0



L   arg min 1 2  L  T
k

L

k 1
R  x , y ,z 

1



k
L x, y , z 


2

j

2
2



     L TV , R k 



end for
I  j 1  L Nk 
end for

H  
 is the operation of backprojection (conjugate of H 
 ),
W is the pixel-wise penalty weight of the fidelity term (2).
The weighted TV norm is defined by:
(15)
L TV , R   R  x , y , z   L  x , y , z 
 x, y, z 

2

The optimization problem of Lk  is solved by 6 iterations
of monotone FISTA algorithm [7].  is the Lipschitz constant
of (2). The tunable parameters of the algorithm are N j , N k ,
 ,  and the number of mFISTA iterations (marked by N f

hereafter). The role of  parameter is to control the balance
between the fidelity and the regularizer terms. The value of 
controls the sparsity of the gradient of the reconstruction. As
its value decreases, the estimated volume converges to the
results of the L0-TV regularized ones, which is sparser but
also much more instable. While as the value of  increases,
the reconstruction converges to the results of L2-TV
regularized ones (which is a convex optimization problem).
The values of the iteration numbers control the dynamics of
the algorithm. Based on our examinations, the method is
moderately sensitive to these values apart from extremity. The
value of N f controls the trade-off between the required
number of floating point operations and the stability of the
regularization. As the value of N k increases, the gradient
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We also examined line search methods to tune the value of
 adaptively during the iterations, but it increased the

reconstruction error if the number of floating point operations
was not changed. Additionally, it can be efficiently estimated
based on the reformulation of the projection operator
(described by (3)). Different re-initialization strategies of R
were also examined. We found that if it is not reinitialized in
different iterations over j , then the reconstruction converges
faster, but to a significantly worse convergence point (the
resulting reconstructions were blurred because of the
initialization of I 0 ). The effect of different initializations (e.g.
SART reconstruction, FBP or other, ML or MAP estimation
based methods are under examination).
IV. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Algorithm 1 PGM based reconstruction

T   I    H  diag  W   H I 

vector field of the resulting reconstruction becomes sparser,
but the computational time also increases. The empirically
suggested values of these hyper-parameters are:   0.002 ,
  0.01 , N f  6 , N k  5 , N j  1000 .

In this section, we examine the results of the proposed PGM
based method (referred by L0-TV in this section) and compare
it to the results of Tikhonov-TV regularization and L2-TV regularization. For this purpose, we examine reconstructions
calculated from simulated noiseless projections of highresolution chest CT scans of the LIDC-IDRI dataset (no. 0066,
0140, 0438, 0441) [8]. This dataset contains reconstructions of
human patients, with axial slice thickness not more than 0.6
mm. Because of the proposed method is based on MAP
estimation, examining the bias introduced by the regularization is critical. In our simulations, the distance between the
X-ray source and the flat panel detector is 1000 mm, the total
scan angle is 75° and the size of the simulated flat panel
detector is 430 mm × 430 mm, which acquires 50 images in
512×512 pixel. The pivot beam in every projection contains a
fix, focus point, which is located at x  0 , y  0 , z  175mm .
In order to examine the reconstruction quantitatively, we
used the RMSE (root mean squared error) and the MAE (mean
absolute error) measures:
RMSE 

I  Ir

MAE I  I r

2
2
2
2

P

(16)

P

P denotes the number of voxels, I r is the reconstructed

volume and I is the ground truth reconstruction. The CT
scans of the dataset are degraded by high amount of
reconstruction noise, which makes the quantitative comparison
pointless. In order to overcome this problem, the CT scans are
preprocessed – first, the reconstructions are resampled (by
cubic interpolation) to isotropic resolution, what is followed
by a 3D isotropic total variation (TV) regularized deburring:



I '  arg min 1 2  K  I 2   K
K R N

2

TV



(17)

 is the weight of the regularization. The 3D version of the

FISTA was utilized to solve this optimization problem. For the
simulations,   0.015 was applied. The parameters of the
compared methods are tuned empirically by minimizing the
mean MAE in the dataset. In the case of Tikhonov-TV
regularization   0.015 , while for L2-TV   0.005 was
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 3. Reconstructed slices of linear tomosynthesis reconstruction of LIDC 0066 scan: (a) Tikhonov regularized, (b) L2-TV regularized, (c) L0-TV
regularized and (d) ground truth slices. The same sagittal slices are in the upper and the same coronal slices are in the bottom row.

chosen in this sense. In order to make a correct comparison, all
three methods are compared after 700 TFlop of computation.
Fig. 3. shows sagittal and coronal slices of reconstructions
calculated from the simulated projections of LIDC 0066 scan:
Tikhonov regularized (a), the L2-TV regularized (b) and the
proposed, PGM based L0-TV regularized (c) one, while the
ground truth in column (d). From the results, it can be noted
that the L0-TV can effectively reduce the blur along the indepth direction, however, it tends to generate impulse noise
(especially in large, homogenous but noisy regions, e.g. in the
abdominal one). As it is also visible, the proposed reconstruction does not generate artificial objects in the reconstructed
slice images. Based on our experiments, the proposed L0-TV
regularized reconstruction preserves every real object, what is
reconstructed by either of the other two regularization methods. The reduction of the in-depth blur is more spectacular
in the sagittal cross sections and causes thinner coronal slices
(as a consequence, the amount of out of plane structures is reduced in the slices of the L0-TV regularized reconstructions).
The mean reconstruction errors are summarized in Table I.
Based on these results, the proposed, PGM based L0-TV
method produces the lowest reconstruction error. The relative
reduction of the MAE is bigger than the RMSE.
Table I: Mean reconstruction errors (in Hounsfield Unit)
Algorithm
mean MAE
mean RMSE
Tikhonov-TV
198.5
257.3
L2-TV
181.3
239.7
L0-TV
150.5
215.7

and compared different approaches to handle the lack of information in the projection images (which is the consequence of
the limited total scan angle). Based on this comparison, the
utilization of the proposed, PGM based L0-TV regularized
reconstruction algorithm is suggested for limited angle
reconstruction problems (e.g. linear tomosynthesis).
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V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper proposes an L0-TV regularized, PGM based algorithm to the reconstruction problem of linear tomosynthesis.
We also examined the theoretical background of the problem
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Iterative Reconstruction-Based Increase of
Operating Pitch in Aviation Security CT
Michael H. Schmitt

Abstract— Worldwide, many CT are in service helping to
screen passenger bags for explosive threats. The data acquisition
systems of those systems were typically designed to provide
minimally sufficient sampling for a specific FBP reconstruction
algorithm. However, airports must continually scale up their
baggage screening capabilities to keep up with an ever increasing
flow of passengers. One possible approach is to increase belt
speeds through existing systems, which increases the maximum
theoretical throughput but potentially degrades image quality.
We demonstrate that those existing systems can indeed be run
beyond their design pitch by augmenting their existing FBP
reconstruction with a second pass iterative reconstruction to
control the resulting artifacts, achieving comparable
performance to what would be expected if the CT had been
originally designed for higher pitch. Using this approach we
have attained, in at least one instance, the same level of threat
detection certification on an explosive detection system (EDS)
operating at a pitch 50% higher than it was designed for,
requiring little more than a computing and software upgrade to
achieve.
Index
Terms—iterative
reconstruction,
cone-beam
tomography, high pitch CT, limited angle tomography, filteredback projection, aviation security CT, explosive detection systems

I. INTRODUCTION

O

the last 20+ years, thousands of computed
tomography (CT) systems have been built and deployed
across the world in service of screening aviation passenger
bags for automated detection of threats such as dangerous
explosives. In this work, we take a critical eye to these fleets
– representing billions of dollars worth of capital investment
in total. We show that these systems can, without significant
modification, be driven to achieve substantially higher
throughputs than they were originally designed for, while
retaining the full detection capability required by security
regulators.
Whereas a handful of modern systems were born of iterative
reconstruction [1], the majority of systems actually deployed
at the time of this writing – by and large CT of the third
generation – were designed with the sampling requirements of
a particular filtered back projection (FBP) algorithm in mind.
Typical constraints may include PI-line completeness [2][3];
fully sampling the Katsevich envelope [4][5][6], or TamVER

M. Schmitt is with Leidos Security Detection & Automation, St.
Petersburg, FL 33701 USA (e-mail: michael.schmitt@leidos.com).
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Danielsson [7][8], or Tuy-Smith [9][10]; or otherwise
ensuring, for example, a minimum of “180 degrees of ray
coverage” over some plane or another containing the region of
interest, such as might be found in any of [11][12][13][14][15]
as a very few examples.
For newly designed systems, recent advancements in
iterative reconstruction techniques suggest that many of the
aforementioned requirements may not be as strong as once
thought. For example, a constraint – perhaps including even
PI-line completeness – may be relaxed for a subset of the
slices; such as described in [16] for example. However, as
already noted, many aviation security CT scanners have
already been built and deployed. Practically speaking, those
systems were designed to operate at a single, fixed pitch,
consistent with a common concept of operations for all
screened bags, and with detector arrays designed to provide
the minimally sufficient samples necessary for reconstruction.
Meanwhile, air traffic continues to rise; and the demands
placed on airports and responsible agencies such as the TSA
for screening that increased traffic rises with it. Given the
need to accommodate this ever increasing flow of passengers,
combined with other practical constraints – such as limited
floorspace and finite budgets – there is significant value to in
situ upgrades that neither consume additional footprint nor
require lengthy operations disruptions for upgrade or
replacement. We therefore seek a method to increase the pitch
at which existing systems may be operated, without significant
modifications and without loss of detection-relevant image
quality.

II. METHODS
Assuming that a given system design provides minimal
support for a chosen FBP algorithm at some design pitch,
running at a faster belt speed results in a form of limited angle
tomography. For example, consider the illustration of a
hypothetical system design in Fig. 1.
For the general class of limited angle tomography problems,
iterative reconstruction techniques are known to be useful
[17][18]; but despite dramatic advances in computational
speed over the last decade (in particular, the emergence of
inexpensive GPU cards as a viable tool), it is still largely
impractical to entirely employ iterative methods for the full
real-time reconstruction problem such as described here. In
security CT, the system is continuously reconstructing at feed
rates as high as 0.5 m/s. For automated detection, the image
must be produced with minimal latency in a period of time
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comparable to the length of time it takes to cross the scan
plane – usually no more than a few seconds – with a goal to
render a decision before the bag exits the system.

reconstruction. Already corrected slices which fall outside the
update region are “complete” and are output from the
reconstruction process.
Experimentally, we find that this approach – combined with
clamping, limiting the gain, and rolling off the update as a
function of distance in the slice domain from the center of the
update – provides the best results. Several iterative updates,
even utilizing less than all of the full available projection data,
is found to be sufficient to eliminate the bulk of the limited
angle artifacts; while further iteration may drive the
characteristics of the image further away from the baseline.

Fig. 1. A CT with support for a given pitch (left), driven to higher pitch results
in areas of missing data which must be extrapolated (right).

As already stated, we are motivated to make minimal
changes relative to the original image. Although the original
FBP-based reconstruction algorithm – operating in the limited
angle regime – lacks support; it may still be used. To do this,
we have the option to treat the limited angle data as truncated
or (preferably) to extrapolate the projection using any
appropriate method. The resulting artifacts are likely to be
similar in some respects to those encountered in “long objects”
of inexact helical CT [19] or “large patients” exceeding the
allowable ROI [20]. For pitch factors up to about 50% above
the designed operating point, we may expect the resulting
image, despite flaws, to provide an adequate initialization for
an appropriate iterative reconstruction algorithm, which can
then provide further refinement (as shown in this work, this
expectation is indeed met). We may also apply regularization
with the iterative reconstruction; for example, total variation
(TV) minimization [21] to improve the image quality and
improve convergence.
Generally, the direct (FBP) method is the one chosen in the
original design and the iterative method is any suitable – for
example, SIRT [22] may be a reasonable choice.

Fig. 2. Simplified iterative correction process diagram (left) and
corresponding illustration of the buffer (right). A feature of the buffer is a
fixed latency between the input slice, the range of slices being updated, and
slices available for output.

III. RESULTS
Simulated results are provided in Fig. 3. Here, we show a
slice near one end of a 3D Shepp-Logan phantom
reconstructed with an exact FBP algorithm both at a nominal
design pitch and at 1.5x the design pitch, along with the
corresponding image after iterative correction. A slice near
the end of the phantom is chosen because extrapolation errors
affecting the FBP reconstruction are significant due to the
geometric shape of the phantom in this region.

III. ITERATIVE PROCESS
The input image – made inexact at least by the limited
angles resulting from being operated beyond its design pitch –
is used to seed an iterative reconstruction; with the iterative
loop being designed primarily to reduce artifacts.
As
compared to notable work such as [23], the artifacts which are
being corrected are due entirely to operating the CT at a pitch
beyond that which it was designed for (for example, lacking
even PI-line completeness).
A simplified process diagram is shown in Fig. 2. Here, a
buffer is used wherein slices from the FBP reconstruction are
fed into one end of the buffer and corrected slices are output
from the other end, resulting in a fixed slice processing
pipeline. As the limited angle FBP slices are received, a set of
projections from the helix – centered on a slice dragging
behind the leading edge of the image by a fixed distance
determined by the number of slices involved in any
simultaneous update – are selected and utilized in an iterative
correction loop. Whereas extrapolations are used for the FBP
step, only well-measured samples are included in the iterative

Fig. 3. Simulated slice reconstructed at design pitch (left), 1.5x design pitch
(center), and at 1.5x design pitch with iterative corrections applied (right).

This approach has been reduced to practice and at least one
EDS system has achieved certification status at the same
detection level at both its design pitch and 1.5x its design
pitch. We may quantitatively evaluate the image quality of
each mode, for example using the ANSI N42.45 procedures
[24]; and while we cannot disclose absolute performance
numbers, we are able to present differences between the two
modes. In Table I, we present a few select results from a test
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conducted at design pitch and one conducted at 50% higher
than the design pitch. Note that, for the compared resolutionbased quantities, while the ANSI N42.45 procedure doesn’t
directly output resolution it does generate estimates of pointspread functions (PSF) and modulation transfer functions
(MTF), from which it is straightforward to compute a fullwidth half-maximum (FWHM) of PSF. A spatially averaged
resolution can be further estimated by converting the
respective point-spreads in 3D into Gaussian equivalents and
summing in quadrature.
A comparison of bag images using methods described
herein are provided in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Coronal projection of a bag collected at design pitch (top) and at 1.5x
design pitch (bottom row) before (left) and after iterative correction (right).
Images may have been altered to obscure capabilities.

IV.

DISCUSSION

As Fig. 3., Fig. 4., and Table I show, it is possible to make
the image collected at a pitch exceeding the design values by
50% roughly equivalent to the original, at least within the
context of the demands of security screening, in at least one
embodiment. Experimentally, we find that the practical upper
limit may be around 1.66x of the design pitch. On the
example embodiment, it was found that pitch artifacts could
be rapidly reduced up to about 1.5x of pitch, but required more
iteration to eliminate as the pitch increased. Above 1.66x, no
practical amount of iteration would eliminate pitch artifacts, so
additional methods outside of the scope of this report may be
required. It is presently unknown how well this finding would
generalize to other CT as it is likely to be at least partially
dependent on the original CT design and the choices taken
along the way; for example, how much of the detector data is
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TABLE I
SELECT QUANTITATIVE COMPARISONS
Measurement
(VHP – VDP) / VDP
Resolution, transverse (FWHM of PSF†)
+9.7%
Resolution, along slice (FWHM of SSP†)
-13.5%
Resolution, full 3D (spatially averaged†)
0.0%
Streaks; std. along a line (Acetal, control)
+11.0%
Streaks; std. along a line (Acetal, near pins)
-21.4%
Uniformity, mean of CT (Acetal)
+0.6%
Uniformity, std. of CT (Acetal)
+5.4%
Object Length Accuracy
0.0%
Sample quantitative image quality test values obtained using ANSI N42.45
procedures on the high pitch configuration (VHP), computed relative to values
collected on the baseline configuration operating at design pitch (VDP).
†
Resolution is not specifically calculated as output of ANSI test but may
be derived from them, as indicated in the body

already well utilized by the original reconstruction algorithm
[25][26].
With regards to the quantitative results summarized in
Table I, in our work – to the extent possible, consistent with
our goals – the iterative reconstruction parameters were tuned
to minimize overall differences across all the various
quantifiable measurements. However, this tuning process was
also done with important external constraints, such as limits
on the maximum slice latency, the maximum amount of
computational power allotted, and limited development time.
As may be expected, we find that resolution and CT noise
show the largest disagreements. Changes in reconstruction
behavior around streak-inducing metal pins were also evident.
However, we simultaneously found that many such
differences were offsetting (e.g., the full 3D spatially averaged
resolution – clearly an important imaging parameter as it
relates to randomly oriented objects within bags – is
compatible). Furthermore with modifications – for example,
to the regularization – it is possible to reverse the sign of any
given comparison. It seems likely that with further work it
would be possible to reduce all quantifiable differences
between the two modes to essentially zero; however as
mentioned previously, a Leidos scanner has already
demonstrated regulatory certification to the same standard of
automated detection using this imaging technique. In that
instance, we found that the imaging achieved was close
enough to the existing baseline that we were able to adapt
existing threat detection algorithms, designed for the “low”
(design) pitch version of the scanner, to achieve new
certification for the high pitch version without undue effort.
V.

CONCLUSION

Herein we have reported on our work [27] increasing the
operating pitch of security CT using iterative reconstruction
techniques as a secondary correction process to an underlying
FBP image reconstruction. We have shown that it is possible
to increase the pitch by 50% or more while maintaining
roughly consistent image quality; and in fact have reduced this
to practice by certifying an EDS at a pitch 50% higher than its
design. This approach has potential application, minimally, to
the thousands of other aviation security CT already built.
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Reconstruction of Voxels with Position- and
Angle-Dependent Weightings
Lina Felsner, Tobias Würfl, Christopher Syben, Philipp Roser, Alexander Preuhs, Andreas Maier, Christian Riess

Abstract—The reconstruction problem of voxels with individual weightings can be modeled a position- and angle- dependent
function in the forward-projection. This changes the system
matrix and prohibits to use standard filtered backprojection.
In this work we first formulate this reconstruction problem
in terms of a system matrix and weighting part. We compute
the pseudoinverse and show that the solution is rank-deficient
and hence very ill posed. This is a fundamental limitation
for reconstruction. We then derive an iterative solution and
experimentally show its superiority to any closed-form solution.

T

I. I NTRODUCTION

HE theory of X-ray computed tomography is well established [1], [2]. The reconstruction problem is oftentimes
expressed in matrix notation as a linear system of equations
p “ Ax ,

(1)

where p are the projections, x the unknown voxel content,
and A the system matrix. Each element ai,j of the system
matrix A describes the contribution of a particular voxel to a
particular projection. A is typically full-rank, and tall (i.e., it
has more rows than columns), which allows to solve Eqn. 1
via the left-hand sided pseudoinverse A; of A (cf. Tab. II).
This leads to the solution
`
˘´1 J
x “ AJ A
A p ,
(2)
which
filtering where
` J ˘is´1commonly known as backprojection
A A
represents the filter and AJ the backprojection.
One basic assumption of the reconstruction problem is that
the unknown quantity x is constant under all projections.
However, there exist setups with more complicated signal
formation, such that this assumption does not hold. One
example is the sensitivity of the phase shift in a Talbot-Lau
grating interferometer [3], [4]. The measured diffraction is a
linear ramp that depends on the distance between the voxel and
two gratings that bound the measurement space. Hence, parts
of a large object that are closer to the source contribute a much
stronger signal than parts that are closer to the detector. This
ramp has to be considered as a position-dependent function
in single projections [3], [4] and as a position- and angledependent function in tomography [5]. Another example is
the X-ray dark-field signal [6], [7]. Here, each voxel is
measured an angle-dependent linear combination of isotropic
All authors are with the Pattern Recognition Lab, University of ErlangenNuremberg, Germany.
{lina.felsner, christian.riess}@fau.de
L. Felsner, A. Maier are with the International Max Planck Research School
- Physics of Light
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and anisotropic scattering, which can also be represented as
an angle-dependent weighting in the reconstruction [8].
Such voxel characteristics can also be formulated as a
component of the system itself. Since the system matrix already describes a position- and angle-dependent mapping, the
integration of such specific weights in the forward-projector
via multiplication is straightforward.
However, the modification of the system matrix prohibits
the use of standard reconstruction algorithms, since the filterkernel and adjoint operator are not known. Therefore, we
propose to decompose the weighted system matrix into a pure
system matrix and a weighting matrix. This allows use the
known filter and backprojection with additional operations
defined by the weights.
In this paper, we formulate this reconstruction problem and
show in Sec. II why the solution to the decomposed system is
ill-conditioned. We carry out a simple experiment to explicitly
calculate the different possible pseudoinverses. This shows
that an exact solution cannot be obtained unless the weighted
system matrix is small enough to directly calculate the pseudoinverse. In a second step, we derive in Sec. III the iterative
update formula and show that the solution can be iteratively
approximated. We report experiments to compare the iterative
scheme and its L1-weighted variant to backprojection filtering
and an approximate solution. Finally, we conclude our findings
and give a brief outlook in Sec. IV.
II. C ALCULATION OF THE P SEUDOINVERSE :
O RIGIN AND I MPACT OF ITS I LL - CONDITIONING
We investigate the inclusion of a position- and angledependent function into the reconstruction problem. Inclusion
of the weights in the forward-projector can be formulated as
ż
ppt, θq “ f px, yq ¨ gpx, y, θq dr ,
(3)
where ppt, θq is the projection at detector position t under
rotation θ along the projection ray r. The object is given as
function f px, yq. The function gpx, y, θq is a position- and
angle-dependent multiplicative factor. In matrix notation, the
equivalent formulation is
p “ Ãx ,

(4)

where Ã denotes the system matrix including the weights
given by gpx, y, θq. According to Eqn. 2, the solution can be
calculated with the pseudoinverse Ã` . The standard system
matrix A allows to derive the adjoint operator and filter function with the Fourier-Slice theorem. However, an analogous
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´
¯´1
interpretation for ÃJ Ã
and ÃJ is not available and
hence unknown.
Nevertheless, the weighted reconstruction problem can be
analytically examined by deconstructing Ã “ BW into a
pure system matrix B and a weight matrix W. The weights
W shall be individually chosen per voxel xi and per rotation
angle θj . Hence, W consists for each angle θj of a diagonal
submatrix Wθj “ diag pwj,1 , wj,2 , . . . , wj,V q. The full matrix
W is given on the right side of Eqn. 5. The angle-dependency
in W requires to construct the system matrix B slightly
different from traditional system matrices A: B is a blockdiagonal matrix, where each block contains the traditional
system matrix under one specific angle θj . Hence,
»
fi
»
fi
Wθ1
Aθ1
— Wθ2 ffi
—
ffi
Aθ2
—
ffi
—
ffi
W “ — . ffi , (5)
B“—
ffi
.
..
– .. fl
–
fl
WθΩ
AθΩ
and Ã “ BW as stated above. W has full rank due to
its design from diagonal matrices. B has full rank due to
its block-diagonal structure and because every row within
one block models an individual ray with individual voxel
contributions. The full reconstruction equation is
p “ BWx .

(6)

As in traditional reconstruction, solving Eqn. 6 for x requires to multiply the pseudoinverse from the left. To this
end, two approaches could be considered, namely either
W` B` p “ W` B` BWx

(7)

pWBq` p “ pBWq` pBWqx .

(8)

or
However, it is important to realize that for the dimensions of
B and W, the individual inversion of these matrices in Eqn. 7
does not isolate x, and can hence not be used. This follows
from the fact that B is a broad matrix with dimensions N Ω ˆ
V Ω with N ă V , since there are by definition more voxels
V than detector pixels N . In this case, the right-hand sided
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse B: has to be used (see Tab. II).
However, left-multiplying `the right-hand
side pseudoinverse
˘´1
B: leads to the term BJ BBJ
B ‰ I and hence does
not isolate x as intended. As a consequence, it is necessary
to calculate the general pseudoinverse from Eqn. 8. Note that
this insight also implies that
pBWq` ‰ W` B` .

(9)

Lemma. The generalized pseudoinverse of the matrices B
and W
`
˘` `
˘`
pBWq` “ B` BW
BWW`
.
(10)
does not have full rank. Thus, we have more degrees of
freedom than linearly independent equations, which makes the
system of equations ill-conditioned.

Table I: List of symbols
Symbol
V
Ω
θi
N
x
p
A
Ã
B

Dimension

RV ˆ1
RN Ωˆ1
RN ΩˆV
RN ΩˆV
RN ΩˆV Ω
RV ΩˆV

W
¨i
¨i,j
¨`

Interpretation
Number of voxels
Number of projection angles
One projection angle p@i P t1, ..., Ωuq
Number of detector pixels
Vector representation of the object
Vector containing the projections
System matrix
System matrix with weights
Block matrix where each block contains the
system matrix for one angle
Weight matrix
Element i of vector ¨
Element i, j of matrix ¨
Pseudoinverse

Table II: Moore-Penrose pseudoinverses for a matrix A with
full rank [9]
Dimension

Name

Rank

Pseudoinverse

nˆn
nˆm
nˆm

Square
Broad
Tall

n
n
m

A` “ A´1
`
˘´1
A` “ A: “ AJ AAJ
`
˘
´1
A` “ A; “ AJ A
AJ

Proof. We show that the rows in pBWq` are linearly
dependent, from which the remaining statements follow. The
pseudoinverse of the matrix product pBWq` is defined as [9]
`
˘` `
˘`
pBWq` “ B` BW
BWW`
(11)
` :
˘` `
˘
; `
“ B BW
BWW
(12)
´
¯
`
`
˘
´1
“ BJ BBJ
BW
´
`
˘´1 J ¯`
¨ BW WJ W
W
,
(13)
where we inserted between Eqn. 11 to 13 the respective leftand right-hand sided Moore-Penrose pseudoinverses.
The
linear˘ dependency occurs in the product WW; “
` J
´1
W W W
WJ . In order to see this, we first note that
` J ˘´1
W W
is a diagonal matrix due to the diagonal structure
of the submatrices of W.
` J ˘´1
W W
“
¨»
fiJ »
fi˛´1
diag pw1,1 , . . . , w1,V q
diag pw1,1 , . . . , w1,V q
˚—
ffi —
ffi‹
..
..
˚–
fl –
fl‹
.
.
˝
‚
diag pwΩ,1 , . . . , wΩ,V q
diag pwΩ,1 , . . . , wΩ,V q
(14)
˜
¸
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
2
2
2
“ diag 1{ wi,1
, 1{ wi,2
, . . . , 1{ wi,V
(15)
i

i

i

Due to the commutativity
diagonal
matrices
we have the
`
˘´1 of
`
˘´1
WWJ . Here,
equality W WJ W
WJ “ WJ W
fi
»
Wθ1 Wθ1 Wθ1 Wθ2 . . . Wθ1 WθΩ
— Wθ2 Wθ1 Wθ2 Wθ2 . . . Wθ2 WθΩ ffi
ffi
—
WWJ “ —
ffi .
..
..
..
..
–
fl
.
.
.
.
WθΩ Wθ1

WθΩ Wθ2

...

WθΩ WθΩ

(16)
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reconstruction as an iterative least-squares reconstruction task
with the objective function

(a) GT x

(b) Ã` p

(c) W` B` p

(d) pBWq` p

Figure 1: Results of the pseudoinverse. Fig. a, b are windowed
between 0´1 [a.u.]. Fig. c is windowed between 0´0.5 [a.u.].
Fig. d is windowed between ´2.5 ´ 12 [a.u.].
Each block in this matrix is again a diagonal matrix
Wθi Wθj “ diag pwi,1 wj,1 , wi,2 wj,2 , . . . , wi,V wj,V q @i, j P
t1, . . . Ωu. The rows and columns between the block matrices
are linear dependent. Rows i and j only differ by a factor
wνi {wνj , and the same holds for the columns. Thus, the
matrix WWJ P RV ¨ΩˆV ¨Ω has only rank V , which makes
the system of equations highly under-determined and illconditioned.
˝
Experiment. We illustrate these findings with an example
that is sufficiently small to also calculate the pseudoinverse
of the matrices directly. We use a 4 ˆ 4 volume, with a
triangular structure of value 1 in the center as our object
(Fig. 1a). The system matrix uses 4 projection angels with a
total of 22 projections. We then calculate the solutions for three
different pseudoinverses. This includes first the theoretically
correct pseudoinverse of Ã, which can be directly calculated
due to the small problem size. Second, the theoretically
wrong solution W` B` p , where rankpW` q “ V and
rankpB` q “ N Ω. Third, the theoretically correct, but ill`
conditioned pBWq p.
The results are shown in Fig. 1b – 1d, respectively. The
pseudoinverse of the weighted system matrix Ã delivers an
almost perfect result (Fig. 1b). The L2–distance to the ground
truth x is 1.68E ´ 14. By using the theoretically incorrect
pseudoinverse W` B` the overall object shape is recovered,
but the values are not correct (Fig. 1c), with a L2–distance to
the ground truth of 1.15. The estimation of the theoretically
correct but ill-conditioned pseudoinverse completely fails to
represent the object (Fig. 1d), with a L2–distance to the ground
truth of 16.92. It is surprising that the mathematically incorrect
solution still provides a rough estimate of the original object,
while the mathematically correct, yet ill-conditioned, solution
completely fails to recover the object.
III. I TERATIVE R ECONSTRUCTION
The first part shows that inclusion of individual weights
prevents a closed-form reconstruction. However, the original
linear systems of equations in Eqn. 6 has full rank, which
suggests that an iterative solution can still be found. To this
end, we derive a gradient-descent algorithm and perform a
proof-of-concept experiment where we compare the proposed
method with and without additional TV regularization to
backprojection filtering and a solution with the theoretically
incorrect inversion.
Since the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse estimates the optimal solution in a least-squares sense, we formulate the
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1
(17)
min ||BWx ´ p||22 .
2
Equation 17 can be iteratively solved via gradient descent.
The update-rule for the iterative algorithm is derived below
following the Kaczmarz method [10].
One projection in the decomposed system from Eqn. 6 is
given as
pi “ bi Wx ,
(18)
which can be interpreted as a line in the V -dimensional space.
The orthogonal projection of x on this line is given as
x1 “ x ` λ pbi Wq

J

(19)

λWJ bJ
i

.

(20)

“x`

Since the projected point x1 is a point on the line, Eqn. 18
must also hold
pi “ bi Wx1 .
(21)
Inserting Eqn. 20 into Eqn. 21 leads to
`
˘
pi “ bi W x ` λWJ bJ
.
i

(22)

Isolating the parameter λ in Eqn. 22 leads to
λ“

ppi ´ bi Wxq
.
bi WWJ bJ
i

(23)

This can be inserted back into Eq. 21, leading to the final
update rule
x1 “ x `

pi ´ bi Wx
WJ bJ
i ,
bi WWJ bJ
i

(24)

where bi Wx is the weighted forward-projection, pi ´ bi Wx
is the gradient, and bi WWJ bJ
i is a normalization factor
that contains the sum of squared weights along the ray.
Experiment. In this experiment we use a more complex
sample to investigate the results of the iterative reconstruction.
The weighting function is the sensitivity ramp as it occurs
in X-ray Talbot-Lau grating interferometers [3], [4], [5]). The
function is a linear ramp between a minimal and maximal
sensitivity value, which rotates along with the source and
detector. We use an experimental setting that is similar as in
Chabior et al. [5], with a phantom that consists of two wedges
in a parallel-beam geometry. We use a 256ˆ256 voxel volume
with 360 projections over an angular range of π.
We reconstruct the object with various approaches. First, a
backprojection and then filtering from Eqn. 2 that ignores the
weights (“BPF”). Second, the incorrect pseudoinverse W` B`
from Eqn. 7 (“Wrong PsInv”). Third, the iterative update rule
derived in this section (“Iterative”), and fourth the iterative
update rule with additional TV regularization (“Iterative +
TV”). The mathematical representation of the algorithms is
listed in Tab. III. For the iterative reconstruction, a step size
of 0.5 is used. An adaptive step size is used for the TV
regularization. Both iterative algorithms use 100 iterations.
Figure 2 shows the ground truth and the reconstruction
results. The line plots along the yellow dashed line are shown
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(a) GT

(b) BPF

(c) Wrong PsInv

(d) Iterative

(e) Iterative + TV

Figure 2: Results of the reconstructions. The line plots along the yellow dashed lines are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. c is windowed
between 0 ´ 0.01 [a.u.]. All other figures are windowed between 0 ´ 1 [a.u.].
GT

BPF
Iterative

wrong PsInv ¨100
Iterative + TV

value

1
0.5
0
Distance x
Figure 3: Line plots along the yellow dashed lines in the
reconstructions in Fig. 2.
in Fig. 3. The root mean square error (RMSE) and structural
similarity (SSIM) are reported in the right columns of Tab. III.
Severe artifacts can be observed in the reconstruction with
the backprojection and filtering that ignores the weighting
function. It exhibits a global offset in the reconstructed values,
and the object is not homogeneous. The reconstruction with
the incorrect pseudoinverse shows similar artifacts. Also here,
the scaling of the reconstructed values is only half of the actual
values. The RMSE is twice as large as for backprojection
and filtering, and the SSIM is decreased by several orders
of magnitude. The iterative reconstruction is visually and
quantitatively very good. The TV regularization changes the
quantitative result only at the fifth decimal position. Visually,
both reconstructions are identical with a high similarity to the
ground truth.
This only very small performance difference between iterative reconstruction and its regularized version can be attributed
to two reasons. The experiment is neither under-determined,
nor is any noise included in this experiment. We expect a
larger improvement of TV over the pure iterative algorithm in
the presence of this cases.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND O UTLOOK
We investigated the inclusion of a per-voxel position- and
angle-dependent weighting function in tomographic reconstruction. First, we describe the problem and decompose it
into a system matrix and weighting matrix. Calculating the
pseudoinverse shows in a rank analysis that the solution is very
ill-conditioned. In a second part, we derive an iterative solution
and experimentally show its superiority to any possible algebraic solution. We conclude that it is not possible to obtain an
analytic solution for the reconstruction of voxels with general

Table III: RMSE and SSIM of the results in Fig. 2
Method

Equation

RMSE

SSIM

BPF
Wrong PsInv
Iterative
Iterative + TV

A; p

0.24
0.47
0.06
0.06

0.61
1.26E ´ 4
0.99
0.99

W; B: p
min 12 ||BWx ´ p||22
min 12 ||BWx ´ p||22 ` λ TV .

position- and angle-dependent weightings, while experimental
results for iterative reconstruction well approximate the ground
truth solution.
In future work, it will be interesting to investigate special
cases of weight functions, and in particular whether for these
cases filters can be derived analytically or learned with a
Neural-Network [11].
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Investigation of Base Materials for Accurate
Dual-Energy Computed Tomography. Comparison
between the Alvarez-Macovski method and DIRA
Maria Magnusson, Gudrun Alm Carlsson, Michael Sandborg, Åsa Carlsson Tedgren and Alexandr Malusek

Abstract—The choice of the material base to which the
material decomposition is performed in dual-energy computed
tomography may affect the quality of reconstructed images. The
aim of this work is to investigate how the commonly used bases
(water, bone), (water, iodine) and (photoelectric effect, Compton
scattering) affect the reconstructed linear attenuation coefficient
in case of the Alvarez-Macovski method. The performance of this
method is also compared to the performance of the dual-energy
iterative reconstruction algorithm DIRA. The results show that
the Alvarez-Macovski method produced artefacts when iodine
was present in the phantom together with human tissues, since
this method can only work with one doublet. It was shown that
these artefacts could be avoided with DIRA using a (water, lipid,
protein) triplet for tissues and the (water, iodine) doublet for the
iodine solution.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE Alvarez-Macovski method (AM) [1] produces two
images of the base material weight coefficients by material decomposition of dual-energy CT data in the projection
domain to one base material doublet. From these coefficients,
monoenergetic images at any energy can be computed. This
way beam-hardening can be eliminated.
The Dual-energy Iterative Reconstruction Algorithm
(DIRA) [2] is an algorithm that performs the decomposition
in the image domain. Calculated forward projections together
with the original projections are used to update the image.
This way, beam-hardening can be iteratively removed. It is
possible to use different base material doublets at different
spatial positions in the image. DIRA does not require
geometrically consistent projections and has been extended
to the 3D helical geometry [3].
The linear attenuation coefficient (LAC), µ(E), depends on
the photon energy and, in the medical diagnostics energy range
of 20–150 keV, includes photoelectric absorption, Compton
scattering, and coherent scattering:

T

µ(E) = µp (E) + µC (E) + µcoh (E),

(1)

where µp (E) is approximately proportional to E , µC (E) is
proportional to the Klein-Nishina cross section, and µcoh (E)
makes a relatively small contribution.
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With a base material doublet, µ(E) can be mathematically
decomposed as
µ(E) = w1 · µ1 (E) + w2 · µ2 (E),

(2)

where w1 and w2 are weight coefficients, and µ1 (E) and
µ2 (E) are the LACs for the two base materials. The original
base material doublet suggested in [1], from now on called
the photo-Compton doublet (PC), used µp (E) ∼ E −3 , though
some other authors also used µp (E) ∼ E −2.8 [4].
Another common base material doublet is the water-bone
doublet (WB), see for example [5]. Yet another one is the
water-iodine doublet (WI), used by General Electric, see [6].
Of interest is the intrinsic dimensionality of the linear
attenuation coefficient of biological tissues in the energy
range 20–150 keV, which is the energy range for medical
CT. Williamson et al. [7] investigated biological tissues with
effective atomic numbers Z = 2, . . . , 20 in the energy range
20–140 keV. For determination of individual (mass macroscopic) cross sections, µp (E)/ρ and µC (E)/ρ, where ρ is the
mass density, they recommend a Water-Polystyrene doublet for
Z = 1, . . . , 8 and a Water-’Calcium chloride solution’ for Z =
8, . . . , 20. They claim, however, that one base material doublet
is sufficient to represent LAC values. Bornefalk [8] applied
the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to Z = 1, . . . , 20
in the energy range 25–120 keV and discovered an intrinsic
dimensionality of 3 to 4. Alvarez [9] stated that “A two
function basis set is sufficient to approximate the attenuation
coefficients of biological materials. However, a three or higher
dimension basis set is needed if an externally administered
high atomic number contrast agent is used.”
Of interest is how the choice of different material bases
affects the accuracy of reconstructions algorithms in DECT
and what limits the intrinsic dimensionality of the cross
sections in practice.
II. M ETHODS
A. Visual investigation of the dimensionality of medical CT
materials
Material decomposition to the water-bone doublet was
performed for elements with Z = 1, . . . , 20, water, lipid,
protein, adipose, muscle, compact bone, femora spongiosa,
Ti, Zn, I, Ba, and Ce for the following reasons. Most of
the elements comprising human tissues have Z ≤ 20. Soft
tissues consist of mainly water, lipids and proteins, and bones
consists of compact bone and spongiosa. Ti may be used
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for implants, Zn can be found in small amounts in prostate
and I, Ba, and Ce can be used as contrast agents. True
mass attenuation coefficients for these materials were either
taken directly from the EPDL97 library [10] or derived from
elemental compositions taken from [2].
Weight coefficients w1 and w2 of the material decomposition for the two base materials were obtained by solving
an equation system consisting of two equations (2), one at
E = 50 keV and the other at E = 88 keV.
B. X-ray Spectra and Phantoms
An 80 kV spectrum and an 140 kV spectrum filtered with
Sn were used, see Fig. 1.
10 5
10

80kV spectrum
Sn140kV spectrum

8
6

D. Setup for the AM algorithm
Projections were calculated as in section II-C. The AM
algorithm was implemented according to Ying et al [12]; the
photo-Compton, water-bone, and water-iodine base material
doublets were used. The AM reconstruction resulted in two
images of the base material weight coefficients w1 and w2 .
Averages of w1 and w2 were taken in regions of interest (ROIs)
inside the rod inserts and the water cylinder. From these values,
LACs as functions of energy in the range 20–150 keV were
obtained using Eq. (2). Also, three mono-energetic images for
30, 50, and 88 keV were calculated.
III. R ESULTS
The ability of the water-bone doublet to represent the
material of interest is represented by the µ(E)/µtab (E) ratio.
This ratio, obtained by direct application of material decomposition via Eq. (2), is plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 for elements
with Z = 1, . . . , 20 and selected common human tissues,
respectively.

4

100

120

140

Fig. 1. Non-normalized energy distributions of photons in X-ray spectra.
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(b)

1.15
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Two cylindrical lipid phantoms containing five rod inserts
were used, see Fig. 2. Rod inserts of the first phantom were
made of water, protein, compact bone, femura spongiosa and
aluminum. Rod inserts of the second phantom were made of
water, compact bone and iodine-water solution.
C. Setup for DIRA
Projections of the phantom were calculated with Drasim
[11] in a fan beam geometry described in [2] and rebinned
to parallel projections; this approach was used for the AM
too. In the case of DIRA, only the phantom with iodine was
processed. A threshold segmentation was used to determine
regions with iodine, bone, and soft tissues. In the iodine
and bone regions, two-material decompositions to the (water,
iodine) and (compact bone, bone marrow) doublets, respectively, were used. In the soft tissue region, the three-material
decomposition to the (water, lipid, protein) triplet was used,
see [2] for more information.
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Si

1.05
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compact bone

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing of the phantom without (a) and with (b) the iodinewater solution. The lipid cylinders with the diameter of 316 mm contained 5
rod inserts with the diameter of 70 mm containing different materials.
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Fig. 3. The LAC approximated by the water-bone doublet relative to the
tabulated LAC, µ(E)/µtab (E), as a function of energy for elements with
Z = 1, . . . , 20.

Note that the elements are well represented for energies
above ≈ 35 keV. For energies in the range 20–35 keV, the
discrepancy is larger, especially for H, He, Li, Be, B. However,
these substances, except of H, are typically not found in the
human body. Cross sections of compounds containing H are
typically dominated by the other elements. In Fig. 4, water,
bone, lipid, protein, adipose, muscle and femora spongiosa are
plotted. For those, the discrepancy in the range 20–35 keV
is rather small. Moreover, the relative intensity of the X-ray
spectrum (Fig. 1) is small in the range 20–35 keV.
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Fig. 7 shows the µ(E)/µtab (E) ratio obtained by AM
for the WB, PC, and WI bases and the phantom without
iodine. The WB and PC bases approximated the LAC well for
E > 40 keV. In the range 20–35 keV, the relative difference
between the LACs was larger, but it was still less than 5 %.
In the case of WI, the K edge of iodine at 33.2 keV caused
large discrepancies between the LACs in the range 20–40 keV.
These discrepancies lead to a notable beam hardening artefact
between the compact bone and aluminum inserts at 50 keV,
see also Fig. 8.
(a)
(E) / tab (E)

Some other materials of interest for medical CT (Ti, Zn, I,
Ba, and Ce) are plotted in Fig. 5. Note that Ti is represented
as good as the human tissues by the water-bone doublet. Zn
is not represented so well and the contrast agents I, Ba, and
Ce are represented even worse. The K-edges around 40 keV
are an additional complication.

Fig. 4. Ratio µ(E)/µtab (E) for common materials, µtab (E) is the tabulated
LAC and µ(E) is the LAC approximated with the water-bone doublet.
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Fig. 5. The µ(E)/µtab (E) ratio for some materials of interest in CT, where
µtab (E) is the tabulated LAC and µ(E) is the LAC approximated with the
water-bone doublet. Fine (a) and coarse (b) scales on the y-axis.

A. Analysis of reconstructed data for phantom without iodine
Fig. 6 shows images reconstructed by AM for the WB doublet at 30, 50, and 88 keV. There was a good agreement with
tabulated values. The largest difference was for the aluminum
rod at 30 keV, with a measured value of 299.6 m−1 and the
tabulated 303.8 m−1 , giving a ratio of 299.6/303.8 ≈ 0.986.
This value agrees with aluminum in Fig. 7 (top).
AM WB (30)

AM WB (50)

80

100

120

140

E [keV]

Fig. 7. The approximated LAC relative to the tabulated LAC, µ(E)/µtab (E),
as a function of energy calculated by the AM for the phantom without iodine
and the water-bone (a), photo-Compton (b), and water-iodine (c) doublets.

Reconstructed images of the phantom without iodine displayed at a reduced LAC window are shown in Fig. 8. Contrary
to the WB and PC doublets, the WI doublet produced a clearly
visible beam hardening artefact.
AM WB

AM PC

AM WI

AM WB (88)
16
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18
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Fig. 8. LACs (in m−1 ) reconstructed by AM at 50 keV for the WB, PC,
and WI doublets and the phantom without iodine.
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Fig. 6. LACs (in m−1 ) for the phantom without iodine reconstructed by AM
at 30, 50, and 88 keV, with the WB doublet.
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The PC doublet did not provide the correct fractions of the
photoelectric and Compton LACs. Nevertheless, Fig. 9 shows
that it agreed with the tabulated (photo+Compton+coherent)
LAC when both components were added together. This shows
that the PC doublet with the E −3 dependence can be used
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in the AM for beam hardening removal but not for the
determination of true photoelectric and Compton fractions.
approximated photo
approximated Compton
approximated (photo + Compton)
tabulated (photo + Compton)
tabulated (photo + Compton + coherent)

LAC [1/cm]

0.4
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V. C ONCLUSION
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Fig. 9. Reconstructed approximated LAC and tabulated LAC for the lipid
rod insert in the phantom without iodine as functions of photon energy.
The approximated (photo+Compton) LAC agreed well with the tabulated
(photo+Compton+coherent) LAC.

B. Analysis of reconstructed data for phantom with iodine
Images of the phantom with iodine were reconstructed by
DIRA and by AM for the WB and WI doublets at 30, 50, and
88 keV. Reconstructed images displayed at a reduced LAC
window are shown in Fig. 10. Both AM methods produced
clearly visible beam hardening artefacts. DIRA reconstructed
the phantom without such artefacts. More LAC values for 30
and 50 keV are given in Tab. I, where deviating values are
highlighted. For 88 keV, the discrepancies were small.
AM WB

16

18

AM WI
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20

18

DIRA

20
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Fig. 10. LACs (in m−1 ) for the phantom with iodine reconstructed at 50 keV
by AM for the WB and WI doublets and by DIRA.

TABLE I
LAC S ( IN m−1 ) FOR THE PHANTOM WITH IODINE . R ECONSTRUCTIONS
BY AM WITH WB, AM WITH WI, AND DIRA.

water
bone
I-sol

true
37.6
244.9
90.3

in this part of the spectrum is small (Fig. 1). Moreover, in
clinical applications most of these photons are absorbed by
adult patient bodies.
The situation may be different for Spectral CT, however,
where the low-energy channel may be in the range (2040 keV). Additionally, for children, more photons of the initial
spectrum in this low energy range will pass the body. Then
the discrepancies found in energy range 20–35 keV may be
more important.

30 keV
WB

WI

DIRA

37.1
245.9
412.1

37.6
91.0
90.5

37.6
244.5
89.4

true
22.7
79.2
100.0

50 keV
WB

WI

DIRA

22.6
79.4
105.5

22.8
77.3
100.3

22.7
79.4
100.3

IV. D ISCUSSION
Fig. 3 shows that it may be difficult to reach the dimensionality of 3–4 stated by Bornefalk [8] at the energy range
of 35–150 keV for elements with Z = 1, . . . , 20. In this
energy range, the dimensionality of 2 is more likely, i.e. one
doublet can predict the LAC values of the elements. All the
major differences between the LACs of elements are in the
energy range 20–35 keV. The relative number of photons

The PC and WB doublets accurately approximated the LAC
values for human tissues and elements with Z = 1, . . . , 20,
in the range 20-150 keV, though there was a small (< 5 %)
discrepancy in the range 20–35 keV. The WI doublet did not
represent the tissues as well as PC and WB; the largest discrepancies (> 50 % in some cases) were in the range 20–40 keV.
LACs reconstructed with the AM and DIRA followed this
trend. AM produced artefacts when iodine was present in the
phantom together with human tissues, since AM can only work
with one doublet. It was shown that these artefacts could be
avoided with DIRA using a (water, lipid, protein) triplet for
soft tissues, a (compact bone, bone marrow) doublet for bone
and the WI doublet for the iodine solution.
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KNN-based nanoparticle agent identification
in PCD-CT
Sumin Baek and Okkyun Lee*
Abstract—One of the potential applications of photon counting detector (PCD)-based computed tomography (CT) is the
identification of targeted nanoparticle contrast agents. However,
conventional approaches, such as K-edge ratio and maximum
likelihood-based methods, are vulnerable to noise. In this study,
we propose a novel noise-robust K-nearest neighbors (KNN)based method, which consists of calculating posterior sinograms
using the KNN classifier, performing backprojection on the
sinograms, and comparing the images of different classes. We
show that the proposed method provides much clear identification
of gold inserts for different concentrations and x-ray dose
levels without background noise, compared to the conventional
methods.

estimator, 2) backproject the posterior sinograms for each of
the classes, and then 3) identify the targeted contrast agents by
pixel-by-pixel comparison between the backprojection images.
The proposed method is validated using simple and abdominal
phantoms with gold nanoparticle contrast agents targeting
localized regions and compared to those of the ML-based
material decomposition and the K-edge ratio method.
In Section II, we summarize the conventional methods with
background theory, describe the proposed method, and provide
the simulation setups. Section III presents the main results,
followed by the conclusion in Section IV.

Index Terms—Photon counting CT, nanoparticle contrast
agents, K-edge ratio method, maximum likelihood, K nearest
neighbors algorithm

II. METHOD

O

I. I NTRODUCTION

ne of the main features of the photon counting detector (PCD)-based computed tomography (CT) is the Kedge imaging applications by exploiting the multiple energydependent measurements from the PCD [1]. The K-edge
imaging can be utilized for target localization combined with
a new type of target-specific nanoparticle contrast agent. For
example, in molecular and functional imaging, active targeting
is extensively studied to visualize specific targets such as
tumors and microcalcifications in small animal imaging using
gold nanoparticle contrast agents [2, 3].
Conventional methods, such as maximum likelihood (ML)based material decomposition, and K-edge ratio method can be
used for the target localization by identifying the nanoparticle
contrast agents. The K-edge ratio method identifies nanoparticle agents by comparing the bin-wise images between the Kedge pixel-by-pixel [4]. The ML-based method uses the noise
statistics on the measurements to decompose the basis image
of the nanoparticle contrast agents of interest [5]. However,
both methods are reported to be sensitive to noise due to the
lack of photon statistics [4, 6], and also increased dimension
of the basis materials for the ML-based method [7].
In this study, we propose a noise-robust K-nearest neighbors
(KNN)-based method for the nanoparticle contrast agent identification. We design the KNN method such that it classifies the
PCD measurements into the class, including the nanoparticle
agents, or the other class, without the agents. Then, the
proposed method can be described in the following three
steps: 1) Calculate posterior probabilities of each class for
all detector channels and projection views using the KNN
S. Baek and O. Lee are with the Department of Robotics Engineering,
Daegu Gyeongbuk Institute of Science and Technology, Daegu, 42988 Korea
*Corresponding author (contact: oklee@dgist.ac.kr)
This work was supported by the DGIST Start-up Fund Program of the
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A. Material Decomposition
The line-integrals of an object, the energy-dependent linear
attenuation coefficient, µ(E, r)[cm−1 ], can be modeled by a
linear combination of basis materials such as water, bone, and
a nanoparticle contrast agent used for the K-edge imaging:
Z
µ(E, r)dr = `w µw (E) + `b µb (E) + `k µk (E),
(1)
where `w [cm], `b [cm], and `k [cm] are thicknesses of water,
bone, and the contrast agent, respectively, along the x-ray path.
B. PCD Measurements Model
The number of measured photons at the j-th energy bin of
the PCD, mj , follows a Poisson distribution, and the mean
value yj can be modeled as follows:
Z ∞
T
yj (A` ) =
Sj (E)φ(E)e−A` µa (E) dE,
(2)
0

f or j = 1, 2, · · · , J,

where J denotes the number of energy bins, A` =
[`w , `b , `k ]T , µa (E) = [µw (E), µb (E), µk (E)]T , and φ(E)
[photons/keV] denotes an x-ray incident spectrum. The bin
sensitivity function Sj (E) addresses spectral distortions in the
PCD [5].
C. Maximum Likelihood-based Estimator
The ML-based material decomposition estimates the basis
line-integrals from the following optimization problem:
Â` = arg min f (A` ),
A`

(3)

where Â` =(`ˆw , `ˆb , `ˆK ). We assume that the measurements
mj (j = 1, 2, · · · , J) are independent Poisson random vari-
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ables. The cost function in (3) is the negative log-likelihood
from the noise statistics in the photon counts as follows [5]:
f (A` ) =

J
X
j=1

[yj (A` ) − mj ln yj (A` )].

(4)

Â` is calculated by minimizing (4) using given measurements
and the system models such as Sj (E) and φ(E). One can
apply the filtered backprojection (FBP) to the estimated `ˆK
(for all channels and views) to get the associated basis image
for the identification of the nanoparticle agents.
D. K-edge Ratio Method
K-edge ratio method first calculates the following ratio of
images (the division is done by pixel-by-pixel) [4],
R=

Image(mj+1 )
,
Image(mj )

(5)

where Image(mj ) denotes the result of the FBP applied to
the projection data for the j-th energy bin, L(mj ):
mj
L(mj ) = − ln(
),
(6)
yj0
where yj0 is the mean value when the object is absent for
j-th energy bin. Due to the property of the K-edge in the
attenuation curve, Image(mj+1 ) (above the K-edge) has a
larger pixel value than that of Image(mj ) (below the Kedge) when the pixel contains the nanoparticle agents. On the
other hand, Image(mj+1 ) has a less pixel value than that
of Image(mj ) when the pixel is absent of the nanoparticle
agents. Therefore, the method selects the region where R > 1
for the identification of the target [4].
E. Proposed Method
The main idea of the proposed method comes from the
following assumption motivated from the nature of the active
targeting: Targeted cells or tissues such as specific lesions
where the nanoparticles accumulated are localized in the object, i.e., the PCD measurements can be classified into whether
it includes the nanoparticles (C1 ) or not (C2 ), as illustrated in
Fig. 1. One can apply a machine learning technique to classify

Fig. 2: The flowchart for the proposed method.
the PCD measurements into either C1 or C2 . In this study,
we use the KNN method for this purpose, and we calculate
the posterior probabilities for each of the classes. The benefit
of calculating the posterior probability is that one can apply
backprojection to the posterior sinograms for each class such
that it provides the reference to identify the targets in the
image domain. The details of the method are described using
a flowchart in Fig. 2. First, we generate the training datasets,
which is the mean photon counts for various combination of
the basis materials (detailed explanation is given in section
2.F). We use a given PCD measurements as the input in the
algorithm. Then, the KNN classifier calculates the posterior
probability for the input (for all channels and views) for each
of the classes and generates the posterior sinograms (e.g., see
Fig.3(a,b) and Fig.4(a,b)). Next, backproject is applied the
posterior sinograms for each class (e.g., see Fig.3(c,d) and
Fig.4(c,d)). Finally, we compare the backprojection images
and select the pixel in C1 when the value is larger than that of
the C2 for the purpose of the identification of the nanoparticle
agents (e.g., see Fig.3(e) and Fig.4(e)).
F. Simulation Setup

Fig. 1: The concept for the classification of the PCD measurements.

The total number of x-ray photons was set as 106 (for high
dose case) or 105 (for low dose case) for a 140kVp incident
spectrum with aluminum pre-filtration. Four energy bins, 66,
80, 100, 114keV, were used (80keV is the K-edge for the
gold), and the spectral distortion was modeled for a realistic
simulation [5]. We used simple and abdominal phantoms [8]:
A numerical water phantom with various materials as shown
in Fig.3(f), including the inserts of gold nanoparticle agents
of three different concentrations, and an abdominal phantom
with gold nanoparticle agents of different shapes and concentrations as illustrated in Fig.4(f). The image size was 512 x
512: 0.5mm/pixel for the simple phantom and 0.75mm/pixel
for the abdominal phantom. The number of detector (PCD)
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Fig. 5: Results of the nanoparticle agents identification for the
simple phantom using various methods (first row: high dose,
second row: low dose).

Fig. 3: The results of the proposed method for the simple
phantom (high dose case): (a) posterior sinogram for C1 , (b)
posterior sinogram for C2 , (c) backprojection image for C1 ,
(d) backprojection image for C2 , (e) identified targets, and (f)
simple phantom.

channels and the number of views per rotation were 601 and
1,000, respectively, with detector pitch of 1mm for the simple
phantom and 1.5mm for the abdominal phantom. The equispaced 2D fan-beam geometry is used with the distance from
the source to the iso-center, 50cm, and from the source to
the detector, 100cm. We used ASTRA [9] for the simulation
described above.
The training datasets for the KNN classifier were generated
as follows: 1) Set a range for the three materials for the class
C1 such as water (0∼39cm), bone (-1∼8cm), and gold (1%;
0∼15cm), 2) select regular points on the range (we set the
interval as 0.7 for water, 0.3 for bone and 0.6 for gold 1%),
3) generate the mean value yj (j=1 to 4) for each point (in
practice, this corresponds to the averaged measurements by
multiple scanning for a calibration phantom), and 4) do the
same for C2 without the gold, and interval of the points were
adjusted as 0.15 for water and 0.057 for bone so that the
number of training data for all classes is about the same. The
hyperparameter K was heuristically selected as 12 for the high
dose case and 70 for the low dose case for both phantoms.
III. RESULTS

Fig. 4: The results of the proposed method for the abdominal
phantom (low dose case): (a) posterior sinogram for C1 , (b)
posterior sinogram for C2 , (c) backprojection image for C1 ,
(d) backprojection image for C2 , (e) identified targets, and (f)
abdominal phantom.
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The result for the gold nanoparticle agents identification
using various methods with simple phantom is illustrated in
Fig. 5 for high and low dose cases (the intermediate results for
the posterior sinograms and backprojection images for high
dose are shown in Fig. 3). Note that both the K-edge ratio
method and the proposed method provide thresholded (binary)
images while the ML estimator offers a density image. How to
threshold the image for the identification is challenging; thus,
we show images (without thresholding; clipped from 0 to twice
of the ground truth for Au 3%). In Fig. 5(a), the ML estimator
separates three different concentrations of gold nanoparticles.
In Fig. 5(b), the K-edge ratio method also separates the target,
but it suffers from the background noise. However, in Fig. 5(c),
the proposed method clearly localizes the three different concentrations of gold nanoparticles without background noise.
For the low dose case, both the ML estimator and the Kedge ratio method suffer from severe background noise so that
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IV. CONCLUSION
We developed the noise-robust K-nearest neighbors (KNN)based method for nanoparticle contrast agents identification.
The proposed method first calculates the posterior sinogram
for each class using the KNN classifier, backproject the
sinograms, and then identify the targeted contrast agents from
the backprojection images. Compared to the conventional
maximum likelihood-based estimator and the K-edge ratio
method, the proposed method was able to localize the gold
nanoparticles without background noise for both high and low
dose cases.
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ntCT: submicrometer laboratory X-Ray
microtomography down to 0.2µm resolution
J. Graetz (Dittmann), D. Müller, A. Balles, T. Tuohimaa, T. Donath, C. Fella

Abstract—Following up on the development of the NanoTube
X-ray source within the collaborative European NanoXCT
project [1], a complete laboratory nano tomography setup
(ntCT) further comprising a custom-built high energy photon
counting detector has been realized. A preliminary quantification of the focal spot size is given here based on the structure
size dependent contrast visibility of a siemens star, indicating a
full width at half maximum of about 0.26µm. The ntCT system
is now routinely operated at sub-micrometer tomographic
resolutions in the range between 0.2–1µm. The translation
of the quantified 2D imaging resolution into 3D tomographic
applications is demonstrated on a micro-electronics sample
exhibiting structures on the 10−7 m scale.

I. I NTRODUCTION
3D X-ray microscopy at the laboratory is a valuable tool
both for life sciences and materials research. In contrast to
other microscopy techniques, focusing is one of the central
physical and technical challenges in the context of X-ray
microscopy. Three general approaches are available, each of
which has its strengths and weaknesses. Here, geometrically
magnifying shadow microscopy using a highly focused Xray source is considered, which can be easily combined with
highly efficient – also for higher energies – direct converting
X-ray detectors, making it highly attractive particularly for
the imaging of technical samples based on heavier elements
as compared to organic life sciences samples. Geometrically
magnifying cone beam setups based on highly focused X-ray
sources and large area detectors further provide a high degree
of flexibility regarding resolution and sample size, being
able to cover multiple orders of magnitude of sample sizes
ranging from less than 0.1mm up to centimeters (depending
on the absolute density of the considered sample).
Recent advances in the developments of X-ray sources
allowed to push the limit of routinely achievable imaging
resolution for this type of microscope to the 10−7 m scale.
The ntCT integrates the Excillum NanoTube with a custombuilt Dectris photon counting detector for higher energies
up to the 100keV range. First results on NanoTube based
imaging have been shown in [2], [3]. A quantification and
comparison of tomograpic resolution has been given in
[4]. Here, a preliminary quantification of the actual focal
J. Graetz, A. Balles and C. Fella are with the Fraunhofer nanotomography group of the magnetic resonance and X-ray imaging department
MRB of the Fraunhofer IIS/EZRT in Würzburg, Germany.
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D. Müller is with the Lehrstuhl für Röntgenmikroskopie at the University
of Würzburg, Germany
T. Tuohimaa is with Excillum AB, Kista, Sweden
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Figure 1. X-ray projection of a Siemenstar with 150nm line patterns at
its innermost section. Magnification is achieved geometrically by means of
a short source–object distance using a nanofocus X-ray source (Excillum
NanoTube) and a photon counting direct detector (Dectris). The resolution
in this geometry is dominated by the focal spot size (as opposed to the
detector properties), which conversely can be deduced from the pattern
contrast visibility.

Figure 2. The ntCT system, comprising an Excillum NanoTube and a
custom built Dectris photon counting detector for energies up to the 100keV
range.

spot size shall be presented, as well as examples of high
resolution tomographic images demonstrating the practical
performance of the ntCT nano tomography system.
II. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
The ntCT is a compact nano-tomography system based
on a pre-series version of the Excillum NanoTube and a
custom-built Dectris CdTe photon counting detector for high
X-ray energies. With multi-axis control of both the detector

normalized contrast visibility %
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Figure 3. Evaluation of the average contrast visibility in dependence of the
pattern frequency of the Siemens star shown in Fig. 1. The observed slope
corresponds to the expected modulation transfer function of a Gaussian
point spread of 260nm full width at half maximum, corresponding to 10%
contrast at about 3100 line pairs per millimeter. This is consistent with the
visual detectability of the 150nm structures within the Siemens star (Fig. 1)

Figure 4. Subsection of a tomographic slice showing structures of an
integrated circuit. The voxel sampling is about 0.2µm. The full field of
view (not shown) is about 200µm wide. The smallest feature sizes visible
in the image are on the voxel scale at 0.2µm.

and sample stage, high flexibility with respect to imaging
geometries is provided. The system can be operated both
in a high flux mode for micrometer resolutions as well as
in a high resolution mode, that will be quantified in the
following. Imaging is performed in geometric magnification
with short source–object distances and magnification factors
typically between 102 and 103 . An acceleration voltage of
60keV is used. By working with large fan angles in the
range above 30°, a large solid angle of the emitted X-rays is
used for imaging. A custom auto-calibration technique for
the projection geometry ensures optimal reconstructions [5],
[6].
III. R ESULTS
In order to quantify the achievable resolution, a Siemens
star featuring structures down to 150nm has been imaged
at a magnification factor of about 1000 (Fig. 1). By polar
unwrapping and Fourier analysis of the resulting line patterns, the modulation transfer function can be deduced. The
result is shown in Figure 3. The three innermost sections
of the Siemens star were fully contained in the projection
image, covering a range of about 900 to 3300 line pairs
per millimeter. The observed slope is consistent with a
Gaussian point spread of 260nm full width at half maximum,
corresponding to 10% contrast at about 3100 line pairs per
millimeter, in accordance with the visual detectability of the
smallest (150nm) features of the Siemens star in Fig. 1.
Figures 4 and 5 provide example micro-tomographic
images acquired at magnification factors of 215 and 375
respectively to demonstrate the translation of this resolution
into actual tomographic imaging applications on the ntCT.
Figure 4 shows high contrast structures on the 10−7 m scale
within an integrated circuit, representing also the maximum
expectable resolution of the setup. Figure 5 shows a lower
resolution scan of a radolaria fossile at a voxel scale of
0.35µm exhibiting in-line phase contrast.

Figure 5. Volume visualization and tomographic slice of a radolaria of
about 200µm diameter, scanned at a resolution of about 0.35µm. Strong
phase contrast induced edge enhancement can be observed.
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BeadNet: a network for automated spherical marker
detection in radiographs for geometry calibration
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Abstract—Spherical markers are commonly used by phantombased calibration methods for X-ray CT systems. Defining the
position of the marker centers is therefore crucial to estimate
the geometry parameters accurately. Although marker bearing
structures are often built from materials of low X-ray attenuation,
they still overlap with the marker in projection images. This
complicates accurate determination of the marker centers.
In this work, we explore the technique of Deep Learning to
extract the marker center coordinates from the calibration
projections. By training a Deep Learning network for each
marker center coordinate, 2D positions of the marker are derived.
With simulated as well as real experiments, it is shown that
the trained Deep Learning networks can be used to accurately
estimate the marker positions, and hence also the geometry of
the X-ray CT system.
Index Terms—Deep Learning, calibration, cone-beam CT.

I. I NTRODUCTION
X-ray CT geometry calibration using phantoms often relies
on spherical markers to calibrate the geometry parameters.
In general, calibration procedures align the analytically calculated markers’ orbits with the centers extracted from the
calibration phantom radiographs, it is therefore important to
define the centers of the markers on the calibration projection
as accurately as possible. Several effects caused by the conebeam X-ray geometry that hinder the extraction of the marker
center positions were addressed in the work of Desbat et al.
[1] including magnification, stretch, and asymmetrical factors.
Desbat et al. [1] addressed three possible factors that generate
asymmetrical marker projections in the X-ray radiographs. In
that study, the calibration radiographs were first segmented
to obtain the binary images containing the marker regions
only. Marker centroids were calculated as center-of-masses
of the marker regions. Sawyer et al. [2] located the marker
centers by fitting a Gaussian and a projection of a sphere
for corresponding marker projections. In both works, X-ray
attenuation of the marker bearing structure on the projection
data, was not taken into account. It was also difficult to
accurately segment or to fit a fitting function for asymmetrical
marker regions.
In the work presented by Liu et al. [3], the marker centers were
extracted by firstly applying a grey-value threshold to remove
non-marker structure as much as possible. Afterwards, several
iterations of erosion followed by dilation filters were applied
to remove narrow stripes of the supporting material. Finally,
a circular Hough transform was used to locate the center of
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each marker on the X-ray radiograph. The procedure requires
the diameters of the markers to be known.
In our previous work [4], we presented a technique based on
the normalized cross correlation (NCC) between the markers
and a template to define region-of-interests (ROIs) around
the markers on the calibration data. This was followed by a
subsample matching process to locate the center of the markers
more precisely. The extracted center positions were then used
to calibrate a real X-ray CT system [5].
In this paper, we propose Deep Learning to extract the
calibration marker centers for which two neural networks are
trained separately for each of 2D center coordinates on the projection. We validate our method on simulated and experimental
calibration use cases and compare to the conventional NCC approach. The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents
our methodology to generate the training dataset along with the
process to extract the bead centers accurately using BeadNet.
Section III discusses the simulation experiments that were
performed to validate our proposed procedure as well as the
experiments and results using real LEGO phantom datasets.
Finally, further discussion and conclusions are presented in
section IV.
II. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Geometry estimation
Fig. 1 shows the stereoscopic X-ray system used in this
study: The 3-Dimensional DYnamic MOrphology using Xrays (3D2 YMOX) system that is designed for morphological
and biomechanical research on animals [5]. Fig. 2 demonstrates the LEGO phantom (Fig. 2a) and its X-ray radiograph
acquired with the 3D2 YMOX system (Fig. 2b). The geometry
of this modular system can be described
 dby sixd parameters
to parameterize detector
translations
∆x , ∆y , ∆z d and
 d d d
detector orientations θ , φ , η in 3D space.
In addition, six more parameters were needed to define the object’s orientations {θo , φo , η o } and translations
{∆xo , ∆y o , ∆z o } with respect to the rotation axis coordinate
system. As has been discussed in [4], the geometry calibration
procedure involved iteratively minimizing the total Euclidean
norm between the reference and measured coordinates across
all projections and marker centers. Knowledge of the position
of the marker centers is key for accurate estimation of the
X-ray system’s geometry.
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into five convolution layers. We exploited the robustness of
the pre-trained Resnet-50 model in learning object abstract
features to continue training for our marker center extraction.
To this end, two BeadNets were trained at a learning rate of
0.01 using an adaptive learning rate optimizer with a batch
size of 40 ROIs.
Strategy to generate training dataset

Fig. 1. The 3D2 YMOX system.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. A real LEGO calibration phantom (a) and its X-ray projection from
the 3D2 YMOX system (b).

B. BeadNet
In the conventional method [4], the center of each bead is
estimated from the center-of-mass (COM) of its corresponding
region of interest (ROI), which is extracted from the calibration
projections. However, cone-beam effects and the overlapping
projection of the holding structure on the ROIs complicate the
COM calculation. It calls for a robust method that can handle
different cone-beam geometry effects as well as asymmetric
ROIs and derive center locations more accurately.
The center estimation procedure can be described as finding
a mapping model F that takes the marker ROIs x as inputs
with parameters W and returns the corresponding center coordinates. W is obtained through an optimization process that
minimizes the difference between F (x, {W }) and groundtruth center coordinates (ugt , v gt ).
n
o
2
Ŵ = arg min [F (x, {W }) − (u0 , v 0 )]
(1)
W

In Eq. (1), F represents any Deep Learning model that learns
abstract features from the input ROIs and maps them to
the center coordinates of the bead in the ROI considering
t being the hyperbolic tangent function and t(ugt ) = u0 ,
t(v gt ) = v 0 . Two Deep Learning models (BeadNet) were
trained separately for each center coordinate regression. The
goal of BeadNet is to find a suitable abstract feature to map a
marker ROI to its corresponding center coordinates. Choosing
a feature learning model is important to have accurate
center inference. Resnet-50 [6] emerges as a Deep Learning
model that is trained on more than million images for object
classifications. Resnet-50 is 50 layers deep and is divided

The generation of training data is one of the key steps for
applications of Deep Learning. The X-ray energy spectrum
can be different for each acquisition. Hence, the training
dataset included projections of the calibration phantom
simulated with different X-ray source spectra. Moreover, as
the cone-beam X-ray CT system was parameterized using
12 degrees-of-freedom, the training dataset needs to mimic
a variety of possible geometry configurations, which are
common settings of the 3D2 YMOX system. A set of 400
projections were simulated for each of 120 angles covering
360◦ rotation. For each set, the object and detector orientations
and translations were modified by a random value generated
from a uniform distribution in the intervals of [−10, 10]◦ and
[−30, 30] mm, respectively. The object yaw φo was generated
randomly up to 200◦ simulating varied orientations of the
calibration phantom. A 1100 mm source-detector distance
(SDD) along with varied source-object distances (SODs) were
simulated for typical positions of the sources, the object, and
the detectors of the 3D2 YMOX system.
Reference marker center orbits that correspond to the
simulated geometries were calculated analytically with which
25 ROIs were extracted around each marker from every
simulated radiograph using reference marker positions.
The training dataset contains the marker ROIs and their
corresponding ground-truth center coordinates. In this work,
the ROIs were at a size of 39 × 39 pixels that mainly cover
center patches of the marker projections.
III. E XPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A. Generation of experimental datasets
The training and simulated datasets were generated
using the LEGO phantom STL models and the ASTRA
CAD projector toolbox [7]. The system vector geometry
was calculated with respect to the geometry misalignment
parameters for every projection angle using the ASTRA
Toolbox [8], [9]. Then, the ASTRA CAD projector
simulated X-ray radiographs of the phantom with a 150 keV
polychromatic spectrum, the predefined vector geometries,
and a detector pixel size of 142 µm, which corresponds to
the pixel size of the 3D2 YMOX system.
The validation dataset containing 44 simulated sets were
generated mimicking different X-ray cone-beam geometries.
Corresponding marker ROIs along with the initial marker
center coordinates were extracted to feed the trained BeadNets
so as to estimate the center coordinates more accurately.
Two more simulated datasets were generated for 3D CT
reconstruction evaluations including a set of the calibration
phantom and a set of a test phantom projections. These two
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datasets were simulated with the same detector translation
and orientation parameters but different randomly generated
object positions and orientations.
Validation of BeadNet using simulated datasets
The bead centers were extracted from the validation

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Cross-sections of the reconstructed volume using simulated phantom
dataset before (a) and after geometry calibration with the conventional
technique (b) and BeadNet (c). Zoomed versions from the red squares are
shown in Fig. 5.

Conventional method

Estimation errors (mm)

(a)

BeadNet

Translation parameters

(a)
Conventional method

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. With the conventional method, misalignment artifacts still appear
at the edges of the bricks in the reconstruction (a), while the artifacts are
substantially reduced in the CT slice using BeadNet (b).

Estimation errors (°)

BeadNet

Orientation parameters

(b)
Fig. 3. Estimation errors of the translation (a) and the orientation (b)
parameters using the conventional method (red) and BeadNet (blue) to extract
the marker centers.

dataset with conventional NCC method and BeadNet. From
the extracted bead trajectories, the X-ray system’s geometry
was then estimated. Fig. 3 shows the geometry estimation
errors from the NCC and BeadNet method. As shown in
this figure, the geometry parameters are more accurately
estimated when relying on the BeadNet marker center
estimates compared to NCC based estimation. The translation
parameters are calibrated with average errors of 130 µm
from BeadNet method, while conventional method yields
mean error of up to 1000 µm. The orientation parameters are
also estimated close to the GTs by BeadNet inferred marker
centers with mean error of less than 0.1◦ while mean error
from conventional method is of 0.25◦ . These estimates show
that BeadNet yields accurate marker positions for geometry
calibration.
Reconstruction from simulated phantom projections
In practice, multiple objects are usually scanned in a
same geometry setting. That is, the sources and detectors
are placed in a fixed position in terms of the detector
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translations ∆xd , ∆y d , ∆z d and orientations θd , φd , η d
in the acquisition while the target objects are altered to
acquire different datasets. The geometry was calibrated with
the calibration phantom dataset for the reconstruction a test
phantom, which was also built from LEGO bricks, to assess
3D CT quality and to anticipate the artifacts caused by the
remaining geometry misalignments.
Fig. 4 shows the cross-sections of a real phantom
reconstruction before (Fig. 4a) and after (Fig. 4b, Fig. 4c)
geometry alignment. The vertical translation of the detector
∆y d was estimated more accurately using the marker orbits
obtained with BeadNet. This is why the two axial slices shown
in Fig. 4b and in 4c do not coincide but are shifted vertically
in the 3D CT volumes. Apparent artifacts can be observed
in the reconstructed slices before correcting the geometry
(Fig. 4a), while the brick structure is clearly revealed in
Fig. 4b and 4c. These images demonstrate that the misaligned
geometry was substantially compensated in the reconstruction.
Reconstruction from real test phantom projections
The geometry of the 3D2 YMOX system was calibrated
with a real LEGO phantom. The calibration data were firstly
flatfield and log corrected before they were undistorted
to remove the pincushion distortion due to the intensifier
curvature [10], and the sigmoidal distortion caused by the
magnetic field generated during the stage rotation [11]. The
bead center trajectories were extracted by the conventional
method and BeadNet, and used to estimate the geometry
parameters.
In this validation, the geometry was corrected for the
misalignments before reconstructing a real test dataset
obtained in the same geometric configuration with that
the calibration projections were acquired. Fig. 6 shows the
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Intensity

BeadNet
Conventional method

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Cross-sections extracted from the reconstructions of a LEGO test
phantom before (a) and after geometry calibration using conventional method
(b) and BeadNet (c) to extract the marker centers. Without compensating the
geometry misalignment, the internal brick structures are distorted (a). In (b,
c), the artifacts are considerably reduced revealing sharp edges and apparent
shapes of the LEGO bricks. Moreover, the artifacts are better suppressed in (c)
than in (b) as highlighted in red and shown in Fig. 7b and Fig. 7a, respectively.

Pixel

Fig. 8. Intensity profiles plotted through the rows (dashed boxes) in Fig. 7a
and Fig. 7b.

3D2 YMOX system demonstrated that BeadNet can accurately
extract the center of the markers on the real X-ray projections.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Misalignment artifacts still appear at the edges of the LEGO bricks
and distort the shapes in the conventional method (a), while the edges are
better recovered and sharper in the CT slice using BeadNet (b).

reconstructed slices of the test phantom before (Fig. 6a) and
after (Fig. 6b, Fig. 6c) calibration. The reconstructed volume
before compensating the geometry misalignment suffered
from severe artifacts in the form of blurred edges of the
LEGO bricks. In Fig. 6b and Fig. 6c, however, the shapes and
edges of the bricks are well recovered in the reconstruction.
This demonstrates that our estimation algorithm is capable of
calibrating a real X-ray CT system. Moreover, the artifacts
are better suppressed in Fig. 6c than in Fig. 6b as highlighted
in red and displayed in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b, respectively.
Additionally, Fig. 8 shows the accumulated intensity profiles
that were plotted through the center rows (dashed red) in the
ROIs Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b from the conventional NCC method
(orange) and BeadNet (blue). The line plots indicate that the
contrast was slightly improved in the reconstruction from
BeadNet method.
IV. D ISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a robust method to extract
the centers of the spherical calibration markers on the Xray radiographs using Deep Learning. Simulation experiments
demonstrated that BeadNet can deliver better estimation of
the marker centers and consequently the geometry parameters
were estimated more accurately. After geometry misalignment
correction, the misalignment artifacts were significantly suppressed from the 3D CT volume. From the marker center orbits
extracted by BeadNet the geometry parameters are calibrated,
and hence we obtain better quality of the CT reconstructions
compared to the results with conventional NCC method.
The reconstruction from the real datasets acquired from the
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Spectral calibration and non-linear intensity
correction of photon-counting detectors for
spectral CT
Emil Y. Sidky1 , Emily R. Paul1 , Taly Gilat-Schmidt2 , and Xiaochuan Pan1

Abstract—This work develops a calibration model
for photon counting detectors for the purpose of providing accurate projection data for spectral computed
tomography (CT) imaging. The calibration model fits
the spectral response and transmitted intensity dependence for all energy binned windows simultaneously.
The fitting is performed one detector pixel at a time
using transmission data from a known object of known
composition, a step-wedge phantom composed of different thicknesses of Aluminum, a bone equivalent, and
Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA), a soft-tissue equivalent. The spectral calibration and non-linear intensity
correction is validated on transmission measurements
through a third material, Teflon, at different X-ray
photon flux levels.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Photon-counting detectors are a promising technology for application in spectral computed tomography
(CT), because they have the ability to simultaneously acquire multiple projections with different Xray spectral sensitivities. One of the potential applications for photon-counting based spectral CT is
quantitative imaging of subjects composed of more
than two types of tissues. This situation comes up in
imaging patients with metal or when using K-edge
contrast agents [1].
An important aspect of performing quantitative
imaging in spectral CT with photon-counting detectors is calibrating the spectral response of the
system, which includes the X-ray source spectrum,
detector response, and additional physics that may
impact the relationship between incident and detected
numbers of photons. One approach to spectral CT
calibration is to estimate a spectral response from
transmission measurements through a known object
of known composition [2,3], but this model assumes
a linear relationship between detected and incident
photon numbers.
1
The University of Chicago, Department of Radiology MC2026, 5841 S. Maryland Avenue, Chicago IL, 60637.
2
Marquette University, Department of Biomedical Engineering, PO Box 1881, Milwaukee WI, 53201.
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In this work, we aim to extend the spectrum estimation to include modeling the non-linear relationship between incident and detected photon numbers
caused by detector physical factors such as pulse pileup [4]. Dickmann et al. [5] extend spectrum calibration from transmission measurements by allowing
for a spectral sensitivity function that depends on the
photon flux of the incident X-ray beam. The approach
we pursue here is to augment the X-ray transmission
model, which includes the spectral response, with
a polynomial function that relates the incident and
detected X-ray photon flux. The coefficients of this
polynomial along with spectral response parameters are estimated from transmission measurements
through a step-wedge phantom containing discrete,
known thicknesses of Aluminum and PMMA. In Sec.
II the ideal transmission model and the spectrum
estimation model with non-linear intensity correction
are presented. In Sec. III experimental results for
the calibration of the photon-counting detector are
shown. Validation results are also presented, which
consist of prediction of X-ray transmission through
a Teflon slab at different flux levels.
II. M ETHODS
For the photon-counting detector calibration set
up, an X-ray transmission model along a single ray
between the X-ray source and a single detector bin
is needed. The continuous, ideal transmission model
that includes X-ray spectral information is written
 Z

Z
Iw` = Sw (E) exp − µ(E, ~r(t))dt dE, (1)
`

where Iw` is the transmitted X-ray photon fluence
along ray ` in energy window w; t is a parameter
indicating location along `; Sw (E) is the spectral
response; and µ(E, ~r(t)) is the energy and spatially
dependent linear X-ray attenuation coefficient.
Employing a standard material-expansion decomposition, the spatially dependent attenuation map
becomes
X  µm (E) 
µ(E, ~r(t)) =
ρm fm (~r[t]),
(2)
ρm
m
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where ρm is the density of material m; µm (E)/ρm
is the mass attenuation coefficient of material m;
and fm (~r) is the spatial map for material m. The
spectrally-resolved transmission model is used for a
calibration experiment with a step-wedge phantom
composed of discrete values of material thicknesses.
With this in mind and exploiting the materials decomposition, the discretized ideal transmission model
becomes
#
"
X
X
µm tm` ∆E, (3)
Iw` = Nw
swi exp −

m

i

where Tw` = Iw` /Nw and the dependence of s on
unknown parameters β is explicitly indicated. The
models for the measured and incident transmission
fractions are related by another polynomial

m

i

where ray index ` now indicates discrete thickness
combinations of the materials index by m; Nw is the
incident photon number on energy window w and swi
is the normalized spectral response discretized over
the energy index i, i.e.
Sw (E)
Sw (E)dE
= sw (Ei );

sw (E) = R

swi

The corresponding normalized spectral response,
swi , is obtained by substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4).
To model the non-linear intensity transformation, we
first define the transmission fraction
"
#
X
X
Tw` =
swi (β) exp −
µm tm` ∆E,

(4)

and ∆E is the energy discretization width. The basic
spectrum estimation problem assumes knowledge of
attenuation coefficients µm and material thicknesses
tm` . Spectral sensitivity swi is estimated from the
transmission measurements Iw` .
The proposed calibration model includes four main
components: (1) a prior estimate of the X-ray source
spectrum, (2) prior estimates of the binned energy
window sensitivities, (3) an overall unknown function
that modifies the combined spectral sensitivities, and
(4) an unknown polynomial for each energy window
mapping the incident transmission intensity to the
detected transmission intensity. The coefficients of
all of the polynomial functions are determined by
fitting the transmission measurement model to the
actual transmission measurements.
The spectral sensitivity is expressed as


Nβ
X
Sw (E) = Dw (E)R(E) exp −
βj (E/Emax )j  ,
j=1

(5)
where Dw (E) is the detector response model for
window w; R(E) is the X-ray source spectrum
model; and the exponential factor with a polynomial function allows for overall modification of the
spectral response as needed to fit the transmission
measurements; i.e. coefficients βj are unknown a priori. This particular functional form is used because
it cannot be negative, and polynomial order Nβ is
chosen to be an even number so that a positive βi=Nβ
will result in a decaying function in both directions
of energy E .

meas
incid
Tw`
(α, β) = Tw`
(β) +

Nα
X

incid
αk (Tw`
(β))k . (6)

k=0

This particular polynomial expression is chosen so
that T meas = T incid if all coefficients αk are zero.
Coefficients α and β are determined by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the
meas
measurement model Tw`
(α, β) and the actual measured transmission fractions for all energy windows
w
α∗ , β ∗ =
X

data
meas
arg min
DKL Tw`
, max(Tw`
(α, β), 10−5 ) .
α,β

w`

The thresholding of the model to values greater than
10−5 is necessary to avoid computing logarithms of
negative numbers, as the transmission model may go
negative depending on the value of the coefficients
αk . This problem is non-convex, but relatively small
scale. Due to the non-convexity, a good initial guess
is needed and the model is designed so that α = β =
0 is a good initial estimate and zero initialization
is used in the presented results. To perform the
optimization we use the Broyden Fletcher Goldfarb
Shanno (BFGS) algorithm, which is a quasi-Newton
method.
III. R ESULTS
Photon-counting spectral data was acquired on a
bench-top spectral CT system with a CdTe photon
counting detector (DxRay, Northridge, CA). The
detector consisted of an array of 4×64, 1.4mm ×
1.0 mm pixels with four comparator channels per
pixel and a maximum count rate of 106 counts per
second per pixel. Data were acquired with a tube
voltage of 90 kV and with four energy windows with
thresholds of 22, 45, 55, and 65 keV. The energy
window data represented the number of photons
counted between the energy thresholds. Calibration
data were obtained by acquiring projection measurements through a step wedge phantom consisting of 25
combinations of PMMA and Aluminum thicknesses,
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1.0

expected. The corresponding spectral response sw=2
is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1. Interestingly,
the overall spectral response remains relatively independent of the flux level.
transmission fraction

created by combining 0 to 4 PMMA slabs and 0 to 4
Aluminum slabs. The PMMA and Aluminum slabs
had a thickness of 2.54cm and 0.64cm, respectively.
A set of calibration training data was acquired at
five flux levels corresponding to 9%, 14%, 27%,
40%, and 54% of the maximum detector count rate.
The acquisition time was adjusted at each flux level
such that the tube current time product (total fluence)
remained at constant value of 0.456 mAs across all
flux settings.

14%

40%
54%

0.00
−0.02

0.5

0

0.5

1.0

Incident transmission fraction

0.10
Spectral response s2

10 -2
0.02

−0.01

0.0
0.0

9%
14%
27%
40%
54%

0.05

0.00
10

30

50
70
X-ray energy (KeV)

90

Fig. 1. Calibrated intensity (top panel) and spectral (bottom
panel) responses for the second window of the first detector pixel
at five different flux levels, which are reported as a percentage
of the maximum count rate of 106 counts per second. The
dashed line in the top panel indicates the identity function, where
incident and measure transmission fractions are equal.

The calibration of all 64 pixels and five flux
settings is performed with the same model parameter
settings; namely the polynomial orders are selected
as Nα = 3 and Nβ = 10.
For the first set of results, we focus on the second
energy window of the first detector pixel. In the top
panel of Fig. 1, the non-linear mapping of incident
transmission fraction to the measured transmission
fraction is plotted for the five available flux levels.
Note that the non-linearity of this mapping becomes
more pronounced as the flux increases as might be
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Fig. 2. Top panel: comparison of the transmission fraction
measurements (black dots) and fit transmission fraction model
(blue curve) for the second energy bin of the first detector pixel.
Bottom panel: difference between the transmission measurements
and model fit (red dots). The results are shown for the highest
flux level of 54% of the maximum count rate.

The ability of the proposed transmission fraction
model to match the calibration transmission data is
displated in Fig. 2. Again, we show results for the
second energy window of the first detector pixel. The
transmission data are plotted on a semi-logarithm plot
in order to capture the large range in variation of the
transmission measurements. The results are shown
for the highest flux setting to show that the fitting
can be accurate when the non-linearity of the detector
intensity response is most pronounced.
For an independent test of the calibration procedure, we used the calibration obtained with the
proposed model and PMMA-Aluminum step wedge
phantom to predict the transmission measurements
through a 1 inch thick block of Teflon. Figure 3
shows this prediction and compares it with actual
measurements of the transmission fraction through
the Teflon block. We can see that the agreement
is quite close for all detector pixels and energy
windows. We also note that despite the non-convexity
of the transmission model, the fitting is quite robust
as it performs equally well over all the detector pixels
without changing parameters of the model.
IV. C ONCLUSION
We have developed a calibration procedure for
photon counting detectors that calibrates all energy
windows of a given detector pixel simultaneously.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of measured X-ray transmission through a 2.54cm slab of Teflon and the transmission fraction modeled using the
calibrated spectrum and intensity response function. The model is indicated by the solid curves, and the corresponding measurements
are displayed with dashed curves of the same color. Results for all 64 detector pixels and 4 energy windows are show at four of
the five flux levels. The flux levels are reported as a percentage of the maximum count rate of 106 counts per second. Results for
the 9% flux level are not shown to save space. They are similar to that of the 14% flux level.

The calibration model allows for non-linear mapping
of the incident and measured intensity, which is
necessary for acquisitions that involve count rates
that are a significant fraction of the detector maximum count rate. The model is robust as it is
able to fit all detector pixels without hand-tuning
optimization parameters, and it appears to be able
to predict transmission fractions for a material not
in the calibration phantom quite accurately. At the
meeting we will show results for spectra CT image
reconstruction using data obtained by the presented
calibration procedure.
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ROI CT reconstruction combining analytic inversion
of the finite Hilbert transform and SVD
Aurélien Coussat∗ , Simon Rit∗ , Rolf Clackdoyle† , Michel Defrise‡ , Laurent Desbat† , Jean Michel Létang∗

X-ray tomography conventionally requires the irradiation of
an entire transaxial slice of the object to obtain an image
of satisfactory quality. However, it can be undesirable or
impossible to perform such an irradiation, and only a subregion of the slice is irradiated. Conventional reconstruction
approaches then become ineffective, but recent theoretical results show that accurate region-of-interest (ROI) reconstruction
is possible for some patterns of projection truncation [1].
The context of this work is the two-dimensional (2D)
parallel geometry, even though the results can possibly be
generalized to other geometries. We assume that the convex
hull of the object (denoted as Ω) is known. We define the
field-of-view (FOV) of the scanner as the region where each
point is irradiated over 180◦ . Any line segment contained in
the union of the scanner FOV and Ω but whose two endpoints
lie outside Ω has an analytic reconstruction formula [2] that we
name the “two-endpoint Hilbert inversion”. The region inside
Ω that can be reconstructed with this approach is denoted
Ω2 (Fig. 1). Line segments which have a single endpoint
lying outside Ω, such as [a1 ; a4 ] in Fig. 1, admit a unique
and mathematically stable reconstruction along the part of
This work was partially supported by grant ANR-17-CE19-0006 (ROIdoré
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Abstract—In computed tomography, a scan of the whole object
may be impossible, leading to truncated projection data. Using
differentiated backprojection, the reconstruction problem can be
reduced to a set of independent and one-dimensional Hilbert
transforms to invert. Depending on the truncation pattern,
this inversion problem can either be “zero-”, “one-” or “twoendpoint”. The zero-endpoint case is known as the interior
problem: the field-of-view is completely contained in the object
and the reconstruction problem has no unique solution. The twoendpoint case possesses an analytic, numerically stable inverse.
The one-endpoint case has a unique and mathematically stable
inverse, but no analytic formula for its inverse has been derived so
far. A field-of-view (FOV) which is not interior generally contains
both one- and two-endpoint sub-regions and we propose here to
combine them by using the analytic two-endpoint reconstruction
as additional knowledge for the one-endpoint inversion in the rest
of the FOV. We hence obtain two reconstructed regions, which we
chose to slightly overlap to partially correct for a small residual
error appearing in the one-endpoint reconstructions.

a2
a1

Fig. 1: Diagram summarizing our reconstruction set-up. The shape
Ω is the object’s convex hull. The gray area Ω2 is the region
that can be reconstructed using the two-endpoint Hilbert inversion
formula [2]. The pair (a1 , a3 ) (respectively (a2 , a4 )) bounds the FOV
(respectively Ω) along the segment L (drawn here in the particular
case where the Hilbert direction θ is equal to 0). The region Ω1 is
Ω \ Ω2 . We are only interested in reconstruction in FOV ∩ Ω.

the line segment inside the FOV [3], although no analytic
formula has yet been derived for it. Reconstruction along
these segments allows reconstruction of the complete FOV
for the configuration of Fig. 1. Called “one-endpoint Hilbert
inversion”, this one-dimensional reconstruction problem can
be solved numerically by several techniques, such as iterative
methods, e.g. projection onto convex sets [3], or singular value
decomposition (SVD). Our technique for one-endpoint Hilbert
inversion is partially based on SVD.
A standard regularization of SVD, truncated SVD (TSVD),
was extended to include support information and applied to
the one-endpoint problem in a previous work [4]. Here, we
push this improvement further by first applying the twoendpoint inversion formula where possible, then incorporating
some knowledge about this reconstruction into the previous
“extended SVD” (XSVD) inversion. Finally, the two-endpoint
reconstruction is used again to estimate and partially correct
for a small residual error inherent to the one-endpoint problem.
II. M ATERIALS AND M ETHODS
Let f : R → R be the 2D unknown function we want to
recover from the measurements p : [0; π[×R → R defined as
Z +∞ 

p(φ, r) = pφ (r) =
f rαφ + sβ φ ds
(1)
2

−∞

where αφ = (cos φ, sin φ) and β φ = (− sin φ, cos φ). Here,
in the context of ROI tomography, we focus on recovering f
from p when the values of r span less than the extent of f ,
i.e., when the projections of f are truncated.
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The reconstruction technique introduced in this article is
based on the link between the backprojection of the derivative
of the measurements and the unknown function f [2]:
Z θ+π
1
∂ p (φ, r)
dφ = Hθ f (x)
(2)
−
2π θ
∂r
r=x·αφ
where x = (x1 , x2 ) and Hθ f represents the directional
Hilbert transform of f in the direction of the vector β θ =
(− sin θ, cos θ):
Z +∞
f (x − tβ θ )
Hθ f (x) = −
dt.
(3)
πt
−∞

This procedure, Eq. (2), has been named differentiated backprojection (DBP), and we refer to θ as the Hilbert direction.
We assume that the samples of the DBP image are accessible at unit-spacing along each line segment L, always
oriented vertically in this work, as shown in Fig. 1. Along a
segment L, let (a1 , a3 ) ∈ N2 be inner bounds of the FOV and
(a2 , a4 ) ∈ N2 be outer bounds of Ω with a1 < a2 < a3 < a4
for one-endpoint segments. Let g ∈ RM be the discretized
DBP along this segment in the FOV with M = a3 − a1 + 1,
and f ∈ RN the sought vector of samples of the unknown
function with N = a4 − a2 + 1. By discretizing Eqs. (2)
and (3), we obtain the discrete Hilbert transform operator H
defined as the M × N matrix with coefficients
1
1
,
(4)
Hj−a1 +1,j 0 −a2 +1 =
π j − j 0 + 12
a1 ≤ j ≤ a3 and a2 ≤ j 0 ≤ a4 such that g = Hf . The
Hilbert transform is applied with a half-pixel shift to improve
the reconstructed resolution [5].
Performing reconstruction along segment L can be done by
finding a pseudo-inverse N × M matrix H† of H such that
H† g = f † . This can be achieved by SVD: if H = UΣV>
with U a M × M matrix, Σ a M × N matrix and V a N × N
matrix, then H† = VΣ† U> with Σ† ≡ 0 except
 for coefficients Σ†k,k = 1/Σk,k for k ∈ 1, . . . , rank(H) . In practice,
this inversion is ill-conditioned, hence its regularization by
TSVD: a cutoff kc is chosen such that 0 < kc ≤ rank(H)
after which the small and numerically unstable singular values
σk = Σk,k are discarded (assuming that the singular values are
ranked in decreasing order). The reconstruction formula is
f

TSVD

=

kc
X

k=1

ck vk ,

ck = hg, uk i/σk

(5)

with vk (respectively uk ) the k th column of V (respectively
U). This formula is applied to each line segment of the FOV
measured in the Hilbert direction.
We previously proposed an improved TSVD reconstruction for the one-endpoint problem by incorporating pθ , the
measured projection information in the Hilbert direction [4].
Assume segment L is at distance rL to the origin. We define
f̄ ∈ RN as
1
f̄i =
p(θ, rL ) ∀i ∈ (1, . . . , N ) .
(6)
N
This vector corresponds to the discrete backprojection of a
single ray and can be used as a rough estimation of f in order

to approximate discarded singular components of Eq. (5).
Equation (5) is therefore extended as follows:
f XSVD = f TSVD +

N
X

(7)

c̄k vk

k=kc +1

with c̄k = hf̄ , vk i. We refer to Eq. (7) as XSVD standing
for extended SVD. Both the TSVD and the XSVD techniques reconstruct the full-FOV. XSVD partially corrects a
residual error observed with the TSVD which increases when
approaching the border of the FOV due to the poorer stability
of the inversion [3].
Region Ω2 of the FOV can be analytically reconstructed by
the stable two-endpoint Hilbert inversion formula [2] (using
horizontal Hilbert line-segments in Fig. 1). We define Ω1 =
Ω \ Ω2 . If a02 is the point at the intersection of segment L
with the boundary between Ω1 and Ω2 (as in Fig. 1), the
segment [a2 ; a02 [ can be first reconstructed using two-endpoint
Hilbert inversion. Denote f Ω2 ∈ RN the vector containing
this reconstruction in [1; a02 − a2 ] and zeros elsewhere. Let
N 0 = a4 − a02 + 1 be the length of the unknown segment
0
0
[a02 ; a4 ] and f̄ ∈ RN such that


a02 −a2
X

1
fjΩ2  ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , N 0 . (8)
f̄i0 = 0 p(θ, rL ) −
N
j=1
0

The estimate f̄ corresponds to a single backprojection of the
integral sum of f in Ω1 along L. The DBP g0 ∈ RM of the
restriction of f to Ω1 is given by
g0 = g − Hf Ω2 .

(9)

Finally, the M × N 0 matrix H0 , defined using a02 instead of
a2 , is decomposed by SVD similarly to H: H0 = U0 Σ0 V0> .
The reconstruction using cutoff kc0 can now be defined as
(
f Ω2
1 ≤ i ≤ N − N0
XSVD-2
fi
= iΩ1
(10)
fi−(N −N 0 ) N − N 0 + 1 ≤ i ≤ N
where
f

Ω1

=f

TSVD-1

0

N
X

+

c̄0k v0k ,

0

c̄0k = hf̄ , v0k i

(11)

c0k = hg0 , u0k i/σk0 .

(12)

k=kc0 +1

and where f TSVD-1 ∈ RN , given by
0

0

f

TSVD-1

=

kc
X

k=1

c0k v0k ,

Finally, the TSVD procedure for reconstruction in Ω is
(
f Ω2
1 ≤ i ≤ N − N0
TSVD-2
fi
= iTSVD-1
.
(13)
fi−(N −N 0 ) N − N 0 + 1 ≤ i ≤ N
Conceptually, these new procedures consist of “removing” the
data corresponding to f Ω2 from the one-endpoint problem,
and reconstructing an object with support Ω1 using Eq. (7) or
(5). This reconstruction can then be combined with the twoendpoint reconstructed region Ω2 to integrally reconstruct the
full FOV.
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1.06
1.05
1.04
1.03
1.02

(a) TSVD.

(b) TSVD-2.

(c) TSVD-2b.

(d) XSVD.

(e) XSVD-2.

(f) XSVD-2b.

1.01
1.00

Fig. 2: Illustration of the simulation. The green oval represents the
object’s convex hull Ω and the red circle the scanner’s FOV. The
purple dashed lines are the profiles considered in Fig. 4.
TABLE I: Reconstructions considered in our simulations.
Reconstruction
name
TSVD
TSVD-2
TSVD-2b
XSVD
XSVD-2
XSVD-2b

Two-endpoint
reconstruction of Ω2

Boundary
correction

SVD extension
(Eq. (7))

No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes

N/A
No
Yes
N/A
No
Yes

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Fig. 3: Six different reconstructions of Fig. 2 from the scenarios of
Table I. The grayscale is [1; 1.06] as in Fig. 2.

continuity of the reconstructions. Fig. 4 shows a vertical and
a horizontal profile taken in the central column and above the
a02 threshold, respectively. In Figs. 3b, 3c, 3e and 3f, the twoendpoint reconstructions in Ω2 are identical.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSIONS

The XSVD-2 reconstruction can be further improved by enforcing continuity between the reconstructions at a02 − 1 (twoendpoint Hilbert inversion) and at a02 (one-endpoint Hilbert
inversion). Our approach was to reconstruct N 0 + 1 samples
using SVD with an additional unknown sample corresponding
to location a02 − 1 along L and an amended definition of g0 ,
and to add the difference  between two-endpoint and SVD
reconstructions at a02 − 1 to the SVD reconstruction. This
correction can be applied to both f TSVD-2 and f XSVD-2 and we
named the new reconstructions f TSVD-2b and f XSVD-2b .
The proposed methods were evaluated using computer simulations of the 2D Shepp-Logan phantom. A set of 720 parallel
projections of 560 rays each were analytically computed over
an arc of 180◦ . The pixel spacing of the projections and the
reconstructions was approximately 0.26 mm. The set-up is
illustrated in Fig. 2. The cutoffs kc and kc0 were set to K and
K 0 , respectively, where K = a3 −a2 +1 and K 0 = a3 −a02 +1,
as justified in a previous work [4]. Reconstructions were
performed on a 1024 × 1024 pixel grid following various
scenarios summarized in Table I. The Hilbert direction was
chosen horizontal for the two-endpoint reconstruction, allowing the segment’s two endpoints to lie outside the object, and
vertical for the one-endpoint, so that in both cases the Hilbert
line-segments were aligned with the pixel grid.
All simulations were implemented using Python 3.7.2,
NumPy 1.15.4 and RTK 2.1.0 [6].
III. R ESULTS
Figure 3 shows the reconstruction results from the six
scenarios of Table I. In Figs. 3a and 3d, reconstructions
are entirely performed through one-endpoint Hilbert inversion
(Eqs. (5) and (7)). Figures 3b and 3e show the two reconstructions without the Ω2 to Ω1 boundary correction at a02 , hence
the horizontal transition artifact. In Figs. 3c and 3f, the oneendpoint reconstructions have been adjusted, enforcing vertical
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Figures 3a, 3d, and Fig. 4a show that in the one-endpoint
setup, an offset in the reconstruction values occurs, with
increasing intensity towards a3 , the “inner” boundary of the
FOV along each vertical column. The effect is smaller than
appears because both Figs. 3 and 4 display only a small range
of intensity values, respectively 3% and 10% of the full range
of values [0, 2] in the phantom. This offset feature is attributed
to the rapidly decreasing numerical stability known to occur
in the one-endpoint Hilbert inversion model [3]. The fact that
this same feature can be observed in other works using other
approaches than SVD inversion [3], [7]–[9] suggests that the
effect is intrinsic to this tomographic problem and not specific
to the one-endpoint Hilbert inversion.
The main idea of the work here is to apply the stable
two-endpoint method where possible, thereby reducing the
load on the one-endpoint reconstructions. As expected, in the
region Ω2 where two-endpoint Hilbert inversion was applied,
excellent quality reconstructions were observed; see Figs. 3b
and 3e and especially Fig. 4a in the Ω2 range [a2 , a02 ]. The
one-endpoint method now only needs to be applied starting at
a02 instead of a2 , resulting in a decrease from N unknowns
to N 0 . However, the improvement was disappointingly small
there, as seen in Figs. 3b, 3e and 4.
When the two-endpoint and one-endpoint reconstructions
were combined, a visible line of discontinuity appeared in the
images; see Figs. 3b and 3e. Eliminating this discontinuity by
adding a constant () to the one-endpoint region [a02 , a3 ] also
had the benefit of reducing the offset feature, especially in the
TSVD case; see Figs. 3c, 3f and 4.
To understand the disappointing outcome in the reduced
region one-endpoint reconstruction, we examined the singular
vectors uk and vk for the central vertical column (x1 = 512)
and for k = K and k = K + 1 which are respectively the last
components included, and first component excluded in series
(Eq. (5)) used to build the reconstruction; see Figs. 5a and 5b.
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Reference
a2

1.20

TSVD

TSVD-2

a02

a3

TSVD-2b

XSVD

XSVD-2

XSVD-2b

1.20

1.15

1.15

1.10

1.10

1.05

1.05

1.00

1.00

157

426

598

350

(a) Vertical profile (x1 = 512 pixels).

400

450

500

550

600

650

700

(b) Horizontal profile (x2 = 460 pixels).

Fig. 4: Two profiles of the purple dashed lines of Fig. 2 comparing the different reconstructions described in Table I.
(b)

(a)
a4

v442

0.1

0.0

u442

157

40

865

598

σK+1 = 0.0081

(c)
a02

a3

a4

v173

0.1

0.0

u173

a4

v174

u174

σK 0 = 0.69

40

865

598

−0.1
426

40

a3

0.1

0.0
−0.1

a02

a1

426

a1

(d)

865

40

157

u443

−0.1

σK = 0.56

a4

v443

0.0

−0.1

a3

598

0.1

a1 a2

865

a3

598

a1 a2

σK 0 +1 = 0.053

Fig. 5: Singular vectors (Eqs. (5) and (12)), mapped onto the
spatial domain in the geometry of the central column of the
Shepp-Logan phantom as in Fig. 2. Here, (a1 , a2 , a02 , a3 , a4 ) =
(40, 157, 426, 598, 865) thus K = 442 and K 0 = 173. (Note that K
and K 0 are also the number of elements in the grey region.)

We concentrate on v442 and v443 , recalling that the desired
function f is expressed as the series of 709 terms with basis
vectors v1 to v709 . We noted in [4] that the lost terms from
k = 443 to k = 709 corresponded to vectors vk which were
very close to zero in the relevant (grey) region [a2 , a3 ] (inside
the FOV). However, the first missing component, v443 , when
approaching a3 inside the grey region, behaves very similarly
to the offset feature in the one-endpoint reconstructions, so the
absence of this term is the likely primary cause of this offset
feature.
The same arguments apply for the reduced one-endpoint
inversion, where the singular vectors shown in Figs. 5c and 5d
are remarkably similar to those in Figs. 5a and 5b despite the

substantially different number of unknowns (N 0 = 440 instead
of N = 709) and different SVD cutoff indices (K 0 = 173
instead of K = 442). Surprisingly, the horizontal stretching
and shrinking of the singular vectors did not appreciably
change the shape of v174 (K 0 + 1) compared to v443 (K + 1)
near a3 , which could explain the disappointingly small benefit
of the reduced problem size.
In conclusion, we have proposed a method for region-ofinterest reconstruction from truncated projections using Hilbert
inversion methods. The two-endpoint inversion is used where
possible to obtain accurate numerically stable reconstructions.
The one-endpoint inversion is used elsewhere, and the characteristic offset feature has been reduced by a combination
of a priori knowledge (described in [4]) and by matching
reconstructed values at the boundary with the two-endpoint
region. The resulting reconstructions, Fig. 3f, illustrate dramatic improvements compared to a direct TSVD approach.
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Automatic geometric calibration in 3D cone-beam
geometry with sources on a line
Hung Nguyen, Laurent Desbat and Rolf Clackdoyle.

Abstract—In this paper, we consider the geometric calibration
problem in 3D cone-beam geometry with sources on a line, as a
series of many 2D calibration problems in fan-beam geometry. We
give a method to identify the unknown source positions, directly
from the projection data, knowing exactly three source positions,
even though the detector positions each have unknown offsets.
This method works with general objects, meaning they do not
have symmetries. We recall two key results for our method: firstly,
data consistency conditions for fan-beam geometry with sources
on a line and secondly, the link between the center of mass (COM)
of the projections and the projections of the COM of a weighted
version of the object. We present numerical experiments based
on random unit-density balls. These preliminary experiments
show that the proposed method solves the source-position selfcalibration problem in 3D cone-beam tomography with sources
on a line, if three source positions are known.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Geometric calibration has always been of interest in medical
imaging, because it is necessary to align the projection images
before performing image reconstruction. One idea is to align
all projection images according to their centers of mass. In
parallel geometry, a well-known result can be stated that:
the center of mass of a projection is the projection of the
center of mass of the object. We can prove this result by
simply considering projection moments or Helgason-Ludwig
data consistency consitions (DCCs) of order 0 and 1, see [1],
[2], [3]. In [4], Desbat and Clackdoyle produced a very similar
result in fan-beam geometry: the center of mass of a fan-beam
projection is now the fan-beam projection of the center of mass
of a weighted version of the object. Moreover, in fan-beam
geometry, if we define the moments of the projections, we can
also obtain polynomial-type DCCs. With the same techniques,
using the DCCs of order 0 and 1, we can prove the above
result of the center of mass.
Projection moments (yielding the Helgason-Ludwig DCCs)
have been used by Basu and Bresler for geometric selfcalibration in 2D parallel tomography, see [5], [6]. Recent
works proposed optimisation methods for geometric selfcalibration in 3D cone-beam tomography also by using DCCs,
see [7], [8]. In our work, we want to provide analytic formulae
based on DCCs for the source positions in cone-beam with
sources on a line. The moments and polynomial-type DCCs
for fan-beam and cone-beam projections (with the sources on
This work was supported by the “Fonds unique interministériel” (FUI) and
the European Union FEDER in Auvergne Rhône Alpes (3D4Carm project)
and by the ANR (ROIdoré project ANR-17-CE19-0006-01 )
H. Nguyen, L. Desbat and R. Clackdoyle are with Univ. Grenoble
Alpes, CNRS, Grenoble INP, TIMC-IMAG, 38000 Grenoble, France. e-mail:
Hung.Nguyen@univ-grenoble-alpes.fr.
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a line or a plane) have been summarized and presented in the
context of 2D and 3D geometry in [9]. Furthermore, DCCs
for fan-beam projections with the sources on a line have also
been carefully studied by Clackdoyle in [10]. He gave two
main DCCs for projections, when he considered one fan-beam
projection in two different forms: either as an angular ray
variable function or as a linear ray variable function. In our
paper, we would like to make use of the DCCs for linear ray
variable fan-beam projections to deal with the 3D cone-beam
geometric calibration problem with the sources on a line. Our
aim is to develop an analytic approach to identify the unknown
source positions.
Physically, we are considering a horizontal conveyor belt
containing our 3D object. It is placed between an x-ray source
and a detector. The conveyor belt and the detector are moving
together in a certain horizontal direction but at different speeds,
to ensure that the projected object remains fairly central on the
detector, while the x-ray source is fixed at its own position,
see fig. 1. We assume that the detector is sufficiently large,
so that none of the projections are truncated. This motion is
equivalent to the 3D object being fixed, while the detector
and the x-ray source are moving correspondingly to each
other in two opposite directions, see fig. 2 (with the motion
direction of the detector remaining unchanged compared to
the previous model). The x-ray source emits the cone-beam
through the 3D object and data are recorded on the detector
as the projections. We assume that for some reason, after the
first three projections, the system starts losing its track and
this leads to the fact that among all of the projections, we
only know exactly three relative positions of the x-ray source
compared to the 3D object. Thus, we investigate an analytic
approach to calibrate all of the others relative positions of the
x-ray source.
Our mathematical model considers the 3D object being fixed
at a certain location and that an x-ray source is moving along
a line, producing a collection of many cone-beam projections
of the 3D object, which have been taken on a detector plane
parallel to the source line. If we know three source positions
corresponding to three acquired projections, then our results
claim that we can identify all of the others source positions
indepentdently, provided the 3D object is general (with no
particular symmetries).
II. 2D M ODEL AND BASIC M ATERIALS
A. 2D model and definitions
In this section, we recall the classic 2D fan-beam problem
with sources on a line. We have the standard 2D coordinate
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y

D

COM of projection
(ux , D)

COM of
the weighted object

c2

source
(x, 0)
Fig. 1: Top view of the physical model: the x-ray source is
fixed, the 3D object and the detector are moving respectively
together in the same direction. The detector and conveyor
movements are irregular and unknown, and different from each
other. But the center of the object projects roughly to the
center of the detector at all times, to avoid truncation of the
projections.

system (x, y). The source is on the x-axis and the detector line
is y = D (with D is a positive constant). We call this detector
line: the u-axis, which has the origin located at (0, D), see
Fig. 3. Our 2D object f (x, y) is between the source line y = 0
and the detector line y = D.
For each u on detector line, the fan-beam projection with
source at (x, 0) is defined as:
Z
px (u) = f ((x, 0) + t [(u, D) − (x, 0)]) dt
Z
= f (x + tu − tx, tD) dt.
(1)
We also define the moment: for the source position
x ∈ R,
R
the moment of projection px is: Mn (px , x) = px (u)un du.
B. Moment conditions (DCCs)
Using the definitions and a simple change of variables, it
can be proven (see [10]) that
ZZ
f (y1 , y2 )
n
Mn (px , x) =
[Dy1 + (y2 − D) x] dy1 dy2 .
y2n+1
Thus Mn is a polynomial of degree n in x, where x stands for
the source position.

c1

x

Fig. 3: The COM result can also be proven geometrically by
using basic properties of congruent triangles.
C. Center of mass result
We call ux the position of the center of mass (COM) of the
projection associated to source position x. As mentioned in
the introduction, using the above moment conditions of order
0 and 1, we can prove that:
ux = x +

Fig. 2: Top view of the equivalent mathematical model: the 3D
object is fixed, the x-ray source and the detector are moving
respectively together in opposite directions.

u

with c1 = C1,0 /C0,0 and
ZZ
C0,0 =
ZZ
C1,0 =
ZZ
C0,1 =

D (c1 − x)
,
c2

(2)

c2 = C0,1 /C0,0 where
f (x1 , x2 )
dx1 dx2 ,
x22
f (x1 , x2 ) x1
dx1 dx2 ,
x22
f (x1 , x2 ) x2
dx1 dx2 .
x22

From the definitions above, (c1 , c2 ) is the COM of the weighted
object g (x, y) = f (x, y) /y 2 . Eq. (2) implies that the source
(x, 0), the COM of the weighted object (c1 , c2 ) and the COM
of the projection (ux , D) are collinear, meaning the COM of
the projection is the fan-beam projection of the COM of the
weighted object. Fig. 3 provides an illustration.
III. FAN - BEAM C ALIBRATION P ROBLEM AND A LGORITHM
We assume that there exist unknown offsets in the detector
positions, and the given data is the raw measurement functions.
Our first step is to compute the COM of each raw function;
then we shift these functions, so that the COM of each raw
function is shifted to the origin of the detector. After this step,
we obtain the COM-corrected measurement functions mx (u).
Since mx (u) is also the corresponding projection to source
position x, but has the COM of projection located at the origin
of the detector, mx (u) is related to the theoretical projection
px (u) (defined at Eq. (1)) by the following formula:
mx (u) = px (u + ux ) ,

(3)

where ux is position of the COM of projection and is unknown.
With the measurements mxi (u), i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and three known
source positions x1 , x2 , x3 , we are going to calibrate the
unknown position x4 . All other unknown source positions are
calibrated the same way.
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Solving algorithm
From the four COM-corrected measurements, we compute
their moments of order 2:
Z
Z
2
2
M2 (mx , x) = mx (u)u du = px (u) (u − ux ) du.

Applying the COM result (2), we can show that M2 (mx , x)
is also a second-degree polynomial in x
M2 (mx , x) = Ax2 + Bx + C.

(4)

Thus if x1 , x2 , x3 are known and two-by-two different, then
we have sufficient information to find the three coefficients A,
B, C. Since the unknown source position x4 must satisfy (4),
we end up a second-order equation to solve:
Ax24 + Bx4 + C = M2 (mx4 , x4 ) .
In conclusion, we obtain at most two possible solutions of the
unknown source position for each fan-beam problem.
IV. C ONE - BEAM C ALIBRATION P ROBLEM
We now have a standard 3D coordinate system (x, y, z) and
a 3D object F lies between the two planes y = 0 and y = 1.
The x-ray source is moving along the x-axis and the detector
plane is y = 1. The detector plane has its own origin located
at position (0, 1, 0). There are also two standard axes u and v
on this plane, which respectively have the same directions as
x and z-axis. Then for each point on the detector plane, the
cone-beam projection is defined as:
Z
Px (u, v) = F ((x, 0, 0) + t [(u, 1, v) − (x, 0, 0)]) dt
Z
= F (x + tu − tx, t, tv) dt.
Fig. 4 illustrates the 3D model being considered.
Given four cone-beam projection images, with three different
corresponding source positions known, we will find the other
source position.
Solving algorithm
On detector plane, we consider the line v = v0 . Since it is
parallel to the x-axis there is a plane containing them, which we
called the oblique plane (Πv0 ) : z = v0 y. The origin of (Πv0 )
has the same location as the origin of 3D space.
The point


p
(x, y, v0 y) in 3D space will have coordinates x, y 1 + v02
on (Πv0 ). Assuming (Πv0 ) slices through the 3D object, the
2D slice on (Πv0 ) is defined as:


q
2
fv0 x, y 1 + v0 = F (x, y, v0 y) .

Combining this and the cone-beam projection definition, we
can see that for each point on the line v = v0 on the detector
Z
Px,v0 (u) = Px (u, v0 ) = F (x + tu − tx, t, v0 t) dt


Z
q
2
= fv0 x + tu − tx, t 1 + v0 dt
= px (u)|D=√1+v2 ,f =f
0
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v0

,

Fig. 4: 3D model in cone-beam geometry
see section II-A. In other words, on (Πv0 ), we have exactly
the 2D fan-beam calibration problem, wherep
the 2D object fv0
is located between x-axis and the line y = 1 + v02 .
Therefore, according to section III, each oblique plane (Πv0 )
yields at most two possible solutions for the unknown source
position. Then N oblique planes being considered will give us
roughly N pairs of solutions. If the data are consistent, then
these N pairs must have one solution in common, and that
common solution is the true solution for the unknown source
position. This is our approach to solve a geometric calibration
problem in cone-beam with sources on a line; by repeating the
same procedure to solve a series of many fan-beam calibration
problems and finding the common solution of them.
V. N UMERICAL S IMULATIONS
A. Experiment 1: Testing one random object
The 3D object we considered is the superposition of a set
of fifteen unit-density balls, where the centers and radii were
selected randomly with a uniform distribution. The centers
were in the cube [−0.2, 0.2] × [0.4, 0.8] × [−0.2, 0.2] and the
radii were in the interval [0.01, 0.15]. We define
(
2
2
2
1, if (x − cx (i)) + (y − cy (i)) + (z − cz (i)) ≤ r2 (i)
Gi =
0, otherwise
with i = 1, 2, . . . , 15, where (cx (i), cy (i), cz (i)) and r(i) are
the center coordinates
and radius of the ith ball. Then the 3D
P15
object is F = i=1 Gi . Fig. 5 shows 2D slices obtained from
four oblique slice planes through the object.
We have developed two main programs, called simulator
and solver. For each oblique plane (Πv0 ), simulator receives
four numbers: the first three numbers are the known source
positions, here x1 = −0.228, x2 = −0.475, x3 = 0.069 and
the last one x4 = 0.312 is the unknown source position that
we need to calibrate. Then it simulates the projections px (u)
on 1000 equidistant samples of u in [−2, 2] (see Eq. (1)),
and shifts them to their COMs to produce the COM-corrected
measurements mx (u) (see Eq. (3)). After that, solver receives
these measurements and the three known source positions,
then estimates the unknown source position. This procedure is
repeated for all the oblique planes. We have taken 200 oblique
planes of the form z = v0 y, with v0 from −0.3 to 0.3. After
running the whole program, we plot all these pairs of solutions
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1
If H = H1 , then xest = (xmax + xvother
) /2.
v2
est
• If H = H2 , then x
= (xmin + xother ) /2.
est
1
2
• If H = H3 , then x
= (xvother
+ xvother
) /2.
After performing the above algorithm, we obtain the estimated
solution xest ≈ 0.3114, comparing to the true solution xtrue =
0.312, with the error ≈ 5.8 × 10−4 .

•

Fig. 5: Four slices of the random object taken from four oblique
planes: z = −0.3y (top-left), z = −0.1y (top-right), z = 0.1y
(bottom-left) and z = 0.3y (bottom-right)

Fig. 6: Solutions on all oblique planes z = v0 y; each value of
v0 (each oblique plane) contain at most two solutions
on a same figure. We presume that there will be a horizontal
set of collinear points, where each point is one of each pair
of solutions. Fig. 6 shows the result we obtained. Although
we can visually identify the correct solution from Fig. 6, we
provide the following algorithm to automatically extract the
estimated source location.
Computing estimated solution algorithm: a
Step 1: We find the minimum solution xmin (the lowest blue
point in Fig. 6). We also find the value v1 , where (Πv1 ) is the
oblique plane containing xmin .
Step 2: We find the maximum solution xmax over the other
oblique planes: (Πv0 ), with v0 6= v1 . We find v2 knowing the
oblique plane (Πv2 ) contains xmax .
Step 3: We now have two distinct planes (Πv1 ) and
(Πv2 ). The plane (Πv1 ) contains at most two solutions:
1
xmin and xvother
. The other plane (Πv2 ) contains xmax and
v2
xother . The points xmin and xmax are different from each
other. But there must be two solutions, one on each plane,
which are equal or near to each other, because of the
fact of the common solution. Thus we compute H1 =
1
2
1
2
|xmax − xvother
| , H2 = |xmin − xvother
| , H3 = |xvother
− xvother
|
and H = min {H1 , H2 , H3 }.
Step 4:

B. Experiment 2: Testing 100 random objects
We repeated this test for 100 random objects, where each of
them is as the description in experiment 1. We have computed
the error vector Err, such that Err(i) P
= xest (i) − xtrue , i =
100
1, 2, . . . , 100; and mean (Err) = 1/100 i=1 Err(i) = −3.5 ×
P100
−5
10 , q
is close to 0. We have: 1/100 i=1 |Err(i)| = 3.8 ×
P100
2
−3
10 , 1/100 i=1 |Err(i)| = 6.5 × 10−3 , maxi |Err(i)| =
−2
2.6 × 10 .
VI. D ISCUSSIONS AND C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented a geometric self-calibration method for
cone-beam projections with sources on a line. Assuming three
source positions are given, we provide the source position
for any new cone-beam projection from the projection data
only. The method is based on 2D fan-beam data consistency
conditions, more precisely on moments of order 0, 1 and 2. The
idea is to consider cone-beam projections with sources on a line
as a set of independent fan-beam projections in oblique planes
(containing the source line). In this geometry, the moments of
order 2 of the fan-beam projections, each centered on its center
of mass, is a polynomial of order 2 in the source position
variable. Thus the source position is a root of a polynomial
of order 2. Thanks to many independent fan-beam projection
sets (each contained in an oblique slice) of the cone-beam
projections with sources on a line, we can easily identify the
common root and thus the source position. We have presented
preliminary numerical experiments, including statistics based
on 100 phantoms of 15 random ball indicators. They show that
this approach solves easily and precisely the source position
self-calibration problem in cone-beam projections with sources
on a line, provided three source positions are known.
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A Preliminary Study on the Inversion of DXT
from Limited-Angular-Range Data
Zheng Zhang, Buxin Chen, Dan Xia, Emil Y. Sidky, and Xiaochuan Pan

Abstract—In this work, we investigate and develop an
algorithm for image reconstruction by inverting a fan-beam,
discrete-to-discrete X-ray-transform (DXT)-data model from
its knowledge available over a limited-angular range considerably smaller than that required by conventional algorithms. Inspired by the recent works, we formulate the
reconstruction problem as a convex optimization program
with split-image-total-variation (TV) constraints, and subsequently develop an iterative algorithm, referred to as the
limited-angle primal-dual (LAPD) algorithm, to reconstruct
images through solving the optimization program. We carry
out image reconstructions from DXT data generated over
limited-angular ranges from numerical phantoms with a
spectrum of practical anatomy characteristics to verify
numerically that the LAPD algorithm theoretically derived
can accurately solve the optimization program. Using the
LAPD algorithm verified, we then explore empirically the
potential of the LAPD algorithm for numerically accurately
reconstructing images, or, equivalently, inverting the DXTdata model, as a function of the angular range only over
which data are available. The LAPD algorithm can also
be exploited for investigating how various key factors, such
as angular range, subject characteristics, and data quality,
may impact image reconstruction from data available over
limited-angular ranges in CT.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In CT imaging, the problem of image reconstruction
from data collected over an limited-angular range is of
high practical significance and theoretical challenge, as
it generally entails the inversion of a mathematically
severely ill-conditioned data model, such as the fan-beam,
discrete-to-discrete X-ray transform (DXT) data model,
from its knowledge available over a limited-angular range.
Throughout the summary, for simplicity without ambiguity, we refer to the fan-beam DXT as the DXT, and also
use “image reconstruction” and “inversion of the DXT”
interchangeably. Direct inversion of the DXT-data model
from limited-angular-range data by use of conventional algorithms, e.g., filtered-backprojection (FBP) algorithm or
simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique (SART)
[1] can result in images with significant artifacts.
Inspired by the recent works on anisotropic regularization for mitigating artifacts in reconstruction from data
over limited-angular ranges [2]–[4], we develop in the
work an algorithm to reconstruct an image, or, equivalently, to invert the DXT-data model, from data available
over a limited-angular range. Specifically, we formulate
the reconstruction problem as an optimization program
Z. Zhang, B. Chen, D. Xia, and E. Y. Sidky are with the Department
of Radiology, the University of Chicago.
X. Pan is with Departments of Radiology and Radiation & Cellular
Oncology, the University of Chicago.
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A

B

Figure 1. Illustration of a circular fan-beam scan with a limited-angular
range (left), and phantoms A (top, right) & B (bottom, right)

with a data-`2 -minimization term and two split-imagetotal-variation (TV) constraints that are the `1 -norms of
image gradients along two special orthogonal axes of a
2D image array, respectively. As the optimization program
is convex, we develop an iterative algorithm, referred to
as the limited-angle primal-dual (LAPD) algorithm, based
upon the Chamboll-Pock instance of the general primaldual algorithm, to reconstruct the image through solving
the optimization program [5]–[7] from data available over
a limited-angular range.
With the LAPD algorithm theoretically developed, we
carry out numerical studies from data generated from
numerical phantoms with a spectrum of practical anatomy
characteristics over limited-angular ranges to verify that
the LAPD algorithm developed can indeed numerically
accurately solve the optimization program. Using the
LAPD algorithm verified numerically, we then explore
empirically the potential of the LAPD algorithm for image
reconstruction by varying the angular range over which
data, or, equivalently, knowledge of the DXT, are available.
The work yields an algorithm for inverting numerically
accurately the DXT-data model from its knowledge over
certain limited-angular ranges; and the LAPD algorithm
can also be exploited for investigating how various key
factors, such as angular range, subject characteristics,
and data quality, may impact image reconstruction from
limited angle data in CT. The optimization program and
LAPD algorithm can readily be extended to invert a conebeam-DXT-data model.

II. M ETHOD
We use vector f of size N to denote a 2D discrete image
in a concatenate form, N = N1 × N2 , N1 and N2 are the
total numbers of pixels along two orthogonal directions,
and fi to depict entry i of f with i = 1, 2, ..., N .
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A. The DXT-data model
by

The DXT-data model considered in the work is given
g(f ) = H f ,

(1)

where vector g of size M denotes discrete model-data,
with entry gj (f ) indicating the model-data value corresponding to ray j, where j = 1, 2., ..., M ; and H
the system matrix of size M × N , with element hi,j
representing an intersection of ray j with pixel i. Image
reconstruction considered in the work is equivalent to
inverting the DXT-data model in Eq. (1) from limited
knowledge of g(m) available over a limited-angular range
of interest.
B. Optimization program with split-TV constraints
For image reconstruction, or, equivalently, for inversion
of the DXT-data model in Eq. (1), we first formulate
a data-`2 -minimization program with split-TV-constraints
[3], [4] as


1
k g(m) − g(f ) k2
f ? = argmin
2
f
s.t. ||∇1 f ||TV ≤ t1 , ||∇2 f ||TV ≤ t2 , and fi ≥ 0,
(2)
where the transposes of matrices ∇1 and ∇2 of size N ×N
denote two-point differences along the two orthogonal
axes, respectively; vectors ∇1 f and ∇2 f are of size N ;
scalars ||∇1 f ||TV and ||∇2 f ||TV indicate the `1 -norms of
gradient images along directions 1 and 2; and parameters t1 and t2 depict the upper bounds on the split-TVconstraints.
C. The LAPD algorithm
Because the optimization program in Eq. (2) is convex,
iterative algorithms can be developed mathematically for
solving the program. In the work, we derive an iterative
LAPD algorithm and its convergence conditions. At the
meeting, we will present in detail the derivation, pseudo
codes, and convergence conditions of the LAPD algorithm.
In the verification or quantitative studies involving numerical phantoms presented in this summary, we consider
consistent data, i.e., g(m) = g(ftruth ), and use
D̃(fn ) → 0

as n → ∞

(3)

as a sufficient convergence condition on accurate image
reconstruction or, equivalently, on accurate inversion of
the DXT-data model, where n is the iteration number,
D̃(fn ) = ||fn − ftruth ||2 /||ftruth ||2 ,

(4)

different levels of anatomic complexity; and (3) to gain
empirically insights into the angular ranges for which the
LAPD algorithm can numerically accurately yield image
reconstruction, or, equivalently, invert the DXT-data model
in Eq. (1).
A. Scanning geometry
Without loss of generality, we consider two special orthogonal directions along x- and y-axis of a 2D Cartesian
coordinate system and a segment of a circular scanning
trajectory covering angular range α symmetric relative to
the y-axis, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. From each
of the phantoms studied, we use the DXT-data model in
Eq. (1) to generate consistent data, i.e., g(m) = g(ftruth ),
over angular range α. The fan-beam geometry considered
in the work has source-to-rotation-axis and source-todetector distances of 36 cm and 72 cm. For given α, data
are generated at views with an angular interval of 1◦ by
use of a linear detector array consisting of 512 detector
bins of 0.71 mm that covers completely the phantom.
B. Data generation
While we have performed studies on an array of
phantoms with different levels of anatomy and contrast
complexity, we present in the summary the study results
of two phantoms displayed in the right panel of Fig. 1,
and will report results of additional phantom studies at
the conference. In the study, each of both phantoms is
placed in the scanning field of view such that their middle
horizontal and vertical lines coincide with the x- and yaxis, respectively, of the coordinate system. Since both
phantoms are known in the studies, we calculate their
respective split TVs along x- and y-axis and use them
as parameters t1 and t2 . (When knowledge of t1 and t2
is unknown, one may need to sweep through ranges of t1
and t2 to select their values appropriate for a particular
study.)
Phantom A in the right panel of Fig 1, containing
numerous disks, ellipse, squares, and triangles [3], [4], is
on a 256×128 array of square pixels of size 0.7 mm. Three
data sets are generated from phantom A over angular
ranges α = 30◦ , 60◦ , and 90◦ , respectively. Conversely,
phantom B in the right panel of Fig 1, including bar-shape
anatomies of different orientations and contrast levels, is
on a 256×256 array of square pixels of size 0.7 mm.
Again, three data sets are generated from phantom B over
angular ranges α = 90◦ , 120◦ , and 160◦ , respectively.

and ftruth denotes the phantom image.

III. N UMERICAL V ERIFICATION S TUDIES
We first perform numerical verification studies for three
purposes: (1) to verify numerically that the LAPD algorithm theoretically developed and its computer implementation can solve accurately the optimization program
in Eq. (2); (2) to numerically explore, with the LAPD
algorithm verified, image reconstructions from data available over different angular ranges for phantoms with

IV. S TUDY RESULTS
We first summarize the verification study that establishes numerically that the LAPD algorithm, and its computer implementation, can solve numerically accurately the
optimization program with split-image-TV constraints in
Eq. (2), and then discuss the results of studies, enabled by
the verified LAPD algorithm, on exploring accurate image
reconstruction from data over limited-angular ranges.
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Figure 2.
Images of phantom A obtained with split-TV (row 1)
and conventional-TV (row 3) constraints, along with their respective
differences relative to phantom A in rows 2 & 4, from data over angular
ranges α = 30◦ (column 1), 60◦ (column 2), and 90◦ (column 3),
respectively. The display window is [-0.001, 0.001] cm−1 for rows 3 &
4. The plot (bottom row) shows normalized image distance D̃(frecon )
as functions of α for split-TV and conventional-TV reconstructions.

Figure 3.
Images of phantom B obtained with split-TV (row 1)
and conventional-TV (row 3) constraints, along with their respective
differences relative to phantom B in rows 2 & 4, from data over angular
ranges α = 90◦ (column 1), 120◦ (column 2), and 160◦ (column 3),
respectively. The display window is [-0.001, 0.001] cm−1 for rows 2 &
4.

A. Verification of the LAPD algorithm derived
While the LAPD algorithm derived can theoretically
solve the convex optimization program in Eq. (2), we
must also establish in numerically studies that the LAPD
algorithm can indeed accurately solve the optimization
program in Eq. (2) in terms of satisfying the convergence
conditions derived for the LAPD algorithm up to the computer precision. The numerical verification studies are absolutely necessary as they also assure that the algorithm is
implemented correctly on a computer. We have carried out
extensive studies using data sets generated from phantoms
over different angular ranges, and the results confirm that
for each of the cases studied, the convergence conditions of
the LAPD algorithm are satisfied up to computer precision.
We will present these extensive study results in detail at
the meeting, which complete the evidence that the LAPD
algorithm can solve the program in Eq. (2).
With the LAPD algorithm numerically verified, we
present below some of the study results exploring how
the performance of the LAPD algorithm, in terms of reconstruction visualization and accuracy, may be impacted
by limited-angular ranges over which data are available
for different phantoms. It should be reminded that each of
the reconstructions below with the LAPD algorithm is obtained when the LAPD algorithm achieves its convergence
conditions (up to the computer precision,) and that the
impact of iteration numbers, if any, on the reconstruction
is thus on the order of the computer precision. We use
frecon to denote the convergent reconstruction.
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B. Image reconstruction of phantom A
We reconstruct images of phantom A by applying the
LAPD algorithm to its three data sets generated over angular ranges α = 30◦ , 60◦ , and 90◦ , respectively, and display
the respective convergent reconstructions frecon in row 1 of
Fig. 2, along with the differences (frecon − ftruth ) in row 2
of Fig. 2. From the results in rows 1 and 2 of Fig. 2, it can
be observed that for the conditions considered, the LAPD
algorithm can accurately reconstruct the images from data
over an angular range of α ≥ 30◦ . As a reference, we
also include reconstructions based upon a data-`2 -normminimization with a conventional-TV constraint [5]–[7]
from the three data sets and displayed the convergent
reconstructions in row 3 of Fig. 2, along with their
respective differences from phantom A in row 4 of Fig. 2.
The reconstructions with the conventional-TV constraint
contain visible artifacts that become more conspicuous as
the angular range is reduced, especially for the artifacts
that appear around contrast boundaries parallel to the xaxis. Furthermore, D̃(frecon ), the normalized `2 -norms of
the difference images between convergent reconstructions
and phantom A in the bottom panel of Fig. 2 corroborates
the observation that under the conditions considered, the
LAPD algorithm can yields numerically accurate reconstruction or, equivalently, numerically accurately invert the
DXT-data model in Eq. (1), from data over an angular
range as low as 30◦ for phantom A.
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C. Image reconstruction of phantom B
We also reconstruct images of phantom B by applying
the LAPD algorithm to its three data sets generated over
angular ranges α = 90◦ , 120◦ , and 160◦ , respectively, and
display the respective convergent reconstructions frecon in
row 1 of Fig. 3, along with the differences (frecon −ftruth )
in row 2 of Fig. 3. From the results in rows 1 and 2 of Fig.
3, it can be observed that for the conditions considered,
the LAPD algorithm can accurately reconstruct the images
from data over an angular range of α ≥ 90◦ . As a
reference, we also include reconstructions based upon a
data-`2 -norm-minimization with a conventional-TV constraint [5]–[7] from the three data sets and displayed the
convergent reconstructions in row 3 of Fig. 3, along with
their respective differences relative to phantom B in row
4 of Fig. 3. The reconstructions with the conventionalTV constraint contain visible artifacts that become more
conspicuous as the angular range is reduced, especially
for the artifacts appear around contrast boundaries parallel
to the x-axis. For phantom B, we have also obtained
results of D̃(frecon ) (not shown here for saving space,)
which are similar to that of phantom A in Fig. 2. The
reconstructions and D̃(frecon ) obtained demonstrate that
under the conditions considered, the LAPD algorithm can
yields numerically accurate reconstruction or, equivalently,
numerically accurately invert the DXT-data model in Eq.
(1), from data over an angular range as low as 90◦ for
phantom B.
V. D ISCUSSIONS
We have investigated image reconstruction or, equivalently, inversion of the DXT-data model from data available only over a limited-angular range. Inspired by the
recent work, we formulate the reconstruction problem
into a convex optimization program with split-TV constraints and develop a theoretical LAPD algorithm to
solve the program. Following extensive verification studies
that establish numerically that the LAPD algorithm and
its computer implementation can accurately solve the
optimization program, we use the LAPD algorithm to
explore numerically image reconstructions under a variety
of conditions of interests, including limited-angular ranges
over which data are generated from numerous phantoms
with different anatomies of varying complexity levels.
These studies enabled by the LAPD algorithm reveal that
under the conditions considered, the LAPD algorithm can
yield numerically accurate reconstructions or, equivalently,
invert numerically accurately the DXT-data model, from
data over angular ranges that are considerably smaller
than what conventional algorithms require. We will report
in detail the theoretical derivation, pseudo codes, and
numerical verification of the LAPD algorithm, along with
extensive numerical studies, at the conference.
We have also performed image reconstruction with the
LAPD algorithm from limited-angular-range data containing components such as noise that are inconsistent with the
DXT-data model and will report the results at the meeting.
It should be reminded that the current work focuses
only on investigation of inverting accurately the DXT-data
model from limited-angular-range data. In the future, it is

necessary and interesting to investigate the performance
characteristics of the LAPD algorithm when applied to
limited-angular-range data containing additional physical
factors such as scatter, beam hardening, and focal spot of
finite size, which are inconsistent to the DXT-data model.
Though the study reported here may offer some insights
into the upper bound on the algorithm performance, it
remains to be established if the algorithm is any practical
value in terms of devising practical procedures of high task
utility when applied to data collected in realistic imaging
applications. The work reported can readily be extended
to investigate image reconstruction from cone-beam data
over limited-angular ranges.
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Simultaneous Image Reconstruction and Element
Decomposition for Iodine Contrast Agent
Visualization in Multi-energy Cone Beam CT
Hyunuk Jung, Chenyang Shen, Xun Jia

Abstract—Iodine contrast agent is widely used in liver cancer
radiotherapy at CT simulation stage to enhance detectability of
tumor. However, its application in cone beam CT (CBCT) for
image guidance before treatment delivery is still limited because
of poor image quality and excessive dose of contrast agent
during multiple treatment fractions. In this study, we develop
a multi-energy element-resolved (MEER) CBCT framework to
enhance detectability of low-concentration iodine contrast agent.
We acquired a kVp-switching scan on a conventional CBCT
platform with 600 projections in a full gantry rotation, in which
the kVp level sequentially changed among 80,100, and 120 kVps.
We developed an MEER-CBCT reconstruction algorithm that
simultaneously reconstructed x-ray attenuation images at each
kVp, an electrong density image, and elemental composition
images (H, O, Ca, and I). The composition of each voxel was
subject to a constraint of a sparse representation of materials
in a dictionary containing typical human tissues and iodine.
To evaluate our method, we performed simulation studies and
experimental validations using a phantom with inserts containing
water and different concentrations of iodine solution. We analyzed iodine detectability as quantified by contrast-to-noise ratio
(CNR) and compared results with those of mono-kVp CBCT
images reconstructed by the standard filter back projection
(FBP) method with 600 projections. MEER-CBCT achieved
similar contrast enhancement as FBP method but about 6 times
higher CNR. At 4% iodine solution concentration, FBP method
achieved ∼250 HU enhancement and CNR of ∼2.5, considered
as the standard CNR for successful tumor visualization. MEERCBCT achieved the same CNR but at ∼8 times lower iodine
concentration of 0.5%.
Index Terms—cone beam CT, multi-energy, iodine, contrast
agent

I. I NTRODUCTION

not show contrast enhancement[1]. In-room mobile CT or CTon-rail can realize IVC scans. The required hardware and cost
limited their wide-spread use. Recent advance of MRI-LINAC
enables MRI-based image guidance. Yet they are still in the
early adoption stage and the cost and hardware complexity are
likely to hinder clinical adoption.
Aiming at addressing this problem, we propose in this
study a multi-energy element-resolved (MEER) CBCT framework achieved on a standard CBCT platform to enhance
detectability of iodine contrast agent at a substantially reduced
contrast agent concentration level. By innovatively employing
multi-kVp data acquisition, a novel spatial-spectral dimension
regularization approach, and a sparse-dictionary based elemental decomposition strategy, we will be able to improve
image quality to achieve iodine contrast detection for tumor
delineation.
II. M ETHOD
A. Data acquisition
The multi-energy CBCT scan was acquired using a kVpswitching technique realized on a standard CBCT platform
available in the on-board imaging system of a Varian medical
linear accelerator (LINAC). We programmed the data acquisition protocol via its developer model to allow a CBCT scan
with 600 x-ray projections in a full gantry rotation. The kVp
levels were controlled to alternate among 80, 100, and 120
kVps in subsequent projections.
B. The proposed model

C

The general form of MEER-CBCT model can be formulated
as follows:
1
β
(1)
min R(F) + G(F, ρ, λ).
F, ρ, λ 2
2

All authors are with innovative Technology Of Radiotherapy Computations
and Hardware (iTORCH) Laboratory, Department of Radiation Oncology,
University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center, Dallas, TX, 75587, USA.
Email: chenyang.shen and xun.jia@utsouthwestern.edu

The first term R(F) is established for ME-CBCT reconstruction, where F = [f1, f2, . . . , f N ] ∈ R M ×N denotes ME-CBCT
images at N different energy channels. Each fi represents an
image of the x-ray attenuation coefficient at the i-th kVp level.
For this specific application, N = 3 corresponding to the hree
energy levels of 80, 100, 120 kVps.
The second term G(F, ρ, λ) characterizes the relationship
among F, relative electron density (rED) to water ρ ∈ R M ×M ,
a diagonal matrix with each diagonal element corresponding
to rED of each voxel, and elemental compositions (EC)
λ ∈ R M ×D , where D indicates the number of elements of
interest. In this study, we focused on four elements (D = 4),

One beam CT (CBCT) is widely used for imaging
guidance in radiation therapy. Yet, due to relatively low
image quality and soft-tissue contrast, tumor visualization is
sometimes challenging, such as for liver cancer, leading to
tumor targeting uncertainty. Intravenous contrast-enhancement
(IVC) is routinely used in treatment planning CT of liver
cancer radiotherapy because of improved tumor contrast. However, it cannot be reliably employed on current CBCT due to
poor image quality: IVC-CBCT was found to be effective in
only 1/4 of patients with tumor size larger than 120cc under
breath-hold scans. Small tumors or free-breathing CBCT do
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i.e. Hydrogen (H), Oxygen (O), Calcium (Ca), and Iodine (I).
The first three are major elements constructing majority of
human tissues, while I is the effective element in the iodine
contrast agent. β is the parameter balancing the contribution
from the two terms. Note that ρ ≥ 0 and λ ≥ 0 are naturally
requested. In addition, let 1 D and 1 M denote column vectors
of length D and M with all entries being unity, λ1 D = 1 M is
required since the compositions of all elements in each voxel
should sum up to 1.
1) Reconstruction: Among many possible choices of models, we considered a tight-frame based image reconstruction
model [2], [3] in this study. As such, the detailed expression
of R(F) can be given as
R(F) = kPF − Bk F2 + 2α1

N
X

kW fi k1,

(2)

i=1

where P indicates the system matrix characterizing the MECBCT data acquisition process, while B represents the acquired ME-CBCT projection data. α1 is the regularization
parameter, and W is the tight frame (TF) operator. k · k F and
k·k1 denote the Frobenius Norm and l 1 norm, respectively. The
first term in Eq. (2) enforces fidelity between the reconstructed
ME-CBCT images and acquired projections. The second term
encourages sparsity in transformed images to help remove
noise and artifacts while preserving edges in F.
2) Decomposition: G(F, ρ, λ) is established to relate the
x-ray attenuation coefficients with rED and EC, which was
derived from an empirical forward model in [4]:
fi = ρ(k iPE Z̃3.62 + k iR Ẑ1.86 + k iC ).

(3)

Here k iP E , k iR, and k iC are machine-specific parameters characterizing contributions of photoelectric effect, Rayleigh scattering, and Compton scattering, respectively, to the x-ray attenuation at i-th energy level,. For a given scanner, these parameters
can be calibrated before-hand using calibration materials . In
1
addition, λ is encoded in Z̃ and Ẑ as Z̃ = (λz 3.62 ) 3.62 and Ẑ =
1
(λz 1.86 ) 1.86 , where z = [z1, z2, . . . , z D ]T ∈ R D gives the
atomic numbers for D different elements. Further, let K C =
(k1C , k 2C , . . . , k C
N ), and K = (k 1, k 2, . . . , k N ) where k i =
k iP E z 3.62 + k iR z 1.86 . Through a simple derivation, the forward
model in (3) can be further rewritten into a general form for
multiple energy levels, i.e.
F = ρ(λK + 1 M K ),
C

(4)

According to [5], [6], EC of each voxel in a CBCT image
can be sparsely represented over a dictionary consisting of
EC of commonly encountered human tissues. In a similar
way as [5], [6], we construct a dictionary Λ ∈ R E×D
consisting compositions of D elements (including I) of in
total E materials. Note that I was not contained in most of
the commonly encountered human tissues. We added random
fractions of I to 50% of materials in the dictionary, where
I compositions for the rest of the materials remained to be
0. Afterwards, the dictionary was then normalized, such that
Λ1 D = 1 E to enforce the unity summation on elemental
fractions for each material. Based on results in [5], [6],
we are able to accurately represent EC of any material via

λ ≈ vΛ, where v ∈ R M ×E gives the dictionary coefficients
with each row being a sparse vector specifying the contribution
of each dictionary material. With these, we can reformulate the
decomposition term G(F, ρ, λ) in Eq. (2) as:
G(F, ρ, v) = kF − ρ(vΛK + 1 M K C )k F2 ,

(5)

with v being sparse. One obvious limitation of this model (5)
is its non-convex formdue to product of ρ and v. Given vΛ
as approximations of EC, it is also natural to request vΛ1 D =
1 M . As a consequence, v1 E = vΛ1 D = 1 M , where 1 E is the
column vector of length E with all elements being 1. Then if
we combine ρ and v as x = ρ · v, we may further rewrite this
decomposition term together with the sparsity constraint as
G(F, x) = kF − xΛK + diag(x1 E )1 M K C k F2 +

2α2
kxk1 . (6)
β

α2 is the sparsity regularization parameter. diag(·) indicates the
two-way conversion between a diagonal matrix and a column
vector. In contrast to (5), (6) is a convex model which can be
solved more effectively and efficiently. With x solved, one can
easily compute ρ and v as
ρ = diag(x1 E ), and v = ρ −1 x,

(7)

3) Combined model: The explicit form of the proposed
model can be given by combining the reconstruction and
decomposition models derived in previous sections:
min

F,x≥0

β
1
kPF − Bk F2 + kF − xΛK + diag(x1 E )1 M K C k F2
2
2
(8)
N
X
+α1
kW fi k1 + α2 kxk1 .
i=1

The proposed model in (8) is convex and can be solved iteratively by alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM)
[7]. Similar to the iterative scheme proposed in [6], we
incorporated ADMM to split the optimization problem into
several subproblems, and iteratively solve F and X in an
alternating fashion. Note that the closed-form solution for each
subproblem is available, and the convergence of the proposed
algorithm is guaranteed[7], [6].
C. Evaluations
To demonstrate feasibility and effectiveness of our method,
we performed both simulation studies and experimental validations using a phantom with inserts containing water and
iodine solution (175 mgI/mL) of different concentrations,
see Figure 1. Here we used 9 inserts with iodine solution
concentration of 0, 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0, and 10%.
We considered a kVp-switching scan with 600 projections
acquired in a full gantry rotation under 80, 100, and 120 kVps.
While the experimental study realized this data acquisition on
the Varian LINAC using its developer mode, in the simulation
study, x-ray projections of a digital phantom representing the
actual phantom was calculated using our in-house developed
Monte Carlo simulation tool [8].
To benchmark our method, we compared the reconstruction
performance against the clinical standard Filtered Back Projection (FBP) method. For FBP reconstruction, projections at
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Fig. 1. Phantom used in this study with inserts of different concentrations of
iodine.

80, 100, and 120 kVps were simulated/acquired individually
with 600 projections covering a whole gantry rotation. Hence,
the number of projections available at each kVp level for the
FBP case is three times as that of for the proposed method.
To quantitatively evaluate the results, we considered two
metrics. The first was contrast enhancement defined as |x r oi −
x bg |, where x r oi is the mean value of the image intensity
of a region of interest (ROI) and x bg is the mean value of
the image intensity of the background non-iodine phantom
region. The second metric was contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR),
a key quantity characterizing the detectability of an object.
2 |x −x |
CNR was defined as CNR = σroiroi+σbg
, where σr oi and σbg
bg
are the the standard deviation of image intensity at the ROI and
the background, respectively. In general, higher CNR indicates
better detectability.

Fig. 2. Reconstructed images in simulation study (top) and experimental study
(bottom).
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Fig. 3. Comparison of contrast enhancements between our method and FBP
in simulation study (top) and experimental study (bottom). Result of 10%
concentration not displayed to focus on relevant data range.

III. R ESULTS
Figure 2 presents the reconstructed x-ray attenuation images
in the simulation and experimental studies. First and second
rows are images of the phantom images reconstructed by FBP
and MEER-CBCT. The images were displayed at a widow of [500, 500] HU, while the zoomed-in patches were desplayed at
[-200, 200] HU. It is easy to observe that the results using FBP
method contain severe noise and streak artifacts. In contrast,
the image quality produced by the MEER-CBCT method
is much better, with noise and streak artifacts effectively
suppressed.
For quantitative comparison, we first present the results of
contrast enhancement in Figure 3. As expected, the contrast
enhancement increases with iodine solution concentration. The
enhancement levels in the images reconstructed by the FBP
algorithm and by the proposed algorithm generally agree with
each other, indicating that the use of regularization terms in
our method did not suppress the image contrast.
Moreover, the resulting CNRs for iodine contrast agent
of different concentrations are depicted in Figure 4. In both
simulation and experimental studies, for a given concentration
of iodine solution , the corresponding CNR obtained by our
method is on average 6 times higher than that of the FBP
method. In particular, in the experiment (Figure 4 (bottom)),
with 4% of iodine solution concentration, the FBP method
achieved contrast enhancement of ∼250 HU, and CNR of
∼2.5. This was considered as the minimal CNR required for
successful tumor visualization in liver cancer. MEER-CBCT
may achieve the same CNR at 0.5% of iodine solution con-
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TABLE II
C ONTRAST ENHANCEMENTS AND CNR S WITH DIFFERENT

CONCENTRATION OF IODINE SOLUTION IN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY.

Iodine Solution
Concentration
(% w/w)
0.1%
0.5%
1%
1.5%
2%
3%
5%

Fig. 4. Comparison of CNR between our method and FBP in simulation (top)
and experimental (bottom) study. Result of 10% concentration not displayed
to focus on relevant data range.
TABLE I
C ONTRAST ENHANCEMENTS AND CNR S WITH DIFFERENT

CONCENTRATION OF IODINE SOLUTION IN SIMULATION STUDY.

Iodine Solution
Concentration
(% w/w)
0.1%
0.5%
1%
1.5%
2%
3%
5%

FBP
Enhancement
(HU)
30.4
51.6
75.9
102.0
129.3
179.7
281.2

CNR
0.4
0.7
1.0
1.4
1.7
2.4
3.7

MEER-CBCT
Enhancement
CNR
(HU)
28.0
3.4
48.9
5.9
74.4
8.3
101.1
10.7
127.3
13.8
179.0
16.4
280.9
23.8

centration, about 1/8 of concentration needed by the standard
FBP method.
Finally, we summarized the quantitative results averaged
over the three kVps in Tables I and II for simulation and
experimental studies, respectively.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND D ISCUSSIONS
To improve the detectability of iodine contrast agent in
CBCT for image guidance of liver cancer radiotherapy, we
developed a MEER CBCT framework that acquired a kVpswitching scan on a conventional CBCT platform and simultaneously reconstructed x-ray attenuation images at each kVp,
the image of rED and images of EC. The composition of each
voxel was subject to a constraint of a sparse representation
of materials in a dictionary containing typical human tissues
and iodine. In both simulation and experimental studies,

FBP
Enhancement
(HU)
23.4
57.9
76.8
107.9
140.3
202.6
305.6

CNR
0.3
0.5
0.9
1.1
1.6
2.1
3.3

MEER-CBCT
Enhancement
CNR
(HU)
21.9
1.8
55.0
2.5
79.8
7.0
111.9
8.6
144.1
12.4
206.4
12.3
308.9
25.4

MEER-CBCT achieved similar contrast enhancement as FBP
method, but about 6 times higher CNR on average. At 4%
iodine solution concentration, FBP method achieved ∼250 HU
enhancement and CNR of ∼2.5, considered as the standard
CNR for successful tumor visualization. MEER-CBCT yielded
the same CNR but at ∼8 times lower iodine concentration of
0.5%.
Despite the exciting results, the current study has a few
limitations. The liver tumor contrast enhancement has a complex kinetic behavior occurring during a time interval with
a length comparable to the CBCT data acquisition time.
Organ motion during the CBCT scan, if unaddressed, would
further blur the resulting images and diminish the gain of
contrast enhancement. These issues will likely hinder clinical
translation of the proposed method. We are in the process of
developing novel techniques to address these challenges.
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A Preconditioning Scheme for Accelerating A
Non-Convex Primal-Dual Reconstruction Algorithm
in Multispectral CT
Buxin Chen, Emil Y. Sidky, Zheng Zhang, Dan Xia, and Xiaochuan Pan

Abstract—In this work, we aim to accelerate the convergence speed of the non-convex primal-dual (NCPD) algorithm
for multispectral CT reconstruction by devising non-diagonal
preconditioning (NDPC) step matrices in the NCPD algorithm.
The NDPC strategy is designed to offset the spread of singular
values in the discrete X-ray transform and improve the overall
conditioning of the system matrix in the multispectral CT data
model. An instance of the NCPD algorithm was derived and
applied to data with both scalar steps and NDPC step matrices in
the dual and primal updates for comparison. Quantitative studies
have been carried out with data generated from digital phantom
images for demonstrating and characterizing the convergence
trends of both algorithms in terms of convergence metrics such
as data and image RMSEs. The results of the study reveal clearly
that the NCPD algorithm with NDPC step matrices achieves
a numerical convergence (limited by computer precision) faster
than its counterpart without NDPC step matrices.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We have previously proposed a non-convex optimization
program for multispectral CT reconstruction and developed
a non-convex primal-dual (NCPD) algorithm for numerically
solving the optimization program [1]. The NCPD algorithm
is based on a first-order, primal-dual algorithm [2], initially
developed by Chambolle and Pock [3] (CPPD), with an addtional data correction step to account for the non-linearity in
the multispectral data model. In the original CPPD algorithm,
the dual and primal updates employ scalar steps, which was
inherited to our NCPD algorithm. More recently, a steppreconditioner in the form of block-diagonal matrices has been
proposed to accelerate the convergence speed of the MOCCA
algorithm [4]. The preconditioner is motivated by preserving
the rotation invariance of the material expansion set. We have
also proposed a different form of non-diagonal preconditioning, or NCPD, step matrices designed to offset the spread in
singular values of the discrete X-ray transform (DXT) matrix,
as poor conditioning in the X-ray transform matrix often leads
to inefficient first-order primal-dual algorithm. In this work, we
aim to incorporate such NDPC step matrices into the NCPD
algorithm for multispectral CT reconstruction. The system matrix in the data model for multispectral CT combines the DXT
matrix and a µ matrix, and is often poorly conditioned as well,
further impacting the overall conditioning of the system matrix
and thus welcoming the introduction of preconditioner. We
B. Chen, E. Y. Sidky. Z. Zhang, amd D. Xia are with the Department of
Radiology, The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, USA
X. Pan is with the Departments of Radiology & Radiation and Cellular
Oncology, The University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637, USA
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derive a specific instance of the NCPD algorithm for a totalvariation-constrained data-`2 minimization problem using the
non-linear data model in multispectral CT, and replace the
scalar steps in the dual and primal updates with NDPC step
matrices. We compare the NDPC step matrices with the scalar
steps and characterize their convergence trends in terms of
image and data RMSEs and also verify numerically that adding
NDPC does not alter the eventual convergence of the NCPD
algorithm.
In this work, we show that the NCPD algorithms with
scalar steps and NDPC step matrices converge numerically to
the solutions specified by the program considered. Moreover,
we are also interested in the convergence speeds and trends
of the algorithms at iterations prior to reaching eventually
their numerical convergences that are limited by the computer
precision in the study. In particular, we seek to improve the
NCPD algorithm’s convergence speed to achieve its numerical
convergence with reduced iterations. This investigation may
yield insights into the design of practical procedures, based
on or motivated by the iterative updates of the algorithm with
improved convergence speed, for yielding reconstructions of
practical, task-specific utility with fewer iterations. Furthermore, an algorithm that achieves its numerical convergence
(limited by the computer precision) with reduced iterations
would also be of direct value to research on iterative algorithms in which one often seeks numerical convergences of
the iterative algorithms.
II. M ATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Discrete-to-discrete data model
The discrete-to-discrete data model in multispectral CT can
be written as [5],
!
X [s]
X
X [s]
[s]
gj (b) = − ln
qjm exp −
µkm
aji bki , (1)
m

[s]
qjm

k

i

where
denotes the normalized X-ray spectrum at energy m
at ray j in spectral set s, µkm the mass attenuation coefficient
[s]
at energy m for basis material k, aji the intersection length
of ray j in spectral set s with voxel i, and bki the basis image
of material k at voxel i. Vector b denotes an aggregate basisimage vector formed by concatenating individual basis-image
vectors bk with element bki , and g(b) an aggregate model data
vector by concatenating model data vector from each spectral
[s]
[s]
set g[s] (b) with element gj (b). Similarly, we use gM , gM ,
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[s]

gMj to denote the measured data for the aggregate vector,
each spectral set, and each ray, respectively.
B. Non-convex optimization program and NCPD algorithm
Based on the non-linear data model in Eq. (1), we form
a non-convex optimization program involving the `2 -norm
between model and measured data subject to a total-variation
(TV) constraint on a monochromatic image at energy E0 , as
1
min ||gM − g(b)||22
b 2
s. t. ||(|∇(µ1 (E0 )b1 + µ2 (E0 )b2 )|)||1 ≤ γ,

(2)

where, without loss of generality, a two-basis decomposition
> >
model is used with b = (b>
and µ1 (E0 ), µ2 (E0 ),
1 , b2 )
simply referred to as µ1 and µ2 hereafter, mass attenuation
coefficients of the two basis materials at energy E0 , |∇u| the
gradient-magnitude image of u, and ∇ a linear transform of
finite differencing [2].
A key observation in developing the NCPD algorithm is that
the non-linear data model in Eq. (1) can be separated into a
linear term and a non-linear term using Taylor expansion, as
[s]

[s]

[s]

(3)

[s]

(4)

gj (b) = ḡj (b) + ∆gj (b),
where
[s]

ḡj (b) =

X
k

[s]
∆gj (b)

X

aji bki ,

i

!
X [s]
X [s]
X
[s]
aji bki , (5)
= −ln
qjm exp −
∆µjkm
m

[s]
µ̄jk

[s]

µ̄jk

P

[s]
m qjm µkm ,

[s]

=
and
= µkm − µ̄jk . As a result,
in the same concatenating fashion as aforementioned, two
[s]
aggregate vectors ḡ(b) and ∆g(b) can be formed from ḡj (b)
[s]
and ∆gj (b), respectively, and are connected to g(b) as
g(b) − ∆g(b) = ḡ(b) = Hb,
[s]

(6)
[s] [s]

where system matrix H has elements hjki = µ̄jk aji , with
spectral set s and ray j indexing the rows of H, and basis
material k and pixel i indexing the columns of H. The
[s]
resulting system matrix, with the addition of µ̄jk , is different
from that of a conventional CT reconstruction. Using Eq. (6),
we can re-write the optimization program in Eq. (2) as
1
||gM − ∆g(b) − Hb||22
2
s. t. ||(|∇(µ1 b1 + µ2 b2 )|)||1 ≤ γ.

min
b

C. Dual and primal updates
1) Scalar steps: The pseudo-code for the NCPD algorithm
tailored to the non-convex optimization program in Eq. (2) can
be found in Ref. [1]. We extract two essential steps, the dual
and primal updates, and summarize them below as
y(n+1) = proxσ [F ∗ ](y(n) + σKb̄(n) )

(7)

We then derive the NCPD algorithm by first deriving an
instance of the CPPD algorithm from Eq. (7) assuming (gM −
∆g(b)) is known and then use the current iteration of the basis
images to update and estimate the term as (gM − ∆g(b(n) )).
In the derivation of the CPPD algorithm instance, a stacked
matrix is used and defined as


H
K =
,
(8)
αµ1 ∇, αµ2 ∇
where α = ||H||2 /||(µ1 ∇, µ2 ∇)||2 . This stacked matrix K is
key to the computation of the proposed NDPC step matrix.

(9)

as the dual update, and
b(n+1) = b(n) − τ K> y(n+1)

(10)

as the primal update. y is the dual variable, prox[·] the
proximal mapping operation, F ∗ the convex conjugate of
function F (y) = F (u, v) = 21 ||u−gM ||22 +δdiamond(αγ) (|v|),
ρ
1
, and τ = ρ||K||
. ρ is the step size ratio parameter
σ = ||K||
2
2
balancing out the dual and primal updates and can be tuned.
2) NDPC step matrices: Instead of σ and τ , we use two
matrices, Σ and T , as the step sizes for the dual and primal
updates, which, with σ = 1/||T K> K||2 , are defined as
Σ = ρσI,

T ≈ (K> K)−1 /ρ,

(11)

where σ is calculated following T and ρ is again the step
size ratio parameter that needs to be tuned. Σ is a diagonal
matrix, while T , a non-diagonal preconditioing step matrix,
is the inverse of the symmetric positive semi-definite matrix
(K> K). The inverse can be approximated using a truncated
series of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (K> K), as
L−1

T =

i

k

[s]
∆µjkm

2

X
I
1
1 >
+
ui ( −
)ui ,
eL
e
e
i
L
i=1

(12)

where ei is the i-th eigenvalue (sorted from largest to smallest), ui its corresponding eigenvector, and L the number of
eigenvectors used in the expansion. As a result, the dual and
primal updates with step matrices are now
y(n+1) = proxσ [F ∗ ](y(n) + ΣKb̄(n) )

(13)

as the dual update, and
b(n+1) = b(n) − T K> y(n+1)

(14)

as the primal update.
D. Study design

Multispectral CT data are generated using Eq. (1), assuming
a circular fan-beam geometry with 160 views uniformly distributed over 2π. The source-to-detector and source-to-centerof-rotation distances are 1,500 and 1,000 mm, respectively.
The linear detector is 400 mm in length and consists of
256 1.56-mm bins. Two X-ray spectra of 80 and 140 kVp
are generated using the TASMICS worksheet [6], assuming
a tungsten anode and a 5-mm Al filter. A digital phantom
is used mimicking GAMMEX DE-472 dual-energy phantom
with iodine and calcium inserts of various contrast levels. It
is sampled on a 128×128 image array with 1.95-mm square
pixels. The digital phantom is then decomposed into two basis
materials, water and bone, as shown in Fig. 1, which are used
as the truth basis images in the data generation.
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Fig. 1: Water (a) and bone (b) basis images used to generate
the ideal data, and a monochromatic images at 100 keV
(c) combined by the basis images. The display windows are
[0.0, 1.2] for the basis images, and [-100, 100] HU for the
monochromatic image. Two red arrows point to two inserts
with the smallest contrast levels in the water basis image.
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Fig. 2: Convergence metrics, data (left) and image (right)
RMSEs, as functions of iteration number for the NDPC
algorithm with scalar steps and NDPC step matrices. The
metrics are defined in Eq. (15). Both algorithm were run for
2,000 iterations to show their convergence trends.
water basis
scalar

NDPC

mono@100keV
scalar

NDPC

The NCPD algorithm for the non-convex optimization program in Eq. (2) is derived in Ref. [1] and applied to the consistent data in this study with both scalar steps and NDPC step
matrices for comparison. Two convergence metrics, namely,
data and image RMSEs, are computed to characterize the
convergence trend of both algorithms in terms of minimization
of the data-`2 objective function and the accurate recovery of
the basis images. They are defined as
||gM − g(b(n) )||2
,
||gM ||2
||btruth − b(n) ||2
.
image RMSE =
||btruth ||2
data RMSE =

(15)

III. R ESULTS
We show in Fig. 2 convergence metrics, the data and image
RMSEs, as functions of the iteration number for the NCPD
algorithms with scalar steps and NDPC step matrices. They
are plotted on a log-log scale to reveal in detail convergence
trends for the algorithms. Each algorithm was tuned with the
ρ parameter to find the fastest convergence, i.e., a number of
ρ values were sampled and the one with the fastest descent
was selected for the respective algorithm (ρ = 0.1 and 0.01
for the scalar and NDPC strategies, respectively, in this study).
Both algorithms were run for 2,000 iteration here. The NDPC
strategy shows faster convergence in terms of data and image
RMSEs than the scalar-step strategy.
We further display in Fig. 3 water basis images and
monochromatic images at 100 keV from both algorithms at
various intermediate iterations at, from top to bottom, 200,
300, 500, and 1,000. In the water basis images, the two inserts
with the smallest contrast level (pointed to by arrows) would
be most impacted by lack of convergence. At 200 iterations,
the NDPC water basis image seems to have significantly less
cross-talk from the bone basis than the scalar one. The two
inserts pointed to by arrows in the scalar water basis image
show negative contrast (darker than the background), and the
polarity of these two contrast levels did not correctly flip
until 500 iterations for the scalar water basis images, and
gradually recovered to its accurate contrast levels around 1,000
iterations. For the monochromatic images at 100 keV with a
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Fig. 3: Water basis images (left two columns) and monochromatic images at 100 keV (right two columns) at intermediate
iterations n obtained by using the NCPD algorithm with scalar
steps and NDPC step matrices. From top to bottom iteration
numbers are: 200, 300, 500, 1000. The display windows are
[0.0, 1.2] for the water basis images, and [-100, 100] HU for
the monochromatic images.
narrow display window of [-100, 100] HU, the scalar ones
show significant artifacts at 200, 300, and 500 iterations,
and rings artifacts and background non-uniformity at 1,000
iteration, where the NDPC ones look visually the same to the
truth in Fig. 1b at 1,000 iteration and very similar at 500
iteration. Overall, it can be noted that the NCPD algorithm
with NDPC step matrices accurately recovers the basis images
much faster than the scalar one.
Lastly, we note that, given enough iterations, both algorithms converged in this study. In Fig. 4, we show both
convergence metrics from the NCPD algorithm with scalar
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Fig. 4: Convergence metrics, data (left) and image (right)
RMSEs, as functions of iteration number for the NDPC
algorithm with scalar steps and NDPC step matrices. Both
algorithm were run for 100,000 iterations to show that they
both eventually converged. The tails of the convergence curves
are zoomed in for revealing that the NDPC strategy was faster
to computer precision, although both algorithms converged to
the same level of computer precision eventually.
and NDPC step matrices as functions of the iteration nubmer,
plotted on a log-log scale. Both algorithms were run for
100,000 iterations. The algorithm with scalar steps, although
slower than the NDPC one in the initial convergence rate,
eventually converged to the same level of computer precision
of the latter for both metrics. While the eventual convergence
of the algorithm with scalar steps is consistent with our
previous results [1] (where the algorithm was simply referred
to as ncCP), it is reassuring to observe the numerical results of
the eventual convergence of the NCPD algorithm with NDPC
step matrices, considering the lack of theoretical proof for the
algorithm’s convergence. In addition, zoomed-in views of the
tails of both convergence curves in Fig. 4 show that the NDPC
strategy reached to numerical convergence at the computer
precision faster than the scalar strategy.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have applied non-diagonal preconditioning
step matrices to an instance of the NCPD algorithm tailored
for the TV-constrained data-`2 minimization problem in multispectral CT reconstruction. Inverse crime studies were carried
out from consistent data generated from a digital phantom
mimicking a standardized physical dual-energy phantom, to
characterize the convergence trend of the algorithm in terms of
minimization of the objective function and accurate recovery
of the basis images. The results suggest that, compared the
NCPD algorithm with scalar steps, the NDPC step matrices
could achieve faster convergence speed under the conditions
in this study. Further, it was shown that adding the NDPC
step matrices to the dual and primal updates did not change
the numerical convergence of the NDPC algorithm.
Future work will focus on further characterizing the NDPC
strategy by applying it to inconsistent data with, e.g., noise
and decomposition error. In addition, it is of our interest
to study and implement different designs of the NDPC step
matrices to speed up the algorithm convergence. The blockdiagonal preconditioning matrices used in Ref. [4] are an
option. The exact inversion of the block-diagonal matrix would
be feasible in the multispectral CT reconstruction, since the

4

size of the block is equal to the number of spectral set (or
energy window in the case of photon-counting detector). The
computation overhead is also only one-time for the NCPD
algorithm, given that the Taylor expansion in Eq. (3) is around
a fixed point. Another preconditioner to consider is the µpreconditioner used in Ref. [7], which rotates the material
basis expansion into an orthogonal one. Such rotation, which
can lead to senstive convergence behavior of the algorithm,
can be incorporated into the NCPD algorithm with both scalar
steps and preconditioning step matrices. Additional results will
be presented at the conference.
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Radiopaque Temporary Embolic Agent for Direct Visualization
During Surgical Procedure and Follow up Treatments
Priyanka Ray, Parikshit Moitra, Yicheng Zhang, Tor Jensen, Scott Santeler and Dipanjan Pan*

Abstract— Embolization is an effective, minimally invasive
technique to control the flow of blood in the body. This
procedure is used to treat many conditions including: tumors,
aneurysms and arteriovenous malformations. Currently, no
inherent radiopaque temporary embolic agents are available in
the clinic that allows direct imaging of the material during the
procedure and during follow up treatments. An ideal agent
would combine the visibility of contrast agents, have the shapeability and versatility of Gelfoam®, and still maintain its
efficacy to stop blood flow in the target tissue without causing
irreversible ischemia in the process. It would allow the
physician direct visualization of the actual plug without the
need for accompanying contrast. More precise placement and
faster procedures could result from improved visualization of a
Gelfoam® like agent. We have developed a translatable,
radiopaque temporary embolic agent and characterized its’
physico-chemical and biological properties followed by a proofconcept in vivo pilot study. A radiopaque embolization agent
could reduce repeated radiation exposure to the patient, the
physician and staff and may also allow subsequent imaging of
treated areas of concern with less imaging artifact from
permanent metallic plugs.

I. INTRODUCTION
Embolization is an effective, minimally invasive technique to
control the flow of blood in the body. [1-2] This procedure is
used to treat many conditions including: tumors, aneurysms
and arteriovenous malformations. Typically, an artificial
embolus is administered with a catheter. The embolus serves
to clot the blood vessel by mechanically preventing the flow
of blood. Embolization can effectively shrink tumors by
preventing nutrient rich blood from reaching them and reduce
the risk of an aneurysm rupturing by arresting blood flow
through the damaged vessel. Multiple different embolization
products exist including materials such as plastic beads,
metal coils, mesh plugs and glue. [3] Embolics are commonly
classified as either temporary or permanent depending on
their lifespan. Permanent embolics include polyvinyl alcohol
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(PVA) particles, liquid glue, detachable balloons, and coils.
These embolics are intended to remain in the patient, whereas
temporary embolics are not. Only one temporary, shapeable
agent is currently available for clinical use, i.e. gelatin
sponge. When choosing an embolic agent to employ, the
interventional radiologist must balance the risk of depriving
all blood supply to an area (ischemia), versus temporarily
stopping a source of active bleeding or abnormal flow. [1-7]
Micron-sized particulates are radio-transparent (not visible by
standard imaging) but can permanently and irreversibly block
the blood supply to a tissue or organ. The location of the
embolized particulate can only be implied by the absence of
blood flow when a contrast agent is administered, and flow is
not visible within the plugged vessels. The absence of
visualization can lead to longer and greater amounts of x-ray
exposure to perform angiography to assess the location of the
newly placed embolic material. Larger metallic plugs and
coils are visible and can be seen easily with imaging
techniques but remain in the body for the rest of the patient’s
life and can create artifacts for future imaging when MRIs or
CTs are later used for a patient. Gelatin sponge functions
like a particulate but is shapeable and can used as a plug or as
a slurry. Gelfoam®, a commercially available (Pfizer)
gelatin sponge, is often used in trauma as it is thought to be
temporary. Gelfoam® is a water insoluble compressed
sponge made from porcine skin that is intended to be used as
a surface hemostatic. Although not originally developed for
use as an embolic agent, the off-label use of Gelfoam® as a
temporary embolic fall within the medical standard of care.
Gelfoam is chosen as preferred embolics in multiple
applications. Arterial embolization of the splenic artery in
blunt trauma is good clinical example from which to draw
comparisons. Use of Gelfoam for embolization is faster (32
min on average) than coil embolization (53 min) and has a
6% failure rate as opposed to 12% failure rate in coil
embolization. [4] However, other studies of efficacy or
embolization, suggest failures from splenic artery
embolization were procedural and technical in origin. [8] One
complication faced by radiologists when working with
Gelfoam as a temporary embolic is the lack of fidelity
associated with relocating it after its insertion. Gelfoam® is
white, and once exposed to blood, it will blend in with its
surroundings. Several studies suggest Gelfoam® will
eventually liquefy and be absorbed in the body within six
weeks of insertion. However, when a procedure related
complication arises before the complete disintegration of the
Gelfoam®, it is challenging for a radiologist to pinpoint the
location of the Gelfoam® once the patient is back on the
operating table. It can stop the blood flow to an area of
bleeding and will allow the tissue to heal without leaving
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behind metal or plastic in the body. Unfortunately, like other
particulates, the distribution of its coverage can only be
implied by diminished or absent flow during contrast
angiography. Patients who have sustained multiple wounds or
have multiple sources of bleeding can require repeated
imaging and embolization procedures. As blood reroutes
through different blood vessel networks following an
embolization, new areas of bleeding can present themselves.
Being able to identify previously treated areas with a radioopaque embolic agent that has the flexible application of a
gelatin sponge would be helpful to the operator. With current
materials only permanent devices allow this post treatment
identification of embolized blood supplies. Failures of
successful embolization for stasis were theorized to be
secondary to rebleeding events in the absorbable embolic
group. It is our hope that radiopaque absorbable embolics
could reduce technical failure by better identifying areas of
successful embolization or allow repeat embolization with
greater efficacy due to successful identification or previously
embolized segments of the target organ. We therefore
conclude that an ideal temporary embolic agent should
exhibit mechanical stability allowing resistance of the blood
flow and reducing the possibility of recanalization before the
bleeding vessel heals. Moreover, the agent should be
relatively benign and exhibit no toxicity compared with
existing materials, which require more biocompatible
composition to avoid cardiovascular toxicity or strong
immune reaction. Finally, the agent should be surgeryamenable to achieve effective embolization results.

Once the Gelfoam has completely dried, it was moved
into a 50 mm strip of polyurethane (PU) tubing with 2 mm
inner diameter. In a 15 mL conical, a 1:1 ratio of 5 mL
donkey serum and 5 mL red food coloring was prepared as a
blood analogue. From there, 200 uL of donkey serum would
be injected to each experimental PU tube. To mimic
vasculature flow, the blood analog would be extracted and
reintroduced into each tube 10 times per day for three days.
In addition to the flush system described above, a water
pump was used to provide an improved representation
circulatory flow of fluid. With continuous flow, the

(A)

(B)

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Integrating polyiohexol chain into Gelfoam using a
Crosslinker
A synthetic protocol was followed to ensure that that iohexol
is chemically bound to Gelfoam matrix to integrate a
polyiohexol chain through the porous openings of Gelfoam
(Figure 1). By creating this connected matrix, iohexol should
not diffuse from the Gelfoam into the bloodstream, and thus,
should be traceable under a Computed Tomography (CT)
scanner. The protocol that was followed involved using the
crosslinking agent, Hexamethylene diisocyanate along with a
catalyst, dibutylin dilaurate to drive the formation of
polyiohexol. 50 mg of 0.6 mmol iohexol is dissolved in 2 mL
of N, N-Dimethylmethanamine. Afterwards, 30.7 mg of 16
µmol Hexamethylene diisocyanate and 1 µL of 16 µmol
dibutylin dilaurate is introduced into the solution. This entire
mixture is stirred at 80 °C for 24 hours with a Gelfoam
volume of 2 mm x 2 mm x 7 mm. Following that timeframe,
the Gelfoam is removed from the beaker, encapsulated in an
Eppendorf tube, and placed in an evaporator to remove
excess liquid. Drying the Gelfoam can take 3-5 days. Further
tests need to be done to optimize drying time. Experimental
groups prepared were polyiohexolinated Gelfoam, Gelfoam
dipped in excess polyiohexol solution, Gelfoam dipped in
control iohexol, and Gelfoam with no iohexol.
B. Modeling Vasculature using Polyurethane and Donkey
Serum

A
(c)

(E)C

(D)B

(F)D

Figure 1. A) One-pot synthesis of radiopaque temporary embolic agent
(RTEA); B) Schematics of polyiohexol interwoven in Gelfoam®. SEM
images of Gelfoam Samples. C) & D) Commercial Gelfoam. E) & F)
Radiopaque Gelfoam (RTEA).

polyiohexolinated Gelfoam showed embolic properties by
preventing the blood analogue from passing through the
polyurethane tube. was gently washed with PBS. Finally, a
mixture of 15μL of ethanolamine (1%), glycine (1%)
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solution in PBS (v/v 9:1) was prepared and used for 20 min
to block the unreacted succinimidyl group of DTSP with
antibody. Finally, the sensor was dried overnight under a

Figure 2. (A) Before washing without fluid in the tube. From left to right,
commercial Gelfoam (Control); commercial Gelfoam mixed with iohexol;
RTEA; Gelfoam in polyiohexol Solution. (B) After one-week wash test with
simulated blood (same order). (C) A pre-occlusion iodine shot was applied to
visualize the vasculature. (D) Using a subtraction angiography, the occlusion of
the vessel by use of the radiopaque polymer was monitored. (E) The catheter
was retreated prior to post-occlusion iodine shot; (F) that showed the
retrograding agent circumventing the occluded vessel.

biosafety hood and stored in an airtight container at 4 °C
until further used.
C. Imaging Gelfoam using a Computed Tomography (CT)
Scanner
All the experimental groups of Gelfoam being tested
were imaged using a Siemens Invion CT Scanner at
Beckman Institute. Scans were performed prior to
introducing blood analog and after introducing blood analog.
Scans after introducing blood analog were performed for
two sets: the first set was an experimental group that was
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imaged 5 days after testing and the second set was an
experimental group that was imaged 7 days after testing.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To demonstrate proof of concept for the proposed
iohexol [9-12] modification method, an RTEA was
synthesized using hexamethylene diisocyanate as an
iohexol crosslinking agent in the presence of Gelfoam and
a dibutylin dilaurate catalyst (Figure 1) [13]. The resulting
product showed similar gelation structure by SEM as
compared to unmodified Gelfoam (Figure 1C-F). To
characterizing the radiopacity of RTEA, microCT scans
were performed with the setting of 80 kV, 500 μA in 650
ms exposure time. The RTEA produced initial Hounsfield
Unit (HU) of 3400±217, approximately 50-fold greater
than commercial Gelfoam (HU 69±33). After the samples
were subjected to 1 week of media washing, the samples
were scanned again. The RTEA retained a radiodensity of
640±150 and the control Gelfoam measured 400±42 with
the presence of washing media (HU 395±18). Thought the
gelatin sponge structure gently disintegrated under the
flow, resulting part of the iohexel network losing, the
RTEA sample still presented a high enough radiopacity
for visualization under fluoroscopy with the presence of
blood analogue.
To model vascular gelation of the RTEA, RTEA was
introduced into a 50 mm length of polyurethane tubing
with a 2 mm inner diameter. Simulated blood was made
with a 1:1 ratio of donkey serum and red food coloring.
Samples were exposed to the blood analogue for a period
of 7 days with a media exchanged performed 10 times
daily (Figure 2A-B). For imaging RTEA and controls, a
Siemens Inveon microCT Scanner was used. Scans were
performed before introducing blood analogue initially, and
7 days after the washing test (Figure 2A-B). Both images
from the scans were analyzed in Siemens Inveon Research
Workplace 4.0. Cylindroid Regions of Interests (ROIs) of
all 4 samples were chosen for defining the average HU
value with the same size in the middle of the tubes. ROIs
for the samples after washing test were chosen proximal to
the flow. The RTEA demonstrated temporary embolic
characteristics in these preliminary tests. It is expected
that specific degradation characteristics can be
incorporated into the final material by optimizing the
cross-linking conditions during the material modification.
For in vivo application, a pre-occlusion iodine shot was
applied to visualize the vasculature. Using a subtraction
angiography, the occlusion of the vessel by use of the
radiopaque polymer was monitored. The catheter was
retreated prior to post-occlusion iodine shot and it that
showed the retrograding agent circumventing the occluded
vessel (Figure 2 C-F).

IV. CONCLUSION
An ideal embolic agent would combine the visibility of
contrast agents, have the shape-ability and versatility of
Gelfoam® and still maintain its efficacy to stop blood flow
in the target tissue without causing irreversible ischemia in
the tissue in the process. It would allow the physician direct
visualization of the actual plug without the need for
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accompanying contrast. More precise placement and faster
procedures could result from improved visualization of a
Gelfoam® like agent. We developed and optimized a
translatable, radiopaque temporary embolic agent (RTEA)
and characterized its’ physico-chemical and biological
properties followed by a proof-of-concept pilot in vivo
study. Further development of these agents for temporary
embolization procedures will also require understanding of
their degradation behavior and hemostatic ability. This work
will address the challenge associated with identifying the
location of Gelfoam® when it is used as a temporary
embolic. A radiopaque embolization agent could reduce
repeated radiation exposure to the patient, the physician and
staff and may also allow subsequent imaging of treated areas
of concern with less imaging artifact from permanent
metallic plugs. The major innovation of this proposal is the
development of a radiopaque temporary embolic. Existing
injectable embolic agents (e.g. Gelfoam®) integrated with
X-ray absorbing contrast agents (e.g., iohexol) can easily
meet all the clinical requirements of efficient delivery to
target arteries, rapid setting process without adhesion to
catheters, good visibility by x-ray imaging and efficient
embolization results.

4080358, [2017]
[13] Yin, Q., Yap, F. Y., Yin, L., Ma, L., Zhou, Q., Cheng, J. (2013).
Poly(iohexol) Nanoparticles As Contrast Agents for in Vivo X-ray
Computed Tomography Imaging. Journal of the American Chemical
Society, 135(37), 13620-13623. doi:10.1021/ja405196f
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U-net based Automatic CBCT-based Liver
Tumor Localization using Biomechanical
modeling
Xiaokun Huang, You Zhang and Jing Wang

Abstract— Liver tumor targeting remains a challenge due to
its low inherent contrast in the liver region in cone beam
computed tomography (CBCT) images. Instead of directly
localizing tumor in CBCT images, deformation vector fields
(DVFs) can be used to propagate the CT tumor contour to CBCT
images for automatic localization. Two dimensional-three
dimensional (2D-3D) registration has been used to solve the intraliver DVFs by matching acquired projection with forward
projections of deformed images, for automatic liver localization.
To improve the deformation accuracy of low-contrast liver
regions, biomechanical modeling has also been proposed to
improve the intra-liver DVFs by finite-element-analysis based on
boundary conditions defined as the 2D-3D registration-solved
DVFs at liver boundary (2D-3D-Bio). However, the 2D-3D DVFs
at lower liver boundary are limited in accuracy due to worse
contrast as compared to liver upper boundary, which will
negatively affect the liver tumor localization results. To improve
the intra-liver DVFs accuracy, we should improve the accuracy
of lower liver boundary DVFs further. In this work, we applied a
U-net based method to improve the lower liver boundary DVFs
accuracy. The improved DVFs then served as boundary
condition to generate intra-liver DVFs by biomechanical
modeling (U-net-Bio). The method is evaluated with 32 liver
SBRT patients. DICE coefficients calculated between the
deformed liver contour and reference liver contour are used to
evaluate the boundary DVFs accuracy. Tumor center-of-mass
error (CoME) between deformed tumor contour and reference
tumor contour from physician contouring is used to evaluate the
accuracy of intra-liver DVFs. The CoMEs of 2D-3D, 2D-3D-Bio
and U-net-Bio are 5.8 mm, 2.9 mm and 2.0 mm respectively. The
proposed method can improve the accuracy of liver boundary
DVFs accuracy and further improve intra-liver tumor
localization.
Index Terms—4D-CBCT,
Biomechanical modeling

Tumor

localization,

Liver,
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I. INTRODUCTION

L

iver cancer has increasing incidences and mortalities
globally [1]. Radiation therapy has been applied to treat
un-resectable liver tumor and has advantages over other
treatments such as surgery or radiofrequency ablation in tumor
control rate [2]. Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT),
characterized by delivering high doses in a single or few
fractions, has been investigated for liver tumor treatment with
encouraging and promising tumor local control [3-5]. Since
liver normal tissues have low tolerance to radiation, it is
important to narrow the margins added to the tumor to spare
more normal tissues to allow dose escalation while
maintaining low toxicity rate. However, liver tumor
localization remains a challenge due to a lack of inherent
contrast between tumors and normal liver tissues in cone beam
computed tomography (CBCT) images. Respiration involved
motion brings artifacts to CBCT images and further affects the
tumor targeting accuracy, which necessitates large margins.
Four-dimensional CBCT (4D-CBCT) plays an increasingly
important role in motion management by offering on-board
time-resolved volumetric images. Instead of delineating tumor
location in 4D-CBCT images of each phase through the whole
respiration cycle, a motion model can be applied in the form
of deformation vector fields (DVFs) which contains the
displacement of voxels to propagate liver tumor contour from
planning CT to CBCT images for automatic localization.
People have investigated finite-element-analysis-based
biomechanical modeling to improve the intra-organ motion
model accuracy with boundary conditions defined as the
DVFs along the organ boundary. The DVFs in the organ
boundary are solved using two dimensional-three dimensional
(2D-3D) deformable registrations by matching the acquired
projection with digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRRs) of
the deformed image [6, 7]. This method can solve DVFs
accurately in the projection around high-contrast regions while
the performance would be degraded where the contrast is low.
Therefore, DVFs of liver lower boundary is hard to be
accurately solved by 2D-3D deformable registration due to
low contrast between liver and surrounding lower-abdominal
organs, compared with DVFs in liver upper boundary region.
Errors in the lower boundary DVFs would be propagated to
intra-organ motion model by biomechanical modeling.
To improve the accuracy of liver motion modeling, previous
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research studies applied principle component analysis (PCA)
based method to find the correlation between lower and upper
liver boundary DVFs to correct DVFs of liver lower boundary
using the correlation [8]. However, PCA-based method can
only generate patient-specific correlation from patient-specific
4D-CT images, which cannot be generalizable. The 4D-CT
may also not be available for all liver cancer patients. Since
the convolutional neural network (CNN) has advantages in
solving complex non-linear functions, we proposed to use
CNN to find a generalized solution for lower-liver DVF
correction. The updated DVFs can serve as the boundary
condition in the biomechanical modeling to derive and
improve the intra-liver DVFs.
(A)

Prior CT 0% phase

Prior CT 0% phase

Liver contours
Phase 10%

…

4D-CT images
Phase 10%
…
Phase 90%

4D-CBCT projections
Phase 90%
…

Phase 90%

Phase 10%

Density Override 4D-CT images
Phase 10%
… Phase 90%

2

solved by minimizing the objective function (f) which is
defined below:
𝑓(𝐷1→𝑡 ) = 〈‖𝑷𝑡 − 𝐴𝜇 𝑡 (𝑥 + 𝑫1→𝑡 )‖2𝑙2
+ ‖𝑷1 − 𝐴𝜇1 (𝑥 + 𝑫𝑡→1 )‖2𝑙2 + 𝛽[𝜙(𝑫1→𝑡 )
+ 𝜙(𝑫𝑡→1 )]〉
(1)
In the Eq. 1, the 𝑫1→𝑡 denotes the forward DVF matrix and
𝑫
denotes the inverse DVF matrix. The 𝑷𝑡 denotes the
CBCT acquired projection at phase t while the 𝑷1 denotes the
projection at the selected reference phase (phase 1). 𝜇 𝑡
denotes the voxel-wise attenuation coefficient value of CBCT
image at phase t. 𝐴 denotes the projection system matrix.
DVFs are used to deform the image from reference coordinate
𝑥 to other phase coordinate (𝑥 + 𝑫1→𝑡 ). The first term and
second term in the right of equal sign is the data fidelity term,
calculating the Euclidian norm of the difference between
measure projection ( 𝑷𝑡 ) and DRR (𝐴𝜇 𝑡 (𝑥 + 𝑫1→𝑡 ) ),
𝑡→1

Prior CT 0% phase

2D-3D deformable registration

Demons

Prior CT 0% phase

Ground-truth DVFs
Phase 10% …

Raw DVFs (Input DVFs)
Phase 10%
…
Phase 90%

Phase 90%

Planning CT

Liver contour

CBCT projection Sets

2D-3D deformable registration
Raw DVFs

Mesh Generation

Trained U-net based model
Fine-tuned DVFs
Finite Element Analysis based
Biomechanical Modeling

(B)

Fine-tuned DVFs

Fig. 1. (A) The Input and ground-truth DVFs generation. Green part shows
the process of generating input raw DVFs. Red part shows the process of
obtaining ground-truth DVFs. (B) Workflow of Automatic liver tumor
localization through CNN based method and Biomechanical modeling.

II. METHOD
Figure 1 showed the workflow of the proposed method. We
simulated 4D-CBCT projections from 4D-CT. We performed
2D-3D deformable registration to obtain the DVFs between
reference phase and other respiration phases. We selected the
end-of-exhale (EE) phase as the reference phase. The DVFs
generally have low accuracy around the lower liver boundary.
These DVFs obtained through 2D-3D registration served as
the input for CNN-based DVFs optimization to obtain finetuned DVFs. The fine-tuned DVFs with corrected DVFs in the
liver lower boundary can then serve as the boundary condition
to derive intra-liver motion model through biomechanical
modeling.
A. 2D-3D Deformation registration
The 2D-3D deformation registration method solves the
DVFs by matching the measured projections from CBCT with
DRRs simulated from deformed volumetric images. DVFs are

Fig. 2. U-net structure

considering the inverse-consistency.
The objective function introduced a trade-off between datafidelity and DVFs smoothness by introducing a smoothness
regularization term. We can solve the DVFs with the
regularization term to achieve fast and stable convergence.
B. U-net based DVFs optimization
We deployed U-net based method to improve the accuracy
of the liver lower boundary DVFs solved by 2D-3D
registration. The structure of U-net is shown in Figure 2.
The input contains 4 channels and each channel is a 3D
volume. Three of them are raw DVFs of each direction
(anterior-posterior, left-right and superior-inferior) obtained
through 2D-3D deformable registration. The fourth channel is
the liver contour of the reference phase image. We chose the
fourth channel as liver contour over liver CBCT image
considering that the intensity variation of CBCT images
within liver is small and liver contour can bring emphasis in
the liver boundary regions. We contoured liver of each phase
in the 4D-CT images through the Eclipse™ Treatment
Planning System (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA,
USA). We overrode the liver volumes with voxel values 10
times of the original values to generate density-overridden 4DCT to enhance the contrast along the liver boundary. Then we
applied Demons [9] registration method between reference
phase and other respiration phases to generate the inter-phase
motion model which works as the “ground-truth” to train CNN
based DVFs optimization in a supervised fashion. We
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included the liver contour enable DVF optimization along the
lower liver boundary. The U-net structure contains 5 blocks on
both contracting and expansive paths. In the contacting path,
each block contains 2 convolutional layers, each followed by a
rectified linear unit (ReLU) layer, and a max-pooling layer for

stop when validation loss stops decreasing for 50 epochs. The
training process took 40-50 hours. Once finished training the
model, the trained model takes 10 seconds to generate
improved boundary DVFs for subsequent biomechanical
modeling.
U-net

Fig. 3. Mesh generation for biomechanical modeling

down-sampling. In the expansive path, each block contains an
up-sampling layer and 2 “up-convolutional layer”. The initial
filter number is 16. The batch size is 4. The output of the Unet method contains 3 channels, denoting optimized DVFs in
each direction. Input and output channels had same size. We
choose mean-absolute-error defined in the liver boundary
region as the loss function for the model, since we focused on
improving the lower boundary DVFs. The initial learning rate
is 1e-4. We applied Adam [10] to minimize the loss function.
C. Biomechanical modeling
Biomechanical modeling is a physical-properties driven
method that has been widely investigated to derive intra-organ
motion from displacement-based boundary condition by
applying finite element analysis.
We generate tetrahedral mesh based on the reference phase
liver contour using open-source Iso2Mesh package [11]. The
process for generating the mesh file is shown in Figure 3. We
applied the hyper-elastic Mooney-Rivlin material model to
describe the liver. The surface DVFs extracted from the output
DVFs of the U-net based method works as the boundary
condition. We applied the FEBio package to solve the finite
element analysis to obtain the in intra-liver DVFs [12].
III. MATERIALS
We used 32 liver SBRT patients with 4D-CT images to
train the CNN model and evaluate the proposed method.
Twenty-four among 32 patients have 10 phases (from 0% to
90%) 4D-CT, and another seven patients have 3 phases (0%,
50% and 90%). The last case has 2 phases (0% and 50%). 4DCTs are acquired in different CT scanners with different
resolution and size. Therefore, we resized all 4D-CTs into
256×256×128 with resolution 2×2×2𝑚𝑚3 . For each phase, 20
cone-beam projections are simulated using ray-tracing method
[4]. Projections are evenly distributed among 360 degrees for
the acquisition angle. The simulation source-to-axis distance
was 1000 𝑚𝑚 and the source-to-imager distance was 1500
𝑚𝑚. A projection contains 512×384 pixels with resolution
0.776×0.776𝑚𝑚2 . We took 18 patients for training, 7 for
validation and another 7 for testing.
The model is trained on a NVIDIA Tesla v100-sxm2 GPU.
We trained the model with fixed 200 epochs first and saved
the model in the 200th epoch. The saved model served as the
initialization for following training. The training would early-
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3

2D-3D registration

No deformation

Fig. 4. Visual comparison between deformed liver contour with different
methods and “gold-standard” liver contour. The blue mask denotes the goldstandard liver contour in EI phase. The yellow masks, from left to right,
denote deformed liver contour from reference phase to EI phase through
DVFs generated by U-net based method, 2D-3D registration and liver contour
with no DVFs applied.

IV. RESULTS
We hypothesized that the proposed method can improve the
liver boundary DVFs accuracy. We deformed the reference
phase liver contour to other respiration phases using DVFs
obtained from 2D-3D registration and the proposed U-net
based method and made visual comparison between the
deformed liver contours and the “gold-standard” liver contour
from physician. We showed the visual comparison results of 1
test patient in Figure 4 by overlaying the deformed contour
with “gold-standard” contour in end-of-inhale phase where the
respiration-induced motion was largest.
TABLE I
DICE COEFFICIENTS CALCULATED BETWEEN DEFORMED LIVER CONTOURS WITH
DIFFERENT METHODS (2D-3D DEFORMATION REGISTRATION AND U-NET BASED
METHOD) AND “GOLD-STANDARD” LIVER CONTOUR FOR EACH PHASE. NO
DEFORMATION COLUMN DENOTES NO DVFS APPLIED TO REFERENCE PHASE
LIVER CONTOUR. THE RESULTS ARE AVERAGED OVER 7 TEST PATIENTS.
Phase

2D-3D
registration

U-net

No deformation

2

0.972

0.979

0.964

3

0.971

0.974

0.960

4

0.964

0.967

0.952

5

0.958

0.963

0.944

6 (EI phase)

0.955

0.960

0.935

7

0.954

0.959

0.931

8

0.960

0.963

0.949

9

0.966

0.968

0.954

10

0.971

0.975

0.961

We can see in the Figure 4 that deformed liver contour
using DVFs from U-net based method matched better in the
lower liver boundary with “gold-standard” liver contour,
compared with deformed liver contour using DVFs from 2D3D registration. The overlay comparison demonstrated that the
proposed U-net based method can improve the DVFs accuracy
especially in lower liver boundary.
We quantified above comparison by calculating the DICE
coefficient [13] between deformed liver contour and “goldstandard” liver contour for each respiration phase. The
quantitative comparison between 2D-3D deformation
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TABLE II
TUMOR CENTER-OF-MASS ERRORS OF DIFFERENT METHODS (UNIT: MM). THE RESULTS ARE AVERAGED OVER 7 TEST PATIENTS.
Phase

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2D-3D

1.0 ± 0.6

2.4 ± 2.0

4.3 ± 2.5

5.7 ± 2.3

6.3 ± 2.3

6.5 ± 2.3

5.9 ± 2.4

4.3 ± 2.2

2.0 ± 1.2

2D-3D-Bio

0.8 ± 0.3

2.0 ± 1.1

2.7 ± 1.9

3.2 ± 1.8

3.5 ± 1.7

3.6 ± 1.6

3.3 ± 1.7

2.4 ± 1.6

1.4 ± 1.3

U-net-Bio

1.0 ± 0.5

1.3 ± 0.8

2.0 ± 1.0

2.2 ± 1.4

2.3 ± 1.0

2.4 ± 1.0

2.4 ± 1.2

1.7 ± 1.0

1.3 ± 0.9

registration method and U-net based method are shown in the
Table 1.
As shown in Table 1, the averaged DICE coefficients for no
deformation, 2D-3D registration method and U-net based
method in EI phase are 0.935, 0.955 and 0.960, respectively.
U-net based method can provide high accuracy DVFs
compared with 2D-3D registration method.
We derived the intra-liver DVFs through biomechanical
modeling with boundary condition extracted from DVFs
generated by U-net based method (U-net-Bio) and 2D-3D
registration method (2D-3D-Bio) separately. Since the goal of
our project is to automatically localize liver tumor in CBCT,
we evaluated the performance of tumor localization accuracy
by calculating the tumor center-of-mass-errors (CoMEs)
which is defined as the magnitude of the difference vector
between center-of-mass of “gold-standard” tumor contour
from physician and center-of-mass of deformed tumor
contour. The results are shown in Table 2.
The averaged (± SD) tumor CoMEs in EI phase (phase 6)
for 2D-3D, 2D-3D-Bio and U-net-Bio are 6.3 (± 2.3) 𝑚𝑚, 3.5
(± 1.7) 𝑚𝑚 and 2.3 (± 1.0) 𝑚𝑚, respectively. U-net-Bio can
improve the intra-liver DVFs accuracy and achieve better liver
tumor localization with smaller tumor CoMEs compared with
2D-3D and 2D-3D-Bio.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]

V. CONCLUSION
The proposed method applied CNN based method to learn the
correlation between liver upper and lower boundary to
improve the lower liver boundary DVFs accuracy. Combined
deep learning and biomechanical modeling can improve liver
tumor localization in low-contrast CBCT images close to 2
𝑚𝑚 accuracy.
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Gram Scale Synthesis of Hafnia Nanodots for Detection of Bone
Microcracks using Photon Counting CT Imaging
Fatemeh Ostadhossein, Indu Tripathi, Lily Benig, Denae LoBato, Mahdieh Moghiseh, Chiara Lowe,
Aamir Raja, Anthony Butler, Raj Panta, Marzieh Anjomrouz, Alex Chernoglazov and Dipanjan Pan*

Abstract— Herein, the bone microcrack imaging has been
demonstrated using ligand-directed nanoparticles in
combination with photon counting spectral CT. We report
here a gram-scale synthesis of hafnia (HfO2) nanoparticle with
surface modification by a chelator moiety, i.e. nitrilotriacetic
acid (NTA). The feasibility of delineating these nanoparticles
from bone and soft tissue of muscle was demonstrated with
photon counting spectral CT equipped with advanced detector
technology. The ex vivo and in vivo studies pointed to the
accumulation of hafnia nanoparticles at microdamage site
featuring distinct spectral signal. Due to their small <5 nm size,
hafnia nanoparticles were excreted through reticuloendothelial
system organs without noticeable aggregation while not
triggering any adverse side effects based on histological and
liver enzyme function assessments. These preclinical studies
highlight the potential of HfO2 based nanoparticle contrast
agents for skeletal system diseases due to their well-placed Kedge binding energy.

I. INTRODUCTION
The assessment of the bone microcracks relies on the
invasive histomorphometry in which the 2D cross-sections of
bone are imaged with fluorochromes specific to the bone
minerals [5]. Several clinically used imaging modalities are
currently being investigated for the non-invasive threedimensional assessment of bone microdamage [6]. Among
them, computed tomography (CT) imaging is an excellent
candidate due to its capability to rapidly provide information
on the anatomical features [7]. However, the confounding
radiographic attenuation from calcium makes the damage
detection difficult in bone [8]. Furthermore, the spatial
resolution of conventional CT (approximately 0.5-0.625 mm
due to the large detector element size) does not allow the
detection of damage on the micrometer scale [9]. A noninvasive imaging technique is thus needed that may enable
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microdamage to be measured and quantified and provide
useful data.
Emerging spectral photon counting CT enables the detection
of contrast agents based on their characteristic X-ray
attenuation profile and respective energies with minimal
background from hard tissues [10]. This powerful technique
can resolve the strong X-ray attenuation from calcium, seen
in the conventional CT imaging instruments [11]. Moreover,
the high spatial and spectral resolution, an enhanced contrast
to noise ratio (CNR) with reduced imaging artifacts make this
technique suitable for the preclinical and clinical applications
offering molecular level information [12]. Hafnium (Hf;
Z=72) as an emerging radiopaque material with wellpositioned K-edge energy (65.3 keV) has been rarely
investigated as a contrast agent for the spectral photon
counting CT imaging [13-17].
Herein, we disclose for the first time the synthesis of the
ligand-modified sub 5 nm hafnia nanoparticles for the
sensitive detection of bone microdamage using spectral
photon counting CT (Figure 1). These nanoparticles were
directed to bone minerals by the introduction of an
multidentate chelating agent i.e. nitrilotriacetic acid. At the
site of the microdamage: a fracture in hydroxyapatite, the
major bone constituent, resulted in the exposure of freshly
charged calcium ions due to the breakage of atomic bonds in
the matrix [18]. Hence, the nanoparticles targeted to the
more concentrated minerals ‘lit up’ the microdamage site. It
was demonstrated that hafnia nanoparticles can show in ‘true
color’ the location and anatomy of the microdamage using
spectral photon counting CT in ex vivo human sample. We
indicated in the in vivo studies that these nanoparticles could
effectively locate the microcrack anatomy in the rat’s tibia
while the non-targeted control nanoparticles accumulated in
the muscle non-specifically. Furthermore, we demonstrated
that intramuscular injection of the nanoparticles did not
induce any adverse effects histopathologically, neither did
they negatively alter liver enzyme functions. Bio-distributive
properties of these nanoparticles revealed their preferential
distribution through nutrient transport canals (e.g. Haversian
canals, canaliculi, Volkmann’s canals, etc.) in the muscle
near the bone and microcrack itself without noticeable
aggregation. Therefore, these ligand-directed hafnia
nanoparticles would open new avenues for the safe, nondestructive, sensitive bone microdamage detection in vivo.
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targeted nanoparticles (n=3); 3) targeted nanoparticles (n=3).
The number per group was chosen to minimize the overall
number of the animals. The fur was shaved around the hind
limbs and then an incision was made to expose the tibia. A
bone damage (1-2 cm long x 0.2 cm deep) was created
longitudinally in the tibia with a surgical scalpel. The
surgery site was sutured and then nanoparticles (100 μl, 259
mM Hf) were injected intramuscularly in the muscle
surrounding the tibia. Their wounds were taken care of by

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the workflow. Bone as a functional
material would experience various stresses. For the early detection of
microdamages, here, targeted hafnia nanoparticles were designed and used
in the photon counting spectral CT. This advanced technology would
determine signal from hafnia nanoparticles bound to the hard tissue of
bone both in the ex vivo model and in vivo. The highlighted area in C is
magic lens of Hf in MARS spectral CT. The diagram of the mass
attenuation coefficient vs. photon energy is extracted from NIST database.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Synthesis of hafnia nanodots
Briefly, 300 ml cyclohexane, 34.5 g IGEPAL® CO-520,
11.25 ml ethyl alcohol, 3.75 ml NaOH (75 mM) were stirred
vigorously (500 rpm) under reflux condition at 65 °C in 500
ml round bottom flask for 30 min to achieve homogeneity.
1.61 g hafnium ethoxide powder was added to the above pot
followed immediately with 750 μl water and the reaction
progressed overnight during which HfO2 nanoparticles
nucleated in the water-in-oil microemulsion. 7.5 g
trimethoxysilylpropyl-modified polyethylenimine was then
added dropwise at a rate of 80 μl.min-1 under the mentioned
condition and the stirring continued for another 2 h until the
turbid suspension became transparent, indicating the reaction
completion. The solvent was evaporated in rotary evaporator
at 55 °C and the polyethylene imine silane modified
nanoparticles were washed with 100 ml of hexane: ethyl
ether (50:50 vol/vol) once. The nanoparticles were washed
with ethyl ether three times (50 ml each) and were dried in
vacuum oven overnight. For nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA)
conjugation, (7.18 mg) NTA was activated with 2.63 mg
EDC and 1.58 mg NHS for 1 h in 1 ml of dimethylformamide
(DMF) and was then added to 200 mg of non-targeted
nanoparticles dispersed in 9 ml DMF under stirring condition
at room temperature and was stirred overnight to ensure
complete conjugation. The targeted nanoparticles were
washed with methyl alcohol repeatedly at 10,000 rpm (at
least 4x) and then were dialyzed after dispersing in water by
sonication.
B. In vivo studies with MARS Photon Counting CT.
All the animal experiments were carried out according to
the ethical guidelines outlined by the Illinois Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee at University of Illinois
Urbana Champaign and were approved by the board
(protocol #17125). For the imaging experiment, 7 fivemonth-old female Sprague Dawley rates were divided into
three groups; 1) control sham operated (n=1); 2) non-

Figure 2. Targeted hafnia nanoparticles with iohexol scan-material images
(i) The scanned energy channel is 30-45 keV; (ii) iodine channel; (iii) lipid
channel; (iv) Hf channel; (B) fused and 3D reconstructed image of the phantom.
The corresponding axial slices of the phantom containing iohexol, hafnium,
water, and lipid at different energy bins have been indicated in. (C) 3D
reconstruction of the second phantom.

applying sterile gas, iodophor and injecting carprofen (1.5
mg.kg-1, SC) at 12 h intervals for the first 24 h post-surgery
to minimize pain. During the surgery the rats were
anesthetized using isoflurane/oxygen.
The animals were imaged with General Electric Light
speed 16-slice CT scanner (GE, Milwaukee, WI, USA) using
the following parameters: slice thickness: 0.625 mm; tube
voltage: 80 kV; tube current: 100 mA; gantry rotation time:
0.8 s; and pitch: 9.38 mm, 30 min and 5 h post injection. The
images were processed on 3DSlicer software.
For photon counting spectral CT, adjustments were made
to MARS scanner to accommodate the larger rat specimen
and the scanning FOV was increased to 68 mm.
Furthermore, SDD and SOD were increased to 281.6 mm
and 215 mm, respectively. To achieve an equivalent photon
count, the tube current was increased to 25 µA and the
exposure time decreased to 150 ms. Energy filtration and
energy thresholds/bins remained unchanged compared to the
ex vivo sample.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have utilized the ligand-directed ultra-small HfO2
(hafnia) nanoparticles for the sensitive detection of bone
microdamage ex vivo and in vivo. Nanoparticle core was
synthesized by a sol-gel chemistry process and NTA was
introduced
by
a
facile
EDC-NHS
chemistry.
Physicochemical properties and the conjugation process
were investigated using various analytical techniques. These
nanoparticles showed the response in the spectral CT
imaging in the corresponding K-edge of Hf which was
properly located within the bone microdamage site. The
quantification was also achieved in the spectral CT and the
calculated values were commensurate with the analytically
measured concentrations. The decomposition algorithms
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Figure 3. In vivo investigation of the targeted nanoparticles for bone microdamage imaging with conventional CT. (A) (i) the microdamage was
induced in the hind limb of Sprague Dawley rat by scalpel and the nanoparticles were injected intramuscularly after suturing and subsequently were
scanned, The conventional CT images for (ii) control sham operated animal, (iii) non-targeted nanoparticles 30 min, (iv) non-targeted nanoparticles 5 h,
(v) targeted nanoparticles 30 min, (vi) targeted nanoparticles 5 h, the arrows point to the accumulation of hafnia nanoparticles and its contrast against
bone; (B) The 3D reconstructed image of (A) (i) control sham operated animal, (ii) non-targeted nanoparticles 30 min, (iii) non-targeted nanoparticles 5 h,
(iv) targeted nanoparticles 30 min, (v) targeted nanoparticles 5 h; (C) The TEM image of the harvested muscle at the injection site, No significant
aggregation of the nanoparticles is perceived even in the biological tissues. Mitochondria, sarcomere, sarcoplasmic reticulum and nanoparticles are
marked on the image, (i) and (ii) are the same with different magnification. The in vivo evaluation of the nanoparticles for bone microdamage imaging
using spectral CT; (D) The nanoparticles based on Hf can be distinguished from bone and soft tissue and the signal from Hf can correctly point to the site
of the surgery. Cyan-green representing high concentrations of Hf, blue representing low concentrations and the calcium channel in white.

could accurately differentiate between Hf, lipid, air and HA
in the phantom studies. (Figure 2) Ex vivo human bone
microdamage model was subsequently used to confirm the
binding of the nanoparticles to the crack site while Hf could
be distinguished from bone itself. Finally, the imaging of the
animals with the induced microdamage and injected with the
targeted nanoparticles revealed the accumulation in the
region of interest and the signal from soft tissue, bone and
Hf in microcrack could be separated. (Figure 3) Due to their
high safety as verified histopathologically, their small size,
stability in the biological media, and their favorable imaging
properties, these HfO2 based nanoparticles could potentially
be used for the anatomical evaluations in the future.

III. CONCLUSION
Our results indicated that the quantification by MARS
photon counting technique can reveal the ratio of the
nanoparticles accumulated in the microdamage limb over the
healthy limb was higher in the targeted nanoparticles
compared with the non-targeted group (258% increase in the
total amount of Hf and 27% increase in the max
concentration of Hf) therefore pointing to the targeting
capability of these nanoparticles. Materials decomposition
image reconstruction algorithm presented the targeted hafnia
nanoparticle with a high signal-to-noise ratio successfully
separated from background noise. Bone as a functional
material would experience various stresses which can lead to
microdamages. Targeted hafnia nanoparticles were designed
and used in the photon counting spectral CT for the
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detection of the microcracks. This advanced technology
would determine signal from hafnia nanoparticles bound to
the hard tissue of bone both in the ex vivo model and in
vivo.
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Three-Material Dual Energy Decomposition
Using A Constrained Model-Based Algorithm
Stephen Z. Liu, Qian Cao, Jeffrey H. Siewerdsen, J. Webster Stayman, and Wojciech Zbijewski*

Abstract—Conventionally, Dual Energy CT (DE CT) provides a
decomposition of the object into two base materials. However, in
many clinical application, more base materials are needed to adequately represent the object. A volume constraint is often included
in the decomposition – i.e. the sum of volume fractions of the base
materials is assumed to be one in each voxel. In this work, we propose an algorithm that considers the volume constraint in modelbased material decomposition (constrained MBMD, C-MBMD) to
enable estimation of concentrations of three base material directly
from DE projection data (without the need for coinciding projection rays or intermediate reconstructions of energy channels). The
algorithm uses a penalized-weighted least-squares (PWLS) objective function with bound constraints and is optimized using a gradient projection approach. This algorithm is applied to quantitative DE imaging of bone marrow edema (BME), where we seek the
concentrations of soft tissue, bone mineral and fat within the trabecular bone. We tested the proposed C-MBMD in a kVp-switching scenario using two digital phantoms containing water-bone-fat
mixtures. The algorithm generated ~10% quantitative errors for
all material estimates, comparing favorably to >20% errors using
the classic image-domain decomposition (IDD). Compared to IDD,
C-MBMD also demonstrated reduced noise, beam hardening-induced inaccuracy, and crosstalk between soft tissue and fat.
Index Terms—Dual energy computed tomography, multi-material decomposition, model-based reconstruction, constrained optimization, extremity imaging, bone marrow edema.

W

II. METHOD
A. Objective Function and Forward Model for C-MBMD
The constrained three-material decomposition from DE data
is performed as the optimization of a penalized-weighted leastsquare (PWLS) objective function:
𝜋" = arg min(𝑦 − 𝑦-)" 𝐊 #$ (𝑦 − 𝑦-) + 𝑅(𝜋)

I. INTRODUCTION

e have previously reported a Model-Based Material Decomposition (MBMD) algorithm [1] that generates dual
energy (DE) material concentration images directly from projection data. MBMD does not rely on the coinciding rays in the
high and low energy data (required by the conventional projection-domain decomposition) or intermediate reconstructions of
the energy channels (required by image-domain decomposition,
IDD). It has been shown to outperform IDD in both image quality and quantitative accuracy for two-material DE decompositions [1]. However, the object model in the original formulation
of MBMD allows only two base materials, consistent with the
number of available energy channels. In this work, we consider
the extension of MBMD to three base materials. To this end, we
utilize the approach conventionally deployed in three-material
IDD: a volume constraint [2,3], requiring that the sum of volume fractions of the base materials (each bounded between zero
and one) in each voxel adds to one.
Department of Biomedical Engineering, Johns Hopkins University School
of Medicine, Baltimore, MD 21205. *Email: wzbijewski@jhu.edu
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DE CT has substantial applications in evaluating bone compositions. For example, bone marrow edema (BME) is an important biomarker for rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis [4].
BME presents as increased water-like signals in marrow compartment of trabecular bone. It is typically detected by MRI, but
there are also great efforts in translating this biomarker into DE
CT [5,6]. DE imaging of BME has been demonstrated by IDD
with soft-tissue (water), bone mineral (calcium) and fat as base
materials [6]. In this work, we investigate whether the proposed
constrained MBMD (C-MBMD) method can achieve improved
quantitative DE imaging of BME compared to IDD.
In the following sections, we present the mathematical formulation of a constrained objective function and optimization approaches used in C-MBMD for three-material DE decompositions. The algorithm was validated using simulated DE data of
digital phantoms containing mixtures of water, bone and fat that
mimicked clinical DE imaging of BME.

(

!∗

s. t. 6 𝜋%,' = 𝑐, 𝑏* ≤ 𝜋%,' ≤ 𝑏+

(1)

')$

where 𝜋%,' is the 𝜅th material volume fraction in the 𝑗th voxel,
𝑦 is the vector of DE measurements, 𝐊 is the covariance matrix,
and 𝑅 is the penalty. 𝑦- denotes the forward model written as:
.

(

𝑦-, = 6 𝑆,,- ∆𝜖exp D6 −𝐀, 𝜇-,' 𝜌H' 𝜋' I
-)$

(2)

')$

where 𝑦-, is the 𝑖th x-ray passing through the object, 𝑆,,- is the
spectral response at the energy index 𝜖, and 𝐀, is the 𝑖th row of
the projection matrix. 𝜇-,' and 𝜌H' represent material mass attenuations and nominal densities of the 𝜅th basis, respectively.
The optimization problem in (1) is constrained by i) material
fractions summing up to a constant 𝑐, and ii) each material fraction staying between a lower (𝑏* ) and an upper (𝑏+ ) bounds. We
modify the problem by merging the equality constraint into the
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where 𝜆5 , 𝜆$ and 𝜆/ are constants. The optimal solution is thus
given by the following KKT conditions:

forward model in (2):
"

𝜇-,$ 𝜌H$
𝜋$
⎛
⎞
𝜋
𝜇
𝜌
H
𝑦-, = 6 𝑆,,- ∆𝜖exp ⎜−𝐀, O -,/ / P D
I⎟
/
𝑐 − 𝜋$ − 𝜋/
𝜇-,( 𝜌H(
-)$
⎝
⎠
.

⎨𝜆' g𝜋%,' − 𝑏* j = 0, 𝜆5 g𝜋%,$ + 𝜋%,/ − 𝑏+ j = 0
⎪
𝜆' ≥ 0, 𝜆5 ≥ 0
⎩

After rearrangement, we obtain:
.

𝑧$ " 𝜋$
𝑦-, = 6 𝑆,,- ∆𝜖exp(−𝐀, 𝑧( 𝑐)exp V−𝐀, W𝑧 X W𝜋 XY
/
/

(4)

-)$

𝑧$ ∶= 𝜇-,$ 𝜌H$ − 𝜇-,( 𝜌H( , 𝑧/ ∶= 𝜇-,/ 𝜌H/ − 𝜇-,( 𝜌H(
[
𝑧( ∶= 𝜇-,( 𝜌H(

(5)

Note that since 𝑐 is pre-defined as a constant, (4) can be formulated using matrix representations analogous to the KC-MBMD
algorithm [7] reported in Liu et al.
Based on the modification in (4), we can re-write the original
constrained optimization problem into:
𝜋" = (𝜋"$ , 𝜋"/ )" = arg min(𝑦 − 𝑦-)" 𝐊 #$ (𝑦 − 𝑦-) + 𝑅(𝜋)
0

s. t. 𝑏* ≤ 𝜋%,$ + 𝜋%,/ , 𝜋%,$ , 𝜋%,/ ≤ 𝑏+

(6)

where we only need to estimate the volume fractions of the two
materials, subject to the three bounding constraints. The volume
fraction of the third material can then be obtained from (𝜋"$ , 𝜋"/ )
using the volume constraint.
B. Optimal Solution
We first apply optimization transfer onto (6) using separable
parabolic surrogate [8,9] to simplify the task. By doing this, we
obtain an objective function in a quadratic form:
1
𝜋" = arg min 6 6 𝜁 + 𝜁 1 𝜋% + 𝜁 11 𝜋%/
0
2
,

C. Projected Gradient and Cauchy Point
Numerous strategies have been reported to solve (7). We employ the gradient projection approach [10] (Fig. 1), which can
be derived from the gradient descent for each voxel:
(36$)

𝜋%,'

(3)

ℒ (3)

1
= 6 6 𝜁 + 𝜁 1 𝜋% + 𝜁 11 𝜋%/ + 𝜆5 g𝜋%,$ + 𝜋%,/ − 𝑏+ j
2
,

%

− 𝜆$ g𝜋%,$ − 𝑏* j − 𝜆/ g𝜋%,/ − 𝑏* j

(9)

(3)

(3) (3)

(3)

(3)

(11)

(12)

(3)

(3)

where 𝑔% is the descent direction at the 𝑛th iteration, and 𝛼%
is the step length that could be obtained by:
(3)

𝛼"%

(36$)

= arg min
6 6 𝜁 + 𝜁 1 𝜋%,'
(%)
7#

,

'

1
(36$) /
+ 𝜁 11 g𝜋%,' j
2

(13)

To add the inequality constraints, we determine a breakpoint
step length (BSL) for each material. The BSL is defined as the
step that brings the objective exactly onto the closest bound. For
the first constraint in (7), the BSL can be computed as:
(3)

where the quadratic coefficients are:

𝜋% denotes the previous estimates of material fractions. 𝑟, 𝑟 1
and 𝑟 11 are coefficients of the parabolic surrogate for the penalty
𝑅. Remaining terms are all constants as defined in [9].
To derive the optimal solution, we incorporate the constraints
into (7) using Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) multipliers:

(3)

g𝛼% j = 𝜋%,' − 𝛼% 𝑔%,'

𝑔%,' = 𝜁 1 + 𝜁 11 𝜋%,'

(7)

𝑀,% (3) (3)
(3) (3)
(3)
g𝜙, gℓ, j − ∇𝜙, gℓ, j𝛾, 𝜋%
⎧𝜁 ∶=
𝛾
,
⎪
⎪
1
(3) (3)
(3) /
⎪
+ ∇/ 𝜙, gℓ, j𝛾,/ g𝜋% j l + 𝑟
2
(8)
⎨𝜁 1 ∶= 𝑀,% g∇𝜙 (3)gℓ(3) j𝛾 − ∇/ 𝜙 (3) gℓ(3) j𝛾 / 𝜋 (3) j + 𝑟 1
,
,
,
,
,
,
%
𝛾,
⎪
⎪
𝑀
⎪𝜁 11 ∶= ,% g∇/ 𝜙 (3)gℓ(3) j𝛾 / j + 𝑟 11
,
$,,
,
𝛾,
⎩

(10)

for 𝜅 = 1 or 2, where the first equation defines the primal feasibility, the second and third give the complementary slackness,
and the last two ensure the dual feasibilities.

𝛼-%,5

%

s. t. 𝑏* ≤ 𝜋%,$ + 𝜋%,/ , 𝜋%,$ , 𝜋%,/ ≤ 𝑏+

(3)

⎧ ∇0" ℒ' = 6 6 𝜁 1 + 𝜁 11 𝜋%,' − 𝜆' + 𝜆5 = 0
⎪
,
%

(3)

(3)

⎧𝜋%,$ + 𝜋%,/ − 𝑏+ if 𝑔(3) + 𝑔(3) < 0
%,$
%,/
⎪ 𝑔(3) + 𝑔(3)
%,$
%,/
⎪
(3)
(3)
= ∞
if 𝑔%,$ + 𝑔%,/ = 0
⎨ (3)
(3)
⎪𝜋%,$ + 𝜋%,/ − 𝑏*
(3)
(3)
⎪
if 𝑔%,$ + 𝑔%,/ > 0
(3)
(3)
⎩ 𝑔%,$ + 𝑔%,/

(14)

Similarly, the BSL for the last two constraints is:
(3)

𝛼-%,'

(3)

(3)

⎧g𝜋%,' − 𝑏+ j{𝑔%,' if 𝑔%,' < 0
⎪
(3)
= ∞
if 𝑔%,' = 0
⎨ (3)
(3)
(3)
⎪g𝜋%,' − 𝑏* j{𝑔%,'
if 𝑔%,' > 0
⎩

(15)

(3)

for 𝜅 = 1 or 2. The BSL satisfying all three constraints (𝛼H%,' ) is
thus the smaller value between 𝛼-%,5 (14) and 𝛼-%,' (15).
Once the two BSLs are obtained (Fig. 1), we sort them (including 0) increasingly and generate a set of intervals [10]:
(3)

𝒟%

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

= }~0, 𝛼H%,'' •, ~𝛼H%,'' , 𝛼H%,'( •, 0 < 𝛼H%,'' < 𝛼H%,'( €

(16)

The optimal step length can be thus obtained by evaluating (13)
within each interval. To derive an analytical solution, we define
an advancement parameter ∆𝛼% . Assuming we are at the interval
(3)

(3)

~𝛼H%,'' , 𝛼H%,'( •, this parameter can be expressed as:
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Figure 1. Projected gradient search path for the 𝜅th material basis. Arrow represents the descent direction. Connections between circles denote the intervals
of sorted BSFs. Square is the material fraction at the optimized step length.
(3)

∆𝛼% ∶= 𝛼%
(36$)

Then, 𝜋%
(36$)

𝜋%

=‚

(3)

(3)

(3)

− 𝛼H%,'' ∈ ~0, 𝛼H%,'( − 𝛼H%,'' •

(17)

(3)

g𝛼% j in (11) becomes:
(36$)

g𝛼H%,'' j − ∆𝛼% 𝑔%

(36$)

g𝛼H%,'' j

𝜋%

𝜋%

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

if 𝛼H%,'' < 𝛼H%,'

(3)

(18)

if 𝛼H%,'' ≥ 𝛼H%,'

By doing this, we convert (13) into an unconstrained minimization with the advancement as the only variable:
(36$)

∆𝛼"% = arg min 6 6 𝜁 + 𝜁 1 g𝜋%,'
∆7#

,

(3)

(3)

g𝛼H%,'' j − ∆𝛼% 𝑔%,' j

'

1
(36$)
(3)
(3) /
+ 𝜁 11 g𝜋%,' g𝛼H%,'' j − ∆𝛼% 𝑔%,' j
2

(19)

After arrangement, we obtain another quadratic objective:
∆𝛼"% = arg min 6 6 𝜎 + ∆𝛼% 6 6 𝜎 1
∆7#

,

'

,

'

1
+ ∆𝛼% / 6 6 𝜎 11
2
,

(20)

'

where the coefficients are:
/
1
(36$)
(3)
(36$)
(3)
⎧𝜎 ∶= 𝜁 + 𝜁 1 𝜋%,' g𝛼H%,'' j + 𝜁 11 W𝜋%,' g𝛼H%,'' jX
2
⎪
(3)
(36$)
(3)
(3)
𝜎 1 ∶= −𝜁 1 𝑔%,' − 𝜁 11 𝜋%,' g𝛼H%,'' j𝑔%,'
⎨
⎪ 11
(3) /
11
⎩ 𝜎 ∶= 𝜁 g𝑔%,' j

(21)

If the result of (20) satisfies (17), then it is a Cauchy point. In
this work, we directly apply the Cauchy point as the optimized
advancement for computing the step length of the current iteration. Such point can be analytically calculated as:
∆𝛼"% = − D6 6 𝜎 1 I„D6 6 𝜎 11 I
,

'

,

(22)

'

If (17) is not satisfied, we move on and evaluate (19) within the
next interval until KKT condition in (10) is satisfied.
D. Simulation Studies
The proposed C-MBMD algorithm was first tested in a polyenergetic simulation study using a phantom containing water,
bone and fat (Fig. 2A). The diameter of the outer water cylinder
was 160 mm. Nine inserts with the diameter of 20 mm were
placed inside, each filled with a unique mixture of water, bone
and fat (Fig. 2A), where material volume fractions add to one.
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The phantom was created using 0.125 mm voxels. The simulated system had a SAD of 400 mm, a SDD of 540 mm, and a
flat-panel detector with 0.139 mm pixels. We implemented two
kVp-switching schemes [7]: 60/120 and 60/140 (+0.225 mm
Ag). Poisson noise was added onto the data (assuming a flux of
2 × 105 photons/pixel). Before the reconstruction, we binned the
data by a factor of 4 (i.e. 2 × 2) to simulate partial volumes.
We compared decomposition performances of conventional
IDD with a volume constraint [6] and the proposed C-MBMD.
Prior to IDD, low energy (LE) and high energy (HE) volumes
were individually reconstructed by PWLS algorithm with quadratic penalties. C-MBMD used water and bone as independent
base materials, and each fraction was bounded between 0 and
1. C-MBMD was initialized with a scaled IDD result (scale =
0.7x) to test the accuracy when initialized away from the solution. We applied quadratic penalties with strengths of 5 and 103
for water and bone, respectively. Both for IDD and C-MBMD,
the data was reconstructed onto 0.250 mm voxels.
We also validated the algorithm on a simulated knee phantom
(Fig. 3). Three BME ROIs were added by increasing water fraction inside trabecular bone (mean water fraction ~0.881). We
generated data using the 60/140 (+0.225 mm Ag) protocol. The
same system geometry, projection post-processing and reconstructions were employed as for the previous study.
III. RESULTS
Fig. 2A shows IDD and C-MBMD three-material decompositions of the cylinder phantom. IDD exhibited significant noise
in the water and fat image, likely due to the matrix inversion in
the IDD algorithm. Edge artifacts in water and fat fractions for
C-MBMD can be resolved using a more sophisticated regularization scheme [11]. As anticipated, the 60/140 acquisition outperforms 60/120 because of the better spectral separation.
Mean estimated fractions and standard deviations for ROI-4,
5 and 6 are shown in Fig. 2B. Note that all three ROIs have the
same fat fraction. Values estimated from C-MBMD are closer
to the ground truths, and present reduced fluctuations than IDD.
Fig. 3 compares IDD and C-MBMD of the digital knee phantom. We include IDD results with both 180 views (kVp-switching) and 360 views. Like the previous study, C-MBMD exhibits
improved noise in water and fat images compared to IDD. For
C-MBMD, the estimated water fractions in ROI-1, 2 and 3 are
0.628 ± 0.029, 0.657 ± 0.064 and 0.581 ± 0.102, respectively.
For IDD with 180 views, these values are 0.661 ± 0.216, 0.686
± 0.213 and 0.690 ± 0.231. For IDD with 360 views, these values are 0.811 ± 0.107, 0.778 ± 0.145 and 0.677 ± 0.253. The
relatively accurate estimation for IDD with 360 views is likely
due to higher imaging dose and angular sampling. For comparison, Fig. 3B shows a decomposition using unconstrained twomaterial MBMD [1]. We note the difficulty of visually discriminating edema and fat in the water image, motivating the need
for dedicated three-material decomposition algorithms.
IV. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
The proposed bound-constrained MBMD enables simultaneous estimation of three-basis concentrations from DE data. The
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algorithm does not require coinciding x-rays, thus can be applied to acquisition scenarios such as the presented kVp-switching. We validated C-MBMD in simulated DE imaging of BME,
showing accurate estimation of base material fractions in mixtures of water, bone and fat. Ongoing work includes the experimental validation of C-MBMD on the weight-bearing extremity CBCT scanner [12,13]. When combined with KC-MBMD
[7] and fracture biomechanical assessment algorithms [14,15],
C-MBMD could enable simultaneous monitoring of tissue compositions and mechanical stability of injured extremities.
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Figure 2. (A) IDD and C-MBMD estimates of water, bone and fat fractions for
the cylinder phantom. Two kVp-switching protocols are compared: 60/120 and
60/140 (+Ag). (B) Mean estimated material fractions and their standard deviations in ROIs 4, 5 and 6. Red lines represent the ground truths.
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Figure 3. (A) IDD and C-MBMD estimates of water, bone and fat fractions for
the digital knee phantom using the 60/140 (+Ag) protocol. (B) Unconstrained
two-material decomposition of the knee phantom using MBMD.
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Cone Beam CT Image Reconstruction by Origin
Ensemble Algorithm
Andriy Andreyev, Arkadiusz Sitek and Christoph Graf vom Hagen

Abstract—Origin Ensemble algorithm is an iterative nonprojecting image reconstruction algorithm, previously proposed
for emission tomography. In this work we apply Origin Ensemble
(OE) algorithm to reconstruction of Computed Tomography (CT)
data. Absorption projection data is partitioned into sets of
individual absorption events, after which OE algorithm is used
similarly as in the reconstruction of emission tomography data.
Using computer simulated and real data, we demonstrate basic
feasibility of this approach applied to reconstruction of cone beam
CT data.
Index Terms— Computed Tomography, Image Reconstruction,
Origin Ensemble, Markov chain, Metropolis Hastings,
convergence.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE Origin Ensemble (OE) tomographic image
reconstruction algorithm has been successfully applied in
Positron Emission Tomography [1][2], including Time-ofFlight [3], Single Photon Emission Tomography [4] and
Compton Camera [5][6][7]. OE algorithm is an alternative nonprojecting method for tomographic iterative reconstruction
methods, meaning that it does not rely on the repeated forwardand backprojection to recover the tomographic image. Instead,
it starts from initial randomized point cloud representation of
the unknown distribution of locations of photon interactions,
and progressively refines the individual coordinates of each
point in using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). In
emission tomography the distribution represents locations of
emissions of all detected counts. In transmission tomography,
as used here, it represents locations of absorption amounts
(AAs) within the volume.
OE algorithm is originally formulated for the emission
tomography data, due to its direct representation of detected
photon origins in SPECT or detected annihilation coincidences
origins in PET. However, it similarly can be formulated to
reconstruct CT projection data, in post-log domain as
demonstrated here.
In this work we apply OE algorithm to simulated Cone-Beam
CT data in post-log domain, describe the approach and review
the preliminary results.
A. Andreyev and C. Graf vom Hagen are with Carl Zeiss X-Ray
Microscopy, Pleasanton, CA 94588 USA (e-mail: andriy.andreyev@zeiss.com,
christoph.graf-vom-hagen@zeiss.com).
A. Sitek is with IBM Watson Health, Cambridge, MA 02142 USA (e-mail:
sarkadiu@gmail.com).
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II. METHODS
We define post-log transformed absorption data 𝑥 along
𝑁
individual detector integrating element 𝑖 as: 𝑥𝑖 = −𝑙𝑛 ,
𝑁0

where 𝑁 is measured photon flux across the studied object and
𝑁0 is the unobstructed photon flux when no object is present in
the FOV.
We treat the total value of absorption events detected in a
certain projection bin 𝑥𝑖 , as a sum of 𝑘 individual absorption
amounts ∑𝑘 𝑥𝑖,𝑘 that are positioned at yet unknown locations
along the line of response 𝑙𝑖 that connects the X-ray source focal
spot and the corresponding detector element 𝑖. OE algorithm
execution starts from initialization state, where all absorption
amounts (AAs) are spread randomly along respective LORs
(AAs are not allowed to leave corresponding LORs in OE
algorithm). At this stage, by summing the AAs in each image
volume voxel an initial density matrix 𝐷𝑥𝑡=0 is created,
representing the total AA in each image voxel 𝑗.
Similarly, as it was done in previous works, the OE algorithm
for CBCT case executes the following loop which corresponds
to Metropolis-Hastings iteration:
1. Randomly select AA 𝑥𝑖,𝑘 .
2. Randomly choose a new location along the LOR 𝑙𝑖 .
3. The new location 𝑥𝑡+1 is accepted with the probability of
𝑝 = min (1,

𝐷𝑥𝑡+1 +1
𝐷𝑥𝑡

),

where 𝐷𝑥𝑡 is the absorption density in the current location 𝑥𝑡+1
and 𝐷𝑥𝑡+1 + 1 is the absorption density in the new location 𝑥𝑡+1
including the event that would be transferred to this location,
hence “+1”. Per this probability definition the AAs will always
change the location if higher density location is randomly
selected in step 2. However, moves to lower density locations
are still possible. Steps 1-3 are repeated across all absorption
events until algorithm reaches equilibration state (or steady
state) and the final updated density matrix 𝐷𝑥𝑡 then becomes a
final reconstructed image volume if the same voxel sampling is
used. While in steady state, several samples of the density
matrix can also be acquired and averaged providing another
estimate of 𝐷𝑥𝑡 . It can be shown that the loop of the algorithm
defines reversible Markov chain which guarantees convergence
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to equilibrium [11].
There can be multiple variations to the step 3 of the
algorithm, such as it can be modified to include the effects of
beam hardening or scatter, or for example an extreme case of
edge enhancement can be realized with:
1,
𝐷𝑥𝑡+1 ≥ 𝐷𝑥𝑡
𝑝={
0,
𝐷𝑥𝑡+1 < 𝐷𝑥𝑡
During the iterations of OE algorithm, we stored current 3D
location for each individual absorption amount. Certainly, as
the number of detector elements and/or projection views
increases this may increase the requirement on the computer
memory. As an example, it may be challenging to use OE
algorithm beyond 512x512 projection view sampling as in this
case it can occupy the memory volume of about
512x512x800x3x4x10/1024/1024/1024 ~ 23GB assuming
average 10 absorption events per detector bin and 800 CB
projections.
III. EXPERIMENTS
To provide some examples of the reconstruction, we first use
computer generated data with single point object. In another
experiment, we simulated the absorption data for simple water
cylinder phantom with two steel rods inserted. The projections
consisted of 180 projections of 256x256.
Finally, we took the real phantom data acquisition, courtesy
Dr. Tom Case (Carl Zeiss Microscopy) acquired in Xradia
Versa X-Ray Microscope (available from Carl Zeiss X-Ray
Microscopy, Pleasanton CA). The data in cone beam geometry
were downsampled and clipped to 262x110 projection pixels
with 200 projection views as shown in Figure 4. Polynomial
based beamhardening pre-correction was optionally applied to
the data in order to reduce the cupping artifact.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. a) Initial density distribution. b) Image
reconstructed after 100 iterations. Corresponding profiles are
shown in the bottom.

2
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1a shows the result of an initial distribution where AAs
are randomly distributed along corresponding LORs (roughly
equivalent to simple unfiltered backprojection). Figure 1b is the
result of 100 iterations of the OE algorithm where iteration is
defined as the algorithm loop executed number of times equal
to number of AAs.
The results with the simulated phantom are shown in Figure
2 with initial distribution, 10 iteration, and 100 iteration. The
images were reconstructed from 256x256 pixel data with 180
projection views in cone beam CT geometry into 256x256x256
image volumes. The corresponding profiles over the two rods
and background as well as convergence curves over the
background and one of the rod ROIs are shown in Figure 3.
Reconstruction speed depends on the 𝑘 number of partitioned
absorption values. The larger number of 𝑘, the better accuracy
can OE algorithm achieve, however, at the increased
computational expense and higher memory requirement. The
measured absorption values in the cylinder data in Figure 4
ranged from 0 to about 3. To achieve sufficient AA sampling
density, they were sub-partitioned into 10 AAs per unit
absorption value. For this data the reconstruction took about 20
mins with unoptimized C++ code, single tread CPU and 100
iterations. The reconstructed real data phantom is shown in
Figure 5 a) without and b) with beamhardening correction with
latter significantly reducing the cupping artifact.
Due to simplification of geometry, significant downsampling of
acquired projections, the obtained images did not achieve the
image quality that can be obtained with proper implementation
of OE algorithm, e.g. [3]. In the future we consider using OE
algorithm using parallel implementation on modern CPUs or
GPUs, which can also be done analogous to emission
tomography implementations.
The advantage of using OE algorithm is insensitivity to the
reconstructed volume dimension since the reconstructed
absorption coefficients are represented as point cloud.
Similarly, as in implementations for PET and Compton
Camera, models of complex processes of the data acquisition
physics are much simpler than that of conventional iterative
methods. For example, the finite focal spot size and/or detector
PSF can be modeled by introducing an additional degree of
freedom along each line of response as in [8]. Other vital
corrections such as beamhardening correction can be applied
similarly as in conventional CT reconstruction by pre-scaling
the projection data by a certain polynomial. This ability of OE
algorithm to model complex physics of the CBCT acquisition
is the main motivation of using OE for CBCT reconstruction.
We also plan to test OE approach to investigate how OE
algorithm would perform in photon counting CT or dark field
tomography applications.
V.

CONCLUSION

We demonstrated the first application of OE image
reconstruction algorithm to CT data reconstruction in conebeam geometry. By treating the absorption data in the similar
way to emission data, it is possible to use the OE image
reconstruction algorithm developed for emission data in
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reconstruction of transmission modality. Certainly, a further
studies are needed find out whether this method is only an
algorithmic novelty without real application benefits, or if it
may have some real advantages over the conventional image
reconstruction methods especially in cases with complex
modeling of physics.
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a)

a)

b)
Figure 3. (a) Intensity profiles and (b) convergence curves for the background
and one of the rods (mean reconstructed value scaled to the absolute maximum).

b)

Figure 4. Two brass rods inserted in plaster phantom: original
downsampled projection data. 90 degree projection view difference.

c)
Figure 2. Simulated water phantom with two metal inserts: a) initial
random distribution; b) 10 OE iterations; c) 100 OE iterations.
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a)
b)
Figure 5. Real data reconstruction after 100 iterations: a) no beamhardening
correction, b) with polynomial beam hardening correction.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Cone-beam CT (CBCT) is an important imaging tool for
image-guided radiation therapy and interventional radiology.
However, the CT number accuracy and uniformity of CBCT
are suboptimal, mainly because of x-ray scatter contamination. Significant progress has been made for x-ray scatter
estimation and correction. The state-of-the-art methods either
require intensive on-the-fly computation (e.g.,[1], [2]) or substantial prior information and extensive training (e.g.,[3]). In
2006, Siewerdsen J et al. proposed a method [4] that does not
need either of the two requirements. It estimates scatter in the
illuminated beam by curve fitting using scatter information
located in the shadow region. For convenience, we will refer
this method as the direct curve fitting (DCF) method. In
general this method is less accurate compared to the kernel
or deep-learning based methods, but it is simple, efficient
and direct, and thus practical and attractive. The performance
of the method is dependent on the width of the illuminated
beam (size of aperture opening): The narrower the beam is,
the better scatter estimation is. When the illuminated beam
is large and the object is complex, its performance degrades
due to lack of any scatter information within the illuminated
beam region.
This work extends the DCF method to a constrained curvefitting method (CCF) for helical CBCT. It first estimates
scatter at a couple locations within the illuminated beam
region of the current view by using shadow information from
neighbor rotations. This estimated sparse scatter information
is then combined with the shadow information of the current
view for the final scatter estimation via curve fitting. Because
of the extra scatter information approximated within the
illuminated beam region, the curve fitting is expected to be
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more constrained and accurate, resulting in improved scatter
estimation.
We demonstrate the CCF method using phantom data
acquired from a benchtop system. We assess the quality of
scatter estimation via comparison against scatter estimated
using the DCF method and the beam-stopper-array (BSA)
method [5]. Our results showed improved accuracy of scatter
estimation of the proposed CCF method when compared
to the DCF method. The rest of the paper is dedicated to
the description of the CCF method as well as the detailed
evaluation results.
II. M ETHOD AND M ATERIALS
A. Assumptions and Convention
We consider a helical scan with a large flat-panel detector;
see Figure 1. We make two assumptions: a) The helical scans
are of pitch less than 1.0; b) The active detector area is
noticeably larger than the illuminated beam along the axial
direction. Both assumptions are necessary to ensure that the
proposed method has sufficient amount of data to work with.
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Abstract—X-ray scatter estimation is critical for cone-beam
CT imaging. The state-of-the-art methods either require intensive computation or extensive data training. The curvefitting method using scatter measured in the shadow region (Siewerdsen J. et al. 2006) is simple and efficient. However,
its performance degrades when the beam width becomes larger
and the object becomes complex, due to lack of scatter information within the illuminated beam region. This work extends
this direct curve-fitting method to an constrained version for
helical scans of pitch less than 1. The idea is to use shadow
scatter measured from neighbor rotations to estimate scatter
within the illuminated beam region of the current view. The
additional information enhances the quality of curve fitting and
results improved scatter estimation. We refer to this method as
constrained curve-fitting method and we demonstrate it using
phantom data acquired from a benchtop system.

Fig. 1. Illustration of three projections of the same azimuth view angle from
the previous, current and next rotations of a helical scan with pitch 0.5. We
omitted penumbra for simplification purpose.

We introduce some convention and notation. Let λ be the
angle of the current view. We refer to the views located
at λ − 2π and λ + 2π as the previous and next rotation
views, respectively; see Figure 1. The detector is divided
into five regions axially. Following source moving direction,
the five regions are named the trailing shadow region, the
trailing penumbra, the illuminated beam region, the leading
penumbra and the leading shadow region; see Figure 2 for
illustration. The proposed method requires that at least one
shadow region is available. Without loss of generality, we
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will take the case with both shadow regions available as
an example. Also, the method is in dependent on channel
position, and we will only focus on the axial direction.
leading penumbra
next rotation

leading
shadow

current rotation

trailing
shadow

previous rotation

as possible. In this work, we used linear extrapolation and
chose 20 pixels (equivalent to 6 mm at isocenter) about the
penumbra region that was directly adjacent to the shadow
pixels used for the extrapolation.
Third, the assumption of pitch smaller than 1 is to make
sure that the extrapolated scatter information from neighbor
rotations falls into the illuminated region of the current view.
Fourth, it can also be noted that the proposed method
requires at least one shadow region to approximate scatter
information in the illuminated region before curve fitting.
Finally, we used polynomial fitting of order 2 in Steps 4.
C. Experiments

trailing penumbra
source moving
direction

Fig. 2. Illustration of the constrained-curve-fitting (CCF) method using
scatter information approximated from previous and next rotation views.

We denote the signals measured in the trailing and leading
shadow regions of the current view as s̄Tλ and s̄L
λ , respectively. We also denote ŝλ as the final scatter estimation for
the current view. Note that the signals here are gain and offset
corrected, and their values are in (0, 1].

To demonstrate the proposed method, we performed scatter
estimation on projection data of an anthropomorphic skull
phantom acquired on a benchtop system; see Figure 3. Two
data sets were acquired: One with the skull phantom only,
and the other with lead bead placed between the phantom and
the detector. The lead beads were 2.5 mm in diameter and
were placed on 2D grids of 25 mm pitch. The tube (G1092,
Varex Imaging Corporation) used 1.2mm focal spot and
12◦ degree anode. The detector (4343RF, Varex Imaging
Corporation) used gain mode 5, half panel readout and 3x3
binning (corresponding to 0.45 mm detector pixel size).

B. Method
The CCF method can be achieved using the following
steps; see Figure 2 for illustration.
Step 1:For the current view, extract scatter measurements
s̄Tλ and s̄L
λ (assume no off-focal radiation) from both
shadow regions.
Step 2:For the previous rotation view, estimate scatter
located around the leading penumbra using the
leading shadow by extrapolation. We denote this
estimated scatter as ŝL
λ−2π .
Step 3:For the next rotation view, estimate scatter located
around the trailing penumbra using the trailing
shadow by extrapolation. We denote this estimated
scatter as ŝTλ+2π .
L
Step 4:Perform curve fitting using {s̄Tλ , ŝTλ+2π , ŝL
λ−2π , s̄λ }.
Step 5:Perform scatter estimation of the current view, ŝλ ,
using result of Step 4.
Some comments on the proposed method. First, regarding
signal in the shadow regions, one should avoid contamination
from the penumbra regions. Meanwhile, we should choose
a limited number of shadow rows for scatter estimation,
because the closer the location of measured scatter to the tobe-estimated scatter is, the more accurate scatter estimation
it would result. In this work, we chose to use 50 shadow
pixels (equivalent to 15 mm at isocenter) that are right next
to the penumbra region.
Second, extrapolation is generally not preferred. However,
in this case, because the scatter profile drops dramatically
when transitioning from the illuminated region to the shadow
region, directly using the shadow as scatter information will
cause substantial scatter underestimation. On the other side,
we also would like to keep the extrapolation as limited

Fig. 3. Illustration of the skull phantom and the benchtop CBCT system.

Projection data were acquired using a 3-turn helical scan
with 360 views per rotation. The helical pitch was 0.5 and
the illuminated beam width at isocenter was 48 mm. The
the source-to-iso and source-to-detector distances were 1104
mm and 1676 mm, respectively. Data were acquired using
125 kV tube potential, 125 mA tube current and 5 ms tube
pulse.
D. Data Correction and Image Reconstruction
Gain, offset, bad-pixel and scatter corrections were applied before reconstruction. Images were reconstructed by a
method similar to [6], which involves view-differentiation and
Hilbert transform. The view-differentiation was implemented
using the method presented in [7]. The resolution control
parameter (ε) was set to 0.03. A Hanning window was used
for the Hilbert transform. Image pixel size was [0.4, 0.4] mm,
and the slice thickness was about 1 mm.
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III. R ESULTS
Estimated scatter profiles from the DCF method [4] and the
proposed CCF were both compared to the projection profile
obtained via BSA method [5]; see Figure 4 for illustration.
Both the DCF and CCF scatter profiles were underestimated.
The CCF results showed less underestimation than the DCF
results.
We performed visual inspection of images that are reconstructed from projection data without scatter correction, with
the DCF scatter correction and with the proposed CCF scatter
correction. The reconstruction results are shown in Figure 5.
Both DCF and CCF scatter corrections lifted the image
profile noticeably. In most locations, the CCF correction
resulted more CT number increase than the DCF correction.
However, this observation is not conclusive, because of the
complex nature of the phantom, the beam hardening artifacts
and the streaking artifacts (caused by insufficient sampling
of 360 views per rotation). More experiments is needed for
further investigation.
IV. D ISCUSSION
In the current work, we have evaluated the proposed
method using helical scans of a skull phantom with a small
pitch of 0.5. The phantom is relatively small and the involved
scatter contamination was also small. To thoroughly assess
the performance of the CCF method, experiments with large
phantoms are necessary and will be investigated in the future.
In addition, the skull phantom is too complex for qualitative
assessment, a quality phantom such as a CATPHAN phantom
is planned as the next step.
Pitch plays a critical role for the performance of the CCF
method. Note that, the scatter generated in the neighbor
rotations are different from the scatter generated at the current
rotation, even though the physical location for scatter estimation is the same. The smaller the pitch is, the closer the two
scatter deposition would be. On the other hand, a larger pitch
would pose more challenge for the DCF method. The larger
the pitch is, the more the CCF would outperform the DCF
method. Therefore, there is a balanced helical pitch (between
0 and 1) that would result in the most improvement of scatter
estimation by the CCF method relative to the DCF method.
This is a topic for future investigation.
Another important point is extrapolation. As it was mentioned earlier, extrapolation is not preferred in general, but
useful in this case. However, how to optimize the extrapolation method and the amount of data to use are still topic
deserves particular attention. In the current work, we used a
linear extrapolation just to avoid any wild results. However,
other extrapolation methods should be assessed. Although we
used shadow signal of 50 pixels to extrapolate scatter for the
adjacent 20 pixels, it is empirical and should be extensively
investigated for different phantoms and scan configurations.
In addition, it was reported in [4] that the DCF method
is not stable when some discontinuity occurs in the shadow
region. The authors suggested to reduce the order of polynomial fitting to solve the problem. The same problem exists
in the CCF method. The difference is that CCF may be
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more stable when the shadow of the current view presents
discontinuity and the shadow of the neighbor views do not.
However, it is a double-edge sword problem, because the the
opposite could happen where the shadows of the neighbor rotation views present discontinuity, which degrades the scatter
estimation of the current view. Addressing this discontinuity
issue is another topic deserves future investigation.
We would like to point out that although we have restricted
ourselves to helical scans of CBCT, the proposed method is
also applicable to multi-circular scans, including CT. It is also
worth pointing out that although we have limited ourselves
to pitch smaller than 1, the CCF can be modified such that it
estimates scatter information in the illuminated region of the
current view directly using the shadow signal from neighbor
rotations without extrapolation. Although this may be less
effective as it will result in more underestimation, it would
be more robust and conservative.
Finally, in image-guided radiation therapy, an off-centered
flat panel detector is more of the case for imaging. We will
investigate the CCF method in this scenario. Earlier we have
reported that the off-centered detector will only allow pitch
smaller than 1 [6], which perfectly falls in the pitch scope
required by the proposed method.
V. S UMMARY
We have proposed a constrained curve-fitting (CCF)
method for scatter estimation of helical CBCT scans. This
method uses scatter information approximated from neighbor
rotations to improve the scatter estimation of the current
view. We have conducted experiments using small pitch (0.5)
helical scans of a skull phantom with both trailing and
leading shadows available. The method was evaluated in both
projection and image domains. The results showed that the
CCF method is effective in scatter reduction and resulted in
less scatter underestimation than the DCF method.
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Fig. 4. Left: Projection of the skull phantom with beam stopping array (BSA). Right: Profiles of the red and green dashed lines in the left. The proposed
method shows similar and better scatter estimation for the green and red lines, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Top: Reconstructed images. Middle: Profiles of the solid green line in the top images. Bottom: Profiles of the dashed green line in the top images.
Display window: 600 HU.
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Joint Reconstruction and Image Space Material
Decomposition in Sparse View Spectral CT
Alexander Meaney, Jussi Toivanen, Samuli Siltanen, and Ville Kolehmainen

Abstract—The diagnostic capabilities of conventional computed
tomography are limited by the fact that no definitive information
on material composition is available: two separate tissues with
different elemental compositions and densities may have the same
HU value in the reconstructed image. More information on the
material composition can be obtained with multi-energy imaging,
which takes advantage of the nonlinear energy dependency of the
attenuation coefficients. We propose a technique for joint reconstruction in multi-energy CT based on rapid kV switching and
utilizing structural similarity in the reconstruction process. This
facilitates low-dose multi-energy imaging using sparse views, as
each reconstruction is able to utilize additional a priori structural
information from the measurements at other energies. The CT
slices at each energy are then used to compute an image space
material decomposition into basis materials. Structural priors can
be used to produce acceptable quality material decompositions
even when the number of projections is reduced by over 80%. We
demonstrate that our method produces reconstructions superior
to computing sparse angle reconstructions independently for each
energy.
Index Terms—Multi-energy CT, material decomposition, iterative reconstruction, low-dose imaging, sparse view tomography.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Identification and quantification of tissues using computed
tomography can be a highly ambiguous process: when examining a single CT image, two materials having different atomic
numbers and mass densities can have the exact same grayscale
value. More information on the material composition can
be obtained by multi-energy computed tomography (MECT),
which takes advantage of the distinct energy-dependencies of
the attenuation coefficients of different elements [1]. It is then
possible to differentiate the materials present in the sample
into a set of basis materials, a process known as material
decomposition (MD).
Different approaches to MECT exist. The multi-energy
X-ray data acquisition can be performed by using energy
sensitive detectors, or by varying the energy of the X-ray
beam itself. The material decomposition step can be done prereconstruction (projection-based MD) or post-reconstruction
(image-based MD). Projection-based MD requires that the
projection directions for each energy overlap with each other.
In this work, we present an approach to low-dose MECT
imaging that does not require overlapping projection directions
for different energies, nor any type of energy-sensitive Xray detectors. The multi-energy data is acquired using rapid
A. Meaney and S. Siltanen are with the Department of Mathematics and
Statistics, University of Helsinki. E-mail: alexander.meaney@helsinki.fi.
J. Toivanen and V. Kolehmainen are with the Department of Applied
Physics, University of Eastern Finland.
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switching of the X-ray tube potential (kV switching), and dose
reduction is achieved by using sparse projection angles. The
problems typical to sparse angle CT reconstruction, such as
streak artefacts, are overcome by using structural priors, which
enforce the reconstructions to be structurally similar, while
allowing for different contrast between the energies. Our goal
was to develop a joint reconstruction technique for low-dose
multi-energy CT that is robust enough for quantitative analysis,
i.e., material decomposition into basis materials.
This work is an expansion of our earlier, more extensive
work on joint reconstruction in multi-energy CT [2]. Here, we
have combined a number of select techniques with material
decomposition and a new image quality metric.
II. M ETHODS AND M ATERIALS
The workflow we used for MECT with image-based MD
consists of three stages. Initially, X-ray projections are collected using two or more X-ray energies. This is followed
by the reconstruction step, where a number of reconstructions
equal to the number of different energies are computed.
Finally, a material decomposition into basis materials is computed from the MECT reconstructions.
A. Data acquisition
The data acquisition process is based on a kV switching
scheme, where the tube acceleration voltage cycles between
three different acceleration voltages, from low to high, and
then starting the cycle again. The imaging is performed during
continuous rotation of the gantry, resulting in non-overlapping
projection angles, i.e., no two X-ray projections are acquired
from the same position for any of the energies.
B. Multi-energy reconstruction
In MECT, the X-ray projections are collected using n different energies Ei . The forward model for the measurements
is given by
mi = Ai xi + i ,
(1)
where, for each Ei , mi ∈ Rk is the projection data, Ai ∈ Rk×l
is the projection operator, xi ∈ Rl is the true image we wish to
recover, and i ∈ Rk models the measurement noise. It should
be emphasized that the operators Ai for each energy can be
different from each other.
In the conventional approach to optimization-based iterative
reconstruction we form the objective function
F (xi ) = ||Ai xi − mi ||22 + αi R(xi ),

(2)
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where ||Ai xi − mi ||22 is the data fidelity term, R(xi ) is the
regularization term which incorporates a priori assumptions
about the solutions, such as sparsity in a suitable basis, and
αi is the regularization parameter or weight. The solutions are
found by minimizing the objective function for each Ei .
To provide a comparison to the reconstructions using structural priors, we computed sparse angle reconstructions independently for each energy using two methods. First, a simple
least squares reconstruction where R(xi ) = 0 was used to
compute reconstructions without adding any prior information
to the inverse problem (No prior). Second, total variation regularization (TV), which promotes piecewise constant images
via sparsity in the gradient of the reconstruction, was used [3].
In order to use structural priors we first form a joint
reconstruction problem, where we combine all the datasets
into a single problem which is then solved simultaneously
for all energies. The objective function to be minimized now
becomes
n
X
||mi − Ai xi ||2 + αR(x1 , . . . , xn ). (3)
F (x1 , . . . , xn ) =
i=1

This work is based on the assumption that although the
images will have different contrasts at different energies due
to the energy-dependency of photon-matter interactions, the
underlying structure remains the same. We have experimented
with a number of regularization schemes which promote
structurally similar reconstructions. Joint total variation (JTV),
adapted from denoising of RGB images, favors sparsity of
joint gradient, i.e., nonzero gradients such as edges at the
same locations [4]. We also developed a prior based on the
structural similarity index (SSIM), which is used to quantify
the similarity between two images using three components:
luminance, contrast and structure [5]. This prior (S) is:
R(x1 , . . . , xn ) = S̄(x1 , x2 ) + S̄(x2 , x3 ) + . . .
−1
+ S̄(xn , x1 )
,

(4)

where S̄(xa , xb ) is a pairwise computed similarity measure
based only on the SSIM structural component
Ŝ(xa , xb ) =

σxa xb + C
,
σxa σxb + C

(5)

where xa and xb are two images, σxa xb is their crosscorrelation, σxa and σxb are their standard deviations, and
C is a small constant to avoid division by zero. S̄(xa , xb )
grows when the two images become more structurally similar,
corresponding to a decrease in (4). A full description of
the prior is given in [2]. Finally, to cope with noise in the
reconstructed images, we used a prior which combines the
SSIM-based prior with total variation applied independently
to each image (S+TV).
As reference images, we computed reconstructions independently for each energy using filtered backprojection (FBP)
and densely acquired projections (Ref.) [6]. The FBP reconstructions and the forward models Ax for the iterative
reconstruction techniques were created using the ASTRA
Tomography Toolbox [7], [8], and the optimization problems
in Eqs. (2) and (3) were minimized using the Polak-Ribière
nonlinear conjugate gradient method [9].

C. Material decomposition
The linear attenuation coefficient µ(E) of a given material
depends on the mass attenuation coefficient u(E) and the mass
density ρ:
µ(E)
ρ = u(E)ρ.
(6)
µ(E) =
ρ
The grayscale value of a given pixel in the CT image depends
on the linear attenuation coefficient in the corresponding
location of the object. µ(E) can be modeled as a linear
combination of a set of basis materials and their densities:
µ(E) = u1 (E)ρ1 + u2 (E)ρ2 + . . . + uN (E)ρN ,

(7)

where N is the number of basis materials [10].
If the CT acquisition is performed using n X-ray energies,
this leads to a system of linear equations:
µ1 = u11 ρ1 + u12 ρ2 + . . . + u1N ρN
µ2 = u21 ρ1 + u22 ρ2 + . . . + u2N ρN
..
.

(8)

µn = un1 ρ1 + un2 ρ2 + . . . + unN ρN ,
or in, expressed in matrix form:
X = U p,

(9)

where X ∈ R contains the reconstructed linear attenuation
coefficients, U ∈ Rn×N contains the mass attenuation coefficients of the basis materials, and p ∈ RN contains the densities
of the basis materials. Eq. (9) was solved for p pixelwise by
finding the least-squares solution of the system.
n

III. R ESULTS
The different reconstruction techniques were tested with
X-ray data collected using a microtomography scanner (GE
Phoenix nanotom 180 NF) at the Department of Physics at
the University of Helsinki (Fig. 1). The scanner has an endwindow X-ray tube with a tungsten target and a beryllium
window. Three energies were used: 50 kV without additional
filtration (E1 ), 80 kV with a 1 mm Al filter (E2 ), and 120 kV
with a 0.5 mm Cu filter (E3 ).
As a phantom, we used the chest of a small bird (a common
quail, Coturnix coturnix) acquired from a local supermarket.
The phantom was scanned three times consecutively, and 720
projections across 360° were collected at each energy and
subsequently subsampled to provide a sparse geometry of
non-overlapping angles. 30 projections were selected from
each scan such that the angles were 0°, 12°, . . . , 348° for E1 ,
4°, 16°, . . . , 352° for E2 , and 8°, 20°, . . . , 356° for E3 .
A. Multi-Energy CT Reconstructions
Multi-energy reconstructions for E1 , E2 , and E3 using the
different techniques are shown in Fig. 2. The top 5 rows show
the results obtained using the sparse angle geometry with 30
projections per energy, and the bottom row shows the reference
reconstructions using FBP and 720 projections per energy.
It is visually obvious that the reconstructions computed with
no prior contain severe streaking artefacts, and many of the
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X-ray detector
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X-ray tube

TV

Sample manipulator
Fig. 1. Measurement setup for the MECT data.

E3
0.387
0.395
0.439
0.413
0.439
1.000

Mean
0.383
0.427
0.467
0.446
0.494
1.000

bone details are lost or smeared. The TV reconstructions do
not contain the streaking artefacts, but the details in the images
are still blurred in places. The JTV is clearly an improved on
TV, while maintaining a similar type of noise structure and
smoothing. The SSIM-based prior S gets rids of the streaking
artefacts and maintains the structure of the smaller bones
remarkably well, but the reconstructions are also very noisy.
The combination of the SSIM-based prior with total variation,
S + TV, maintains the bone structure detail seen using the S
prior, while significantly reducing the noise.
When computing the reconstructions, we modelled the forward projections using the line integral model given in equation (1), although the attenuation process with polychromatic
sources is actually nonlinear. Possibly due to the small size
of the target, we did not encounter significant problems with
beam hardening, although some cupping is detectable in the
E1 and - to a lesser extent - E2 images. With larger targets
some form of beam hardening correction may be required in
combination with these reconstruction techniques, either using
data preprocessing or an iterative correction method [11].
As an image metric, we computed the Haar wavelet -based
perceptual similarity index (HaarPSI) for each reconstruction
compared to the reference reconstruction of the same energy
[12]. The values are shown in Table I. In all cases, the reconstructions using a structural prior (JTV, S, S + TV) produce
higher values than the reconstructions computed independently
of each other.
B. Material Decomposition
The bird phantom was considered to consist of only two
basis materials: soft tissue and bone. We computed material
decompositions into these bases using only the reconstructions
from the E1 and E3 to minimize the spectral overlap between
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S

E2
0.386
0.453
0.498
0.462
0.536
1.000

S + TV

E1
0.376
0.432
0.465
0.461
0.509
1.000

Ref.

Reconstruction
No prior
TV
JTV
S
S + TV
Ref.

JTV

TABLE I
H AAR WAVELET- BASED PERCEPTUAL SIMILARITY INDEX (H AAR PSI)
VALUES FOR THE MECT RECONSTRUCTIONS .

Fig. 2. MECT reconstructions for each energy (E1 , E2 , E3 ) using the
different regularization techniques.

the datasets, and because two measurements are sufficient to
compute a MD into two bases. The X-ray mass attenuation
coefficients were acquired from the NIST Standard Reference
Database 126 [13], and the X-ray energies were estimated as
the weighted averages of the estimated X-ray spectra.
The MD images are shown in Fig. 3. The soft tissue
basis has been colour-coded as blue, and the bone basis
as green. It is qualitatively clear from the images that the
material decompositions computed from reconstructions using
structural priors are superior to the ones using no prior or
TV, although some artefacts still remain in the bone bases.
Notably, in some of the material decomposition images some
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No prior

TV

JTV

S

S + TV

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
We computed low-dose MECT reconstructions using sparse
angle sampling, reducing the total number of projections from
2160 to 90. The results demonstrate that using structural
priors produces qualitatively and quantitatively superior sparse
angle multi-energy reconstructions and material decomposition
images compared to reconstructing the images independently
with no prior or with total variation. Tissue boundaries are
clearly delineated, and details of small bone details are preserved better.
Joint total variation has been used before in CT reconstruction, but to our knowledge, the type of SSIM-based structural
prior we have used here has not previously been used in CT
reconstruction, and these are also the first results of using this
approach combined with material decomposition. We suggest
that structural priors show significant potential for low-dose
imaging in multi-energy computed tomography.
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TABLE II
H AAR WAVELET- BASED PERCEPTUAL SIMILARITY INDEX (H AAR PSI)
VALUES FOR THE MECT BASIS MATERIAL IMAGES .
Reconstruction
No prior
TV
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S
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Ref.
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bone details are lost when compared to reconstructions for the
individuals energies. This could be due to the fact that the basis
material attenuation properties were modelled after human soft
tissue and cortical bone. Bone composition in the quail may
vary significantly, leading to some losses in the details.
We also computed the HaarPSI values of the tissue bases
compared to the ones obtained from the reference reconstructions. The values are shown in Table II. In the bone basis,
the reconstructions based on structural priors produce the best
results. The HaarPSI values from the soft tissue basis are
more ambiguous, but in both cases the S prior yields the best
quantitative results.
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Scatter Correction for X-ray CT Using Spectral
Modulator with Flying Focal Spot
Hewei Gao*, Tao Zhang, N. Robert Bennett, and Adam Wang

Abstract—For X-ray computed tomography (CT), spectral
modulator with flying focal spot technology (SMFFS) could be
a promising low-cost approach to accurately solving the Xray scattering problem and physically enabling multi-energy
imaging in a unified framework, without substantial sparsity or
misalignment in data sampling. However, due to the different Xray spectra during data acquisition, correcting for scatter using
SMFFS needs careful consideration and its related algorithm
highly depends on the design and implementation of SMFFS.
In this work, we proposed two scatter estimation algorithms for
SMFFS, where a two-dimensional modulator along with two focal
spot positions are of interest. Specifically, a scatter estimation
after residual spectrum linearization and another one based on
spectral property of scatter are explored, respectively. Physical
experiments using a Catphan c 600 phantom on a tabletop conebeam CT system demonstrate the effectiveness of our method
with much better HU accuracy and less image artifacts.
Index Terms—Scatter Correction, Computed Tomography,
Spectral Modulator, Flying Focal Spot

X

P1

P2
Modulator

Fig. 1. Data sampling using spectral modulator with flying focal spot
technology.

I. I NTRODUCTION

-RAY scatter is one of the major challenges for wide
coverage computed tomography (CT) such as flat-panel
detector based cone-beam CT (CBCT), as it could significantly degrade image contrast and cause severe artifacts in
reconstructed CT images. In order to improve image quality
and promote quantitative imaging in CBCT, numerous scatter
correction methods have been developed in the literature [1].
Modulation of the X-ray source in computed tomography
(CT) has been actively investigated in both academia and
industry in recent years, such as the primary modulator for
scatter correction and dual-energy CT [2], [3], the splitting filter in twin-beam dual-energy CT by Siemens [4], the dynamic
bowtie filter [5], and the dynamic fluence field modulation [6]
and the associated spatial-spectral modulator [7]. Recently, a
new concept of multi-energy cone-beam CT using a spectral
modulator and flying focal spot technology (SMFFS) has
been proposed by our group [8], which has advantages of no
significant sparsity or misalignment in data sampling and could
potentially enable full-scale cone-beam CT spectral imaging
and simultaneous scatter correction capabilities.
Due to the different X-ray spectra during data acquisition,
correcting for scatter using SMFFS needs careful consideration and its related algorithm highly depends on the design
This project was supported in part by the New Faculty Startup Fund from
Tsinghua University, Beijing, China. Hewei Gao and Tao Zhang are with the
Department of Engineering Physics, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084,
China; N. Robert Bennett and Adam Wang are with the Department of
Radiology, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, USA.
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and implementation of SMFFS. In this work, we proposed
two scatter estimation methods for SMFFS, where a twodimensional modulator along with two focal spot positions
are of interest. Specifically, by taking advantage of X-ray
physics in SMFFS, a scatter estimation after residual spectrum
linearization and another one based on spectral property of
scatter are explored, respectively.
Experiments using a Catphan c 600 phantom on a tabletop
cone-beam CT system are conducted with a copper modulator
and by moving the X-ray tube by 1.235 mm in the X direction,
to mimic the focal spot deflection. Preliminary results demonstrate the effectiveness of scatter correction from SMFFS.
II. S PECTRAL M ODULATOR WITH F LYING F OCAL S POT
As illustrated in Fig. 1, a spectral modulator is made of
partially attenuating blockers and placed between the X-ray
source and the scanned object. The modulator attenuates the
intensities for some of the X-ray beam and filters their spectra
to essentially generate low- and high-energy projection data
as well. As a stationary filter with respect to the X-ray source,
such a spectral modulator has advantages of simplicity in
mechanical design and practical implementations. However,
a stationary modulator alone suffers from data sparsity or
misalignment of projection rays in terms of spectral data
sampling, especially for circular scan trajectories such as
cone-beam CT imaging. By moving the source point with
flying focal spot technology, one can achieve much better
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data sampling with no significant sparsity or misalignment as
shown in Fig. 1 and analyzed in [8].
For SMFFS, when a focal spot FSk whose position is
labeled as k fires, the measured X-ray signal at a detector
element (i, j) can be expressed as:
Itk (i, j) = Ipk (i, j) + Isk (i, j).,

(1)

where, Ipk (i, j) and Isk (i, j) denote the intensities of primary
after modulation and the scatter, respectively, at source position k. The modulated primary, Ipk (i, j), can be further written
as:
Z
Ipk (i, j) = Sk (E, i, j)e−um (E)Tmk (i,j) e−uo (E)Lk (i,j) dE.

(2)
Here, Sk (E, i, j) is the X-ray flux at energy E; uo (E) and
Lk (i, j) are the linear attenuation coefficients and the pathlength of projection ray of the scanned object; and um (E) and
Tmk (i, j) are the linear attenuation coefficient and thickness
of the modulator, respectively. In general, the modulation
function of a spectral modulator in a polychromatic CT system
is mainly determined by the material and thickness of the
modulator, which can be defined as:
R
Sk (E, i, j)e−um (E)Tmk (i,j) dE
Imk (i, j)
R
=
,
mk (i, j) =
Iorik (i, j)
Sk (E, i, j)dE
(3)
where, Iorik (i, j) and Imk (i, j) are the intensities of X-ray
beam before and after passing through the modulator.
As investigated in the literature, scatter is mostly dominated
by low-frequency components [2], [9]. In SMFFS, it is further
assumed that there is a strong correlation between scatter
distributions at varying focal spot positions when the flying
distance is relatively small [8]. Based on our experience, it is
also safe to assume that the low- and high-energy projection
rays are aligned quite well (i.e., L1 (i, j) = L2 (i, j) = L(i, j)),
and their scatter share the same distribution (i.e., Is1 (i, j) =
Is2 (i, j) = Is (i, j)). In the following section, two ideas are
proposed to estimate Is (i, j) for each and every detector
element (i, j). For simplicity, we omit the expression (i, j)
from the variables, e.g., Itk represents Itk (i, j) with the source
point at position k.
III. S CATTER C ORRECTION FROM SMFFS
A. Scatter estimation after Residual Spectrum Linearization
(SErsl )
Using the similarity of the scatter distributions between the
two focal spot positions, one can eliminate the scatter term Is
in Eq. (1) by a subtraction, i.e.,
Z
It2 − It1 = Sres (E)e−uo (E)L dE,
(4)

where, Sres (E) = S2 (E)e−um (E)Tm2 − S1 (E)e−um (E)Tm1
is the residual spectrum after subtracting the high-energy
spectrum at focal spot position FS1 from the low-energy
one at focal spot position FS2 . In Eq. (4), by assuming
a single-material object being scanned, the path-length L
can be obtained from a conventional linearization mapping

based on the residual spectrum. Therefore, eventually a scatter
distribution can be estimated like this:
Z
Is = It1 − S1 (E)e−um (E)Tm1 e−uo (E)L dE
Z
= It2 − S2 (E)e−um (E)Tm2 e−uo (E)L dE.
(5)
Thus SErsl algorithm can be implemented as follows:

STEP-1: Obtain the residual spectrum Sres (E) from
S1 (E) and S2 (E);
STEP-2: Compute path-length L based on the residual
spectrum using Eq. (4);
STEP-3: Get scatter estimation through Eq. (5);

B. Scatter Estimation based on Spectral Compensation for
Modulator (SEsps )
Based on a spectral property of scatter in Ref. [10], after
applying a beam hardening correction (BHC) for ptk =
− ln(Itk /Imk ) using a mapping function fk at focal spot
position k, when going back to the pre-logarithm domain, Itk
will be essentially changed to It0k as
It0k = Imk e−fk (ptk )
≈ Imk e−fk (ppk ) + Is fk0 (ptk )e−fk (ptk )+ptk .

(6)

Here, ppk = − ln(Ipk /Imk ), fk0 is the first derivative of fk .
Therefore, as proposed in Ref. [10] the scatter term can be
analytically approximated by

Im1 Im2 e−f1 (pt1 ) − e−f2 (pt2 )
.
Is ≈
Im2 f10 (pt1 )e−f1 (pt1 )+pt1 − Im1 f20 (pt2 )e−f2 (pt2 )+pt2
(7)
I
Here, ptk is the total projection written as − ln Imtk , fi is
k
the beam hardening correction function and fi0 is the first
order derivative of fi . As a result, scatter estimation can
be generated using Eq. (7) directly. Also, SEsps can be
implemented in an iterative manner, with corresponding
pseudo codes demonstrated as follows:
STEP-1: initial Is0 , stop criteria and Niter ;
STEP-2: for iter = 1 : Niter doiter−1 
It1 −Is
;
STEP-3: piter
t1 = − ln
Im1

iter−1 
It2 −Is
STEP-4: piter
;
t2 = − ln
Im2
STEP-5:
Take corrected piter
and
piter
into Eq. (7) to
t1
t2
generate residual scatter ∆Is ;
STEP-6: Isiter = Isiter−1 + ∆Is ;
STEP-7:
if |∆Is | < stop criteria then stop early and
return final Is = Isiter .
STEP-8: maximum iterations reached and return the final
Is = IsNiter .
After scatter estimation using either SErsl or SEsps , a
smoothing can be applied to the estimated scatter as a typical
processing step in scatter correction. Once the estimated scatter
is removed from the measured CT data, a spectral compen-
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Reference Scatter
FBM Primary

3000

TABLE I
I MAGING PARAMETERS IN O UR E XPERIMENT

Values

X-ray source

Voltage
Current
Pulse width

120 kVp
10 mA
13 mS

Geometry

Detector size
Source-to-modulator distance
Source-to-isocenter distance
Source-to -detector distance
Deflection of focal spot

0.388 mm
243.9 mm
860.9 mm
1419.6 mm
1.235 mm

thickness
Spacing

0.42 mm
0.889 mm

Copper Modulator

sation for modulator can also be implemented to remove the
spectral non-uniformity [11].
It is worth noting that for a modulator type approach
the gantry vibration might be an issue in practical applications. The algorithms developed here included an adaptive
approach to getting the effective modulator thicknesses across
all detector pixels, which can be used to compensate for
such a vibration if repeatable. In the literature, a modulatordatabase based registration and interpolation approach has
been developed to resolve the gantry vibration as well [12],
[13].
IV. R ESULTS
To validate our proposed scatter correction, we conducted
experiments on a tabletop cone-beam CT system, where
a Catphan c 600 phantom (The Phantom Laboratory) was
scanned at two focal spot positions separated by 1.235 mm in
the X direction. Some imaging parameters are listed in Table I
and our experiments were conducted in the following order:
at each focal spot position, fan-beam scans with a narrow
collimator were first done without the modulator (FB) and with
the modulator (FBM ), respectively. Then, cone beam scans
with a fully opened collimation were done without modulator
(CB) and with the modulator (CBM ). The standard FeldkampDavis-Kress (FDK) algorithm was used for reconstruction. The
reconstructed CT images are presented in Hounsfield units
(HU), with a CT number of -1000 for air and 0 for waterequivalent material. The overall system spectrum with and
without modulator for each detector pixel was obtained using
the same method as proposed in [11].
It is worth noting that SErsl and SEsps , are close mathematically, as demonstrated in Fig. 2. However, from practical
application and algorithm implementation point of view, they
are quite different. The SErsl method is derived by assuming
a “dual-energy” SMFFS data acquisition. It requires an additional linearization using the residual spectrum but can easily
extended to triple-energy or more. So it is compatible with
material decomposition if doable. On the contrary, the SEsps
method is derived based on a spectral property of scatter.
It needs no additional linearization beyond the conventional
beam hardening correction function.
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Fig. 2. Scatter profiles of the Catphan c 600 phantom. The SErsl and SEsps
methods are used to estimate scatter from cone-beam scan using SMFFS,
respectively. The reference scatter is obtained by subtracting the FBM from
that of the corresponding CBM , with an assumption that fan-beam scan is
free from scatter.

The Catphan c 600 phantom reconstruction is shown in
Fig. 3. The FB images can be considered to be artifact free
and are taken as reference. It is seen that the image quality
of CBM CT image is greatly improved after scatter correction
by the SErsl and SEsps methods. To quantify the correction
performance, in Table II we measure the average CT number
for the selected regions of interest (ROIs) within a uniform
region indicated in Fig. 3(a). In addition, the root mean squared
error (RMSE) for the CT number is calculated:
v
u
N
u1 X
ERMSE = t
(ui − ūi )2
(8)
N i=1

where, i is the index of the selected ROI, ui is the mean value
in HU inside the ROI i and ūi is the corresponding value in the
reference CT image from the FB scan. As listed in Table II,
the ERMES is reduced from 303.2 HU of CB reconstruction
to 13.0 HU of CBM reconstruction with SErsl , and to 3.4 HU
of CBM reconstruction with SEsps .
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this work, we presented two scatter estimation algorithms
for X-ray CT using a spectral modulator and the flying focal
spot technology. Preliminary experiments using a Catphan
phantom validated our method to be effective with better HU
accuracy and less image artifacts, with the mean squared error
of the selected ROIs reduced from 303.2 HU to 13.0 HU and
3.4 HU, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Reconstructed CT images of Catphan phantom at 120 kVp: (a) FB reconstruction as reference; (b) CB reconstruction; (c) CBM reconstruction after
scatter correction by SErsl followed by spectral compensation for modulator to get rid of the spectral non-uniformity; (d) CBM reconstruction after scatter
correction by SEsps followed by spectral compensation for modulator to get rid of the spectral non-uniformity; Display window: [-300 HU,500 HU].
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A phantom Study on Exploring the Accuracy of
the Weighted CT Dose Index for Multi-detector
CT
Jingwen Zhuang, Yaguang Lu, Mei Bai

Abstract—The main objective of the current research was to
investigate the accuracy of CT dose index (CTDI) for MDCT with
an enlarged beam width using polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA)
phantom and to explore integration length necessary to assess
radiation dose delivered to patients preliminarily. Dose profiles in
PMMA phantom for three different CT scanners were derived in
helical mode using 100, 120,140 tube voltages and 4.8mm~57.6mm
collimations. The CTDIs for center, periphery and weighted with
100mm, 150mm and 200mm integration lengths and the
corresponding CTDI efficiencies were calculated. CTDI100, w
efficiencies of head phantom are 88.32%±0.82%, 88.26%±1.76%
and 82.59%±1.04% for 0~20mm, 20mm~40mm and above 40mm
collimations, while the CTDI100, w efficiencies of body phantom are
88.15%±1.47%, 87.45%±1.29% and 78.28%±1.08%. The error of
CTDI100, w for body phantom can even reach 22.69% for 57.6mm
beam collimation. The weighted CTDI150 efficiencies of head and
body phantoms are 95.72%~98.64% and 93.37%~99.83%,
respectively, while the weighted CTDI200 efficiencies can reach
99.04%~100.00% and 98.87%~100.00%, respectively. The
CTDI100, w efficiencies decrease when beam collimations are
increased and the error of CTDI100, w rises when beam
collimations are widened. For MDCT with wider beam
collimations, CTDI100, w should be modified. Extending the
integration length of CTDI could improve the accuracy of CTDI.
After initial exploration, for MDCT with collimation shorter than
60mm, using CTDI with 200mm integration length to evaluate the
radiation dose would be more appropriate.
Index Terms—MDCT; radiation dose; CTDI

I. INTRODUCTION

A

S the continuously upgrade, CT has been widely used in
medical procedures and has become an indispensable tool
for medical diagnosis and treatment [1]. However, the
rising radiation dose to the patient population from CT
examinations has drawn more and more attention of the public
[2]
. Therefore, it is important to do further research on reducing
radiation dose from CT examinations [3]. To reduce radiation
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dose delivered to patients, first of all, convenient and accurate
dose measurement is essential.
CT dose index (CTDI), as a widely used metric for the dose
performance of a CT scanner, is defined to characterize the
radiation dose properties [4]. CTDI was originally defined as the
integral of the dose profile with an integration length from -∞ to
+∞ along z axis[5], i.e. CTDI∞. CTDI∞ can evaluate the radiation
dose accurately but is obtained difficultly. In order to simplify
measurement, CTDI100 was introduced and its integration
length is normalized to 100mm along z axis, and it currently
becomes one of the recognized indicators which can reflect the
radiation dose of CT scans [6]. In addition to CTDI100，
weighted CTDI (CTDIw) and volume CTDI (CTDIvol), both
calculated using CTDI100, were also frequently used to reflect
the radiation dose of CT scans.
CTDI100, as one of the most important indicators to reflect the
level of radiation dose, its accuracy has been discussed by some
studies [7-10]. Mori et al found that CTDI100 was 60% of CTDI∞
at the center of phantom and 80% of CTDI∞ at the periphery of
phantom, respectively, while the body phantom was scanned
using 10mm beam width on a prototype 256-slice CT
scanner[11]. The study of Nakonechny et al indicated that the
ratio of CTDI∞ to CTDI100 is about 1.3 at the center of body
phantom while using 3–20 mm beam widths [12]. Gancheva et al
reported that for CT imaging system，CTDI with an
integration length of 100mm underestimated the results, and the
underestimation of CTDIvol is about 14 % while beam width
was 32mm [13]. These studies have made great efforts to explore
the accuracy for CT dose measurement. So far as we concerned
there are much less studies which investigate the accuracy of
CTDI100 systematically by experiment through using different
scan conditions and different CT scanners.
In the current study, CTDI∞ and CTDI with different
integration
lengths
were
obtained
using

polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) phantom with
different scan parameters and CT scanners. To investigate
the accuracy of CTDI with different integration length for
multi-detector CT, the CTDI with different integration lengths
was compared with the corresponding CTDI∞. In this way, the
necessary integration length would also be acquired
preliminarily. The accuracy of radiation dose assessment would
therefore be improved in the following clinical research and
applications.
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II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Measurements were performed on three different CT
scanners: Siemens SOMATOM Definition Flash CT scanner
(Siemens AG, Forchheim, Germany) with 64-row-detector, and
Siemens SOMATOM Force CT scanner with 96-row-detector
(Siemens AG, Forchheim, Germany). To obtain dose profiles
the Piranha x-ray multi-meter equipped with a CT-SD 16
radiation detector (RTI Electronics AB, Mölndal, Sweden) was
used in the current study. The CT-SD 16 detector is shaped like
a CT pencil ionization chamber, and a submillimeter-thick
solid-state radiation detector was placed in the middle of it.
Using CT-SD 16 to measure CTDI is equivalent to
using ionization chamber [14]. Two standard dosimetry PMMA
phantoms with a length of 150mm were used: one head
phantom with a diameter of 160mm and one body phantom
with a diameter of 320mm. Both phantoms contain five holes:
one is located in the center and others are around the periphery
at “12 o‟clock”, “3 o‟clock”, “6 o‟clock”, “9 o‟clock”,
respectively.
A. Dose profiles acquisition
The PMMA phantom was placed on the examining table of
the CT scanner with the CT-SD 16 detector inserted into one of
the center or peripheral holes, the CT dose data were collected
by a computer and used to generate a dose profile, and
„corrected‟ option on the computer software was selected to
make the dose profile corrected with respect to the angular
dependence. The dose profile of x-ray beam was derived by
scanning the whole phantom in a helical mode. The dose
profiles of the central position and the four peripheral positions
using the same exposure parameters were measured
successively.
Some scan parameters were unchanged for all of the three CT
scanners in the whole process: 160mA tube current, 1.0 pitch
(or approximately equal to 1.0), 1.0s rotation time and 5mm
slice thickness, while others were altered. For GE Discovery
CT750 HD scanner the dose profiles were obtained using the
following altered parameters: 100, 120 and 140 tube voltages,
20mm and 40mm beam collimations. For Siemens
SOMATOM Definition Flash CT scanner, the dose profiles
were derived using 100, 120 and 140 tube voltages, 16×0.3mm,
16×0.6mm, 20×0.6m, 40×0.6mm, 32×1.2mm and 128×0.6mm
nominal beam collimations. And for Siemens SOMATOM
Force CT scanner the dose profiles were derived using 100, 120
and 140 tube voltages, 64×0.6m, 128×0.6mm, 48×1.2mm and
192×0.6mm nominal beam collimations.

B. CTDI and CTDIw with different integration lengths
CTDI with different integration lengths (CTDIL) were
determined by [15]
CTDI L 

1
T



L/ 2

 L/2

D( z )dz

(1)
Where L is the dose integral length whose unit is mm, T is the
beam collimation width at the isocenter, and D(z) is the dose
profile along z axis. CTDI100, CTDI150, and CTDI200 of different
CT scanners with different scan parameters were calculated by
the corresponding dose profiles using the equation above.
CTDI∞ were derived by computing the integration, and the

integration length was the length of the whole dose profile.
CTDIw with different integration lengths (CTDIL, w) were
determined by
1
2
CTDI L, w  CTDI L,c  CTDI L, p
3
3

(2)
where CTDIL, c and CTDIL, p represent CTDI with integral
length L measured at the center and periphery of the PMMA
phantoms, respectively. CTDI100, w, CTDI150, w, CTDI200, w and
CTDI∞, w of different CT scanners with different scan
parameters were calculated using the equation above in the
current study.
C. Comparison between CTDI100, CTDI150, CTDI200 and
CTDI∞
To compare CTDI100, CTDI150, CTDI200 with CTDI∞,
respectively, CTDI100 efficiency, CTDI150 efficiency and
CTDI200 efficiency were calculated as [16]:
CTDI L, j efficiency 

CTDI L, j

(3)

CTDI , j

Where j= c for the center, p for the periphery and w for the
weighted, and L is the dose integral length (i.e. 100, 150, 200).
CTDI100,w efficiency, CTDI150,w efficiency and CTDI200,w
efficiency were calculated, meanwhile CTDI100 efficiency,
CTDI150 efficiency and CTDI200 efficiency at the center and
periphery of the PMMA phantoms were also obtained
according to equation 3 in the current study.
III. RESULTS
The dose profiles of position A (i.e. isocenter) determined
using head phantom at 120kV tube voltage and four different
nominal collimations for Siemens SOMATOM Force CT
scanner are displayed in figure 1. As is shown in figure 1, the
dose profiles reach peak values at the point of 114mm, 118mm,
125mm and 113mm along z axis, and the lengths of the dose
profiles along z axis are approximately 174mm, 199mm,
223mm and 224mm for 64×0.6m, 128×0.6mm, 48×1.2m,
192×0.6mm nominal collimations, respectively. It indicates
that the length of the dose profile is increasing with the nominal
collimation widening.

Fig.1 The dose profiles of position A determined using head phantom at 120kV
tube voltage, and different collimations for Siemens SOMATOM Force CT
scanner

The CTDI100, w efficiencies, the CTDI100, c efficiencies and
the CTDI100, p efficiencies acquired using the head phantom at
120kVp are illustrated in Figure 2(a). According to the figure,
the values of the CTDI100, w efficiencies for 4.8mm, 6.0mm,
12.0mm, 19.2mm, 38.4mm and 57.6mm beam collimations are
88.81%, 88.27%, 88.20%,88.59%, 86.54% and 81.76%.
Figure 2(b) shows the CTDI100, w efficiencies, the CTDI100, c
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efficiencies and the CTDI100, p efficiencies for the body
phantom at 120kVp.
The CTDI100, w efficiencies are decreasing with increased
beam collimation. As shown in table 1, the values of the
CTDI100, w efficiencies determined with the head and the body
phantom are 88.81%~89.59% and 88.01%~ 91.55% for 4.8mm
beam collimation, 86.54%~87.61% and 86.57%~ 88.92% for
38.4mm beam collimation. Remarkably, these values are only
81.76%~ 83.75% and 77.31% ~79.45% for 57.6mm beam
collimation. Moreover, the CTDI100 efficiencies for the center
are lower than the CTDI100 efficiencies for the periphery, while
the weighted CTDI100 efficiencies are intermediate.

TABLE I
THE CTDI100, W EFFICIENCIES DETERMINED USING DIFFERENT TUBE VOLTAGES
MEASURED IN HEAD AND BODY PHANTOMS FOR THE SIEMENS CT SCANNERS.
CTDI100, w efficiency (%)
Beam
collim
ation
(mm)

100KV
head
phantom

body
phantom

head
phantom

body
phantom

head
phantom

body
phantom

4.8
6
12
19.2
38.4
57.6

89.59
89.11
88.74
88.69
87.61
83.75

91.55
90.06
89.34
87.52
88.92
79.45

88.81
88.27
88.20
88.59
86.54
81.76

88.93
88.44
88.18
87.03
87.53
77.31

88.82
87.70
87.63
88.14
86.69
82.26

88.01
87.69
87.76
85.83
86.57
78.08

120KV

140KV

Figure 3 shows the CTDI100, w efficiencies, CTDI150, w
efficiencies and CTDI200, w efficiencies for Siemens CT
scanners determined with 120kVp and different beam
collimations for head and body phantom. It could be seen from
figure 3, the values of CTDI100, w efficiencies for 120kV are
81.76%~88.81% and 77.31%~88.93% for head and body
phantom. Table 2 and table 3 lists the CTDI150, w efficiencies
and the CTDI200, w efficiencies determined using different tube
voltages measured in head and body phantoms for the Siemens
CT scanners. As can be seen from table 2 and table 3, the values
of CTDI150, w efficiencies are found to be 95.72%~98.41% and
95.02%~99.83% for head and body phantom, while the values
of CTDI200, w efficiencies can reach 99.04%~100% and
98.87%~100.00% for head and body phantom, which signifies
that the error of CTDI150 is 0.27%~4.98%, while the error of
CTDI200 is always below 1.13%.

Fig.2 For the Siemens CT scanners, the CTDI100, w efficiencies are decreasing
with increased beam collimation. Graphs show the CTDI100, w efficiencies,
CTDI100, c efficiencies and CTDI100, p efficiencies determined (a) using head
phantom, (b) using body phantom at different beam collimations

TABLE 2 THE CTDI150, W EFFICIENCIES DETERMINED USING DIFFERENT TUBE
VOLTAGES MEASURED IN HEAD AND BODY PHANTOMS FOR THE SIEMENS CT
SCANNERS.
CTDI150, w efficiency (%)
Beam
collim
ation
(mm)

100KV
head
phantom

body
phantom

head
phantom

body
phantom

head
phantom

body
phantom

4.8
6
12
19.2
38.4
57.6

98.41
98.03
98.26
98.34
95.96
95.74

99.83
99.49
99.50
98.21
95.35
96.75

98.06
97.85
98.14
98.03
95.61
95.74

99.04
99.23
98.99
97.67
95.38
95.94

97.92
97.64
97.77
98.14
95.72
95.76

98.76
98.87
98.94
97.44
95.02
96.13

120KV

140KV

TABLE 3 THE CTDI200, W EFFICIENCIES DETERMINED USING DIFFERENT TUBE
VOLTAGES MEASURED IN HEAD AND BODY PHANTOMS FOR THE SIEMENS CT
SCANNERS.
CTDI150, w efficiency (%)

Fig.3 Graphs show the CTDI100, w efficiencies, CTDI150, w efficiencies and
CTDI200, w efficiencies for Siemens CT scanners determined with 120kVp and
different beam collimations (a) for head phantom, (b) for body phantom.
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Beam
collim
ation
(mm)

100KV
head
phantom

body
phantom

head
phantom

body
phantom

head
phantom

body
phantom

4.8
6
12
19.2
38.4
57.6

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.51
99.37

100.00
100.00
100.00
99.96
99.58
99.18

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.58
99.04

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.88
98.87

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.71
99.06

100.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
99.79
98.99

120KV

140KV
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IV. DISCUSSION
It‟s noticeable that the CTDI100, w efficiencies are
decreasing with increased beam collimations. With the increase
of the beam width of multi-detector CT (MDCT) system,
CTDI100 with an integration length only 100mm will
underestimate the level of radiation dose, because the beam has
scatter tails that are larger than the total integration length [14].
In figure 1, the dose profiles of 48×1.2m and 192×0.6mm
nominal collimations cover a length of approximately 225mm
and have obvious scatter tails. The area under the dose profile,
which is almost a part of the scatter tails and is not in the
integration range of CTDI100 has been neglected. The wider
the beam width is, the larger the area overlooked becomes,
consequently, the CTDI100, w efficiencies are decreasing. The
reduction of CTDI100, w efficiencies means that the difference
between CTDI100, w and CTDI∞, w is increasing with
nominal collimation increasing. In other words, the accuracy of
CTDI100 was declining with nominal collimation increasing,
and using CTDI100 to evaluate the radiation dose of MDCT
could underestimate the result. Moreover, according to the
causes, the accuracy of CTDI is influenced by its integration
length. Altering integration length could change the neglected
area under the dose profile. Thus altering integration length has
an impact on the accuracy of CTDI.
It could be seen that the extension of integration length of
CTDI could improve the CTDI efficiency enormously and
made CTDI more accurate. According to the results, the
weighted CTDI efficiency determined using head phantom is
growing by 8.81%~13.97% and 10.41%~17.28% with
integration length extending from 100mm to 150mm and
200mm, respectively, and the weighted CTDI efficiency
determined using body phantom is increasing by
6.42%~18.63% and 8.45%~21.56%, respectively. The increase
of weighted CTDI efficiency signifies the raise of accuracy of
CTDI. After initial exploration, for MDCT with collimation
shorter than 60mm, using CTDI with 200mm integration length
to evaluate the radiation dose would be reasonable. The results
reveals that for wider collimations such as 57.6mm, 40mm and
38.4mm, the values of CTDI150, w efficiencies are more than
95%, and the values of the CTDI200, w efficiencies can exceed
99%. For other narrower collimations, the values of the
CTDI150, w efficiencies can reach above 97%, while the
values of the CTDI200, w efficiencies are almost 100%. It
implies that while beam collimations are not exceeding 20mm,
CTDI200, w is very accurate, and while beam collimations are
between 20mm and 60mm the maximum error of CTDI200, w
is lower than 1%.
Some studies have also investigated the influence of
phantom length on CTDI measurement. The simulation results
obtained by Li et al demonstrated that when the pencil
ionization chamber was placed at the phantom center, the
differences between using a 15cm length phantom and using a
175cm phantom to measure CTDI100 would not exceed 8% for
32cm diameter phantom, while the differences were only
0.9%~1.5% for 16cm diameter phantom [15]. Extending the
length of the PMMA phantom will not only increase the costs
but also make the quality assurance inconveniently. Therefore,
phantoms with 15cm length were used in the current
study. However, these results were obtained by simulation.

We will validate the accuracy of these results by
experiments in the future.
V. CONCLUSION
The accuracy of CTDI should be attached more importance
to. In this work we detected that the CTDI100, w efficiencies are
decreasing with increased beam collimations. These results are
in line with the results reported previously. The consistency
confirms the validity of the results in this work. Moreover, the
accuracy of CTDI was found to be influenced by its integration
length. For MDCT with wider beam collimations, especially
exceeding 40mm, CTDI100, w should be modified. Extending
the integration length of CTDI (i.e. extending the length of
ionization chamber) could be an effective to improve the
accuracy of CTDI. After preliminary exploration, for MDCT
with collimation shorter than 60mm, using CTDI with 200mm
integration length to evaluate the radiation dose would be more
appropriate. Improving the accuracy of CT radiation dose
assessment could make multi-detector CT scanners work more
safely and effectively, prevent medical accidents and promote
radiological diagnosis technology.
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Isotropic Ultra-High Resolution CBCT
Extremity Imaging
Using a Robotic Radiography System
Ludwig Ritschl, Marcel Beister, Magdalena Herbst and Steffen Kappler

In this paper we evaluate a new cone-beam CT scanning technique
using a robotic radiography system equipped with a dynamic
fluoroscopic detector. The method is capable of imaging the upper
extremities – hand, wrist and elbow joint with quasi-isotropic
ultra-high resolution.
The major focus during design of trajectory and acquisition
protocol was maximizing the effectively achievable spatial
resolution at clinically relevant patient dose levels. This was done
by combining a fast, un-binned detector readout mode with an
asymmetric scanning trajectory. We selected a larger X-ray tube
to isocenter distance than detector to isocenter distance to balance
the effect of the focal spot size being larger than the detector pixel
size.
In measurements with technical phantoms we were able to
demonstrate MTF values of up to 33 lp/cm (at 2% MTF). We also
investigate 3D MTF and 3D NPS measurements supported by a
theoretical model based on cascaded systems analysis to
demonstrate the high isotropy of the system’s spatial resolution
capabilities.
Index Terms—CBCT, MSK imaging, high resolution, robotic
system.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade cone-beam computed tomography (CBCT)
gained an increasing role in diagnostic imaging. This was
mainly driven by the release of several dedicated scanners for
extremity imaging. Main arguments for CBCT imaging of the
extremities instead of using MDCT (multi-detector computed
tomography) are low radiation dose, high isotropic spatial
resolution and its availability and cost efficiency [1,2].
Fieselmann et al. [3] showed that CBCT can also be performed
on a radiography device which is equipped with a dynamic
detector and combined with a robotic arm holding the detector
(Figure 1). One realization of such a system is Siemens
Multitom RAX (Siemens Healthineers AG, Forchheim,
Germany). This system has the benefit of combining a standard
radiography room with advanced CBCT functionality. From a
user’s perspective this setup might be used for optimized
diagnostic pathways within the radiology department or
releasing the workload of other CT scanners.
Early investigations showed, that diagnostic CBCT on
Multitom RAX is very suitable for MSK imaging [4,5]
especially for the extremities. Main clinical motivations are
fracture detection in a trauma setup, surgery planning and the
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the motion capabilities of Multitom
RAX. The system consists of two robotic arms with 10 degrees of
freedom.

unique capability of imaging patients in the upright weight
bearing position. Especially imaging of the wrist and carpal
bones has a very high importance since fractures in these body
regions have a very high incidence relatively to other fractures
[6,7].
In this paper we investigate a new dedicated CBCT scan mode
for the upper extremities, meaning the hand, wrist and elbow.
When designing the acquisition mode both, ease of patient
positioning, patient comfort and optimizing physical imaging
performance have been accounted for.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Cascaded systems model
The system MTF is influenced by the focal spot, the detector
and the reconstruction algorithm.
MTF(ρ) = MTFFocus (ρ) ⋅ MTFDetector (ρ) ⋅ MTFReco (ρ),

(1)

where ρ is the spatial frequency.
Here
2

MTFFocus (ρ) = 𝑒 −π(bFρ)

(2)
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is the focus MTF assuming a Gaussian distribution of the
focus with
OID
𝑏F = σ𝐹
SID
focus size projected to the isocenter. Here OID (object to
imager distance) and SID (source to imager distance) define the
magnification properties of the setup.
The detector MTF can accordingly be modeled by
MTFDetector (ρ) = |

sin (π𝑏D ρ)
π𝑏D ρ

|

(3)

with
𝑏D = du ⋅

SOD
SID

being the aperture of a detector pixel of size du after scaling it
to the isocenter. SOD is the source to object distance. Equation
3 shows the typical influence of the detector assuming an ideal
rectangular aperture of width b. In the full abstract we will also
consider the influence of the scintillator material on the detector
MTF.
Here it can be seen, that by adjusting SOD and OID the
influence of the single components on the final MTF can be
adjusted. The full abstract will show a deeper analysis of
parameter optimization with respect to optimization of spatial
resolution.

B. Acquisition protocol
The acquisition is performed using a circular trajectory over
200° around an isocenter. The position of the isocenter is
defined in such a way that the patient can put his arm on a rest
mounted on the side of the patient’s table. This enables also
imaging of immobile patients. The detector is set to an active
matrix of 1436x1436 un-binned pixels with a size 149µ. This
leads to an effective detector size of 21x21 cm. The detector
readout rate is 30 fps. The scan time is 12s, which leads to about
~350 projections for reconstruction.
The focal spot of the X-ray tube is 0.6 mm (according to IEC
guidelines).
Following the ideas in Section A the source to object distance
was set to SOD = 850 mm and the object to imager distance to
OID = 300 mm.
C. Image Reconstruction
Due to the magnification of the system the reconstructed field
of view is about 16 cm. For reconstruction a filtered
backprojection based on the implementation of FeldkampDavis-Kress (FDK) [8] has been used.
To mitigate influence of smaller system vibrations which might
become visible at such high spatial resolutions all reconstructed
data were additionally corrected for motion with an entropybased motion correction algorithm [9,10].

Figure2: Modulation transfer function (MTF) of the scan
mode.

III. RESULTS
A. In-plane MTF measurements
For MTF computation a wire phantom (QRM, Möhrendorf,
Germany) consisting of a tungsten wire with a diameter of 50µ
has been scanned with the proposed protocol. The derived
system MTF is shown in Figure 2. A 2% MTF value of 33
LP/mm allows for reconstructing at small voxel sizes.
B. 3D MTF and 3D NPS measurements
The full abstract will consist of measurements of the 3D system
MTF and the 3D noise power spectrum. Both measurements
will be motivated theoretically by a deeper analysis based on
the cascaded systems analysis introduced in chapter 2.
C. Anthropomorphic phantom measurements
In addition, we performed scans of an anthropomorphic wrist
phantom. Figure 3 shows reconstructions of axial, coronal and
sagittal planes. The voxel size is 0.2 mm³. The visual
appearance of the images indicates isotropic spatial resolution.
In the full abstract this will be investigated quantitatively.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We evaluated a novel quasi-isotropic ultra-high resolution
scanning mode dedicated for upper extremity imaging using a
robotic radiography system. MTF measurements show values
beyond 30 LP/mm. Scans of anthropomorphic phantoms and
qualitative evaluation indicate highly isotropic properties of the
system’s spatial resolution.
The proposed method might have significant impact on the
diagnostic pathway and the final treatment of patients who are
affected by trauma of the upper extremities since it enables for
fast tomographic imaging in the radiography suite with
excellent image quality.
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V: DISCLAIMER
The presented method is not commercially available. Due to
regulatory reasons, the Siemens Multitom RAX is not available
in all countries, its future availability cannot be guaranteed.
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Figure 3: From top to bottom: Coronal, axial
and sagittal slices of the reconstruction of an
anthropomorphic wrist phantom. The details in
the sagittal and coronal slice indicate a high zresolution of the system.
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Fast statistical reconstruction algorithm for a CT
scanner with flying focal spot
Robert Cierniak and Piotr Pluta

Abstract—This paper is related to the originally formulated
3D statistical model-based iterative reconstruction algorithm for
tomography with flying focal spot. The conception proposed
here is based on a continuous-to-continuous data model, and
the reconstruction problem is formulated as a shift invariant
system. The proposed approach resembles the FDK method,
significantly improving the quality of the reconstructed images
in comparison to that FBP referential algorithm, so allowing
a reduction in the x-ray dose absorbed by a patient. The
presented here approach avoids problems involved with nutating
approaches usually applied in CT scanners with dual source x-ray
tubes. Computer simulations have shown that the reconstruction
method presented here outperforms standard FDK methods with
regard to the image quality obtained and can be competitive in
terms of time of calculation.
Index Terms—dual source CT, flying focal spot, iterative
reconstruction algorithm.

M

I. I NTRODUCTION

ANY years after the ivnention of the CT, new tomograph constructions are constantly being sought. In the
beginning of 2004 medical spiral scanners were introduced
that makes use of a flying focal spot (see e.g. [1]). The flying
focal spot in the α-direction aims at inreasing the sampling
density of the integral lines in reconstruction planes, and in
the z-direction at increasing the sampling density just in zdirection. In practice, several approaches to reconstruction
problem were formulated which allow for utilization of projections obtained from scanners with the flying focal spot. One
of the most important among them is the adaptive multiple
plane reconstruction (AMPR) algorithm, representing the class
of nutating reconstruction method (see e.g. [2]). The AMPR
conception is an extention of the advanced single slice rebinning (ASSR) method (see e.g. [1]). Despite the fact that the
AMPR method is used commercially this rebinning approach
has several serious drawbacks, mainly involved with some
approximations and corrections needed to perform during
realization of reconstruction procedure. Because of the linear
nature of the operations carried out in the AMPR algorithm
the ability to suppress noise in this approach is limited. It this
context, an important circumstance is that recently the most
significant problem in medical CT has been the development
of image reconstruction methods which would enable the
reduction of the impact of measurement noise on the quality
of tomography images and thus decrease the dose of X-ray
radiation absorbed by patients during examinations. Some
of the most interesting research directions in this area are
statistical reconstruction methods, especially those belonging
Czestochowa University of Technology, Institute of Computational Intelligence, Armii Krajowej 36, Czestochowa, Poland, 42-200.
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to the MBIR (Model-Based Iterative Reconstruction) approach
[3], where a probabilistic model of the measurement signals is
taken into account. Unfortunately, those methods have some
very serious drawbacks from the theoretical and practical point
of view: for instance, if the image resolution is set to be I × I
pixels, the calculation complexity of the problem is proportional to I 4 , the statistical reconstruction procedure based on
this methodology necessitates simultaneous calculations for
all the voxels in the range of the reconstructed 3D image,
the size of the forward model matrix A is huge, and this
makes it often necessary to calculate them in every iteration of
the reconstruction algorithm. In this case, the reconstruction
problem is extremely ill-conditioned, and it is necessary to
introduce an a priori term (often referred to in the literature
as a regularization term) into the objective, and this leads to
the use of the MAP model. The problems connected with the
use of a methodology based on the D-D data model can be
reduced by using a strategy of reconstructed image processing
based on a continuous-to-continuous (C-C) data model. In previous papers we have shown how to formulate reconstruction
problems consistent with the C-C mode and with the ML
methodology for parallel scanner geometry [4], and finally for
the spiral cone-beam scanner [5]. However, an approach to the
reformulation of the reconstruction problem from parallel to
real scanner geometries, called rebinning, was applied there.
Much more convenient are FDK-type algorithms, and in this
paper, we present a conception of the direct use of spiral conebeam projections to a statistical reconstruction algorithm for
dual source CT scanner.
II. R ECONSTRUCTION A LGORITHM
Our reconstruction method is based on the well-known
maximum-likelihood (ML) estimation [7]. We propose here
an optimization formula which is consistent with the C-C data
model, in the following form:

I X
I
X
µmin = arg min 
µ



∆2s

i=1 j=1

I X
I
X
ī=1 j̄=1


µ∗ xī , yj̄ · h∆i,∆j

2 

− µ̃ (xi , yj )  ,(1)

where I is a resolution of the reconstructed image, coefficients
h∆i,∆j are precalculated according to the following relation:
h∆i,∆j = ∆α

Ψ−1
X
ψ=0

int (∆i cos ψ∆α + ∆j sin ψ∆α ) ,

(2)
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00

for the second focal spot position, where Rf d = Rf d + δRf ;
00
δRf is the focal spot deviation in radial direction, α h = αh +
δα ; δα is the focal spot deviation in angular direction for the
second focal spot position.
After the back-projection operation, an iterative reconstruction procedure according to formula (1) is performed using the
image being a sum of two above described images, namely
0
0
µ̆ (x, y) and µ̆ (x, y), i.e.:
0

00

µ̆ (x, y) = µ̆ (x, y) + µ̆ (x, y) .

Fig. 1. The movement of focal spot with flying spot technique used in our
experiments.

and µ̃ (i, j) is an image obtained by way of a back-projection
operation; ∆s is a resolution of projections in a hypothetical
parallel geometry of scanner; int (∆s) is an interpolation function used in the back-projection operation; every projection is
carried out after a rotation by ∆α .
The presence of a shift-invariant system in the optimization
problem (1) implies that this system is much better conditioned
than the least squares problem present in the D-D approach
[6].
In our considerations, we took into account the dual source
CT scanner with two flying spot positions, as shown in Fig. 1.
The focus spot position No. 1 is involved only with movement
in α-direction, and the focus spot position No. 2 corresponds
to the focal movement both in α-direction and z direction.
The conception presented here is a full 3D iterative reconstruction algorithm for spiral cone-beam scanner geometry.
This algorithm is based on the one of the principal reconstruction methods devised for the cone-beam spiral scanner, i.e.
the generalized FDK algorithm. The statistical reconstruction
method proposed by us consists of two steps, namely: a backprojection operation described by the following relations:
0

µ̆ (x, y) u
Z2π Zβm


0
Rf d
1
q
· ph β, α h , zk
2
Rf d 2 + zk2
0 −βm
0

intL (∆β) dβdα h ,

(3)

for the first focal spot position, where Rf d is the nominal
0
focus-detector distance, α h = αh + δα0 ; δα0 is the focal spot
deviation in angular direction for the first focal spot position,
and
00

µ̆ (x, y) u
00
Z2π Zβm


Rf d
00
1
q
· ph β, α h , zk
00 2
2
Rf d + zk2
0 −βm
intL (∆β) dβdα

00

h

,

(4)

(5)

Generally, it could be used any number of the focal spot
positions, which could be moved both in z and in angular α
directions.
It is worth noting that an interpolation function which is
taken into account in relation (2) has the following form:


(
|∆s|
1
1
−
for |∆s| ≤ ∆s
∆s
∆s
, (6)
intL (∆s) =
0
for |∆s | ≥ ∆s

where the optimal ∆s can be determined using the following
equation:
∆s = Rf sin ∆β ,
(7)
where Rf is the focus-isocenter distance.
There are some technical problems with the performing of
the interpolation needed during the back-projection operation
regarding the second focal spot position. A distribution of
integral lines are no more equiangular for this position and the
interpolation is performesd at the different resolution in every
case. For details regarding method for determining parameters
of geometry of scanner with the flying focal spot see e.g. [8]
and [9].
Figure 1 depicts this algorithm after discretization and
implementation of FFT which significantly accelerates the
calculations.
III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In our experiments, we have used projections obtained
from a Somatom Definition AS+ (helical mode) scanner with
the following parameters: reference tube potential 120kVp
and quality reference effective 200mAs, Rf d = 1085.6mm,
Rf = 595mm, number of views per rotation Ψ = 1152,
number of pixels in detector panel 736, detector dimensions
were 1.09mm × 1.28mm. During the experiments, the size of
the processed image was fixed at 512 × 512 pixels. A discrete
representation of the matrix h∆x,∆y was established before the
reconstruction process was started, and these coefficients were
fixed (transformed into the frequency domain) for the whole
iterative reconstruction procedure. The image obtained after
the back-projection operations was then subjected to a process
of reconstruction (optimization) using an iterative procedure.
A specially prepared result of an FBP reconstruction algorithm
was chosen as the starting point of this procedure (using
projections obtained from the first focal spot position. It is
worth noting that our reconstruction procedure was performed
without any regularization regarding the objective function
from (1). The iterative reconstruction procedure was implemented for a computer with 10 cores, i.e. with an Intel i97900X BOX/3800MHz processor (the iterative reconstruction
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position (B), all measurements were used (C).
IV. C ONCLUSION
A statistical iterative reconstruction algorithm which can be
used in practice for helical cone-beam scanners with flying
focal spot has been shown above. We have conducted computer
simulations, which proved that our reconstruction method is
very fast, above all thanks to the use of FFT algorithms and
efficient programming techniques, and it gives satisfactory
results regarding the quality of the obtained images, and perspectivelly at a significantly reduced dose of x-rays absorbed
by the patient. This algorithm is very easy to implement and
open to use multisource technique, regardless the kind of the
focal spot movement (both z and angle flying). If the image
resolution is assumed to be I × I pixels, the complexity of
the approach implemented here is proportional to I 2 log2 I.
One can note that the iterative reconstruction procedure was
performed without introducing any additional regularization
term, using only an early stopping regularization strategy. It
should be underlined that the price of the hardware used is
relatively low (about 5000 USD in both cases).
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Fig. 3. View of the reconstructed image (a case with pathological changes in
the liver) using full-dose projections with application of: the standard FDK
algorithm (A); the statistical method presented in this paper (the first focal
spot position) (B); the statistical method presented in this paper (both focal
spot positions) (C).

Fig. 4. View of the reconstructed image (a case with pathological changes
in the liver) using quarter-dose projections with application of: the standard
FDK algorithm (A); the statistical method presented in this paper (the first
focal spot position) (B); the statistical method presented in this paper (both
focal spot positions) (C).
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Denoising of X-ray projections and computed
tomography images using convolutional neural
networks without clean data
Paolo Gnudi, Bernd Schweizer, Marc Kachelrieß, and Yannick Berker

Abstract—In X-ray projections and computed tomography
(CT) imaging, image quality depends on the patient’s exposure
during the scan. Reducing the exposure reduces patients’ health
risks, but also reduces image quality due to higher noise in the
image. A denoising technique preserving image features enables
the acquisition of low-dose images without losing too much
information. In this work, the performance of convolutional
neural networks in denoising X-ray projections and CT images
was evaluated. The peculiarity of the network is that it does not
require the usage of clean data for training: instead, two or more
independent noise realizations of each image are input during
training. The network output was compared with that of a
network trained using clean images, as well as images filtered
using three conventional filters, namely Gaussian, Median and
Bilateral. The results of this work indicate that the absence of
clean images during training does not prevent the network from
learning a good denoising model. In all examined cases, the
performance of the deep-learning approaches provided better
results than the selected filters. It is also shown that, whether
clean images were used during training or not, each model has a
denoising validity range related to the noise level of the training
data.
Index Terms—Convolutional neural networks, CT denoising,
X-ray denoising, medical image denoising.

N

I. INTRODUCTION

OISE is present in virtually all types of acquired images,
regardless of whether they are photographs or medical
images, reducing the visibility of low-contrast objects. This
loss of information can become a serious issue, especially in
medical imaging. Some effort has been targeted at reducing
noise by optimizing acquisition parameters: for example,
using longer acquisition times usually increases the signal-tonoise ratio, but is not always practical in medical imaging due
to issues such as patient comfort and the higher operating
costs. In some medical imaging techniques, such as X-ray and
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CT imaging, a longer acquisition time also exposes the patient
to a higher quantity of radiation, which should be avoided.
Various software techniques, such as image filtering, have
been developed to reduce noise in medical imaging, so that
noise removal has become an essential practice in medical
imaging applications. Among all denoising techniques, the
most recent ones are based on machine learning (ML), having
shown very promising performance in image denoising, often
superior to image filtering approaches [1, 2]. In this work, we
compare the performance of different denoising approaches
when applied to X-ray projections and CT images. These
approaches comprise two ML techniques as well as three
conventional denoising filters (Gaussian, Bilateral and
Median). The first machine learning approach tested in this
work follows the so-called “Noise2Clean” approach, requiring
pairs of noisy and clean images during training in order to
accomplish the denoising task. The second machine-learning
approach (“Noise2Noise”) was recently proposed by Lehtinen
et al. [2]. The innovation of this approach is that it does not
require clean images to learn how to restore noisy images.
The aim of the work is to evaluate which of these denoising
tools is most suitable for X-ray applications. We investigated
if, as expected, the ML approaches show superior performance
than image filtering. The results of the noise-to-noise and
noise-to-clean approaches were compared, and the impact of
two loss functions (MSE and MAE) on the noise-to-noise
results was investigated. Moreover, the range of validity of the
learned denoising model, in dependence of the noise level of
the training data, was investigated.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. U-Net architecture
The machine-learning approaches used in this work are based
on the U-Net, a particular kind of convolutional neural
network (CNNs) that has been effective in noise removal
[2, 3] although originally proposed for biomedical (semantic)
image segmentation [4]. The architecture can be divided in an
encoding and a decoding part.
In the encoding part, the information is encoded via spatial
dimension reduction, while in the decoding part the
information is decoded via spatial dimension increase. This
structure produces levels where the inputs of the encoder part
have the same dimension as the outputs of the decoder part.
One peculiarity of U-Nets are the skip connections between
the encoding outputs and the decoding inputs of the same
level. The concatenation between inputs and outputs gives U-
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Nets the ability to maintain high-level as well as low-level
features at the same time.
B. Noise2Clean and Noise2Noise approaches
A denoising model can be obtained by training a CNN
regression model with a large number of training pairs (x̂; x)
of noisy inputs x̂ and clean images x. In such cases, the
training inputs are the noisy images and the training targets are
the clean images (Noise2Clean). The network is trained to
output an image matching the clean input image as well as
possible, as measured by a loss function, learning to denoise a
noisy image by looking at both noisy and clean images. One
of the problems in this approach is to find a sufficient number
of clean targets to train the model.
Lehtinen et al. demonstrated that this denoising task could be
accomplished also without clean images [2]. They trained a UNet with noisy images as training instances and another noisy
realization of the training instances as targets (Noise2Noise).
In such a situation, the network is forced to learn to reproduce
the second noisy realization, which is an impossible task
because of the random behavior of the noise. Still, through a
large number of training samples, the network learns to
reproduce an average representation instead, which yields the
desired denoising effect. In their work, the authors showed
that, for noise removal in magnetic resonance imaging, the
results produced with Noise2Noise are comparable with the
ones produced with Noise2Clean.
The Noise2Noise technique is particularly suitable to train a
denoising model for medical applications, because sometimes
it can be challenging to obtain enough clean training targets.
The Noise2Noise approach solves this problem not least
because with three noisy realizations of the same image, six
training pairs can be produced. In general, if N is the number
of noisy realizations per image and I is the total number of
available images, the number of possible training pairs is
I ⋅ (N ⋅ (N – 1)).
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
For both X-ray and CT imaging data sets described in the
following, we trained different Noise2Noise and Noise2Clean
models by changing the loss function used during training and
the targets in the training set, all the while using the same UNet structure.
We used the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as a metric to
compare the output images to their clean references. On each
test set, we also applied Gaussian, Bilateral and Median filters
in order to compare their denoising capabilities with those of
the ML approaches. For each filter, the best setting was
determined image by image in order to ensure the best filter
performance. To test the limits of the models, for both
imaging techniques, we investigated the output noise level as a
function of various input noise levels different from the noise
level of the training data.
A. Simulated X-ray dataset
Clean images of the X-ray dataset were simulated projections,
produced using the Extended Cardiac Torso (XCAT)
simulation framework, a command line application capable of
producing realistic digital human phantoms [5]. Noisy images
were obtained from the simulated clean projections by

TABLE I
NETWORKS TRAINED ON X-RAY PROJECTIONS
Trained network

Loss function

Noise2Noise
Noise2Noise
Noise2Clean

MSE
MAE
MSE

computing two independent Poisson noise realizations. In
total, we simulated 100 digital human phantoms with varying
organ geometry and, for each phantom, projections at 63
different projection angles. In order to avoid different
projections of the same phantom to be in the training set and
the test set, the data were divided by phantom into 80 training
and 20 test phantoms. This produced a training set composed
by 10,080 images and a test set of 1,000 images. Table I
shows the trained networks together with the adopted loss
function for this dataset.
Before being fed to the network, all noisy and clean slices
were rescaled roughly into the [0, 1] range: clean slices were
rescaled by dividing all pixels in an image by the maximum
pixel value of the image itself. The noisy images were rescaled
by dividing each pixel by the maximum of the respective clean
image. This produced noisy images where some pixel values
were greater than 1; negative pixel values were not present in
this dataset due to the non-negativity of the Poisson
distribution. For the construction of the training set to be used
with the Noise2Noise approach, two different noisy
realizations per clean slice were used. The baseline PSNR of
this dataset was 29.91 dB.
B. Real CT dataset
Approximately clean CT slices were obtained from part of the
DeepLesion dataset released by the National Institutes of
Health (NIH) Clinical Center [6], which consists of 32,120
axial CT slices from 10,594 studies of 4,427 unique patients.
The clean slices were rescaled by dividing all images by the
highest pixel value of the entire dataset.
Noise was added after rescaling the clean images. Again,
noisy images were artificially obtained starting from the clean
slices. In CT images, noise is similar to Gaussian noise,
because in back-projection of a Poisson-corrupted sinogram,
all noise contributions are added over the entire image plane.
We decided to add an approximation of this type of noise,
namely, additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) before
feeding images to the network.
Two training and test sets at two different baseline PSNRs
were created: one at 24.44 dB and another at 18.66 dB. Each
training set consisted of 10,000 images, and each test set of
1,000 images. In addition, using the MSE loss function, we
trained a Noise2Noise network for the training set at 18.66 dB.
Table II summarizes the trained networks together with the
adopted loss function for the CT dataset.
TABLE II
NETWORKS TRAINED ON CT SLICES
Trained network

Noise level [dB]

Loss function

Noise2Noise
Noise2Noise
Noise2Clean
Noise2Noise

24.44
24.44
24.44
18.66

MSE
MAE
MSE
MSE
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 1: Comparison between (a) noisy input (31.57 dB), (b) clean reference and (c) prediction of the Noise2Noise model trained with the MSE loss (38.36 dB).

C. Network architecture
The network used in this work is directly inspired by the one
proposed previously [2], a U-Net with six levels. In the
encoding part, except for the first layer, the dimensional
reduction is performed by a series of 2D convolutions with 48
feature maps each and max pooling. In the decoding part, upsampling is performed by an up-sampling layer, plus two
consecutive 2D convolutions with 96 feature maps each. Each
level of the encoding part is concatenated to the same level of
the decoding part. Leaky ReLUs (α = 0.1) were used as
activation functions for all layers except for the output layer,
where a linear activation function was adopted. The initial
learning rate was set to 0.001 with a reduction to its half after
two epochs in which the PSNR did not improve during testing.
IV. RESULTS
A. Denoised X-ray projections
Table III shows the results in terms of PSNR obtained by
applying different denoising tools on the X-ray projection test
set. The experimental results show that the Noise2Noise
network showed better performance when trained with the
MSE loss instead of the MAE loss. Among all ML approaches
the Noise2Clean showed the best performance. It is important
to notice that independently of the approach and the adopted
loss function, the ML methods are superior to all tested filters.
Figure 1 shows the comparison between the noisy input, the
clean reference and the prediction of the Noise2Noise model
trained with the MSE loss.
The Noise2Noise and Noise2Clean trained networks were
applied to different noisy realizations of the same input image
in a PSNR range between 14.80 dB to 50.06 dB. Figure 2
shows the PSNR of the predictions by both models over the
input PSNR, as well as the model gain (output – input PSNR).
TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE X-RAY DATASET (BASELINE PSNR 29.91 dB)
Tool
Noise2Noise MAE loss
Noise2Noise MSE loss
Noise2Clean MSE loss
Gaussian filter
Bilateral filter
Median filter
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Mean PSNR [dB]
37.66
39.34
40.54
35.09
35.22
35.71

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2: Behavior of the Noise2Noise (solid blue) and Noise2Clean (dotted red)
models trained with the MSE loss function for different noise levels of the
same input image. (a) Output PSNR and (b) PSNR gain over input PSNR.
Both models were trained on a baseline PSNR of 29.91 dB.

Both models show a similar behavior. The output PSNR
increases until the input PSNR is around 35 dB, which is when
it starts to decrease (Fig. 2a), indicating that the network’s
learned denoising model is valid in a high-to-moderate range
of noise. When the input image PSNR is higher than 40 dB,
both learned models start to deteriorate the image instead of
restoring it. Figure 2b reveals a non-linear gain behavior in the
region of very high-moderate noise level ([15, 32] dB). For an
input PSNR in the range [15, 22] dB, the gain of both
networks starts to saturate, suggesting that the learned model
has the same denoising effect on very-high-level-noise
images, regardless of the value of the input PSNR.
B. Denoised CT slices
Tables IV and V show the results of the various tools used to
denoise the CT slices of the two test sets with the two different
noise levels. Also in case of high-moderate noise level, the
Noise2Noise model performs better compared to the three
conventional filters. In case of moderate noise level, the mean
predicted PSNR of the Noise2Noise model trained with the
TABLE IV
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE CT DATASET (BASELINE PSNR 24.44 dB)
Tool
Noise2Noise MAE loss
Noise2Noise MSE loss
Noise2Clean MSE loss
Gaussian filter
Bilateral filter
Median filter

Mean PSNR [dB]
41.80
42.09
40.63
34.25
35.09
33.48
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TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE CT DATASET (BASELINE PSNR 18.66 dB)
Tool

(b)

Mean PSNR [dB]

Noise2Noise MSE loss
Gaussian filter
Bilateral filter
Median filter

30.01
26.94
27.22
25.30

MAE loss is 41.80 dB, while the predicted PSNR of the model
trained with the MSE loss is 42.09 dB. The performance of the
Noise2Noise model, independently from the adopted loss
function during training, is better than the performance of the
Noise2Clean model.
Figure 3 shows the comparison between the noisy input, the
clean reference and the prediction of the Noise2Noise model
trained with the MSE loss. It can be noticed that the network
was able to restore the image preserving the patient’s
anatomical structures without the introduction of artifacts in
the predicted image. Figure 4 shows the behavior of the two
Noise2Noise models trained with the MSE loss function at
two different noise levels (24.44 dB and 18.66 dB) when
applied to different noise realizations of the same clean image
in a PSNR range between 3.61 dB and 46.51 dB.
Both models present a similar behavior. While the input PSNR
is in the range [3, 30] dB (Fig. 4a), the output PSNR of both
models increases, indicating a denoising effect. For input
PSNRs lower than 16 dB, the model trained at 18.66 dB
performs better than the model trained at 24.44 dB; the inverse
is true for the input PSNR range [16, 30] dB. Around 30 dB
the output PSNR of both models starts to saturate, leading to
lower output than input PSNRs starting from 35 and 45 dB,
respectively.
V. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 4: Behavior of the Noise2Noise network trained at 24.44 dB (solid blue)
and trained at 18.66 dB (dotted red) for different noise levels of the same
input image. (a) Output PSNR and (b) PSNR gain over input PSNR.

of noise in the training data. Results should be confirmed
using additional metrics beyond PSNR.
More generally, the experimental results, especially for the CT
dataset, suggest a possible application of ML methods in
reducing patient exposure during image acquisition without
loss of important information. The Noise2Noise method is
particularly suitable to train denoising algorithms for all those
imaging modalities which are inherently noisy (e.g. positron
emission tomography, ultrasound) and where clean targets are
not available. Since each scanner and reconstruction mode is
characterized by their own noise, a different denoising model
trained on images of each combination may be required.
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Projection-Domain Iteration to Estimate
Unreliable Measurements
Gengsheng L. Zeng

Abstract—Due to the beam-hardening effect of the broad energy
spectrum of the x-ray source in computed tomography (CT), the
reconstructed images usually suffer from severe artifacts when
metallic objects are being imaged. Metal artifact correction
methods are usually sophisticated and not practical, especially in
some non-medical applications, in which the linear attenuation
coefficients are unknown. This paper suggests a simple and
effective algorithm to estimate the unreliable measurements. The
proposed algorithm is an iterative algorithm, in which the iteration
is performed in the projection domain, while the objective function
is set up in the image domain. The final image is reconstructed with
the conventional filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm. The
feasibility of the proposed method is verified with airport bags that
contain some unknown metals.
Index Terms—CT artifacts, metal artifact reduction, beamhardening effects, X-ray CT

I. INTRODUCTION

I

n airport bag CT scans, almost every bag contains some
unknown metallic objects. The x-ray tubes in the CT scanners
have a broad energy spectrum. The linear attenuation
coefficients of the metallic materials vary dramatically within
the energy spectrum; this dramatic variation in the linear
attenuation coefficients is not properly handled in the
reconstruction algorithms. As a result, severe streaking and
shadow artifacts appear in the reconstructed images.
Many attempts have been made to battle the metal artifacts.
For example, only the projections not affected by the metals are
used in an iterative algorithm that also has an edge-preserving
prior [1]. Other popular methods are to replace metal affected
projections with estimated values. These types of methods are
also referred to as projection completion or inpainting [2]. The
inpainting methods can use many non-linear image processing
techniques such as opening, closing, and segmentation [3].
Inpainting can also be implemented in the Fourier domain,
which is essentially lowpass filtering [4]. It is noticed that
inpainting can lose spatial resolution; the boundary information
from the FBP reconstruction (before inpainting) can be useful
[5]. Segmentation in the inpainting methods can be avoided by
using histogram deformation [6]. Some authors try to model
the polychromatic energy spectrum into the algorithm [7].
Other inpainting methods are also reported in [8-10]. Park et al
proposed a method of correcting metal artifacts due to beam
hardening based on the observation that streaking artifacts arise
mainly from the geometry of the boundaries of the metallic

objects [11]. Some methods require the knowledge of materials
involved and their parameters at different energy windows [1214]. Iterative algorithms are popular in image reconstruction
when metal objects are involved [15-17].
The total variation (TV) minimization method was used in
[18] to assist inpainting. In [18], the TV norm was evaluated in
the projection domain. In this paper, the TV norm is also used,
but the TV norm is evaluated in the image domain instead. Even
though the TV norm is evaluated in the image domain, our
proposed iteration procedure is carried out in the projection
domain. This is the unique feature of our proposed algorithm.
In airport luggage scanning, almost every bag contains
metallic objects, and their linear attenuation coefficients are
unknown. Therefore, metal artifacts in bag scans are more
unpredictable and more difficult to eliminate than in clinical
studies, where the metals are usually known. This paper
suggests a projection-domain iterative algorithm to estimate the
unreliable metal-affected projection measurements. After this
step is done, the conventional FBP algorithm is used to
reconstruct the final image. Realistic bag scan examples are
used to verify the feasibility of the proposed method.
II. METHODS
A. Motivation
The metal artifacts are the beam hardening effects, which are
nonlinearly dependent on the metallic materials. These
nonlinear effects introduce errors to the line-integral model of
the measurements. The line-integral amplitudes are distorted
when the integration lines pass through metals. Usually, the
distorted line-integral value is smaller than the true value. The
distortion is nonlinear and difficult to estimate, because the
metallic materials in the objects are unknown.
Instead of developing a mathematical model for the beam
hardening effects, this paper will take a different approach to
estimate the distorted measurements by minimizing an
objective function evaluated in the image domain.
A conventional objective function typically has a data-fidelity
term and a Bayesian term. This paper proposes an objective
function that does not have a data-fidelity term. The proposed
objective function only contains one Bayesian term, which the
TV normal of the FBP reconstruction. Our philosophy of
selecting this objective function is as follows. The distortion of
the line-integral measurements causes extra structures in the
FBP reconstruction. By minimizing the TV-norm of the FBP
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reconstruction, the extra structures (i.e., artifacts) can be
reduced.
In the proposed algorithm, the iteration is only performed for
the distorted measurements. The reliable measurements are
kept to their original values unaltered.
B. Algorithm Development
Let f be the FBP reconstruction. The image f is represented
in a two-dimensional (2D) array and fi,j is its pixel value at the
ith row and jth column. The TV norm of f is defined as
(1)
𝑇 = ∑𝑖,𝑗 √(𝑓𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑗+1 )2 + (𝑓𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖+1,𝑗 )2 .
When the quantity under the square root in (1) is positive, the
partial derivative of T with respect to pixel (i, j) is readily
calculated as [19]
𝜕𝑇
𝑈𝑖,𝑗 =
𝜕𝑓𝑖,𝑗
(𝑓𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑗+1 ) + (𝑓𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖+1,𝑗 )
=
(𝑓
√ 𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑗+1 )2 + (𝑓𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖+1,𝑗 )2
𝑓𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑗−1
+
√(𝑓𝑖,𝑗−1 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑗 )2 + (𝑓𝑖,𝑗−1 − 𝑓𝑖+1,𝑗−1 )2
𝑓𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖−1,𝑗
(2)
+
.
√(𝑓𝑖−1,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖−1,𝑗+1 )2 + (𝑓𝑖−1,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑗 )2
When the quantity under the square root is zero, the quantity
already reaches its minimum and the penalty function is no
longer needed. In this situation, it is safe to set the derivative to
zero. One easy way to handle this situation in an actual
implementation of (2) is to add a very small positive constant ,
say, 10-8, under the square roots in all denominators. Thus (2)
becomes
(𝑓𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑗+1 ) + (𝑓𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖+1,𝑗 )
𝑈𝑖,𝑗 ≈
√(𝑓𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑗+1 )2 + (𝑓𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖+1,𝑗 )2 + 𝜀
𝑓𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑗−1
+
2
√(𝑓𝑖,𝑗−1 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑗 ) + (𝑓𝑖,𝑗−1 − 𝑓𝑖+1,𝑗−1 )2 + 𝜀
𝑓𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖−1,𝑗
+
.
(3)
√(𝑓𝑖−1,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖−1,𝑗+1 )2 + (𝑓𝑖−1,𝑗 − 𝑓𝑖,𝑗 )2 + 𝜀
Thus, an iterative gradient descent algorithm to minimize the
objective function T defined in (1) is
𝑛𝑒𝑤
𝑜𝑙𝑑
(4)
𝑓𝑖,𝑗
= 𝑓𝑖,𝑗
− 𝜆𝑈𝑖,𝑗 .
Algorithm (4) is not useful, because it will make f converge to
a constant (i.e., a flat image with 𝑈𝑖,𝑗 = 0). We will now make
some modifications to (4) so that it can be useful for our
purposes.
The first modification to (4) is taking the Radon transform on
both sides of (4), obtaining
𝑜𝑙𝑑
(5)
𝑝𝑡,𝑛𝑒𝑤
 = 𝑝𝑡, − 𝜆ℜ{𝑈𝑖,𝑗 },
where  is the relaxation parameter chosen to be 0.01 in this
paper, ℜ is the Radon transform operator, and 𝑝𝑡,𝜃 = ℜ{𝑓} with
(t, ) being the measurement space coordinates. In fact, (5) is
not useful like (4), only driving Ui,j to 0.
The second modification is to multiply a mask function on
both sides of (5). In order to find this mask function, we first
use the FBP algorithm to reconstruct an initial image, which
may contain lots of metal artifacts. Select a threshold value (for
example, 1/3 of the maximum image value), and use this value
to segment the FBP reconstruction to create a metal object

2

image fmetal. The mask, denoted as maskmetal, is a function in the
projection-domain and is based on the Radon transform of fmetal.
The mask function maskmetal is 1 at the location that the Radon
transform of fmetal is positive and is 0 at the location that the
Radon transform of fmetal is 0. The mask function restricts (5)
only on the region when maskmetal is 1. Thus, (5) is further
modified as
𝑜𝑙𝑑
(6)
𝑝𝑡,𝑛𝑒𝑤
 (𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙) = 𝑝𝑡, (𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙) − 𝜆 × 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 × ℜ{𝑈𝑖,𝑗 }.
Algorithm (6) only updates the line-integral measurements that
the projection rays pt,(metal) touch the metal objects.
Algorithm (6) is still not satisfactory, because it will smooth
out all metallic objects while minimizing the TV norm (1). In
order to keep the metallic objects in the image, the imagedomain masking function fmetal can be used to hide the metals in
TV gradient image Ui,j, that is, replacing Ui,j by (Ui,j)×(1- fmetal).
At a pixel with metal, (1- fmetal) = 0. At a pixel without metal,
(1- fmetal) = 1. The final algorithm proposed in the paper is,
therefore, expressed as
𝑝𝑡,𝑛𝑒𝑤
 (𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙)
= 𝑝𝑡,𝑜𝑙𝑑
 (𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙) − 𝜆 × 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 × ℜ{𝑈𝑖,𝑗 × (1 − 𝑓𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 )}. (7)
The proposed algorithm can be implemented in the following
steps:
i)
Obtain a raw FBP reconstruction.
ii)
Use a threshold to segment a metal image, fmetal,
from the raw BPF reconstruction.
iii)
Set the raw FBP reconstruction as the initial
image and perform iterative updates for the
unreliable measurements 𝑝𝑡,𝜃(𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙) according to
Algorithm (7).
iv)
Obtain the final FBP reconstruction with the
measurements, the unreliable portions of them
have been revised by step iii.
C. Airport Bag Experiments
The original projections of airport bags were acquired with
an Imatron C300 clinical CT scanner, which was a fifth
generation CT scanner based on a scanning electron beam Xray source manufactured in the late 1990s. The original
projection data was rebinned and downsized for our
reconstruction in this paper. The number of views was 180 over
180°. The number of channels (i.e., the detection bin at each
view) was 597. The projections used the parallel-beam imaging
geometry. The reconstructed image size was 420 × 420.
III. RESULTS
Five airport-bag examples are presented here to illustrate the
feasibility of the proposed algorithm. For each example, the
following 5 images are shown: 1) the raw FBP reconstruction,
2) the segmented metal image fmetal, 3) the projection-domain
mask maskmetal, 4) the final FBP reconstruction using the
restored projections, and 5) the reconstructed image using the
image-domain TV iterative algorithm. The image-domain TV
iterative algorithm is similar to (5), by adding a data fidelity
term. The relaxation parameter for the data fidelity term was
0.001 and the relaxation parameter for the TV constraint term
was 0.0005. The number of iterations was 400 for both the
proposed projection-domain iteration algorithm and for the
image-domain iterative TV algorithm. The image-domain TV
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iterative reconstructions are presented here for the comparison
purposes.

Figure 1. Airport bag #1. (Upper row, Left) raw FBP reconstruction, (Upper
row Right) metal segmentation, (Middle row) projection mask, (Lower row,
Left) final proposed FBP reconstruction, and (Lower, Right) image-domain TV
reconstruction.

Figure 2. Airport bag #2. (Upper row, Left) raw FBP reconstruction, (Upper
row Right) metal segmentation, (Middle row) projection mask, (Lower row,
Left) final proposed FBP reconstruction, and (Lower, Right) image-domain TV
reconstruction.
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Figure 3. Airport bag #3. (Upper row, Left) raw FBP reconstruction, (Upper
row Right) metal segmentation, (Middle row) projection mask, (Lower row,
Left) final proposed FBP reconstruction, and (Lower, Right) image-domain TV
reconstruction.

Figure 4. Airport bag #4. (Upper row, Left) raw FBP reconstruction, (Upper
row Right) metal segmentation, (Middle row) projection mask, (Lower row,
Left) final proposed FBP reconstruction, and (Lower, Right) image-domain TV
reconstruction.
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purpose. The views and conclusions are those of the author and
should not be interpreted as necessarily representing the official
policies, either expressed or implied, of the U.S. Department of
Homeland Security.
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Figure 5. Airport bag #5. (Upper row, Left) raw FBP reconstruction, (Upper
row Right) metal segmentation, (Middle row) projection mask, (Lower row,
Left) final proposed FBP reconstruction, and (Lower, Right) image-domain TV
reconstruction.
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First Commercial Dual-energy MeV CT for
Container Imaging: Experimental Results
Wei Fang, Liang Li, Zhiqiang Chen, Chunguang Zong
Abstract–The MeV X-ray radiography technology has been
widely used for cargo/container imaging in customs all over the
world. The major limitation for this technology is the overlapping
problem. When complicated materials exist along the X-ray beam,
their projections are overlapped on the radiography image, making
it hard for identification. Computed tomography (CT) technology
can generate the cross-section image of an object with the
projection data measured from different angle of views by applying
certain reconstruction algorithm. So, it is of great significance and
interest to try to build a CT system for cargo imaging. The main
difficulties for building such a system include the manufacturing of
the giant CT gantry and the rotation system of the bulky
accelerators and detectors. In this paper, we report our efforts for
building world’s first dual-energy MeV CT for cargo imaging. We
will introduce the system geometric design, the accelerators and
detectors and the reconstruction and material decomposition
algorithms used in the system. Experimental reconstruction and
material decomposition results are also presented. These results
show the advantageous performance of MeV CT system for more
detailed cargo-imaging.

overlapping problem still exists in the second image. To
thoroughly solve this problem, computed tomography (CT)
technique is needed. CT imaging can provide the attenuation
coefficients map of a cross section of the cargo without
material overlapping. The MeV CT for large cargo imaging is
of big interest but has not been feasible for so many years due
to a number of constraints, including the large size of the
required CT gantry and the heavy weight of the MeV X-ray
accelerator, which need to be rotated around the scanned
object [9, 10]. In this paper, we introduce the world’s first
MeV CT cargo imaging system after years of hard work. The
system consists of two accelerators with fast 6/9 MeV
switching spectra, two arc detector arrays and a rotating
system. GPU-accelerated reconstruction and dual-energy
material decomposition algorithms are developed for this
system.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. The System Geometric Design
Fig. 1 shows the schematic drawing of the MeV cargo CT
imaging system. Two accelerators and corresponding two arc
detector arrays are fixed on a big gantry. The two accelerators
rotate around the axis for 114 degrees at the same time. The
angle between the two accelerators is also 114 degrees, which
means after the rotation the ending point of the Accelerator I is
the beginning point of the accelerator II. Thus, the whole
scanning covers overall 228 degrees, which equals the sum of
180 degrees and the fan angle (48 degrees), making a
sufficient condition for image reconstruction. The diameter for
the gantry of the MeV cargo CT system is 12.6m and the
diameter of the field of view is 5.12 m, which is big enough
for truck loaded with cargo or container passing by.

H

UNDREDS of millions of cargo transactions are
performed annually in airports, stations, and harbors all
over the world. The size of these cargos is so big that their
width and height can be up to a few meters. The contents of
these cargos are very complicated and the density of a fullloaded cargo can be up to a few thousand kilograms per cubic
meter. The cargos and containers can be illegally used for
concealing illicit materials, such as explosives, drugs, nuclear
materials, smuggled goods and even stowaways. For the
protection of homeland security, it is necessary to perform
routine security screenings on these cargos. At present, highenergy X-ray radiography with energy up to 9 MeV is the
dominant technique for this kind of inspection [1-3]. A few
well-respected companies have presented commercially
available products [4-8]. However, X-ray radiography
technique has a big limitation and that is the overlapping
problem [6]. X-ray radiography image is a projection of the
3D object, the structures along the X-ray lines are overlapped
during the projection process. One possible way to alleviate
this problem is to take a radiography image from a second
view, such as a view perpendicular to the first view. While the
Manuscript received January 16, 2020. This work was supported in part by
National Key R&D Program of China (No. 2017YFC0109103) and NSFC
11775124.
Wei Fang, Liang Li and Zhiqiang Chen are with the Department of
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II. METHODS

Fig. 1. The schematic drawing of the CT system.
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B. The Practical System
Fig. 2 presents the whole image of the inspection system.
The truck loaded with container is drugged through the CT
gantry by the transport system and get scanned. The inspection
system provides the radiography image from the horizontal
and vertical view. If something suspicious is found in the
radiography image, the inspection system can perform CT
scanning to the specific location to check it out.

Fig. 4. Normalized spectra used in MeV CT for cargo imaging. ‘‘spec0LE’’ and
‘‘spec0HE’’ denote the simulated 6 and 9 MeV spectra by Monte Carlo method.
‘‘specLE’’ and ‘‘specHE’’ denote the estimated 6 and 9 MeV spectra by
experimental measurements, respectively.
Fig. 2. The Cargo/Vehicle CT Inspection System.

Fig. 3 shows the practical CT system. The huge blue ring is
the CT gantry. The CT gantry is a whole circle that can rotate
around the scanned cargo. The bottom part is hidden under the
yellow iron platform. Two linear accelerators are respectively
fixed at the left and top of the gantry. Two arc detector arrays
are fixed at the opposite of the corresponding accelerators.
The detector arrays are composed of energy-integrating
detectors that are regularly used in cargo X-ray radiography.
The yellow iron platform can move back and forth to get
different slice of the cargo scanned.

C. The Test Phantom
Fig. 5 shows the phantom we used for evaluating the spatial
and density resolution. Materials including graphite, Mg-Al
alloy, resin and Teflon with different densities are used for
evaluating the density resolution. Six iron line pairs with
different intervals are used for spatial resolution evaluation. In
Fig. 6, the test module is put together with other things like
fire extinguisher, steel pipe to simulate the real situation in
container.

Fig. 5. The test phantom we used in the experiment.

Fig. 3. The actual CT gantry.

The linear accelerators can generate very fast switching X-ray
beam of 6MeV and 9MeV as the source for low and high
energy imaging. The spectrums of the accelerator including
the simulated and estimated ones are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Different objects are placed on the truck for imaging.
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D. The Reconstruction
The size of the field of view is very big, whose diameter is
up to 5.12m. In order to ensure the spatial resolution, a lot of
projection data should be measured. The algorithm we used is
FBP method, for its high efficiency and low computational
burden. Since the X-ray source’s rotation didn’t cover the
whole 360 degrees, the projection data we acquired is shortscan fan-beam data. Parker smooth windowing function is
applied to solve the projection data redundancy problem [11].
GPU acceleration is used for the reconstruction. Some specific
parameters are shown below in Table I.

spectrum; C at high energy spectrum; Fe at low energy spectrum; Fe at high
energy spectrum.

The direct matrix inversion of equation (1) gives the
decomposition coefficients of two materials:

 b1 
 2L  2H  H 
1
 

  .
 b2  1H ( x, y ) 2L  2H 1L   1L 1H  L 

After we get the decomposition coefficients, the electron
density  e and equivalent atomic number Z eff can be
calculated by:

e  2(b1 1

TABLE I
SOME PARAMETERS OF THE RECONSTRUCTION

Parameters

Value

Number of views
Number of detectors
Size of the reconstructed image
The GPU we used
Time consumed on reconstruction

5701
3392
[2048, 2048]
Titan Xp
9.28s

Z1
Z
 b2  2 2 ),
A1
A2

(3)


(Z )2
(Z )2  
Z
Z 
Z eff  b1 1 1  b2  2 2   b1 1 1  b2  2 2  , (4)
A1
A2  
A1
A2 

where  i is the mass density of the basis material i , and Z i ,
Ai respectively represent the atomic number and mass
number of basis materials i . More detailed derivation of
formula (3) and (4) is illustrated in paper [14].

E. The Material Decomposition
Based on the consideration of algorithm’s efficiency and
robustness, we choose classic post-processing approach as the
material decomposition method [12, 13], which can be
illustrated as:

 H   1H ( x, y ) 2H ( x, y )  b1 
 
  ,
 L   1L ( x, y ) 2L ( x, y )  b2 

(2)

(1)

where H /L denotes the attenuation coefficients under the low
and high energy spectrum. The notation iH/L denotes the
attenuation coefficients of basis material i (i  1,2) measured at
low and high energy spectrum. The basis materials we chose
for material decomposition are carbon (C) and iron (Fe). The
attenuation coefficients of them are experimentally measured
in the practical system using the pure material. However, the
spectrum of the x-ray source of different directions of the fanbeam is not uniform. This results into the non-uniformity of
the attenuation coefficients of the basis materials at different
locations of the field of view. The initial strategy we applied
here for solving this problem is to get the attenuation
coefficients of the basis materials at different locations
experimentally measured. And for each pixel, the basis
material attenuation coefficients used for decomposition are
specified, which is the nearest measured ones to that pixel.
That’s why iH/L is also the function of pixel location ( x, y ) in
formula (1). Fig. 7 shows the attenuation coefficients map of
the basis materials at low and high energy spectra.

III. RESULTS
Fig. 8 shows the reconstruction and decomposition results
of the truck in Fig. 6. Image (a) and (b) are respectively low
and high energy reconstruction image. The test phantom, fire
extinguisher, paint bucket and steel pipe can be clearly seen in
the reconstructed image. The image quality of high energy
reconstruction image is obviously better than the low energy
reconstruction image due to less beam hardening artefacts.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. Experimental reconstruction and decomposition results of a truck slice:
(a) low energy reconstruction image. (b) high energy reconstruction image. (c)
electron density image. (d) equivalent atomic number image.

Fig. 7. The attenuation coefficients map of basis materials (C and Fe) we used
at different locations of the imaging field. From left to right: C at low energy
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Image (c) and (d) are respectively the calculated electron
density image and equivalent atomic number image. The error
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of  e is acceptable. But the error of Z eff is not very ideal. The
decomposition results may be affected by different artefacts,
including scattering, beam hardening and some serious photon
starvation streak artefacts caused by high Z material in the
reconstruction image.
The enlarged image of the red rectangle in (c) is shown in
Fig. 9. We can see that the line pair with the parameter of 1.42
lp/cm can be clearly seen. Judging from the cylinder near L1
line pair, a density resolution of 2.7% is achieved.

Fig. 9. The enlarged electron density image of the testing phantom.

Parameters

Value

Spatial resolution
Density resolution

1.42lp/cm
2.7%

Fig. 10 shows another imaging case of a van, we can clearly
see the engine and a fire extinguisher in the image.
(b)
(a)

(d)

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we present the experimental results of world’s
first dual-energy MeV CT for cargo imaging. The significance
of building cargo imaging CT is to solve the overlapping
problem existed in the traditional X-ray radiography image.
We introduce the system geometric design, the reconstruction
and material decomposition algorithm of the practical system.
This system uses two linear accelerators with two fast
switching spectra of 6MeV and 9 MeV as the X-ray source,
two arc detector arrays and a rotation system for scanning. The
diameter of the field of view is up to 5.12 m and is big enough
for the truck loaded with container to pass by. GPU
accelerated reconstruction algorithm is implemented for this
system. The imaging results of a truck loaded with a testing
phantom and a van are presented. The spatial and density
resolution of this CT system is evaluated, which is 1.42lp/cm
and 2.7%. Post-processing decomposition method is applied.
The decomposition results including electron image and
equivalent atomic number image are presented. We will focus
more on this part in the future to make the decomposition
results more accurate. Overall speaking, the dual-energy MeV
CT system gives a brand-new perspective on visualising and
quantitatively inspecting the container or cargo.
REFERENCES

TABLE II
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(c)

Fig. 10. Imaging results of a van. (a) and (b) are respectively
low and high energy reconstruction image. (c) electron density
image. (d) equivalent atomic number image.
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A new empirical dual-energy calibration
(EDEC) method for material decomposition in
x-ray cargo inspection
Sunho Lim, Donghyeon Lee, Hwanhui Jo, Seungryong Cho
Abstract— Dual-energy x-ray imaging provides
material decomposed information that is very useful for
x-ray inspection systems. Our focus in this work is on
developing an efficient dual-energy calibration method
for linac-based high-energy x-ray cargo inspection
systems. Conventional calibration methods have the
disadvantages of being time-consuming and laborintensive. CT imaging-domain empirical dual-energy
calibration (EDEC) method resolves such problems, and
it has recently been applied to linac-based 2D inspection
system. We note, however, that the performance is
limited in circumstances that often occur in linac-based
inspection system. The challenges include 1) large objects
beyond the calibration length, and 2) unstable
polychromatic x-ray spectrum over time. In this paper,
we propose a new calibration method to address this
problem. A simulation study shows that the proposed
method improves material decomposition performance
substantially in such challenging situations.
Index Terms—X-ray cargo inspection, Dual-energy,
Material decomposition, Monte Carlo simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION
ual-energy x-ray imaging is a technique for obtaining
material-specific information of an object by use of
projection data acquired at two different x-ray spectra.
A method of material classification using dual-energy x-ray
imaging was first proposed in 1976 by Alvarez and
Macovski. [1] Recently, with increasing interest in the
security field, studies have been actively conducted on
baggage or container inspection systems. [2-5]
Dual-energy material-decomposition method can be
classified into two categories: the calibration process in the
projection domain and in the computed tomography (CT)
image domain. In general, projection-based material
decomposition is more accurate, free from beam hardening
artifacts, and requires a matched projection dataset
measured on the same physical line in both spectra.
Projection-data based material decomposition calibration
can be directly used for 2D container inspection. This study
focuses on projection-data based material decomposition
methods.
The conventional calibration methods in the field use
projection data of calibration phantoms with various
combinations of thicknesses and materials. However, this
method is usually time-consuming and labor-intensive. A
method called empirical dual-energy calibration (EDEC)
has been developed that uses a calibration phantom that
includes various length combinations of two materials
depending on the projection angle and uses resulting CT
images that are reconstructed out of the projection data
acquired over 360 degrees of scan-angle range. [2] The

D
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EDEC method enables a fast and efficient calibration.
However, this method also has the limitation of poor
material discrimination in two specific situations. First,
there is a high dependence on calibration phantoms, which
results in poor material decomposition for objects with
lengths beyond the maximum length contained in the
calibration phantom. Second, the EDEC method is quite
sensitive to the spectral change of the x-rays over time
since the decomposition typically involves higher order
polynomial terms of projection data. It has been observed
that the LINAC output x-ray may have an unstable
operation characteristics or a drift in time. It has been
reported that the LINAC system may have an uncertainty
of about 3% for maximum energy. [6]
To address above problems, this study proposes a new
empirical dual-energy calibration method. Instead of using
higher-order polynomial decomposition function in the
existing EDEC method, we use the piecewise linear
decomposition function. In order to compare the
performance of the proposed method with that of the
existing method, material decomposition of the test
phantom is performed by Monte Carlo simulation. In order
to identify the two problems of the conventional method, a
comparative study was conducted using test phantoms of
various lengths and spectrums of various energy as
operational variables. We found that the proposed method
outperforms the existing ones in both cases.

II. METHODS
A. Conventional EDEC method
The calibration phantom is scanned at two different
spectra. Let
be the resulting polychromatic raw data
and
be the desired monochromatic, material-selective
raw data we want to get, where the subscripts i and j denote
the type of material and the x-ray spectrum, respectively.
Then, the purpose of the calibration process is to find a
decomposition function
that yields the
from .
The conventional EDEC assumes that the unknown
decomposition function is a linear combination of the basis
function 𝑏𝑛
, a function of two polychromatic raw
data. We then need to determine the type of the basis
function and the coefficients corresponding to each basis
function to find the decomposition function. For example,
conventional EDEC uses a polynomial basis function that
includes the higher order terms as following.
𝑘 𝑙
𝑏𝑛
k 012 … K l 012 … L
In this case, a total of 𝐾 + 1 × 𝐿 + 1 basis functions
are constructed. In our study, we constructed 16 basis
functions with K L 3 for each material. The CT
image reconstructed from the raw data
and
is
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called a basis image as below.
𝑓𝑛 𝑟
𝑅− 𝑏𝑛
The final material decomposed image is obtained by
selectively determining the decomposition function for
each material. The material decomposed image 𝐹 𝑟
expressed as a linear combination of basis images by the
linearity of the radon transform 𝑅 as in the following
equation.
𝐹 𝑟

𝑅−

𝑅 − ∑ 𝑐 𝑛 𝑏𝑛
𝑛

∑ 𝑐 𝑛𝑅

−

𝑏𝑛

∑ 𝑐 𝑛 𝑓𝑛 𝑟

𝑛

𝑛

𝐜∙𝐟 𝐫
B. Proposed EDEC method
In the conventional EDEC method, relatively high order
polynomial is used as the basis function with the maximum
order being determined through empirical assessment. In
this work, the proposed method uses a piecewise linear
basis function. The proposed EDEC method uses the basis
function by dividing
and
by the linear attenuation
coefficients. The basis function and decomposition function
are expressed as follows.
∑ℎ 𝑐 ℎ ℎ i 1 2 h
𝑏𝑛
ℎ,
012 … 8
, where h denote the histogram bin index of sinogram data.
The raw data
and
are divided based on the linear
attenuation coefficient and each is used as a basis function.
In our study, 16 basis functions are constructed by dividing
each raw data into eight bins for a fair comparison with the
conventional EDEC method.
C. Optimization procedure
The corresponding coefficients should be obtained after
the basis function is constructed according to the above
method. To obtain the coefficient c, we compare the material
decomposed image with the template image of the
calibration phantom. More specifically, we calculate a
coefficient set 𝐜 by minimizing
, which is the least
square deviation between the material decomposed image
𝐹 𝑟
𝐜 ∙ 𝐟 𝐫 and template image 𝑟 .
∫𝑑 𝑟 𝑤 𝑟

𝑓 𝑟 −

1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟 ∈ 𝑚𝑎 𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 1
{
0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟 ∈ 𝑚𝑎 𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 2 𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑖𝑟
1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟 ∈ 𝑚𝑎 𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 1 𝑜𝑟 2 𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑖𝑟
𝑤 𝑟
{
0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑟 ∈ 𝑢𝑛𝑘𝑜𝑤𝑛 𝑚𝑎 𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠
Differentiating
by 𝑐𝑛 yields a linear system
𝑎𝑛 𝐵𝑛𝑚 ∙ 𝐜. Then we can simply get the coefficient set 𝐜
by 𝐜 𝐵𝑛𝑚 − ∙ 𝑎𝑛 where 𝑎𝑛 and 𝐵𝑛𝑚 are expressed as
follows.
𝑟

∫ 𝑑 𝑟 𝑤 𝑟 𝑓𝑛 𝑟

∫ 𝑑 𝑟 𝑤 𝑟 𝑓𝑛 𝑟 𝑓𝑚 𝑟

III. SIMULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS
We performed the simulation of the existing EDEC
method and the proposed EDEC method. To demonstrate
that the proposed EDEC method solves the two limitations
of the existing EDEC, two simulations were performed to
compare the performance of the two methods. First, we
performed material decomposition on the objects beyond
the range of calibration length. Second, we performed
material decomposition for various spectra. All simulations
were performed using Gate_v8.0.
A. Calibration process
The EDEC scheme uses an object with different length
combinations of two materials for each angle as a
calibration phantom. In this study, we used a doublecylinder phantom consisting of a 150 mm radius
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) cylinder and a 26.5 mm
radius iron cylinder as a calibration phantom. The
calibration phantom was scanned by two spectra to obtain
angle-specific projection images, which were used as
calibration data. Detailed parameters are summarized in
Table A.
B. Simulation for beyond range of calibrated length
The test phantoms, which are larger than the calibration
phantom, were used to compare the material fractionation
performance for objects over the calibration length. We
used a PMMA wedge phantom of 500mm on one side and
an iron wedge phantom of 80mm on one side. In this case,
the maximum length of the path through the test phantom is
approximately three times longer than that for the
calibration phantom. The test phantoms were scanned by
the same dual energy x-ray spectrum as the calibration
procedure, and the material decomposition was compared
with the conventional EDEC and the proposed EDEC
method.

𝑟

The two images consisting of 1 and 0, template image and
weight image, are used to determine the coefficients. The
template image is the ground truth image of the material
decomposed image for each material. The weight image
prevents the coefficient determination from interfering with
materials other than materials 1, 2 and air.

𝑎𝑛

𝐵𝑛𝑚

𝑟

C. Simulation for spectrum uncertainty problem
To compare the performance of material decomposition in
case of changing spectra, test phantoms of size within the
calibration length were scanned by various spectra. PMMA
wedge phantom with 200mm of one side and iron wedge
phantom with 40mm of one side were used, and x-ray
spectra were 6 ± 0.2MV and 9 ± 0.3MV, reflecting an
uncertainty of about 3% at maximum energy. In this case,
we also compared the decomposed results of the
conventional EDEC method with the proposed EDEC
method.

IV. RESULTS
The double-cylinder phantom and wedge phantom were
used as a calibration phantom and test phantom, respectively.
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The calibration was performed in two ways: the
conventional EDEC and the proposed EDEC. Thereafter, the
results of the simulations were analyzed visually and
quantitatively.
A. Calibration process
We performed a calibration procedure according to the
methods section before evaluating the two EDEC methods.
Fig. 1 shows the reconstruction image, weight image and
template image of a double-cylinder phantom required for
the EDEC process. Fig. 2, Fig. 3 show the basis image set
of the conventional and the proposed EDEC method.

Fig. 3. Basis images obtained from the proposed EDEC method. Note that
the window level is chosen for each image to display the range
mean±1sigma rom black to white.

B. Result for beyond range of calibrated length
Fig. 4 shows the result images of material decomposition of
each materials using two methods. Because the size of the
test phantom is beyond the calibration length range, both
results degrade the performance of material decomposition
within the phantom. However, we can see that there are less
Fig. 1. Images of the calibration phantom in calibration process. (a) dark parts inside the phantom in the proposed method than
reconstruction image using 6MV, (b) reconstruction image using 9MV, (c)
weight image of PMMA, (d) weight image of iron, (e) template image of in the conventional method. For accurate comparisons, we
PMMA, (f) template image of iron.
calculated the root mean square error (RMSE) of the ground
truth image from the results of both methods. Fig. Figure 5
shows that in all cases, the RMSE is smaller in the proposed
method than in the conventional method.

Fig. 2. Basis images obtained from the conventional EDEC method. Note
that the window level is chosen for each image to display the range
mean±1sigma from black to white.
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Fig. 4. The first line is the ground truth image, the second is the result of
the conventional method, and the third is the result of the proposed
method. The first two column represents the PMMA and iron image of
PMMA phantom. The next two column represents the PMMA and iron
image of iron phantom.
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method except for 6MV and 9MV.

Fig. 7. RMSE values in two methods with three different spectrum
combinations.

Fig. 6. PMMA image of iron wedge phantom result using conventional
EDEC method with (a) 6MV and 9MV, (b) 5.9MV and 8.85MV, (c)
5.8MV, 8.7MV and proposed EDEC method with (d) 6MV and 9MV, (e)
5.9MV and 8.85MV, (f) 5.8MV and 8.7MV

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Fig. 5. RMSE comparison of PMMA and iron wedge phantom result between
two EDEC methods. (a): PMMA wedge phantom result, (b): Iron wedge
phantom result.

C. Result for spectrum uncertainty problem
Fig. 6 shows the results of material decomposition using
the two methods for the irradiating spectrum of 6MV and
9MV, 5.9MV and 8.85MV, and 5.8MV and 8.7MV. To see
the results clearly, we compared the PMMA images of the
iron wedge phantom. Ideally, there should be nothing in the
image, but some portion of the wedge phantom appears. In
both methods, the results of 6MV and 9MV spectra were
relatively successful, but the performance of material
decomposition decreased as the spectrum moved away
from 6MV and 9MV. For accurate comparisons, we
calculated the RMSE of the ground truth image and the
results of both methods. Fig. 7 shows that the RMSE is
smaller in the proposed method than in the conventional

We have proposed a new empirical dual-energy
calibration method using a piecewise linear decomposition
function in the material decomposition process. The
proposed method is compared with the existing method
from two perspectives using Monte Carlo simulation. (1:
beyond the range of calibrated length problem, 2: x-ray
spectrum uncertainty problem) The proposed method turns
out to provide more accurate material decomposition for
the objects whose path-length exceeds the calibration
length. When using a high order polynomial type basis
function, the optimization procedure tends to yield an
overfitting coefficient for the calibration phantom. It
remains as our future work to theoretically approach this
finding through a rigorous estimation framework. In
conclusion, we showed that the proposed EDEC method
successfully manages the two limitations of the existing
EDEC method. The proposed method is expected to play an
important role as a calibration method for material
decomposition in dual energy x-ray inspection applications.
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X-ray Phase-Contrast Tomography of Heart Tissue
Marius Reichardt, Jasper Frohn, Amara Khan, Frauke Alves and Tim Salditt

Abstract—In this work, we demonstrate a three-dimensional
(3d) imaging approach using x-ray phase-contrast tomography
to characterize the structure of small animal hearts. To this
end, CT scans of mouse hearts were acquired at a home-built
phase-contrast µ-CT setup installed at a liquid metal jet source.
This laboratory setup allows to image the entire organ with
a resolution below 10 µm and resolves the structure of the
arrangement of cardiomyocytes within the tissue for different
sample preparations. Based on the reconstructed volumes, the
3d organization of the cardiac structure was analyzed in terms
of structural orientation, degree of alignment and dominant
fiber thickness using a sub-volume-based algorithm. In order
to corroborate the laboratory results, the cardiac structure was
also analyzed at synchrotron radiation facilities in a multi-scale
approach covering scans of the whole organ and region of interest
scans with effective pixel sizes down to less than 200 nm.
Index Terms—x-ray, phase-contrast tomography, cardiac structure, fiber orientation, anisotropy

determined by sub-volume based algorithms described in [6].
In particular, we show that the image quality and resolution
is high enough to deduce the 3d (pseudo-)vector field of the
orientation of the cardiac tissue. These results are further
supported by a multi-scale imaging approach measurements
acquired at synchrotron radiation facilities.
II. 3 D STRUCTURE OF ENTIRE MOUSE HEARTS
In order to characterize the cardiac structures using a
laboratory µ-CT setup, different sample preparations were
analyzed. In specific the standard procedure of paraffin embedding, paraffin embedding with an iodine stain or with
an phosphotungstic acid (PTA) stain an embedding in 100%
ethanol solution and the evaporation of solvent method (EOS)
were performed.

H

EART contractility relies on an intricate structure spanning multiple length scales: starting with the molecular
scales of the myosin motors and the actomyosin assembly,
the formation of the sarcomeric units and myofibrils, to
the cellular scale of single cardiomyocytes, arrangement of
myocyte chains embedded in connective tissue, all the way to
the aggregation of cardiomyocyte chains forming a complex
cardiac mesh and finally the scale of the entire organ. While
the macroscopic architecture of heart muscle is known for
more than hundred years from classical anatomy and histology,
the detailed three-dimensional (3d) arrangement of muscle
fibers and myofibrils cannot be reconstructed from histology
alone, due to the invasive nature of sectioning [1]. Different
models for the description of the heart are therefore still under
intensive debate [2], [3]. With recent advances in medical
imaging techniques, most notably magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) and ultrasound, the 3d structure of the heart can now
even be imaged dynamically, however, not at a resolution to
resolve the complete fiber network down to the level of a single
muscle fiber [4], [5].
In this work we explore an approach to small animal heart
imaging using x-ray phase contrast tomography at a compact
laboratory instrumentation. Based on the reconstructed electron density, the orientation of the muscle fiber bundles can be
This work is based on: M. Reichardt et al., ”Fiber orientation in a whole
mouse heart reconstructed by laboratory phase-contrast micro-CT”, Proc. SPIE
11113, Developments in X-Ray Tomography XII, 111130S (2019) and M.
Reichardt et al., ”Multi-scale x-ray phase-contrast tomography of murine heart
tissue”, Biomed. Opt. Express, (submitted, 2019).
M. Reichardt, J. Frohn and T. Salditt are with the Institute for
x-ray physics, Georg-August-University Goettingen, Germany. e-mail:
marius.reichardt@stud.uni-goettingen.de.
A. Khan and F. Alves are with the Max Planck Institute for Experimental
Medicine, Group of Translational Molecular Imaging, Goettingen, Germany.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the laboratory liquid metal jet µ-CT setup with electron
beam sketched in blue and X-ray beam in yellow. The emission spectrum can
be filtered (i.e. pre-hardened) by metal foils. The sample is placed at a distance
x1 behind the source spot and projections are recorded with a flat panel
detector at distance x2 . (b) Results of the tomographic reconstructions of the
different sample preparations. For each column the a slice of the reconstructed
volume along the long axis of the heart and a sagital slice are shown. Scale
bars: 1 mm.

The laboratory imaging system for phase contrast tomography is sketched in Fig. 1a. A liquid metal jet µ-CT (Excillum Metaljet-D2) is combined with a flat panel flat panel
detector (Dexela CMOS, PerkinElmer Inc., 1536 × 1944
pixels) with an isotropic pixel size of 75 µm. The cone beam
geometry of the setup allows to customize zoom and field
of view (FOV) by geometric magnification M . Due to a
small effective source spot the effects of source blurring are
relatively small and effective pixel sizes dxef f of about 56 µm can be selected. In order to increase contrast a phase
retrieval following the Bronnikov Aided Correction (BAC) was
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For the analysis of the heart structure an algorithm based
on a local 3d Fourier transform was used [6]. It is based on
the reconstructed electron density of the sample and delivers
the fiber orientation, as well as the degree of fiber alignment
and the local fiber thickness.
The algorithm is applied to small sub-volumes (probing
volumes) of the tomographic reconstruction, which are then
shifted through the entire heart. For each data point a cube
with a defined edge length l is virtually cut from the volume.
Fig. 2 shows (a) the volume rendering from the tomographic
reconstruction, (b) an exemplary sub-volume and (c) a 2D
slice of this sub-volume. An exemplary outcome of the Fourier
transform is shown as an isosurface in Fig. 2d. It is similar
to a triaxial ellipsoid and yields information about the spacial
frequencies in the volume. In order to quantify the orientation
and degree of alignment of this ellipsoid, a principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to the co-variance matrix C


hqxx i hqxy i hqxz i
C = hqyx i hqyy i hqyz i ,
hqzx i hqzy i hqzz i

with

hqij i =

R

I(qx , qy , qz ) qi qj d~q
R
I(qx , qy , qz )d~q

for each sub-volume of the reconstruction. The corresponding
eigenvalue problem C · b~i = λi · b~i yields three eigenvectors
b~i with i ∈ 1, 2, 3, which form a new orthogonal basis. The
eigenvalues λi = σi2 correspond to the variance along the three
principal directions. Two eivenvectors are sketched in the 2D
slice of the Fourier transform in Fig. 2e.
The fiber direction is defined by the eigenvector with the
smallest eigenvalue. In addition, the tissue anisotropy, i.e.
local degree of orientation, is quantified in terms of an order
parameter Ω defined as
v
u 1
u ( − λ12 )2 + ( λ12 − λ13 )2 + ( λ13 − λ11 )2
Ω = t λ1
.
2
2
2
2( λ11 + λ12 + λ13 )
Without preferable direction we get Ω = 0, while Ω = 1
is the limit of perfect structural alignment. Ω describes the
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III. 3 D ORIENTATION OF THE CARDIAC STRUCTURES

x10-4

a

I(q) (a.u.)

performed [7]. Tomographic reconstructions were performed
using the ASTRA toolbox [8]. Slices of the volumes are
shown in Fig. 1b. The overall structure of the hearts can
be seen in all reconstructions, but the visibility of detailed
structures within the cardiac tissue differ based on the different
preparations. In terms of contrast, metal-based staining of
tissue samples result in highest signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
However, there are differences in the details of the tissue
structure in both stains PTA can bind with a higher affinity to
various cardiac tissue structures such as collagen, fibrin and
other fibers of connective tissue. On the contrary, iodine seems
to lack this specificity hence, results in blurry reconstructions
and randomly clusters at a few regions of the tissue. For further
analysis the EOS data set is used, because it has a high SNR
and the structure of the tissue is not affected by any staining
agent.

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

q (1/px)

0.4

0.5

Fig. 2. Workflow of the fiber tracking algorithm. (a) Volume rendering of the
reconstructed electron density of a mouse heart treated with the evaporation
of solvent method. (b) Small cubic sub-volume with a defined edge length.
(c) Two-dimensional slice of the sub-volume. Scale bar: 50 µm (d) 3d Fourier
space of this volume. By comparing the eigenvalues of the PCA, a degree of
anisotropy in each sub-volume can be defined. (e) 2d slice of the FT. Sketch
1
(f) Possible shapes of the ellipsoid
of two eigenvectors. Scale bar: 0.1 px
spanned by the results from the PCA. (g) Peaks in Fourier space along the
direction of the main component correspond to dominant fiber thicknesses.

degree of orientation and varies within the tissue. By sliding a
sub-volume though the whole reconstructed volume, the local
orientation and degree of alignment of the entire heart can be
determined. Further, we stress that Fourier-based analysis in
sub-volumes processed in a sliding window approach can go
well beyond simple analysis of anisotropy, since all structural
information is contained in the phase and amplitude data.
Fig. 2g illustrates a simple example, showing a characteristic
peak in the intensity distribution I(q) after a radial average.
1
The peak at qmax = 0.071 px
corresponds to a real space periodicity of 74.2 µm, attributed to distances between adjacent
cardiomyocyte chains.
The results of the analysis including the 3d vector field of
alignment, degree of orientation, helical and radial angle, as
well as the fiber thickness are shown in Fig. 3. The anisotropy
is color-coded in the 3d visualization of the vector field in
Fig. 3a. For an improved display, the vector field is cut in
the same way as the reconstructed electron density in Fig. 2a.
Based on the direction of the structures and its anisotropy, a
stream-tracing algorithm implemented in paraview was performed. It results in a complex mesh of traces which is shown
in Fig. 3b. The traces are winding around the ventricle in a
helical manner but there are also paths crossing with a high
helical angle. In order to give a more ordered impression of
the structure, two orthogonal slices of the heart are shown in
Fig. 3c and Fig. 3d. On the left, the reconstructed electron
density of the 2d slices is shown. The structure of the muscle
tissue can clearly be derived from the background. Furthermore, the surrounding tube, with a higher electron density can
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Fig. 3. Results of the FT-based algorithm. (a) Virtual cut of the three
dimensional vector field from the FT analysis color-coded with the anisotropy.
(b) Streamlines calculated from the vector field (c) lateral and (d) transversal
slice of the reconstructed electron density, radial angle, helical angle and
calculated fiber distance.

be identified. The middle left shows the radial angle obtained
from the analysis. It indicates that the cardiomyocytes are
arranged in a loop surrounding the ventricle. In the middle
right, the slices are color coded by the the helical angle.
The value of the helical angle decreases from epicardium to
endocardium. It is approximately 20◦ and decreases to almost
-90◦ near the lumen. Thus, there is a borderline in the middle
of the myocardium around the left ventricle where the helical
angle is close to zero. Consequently, the structures are oriented
in the radial plane. The combination of radial and helical
orientation indicates an arrangement of cardiomyocytes in a
closed loop in the radial plane. This supports the old concept
of the Triebwerkzeug by Krehl [9], according to which a strong
muscle ring is surrounding the lumen to assist the contraction
of the heart. In addition, the thickness of the structures was
determined by the procedure explained above, see the colorcoded in slices displayed on the right. It indicates a smaller
inter-fiber distance in the apex of the heart and in the wall of
the right ventricle. Note that the reconstructed distance highly
depends on the preparation and dehydration of the tissue.
IV. M ULTI - SCALE IMAGING OF THE HEART
In order to support the laboratory results, synchrotron experiments with higher resolution were performed at the GINIX
of the P10 endstation at the PETRAIII storage ring (DESY,
Hamburg). The study of the cardiac structure on multiple
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length scales from the level of the whole organ down to
the (sub-cellular) sarcomeric level requires a very particular
experimental approach involving different optical schemes for
the illumination with synchrotron radiation. In this work three
different configuration of the endstation were used to image
the heart with different magnifications. For scans of the whole
organ the configuation shown in Fig. 4a was used. To create
an illumination area in the size of a whole heart, the undulator
beam was broadened using the focus of a pair of KB-mirrors
as as a secondary source with a much higher divergence and
hence the beam size can is easily be adjusted by the defocus
position. The high-spacial frequency contribution emerging
from the micro-structure of the mirrors are filtered by placing
a pinhole with a diameter of 3 µm in the focus of the KBmirrors. Since the reflectivity of the mirrors is about 95%, this
scheme almost preserves the full flux.
For ROI scans with higher resolution, the second configuration sketched in Fig. 4 was used. To this end, the KB-mirror
is moved out by a few millimeters to use the primary beam
with a beam size (FWHM) of about 5.8 mm × 0.77 mm.
For imaging of the cardiac tissue with sub-cellular resolution, a biopsy of the heart tissue near the apex was taken from
the previously scanned heart and investigated by holographic
tomography using the cone beam geometry with WG illumination (see Fig. 4c). In this geometry, a waveguide is positioned
in the focus of the KB mirrors. X-rays are coupled into the
waveguide channel which acts as a spatial and coherence filter
with a lateral confinement of ≤ 100 nm. The small secondary
source size at the exit of the waveguide and the high coherence
of the WG illumination enables high geometric magnification
which can be scaled by the source sample distance.
M = xx02
01
For all projections, recorded at the three different configurations of the endstation, phase retrieval was performed after
the empty beam correction. To this end, we first inspected
data by linearized phase retrieval according to the contrast
transfer function (CTF) algorithm. To this, the approximation
of a homogeneous object was used, specifying the phase
distribution in the object plane φ(r⊥ ) by
"
 (exp)
#
β
(r⊥ ) − 1
−1 (sin(χ) + δ cos(χ)) · F I
φ(r⊥ ) = F
,
2(sin(χ) + βδ cos(χ))2 + α(k⊥ )
λxk2

with natural units χ = 4π x for the (squared) spatial frequencies, measured intensities in the detector plane I (exp) (r⊥ ), βδ
ratio of imaginary and real part of the refractive index n, and
a frequency-dependent regularization parameter α(k⊥ ). The
results of the CTF then served as an initial guess for subsequent iterative phase retrieval based on a nonlinear Tikhonov
approach, which does not require the assumption of a weakly
varying phase. Further, additional object constraints such as
range constraints for the phase shift can be included.The
method can be regarded as a nonlinear generalization of CTF
phase retrieval. The minimization of the Tikhonov-functional
is implemented by a gradient-descent method with adaptive
step sizes.
The results of the tomographic reconstructions for the
paraffin-embedded heart based on the three different modalities of the beamline setup is shown in Figure 4(d-f). In Fig. 4d,
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a

as nuclei, erythrocytes and myofibrills. In the given slice, also
a blood vessel with the surrounding endothelial cells is visible.
Most notably, the structures of the cardiac tissue (from intercellular gaps to the myofibril orientation) are oriented in the
same direction for all levels of magnification. This indicates
that the orientations reconstructed from the laboratory data
with moderate resolution match the molecular organization
of the cardiac structure as inferred from the high resolution
synchrotron radiation scans.
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In summary, we have successfully imaged the structure of
whole mice hearts by propagation-based phase-contrast using
a laboratory µ-CT setup. Due to optimization in sample preparation, image acquisition and suited phase retrieval algorithms,
we could extract the myofibril network of small animal hearts.
Compared to other techniques as diffusion tensor MRI or
grating based x-ray phase-contrast CT [10] which are well
suited for low resolution measurements at lower dose, the
propagation-based phase-contrast approach allows a scalable
magnification at higher resolution data acquisitions. While
the laboratory setup allows resolutions below 10 µm in this
work, the cardiac orientation was corroborated by a multiscale imaging approach using synchrotron radiation with the
possibility to analyze structures with a resolution down of a
few hundred nm.
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Fig. 4. (a-c)Experimental configurations of the GINIX endstation. (a) KB
configuration for overview scans with an F OV of several mm2 . (b) Configuration with parallel beam illumination for ROI scan with an F OV of about
1 mm2 . (c) Configuration with waveguide illumination for high resolution
scans of tissue biopsies with an F OV of a few hundred µm. (d) Slice of the
tomographic reconstruction acquired by KB-illumination. The red box marks
a ROI of a scan with the PB illumination which is shown in (e). (f) In order
to image sub-cellular features such as myofibrils, a biopsy of the heart was
scanned at high resolution with the WG optic.

a slice near the apex of the heart from the overview scan is
shown. Besides the myocardium and some ruptures along the
muscle fibers, the single cell layers of endo- and epicardium
as well as some blood residues and a tendon within the left
ventricle were identified. The red box indicates the area in
which a ROI scan was recorded with PB illumination. The
corresponding slice is shown in Fig. 4e. In this scan, more
details of the tissue structure were resolved. For instance, single vessels and also the single cell layer of epithel cells in the
epicardium are visible. The substructure of the cardiomyocytes
starts to appear in the reconstruction. The typical elongated
shape of the nuclei is also clearly visible as black dots within
the myocardium. Moreover, the myofiber orientation of the
cardiomyocyte chains becomes visible. Figure 4f shows high
resolution data acquired with the WG configuration. This
geometry allows identification of sub-cellular structures such
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Tensor Tomography of Dark Field Scatter Using
Single-Exposure Moiré Fringe Analysis of
X-ray Bi-prism Interferometry
Grant T. Gullberg, Weijie Tao, Sally J. Kim, Yongjin Sung, Qiu Huang, Youngho Seo, Michael Fuller

Abstract– Technology advances in X-ray phasecontrast interferometry have provided methodology for
obtaining simultaneously excellent soft-tissue contrast of
phase, attenuation, and small angle scatter. In this work we
present new hardware concepts for an X-ray interferometer
wherein the phase gratings are replaced with an array of
Fresnel bi-prisms and Moiré fringe analysis is used to
replace “phase stepping” popular with grating-based
setups. Our goal is to develop imaging systems based on biprism interferometry with improved polychromatic
performance that produce high-contrast fringes with
spatially incoherent X-ray illumination. In our investigation
we develop a method for reconstructing a vector field of
scattering directions that can be used to characterize a
three-dimensional tensor field using this technology.
Results of phantom simulations using wave optics
representation of X-ray dark field projections compares
reconstructions of asymmetric scattering fields from “phase
stepping” projections with those of single Moiré
projections. This will eventually be used in modified biprism-based differential phase-contrast imaging to obtain
information of tissue properties through mathematical
reconstruction of tensor tomographic data from singleexposure Moiré fringe analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
of the full potential of X-ray CT, there is a
Toneedtakeforadvantage
imaging systems that measure the full extent of the
physics (attenuation, phase, small angle scatter) involved in the
interaction of X-rays with soft tissue. This can be accomplished
by developing imaging systems that can provide highly
resolved X-rays with spatially-modulated intensity. Fine
modulation is feasible even with a conventional X-ray tube by
This work was supported in part by the National Institutes of Health under
Grant Nos. R43 EB027535, R01 EB026332, and R01 HL135490.
Grant T. Gullberg is with the Department of Radiology and Biomedical
Imaging, University of California San Francisco, 94143-0946 USA (e-mail:
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Sally J. Kim is with the Department of Radiology and Biomedical Imaging,
University of California San Francisco, 94143-0946 USA (e-mail:
jiwhokim@gmail.com).
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using either a Talbot–Lau interferometer with diffraction
gratings [1], or an interferometer with refractive bi-prisms [2],
[3] in which there are no optics in the X-ray beam between the
sample and the detector [4]. Interferometry-based X-ray
imaging has shown to provide in addition to attenuation
properties of tissues, common in present day X-ray CT, the
potential to provide excellent soft-tissue contrast of phase and
small angle scatter information.
In our investigation (Fig. 1) [4], we propose a novel X-ray
interferometer wherein an array of Fresnel bi-prisms produces
interference fringes with X-rays from a source grating (G0). The
system does not have a phase stepping grating (G2) common in
most X-ray phase contrast imaging systems, but rotates an
analysing grating (G2) to produce a Moiré pattern with a period
three times the resolution of the detector [5]-[7]. The source
grating G0 forms multiple mutually-incoherent sources of X-ray
illumination. X-rays from a single source refracting through
each element of a bi-prism overlap as if proceeding from two
slightly separated virtual sources of coherent rays. Through
selected geometries (bi-prism period, component spacing, etc.),
the bi-prism array interferometer provides spatially modulated
intensity across a wide field as each center fringe thus produced
falls in a resonant position at the detector. An advantage is
found in improved fringe visibility with broad X-ray spectra in
that an X-ray bi-prism material has widely varied refracting
power relative to wavelength and thus the separation of the
virtual sources also varies with X-ray wavelength. When using
a detector/scintillator with small hexagonal elements, which
acts as a G2 analyser grating, the setup allows for rotating G0
and the bi-prism array around the longitudinal axis or instead
the sample itself to capture different angular views needed for
analysing the X-ray scattering resulting from the orientation of
a sample’s internal microstructure.
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Our simulation methodology used to investigate our imaging
system is based upon our work published in [8]-[11] using wave
optics representation of X-rays [12], [13] to produce dark field
projections [14]-[16]. To investigate algorithms, projections are
simulated with conventional G1, G2 gratings instead of a biprism for X-ray phase contrast imaging of an asymmetric
scattering phantom. A rigorous forward model for phase
imaging of a 3-D object illuminated by an X-ray beam is based
on a full-wave approach [8] valid under the first Rytov
approximation [9]. Therefore, our model accurately calculates
X-ray attenuation, phase, and small angle scattering (dark field)
images formed with sources of arbitrary shape, and is
incorporated into X-ray phase contrast tomography as a forward
model so that we can evaluate our reconstruction of vector and
tensor scattering fields.
For our imaging system based on bi-prism interferometry, we
propose to develop algorithms for tomographic reconstructions
from projections of phase contrast data to retrieve images of
absorption, differential phase, and dark field small-angle
scatter. In this particular work, we focus on the reconstruction
of small angle scatter. The simulated projections of X-ray wave
optics are reconstructed by modeling dark field projections of a
finite set of fixed scattering directions at each voxel in space.
II.

MODEL OF SCATTER

Following the work in [17]-[20], we develop here analytical
expressions for the dark field projections of a finite set of fixed
scattering directions. We assume that an X-ray beam proceeds
from a spatially incoherent planar source and illuminates a thin
bi-prism or grating emitting an irradiance distribution projected
onto an object of interest. If we assume a fixed finite number of
̂ ∈ ℝ and use expressions in
scattering directions
[17] and [18], dark field projections of the image have the form
∑ 〈
̂
̂ , 〉
,
(1)

where ∈ ℝ is the direction of the incoming beam, ! is the
̂ ∈ ℝ is the sensitivity
line along this direction, and
direction parallel to the detector surface. The " indicates a unit
vector. One can show that this reduces to
# $% & '

(

,

where '
and %
̂ 〈 ̂ , ̂ 〉 . The
'
at the position are the square of the coefficients of the
vector scattering directions ̂ .
Let’s parameterize the X-ray direction so that we replace j
with ), *, +, , -. , such that the capital letters I, J, Q, R are the
dimensions for each coordinate. Defining the detector elements
with coordinates ), * and the projection angles of the sample
as +, , -. as shown in Fig. 2, we have dark field measurements
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We can form the reconstruction problem as the solution to a
large system of linear equations
where ;
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is a IJQR×IJQR diagonal matrix of weighting coefficients
% 2 ,. , IJQR is the number of projection samples, NMP is the
number of voxels in the 3-D array, K is the number of scattering
directions ̂ , and
'J

'<< , '< , … , '<KLM , ' < , ' , … , '

KLM , … … , '?< , '?
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is a NMPK×1 matrix of unknown coefficients to be determined.
= is the system matrix of the tomographic projections formed
by the integral in Eq. (2).
Writing the matrix formulation of the system of equations
explicitly in terms of the unknown coefficients '2 , we have
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of X-ray optical approach, showing (a.) operation of a Fresnel x-ray bi-prism, (b.) experimental setup with multiple
X-ray origins each producing fringes in resonant position, and (c.) detail of production of Moiré fringes via a tilted grating G2 at the detector.
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III. SIMULATING DARK FIELD PROJECTIONS
Dark field projections were simulated using an integrated
wave optics framework [12] to model X-ray-matter interaction
and free-space propagation. A forward model for phase imaging
of a 3-D object illuminated by an X-ray beam is based on a fullwave approach [8] of the scattered field under the first Rytov
approximation [9]. Our model accurately calculates X-ray
phase images formed with sources of arbitrary shape, and
objects of preferential scattering directions.

Fig. 2. Phantom used in simulations. The phantom consisted of four layers
of parallel carbon microfibers to provide preferential scatter in the direction of
the fibers. The angles - and + show the rotation directions of the phantom.

X-ray projections were simulated for an asymmetric
scattering phantom (Fig. 2). The object consisted of four layers
of carbon fibers. Each layer consisted of an array of 71,000
fibers of 15Xm diameter. Each layer width was 0.5mm and the
diameter of the disk was 8mm. The solid carbon fibers in each
layer had the same orientation providing preferential scatter
along the fibers. In these preliminary simulations, G1 was not a
bi-prism but a grating same as G2 with transmitting slits of 10.2
mm and period of 5 10[\ meters.
Phase Stepping. The projection of the irradiance distribution
onto the detector surface was approximated by fitting eight
phase stepping projections to the Fourier expansion [20]
]0), *, +, , -. , ^ 1 _ `a 0), *, +, , -. 1 b
`< 0), *, +, , -. 1cde f

g 2[ Eh< /
jk

l

Φ ), *, +, , -. n ,

(4)

where ), * are coordinates of the detector pixel (0 o ) o ]); l
is the spatial sampling; p is the period in ; +, , -. is the
rotation angle of the sample around the optical axis; and `a , `< ,
and Φ are the mean, amplitude, and phase of the sinusoidal
curve, respectively. Defining the visibility of the scatter and
reference signal as
r l 0), *, +, , -. 1 `<l ), *, +, , -. /`al ), *, +, , -. ,

the dark field scatter signal is the following ratio of normalized
visibilities (r . is reference visibility)
70), *, +, , -. 1

log v/0), *, +, , -. 1w

log v

x y02, ,z4 ,{5 1
x 5 2,

w.

An example of one of the dark field projections / is shown in
Fig. 3. One sees preferential scatter oriented at approximate 45°
from the vertical axis. There also appears to be some isometric
scatter throughout the projection.
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Moiré Fringe Analysis. A Moire´ pattern was superimposed
on the detector irradiance distribution by rotating the G2 grating
(Fig. 1) by about 3.5833º. The detector pixel size was 4 10[}

Fig. 3. A. Example of a dark field projection (+ = 45°, -=0°). Preferential
scattering is shown rotated counterclockwise. B. Reconstruction of absorption
image using conjugate gradient algorithm for projection angles θ and - in text.
A

B

meters and the period of the Moiré pattern was approximately
8 10[} meters, twice that of the detector pixel size. For phase
stepping, we used an image size of 16384 256, but for the
Moiré pattern, we used 16384 16384. Each Moire´
projection was processed using Fourier analysis [7], so that the
small angle scatter information encoded by the G1 grating could
be extracted. Let |ℱ„[< | be the absolute value of the inverse
Fourier transform (FT) around an area of the nth-order
harmonic. The visibility was calculated by taking the ratio of
the absolute values of the inverse FT of the area around the firstorder harmonic and of the area around the zero-order harmonic
r |ℱ<[< |⁄|ℱa[< |. Thus, the dark field image:
7

log †x

log /

x‡ˆ

5‰Š

‹ .

Figure 4 compares projections obtained by phase stepping and
that obtained by Moiré fringe analysis.
IV. RECONSTRUCTING DARK FIELD PROJECTIONS
The tomographic data were simulated assuming an X-ray
energy of 17.5 keV. A total of 546 parallel projection images
were formed for phantom rotation angles θ from 0° to 90° at
18° steps (6 angles), and - from -90° to 90° at 2° steps (91
angles). Eight phase steps were used to form projections for
reconstruction that were compared with reconstructions of
projections formed from a single exposure Moiré fringe
analysis. The size of each projection image was 16384 × 256,
which was downsampled to 256 × 256. Note that the image was
oversampled along the y-scan direction to capture the smallangle scattering.
The reconstructions were performed using 25 iterations of
the MLEM algorithm to maximize the likelihood function:
Œ '

! 7|'

∏2

‘‘‘3
Ž ••
’
“ 3 •3

’3 !

,

(5)

for measurements 7
“ ;'. The model ' included • 7
vectors as the basis for each voxel. Every voxel was spanned by
the 7 vectors: v1,0,0w, v0,1,0w, v0,0,1w, —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 ,
—1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 .
The reconstruction of the vector coefficients for each voxel
is shown in Fig. 5. The image intensity in each voxel correspond
to the vector amplitude. The three images across each column
are the transaxial (x-y plane), coronal (x-z plane) and sagittal
section (y-z plane) through the central axis of the phantom. The
images going down the columns correspond to the amplitude of
the 7 vectors in the sequence above starting with v1,0,0w, at the
top and —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 at the bottom of each column.
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V. DISCUSSION
Here we present results of the reconstruction of coefficients
of a vector basis from simulated projections of X-ray small
angle scatter. At every image voxel a fixed set of scatter vector
directions is assumed for which the coefficients are estimated
from the measured projections 7. Maximizing the likelihood in
Eq. (5), provides estimates of these coefficients from which a
tensorial representation can be obtained by fitting the weights
of the fixed set of vectors to ellipsoids [17], [18]. In the present
work the estimates of the coefficients were obtained by MLEM
algorithm assuming Poisson noise; however, the results show
some limited angle artifacts. If angular sampling is limited as in
the present case with sampling only 6 angles in θ, one potential
solution would be to implement a compressed sensing CT
reconstruction method [21]-[22]. For more complex samples, it
may also be necessary to measure projections around the y-axis.
We feel that bi-prism-based interferometry has the potential
to revolutionize phase-contrast and dark-field X-ray CT. The
possible benefits of this approach as compared to conventional
phase contrast imaging using phase and analyzer gratings are 1)
Greater optic-to-detector distance allows placement of the
sample after the bi-prism array; 2) Divergent nature of the biprism’s fringes allows detection in a single exposure of a Moiré
pattern; 3) Setup is well suited to commercially available multispot X-ray sources; 4) Better use of a polychromatic X-ray
spectrum by the naturally varied offset (wavelength dependent)
of the bi-prism’s virtual sources; and 5) Easier manufacturing,
straightforward alignment, and improved throughput.
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[20]

[21]

[22]

A. Malecki, G. Potdevin, T. Biernath, E. Eggl, K. Willer, T. Lasser, J. Maisenbacher, J.
Gibmeier, A. Wanner, and F. Pfeiffer, “X-ray tensor tomography,” EPL (Europhysics
Letters), vol. 105(3), 38002, 2014.
J. Vogel, F. Schaff, A. Fehringer, C. Jud, M. Wieczorek, F. Pfeiffer, and T. Lasser,
“Constrained X-ray tensor tomography,” Opt Express, vol. 23, pp. 15134-51, 2015.
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Fig. 4. Example of absorption, phase contrast, and dark field projections
obtained by phase stepping (upper) and Moiré fringe analysis (lower). As
expected, increased noise is observed in the Moire´ dark field image.
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Fig. 5. Reconstructed vector coefficients from projections obtained: from
phase stepping (Left); from Moiré fringe analysis (Right). The three images for
each at the top are the coefficients for the vector v1,0,0w, in the x-y slice, x-z
slice, and y-z slice through the center of the phantom, respectively. The series
of images from top to bottom are the coefficients for the vectors v1,0,0w, v0,1,0w,
v0,0,1w,
—1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 ,
—1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 ,
—1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 ,
—1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , —1⁄3 , respectively. Note: the second row of images are zero
because these are coefficients for the vector pointing along the optical axis.
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Developing signal detectability as an image quality
metric for use with non-linear image reconstruction
Emil Y. Sidky1 , Weimin Zhou2 , Greg Ongie3 , Juan P. Cruz-Bastida1 , Ingrid S. Reiser1 , Mark A.
Anastasio4 and Xiaochuan Pan1

Abstract—The overall objective of this research effort is
to develop useful image quality metrics that can help to
determine parameters of non-linear tomographic image reconstruction algorithms along with parameters of the scan
configuration. To illustrate the need for new image quality
metrics, images are shown for a breast CT simulation
reconstructed by use of total variation (TV) constrained,
least-squares minimization. The resulting image properties
are difficult to characterize objectively with standard
image quality (IQ) metrics. Accordingly, in this work, we
aim to develop useful quantitative IQ metrics for this
situation. The proposed metrics center on detection of
small signals. Specifically, we study the impact of nonlinear image reconstruction on signal detectability. We
compute the non-linear and linear ideal observer for signal
detection in a signal known exactly/background known
exactly (SKE/BKE) paradigm. For the results presented
here, we focus on a single scan condition and investigate
the impact of signal amplitude and region-of-interest for
the observer models.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Gradient sparsity regularization involves iterative image reconstruction with either a total variation (TV)
penalty or constraint. This form of regularization has
shown to be effective for low-dose X-ray CT [1] when
used properly. As with any other form of regularization,
over-smoothing causes artifacts. In the case of gradient
sparsity regularization with TV, over-smoothing causes
images to have a patchy appearance. Due to the nonlinearity of this type of image reconstruction algorithm
it is difficult to translate the subjective assessment of
patchiness to an objective quantitative measure. We
hypothesize that a useful characterization of non-linear
image reconstruction can be derived from properties of
imaging small signals. The idea being that patchiness
1
The University of Chicago, Department of Radiology MC-2026,
5841 S. Maryland Avenue, Chicago IL, 60637.
2
Washington University in St. Louis, Department of Electrical and
Systems Engineering, St. Louis MO, 63130.
3
The University of Chicago, Department of Statistics, 5747 S. Ellis
Avenue, Chicago IL, 60637.
4
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Department of Bioengineering, Urbana IL, 61801.
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may be equated with the degradation of small signals.
In particular, we investigate in detail signal detectability
in a SKE/BKE paradigm. The aim of developing these
metrics is to assist in objectively tuning parameters such
as the TV regularization strength to a setting that agrees
with subjective visualization.
The setting for this work is a simulation for dedicated
breast computed tomography (CT), which is a low-dose
imaging modality. We focus on image characterization
at a single scan configuration and a single setting of
scan parameters. The properties of small signal imaging
are investigated in detail. Multiple realizations of noisy
data are generated for a uniform background phantom
and the same phantom with a signal added. Signalpresent realizations are generated for multiple signals
at different amplitudes. From reconstruction of these
data realizations, statistical properties of the resulting
images can be obtained. We compute the ideal linear
observer for signal detection, and the ideal non-linear
observer for signal detection and compare them against
the detectability of the signal in the data, or sinogram,
domain. The degradation of the signal detectability is
examined as possible useful measure of image quality.
II. M ETHODS
For CT image reconstruction by gradient sparsity
regularization, we use total-variation constrained leastsquares (TVLSQ) optimization
1
f ? = arg min kXf − gk22 such that k∇f k1 ≤ γ,
2
f

where f is the image; X is the X-ray transform matrix; g is the projection data; ∇ is the discrete image
gradient operator; k∇f k1 is the image TV; and γ is
the TV constraint value. Regularization decreases with
increasing γ , and in this set-up we can use the TV value,
γ0 , of the test phantom as a lower limit for the range
of regularization. In Sec. III, a noiseless reconstruction
is shown and compared with noisy reconstructions that
result from use of different γ for realistic breast CT
scanning conditions.
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In order to provide an objective measure of image
quality, we are investigating the use of signal detection
theory [2]. In the context of linear image reconstruction,
we have developed a detection efficiency metric that
computes the ratio of ideal observer signal-to-noiseratios (SNRs) in the reconstructed image domain and
the projection data domain [3]. This metric can be
computed accurately and is independent of signal amplitude for linear image reconstruction. The TVLSQ image
reconstruction model, however, is non-linear and the
same methodology cannot be used. The non-linearity of
TVLSQ leads to images that cannot be described by a
Gaussian model even if the data noise model is Gaussian.
Furthermore, the mean of image noise realizations will
not be the noiseless reconstructed image as is the case
for linear algorithms such as filtered back-projection.
For the detection task considered, we use a uniform
disk of attenuation corresponding to adipose tissue. A
small two-pixel wide Gaussian signal is placed at the
center of the phantom, and the SNR for detection measures the ability to distinguish between signal-absent
and signal-present in the presence of noise. A signal
amplitude in the object domain is selected so that its
SNR for detection by the ideal observer in the data
domain is not perfect, corresponding to a two-alternative
forced choice (2-AFC) performance between 80 and
90 percent correct or, equivalently, an area-under-thecurve (AUC) of 0.8 to 0.9 for the corresponding receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve. In Sec. III the
mean of noise realizations of the signal-present images is
shown to illustrate distortion of this borderline detectable
signal due to non-linearity of TVLSQ. For computing
the observer models, 4000 data realizations are generated
and reconstructed by TVLSQ for both signal-present and
signal-absent cases.
It has been shown by Zhou et al. [4] that the ideal linear observer (LO) and ideal non-linear observer (NLO)
can be well approximated by machine learning using
neural networks. The LO computes the maximum separability in the signal-absent and signal-present images
using only linear operations on the images; the NLO has
no such constraint and it aims for maximum separability
of the two classes of images.
To implement the LO, a linear single-layer neural
network (SLNN) was trained by use of the supervised
learning method [4]. To approximate the NLO, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) were also trained by
the supervised learning method described in Ref. [4].
In this study, the architecture of CNNs comprised three
convolutional (CONV) layers, a max-pooling layer, and a
fully connected (FC) layer. Each CONV layer comprised
32 filters with 3x3 spatial support and was followed by

phantom

FBP

TV: 1.0 RMSE: 0.00934 TV: 1.5 RMSE: 0.00957

TV: 2.0 RMSE: 0.00984 TV: 3.0 RMSE: 0.01032
Fig. 1. Shown are 128x128 ROIs of reconstructed images of the
breast CT simulation. In the top row is shown noiseless reconstruction
by TVLSQ with γ = γ0 and unregularized FBP, in order to gain a
sense of the noise level. The remaining for panels show TVLSQ
images for different values of γ. The regularization value shown
in each panel is the TV constraint value divided by the TV of the
phantom γ/γ0 . Also displayed in the bottom four panels is the image
RMSE relative to the test phantom. The images are shown in a gray
scale window [0.17,0.24] cm−1 .

a LeakyReLU function. The train-validation-test scheme
was employed: the SLNNs and CNNs were trained
on 3000 pairs of training images, the trained neural
networks were specified based on a set of 500 pairs of
validation images, and the signal detection performances
were evaluated on a set of 500 pairs of testing images.
The signal detection performances were quantified by
the AUC values, which were estimated by use of the
“proper” binormal model [5]. For each of the observer
models a region-of-interest (ROI) is selected so that it
is centered on the signal. Accordingly, we refer to the
ideal linear observer as LO-ROI, and the ideal non-linear
observer as NLO-ROI.
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the LO-ROI and NLO-ROI observers as a
function of ROI size. For reference the data domain AUC is indicated.
Fig. 2. Upper left panel shows a 128x128 central ROI of noiseless
reconstruction of the signal by use of TVLSQ γ = γ0 . The other
panels show the mean over 100 realizations of TVLSQ images
for different values of γ/γ0 . The displayed quantities are RMSE
between the mean of reconstructions and the noiseless reconstruction
of the signal present image and the mean pixel standard deviation
estimated from the 100 realizations. The gray scale for all panels is
[0.1875,0.21] cm−1 .

III. R ESULTS
The CT system parameters determining X for the
present 2D breast CT simulation involves an acquisition
of 128 projections on to a linear detector with 512 bins.
The modeled incident intensity is 140,000 photons per
pixel per view. The breast model contains glandular
and adipose tissue and the breast diameter is 16 cm.
Noiseless and noisy reconstruction of the test phantom is
shown in Fig. 1 and for reference an unregularized FBP
reconstruction from an equal-dose scan, 512 projections
with 35,000 photons per pixel per view, is shown.
As might be expected, setting the TV constraint to
the TV of the phantom γ = γ0 yields the image with
the lowest RMSE. Examining the subject appearance,
however, it is not clear that γ = γ0 is the most desirable
setting due to the patchy noise artifacts. Loosening the
TV constraint alleviates the patchiness and yields images
that still show noise reduction relative to the FBP image.
To qauntify the noise texture of the TVLSQ reconstructions, we investigate small signal detection by
generating 4000 signal-present and signal-absent images.
We show mean reconstructed images of a signal-present
image in Fig. 2, where the signal amplitude is set to a
data domain SNR of 1.56 for the same noise conditions
of Fig. 1. This SNR corresponds to an ideal observer 2AFC performance of 86% correct in the data domain.
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From these images it is seen that the low γ settings
distort the signal, decreasing the amplitude, and as γ is
loosened the mean signal approaches that of the noiseless
reconstruction. From the mean images, it is clear that the
lowest γ = γ0 setting distorts the signal significantly,
potentially indicating a link between patchiness and
small signal detectability.
For the LO-ROI and NLO-ROI model observers, we
focus on the γ = γ0 setting of the image TV, which
corresponds to the most regularized setting shown in
Figs. 1 and 2. As a first study, the impact of the ROI size
is shown in Fig. 3. The image realizations are centrally
cropped to reduce the rate at which overfitting happens.
The neural networks for the observer models are trained
on ROIs that have dimensions ranging from 4x4 to
20x20. The size of the ROIs influence the network topology and hence the number of weights to be trained in
the neural networks, which affects the training behavior.
Specifically, at small ROI sizes there is a slight upward
trend in the AUC up to the dimensions 8x8. Increasing
the size of the ROIs further causes model overfitting and
their appears a slight decrease in AUC values. We settle
on the 6x6 ROI size for the ROI observer models.
Apparent from these results is that there is a loss in
the efficiency of the detection task from the data domain
to the reconstructed image domain when using TVLSQ
with γ = γ0 . This loss is more pronounced for LO-ROI
than it is for NLO-ROI. That the NLO-ROI shows an
efficiency loss is significant because this observer model
represents the ceiling in performance for any observer.
Thus at this setting of the regularization for TVLSQ
there is an irretrievable loss of information pertaining
to the ability to distinguish signal-present and signal-
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the NLO-ROI.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of the LO-ROI and NLO-ROI observers as a
function of the signal contrast in the object domain. For reference
the data domain AUC is also plotted.

absent cases. We note also that this setting leads to
the subjectively patchy appearance of the reconstructed
image.
The gap between LO-ROI and NLO-ROI detection
task performance results directly from the non-linearity
of the image reconstruction algorithm. If the algorithm
were linear, the Gaussian noise model used in the data
domain simulation would transform to a Gaussian noise
model with a transformed covariance in the image domain. Because the signal is small, the image domain
covariance would be the same for signal-present and
signal-absent cases; thus the ideal linear observer would
be the ideal observer for linear image reconstruction.
We also investigate the model observer AUCs as a
function of signal contrast, and the results are shown in
Fig. 4. Again, TVLSQ is used for image reconstruction at
the regularization setting γ = γ0 . The data domain ideal
observer shows a monotonically increasing performance
with signal contrast as expected. Both the LO-ROI
and NLO-ROI image domain model observers show a
decrease in AUC relative to the data domain AUC. The
gap in observer performance seems to be greatest around
a signal amplitude of 0.04, but the relative performances
are quite similar across the range of signal amplitudes.
From a practical point of view this result is useful for
sweeping system or image reconstruction parameters.
Because the signal amplitude does not play a large
role in the relative performances of the shown observer
models, it is not necessary to also perform a parameter
search over signal contrast. We also note that the LOROI has a similar trend as the NLO-ROI trend. This is
potentially significant because computation of the LOROI is simpler, requiring fewer image realization than

The use of signal detection theory with a weak signal
may lead to a useful image quality metric for determining
regularization strength in TVLSQ and non-linear image
reconstruction in general. RMSE-based metrics alone
appear to be insufficient as it suggests over-regularization
in the noisy breast CT simulation. On the other hand, the
image domain model observers for a detection task show
a clear drop in performance relative to the data domain
observer for the same image reconstruction parameter
setting that yielded the best RMSE. As a result, these
model observers may provide an objective numerical
indication of when an image is over-regularized in nonlinear image reconstruction.
At the meeting we will show results for various parameter sweeps such as regularization strength. We will
also perform fixed-dose system parameter sweeps where
the number of projections is varied but the total patient
dose is held fixed. As is noted in the results sections the
simpler LO-ROI model, which utilizes fewer parameters,
may show similar trends as the more complex NLOROI model. We will also investigate approximate LO
models using channelization in order to check if the
trends persist and we can further improve the efficiency
of observer computation by reducing the number model
parameters and hence the number of necessary image
realizations.
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Objective assessment of clinical image quality
in thorax CT: nodule detectability in a 3D
printed anthropomorphic phantom by a
3D model observer.
Irene Hernandez-Giron, Johan Michiel den Harder, Geert J. Streekstra, and Wouter J. H. Veldkamp

Abstract—There is a chasm between the results obtained with
geometric phantoms combined with traditional image quality
metrics, and the performance of diagnostic tasks carried out by
radiologists on CT patient images. We propose a CT image
quality assessment framework combining diagnostic task-based
metrics and anthropomorphic phantoms as a representation of
the patients’ anatomy and disease presence or stage.
Our goals were: (1) to create an anthropomorphic thorax
phantom with two realistic 3D printed lung vessel distribution
inserts, one of them containing nodules (25 cork spheres, 6mm
diameter); and (2) to apply a 3D-model observer to assess the
detectability of nodules as a function of dose and reconstruction
parameters.
Several phantom scans (120 scans) were performed (Canon
Aquilion ONE Genesis, ultra-low dose thorax protocol),
reconstructed with filtered-back projection (FBP) and AIDR3De.
The detectability (d’) of the nodules was assessed by a 3DChannelized Hotelling model observer (DDOG channels),
analyzing volumes of interest containing either individual lesions
or equivalent regions in the lesion-free lung. The detectability of
the lesions increased with dose for both reconstructions and was
higher with iterative reconstruction (AIDR3De) compared to
FBP for all dose levels. This approach has the potential to be used
in CT protocol optimization, providing a task-based objective
method to assess image quality closer to the actual practice of
radiologists.
Index Terms— Computed tomography, iterative reconstruction,
image quality, phantom, 3D printing, model observer.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

tomography (CT) has a strong presence and
usage in Radiology departments worldwide. The broad
OMPUTED
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range of clinical CT applications and the availability of these
devices, has turned CT into the biggest contributor to the
collective radiation dose among medical imaging modalities
[1]. The optimization of the imaging CT protocols is a critical
and complex task, due to the extensive set of acquisition and
reconstruction parameters (which in turn can usually vary in a
range of values) with impact on dose and image quality. Each
protocol should be adapted to the clinical indication,
anatomical region and patient characteristics to produce at the
lowest possible dose, images with sufficient quality to render a
diagnosis. The evaluation of this “sufficient” diagnostic image
quality level is not straightforward from the medical physics
point of view. This is frequently based on traditional metrics
for image quality such as noise, contrast or spatial resolution,
among others, applied to CT images of geometric phantoms.
These, contain, in a uniform background, distributions of test
objects, and lack in representing the anatomy, attenuation or
texture of patient structures or tissues [2]. This makes it
challenging to translate the obtained results with such a
framework to the clinical scenario, where radiologists score
patient images, and determine the required image quality level
for a given diagnostic task.
Task-based image quality assessment, rests on the idea of
defining image quality taking into account the relevant
diagnostic objective (task) of the image, for instance lung
nodule detection [3,4]. The “observer” performing this task
can be a human (radiologist), a Computer Aided Detection
(CAD) algorithm or a so-called model observer. A figure of
merit (FOM) that is adequate for the selected task and imaging
modality (detection or discrimination indexes, for example) is
defined. Model observers have been successfully applied to
simple detection and discrimination tasks, such as low contrast
detectability in CT or microcalcification detection in
mammography in simple phantoms [5-7].
There is a need for new image quality phantoms in CT which
incorporate the influence of anatomical backgrounds and
simulate the patient shape and attenuation. Some anatomically
realistic phantoms are available commercially but their use is
not widely spread due to their high cost [8]. The use of 3D
printing for customized image quality phantoms in medical
imaging has grown in the past few years as an affordable
alternative [9-11].
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The aim of this study was to develop a framework for the
assessment of clinical image quality in thorax CT, for the task
of lung nodule detectability, combining model observers and
3D printed anthropomorphic phantoms. The effect of dose and
reconstruction method on lesion detectability was analyzed
with a channelized Hotelling model observer in CT images of
a thorax phantom, containing two 3D-printed lung vessel
inserts and lesions.

double-sided tape to different positions on one of the lung
inserts (Fig. 2). Thus, in the phantom configuration, one of the
lung inserts (which were exact mirrored copies), contained
lesions and the other was lesion free (Fig. 2A).

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Phantom design and 3D printing
Software was developed in MATLAB® (MathWorks®,
Natick, MA) to simulate the distribution and sizes of the lung
vessels inside an elliptically shaped structure with a given
height. A seed point was placed centrally on one of the inner
sides of the ellipse. The created algorithm placed two massive
cylinders of 8.5 mm diameter at the seed point to represent the
parent vessels. The end point of each vessel was used as a
starting point for either one or two new vessels. Inspired on
the work by Weibel et al, the algorithm was designed as
follows [12-14]: at a bifurcation, the diameter of the vessel
was reduced by a constant factor and so did the vessel length,
taking care to avoid that bifurcations follow each other too
closely. Thus, a 3D distribution of the vessels was created up
to a preset maximum number of vessels, resulting in vessel
diameters down to 0.25 mm. Binary output files (‘1’ for
vessels and ‘0’ for surrounding air) were produced in DICOM
format and later transformed into Standard Tessellation
Language (STL) files using two freeware packages: 3D slicer
and Meshlab (Fig. 1). A mirrored version of the original lung
vessel phantom file was also generated.

Figure 1. Matlab binary image with the vessel distribution in the lung
phantom (left) together with the generated STL file for the 3D printer
visualized using 3D slicer (right).

The STL files (two lung vessel distributions, one to mimic the
left lung, other the right one; 15×10.5×2.5 cm) were printed in
a ProJet 3D printer (multi-jet modeling (MJM) technique in
ultrahigh definition mode (UHD, 32 µm resolution). The
printing material for the vessels was Visijet EX200. As a
surrogate for the patient’s thorax in terms of attenuation and
shape, a PMMA elliptical holder was designed and
manufactured (3020×2.5cm), containing two elliptical gaps
for the 3D printed lung vessel phantoms and a small insert of
Teflon as a surrogate of the spine [14]. As surrogates of lung
nodules, 25 cork spheres (6 mm diameter) were attached with

Figure 2. Photo of the thorax holder (cast on PMMA and with a small Teflon
insert), containing both 3D printed lung vessel phantoms, both without lesions
(2A). Photo of the vessel insert with the cork spheres (6 mm diameter)
attached as surrogates for lung nodules (2B).

B. CT scans
The thorax phantom, with the two lung inserts and lesions,
was scanned 120 times for different dose levels, in a Aquilion
ONE Genesis CT system, selecting a ultra-low dose thorax
protocol [15]: 120 kV, 40x0.5mm collimation, pitch=1.475,
0.275 s, varying mA (10-20-40-80-150 mA; CTDIvol=0.10.3-0.5-1.1-2 mGy), 1mm slice thickness and interval, FC08
kernel, filtered back-projection (FBP) and AIDR3De,
respectively. Figure 3 shows one of the slices of the CT scans
with some of the lesions highlighted in green.

Figure 3. Cropped CT image of the thorax phantom and the two lung vessel
inserts, with lesions on the right insert (some of them highlighted with green
circles) and, without lesions, on the left (CTDIvol= 2 mGy, AIDR3De).

C. Sample subtraction
The median of 10 high dose phantom scans (600 mAs) with
the same protocol, acquired on the same session was
calculated. This was used as a template for a semi-automated
method for the detection of the locations of the nodules, which
determined the central slice and central position of each
nodule [16]. Then, the mirrored central locations on the other
lung phantom were automatically derived. Based on those
coordinates, volumes of interest (VOIs, 24x24 px x 9 slices;
18.77x18.77 mm2 x 9 slices) were automatically subtracted,
containing the lesions and surrounding vessel structures, and
also the equivalent lesion-free counterpart volumes.
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D. 3D model observer
A multi-slice model observer proposed by Platisa et al was
adapted for this study, which computes the 2D responses of a
channelized Hotelling model observer in a range of slices,
combining them to get a global response or detectability [17].
Ba et al, successfully applied such a model observer to detect
low contrast spheres (of a similar size as the nodules used in
this study), in an abdominal phantom with a uniform
background [18]. According to Platisa et al, this multi-slice
model observer emulates how human observers evaluate a
stack of images in two phases: first the observer buffers the
scores slice by slice during scrolling, then for the z-direction,
those scores are processed as a test-statistic for the full stack
of images [17]. This value is in turn used to classify the stack
between lesion present or absent categories. An adapted multislice model observer with 10 difference of Gaussian (DDOG)
channels [18] was applied to the two classes of images (lesion
present/lesion absent) and one template was estimated per
nodule (based on the central slice per lesion) and applied for
all the slices, avoiding when possible the influence of nearby
vessel structures.

III. RESULTS

The attenuation of the material used as a surrogate for the lung
vessels was (102±22 HU), for the thorax PMMA holder
(118±10 HU) and for the nodule surrogates (cork, measured at
the central slices) it was (-845±20 HU). The values for the
phantom materials are slightly higher as those found in
patients, but in the order of other thorax phantoms [10-11-14].
The effect of dose and reconstruction on some of the nodules
visibility in the phantom can be seen in Figures 4 and 5.
CTDIvol

0.1
mGy

0.3
mGy

0.5
mGy

1.1
mGy

2.0
mGy

Lesion

Figure 4. Examples with lesion present and lesion absent (anatomical
background, Bg). The latter were flipped or mirrored (XY) direction, as
shown, before being analyzed by the 3D model observer.

For training-testing, detectability (d’) was estimated for
groups of 20 scans (training set different than testing set)
without repetition, and as error, 2σ of the 6 values for d’
obtained for these image subgroups was calculated. The
individual d’ for each lesion was also calculated to estimate
the influence of the surrounding background or the cork
composition into detectability.

Bg

Lesion
Bg
Lesion
Bg

AIDR3De
(2 mGy)

FBP
(2 mGy)

Figure 4 shows the central slice for 5 nodule VOIs and the
equivalent lesion-free volumes (after mirroring) for one dose
level and both reconstruction methods. From each of the 120
scans, 50 VOIs were subtracted (25 nodule present, 25 nodule
absent), which led to a total of 3000 VOIs per image class (per
dose and reconstruction) to be analyzed with the model
observer.

Figure 5. CT image crops, showing the central slice for one of the lesions and
their equivalent lesion absent (Bg) slices in the other lung phantom for all the
dose levels and filtered back projection reconstruction.

Visually, image quality (in terms of the rendering of the lung
nodules) is improved with dose (increasing mAs) and also
with iterative reconstruction compared to FBP (Figs. 4 and 5).
The results of the model observer, comparing both
reconstruction methods for one dose level are shown in Fig. 6,
per lesion. It can be appreciated that the model observer
obtained higher d’ values for AIDR3De compared to FBP for
all lesions. It also has to be noted the variability in d’ between
lesions, that can be due to their composition (natural cork), as
they were not all exactly the same and could have some small
differences in porosity.

Test statistics (such as the mean (<T>) and the standard
deviation (σ) of the two classes of images (lesion present (1),
lesion absent (2)) after being transformed applying the model
observer template are calculated and combined to obtain a
detectability index or d’ as follows:

The higher the detectability index, implies that the statistical
distributions of both classes of images are more separated and
thus easier to differentiate.
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Fig. 6. Detectability index (d’) vs dose for FBP and AIDR3De reconstructions
(CTDIvol=0.3 mGy), for each lesion individually. Each d’ represents the
average of 6 runs, using each 1 object × 20 acquisitions for training and 1
object × 20 acquisitions for testing per reconstruction. The error bars
correspond to 2σ.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The global results of the DDOG multi-slice model observer
comparing both reconstruction methods and all dose levels are
summarized in Fig. 7.

A framework based on the combination of 3D printed lung
vessel phantoms containing lesions and a model observer has
been successfully applied to analyze the detectability of lung
nodules in clinical CT protocols. This approach has the
potential to be used in CT protocol optimization, giving a taskbased objective method to assess image quality closer to the
actual practice of radiologists.
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Training Strategies of a Convolutional Neural
Network-based Anthropomorphic Model Observer
for Signal-known-exactly and
Background-known-statistically Detection Tasks
Byeongjoon Kim, Minah Han, and Jongduk Baek

Abstract—We implement anthropomorphic model observer
using a convolutional neural network (CNN) for signal-knownexactly and background-known-statistically detection tasks on
breast cone beam computed tomography images. Because labeling
large amounts of training data by human observer is very timeconsuming and expensive, we propose training strategies (data
labeling method and early stopping rule) for CNN-based model
observer. For data labeling, we use nonprewhitening observer
with an eye-filter as a surrogate for human observer. CNN with
proposed training strategies closely predicts human observer
performance while reducing the cost of a human observer study.
Index Terms—Anthropomorphic model observer, Convolutional neural network, Nonprewhitening observer with an eyefilter.

I

I. I NTRODUCTION

N X-ray computed tomography (CT) imaging, optimizing
the imaging parameters is essential to improve the diagnostic performance. Task-based assessment has been considered
as a thorough image quality evaluation method because it
directly quantifies diagnostic accuaracy (e.g., lesion detectability) of given images [1]–[3]. To maximize the detection performance, various imaging parameters should be examined for the
given tasks, and evaluated by the human observer. However,
human observer study is time-consuming and expensive.
To overcome this limitation, anthropomorphic model observers have been developed (e.g., nonprewhitening observer
with an eye-filter (NPWE) and channelized Hotelling observer
(CHO) [4]–[6]) by mimicking the frequency selective sensitivity of the human visual system using frequency filters
[7], [8] and reflecting human inefficiency using internal noise
[9]. They have shown good correlation with human observer
performance [4]–[6], but the proper filter design and internal
noise should be determined for each imaging task (e.g., signal
shape and background noise structure) [10].
In recent studies, a convolutional neural network (CNN)
has been used to implement model observers [11], [12]. The
main advantage of using CNNs is that we do not have to
manually find task-specific design of filter or internal noise
model because CNNs can be trained in an end-to-end fashion.
B. Kim, M. Han, and J. Baek are with the School of Integrated
Technology and Yonsei Institute of Convergence Technology, Yonsei University, 162-1, Songdo-dong, Yeonsu-gu, Incheon, South Korea (e-mail:
bjkim2006@naver.com, hma90@naver.com, jongdukbaek@yonsei.ac.kr).
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CNNs also have strong representational power to learn nonlinear functions, which makes it possible to develop a single
model that handles multiple tasks. To implement CNN-based
anthropomorphic model observers, it is necessary to reflect the
human inefficiency in CNNs. The most popular approach is to
manually label images with a decision or confidence level of a
human observer for signal presence or absence. However, since
CNNs require a large amount of data for network training, this
approach would be exhaustive and time-consuming.
In this work, we propose new training strategies that
can replace human-labeled data. There are two key components in our training strategies: data labeling and early
stopping. We obtain percent correct (Pc ) values of human observers on a subset of training images and automatically label the rest of images using the conventional
model observer. To better match the performance of CNNbased anthropomorphic model observer to that of human
observer, we introduced the early stopping technique. Observer
study was conducted on signal-known-exactly (SKE) and
background-known-statistically (BKS) four alternative forced
choice (4AFC) detection tasks in cone beam CT (CBCT)
images with breast anatomical backgrounds. The performance
agreement between the human and model observers was
measured using the difference in and correlation between the
Pc values of the human and model observers.
II. M ETHODS
A. Image Generation
For the breast background volume, we generated
512×512×512 voxels of Gaussian random noise volume
and filtered the volume using 1/f 3/2 kernel. Note that we
used breast anatomy structure in mammograms which has
been characterized by P (f ) = K/f 3 [13], where K is a
scaling factor. The central sphere with 128 voxel diameter
was extracted to prevent the wrap-around effect. We set
the upper 50% (lower 50%) voxel values to the attenuation
coefficient of glandular (adipose) tissue to generate a 50%
volume glandular fraction (VGF). The attenuation coefficients
of glandular and adipose tissues are 0.233 and 0.194 cm−1
at 50 keV , respectively [14].
For modeling breast mass, we inserted 2 mm diameter
sphere near the center of the generated breast background volume. We set the voxel values of the sphere to the attenuation
coefficient of breast mass (0.238 cm−1 at 50 keV [14]).
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We used Siddon’s algorithm [15] to acquire 200 CBCT
projection data, and then, added log-normalized uniform Poission noise with 6914 photons/detector pixel [16]. Simulation
parameters are summarized in Table I. We reconstructed the
projection data using the FDK algorithm [17], where Hanning,
Shepp-Logan, and Ram-Lak weighted ramp filters were used
as the reconstruction filters. We filtered projection data with
and without Fourier interpolation and performed voxel-driven
back-projection with linear interpolation. For observer study,
we used the central transverse (i.e., x-y plane) and longitudinal
(i.e., x-z plane) images and extracted central 129×129 pixels.
Consequently, 12 types of background noise structures were
generated (Table II) and corresponding signal-present images
are shown in Fig. 1. We generated 4000 pairs of signal-present
and signal-absent images for each noise structure.
TABLE I. CBCT simulation parameter values
Parameter
Source to iso-center distance
Source to detector distance
Detector pixel size
Number of projection data
Reconstructed voxel size

Value
460 mm
880 mm
0.388×0.388 mm2
200
0.1014×0.1014×0.1014 mm3

Reconstruction filter
Hanning
Shepp-Logan
Ram-Lak
Hanning
Shepp-Logan
Ram-Lak
Hanning
Shepp-Logan
Ram-Lak
Hanning
Shepp-Logan
Ram-Lak

Interpolation method

Pc =

Nt
1 X
oj
Nt j=1

(3)

where Nt is the number of trials in testing session and oj is
score of j − th trial, 1 for correct answer and 0 for incorrect
answer. We estimate the variance of Pc by bootstrapping
scores 1,000 times.

To label the data for network training, we propose new
labeling strategies using the NPWE model for the generated
signal-present and signal-absent images. The eye-filter function is defined by

Image plane

Linear
Transverse
Fourier
Linear
Longitudinal
Fourier

Fig. 1. Example signal-present images with different noise
structures.
B. Detection Task
We conducted SKE/BKS 4AFC detection tasks. Hypotheses
for signal-absent (H0 ) and signal-present (H1 ) images are
given by
H0 : g = f b + f n
(1)
H1 : g = f s + f n

Seven human observers performed 12 detection tasks with
different background noise structures (Table II). For each
detection task, training session consisted of 30 trials and
testing session consisted of 100 trials. In each trial, four images
were displayed and observers were asked to choose the signalpresent image among 1 signal-present and 3 signal-absent
images. Human observer performance was quantified by

D. Data labeling using the anthropomorphic model observer

TABLE II. Background noise structures
Noise
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9
N10
N11
N12

C. Human Observer Study

(2)

where g is the observed image, fb is the breast background,
fs is the breast background with the signal, and fn is the
reconstructed CT noise.

E(f ) = f 1.3 exp(−cf 2 )

(4)

where c is an eye-filter parameter. The template of NPWE is
defined by


w = F −1 E · F ∆g
(5)


where F · and F −1 · indicate DFT and inverse DFT
operators, respectively, and ∆g = E[g | H1 ] − E[g | H0 ].
We estimated the template w using 400 image pairs. Decision
variable of test image is computed by


t = wt F −1 E · F g + .
(6)
 is the internal noise term sampled from normal distribution
of N (0, a), where a is an internal noise level.
NPWE does not predict the exact human observer performance for all noise structures with the same value of a or c.
Therefore, we adjusted those values for each noise structure
for data labeling. When the value of a was adjusted with c = 2,
we denoted the model observer by NPWE4i. When the value
of c was adjusted with a = 0, we denoted the model observer
by NPWEf. Note that c = 2 yielded the peak value of eyefilter at 4 cyc/deg for 40 cm viewing distance, which is the
most sensitive frequency of the human visual system [6], [7].
We used two new labeling strategies:

(1) We adjusted the value of a to minimize the difference
in Pc between NPWE4i and human observer for each
background noise structure, and then, assigned decision
variable of NPWE4i as label value.
(2) We adjusted the value of c to minimize the difference
in Pc between NPWEf and human observer for each
background noise structure, and then, assigned decision
variable of NPWEf as label value.
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TABLE III. Values of a and c used for labeling the data.
Noise structures
NPWE4i a ×102
NPWEf
c

N1
0.115
0.3

N2
0.15
0.52

N3
0.165
0.54

N4
0.09
0.61

N5
0.14
0.7

E. CNN-based Anthropomorphic Model Observer

N
2
1 X (i)
t̂ − t(i) ,
N i=1

(7)

where N is the number of mini-batch and t̂(i) and t(i) are the
label and the output of model, respectively, on the i-th image.
F. CNN Training and Testing
Each dataset of the same noise structure were split into
training, validation, and testing sets with the ratio of 2:1:1.
Then, the mean value of each image was subtracted from each
image. CNN was initialized with the Glorot Uniform method
and optimized by the Adam algorithm [18] with learning rate
of 10−3 , β1 of 0.9, and β2 of 0.999. The maximum number
of training epochs was 300 (18,900 iterations).
Model observer performance was computed using (3) with
10,000 trials in each noise structure. To evaluate the agreement
between model and human observers, we measured the root
mean squared error (RMSE) and correlation coefficient in Pc .
CNNs trained with NPWE4i decision variable and NPWEf
decision variable are denoted as CNN-NPWE4i and CNNNPWEf, respectively.
G. Stopping Criteria
As a form of regularization, one can terminate CNN training
early when a stopping criterion is met. We propose to employ
the early stopping rule that directly monitored the RMSE in
Pc on the validation set. The RMSE is computed as follows:
v
u
K
u1 X
(k)
(k)
RMSE = t
(P̂c − Pc )2 ,
(8)
K
k=1

where K is the number of different noise structures in the
(k)
(k)
training set, and Pc and P̂c are Pc values of human and
CNN observers, respectively, on the k-th noise structure. Here,
(k)
we used the same Pc values used to label the data. For
simplicity, we implemented this method by measuring RMSE
in Pc after every epoch and saving the model only if it made
a new record. For comparison, other early stopping methods
based on the validation loss and training loss, respectively,
were used.
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N7
0.08
0.25

N8
0.1
0.45

N9
0.13
0.45

N10
0.045
0.54

N11
0.15
0.56

N12
0.2
0.6

III. R ESULTS

We implemented 3-layer CNN that had two convolutional
layers and one fully connected layers. The convolutional layers
had 13×13 filters with a stride of 2, and the number of filters
was two at the first layer and doubled if the feature map size
was halved to preserve the time complexity per layer. The
size of filters was chosen to match the receptive field seen
at the last convolution layer to the signal size, 37×37. After
each convolution layers, the feature maps were activated with
rectified linear unit. We used mean squared error in decision
variables as loss function.
L=

N6
0.185
0.63

Fig. 2 compares Pc of the human and model observers with
different labeling methods and early stopping rules. Note that
for labeling the training set of CNN, we used different a and
c values for each noise structure, as summarized in Table III.
The RMSE and correlation coefficient in Pc between human
and model observers are summarized in Table IV.
With the conventional early stopping rules, CNN-NPWE4i
and CNN-NPWEf showed similar performance trends with
human observers. This indicates that the proposed labeling
methods function as internal noise. However, their performance were not matched with that of human observers for
all tasks.
With the proposed early stopping rule, the CNNs produced
similar Pc to human observers, indicating that proposed early
stopping rule is more effective to predict human observer
performance.
Fig. 3 shows learning curves of CNN-based anthropomorphic model observer. It is observed that validation loss and
validation RMSE in Pc starts to increase after a certain point,
indicating overfitting of CNN. It is also observed that the
validation loss, training loss, and validation RMSE in Pc
show different convergence behavior. For example, the lower
validation or training loss does not always produce the lower
validation RMSE in Pc .
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed new training strategies for
CNN-based anthropomorphic model observers on SKE/BKS
detection tasks in CBCT images with breast anatomical backgrounds. CNN with the proposed training strategies closely
predicted human observer performance while reducing the cost
of the human observer study. The proposed training strategies
can potentially be used for implementing one CNN model that
generalizes to various detection tasks. The limitation of this
work is that it has not fully investigated the generalization
errors and CNN architectures, which will be addressed in our
future research.
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Interest in spectral CT for diagnostics and therapy evaluation has
been growing. Acquisitions of data from distinct energy spectra
provide, among other advantages, quantitative density estimations
for multiple materials. We introduce a novel spectral CT concept
that includes a fine-pitch grating for prefiltration of the x-ray
beam. The attenuation behavior of this grating changes significantly if x-rays are slightly angled in relation to the grating structures. To apply such an angle (i.e. switch between the different filtrations) we propose a fast, controllable, and precise solution by
moving the focal spot of the x-ray tube. In this work, we performed
preliminary evaluations with a grating prototype on a CT test
bench. Our results include x-ray spectrometer measurements that
reveal diverse and controllable spectral shaping between 4° and 6°
for a specific grating design. Additional experiments with a contrast agent phantom illustrated the capability to decompose clinically relevant iodine concentrations (5, 10, 20, and 50mg/mL) –
demonstrating the feasibility of the grating-based approach. Ongoing and future studies will investigate the potential of this novel
concept as a relatively simple upgrade to standard energy-integrating CT.
Index Terms—Spectral CT, dual energy CT, material decomposition, quantitative CT, adaptive imaging

I. INTRODUCTION

S

CT is finding increased use in both research and
clinical settings. Obtaining projection data across two or
more spectral channels enables material decomposition and
quantitative material density estimation. This drives multiple
clinical diagnostic tests including quantitation of exogenous
contrast agents, virtual non-contrast images, and endogenous
material quantification (e.g. bone mineral density estimation
[1]). Similarly, spectral CT can be used to reduce energy-dependent effects like beam hardening. There are multiple strategies for obtaining multi-channel spectral data. For example, xray detectors with energy discrimination including multi-layer
[2] and photon counting detectors [3], [4] have permitted data
acquisition with multiple spectral bins. On the source side, kVswitching [5] and multiple x-ray tubes [6] can provide two (or
more) channels by changing the peak energy of the x-ray beam.
Other techniques include various beam filtration methods
where the x-ray spectrum is shaped using, for example, k-edge
filters. Such strategies include split filters[7], rotating filters[8],
and moving tiled filters[9]. All of these techniques have various
advantages and disadvantages. In particular, many options involve new and expensive hardware, motion systems that can be
complicated to integrate within the CT gantry, or limited control over the spectral response. In this work, we present a new
source-side filtration method that allows dynamic spectral beam
shaping without moving the filter.
PECTRAL
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II. METHODS
A. Overview of Grating-based Filtration
The essential idea explored in this work is to use a periodic
grating (much like an anti-scatter grid) to filter the x-ray beam
wherein the grating is composed of, for example, a transition
metal with a k-edge in the diagnostic range. Consider a regular
grating like that shown in Fig. 1 with no material in-between
the metal grating structure. Additionally, consider that the grating period is on the order of the focal spot size or smaller, so
that the grating structure itself cannot be resolved (again, like a
grid). When x-rays traverse the filter at 0°, a portion of the beam
is attenuated by a relatively long length of metal (effectively
blocking the beam). The remaining portion of the beam is essentially unfiltered through the air. Thus, the net effect is to not
change the beam spectrum very much at all, but there is a decrease in the overall fluence by a proportion based on the relative blocker and gap widths. Next, consider the case when the
incident beam is angled slightly. More of the beam is filtered
by the metal, and the thickness through the metal is decreased.
Thus, the overall beam spectrum has a smaller contribution of
unfiltered x-rays and the x-ray filtration is less extreme, yielding a weighted average of the unfiltered beam and the k-edge
filter. Similar weighted averaging of spectra occurs for increased angles wherein the beam traverses two or more periods.
Thus, by changing the angulation of the beam, one can control
the x-ray spectrum. While this illustration relies on parallel xrays, one could also design a focused grating to achieve the
same effect with a diverging beam.

50 mm

3 mm

300 mm
5.7°

4.7°

0°

Fig. 1. Illustration of the spectral grating filter concept showing lamellae in
blue. As the incident x-ray beam angle changes the amount of beam filtration
can be controlled. Grating specifications for the particular grating used in this
work are specified. Similarly, two critical angles are shown: 1) The angle at
which all rays pass through exactly one lamella of the grating – 4.7°; and 2) the
angle where all x-rays pass through exactly two lamellae – 5.7°.
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X-ray
Spectrometer

Grating
Test Stage

Pinhole
Collimation

Note that this kind of spectral shaping does require angulation
of the x-ray beam. While this could be achieved through source
or grating motion, the grating can be designed to be sensitive to
small angular changes. With proper design of the grating to
achieve a significant spectral change over a small enough angle,
x-ray motion can be achieved through electromagnetic deflection of the focal spot (of the same kind used in modern CT systems to achieve improved sampling [10], [11]).
In the following subsections we illustrate the design and fabrication of a grating prototype for spectral shaping, present xray spectrometer measurements through this grating as a function of x-ray angle, and integrate the grating prototype into CT
test-bench and conduct a simple material decomposition of clinically relevant iodine concentrations.
B. Grating Design
There are various options for grating design. In this work, we
adopt a fabrication approach based on the creation of a notched
form in which thin rectangles of metal foil are placed to form
the grating. The notched form is created from deep etched
acrylic using a laser cutter/etcher. This manufacturing method
permits the use of a wide range of filtration materials with no
interstitial material. It is limited by the resolution of the laser
cutter and depth control, and the need for metal used for the
grating to be self-supporting.
The design chosen for this work is illustrated in Fig. 1 with

A

Tungsten Grating

X-ray Tube
and Collimator

(Optional)
Additional Beam
Precollimation

50 mm wide tungsten lamellae 3 mm thick. The center-to-center
spacing of the metal foil is 300 mm yielding a 250 mm air-gap.
The acrylic form is deep etched to about 300 mm. The face of
the fabricated grating is 2.5 cm wide x 1.5 cm tall. (The results
of this fabrication can be seen in Fig. 3A.) This design results
in two “critical points” at 4.7° and 5.7° - namely the first angle
where all x-rays pass through one grating lamella; and where
all x-rays pass through two grating lamellae (as illustrated in
Fig. 1). We expect that the greatest amount of spectral shaping
occurs between these two critical points based on the thickness
of tungsten traversed.
C. X-ray Spectrometer Measurements
While we envision that spectral grating will ideally be implemented using focal spot deflection, we investigate the grating
structure using a computer-controlled rotation stage. In a first
set of experiments, we use an Amptek XR-100T CdTe x-ray
spectrometer (Bedford, MA) to characterize the filtered x-ray
beam. Due to count rate limitations, the spectrometer is collimated using a Fluke 10 mm pinhole (part number 07-633)
placed in a 13 mm thick lead sheet. The experimental setup is
shown in Figure 2. All measurements were taken at 100 kVp
and 0.8 mAs/pulse, and averaged over 300 pulses. The pinhole
was carefully aligned by maximizing count rate. Spectra were
obtained over 0°-7° with 0.25° increments.

B

Iodinated Phantom

10 50
Flat Panel
Detector

5 20
mg/ml
Grating
Rotary Stage

Object
Rotary Stage

X-ray
Tube

Fig. 3. A) Illustration of the manufactured grating showing the top view and the surface perpendicular to the x-ray path. B) The grating-based spectral CT testbench including a small phantom with four concentrations of iodine (5, 10, 20, and 50 mg/mL of iodine - Omnipaque).
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Fig. 4. Measured x-ray spectra as a function of grating tilt angle. A) Raw absolute measurements from 0° to 7° in 1° increments. B) The same measurements
normalized by the total number of photon counts better illustrating the change in spectral shape from 0° to 7°. C) A finer sampling of spectra using 0.25° increments
over 4.5° to 6.0° to illustrate additional intermediate spectra. Note the prominent change in spectral shape about 69.5 keV – the k-edge of tungsten.

D. Grating-based Spectral CT Experiment
A spectral CT experiment was conducted using the test-bench
shown in Fig. 3B. The test-bench consists of an object rotation
stage, a Varex 4343CB (Salt Lake City, UT) flat-panel detector,
and a Varex Rad-94 Rad/Fluoro tube. A small 25 mm diameter
iodine-water phantom was prepared with four different concentrations of Omnipaque – 5, 10, 20, and 50 mg/mL of iodine. The
phantom is intentionally small because the spectral grating was
constructed with parallel lamellae – a relatively small phantom
limits differential filtration due to diverging x-rays by constraining the projection data to a smaller angular range. Similarly, a relatively long baseline geometry was used to limit the
effects of divergent x-rays. Specifically, the source-to-detector
distance was 1600 mm, the source-to-axis distance was 1100
mm, and source-to-grating distance was 640 mm. Projection
data were obtained using the 0.8 mm focal spot, 100 kVp, and
2 mAs/frame with 360 frames evenly spaced over 360°. Data
were obtained at grating angles of 4° and 6°. These two angles
were chosen based on the results of the x-ray spectrum estimates.
Since some banding artifacts appeared in projection data with
simple gain correction (likely because the grating period was
not small enough compared to the focal spot size, and because
of focal spot instability and small shifts), we applied two projection-domain correction strategies: 1) a focal spot shift estimation and application to the gain scan [12]; and 2) a radial filtering operation to suppress residual bands. Data were reconstructed using filtered-backprojection and additional image-domain ring-artifact suppression routines were applied. Both 4°
and 6° grating projection data were processed. Iodine and water
maps were formed using a simple empirically selected imagedomain weighted sum of the two spectral channels.
III. RESULTS
A. X-ray Spectra as a Function of Grating Angle
The results of the x-ray spectrometry experiment are shown
in Fig 4. Fig. 4A shows the raw photon count measurements for
grating angulations from 0° to 7°. While some beam shaping is
evident, the more noticeable feature is the overall reduction in
fluence with the changing angle. To highlight the spectral shaping, we show normalized spectra in Fig. 4B. In this case, the
spectra are divided by the total number of counts. Note the obvious shaping of the beam and the dramatic reduction of higher
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energy photons (above the k-edge of tungsten at 69.5 keV). We
see the most significant change in spectral shape between 4°
and 6° where the angulation crosses the previously identified
“critical points.” To better illustrate the transition spectra in this
range, a third plot in Fig. 4C shows a finer sampling of spectra
between 4.5° and 6°. Note that 0.25° increments over this range
result in significant changes to the x-ray spectrum.
B. Grating-based Spectral CT
Based on the spectral estimation results from the previous
subsection we chose to collect CT projection data at 4° and 6°
rotations of the grating. Reconstructions from these two datasets are shown in Fig. 5A. Note the contrast differences (particularly noticeable in the highest concentration of iodine) between the inserts and background due to the differing incident
x-ray spectrum. Image-domain decomposition was applied using a weighted sum of the two reconstructions. Approximate
iodine and water basis channels are shown in Fig. 5B. We see a
good representation of the four concentration levels of iodine in
the iodine basis channel, and a relatively uniform water basis
channel for both the inserts and the water background.
IV. DISCUSSION
The presented results reflect a proof-of-principle demonstration of a novel spectral CT concept that is a relatively simple
upgrade to standard energy-integrating CT. Our concept entails
a fine-pitch grating that controls the spectral shaping through
slight rotations. We demonstrated in a preliminary experiment
that spectral CT imaging with a grating prototype is feasible and
that material decomposition of iodine in clinical relative concentration is possible. For a detailed analysis of sensitivity and
robustness, studies with increased field-of-view, enabled focalspot movements, and optimized grating design are required. To
this end, our results illustrate that gratings with the required
specifications can be manufactured without need of highly expensive processes. For future studies, we will investigate different fabrication processes, including lithography, mechanical
folding, and 3D laser cutting, with the goal to drive grating designs with high aspect ratios to translate this concept from
bench to clinical CT systems.
For implementation into a clinical CT gantry, we propose to
move the focal spot of the x-ray tube through electromagnetic
steering, to switch between the filtration scenarios (i.e. applying
the necessary angle). Focal spot movement is a precise (sub-
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pixel) and commonly used technique in most modern x-ray
tubes and is rapidly performed from projection to projection image [11]. Utilizing focal spot movements will allow: (i) the generation of spectral data without mechanical motions (which are
challenging to coordinate within a fast-rotating gantry), and (ii)
extension of our concept to multi-energy CT. For example, one
can combine two gratings – each manufactured from a different
k-edge material (e.g., tantalum and gold) in series. With orthogonally oriented lamella, two-dimensional angulations achieved
via electromagnetically deflection of the focal spot in two directions would allow an even more diverse continuum of emitted x-ray spectra. This extension to multi-energy CT will drive
the clinical introduction and translation of novel diagnostic applications like dual-contrast protocols in oncology or cardiovascular imaging [13]–[18].
Future studies will investigate comparisons between this
and other spectral CT methods. For example, kV-switching can
achieve different spectra without mechanical motion; however,
the effected spectra may have decreased separation versus the
grating based approach. Moreover, combinations of spectral
methods – e.g. kV-switching and grating – may be combined
for increased sensitivity and material decomposition performance.
V. CONCLUSION
The translation and introduction of spectral CT into the clinical arena is ongoing and becoming increasingly popular. Our
concept of spectral CT imaging with gratings adds an attractive
and relatively simple alternative solution to existing implementation, which may enable multi-energy CT imaging in the future.
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C-Arm Non-Circular Orbits: Geometric Calibration,
Image Quality, and Avoidance of Metal Artifacts
P. Wu, N. Sheth, T. Wang, A. Sisniega, A. Uneri, R. Han, R. Vijayan, P. Vagdargi,
B. Kreher, H. Kunze, G. Kleinszig, S. Vogt, and J. H. Siewerdsen
Abstract—Metal artifacts present a frequent challenge to conebeam CT (CBCT) in image-guided surgery, obscuring visualization
of metal instruments and adjacent anatomy. Recent advances in
mobile C-arm systems have enabled 3D imaging capacity with noncircular orbits. We extend a previously proposed metal artifacts
avoidance (MAA) method to reduce the influence of metal artifacts
by prospectively defining a non-circular orbit that avoids metalinduced biases in projection domain.
Accurate geometric calibration is an important challenge to
accurate 3D image reconstruction for such orbits. We investigate the
performance of interpolation-based calibration from a library of coregistered circular orbits to estimate the projection matrix for any
non-circular orbit. We apply the method to non-circular scans
acquired for MAA, which involves: (i) coarse 3D localization of metal
objects via two scout views (without strong priors on the patient or
implants) using an end-to-end neural network; (ii) calculation of the
metal-induced x-ray spectral shift for all possible views; and (iii)
identification of the non-circular orbit that minimizes the variations
in spectral shift.
Non-circular orbits with interpolation-based geometric calibration
yielded reasonably accurate 3D image reconstruction with a slight
loss of spatial resolution (MTF reduced from ~0.25 to ~0.18 at 1 mm 1). Non-circular scans demonstrated expected benefits to 3D sampling
– e.g., a ~40% reduction in cone-beam artifact in a Defrise disk
phantom. The end-to-end neural network accurately localized metal
implants with just two scout views even in complex anatomical scenes,
improving Dice coefficient by ~42% compared to a more
conventional cascade of separately trained U-nets. In a spine
phantom with pedicle screw instrumentation, non-circular orbits
identified by the MAA method reduced the magnitude of metal
“blooming” artifacts (apparent width of the screw shaft) in CBCT
reconstructions by ~70%.
The proposed imaging and calibration methods present a fairly
practical means to improve image quality in mobile C-arm CBCT by
identifying non-circular scan protocols that improve sampling and
reduce metal-induced biases in the projection data.
Index Terms—Cone-beam CT, non-circular orbit, mobile C-arm,
geometric calibration, metal artifact, image-guided surgery

I. INTRODUCTION
Intraoperative cone-beam CT (CBCT) is increasingly used for
guidance and validation in placement of surgical instruments [1],
[2], including spinal pedicle screws, neurosurgical electrodes etc.
Such highly attenuating metal objects within the field-of-view
(FOV) can cause metal artifacts that degrade image quality and
confound visualization of adjacent anatomical structures. Many
algorithms have been proposed for metal artifacts reduction,
including classic projection / image domain postprocessing
(“MAR”) methods [3] and polyenergetic reconstruction
methods.[4] However, these methods contend with artifacts after
biases are already incurred in the projection data. A recent method
(called metal artifact avoidance, MAA) [5] proposes to acquire
projection data with minimal metal-induced bias, allowing MAR
or polyenergetic reconstruction to work even better – or in some
cases yielding “raw” CBCT images with artifacts reduced to a
level sufficient for the imaging task.
The research was supported by NIH R01-EB-017226 and academic-industry partnership
with Siemens Healthineers.
P. Wu, N. Sheth, T. Wang, A. Sisniega, A. Uneri, R. Han, R. Vijayan, P. Vagdargi, and J.
H. Siewerdsen are with Johns Hopkins University, USA.
B. Kreher, H. Kunze, G. Kleinszig, and S. Vogt are with Siemens Healthineers, Germany.
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Increasingly, interventional CBCT systems are capable of
computer-controlled motion of the x-ray source and detector for
general, non-circular orbits that can e.g. improve sampling
characteristics [6], and maximize the spatial-frequency-dependent
signal and noise transfer characteristics with respect to the
imaging task [7]. Such orbits also provide a means to reduce the
influence of metal instrumentation (i.e., reduce / avoid metal
artifacts) by collecting data in a manner that minimizes the factors
of metal-induced bias (e.g. beam hardening). Recently, such
capability for complex source-detector orbits is available on
mobile C-arms with motorized control of multiple axes of gantry
motion. Comparted to fixed-room, robotic C-arms, such mobile
systems feature a relatively small footprint, lower cost, and
flexibility in workflow, bringing the potential for non-circular
orbits to surgical guidance.
In this work, we report the capacity for 3D imaging with noncircular orbits on a mobile C-arm with motorized tilt and
angulation of the gantry. Specifically, we address issues of
geometric calibration for general (not pre-defined) non-circular
orbits and evaluate 3D imaging performance characteristics of
non-circular orbits compared to conventional circular orbits. We
use such capability to extend the MAA method [5] to non-circular
orbits that minimize metal-induced bias. The method is shown to
operate well with just two low-dose scout views (without other
prior information of patient anatomy / metal objects) and is
compatible with MAR and polyenergetic reconstruction methods
that can further improve image quality.
II. METHODS
A. Non-Circular Orbits on a Mobile C-Arm System

Fig. 1. Mobile C-arm used in this work (Cios Spin 3D, Siemens Healthineers). (a)
C-arm geometric parameters and zoomed-in view of the detector (bottom right). (b)
Source-detector orbits illustrated on a sphere. Circular orbits are in yellow (various
settings of gantry tilt, 𝜙). An example non-circular orbit is in green (𝜙 changing
with 𝜃).The zoomed inset illustrates estimation of geometric parameterization for
one view (green dot) determined by interpolation of four nearest vertices in a
library of geometric calibrations of circular scans (yellow dots).

The mobile C-arm used in this work (Cios Spin 3D, Siemens
Healthineers, Forcheim, Germany) is shown in Fig. 1(a). The Carm has motorized control of rotation angle (𝜃: 0° to 196°) and
gantry tilt (𝜙: -30° to 30°), permitting non-circular orbits to be
executed by variation of 𝜃 and 𝜙 during the scan. Tilted circular
orbits (constant 𝜙) can be calibrated using established methods –
e.g., the BB phantom of Cho et al.[8] but non-circular orbits
present a challenge to pre-calibration, given the large variety of
feasible (𝜃, 𝜙) combinations. For non-circular scan trajectories
defined by methods like “task-driven” imaging [7] and MAA, the
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the MAA algorithm. Two scout
views are used for coarse 3D localization of metal
objects (𝜇𝑠𝑒𝑔 ) using an end-to-end CNN. Biases arising
from x-ray spectral shift are predicted as a function of
gantry rotation angle and tilt. A non-circular orbit that
best avoids metal-induced biases is determined by
finding a curve in 𝑞𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 (𝜃, 𝜙) with minimal standard
deviation in spectral shift.

orbit is designed on the fly and thus cannot be pre-calibrated. We
therefore developed an interpolation-based approach to address
this issue, detailed as follows.
First, we built a library of geometric calibrations for circular
obits with tilt ranging from 𝜙 = -30° to +30° at 5° intervals using
a cylindrical BB phantom placed at the same tilt angle as the Carm gantry [8]. Affine transformation of the library registers all
calibrations into a common coordinate system:
𝐀𝜙=0 = 𝐀𝜙=𝜙∗ × 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 × 𝑇𝑤
(1)
𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡

1
0
0
0 cos(𝜙 ∗ ) − sin(𝜙 ∗ )
=[
0 sin(𝜙 ∗ ) cos(𝜙 ∗ )
0
0
0

1 0 0
0
0 1 0
0
] 𝑇 =[
0 𝑤
0 0 𝑟𝑧
1
0 0 0

𝑡𝑥
𝑡𝑦
]
𝑡𝑧
1

(2)

where 𝐀𝜙=𝜙∗ is the projection matrix at tilt angle 𝜙 ∗ , and 𝑇𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑡 is a
transformation through tilt angle 𝜙 ∗ (read from the C-arm motor
encoder). The transformation 𝑇𝑤 accounts for small discrepancies
in displacement (𝑡) and tilt (𝑟𝑧 ) between the BB phantom and the
gantry in each member of the library, determined by 3D-3D
registration. The co-registered calibrations were decomposed into
parameters: SDD (source-detector distance), 𝐶𝑠 (source location),
𝑢0 , 𝑣0 (piercing point), and 𝑅 (detector rotation matrix) as shown
in Fig. 1(a). The system geometry for a general non-circular orbit
can then be estimated by interpolating the geometric parameters
from the calibration library – viz., the four nearest views from
calibrated tilted circular orbits as illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
Parameters SDD , 𝑢0 and 𝑣0 were estimated by scattered linear
interpolation, and 𝐶𝑠 , 𝑅 by spherical linear interpolation (slerp)
[9]. The slerp is non-communitive and was performed first in 𝜃
and then in 𝜙 , giving reduced interpolation error, since the 𝜃
direction is more finely sampled in the calibration library.
B. Source-Detector Orbits for Metal Artifact Avoidance (MAA)
A flowchart for the MAA method is shown in Fig. 2, with main
stages marked in blue squares, summarized as follows:
1) 3D Localization of Metal Objects from Two Scout Views
Given two scout views, the MAA method determines a binary
3D reconstruction (coarse segmentation, 𝜇𝑠𝑒𝑔 ) describing the 3D
location of metal objects in the FOV. Unlike in MAR, a coarse
segmentation was found to be sufficient for MAA, requiring only
an approximation of the shape, size, and orientation of metal
objects.
Coarse segmentation used a novel, end-to-end convolutional
neural network (CNN) shown in Fig. 3, which learns features
simultaneously in projection and image domains. Specifically,
projection domain feature extraction layers are connected to image
domain 3D segmentation layers through a backprojection layer.
Intuition underlying such a network is that image domain
segmentation is improved by fusing shape information from the
projection domain (before being smeared by backprojection), and
projection domain feature extraction is guided by the segmentation
loss backpropagated from the image domain.
The feature extraction layers contain two 3×3 convolutions,
each followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) with batch
normalization, and in the end a 2×2 max pooling layer. The 3D
segmentation layers were implemented as a three-layer 3D U-Net
(slightly modified from [10], detailed in Fig. 3) with general Dice

loss function. The derivative of the Dice loss function with respect
to the input of the backprojection layer is the forward projection
operation (determined with C-arm geometry and Siddon ray
tracing [11], not taken as learnable parameter of the network),
enabling joint learning in projection and image domains. The
network was “He normal” initialized and trained using the Adam
optimizer with an initial learning rate of 5x10 -3 for 30 epochs.
For simplicity and to avoid the requirement for vendor-specific
metal instrument models, the network was trained with only
simulated data, which was generated by overlaying DRRs of
clinical CT images with a random number of forward-projected
metal objects: ellipsoids ranging in size and eccentricity and
coarsely segmented spine screws obtained from CT images. The
effects of data truncation, partial volume effect, noise (quantum
and electronic), scatter, and beam hardening were included in
DRR generation. Data augmentation included variation in the
location, size, orientation, aspect ratio, and attenuation of
simulated metal objects in each DRR, resulting in a total of ~8,400
(8,000 training + 400 validation) images.

Fig. 3. End-to-end neural network for 3D localization of metal instrumentation.
Projection domain feature extraction layers are connected to the image domain
segmentation layers through a backprojection layer (determined from C-arm
geometry), enabling joint learning in projection and image domains.

2) Prediction of Metal-Induced Bias in Projection Data
The second step of the MAA method is to estimate the metalinduced bias (e.g., summation of x-ray spectral shift) in the
projection domain for all rotation (𝜃) and tilt (𝜙) angles [5]:
𝑞𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 (𝜃, 𝜙) = ∑𝑢,𝑣 (𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 (𝑢, 𝑣|𝜃, 𝜙) − 𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 (𝑢, 𝑣|𝜃, 𝜙))
(3)
𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 (𝑢, 𝑣|𝜃, 𝜙) = 𝑐(𝐀𝜇𝑠𝑒𝑔 )
(4)
𝑁
𝑖
𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 (𝑢, 𝑣|𝜃, 𝜙) = ∑𝑖=1 𝛼𝑖 𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 (𝑢, 𝑣|𝜃, 𝜙)
(5)
where 𝑞𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 is the spectral shift predicted for each 𝜃 and 𝜙 ,
𝑝𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑜 (𝑢, 𝑣|𝜃, 𝜙) is the monoenergetic line integral,
𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 (𝑢, 𝑣|𝜃, 𝜙) is the corresponding polyenergetic line integral
affected by beam-hardening, 𝐀 is the projection matrix, 𝑐 is an
empirically estimated scalar representing the attenuation
coefficient of the metal object, and 𝛼𝑖 are precalculated
polynomial mapping coefficients determined by the spectrum and
metal material. The MAA method is relatively insensitive to both
the spectral model and the metal material (including 𝑐), since the
spectral model is only used to predict desirable orbits (not to
perform an actual beam-hardening correction).
3) Orbit Optimization & Reconstruction
The third step of the MAA method is to identity the non-circular
orbit that minimizes projection data biases (and thereby avoid
metal artifacts in the 3D image reconstruction). Rather than simply
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summing the spectral shift at each 𝜃, we chose an objective that
describes the inconsistency in spectral shift between projection
views, since such inconsistencies are the underlying source of
streaks commonly identified as metal artifacts. To reduce
dimensionality and encourage a smooth non-circular orbit, we
modeled 𝜙(𝜃) as a superposition of cubic b-splines:
𝑓̂ = arg min = 𝑄𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 (𝑓)
(6)
𝑓

𝑄𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 (𝑓) = 𝜎[𝑞𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 (𝜃, ∑𝑀
(7)
𝑖=0 𝑓𝑖 𝐵(𝜃 − 𝜃𝑖 ))]
where 𝑄𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 is a metric of spectral shift variation determined by
the standard deviation operator (𝜎), 𝐵 is the cubic b-spline (𝑀 =
10 control points), and 𝑓𝑖 is the control parameter for spline knot
control points 𝑖. The non-convex optimization in Eqs. (6-7) was
solved with the covariance matrix adaptation evolution strategy
(CMA-ES)[12] solver operating in near real-time (~0.5 s runtime).
The penalized weighted least squares (PWLS) method [13] was
used for image reconstruction for both circular and non-circular
orbits.
C. Experimental Study
1) Geometric Calibration of Non-Circular Orbits
The reproducibility of geometric parameters was evaluated for
an example non-circular orbit (𝜙 linearly increasing from -20° to
+20° while 𝜃 linearly increasing from 0° to 196°) by repeating the
geometric calibration (not interpolation) 4 times over an 8-hour
period of normal use. Three scenarios were evaluated: (i) a
conventional “Circular Protocol” with a pre-calibrated circular
orbit; (ii) a “Non-Circular Protocol” assuming a pre-calibrated
non-circular orbit; and (iii) a “General Non-Circular” scan for
which the projection matrix is determined by the interpolationbased method described above.
Basic image quality characteristics were evaluated in terms of
spatial resolution (modulation transfer function, MTF) and 3D
sampling characteristics (cone-beam artifacts) in a head phantom
containing a variety of custom inserts. The axial plane MTF was
determined from the edge-spread function measured from a highcontrast (~300 HU) cylindrical rod insert. The magnitude of conebeam artifacts was measured in terms of the full-width-at-halfmaximum (FWHM) of the superior-inferior edges of flat disks
(“Defrise phantom”) inserted within the cranium. All scans
involved 400 projections over a 196° arc in 𝜃 at 110 kV, 1.65 mAs
/ view, with a 30 s scan time.
2) Metal Artifact Avoidance (MAA) with Non-Circular Orbits
The performance of the CNN-based metal object localization
step was evaluated in terms of Dice coefficient in the validation
dataset and in the testing dataset (scans of a cadaver instrumented
with six pairs of pedicle screws (Nuvasive, San Diego USA)). We
compared the performance of the proposed end-to-end method
with two other methods: (i) conventional image domain U-Net
segmentation on direct backprojection of scout views (referred to
as the “single U-Net”);[5] and (ii) projection domain U-Net
segmentation of metal objects, followed by backprojection and
image domain U-Net segmentation (referred to as the “dual UNet”). Note that the two U-Nets in (ii) were trained separately (not
end-to-end).
The performance of the MAA method was evaluated in a
phantom study involving an anthropomorphic chest phantom
containing a natural human skeleton in tissue-equivalent plastic
and 8 spinal pedicle screws (DePuy-Synthes, Raynham USA;
ranging 30-60 mm in length). The screws were placed with outof-plane angle ranging from -20° to +30° (positive on one side of
the spine, negative on the other). Metal artifact magnitude was
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assessed in terms of “blooming” about the shaft of the screw
(FWHM of the screw minus its true width) for conventional
circular orbit scans and the optimal non-circular orbit defined by
MAA.
III. RESULTS
A. Geometric Calibration of Non-Circular Orbits
Figure 4 shows the degree of reproducibility in system
geometry for the non-circular orbit described in §C.1. A reduction
in reproducibility was observed: for example, the standard
deviation in piercing point location (𝑢0 , 𝑣0 ) over repeat trials was
~1.7 mm (vs. ~0.8 mm for a conventional circular orbit). Note that
the mobile C-arm was not electromechanically tuned beyond its
standard clinical deployment, which does not support non-circular
orbits in standard use. As shown below, however, despite the
reduced mechanical reproducibility, the interpolation-based
calibration provided a reasonable estimate of system geometry
supporting 3D image reconstruction.

Fig. 4. Reproducibility of geometric parameters for the non-circular orbit
described in §C.1. (a) Location of the piecing point (𝑢0 , 𝑣0 ) and (b) SDD in 4 repeat
trials over an 8-hour interval of routine use.

Figure 5 illustrates how errors in geometric calibration relate to
reduction in spatial resolution for the three scenarios defined in
§C.1. Compared to the standard “Circular Protocol,” the calibrated
“Non-Circular Protocol” showed minor reduction in MTF (~3.5%
reduction in the spatial frequency at which MTF = 0.10, f10) due
to the decreased reproducibility in calibration parameters. The
“General Non-Circular” scenario showed further reduction in
resolution (~12% reduction in f10) due to two effects: smoothing
of geometric parameters in the interpolation; and ignoring
differences in gantry momentum for a continuous non-circular
orbit compared to the discrete library of circular scans. Despite the
reduction in MTF, images obtained with the “General NonCircular” scenario appear visually comparable to the others, as in
Fig. 5(b-c). Therefore, the interpolation-based method appears to
provide a reasonable estimate of system geometry for non-circular
scans for which neither a pre-calibration nor a “self-calibration”
(using previous scan and 3D-2D registration [14]) is available.

Fig. 5. Effect of geometric calibration accuracy on spatial resolution (MTF) and
3D image quality. (a) MTF for the three scenarios defined in §C.1. (b) Sagittal view
of a head phantom with zoomed-in views of the skull base for the three scenarios.

Figure 6 shows the expected reduction in cone-beam artifacts in
sagittal images of a head phantom containing stacks of flat disks
(§C.1). The apparent thickness (FWHM) of the uppermost disk
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was reduced from 9 mm for the standard “Circular Protocol” to its
true thickness (~5.5 mm) for both of the Non-Circular scenarios.

Fig. 6. Reduction of cone-beam artifacts for the non-circular orbits (§C.1) evident
in sagittal images of a head phantom containing flat disk inserts.

B. MAA with Non-Circular Orbits
Figures 7 and 8 show the end-to-end network to outperform the
single and dual U-Nets. The increase in Dice coefficient
(especially for fewer scout views) confirms the effectiveness of
end-to-end training: for just two scout views, the end-to-end
method increased Dice by ~29% in the validation dataset, and by
~42% in the testing dataset compared to the dual U-Net. Figure
7(b) shows that ≥8 filters in the projection domain were needed
for reasonable performance of the end-to-end network. Figure 8
shows that with only two scout views, the end-to-end network was
able to capture the shape and direction of all six pairs of bilateral
screws. While the Dice coefficient (0.7) would still be considered
low for some applications (e.g., MAR) and was shown to improve
with more scout views, it is more than sufficient for MAA orbit
optimization, as shown below.
Figure 9 shows the 𝑞𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 (𝜃, 𝜙) metric map computed by the
MAA method with just two scout views of the chest phantom and
spine screws. Clearly, there is no circular orbit (horizontal line in
(a)) that would substantially reduce metal artifact for all screws,
as there is always at least one region of strong metal-induced bias
in the (𝜃, 𝜙) trajectory space (roughly corresponds to the out-ofplane angle of the screw). This issue is resolved by 2D
minimization of Eqs. (6-7), resulting in the non-circular orbit
marked by the cyan curve (a). The non-circular orbit avoids most
of the low-fidelity views, steering a path in (𝜃, 𝜙) that minimizes
variation in spectral shift. The resulting image quality is shown in
Figs. 9(c)-(f), showing strong reduction in blooming artifacts
about the screw (~70% improvement in screw shaft blooming
achieved with the optimal non-circular orbit).

Fig. 7. Performance of CNN in 3D localization of metal instruments from sparse
projection views. (a) Validation Dice for the three methods described in §C.2
evaluated as a function of the number of scout views. (b) Validation Dice for the
end-to-end network with respect to the number of filters in the projection domain
(input to the backprojection layer, as shown in Fig. 3).
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Fig. 8. Segmentation performance of three neural networks in the testing dataset
(cadaver with 12 pedicle screws). (a)-(c) Example axial slice segmentation overlaid
with ground truth (cyan). Segmentations are shown for varying number of scout
views. (d) Isosurface of 𝜇𝑠𝑒𝑔 computed from two views for the end-to-end method.
(e) Isosurface of ground truth segmentation (downsampled the same as 𝜇𝑠𝑒𝑔 ).

Fig. 9. The MAA method applied to a chest phantom implanted with eight pedicle
screws. (a) The 𝑞𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦 (𝜃, 𝜙) metric map overlaid with the optimal non-circular
orbit (cyan). (b) Magnitude of blooming artifact (FWHM of the screw shaft) for
each of the 8 screws. Axial images in (c and e) for circular and (MAA) non-circular
scans show the improvement in visual image quality acquisition, illustrated further
in (d and f) by zoomed quasi-axial slices in-plane with each screw.

IV. CONCLUSION
A method for geometric calibration of non-circular C-arm
CBCT orbits was demonstrated, giving a practical means to
estimate system geometry from a discrete library of circular scan
calibrations. Although the geometric calibration method carried a
measurable reduction in MTF, the effect on visual image quality
was relatively minor. CBCT images acquired from non-circular
orbits were shown to improve 3D sampling characteristics (e.g.,
reduction of cone-beam artifacts), as expected. Such capability
enabled a method (called MAA) that identifies non-circular orbits
with minimal metal-induced biases. A novel end-to-end neural
network was shown to localize metal objects from just two scout
views without strong prior information of the patient anatomy or
metal instruments. Integration of the end-to-end network with the
MAA method for non-circular orbits demonstrated strong
reduction in metal artifacts in phantom and cadaver studies.
Moreover, the method is compatible with established MAR and
polyenergetic reconstruction algorithms to further reduce artifacts.
Ongoing / future work includes adding the attention gate
mechanism [15] into the end-to-end network and improved
geometric calibration method for general non-circular orbits.
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Abstract—Spectral CT has great potential for a variety of
clinical applications due to the improved material discrimination
with respect to conventional CT. Many clinical and preclinical
spectral CT systems have two spectral channels for dual-energy
CT using strategies such as split-filtration, dual-layer detectors,
or kVp-switching. However, there are emerging clinical imaging
applications which would require three or more spectral sensitivity channels, for example, multiple exogenous contrast agents
in a single scan. Spatial-spectral filters are a new spectral CT
technology which use x-ray beam modulation to offer greater
spectral diversity. The device consists of an array of k-edge filters
which divide the x-ray beam into spectrally varied beamlets. This
design allows for an arbitrary number of spectral channels; however, traditional two-step reconstruction-decomposition schemes
are typically not effective because the measured data for any
individual spectral channel is sparse in the projection domain.
Instead, we use a one-step model-based material decomposition
algorithm to iteratively estimate material density images directly
from spectral CT data. In this work, we present a prototype
spatial-spectral filter integrated with an x-ray CT test-bench. The
filter is composed of an array of tin, erbium, tantalum, and lead
filter tiles which spatially modulate the system spectral sensitivity
pattern. After the system was characterized and modeled, we
conducted a spectral CT scan of a multi-contrast-enhanced
phantom containing water, iodine, and gadolinium solutions. We
present the resulting spectral CT data as well as the material
density images estimated by model-based material decomposition.
The calibrated system model is in close agreement with the
measured data, and the reconstructed material density images
match the ground truth concentrations for the multi-contrast
phantom. These preliminary results demonstrate the potential of
spatial-spectral filters to enable multi-contrast imaging and other
new clinical applications of spectral CT.

ple, a multi-contrast protocol for simultaneous multi-phasic
liver imaging with spectral CT is already under development
[4]. With the goal of imaging multiple biologically safe
contrast agents (such as iodine and gadolinium), future systems
will need to move beyond dual-energy CT to designs which
incorporate three of more sensitivity spectra into a single data
acquisition.
One possible solution would be the use of direct photoncounting detectors which are capable of photon-energy discrimination. This technology shows great promise for spectral
CT in the future but currently faces its own set of limitations
and challenges [5]. We focus on a new technology which
is compatible with current energy-integrating detectors called
spatial-spectral filters which are shown in Figure 1. In previous
work, we have modeled and optimized the filter design [8].
Using those simulation results as guidance for the device
design, we have constructed a prototype spatial-spectral filter
in an integrated x-ray CT test bench system.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Spectral CT is a term used to describe any CT system
which incorporates projection data acquisition with varied xray sensitivity spectra to allow for both spatial reconstruction
as well as basis material density estimation. Dual-energy CT is
an existing subcategory of spectral CT which is already being
successfully utilized in clinical settings. A recent comprehensive review of the modern state of of the technology and its
applications [3] enumerates important new clinical tasks made
possible by dual-energy CT including automated bone removal
in CT angiography [1], virtual monochromatic imaging [10],
and virtual non-contrast imaging [2].
Greater diversity of spectral sensitivity has the potential to
enable entirely new clinical imaging applications. For exam-
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Fig. 1. Diagram of spatial-spectral filters for spectral CT. A tiled array of kedge filters (e.g. tin, erbium, tantalum, lead) which modulate the spectra of the
incident x-rays. The resulting projection data have varied spectral sensitivity.

In this work, we present the prototype spatial spectral filter
as well as specialized system calibration and data processing
procedures required to use the device for spectral CT. We
investigate the efficacy of the spatial-spectral CT system using
a multi-contrast phantom containing iodine and gadolinium
solutions. We present the spectral CT projection data as well as
the basis material density images reconstructed using a direct
one-step model-based material decomposition algorithm.
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II. M ETHODS
A. Spatial-Spectral Filter Prototype
The prototype spatial-spectral filter consists of tin, erbium,
tantalum, and lead filter tiles (ordered as such) which are
20 mm wide, 30 mm high and 0.250 mm thick with the
exception of the tantalum tiles which are 0.127 mm thick. The
relative position of the filter tiles is clamped in place by an
aluminum frame as shown in Figure 2. The entire assembly
is integrated into an x-ray CT test bench. It is mounted in
front of the x-ray source onto a linear actuator which can
translate the device laterally. This axis of motion allows for
repositioning throughout the CT scan and corresponding viewdependent modulation of the system spectral sensitivity.

Small gaps between the tiles result in an unfiltered beam
and a corresponding increase in x-ray fluence. We have shown
in previous work that reconstruction with filter tile gaps is
possible by incorporating the gaps into the system spectral
sensitivity model. However, in this work, we simply set the
statistical weights to zero around the interface between filter
tiles, thereby ignoring this data and avoiding the more complex
calibration required to model the gaps.
C. Spatial-Spectral CT with a Multi-Contrast Phantom
With the clinical goal of multi-contrast imaging, we conducted a spectral CT experiment with the spatial-spectral filter
x-ray test bench system in Figure 3. The subject of the scan
is a multi-contrast phantom consisting of a 65 mm diameter
phantom cylindrical water tank and 10 mm diameter vials
containing various concentrations of iodine and gadolinium
solutions distributed as shown in Figure 6. The source-to-axis
distance was 910 mm and the source-to-detector distance was
1920 mm. The spatial-spectral filter was positioned 380 mm
from the source and it was translated at a speed of 2.66 mm per
view. The flat-panel detector has a caesium iodide scintillator
thickness of 0.60 mm and a pixel spacing of 0.278 mm in both
the row and column directions.

Fig. 2. Mechanical design of spatial-spectral filter prototype. The tin, erbium,
tantalum, and lead filter tiles clamped in an aluminum frame.

B. Data Processing and Calibration
The spatial-spectral filter roughly divides the projection
data into four spectral channels associated with the filter
materials. Each of these channels is individually sparse in the
projection domain, taking up approximately 25% of the CT
dataset. With this incomplete CT data, it would be difficult
to reconstruct images for each spectral channel individually
which would be a pre-requisite for material decomposition
in the image domain. Projection-domain decomposition is
also challenging without any overlap between the spectral
channels’ acquisition geometries. Instead, we estimate material
densities directly from the spectral CT data with a one-step
model-based material decomposition algorithm [6] [7]. This
algorithm involves a poly-energetic forward model for xray attenuation that properly considers the mass attenuation
spectra for each of the basis materials, as well as the models
for the system geometry and sensitivity spectra. The data loglikelihood term assumes a multivariate Gaussian noise model,
and the regularization term is a quadratic smoothness penality
with cross-material penalties as described in [9].
System spectral sensitivity is affected by the source fluence
spectra, the source-side filtration, and the detector energydependent sensitivity. For model-based material decomposition, it is critical to have an accurate model for system
spectral sensitivity. The spectral model was calibrated by
fitting aluminum and tungsten source filtration to the measured
transmissivity spatial-spectral filter.

Fig. 3. X-ray test bench outfitted for spectral CT with a spatial-spectral filter

The x-ray technique was 120 kVp with one 40 ms pulse
per frame at a current of 30 mA. Air and offset scans were
collected with no filtration and no phantom in place. Then, a
filter calibration scan was collected with the view-dependent
filtration from the spatial-spectral filter, but no phantom in
place. After standard air and offset corrections, the spectral
calibration parameters were tuned such that the measured
transmissivitiy of all four filter tile materials matched the
model used for reconstruction for the known filter tile thicknesses. Projection data were acquired over 360° using 360
equally spaced view angles.
We ran 1000 iterations of the material decomposition algorithm. The voxelized representation of the object consisted of
88 voxels with 1 mm spacing. We used quadratic regularization
to encourage smooth image results and we used a crossmaterial penalty to reduce cross-talk artifacts between basis
material channels.
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III. R ESULTS
A. Calibrated Spectral Sensitivity
The transmissivity of the spatial-spectral filter was 38.59%
for tin, 20.82% for erbium, 30.85% for tantalum, and 23.97%
for lead. Based on these levels, the spectral calibration output parameters are -0.0378 mm of aluminum filtration and
0.1436 mm of tungsten filtration relative to the unfiltered
SPEKTR model. The output spectra are shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 5. Spatial-spectral CT data of a multi-contrast phantom scan.
Fig. 4. Calibrated spectral sensitivity for each filter material.

In these spectra, we can see the k-edges at 29.20 keV
for tin, 57.48 keV for erbium, 67.43 keV for tantalum, and
88.01 keV for lead. This type of k-edge filtration leads to
diverse sensitivity spectra which help to separate the signals
from water, iodine, and gadolinium, based on their respective
mass attenuation spectra.
B. Multi-Contrast Imaging Experiment
The spectral CT scan of the multi-contrast phantom acquired
with the spatial-spectral filter is shown in Figure 5. The
linear motion of the filter throughout the scan results in the
diagonal stripes. Note that any individual spectral channel
corresponding to a certain filter material does not make up
a complete CT dataset. We only achieve sufficient spatial
and spectral sampling by considering all the data together. In
total, 3% of the projection data were identified as part of the
interface region between filter tiles and were disregarded in the
statistical reconstruction. In Figure 5, those projections have
been replaced via interpolation between neighboring views.
We can see the projection of the water tank as well as the
lower-contrast projection signal of the iodine and gadolinium
inserts. Based on the sensitivity spectra for a given projection,
the same mass-length of a certain material will result in a
different contrast. Only by considering this data together with
a model for the system geometry and projection-dependent
spectral sensitivity can we estimate the basis material densities.
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C. Model-Based Material Decomposition
The output basis material density images from the modelbased material decomposition are shown in Figure 6. The
figure also shows overlays of ROI mean values which demonstrate a very close match to the ground truth concentrations
for each material.
The water channel shows a relatively flat density with
the exception of the plastic vials and the plastic rectangular
fiducials on the outside of the tank, which are used to verify
the orientation. The mean value of the flat response in the
water tank is around 992 mg/mL which is close to the ground
truth value of 1000 mg/mL. Some of the attenuation is falsely
attributed to an elevated baseline in the gadolinium channel
of around 0.78 mg/mL for regions of the phantom that should
only contain water. This likely indicates some errors in the
spectral calibration.
For vials containing a mixture of both gadolinium and
iodine, the resulting decomposition appears to over-estimate
the iodine and under-estimate the gadolinium. This is demonstrative of the strong anti-correlation between materials which
poses a great challenge for material decomposition problems.Again, these errors could be a bias due to small errors
in the modeled system sensitivity spectra. Finally, are some
artifacts the material boundaries which could be caused by
cross-talk from the quadratic regularization penalty or by bias
from unmodeled spectral effects.
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Fig. 6. Multi-contrast phantom with vials containing iodine and gadolinium solutions at various mixtures in water. Material density images estimated via
model-based material decomposition.

IV. C ONCLUSION
The hardware designs, data processing procedures, and
experimental results presented here show that spatial-spectral
filters show promise as a strategy for spectral CT with energy
integrating detectors. While spatial-spectral filters yield sparse
projection data for each spectral channel, these results shown
that we can use one-step material decomposition algorithms
to reconstruct basis material density images using the proper
calibration and physical models. Morever, using these spatialspectral filters we were able to conduct a multi-contrast
imaging experiment using spectral-modulation of the x-ray
beam without the need for energy-discriminating detectors.
Spectral CT shows promise for many clinical applications.
As we develop new technologies which increase the number
of spectral channels, we have the potential enable entirely new
clinical studies. For example, three or more spectral channels
enables three or more basis materials which is the fundamental
requirement for multi-contrast imaging and quantification (one
of the basis materials being water). Creative new clinical studies for multiple contrast agents are already under development
for liver imaging, and it is reasonable to expect more new
applications in the future.
In ongoing work, we seek to refine procedures to calibrate
gaps and edges between filters for full data utilization. We will
also aim to investigate combining spatial-spectral filters with
other techniques like kVp-switching or energy-discriminating
detectors to explore high-sensitivity spectral CT.
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Dynamic Fluence Modulation using Proton CT
for Low–dose Imaging in Particle Therapy
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Abstract—Dynamic fluence modulation for computed
tomography (CT), i.e. the acquisition of tomographic images with
variable, patient- and task-specific fluence fields, offers the
potential to substantially reduce local imaging dose. In particular,
volume-of-interest (VOI) imaging allows to limit imaging dose to a
clinically relevant volume and reduce it elsewhere. In the context
of particle therapy, where tomographic data is required for
treatment planning the VOI is the treatment beam path. VOI
imaging is of particular interest for particle therapy given the very
low integral out-of-VOI treatment dose. Proton CT imaging allows
for a direct measurement of the proton stopping power with an
increased accuracy and a decreased imaging dose compared to xray-based CT. In addition, frequent imaging is required to verify
patient positioning and to monitor potential anatomical changes,
which over the course of a treatment may compromise the planned
dose. In this work, we evaluate the performance of a fluencemodulated proton CT algorithm for low-dose in-room imaging.
This would allow for recalculation or replanning of the treatment
dose according to the anatomy of the day with out-of-VOI dose
below 1 mGy. We performed a simulation study and acquired
experimental data using a prototype proton CT scanner. By
employing a bow-tie-like fluence modulation aiming for constant
noise, imaging dose was reduced by 9%. For a VOI imaging task,
out-of-VOI dose was reduced by 41% and substantially below
1 mGy. This may pave the way for daily imaging prior to every
treatment session aiming to eventually reduce safety margins in
particle therapy, thus further reducing normal tissue exposure to
therapeutic doses.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

MAGE-GUIDED

particle therapy requires an accurate
volumetric representation of the proton (or heavier ion)
stopping power for calculation and optimization of the
therapeutic dose. Ideally, images are acquired at minimal
imaging dose prior to each treatment fraction and in treatment
position to avoid suboptimal tumor coverage due to positioning
errors or anatomical changes. The current clinical practice is to
use single or (less frequently) dual energy x-ray computed
tomography (xCT) and a subsequent calibration mapping
photon attenuation to the relative (to water) stopping power
(RSP). This procedure leads to intrinsic errors of approx. 1%
J
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with the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München (LMU Munich), Germany.
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Fig. 1. Prototype proton CT scanner mounted on top of a robotic arm in front
of the treatment beam nozzle. Two tracking detectors measure positions and
directions of each proton and an energy detector measures its residual energy.

(dual energy) to 3% (single energy) in RSP [1]. To account for
such uncertainties, additional safety margins are added to the
planning target volume, which necessarily results in a higher
dose delivered to healthy tissue or even organs-at-risk during
treatment. Furthermore, dual energy xCT imaging, when
available, cannot be easily performed in treatment position, and,
due to timing and imaging dose constraints, is not performed
prior to every treatment fraction at most centers.
Alternatively, a direct determination of the RSP is possible
using proton computed tomography (pCT) by measuring the
energy loss of high-energy (e.g. 200 MeV for cranial
indications) protons traversing the patient, as originally
proposed by Cormack [2]. The energy loss of a single proton is
directly linked to a line integral through RSP, which can
therefore be reconstructed using iterative or analytical image
reconstruction accounting for the curved path of the protons [3].
RSP accuracy of images acquired using the pre-clinical
prototype pCT scanner [4], [5] shown in fig. 1 is reported to be
competitive to state-of-the-art dual energy xCT with optimal
spectral separation [6]. At the same time, future pCT scanners
could readily be rotated with the proton gantry and images be
N. Detrich. Dr. V. Rykalin and Dr. M. Pankuch are with the Northwestern
Medicine Chicago Proton Center, USA. N. Detrich is also with IBA, LouvainLa-Neuve, Belgium. Dr. V. Rykalin is also with Proton VDA Inc., Naperville,
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USA. Prof. Dr. R. W. Schulte is with Loma Linda University, USA.
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acquired in treatment position just before treatment. Moreover,
dose efficiency is improved compared to xCT [7] and typical
pCT imaging doses are at 1 to 2 mGy per tomography and
therefore at the level of cone-beam xCT, yet with the dosimetric
accuracy of dual energy xCT. The rate of double-strand DNA
breaks by pCT may also be reduced compared to xCT at
equivalent physical dose [8], [9]. This makes pCT a good
candidate for frequent pre-treatment recalculation and optional
replanning of the therapeutic dose, without accumulation of
critical imaging doses.
A further reduction of imaging dose can be achieved by using
dynamic fluence field modulation, originally proposed for xCT
[10], [11]. Fluence-modulated imaging aims at inhomogeneous
and changing spatial distributions of radiation fluence within
one projection, thus concentrating imaging dose within a
volume-of-interest (VOI), where image noise is low.
Elsewhere, image noise is elevated, but imaging dose reduced.
This is particularly meaningful in the context of particle
therapy, where low noise (and high RSP accuracy) is only
required within the treatment beam path (i.e. the VOI) and
image noise (and RSP accuracy) is irrelevant elsewhere. At the
same time, imaging dose outside the VOI must be kept low to
maintain the low dose to normal tissue achievable with proton
therapy – and is irrelevant inside the VOI, where therapeutic
dose dominates. While experimental implementation of fluence
modulation in xCT is challenging [12], [13], the incident proton
fluence can readily be modulated by scanning the object with
proton pencil beams using the treatment beam delivery system
and modulating the dwell time or beam current of each pencil
beam. The typical size of a proton pencil beam is about 10 mm
(FWHM), which allows for a fine modulation of the fluence.
In this work, we evaluate a previously presented optimization
algorithm for fluence-modulated pCT (FMpCT) [14] for its
ability to reduce imaging dose and achieve prescribed image
noise distributions. We employ both a Monte Carlo simulation
of the imaging set-up and experimental data.
II. MATERIALS & METHODS
A. Image noise for proton CT
The pCT prototype scanner investigated in this work records
position, direction and residual energy information for every
proton incident to the detector – an operation mode called “listmode.” Variance in list-mode pCT projections is proportional
to the number of particles per pixel in the projection (referred
to as “counts”), because the projection value is the average
water-equivalent path length (WEPL) of a set of protons
incident to each pixel. For a given number of counts, noise is
primarily affected by the protons’ stochastic loss of energy,
known as “energy straggling,” in the object and also in the
detector. Moreover, multiple Coulomb scattering (MCS) of
protons and the accuracy of the proton path estimate through
tracking impact noise. Finally, the energy spread of the
accelerator can increase noise. All these contributions were
quantified in a previous publication [15] and can be predicted
precisely using a Monte Carlo simulation of the prototype pCT
scanner shown in fig. 1 and used in this study. It is important to

Fig. 2. Three-step projection-based optimization workflow for fluencemodulated pCT: given an image noise target and an image guide, the algorithm
calculates a pencil beam weight vector that results in the desired image noise
target for a given object.

note that MCS is object-dependent and heterogeneities strongly
increase noise, distorting the bijective relation between line
integral values and noise levels which can be expected in xCT.
Therefore, any fluence modulation must take into account prior
knowledge about the object to be imaged, for example from a
previous diagnostic xCT or pCT scan, or even MRI converted
to xCT [16]. Given noise levels in the projection, image noise
can be calculated using variance reconstruction [17], [18],
which is an error propagation through the linear reconstruction
operation of filtered backprojection.
B. Fluence optimization algorithm
The fluence-modulation optimization algorithm presented in
[14] calculates a set of pencil beam weights (i.e. their relative
dwell time) that achieve a prescribed image noise target. The
workflow is depicted in fig. 2 and consists of three steps.
At first, an iterative variance forward projection is employed,
that finds a strictly positive (and thus physical) stack of variance
projections Var[𝑝presc. ], resulting in the prescribed image noise
target when input to the variance reconstruction.
In a second step, a Monte Carlo simulation is used to generate
a set of variance projections Var[𝑝unit ], which correspond to
imaging the object at some unit fluence (e.g. uniform fluence).
This incorporates prior knowledge about the object to be
imaged. Since variance is inversely proportional to the number
of counts, the required fluence modulation (relative to unit
fluence) is calculated as 𝑓rel = Var[𝑝unit ]/ Var[𝑝presc. ], which
would already be sufficient if it were possible to modulate
fluence pixel-by-pixel.
A third step therefore includes knowledge about the finite
extent of each pencil beam. A linear combination of a set of pre-
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defined pencil beams is calculated, such that the summed
fluence is equal to
𝐹FMpCT = 𝐹unit ∙ 𝑓rel = 𝐹unit ∙ Var[𝑝unit ]/ Var[𝑝presc. ],

(1)

where 𝐹unit is the unit fluence of all pencil beams. This
optimization problem is solved by minimizing the summed
squared pixel-wise deviation between eq. (1) and a linear
combination of pencil beams. The pencil beam model for this
optimization (spot size, divergence) was derived from
experimental data. Pencil beam centers were chosen to be on a
regular grid as shown in the last row of fig. 3 (a). The large
spacing in horizontal direction was compensated by shifting the
fluence pattern by a quarter of this spacing, resulting in a
homogeneous fluence when summing counts of two opposing
projections (analogous to the quarter detector shift in xCT).
C. Simulation study
A Monte Carlo simulation study was performed using a

dedicated Geant4 simulation platform [19], which we recently
validated for its accuracy in predicting RSP noise [15]. A water
filled cylindrical PMMA container (diameter 150.5 mm) was
simulated, for which a physical counterpart existed. Three
scenarios were investigated: (1) acquisition with uniform
fluence (i.e. unit fluence), which is current standard for pCT
acquisitions; (2) prescription of constant noise throughout the
water cylinder; and (3) an FMpCT acquisition with a VOI in
one quadrant mimicking the beam path of a two-field treatment
with therapeutic beams from 90 and 180 degrees. Fluence
patterns were optimized using the algorithm in section II.B.
Imaging doses were scored for every projection and summed.
D. Experimental acquisitions
Experimental data were acquired using the pCT prototype
scanner [4] shown in fig. 1 and located at a fixed beam line of
the Northwestern Medicine Chicago Proton Center, which is
capable of pencil beam scanning. The object was rotated for a
full 360 degrees during the acquisition. An interface to the

n/a

n/a

n/a

Fig. 3. Simulation (a, b, c) and experimental (d, e, f) pCT acquisitions for unit fluence (a, d), a constant noise (b, e) and an FMpCT noise prescription (c, f). RSP,
variance, simulated imaging dose and counts sinograms are displayed.
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beam control system was developed to automatically deliver
fluence patterns. The same water filled phantom as in the
simulation study was used. Noise targets and optimized fluence
patterns were also identical.
III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Results are summarized in fig. 3, where RSP maps, the
variance reconstruction, profiles through the variance
reconstruction (indicated by the dashed line), imaging doses
and counts sinograms are shown. Simulation study results are
in fig. 3 (a) to (c) and experimental results in fig. 3 (d) to (f).
In fig. 3 (a) unit fluence was delivered as can be seen in the
counts sinogram. This resulted in a reduced image variance in
the center of the object, which is expected due to multiple
Coulomb scattering and was discussed in a previous publication
[15]. Imaging dose is constant throughout the object because
the energy loss for high energy protons (far from the Bragg
peak) is relatively constant. Fig. 3 (b) shows an optimized
fluence plan aiming for constant variance in the image, which
was successful as can be seen in the variance map and profile.
While the change in the RSP image is not directly obvious, the
counts sinogram shows reduced fluence in the center of the
object, which at the same place resulted in a reduced dose. This
is the equivalent of a bow-tie filter in xCT, but the fluence
profile is fundamentally different due to different noise
characteristics in pCT. At equal peak noise level, dose was
reduced by 9% using fluence modulation, compared to the unit
fluence scan. The effect of the FMpCT plan in fig. 3 (c) can
already be appreciated in the RSP map. The variance map and
profile show that fluence modulation was successful and
variance follows the prescription with good accuracy. At equal
peak noise level in the VOI, dose outside of the VOI was
reduced by 41%, which is a substantial dose saving. In [14], an
anthropomorphic head phantom was also studied showing
similar dose savings for a more heterogeneous geometry.
Experimental data in fig. 3 (d) to (f) agree well with results
from the simulation study. Unfortunately, the alignment of the
scanner with respect to the coordinate system of the beam line
was not perfectly reproduced in between the unit fluence
acquisition and the two fluence modulations. This caused the
quarter shift of the pencil beam pattern to be spoiled and
resulted in rings in the variance map due to changing proton
statistics. Except for this minor disagreement, the variance
maps using fluence modulation were as expected from
simulations. While variance rings partially impaired the
constant noise target in fig. 3 (e), the FMpCT acquisition in
fig. 3 (f) agreed well with the prescription, and the prescribed
variance difference was larger than the ringing caused by the
misalignment. Imaging doses were not determined for the
experimental dataset, but dose savings can be expected to be
comparable to those determined in the simulation study,
especially given that fluence sinograms were very similar.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we generated fluence-modulated pCT delivery
patterns using a dedicated optimization algorithm for FMpCT.

Patterns were calculated for a simple water-filled cylinder and
for two noise prescriptions: constant noise throughout the
image as an equivalent to xCT bow-tie filters, and a volume-ofinterest imaging task with application for particle therapy. The
performance of the optimization algorithm was evaluated both
in a simulation study and in an experiment using a prototype
pCT scanner. Dose savings in the simulation study were
substantial, highlighting the potential use of fluence modulation
in pCT. Experimental feasibility was demonstrated but leaves
room for technical improvements not related to the optimization
algorithm.
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